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HOUSE OF REPREsENTATIvEs,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE To INvEsTIGATE TAx-ExEMPT FOUNDATIONS,
Washington, .7.
The special committee met at 10 a. m ., pursuant to notice, in r
1301 of the House Office Building, Hon . Carroll Reece (chairman
the special committee) presiding .
Present : Representatives Reece, Wolcott, Goodwin, Hays,
Pfost .
Also present : Rene A. Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T. K
associate counsel ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Katharyn Ca
legal analyst ; and John Marshall, Jr ., chief clerk of the spec
committee.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order .
This is the first session of this special committee . This commit
was created by House Resolution 217 of the 83d Congress, 1st sessi
which resolution describes its purposes as follows

The committee is authorized and directed to conduct a full and complete
vestigation and study of educational an philanthropic foundations and o
comparable organizations which are exempt from Federal income taxatio
determine if any foundations and organizations are using their resources
purposes other than the purposes for which they were established, and e
cially to determine which such foundations and organizations are using th
resources for un-American and subversive activities ; for political purpo
propaganda ; or attempts to influence legislation .

If agreeable I would like to ask the reporter to insert the en
resolution in the record for information .
(The resolution is as follows :)
,[H. Res . 217,83d Cong ., 1st seas.]
RESOLUTION

Resolved, That there is hereby created a special committee to be compose

five members of the House of Representatives to be appointed by the Spea
one of whom he shall designate as chairman. Any vacancy occurring in
membership of the committee shall be filled in the same manner in which
original appointment was made.
The committee Is authorized and directed to conduct a full and comp
investigation and study of educational and philanthropic foundations and o
comparable organizations which aree exempt from Federal income taxati
determine if any foundations and organizations 'are using their resource
purposes other than the purposes for which they were established, and espec
to determine which such foundations and organizations are using their reso
for un-American and subversive activities ; for political purposes ; propaga
or attempts to influence legislation
The committee shall report to thh House : (or to the .Clerk of,, the House i
House is not in session) on or before January 3, 1955, the results of Its'inves
tion. and study, together with such recommendations as it deems advisable :
i

authorized and directed to ascertain the location of all books, pa
correspondence, and documents assembled by the former select com
H . Res. 561, •, Eighty-second Congress, and take same into his custod
such records with the Clerk under rule XXXVI . The Clerk of t
, hereby authorized to loan such records and files to . the special com
lished by this resolution for the official use of the pecial committ
Eighty-third Congress or until January 3, 1955, when they will be
accordance with said rule .

The CHAIRMAN . The study assigned to the committee is o
importance. A similar committee had been appointed by
during the previous Congress . I shall refer to it as the C
tee. The time allotted to the Cox committee was short and
The present committee was created largely because , of-thi
that the work of studying the foundations might be cont
greater degree of thoroughness .
Because of the limitations of time and finances, we' ha
at this stage to confine ourselves to only some sections of
subject of foundations .
The term encompasses many types of institutions, such as
ties, hospitals, churches, and so forth, except where peculi
stances dictate we shall limit our study to foundations a
connotes ordinarily in the public mind . A definition is dif
to name examples of such institutions, such as the Rockefell
tion, the Ford Foundation, and the Carnegie Foundation will
what we shall • ordinarily mean when we use the term "fo
in-these proceedings.
Moreover, and again with an occasional exception, we sha
confine our attention to the work of foundations in what
the social sciences . Little criticism has come to us concerni
or other . foundation activities in the physical or exact sci
as medicne and physics. We shall of course consider breac
and abuses of what may be desirable conduct wherever we
We deem our function to be essentially and primarily fac
The committee is unanimous in believing that foundatio
sirable institutions, that they have accomplished a great
benefit for the people of our country, and that nothing shou
to. decrease their effectiveness . There, havee been indieation
that foundations have 'not at all times acted in the best 'inte
people.' This-may'sometimes happen by intention, but far
probably; by negligence . Sometimes, also, there seem to
weaknesses in the very structure or conventional operation
tions as an institution which readily permit them to fall
times accidental and unintended, but serious error . As som
errors can, be very . serious and often fatal, it is our objectiv
seek out causes and reasons to the end, first, of disclosing pe
terial"of which the foundations themselves may not alway

is probable that the aggregate foundation control in the country
increase enormously in the ensuing years .
If we shall not spend much time in exposition of what great amo
of good the foundations have admittedly done, it is because we dee
our principal duty fairly to seek out error . It is only through
process that good can come out of our work. It will be for Congr
the people, and the foundations themselves to judge the seriousnes
such error, and to judge also what corrective means, if any, shoul
taken. Our intention has been, and I wish to make this dou
clear, to conduct an investigation which may have constructive resu
and which may make foundations even more useful institutions t
they have been .
In that statement, I have undertaken to set out the general purpo
of the work of the committee .
The counsel has submitted some suggested rules of procedure, wh
have been sent to the members of the committee . Do the members
the committee feel that those rules are acceptable, or are there ot
you wish to prefer? If not, we can say they are adopted . Wha
your position?
Mr. HAYS . ' I do not see anything objectionable, but there migh
something, we might want to add to them . We can consider t
adopted with the privilege of amending .
The CHAIRMAN . Without objection, then, the rules of proce
su~~ested by the committee will be ado ted .
M r. Goowiiv. The only suggestion 1 have, Mr . Chairman, is N
with reference to a quorum, `one member of each political party .
assumed that there would be no politics in this investigation, a
would be satisfied if that said, "one member of both the majori
and minority," just to leave the word "political" out .
The CHAIRMAN . I think that that suggestion is a good one .
Mr. HAYS . I have no objection .
The CHAIRMAN . With that modification, the rules, without object
will stand as adopted, and if there are copies of these available for
press, of course the press will be entitled to have them, and they
be embodied in the proceedings .
(The rules of procedure are as follows :)
RULES OF PROCEDURE

The following rules have been adopted by the committee
1. Executive and public hearings
A. General provisions : No hearing, either executive or public, shall be
unless all members of the committee have been notified thereof and eith
majority of the members, or one member of both majority and minority mem
ship is present.

2 . Subpenaing of witnesses

A . Issuance of subpenas : Subpenas shall be signed and issued b
man of the committee, or any member of the committee designat
chairman .
B . Service of subpenas : Every witness shall be subpenaed in a
sufficient time in advance of any hearing in order to give the witne
tunity to prepare for the hearing and employ counsel, should he so d
3. Testimony under oath

All witnesses at public or executive hearings who testify as to mat
shall give all testimony under oath or affirmation . Only the ch
member of the committee shall be empowered to administer s
affirmation.

4. Advice of counsel

A . At every hearing, public or executive, every witness shall be
privilege of having counsel of his own choosing .
B . The participation of counsel during the course of any heari
the witness is testifying shall be limited to advising said witness as
rights. Counsel shall not be permitted to engage in oral argume
committee, but shall confine his activity to the area of legal advice t
5 . Statement of -witness

A . Any witness desiring to make a prepared or written statem
record of the proceedings in executive or public sessions shall fi
such statement with the counsel of the committee within a reason
of time in advance of the hearing at which the statement is to b
B . All such statements so received which are relevant and ger
subject of the investigation and of reasonable brevity may, upon
the conclusion of the testimony of the witness, by a majority vote
mittee members present, be inserted in the official transcript of the
6. Witness fees and travel allowance

Each witness who has been subpenaed, upon the completion of hi
before the committee, may report to the office of the clerk of the
room 103, 131 Indiana Avenue NW ., Washington, D . C., and
appropriate vouchers for travel allowances and attendance fee
committee.
7 . Transcript of testimony

A. A complete and accurate record shall be kept of all testimon
ceedings at hearings, both in public and in executive session .
B . Stenographic transcripts of the testimony, when completed by
reporter, will be available for purchase by all those who may be i
procuring same.
The CHAIRMAN. The general counsel of the committee is
Wormser, and associate counsel is Mr . Arnold Koch. Th
of research is Mr. Norman Dodd.
Mr. Wormser, what do you suggest this morning?
i 'Mr . WOEMSER. Mr. Chairman, by informal agreement with
mittee, we have suggested that Mr . Dodd take the stand first
to give the committee a sort of full report of the direct
our research has taken, and the reasoning behind the var

Do we have copies of his statement?
Mr. WORMSER . It has been physically impossible to get them
in final form at this moment. If you desire them, we can in
course of the afternoon prepare them for you .
The CHAIRMAN. I understood they would be available this mor
Mr. WORMSER . Counsel did not have time to read them . It
been quite an effort to get this done so fast. We can have the ne
sary corrections made, and have it ready tomorrow morning, any
Miss Casey thinks we can have it ready this afternoon .
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, is there an agenda available at
witnesses will be called during the balance of the week and next w
The CHAIRMAN . As I understand, Mr. Wormser expects Mr.
to consume, in the scope of his portion of the committee's opera
this morning's session, and tomorrow morning's session, and poss
Wednesday morning's session, and that when Mr . Dodd compl
his statement, then we will go over until, if agreeable with the
mittee, next Monday, so that Mr . Dodd will be the only witness
this period .
All right, Mr. Dodd .
Without objection, I think it is the understanding of the comm
that all of the witnesses will be sworn . Will you raise your hand
I do solemnly swear.
Mr. DODD. I do solemnly swear .
The CHAIRMAN . The testimony I shall give shall be the truth
Mr. DODD . That the testimony I shall give shall be the truth .
The CHAIRMAN . The whole truth.
Mr. DODD. The whole truth .
The CHAIRMAN . And nothing but the truth .
Mr. DoDD. And nothing but the truth .
The CHAIRMAN. So help' me God.
Mr. DoDD. So help me (Hod .

TESTIMONY OF NORMAN DODD, RESEARCH DIRECTOR, SPEC
COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE TAX EXEMPT FOUNDATION

Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Dodd, will you state your full name for
record?
Mr. DoDD. Norman Dodd .
Mr. WORMSER . I think that you are sufficiently identified as
director of research for this committee . Will you then tell the c
mittee the story of the direction of research, your approach to
problem, and the various steps which you took in conducting
research, please?

from the standpoint of their conformity to the intentions
donors, or from the standpoint of the truly American qualit
consequences.
I also wish to acknowledge the cooperation which without
has been extended by foundations to the staff whenever it
necessary to solicit information from them, either direc
writing.
And finally, I take this opportunity to state that in the
following report appears to be critical, I sincerely hope
deemed by the committee, foundations, and the public ali
constructively so .
It was in this spirit that the work of which this report is
tion was undertaken and completed .
Immediately the staff was assembled, studies were initiated
a full understanding of the ground which had been covered b
committee, as disclosed in the hearings which it held, the f
it maintained, and the report it rendered .
To determine the dimensions of the subject to be invest
studied, and to satisfy myself as to the contents and its prob
fication, to define the words "foundation," "un-American,
sive," "political," and "propaganda," in the sense in which
used in House Resolution 217, and if possible to dispose of
troversial connotations ; to familiarize myself with the exp
purpose customarily used in foundation charters .
I would like for a moment to go back to the first item wh
do with our effort to understand what the Cox committee ha
in the way of this subject, and also what its files contained
tion that one of the first situations or conditions with whi
confronted was the incompletion of the Cox committee files .
so marked that we had occasion to report the nature of that
tion to Mr. Snader, the Clerk of the House of Representative
Mr. Wormser, with your permission, I would like to read
which we sent to Mr . Snader as a matter of record .
Mr. WORMSER . Please do, sir . What isthe date of that let
Mr. DoDD . This letter is dated January 26, 1954, and i
warded to Mr . Snader by Mr . McNiece, our assistant researc
who devoted a portion of his time to an intense study of th
This letter is to Mr . Snader, and from Mr . McNiece

On December 1, 1953, Mr . John Marshall and I visited you in y
discuss the condition of the files of the Cox committee, as they were
to us . At this time we advised you that in our opinion the fil
complete, and it was understood that we would write you at a late
are now in a position to give some definite, but not necessarily comple
tion on this subject .

and we have no way of knowing positively what was in this section, but we
reason to believe that considerable material should have been in there
received it contained very little, and some of the indexed folders were
pletely empty.
Statistical summaries : We know that considerable statistical work was
over a period of about 4 months, but we have found no statistical mat
whatever in the files .
Reports of interviews : In its final report, the Cox committee states th
"interviewed personally more than 200 persons deemed to possess pert
information ."
We would assume that a record of these interviews covering pertinent i
mation should be found in the files . We have found very little material
would conform to this description .
Prepared statements : The Cox committee in its final report says that i
received the prepared statements of approximately 50 other persons d
to have had some knowledge of the subject. We find relatively little mat
of this nature in the files . As outlined to you in our conversation, we are c
this to your attentiion, because we wish to have it understood that we c
assume . responsibility for such material as may be missing from the fil
loaned to us.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that that is very pertinent, especial
view of the fact that this committee now has the responsibilit
those files, and it is well for it to become part of the record, tha
of the files were not in the custody of the Clerk of the House of
resentatives when this committee was formed, and the committee
over only such files as were in his custody at the time .
Does the committee have any other comment $
Mr. Hays. Does the witness intend to attach some special si
cance to this, or is it just merely a report of what this commi
obtained?
Mr. DODD . May I answer, sir?
Mr. HAYS. Yes.
'Mr. DODD. 'No significance ; merely a matter of record and for
poses of protection on the basis we assumed we were responsible
them, Mr . Hays.
Mr. HAYS . I notice in the opening paragrap h, and perhaps
"second paragraph, it says, "In our opinion the files were incompl
It seems to me an inventory of what we received would be abou
much authority as we have over these files, one way or the other
Mr. DoDD . We were concerned with identifying, . as best we c
the nature of the material that was missing, rather than just ta
an inventory of what was there .
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed .
Mr. DoDD . Simultaneously, I undertook additional studies, o
determine the validity of the criticism which had been leveled ag
the work done by the Cox committee, and two, to substantiat
disprove the prevalent charge that foundations were guilty of f
itism in the making of educational grants, and three, to examine

.resources approximating $71/2 billion, annual disburseme
form of grants amounting to at least $300 million, a time
years-that is, from 1903 to 1953-and a number of grants
tively estimated at 50,000, with approximately 15 percent
funds concentrated in 1/2 0 of 1 percent of the number of fo
specifically Carnegie and Rockefeller, which happened t
oldest .
In content, I discovered the subject included grants for
of charity, and support of research, within the limits of the
sciences, and the religions and the philosophies, and the
divisions of these well-known disciplines .
It also embraced grants to cover the cost of such physical
as school and university buildings, hospitals, churches, s
houses, homes for recuperation, libraries and art galleries
permanent collections housed in each .
Finally I found that the subject included a myriad of fe
awarded to scholars and artists active in fields too numero
tion,, let alone classify for the purpose of accurate evaluati
I might mention here, Mr . Wormser, that out of many of t
-tical compilations which we indulged in, we were able to g
portray the growth of foundations, the growth of their ca
sources, which show a marked growth and tend to support t
man's opening statement that these could be expected to co
grow from this point on .
The CHAIRMAN . IS that too extensive to be include
record?
Mr. DODD. That is a rather long report, Mr . Chairman, of
we used to arrive at these estimates, but it certainly could b
in the record, if you would like .
Mr. WORMSER . I suggest that it would be very valuable,
man to have it in cluded.
Mr. HAYS . What is this again?
Mr. DODD. It is a description, Mr . Hays, of the manner
we had to resort for a reasonable working estimate of t
of foundations, the size of their resources, the rate at w
had grown since roughly 1903, and the rate at which th
resources of foundations had grown on an accumulative b
Mr. WORMSER. Would you like it read, Mr . Chairman?
Mr. HAYS . As I understand, it is a description of how
went at estimating the field that they had to work in, and i
pletely factual and no opinions .
Mr. DODD. No opinions .
Mr. HAYS. All right, I have no objection .
The 'CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be embodi
record.

Th'e Russell Sage Foundation has published some excellent studies in w
the actual data available have 'been limited to a relatively small nu
of foundations .
The Cox committee reported that it had sent questionnaires to more
1,500 organizations . Based on the record in the files, there was a return
approximately 70 percent of these organizations . These returns have pro
the basis for the analysis in this report .
The Internal Revenue Bureau every 4 years publishes a list of tax-e
org~maizations in the United; States . In the .intermediate, 2-year period a
plement .is published . The latest major list is revised - to June 30, 1950
the ,supplement to June 30, 1952 . These are the latest lists available a
present time' and it • will be some time after midyear of this year before
list is available . It' so happens that there is quite a close agreement bet
these publication dates just' mentioned and the effective dates of, the ques
naires from the Cox committee. A large number of them were as of Dece
31, 1951, and a small number at the end of some fiscal period prior to 1952
Analysis of this Internal Revenue Bureau list indicates- that as of
period there were approximately 38,000 tax-exempt organizations in the .
'States . .A sampling of the pages in an attempt: to identify. foundations inc
in this list indicated that there may be nn approximate total of 6,3Q0 :. out o
38,000 organizations that might -be called, foundations . We believe' that w
within close Emits, of accuracy if we state that there are, between 6;000. and
foundations in existence as of this period.- ACCURACY OF DATA AND DERIVED ESTIMATES'

It should be •r ealized that the ensuing tabulations cannot be accurate
- fro
standpoint of good accounting standards . A large proportion of the
foundations is not endowed but derives its capital from recurring contribut
Some endowments are reported at book value and ,others at market value.'
must be accepted as reported . It is believed that the greater . part of the
value is based on- market value. In the case of foundations with . capital o
million and over, essentially all are endowed,
The' :questionnaires included in the analysis are of two types : the larg
form A as described by the Cox •committee. , Of the total of 952 included i
financial summaries, 65 cover foundations with capital in excess of $10 mi
and 887 of less than $10 million capital . Approximately 150 of the form A q
tionnaries were excluded from the financial summaries because informatio
capital, income, or both were omitted from the answers returned . These
included, however, in the numerical growth data .
In- the tabulations of capital, endowment capital and current contribu
capital are added to : obtain total values .
-ESTIMATED TOTAL VALUES

Data from 46 of the large foundations as included in this tabulation -were
ered by the large questionnaires . These are the big-name foundations and
Specifically and individually selected as such by the Cox committee . , The
values applying to this group were included without change in the grand t
'Nineteen foundations with capital in excess of $10 million were includ
the tabulations with the 887 -that are under $10 million because nearly al
these were included with a form A questionnaire . This makes 906 quest
naires included inthe form A- group : and these are considered to be abo
percent of the total remaining foundations in the Bureau of Internal Re
list as previously mentioned .

values for each size classification listed. The values shown in
columns are 6.66 times their respective values in .the 2 prior column
the 46 large ones and the resulting grand total as previously mentio
TABLE I
[In thousands of dollars]
Endowment classification,' Form A
questionnaires
Less than $50,000
$50,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $249,999
$250,000 to$499,999
$600,000 to $749,999
$`750,000to$999,999
$1,000;O0oto$9,999,999
$10,000;000 and over

`

Total, Form A
Large questionnaires
Grand total

Number of Total enfoundations dowment 1

Total
income

Adjusted
dowmen

379
99
125
87
34
30
133
19

6,198
7,076
19,348
29,107
20,604
25,365
`38$,$68
304,882

5,510
1,895
5,389
5,430
3,355
4,133
43,509
17,667

41,2
47,2
128,
193,
137,
, 168,9
2,586,5
2,029,4

906
46

800,948
2,129,746

86,888
96,062

5,333,3
2,129,7

952

2,930,694

182,950

7,463,0

65

2,434, 623

113,729

4,159,1

Total, $10,000,000 and over

I "Endowment classification" includes endowments as well as contributions to none
tributory" foundations that were on hand as of end of calendar or fiscal year 1951 .
Adjusted datainclude .total ;endowment-and income reported-on :~Form=A quektientlaire
6.66 because the 906 questionnaires included in the summary are estimated to be 15 percent o
in the tax-exempt list.

It will be noted that the estimated total capital for the fou
nearly $7.5 billion and total annual income nearly $675 million . Bo
figures will be subject to considerable variation from year to year,
cause of the proportion of "contributory" foundations in the smaller
because of varying earnings between good years and bad .
The proportions or percentages of foundations, their capital and
in each capital classification as well as the percentage of income t
each class are shown in table Ii .
TABLE

II .-Percentage distribution

Endowment classification, Form A questionnaires

Percent of Percent of Percent
adjuste
total
adjusted
number endowment incom

Less than $50,000
$50,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $249,999
$250,000 to $499,999
$500,000 to $749,999
$750,000 to $999,999
$1,000,000 to $9,999,M
$10,000,000 and over

39 .8
10 .4
13 .2
9 .1
3.8
3 .1
14.0
2 .0

0.5
.7
1.7
2 .6
1.8
2 .3
34.7
27.2

5
1
5
5
3
4
43
17

Total, Form A
Large questionnaires

95 .2
4.8

71.5
28.5

85
14

100 .0

100.0

100

6 .8

55.7

31

Grand total
Total, $10,000,060andover

An interesting feature of this table is that the ratio of income to cap
decreases quite steadily as the capital classification increases as woul
expected from - the foregoing remarks. This decrease is evident in the
column of table I.
The great increase in foundations created in the decade of 1940-49 Is feat
by the large percentage* of small foundations which in turn and as previo
stated are composed of a higher percentage of nonendowed or contribut
foundations. Based on the answers to the Cox committee questionnaires,
following comparative figures apply
Nonendowed foundations created :
Percent of
._
Decade 1930-39
Decade 1940-49
CHARACTERISTIC DATA . ON LARGE FOUNDATIONS

Table III which follows show a data applying to the 65 foundations whose c
tal is $10 million and over
TABLE III

Number of foundations
Original capital 1
191951 capital s
Ratio 1951 capital to original capital
Average annual total income, 1946 to 1951, inclusive
Ratio annual income to 1951 capital
Cash on hand, 1951
..
Cash, percent of income
Perpetual capital life
Limited capital life
Conditional capital life
Percent perpetual capital life
Percent limited capital life
Percent conditional, capital life
Number of corporations
Number of trusts
Number of associations
Number of operating foundations
Number of nonoperating foundations
Number of combination foundations
Average "capital per foundation
Average income per foundation

i Includes capital of endowed and nonendowed foundations .

$590
$2,434,62

$113,72

$40,55

$1,120,20
$99,77
$1,214,74

r-

$37,40
$1,74

This table calls for little comment . The slight discrepancy between the fi
of 5 .1 percent in table II and 4 .7 percent in table III for earnings as perce
capital is explained by the larger percentage of "adjusted" earnings estim
for the 19 large foundations included in Form A group as compared with th
In the large group.
As previously outlined, contributions to the nonendowed organizations
considered as income and unexpended funds largely constitute the capital in
of securities in the portfolios of endowed organizations . This results in a h
ratio of income to -capital than, prevails in the endowed organizations .
It is also of interest to note the relative proportions of foundation capit
cluded in the perpetual, limited and conditional life classifications .

1900. . The trend is . essentially horizontal for these large foundatio
GROWTH OF LARGE . FOUNDATIONS

The rate ;of growth both,numerically and in capital values of
#put d tlohs during the last 50 years is shown in table IV.

jasi

IV .-Foundations with capital $1Q million and over (includes
reporting on questionnaires)
[In thousands of dollars]

Year created
19,00 ;---`
1901
1902----`
1903
1904
;905
1906
A07
1908
1909
1 10
1911
1912
A913
1914
1915
1916
1917
t918
1919
1920
1021
1922
1923
024
I=

1951 endo wwent

endowment
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The high peak centering in 1945 Is composed preponderantly of
foundations and is apparently a byproduct of a change in the tax
a profitable period in the American economy . Due to the sharp d
1945, the trend of the accumulated increase curve has flattened consid
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M . D . Anderson Foundation
1936
AvalonFoundation
1940
Hall Brothers Foundation
1926
Louis D . Beaumont Foundation
1949
Buhl Foundation .
1927
Carnegie .Corp . of New York
1911
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
1910
Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of teaehing
1906
Carnegie Institution
1926
A . C . Carter Foundation
- 1945
CullenFoundation
1947
The Commonwealth Fund
1918
Danforth Foundation
1927
Dormer Foundation
1945
Duke Endowment
1924
El Pomar Foundation
1937
Maurice and Laura Falk Foundation
1929
Samuel S. Fels Fund
1936
The Field Foundation
1940
Max C . Fleischman Foundation
1951
Ford Foundation
1936
1909
Henry Clay Frick Educational Commission
Firestone Foundation
1947
1903
General Education Board
1923
Edwin'(lould'Foundation for Children
_Guggenheim
1925 1937
Solomon R . Guggenheim
1937.
John A . Hartford Foundation
1929
Charles Hayden Foundation
1937
Louis and Maud Hill Family Foundation
1934
Eugene Higgins Scientific Trust
1948
Hbl3tonEndowment
1937
1921
Godfrey M. Hyams Trust
- 1930 1Institutefor Advanced Study
James Foundation of New York
1941
1920
Juilliard Musical Foundation
1948
Henry J . Kaiser Family Foundation
1930
W . K . Kellogg Foundation
1924 ,
KresgeFoundation
1946
Kate Macy Ladd Fund
E . D. Libbey Trust
1925
,Ldly Endowment_
1937
bohn and Mary Markle Foundation__ .
1927
Josiah Macy Foundation_ :
1930
A . W . Mellon Educational-and Charitable Trust____
1930
rb
1927
l Foundation
1947
R .e K. Mellon
Millbank Memorial Fund___ _
1905
William H : Minor Foundation
1923
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
1926
William Rockhill Nelson Trust
1926
..
New York Foundation
1909
Old Dominion Foundation
1941
1938
Olin Foundation
Permanent Charity Fund
1917
Pew Memorial Foundation
1948
Z . S . Reynolds Foundation
1936
RockefellerFoundation
1913
Rosenberg Foundation
1935
Sarah Mellon Scaife Foundation
1941
Russell Sage Foundation
1907
Alfred P . Sloan Foundation
1934
Surdna Foundation
1917
Twentieth Century
1919
Estate of Harry C . Trexler
1934
William C . Whitney Foundation
1936
William VolkerCharities
1932
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1
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633
77
465 719
1
669
301
978
2,650
27
181
4
367
487
4,125
376
9
11,364
6,535
5
196
424.
21
200
1
381
7
542
1,747
13
1,329
558
7
756
457
657
14
433
242
. 55
75
10
1
1,027
1,032
10

It is believed that the data portrayed in this report, while not
accuracy, are sufficiently representative of actual conditions to prov
able guidance in appraising the magnitude of the problems invol
should assist in the consideration of any suggestions that may seem adv
possible legislative action.
T. M.

versive were defined as any action having as its purpose the alterat
of either the principle or the form of the United States Government
other than constitutional means . This definition was derived fro
study of this subject which had been made by the Brookings Instit
at the request of the House Un-American Affairs Committee so
time ago .
Political : Any action favoring either a candidacy for public of
or legislation or attitudes normally expected to lead to legislat
action .
Propaganda : Action having as its purpose the spread of a parti
lar doctrine or a specifically identifiable system of principles, and
noted that in use this word had come to infer half-truths, incompl
truths, as well as techniques of a covert nature . .
Mr. WORMSER . Pardon me, Mr. Dodd. I would like to interpo
at this, moment that .we have asked the Bureau of Internal Revenue
give us what guidance they can in their own interpretation of th
difficult terms, particularly the terms "subversion" and "political
of propaganda ." They have not yet come forward with that mater
T hope they do, and we shall introduce it in the record if they prod
it.
. Mr. DoDD . These were essentially working definitions from the po
of view of the staff's research and are not to be regarded as conclusi
. Charter provisions : The purposes of foundations were revealed
these studies to be generally of a permissive rather than a mandat
character . Customarily they were . expressed to place the burde
interpretation on either trustees or directors. Such words as edu
tional, charitable, welfare, scientific, religious, were used pred
nantly to indicate the areas in which-grants were permitted . Phra
such as "for the good of humanity," and "for the benefit of mankin
occurred quite frequently. The advancements of such general c
cepts as peace and either international accord or international und
standing as a purpose for which foundations had been established
To illustrate the extent to which the burden of interpretation
frequently placed on trustees of foundations, I cite the following

Administered and operated by the trustees exclusive for the benefit of it,
income therefrom shall be distributed by the trustees exclusively in the ai
such religious, educational, charitable, and scientific uses and purposes as
the judgment of the trustees, shall be in, furtherance of the public welfare
tend to assist, encourage, and promote the well-doing or the well-being of
kind or of any community .

Cox committee criticism : From our point of view there seemed to
eight criticisms which had been made of the work of the Cox c
mittee . These eight were that time and facility had been inadequ
that excuses concerning grants to Communists had been too read
accepted ; that trustees and officers had not been placed under oa

thing of the order of when did you stop beating your wif
Mr. DODD. Yes . I mention that because it had come to
tion.
The CHAIRMAN . As I understand, you are now readin
report of the Cox committee, or the substance of it ; is that
Mr. DODD . No. I am just summarizing, Mr . Chairman,
of the criticisms which had come to our attention with res
work of the Cox committee .
Mr. HAYS . That question implies that the foundations g
to anything that was pro-American .
Mr . DODD . Yes ; it does. That is one of the criticisms .
Mr . HAYS. Where did the criticism come from? Is it t
of the staff,' or where did you dig it up?
Mr. DODD . No. This criticism, as we understood it was
eral made of the work of the Cox committee by Mr. Reece.
Mr. HAYS . If he wants to accept it as his criticism, that i
I just want to know the source of it . Just be sure that I a
ciated with it, because I don't like those kinds of questions
know whether they gave anything to nro-American activit
but I have my opinion that they probably did .
Mr. Donna Yes. The next one was that extensive evide
been used, and finally, that the Ford Foundation had not
ciently investigated .
Foundation criticisms : Our studies indicated very cl
and why a critical attitude might have developed from t
tion that foundations operating within the sphere of edu
been guilty of favoritism in making their grants . Af
analyzed responses relating to this subject from nearly
colleges in the United States, it became reasonably eviden
a few had participated in .the grants which had_ been, m
Mr . HAYS . I have a question right there . You say a
colleges . How many questionnaires did you send out?
Mr. DODD. Approximately that number.
Mr. HAYS . You got practically complete response?
Mr. DODD . We got a very high percentage of respons
Mr. HAYS. What percentage?
Mr. DODD . I would say the last I heard, Mr . Hays, was
in the neighborhood of 70 percent .
Mr. HAYS . I just wanted that in the record so when the
gate foundations in the next Congress nobody will say
missed certain ones .
Mr. DODD . Incidentally, a mathematical tabulation of t
of, those questionnaires is in the process of being complet
However, when the uniqueness of the projects supported
tions was considered, it became understandable why institu

of teaching which lately has attracted the attention of the Ameri
public has apparently been caused primarily by a premature e
fort to reduce our meager knowledge of social phenomena to t
level of applied science .
As this report will hereafter contain many statements which app
to be conclusive, I emphasize here that each one of them must
understood to have resulted from studies which were essentially
ploratory . In no sense should they be considered as proof . I m
tion this in order to avoid the necessity of qualifying each statem
as made.
Confronted with the foregoing seemingly justifiable conclusio
and the task of assisting the committee to discharge its duties as
forth in House Resolution 217 within the 17-month period, August
1953, to December 31, 1954, it became obvious that it would be
possible to perform this task if the staff were to concentrate on the
ternal practices and the grant making policies of foundations th
selves . It also became obvious that if the staff was to render
service for which it had been assembled, it must expose those fac
which were common to all foundations and reduce them to terms wh
would permit their effect to be compared with the purposes set fo
in foundation charters, the principles and the form of the Uni
States Government, and the means provided by the Constitution
altering either these principles or this form.
In addition, these common factors would have to be expressed
terms which would permit a comparison of their effects with t
activities and interests connoted by the word "political," and a
with those ordinarily meant by the word "propaganda ." Our eff
to expose these common factors revealed that there was only o
namely, the public interest .
It further revealed that, if this finding were to prove useful to
committee,' it would be necessary to define the public interest .
believe this would be found in the principles and the form of
Federal Government as expressed in our Constitution, and in o
basic founding documents . This will explain why subsequent stud
were made by the staff of the size, the scope, the form, and the fu
tions
s of the Federal Government for the period 1903-53, the resu
of which are set forth in detail in the report by Thomas M. McNi
assistant research director, entitled "The Economics of the Pub
_
Interest."
These original studies of the public interest disclose that dur
the 4 years 1933-36 a change took place which was so drastic as
constitute a revolution . They also indicated conclusively that
responsibility for the economic welfare of the American people
been "transferred heavily to the executive branch of the Federal G
ernment, that a corresponding change in education had taken pl

obliged by statute to serve the public interest would reflec
nomenon, and second, that foundations whose trustees wer
to make grants for educational purposes would be no exce
On the basis of these, after consultation with counsel,
the staff to explore foundation practices, educational proc
the operation of the executive branch of the Federal
since 1903 for reasonable evidence of a purposeful relat
tween them.
r Our ensuing studies disclosed such a relationship and
existed continuously since the beginning of this 50-year
addition, these studies seemed to give evidence of a resp
involvement in international affairs . Likewise, they seeme
that grants had been made by foundations, chiefly by Ca
Rockefeller, which had been used to further this purpose by
ing education in the United States toward an internation
reference and discrediting the traditions to which it had
cated, by training individuals and servicing agencies to re
to the executive branch of the Federal Government, by
the dependency of education upon the resources of the
munity, and freeing it from many of the natural safeguar
in this American tradition, by changing both school a
curricula to the point where they sometimes denied the
underlying the American way of life, by financing exper
signed to determine the most effective means by which
could be pressed into service of a political nature .
At this point the staff became concerned with (1) iden
the elements comprising the operational relationship bet
dations, education, and government, and determining the o
which this relationship had been dedicated, and the func
formed by each of its parts (2) estimating the cost of this r
and discovering how these costs were financed . Underst
administration of this relationship and the methods by w
'controlled (3) evaluating the effect of this operational
upon the public interest and upon the social structure of
States (4) comparing the practices of foundations actively
this relationship with the purposes for which they were e
and with the premises upon which their exemption from t
the Federal Government is based .
In substance this approach to the problem of providing
tee with a clear understanding of foundation operations c
described as one of reasoning from a total effect to its
secondary causes . We have used the scientific method an
both inductive and deductive reasoning as a check against
bility that a reliance upon only one of these might lead
neous set of conclusions.

which can be classed as un-American, have they used their resour
for purposes which can be regarded as subversive, have they used th
resources for political purposes, and finally, have they resorted
propaganda in order to .achieve the objectives for which they h
made grants.
To insure these determinations being made on the basis of imp
sonal fact, I directed the staff to make a study of the development
American education since the turn of the century, and of the tre
and techniques of teaching, and of the development of curricula si
that time . As a result it became quite evident that this study wo
have to be enlarged to include the accessory agencies to which th
developments and trends have been traced . The work of the staff
then expanded to include an investigation of such agencies as
American Council of Learned Societies, the National Research Co
cil, the Social Science Research Council, the American Council
Education, the National Education Association, the League for Ind
trial Democracy, the Progressive Education_ Association, the Ame
can Historical Association, the John Dewey Society, and the An
defamation League.
Mr. Wormser, that covers the start and the scope and the man
in which the work of the staff proceeded, and also constitutes the b
from which such findings as it will from time to time provide y
with, were developed .
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Goodwin.
Mr. GOODWIN . I would like to reserve the right to comment la
on some portions of the data which Mr . Dodd has just submitted,
having an opportunity to see it in writing. I have particular ref
ence to that portion of the data which he has presented which refer
to criticisms of the Cox committee. It so happens, Mr . Chairman,
you know, I was a member of the Cox committee. If what he says
as I understand it to be said, with reference to criticisms that h
been made, that the effect of that only is that somebody said so
thing about what the Cox committee had done or failed to do, I p
sume I have no objections . But I would like to see it actually be
me, and at that time I may want to have some comment to make
The CHAIRMAN . Quite so .
Mr. DODD . Mr . Goodwin, it does refer to that type of thing .
wish to put this committee in a position, if possible, to underst
whether those were justified or not justified .
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman .
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hays .
Mr. HAYS. It seems to me as I listened quite carefully to Mr . Do
statement, that there were several charges in there that repres
rather a serious indictment of foundations . It is difficult to ques
Mr. Dodd or anyone else about a prepared statement without hav

pletes the • statement that he prepared to make, unless Mr
and Mr. Koch, you have further questions-the House a
in session at noon-I think the Chair would think that we
as well recess so that by morning the statement will be pre
Mr. WORMSER. Mr. Chairman, I like Mr . Hays' sugge
much . I deeply regret that we could not have copies at the
of the hearing this morning . We can have them this after
can have not only copies of the statement as far as it went
what Mr. Dodd expects to present tomorrow.
Mr. HAYS . I would certainly appreciate it, and I thin
expedite the work of the committee if he is going to have
statement tomorrow to have it in our hands at least by m
would facilitate matters if we could have a copy tonigh
Mr. WORMSER. I quite agree . I think we can give it
tonight.
The CHAIRMAN . The Chair apologizes for the statement
available, as it was his understanding that it would be ava
Mr . HAYS . I am not blaming the Chair.
The CHAIRMAN . Yes, I understand. I assume without h
information that it was due to the element of time . The
then will stand adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morni
same room through the courtesy of the chairman of the
on Banking and Currency, and Mr . Hays, who is also a
the committee.
(Thbre'upon at 11 a.'tn., a recess was taken until Tuesday
1954, at 10 a . m .)

HOUSE dt' RurRts:kiiTATivES,
SPECIAL CoMMIrrEz To INVESTIGATE
TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,

Washington, D.

The special subcommittee met at 10 a . mn pursuant to recess
room 1301 of the House Office Building, Hon . Carroll Reece (chai
of the special committee) presiding .
Present : Representatives Reece, Wolcott, Hays, and Pfost.
Also present : Rene A . Wormser, general counsel ; .Arnold T. K
associate counsel ; ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Kathryn Ca
legal analyst ; and John Marshall, ' Jr chief clerk of the spe
committee.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Wormser, as I understand, Mr . Dodd will resume this morn
Mr. WoRMSER . Yes, Mr. Chairman . Will you take the stand,
'Dodd, please.

'TESTIMONY, OF NORMAN DODD, RESEARCH DIRECTOR, SPEC
COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE TAX EXEMPT FOUNDATION
Resumed

The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed, Mr . Dodd .
Mr. DpDD Thank ,you, Mr . Chairman.
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, before Mr . Dodd goes on with his st
-ment of which we have a copy today, there are 2 or 3 questions a
leis Statement yesterday which have occurred to me since I have
a chance to look at the record . I wonder if it might be well to
- those in the record now?
The CHAIRMAN . Yes ; I think so .
°
Mr. HAYS . I think it is mainly to clarify some of the things
were said . Mr . Dodd, one of the things you said yesterday was
only a few foundations were investigated by the Cox commit
'Could ~,ou give us a figure on that?
Mr. DODD, Offhand in any accurate terms, I do not think so,
Bays, .'but..e pared . to,tbhe;number of foundatiuns. that, are-invol
the committee had very little time and relatively very few were stu
I should say probably 10 .
Mr. HAYS . . You think about 101
Mr. DODD. I think about 10 . Yes, Sir. They had questionna
-on almost 900 of them, Mr . Hays .
23,

investigated, rather, we communicated with probably 60 or
largest ones, just to see whether or not any pattern was d
and discovered that they vary so much, one from the othe
could not go at it from that standpoint . There was no
sampling which would, in my judgment, end in any fair
of them .
Mr. HAYS. To get back to my question, how many will
to cover, I do not expect you to be definite .
Mr. DODD. In the ordinary sense that a deep investiga
single foundation is concerned, I would say not more than 1
Mr . HAYS . Another thing you said yesterday in response
tion of mine was that you had received replies from 700
That is replies to a questionnaire that you had sent out .
tell me offhand how many of those colleges replying re
grants?
Mr. DODD . No, Sir, I cannot yet, because the tabulation
been completed.
Mr. HAYS . But they will be available later
Mr. DODD . They will be available in very complete for
Mr. HAYS . I have one more question . We discussed a
yesterday this matter of your statement that the founda
not been asked why they did not support projects of a pr
type .
Mr. DODD . That was one of the criticisms .
Mr. HAYS . Yes . I objected to that because I do not like
of question, but it might well be, since it is in the record,
it is a statement that you attribute to the chairman of the
if we could have along with your other definitions the defi
what you mean by pro-American.
The CHAIRMAN . Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HAYS . Yes .
The CHAIRMAN . Since that question came up, I have take
to review the speech of mine to which it referred, and th
language preceding the quotation of the 12 criticisms that we
and I am quoting

The committee (referring to the previous so-called Cox commit
report to the House, House Report 2554, listed 12 complaints and c
foundations in the form of the following questions .

And I simply quoted from what was contained in the rep
House committee . So that they, were not original criticis
By what I ., say now, however, I am not disavowing .th
I might accept the criticisms . I just want to get the reco
with reference to what was the basis for the so-called 12 c
whicip were raised yesterday . They were taken from the
the House by the previous committee .

The CHAIRMAN . Yes . It is so-called part 1, stating that the
and facilities were inadequate and goes down to part 2, I presum
Mr. HAYS. Yes .
The CHAIRMAN . So far as I am concerned ., I would be glad to
the whole speech put in the record .
Mr. HAYS. I have no objection .
The CHAIRMAN Without objection, it will- be so ordered.
Mr . RAYS .' Just make sure it'islabeled yourspeech.
(The speech referred to is as follows :)

of Tennessee . Mr . Speaker, I do not say this lightly but i
Mr . R
opinion, the subject embraced in House , Resolution ,217, now before us, is o
the very important matters pending in Washington .
No one seems to know the number of tax-exempt foundations . There
-probably 300,000 foundations and organizations which have great tax exempt
These exemptions cover inheritances, income, and capital-gains taxes .
The majority of these organizations are honestly and efficiently condu
In the past, they have made a magnificent contribution to our national life
I •the past, the majority have justified these tax exemptions, even though
probable cost to thetaxpayers runs into the billions . .
Certainly, the Congress has a right and a duty to inquire into the purposes
f `conduct of institutions to"which'the taxpayers have made such great sacrif
In any event, the Congress should concern itself with certain weaknesses
dangers which have arisen in a minority of these .
Some of these activities and some of these institutions support efforts to o
throw our Government and to undermine our American way of life.
These activities urgently require investigation . Here lies the story of
communism and socialism are financed in the United States, where they get
-money. It is the story of who pays the bill.
There is evidence to show there is a diabolical conspiracy back of all
Its aim is the furtherance of socialism in the United States .
Communism is only a brand name for socialism, and the Communist s
represents itself to be only the true form of socialism .
The facts will show that, as, usual, ifis the ordinary , taxpaying. citize
. -foots most of the bill, not the Communists and Socialists, who know only
to spend money, not how to earn it .
The method by which this is done seems fantastic to reasonable men,
these Communists and Socialists seize control of fortunes left behind by
talists when they die, and turn these fortunes around to finance the destru
of capitalism .
The Members of this House were amazed when they read just recently
the Ford Foundation, largest and newest of the tax-free trust funds, had
7 appropriated
$15 million to bE used to "investigate" the investigating powe
Congress, from the critical point of view .
The-Members of the House Committee on Un-American Activities, of
Judge Velde is chairman, have a great deal of personal knowledge, gain
hours spent in listening to sworn testimony from Communists and exmunists, and those who seek refuge in the fifth amendment, as to the exten
the treasonous conspiracy in our Nation .
No 'Congressman, who has gone through such experiences, could fail
alarmed at-the fact that $15 million from the fortune of the late Henry
who probably hated communism more than any other American of his day,
to be expended to attack the Congress for inquiring into the nature and ex
.of the Communist conspiracy, on grounds that Congress was "abridging c

. To give it liberal respectability, Mr. P
former president of the Ford Foundation,, was made chairmann o
sized Civil Rights Congress endowed by the Ford Foundation . T
the Republic, as this Ford Foundation agency is named, has ann
it will make grants for an immediate and thorough investigation
During the last few weeks of the 82d Congress, a select committ
Members of the House conducted-pursuant to House Resolution
what hasty, limited, and abbreviated inquiry into the administratio
tax-exempt foundations, including the huge Ford Foundation . ,
The House passed the resolution to,create this select committee
1952, and on July 2, 1952, by a vote of 247 to 99, voted $75,000 . f
gation . But actually, the counsel and the staff onlystarted its' w
September, an~j_}-thus, had only 4 months to carry out the task . e
it by Congress . Hearings were started late in November and only 1
devoted to hearing witnesses .
The select committee's work was further handicapped by the fa
chairman,' Hon . Eugene E . Cox, who was primarily-responsible for
of the select committee, fell ill during the hearings and died befo
mittee submitted its final report to Congress . I was prevented fro
these hearings, as a minority member of the select committee, by ser
in my family.
The select committee of the 82d Congress filed its report on Janu
In signing the report, I inserted a notation at its end with the distin
of introducing a resolution to continue the investigation of foun
their subversive activities in this Congress . Pursuant to this notati
duced on April 23, 1953, a House Resolution 217, to create a . commi
Congress to conduct a full and complete investigation and study o
foundations .
In introducing this resolution, I
e some remarks on the w
select committee of the 82d Congres So that my colleagues may be
wttii-what was revealed by this elect committee without reading
pages of testimony and documents of the hearings, which has
presented the following summary of what was disclosed
First. The evidence presented at• the hearings in this case by swor
indicated that at least in one case, even some of the trustees of
legitimate foundation, with over $10 million in assets, were Commu
Second . The hearings disclosed that some officers of large and
legitimate foundations were Communists .
Third . Numerous Communists have received grants from founda
tered by the Congress of the United States, and in some instances
munists received grants from more than one foundation.
Fourth. Foundation grants have been given to many organizations
by the Attorney General of the United States as Communists, or exp
investigations of committees of the Senate and House as subversive o
subject to Communist Party discipline and control . A primary exam
is the Institute of Pacific Relations, exposed by the Senate Inter
Subcommittee as subject to Communist discipline, which has receive
J W $2% million from various foundationyq._J
When Introducing House . Resolution '217, I listed some of the o
faults of the work of the select . committee of the 82d Congress wh
remedied by this Congress. ,, I'. feel that .these : omissions and faults
be brought to the attention of the House, . and that I should • not on
these faults and omissions, but should point out what the proposed
committee of this Congress intends to do to remedy them .

4. Have •foundations: supported or assisted persons, organizations, and proje
which, if not subversive in the extreme-,sensp • of that ;word, . .tend to weaken,
discredit the capitalistic system as it exists in the United, States and to fa
Marxist socialism?
5. Are trustees of foundations absentee landlords who have delegated, th
paid employees
duties and responsibilities
tos of. the foundations?
e. Do foundations . tend to be controlled by interlocking : directorates compo
.
States?
primarily of individuals residing in .
North. and,Middle-Atlantic,
7 . Through their power to grant and withhold funds, have foundaions ten
to shift the center, of gravity of colleges and other institutions to a point outs
the institutions themselves?
8. Have foundations favored internationalism?
9, To what extent are foundations spending American money. , in fore
countries?
10. ~ Do foundations recognize that -they are in the nature of public' trusts
are, therefore, accountable to the public, or do they clothe their activities
secrecy and resent andrepulse efforts to learn about them and their activit
. 11 . Are -foundations being used as a device by which the control of great c
porations are kept within the family of the foundation's founder or creat
12. To what extent are foundations being used as a device for tax avoida
and tax evasion?
Before attempting to answer any of these questions, the report of the c
mittee of the 82d Congress immediately points out
In dealing with these questions, the committee, . recognizes all too clea
that which must be apparent to any intelligent observer, namely, that it
"allotted insufficient" time for the magnitude of its task . [Quoted mat
added .
Obviously, the select committee had insufficient time to investigate fully th
matters' and make seasoned and timely recommendations to the House
legislative corrections of those evils which may exist and require seri
consideration .
A special committee of this Congress, in accordance with House Resolution 2
would have sufficient time to undertake extensive research and investigat
for holding public hearings, and to report Its findings and recommendations
Congress . It should be noted that despite-its, serious limitations, the sel
committee' of the 82d Congress disclosed, . as indicated by my previous f
point summary, substantial evidence regarding support given to Communi
by foundations . If considerable evidence can be reveled by an incomple
investigation, which had so little time, it can be reasonably expected tha
new committee, . which has the time to explore the -various ramifications
support given to Communists by foundations, will produce startling evide
II. EXCUSES CONCERNING . GRANTS TO COMMUNISTS TOO READILY ACCEPTED

The select committee in the 82d Congress permitted the officers and trust
of foundations, exercising control over the disbursement of hundreds of milli
of dollars in tax-exempt funds, to give the excuse, without being challen
for their veracity or the reasonableness of their statements, that foundat
grants were made to Communist organizations and individuals unwittin
and through ignorance . A new special committee of= the '83d Congress sho
ask these officers and trustees who , testified to give evidence under oath` t
grants to Communists were, in fact, given unwittingly and if precautions
being taken so that the practice of making grants to subversives would
stopped.

giving sworn testimony regarding questionable activities of thei
The only witnesses I-can find who were actually sworn and plac
were 2 anti-Communists, 2 Department of Justice employees,
and Walter Gellhorn . Only § witnesses out of 40 were sworn
these circumstances, much of the testimony has no more validit
gossip, and no proper - :investigation .bas taken, place . House Re
to create a speciahcommittee of the 83d Congress, explicitly charges
committee to administer the oath so that the serious omission
committee in this. respect would be remedied .
IV. ONLY A FEW FOUNDATIONS WERE INVESTIGATED

The committee of the 82d Congress had only time to consider e
a few foundations, and much of the information it received in
questionnaires it did not have time to digest. It did not publish
but revealing answers to" its questionnaires, which, would have
source material for anyone interested in what the foundations ar
select committee of this Congress would have time to digest, utiliz
the answers that the foundations have given to the questionnai
House Resolution 217 specifically charges the Sergeant at Arms
to obtain the records of the former select committee and to make t
to the new committee .
a

*>

V. PROPAGANDA ACTIVITIES OF FOUNDATIONS WERE NOT INVEST

The select committee of the 82d Congress did not ask the represen
foundations to explain why they were indulging in propaganda, in
grants to organizations, projects, and persons which are promoting
ests or ideologies . These representatives were also not request
activities of foundations which are, in fact, influencing legislatio
their grants frequently have an outright political objective rather
tional one.
Foundations, in their statement of policy, say that because of th
tion from income tax they cannot undertake to support enterprise
propaganda or attempting to influence legislation . Such large fo
Rockefeller, Carnegie, Ford, Sloan, and Field explicitly make this
their published reports . Although foundations contend that they
ing education, documentary evidence in my possession raises the que
some large foundations are not actually engaged in propaganda .
Large foundations have a tremendous influence on the intellectu
tional life of our country. These foundations, possessing huge su
wealth, seem to be dedicated to promoting specific views on such m
welfare state, the United Nations, American foreign policy, the
American economy, and so on, rather than presenting objective
examination of these issues . Extensive evidence that I have ex
that organizations which are primarily committed to a given i
received large grants from some big foundations over many years,
ous instances they have received such grants simultaneously fr
foundations .
The assets of the large foundations are tax exempt and, theref
be spent on projects and organizations representing the views of all
and not only of a segment dedicated to a specific ideology . 'Since
of some of the large foundations appear to be biased in favor of
ideology, in reality they are indulging in propaganda calculated
legislation on both domestic and international matters . Under
stances, these foundations are violating their charters given to

tempts to influence legislation was completely ignored by the .grevious .
mittee. However, House Resolution 2,1T explicitly authorizes the new„ commi
to determine which foundations are using their 'resources for political,
_
poses, propaganda, and attempts to influence legislation .

VI . FOUNDATIONS WERE NOT ASKED WHY THEY DON'T SUPPORT PRO-AMERICA
PROJECTS

A very important question, which is vital to the future of 'the Amer
Republic, was never raised at all during , . the inquiry of the 82d Congr
This question is : Why do the pro-American' projects find` it so difficult to
grants from some of the foundations? Some large foundations' must an
questions' such as the following
A. Have they' financed studies regarding the excellence of the Amer
Constitution, the Importance of the Declaration' of Independence, and the
fundity of the philosophy of the Founding' Fathers? And, if not, what is
excuse, for neglecting the study of the basis of the American Republie .7
B . Have they given support to the educational programs of, the, Atn
Legion ; . the ' Veterans of Foreign Wars, and Catholic and Jewish veter
nrganizatti6us'? And, if not, what is their explanation' of the 'fact that
have been supporting agencies which are left of center and are internationali
and not similarly favoring nationalist organizations?
C. Have they supported studies which are ; critical of the welfare state
socialism; and demonstrate the merits of , the competitive private-property
tern i . And, if not, what justification do+ they have for such negligence,'
they have given numerous grants to persons and organizations which favo
.
welfare state and socialism?
D. Have they given grants to active anti-Communists and repentant'
munists wh®' :have served the United States bravely and at 'greatt self=sacri
by exposing - the-Communist conspiracy within our borders? And,' if not, ,
are' their' 'reasons fof? . not giving grants to such , persons, while they
admittedly supported Communists and`pro-Communists?
These 'large foundations must be given every opportunity to answer f
such questions to the committee of the 83d Congress and to submit evid
to the extent -they are able, to prove , that they have given support to
American projects and organizations . Should' they ; not be able to do
or should their contribution to such, projects : and organizations, be , very, sc
they 'must furnish a detailed,, justification, for policies which :overloo
preservation of the American 7Republic .
VII . EXTENSIVE EVIDENCE WAS NOT USED

The select committee of the 82d Congress did not use a great deal of the
inentary evidence that was actually in its possession . Much of this exte
evidence showed subversive and un-American propaganda- activities on the
of foundations, as well as outright political activities which_ attempted
fluence legislation . It is. obviously impossible for me to even summariz
voluminous evidence, but I feel that my colleagues should have at least
examples of foundation-financed projects which are not only unscholarly
of such nature as to aid and abet the Communist and Socialist move
Since time does not permit the full documentation of these examples on the
of this Chamber, the documentation will be presented as an appendix in a
sion and extension of my remarks in the Record .
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Foundation on the floor of this Chamber, therefore, the evidence wi
in the extension of my. remarks in the Record .
I have submitted for the consideration of this Chamber an eight-po
of the omissions and faults of the work of the select committee of the
and justification of the vital need to remedy these faults and omis
special committee of this Congress, to be created by House Resolutio
The matters' to which I drew your attention are not only vital for
of our Nation, but have also very practical consequences for the poc
every American taxpayer . Foundations actually operate by Fede
through enjoying tax exemptions by authority of section 101 of t
Revenue Code . Considerable revenue is lost to the Government by
emption given to foundations. This revenue must be made up by
payments on the part of the average American taxpayer . Thus,
large foundations may be abusing their status at the expense of t
taxpayer. This abuse of tax exemption is particularly- relevant at
when we end up the fiscal year over $9 billion in the red and the Secr
Treasury : has to go out and borrow this amount in cash to keep the
operating.
Should the investigation disclose that some foundations, because of t
ties, are not entitled to tax exemption, the Federal Government wou
obtain additional revenue in taxes, which, in turn, would lessen the
of average citizens. I mention this fact because in view of the nee
ernment economy, and because Congress is already spending money
gations, it is important to justify. the creation of a new investigati
in terms of what it may do to assist the Government to close looph
tax laws .
The assets of tax-exempt foundations already run into billions.
foundations are bound to become more and more important due -to t
putting more and more businesses in such trusts . The present law
the inheritance and transfer of property are creating a great many
foundations whose assets are based on corporation securities . In v
trend, the foundations may soon become the dominant owners of taxcan business . Under such circumstances, a very large segment o
business will be under the control of a few trustees who will be al
the large tax-exempt funds entrusted to them . Such a tremendous co
of control and power would be in itself an unhealthy development and b
completely out of control ; , furthermore, such concentrated power
could easily be abused . This is still another reason why a, careful i
of the tax-exempt foundation situation is imperative.
The questionable activities of foundations are of such vital con
American people that in recent weeks two committees of the Uni
Senate-the Internal Security Subcommittee and the Committee on
Operations-have announced their intention to look into the activitie
tions . Thus, it appears that my recommendation made in signing' th
the select committee of the 82d Congress was well taken . However ;
Security Subcommittee is specifically concerned with the subversion
matters directly affecting the internal security of the United States
scope of the committee is limited, it would be impossible for it to
adequately the propaganda activities of foundations and their atte
fluence legislation . These activities are in a sense much more imp
foundation grants to Communists. Similarly, the jurisdiction o
Committee on Un-American Activities is limited to subversion .
Moreover, these three committees, as well as the Ways and Means Co
any other standing committee, are too preoccupied with other matters
to undertake a thorough and complete investigation of the complex an

the investigative processes of Congress
Ford Foundation grant makes available $15 million for investigating con
sional methods of inquiries into communism and subversion . On the o
hand, the House Committee on Un-American Activities has an appropria
of only $300,000 ; the Senate Committee on Government Operations, $200,000
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, $200,000 . It would seem that becau
the large sum provided for this task, the Ford Foundation considers
investigation of Congress highly important . This intention of the Ford Fo
tion constitutes an insult not only to the Congress of the ~ United States bu
American people as well, since this body is the representatives of the Ame
people. It is up to the House to meet such a challenge by establishing a,
special committee for a thorough and complete investigation of the For
other foundations .
Therefore, Mr . Speaker, I submit that House Resolution 217 deserves
immediate and serious consideration of all those interested in the safet
welfare of our Nation and the dignity and accomplishments of our Congr

PRO-COMMUNIST AND PRO-SOCIALIST PROPAGANDA FINANCED, BY TAX-EXEMP
FOUNDATIONS

A few examples of foundation-financed unscholarly projects which ate
fact, pro-Communist and pro-Socialist propaganda are the following , :

A . The Encyclopedia of Social Sciences is slanted toward the left

The Encyclopedia of Social Sciences, financed by tax-exempt funds, is
sidered a sort of supreme court of the social sciences. It is the final aut
~to which appeal is made regarding any question in the field of social scie
The encyclopedia has influenced the thinking of millions of students and
persons who have consulted it since the appearance- of its °consecutive vo
during 1930-35 . Alvin Johnson, who has been the moving spirit behin
encyclopedia and was its associate editor and is now president emeritus o
New School for Social Research, estimated that "there are at least half a m
consultations of the encyclopedia every year, in spite of the fact that it i
of date." The Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Russell Sage Foundations init
subsidized the encyclopedia to the amount of $600,000 . The eventual co
the encyclopedia was $1,100,000.
Although the preface of the encyclopedia says that it endeavored to in
all important topics in the social sciences, it does not contain an article
American Revolution, while it has articles on the French Revolution an
Russian Revolution .
Johnson, in his book Pioneer's Progress, on pages 310-312, said that t
his assistant editors were Socialists and that another editor was a Comm
Johnson, in his great naivete, expected that these editors would not try to
the encyclopedia in favor of communism and socialism . Yet articles d
with subjects on the left were primarily assigned to leftists, while art
dealing with subjects on the right were also assigned primarily to leftists .
The article on bolshevism and Gosplan were written by Maurice Dob
economist sympathetic to the Soviet point of view . The articles on burea
and Lenin were written by the Socialist Harold Laski . The articles on F
ism and guild socialism were written by the Socialist G . D. H . Cole. The a
on communism was written by Max Beer, of the University of Frankfort
was a devoted, wholehearted disciple and enthusiastic biographer of Marx
article on socialism was written by Socialist Oscar Jaszi . Otto Hoetzs
the University of Berlin, in his article on Government, Soviet Russia,
among other things

affiliated with the Nazis . Laissez Faire was written by the Social
Cole, who refers to laissez faire as "unworkable' and as "theoreti
rupt ." He concludes
"As a prejudice, laissez faire survives and still wields great
doctrine deserving of theoretical respect, it is dead ."
The fair and scholarly procedure would have been to assign articles
of the left to leftists and the articles on subjects of the right to
limited government and classical economics . Since this was no
encyclopedia is to a large extent propaganda for communism and soci
indeed regrettable that this encyclopedia, financed by tax-exempt f
have sponsors which were listed in the preface of the first volume
cyclopedia as follows
American Anthropological Association
American Association of Social Workers
American Economic Association
American Historical Association
American Political Science Association
'American Psychological Association
American Sociological Society
American Statistical Association
Association of American Law Schools
National Education Association
The student or anyone else consulting the encyclopedia is thus
cause, upon noting the sponsorship, he assumes that the encycloped
to be unbiased and is representative of the highest available schol
B . The University of Chicago Roundtable is propaganda, not educati
The University of Chicago Roundtable has received during the la
over $600,000 as of 11950, from the Alfred P . Sloan Foundation . Th
audience of these Sunday noon roundtable radio broadcasts has been
by its staff to be between 5 to 8 million persons . The roundtable c
an educational program, but this is doubtful . To be a genuinely
program, everyone of the roundtable broadcasts dealing with co
subjects should have participants who are truly representative o
of the problem discussed . However, on the basis of my examinati
scripts of a great many of these roundtable discussions, it appe
most cases the background and ideology of the participants were
that no genuine discussion of controversial subjects could take pl
fair presentation of all sides of these issues could be expected . A
cases thet ideology of the participants was leftist .
For example, the August 18, 1946, broadcast dealt with What Is
The participants were Milton Mayer, a Socialist journalist, an
Schlesinger, Jr. of Harvard University and of Americans for Democra
and Lynn A. Williams, vice president of the Stewart-Warner Corp
quently vice president of the University of Chicago . Part of the
said
"Mr. SCHLESINGER. It certainly would appall the editors of Pra
that you, an American capitalist, are teaching the Communist manif
workers.
"Mr. WrT-TsAnrs. I certainly did not sell it to them, because, try
to teach them all the merits of what Marx had to say, they would have
"Mr. MASER. * * * socialism, as we see it operating under the la
ment in Great Britain, has collective or social ownership of the m
duction just as communism does . But socialism is still parliame
violent, gradualist, democratic, progressive ."

Wirth, all of the University of Chicago . All three participants criticize
Attorney General's list of Communist organizations and the McCarran Inte
Security Act. Since no one who recognized the patriotic purpose of this li
of the act participated in the program, it was definitely unbalanced and sla
to the left.
The June 29, 1952, broadcast, a discussion of how to deal with Commu
subversion, had as participants Daniel Bell of Columbia University, Dw
MacDonald, a journalist, and Quincy Wright of the University of Chicago.
Donald attacked the Attorney General's list of subversive organizations,
ators McCarthy and McCarran, and the Smith Act . Bell also attacked the
Act . Wright attacked Senator McCarthy and the McCarran committee
one participated in the program who had anything to say in favor of Sena
McCarthy and McCarran, the Smith Act, or the Attorney General's list of
versive organizations .
I also found that on such controversial issues as the human-rights progr
the United Nations, American foreign policy, and political and economic
tions, little chance was given to conservative and nationalist views . Had
ideological balance of the program's participants alternated from week to
we would not be forced to the suspicion that this was a propaganda sou
board.
C. The citizenship education project i8 slanted toward the left
Between 1949 and 1951, the Carnegie Corp . has granted to the Teacher's
lege of Columbia University for its citizenship-education project the s
$1,417,550. Examination of this project indicates that, like the Encyclop
of the Social Sciences and the University of Chicago roundtable broadcast
is slanted toward the left . One of the main . accomplishments of the citize
education project was a card file of 1,046 index cards which are sold to
schools for use of civics teachers . Each of the cards contains a summar
annotation of a book or pamphlet on political and social issues for the teac
guidance in presenting a social problem to a class.
Examination of the 1950 card file shows that the great majority of
and other items selected for summary and annotation are leftist, liberal,
internationalist in their viewpoint and only a .few are conservative and nati
1st in their outlook . Actually there are only about 2 dozen cards which
to material that is conservative in outlook-this is a very small percentag
of over 1,000 cards. Thus, the teacher who uses this card file has ver
items to contrast against the liberal, leftwing, and internationalist items
file .
In addition, leftist materials in the card file are most often annotat
"factual," and the few rightist materials are most often annotated as "opi
ated ." For example, card No. 554 refers to We Are the Government, by E
and Gossett, and describes it as "factual, entertaining, descriptive, illustrat
while the book in reality is pro-Communist . Card No. 249 refers to a Mas
Privilege, by Carey McWilliams, and is described as "historical, descrip
McWilliams is a notorious Communist. Card No. 901 refers to Buildin
Peace at Home and Abroad, by Maxwell Stewart, and is described as "fac
dramatic." Stewart has been named as a Communist . Card No . 1020
to The American, by Howard Fast, another notorious Communist who act
went to jail for contempt of this House, and is described as - "hist
biographical ."
The following are examples of how conservative works are torn down b
annotations : Card No . . 809 refers to the Road to Serfdom, by Frederi
Hayek, and is described as "factual, strongly opinionated, logical ." Card N
refers to Be Glad You're a Real Liberal, by Earl Bunting, diector of the Nat
Association of Manufacturers, and is described as "opinionated, biased, de

hundreds of thousands of dollars from the Alfred P . Sloan Foundat
pamphlets are prominently displayed and sold in many public librar
frequently used in high schools . Many hundreds of thousands of copi
pamphlets are distributed annually . For numerous years Maxwell
has been the editor of the public affairs pamphlets, which are publi
public affairs committee . He has been an associate editor of the M
and has taught in Moscow. Dr. Louis F . Budenz has identified S
member of the Communist Party in sworn testimony given before t
committee .
The House Military Subcommittee charged in 1949 that the publica
Public Affairs Committee, Inc ., "are recommended by the Affiliated
Workers"-Communist--"and sold by Communist bookstores ." Geo
in his pro-Communist publication called In Fact, offered a free pu
pamphlet as a bonus for renewal subscription for In Fact . Seldes sa
"These pamphlets prepared by the Public Affairs Committee are,
larly written, authoritative . You will find them an excellent source
able information ."
One of the public affairs pamphlets, entitled "The Races of Manki
Benedict and Gene Weltfsh . published in 1943, was banned by the
Army . Ruth Benedict had Communist-front organization affiliatio
cently Weltfish refused to answer the question whether she has bee
nist, before a Senate committee . Maxwell Stewart has written num
phlets, such as Industrial Price Policy, which is slanted toward th
American Way, which casts grave doubt on the value of the free-ent
tem ; Income and Economic Progress, which follows a similar line o
and the Negro in America, in which he lauds such undoubted Com
Paul Robeson, Langston Hughes, and W . E. B . DuBois, and does n
anti-Communist Negroes as outstanding Negroes . Charles Edward A
low's pamphlet, Health Care for Americans, was recommended as su
reading in the Jefferson School of Social Science . Carey McWilliam
been . named a Communist, also write such pamphlets as Small Fa
Farm, What About Our Japanese-Americans . Louis Adamic, an adm
nunist, wrote a pamphlet called America and the Refugees .
E. The NBA and PEA propagandize for socialism
The National Education Association and the Progressive Educati
tion have received major contributions from the General Education
of the foundations dispersing Rockefeller tax-exempt money . Th
Education Association and Progressive Education Association are ver
because through them the foundations are reaching right into
schools and are affecting millions of schoolchildren.,,,' By 1947, some
was spent by the General Education Board on new educational goal
cedures, and among others the National Education Association and P
Education Association were generously supported in educational reor
and experimentation . During the 1930's these 2 educational organi
ceived particularly large sums of money, and by 1940 the Nationa
Association received a total of $456,100 and the Progressive Educati
tion a total of $1,635,941 . Just what kind of educational reorgan
experimentation was supported by the tax-exempt funds of the Gen
~_.tion Board?
The Progressive Education Association-PEA-in its official maga
Progressive Education, on page 257 of the November 1947 issue, had a
cle by John J . DeBoer, president, American Education Fellowship-t
Education Fellowship is the present name of the PEA . DeBoer has
Communist-front affiliations . In his lead article, DeBoer said that th

"I . To channel the energies of education toward the reconstruction of
economic system, a system which should be geared with the increasing sociali
tions and public controls now developing in England, Sweden, New Zeala
and other countries ; a system in which national and international planning
production and distribution replaces the chaotic planlessness of traditional
enterprise ; *' * * a system in which the interests, wants, and needs of
' .onsumer dominate those of the producer ; a system in which natural resour
such as coal and iron ore, are owned and controlled by the people ; a syste
which public corporations replace monopolistic enterprises and privately ow
'public' utilities.
"II . To channel the energies of education toward the establishment of gen
international authority in all crucial issues affecting peace and security ; *
an order in which international economic planning of trade, resources, labor
tribution
n and standards, is practiced, parallel with the best standards of ind
ual ,n Ras * * * an order in which world citizenship thus assumes at l
equal status with national citizenship."
Is this an educational program or is it propoganda in favor of socia
and world government?
The ideol
or the_ T io al Education Association was stated in 193
Willar
Givens, who at
was'superinteilnent of schools at Oakl
Calif., and subsequently become executive secretary of the NEA, a post wh
he' held for 18 years . Under the title "Education for the New America,
the Proceedings of the 72d Annual Meeting of the NEA, Givens said in 193
"This report comes directly from the thinking together of more thna 1,
members of the department of superintendents (school superintendents) . *
"A dying laissez-faire must be completely destroyed and all of us, inclu
the owners, must be subjected to a large amount of social control . A large
tion of our discussion group, accepting the conclusions of distinguished stude
maintain that in our fragile, interdependent society, the credit agencies,
basic industries, and utilities cannot be centrally planned and operated u
private ownership.
"Hence they will join in creating a swift nationwide campaign of adult ed
tion which will support President Roosevelt in taking these over and opera
them at full capacity as a unified national system in the interests of all of
people."
Is this an educational program or is it propaganda in favor of socialism?
why should the General Education Board, whose funds came from Rockefell
who- made' his money under the free-enterprise system, support such propaga
In 1940 the General Education Board gave $17,500 to the National Asso
tion of Secondary School Principals and the National Council for the So
Studies, both divisions of the National Education Association, to prepare sev
teaching units which would provide teachers with resource material on so
problems. One of these units was prepared by Oscar Lange and Abba P . Le
and was called the American Way of Business . Both Lange and Lerner
been socialists for a long time, and Lange eventually renounced his Amer
citizenship in order to become the Kremlin's Ambassador for Communist Po
to the United Nations . The American Way of Business, which was publis
by the National Education Association, is not an analysis of American busin
but a propaganda tract for communism, Why should tax-exempt funds
used to enable two Socialists to write a propaganda piece on American busi
enterprise?
I also want to raise the significant question whether it is a coincidence
during the time when the National Education Association and the Progres
Education Association received particularly large grants and the American
of Business was financed, the director for General Education, the division of

,
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SUBVERSIVE AND PRO-COMMUNIST AND PRO-SOCIALIST PROPAGANDA ACTIV
FORD FOUNDATION

To illustrate the dubious staff and the many subversive and
activities of the Ford Foundation, I offer the following examp
extensive documentary evidence which I have in my possession
1 . Dubious staff of Ford Foundation
A. The record of 11ffessrs . Berelson and Moseley : Bernard Ber
director of the Ford Foundation's Behavioral Sciences Division, wh
been allotted $3,500,000 for the creation of a center for advanced
havioral sciences, which will consider social relations in human' beha
son, while on the faculty of the University of Chicago, Served on a
welcome the Red dean of Canterbury, the Very Reverend Hewle
world renowned apologist for communism who sports a Soviet decora
work in behalf of his Kremlin masters . The welcoming committee
dean of Canterbury was organized under the auspices of the Nati
of American-Soviet Friendship, an agency which has been cited as su
Communist by the Attorney . General of the United States .
The East European fund was established by the Ford Foundation,
by it and deals with issues relating to the Soviet Union and its Eu
lites, and particularly with the settlement and adjustment of Sov
who have come to the United States . The president of-this fund
Moseley, who is also director of the Russian Institute at Columbia
Some years ago Professor Moseley made the following evaluation of
Union in a pamphlet he wrote for the Foreign Policy Associatio
ported by foundations :
"Over the long run, great numbers of people will judge both the
American systems, not by how much individual freedom they preserve
much they contribute, in freedom or without it, to develop a better l
a greater feeling of social fulfillment ."
Garet Garett, editor of American Affairs, said that this is straig
Party ideology
"It means only that pure Communist ideology may be thus impar
lumbia University's Russian Institute through the Foreign Policy A
Philip 0. Jessup and Ernest J . Simmons are members of the adm
board of the Russian Institute at Columbia University, which i
Moseley. Professor Simmons is the editor of a book entitled "U . S .
grew out of studies at Cornell University that were financed by the
Foundation . At least 15 of the 20 contributors of this symposi
Simmons are pro-Soviet and none of the other 5 has ever been known
of the Soviet Union . Moreover, Professor Simmons has affiliatio
munist fronts.
B . The record of Mr. Gladieux : Another officer of the Ford F
Bernard Louis Gladieux, former secretary to and protege of Hen
Gladieux entered Federal service in 1938 in Chicago with the F
Agency, transferred to the Labor Department, Wage and Hour Adm
from there to the Bureau of the Budget, then to War Production Boa
the WPB on November 23, 1944, to go with UNRRA . On March 2,
Wallace was sworn in as Secretary of Commerce, and on April 30, 19
Bernard L. Gladieux as his executive assistant . Gladieux rema
Department of Commerce until October 1, 1951, when he was appo
officer of the Ford Foundation in charge of the New York office and
to the president of the Ford Foundation .
I have been advised by a reliable and responsible source that
Gladieux, while in Government service in Washington, had in addition

loyalty had even been requested or made while he was in Federal service .
a review of hearings held pursuant to Senate Resolution 230, 81st Congress
session, by a subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Interstate and For
Commerce, certainly indicated that Gladieux' loyalty should have been in
gated. A Member of the Senate took the witness stand before the committee
after first being duly sworn as a witness, testified as follows
"I understand that one Bernard L. Gladieux, of the Secretary's office, who
protege of Henry Wallace, has exercised the power of nullifying decisions of
so-called loyalty board . In other words, if it found he was cleared of a
disloyalty but recommended' as a poor security risk, not a good security risk,
someone overruled that finding ."
Now, I am informed that it could be, probably is, Mr . Gladieux.
Mr. Gladieux never appeared before the Senate committee to answer
changes against him which were made on March 28, 30, and April 4, 1950.
ev r, Mr. Gladieux was a witness on February 27, 1950, before a House A
priations- Subcommittee, of which the gentleman from New York, Mr . Ro
was chairman, and the gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr . Flood, the gent
from Georgia, Mr. Preston, the late Hon . Karl Stefan, of Nebraska, and
gentleman from Ohio, Mr . Cliff Clevenger, were memliers .
At page 2341 the gentleman from New York (Mr . Rooney) stated
"The story this year is that the Department of Commerce has taken the p
of the State Department ; that the Department of Commerce is the outfi
Government which is honeycombed with people belonging to the Commu
Party ."
Mr. Flood, on page 2346, made the following statement
"You are executive assistant to the Secretary of Commerce, and after 2 h
of examination and cross-examination here I have not the faintest idea of
personal attitude toward this kind of case, which is a borderline case, or fr
on a case where anything else is concerned . I am very unhappy about your
point of view . Do you appreciate that?"
On page 2362, Mr . Gladieux, as the hearings were about to close, made a le
statement,, to which the gentleman from New York (Mr . Rooney), on page
replied as follows
"That is all so much nice language . To me it does not mean a thing .
have come up here this afternoon to acquaint us with the situation in the De
ment of Commerce. The results have been nil. We have not had the cooper
from you that we have had from the Department of State .
"You refused to take us into your confidence with regard to these things,
I have tried to handle it in an amicable way so that if questions were r
on the floor we might have the answers to them . You have reacted in the
direction, away from us . So now we are far apart, and we will have to
that way . There is nothing that I can see that we can do about it ."
Senator Karl Mundt, speaking before the Senate, made the remark that"In 1950 the junior Senator from Nevada (Mr . Malone) rose on this
to suggest that certain persons in the Department of Commerce were dange
security risks."
Senator Mundt went on to say that a committee was created to investi
the .charges made by Senator Malone, but that "after 3 or 4 days' hearing, S
tary of Commerce Sawyer rushed up to the Hill and agreed to fire the two
whom I had drawn into the net-Lee and Remington-if the hearing cou
stopped ." Continuing, Senator Mundt stated
"I did not hear that agreement, but I know it was made, because I could n
get the committee together again .
"I was really after Mr . Gladieux, secretary to the Secretary of Commerce

dent, Hutchins' prominent position was made possible by the fact t
considers Hutchins as the greatest living educator and literally w
With the resignation of Hoffman as president of the foundation
Gaither, a San Francisco attorney, became president of the found
Gaither is a mere figurehead and Hutchins is still running the
Gaither has accepted the presidency only for a year, and thus Hutc
become the , formal head of the organization . But even without su
presidency, in view of the facts stated above, Hutchins in effect r
Foundation .
In his capacity as the policymaker of the Ford Foundation, Hutchi
a completely unprecedented financial power over education, the hum
the social sciences . By giving or withholding grants, Hutchins is
to insinuate his views into any aspect of American intellectual life .
it is essential to inquire about Hutchins' views and his record co
Communist menace.
Testifying in 1949 under oath before the Illinois Seditious Activiti
tion Commission inquiry into subversive activities at the University
Hutchins admitted that he was a sponsor of the October 1948 meet
bureau on academic freedom of the National Council of Arts, Sei
Professions .
Regarding the Methodist Federation of Social Action, Hutchins h
"Believe you are advancing the cause of true Americanism ."
The first page of the publication of the Methodist Federation for So
where this quotation appears, asserts that the federation rejects the p
and favors a classless society . Does Hutchins think that such an id
stitutes true Americanism?
The University of Chicago, under Hutchins' administration, has d
itself as the only institution of higher learning in America which
vestigated five times for immoral or subversive activities . These in
are : First, Illinois State Senate inquiry, 1935 ; second, Universit
alumni committee, 1947-48 ; third, University of Chicago board o
1948 ; fourth, Illinois Seditious Activities Investigation Commiss
June 1949 ; fifth, investigation and subsequent report to the Illinois
by State Representative G. William Horsley, Springfield, 1949 . The f
gation was a whitewash ; the second requested the resignation of H
third held its deliberations in secret ; and the fourth and fifth di
the university. Both the majority report of the Illinois Seditiou
Commission and the independent report of Representative Horsley co
university's administration severely and asked the legislature
exemption.
At the hearings of the seditious activities commission of the Illinois
at the 1949 investigation of the University of Chicago, Hutchins,
sworn in, testified as follows
"The subpena which I have received summons me to testify conce
versive activities at the University of Chicago . This is a leading q
the answer is assumed in the question . I cannot testify concernin
activities at the University of Chicago because there are none ."
At the same hearings, Hutchins was asked the following question
following response :
"Question . The records which I shall present through other witnes
summary, that some sixty-odd persons listed in the latest available
the University of Chicago as professors or professors emeritus have
ated with 135 Communist-front organizations in 465 separate affil
that not something for which the university might well be alarmed?
"Answer . I don't see why."

"Answer. I don't think so ."
Hutchins was also asked : "Are you aware that the Communist-front org
tion is a part of the Communist movement, just as much as'the party itself
"No ."
Then he was asked : "You haven't attempted to make 9 study of the C
nist Party?
"No, I haven't," Hutchins replied.
He was also asked : "Is there any doubt that the Communist Party is
spiratorial fifth column operated in the interest of a foreign state?
"I am not instructed on this subject," Hutchins answered .
Such was the attitude of Hutchins toward communism after the start o
Berlin airlift, and at a time when the United States was spending billio
dollars abroad to fight communism .
On June 25, 1951, the Daily Worker, on page 2 under the headline
Foundation Head Joins Blast at High Cost O . K . for Smith Act," the fol
item appeared under a Chicago dateline of June 24 :
"Prof . Robert M. Hutchins, former chancellor of the University of Ch
and now associate director of the Ford Foundation, joined with Osm
Fraenkel, noted New York attorney, opposing the Supreme Court decisi
holding the conviction of the 11 convicted Communist Party leaders
Hutchins said that the majority decision indicates that we are at las
against a great crisis in this country . He spoke of the ruling as a co
reversal of earlier precedents set by the high Court * * * . , Speaking here
American Civil Liberties Union meeting in his honor, Dr . Hutchins de
that 'it may now become more difficult for us to take some of the posi
we have in the past .' He referred to his stated willingness to hire Comm
as university professors. Hutchins told the Illinois Legislature that he
even take back into the university faculty Oscar P . Lange, who, as I p
out before, renounced his American citizenship to become Moscow's Ambas
for Communist Poland to the United Nations . 'We may even have to d
whether we must violate the law in order to remain in conformity wit
convictions,' he said ."
Hutchins wrote the introduction to a book entitled "Character Assassinat
published in 1950, which was written by Jerome Davis, who has been i
than 40 Communist-front organizations . Hutchins also wrote the for
to a book entitled "Political and Civil Rights in the United States," publ
in 1953 by Thomas I . Emerson and David Haber . Louis Budenz, test
under oath, named Emerson as a member of the Communist Party, a c
which Emerson denied . But Emerson has been in a large number of Com
fronts and was head of the Communist-controlled National Lawyers Guil
legal arm of the Communist Party in the United States. There is no
that the National Lawyers Guild is a subversive organization, and it has
cited officially as much .
Hutchins, whose attitudes I have illustrated, is the key man in the
Foundation, which owns outright some 374,000 shares of stock of the 4
shares of stock in the Ford Motor Co., one of the biggest industrial giants
whole world. The stockholdings, according to Henry Ford II, amount
percent of the outstanding stock of the Ford Motor Co . Recently the Ne
Times magazine pointed out that the Ford Foundation is the "virtual own
the gigantic Ford Motor Co ." According to Paul Hoffman, then president
Ford Foundation, the Ford Foundation had made grants of $72 milli
2 years, 1951-52 .
So it may readily be seen that a grant of $15 million, to protect the
liberties of Communists and to investigate the Congress of the United St
from the tax-exempt millions of the income from the stock of the late

the tax-exempt Ford Foundation .
In view of the attitude of Hutchins toward communism, it is
surprising that the Ford Foundation has made some highly dubio
I offer the following examples for your consideration
2. Ford Foundation's support of communism and Socialist propaga
A. Grant to aid Communists and to discredit their investigation : I h
referred to the $15 million grant to investigate the Congress of the U
and its committees . In a recent broadcast Eric Sevareid, a CBS c
who has long opposed congressional investigations of communism,
defended John Stewart Service, 1 of the 6 persons arrested by the
Amerasia case, enthusiastically praised this $15 million fund and ca
ins "the driving spirit behind this new crusade ." There can be no qu
Hutchins is behind this new Ford Foundation project, for he has co
expressed his concern for the civil liberties of Communists . Sinc
Hutchins' attitude toward communism and we know that his conceptio
liberties is similar to that of the Communists, we can be sure that t
Foundation project will aid the Communist conspiracy and will try t
all those who fight it . This will undoubtedly happen, for the chair
president of the new Ford Foundation project are mere figureheads
and Hutchins is dominating the project.
The gentleman from California, Mr . Jackson, said on this floor tha
to state, the investigations proposed by the Ford Foundation will be g
enthusiastic approval from Shanghai to East Berlin . The approval w
given voice by the silent millions of captive peoples, but by the com
their agents ."
He aptly characterized this 15 million project by saying that it "
only to lend additional aid and comfort to the Communist Party ." T
can Legion's newsletter, the Firing Line, stated that this project is
many anti-Communists as "a huge slush fund for a full-scale war on al
tions and individuals who have ever exposed and fought Communists
In passing, it should be pointed out that the Ford Foundation's effo
credit legislative inquiries into Communists activities is not unique
the Rockefeller Foundation has undertaken, on a smaller scale, a pr
the same intention . In 1947 the Rockefeller Foundation made a
$110,000 to Cornell University to conduct a study on civil liberties a
trol of subversive activities . This project resulted in the publication
of books attacking legislative investigations of Communists activiti
full of typical pro-Communist distortion. One of the authors of the
was Prof . Walter Gellhorn, of Columbia University, who has Commu
affiliations and who has explicitly demanded the abolition of the
mittee on Un-American Activities . Recently Gellhorn was identified
mony given under oath, as a member of the Communist Party, a charge
denied .
It should also be pointed out that at least one foundation has used
not only to discredit the investigation of Communists, but to suppor
Communists fronts and to aid Communists on trial .
On September 24, 1942, the gentleman from Texas [Mr . Dies], in
the House, showed that the Robert Marshall Foundation of New Yor
porting Communist fronts and Communist causes, and he listed t
disbursements made from the estate of the late Robert Marshall,
Dealer from the Department of Agriculture, who left an estate of ov
lion and a half dollars to the foundation and named trustees, mos
were radicals and Reds . This is the same foundation which the
from Illinois [Mr. Velde], in a speech in the House on October 17, 195

B . Arthur Schlesinger, Jr ., of Americans for Democratic Action employ
Ford Foundation
;-According to, page 34 of the 1951 Mxi»uaJ .,Report, of. the
for Adult Education, a subsidiary of the Ford Foundation, the TV-Radio W
shop, administered by the fund for adult education, hired Arthur Schlesin
Jr., as commentator for a series of 12 weekly broadcasts . Schlesinger, of co
is a big shot in the ADA . The following public statements by Schlesinge
worthy of note
In 1946 Schlesinger wrote that the present system in the United States
"even freedom-loving Americans look wistfully at Russia ."
On December 11, 1949, on page 3 of the New York Times, Schlesinger said
"I happen to believe that the Communist Party should be granted freedo
political action and that Communists should be allowed to teach in universi
so long as they do not disqualify themselves by intellectual distortions in
classrooms ."
On August 18, 1946, on a University of Chicago Round Table broadcas
titled "What Is Communism?" Schlesinger said
"Surely the class struggle is going on in America . I would agree compl
with the Communists on that ."
Schlesinger was then asked
"Do you mean that capitalism is dead everywhere except in the United Stat
He replied : "It is dead ."
In answer to the question, "What did it die of?", he said
"It died of itself . There is much to what the Marxists used to say a
capitalism containing the `seeds of its own destruction',"
Schlesinger, in a public-affairs pamphlet of 1950, entitled "What About
munism" criticized the Committee on Un-American Activities and said tha
was more interested in slandering and smearing liberals than in exposing
Communists . $e said. :
"The methods of the witchhunt, especially when employed from the am
of congressional immunity, are sometimes almost as dangerous to demo
as the methods of the Communists themselves ."
He also said
"With the formation of Americans for Democratic Action, liberals who beli
in a non-Communist left acquired an organization of their own ."
As the gentleman from California [Mr . Jackson] pointed out concernin
grant of $15 million to investigate the House and Senate, the money m
have been better spent by the Ford Foundation, to . help ferret out and e
the subversion in our schools and our universities, or the Ford Foundation m
have ddne'something about the Ford plants in the Detroit area .which the ge
man from California described as a seething mass of Communist conspiracy
intrigue, where thousands of unsuspecting and loyal American workers
being duped and held in a tight grip by the Communist leadership of Local
of the United Automobile Workers of America . Local 600 Is the largest
union in the world and has, or did have, some 60,000 members, and still i
classified as just one local union of the United Automobile Workers of Ame
In February, March, and April, 1952, the House Committee on Un-Amer
Activities held open public hearings in Detroit, and witness after witness
the stand and testified under oath as to the Communist domination and con
of local 600 by the Kremlin . So the committee issued subpenas for the offi
of local 600 at the Ford plants and brought them before the committee
asked them' if they were Communists . Not a single officer of local 600 ans
the question. They took refuge in the fifth amendment, refusing to answe
the grouh s to do so would incriminate them . Yet they still work for Ford.
Now you would think that when a congressional committee, a eomn tt
this House, goes to Detroit to hold hearings regarding Communists in the
plants that the Ford Motor Co. would assist. Exactly the opposite was true .

Foundation, too .
B . Grant to a Communist : Another example of the kind of gran
Foundation makes was revealed in the testimony of William M.
former member of the faculty of the City College and of Xavier Univ
said under oath at the hearings of the Internal Security Subcomm
Moses Finkelstein, a City College teacher and later a professor at R
versity, under the name of Finley, was a member of the Communist
that recently this man received a grant from the Ford Foundation
C . Grant to an organization supposedly controlled by a Communi
been 'advised by a reliable source that an organization which h
substantial grants not only from the Ford Foundation, but also fro
negie Corp ., is supposed to be dominated by a Communist who di
policy of the organization . It would be unfair for me to provide spe
mation on this matter until witnesses are put on the stand to give
mony under oath.
D . Grant to a person who wants to abolish the United States : A
ous grant of a different character was m ade .to Mortimer Adler, w
$600,000 from the Ford and Mellon Foundations to set up the Institu
sophical Research . Professor Adler is such an ardent advocate of wo
ment that, according to the Cleveland Plain Dealer, October 29, 194
"We must do everything we can to abolish the United States ."
It would be interesting to find out just what kind of philosophical
Professor Adler will arrive at with reference to the virtues of pa
government based on unalienable rights of men .
E . Grant to promote socialism : According to the Ford Foundat
Report for 1951, the foundation has . granted $50,000 to the Advertis
Inc., for "a restatement of the principles of American society ." Th
public policy committee includes, in addition to Paul Hoffman, form
of the Ford Foundation, and Chester C . Davis, its associate direc
persons who have Communist-front affiliations .
The Miracle of America, a publication of the Advertising Council,
that the public-policy committee of the Advertising Council approv
dorses the economic-education program of the council . This prog
scribed in the Miracle of America under the title "Platform for All
This platform starts out like a firecracker Fourth of July patrioti
then turns out to be a rewrite of the British Labor-Socialist-Par
Adoption of this platform would guarantee the success of any Socialist
in America. The Miracle of America, containing this platform, ha
culated by hundreds of thousands by the Advertising, Council as a
oampaign of public information . Is this an educational program or
ganda in favor of socialism?
F . Grant to pro-Communist India : The Ford Foundation has s
India for some of its largest grants and is spending millions of dol
nation . Is there some special significance to singling out India for
Foundation grants, in view of the fact that the head of the Indian
is more sympathetic to the Soviet Union than toward the United
that he wants the United States to recognize Red China and admi
munist nation, which is slaughtering Americans in Korea, to the Uni
I am greatly concerned with what is being done with the Ford Found
lions in India . That nation is a potential ally of the Soviet Union,
Ford Foundation projects in any way are fostering a pro-Soviet
India, the consequences may be disastrous for the future of America
The stakes are very high, for if India should definitely become a S
the power of the Kremlin's bloc would be immeasurably increased
of what the Ford -Foundation might be doing in India is increased
that in the case of China the activities of the Rockefeller Foundat

tions of higher learning . If the Rockefeller fund spenders had had even
elementary conception of what' was going on among the Chinese teachers
students, they would have taken steps to halt the stampede of the Chinese
leges to communism . When the crisis of the Chinese revolution came, it
the student and teacher element, educated largely with Rockefeller money,
were the backbone of the Red success. Our boys are now suffering and d
in Korea, in part, because Rockefeller money encouraged trends in the Chin
colleges and schools which swung China's intelligentsia to communism ."
What has happened once can happen again, and I am sure that my colleag
in this Chamber share my anxiety as to the future of India and what the
Foundation is doing there-whether its activities are of such nature as to ham
India's orientation toward the Kremlin or to assist and augment it?
addition to the Rockefeller Foundation's activities in China, the Institut
Pacific Relations, supported mainly by foundations, played a major part in
success of the Chinese Red revolution. The McCarran committee's extens
investigation of the Institute of Pacific Relations showed how this organizat
financed primarily by the Rockefeller Foundation and the Carnegie Corp ., p
the Kremlin's game with reference to China, and how it made possible
transformation of Nationalist China, our ally, into Red China, our enemy,
whom we are engaged in a bloody war . This investigation was a post mort
it took place after China had been sold out to the Kremlin . But how much m
useful it would be for a congressional committee to try to prevent by expos
any sort of activity, financed by the Ford Foundation, which may have a sim
effect in India as the Rockefeller and Carnegie Foundations' activities ha
China.
The few examples I have given in regard to some of the officers of the F
Foundation and its subsidiaries, and in regard to some of their activities,
tainly warrant a thorough inquiry into their officers and all of their extens
activities, which reach not only into every area of American intellectual
but also into the far corners of thg earth.

Mr. HAYS. I want to finish on this-and I do not see anyth
similar to the paragraph that Mr . Reece has shown me . If you
going to leave the statement, that foundations have not been as
why they did not support projects of a pro-American type, it le
me to believe that the staff is of the opinion that they did not or h
not. If you are of that opinion
Mr. DODD. It was not meant to convey that, Mr. Hays .
Mr. HAYS. I would still like to have a definition of pro-Ameri
Mr. Donn . May I answer?
Mr WORMSER May I interrupt Mr Dodd 2
Mr. HAYS. If you mean by pro-American, if they have not c
tributed research that led them to the thinking of McKinley, Ulys
S . Grant, and Cohn and Schine, I am not for that in any case .
if pro-American means what I think it means, that is a very ser
indictment . If pro-American means the pre-1900-isolationist po
of one of the political parties, I want to disagree with that defini
of pro-American, because that does not mean pro-American to
Mr. WORMSER. Mr. Hays, may I make a suggestion? We can
think, give you a reference to the Cox hearings in which that quest

definition of this term .
The CHAIRMAN. If the gentleman will yield, I never
Mr. Dodd to say that the foundations had not contribute
of so-called pro-American activities, but he said the char
made or the criticism had been made that their donations,
assistance had been weighted against the so-called pro-Amer
ities . But Mr . Dodd can best answer that himself .
Mr. HAYS . Let me read again what Mr . Dodd said yes
is on page 39 of the report . He says, "From our point of
seem to be eight criticisms which had been made of the w
C ox committee." I will not read all of them, but he go
this one, which looks like the sixth, that foundations- ha
asked why they did not support projects 'of a pro-Amer
If that does not imply that they did not support it, I d
what does. I want that clarified right now.
Mr. DODD . May I answer it, Mr. Hays?
Mr. HAYS . Surely, I would like you to .
Mr. DODD. That was nothing more than listing what ha
forth as the type of criticisms, and we found they had be
against the work of the Cox committee . The effort of th
to include that portion of research which would enable e
to have those criticisms answered . That is all that stat
there for.
Mr. HAYS. Then has the staff found any evidence that t
tions have granted aid to pro-American projects?
Mr. DODD. Yes, Sir . If you will refer to the statement w
in the foreword, in which I believe
Mr . HAYS That is clear enough for me. I just wanted to
point that there had been, and we are not starting out w
dictment that they had never done anything pro-American
Mr. DoDD. Oh, no.
The CHAIRMAN . If the gentleman will permit an inter
undertook to make that clear in my opening statement ,yes
Mr. HAYS . I appreciate that. I did not want that state
unchallenged . I still say I think we ought to have from th
view of the staff a definition of what you mean by "proI do not insist on it at this minute, but I think along with y
tions, I think we ought to get it in the record .
The CHAIRMAN . You can do that, can you not?
Mr. HAYS . Later .
Mr. DODD . Not only that, sir, but it would seem to me to
posite of the working definition which the staff used as t
un-American, which was the definition that we obta
Brookings .

And in- the vast majority of instances, they-

That is the benefit created by foundations--

must be regarded as beyond question either from the standpoint of their
formity to the intentions of their donors or from the standpoint of . the
American quality of their consequences .
Mr. HAYS. That is fine. I am glad to have that read again, bec

yesterday the public address system was not working too well, an
did not have a copy of what you were saying. It is very probable
we missed several important things that you said .
Mr. DODD. May I ask if you can hear me all right now?
Mr._ RAYS. I cann hear you ; yes:
That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, then.
Mr. WORMBER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to give the commi
the benefit of a few excerpts which illustrate some of the things
Dodd said yesterday, and is to say today . I think it would-be b
if I introduced those or offered them after he has finished his
plete recitation.
The CHAIRMAN . Without objection, and any of the insertion
think,_ should come at the end of Mr. Dodd's statement, rather
during.
MODD.
r. D
May I~~proceed, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN . Yes.
Mr. DODD. I am going on from where we left off yesterday whe
mentioned that there were several entities other than strictly ed
tional institutions which we felt we would have to include in
studies. I mentioned them by name . To characterize some of t
briefly
The American Council of Learned Societies was founded in
to encourage humanistic studies, including some which today
regarded as social sciences. It is comprised of 24 constituent
ber associations . In its entirety, it appears to dominate scholar
in this country .
The National Research Council was established in 1916 ongfi~na
as a preparedness measure in connection with World War l
charter was renewed in 1919, since which time, on behalf of its e
member associations, it has been devoted to the promotion of
search within the most essential areas ordinarily referred to as
exact and applied sciences .
. The Social Science Research Council was established in 192
advance research in the social sciences . It acts as spokesman
seven constituent member associations representing all of the m
subdivisions of this new . field of knowledge, i . e., history, econo
sociology, psychology, political science, statistics, and anthropo
49T20-54-pt. 1--4

tional members (universities, colleges, selected private sc
tems, educational departments of industrial concerns, volu
sociations of colleges and universities within the States, la
libraries, etc.) .
The National Education Association was established in
elevate character advance the interests of the teaching pr
and to promote tie cause of popular education in the Unit
Broadly speaking, this powerful entity concentrates on pr
secondary schools. Its membership is reported to consist o
individuals who include, in addition to teachers, superi
school administrators, and school secretaries . It boasts th

the only organization that represents or has the possiblity of repre
great body of teachers in the United States-

thus inferring a monopolistic aim .
The League for Industrial Democracy came into being
when it was known as the Intercollegiate Socialist Society
purpose of awakening the intellectuals of this country to
and benefits of socialism. This organization might be co
the Fabian Society in England, which was established in
spread socialism by peaceful means.
The , Progressive Education Association was establish
1890 . Since then it has been active in introducing radical
education which are now being questioned by many . The
the idea that the individual must be adjusted to the group as
of his or her educational experience, and that democracy i
more than a system for cooperative living .
The American Historical Association was established i
promote historical studies. It is interesting to note that af
careful consideration, in 1926, to the social sciences, a r
published under its auspices in 1934 which concluded tha
of the individual in the United States had come to an end
the future would be characterized, inevitably, by some for
lectivism and an increase in the authority of the state .
The John Dewey Society was formed in 1936, apparentl
twofold purpose of conducting research in the field of educ
promoting the educational philosophy of John Dewey, in
whom the society was named . It could be supposed that
were members of this organization would be devoted to the
upon which Mr. Dewey had based his experiments in educat
1896 . Basically, these were pragmatic and a stimulus to
thinking. He held that ideas were instruments and their
falsity depended upon whether or not they worked successf
The broad study which called our attention to the activities
organizations has revealed not only their support by fou

This may explain why the foundations have played such an act
role in the promotion of the social sciences, why they have favo
so strongly the employment of social scientists by the Federal Gov
ment, and why they seem to have used their influence to transf
education into an instrument for social change.
We wish to stress the importance of questioning change only
it might involve' developments detrimental to the interests of
American people, or when it is promoted by a relatively small
tightly knit group backed by disproportionately large amounts
money which could threaten the American ideal of competition .
In summary, our study of these entities and their relationshi
each other seems to warrant the inference that they constitute a hi
efficient, functioning whole. Its product is apparently an educatio
curriculum designed to indoctrinate the American student from
triculation to the consummation of his education . It contrasts sha
with the freedom of the individual as the cornerstone' of our so
structure. For this freedom, it seems to substitute the group, the
of the majority, and a centralized power to enforce this will-p
sumably in the interest of all . Its development and production se
to have been largely the work of these organizations engaged' in
search, such as the Social Science Research Council and the Natio
Research Council .
The, demand for their product seems to come from such strong
sizable aggregations of interests as the National Educational As
ciation and the American Council on Education, whose authorit
seem to see in it the means by which education can render a natio
service. They make frequent reference to this service as "synonym
with the cause of education" and tend to criticize strongly anyone
dares to doubt the validity of their conclusions .
Its promotion appears to have been managed by such organizat
as the Progressive Education Association, the American Histori
Association, the League for Industrial Democracy, the John De
Society, and the Antidefamation League . Supplementing their eff
were others such as the Parent-Teachers Association, the Natio
Council of Churches, and the Committee for Economic Developme
each of which has played some part in adjusting the minds of Ame
can citizens to the idea of planning and to the marked changes wh
have taken place in "the public interest ."
Others, too, are engaged in the dissemination of this idea as be
essential to the security of this country . Neither time nor funds
permitted me to direct the attention of the staff to the operations
influence of any but a few of these, beyond taking notice of th
existence and the purposes which they serve .

controls. Evidence exists of close cooperation between
endowed foundations, the agencies'tl rough which 'they hav
and the educational institutions through which they have b
tomed to make grants for research . This process may con
an undesirable degree of concentrated power .
It is also interesting to note that by comparison with
research provided by foundations, those now flowing from
ernment are so large that they dwarf foundation contributi
promises to be true for some time to come and indicates th
tions may extend their influence over a wider area than i
The result of the development and operation of the
which foundations have played such a significant role see
provided this country with what is tantamount to a national
education under the tight control of organizations and pers
known to the American public . Its operations and ideas a
plex as to be beyond public understanding or control . It
to have resulted in an educational product which can be
research of a predominantly empirical character in the i
social sciences .
In these fields the specialists, more often than not, seem t
concerned with the production of empirical data and with it
tion. Principles and their truth or falsity 'seem to have
them very little.
In what appears from our studies to have been zeal for a
new social order in the United States, many of these social sc
cialists apparently gave little thought to either the opini
warnings of those who were convinced that a wholesale acc
knowledge acquired almost entirely by empirical methods wo
in a deterioration of moral standards and a disrespect for p
Even past experience which indicated that such an approa
problems of society could lead to tyranny, appears to
disregarded.
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, I do not like to interrupt
but I have several questions . Right here it seems to me th
that it might be well to ask him to clarify . He is tossing
"empirical" around with a good deal of abandon, and
if you would mind defining what you mean by empirical?
Mr. DODD. It is based upon the accumulation of observa
Mr. Hays, and the tabulation of those . What we would o
know as a statistical approach .
Mr. HAYS . Thank you .
Mr. DODD. May I continue, Sir?
The CHAIRMAN . Yes .
Mr. DODD . For these reasons, it has been difficult for us
the suspicion that, latent in the minds of many of the social

well trained in these same disciplines .
In spite of this dispute within his own ranks, the social scienti
is gradually becoming dignified by the title "Social Engineer ." Th
title implies that the objective viewpoint of the pure scientist is ab
to become o bsolete in favor of techniques of control . It also s
gests that our traditional concept of freedom as the function
natural and constitutional law has already been abandoned by t
s`social engineer" and brings to mind our native fear of control
however well intended.
In the face of this, it seems strange that foundations made
reference in their reports to the consequences to be expected fro
new science of society founded on empiricism and undisciplined
either a set of principles or proved experiments . Apparently th
were content to operate on ,the theory that they would produce usa
data for others to employ and rely upon them to account for t
effects . It may not have occurred to their trustees that the pow
to produce data in volume might stimulate others to use it in
undisciplined fashion without first checking it against princip
discovered through the deductive process .
Their position that they need not closely follow the effects
their support of such' grants also seems strange . Their reports of
show that they were supporting, such a new "science ." The descr
tions, however, made it very difficult to judge the ultimate purpos
for which this support was being given .
To summarize, both the general and the specific studies purs
by the staff during the past 6 months lead me to the tentative c
clusion that, within the social-science division of education, t
foundations have neglected "the public interest" to a severe degree
In my judg~? ent, this neglect may be found by the committee
have stemmed from
The willingness of foundations to support experiments in fi
which defied control ; to support these uncontrollable experime
without first having proved them to be "in the public interest" ;
to extend this support without reporting its purpose in langua
which could be readily understood .
I suggest that the committee give consideration to the tende
of foundation trustees to abdicate responsibility . To illustrate : T
following statement has been taken from An American Dilemm
the Negro Problem and Modern Democracy, a book by Gunn
Myrdal, with the assistance of Richard Sterner and Arnold Ros
volume II :

This study was made possible by funds granted by Carnegie Corp .
New York . That corporation is not, however, the author, owner, publisher,
proprietor of this publication, and is not to be understood as approving
virtue of its grant any of the statements made or views expressed' ther

special consideration to the Ford Foundation . This
gives ample evidence of having taken the initiative in sel
poses of its own . Being of recent ong~n, it should not
sponsible for the actions or accomplishments of any of
cessors . It is without precedent as to size, and it is the f
tion to dedicate itself openly to "problem solving" on a
In a sense, Ford appears to be capitalizing on develop
took place long before it was founded, and which have e
take advantage of the wholesale dedication of education
purpose, the need to defend this dedication against cri
need to indoctrinate adults along these lines, the accept
executive branch of the Federal Government of respons
planning on a national and international scale, the dim
portance of the Congress and the States and the growi
the executive branch of the Federal Government, the see
pensability of control over human behavior .
As if they had been influenced directly by these de
the trustees established separate funds for use in the fiel
tion, national planning, and politics . They set up a divis
to the behavioral sciences, which includes a center for adv
a program of research and training abroad, an institution
program, and miscellaneous grants-in-aid .
Supplementing these major interests are such varied act
a TV radio workshop, "external grants," intercultural pu
and an operation called the East European Fund, which is
terminated .
When it is considered that the capital resources of this
approach, or may exceed, $500 million, and that its inco
mates $30 million each year, it is obvious that before emb
the solution of "problems," some effort should be made by
to make certain that their solution is "in the public interest
It is significant that the policies of this foundation in
funds available for certain aspects of secret military resea
the education of the Armed Forces . It becomes even more
when it is realized that the responsibility for the selec
personnel engaged in these projects is known to rest on the
itself-subject as it may be to screening by our military
In this connection it has been interesting to examine wh
cational aspect of these unprecedented foundation activi
expected to produce . The first example is a pamphlet in
Declaration of Independence is discussed as though its
lay in the fact that it had raised two, as yet unanswered,
1. Are men equal and do we demonstrate this equality?
2. What constitutes "the consent of the governed" an
this phrase imply in practice?

our Constitution . Yet there seems evidence that this may h
occurred .
I assume it is the purpose of this inquiry to gather and weigh
facts.
Respectfully submitted by myself .
Mr. Chairman, that is the end of the statement .
The CHAIRMAN . What does the following page refer to, which ma
reference to charts?
Mr. DODD . You will recall that I mentioned in my statement yest
day that the staff had made a study of the changes which had ta
place in the elements comprising the public interest from the tur
the century to the present day . That study was entitled "The E
nomics of the Public Interest ." In that study, Mr . Chairman,
these 12 charts.
The CHAIRMAN . Are those charts to be submitted?
Mr. 'DODD .* At counsel's convenience, I believe he plans to do
But I also believe he plans to do so when he submits that partic
study itself. Of that I am not sure .
Mr. WORMSER . I think we will introduce it later . You may h
it now if you wish, but it would come in more logically, later,
Chairman .
May I now offer certain material which Mr. Dodd might read i
the record to illustrate some of the things he had discussed in his te
ony. For example, on page 45 of the record, he made a statem
scusseng the extent to which foundations like Carnegie and Roc
feller had made contributions or expended funds for the purpose
directing education in the United States toward an international f
of reference .
Mr. HAYS . That is a good place for a question right there,
Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN . Were you submitting something, Mr . Wormser
Mr. WORMSER. I was about to ; yes .
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hays has a question .
Mr. HAYS . I would like you to explain a little more fully, you
that these foundations have furthered this purpose by directing ed
tion in the United States toward an international frame of refer
and discrediting the traditions to which it had been dedicated .
What are these traditions to which it has been dedicated? T
seems to me to be a rather critical thing, and I would like to know
about it . I may get educated all over . I am reading from the re
on page 45, where you stopped. I read a little more .
Mr. WORMSER. It is page 14 of your manuscript copy, Mr . Dod
Mr. DODD . May I answer, Mr . Hays?
Mr. HAYS . Yes .

I

anything contrary to it is 100 percent wrong . I think Ge
ington was a pretty smart man, and I respect him and reve
certainly the Monroe Doctrine was an entangling alliance,
is one of those revered cliches that we use a good deal no
rather that this investigation got off without using any m
than we can help .
Mr. DODD. This is not designed to say whether it is good o
critical or otherwise . This is the way it appeared, and this
it unfolded .
Mr. HAYS. I got the pretty firm impression that it was g
pear this way the first time I ever talked to you about i
remember last fall, more than 6 months ago, I tried to fi
where this investigation was going, and I got pretty much
sion that I could have almost written this myself from that
versation. That is all right . I do not want to find fault
But let us bring in the facts to prove it . Let us not stand
of assertions .
Mr. DODD . As I understand it, that is what counsel inte
Mr. Hays .
Mr. WORMSER. Mr. Hays and Mr . Chairman, we expect in
of hearings to introduce in addition to the testimony of
various extracts from printed material produced or suppor
foundations themselves. There will be a considerable bo
kind of evidence.
In this particular connection, Mr . Hays, we suggest th
subject of inquiry for the committee is whether or not
is desirable for a foundation which operates as the fiduci
of public funds. In the case of the Carnegie endowment
glad to introduce evidence later to show that they were c
produced, a propaganda machine . We are anxious to get
If there is an adequate explanation of that which takes it
class of propaganda which public funds privately manag
not be used for, we will be glad to hear it . But it seems
.this committee has the duty to inquire whether or not pr
foundations with public money is desirable .
Mr. HAYS . You say that the Carnegie Foundation consci
duced a propaganda machine?
Mr. WoRMSER . Yes .
Mr. HAYS . And that is bad per se.
Mr. WORMSER . I am presenting that to the committee to
am not trying to decide .
Mr. HAYS. If a foundation has produced consciously a
machine, it is the Facts Forum . I have not much evidenc
staff has done much digging there . They not only have a
machine, but that outfit puts money in to defeat people l

foundation, and in the second instance, we ought to bring them in
find out why they have used the name.
The •CHAIRMAN . If any foundations have contributed money
political purposes, I think that ought to"be developed .
Mr. HAYS . Directly or by purporting to present facts, and doin
in a biased manner.
The CHAIRMAN . If any of the foundations have contributed m
for, political purposes to defeat or elect any candidate, I think
ought to be developed .
Mr. WORMSER . May I say regarding the Facts Forum, may I
that the Bureau of Internal Revenue is making a study of its ow
that institution.
Mr. HAYS. May I say I talked to the Bureau of Internal Reve
and they have finished their study. If you cannot get it, they
make the facts available to you .
Mr. WoRMsER. . The second thing I want to say in explanatio
that we have had considerable difficulty in getting access to f
990-A, as you know . The return of this particular foundation
finally made available to us last Friday at 4 : 30.
Mr. HAYS . I talked to the Assistant Director about 3 : 30.
really acted fast . He told me you would get it . I appreciate
speed with which he made it available.
The CHAIRMAN . However, the chairman miht say that with r
erence to making available the tax return form
- 990-A which is
document in which the committee is particularly interested, it
been authorized to be made available by an Executive order .
delay and the difficulty has come through ' the slowness of the
ministrative action in the Department, as I understand it, but
matter is now pretty well cleared up ; is it not, Mr. Wormser ; so
these forms are now available. In fairness to the staff, there has
really
Mr. HAYS . I realize that, Mr . Chairman, and I just got into
picture because the staff informed me that they were having tro
getting hold of this particular one, because it seemed to be los
something . When I called, it was not lost ; they found it right a
The CHAIRMAN . It is my understanding that you had difficu
getting some of the others also.
Mr. WoRMSER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN . So, it was not this particular one that was
isolated case.
Mr. WORMSER . We gave them a list of those foundations whose
turns we wanted particularly to examine . When they finally g
us access to them, we found that many of those we wanted were s
not there, and the problem was that they had not been gotten i
the Washington office from some of the field offices . So, we still

seems to have trouble getting publicity . Maybe we will
little.
The CHAIRMAN. As a result of my consultation with the st
expected that the foundatio4 generally will have opportun
pear, in fact will be invited to appear . The presentation by
is more or less forming the basis for the appearance of the r
tives of the various foundations .
Mr . HAYS. This is the indictment or the bill of particular
Mr. WORMSER . The bill of particulars is a good term, M
Mr. HAYS . That is what I was going on . I just want
that we get this one I am talking about in the bill of parti
want to amend it right here and get them in .
The CHAIRMAN . As I understand it, the staff have had c
sons for proceeding this way . One was that they thoug
desirable for the foundations themselves to understand th
which the staff had made in this study . From some of the
tions that Mr . Wormser, as well as myself, have had with fo
I think they are rather satisfied with this method of proc
that it is either favorable or unfavorable to them, but the
is a sound and logical method in which to proceed .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, let me say that I may be seem
some critical questions, but I do not want to imply that ther
any trouble between myself and the staff . It may be tha
see eye to eye on a good many things, but the staff has
responsive any time I have asked them a question to co
explain it, or to make the files available, or anything like th
has been no difficulty whatsoever on that score.
The CHAIRMAN . Certainly I never so understood you to i
is, not only the staff, but the members of the committee them
Mr. HAYS . Let us not be too optimistic.
The CHAIRMAN. I am only speaking up to the present t
not projecting that into the future . If there are no further
Mr. Wormser, you may proceed .
Mr. WORMSER . This statement was not intended to cov
thing we are going to cover in the hearings . This was in
cover what we might call the most important or main lines
we suggest. The reason for doing it now is, as the chairma
give the foundations an opportunity to know what most
matters we want to go into in relation to them .
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed .
Mr. WoRMSER . I think Mr. Dodd might wish to read a
from the report of the Carnegi e Endowment which is taken
1937 yearbook, being part of the report of the division of i
and education .

Mr. HAYS. What is this Alcove list, before you go any furthe
Would you enlighten the committee?
Mr. DODD. The list, Mr . Hays, is a composite of titles of bo
which go as a single collection into libraries in communities . I th
the name "Alcove" is to designate that it stands by itself in whatev
library it happens to be put . I think that is how they happened
hit on "Alcove" as a word . Their full title is "International Mi
Alcove Collection." I think that is to set the tenor of the books the
selves . In other words, the general subject'of international matte
. Mr. HAYS . I take it that the staff does not approve of this collecti
is that right?
Mr. DODD . No, Mr . Hays . I think counsel is introducing this as
example of the fact that the Carnegie Corp. or the Carnegie Endo
ment for Peace was interested in awakening the people of this coun
to an international viewpoint . This is not to mean that it is go
or bad ~ sir.
Mr. 'IIAYS . All right. That is what I want to get clear . That su
me.
Mr. DODD . I sincerely hope, as that statement was read, that th
are no instances of an attempt at what we call quality judgments .
May I proceed, Mr . Chairman .
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed.
Mr. DODD (reading)

After a collection has reach 100 titles, no further books are sent . In this
funds are released to establish new Alcoves elsewhere .
The librarian agrees when accepting the initial installment to interest read
In every way possible in the books and in their purpose and often this perso
enthusiasm and cooperation add greatly to the success of the work . The lo
press is generous in giving space for the announcement and description of
Alcove titles, 4 of which are sent every 3 months, thus permitting the very la
publications to be chosen .

Then on page 59 of this same yearbook

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUBS .

The international relations clubs organized under the auspices of the divis
throughout the world show an increase in 1936 to 66, making a total of
These clubs are most numerous in the 48 States of the United States, in al
which they are active . Clubs are also organized in 32 other countries reac
halfway round the globe to distant Siam and including such parts of the Uni
States as Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and also the Philippines . For 20 y
the work of the international relations clubs has been described in these repo
It is an integral part of the work of the division carried along the lines so of
laid down in these pages .

On page .62 :

There are now (that is as of December 31, 1936) 157 groups organized
foreign countries .

in their studies .
And finally this comes from President Butler's report to
meeting of the board of trustees on page 179
As you see from the annual report, we have now in the United S
800 and 900 international relations clubs, chiefly in the smaller in
learning, college and high school . They meet on the average of
They read and discuss endowment publications, the news of the da
bearing upon economic cooperation and peace .
We have in addition about 800 International Mind Alcoves in publ
These bear our name . They consist of books, 30, 40, 50, sometimes 1
which can be read either by young people or old, as the case may
give an account of the characteristics, the geography, the history, th
the products, the life of other peoples . Sometimes there is incl
dealing with the psychology and the habits of other people than ou
are producing a very profound effect upon the mind of the young
United States and have shown themselves to be very practical, inde
Mr. WORMSER . Again in the same area, I would like wit
mission, Mr . Chairman, for Mr. Dodd to read from the 19
of the Carnegie Endowment, which contains a report cal
mendations of the President. The president, incidentally,
at the moment was Alger Hiss . I would like Mr . Dodd to r
at page 16.
Mr . RAYS. Would you describe that again, and tell us
I am sorry I did not hear everything you said . I did he
Alger Hiss .
Mr. WORMSER. Yes . It is from the 1947 yearbook of th
Endowment for International Peace . Entered at page 15
of a document called Recommendations of the Presid
Trustees. It is signed by Alger Hiss, president.
Mr . HAYS . It was an unfortunate thing when the Secret
recommended him to the Carnegie Foundation, was it not
Mr. WORMSER . I think we would all agree on that .
Mr . DODD (reading)
Among the special circumstances favorable to an expansion of t
own direct activities, the most significant is the establishment o
Nations with its' headquarters in New York, and with the United
leading and most influential member.
The United States was the chief architect of the United Nations and
support . The opportunity for an endowed American institution ha
jectives, traditions, and prestige of the endowment, to support a
United Nations is very great. No other agency appears to be so favor
as is the endowment for the undertaking of such a program .
So far as we have been able to ascertain, no other agency is cont
undertaking of such a program . Consequently, I recommend most ea
the endowment construct its program for the period that lies ahe
for the support and the assistance of the United Nations . I would
this program be conceived of as having two objectives . First,
widely educational in order to encourage public understanding a
the United Nations at home and abroad . Second, it should aid in
of wise policies, both by our own Government in its capacity as a
United Nations, and by the United Nations Organization as a who

Council on World Affairs and the projected World Affairs Council in
Francisco are examples.
Of particular importance is the unusual opportunity of reaching large s
ments of the population by establishing relations of a rather novel sort w
the large national organizations which today are desirous of supplying th
members with objective information on publip affairs, including internatio
issues . These organizations, designed to servc,,respectively, the broad intere
of business, church, women, farm, labor, veterans, educational, and other la
groups of our citizens, are not equipped to set up foreign policy research sta
on their own . The endowment should supply these organizations with ba
information about the United Nations, and should assist them both in selecti
topics of interest to their members and in presenting those. topics so as to
most readily understood by their members.
We should urge the Foreign Policy Association and the Institute of Paci
Relations to supply similar service on other topics of international significan
Explanation should also be made by the endowment as to the possibilities
increasing the effectiveness of the radio and motion pictures in public educati
on world affairs.

Mr. HAYS. -Mr.Wormser, may I ask a question?
Mr. WORMSER. Please, Mr . Hays .
Mr. HAYS . What was the purpose of putting that in the recor
Mr. WORMSER . I am trying to give a few illustrations of some
the more important statements which Mr. Dodd made in his rep
to give some justification for lines of inquiry. As I said before,
asked the committee to consider whether propaganda by a publ
foundation privately managed but consisting of public money in
sence is desirable or proper : We believe we have evidence to s
that the Carnegie Foundation or Endowment for International Pea
has created, as I said, a propaganda machine. Its propaganda mig
be good .
Mr. HAYS . Let us explore while we are at it and see if it is in
way responsible for the present floundering foreign policy we ha
There seems to be some connection between Mr. Dulles and this C
negie Foundation. Maybe we will get to the bottom of that .
There might be something useful out of this after all .
The CHAIRMAN . I suggest we can make our observations' on t
after the hearing has been further developed .
Mr. WORMSER. These are merely illustrations and not the compl
story in any way .
Mr. HAYS . I do not expect the staff to follow that suggestion,
it is the line of inquiry I would like to follow .
The CHAIRMAN . Do you have further suggestions there . ?
Mr. WORMSER . Yes ..
The CHAIRMAN . I am sure the staff will give full support to
suggestion of the gentleman .
Mr. HAYS . I .will`- even'try to get them some more money for th
Mr . WORMSER'. I believe at page 26 of the record Mr . Dodd refer
to the operations or activities of the foundations in changing our e

now exercise a maximum of initiative. Today they have a vital p
cally every type of progressive educational experiment underway
Possibly there has been no more radical and forward-looking study
can scene than is presented in the 16-volume report of the Social S
sion of the American Historical Association, which was begun in 1
recently completed .
The report demands a radical change in many of the major pre
lying our economic, social, and cultural life . This ultraprogress
sponsored and supported to the extent of $340,000 by the Carne
addition, the corporation has contributed an aggregate of $1,404,
mentation in adult education, $309,500 to the study of radio in edu
aggregate of $5,700,000 to the endowment and support of progre
mental college programs in general, and specifically at Chicago, B
Stevens, Southwestern, and over $5 million to the promotion of
efforts in the fine arts, especially the pictorial and graphic arts
Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Chairman, this appears, I believe,

of the mimeographed statement .
Mr. HAYS . We will have an oportunity to come back a
some of these statements later .
The CHAIRMAN. Yes .
Mr. WORMSER. Mr. Dodd mentioned in connection wit
American Dilemma, by Gunnar Myrdal, that there were
ments. i n that book critical of our Constitution. With yo
sion I would like him to read several of these statements t
what he means.
Mr. DODD . This is the first of approximately four such
Mr. Chairman .

Indeed, the new republic began its career with a reaction . Char
An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United State
of modern historians, throwing aside the much cherished natio
which had blurred the difference in spirit between the Declaration
ence and the Constitution, have shown that the latter was conc
siderable suspicion against democracy and fear of "the people ."
nated by property consciousness and designed as a defense against
spirit let loose during the Revolution.
This conservatism, in fundamental principles, has, to a great
perverted into a nearly fetishistic cult of the Constitution . . This
since the 150-year-old Constitution is in many respects impractical
for modern conditions and since, furthermore, the drafters of the
it technically difficult to change even if there were no popular feeli
change.
Modern historical studies of how the Constitution came to be as
that the Constitutional Convention was nearly a plot against the c
Until recently the Constitution has been used to block the popula
The CHAIRMAN . Will you repeat that last sentence?
Mr. DODD . Yes, Mr. Chairman .
Modern historical studies of how the Constitution came to be a
that the Constitutional Convention was nearly a plot against the c
Until recently the Constitution has been used to block the popul
14th amendment inserted after the Civil War to protect the civil

Mr. DODD . I said it was about four different excerpts .
Mr. HAYS . All lifted out of context, no doubt.
Mr. DODD. I personally read the book, Mr . Hays, but I would
say it had been lifted out of context.
Mr. HAYS. The way you read it, I thought it was all one stateme
It islour different places in the book. Is that correct?
Mr. DODD Yes. The first one appears on page 7, the second one
page 12, the third one on page 13, and the fourth' which I read
sentence No. 1 in a paragraph appearing on page 14 . Broadly spe
in it, is a sequential statement .
r. HAYS . There are statements in'there that'I certainly disag
strongly with, and I think are damaging and untrue, but I want to
the page so I can read the whole thing, and find out what they
related to.
' '
The CHAIRMAN . I think to have the "pages listed is a very go
thing.
Mr. HAYS . I want to make it perfectly clear that I think some
those statements are certainly statements that the committee has ev
valid, son to find fault with .
Mr. DODD . . It goes'on, Mr . Chairman

This trait, as well as the other one just mentioned is of paramount importan

for the Negro problem as we shall show in some detail in later. chapteis . Th
is,a-

Mr. HAYS . Read that sentence again about the Constitution bei
difficult to amend . It sounds almost like, Mr . Bricker might ha
said it.
Mr. DODD (reading)
This Is 'unfortunate since the 150-year-old Constitution is in many resp
impractical and ill-suited for modern conditions and since, furthermore-

Mr. HAYS . That is not the one.
Mr. DODD (reading)

The drafters of the document made it technically difficult to change even
there were no popular feeling against change .

Mr. HAYS . Part of that statement is certainly true, we will ha
to admit . I do not admit your premise.
Mr. WOLCOTT. Is that bad?
Mr. HAYS . No ; I am for it being difficult to change . I rath
enjoyed the attempt that was made here not long ago .
Mr. DODD . Then it goes on, Mr . Hays

Each legislative statute is judged by the common citizen in terms of his co
ception of the higher natural law . He decides whether it is` just or unjust
has the dangerous attitude that if it is unjust he may feel free to disobey it .

as to disobey the laws when they are enacted . America has beco
where exceedingly much is permitted in practice, but at the same ti
much is forbidden by law .

And the final statement is as follows

The popular explanation of the disparity in America between ide
behavior is that Americans do not have the slightest intention of
the ideals which they talk about and put into their Constitution an
Americans are accustomed to talk loosely and disparagingly about
the American creed as lip service and even hypocrisy . Foreign
more prone to make such a characterization .

Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Chairman, I have here a quotatio
you will turn to the bottom of page '31, Mr . Dodd refe
tendency by trustees to delegate their responsibility .
apparently several types of delegation . This very short
I shall read myself with your permission illustrates one
from a book byy Shelby M. Harrison and F . Emerson And
lished by the Russell Sage Foundation in 1946, at page 4

The primary function of a board of trustees is the broad det
policies in harmony with the foundations' charter . However, wh
authority has been vested in the board, it has neither the time no
special knowledge required for detailed administration of the work
foundations.

I would like to have Mr . Dodd read most of two. letters
Prof. J . Fred Rippy, of the University of Chicago to the
E. Cox, who was chairman of the previous committee w
ferred to as the Cox committee. The first is dated August
second is dated November 8, 1952 .
With your permission, I have deleted two small sections
letter for the sole reason that they name individuals, and
ance with our desire to keep individuals out of these, hear
as possible, I would prefer not to have them read into
If the committee wants I can show them the original lett
Mr. HAYS. I think it would be a good idea for the comm
the letters before you read them . Who is this Professor
what is his ax to grind?
Mr. WORMSER . I have here an extract from Who's W
Mr. HAYS. Of course, he writes that himself . . That is
estimate of themselves.
Mr. WORMSER . It will give you his university connectio
his A . B . at Southwestern, his A . M . at Vanderbilt and h
the University of California . He has had three fellowshi
the Guggenheim Foundation, one from Carnegie. He h
assistant professor of history at the University of Calif
was'beforethat I believe an instructor' in history at Ch
assistant professor or associate professor . He was a ful

history . Yes, he is still there .
Mr. HAYS. I assume the letters are critical of the university .
Mr. WORMSER. They are not critical of the university ; no .
Mr. HAYS . I do not see any reason to delete . He mentions his op
ion about these people . If they are not so, let them come in and
so. If you are going to put his letter in, let us not get in the ha
of dropping out things .
Mr. DODD . I better read from their original .
Mr. HAYS . They will go in in their entirety?
The CHAIRMAN . Yes .
Mr. HAYS. It is only his opinion .
Mr. WORMSER. I did it for their protection .
Mr. IJAYs . Never mind . If you are going to put it in, let t
come in and protect themselves . Maybe they will have someth
to say about him .
Mr . WOLCOTT. I think Mr. Wormser's idea was that we should
turn these hearings into an investigation of individuals' mora
or attainments or qualifications and so forth . I respect the fact t
if his opinions of individuals are not germane to this subject, t
probably should be deleted . But I recognize also a member's rig
to object to deleting any part of them . I suppose that as Memb
of the Congress and congressional committees are immune fr
publishing libelous statements, so I think we are safe in reading
I do not know that we want to contribute to it .
Mr. HAYS. I do not want to contribute to any libelous stateme
but I think it might turn out this man-and I am saying it migh
because I don't know and I have not had a chance to read the lette
but it might turn out he is a little bit disgruntled, and frequently
get letters from people like that . He said he had some sad expe
ences. Maybe from his viewpoint they were sad . I do not kn
He mentions his names of people who gave him sad experiences a
says they are arrogant, and let them come in and say what they th
about him .
Mr. WOLCOrr . If you want to think of the sadness of others, y
will make others sad .
Mr. HAYS. Let us leave the letters out . I do not like to put in pa
of letters, because when you start deleting you make the public s
picious that everything is not right . Let us either leave them
or put them in . If you are solicitous about the people he mentio
I am just willing to forget them .
Mr. WOLCOTT . I surely am not. I have not seen the letters
might agree with you .
Mr. HAYS . It may be a good thing if the committee read the lett
so we would all know what we are talking about, and put them
tomorrow . That might illuminate the subject.
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Mr . DODD . I am reading from a letter dated November 8
department

a Prof. J. Fred Rippy, University of Chicago,
It is addressed to the Honorable E. E. Cox

DEAR CONGRESSMAN Cox : Since I wrote you on August 4, 1951,
Flexner, a man who has had much experience with the foundatio
lished a book entitled "Funds and Foundations," in which he exp
similar to those contained` in my letter. I call your attention to
pages of Flexner's volume : 84, 92, 94, 124, and 125 . Here Dr. F
that the foundation staffs had the capacity to pass wisely on
projects and individuals for which and to which grants were made,
that the grants should have been made to universities as contribut
endowments for research and other purposes .
The problem is clearly one of the concentration of power in hand
not possibly be competent to perform the enormous task which the
had the presumption to undertake . This, says Flexner, was Moth
and "absurd ." In my opinion, it was worse than that . The staff
of favoritism . The small committees who passed on the grants
and to individuals were dominated by small coteries connected
eastern universities . A committee on Latin American studies, se
1940's, for instance, was filled with Harvard graduates . A single
history on the Harvard faculty had the decisive word regarding e
for aid presented by historians .
By granting these subsidies to favorite individuals and favore
foundations contribute to inequalities in opportunity and interfe
trade and ideas ." They increase the power of favored groups to
colleges and universities . Men whose power exceeds their wisdom
are not guided by the principle of equality of opportunity, could bec
If possible, under the terms of our Federal Constitution, these found
either be taxed out of existence or compelled to make their grants
and universities, to be distributed by faculty committees of these
Evenhanded justice may not prevail even then because such justi
achieved in human relations . But a greater approximation to eve
tice will be made because these local committees will have more in
edge of recipients . This, as you know, is the fundamental justific
centralization of power, for the local autonomy which was so prom
thinking of our Founding Fathers .
Very sincerely,

J. F

The CHAIRMAN . Mr . Wormser, do you have anything fu
Mr. WORMSER. Just one thing, Mr. Chairman . I have
memorandum
Mr. HAYS . Wait a minute. Are we leaving Professor R
I wanted to ask a question or two before we leave him com
Mr. WORMSER. I thought you were going to read the l
has not been introduced.
Mr . HAYS . We are going to read it, but maybe we will n
duce it . If we are going to introduce letters from isol
would not like to use the word "obscure" because I neve
him-professors, maybe we ought to know a little more
Maybe we ought to have him in here to ask a few questions
staff have any knowledge whether he ever applied to Ha

vated him to write this, who he is, why that is his opinion . So wh
There are 165 million other people who might have a different opini
So where do we go from there?
Mr. WORMSER . It is introduced only as his opinion .
Mr. HAYS . He says the board of trustees of a university woul
better, in a bald statement, to decide what to do with this money
would not want to get into personalities, but I can think of some bo
of trustees that I would not trust with a $5 bill . I know some of t
personally, and who appointed them . Maybe I would not trust
foundations either, but I would not say it is better without somet
to back it up . If you put this stuff in the record, it has a sor
sanctity. It has the force and effect as though it were true .
Mr. WORMSER . Mr . Hays, the only way you can judge, I suppo
is by putting things in the record and weighing them when they
in there.
Mr. HAYS. That is all right . Go ahead . I got my observations
about them. If I have cast any doubt about it, I am glad .
Mr. WoRMSER . Mr. Chairman, I have a memorandum here wh
Miss Casey prepared for Mr . Dodd on the National Education As
ciation . We would like to introduce it into the record . It is p
ably too lengthy to read . It is 27 pages. Mr . Dodd might identify
and go over its general import, and then I would like you to giv
permission, if you will, to have it physically incorporated in
record .
Mr. HAYS. It is a memorandum Miss Casey prepared on what?
Mr. WORMSER. A staff memorandum on the National Educat
Association .
I might say, Mr . Chairman, that the National Education Assoc
tion is an extremely important factor, obviously, in the work of
foundations in the educational field insofar as it is the organiza
which represents the teachers who ultimately use the work, we
gest, produced by the foundations in the educational area .
Mr. HAYS . It is not a suspect organization?
Mr. WORMSER . How do ynu mean "suspect"?
Mr. HAYS . Having any devious motives or subversive influence
Mr. WORMSER. No, no subversive influence.
Mr. HAYS. I used to belong to it . I want to be sure I do not
in trouble here.
Mr. WORMSER. We do think they are subject to your examina
for various reasons.
Mr. HAYS . I do not mind . They used to take money out of
paycheck for membership without asking me . I just wanted to
that in, if is -is a subversive organization .

tion in 1948 entitled, "Education for International Unders
American Schools," with a subtitle "Suggestions and R
tions ." The gist of it, Mr. Chairman, is to,clarify the imp
the teacher has to foster two things in this country : a dev
an understanding of international affairs, and, at the sam
teacher must lead the way to a breakdown, so to speak, of
ance to a local or nationalistic viewpoint.
(The memorandum is as follows :)

Memorandum to : Mr . Dodd .
MA
From : Kathryn Casey .
Subject : National Education Association .
One example of foundation support of organizations which displa
philosophy in their publications is the National Education Associ
This association has received from the Carnegie and Rockefeller
approximately one and a half million dollars (a complete tabulation
by year of grant and nature of project) .
In 1948 the association issued a volume entitled "Education for
Understanding in American Schools-Suggestions and Recommenda
pared by the Committee on International Relations, the Associatio
vision and Curriculum Development, and the National Council fo
Studies-all departments of NEA . The representatives of each of
ments on the committee as stated in the front of the book is
Representing the Committee on International Relations of the Nat
tion Association
Ben M . Cherrington, director, Social Science Foundation, Unive
chairman .
Rachel Evans Anderson, chairman, Physical Science Departm
Jackson High School, New York, N. Y . (since September 194
Rufus E . Clement, president, Atlanta University (since Sept
Vanett Lawler, associate executive secretary, Music Educat
Conference, and music education consultant, Pan American
September 1947) .
William F . Russell, dean, Teachers College, Columbia Universi
Howard E . Wilson, associate director, Division of Intercours
tion, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (since
James T. Shotwell, director, Division of Economics and Histo
Endowment for International Peace (until September 1948)
Representing the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Dev
department of the National Education Association
C . O. Arndt, professor of education, New York University .
Gertrude A . Hankamp, executive secretary, Association for Sup
Curriculum Development .
Gordon N. Mackenzie, professor of education, and chief, Divi
riculum and Teaching, Teachers College, Columbia Universi
Helen Frances Storen, assistant professor of education, Teach
Columbia University .
Representing the National Council for the Social Studies, a depar
National Education Association
Howard R . Anderson, chief, instructional problems, Division
Education, United States Office of Education .
Merrill F. Harshorn, executive secretary, National Council fo
Studies .

ary schools have that responsibility ; and every administrator and superv
as well as every teacher of every subject on every grade level shares a part o
Another fundamental question to which the committee and staff devoted
tended consideration in the early stages of the project was : What shoul
the specific objectives of school programs for international understanding
assistance on this point the committee sent letters of inquiry to 300 distingu
Americans of wide experience in world affairs, two-thirds of whom replied
considered and useful statements . These statements were evaluated b
scholars, journalists, and public officials who met with the committee at P
Manor, Pa ., in January 1947 for a 3-day discussion of the same basic ques
Ideas obtained from these sources, as revised after review by others an
committee discussion, are presented in chapter 2 and elaborated in chapter
The next question was : How can educational effort be most effectively foc
on, and most efficiently expended in, the achievement of these agreed-upon o
tives? At this point the help of curriculum experts and classroom teachers
solicited. Arrangements were made to have this question given systematic
sideration by experienced teachers enrolled in the 1947 summer sessions o
colleges and universities and 2 city school systems in the United States, an
the UNESCO Seminar for Teachers at Sevres, France . 'Faculty members re
senting 12 of these 26 cooperating summer schools met with the project s
and 3 members of the committee for a 3-day conference in Washington in
to make advance plans for the .summer program . During June and July s
members visited 14 of the summer-school groups to assist them in their wor
the project and to receive their oral suggestions and written materials . . Rep
from the other 12 summer groups were received by mail . During'' the sprin
summer of 1947 additional help was obtained by mail from teachers, supervis
and administrators in all parts of the country. The results of these sev
undertakings are embodied in chapters 4 and 5 .
The preface (page vii) also states : "Original financial support for the pr
was a grant of $13,500 from the National Education Association's war
peace fund, a fund established by contributions from many thousands of tea
members during 1943-45 in order to enable their association to play a m
significant role in "winning , the war and securing the peace." A subseq
grant of $13,000 from the Carnegie Corporation of New York, in October 1
which permitted a substantial expansion of the scope of the project, is he
acknowledged with deep appreciation . Although funds from the Carnegie
poration of New York materially aided the preparation of this report, it s
be stated that that corporation is not the author, owner, publisher, or propr
of this publication, and is not to be understood as approving by virtue of
grant any of the statements made or views expressed therein ."
In addition to stressing the Building America series and UNESCO mate
throughout, the volume contains the following statements
In the foreword by Warren Robinson Austin, then United States represent
at the U . N. he states : "The Assembly of 1947 unanimously passed a resolu
calling upon the member states of the United Nations to provide for effec
teaching about the United Nations in the schools. Education for Internati
Understanding in American Schools is one appropriate response on the par
the American people to the United Nations call . It suggests practical ways
means of extending the fine work American teachers have already underta
for international understanding.
"The United Nations is properly presented as a facility to be used by peo
and government, and to be changed by them from time to time to fit their ne
not as an isolated institution to deal with problems for which the me
nations might like to escape responsibility .

"This, in my judgment, is the foundation stone of international u
"One of the reasons that education is a precondition of peace i
world stems from the fact that conflicts are basically caused by co
between popular conceptions on the one side, and the realities of the
on the other side . In the last hundred years, science and technology
ally changed the conditions of life and the relationships of people
introduced mass production and specialization and rendered obso
handicraft economy . Nation-states must adapt themselves to the c
have taken place through some such machinery as the United Nation
"This involves rationalization of production and distribution
wide basis . It means, for example, that peoples and nations mu
act cooperatively on such essential matters as employment, expansi
culture, health, and trade . Solution of economic problems on a pur
basis without regard to the effect of their conduct on other people
breeds economic war .

"Development of international collaboration is going on at a
pace . Witness the cooperative planning of the nations of the We
sphere, the European recovery program and the steps toward Eur
and the work of the Food and Agriculture Organization and the I
Trade Organization on a worldwide basis .
"All of these and many other activities are limited and inhib
extent that citizens of the member states cling to obsolete ideas a
contrary to the facts of the 20th century . Therefore, the Uni
relies upon education to develop the understandings essential to it
operation. The modern rate of change is so rapid that we can
ourselves with passing on the old skills and beliefs generation t
"In carrying forward this task of enlightenment for adapta
requirements of a changing world, teachers have a vast new reservo
informaton in the documentation of the United Nations . Here is
to the interpreters-the writers of books, producers of educational
educational radio-to translate the findings of United Nations o
in terms that can be understood by the average citizen . Without
standing cooperation, rational plans of political leaders cannot
out.
"The rapid adaptation of modern people to the potentialities o
can result in knitting them together in such relationships of inte
that peace becomes the only practical condition of existence . T
on the side of international collaboration. It is the high mission
to teach these facts. If this is done, the youth of today, and suc
erations, will become increasingly competent to unite the strength
to maintain peace ."
CHAPTER 1 . THE CHALLENGE

Page 2
"* * * It is no longer possible to draw sharp distinctions bet
and domestic policies, for the decisions on many questions that s
cern only the United States and its people now cause serious r
throughout the world. Our traditional pillars of national self
geographic invulnerability, military supremacy, and economic in
now seem less secure than they once did . The awareness of t
situation is being :diffused rapidly and forcibly among our people .
standable that this growing awareness is accompanied -1iy co
anxiety."

matters of international concern . Collaboration among the nations for econom
social, and cultural welfare is being organized and given administrative inst
ments through the Economic and Social Council, and the specialized agencies :
International Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the Food and' Agricult
Organization, the World Health Organization, the International Trade Organi
tion, the International Labor Organization, the United Nations Education
Scientific, and Cultural Organization, and others . The fundamental problem
formulating standards acceptable to all peoples to guide the relationships
groups with one another receives the continuous attention of a Commission
Human Rights.
"The United States has assumed full obligations under the charter and
repeatedly declared officially that it regards full participation in United Nat
activities as a fundamental tenet of its foreign policy . The' creation and op
tion of the United Nations, however, is not the whole answer to the probl
Page 7 :
"* * * The beginning has been made, but it is only a beginning .' Much rema
to be done and it is this `much' that is . the crux of the challenge that faces Ame
can'teachers today .

"Today's problems must be solved by the adults of today . The immedi
obligation of teachers, therefore, is to act as adults among adults, and to p
whatever knowledge and ability they have in . the service of the. communit
an effort to achieve responsible public decisions that will arrest the trends
.may result in another conflict . Teachers must do more' than this . They m
improve their own grasp of the world's problems and the new relationship of
United States to these problems in order to exert a positive and construct
influence for peace .
"The other situation facing the teaching profession today is the long-term o
the education of our children . The obligations here are manifold and t
:encompass the needs of the next few years as well as the years beyond.
needs of the next few years are of immense importance, for our youth are grow
up in the midst of crisis . It is therefore imperative that they (our youth)
equipped to understand the nature and complexity of problems that surro
them and that they be trained in the art of judgment that will be ultimat
refle ted in the public decisions that constitute the foundation of official gov
mental policies. Since it seems evident that the firm establishment of a w
organization and the achievement of a world order will be a slow and grad
process, the children in our schools will be called upon to sustain, and strengt
this movement and to lend their efforts to its advancement.
"Teachers, thus, carry a larger responsibility than most of their fel
citizens for contributing to the maintenance of enduring peace . More t
average influence in adult community life can properly be expected of
because of their special qualifications of training and professional sta
And, in addition, they are invested with a unique obligation to influence c
zen action for peace for years to come by reason of their position of lead
ship with respect to the younger generation . As citizens, teachers must
to give children and youth a chance of survival ; as teachers, they must e
children and youth to make use of that chance ."
Page 8 :
"* * * It is more important than ever that teachers recognize the import
of educating for international understanding in our elementary and second
schools . This is not to say that the responsibility ends here, for it does
However, it can be said that acceptance of the responsibility to educate
children in international understanding is to give them a basic preparation
can be utilized in facing the problems that now and will continue to emer
Page 10 :

Page 11 :
"The long-range goal of education for international understan
peace and human welfare, achieved and maintained through a pe
order operating through international organizations . The immed
of such education in the elementary and secondary schools of the
is the development of American citizens who are conscious of th
gations to mankind .
"The measure of success for a school program in internationa
ing is the extent to which the young people who are graduated fro
after 11, 12, or 13 years of opportunities to grow in internationa
ing can demonstrate both individually and in their communities t
Nation, an ability to think and act as Americans who see beyond
of their own Nation and its own problems . Such a citizen migh
world-minded American ."
Page 12 :
"* * * These 16 experts met with the commitees sponsoring the p
ect for a 3-day conference at Pocono Manor, Pa ., January 18-20,
conference exhaustive discussion was devoted to the question of wh
minded American should know, feel, and do . The names of me
Pocono Conference are given in the acknowledgments .
"Out of the 200 letters and the 500-page transcript of the proce
Pocono conference, the staff and sponsoring committees formulate
statements designed to identify some of the characteristics of wor
toward which school programs in `education for international u
might be directed . After criticisms and suggestions from many per
to a succession of revisions, a list of 10 marks of the world-min
was agreed upon by the committees . The list is as follows

"Marks of the World-Minded American
"I . The world-minded American realizes that civilization may
by another world war .
"II. The world-minded American wants a world at peace in
and justice are assured for all .
"III . The world-minded American knows that nothing in human
war inevitable .
"IV. The world-minded American believes that education can bec
ful force for achieving international understanding and world peace .
"V . The world-minded American knows and understands how peo
lands live and recognizes the common humanity which underlies a
of culture.
"VI . The world-minded American knows that unlimited national
is a threat to world peace and that nations must cooperate to achi
human progress .
"VII . The world-minded American knows that modern technology
ise of solving the problem of economic security and that internati
tion can contribute to the increase of well-being for all men .
"VIII . The world-minded American has a deep concern for th
of humanity .
"IX . The world-minded American has a continuing interest in
and he devotes himself seriously to the analysis of international
all the skill and judgment he can command .
"X. The world-minded American acts to help bring about a worl
which liberty and justice are assured for all ."

"* * * More recently, the idea has become established that the preserva
of international peace and order may require that force be used to comp
nation to conduct its affairs within the framework of an established w
system . The most modern expression of this doctrine of collective security
the United Nations Charter ."
Page 31 :
"* * * The social causes of war are overwhelmingly more important than
attitudes and behavior of individuals . If this be true, the primary approac
the prevention of war must involve action in the area of social and polit
organization and control . The role of the individual, however, is not u
portant . It must be recognized that individuals do have tendencies to
pugnacity and aggression, that they react to frustration, that they respon
emotional appeals of aggressive leaders, and that they can develop callous
toward violence and human suffering. All these human traits make war
possible, but by no means inevitable. The educational problem both in and ou
school is to assist individuals to recognize their own behavior tendencies a
assist them in directing their behavior toward peaceful and other soci
approved ends ."
Page 34 :
"* * * While we need not demonstrate the proposition that a world-mi
American has a deep faith in the power of education generally, something
mains to be said of the power of education as a force for achieving internati
understanding and world peace . Here the matter is much broader than fo
education in American schools. Education for international understanding
volves the use of education as a force for conditioning the will of a people
it comprises the home, the church, the school, and the community . It uti
old techniques and mass media such as the printed word, the cinema, the ra
and now television. It involves, too, the efficacy of education for peace as a f
among all peoples of the world and not merely the United States .
"In an absolute sense, there is no empirical evidence to prove that educa
can become a powerful force for world peace. It is not, however, necessa
have this proof for the world-minded American to place a faith in educatio
an instrument for world peace . We do know that education has contrib
substantially to the attainment of lesser goals and with this knowledge ther
reason to believe that education can make a substantial contribution to
achievement of this high purpose.
"It is not' enough, however, for the world-minded American to believe
simply because education has accomplished certain ends, it can assist in att
ing world peace . Such a belief, if carried no further, rests on a tenuous ba
assumption that mere exposure to a bombardment of ideas and the comple
of certain mechanical processes will produce a desired result ."
Page 35 :
"* * * The world-minded American believes that the force of education a
factor for peace lies in the capacity of the educative process to develop stand
and values, and to supply knowledge and perception, and from these two to
duce citizens who understand the necessity and desirability of peace and the
they can play in achieving it ."
Page 36 :
"Education for Peace Through Mass Media
"World-minded Americans are aware of the tremendous educational potenc
the media of mass communication-the press, film, and radio . Teachers fro
different countries, assembled at Endicott, N. Y ., in August 1946 for the W
Conference of the Teaching Profession, declared :
"'The influence of the press is limited only by the extent of literacy ;
radio leaps across national boundaries to inform and inspire all who have e

education ."
Page 37 :
"* * * UNESCO offers a direct means through which the power o
may be channeled for the gradual achievement of its overall object
has seldom been an opportunity of this kind offered to the people o
It behooves the world-minded American to know what UNESCO
it is attempting to do . Having discovered this, he should lend hi
its support. Every person has a part to play in promoting the
UNESCO, but because of the nature of the job to be done an extr
large responsibility rests upon members of the teaching profession
Page 44 :

"The World-Minded American Believes that Unlimited National
Is a Threat to World Peace and that Nations Must Cooperate
Peace and Human Progress
"* * * The nation-state system has been in existence for about thre
Although serious attempts have been made by many of the nations
period to establish permanent peace on a worldwide basis, all su
have failed. The nation-state system has not been able to the pre
abolish wars . Many persons believe that enduring peace cannot be
long as the nation-state system continues as at present constitut
system of international anarchy-a species of jungle warfare . End
cannot be attained until the nation-states surrender to a world o
the exercise of jurisdiction over those problems with which the
themselves unable to deal singly in the past . If like conditions con
future as in the past, like situations will arise . Change the cond
the situations will change ."
Page 45
"* * * Unfortunately man did not attain peace through the n
system on a worldwide basis .
"So long as these narrow nationalistic ideas continue to be h
people in all nations today, there is a threat to peace .
Page 46 :
"The Society of Nations Today

"We are likely to take the present nation-state system for grante
doing, we are likely to overestimate its permanence and undere
significance . A study of the development of nation-states in wo
raises the possibility that since the society of nations is only thr
old, the system is not necessarily permanent but may be only a stage
tion of political groups . On the other hand, since we are faced to
actuality of some 60 independent, sovereign political entities, reco
be given to the difficulty of reconciling the objectives of their forei
Attempts to bring about world cooperation in trade, social welfare
armaments, and education are blocked by nations who are either too
too unenlightened to be willing to cooperate . Since collective acti
frequently calls for unanimity to achieve a desired goal, the failu
the powers to cooperate will block the attempt. World organizat
their strength from the voluntary participation and support g
member nations."
Page 53
"* * * Role of public opinion : Some knowledge of governmental s
of particular importance in understanding the role of publicopinio
policy, for in democratic countries, the public is ultimately the judge
ernmental actions. In these countries, therefore, the public will be
arbiter of the issue of peace or war .

the role of approval or disapproval after a course of action has been emba
upon.
"There is one characteristic of our system that does not obtain in many o
democracies-the pressure group . These are individuals or groups devote
special pleading of all types and trained in the art of influencing legisia
They are often very influential in determining the course of goverme
action .
"In parliamentary systems, much the same situation obtains . It ma
said, however, that in some parliamentary systems, notably the British sys
official conduct of policy is even more responsive to public opinion than i
United States since the group in control of the Government may be more ea
deposed from office .
"In totalitarian countries, there is the facade of popular control of govern
but with opposition carefully controlled and representative bodies caref
chosen, there is seldom if ever any decision except approval of what the lea
desire. This may not always be the case, however, and it behooves the wo
minded American to give some attention to the role of public opinion in tot
tarian states."
Page 54 :
"International Organization

"The world-minded American is deeply concerned with the problem of
world organizations can be made to work most effectively-how they can be
to gain big ends as well as little ones-above all, how the United Nations c
made to contribute maximally to world peace and human progress . And
concern for these matters is not confined to feeling and wishing ; he also st
them and does what he can to contribute to the success of the United Nat
and other international organizations ."
Page 57 :
"* * * The demonstration of the feasibility of international organizatio
nonpolitical fields and the failure of the League of Nations makes even more
the fact that it is in the area of `political' organization where failure seems
consistent. This suggests that the difficulty may be traceable to the dog
unlimited sovereignty-that nothing •Apust he allowed to restrict the com
independence of the state . It suggests also that the dogma of sovereignty h
high emotional content that is self-generated and self-sustained and that so
as the dogma of illimitability obtains, international cooperation of a pol
nature will at best be tenuous ."
Page 60 :
"* * * The development of international cooperation as a contributing f
to economic well-being is possible only insofar as it is applied to give dire
to common positive aims and to condition the effects of national economic pol
that would otherwise be serious disruptions of the interdependent w
economy ."
Page 62 :
"International Cooperation for Economic Well-Being
"* * * And we cannot hope to achieve the objective of an increase of well-b
for all men without planned economic cooperation on a worldwide scale .
proposition has already been accepted by most of the nations of the world
is evidenced, in the establishment of new means to effect cooperation . The
notable of these are the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations
certain specialized agencies : The International Monetary Fund, the Internat
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the Food and Agriculture Orga
tion, the International Labor Organization, and the International Trade Or
ization which is now in the process of being formed . The world-minded

Page 66
"* * * Educators as well as our youth, if they are to be world-m
considerable obligation in achieving this, particular mark of worl
They will support the present efforts being made toward cooperative
world economic problems . But to do this intelligently they must
concerted effort to understand economic forces and economic complexi
can then assess the role of American economic foreign policy ; t
judge its validity in terms of the contribution it will make to the a
the eventual goal. They can also then lend a more intelligent sup
international efforts now being undertaken ."
Page 78 :
"Awareness of Techniques and Channels of Action

"* * * The American citizen can bring his personal influence dire
on international affairs in ways * * * and he can become an activ
one or more nongovernmental international organizations ."
Page 80 :
"* * * An individual can increase his effectiveness in influenc
policy by associating himself with organizations and by helping t
their attitudes on international questions . The groups most suitab
purpose are the political party and those generally called pressure
Page 81 :
"* * * 'The world-minded American, as a part of his program of act
concern himself with how ; these groups operate . He will find that
can probably have a greater influence through this technique . He wi
that since a great deal of official action is determined by pressure g
the use of this device will enable him to be heard and will also e
urge his interest for peace against those he considers to be urgin
interest . He will find that the variety and interest of the groups
he can affiliate are endless ; and he must, therefore, examine careful
of the group or groups to which he will devote his energies ."
Page 82 :
"* * * Teachers must act . As citizens, their obligation to act
peace and international cooperation is a responsibility shared wit
citizens . But teachers cannot be content merely to do just as much
they must do more . Teachers in almost any American community h
competence in leadership skills and in knowledge than most of t
citizens. With greater capacity goes greater responsibility for bringi
influence to bear on civic action on the local, State, and National lev

CHAPTER 4 . PLANNING FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL UND
THROUGH THE SCHOOL PROGRAM

Page 83
" * * * Responsibility of the school : What is the responsibility
schools for comprehensive program planning focused on the goal of in
understanding? The urgency and the magnitude of the world c
now confronts the world's people make it mandatory that every
institution devote maximum efforts toward building the foundation
This means that schools must assume responsibility for helping all
youth, and adults to have experiences which will advance unders
international affairs and which will aid them in recognizing the sign
decisions in which they share, either directly or indirectly . This com
approach is necessary in order that the entire population, young an
have experiences which will aid them to become increasingly effec
minded citizens .

Page 91 :
"* * * How cann schools organize, to assume their responsibility?
"Some of the elements and major tasks of developing a program of educa
for international understanding have been delineated in the preceding pa
The problem of organizing schools, school systems, and school-community r
tions must yet be considered . The principles and procedures suggested in
paragraphs which follow are not peculiar to the field of international und
standing ; they apply to any curriculum area ."
Pages$92-98. :
"Faculty Planning .
"Community participation .
"Teaching aids and procedures.
"Student participation .
"Individual teacher initiative .
"Administration and supervision ."
Page 98 :
"* * * The administrative officials, together with the interschool plan
committee, should develop such guiding principles as the following
"The school system is committed to the task of educating for internati
understanding, which is recognized as an integral part of the total curric
program . The task takes its place with other imperatives in the school prog
"Each established part of the school system is involved .
"An interdepartmental planning committee in each school is desirable for
purpose of releasing and coordinating individual school developments .
"Each school is encouraged to develop individual 'programs as effectively
rapidly as possible.
"An interschool planning committee exists for the purpose of intercha
of information and stimulation . Individual school-planning committees
pool ideas through it and thus move toward more effective general school-sy
procedures ."
Page 1005 :
"The School in Community Organization for World Understanding

"The last chapter, VI, is entitled `Aids and Sources,' and has four secti
"Readings on the 10 marks of the world-minded American .
"Reading materials especially for pupils .
"Films and filmstrips .
"Continuing sources ."
On page 217, under the first of these sections, it is stated
"Readings on the 10 Marks of the World-Minded American

"This section is devoted largely to books and . pamphlets, but a few maga
articles are also listed . Items in this bibliography have been selected with
criteria in mind : Authoritativeness and representativeness . Authors of w
cited are in nearly all cases recognized authorities in their respective spe
fields. Readings listed have been chosen to represent different points of
and different facets of each of the 10 marks . No title is cited more than on
this 10-part bibliography ; for, even though many of the references might
tribute to understanding of 2 or more marks, each is classified under the
to which it can make its most distinctive contribution . All readings in
section are written on the adult level and may, therefore, be expected to
most usefulness to teachers, but many of them may also be used profitabl
secondary-school students .

Frank Fleming, Donald Stone, Quincy Wright, Harry Bard, David Ad
"In addition, Willard E. Givens, under the title `Education
America' in the proceedings of the 72d annual meeting of the Nati
tional Association, is quoted as follows
" `This report comes directly from the thinking together of more
members of the department of superintendence * * * .
"'A dying laissez-faire must be completely destroyed and all of u
the "owners," must be subjected to a large degree of social contr
section of our discussion group, accepting the conclusions of distin
dents, maintain that in our fragile, interdependent society the cred
the basic industries, and utilities cannot be centrally planned and op
private ownership.
"'Hence they will join in creating a swift nationwide campaign of
tion which will support President Roosevelt in taking these over a
them at full capacity as a unified national system in the interests o
people . * * *'
"Mr. Givens became executive secretary of NEA in 1935 and rema
post until 1952 according to Who's Who . Briefly he has a `diploma
Theological S?minary, A . M. from Columbia, was a fellow of Educat
tute of Scotland 1947, was a member of the American Youth Commis
American Council on Education, member of Educational Policies Co
American Academy of Political and Social Science, member of Un
education mission to Japan, 1946, Board of Visitors, Air Universi
member, combined Armed Forces educational program, 1949-53 ; c
tional Conference for Mobilization of Education, 1950 ; chairman, s
States educational mission to Japan, 1950.
"This organization . began back in 1865 as the National Associati
Superintendents, and 1870 became one of the four original departm
NEA . Under the act of incorporation (1906) it was called the de
superintendence, and in 1921 was reorganized with a full-time exec
tary at NEA headquarters . In 1937 the department adopted a revis
tion and bylaws, and its name was changed to the American Associati
Administrators . According to the NEA Handbook, 1953-54, it has a
of 8,700" (p. 290) .
Mr. WORMSER. That is all we have to offer you today,
man . Mr. Dodd has been on the stand almost 2 hours .
The CHAIRMAN . There may be some questions .
Mr . HAYS. I have a whole series of questions . I hope th
take as long as Senator McCarthy is taking with Mr .
think I can do it in an hour or less . I think in view of the
is almost time for the House to go into session we might
until the morning. I can start .
The CHAIRMAN . We do have 15 minutes, but that is entire
convenience of the committee .
Then if agreeable we will resume Tuesday morning, concl
Mr. Dodd, and then having the other witnesses, So we will
schedule the hearing for the Public Works Committee roo
day, at 10 o'clock . The committee will be adjourned .
(Thereupon at 11 : 55 a . m., a recess was taken, the c
reconvene in the Public Works Committee room, on Tuesda
1954, at 10 a. m .)

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL COMMI'rrEE To INVESTIGATE
TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,
Washington., D .
The special-°subcommittee met at 10 a . m ., pursuant to recess

room 429 of the House Office Building, Hon . Carroll Reece (ch
man of the special committee) presiding.
Present : Representatives Reece (presiding), Hays, Goodwin,
Pfost.
Also present : Rene A. Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T . K
associate counsel ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Kathryn Ca
legal analyst ; and John Marshall, Jr., chief clerk of the special c
mittee .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order .
I think Mr. Dodd remained to be questioned .
Will you take the witness chair, Mr . Dodd?
Mr. .WORMSER . Before Mr. Dodd starts, may we introduce a c
posite copy of the Cox committee record and their report? I c
tainly hope it does not need to be reprinted, but I think it ough
be part of our record .
The CHAIRMAN . It is submitted to be a part of the record but
for printing, you mean?
Mr. WORMSER. Yes .
The CHAIRMAN. I see no objection to that. Without objection
will be accepted.
(The documents referred to are on file with the committee .)

TESTIMONY OF NORMAN DODD, RESEARCH DIRECTOR, SPEC
COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIO
Resumed

The CHAIRMAN . Congressman Hays had some questions he wan
to ask you .
Mr. HAYS . The record will show that Mr . Dodd is still under o
is that right?
The CHAIRMAN . Oh, yes . I am assuming that is the case . T
is the, case, is it not Mr. Wormser?
Mr. WORMSER . oh, yes.
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Dodd, I would like to ask you if you prepared
statement that you made to this committee on Monday and Tuesd
May 10 and 11?
Mr. DODD. Did I prepare it, Mr . Hays
75

reasoning as a check against the possibility that a reliance upon only
might lead to an erroneous set of conclusions .
Is that true?
Mr. DODD. That is true, sir.
Mr. HAYS. In the foreword of the same document, you
the hope that your research report would be determined by
mittee, the foundations, and the public to be "constructively
and I quote the last two words, is that true?
Mr. DODD . That was my hope ; yes, sir.
Mr. HAYS. The research report which you presented was
sonal report based on the work of the research staff under y
tion, is that true?
Mr. DODD. Yes, Sir.
Mr. HAYS. Conclusions of your report are presented the
represent your personal honest conclusions as to the resu
research work done under your direction?
Mr. DODD . In a descriptive sense, yes, Mr . Hays .
Mr. HAYS. You have not by omission or alteration set f
conclusions in any way so as to mislead this committee or
with respect to your findings?
Mr. DODD . On the contrary, I have done everything th
do to make it helpful to the committee .
Mr. HAYS. I have some notes being typed up which I tho
be here by this time. I have been a little handicapped by
ing a complete staff, and there are two quotations in those
I would like to read to you from your report . Perhaps I
them before the girl gets here .
While I am waiting for that, looking for that, have you
to get together with the staff on a definition of what yo
pro-American yet?
Mr. DODD. I have, sir.
Mr . HAYS . Could we have that definition at this point?
Mr. DODD . A working definition for this purpose would
that which fosters and furthers the principles and the fo
United States Government and the constitutional 'means
to change those principles .
In other words, it would be the reverse of the definition
used as to what was un-American .
The CHAIRMAN . And the institutions under which we h
pered for some 160 years .
Mr. DODD. I have confined it entirely to the Government,
ing purposes, Mr . Hays .
Mr. HAYS. Well, that is merely a working definition, s
have it in there when we talk about this term and we wil
general idea what is meant by it .

fluence, if I understand the word "influence ."
Mr. HAYS . I might ask a question right there which is brough
my mind . Have you had very much direction from the chairman or
member of this committee in the way your research would go?
mean, have you been told what general lines to follow, or have
just,, more or less, gone on your own?
"Aft- Doov : I think , it"has been°a°matter 4-eemplete°freedom of
change, and keeping the chairman absolutely informed, Mr . H
The CHAIRMAN . But has not the chairman, from the very beginn
advised the staff, as he so advised the committee, that his hope was
the study of this committee would be completely objective in an ef
to draw a picture of the whole foundation question for the benefi
the Congress and the people in the years to come?
Mr. DODD. Mr. Chairman, everybody with whom I have had c
tact in this has taken that exact stand.
Mr. HAYS . I thought I would have these_ questions typed . But
the meantime I can ask you a couple of others and then we will go
to this original group.
I have here an editorial from the New York Herald Tribune
Saturday, May 15, and I will quote you a statement . It says
The assumption seems to be-

referring to these hearings-

The assumption seems to be that there is a public interest or an Amer
idea or an accepted body of dogma to which the facts must be made to conf
in these hearings.

Now, do you take that attitude, that there is a definitely outli
public interest, and this is in quotes "or an American idea," or
accepted body of dogma that all things must conform to or else t
are not in the public interest, and un-American?
Mr. DODD. No, Sir. I felt, Mr . Hays, that there was an accep
body of principles which were traditionally American to which th
facts, as they unfolded, should be related . It is not made to confo
if I understand what you mean correctly .
Mr. HAYS . You say that you think there is an American body
principles. That is a kind of vague term . I do not exactly k
what you mean by that. Could you define that a little more?
Mr. DODD. I can define it by describing exactly how we approac
this matter.
Starting with the obligations set forth in the resolution, it seemed
Ine that the committee was obliged to look over a set of facts agai
a background of those elements which were used as the basis fo
definition, as to what was un-American or subversive .
Now, 'that working definition referred us to the Constitution an
set of principles . Only to that extent do I believe that there is a
finable basis against which these facts must be looked at .
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conclusions in any way so as to mislead the committee or
with respect to your findings?
Mr. DODD. No, Sir.
Mr. HAYS . Your answer was "No, Sir"?
Mr. DODD. That is right ; yes, Sir.
Mr. HAYS . Now, Mr . Dodd, I received several copies of
graphed statement which you distributed publically last w
amazed to find that these include two significantly different
your public testimony . I just got a group of your first day'
and I was going over them, and the thing did not seem to
the same, and I got to comparing it more closely .
Upon close examination, it appeared to me that one versio
clearly edited and changed from the other.
Now, under oath, you just said that you had made no om
conclusions which might mislead the committee . I have no
to analyze all of the variations between the 2 editions of t
both of which you say set forth your conclusions of 8 mont
Mr. DODD . May I ask a question, Mr . Hays?
Mr. HAYS . Let me finish this .
But I find, for example, this specific omission which w
to have been made solely for the purpose of deleting a con
your study, which would have been favorable to foundation
Specifically, on page 10 of the undoctored version, yo
that foundations' grants were not directly responsible for
deterioration in the standards of American scholarships .
words used in the undoctored version, with reference to th
deterioration, were
Cannot be said to have been due directly to foundation grants .

On page 9, with reference to the charge of favoritism
doctored version, you conclude that -

We analyzed thoroughly, what was favoritism in the mind of the crit
have been litle more than a reasonable response to circumstances .

Now, here is the question : Is it true that both of these fav
clusion5 were deleted in the version which you subsequent
this committee on Tuesday, not having, as you said then,
graphed statement ready, and which you presented to the
Mr. DODD. To the best of my knowledge, as I sit here
both of those conclusions are in the report .
Mr. HAYS . They are in the report that you gave to the co
Tuesday?
Mr. DoDD . To the best of my knowledge, yes, sir, as I sit
because they were a definite part of it .

an identical foreword, and that is page ii, it is identical . Then we c
to page 1, part 1, page 1, and they are identical . And page 2 seems
be Identical . Page 3 seems to be identical . Pages 4 and 5 are identi
But we come over to page 6, and there are several deletions . T
two things do not read the same. And from page 6 on, you can
compare them because what is page 6 on one, on the Cox Commit
criticisms, and that goes on for 3 pages in the undoctored version
all on 1 page inthe doctored version .
Mr. DODD. I can only answer it this way, Mr . Hays, that those
two of our findings, and were reported by me . Those two findi
are as you have expressed them .
Mr. HAYS . Well, Mr . Dodd, is it or is it not true that these conc
sions that I have read were cropped out of the document you r
to this committee?
Mr. DODD. Not to my knowledge, sir .
Mr. HAYS. They were not?
Mr. DODD . No.
Mr. HAYS . Well, we will have to go into thg actual hearings .
the version, which purported to be the version that came to me
Tuesday is not the same as the one I got by accident when I as
for some extra copies, apparently .
The CHAIRMAN . Will you yield? I would assume that you
various working memoranda and data preliminary to reaching
final draft which you actually presented to the committee . Or
narily that would be the case . I do not know whether it was in t
particular instance or not .
Mr. DODD. There were many working papers, Mr . Chairman,
of which I distilled this report, sir, and the 2 conclusions to w
Mr. Hays makes reference are practically engraved in my mem
because they are two conclusions, that you cannot hold foundati
responsible directly for this supposed deterioration in scholars
and the other one is that this charge of favoritism, while it
understandable how it grew up, does' not appear to me to be .anyt
more than just what Mr . Hays read, an understandable and log
response to circumstances . I can understand how the critic
grew up.
Mr. HAYS. Well, Mr. Dodd, if you recall last Monday, I was
much surprised, as was the chairman apparently, and I am sure
press must have been, to find that there were no mimeographed co
of your statement . You read, as I recall it, your statement fro
looseleaf notebook.
Mr. DODD . I did, sir, and I read it just as you saw me read it,
my own carbon copy.

spent and concentrated entirely on the content of the repo
mechanics of it, I have not
Mr. HAYS . I thought there was a little something funn
the other day, about the fact there was no mimeographed
and the thing sort of began to add up in my mind when I f
two different statements . I thought perhaps that it had be
that you would not present ,your statement, but would chan
Now, was there any editing done 'at any time prio
appearance here?
Mr. DODD . Yes, sir ; there was editing done .
Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Hays, may I interrupt?
Mr. HAYS . I want to ask Mr . Dodd, and then, Mr . Worms
want to go under oath and have me ask you some questio
But I want to get to the bottom of who edited that and
Mr. DODD . All right, sir .
Mr. HAYS. That is what I am interested in right now . Ca
me on what day and hour these changes were made, Mr. Do
Mr. DODD . I don't look upon them as specific changes, Mr
Mr . Wormser and I first went over this report on Thursda
which would have been 1 .0 days ago. I was in the process of
and tightening it up, but that was a normal editing piece of
Mr. HAYS. That was not done after it was mimeographed
Mr. DODD. No, sir ..
Mr. WORMSER. Mr. Hays, may I just suggest that Miss
explain . Mr. Dodd does not know the circumstances . And i
trade, for a moment, Miss Casey for Mr . Dodd, she will e
mechanics of what happened .
Mr. HAYS . If you can put somebody on the stand who c
this, I will be glad to have him do it .
The CHAIRMAN . May I interject an amplifying questio
During the period that you were formulating this stat
making the various changes which led up to the final draf
have any important consultation with anyone other than t
of the committee and the members of the staff involved?
Mr. DODD . None, Mr . Chairman .
Mr. HAYS. Before you leave the stand temporarily, Mr
want to make clear what I am trying to get at. I have gone
You say that this purports to be your conclusions, after l
of study . The one version has two very significant statem
that the other does not . And what-I am driving at is : How
months of study can you suddenly throw out these two impo
clusions?
Mr. DODD . I can readily understand the importance of the
Mr. Hays. This report, if you will recall, at the committe
was my effort to describe for the benefit of the committeee the

sion that foundation grants are not directly responsible for any dete
oration in the standards of American scholarships?
Mr. DODD. That is my feeling, sir. Yes, Sir .
Mr. HAYS . And you want in there, also, with reference to the p
ported deterioration, that it cannot be said to have been due direct
to foundation grants?
Mr. DODD . Yes, Sir.' And the other has to do with this inferred cri
cism of favoritism .
Mr. HAYS . All right .
I would like to have whoever can explain these two mimeograp
versions to take the stand, and I would like to ask some questi
about it.
The Cz3ATIMAN . Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you a
about to give shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
truth?
Miss CASEY . I do .

TESTIMONY OF KATHRYN CASEY, LEGAL ANALYST, SPECI
COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
Mr. HAYS . Miss Casey, do you have any knowledge of two differ
mimeographed versions of Mr . Dodd's statement?
Miss CASEY . Yes, I do, may I explain
Mr. HAYS . Yes. I would like in your own words to have you
us about it .
Miss CASEY . Well, at the time the hearings were set and it was
cided that Mr . Dodd would present a staff report, it was thought t
we should have mimeographed copies available . When the report
I thought close to its final draft, I will have to confess I jumped
gun and had the stencils cut. We ran
Mr. HAYS . Right there, when was that? Can you give us an ex
date of it?
Miss CASEY . It was only Friday and Saturday, because we
quite a bit of difficulty getting the copies done by the duplicating off
here in the Capitol .
Mr. HAYS. That was Friday and Saturday, prior to Mr . Dod
appearance on Monday?
Miss CASEY . That is right . No distribution was made, and not e
to the members of the committee .
Mr. HAYS . I am aware of that .
Miss CASEY . One reason Mr. Hays, was, that we were at the off
until midnight Saturday, and I thought perhaps your office might
closed.
Mr. HAYS . I am sure it was . If it was not, it should have been

to the validity of the criticism leveled against the work done by
mittee, to substantiate or disprove the prevalent charge that fou
guilty of favoritism.

But, Mr . Hays, if you turn over to pages 9 and 10-the r
foundation criticism starts at the bottom of page 8
Mr. HAYS. That is 9 and 10 of which version now?
Miss CASEY. This is the only version that was distribut
Mr. HAYS . The distributed version?
Miss CASEY . Yes, sir, and let us call it the final version,
other was a draft .
Mr. HAYS . All right .
Miss CASEY . And for which I will take full responsibility
the duplication is concerned .
The CHAIRMAN . It was primarily an effort to be hel
members of the committee and the members of the press
Miss CASEY. That is right.
Mr. HAYS . Miss Casey, right there, now we have got
pinned down pretty well, and you mimeographed these
and Saturday. And now when were the changes made?
Miss CASEY. The changes were made when Mr. Worms
Dodd met on Monday . Actually, Mr . Hays, they were no
such as you say . If you will turn to pages 8, 9, and 10, th
which I read before, from page 2, is elaborated in the sa
you found it in the next to final draft . That is on pages 8
Mr. Ha s.
Mr. HAYS . Do you have any completely assembled version
one I have, of the original, before it was cut?
Miss CASEY. No, sir, everything, including the stencil
stroyed, and every copy of that was taken to the incinerat
there would be no possibility
Mr. HAYS . Every copy was not, because I have one .
The CHAIRMAN. Every copy so far as you knew?
Miss CASEY. It was my understanding that every copy had
to the incinerator-taken there personally by a staff memb
Mr. HAYS . Now, I think we could argue indefinitely ab
changes have been made, but in order to get the record stra
you have any objection, Mr . Reece and Mr . Goodwin, to m
undistributed version a part of the record, just so we can
two?
The CHAIRMAN . My own feeling is that the director of r
submitted his statement should be advised on that, as w
general counsel.
As I analyze this thing, this situation, Mr . Dodd is the
resarch and he had an initial and primary responsibility fo

r

made, as Miss Casey states, in some instances something was taken o
and it is amplified in another part of the report .
It seems to me like a prefectly logical way to develop a statem

for a committee, that is, for the members of the staff to consult am
themselves . They have stated, even under the affirmation of an oa
that they did not consult with anybody, any outside interests, as
what this preliminary presentation to the committee might obtain
So far as I am personally concerned, I have no objection for the
work notes and preliminary drafts to go into the record . But I do
feel that it is the logical way to proceed with a presentation .
That is my reaction to it .
Mr. GoonwiN. Mr. Chairman, I regret that I • had to come in l
As a matter of fact, I would have been here when the gavel fell,
you know, except for the fact that I felt I ought to be up in the Ar
Services Committee to help save for the Commonwealth of Mass
chusetts a facility which we believe is very important to us .
So I am a little lost to know what is going on here . Apparent
the question is whether or not there should be put into the rec
preliminary drafts of a certain statement, is that it?
The CHAIRMAN . Yes, Sir.
Mr. GoonwiN. Do I understand that it is a fact that the prelimin
drafts show some change of heart, or change of mind on somebod
part?
Mr. HAYS . I would say not thatMr. GOODWIN. I should not press that question .
Mr. HAYS. Go ahead and press it .
Mr. GooDwIN . It is in my mind that if this is something sim
cumulative, and if what my distinguished friend from Ohio now wa
to put into the record is something cumulative and will be of no va
to us in the future, I should think that it should be kept out .
If, however, it states a frame of mind on somebody's part who
going to have a portion of the responsibility of directing this inves
gation, it seems to me that it might be well that we should have it
The CHAIRMAN . Would you permit Miss Casey
Miss CASEY . Mr. Goodwin, may I say this : That your first sta
ment about it being cumulative is more accurate than any change
heart .
Actually, it is merely a rearrangement that was agreed on, and
particular statement on page 2 is not elaborated . Mr. Dodd's rep
said to "substantiate the prevalent charge that foundations were gui
of favoritism in the making of educational grants," and then t
is elaborated in the same manner that it was in all of the drafts
pages 8, 9, and 10. Mr . Dodd's statement contains the same langu
that Mr. Hays read, "we analyzed thoroughly," that is a very r
sonable thing to have happened, "the way in which the grants w

8 months . What I am trying to find out is who caused
indigestion over Sunday, here . I will read you some mo
that were made in this, if you would like me to, and in fac
question about them.
The CHAIRMAN . I don't remember the chairman's exact
he did not intend to say that this was a digest of the f
would not want to say that it was a digest of findings .
Mr. HAYS . I don't want to quibble about your words,
some notes about them, and if I am wrong, the record will s
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask Mr. Wormser wheth
there is any objection to the part that is in the working
put in the record along with the presentation which Mr .
to the committee.
Mr. WORMSER . Before I answer that, may I respectful
Mr. Hays' to excise his word "doctored," and I think that
evidence at all that anything was doctored, Mr. Hays .
rather unpleasant significance .
The CHAIRMAN . That is the purpose of my
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, I am not going to delete m
from my statement, and I used the word "doctored"- and
to stand on it until someone shows me it wasn't doctored,
going to right now read you another sentence, and I wi
word "changed," if that makes you feel better, Mr . Worm
The CHAIRMAN . Will you permit an interjection there
I stated earlier, the staff developed a presentation for th
During the course of that they consulted no one except t
of the staff, and the members of the committee, insofar a
consult the members of the committee . No outside perso
sulted. In the process of developing the statement, they h
working data and they had preliminary drafts, and, as is
consequence, they ultimately had a preliminary final dr
might very well have become the final draft . After addit
sultations among themselves, Mr . Dodd, Mr . Wormser, an
Mr . McNiece, and Miss Casey, made some consolidations
ing it up, and may have taken some things out. But wha
done was their own work . The chairman can't see an
grounds for any inferences except that the staff in good
to develop the most perfect and complete presentation for
of the committee.
I, as one, want to commend the members of the staff in t
try and effort in developing and putting out their fullest
develop the-best statement possible forpresentation to the
That, now, is the chairman's analysis of the way this w
and I don't see any possible grounds for any adverse infere
drawn from that method of procedure, which is a normal on

drafting of the first one and drafting the second one, but the act
wording of the instrument, or the document, which he wanted to
sent to the document and read at hearings was in some resp
changed and rearranged and what not . I think that he has pers
responsibility for issuing this report, and he is entitled to rest on
final report which he gave, and not be confused or made respons
for a draft of any kind . The draft has not been made public, an
effort was made to distribute what we call the preliminary re
in any way, and it was not made public as far as the committee
concerned, as far as the staff was concerned . It was not distrib
to anyone .
Mr. HAYS . Let me say, Mr . Wormser, that I am not trying to
fuse Mr . Dodd . God forbid . According to some of the newsp
editorials, some of the responsible newspapers think he is . conf
enough as it is, and I am just trying to straighten him out a little
I want to say, though, that whether you agreed to introduce it or
is immaterial to me. Apparently I have the only living copy of
so-called preliminary final draft, and I still say that want to
to the bottom of why this was done after 10 months, Mr . Worm
after 10 months of study, and so on .
I am sure that you have known for a long time that these hear
were going to start last Monday, and as a matter of fact they
been postponed 2 or 3 times, and it seems to me a little bit qu
tb say the least, that after this draft was mimeographed on Satur
that it was gone over and completely edited on Monday morning,
the committee itself didn't even have a copy of it, and only by a
dent I got a hold of a copy when I phoned down to one of the s
the other day, and I can't even remember the gentleman's name . I
sent up a couple of copies, and only probably by accident I discov
the changes in them . But to me, after 10 months of study, the
that these significant changes were made either Sunday night o
breakfast Monday morning or sometime, deserves a little bit of c
ment. If this 10 months of study hasn't firmed anything up at all
why, then, let us develop the testimony here in hearings and t
Mr. Dodd's statement clear out and start afresh . I think that
would be an invigorating way of doing it.
Mr. GoonwrN . Mr . Chairman, I always like to be on even t
with my associates on the committee, and might I inquire whe
there would be any facilities for all members of the commissio
have made available to them whatever there is by way of work
sheets, and I don't know what it is that my distinguished friend
Ohio has before him . Whatever is available to me, should it no
made available to other members of the committee?
Mr. HAYS. It seems that I have the say about that, and since I
the only copy, I will promise right now I am not going to yield i

I

not asked to give copies of all of the drafts, because that w
a considerable amount of work
Mr. GOODWIN. I am sure Miss Casey will know I was
facetious. I don't like to feel that I am at a disadvantage
is my associate here with a lot of material before him, wh
ently he finds most interesting, and I haven't anything .
Miss CASEY. The chairman and the staff are at . the sam
tage, because we don't have copies of the document that
has now, except perhaps in a penciled draft that is cross
whatnot from which we would have to make another copy
that, if we were asked to do it . I don't say it is impossi
might vary from comma to comma unless we had access to
it against his copy .
Mr. HAYS . I will be glad for you to do that .
Miss CASEY . If it is decided that we cut the stencils, M
will take advantage of it . To answer Mr. Goodwin, after
conversations between Mr. Dodd, and Mr. Wormser, and
and myself, the last copy of Mr. Dodd's report seemed t
approaching a point where it was possible to mimeograph
the stencils cut, and I had the stencils run with two things
The hearings started at 10 o'clock on Monday, and Sat
half a day, as far as the duplicating room at the Capito
cerned. We had them run, I have forgotten the exact
copies, but there were enough for copies to be available to
and available for each member of the committee .
On Monday morning, it developed that-well, a rear
and not a deletion, Mr. Goodwin, was made in Mr. Dodd
The entire material that is in the unpublished draft ve
Mr. Hays has, is in this one, but it is in a slightly differen
It may not be expressed at as great length, but everything
Now, I am responsible for having the stencils cut, and
stencils run and finally having those stencils destroyed, an
all of the copies were taken to the incinerator .
Mr. GOODWIN. Could I ask Miss Casey one question, w
not when she started work on whatever was necessary to be d
it was actually distributed, whether or not the material pla
hands then appeared to be a finished product, and ready t
with?
Miss CASEY. Yes, I knew in a sense there might be
there is always a possibility that changes, might be made
but considering the length of this, Mr . Goodwin, and I thi
some 36 pages, the sheer mechanics of it somewhat overw
between Saturday morning and Monday . It may have bee
in judgment on my part to have had the stencils cut and r

Mr. HAYS. Well, Mr . Goodwin, this is a little bit serious . I th
because some of the changes in language, in here, would indicate t
the staff was prepared after 10 months of study to damn these foun
tions pretty severely, and then apparently somebody came along
said, ,"Look, I don't think we can get away with quite this, we
better tone this thing down a little bit, because if we go out at it
badly we may just get run clear out of the Capitol . We had bet
move into this thing a little more radually ."
So, instead of saying in some paces, for instance, here it says, th
penciled notes are mine, but in one place it said, "Our studies in
cated conclusively that the responsibility for the economic welfare
the American people head been transferred completely to the execu
branch."
Well, in the new version, they took out the word "completely"
said `heavily" and you see they didn't want to go whole hog on t
particular one.
The CHAIRMAN. There is nothing unusual in changing phraseol
and words.
Mr . HAYS . Now, Mr . Chairman, may I finish? There is someth
unusual in this whole procedure . It was unusual Monday, and I
amazed-and maybe this isn't true ; Miss Casey is still here, and
can tell us to read in the papers that when the press came up to
at the final'complete version, or we have used so many terms here,
is the preliminary final version, but then the final version-wh
was in looseleaf typewritten pages, that Miss Casey grabbed it
refused to let them look at it .
Miss CASEY . Let me clear that up In the first place that was
the final draft . Those were Mr. Dodd's notes, and . he had a g
many penciled notations for his own guidance . I did not feel, an
don't feel now, nor I feel sure would you that the press could j
take that and say, "Well, Mr . Dodd said this," because it happe
to be a notation . That could be misconstrued, and I felt in justice
the committee it should not be done .
Mr . HAYS . That is an explanation, and I just wondered about
but of course the whole crux of the matter goes back to the fact t
you did have a version ready and then that version was chan
Monday morning rather significantly, and then you didn't have
ready .
Miss CASEY. I would give you the same protection if you w
going to make a speech on the floor of the House and had some p
ciled notations on what you were going to read which might even
in a sort of, in hybrid shorthand, which could easily be misconstr
I would feel you should be protected against someone misconstru
it.

unanimous consent that he didn't say, but it looks like he sa
record. You see, we are protected, you don't need to worr
The CHAIRMAN. Anything I didn't say in the record was
time and not disposition. Are there any other questions?
Mr. HAYS . I have some more questions .
Mr. WORMSER. May I correct the record in one respect?
been talking about 10 months of preparation and it has bee
and not 10, and may I recall also that this report was dra
haste . I am not trying to detract from its character, bu
mittee meeting, and I don't know whether you were the
Mr. Goodwin, it was agreed that Mr . Dodd would prep
report for the express purpose not only of informing the
but of giving the foundations notice of what our main li
quiry would be. It was done in great haste, and we had o
or something slightly over a week, to produce the thing and
I could not see it nor could Mr . Koch until it had been fina
Mr. HAYS. You don't need to apologize, Mr . Wormser.
me a month ago that Mr . Dodd was going to be your first
least a month ago . As a matter of fact these hearings we
originally for sometime way back in April, and even t
he was going to be the first witness . Let us not quibble a
or so .
Mr. WORMSER . It was not intended then, Mr. Hays, th
file a report. Now, this report had to be finished in app
a week.
Mr. HAYS . I have some more questions I want to ask Mr
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Dodd, did you want to make a state
Mr. DODD. May I make a comment on something Mr .
few minutes ago? Mr . Hays mentioned that the atmosph
this whole thing is as though the staff had set out t
foundations.
Mr. HAYS . Now, just a minute, don't put words in my
think what I said was that it would appear from this orig
do we call it, the final preliminary draft, I can't rem
term
Mr. GOODWIN . How about the unexpurgated?
Mr. HAYS . That is a good word.
Mr. DODD. May I ask that that be read .
Mr. HAYS . I would say that this report would seem to in
and then it was changed and they decided not to go quite
That is what I meant .
Mr. DODD, I don't think that that is exactly what you hav
Mr . HAYS . The record will show .

The CHAIRMAN. Certainly, so far as the chairman has had anyth
to say, with you or the other members of the staff, he has certai
indicated that he wanted that course to be followed . And, as cha
man, I want to say that I have not observed any other disposition
the part of Mr . Dodd, or Mr . Wormser, or Mr . Koch, or Miss Cas
Mr . McNiece, or any other member of the staff to do otherwise .
Do you have some further questions?
Mr . HAYS . I sure do .
Miss CASEY. Could I make one statement further, and that is
Hays asked this of Mr . Dodd and he might want to ask it of me .
one has ever attempted to influence my opinions, or the way in wh
I brought out the facts on any of the foundations that I worked
and no one attempted to gear my thinking in any respect at all .
The CHAIRMAN . However, it is not at all illogical to me to le
that members of the staff, especially as important members of the st
as we have here, might have different views, at least in a tentative w
that would ultimately need to be harmonized and brought togeth
among themselves . There is nothing unusual about that that I
see at all, if such should happen to be the case . I cannot imagine t
group of men and women starting out with exactly the same vie
expressed in the same language .

TESTIMONY OF NORMAN DODD, RESEARCH DIRECTOR, SPECI
COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATION
Resumed

Mr. HAYS . Do you consider the New York Times to be a rather f
and impartial newspaper?
Mr. DODD. May I answer that to give my opinion or judgment?
Mr. HAYS . I want your opinion, and I have my opinion, and
Reece has his.
Do you consider that to be a fair and impartial newspaper?
Mr . DoDD. My own opinion of it, Mr . Hays, is no.
Mr . HAYS . In the light of the editorial they wrote, I suppose t
you wouldn't be consistent if you didn't say that .
Mr. DODD. Mr. Hays, may I remark that I have not read the e
torial?
Mr. HAYS . Let me read a sentence of it to you, and see if you th
so, and may I say that I have gotten several dozen letters which d
the same conclusions from your statement : The New York Ti
on May 13 says
What is alarming about Mr . Dodd's opening statement is that it indic
a belief that intellectual advancement, if any, must conform to a rigid patter
those set in the 18th century.

in November, at Bethesda Naval Hospital?
Mr. DODD . Very definitely, Mr. Hays.
Mr. HAYS . Now, perhaps fortunately for both of us, I wi
right now, there is no transcript of that conversation avai
we will have to rely upon our memories . But do you re
me generally that you believed there had been some sort o
be using the wrong word when I say plot or arrangement
of these foundations to change the whole concept of the soci
Mr. DODD. I remember talking to you about that, that th
the facts would ultimately disclose, but it is not between
tions .
Mr. HAYS . But you told me back in November that that
facts
Mr. DODD . That is what the story would unfold, probabl
Mr. HAYS . That there is some kind of a big plot?
Mr. DODD . Not a plot .
Mr . HAYS . What do you want to call it? Let us get a t
there .
Mr. DODD . It is a happening.
Mr HAYS . Well, now, there is a good deal of difference
isn't there between a happening, and something that is br
deliberately?
Mr. DODD. Very definitely, sir and I am one of those w
advocates and takes the stand that this has not been br
deliberately by the foundations.
Mr. HAYS . It is just sort of an accidental thing?
Mr. DODD. I don't know as you could call it accidental
velopment. But I do not feel that it has been brought abo
ately by foundations .
Mr. HAYS . Do you think it is bad?
Mr. DODD . I have attempted to be objective, and I don't
in terms of bad or good, and I think it is something we
about .
Mr. HAYS. Well, I don't think that there are any of
wouldn't know that the concept of the social sciences has
in my generation.
Mr . DODD . Yes ; but I don't think it is a question of w
good or bad ; I think we should know that it changed .
Mr. HAYS . Well, we don't need a $115,000 investigat
that, and you can find that out . Most anybody on the stree
you that ; is that right?
Mr. DODD. But this is in relation, as I understand it, to
which asks 5 Members of Congress to make 5 determinati
Mr . HAYS . The way we are going, we may wind up wi
terminations ; I don't know.

want to say this, for the benefit of counsel, and Mr . Dodd : I like
Dodd as, an individual . He and I don't see eye to eye on a great ma
shall we say, concepts about social sciences, but I believe Mr . Dodd
sincere in what he thinks he believes, as I am, and perhaps in
process that he will educate me or I will educate him- I don't kn
But l want to make that perfectly clear . In any questions that I
ask you, Mr. Dodd, they are not . asked in ;,, spirit of ,a_nimosity at
and I am trying to get some answers that .we can hang something o
here before we go any further.
Mr. DoDD. I feel that that is the spirit in which they are being ask
Mr. Hays .
Mr. HAYS . But the only reason I ask you about that conversati
and,' of course, you recall, it lasted for some little time, and we tal
about many things, but I was disturbed then as I am still disturbed
the light of what has transpired so far-that the impression at least
getting abroad that we think that this committee may come to t
conclusion that . change is bad, per se .. Now, if we are going to acc
the premise here that there has been a lot of change, and we will br
the, facts out as they are, and then let the public decide whether it
god or bad, that is one thing, but if this committee is going to c
to the conclusion or try to arrive at a conclusion about what is good
bad in education, I think that perhaps we are a little bit out of
field, and we have strayed pretty far .
Mr. GooDwiN . Will you yield there?
Mr. Dodd, with reference to something in between Mr . Hays' p
and your
Mr . HAYS. Don't call it my plot .
Mr. GooDwiN . Mr. Hays' reference to a plot, and your designatio
a happening, would it help any if the suggestion were made that wh
you had in mind was a trend or a tendency?
Mr. DODD. It is a very noticeable trend, Mr . Goodwin, and it invol
the coordinated activity of a variety of seemingly separate institutio
What to call it, and what name to give it, I don't know . I think
will just have to wait until the facts appear, and allow the commit
to characterize it for itself .
But I have been guided all along here by the fact that noth
that this staff did, or nothing that the staff plus counsel attempte
do should be other than that which would make it helpful or help
committee to discharge its obligations under that resolution .
guiding factor behind that was an assembly of the facts as they f
Now, Mr. Hays is making reference to the fact that I had idea
this subject, seemingly, prior to my assumption of my duties . I
very, hard to have been a student of these changes and these tre
for .25 years and not to have some knowledge of it . It was out of
knowledge that I was able to give Mr . Hays assurance the day we f

American type .

Now, I am going to read you a short sentence, and ask
ever heard this before

The significance of this was bound to be missed unless the det
foundations to break with tradition had been previously identified .

Mr. DODD. Yes, sir, that is in the first draft .
Mr. HAYS . But not in the second draft?
Mr. DODD. That is right, Sir .
Mr . HAYS . Why was that taken out?
Mr. DODD. Well, it was deemed by counsel to be too concl
Mr. HAYS . That is a good anwser .
Mr. GOODWIN . It seems also to have been a very good de
Mr. HAYS . What do you mean, "It is a good determin
that the determination of foundations to break with tradi
determination to take this out?
Mr. GOODWIN . I think the substance as appeared in the
is certainly nearer to what I think ought to be a stateme
from this staff than what appeared or what you say appea
other draft that you have there .
Mr. HAYS. Let me say this
Mr. GOODWIN . It was the result of some careful thinki
body's part .
Mr. HAYS. If that is true, then I am very happy, but I
ing if it was a result of the fact that they have arrived a
clusion, but didn't want the public to know it just yet .
The CHAIRMAN . The discussion, as I recall, which the
the staff had with the members of the committee as a who
as the chairman individually, indicated very clearly that th
stating conclusions, and I am sure and I can very well und
a preliminary draft some might use a word that after ref
after another member of the staff who had not been quite
associated with the writing itself, would readily recognize
too conclusive or too strong a language, which would resu
conference in a modification of language .
That is the way good results are arrived at . And again I
that I want to say that I feel the staff went about this in a
factory way to get the kind of presentation which the com
interested in having .
Mr. GOODWIN . I am sure, Mr. Chairman, the gentleman
will expect me to be a little jealous of the Cox committee
happened to be a member of that committee .
Mr. HAYS . Let me say to you, Mr . Goodwin, right
get the record straight, that I think the Cox committee
and adequate job, and I think that the Congressional Record

Mr. HAYS. I hope the investigation that we are conducting will h
as salutory and final effects as the Cox committee did .
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed.
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Dodd, in the original speech on the floor last ye
which is now part of the record of this committee, there were quit
number of pages devoted to the Ford Foundation . There is
whole series of statements under a subtitle called, "Subversive
Pro-Communist, and Pro-Socialist Propaganda Activities of the F
Foundation ." Have you found any evidence of such activity?
Mr. DODD . That will come forward, Mr . Hays, if I may say so,
that will be brought out in the formal testimony here in the, heari
which is about to consume one or more hearings in its . own right
would not like to anticipate that at this time.
The CHAIRMAN . I hope, Mr. Hays, that you won't hold Mr . D
resj)qnsible for my speech .
Mr. HAYS. Oh, no, as a matter of fact, after discussing it, I wo
even hold you responsible.
Mr. DODD. May I mention, Mr. Hays, that the strict definition
we have been guided by as far as the word "subversive" is concerned
quite different than that used in the excerpt that you have mention
The CnA-m N . What is your definition, or . would you mind
stating your definition?
Mr. DODD . We used the one, Mr. Chairman, that Brookings arri
at after having been requested to study this subject . I believe it
for the House Un-American Activities Committee . That was : .T
which was action designed to alter either the principles or the form'
the United States Government by other than constitutional mean
was subversive .
Mr. HAYS. In other words, then, we wouldn't call social secur
and bank insurance subversive under that definition would we?
Mr. DODD . I wouldn't think so.
Mr. HAYS . I wouldn't think so either.
Mr. Dodd, doo you know anybody, and I am sorry, I don't at
moment have the notes I made on it, and have the man's first na
but I think you will recognize a man by the name of Conrad fr
Chicago?
Mr. ODD. Yes, I do, sir. Mr. HAYS . What is his first name?
Mr. DODD. Arthur .
Mr. HAYS. That is right ; I thought it was Arthur. Has he b
in touch with the staff at all during your preliminary work?
Mr. DODD. He was at the first day's hearings, and I met him, I o
met him once during the time that I have been here .
Mr. HAYS. He hasn't offered any advice or information to the sta
has he?
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The CHAIRMAN . Who is the other witness?
Mr. WoRMSER . Professor Briggs, will you take the stan
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Briggs, will you be sworn. Do yo
swear the testimony you are about to give will be the truth
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Dr. BRIGGS . I do.

TESTIMONY OF DR . THOMAS HENRY BRIGS, MEREDI

Mr. WORMSER. Will you state your name and address for t
Dr. BRIGGS . My name is Thomas H . Briggs, and my lega
is Meredith, N. H .
Mr. WORMSER . Professor Briggs, to save you the effort,
tify you by reading part of your record, and if I make a mist
correct me. You have the degrees of doctor of literature,
of philosophy, and on January of this year, received th
degree of doctor of human letters from Columbia Univers
have been a teacher in various secondary schools, and later
Illinois State Normal School where you were professor o
Before that you were professor at Stetson University . Y
professor at Teachers College at Columbia from 19 .12 or a
were on the faculty from 1912 and you became a professo
education in 1920, and held that position until 1942. You
emeritus since 1942, is that correct?
Dr. BRIGGS . That is correct.
Mr. WORMSER. You have been on quite a multitude of co
I notice, consumer education study, of the National Asso
Secondary School Principals, and you were a director, I b
that organization for many years . You were on the comm
the reorganization of secondary education, the commission
ing science and industrial subjects in war emergency, the sy
mittee on junior high schools in the State of New York, on
ing committee of the National Education Association, on th
Committee on Research in Secondary Education, on the Tea
lege Faculty Committee, and on the committee on orientati
ondary education of the NEA, and on the World Congress
tion for Democracy at Teachers College, and you were ch
that group, and on faculty advisory committee to the dean a
College, and you were chairman of that group ..
You are the author of numerous books, Formal Grammar
cipline, and the Junior High School, Curriculum Problems,
Investment, Secondary Education, Improving Instruction
tism and Pedagogy, The Meaning of Democracy, and you
tributed to numerous publications .
Dr. BRIGGS . Yes.

Mr. HAYS . Air. Wormserj want to be very patient about this,
.
in case I haven't I, would like to make it, very, clear that when you
bringing in witnesses to set up your case-and I assume they wo
be called committee witnesses, since they have been secured by the st,
and • you have . invitedd them here-it seems only .fair that you sh o
Let the statements ready so that the, committee can have a copy
follow along, as the witness reads it in case, we would like to mak
note. Now, it is going to be pretty difficult to try to write down w
he says and then write down your question, if you have one, aft
ward, it is just not in line with committee procedure around he
Mr.. WORMSER . Well, of course, the statement would be-,---7-,
Mr. HAYS . You have a copy but we, don't, I don't want' to t
unfair advantage of Mr. Goodwin here, and I have already. don
once today .
The CH41RMAN, . It will be-here for reference .
Mr. GOODWIN . We can take care of that .
:Mr. WQRMSER . I would like too say, Mr . Chairman, that Profes
Briggs' testimony is somewhat out of order in this sense, that 14 wo
have referred to call, him -later, butt he is retired and he :iQ leav
for New .Hampshire in a few days, and I took the liberty theref
of calling him today.
The CHAIRMAN . - We will receive his testimony .
Mr. HAYS. Suppose we, let him read it in, and then defer-qu
tioning until we get a copy of .the hearings tomorrow so we can h
ach ance to look . it over and see what he said .
Dr. BRIoes. It is my . fault. I didn't finish: this -until Sunday.
Mr. Hats: I don't think it is your fault, sir, and I think the c
mittee should have forewarned you and helped you have the . co
ready .
Mr . WORMSER. We couldn't; Mr . Hays, if-you will pardon me,
cause I didn't want to bring. Professor Briggs down from New, Ham
shire and he is leaving on tthe
'.
The CHAIRMAN . The chairman might state, when it -is feasible
convenient, we will ask,Mr. Wormser to -have the statements ava
able in advance -to the members of the committee, or at least dur
the hearings, but insome cases it .is not-and I am sure when it
feasible .and convenient that he will do so . It has been -my
perience in the past on committees that it was not unusual for
witness- ot to have statements available, for- members, of the-comm
tee, although I will agree with you, it is a convenience to .have
statements .
:
Mr. HAYS . It has been customary - in the -committees I . have b
on.
The CTIAIRMAN . You may : proceed .
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and every foundation, whether its resources are large o
only does not harm but also contributes to a maximum degr
to the welfare of the Nation . This right and this respons
derived from the fact that the public has chartered the
and also that by remission of taxes it is furnishing a large
available revenue . In the case of the Ford Foundation
an annual income in excess of $30 million, the p public contr
than $27 million, or $9 to every $1 that comes from the orig
In addition to the right and the responsibility of the publ
that foundation moneys are spent for the maximum good of
general, the public is concerned that no chartered foundat
a program which in any way and to any extent militates a
society has decided is for its own good. To ascertain if
have either intentionally or because of poor judgment c
to the weakening of the public welfare this committee, as I
it, was authorized by the Congress .
I should like to insist at this point that the committe
equally concerned to consider whether or not any fou
spending its income wastefully or on projects that promise
only a favored section of the country or to arbitrari
individuals .
Two principles that should govern all foundation appr
are, first, that each supported project should promise to
only in good but also in the maximum possible good ; a
that each supported project should promise to benefit, either
indirectly, the Nation as a whole . Since, as already noted,
of the income of every foundation is contributed by the gen
through the remission of taxes, these principles are incont
My competence to testify before this committee is based
my knowledge of the Fund for the Advancement of Edu
subsidary of the Ford Foundation. This fund was esta
recommendation of a committee of which the late Commi
Education of the State of New York, Francis T . Spaulding,
man. Announcement of the establishment of the fund w
with enthusiastic approbation by the entire educational p
the members of which saw in it great potentialities for the
of public schools . The expectations of the profession wer
the announcement of the membership of the board of direc
one a citizen of the highest reputation for integrity
judgment .
But unfortunately these hopes have been in large meas
pointed by the selection of the administrators and the st
fund and by much of the program that they have develop
single member of the staff, from the president down to th

committee I testify that at no time did the administration of the f
seek from it any advice on principles of operation nor did it hospita
receive or act in accordance with such advice as was volunteered .
Of course, one can always secure acceptable advice by the selecti
of advisers, and equally, of course, advice, however wise, can be igno
or interpreted as favoring a policy already determined upon .
There are educators who holding to a philosophy to that general
accepted will give advice that is wanted, and unfortunately there
individuals who can be prevailed on by expectation of grants of mo
to cooperate, in promoting projects that have no general professio
approval .
Because of the failure of the fund to clarify the functions of
so-called advisory committee, an able body that was given far m
credit by the administration than it was allowed to earn, or to
it in any effective way, in March of this year I submitted my resig
tion in a letter that was later published in School and Society .
Although this journal has only a modest circulation, the number
commendations that I have received, both orally and in letters f
all parts of the country, have been surprising and gratifying . It
be asserted that I am disgruntled because policies and projects wh
I favored were not approved by the fund .: Whether or not I am d
gruntled is not important. What is important for the committe
and, for that matter, for the public at large-to consider is the valid
of the criticism that is leveled against the fund as administered .
Especially disturbing in a large number of the responses to my let
of resignation was the fear, often expressed and always implied,
making criticisms of the fund lest they prejudice the chances of
institution represented by the critic or of some project favored by
of getting financial aid from the fund at some future time .
It is tragic in a high degree that men who have won confidence
position in the educational world should be intimidated from expre
ing criticism of a foundation whose administrators and policies t
do not respect.
I am not inclined to criticize severely the board of directors of
fund, for they are busy with their own affairs and naturally are
clined to put trust in their elected administrative officers, all of w
were directly or indirectly nominated by a formerly influential offi
of the Ford Foundation who is notoriously critical-I may even
contemptuous-of the professional education of teachers .
These administrative officers doubtless present to the board, as
do to the public, a program so general as to get approval and yet
indefinite as to permit activities which in the judgment of most com
tent critics are either wasteful or harmful to the education prog
that has been approved by the public .

humility and respect for the judgment of others .'
Presidents Jessup and Keppel and Dr . Abraham Flexne
honest enough to say that the great foundations which t
sented made mistakes . But the officers of the fund unde
have as yet admitted no such frailty . Whenever foundatio
subordinate, as well as chief, confuse position with abilit
with wisdom, losing the humility that would keep ear
hospitably open to what others think, the welfare of the gen
is endangered.
It can hardly be wondered at that the officers of a founda
ily tend, as, Dr. Keppel once said, toward "an illusion of om
omnipotence." ' Even a chauffeur feels that the' powerfu
the car that he is hired to drive increases his importance, is
his own personal power .
The fund officers have either made grants to any of the p
organizations of teachers or of school administrators, nor
sought their counsel . But it is obvious, or it should be ob
uo proposed program that affects education, however heavi
by a foundation, can be successful unless it is understood a
by those who will be called on to interpret and to administ
officers of the fund may feel themselves superior in wisdo
sight to teachers and administrators, but the fact remains
people are employed by the public and have been entruste
responsibility for . carrying on an approved program of ed
young people of the Nation.
All thinking about education should start with an und
that it is not primarily a benevolence but, rather, a long-t
ment by the public to make each community a better plac
to live and .a better place in which to make a living . Like s
in any other enterprise, the public has a right to determ
wishes the product to be . The principle that the public sh
what it wants in order to promote its own welfare and ha
unquestionably sound . An assumption that the public doe
what is for its' own `good is 'simply contrary to the fundam
ciples of democracy.
Having decided what it wants its schools to produce,
leaves, or should leave, to management the selection of em
decisions about materials and methods to be used . No m
stockholder of General Motors, General Electric, or Gen
does it have a right to go to employees and tell them how
job.
This the officers of the Fund for the Advancement of
are assuming to do . But the public does have a right and
tion, which it seldom fully satisfies, to require an audited re
success of the management that it employs. If the pro

rials not directed by responsible management is an impudence not
be tolerated. Though cloaked with declared benevolence, it cann
hide the arrogance underneath .
This argument with its conclusions is easily seen to be sound wh
applied to military or industrial organization and a dmi nistration.
ought to be easily apparent as well when applied to public educati
It would be manifestly absurd to assert that all of the activities
any foundation have been bad in intent or in effect. As a matter
fact, the activities of all but a minority of the foundations of whic
know anything have been both benevolent and beneficial to the pub
is only when a foundation uses its resources, which
at large. It'
large part you and I made available through waiving their payme
of income taxes, to propagandize for something that the public d
not recognize as for its best interest, that there is reason for conce
alarm, and perhaps control.
It is admitted that in this country an individual is free to argue
or to spend his own money to .popularize any theory or any propo
change that he approves, so long as it does not violate the laws' of
land. But that is very different from authorizing or condoning
use of our money to promote what we do not approve.
I should like to say at this point that if a fraction of the money a
effort that has been spent recently to detect and to eradicate the
vocacy of communism had been spent to inculcate in youth an und
standing of the American way of life there would now be no dang
from communism or from any other alien philosophy .
It would be a great contribution to the promotion of the welfare
our Nation if agencies of the public were to devote themselves t
constructive campaign to educate our young people to enthusiast
devotion to what we know is the best way of life possible in th
modern world . Cultivation of a good crop is far more sensible a
economical in terms of ultimate results than neglect of cultivation
the puropse of eradicating a few weeds .
Representing, as I think I do, the sentiment of the vast majority
educators of the country, I am deeply concerned that a major apart
the program of the Fund for the' Advancement of Education° depr
cates the professional education of teachers and of school administ
tors .
It apparently is assuming that a good general education is'suffici
to insure effective professional work. Such a belief 'underlay a p
gram which proved unsatisfactory not only in England, Germa
France, and other civilized countries, but also during earlier days
the United States.
Consequently, realizing the . necessity of professional education;
have developed during the past two generations a program whic
approved by legislation and by financial support, has resulted i

who have a broader background and more cultural educati
pay enough to justify young people in spending the necessa
money to get it.
This, as is well known, we are not now doing . The salari
ers do not compare favorably with the wages of workers
that require little education and even less special trainin
the renaissance one Italian city devoted half of its income
In the United States today we devote only a little more than
with 1 State spending as little as 1 .75 percent. If we wa
with a larger amount of general education, we simply sh
pay' salaries that will justify young people in making th
investment in themselves to qualify to satisfy our deman
The desired increase in general education of teachers wil
from the projects, costly as they are, of the Fund for the
of Education. They may improve a small fraction of te
they are unlikely to have any widespread national effect .
ne of its projects finances for 200 or 300 high-scho
annual fellowships that permit advanced cultural studie
present rate the fund would require 750 years and an exp
$1,200 million to give such advantages to all secondary-scho
at present in service, and even at that, because of the turnov
it would never catch up. The officers of the fund have stat
hope their project would stimulate local school boards to fi
lar leaves for study by other teachers .
But after 3 years of what the fund erroneously calls "a g
ment" there is no evidence that the hoped-for result is in s
according to reports from a number of schools from which
teachers were selected, has the expenditure of several mill
on the project produced any material improvement in ed
in the increased ambition of other teachers .
This is but one of several expensive projects that th
financed for a purpose praiseworthy in itself but wasteful
to have any significant results on education throughout
The relatively few fortunate teachers probably profited
year of study, but it was unrealistic to expect that their
would materially affect all, or any considerable part, of
of the Nation.
There is no time to comment here on several other projec
by the fund. It is sufficient to assert that though some go
out of them they are for the most part propagandistic of th
professional education is of far less importance than the pub
vinced that it is and also of the idea that secondary educa
portant only for naturally gifted youth .

How much professional education, and of what kinds is needed
are trying by experiment and by experience to ascertain . It m
be that in the rapid development of professional-education progr
there are now some wasteful courses aid some poor instructi
which may also be found in liberal-arts colleges, and that there i
overemphasis on theory and on techniques . But the improvem
that is needed and the desired balancing of general and professio
education will not come about by a condemnation of the whole p
gram and an attempt so to discredit and subordinate it that it bec
insufficient and ineffective.
What is needed, and what as a member of the Advisory C
mittee I recommended with what seemed to be the approval of
fellow members, is an objective study of the whole program of
fessional education of schoolteachers and administrators, a st
conducted by an impartial and able investigator that will show
any existing faults, including an overemphasis on pedagogy, an
the same time recognize and record practices that are sound in th
and of proved effectiveness.
Such an objective study was made of medical education some ye
ago by Dr . Abraham Flexner with an appropriation from the Carn
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching .
Flexner's objective' and sensible report caused a revolution
improvement in medical education, a revolution so sound tha
has been universally approved by physicians and by the public ali
But concerning the professional education of school people the offi
of the fund begin their propaganda against current practices by
assumption that they know what the preparation should be w
such an assumption, however unsound, would not be disturbing
these, officers did not have at their disposal millions of money, y
and mine, as well as Mr . Ford's to promote their theories . To wh
ever extent successful their propaganda, disguised under decla
benevolence, the effect is likely to be decreasing . public confid
and perhaps decreased public support for what is desirable
necessary .
In this extended statement I am not attacking, the phenome
of foundations that are established with benevolent intent . T
have great potentialities for benefiting mankind,, and I say with
reserve that on the whole the major foundations deserve and h
won by their_ activities the respect, the confidence, and the grati
of informed people.
It has been stated that, unlike colleges and universities, fou
tions have no alumni to defend them . But they do have influen
people as members of their boards,: and these members have power
friends, some of whom are more inclined to be partisanly defen
than objectively critical . Moreover, there ,~ atie also thousands . w

bility, relative importance, and timeliness of importan
projects. The advice received, along with the recommend
supporting reasons of the administrative officers, should be
by the board of trustees ill making final decision as to appr
This stated function does not suggest that the administrat
should refrain from seeking counsel from other individua
own choosing . But it emphasizes the wisdom and the resp
not only of getting counsel from representatives of the publ
of transmitting their advice to the ultimate authority of
tion .
The responsibility of spending the resources of a- f
which to repeat, are contributed largely by the public-are
to be assumed by any individuals without the advice and
planning of the professional organizations that will be r
for the success of any project that is undertaken .
2. To conduct-or, better still, to finance-scientific res
will reveal facts needed by the public or its representatives
ized fields in order that it can proceed wisely in plannin
It should go without saying that a foundation should

attempt to influence findings and conclusions of research and inv
either through designation of personnel or in any other way.

This principle was stated some years ago by the Laur
Rockefeller Foundation as follows

To support scientific research on social, economic, and governmen
when responsible educational or scientific institutions initiate the re
sor the research, or assume responsibility for the selection and
the staff and the scientific spirit of the investigations .

3 . To support projects having promise of making the wi
ble contribution to the whole population .
This rules out-appropriations for projects that are local i
or promotive of the interests of favored 'individuals .
4 . To popularize objectively ascertained facts in order
widely known they will influence thinking and action .
This stated function implies that all pertinent and import
not merely those that are favorable to a favored side of dispu
should be popularized .
- 5 . "To make possible under the auspices of scientific" or p
,organizations truly representative of the public' "demo
which may serve to test, to illustrate, or to lead to more ge
tion of measures * * * * which have been devised * * a
mended by responsible agencies."
6. To support the beginnings of activities which leade
public especially concerned approve but for which financia
has not been made available.

democratic ideal of giving an appropriate education to . all the c
dren of all of the people ;
2 . That the fund is using its great resources, mostly contributed
the public by the remission of taxes, to deprecate a program of p
fessional education of teachers and school administrators that has
approved by the public with legislation anc appropriations, ; . .. ,
3 . That the fund has ignored, the professional organizations
teachers and school administrators, neither seeking their . advice
cooperation nor making appropriation to support projects propo
by them ;
4. That the fund has made grants to favored localities and in
viduals for projects that are not likely_ to have any wide or . impor
influence ;
5 . That the fund has given no evidence of its realization of its ob
gation as a public trust to promote the general good of the ent
Nation ;
6. That the fund has. in some cases: been wastefully .prodiga
making grants beyond the importance of the projects ; and
7. That the fund either has no balanced program of correlated c
structive policies, or else it has failed to, make them public .
The CHAIRMAN . Dr . Briggs, we appreciate a man with your ba
gound of experience taking time to make, this . statement to the
mittee .
There maybe some questions . We have •a few minutes remaining,

it is agreeable to the committee to run for a few minutes after
we might .dispose of the questions . today. If not, we . will have to
sult Dr. Briggs convenience as to when we, might do so.

I have only one question that I had in mind asking . If you
permit, I will get that out of the way, because it is, a general one,
In his report to the committee, Mr . 'Dodd referred to the . tend
of foundation trustees to embark upon projects without having m
an adequate effort to make certain that in the eyes of the experts
projects could be regarded as being in the public interest . What e
dence have you found in your experience of the way in which
public interest was taken into consideration before decisions were
in an effort to serve this interest?
Dr. Bmnoos. I am not competent to speak, Mr. Chairman, about
operation of all of the foundations . But as I have said in my st
ment, there is no evidence that the Ford fund has consulted the re
sentatives of the public .- They have consulted only advisers of t
own selection .
The CHAIRMAN . That was all.
Mr. GooDWIN . I have only one question, Mr . -Chairman .

Now, if that is true, then these foundations, using their
the general purpose of education, would naturally, I wou
expected to work with State departments of education to th
public funds available to the State departments might be re
other purposes.
What is your estimate as to what this fund of which you
ing has been doing along that line? Has there been a
coo eration with State department of education?
r. BRIGGS. There has not . There is only one instanc
this fund has made an appropriation that looks to the en
mentioned and that was an appropriation to the State of
to finance the high-school education of gifted boys who co
wise not go to school . But that was not directly and no
initiation and cooperation of the State department .
On the other hand, the General Education Board some
responded to the appeal of the Southern States for help in
research department in their State departments of educat
the public was not willing to support at that time . A
General Education Board appropriated money which wa
the State departments to organize and continue the statist
sions until the public was convinced of the wisdom of taking
which they did.
Does that answer your question?
.Mr . GoonwIN . Yes .
Mr. WoRMsER . I would like, Mr. 'Chairman, to ask a few
Mr. HAYS . Just a moment, I have a few questions .
The CHAIRMAN. Since we have asked the questions, p
Hays would like to ask some questions .
Mr. HAYS . Dr. Briggs, are you a member of the NEA?
Dr. BRIGGS . I am .
Mr. HAYS . Do you believe the charge is true that the
NEA is to create a monopoly over United States educatio
Dr. BRIGGS . I do not .
Mr. HAYS . Well, that is something, I am glad to have t
is a charge that was made here on page 20 of Mr . Dodd's
Would you say the charge is true or untrue that the NE
educaional agencies with which it cooperates are charac
one common interest, namely, the planning, and control
aspects of American life through a combination' of the Fe
ernment and education?
Dr. BRIGGS. I don't know what that means, Mr. Hays.
Mr. HAYS . Neither do I. But I thought perhaps you w
you are an educator . That is another charge that
against the NEA . It . is that it and other educational age
which it cooperates are characterized by one common intere

subordinate associations.
Now I am a member of the National Association of Seconda
School Principals, and I have been prominent since its organizati
and I was one of the founders of it . I would say that the Nation
Education Association has had practically no influence on the polic
and the program of that association .
Mr. HAYS . What you are saying then just tends to be the oppos
of the statement I read?
Dr . BRIGGS . If I understand it.
Mr. HAYS.- If I understand it, I would agree that it does .
Well, now, there is another charge that I have heard against
NEA that is that the result of the work of the NEA and other edu
tional organizations with which it has worked over the years-this
the quote

Had an educational curriculum designed, to indoctrinate the American stud
from matriculation to the consummation of his education .

In other words, to put that in common-every-day language, a
t it, that is that the NEA has set about to lay out a planned eurri
rum to indoctrinate these students, from the day they go into sch
until the day they get out, with their ideas .
Would you say that is a fair charge? ;
Dr. BRIGGS; Well, I will have to back up to answer that questi
Of course, the NEA and all.teachers try to indoctrinate their child
to tell the truth and to be honest and to be loyal to the American G
ernment, and to learn the meaning of allegiance, and to live up. to
That is indoctrination, and if that . is. what that means, it is guil
If on the other hand, if you mean, the statement means that in t
the NEA or any of its subordinate organizations has attempted
curriculum to indoctrinate contrary to the'gbnerally accepted prog
of American education, I would deny it absolutely.
Mr. HAYS . All right . In other words, you say they do try to
doctrinate their students with what we are commonly calling Ame
canism, but you deny absolutely that they try to indoctrinate t
with anything that is un-American.
Dr. BRIGGS . I certainly do .
Mr. HAYS . Thank you .
Now, there is another char made against the NEA that it te
to criticize strongly anyone who dares to doubt the valilty of its
clusions. Do you think that is a fair charge?
Dr. BRIGGS. It doesn't have any conclusions, Mr . Hays.
y
Mr. HAYS. You know, Dr . Briggs, I think you-I
would like to t
further with you, because I have been a member of the NEA, too,
that is just the same thing that I thought about it .

tions.
Mr. HAYS . In other words, you would say' that there is
this charge that the foundations and the NEA and other
agencies have got a sort of a tightly knit superdirectorate
knows who they are!
Dr. BRIGGS . Well, you have three units there, the found
NEA, and other organizations. 'What organizations ar
Mr. HAYS. That is a question I cannot answer . - I am ,q
some of the testimony that has gone on here and I am as
dark about it as -you are .
Dr. BRIGGS. I certainly am in the dark, because the N
foundations don't cooperate . Whether the NEA coope
other agencies or, not, no one can say until the other a
named.
Mr. HAYS . Now, Dr. Briggs, what was the name of this
the advisory committee of the Ford Fund
Dr. BRIGGS . Yes ; the advisory committee of the Ford F
Advancement of. Education .
Mr. HAYS. How many members were there, of that advi
Dr. BRIGGS. I . think there were 9 or 10.
Mr. HAYS. Do you think the other, members agree wit
clusions, as you have read them here?'
Dr, Bluoos. Mr. Hays, they are friends of mine, and I
to be excused from answering that question .'
- Mr. HAYS. Do you think it would be fair if we asked' t
in and tell 'us what they think about it?
Dr. BRIGGS. May I cite a paragraph of my statement$
Mr. HAYS . I' wish that you' would, just, because I canno
In , Mind.
Dr. BR GGs. I have said in my statement, which I read,
tunately there are people who, through the expectation of
'funds; are afraid to criticize them .
Mr. HAYS. Do you mean by that statement
.
Dr. BRIGGS . I don't mean anything . .
Mr. HAYS . You do not want to- indict your fellow mem
Dr. BRIGGS . I would also state that there are some ve
sonnel in that committee, very able eo le, but it is intere
that one has been put in charge'ofpa $2 million project
Foundation, and it is interesting to note that another on
the Arkansas project which I don't like .
It is also, interesting to note : that another,one has been
an adviser, pf the I+ ord' . Fund. ° That is.- a guaranty of '
Service during the .year . . It is also, interesting to note t
-fourth member of •the committee, was employed for a year

place-we might be in serious disagreement .
I think if you are testifying about an organization, whether y
are disgruntled with them or not might have some bearing on it.
Mr. WoRMSER . Mr. Chairman-this applies to what you say . .
Mr . HAYS. . Now just a moment, I have some more questions . I
more . than sliglitly interested in this, as I got it from hearing you
statement read, and I will admit I do' hot know anything about -t
But one of your indictments seemed to be that this fund thought th
was too many professional courses required of teachers and not eno
cultural ; is' that a fair assumption of what 'you said?
Dr. BRIGGS . Yes.
Mr. HATS : Would you think it would be more important for
teacher -of French to know'French or to know the psychology a
philosophy of education?
Dr . BRIGGS . He could not teach French without knowing Frenc
of course ..
Mr. HAYS: I am afraid, that some of the universities are turning
teachers 'who have a .lot of required courses, and I might tell you t
I spent about 2 years taking them, and I cannot remember offha
the name of any~ professor, except one, or anything they said .
Dr . BRIGGS. You did not take my courses .
Mr. HAYS. I am sure that I would have remembered some of you
But a great many of those so-called courses in professional' educat
to me, as I saw it then, and as I look back on' it now, were a compl
waste of my time.
Dr. BRIGGS . May I again cite ., my statement?
Mr. .IIAYs. . Surely.
Dr. BRIG 8 . I said it is quite possible that in the rapid developm
of these professional institutions that there are courses that are was
ful and thatt there is instruction which' is poor . We are trying to f
out what is a proper' balance between cultural demands for educati
and demands for professional education.
I think this objective study that I proposed would take care of t
It would show up the sham, and I admit that there is sham and was
as you found otit, in professional courses, and there is some in libe
arts colleges, too . I judge you went to a liberal arts college, did
not?
Mr: HAYS . I did not want to get the name of it in the record, in
unfavorable light, but it was Ohio State University, and I suppose, it
considered a liberal arts college . It has a number of colleges, as
know .
Dr. BRIGGS . Well you found some courses that were not much g
in the'liberal arts division,' did you not?
Mr. HAYS . Yes, I think so, and I would not want to name tho„^

teach.
Dr. BRIGGS . And other people know what to teach and d
how to teach .
Mr. HAYS . As I get it, your main indictment then of this
tion is that you think, in your opinion, that it stresses t
cultural to the lack of the professional type of education, is
. Dr. BRIGGS . No ; they assumed to know that that is the
I do not think anybody knows the answer now . I think t
got to find out what the proper balance between profession
tural education is. Just because you have the administrat
lions of dollars does not bestow on you the wisdom to
decision.
Mr. HAYS . You, made a statement there, as I made a quick
here, that lead me to believe that you were saying that
are intimidated by the Ford Foundation.
Dr. BRIGGS . I do .
Mr. HAYS . Well, now, to what extent would you say
As far as I would know out in my State I would, guess
percent of educators don't even know that there is such
ization.
Dr. BRIGGS. Oh, yes, they do .
Mr. HAYS . As this subgroup of the Ford Foundation, so th
ver well intimidate them?
. BRIGGS, 99.9 percent of them have made application
Mr. HAYS . I am afraid that that is a bald statement t
to serious question .
The CHAIRMAN. You are speaking figuratively now?
Dr. B iGGs . Yes,, that is a hyperbole, but,MacCauley~said
speak in hyperbole in order to get the point over. No, M
wish I had brought with me the file of letters,t receive
resignation was, published. They came from all over th
Time after time these men have said, "We feel exactly as
we don't dare say anything because if we do,, if we make an
for a gra~nt from the fund, what we say will be -prejudi
Mr. HAYS . Who are these men, are they college ,professo
ary school teachers, or who?
Dr . BRIGGS . Well, within a month, two college presidents
that to me, and I don't know how many college professors,
intendents of schools, and high school principals .
Mr. HAYS . Well, of course, within a month I have talke
college presidents who say just the opposite, and that this
vestigation is stupid and what should they do with the que
It is costing them a lot of money and they think it is
that is a matter of opinion .

versities and school systems, are afraid to express their criticism
the foundations lest they prejudice their chances of their instituti
for help.
Mr. HAYS . Well, I think the way to get the story on that is to
them come in and testify as to that and I don't see how we can acc
any outsider's opinion, yours or mine, about that.
Dr. BRIGGS . It is immaterial whether you accept it or not. I m
the statement on the basis of the letters that I have had, and
statements that have been made to me . I thought that is what
wanted me to do .
Mr. HATS. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN . There is just one question I wanted to raise wh
is for you, Mr. Hays. In your earlier questioning, you appeared t
quoting language which I presume will appear in quotes in the rec
and with those quotations from the statement which ' Mr. Dodd m
to the committee.
Mr. HAYS. Yes ; I can give you the page number .
The CHAIRMAN . Or the preliminary draft.
Mr. HAYS . The first question which then witness answered, was,
you believe the charge is true that the aim of the NEA is to creat
monopoly over education ." That .is on page 20 . That is the sec
question . The first question was, "Are you a member of the NE
which, of course, was not a quotation .
The next question, "Is the charge true or untrue that the YEA
other educational agencies with which it cooperates are character
by one . common interest, namely, the planning and control of cert
aspects of American life through a combination of the Federal Gov
ment and education," and that is on page 22.
The next question, which I won't take the time to read, comes : in
Dodd's statement on page 23, and the next one on page 24, and I d
happen to have noted the, page number of the last one, also a quote,
it is there .
The CHAIRMAN . I wondered whether you quoted from the state
he made to the committee...
Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Chairman, Professor Briggs would like to
away today if he possibly can .
Mr . HAYS. Would you have any objection at this point if we reces
for lunch, and we find this out this afternoon ?
The CHAIRMAN . Do you have further questions?
Mr. HAYS . I haven't had a chance to read his statement, and I mi
have There were several things that occurred to me at the time,
I didn't have the exact language and I didn't want to question him.
Mr. WORMSER . I would waive any further questioning, Mr . H
and I would just ask to introduce his letter of resignation to the
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Hays .
Mr. HAYS . Now, before we introduce this in, do you have
Mr . Wormser,, to call any of these other people who sit on
mittee, or did sit on this committee with Dr . Briggs?
Mr. WORMSER. No; I do not, sir.
Mr. HAYS. Well, I think in order to keep these . hearings
it might be nice if we had 1 or 2 of them to come' in, at least
and just pick 1 at random.
Dr. BinGos. Don't pick one at random.
Mr. HAYS . I want to pick him at random . . Now, look,
don't want you ,to pick the one, and I am sure you would
one who would agree with you .
Dr. BRIGas . I would, suggest that
Mr. HAYS . Can you name one who disagrees with you?
Dr. BRIGus . Oh, Yes.
Mr. HAYS . That is what I would like to hear .
Dm. BRIGGS. Would you like the name?
The CHAIRMAN . Well, now
Mr. HAYS . I am asking this for my own information .
The CHAIRMAN . I' certainly have no objection; but 'I wa
about the name of the person, the individual .
Mr. HAYS. I can undoubtedly get the list of people,' and'I
one out .
The CHAIRMAN . I don't want to put ; someone 'else's na
record, in what somebody might construe as an odious posi
Mr. BAYS. Could we have an agreement that we will call
these other'people?
The CHAIRMAN . So far as 'I personally am concerned, if it
Mr. HAYS . We will make it fit in .
BRIGGS . I• can give you the name personally, if you w
The CHAIRMAN. But I see no objection to this letter of r
going into the record and it would occur to me it_ is pertin
testimony.
Mr. HAYS . I may object to it, because you objected to
into the record something that I thought was pertinent th
and I am only trying, to keep, these hearings objective . „ No
will agree we are going to call in at least one other memb
committee and get his views, that is one thing, but if w
going to get one side of it then I 'will tell 'you right now,
to object.
Dr. Biaoos. I have said practically every thing' in the stat
I said in this letter of resignation, and so I think it is imma
The CHAIRMAN. I assumed that you had .

tinued if a witness is not able to appear today, it will carry over to
next day?
Mr. HAYS . May I have an understanding that the next witness
comes in without a prepared statement and you undertake to ques
him and get him out of here, all the same morning, there won't be
meeting. If the minority isn't here, there can't be a meeting, and
minority is not going to be here unless we are going to run this
on an adequate basis so we have a chance to find out what it is all a
Mr. WORMSER . Do you mean a witness can't testify without a st
ment?
Mr. HAYS . Let him come back when I have had a chance to loo
his statement so I can ask him some questions about it .
Mr. WORMSER. The next witness will not have a prepared state
Mr. HAYS. You had better make plans to let us look at his st
ment and question him later.
The CHAIRMAN . He can be made available for questioning la
Mr. WORMSER . Yes .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will meet in this same room
morrow morning, Wednesday, and Thursday morning we will hav
reserve the announcement of the place of the meeting, and we ma
able to meet here . If not, we will make the announcement tomo
Being a special committee, we are more or less in a . difficult sit
when it comes to meeting places . We will recess now.
(Whereupon, the committee recessed at 12 : 30 p. m., to reconve
.)
Wednesday morning

HOIISE or REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL CGMM1TrEE TO INVESTIGATE
TAX RxEMPT FotnmATIONs,

Washington, D .

The special subcommittee met at 10 a. m., pursuant to recess, in
429, House Office Building, Hon . Carroll Reece (chairman of
special subcommittee) presiding .
Present : Representatives Reece, Hays, Goodwin, and Pfost.
Also present: Rene A . Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T . K
associate counsel ; Norman Dodd,- research director ; Kathryn Ca
legal analyst ; and John Marshall, Jr., chief clerk , to the spe
committee.
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will please come to order .
Who is the next witness, Mr . Wormser?
Mr. WORMSER. Dr. Hobbs, Mr . Chairman .
The CHAIRMAN . Dr. Hobbs, will you please stand and be sw
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give in t
proceeding shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
truth, so help you God?
Dr. HOBBS . I do .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, just in view of the statement you m
on the opening day about all of the witnesses being sworn, I thin
would be well that the record show that Dr. Briggs yesterday was
sworn.
The CHAIRMAN . Professor Brigggs was sworn and I think
record will so show, or at least it should show .
Mr. HAYS. On discussing it last night, we thought he had not b
We started to swear him and we got off the track .
The CHAIRMAN. I have not looked at the record .
Mr. KocH . Page 251 .
Mr. HAYS . He was sworn.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes ; I did swear him in . Thank you very m
Mr. Wormser, do you wish to make a preliminary statement of
kind?
Mr. WoRMsER . Yes ; I want to say that Dr. Hobbs will testify chi
on the nature of social-science research. I think we may take it
granted, and I' think the foundations will agree, that social-sci
research in this country now. is financed virtually entirely by the f
dations and the United States Government . There is very little
vately financed social research .
Dr . Hobbs will analyze some of this research for methods and
and discuss some of the results of the type of research that is used.
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The CHAIRMAN . When a witness has a prepared stat
ordinarily then defer questioning until the witness has conc
his prepared statement . But where that is not the case, we
better procedure to be questioned as you go along . You ma
Mr. GOODWIN . Mr. Chairman, might I inquire whether
witness is available later in the event that we might feel af
seen the record that we want to interrogate him concerning t
his testimony which we had not caught when he gave - his te
The CHAIRMAN. I assume he could be made available, cou
Mr. WoRMSER. I think Dr . Hobbs is prepared to stay t
we want him . I am sure he would be glad to come back if n
May I ask you first to identify yourself with a short b
note?
Dr . HOBBS. I took undergraduate work at what was then
College. It is now Penn State University . I took grad
at the University of Pennsylvania and received a Ph . D . in
ceived a Ph . D. in. sociology there . I began teaching soc
social science in 1936 at the University of Pennsylvania,
for 3 years in the military service, I taught continuously .
Is that sufficient?
Mr. WORMSER . What is your position now ?
Dr. HOBBS . I am an assistant professor at the Universit
sylvania.
Mr. WoRMSER. Of sociology?
Dr . HOBBS . That is correct .
Mr. WORMSER. Dr. Hobbs, you have written: quite a numb
cles and several books . I am interested particularly in
recent book which is called Social Problems and Scientism
you might launch into a discussion of "scientism" giving y
nation of how you use that term.
Dr. HOBBS. All right, sir. There is, or at least there s
and I think most people would agree with this who have bee
in the matter in teaching or studying, there is a' good deal
sion about the term "science ." There is a tendency to de
science a number of things which are not science, or at leas
serious question as to whether they are scientific or not .
tempted to analyze this problem by going to the books de
scientific methods to find out in what way it could be an
interpreted.
By way of background, I would just like to mention a
which are usually included in scientific investigation.
The method of science is one which has been tremendousl
ful in solving a variety of types of problems, but, as we al
began in fields such as physics and chemistry and astrono

This method involves, for one thing, controlled observation .
that is meant that if I express my opinion on something, my belie
how to raise children, you express your opinion, we can debate th
opinions back and forth from now until kingdom come, and in no
that will necessarily reach agreement . That, of course, was the sit
tion in philosophy for many centuries . But with the scienti
method, they gradually learned to use this technique of control
observation, a means whereby anybody, no matter what his feeli
on the matter, no matter what his beliefs or prejudices, in obser
the results, is compelled to agree as to them .
In order to use this technique of controlled observation, whic
fundamental in scientific procedure, you have to reduce the thi
that you are studying to quantitative units-units which are quanti
tive, units which are not only quantitative, but which are homog
ous, and units which are stable . A quantitative unit is a thing in
which can be measured in terms of weight, distance, velocity .
science as you know, they have gone a step further and develo
instruments, ammeters, speedometers, scales, things of that type
means of which these units can be measured with a sufficient degree
precision to justify the type of experiment which is at that time be
done.
Congressman Hays, that is the general context of exactness or p
cision in science for the purpose of experiments. The measureme
must be exact. But that does not mean exact in the sense of perfe
bility .
Mr. HAYS. What I am trying to get at is this : Is there any sci
in which after these experiments the conclusions which are arrive
can be termed "exact"?
Dr . HoBBS. The conclusions can be measured and in terms of
purposes for which the measurements are being made, they can be
to be exact . There will inevitably be some element of error wh
scientists always attempt to reduce to the least possible terms .
Mr. HAYS. I believe you said that you are now teaching socio
and social science?
Dr. HoBBS . I am teaching sociology ; yes, sir .
Mr. HAYS . Is there such a thing as social science ?
Dr . HoBBS. In the sense in which the term "science" is applied to
physical sciences, I think it is extremely questionable that the gr
bulk of the work in sociology, history, political science, could be des
nated as being scientific . In that sense, I would say very little .
Mr. HAYS. But that is a term that has become quite common, an
used rather generally to bulk all of the sciences dealing with
sociological aspects of civilization, is it not?
Dr. HoBBS. That is correct . The terms "social science" and "pol
cal science" and similar terms are very widely used . I think it w

drawings of calipers on the advertising blurbs, test tubes on
to give the teachers the impression that this is science i
that the term is used in physical science . Unfortunately,
great deal of that, and it confuses not only the general
many of the people in the field who are not too familiar with
methods themselves.
The CHAIRMAN. You have read the statement which Mr .
to the committee?
Dr. HoBBS . I have not, sir .
The CHAIRMAN . You are not familiar with it, then?
Dr. HoBBs . I am not, sir.
The CHAIRMAN . He raised the question of some troub
from the premature acceptance of the social sciences . Y
ready to comment on that . If you are, I would be interes
ing you comment .
Dr. HoBBs. I would, sir. I do intend to comment after I
this background which I think is essential.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well ; you may proceed.
Dr. HoBBS . As for reducing human behavior, partic
aspects of human behavior which are most significant in th
ships between people and in civilized society, to attempt
those to quantitative units is extremely difficult, and for th
at the present time impossible .
With human beings there are some things which are qua
that is, your bodily temperature could be called a quantita
which in turn can be measured with an instrument, the t
Similarly with your blood pressure, your corpuscle count,
tion between white and red, the number of hairs on your
things like that, can be counted . Sometimes it is pretty ea
the number of hairs on your head . The other things, t
the sentiments-patriotism, love, bravery, cowardice, hones
of that sort-have never been' reduced to quantitative uni
is still a large element of the qualitative in them . That is,
you are patriotic, your patriotism cannot be measured in pre
which will be agreed upon by all the observers .
Mr. HAYS. Professor, I think we are agreed on that . Is
argument on that score?
Dr. HoBBS . The impression is given in many works, and
some of them, that that is not the case. It is a crucial
mental point which I want to give by way of background .
Mr. HAYS . You mean you say that you can measure pat
Dr. Hoses. That is implied .
Mr. HAYS. I was aware that there are people who thi
measure patriotism, but it is always according to their st

I think, is quite crucial . If you are studying electrons, if you
studying matter, or the behavior of matter, the method of study
employ, the amount of the time you spend on studying it, the atti
which you have while you are makin the study, does not affect
object which is under study ; that is, If you think electrons are n
or unpleasant or things like that, that is not going to affect the
havior of electrons . But unfortunately, with human beings aga
sometimes the very fact that a study is being made can change th
behavior. That is always a possibility which you have to be v
consciously aware of . An illustration of that of course would
the Kinsey report. The mere fact that you ask people question
the rapid fire nonemotional manner which professor Kinsey says
uses, would put a different aura on sexual behavior than might ot
wise be present . It could change your attitude toward sex .
Similarly, if you are studying juvenile delinquents, and if
attitude in the study is that delinquency is caused by their envi
ment, or caused by the fact that the mother! was too harsh with
children in their youth, or overwhelmed them with affection, t
there is always the possibility-and some investigators contend t
this is a fact-the delinquents themselves become convinced that
is the case. They begin to blame their parents, their early envi
ment, and the situation which you have attempted to study has b
changed in the very process of making the study.
Mr. HAYS . As I get it, then, you are saying in effect that there
dangers in studying hazards.
Dr. HOBBS . That is right .
Mr. HAYS . But you would not advise that we give up studying ju
ile delinquency?
Dr. HOBBS. Absolutely not . These things certainly need study .
The CHAIRMAN. Professor, since you .referred to the Kinsey rep
what do you consider the significance of the fact that the initial
sey study was financed by a foundation grant?
Dr. HOBBS . Sir, I intend to use the Kinsey report as an illustra
of some of these pseudoscientific techniques, and as an illustratio
the possible influence which this type of study may have . In that
text, I would prefer to take it up that way .
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. HAYS. You are saying that Dr . Kinsey is a pseudoscientist
that right?
Dr. HOBBS. No, Sir.
Mr. HAYS . He has used the pseudoscientific approach .
Dr. HOBBS . I said that he has used techniques which are pseudosci
tific.
Mr. HAYS. I would not know anything about that . I am not
quainted with his books or techniques.

being studied . Again if you come out and say in your fin
sexual behavior of a wide variety is prevalent and so on,
self can--do not misunderstand me, I am not saying tha
should not be published because of this factor, but it
recognized that the findings of a study can affect the type
which is being studied .
Mr. HAYS . To get the emphasis off sex and on somethin
I am more interested in, say, juvenile delinquency, you wou
agree with me that the very fact that the newspapers cons
or have been recently that juvenile delinquency is increas
is becoming an ever-greater problem, might have a tenden
some juveniles think about delinquency . But on the ot
we cannot hide our heads in the sand and say it does not
we?
Dr. HOBS . I certainly believe that the facts in this c
findings are from the uniform crime reports of the Fede
of Investigation, and they are factual findings, and they
should be publicized . But they are not publicized in the
as being scientific findings . That is the extent of delinqu
being published as being a scientific finding . If it were, th
have a different effect.
Mr. HAYS. I am inclined to agree with you that it cou
effect, and perhaps various effects. I think you would per
with my thinkin that when you are dealing with juveni
subjects in Dr . I~insey's books you are dealing with hum
and there are just as many variations as the people you a
with ; is that not right?
Dr . HoBBS. There are tremendous variables which have t
into consideration, which make the problem of a study
beings an extremely difficult one .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, if you approach a study of
juveniles, you might get conceivably 1,000 different reacti
same situation . The chances are that you would not, but it i
that you could .
Dr . HOBBS. It is quite possible .
Mr. HAYS : Just the same as every one of the thousand have
fingerprints .
Dr . HOBBS . Yes, Sir. With this scientific method being
another thing you have to have is that even if you are able
the things you are studying to quantitative, uniform, and st
then merely doing that does not constitute the scientif
Merely counting things is not science . The philosopher o
Alfred North Whitehead, said in effect, if we had merel
things, we would have - left science' exactly in the state i
was 1,000 years ago.

Dr. HOBBS . Yes, sir, but to go back to Congressman Hays' ques
about juvenile delinquency, . if you were merely going to count th
deliquents and measure the lengths of their noses and the size
shape of their ' ears, and so on, you could make such measureme
which might be exact to a high degree . You could make such me
urements for a long, long time . I think you will agree you proba
would not find out anything basic about delinquency .
Mr. HAYS . You mean the size of their noses has nothing to do with
Dr. HoBBS . I would not venture to hazard a guess . I don't k
I would say probably not .
Mr. HAYS. I would be brave and guess that it would not .
The CHAIRMAN . But as I understand, you mean to say that it w
not get at what might be the basic causes of juvenile delinquency .
Dr. HoBBS . I would be extremely doubtful, of course.
Mr. HAYS. We would all agree on that, would we not?
Dr . HoBBS . In other words, mere accounting is not enough. Eve
you can count with relative accuracy, you still have to have a hy
thesis. A hypothesis is a statement as nearly as exact as you
make it, a statement of what you are going to try to prove, or w
you are going to try to disprove, and then you make your control
observations . Then you will find that the hypothesis is not vali
you find that it has been validated by your observations, by your
ductions and by your deductions .
The final test of scientific method is verification. This, of cou
is particularly vital when you are dealing with human behavior
where the findings of the study could influence human behavior .
these cases, the findings should be verified not only by the person
made the study himself, but they 'should be verified by other pe
who are skeptical of it before you make any attemptt to change hu
behavior or the society on the basis of the supposed scientific studie
One test of verification is prediction . Even here you have to
extremely careful because sometimes what seems to be a predictio
merely a lucky guess . That is, if I predict the Yankees are goin
win the pennant this year, they might win the pennant-I am a li
bit afraid they will-but the fact that my prediction came true
not prove that I had worked it out scientifically . A prediction c
be a lucky guess, it could be a coincidence, or it could be the resul
factors other than the factors which you are investigating under y
hypothesis .
Another common mistake is to confuse projection with predict
I could predict that women will wash-on Monday and iron on Tu
day . When I am doing that, I am not making a prediction, but I
assuming merely that the pattern of behavior which held true in
past will continue to hold true in the future . Many of the so-cal

Mr. HAYS . I agree with you.
Dr. HOBBS . With the scientific method having been so s
and then employed
Mr. WORMSER . Dr . Hobbs, may I interrupt to ask you, is
ment an essential mechanism in ordinary natural science
is unavailable .in social sciences?
Dr . HOBBS. As a generalization that would be correct,
very much more difficult to set up conditions to conduct a
experiment in social science than it is in-physical scien
ability to set up those controlled experiments in physical
been a keystone in the tremendous success of the physical s
Mr. Kocx. Do you say that in connection with juvenile
some social scientists have actually measured noses or
similar?
Dr. HOBBS . No. I just used that as an extreme illustratio
With the tremendous success of physical science, parti
the findings of physical science were translated by technol
practical things, like steam engines, and automobiles, and s
quite understandable that many people who have been st
have been interested in human behavior, should apply the
od-and this is crucial-or should apply what they think i
method, or what they can lead other people to believe i
method . Throughout the history of social science you c
correspondence between the attempts to apply the type of
hrnethod which is at that time successful in science to th
human behavior.
Mrs . PFOST. Dr. Hobbs, you related a while ago about t
of individuals, such as women washing on Monday and
Tuesday. In what manner, now, do you feel that relates t
dations, this study that we are making here?
Dr. HOBBS . I want to give this background to show the d
and it is an essential difference-between science as it is
physical sciences, and science as it is used in the social scie
is the type of thing that is sponsored by the foundations .
Mr. HAYS. Doctor, I have always been aware of that d
Do you think that there is a general unawareness of it?
Dr. HOBBS . I believe that is quite common. I am sor
taking too long .
Mr. HAYS . No, take all the time you want .
Dr . HOBBS. I do want to give this background . Then I
specific illustrations of the point you have in mind, where
definite effort to convince people that the two things ar
I will bring that out .
Mr. HAYS . There has always been a loose term-at lea
always been familiar with it-in which we differentiated b

of science that exists in the study of hysical phenomena .
Mr. HAYS . Yes ; but do you not thin we are going to have to r
somewhat upon the intelligence of the people to differentiate 1 T
committee or the Congress cannot legislate what people are going
think or what they are going to derive from certain statements in
newspapers . It might be desirable-I say very definitely it might
I do not think it would be-but we cannot do' it .
Dr. HOBBS. I would agree with you that the improvement, call
the reform, in this should come from within the fields, and not thro
legislation. That is, in the use of such terms as science. The peo
in the fields themselves should govern that, and should be more care
in their usage, which may happen . I don't know. But that is not
case now . The confusion is greater now than it was in the past. T
is, the attempt to convince the readers of the textbooks, and tr
books, is definitely there, and it is on the increase, rather than be
on the decrease.
Mr. HAYS . Yes; but do you not think any tendency on the part
the Congress-to try to legislate about that might conceivably get
in the situation where you would cut off valuable exploration into
unknown?
Dr. HOBBS. I had no intent of suggesting that in any way . A
matter of fact, I explicitly stated otherwise.
Mr. HAYS . I am not trying to put words in your mouth . I am try
to clarify in my mind and the people who read this hearing just w
we are discussing here .
Dr . HOBBS . To legislate in that sense, to tell what words should
used, and how they should be used, would be extremely undesira
Mr. HAYS . In other words, we could not any more define it t
you can define it .
Dr. HOBBS . I think, sir, I can define it . But that does not m
that everybody should agree with me in any way .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, it will be your definition.
Dr. HOBBS. That is correct. Of course, the definition is based
the interpretation of the outstanding philosophers of science . I m
no claim that it is original with me, or unique with me . It is a com
ty e of definition .
o in earlier days, the social scientists or what were then soc
philosophers, tried to apply the type of scientific technique which
successful at that time . The success in physical science has been
the area of mechanics . So the social philosophers attempted to
scribe human beings in terms of molecules and atoms and things l
that and contend that human beings came into social groups beca
of factors of centripetal force . They dispersed and came in beca
of factors of electrical attraction . Looking back on that now,
would say it was very naive . As the techniques of physical sci

Mr. HAYS . Right there ; do you have any specific sugges
what coud be done about that?
Dr. HOBBS . I think it should be the burden and the' p
sponsibility of persons making the study and publishing
if they call it science, it should be their positive responsibil
out the limitations, and not only point them out, but to
them to avoid misleading the reader into the belief that it
in the same sense that it is used in physical science . I thin
come from the individuals concerned, rather than from l
Mr. HAYS . I am inclined to agree with you, that is a desi
but the specific thing I am getting at is ; is there anythin
about it, or is it just something that is desirable, that we wo
to happen, and if it does it is fine, and if it does not, that is all
Dr. HOBBS . Sir, what I am leading up to, and I am very sor
this long but I think the background is essential, is stu
have been sponsored by the foundations which have done
of them in exaggerated form, the type of thing which you
I agree should be avoided if it is at all possible, and that
the impression that the social science in the same sort or vi
same as physical science .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, to avoid giving the impressi
is exact .
Dr. HOBBS . Yes, Sir .
Mr. HAYS . And probably prefacing the study by saying t
studies are made under certain conditions, and have arriv
tain conclusions but everybody should know they might not
because we are dealing with human beings.
Dr. HOBBS . That is correct, sir .
Mr. GOODWIN . How about a combination of physical sc
mental or social? I am thinking about the lie detector .
parently is an attempt to measure mechancially what is
mind.
Dr. HOBBS . As I understand it, sir, it is not so much an
measure what is in his mind, but it is a measure of fluc
blood pressure.
Mr. GOODWIN. Has not that some relation?
Dr. HOBS . Yes, and to assume from those fluctuations
is mentally disturbed or concerned or not in a manner wh
indicate that he were lying . But it rests on an assumptio
assumption may be invalid in some cases . In using such de
is something you have to be careful about .
I would like to 'cite a number of these - studies to emphasiz
ner in which they can and apparently do influence importan
of human behavior, One of these studies I would like to cit
fluence on moral behavior . Another one .i s as an influence

In the foreword of these books, it is stated that a grant was ma
to make these studies possible through the Committee for Resear
in Problems of Sex of the National Research Council of the Nation
Academy of Sciences, and that the Rockefeller Foundation ma
the grant.
Professor Kinsey, in connection with his first volume, stated
reiterated or emphasized that he was merely interested in finding
fact of human sexual behavior . However, in the book (and numero
reviewers, have pointed this out) Professor Kinsey departs from me
statement of fact of human sexual behavior, and includes numero
interpretations, interpretations which do not follow from the t
of data which he collected .
Mrs. PFOST . Dr . Hobbs, may I ask you, these books that you
relating here, they all have to do with donations that have been ma
by foundations in publishing the books . Is that the reason you
enumerating the particular books?
Dr. HoBBs . In this case, the grant was apparently made so that t
study could be conducted . In the second case, the grant was ma
so that the study could be conducted . The book was published by
commercial publisher. Whether any grant was made for purpos
of publication I do not know .
Mr. HAYS . br. Hobbs, I am sure that I am safe in assuming th
you are implying that these Kinsey reports are not very valuable .
Dr. HOBBS . I do not mean to imply that, sir . A tremendous_ amou
of work was involved in conducting these studies .
Mr. HAYS . But you do more or less imply that the scientific a
proach was not very good.
Dr. HOBBS. There were numerous statistical fallacies involved
both Kinsey reports ; yes, sir.
Mr. HAYS. You had no connection with the Kinsey project in a
way, have you?
Dr. HOBBS . No, Sir. I have written articles relating to them f
the American Journal of Psychiatry, but no connection .
Mr. HAYS. You have no desire to promote the sale of the book?
Dr. HOBBS . Oh, no .
Mr. HAYS . The reason I ask you that is that all the publicity ab
Kinsey has sort of died down and now we are giving it a new impe
here, and I suppose that will sell a few thousand more books .
Dr. HOBBS . I have no financial interest in that or in any of t
publishing com p, anies, sir .
Mrs. PFOST . Dr. Hobbs, you mean to imply that tax-free fun
were used for the Kinsey report?
Dr. HoBBS . Yes.
Mrs. PFOST . Thank you .

Dr. HOBBS . Yes, Sir.
The CHAIRMAN . And at the same time undertaking to
" country the overall impression that his findings and hi
were based upon a scientific study which had been made, a
of a grant .
Dr . HOBBS. Yes, sir ; a scientific study of the type by
which you have in physics and chemistry, and, therefore,
sions cannot be challenged .
The CHAIRMAN . Enumerating in the preface that it wa
grant from one of the foundations giving it further prestige
that it was of scientific value, and so forth .
Dr. HOBBS . That would be correct. I have a statement to
to show that very type of influence, which I will come to
later.
Mr. HAYS . Dr. Hobbs, I would like to ask you this : Is
thing in the preface of the Kinsey volumes that says that
to be taken as a general pattern of behavior for the who
but just merely for the 5,000 or 3,000, or whatever numbe
it was that he studied?
Dr . HOBBS . In the first volume-that is the volume on m
employed a technique of projecting his sample, which in
if my memory serves me correctly, involved 5,300 malesof projecting that sample of 5,300 to the entire male popula
United States. So the impression throughout the book wa
and conveyed very strongly, that the findings-and not onl
ings but the interpretation of the findings-applied to all o
of the United States.
In the second volume Kinsey does not use that technique,
was-I would guess the reason he does not use it-because it
cized by statisticians and others, including myself .
Mr. HAYS . Then you think he has been amenable to cri
Dr . HOBBS . The only acknowledgment that I know of tha
Kinsey has made to criticism-he may have made others th
this is the only oire I know of-where at one time he said
reasons why people don't interpret me correctly is because t
that the title of my book is "Sexual Behavior of the Hu
when actually the title is "Sexual Behavior in the Huma
could never quite grasp any deep significance of that d
although Professor Kinsey's point apparently was made th
in the field of taxonomy, where he came from before he t
that type of title is generally employed.
The CHAIRMAN. So far as the reaction among the pub
cerned, I think there is a very wide feeling that his who
and his publications are just a bunch of claptrap that ar
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desirable . .
Socially condemned forms of sexual behavior ; and. cri
of sexuall behavior are usually in the Kinsey volumes re
normal, or normal in the human animal
:;
The presentation of moral codes, codes of sexual behav
that they are contrasted with, what Kinsey calls . normal
behavior, which could give the impression, and gave the
to a number of reviewers, that things which conform to t
approved codes of sexual conduct are rationalisations, not,
wile things which deviate from it, such as homosexuality
mal, in a sense right.
Mr. HAYS . I would like to get that a little, straighter .,
rking at a disadvantage never having read these v
are saying now that Kinsey says homosexuality is normal?
Dr. HoBBs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN . Possibly I should reserve this : ob
representatives of the foundations concerned, are, before . he
but what disturbs me, professor, is why, a foundation whos
made available by the people and the( Government,Jn f oris
or at least some 90 percent of the funds ate . .made+ . pss
people foregoing, the taxes which they otherwise would rece
you, and I make up, why a foundation should be,making gr
study of this nature. It may have sufficient -seient}iic'ialu
it, .but it certainly is a project that I, as Mr. Hays indicate
Government itself would not undertake to make the, unds,
to"Sponsor the project. Then why should some 'agency w
are made available by the Government foregoing.-the ,t
sponsor a project that has at least such a-great: questio
of mystery, surrounding it? ,
Dr., Hoims. Sir, in respect to a grant for the first, volume
say there should have, been ; a good deal of ske~a tic sm . ; b
where the members of the foundations could, feelot mis
Professor .Kinsey- is a very . able man, . he: had, a very, good
in physical . science, in biology, specifically, in taxonomy,
f
an extremely, hard . worker.
TI}e azAZRMAx, If you will permit an interjection,, all I
about professor Kinsey is very favorable . . ; .:
Dr. Hosss . ~ Yes, sir.,
The CHAIRMAN . As a professor and
y,thit<
capable. The question is whether he roamed beyoml iil e
projected, himself . into this, study under ;tote; _g '&-nts ma
, . . .,~
foundation . : .,
Mr,. -H vs. What You, are saying, . Mr. C hairmaf, js- th
expert on wasps .
Dr. HoBBs. A particular kind of wasp .

the'o'thers related tin homosexuality . ;
1Vtn iiA ; As I'follow you'now, you are'liftixig'a group of , wo
acid just mentioning them off,-and sayin g=that-they we -used thro
the honk . What T wsnt to know is, 'did he 'or clad he not .say hom
sexuality is Normal If he did, I'th nk then we -are on `safe grou
ingo ing further: If he did hot,-'let us say 'that
D,r HoBBs. In the context of the presentation these'terms were us
more-than 1110 francs . I any net pickilig on air' occas onal term . "Th
terms were used over and over again in the ferst volume
Mr . HAvs. I am asking you -a simple` question.'_ Did he-'or did
not-you can answer by -either -yesf'oriio==did he or did he not','s
homosexuality is normal behavior e t 3 '
Dr. HOBBS . I would have to get the'vblume and the exact ref
Mr. Hrs. I thought a moment ago that you mad the statem
that he said that . At least you left we with that impression
Dr. HOBBS.. If I said that it was a niisifiterprefat on : - The impli
tion throughout the book
is iii,the context off normal iitammal i}'
havior, and so on, of
the implication . which is likely to' be' left in
m
minds
of most readers the homosexualand other Eo ns-of socia
1 canal iri'
condemned 'forms
sexual behavior' are' normal'
mammalian sense .
hinspl cat
Mr. HA"'. In other .words you-are; saying -he,ieftsthat
,
but he d4not say so flatly g
Dr. HoBBS .'_ze'statement may Wit the book . , I would not
definitel -that it is? at is not.
Mr. I AYS . I think it is bad' if he left the implication, -but I-thi
it is a - lot worse if =he'said so flatly .
Dr. HoBBs . I agree with you,
The C>rAn AN . But the quotationswhich you have just read, .
fessor, `which are ,explanations which' he gives in the book, certai
would agree the normality of such behavior .
Dr . HOBBS. Very definitely and repeatedly .
Mrs. Prose: Dr. . Hobbs, understood that the purpose' of the he
ings of this committee was to investigate'the donations and grants'
tax-exempt foundations to un-American-aactivities :or'subversive org
ization. I I was' wounderil g what bearing this Kinsey, `report has,on
f
angle of our hearings.;
IDr . Hoes. My understanding-it way bedncorreot wit that th
was an interest=in-cal ether these, grarits .result in studies"-and`publ
tions which in a significant way, affect ?political activity : or mili
activityor'moral s ;ctivity.
Mr. WoRxsER . May-J interject, if I may, Mr Chairman, ;to sugg
to Mrs; .Pfost .that Dr. Hobbs'hsrdly is iii a'posi'tion too testify what t
investigation coviars.: ; I think, the--committee ° itself ; would ~ have'
determine that .

Mr. WORMSER. May I make this explanation,. Professor
written- a . book kn :which he has discussed what he called "
I still would like him to explain that word. The, word re
search and the type of writing in the social sciences which
widely by foundations- and it has certain, according to Dr .
his book, derogatory effects on our society . It, seems to m
proper subject; for investigation . . The Kinsey report is
examples o€ :a iece in one sense anyway, a mistaken inve
which has had derogatory effects.
The CHaumAx. My feeling would be, Mrs. Pfost, that t
tee does h4vef full authority to investigate .. the grants whi
the foundations may have made to determine what the effect
grants may have been . However I think your question is, v
priate .ip indicating that we ought hot to let ourselves get
the byroad .
.
Mr. G''oonwIN ., Tt seems to me, Mr.. Chairman, we ought
doctor go ahead and develop his testimony . So far as ! 'am
I will keep in the background any interest I have in this matt
The CHAIRMAN
., If it is agreeable with the committee,
wouhd be . in the interest of good procedure ,to permit fir
proceed with the development of his thesis until we feel a
MM. HA'Ys. Just .bafore he goes on, I am going to insist th
up this remark of the associate counsel, which, I think
in there deliberately to indicate I have an undue inter
matter. As you know, I told you in the beginning that
leve Kinsey clear ; out of this hearing One way otI' another
do, not think this committee is competent to ,rule an- Ki
subject that he studied . I do not want, any- Bombers of th
be trying to put. me in a bad light . As -a matter of fact
that is concerned, I do not think' any can, even if they tr
going to make it plain right here that I am not going to s
and let it happen.
While I am on the subject, the record might as well
there is--no minority staff, that the minority is sitting here
we try to protect- anybody that we think is being-porsecitt
still alones because the staff and the majority are& all of
opinion. I am tr ing to be openminded about the whole t
Mr. GoonwIN . . Chairman, I think the record will
show that any buildup that has been given Mr . Kinsey th
has been done;by the committee.
The CHAIRMAN . I think possibly that Professor Hobbs
been very restrained insofar as I 'am able to observe fro
said so far, and I do not think the . development by the
applies to any one member of the comittee ; it applies to a

which studies can f ifiuence important aspects of human behavior;
don't roe to impugn Professor Kinsey's ;motives, nor -the motives
the members of the foundations or anything of that type . l
merely saying that this can happen and this is . an illustration
where it does happen .
For an illustration, in connection ,with the ! question of hete
sexuality compared with homosexuality, Kinsey in, ;`the first vo
hpi,s this statement
It is ~oaly because-society demands that there be a particular choice In
matter (of heterosexuality or homosexuality) and does' not so often dic
4~q~f .q fpoa or clothg.
He puts it in terms of it is just a custom which society demand
In the second volume it is stressed, for example, that we object
adult molesters of children primarily because we have become -c
ditioned against such adult molesters ,of children, and that the•, c
dren who are molested become emotionally- upset, primarily beca
of the old-fashioned attitudes of their parents, about .such .practi
and the parents (the implication is) are the ones who do the r
damage by making a fuss about it if a child is molested . Beca
the molester, and' here I quote from Kinsey, "may' have contribu
favorably to their, later sociosexual development." That is a moles
of children may have actually, Kinsey contends, not only not harm
them, but may have contributed favorably to their later sociosexu
development.
Especially emphasized in the second volume, the volume on female
is the supposed beneficial effects of, .premarital sexual experienc
Such experiences, Kinsey states :
provide as opportunityfor the females to learn 6 adjust emotionally to var
,typeO of 3nale9 .
That is on page 266 of the volume on females .
In addition, on page 327 he contends that premarital sexual : e
rienes may well contribute to the effectiveness of one's . other n
sexual social relationships, and that . many females this ,is on p
11,5 ..-will thus learn .Uow to respond to sociosexuai ,contacts .
On page 32 , that it,should contribute to the development of,,
tional .cap~ iti~es in a more effective way than if sexual experien
axe„asugired after marriage.
The avoidance ofpremarital sexual experience by females, acco
in to Professor K nsey, may lead, to inhibitions, which damagee
cppacity , to „recpQnd, so much that these irihibitiong, ia;y persist a.
years of marriage, tdif, indeed, they are ever dissipated " . Tha
from page 330 .
So,you et a .contir}ugd .~amphasis on tlle"desirali li"t f e
ei% a n in= premarital sexual behavior . Tn both' of t ese volun

Report, which was edited by one Albert Ellis and publis
In this volume ail attorney-shall I give his name ; it is
larly a .fiattering reference?
The CHAIRMAN . Unless there is something to 'be acco
it, I see no purpose to it .
Dr,' Hoses. Iswill. omit these names, but if, you want
supply them. -- An attorney writing in this volume says th
It may sound strange to say that the most encouraging note'
Kinsey report is its : indication that more and more women are

.commit more and more sex crimes .

People get to think that this is a good thing 'if`women
and more sex crimes .
Then from the same volume here are a series of state
prominent clergyman, and again I would : prefer not to i
but can if , you wish. He comes very,, very close to co
Kinsey findings and the :Kinsey study with religion .

Looking for truths, mathematical, historical, artistic, sexual, a
kind of truth is a form of religious devotion . This questioning of
only one kind of worship, of course, but it is one to, which we are
is a devotional life involving laboratories and libraries, interviews,

This is by a clergyman, and it comes to be almost a
substitute for religion.
He says

These (referring to Kinsey's findings) results are the facts wi
moralist will have to work and build .
Do you want the page numbers on these citations, if a

to check them?
The CHARM AN.' It would not hurt to give the page n
Mr. HOBBS . The first reference was on page 79, and the
on page 80 . The reference by the attorney was on page 18
Another of e,'also, by the clergyman

Yet we cannot go back to the legalistic morality which, has prev
That has really outlived its usefulness if the Kinsey books are righ
Here you ge t:a man who is undoubtedly sincere, but u

like many of us when we are in areas where we are not, e
fullible.~ Assuming this is published and labeled "science
It must be right ;, even clergymen have . to. go along with i
concepts of morality.

That legalistic,conformism has outlived its usefulness by abou
If the New Testament is right. It is an emeritus ethic, due at least
retirement .
That is on pages -92-and 93 .

Just prior to the publication of the first Kinsey . "vol
on males, there was an article in Harper's magazine pre

clusions l that they were shocking, that they would change the laws,
that they would change attitudes toward morality, and so on, and

'he had this statement in there, which I think is particularly pertinent
to this inquiry

So startling are its revelations, so contrary to what civilized man has been
taught for generations, that they would be unbelievable but for the impressive
-weight of the scientific agencies backing the survey .

That is the unfortunate . thing that you have involved here . I do
not mean that the foundations meant it to be that way . I do not mean
even' that Professor Kinsey meant it to be that way . But unfortunately the public does get that impression-that this is something that
is final and infallible, which you cannot and should not question . I
'think that is extremely unfortunate.
Mr. WORMSER . Dr. Hobbs, would you take the time to give quickly
1 or 2 illustrations, starting at page 99 of your book, of reactions to
the first Kinsey report? I think some of them are particularly important . There are 1 or 2 which resulted in advocacy of legislation
to change sex laws . There is one from the Scientific Monthly on page
99. There is another from Professor McIver, and a third one from
R. L. Dickinson.
Dr. Hosss. Yes .
.'

The Scientific Monthly is an impressive and deserved title for a sound and
scholarly magazine . In the December 1948 issue a review of the Kinsey report
appeared in this magazine . This review was written by a respected psychologist who did state some of the limitations inherent in the Kinsey sample, but
then went on to minimize these limitations . He described the report as an outstanding achievement, which used basically sound methods, which led to trustworthy results . Not content to stop with description and assessment of the
method, the reviewer did precisely what the Kinsey report seems designed to
lead people to do, stating that it recorded "tremendous implications for scientists, legislators, physicians, and public officers ." He contended that the report
"shows clearly that our current laws do not comply with the biologic facts of
normal sexual behavior ."
'

In other words, the implication is that the laws should be changed
to conform with biology . If you have a biological urge, the law
should permit you to express that biological urge as it is demanding
on you.
This review described the final result as "one of the most outstanding
contributions of social and biological science to the welfare of
millions."
Then in another type of review, this was entitled, "About the Kinsey
Report," edited by Donald Porter Geddes and Enid Curie . Eleven
experts contribute observations about the Kinsey report . These experts, and some of them of great renown, included psychiatry, professor of sociology, anthropology law, psychology, economics and
anatomy . They react in similar fashion. Some of them simp~y do
not know enough about scientific method and statistics to evaluate
Kinsey's report, and these accepted without qualifications . Others
have a suspicion that it is unscientific, but say in effect that it doesn't
matter, the important thing is that it be publicized and serve as a
basis for reform of sexual behavior and of laws which deal with
violations of sexual mores .

Dr . Hoses . 'The point I wanted to make here is that this is the
of thing which can, and, I think you will agree, does in some mea
at least influence an important aspect of human behavior.
something that we should be extremely careful about, careful t
degree which was not indicated in the publicizing of books suc
the Kinsey report. I don't mean to "put any onus on Professor Ki
He certainly worked hard, and sincerely, at it, and has an impres
collection of data. But the end result is quite unfortunate.
The second reference I would like to make is to a book writte
Stuart Chase, called The proper Study of Mankind published
1948 by Harpers . Mere is the publisher's blurb on it, which st
under a title, "How This Book Came To Be Written," and I quote
the publisher's blurb
The story of the origin and development of the proper study of mankind

light its importance and suggests its quality. All his life Stuart Chas
been keenly interested in social problems as his many highly successful
bear witness . His growing anxiety about the state of the world and the d
mas of the atomic age was challenged some 3 years ago when he was aske
Donald Young of the Social Science Research Council and Charles Dolla
the Carnegie Corp . to undertake the preparation of a study which would

and this is in quotes-

"run a kind of chain and compass line across the whole front of the scie
devoted to human relations ."

Then further on it says

It (the book) was planned and developed in consultation with dozens of s
scientists in all parts of the country, and Messrs . Young and Dollard fol
the project step by step to its completion .

So that here is an illustration of a book which was not only
result of a grant, but which directly involved members of the fou
tions, and which had their specific endorsement .
Mr. HAYS . Dr. Hobbs, I have a couple of questions . I do
know how long you are going to be here, and I think it is impor
that we get them in . I do not know that this is any better place
perhaps later on or even earlier .
Dr. HoBBs . Yes, Sir.
Mr. HAYS. In view of the fact that there must be literally thousa
of professors all over the country, I am interested in how you
to be here today . Did you approach the staff or did the staff
proach you, or just how was the contact made?
Dr. HoBBS . As I remember the sequence, I believe it was Mr. Nor
Dodd who wrote to me saying that he had read my book and was
much interested in it, and that he was going to or had ordered cop
for the research group and then later on he wrote to me saying
would be in Philadelphia, and would I meet him and have din
with him . I did . I believe it was at that time he asked or gave
a general outline of the type of thing that the committee was tr
to do and asked me if I would care to contribute to it .
Mr. HAYS. In other words, then, the staff approached you .
did not write in asking to testify?
Dr. HoBBS . No, no.
Mr. HAYS . Have you ever worked on a foundation project?

know frankly whether that was a foundation. It was working under
the Department of State . I don't 'know whether grants were involved or 'not.
Mr. HAYS . In other words, you were never directly involved in one
where ou got a grant?
Dr. HoBBS. I have received grants, yes, Sir.
Mr. HAYS. You have received grants?
Dr. HOBBS . Yes, Sir. At the end of the war, the Social Science Research Council had what they call demobilization awards, which were
or the purpose of enabling people who had been in the service to
help them to get back into the swing of things, and in a sense at
least sort of make up for lost time . Donald Young approached me
and said in effect, "Why don't you try for one of these awards,"
and I did. The grant was the demobilization award for the summer
of 1946 and the summer of 1947 . It was in the amount of $1,000 for
each of those summers so I could work on a book.
Mr. HAYS . What foundation was that from?
Dr. HOBBS. The Social Science Research Council .
Mr. HAYS . Have you ever applied to any of these foundations for
a grant thatt has been turned down?
Dr . HOBBS . No .
Mr. HAYS. You have never been turned down?
Dr . HOBBS . No, Sir.
Mr. HAYS . I want you to get the impression, and I hope you will,
that any questions I may ask you are not unfriendly .
Dr . HOBBS . Surely .
Mr. HAYS. I am just interested in some of the background here .
Of course, I am sure you realize by this time that your appearing this
morning and the testimony that you have given so far will get your
name in a lot of papers and places where it has probably never been
before.
Dr. HOBBS . I might say that my name has been in a lot of papers
already .
Mr. HAYS . I am sure it has.
Dr. HOBBS . Frankly, it does not matter too much .
Mr. HAYS . It is going to be in all of them from this testimony
today ; let me put it that way . That fact would not have influenced
you in your choice of this particular book to discuss?
Dr. HOBBS . No. Frankly, I am interested in the type of studies
I make in teaching . To put it frankly, this is obviously an emotional strain and so on, and I am taking time off from my work .
Mr. HAYS . I do not know whether you observed it or not but I
-think this is interesting, and I think it is interesting to you . The last
book you mentioned, what was the name of that?
Dr . HOBBS. If you want to, we will keep the title down .
Mr. HAYS . No, I want the title of it .
Dr . HOBBS . It is "Social Problems in Scientism ."
Mr. HAYS . Not your book. Did you not just mention a book?
Dr. HOBBS . Stuart Chase, "The Proper Study of Mankind ."
Mr. HAYS. Did you observe that did not create much of a ripple
:among the reporters .when you mentioned that book, but on the Kin:,sey book they all made notes.

a
whether you are sorry or not . I certainly did notmgan ;to ,u
inference . I just want to point out that this is the thing that is go
to get the news. What I am getting at is, that did not influence y
to use that particular one for an illustration?
Dr. HOBBS. No. You see, I had written two critical analyses of
Kinsey books for the Amercan Journal of Psychiatry, and they di
when they were issued, get a lot of publicity, and so on. So that
the context in which they are significant, I think .
Mr.. HAYS . If what you say about the Kinsey Report is true, and
certainly have no reason to doubt your statements, I' think it is unfo
tunate if we have encouraged the sale of it any . But since your b
is critical of it, maybe you ought to mention the title of it again, a
maybe we might encourage the sale of it a little .
The CHAIRXAN . I have grave doubts whether what he has sa
about the Kinsey Report today would promote the sale of it very muc
Mr. HAYS. You would be surprised at the number of curious p
ple that will want to go and read it .
The CHAIRMAN. You may go ahead .
Dr. HOBBS . Yes, Sir. One question on this Proper Study of Ma
kind would be why was a man like Stuart Chase selected . Aga
I do not mean to impugn Mr . Chase, because he is an excellent writ
He is a very good popular writer .
Mr. HAYS . Right there now, I am interested . You say why was
man like Stuart Chase selected . Who is he? Give us a little ba
ground about him .
Dr . HOBBS . He has written numerous books which are listed on th
blurb : The Tragedy of Waste ; Your Mone 's Worth ; Men a
Machines ; The Economy of Abundance ; Rich Land, Poor Land ; I
Men, Idle Money ; Where is the Money Coming From? I thi
that would still be up to date.
Mr. HAYS . If he wrote Where is the Money Coming From?
plagiarized former Congressman Rich . He had a copyright on th
Dr. HOBBS . There is another one more recent than this which
reviewed for one of the journals published after the war, "For Th
We Fought," and the usual line that we were fighting for econom
gains, we were fighting for better housing and things like that.
had just come out of the service . I had not met anyone who w
fighting for a better house or anything like that . So I wonder
why a man like Stuart Chase, who has in his work definitely ind
cated his leanings toward collectivism and social planning and th
sort of thing, why he was chosen .
Mr. HAYS. In other words, you are saying he is a sort of leftwinge
is that it?
Dr . HOBBS. Sir, to answer that, may I cite from another bo
written by one of your colleagues, Congressman Shafer, this is t
book called "The Turning of the Tides," written by Paul W . Shaf
Congressman Shafer, I understand, and one John Howland Sno
and there is a reference in there to Stuart Chase andd several .citati
from his writings
In 1921 the Intercollegiate Socialist Society was ready for the next organiz
tional step, and this was signalized by a change of name . The 16-year-old ISS
that year became the League for Industrial Democracy .

and not for profit."
Under its new name, the original Intercollegiate Socialist Society
continued under the joint direction of Harry W . Laidler and Norman
Thomas. The league's first president was Robert Morse Lovett, a professor of literature at the University of Chicago, and an editor of
the New Republic . Charles P. Steinmetz was a vice president, and
Stuart Chase was treasurer. One of its lecturers was Paul R . Porter,
later with the ECA in Greece . The field secretary was Paul Blanshard.
In 1926 one of the directors was Louis Budenz-a man of whom you
have heard.
Mr. HAYS . A sort of eminently respectable repentant Communist .
Dr. HOBBS . Yes.
Mr. HAYS. A professional witness, too, isn't he?
Dr. HOBBS . He has appeared testifying before committees . I have
read some of the testimony.
Mr. HAYS. I do not know whether he is one, but my good friend,
Martin Dies, was saying the other day that he had a string of Communists that he could depend on any time, but television ruined all
of them .
Dr. HoBBS . This book also refers to Stuart Chase, addressing the
department of superintendents of the National Educational Association, at its Atlantic City meeting on February 25, 1935, and said :
If we have even a trace of liberalism in our natures, we must be prepared
to see an increasing amount of collectivism, Government interference, centralization of economic control, social planning . Here again the relevant question
is not how to get rid of Government interference, but how to apply it for the
greatest good of the greatest number .

The citation is from the National Education Association, April 25,
pages 107,110.
In 1934 Stuart Chase declared that an abundance economy requiresthe scrapping of outworn political boundaries and of constitutional checks and
balances where the issues involved are technical .

That also is from the National Education Association Journal of
May 1934, page 147.
Mr. HAYS . Are you a member of the National Education Association?
Dr . HOBBS . No, Sir. The National Education Association is for elementary and secondary school teachers primarily . College teachers
ordinarily would not belong to it. One question here is why was Stuart
Chase chosen when his leanings were definitely known and why not
pick some other person, or if you do pick Chase, and a case could be
made for picking him by virtue of his extremely good writing talent, if
you do pick him, then you would have to be very careful that he did not
slant the material too much in ways that you would know he is likely
to. You have these two members of the foundation, Donald Young and
Charles Dollard, who presumably would tend to modify or eliminate
any leaning which . you might tend to find in the book . That did not
happen .
Here, Sir, I will go back to the question you raised earlier about
giving the reader the impression that the physical sciences and the

What had• . tile anthropologist, psychologist, sociologist to tell 'us' fhol t ~s
prohlems thit-waS, in any vat comparab&te *hat the phpsicist'and the itedi
ilien'had to tell us about thermodynamics and filterable viruses, laws And pri
pies and techniques which a man would rely on? So when it was -suggested
Donald Young of the Social Science Research Council and Charles Dollard'
the Carnegie Corp. that I run a kind of chain-hnd-Compass line afros$ the wh
front of the sciences -devoted to human relations, I 'was imtnedlatel3 intelbs
in connection with the deep and fundamental quest for certainty which h
troubled me for many years .
M,y first conferences were with Young and .Dollard, who have followed
project step by step and given me invaluable help. Before act-Opting the assi
meat at all, I consulted Raymond Fosdick, who has planned and encourag
mafiy stadles in. jthe application of seience',to human relations, and he urged
to attempt it .

Mr. HAYS . Professor, to keep this thing clear, would you identi
Yonilg and- Dollard a little more?
Dr. HoBBS. As identified in the book and advertisingMr. HAYS . What foundations are they -with?
Dr. HoBBs . As stated, Donald Young of the Social Science Resear
Council, and Charles Dollard of the Carnegie Corp .
Mr. HAYS. As I get it so far, is this Stuart Chase accused of bei
a Communist or anything ?
Dr. HoBBS . No, but his leanings . As I said, according to The Tur
ing of the Tides, he was a member of the League for Industrial Demo
cracy, which was Socialist, or at least quasi Socialist .
Mr. HAYS . Is that on the Attorney General's list or anything?
never heard of it .
Dr. HoBBS . I frankly do not know whether it is or not . I am n
saying this as . a matter of subversion, but a matter of definite leani
which was indicated in the background.
Mr. HAYS . We cannot criticize a man for his leanings, can we?
Dr . HOBBS. No, Sir .
Mr. HAYS . A fellow might lean the other way, and as far as I
concerned, he has a perfect right to lean that way.
Dr. HoBBS. Yes, sir ; but; if the leanings are known, the questio
: Should' the. foundations lend' their prestige and works to fost
arises
those leanings in the eyes of the public or at least, the portiozi of t
public which reads books of this kind?
Mr. HAYS . Do you suppose that the intellectual outlook of the in
dividual foundation member might have anything to . do with tha
Dr. HoBBS . It readily could .
Mr. HAYS . If you were a member of a board of directors of a found
tion and somebody came to you with a request for a grant to promul
gate the ideas of William McKinley, would you think that would
a worthy subject for a grant? .
Dr. Hums . No, Sir .
Mr. HAYS . Why? He is a fellow statesman of mine .
Dr. HoBBS . William McKinley did not have the title of a soci
scientist .
Mr. HAYS. 'He had a lot of ideas on social science .
Mr. GOODWIN . He had a lot of ideas which are still pretty good, to
Mr. HAYS . I would not want to say that he did not have any ide
that were not pretty good. I think his philosophy of politics, and th
of his manager, shall we say, to use a kind word, Mark Hanna, ha

could campaign that 'way now . It would be better maybe for the
candidate .
Mr. GooDWIN. You can stop this colloquy, Doctor, if you will go
forward.
Mr. HAYS . Right there, I do not want you to arrogate to yourself
~'~right to stop me from making a speech here, Mr Goodwin .
Mr. GoonwiN . All right, Doctor .
Dr . HoBss. Then he . goes on to say, after having these conference%
with Young and Dollar, and after they had requested that he do this
work, that he went to Washington to meet a group of social scientists,
who had been active in war work, who had influenced (and he cites :
examples), Comdr . Alexander Leighton talked of his experiences>withh
Japanese Americans in the Arizona desert,' and his work in Japan . .
Others outlined their work in selecting "cloak and dagger men," for
the OSS . In manpower analysis, economic controls for inflation, the
selection of officers for the Army. Samuel Stauffer described how
he felt the pulse of 10 million GI's . Actually I may interject Chase
said 10 million. In the volume on the American soldier which he refers to here, it was a half million rather than 10 million. I repeat
the quote, "how he felt the pulse of 10 million GI's, via the Army
studies of troop attitudes and opinion which he largely engineered."
Then he goes on to say that "I am grateful to .J . Frederick Dewburst John Dollard, John Gardner, Pendleton Herring, Ralph Lin
ton, H' . A . Murray, Talcbtt Parsons, Don X . Price, aiicl Fatal- ebbink
for a reading of the manuscript, but I am, of course, responsible forthe final draft."
This book, Chase says, is an attempt to explore the possibilities of
applying, the . scientific method which has proved so successful in prob=
lems of matter and energy to problems of human relations . The
methods in use by many statesmen todayMr .Mr HAYS . Dr. Hobbs, would you mind just holding up there a
minute .
(Discussion off the record .)
Mrs . P.FOST. Mr. Chairman, I was going to ask you a question . Since
we are this morning investigating authors and the effect that their publications have upon the public in general and it has been alleged that
TV and radio have also been used for those purposes to a great extent,
especially by such foundations as Facts Forum that is backed, it is
alleged, by Mr. Hunt, down in Texas, I was wondering whetheror not if such allegations are true, that we intend in these hearings to
investigate those foundations also?
The CHAIRMAN . The preliminary study has been made of a great
number of foundations to determine the general character of their
operations and a considerable number of them will be called, and
there is no indisposition on the part of the staff, so far as I know,
for the chairman to have the represe tative of the Hunt Foundation
appear before the committee. As a matter of fact, I had a telegram
from the man who handles the Facts Forum programs stating that
they, would like to appear.
Mr . HAYS . In that connection, we discussed yesterday, Mr . Wormser, about getting a series of their scripts of their radio program.
Mr. Kocri . Yes, we are going to get them for you .

whether the staff had done anything at all. I want to make it cl
as long as they bring in people on their television show and make
perfectly clear this is John Doe and Richard Roe or somebody e
and that what he says is his opinion, that is one thing ; I have no
j ection to that.
These, are a. lot _of programs that do that, and a lot of people t
think they are all right, and some they think are not . That is Am
ica . The program I am interested in is where they purport to g
both side of the thing themselves. One man 'says I, will give you
pros and cons . The radio_ program is what I am particularly int
ested in, and those are the scripts I want to get hold of .
Mr. WoEMSER. You want to see the scripts before we bring them
Mr. HAYS . Definitely .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will stand in recess until 2 o'c
this afternoon in this same room .
(Thereupon at 11 : 55 a. m ., a recess was taken until 2 p. m .,
same day.)
Ar°1JRNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order .
Professor Hobbs, you may proceed.

TESTIMONY OF DR. A. H . HOBBS, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR O
SOCIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA-Resumed

The CHAIRMAN. The oath that was administered earlier is c
tinued.
Dr. HOBBS. I should like to go back and complete a quotation wh
I started this morning . Another quotation which I am quoting
illustrateThe CHAIRMAN . Professor, will you please keep in mind that we
not have the amplifiers this afternoon?
Dr. HOBBS . Yes, Sir .
This is another quotation which is designed to show the attempt
identify social science as being identical or at least very similar
physical science. I quote from Stuart Chase again
This book is an attempt to explore the possibility of applying the scient

method which has proved so successful in problems of matter and energy to
problems of human relations. The methods in use by many leaders and sta
men today leave something to be desired . Are there any more dependable
to promote well-being and survival?
The implication there is that through this ;scientific method you
supplant or at least add to the methods' used by statesmen .

Another quotation to the same effect

Social science might be defined on a high level as the application of the sc
tific method to the study of human relations . What do we know about th
relations that is dependable? The "wisdom of the ages" obviously is not g
enough as the state of the postwar world bears eloquent witness .

Another one to the same effect

The scientific method does not tell us how things ought to behave but how
do behave. Clearly, there is no reason why the method should not be applie
the behavior of men as well as to the behavior of electrons .

There are social experiments and physical experiments, and the scientific
method can be used most advantageously in both .
I would like to interject again, there' are social experiments and
there are physical . experiments, but I would like to point out in the
physical experiments you are • dealing with electrons and things of
that type. With the social, experiments you are dealing with human
beings and it makes quite a different situation .
On the level we are-discussing, there is no difference between social science
and natural science . On : this level, we define social science once more as the use
of the scientific method to solve the questions of human relations . Scienceand the word "science" is in quotesgoes with the method, not with the subject matter.
I wanted to establish that in . Mr. Chase's book, which was sponsored
and in which he was assisted by members of the foundations, the
definite implication was made repeatedly to give the readers the
impression that there was no substantial difference between social
science and natural science . As for the ideas in this book, I would say
further that there is not a balanced presentation of ideas .
There is, for example, stress on cultural ' determinism. Cultural
determinism is the notion which is fostered in much of social science
that what you do, what you are, what you believe, is determined by the
culture. The implication of that is that man is essentially a puppet of
the culture. A further implication would be since he is a puppet he is
to be given neither blame nor credit for what he does .
I cite these things to indicate how these ideas can spread out and
have very significant implications .
Mr. Chase stresses the cultural concept throughout the book . I will
just cite l or 2 instances of this :
Finally, the culture concept gives us hope that many of our problems can be
so}ved.. If people are bad by virtue of their "blood," or their genes or their
innate characters, there would not be much we could do about it, but if people
are basically all right, and the problem lies primarily in an adjustment of culture
patterns, or to culture patterns, perhaps a great deal can be done about it .
That is, you get the idea that by manipulating society, you can
change not only the society, but change the people within the society .
This is the concept of cultural determinism . It has been fostered
primarily by a number of cultural anthropologists . The most influential book in this area is Ruth Benedict's Patterns of Culture .
Mr. HAYS . Doctor, do you think there is no validity whatsoever in
that theory?
Dr. Hosss. Sir, it is not a matter of there being no validity whatsoever. It is a matter of a theory of this type being presented to the
public with the weight of the foundations behind it, as though it were
the scientifically proved fact . In that context, it is not correct .
Mr. HAYS . But I am not so sure that anyone reading those paragraphs that you have read would get that implication . I don't think
that I would if I were directed into it . I mean, let's use a more simple
example :' Say a couple with an infant were in the jungles of Africa,
somewhere, and something happened and the father and mother were
killed, and this child was bi6ught up by an uncivilized tribe . It

Dr . HOBBS . Sir, we have had those examples in- social-science text
books for many, many years. Children purportedly-and these a
offered, too, as scientific evidence-purportedly raised by wolves, pur
portedly raised by swine, and you may remember the Gazelle Boy
Mr. HAYS. Let's not change my example .
Dr. HOBBS . Would the culture affect him?
Mr. HAYS . What was that?
Dr. HOBBS . Is the question, "Does, the culture affect, you?"
The answer is obviously, "Yes ." The. question is not, "Does thecul
ture affect you?" however, the question is, "Does the culture determi
without you having any control over that determination ; your beha
ior, your attitudes, your ideals, . your. Sentiments,, your. beliefs?," It,
the difference, sir, between the culture affecting you, which it certain
does, that is obvious, and the question : "Does culture determine yo
behavior?"
Mr. HAYS . In other words, we are talking about a degree.
Dr. HOBBS. A matter of degree ; yes, sir .
Mr. HAYS . Well, I don't know whether we can ever determine Any
thing much there or not . As you said earlier, you might' argue unt
doomsday about the degree of it .
Dr. HOBBS . Yes, Sir. But this is cultural determinism . The con
text of the Chase book is cultural determinism,, not cultural influenc
The CHAIRMAN . However, from the list of books which you read
which have been sponsored by- foundations and some members. of t
foundation staffs had collaborated on the books, I rather gathered th
impression that possibly the preponderance of the books . which ha
been sponsored and curried by the foundations, were promulgating th
theory along the lines that you have advanced here.
Dr . HOBBS . The ones which have been most highly publicized an
pushed stronger than the others .
Now and again, you will find publications of the found tions .on t
other side. But they are ones that are, few-not necessarily few, bu
so far as the public is concerned they do not come in contact with thos
Mr. HAYS. Going back to the chairman's statement, he said that o
all the books whose titles you have read-as I followed you ver
intently, you have just discussed two books ; is that, correct'?
Dr. HOBBS . Yes, Sir. I have taken up two .volumes o f . 1(inscy, an
this Chase book.
Mr. HAYS . Actually 2, volumes I and II, of Kinsey, and 1.
another author .
Dr . HOBBS . Yes, Sir.
Mr. DAYS . And all two of them do what the chairman said .
Dr. HOBBS. Yes,' Sir. These ones that I have taken up; yes, sir.
I may have misunderstood your question .
The CHAIRMAN . I was thinking you had referred to, another,, tha
you made a summary statement in the very beginning and referred t
some other books . .
Dr. HOBBS. I will, yes, sir, refer to another book which was actuall
four volumes.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well . You may proceed .

years,

sters.

If I may interject again, you see it is stronger, merely, than cultural influence . It is the idea that you can take over society bychang-in~ ~the culture, change the entire society and the people in it.
Mr. HAYS . Don't you think you can do that to a significant extent
Dr. HOBBS . . George Orwell in a book called 1984 described how it,
could- be done.
Mr. HAYS. Let's 'not talk about anything theoretical that he says
could be done. Let's take the period from 1933 to 1945, we will say,
That is only 12 years. A fellow by the name of Hitler pretty signifiz
cantly changed the whole German concept of civilization, did he not,
or did he?
Dr. HOBBS . It definitely was in that direction . But I would say
a more nearly apt analogy even than the Hitler one would be the Russian One, where they have deliberately, apparently, used these techniques, these same techniques to change the minds, to brainwash,
create the ideas and sentiments in their people .'
Mr. HAYS . I agree with you about the Russian - one.
Dr.` IFIOBBS . Yes, Sir.
Mr. HAYS . The reason I used Hitler was because he did a job in a
lesser amount of time, even, than the Russians did . Prior to 1933
he was considered to be more or less a clown and a boob, and so on,
whoever you happened to be talking to you heard, "He isn't going to
amount to anything." And certainly by , legal means, of course, legal
German means, he became the head of the state And almost overnight
you, had the Hitler Youth and all of those, and you bad' a militant concept built up there that Germany was to, rule the world, and, you
had all of these youngsters brainwashed and believing it as the $11s
sians are doing with theirs .
Dr, HOBBS: 'It definitely was in that direction . But I would say
that the Russians,, and now they passed' it on to the,Clhinese, have .developed~ these tchriiques to a rough, more efective level. It,, again,
is a matter of degree, but I think they developed them,to a very highly
effective levels
Mr HAYS Well I wouldn't want to argue that point with you I
don't know whether their techniques . are more effective than Hitler's,
or not. To met as far as I am personally concerned, and this predate„
this investigation by a good many years-as a matter of fact, I was
a little bit unpopular back in the early 1940's, when I said that
t o me there' was no difference between Stalin and Hitler and -their .
philosophies except` the difference, perhaps, in title. One of them .
called it, National Socialism and the other called it, communism.
But their aims and ultimate objectives and ultimate conclusions were
about 'identical . I mean, they did, about the same things to the
people who lived under them and to he people they conquered .
Dr. HOBBS . Personally, I feel that the Communists have more,
effective techniques . The techniques are along these social, science ,
lines, so called.
Mr. HAYS . They have had a longer time to develop them .
Dr. HoBBs . They have done within their context pretty well .
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of other countries can be cited, also, it gives cause for concern
assume that is the basis of the concern which you are expressi
Dr..Dr HOBBS . Yes, sir ; exactly .
The CHAIRMAN . Of what you fear is going on as a result of y
observations that you have made.
Dr. Hums. It is definitely along those lines ; yes, sir.
Mr. HAYS . Are you connecting this book, then, definitely with
Communist concept of brainwashing and saying that is happen
here?
Dr . HOBBS . In some of these techniques, particularly the psyc
analytic technique, there are disturbing similarities in the appro
which if you read for example a book by Edward Hunter, Brai
washing in Red China, you find a series of disturbing similarit
between the situation-not the situation as it exists now-but
direction we seem to be going in .
Mr. HAYS . Are you disturbed at all by the brainwashing that Sec
tary Stevens got for 14 days, and do you see any similarity to t
thing?
Dr. HOBBS. I would say there is certainly a difference in the te
nique and the finesse .
Mr. HAYS. I will go along with the finesse . But I can't say tha
see much difference in the technique.
Dr. HOBBS (reading)

But such a theory assumes that parents, nurses, teachers, have all been ree
cated themselves, ready for the inculcating task which, as Euclid used to s
is absurd . . But it helps, I think, to know that the trouble does not all c
from an erring and variant human nature ; it comes mostly from cult
patterns, built into the plastic human nervous system .

He goes on with the heading

Prepare now for a surprising universal. Individual talent is too; sporadic
unpredictable to be allowed any important part in the organization of soc
Social systems which endure are built on the average person who can be trai
to occupy any position adequately if not brilliantly .

All of this, of course, goes back to Pavlov's dog, which he con
tioned and then describhis theory of conditioned reflexes . Th
it leads into John B . Watson's theories of behaviorism, which w
popular in the 1920's, which lead mothers to raise their children o
stopwatch schedule, afraid to pick their babies up if they cried. T
was the science of that time .
Mr. HAYS . Doctor, right there I want to agree with you about t
I remember that era pretty well . And I suppose that had Congr
been so unoccupied at that time that it did not have anything bett
to do, it could have investigated that thing in the 1920's, but we so
of outgrew it, didn't we? I mean, we got over it . I mean, I li
through it and you lived through it, I guess . I didn't mean that
be funny. I am assuming you are old enough to have lived through
Dr. HOBBS . Sure.
The CHAIRMAN. May I interject?
Mr. HAYS . Surely, go ahead .
The CHAIRMAN . It isn't the mere fact that this occurs, if it d
occur, that disturbs me, but it is the fact that the foundations,

the Government, the people who pay, the taxes, have foregone taxes
.on that income. That is, in effect, Government .money. „ And it isn't
the fact that a large percentage of the income of these foundations
might be used to promote a certain ideology or certain line of culture
,or certain line of thinking which leads to the result which you have
discussed in your exchange with Congressman Hays, but if .any con;.siderable amount of the funds of the foundations accumulated as a
result of the sacrifices of the people should be used to that end, that,
to me, is disturbing. As I understand it, that is one of the purposes
of the committee, to find out whether that is being done, and the extent
to which it is being done .
To my mind it is a very, very serious' question. At the rate which
the foundations have multiplied in the last few years as a result of our
tax, not only our tax structure but the size of our tax levies, it is only
reasonable to assume, looking only a very short way into the future,
that a very substantial part of the wealth of the United States is going
to be found in these tax-exempt foundations. Therefore, the public
has an increasingly great interest, not only in the mere establishment
of the taxation, but more importantly in its responsibility to see that
the money from the foundations is not used for a purpose that is violative of the principles of government in which we believe and in
-which the Government itself devotes its interests in maintaining .
That isn't a question, it is just more or less expatiating, I presume,
giving the basis for my interest and concern in this question .
Mr . HAYS . Is that the end of your statement?
The CHAIRMAN. That is the end for the time being. You may proceed if there are no other comments .
Mr. HAYS. Let me say this, that of course the public has a right
to know what is being done with this tax-exempt money, but it seems
to ine,,to use an old' saying that is'~extant in my section of the country,
Molehill
that maybe we should . not try to make a mountain' ,out ~.~,of a .
As h;r~ecall Mr. Jbbdd3, testimony, : and I could not fend the exact
quotation in a hurry so I hesitate to use a figure, but I think he said
something like 80 percent-or at least in excess of that-of 'these
foundations had done grand work and that 90 percent of them had
devoted practically all of their resources to cancer research and to
various things like that .
If you will permit me to digress here, one of the people in the world
that I have never been very fond of is Mr . Bevan, the former Health
Minister of Great Britain ; but I never have forgotten a thing that he
said to a member , of a -congressional committee who. was querying him
in London one time. I happened to be there not as a member of
the committee but as a guest.
They were talking about the British health scheme, or he was, and
this member from the Midwest said, "Well, Mr . Minister, are the
British people thoroughly satisfied with this health scheme?" and
Mr. Bevan very quickly replied, "Until such time as medical science
is able to confer immortality upon mankind, they will never be satisfied with any health plan."
That illustrates what I am driving at . Until such time as human
beings become perfect, if we accept the doctor's premise that this particular book is' bad and money should never have been granted, that is

mistakes and you cannot expect them to channel all of their fun
into projects which would be approved, shall we say, by the Chica
Tribune or somebody who believes along that line. There are liablebe differences about it .
Mrs. PFOST. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Dr . Hobbs what
thinks the percentage of money coming from foundations that is goi
into the type of books that you are speaking about, in comparison
the other extreme .
Dr. HoBBS . I would not know.
Mrs . PFasT. You have no idea?
-Dr. HoBBs. No.
Mrs . PrOST. In other words, you are simply basing your testimo
entirely upon two or three books that have been furthered, that t
research has been paid for, by the foundations, and you'are centeri
your testimony entirely upon that?
Dr. HOBBS . Yes. But it is more, I think more important than tha
in that these are the books, and these types of books are the ones whic
reach a much wider audience than the vast majority of works spo
sored and published by the foundations, that these are in a sense t
-crucial ones, and these; with few, if any exceptions, these cruci
ones; are all in the same general direction .
So it is not a matter of counting the number of publications, nor
.it even a matter of finding the percentage of money spent on one
the other. The issue, as I am trying to frame it here, is in what are
is the public most widely and significantly influenced by foundatio
su ported workk in the social sciences?
. HAYS. I was just going to ask you in view of the last stat
ment, is there some reason why this type of books get wider circul
tion?
Dr. Hoims .' Well, to answer in terms of the Kinsey report, the
is an obvious reason. Sex is interesting. The proper study of ma
kind, Stuart Chase's book--your question would be : "Why would th
get more publicity and more circulation than most other studies?" .
Well, Stuart Chase is an excellent writer and it was highly publ
cized as being backed by the foundations and so on. It was put i
the area of a trade book rather than of a specific piece of research .
Mr. HAYS . What is the title of your volume?
Dr. Horns. Social Problems and Scientism .
Mr. HATS. Social Problems and Scientism?
Dr. HoBBS . Yes, Sir .
Mr. HAYS Now, suppose the average man walks into a bookstore, an
I guess not many of them do any more since television, not as ma
perhaps as we would like to have, and he sees two books on the shelve
one of them'is Social Problems and Scientism and the other is Sexu
Behavior' of the Human Male, and he happens to pick' up the latt
one . Do you attach any special significance to that?
Dr. HoBBS. I would say it would be most unusual if he would' mak
the other choice.
Mr. HAYS . I think that is a good answer . I think you and I 'ar
in perfect agreement.
In other words, if what you wanted to do primarily in your book
and I am not sureit wasn't, I am trying not to put you in a bad'ligh

.found some other' title, would you not?
Dr . HOBBS . If I wanted to popularize it?
Mr. HAYS . Yes .
Dr. HoBBS . Of course I would have given it a popular title, something that sounded good..
Mr. HAYS . And that might have more to do with reaching a wider
audience than any other one thing, than the contents of it ever would ;
wouldn't it?
Dr. HoaBS . Of course, on some books the title has an appreciable
influence on the sales, I would guess.
Mr. HAYS. I wouldn't say I would approve of that, but I would
think from what little knowledge I have of the book-selling business it
is that they do deliberately set out to get eyecatching titles to sell the
books .
Dr. HoBBS . I would think so .
Mr. HAYs . And if the people are influenced by that and they don't
like the book, well they have made a bad investment.
The CHAIRMAN . I won't want to take additional time, but in regard
to the mountain and the molehill, we can do something about the
molehills, but sometimes it becomes very difficult to do anything
about the mountain . The illustration that you earlier gave, in Germany it was the molehill, was disregarded .
Mr. HAYS . I don't agree with that at all. I say it was a mountain .
The CHAIRMAN But it was not so recognized .
Mr. HAYS . I recognized it as such . Maybe I was alone, but I
thought so.
The CHAIRMAN . But the people there did not . But where we see
defects, it would seem to me that it would be our responsibility to
cure them.
Mrs . Pfost, your observation was very pertinent, but down home
on the farm we make a great deal of cider . And one thing that we
are always very careful about is picking all the bad apples before they
are run through the cider mill because there might -be only a very
small percentage of bad apples run through that taints and has a
tendency to destroy the whole product . I think in the course of some
of these studies, it isn't the fact that the preponderance of the money
is spent along certain lines, but it is that a sufficient amount is spent,
and effectively so, so as to propagate a particular line of thinking
that might be detrimental to the interests of our Government . But
still we are just kind of discussing it among ourselves here, and I
am willing to forego, after you make your observations.
Mr. HAYS . I think it is interesting. Out home in the cider season
they pick out the wormy apples if they have time, but if they get
rushed, they throw them all in and people buy it just the same . But
I just wonder if you are insinuating that this bad book, or at least
we will call it that, that the professor is talking about, could taint his
book . It couldn't, could it?
The CHAIRMAN . I don't think it could taint his book but I could
think where it might spoil it in such a way as to reduce the interest in
a sound way .
Mr. HAYS . Then we better investigate the publisher .
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed .

ing 1~of2•thin :Either°that
:
nazism: wasa molehill' or that thepeop
did mot recognize it for *hat it was . Which is it?
The CHAIRMAN . In the very beginning they did not recognize it fo
what it was, I think . They waited too long.
Mr. HAYS. Yes. Well, you and I are agreeing . And when they di
recognize it for what it was, it had become a mountain then .
The CHAIRMAN . Yes. I was expressing agreement with your li
of thinking. I was just developing it a little more.
Mr . WoRMSER . Mr. Chairman, may I suggest to Dr . Hobbs that
think he ought to make clear, which I believe is the fact, that
does not intend merely to discuss 3 or 4 books as the only books i
this area which have any unpleasant connotation to him . What he i
really doing is giving them as illustrations, perhaps particular
sharp illustrations, of the use of what he calls scientism and its promotion by foundations. Please answer this yourself, Dr . Hobbs, b
isn't your main thesis that what you call scientism widely promote
by foundations and that in itself has a deleterious effect on society
Dr . HOBBS . The thesis is not in the book in relation to the found
tions specifically, but I would say that, speaking in general terms, th
thing which I call scientism is promoted in an appreciable measur
by the foundations. And scientism has been described as a point o
view, an idea, that science can solve all of the problems of mankind',
that it can take the place of traditions, beliefs, religion, and it i
in the direction of that type of thing that so much of the materia
in the social sciences is pointed . I am not saying that we have reach
that, or that many would come out blatantly and say that now that ca
or should be done . But it seems to me, and I may be wrong, but it do
seem to me that we are going in that direction, and it is time th
we might take a little stock of it .
Mr. HAYS . How many copies of this particular book do you suppos
have ever been sold?
Dr. HOBBS . Which book is that?
Mr. HAYS. The one by Stuart Chase that you are quoting from .
Dr. HoBBS . I don't know the sales . It was widely reviewed and ad
vertised, publicized extensively, but sales figures I don't have .
Mr. HAYS. Would you be remotely acquainted at all with the wor
of Mickey Spillane?
Dr. HOBBS. Yes, Sir ; I am.
Mr. HAYS . Do you think Stuart Chase or Mickey Spillane has do
more damage to America?
Dr . HOBBS . That is in another area.
Mr. HAYS. Well, of course, any other book except this one woul
probably be in a little different area .
Dr. HOBBS. No ; I am confining this to the influence of social scienc
Mr. Spillane, I think, does not pretend to be a social scientist .
Mr. HAYS . I don't know what he pretends to be ; but I would s
that he is having some sort of an effect on social science, at least o
social behavior, and even perhaps a . more serious effect than Chase
having, and I wouldn't be surprised that he has had as much effe
or more than Kinsey, because I expect more people have read hi
books .
Dr. HOBBS. I expect they have .

distributed.
Dr. HOBBS. That;may-be . The context~in which I plascethis, o t h,
is in the influence of science or social science on these things . For
example, a novel by Philip Wylie called Opus 21 came out, based ;
in large measure on the Kinsey findings, and the theme, briefly, was
in outline that the protagonist of the novel meets a girl who is sitting
in a New York saloon, sitting there reading the Kinsey book . And
the protagonistMr . HAYS . That is definitely fiction, is it not?
Dr . HOBBS. Yes, Sir. The protagonist tries to find out what is on her
mind
Mr. HAYS . I would say they had stupid characters in that book .
I mean,. you have painted a picture there . He wouldn't have to try to .
very hard, would he?
Dr . HOBBS. Then the theme develops that what happened, was that
she found out that her husband was homosexual, and she had left
him because he was homosexual . Then throughout the remainder
of the book this protagonist is explaining to her that science, in this
case Kinsey, has proved that homosexuality is normal and that she
is the abnormal one for leaving him. And finally the protagonist
convinces her of this, so whereupon she forms a homosexual alliance
herself and returns to her homosexual husband and presumably they
live happily ever after . It is in this way that what starts out as
being science or social science spreads out into popular literature :
Mr. HAYS. Would you mind telling me how you came to read that
book?
Dr. HoBBS . I forget the exact circumstances . I read pretty widely ..
I read a lot of books .
Mr. HAYS . I was wondering if it was in connection with the research
on Kinsey . I am not being a bit facetious when I say this-maybe I am
too conservative and too archaic and too far behind the times, but
I cannot imagine very many people wasting their time to read that
kind of stuff .
Dr. Hums. If I may continue, the cultural deterministic theme is
then tied in with the cultural lag, the cultural lag hypothesis, and
briefly the cultural lag hypothesis is that the technology has advanced°
very greatly, but that our ideas, our beliefs, our traditions, have not
kept pace with it . Therefore, there is a lag between the technological
advance and the culture, and the implication is that the beliefs, ideas,
sentiments and so on, about the family, the church, about government,
should be brought up to date with the technology, which superficially
sounds reasonable enough, except when you begin to analyze it it really
settles down to being in the first place, a nonscientific notion, because
two things being compared are not commensurable, that is, they have,
not been reduced to any common denominator by which you can
measure the relative rates of change in between them .
Mr. HAYS. I hate to keep interrupting you here, but I can't help
wondering about one thing, and I would like to know the answer, if
there is any way of knowing it. We are spending a lot of time on the
book of Mr . Chase, and I would like to know how widely that thing :
was printed and circulated .

many thousands or hundreds or millions of copies of it there were'?
Mr. WoRnrsiR . ' I can find out for you, 'sir.
Mr. HAYS . People in this audience are probably all :people who
interested in' this, or they would not be here . I wonder if anyo
in the room has read it besides Dr . Hobbs. I never heard of it un
this morning.
The CHAIRMAN. In addition to the circulation of the book, am
'right that earlier you referred to other publications that quoted
cerpts, pertinent excerpts, from the book, in advancing certa
thoughts?
Dr . HOBBS. I don't believe, sir, that I did relate to that, no, Sir .
Mr. HAYS . You might have mentioned book reviews, or reviews
,say the New York Times book magazine, or something . Proba
there was one, I suppose, was there not?
Dr. HOBBS . Yes, Sir.
Mr. HAYS . But unless you were specifically interested in either
Chase or the subject, you probably wouldn't even read that .
Dr . HonBs . Or : the foundations, sir.
Mr. HAYS . Yes.
Dr . HoBBS . Then this cultural lag notion has the implication t
we should keep religion up to date, and patriotic sentiments, ide
about marriage and the family .
Well, if you do this, of course by implication to take an extre
illustration, then you would have to modify your religion every ti
there was a significant technological change with automobiles or ai
planes, things of that sort, which would give you of course a gre
deal of lack of permanence.
The cultural lag theory has appeared in many if not most of
sociology textbooks with the implication that we should abandon t
traditional formss of belief about the family and religion . Inesca
bly that tends to be the implication . The way Stuart Chase puts
The cultural concept dissolves old ideologies and eternal varities bit gives
something more solid to stand on, or so it seems to me . Prediction takes sha

the door to the future opens, and light comes through . Not much yet, but eno
to shrivel many intellectual quacks, oververbalized seers and theorists, wh
theories cannot be verified .

At the very time he ~ talking about a theory which cannot be ve
fied . Then I will just mention one thing that is stressed in Mr, Chas
book, and that is the belief is stressed that the polls, opinion polls,
been scientifically verified and that they could 'and should be used
the general public.
Mr. HAYS . Doctor, right there a lot of people have tried to sell t
idea before . I remember a magazine one time that had a wide circ
lation predicated on the belief that its poll was exact . I think
name of it was Literary Digest.
Dr. HoBBS . Yes, Sir.
Mr. HAYS. It died a very abrupt death after 1936 .
Dr. HoBBS . The significance here, sir, is that this opinion and bel
did not die. Because it still has the prestige of science to verify it
Mr. HAYS. You mean in the validity of polls?
Dr. HoBBS . Yes, Sir .
Mr. HAYS . I don't agree with that . I don't take too much stock
polls. I vividly remember the Gallup mistake in 1948 .

something you could never doubt for a minute and I don't think very
many other people will .
Dr. HOBBs. The point I am trying to make, sir, is that with the prestige of science behind a thing like polling, you could get to the point
where they would be substituted for elections and things like that . Mr.
Chase cites examples of that tendency in a highly approving fashion .
This was written just prior to the election results of 1948 . Just suppose for a minute that we had accepted this so-called science and abandoned the election of 1948 and taken the word of the pollsters .
Mr . HAYS . As long as you have skeptics like me, it would never do
that. I refuse to accept the validity of the Gallup poll, and that is
why I am here today . I came down here in the 1948 Dewey landslide .
Dr. HOBBS . Suppose it had been based on a poll instead of an election. The results might be quite different .
Mr. HAYS . I think you are predicating something there on a foolish assumption . I don't think we will ever substitute polls for elections . At least, you will never get the politicians to agree .
Dr. HoBBS . Mr . Chase cites the desirability of this polling technique and illustrations of where it is being used by another social
scientist, who also wrote a book along the same lines, George Lunberg-Can Science Save Us?-and cites Lunberg as using the polls
in actual practice . He quotes here
There is no limit to the future of the technique-

That is the polling technique-

on this front.

That is, measuring political attitudes and beliefs .
Mr. HAYS. He apparently never heard about this fellow who ran
for sheriff. Is that in your State, Mr . Reece? He said he shook 9,000
hands, kissed two hundred-and-some babies, traveled 9,000 miles and
got only 243 votes. His poll didn't turn out so well . He thought he
was going to win .
Dr. HoBas . The difference in all of this is that these are presented
as being scientific and the prestige of science is that there is more of
a tendency to accept these than to accept other techniques . [Reading :]
Then, as the elections of 1948 changed the conclusions to be drawn from theforegoing two chapters, clearly Presidential polling is no exact science .

That is, the results have come out and conflicted with the results of
especially the Gallup and Roper polls. So Mr. Chase had to back up, .
backpeddle quite a bit on this .
Mr. HAYS. At least, we give him credit for admitting he was wrong
Dr . HOBBS. He could do little else at that point . It was such a
fiasco
Does 1948 wrong prediction mean the downfall of the present elections as the
downfall in 1936 caused the downfall of the Literary Digest? Does it mean
as some critics declare that sampling theory itself is suspect and science can
never be applied to human affairs? Certainly not-

He answers his own questionor a hundred errors cannot invalidate the scientific, method .

.One error

and emphasize, is not scientific, will , and can, no matter what t
errors are, no matter what the mistakes are, will be foisted, pushed
the public scene, whereas with the Literary Digest you gage it in
-terms of commercial appeal, and after the failure in 1936, it folds
.as a magazine . But this type of thing continues . It not only co
tinues but it expands .
Mr. HAYS . There was one difference between Dr. Gallup's mista
'and the Literary Digest, wasn't there? Dr . Gallup made a slight mi
- take of a-'few percentage points, but they had Landon winni
by 36 or 40 States, whereas he actually carried only 2 .
Dr. HOBBS . His percentage figures are a matter of statistical mani
ulation . I could go into that in some detail. The actual error
.appreciably greater than you would be led to believe by the stat
ments of Dr . Gallup. But that would be a statistical matter whi
is not particularly germane . In this book, in summary, you ha
-throughout it, among otherr things, this characteristic emphasis
cultural determinism, cultural relativity, the idea that if you fin
primitive group which permits wife lending, then, by implicatio
that is all right for us, too, and emphasis on Kinsey throughout t
"book as having now discovered the scientific facts about sex, 'and
--emphasis on cultural lag that we should jettison older beliefs a
bring all our beliefs up to the latest advances in technology .
In one section in the book, you do get a balanced presentation . Th
is the section dealing with economics. Mr. Chase knows the field
economics much more, much better, than he knows these other fiel
So when it came to economics, there he admitted that economics w
not a science, and he cited, as I recall it, 155 erroneous, seriously erron
ious, economic predictions to show that economics was not a scienc
My feeling in reading the book was this, that if Mr . Chase knew th
about his own field, and if he were relying as he says he was, and
the book indicates, if he were relying on these experts from the founda
tions for the other areas, why didn't they warn him of the limitatio
in these other fields, sociology, anthropology, and so on, in the sa
way in which he himself knew of the limitations in economics .
It was certainly their responsibility, it would seem to me, to ha
emphasized these limitations rather than tog~ ve Mr . Chase the i
pression, and through him many other people the impression, th
these areas-are really scientific in the sense in which the term appli
in physical science . The next and final book which I want to cite
actually in four volumes . The title is The American Soldier,
subtitle is Studies in Social Psychology in World War Two . It w
prepared and edited under the auspices of a special committee of th
'Social Science Research Council, published by the Princeton Un
versity Press in 1949 and 1950 . I will give you some of the bac
ground of this.
In this, I want to cite it as an illustration of the influence of su
posed social science on military policy at a high level and, furthe
more, that this influence was, according to the book itself which
remember, was written by persons favorable to the effects which th
-social scientist brought about . Even in this type of presentatio
there is a definite and repeated evidence that the military, with wha
turned out to be excellent reasons, struggled against this thing rig

significance against the opposition of the military of the United States .
.Mr . HAYS. What did they do against the will of the military?
Dr . HOBBS . Well, may I develop it? I will bring that out, what
seems to me to be the crucial point here .
The Research Branch was officially established in October 1941,
within what was known, successively, as the Morale Division, Special
:Services Division, and Information and Education Division . Here
is one of the indications of the resistance of the military in purely military matters. Earlier efforts to set up such machinery within the
Army had been blocked by a directive from the Secretary of War,
which said
Our Army must be a cohesive unit, with a definite purpose shared by all . Such
an Army can be built only by the responsible effort of all of its members, commissioned and enlisted . An anonymous opinion, or criticism, good or bad, is
destructive in its effect on a military organization, where accepted responsibility
on the part of every individual is fundamental . It is therefore directed that
because of their anonymous nature, polls will not be permitted among the personnel of the Army of the United States .

Mr. HAYS . Does that make it right because the Secretary said that?
Dr. HOBBS . No, sir. It does not make it wrong, either .
Mr. HAYS. One time he issued a letter that a soldier could not write
a letter to his Congressman. But the Congress sort of changed his
mind about that . I would say from my experience with the Army,
it is very difficult to inculcate them with any idea . They resist anything in the way of change . They resisted the use of air power .
You will remember they made one man in this country die of a
broken heart . Of course, he was right all along . The Navy right now
is resisting the abandoning of battleships . Of course, they are nice
ships, I have been on them and all of that, but they don't have much
value any more in war. But they are still using them . The very
fact that the Army resisted them does not mean much to me. I do
not know what they resisted, but whatever it was that is their usual
procedure.
Dr. HoBBS . May I please develop this point ?
The full story of how the War Department changed from a position of flat
opposition to such research to one in which it would use such research not only
-for internalplanning but as justification to the American people for such a vital
program as its demobilization system should someday make instructive reading .

That is a quote from volume 1 of the American Soldier . I would
say it certainly should make interesting reading .

Many factors converge to make possible the establishment of the Research
Branch, not the least of which was the character and personality of the new
Director of the Morale Division, directly commissioned from civilian life, Brig .
Gen . Frederick H . Osborne, later major general . He was a businessman who
was also the author of two volumes on social science . In spite of General
Osborne's personal prestige, his persuasive skill, which had served him so well
in business, and his deep sincerity, there were times when even these assets
might have availed little against occasional opposition at intermediate echelons,
had not General Marshall unequivocably, supported the strange, new program .

Mr. HAYS . Doctor, I think before you start accusing General Marshall or anybody else
Dr. HOBBS . I have accused General Marshall of nothing, sir, I have
quoted from the book .

Dr. HoBBS . That is what they term it, not me.
Mr. HAYS . What is it?
Dr. HOBBS. It was a program of taking opinion polls to determi
military decisions .
Mr. HAYS. Do you mean the last war was run on opinion polls?
Dr. HoBBS. It would have been run to. a much greater degree.
Mr. HAYS . I think Eisenhower ought to resign, then, :because I th
he got elected on the grounds that he ran the war . He made h
reputation on that. If it was run on polls, then we have been und
a lot of misapprehension.
Dr. HoBR,9. I quote again from the book
A major purpose of the research staff was to provide a basis of fact
knowledge.

I will interject . When they say "factual knowledge," they me
knowledge based upon opinion polls, which are much more fallaci
than political polls, which involve merely the choice of a candida

Factual knowledge which would help the director of the Army Information
Education Division in his administrative and policy decisions. This purp
was abundantly fulfilled . Without research, we would have too often been wo
ing in the dark. With research, we knew our course and were able to def
it before Congress and the press . Further, we made a remarkable discove
The Army gave little weight to our personal opinions, but when these opini
were supported by factual studies-

and, again, if I may interject, these are not factual studies, they a
opinion studiesthe Army took them seriously-

and here, again, you get the influence which, in some cases, may
good, but in other cases could be very disastrous due to the aura
science which surrounds this type of investigation .

For the first time on such a scale, the attempt to direct human behavior w

in part, at least, based on scientific evidence . If this method could be develo

and more widely used, it might provide further impetus for a great advan
in the social relations of man . To that hope, these volumes are dedicat

The main thing, these polls went into many, many aspects of b
havior in the military, but the one thing I would like to concentrate
is the point system of discharge, the system by means of which
military forces of the United States were demobilized at the end
World War II, demobilized in rapid, and in the perspective of history
chaotic fashion .
Mr. HAYS . You know something right there there was a cause f
demobilization more than any poll, speech on the floor of this Hous
or numerous speeches, but I am thinking of one, in which a Memb
of Congress who now holds a very high position in the Armed Servic
Committee, who was not satisfied with getting the men demobiliz
by bringing them home on the Queen Mary, but he wanted to fly th
home . That is in the Congressional Record . I am not going to dr
his name into the hearings, I do not want to embarrass him . But mo
anybody could learn who it was . I say to you advisedly, air, th
speeches such as that had much more to do with demobilizing than a
,opinion polls, or private opinion polls, or Army opinion polls th
took. The pressure of the American people back,hc ne was Americ
democracy, and perhaps I might say that some Members of the Co

think it is bad, but. I don't think we are going to change it.
Dr. lions . Exactly.
Mr. HAYS. One other question right there. , I am trying to be very
friendly . I do not mean to embarrass you . You do not mean to
infer,andIam fraidtha mybesome ight avegotentheinference from a question that I asked, you do not mean to infer that
they took 'a ` poll on whether they should invade through the soft
underbelly or across the channel, do you, or what, day the invasion
should go across, and so on?
Dr. HOBBS . Well, they admit that they were not able to do as many
things as they wanted to do .
Mr. HAYS. That you think they might have liked to do?
Dr. HOBBS . Well, I don't know .
Mr. HAYS . You know that is a funny thing . In my limited experience with the Army, nobody ever asked me anything ., They just
told me . I might say, if I volunteered -I did once,' and I gott to
dig latrines, so in all of my experience with it, they discouraged you
from offering opinions.
Dr. HOBBS . Sir, there is an old Army precept that you violated
when you volunteered.
Mr. HAYS'. I know. That was the first day. They asked for people
who could operate a typewriter . I: ~ stepped forward and, he said,
"Well, if you can run a typewriter, you ought to be able to handle
a pick."
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed now.
Dr. HoBBs . Here is some more background of this point system
of discharge :
In the course of a speech to the Americah. people 3n, 1944; PresidelAt Roose-

velt justified the Army's plans for demobilization at the end of the war on
the grounds that the order of demobilization wouldd be determined in teams
of what the soldiers themselves wanted . The idea of a point system for
demobilization had been 'conceived in the research branch and accepted by
the War' DepartmoMM and the President. Representative samples of men
throughout the world were queried and from their responses the variables of
length of ervice, overseas duty, combat duty, and parenthood, emerged as
most significant .

If I may interject, from these opinion polls, you can be very much
misled about things like this, and in a matter so big, so important,
it is extremely , hazardous to use them, not that they don't have a
use, or not that efforts should not be made to develop them. a s far
as we can and so on, but as yet, certainly, it is very risky to use them
in matters of this kind.

The final weights assigned to these variables yielded point scores which have
a close correspondence with the wishes of the maximum number of soldiers,
even if it did not exactly reproduce these wishes .

And then they go on to say that the point system established the
order not the rate of demobilization, and that is a questionable contention, because when you have given and publicized a notion of this
kind, here, again, is an illustration of where the fact that you make
the study card change the situation which you are studying . If you
give members of the armed services the notion that they are to be
and should be consulted on vital military policy, then this fact in

Mr. HArs. Doctor, all of this is new to me, but did the foundatio
have anything to do with encouraging this point system. in the Army
Did they get into this act in any way I
Dr. HOBB. The people involved were people who were prev
ously, and most of them still are, very heavy recipients of found
tion funds, and the foundations, as I indicated the Social Scien
Research Council, did get this material at the end of the war, got
material declassified by the War Department and worked on it a
then it was published through the-the various volumes were pu
lished through a series of authors, with the senior author, being Pro
Samuel A. Stouffer .
Mr. HAYs. Are you challenging anything in there as to .the valid
of it? That is not a good way of phrasing . Are you challenging
your statement whether or not this did happen or did not happen?
Are you challenging the theory behind it?
Dr. HooBS . The theory.. It did happen, as I am citing.
Mr. HAYS. In other words, if the book says so and it happened
about the only connection the foundations have is that they made i
possiblefor that book to be published, is that right ?
Dr. HOBBS. Not only made it possible to be published, but the in
fluence, what I am pointing out here-the influence of this type o
social science, what it can , have and does have in this context, in t
military, even in a military sphere.
Mr. HAYS . You do not think the point system was bad, do you?
Dr. Hoaus . I was in the service, too, and fortunately I had enou
points ,to get out so at that time I thought it was good . Incidentall
I stayed. in awhile longer but I was glad that under this I could hav
gotten out at an earlier date if I wanted to. But I made no pre
tense
Mr . HAYS. As I remember it, the decision was made that we wer
going to demobilize and we were going to discharge a certain numb
of men . Now, what we come to is to find out which ones we ke
and which ones we let go.
Dr. HOBBS. That was not a military decision. The military d
cision was quite different .
Mr. HAYS. Maybe the Congress made the decision, but somebod
said you are going to discharge so many, right?
Dr.'Hoxhs. 'No, Sir . The groups, the individuals, rather, who wer
discharged, and the nature of the entire demobilization program was,
as I would like to point out, the result of this influence of socia
science rather than the result of military policy which opposed it .
Mr. HATS . Doctor, you do not mean to tell me that if it had no
been for this little group of social scientists, that we would not hav
demobilized ?
Dr. HOBBS., In the manner in which we did, we would not .
Mr. HAYS . Never mind the manner .
Dr . HOBBS .' I think that is of vital significance .
Mr. HAYS : I think we are quibbling over something that is not ver
important:' I say to you that the American people urged on by cer
tain demagogic` speeches said, "We are going to tear this Army down
bring the boys home ." That ,is what they wanted." The military :wa

,bring first ." Is that nott what happened?
Dr. Hoses. Which ones we are . going to bring home first was~1'4e
termined by the point system .
Mr. HAYS. I think that is all to the good .
Dr. HoBBS. You may change your opinion, sir .
The CHAIRMAN. I was around here then, as I had been awhile before_
I never felt any overwhelming demand from home for demobilization. I heard a lot about it since .
Mr. HAYS . I will refer you to a speech, and I will not mention his
name, in which he said, "I don't want the boys sent home by ship ; I
think we ought to fly them home," and he is a good orator . You
know who, he, is talking about . .
The CHAIRMAN. I know who you are talking about .
Mr. HAYS . He said that, did he not? I was not here then, but ,1
thought it was a good idea.
The CHAIRMAN. I never had any overwhelming demand from the
folks back home.
Mr. HAYS . I do not know what you had, but my predecessor said
that most of his mail consisted-and it was very heavy in letters from
mothers especially after V-E day-of when do we get the boys back .
Mr. 'olMsER. May I again ask Dr. Hobbs to clarify something for
Mr. Hays, namely, if I understand it correctly, that he is not discussing the desirability of demobilizing or not demobilizing : What he
is discussing is essentially this, that instead of the military making the
decisions to demobilize in such a way as to protect best the welfare of
the United States, the decision was made ,under the influence, of a
group of social scientists, the decision on how the demobilization
should take place, not the quantity but how, and' that that deeisiotr
might well have, or it did fly in the face of military necessity . Is that
correct, Dr . Hobbs ?
Dr. Hoiu s. Yes, Sir.
Mr. .HAYS. That is interesting and perhaps very true . I would like
to, hear,moret
about it. In what way did it fly in the face of military
necessity? Do you mean the fellows had been in for 6 years, they,
should have .kept them because they knew more about it and let the
boys who served only 90 days outs is that it?,
Dr . HaBBs. May I describe that, please, from the book?
Mr. HAYS . Sure . , .
Dr. HOBBS: There were two schools of thought .
going if-

One school of thought which had particularly strong representation in Army
Ground Forces tended to see the problem as one of preserving intact at all
costs the combat, fighting teams .

You see, they were thinking in military terms .

This meant discharging mainly service troops, limited servicemen, and soldiers
not yet fully trained . Combat veterans, especially the experienced noncom's,
were obviously the core of our magnificent fighting machine .- Another school
of thought, also arguing on the basis of military efficiency- .

they, say military efficiency here, but I don't know how they could
justify it-

held that the men of longest service should be so disaffected by a policy which
regarded the men who had made the least sacrifice that the morale of the '
combat teams would be as much endangered by retaining such men as by discharging some of them . Furthermore, they pointed out

Mr. HAYS . You do not think the morale would have been affect
at all? . .
Dr. HOBBS . It would have been affected goit%e, bait in relative te±ff
'of military strategy and policy, I do not think the effect would hav
been so great here as it would have been on the other side.
Mr. HAYS . Let me tell you something about that . I will give y
the benefit of my experience . I was in Greece in 1949 with Genera
Van Fleet for a few days.' General Van Fleet went to Greece an
took a disorganized, beaten, army, and in 2' years made man for man
I will say., one of the finest fighting forces the world has ever see
But do you know what he told me his biggest problem was? The
knew how to fight, but his biggest problem was morale because mo
of those men that he got a hold of had been in the Greek Army f
9 years, and their morale was shot to pieces because they had bee
fighting and lots of people back home had not beenn called upon
do anything more than run away from the Communists. Afid he sa
that that was his biggest problem. So that just is contrary to , t
theory that you say, is it not, it would not have affected m0ale?
Dr. HOBBS. I` did not say, sir, that it would not have affected mar' al
The question here is which would have affected the military strengt
of the United States more, and . that question, I would aiiswer, t
policy of the point system of dicharge, in my opinion, which is ce
tainly not a professional opinion, professional military opinion,
my opinion would have affected it more than the other .
Mr. HAYS . Doctor, I again want to say that yart have' a perfe
right to yout opinion, and it may very well be that out opinion
the correct one . I do not happen to agree with it . But that is o
of the beautiful things about the democracy we have. Let me sa
further along that line, that it would have been probable in anythi
but a democracy, that the military would have been able to do wha
ever they wanted to do . But unfortunately, from their point of vie
and I say this from my point of view fortunately, in a democrac
such as we have, even sometimes the will of the people can be ma
to have an influence on the military .
Dr. HoBSS . But, sir, this was not the will of the people.
Mr. HAYS . I disagree very vitally with you.
Dr. HOBBS. It may have been the will of the people that this ha
pened, but the influencing factor, and this is what I am trying
stress, the influencing factor was not a balance such as it should
democratically, not a . balance of conflicting opinions, but it was t
influence of what was called social science .
Mr. HAYS . Well, I say to you that I was back in Ohio at that tim
and it was the influence of the people back home . That is what it wa
I do not think that they knew anything about social science or care
less, in the Army .
Dr. HOBBS . That is quite irrelevant .
Mr. HAYS. They just felt that the boys who had given the most o
served the longest and who had been in there for the greatest leng
of time ought to come home first . Some who had not been an
did not go, if they needed any more men, take them . That pri
ciple still applies today . We have pretty much of a rotation und
the draft system, and I do not think you will disagree that th

get it? Because the Congress did not vote to give it to them. Why
didn't the Congress vote to give it to them? Because a good many
of them felt that if they did, they would not come back to Congress.
It is just as simple as that. That is the way democracy makes itself
felt.
Dr. HOBBS . On these issues, I am not pretending that I am right or
you are wrong. That really is not involved.
Mr. HAYS. I am only putting these in in order to show that there
are two sides to it. I certainly want to say right here and now that
there is a side that you are presenting, and it certainly can be a valid
one. In other words, I am saying there is plenty of room for argument, but the only reason I am interrupting you is so that the record
will not show that we sit here and concur in these views which may
or may not be yours, even.
Dr. HOBBS. That is quite proper.
The CHAIRMAN. I am assuming that my silence will not be construed
as agreeing with everything you have to say .
Mr. HAYS . I cannot be responsible for anything that anybody construes about your silence . I would suggest that you just speak up.
That is the way I do . Just because you think I am wrong, I will not
get wrong .
The CHAIRMAN . Off the record .
(Discussion off the record.)
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed .
Mr. HOBBS. Thank you . The book referred to two schools of
thought . It continues
Proponents of the first point of view

that is, the military-

had an additional argument which has a special plausibility . If discharges were
to be made on the basis of entire units, the Army would not be opened to charges
of favoritism to individuals . If an individual's record were taken into account,
there was too much chance of a scandal, particularly if the Army yielded to
political pressure to discharge certain individuals or certain categories of individuals without respect to military needs . It was admitted that the replacement
system had operated so that a given unit was likely to contain personnel with, a
very wide range of service and that a unit discharge would give new replaements in demobilized outfits a head start in civilian life over the combat veterans
in outfits retained. But this was advanced as the lesser of two evils .

Then they describe the fact that they took the polls, and one poll
was taken and as a result of that first poll the criteria for discharge,
the basis for the point system, included length of time in the Army,
age, overseas service, and dependency . Combat service was not
included in the first poll . But in the first poll, they had left a place
where the soldiers could write in things which they believed should
be included in a discharge system, and one of the things which was
written in frequently was the thought that combat experience should
be weighted into the point system.

After studying the data of the type summarized in the tables 1 and 2, General
Osborne decided to put all of the influence of the Information and Education
Division behind a system which would : (a) establish priorities on an individual
not a unit basis ; and (b) take into account the explicit preferences of the
soldiers themselves insofar as the latter was consistent with military necessity .
,On the basis of soldier preferences, the Information and Educational Division
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the number of months of overseas service, the number of children, and the l
of time in the Army . After lengthy discussions, the War Department acc
the outlines of this proposal, leaving to a future date the setting of the
number of points for each category and the method of determining such a f
as combat service. This decision was announced to the public in September

And again, if I may interject, once you publicize a thing like t
you create a different situation than the one which existed before

It was decided that the actual points to be assigned would not be anno
until after the surrender of Germany . Between September 1944 and the de
of Germany, there followed several months in which there was much arg
in the special planning division as to the assignment of points . The four fac
longevity in the Army, overseas service, combat and parenthood, had
publicly announced, but it was thought still possible by opponents of the p

and this is another instance where you see persistently the mili
for reasons which they had but which they could not publicly rev
sensed or knew that we were going to run into a situation in Eu
with one of our then allies, that is, fl-u-s-s-i-a .
Mr. HAYS . Would you repeat that statement?
Dr. HOBBS . The indications are that the military knew or at l
it sensed that there was a good likelihood of running into trouble
Russia at the end of the German war, but, however, at that time
were allies with Russia . They could not publicize this . They ha
keep it quiet . Yet it turns out they were right . They could
been wrong, but it turns out they were quite correct . Here is ano
group which probably knew nothing of this very important milit
matter, and, knowing nothing, they still insist and push and get
type of thing adopted .
Mr. HAYS . I am very interested in that statement, because I am
wondering whether it is valid or not . I do not give the military
benefit of that much foresight . I will tell you why . The mili
made the agreement with the Russians about Berlin, and about all
the matters of the ways to get in Berlin and what have you .
military also made the agreements with the Russians about Vie
You probably know that we have never had any trouble about Vie
but we have had a lot of trouble about Berlin, for the simple rea
that the group of military men who made the rules down at Vi
made one set of rules and there was another set of rules made up
Berlin .
The Russians have taken every advantage, as the Communi
always do, to harass, to blockade, to do everything they could wi
the rules . I have been in both places a number of times since the
Every time I go to Berlin, I go by the sufferance of the Communi
But if you go to Vienna, it is very clearly outlined that from the
field to Vienna, the road is American property . There is no
outline about the road from the American zone to Berlin . That s
to be Russian property.
Dr. Hones . That is correct .
Mr. HAYS . Maybe the boys down at Vienna had some indicati
they were going to have trouble with Russia, or maybe if they w
smart enough to have them, to do something about them, but app
ently the boys in Berlin, if they felt that way, didn't take
precautions.
Dr. HOBBS. I guess the Russians considered Berlin for what it i
much more important

the arrangements up around Berlin . I think that question might
very well be left open .
Mr. HAYS . I made a statement there and I am standing on it . I
said that they made the ground rules . I don't say they made the
decision that we would pull back from here or pull back from there,
but they in conference with the Russian high command made the
ground rules. You do not need to take my word for it, you can go
back and get the history and get the pictures of them having their
parties together .
I don't know who did the job down at Vienna, but those unsung
heroes certainly did a lot better job than was done up north .
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed .
Professor Hobbs, before you begin, if I may, how much time do you
think would be required for you to complete your statement?
Mr. HAYS. Without any interruption .
Dr. HOBBS . Without any interruptions, this material on the American soldier, maybe 15 minutes, and then there is another matter, a
final matter which will come up which should take no longer than 5
or 10 minutes .
Mr. WORMSER . I have a few questions I would like to ask, myself,
Mr . Chairman .
The CHAIRMAN . Would it be inconvenient for you to be here
tomorrow
Dr. HOBBS. No, Sir. I have made arrangements in Philadelphia .
to be here on Thursday, so I could have gone back tonight but it would
be no special hardship to stay over .
The CHAIRMAN . Why do we not run until 4 o'clock?
Mr. HAYS . Let him finish with this subject .
Dr. HOBBS (reading)
It was thought still possible by opponents to the plan to obtain the benefit of
claiming soldier endorsement and still manipulate the weights so that overseas
service and combat service actually would count negligibly toward the total score .
The Information and Education Division always recognizing that military
necessity should come firstNow, where they interject these matters of military necessity, and
so on, I question that they really comprehended them in high degree,
but that is a questionheld that either the final points must have the effect of approximating the priorities desired by the majority of soldiers or else the reasons why this wasn't
possible in terms of military necessity should be frankly admitted by the Army.
In other words, they pressed the military group, and if they had
as their reason the possibility of Russian aggression and encroachment into European territories, such as actually did happen, if the
military had that in mind, they could not publicly announce it because
Russia at that time was an ally. And from a standpoint of both military policy and from a standpoint of diplomatic policy, it was just
something that they could not do . Yet this group pushed them into
a position where they had to do it or accept this point system of
discharge which the military consistently opposed .
To increase the combat credit, it was decided also to give five points for each
decoration received, including the Purple' Heart for wounds . This decision made
at a -time when it was thought that the Air Forces would be discharged on a.

were particularly to be resented by veterans of ground combat .

There are two items there, one, that this is supposed to make par
ticularly the ground combat men pleased and happy but it turns o
that it makes them disgruntled and dissatisfied . The second is tha
when it is (probably in an unforeseen manner) applied to the Ai
Force, which was, of course, if you were to name at that stage a
under those circumstances the one crucial unit of the military services
you would probably name the Air Force ; when it was applied to th
then it resulted in an extremely rapid, almost chaotic disbandme
of the American Air Forces in Europe .

Among the combat veterans in the worldwide cross section there was a sha
difference of attitude as between Air Force veterans and ground force vetera
Among the former, whose point scores were inflated by numerous decoration
a third-

that is, this resulted in a situation where one-third of the personne
of the Air Force was immediately entitled to discharge under th
point system which, obviously, disrupted the military value of t
Air Force-

among the Air Force there was one-third that had 85 points or over, while amo
the latter-

that is the ground forces-

only one-ninth had 85 points or over . Incredible as it seemed at the time
many in the Information and Education Division, there was a strong sentime
within the War Department for eliminating combat credit entirely after V
Day-

and again, as you learn throughout this, the military was attemptin
to preserve the power, the strategical military power of the Unite
States, and in retrospect it certainly appears that they had goo
reasons for that decision. But again you get this group pushin
them, preventing them from using military principles in a militar
situation, sacrificing such principles for what is called social scienc

The research report quoted above played a part in the War Department'
decision to leave the point system intact after V-J Day . It was felt that t
capitulation of Japan was so near at hand that any recalculation of poi
scores should not be undertaken unless overwhelmingly sought by the me
This was a keen disappointment to some of the revisionists in the War Depar
ment who were working to reduce or eliminate overseas and combat credit .
was also a disappointment, though perhaps a lesser one, to the Information a
Education Division, which would have preferred an increase in credit for ove
seas service, and an addition of the combat infantry badge to the elemen
counting for combat credit.
Mr. YY ORMSER . I would like to be sure of the stenographer, to

sure that you are quoting from somebody else's work .
Dr. HOBBS. I am quoting from volume II of American Soldie
That is another indication of the almost diametrically opposed view
points in this military situation, with the social scientist insistin
on one thing and the military, for what turns out to have bee
eminently good reasons, insisting on another.
I quote again

In the official history of ground forces the havoc played in one division
Europe by transfer out of its 85 point men after V-J Day is described in so
detail. The facts in general were, however, that of all the men with comb

Now, again, here is an application of a statistic, in a context in
which it cannot be applied safely. You say, or these people say,
only 1 in 9 . But if this 1 in 9 is a keyman, that might disrupt an
entire squad . It might even disrupt an entire company . It might
'disrupt the crew of a heavy bomber, and things of that sort, which
should certainly have been taken into consideration, but which could
not be taken into consideration with this approach .
It is true that many of these were keymen, but it is also true that there were
replacements with combat experience available who could have taken their
places and, indeed, many more such men than any current estimates for the
Pacific war required .

And the citation for that official history of the ground forces
describing that havoc played in one division in Europe, the citation
is "United States Army in World War II, the Army Ground Forces,"
published in Washington 1947 .
They conclude, and I will conclude this material on the American
Soldier in this way : that is, volume II, which discusses the point
system sums it up in this way

There are "ifs" where history cannot definitively answer . In taking its calculated risks, the Army won its gamble .

Now, if I may interject here, it was not the Army, it was this group .
The Army, the military insisted on quite another policy, and to say
that the Army won its gamble is misleading and, you might add, one
more such victory and we are undone . This turned out, in the retrospect of history, to have been an extremely costly political as well as
military procedure .

One cannot say for certain what would have happened after V-J Day as well
as before if there had not been an objective method of demobilization which the
majority men regarded as fair in principle because "military efficiency" Is not
independent of "morale ." There are grounds for believing that the War Department chose collectively when it broke all precedent and went to the enlisted men
for their opinions before promulgating its redeployment and demobilization policy .

That is the opinion of the authors of this volume .
Another and quite contrary opinion, I would say, could be at least
equally justified . But the point that I wanted to stress all through
is the way in which social science can and does encroach out and
expand into areas not only of morality but of politics and in this
instance military policy which was of the very highest order . Unfortunately, the situation is one in which, at the present time, and in
the foreseeable future, we just-and I use "we" in the context of social
scientists-we just don't know enough to gamble with supposedly
scientific methods in these areas . If mistakes are to be made, let them
be made by people who are expert in the field, and of course they will
make mistakes .
The CHAIRMAN . Now do you want to make your concluding statement, Professor? We will meet your wishes on that .
Dr. Hones . A question was raised before, I think, about is there any
pressure exerted on scholars in connection with these things .
I would like to mention just this There was another book that came
out, titled "Studies in the Scope and Method of the American Soldier," and in one of the reviews-this book contained a number of
reviews about what was the greatest or seemed to be the greatest feat

and this is the type of pressure you get in this connection . I qu
from this book
The rivalrous role is enacted by social scientists whose interest in empiri
research quantitatively reported is low . Since no reviewer has taken the v
that better research of this type is available or in sight, the rivalrous post
involves a preference (stated or implied) for a search of a different type . Wh
this preference is merely implied and no alternative specified, the result is
vigorous negativism which leads to the extreme attitude we have designat
as diabolic .
Now if you will just imagine yourself, you are in this case, a you
fellow getting started out, and you happen to tread on sacred so
you just do a little bit of criticism against these groups who are
powerful. This is the type of thing that comes back at you . I conti
with the quote
Only one reviewer has approximated this extreme view in point, Nathan Glaze
who isplease note these wordswho is a young man at the periphery of the profession and hence, perhaps, le
heedful of its imperatives toward discretion .
In other words, "If you want to get in with us, watch your st
and don't criticize our work ."
That type of thing is certainly undesirable, unhealthy, in stud
which are supposed to be openminded, where you are supposed
allow for these differences of opinion which, Congressman, as y
rightly, I would say, place such high value on . When you g
pressure of this type it isn't a very good situation .
Mr. HAYS . It seemed to me that you were rather critical of t
foundations a little earlier for not directing this Mr . Chase, was
in how to write his book .
Dr. HOBBS . Advising him of the limitations particularly in t
fields in which these men were supposed to be experts and in whi
he was not .
Mr. HAYS . Would you consider it a salutary situation where if
foundation granted money to someone to write a book, to just l
him go ahead and write it? It would seem to me they ought not
tell him one way or the other .
Dr. HOBBS . Yes, I agree with this, but the Chase incident was
completely different situation. He was requested, and as the quot
tion will show, two important members of the foundation request
him to write it . By his own statement they worked with him
through and, presumably, were for the purpose of giving him the
best knowledge and advice and still they permitted him to make
series of very extreme, unwarranted statements, about the very ma
ters in which these people were supposed to be experts .
Mr. HAYS . I have an impression that his book did not sell ve
well .
Dr. HOBnS . I think that is not too vital a point one way or t
other.
Mr. HAYS . I just might feel, and I am just old-fashioned enou
to think that maybe the reason it did not is because somebody ask
him to write it . 1 always had the old-fashioned belief that if som

Dr. HOBS. I would agree with that principle .
Mr. WORMSER. Mr. Chairman, Dr . Hobbs has some more material
and I have a few questions which are rather important . I think
we will have to carry over until tomorrow morning .
The CHAIRMAN . If it is agreeable . I think we are about to reach,
as they say down home, quitting time .
As an additional observation with reference to the observation
you made of what General Van Fleet said about morale, if you will
pardon me for referring to it, I recall on the 9th of November 1918,
when I got a message from the brigade commander, stating that it
was reported that the morale of blank division was bad, and asking
me to report on the morale of the third battalion, which happened
to be commanding as a lieutenant . This message is on record and
my reply is on record down here in the War Department :
The morale of the men of the third battalion is good . They may not be
a hundred percent efficient because of the arduous service they have been
called upon to render during the past several days, but they are remarkably
subservient to the will of their officers and are ready to perform any duty
that may be required of them .
And that has been the experience I have had, in my limited way,
in dealing with the American soldiers when they are confronted
with an important duty, that I have always found them ready to
perform it, whether they have been in the service 1 month, 1 year,
or 2 years .
Mr. HAYS . Well, I think that is a valuable addition to my argument, that you didn't have to keep the men that had been there the
longest .
The CHAIRMAN . We find it necessary to change our committee room
for tomorrow. The committee will meet in room 1334, being the
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee Room . That is in the
New House Office Building .
I would appreciate the members of the press advising any of the
others that you might come in contact with, who might be interested
in the location .
Mr. HAYS . Do you have any plans to bring anyone else besides Dr .
Hobbs tomorrow?
Mr. WORMSER. Yes . Tom McNiece, the assistant research director, who will read another report which we are working our heads
off to get ready for you at least by the time of the hearing .
Mr. HAYS. Why do you not keep your heads and let me finish asking Mr . Dodd some questions about his report before we get another
one? It is immaterial to me, but I am ready .
The CHAIRMAN . I think my reaction to orderly procedure would
be to let Mr. McNiece make his presentation and then any questions
that you might want to ask of Mr . Dodd or Mr . McNiece could
follow.
Mr. HAYS . It is immaterial to me, Mr. Chairman . I do not see
what that has to do with orderly procedure . In the first place, we
didn't get Mr . Dodd's statement the day he made it, and I have the
notes made. I could have gone ahead yesterday except you said Dr .
Briggs wanted to get back to New Hampshire. I do not want the
thing to hang fire forever. But I don't care .

I

ment to make and my reaction would be it would be best for him
make the statement and then we ought to have the rest of the per
of the day for questioning . Mr. Dodd can come on first and the
we want to question Mr. MeNiece we would proceed, if tha
agreeable.
Mr. HAYS. I have no objection except I understand I will be
to interrupt Mr . McNiece .
The CHAIRMAN. That is all right .
We will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning .
(Whereupon, at 3 :55 p . m ., the committee was recessed, to re
vene at 10 a . m . Thursday, May 20, 1954 .)

TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
THURSDAY, MAY 20, 1954
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL COMMITTEES To INVESTIGATE
TAX EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,

Wa8hington, D. C.

The special subcommittee met at 10 a . m ., pursuant to recess, in room
1334, New House Office Building, Hon . Carroll Reece (chairman of
the special subcommittee) presiding .
Present : Representatives Reece (presiding), Hays, and P'fost .
Also present : Rene A. Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T. Koch,
associate counsel ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Kathryn Casey,
legal analyst .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will please come to order.
Who is the first witness?
Mr. WORMSER. We will continue with Professor Hobbs .
TESTIMONY OF DR . A. H. HOBBS, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF
SOCIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA-Resumed
The CHAIRMAN . Do you have an additional statement to make, Professor Hobbs, or are you submitting yourself for questioning at this
.1
time?
Dr. HOBBS. I believe Mr. Wormser indicated that he had some
questions to ask of me.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr . Wormser .
Mr. WORMSER . Dr. Hobbs, you testified in some detail about a few
particular books . You don't mean to leave any inference that your
general opinions concerning what you call scientism relate only to
those few books?
Dr. HOBBS. No, Sir . This is a very widespread situation . It is contained in dozens and dozens of books . I cited those which I did cite
only to illustrate the point . Many other books could be cited . But,
of course, most of those other books, in fact, would have no connection
with foundations.
Mr. WORMSER . Doctor, I hand you this morning an advertisement
of Dr . Kinsey's second book . I think it is very important to illustrate
the extent to which that book has resulted in a discussion of changes of
law in the area of marriage and sex.
Would you read the material on that ad and describe it? It appeared in the New York Times on May 11 .
Dr. HOBBS. This is an advertisement for the second volume in the
Kinsey series, the volume on Sexual Behavior in the Human Female .
The advertisement reads
What do you care about sex laws?
165

offenders.
These laws are supposed to protect you ; they don't always do that, and th
are sometimes turned against ordinary citizens like yourself .
The Kinsey report cites instances of how and when and where . Shouldn't y
read it?
Mr. WORMSER . Have you read the entire ad?
Dr. HOBBS . Except the price of the book and the publisher .
Mr. WORMSER. Would the committee like to see the ad? I wou

like to offer it in evidence and you might wish to see it.
The CHAIRMAN . Without objection it is so ordered .
(The material referred to is as follows :)

What do

you care
about

sex laws?
Maybe you ought to think a little bit about our
laws concerning sex and sex offenders .
These laws are supposed to protect you : they
don't always do that, and they are sometimes
turned against ordinary citizens like yourself.
The Kinsey Report cites instances of how,
and when, and where . Shouldn't you read it?
842 pages, $8.00 . At any bookseller,
or send order with remittance to

W. B . Saunders Company

W. Washington Square, Philadelphia 5, Pa .

THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW

MAY 16 . $54

in this manner, is a desirable activity of a foundation?
Dr. HOBBS . I would say that they are. encroaching, as in the instance
of the encroachment in the military area, in areas in, in this case, .
legal areas, as well as moralistic areas, where they should be extremely
cautious.
I don't mean to imply that no investigation should be made, nor
that the findings should be suppressed, or anything of that kind. But
a great deal of caution should be used in connection with these extrascientific areas, if you wish to call them such, and that degree of
caution certainly has not been exercised .
Mr. WORMSER. Dr. Hobbs, do I express your opinion correctly by
this statement? The foundations, or some of them, in the Cox hearings last year, maintained that the best use of their funds would be
in experimenf in reaching out for new horizons, in considering their
precious funds in what they call risk capital . You would approve of
experiment in the sense of trying to reach new horizons, but you would
caution, I assume, against experiment as such where it relates to the
relationship of human beings and basic factors in our society ?
Dr . HOBBS . Yes, sir ; a great deal of caution, I think, should be
applied in those areas. For one thing, because of the points I tried
to establish yesterday, that the mere fact that the thing is being
studied can change the situation ; and secondly, because the findings
of a study can affect human behavior and we should be extremely
cautious when we are entering into areas of that sort .
Mr . HAYS . Mr . Wormser, would you go back to the question just
immediately preceding this? Could we have the question read?
(The question referred to was read by the reporter as recorded
above.)
Mr. WORMSER . Dr. Hobbs, I would like you to extend your remarks
somewhat on the subject of empiricism . The material has been used
by witnesses several times . I would like you to discuss this aspect of
empiricism ; whether or not it is safe to be used in consideration of
human problems by itself, or whether it must not always be related
to any other pertinent material in the social sciences, such as basic
moral codes and so forth?
Dr. HOBBS. I would feel very definitely that so-called empirical
findings must be fitted into a framework of the legal precepts, the traditions, the history, the moral codes, the military principles of the
area in which they are applied. That in and of themselves, by their
very nature, they exclude the intangibles which may be not only
important but may be crucial in a final decision .
Mr. HAYS . Dr. Hobbs, right there, do you mean to imply that all the
studies by foundations in this field of social science are empirical
studies and that they have no relation or are not fitted in in any way,
shape, or form with the other things you mentioned?
Dr . HOBBS . No, Sir ; I don't mean to imply that at all . There are
studies fostered which are other than empirical . But it is my impression, and not only mine but the impression of quite a number of
other professors with whom I correspond, that there is coming to be
an overemphasis on what is called empiricism . Empiricism itself, of
course, is a thoroughly acceptable technique of investigation . Like

able as an approach in and of itself .
Two things, however, seem to be occurring . One, that it is n
really empiricism which is being sponsored. It is more nearly stati
tical manipulation without any real background of the numbers whic
are
manipulated . Those numbers usually represent people .
. being
Mr . HAYS . Right there, I want to ask you about that before
go any further .
The word "manipulate" usually has a connotation meaning tha
you decide what the answer is going to be first and then manipulat
the figures. Do you mean to imply that?
Dr. HOBBS . No, Sir ; I didn't mean to imply that at all .
Mr. HAYS. Maybe we ought to use some other term .
Dr. HOBBS. Statistical computations if you wish .
Mr. HAYS . I think that means what you want to say and the oth
had a different meaning .
Dr. HOBBS. I am very glad you mentioned that because I had abso
lutely no intent to imply that .
Mr. HAYS. In other words, these people decide what the answer
to be and then set out to make it come out that way?
Dr . HOBBS . I didn't mean that ; no, sir .
Mr . WORMSER . Dr . Hobbs, I would like your opinion and whatev
discussion you can give us on the general influence that foundation
have had on research in the colleges and universities .
Dr. HOBBS . I don't think I could speak as to the overall genera
influence . I have made no separate study of that . But from m
own experience, and as I indicated from the experience of other
some of whom are prominent within their respective fields, there are
myself included, and others, who are becoming increasingly concerne
about what is or what seems to be-perhaps we are wrong in thisoveremphasis upon this so-called empiricism . Unfortunately, as
said before, it is a respectable and acceptable technique, but it is onl
one part of a very large pattern, if you want to approach a bette
understanding of human behavior .
Particularly where large grants are involved, the grants tend to b
geared into programs of "empiricism"-and I wish the word woul
be kept in quotes whenever it is used here-and then graduate student
receive their training'through these grants . I don t mean to impl
in any sense that the foundations have organized their grants for thi
purpose, or that they are promoting intentionally and purposefull
the type of thing I am going to describe . I merely wish to point i
out as a situation which does arise and which I believe is quite unfor
tunate.
These graduate students, who, of course, will be the researcher
and the teachers of the future, are subjected by the very nature o
the situation to enter in disproportionate numbers into this one smal
area, an (important area, to be sure, but just one area of their trainin
They are encouraged through the situation to embark upon stud
projects which are extremely narrow, and with the aid of the grant
the persons running the research are able to employ professiona
interviewers, for example . One part of graduate training should b
some acquaintance with people . The graduate student, I would feel

interviewer . In failing to do his own interviewing, he has thereby
lost an important element, I would say, of what should be his training.
these projects aid these students to a disproportionate
degree . Other students who, through differing interests, through a
broader viewpoint of society and behavior, who do their own work
and who don t have such assistance, are handicapped in comparison
with the ones who receive the aid through foundation grants .
So that there are cases where the graduate student in his training
has concentrated in a very small area of the statistical computationsand I wish to add that in themselves there is nothing wrong with
that, but . they are a very small part of the overall picture-but in such
training they neglect studies of the traditions of the country, the studies
of the history of the country, they neglect actual experience with
people, they neglect studies of the philosophies which have been developed in connection with human civilization, and they even neglect
and this may sound extreme, but I can vouch that it does happen
they even neglect studies of science .
One of my favorite questions when I am examining students for a .
graduate degree is a question of this sort . Here you are, you are going :
to get a doctor of philosophy degree . What have you read in philosophy? I appreciate that this sounds extreme, but there are graduate
students who get such degrees who have never read a book in philos
Then another question along the same lines : What have you ever
read in the philosophy of science ; and some of them have read little
or nothing in that area either .
So you get this tendency to overspecialize, overconcentrate in one
area which admittedly has its merits,, but which leads to a narrowness
of mind, not the broader outlook which we need in the present undeveloped conditions associated with social science .
Another aspect of this same situation is that graduate students and
faculty members are discouraged from applying for grants unless
they, too, are willing to do this type of "empirical' investigation .
For example, this is a bulletin of the Social Science Research Council, an announcement of fellowships and grants to be offered in 1953 .
In this bulletin it states that fellowships and grants described in this
circular are of two distinct types . One, those designed exclusively
to further the training of research workers in social science.
If I may interject to read : "Research worker" for a layman would
have a broad general significance-research is desirable and so forth .
But in the connotation in which it is all too frequently used, in social
science, research means statistical computation . A social scientist
reading this would interpret it to mean that probably, almost certainly,
what they are interested in is . only statistical computations.
The quotation on this first point goes on to say
These include the research training fellowships and the area research-training
fellowships . These fellowships provide full maintenance .
A second category listed
Those designed to aid scholars of established competence in the execution of
their research, family, the travel grants for area research, grants in aid of
research, and faculty research fellowships .

These fellowships may be granted for programs that will afford either exprience in the . conduct of research-

and remembering here that the reader of this material knows or
lieves they mean statistical computation-

and first-hand analysis of empirical data under the guidance of mature inves
gators or further formal training or both . ,
Purposes for which grants-in-aid may be expended include wages of clerical
technical assistants, tabulating, photostating, microfilming and similar servi
transportation, and living expenses of the grantee himself while traveling in
suit of his investigation . Grants are not ordinarily available for travel to
fessional society meetings or conferences or for purposes of books and ma
scripts . Grants will not be given to subsidize the preparation of textbook
the publication of books or articles or to provide income in lieu of salary .
Fellowships will be selected on the basis of their actual and prospective acc
plishments in formulating and testing hypotheses concerning social behavio
empirical and, if possible, quantitative methods .

Now, I don't mean to imply that there is anything categorica
wrong in such a statement, but I do wish to point out that it does te
in the direction of giving the people in the field the impression t
unless research involves statistical computation, then they don't ha
much chance of getting a grant. Now, perhaps that impression is
correct . It may well be incorrect . I just say that the impression d
spread, so that if it does occur to you to ask for a grant to make
broader study of the history of the development of social science
something of that sort, then after having read such things you
likely to be discouraged .
It may be your own fault. Perhaps if you had gone ahead
requested you would have obtained it . I am just saying that atm
phere is created and I think the foundations themselves would reg
that this is the situation and would probably be willing to do whate
they can to change that atmosphere to create one which everybo
appreciates they are interested in, broader types of research inste
of this particular empirical one .
Mr. WoRMsnx . Isn't the term "comptometer compulsion" used?
Dr. HoBBs . I have used it facetiously and unkindly to describe
extremes of this empirical research where comptometers and simi
machines are substitutes for actual experience with people and actu
study of the philosophy of science and the history of peoples
so on .
Mr. WORMSER . Dr . Hobbs, in connection with one subject you d
cussed, that the foundations support a type of research which you ca
scientism, which sometimes penetrates' the political area, do you ha
any opinion that any of the foundations themselves encourage go
into the political scene?
Dr. HoBBs . Certainly, that type of thing is indicated repeate
throughout one of the books that I mentioned yesterday, in Stu
Chase's The Proper Study of Mankind .
In addition here is a report of the Social Science Research Counc
annual' report, 1928-29, in which they have what I would consider
be quite an extreme statement, but perhaps there is some other exp
nation of it . They have a listing of their history and purposes of
Social Science Research Council, and one of these purposes is th

a sounder empirical method of research had to be achieved in political scie
if it were to assist in the development of a scientific political control.

Mr. HAYS. Is that bad?
Dr. HOBBS . It could he. The implications that you are going to
control political
Mr. HAYS. They say "on a sounder." In other words, the inference
is there that they recognize it is not very sound.
Dr. HOBBS (reading)

A sounder empirical method of research to assist in the development of a
scientific political control .

If you are talking in terms of scientific political control, it would
seem to me that you are going to hand over government to these
social scientists . That seems to be the implication .
Mr. HAYS . Do you teach political science at all?
Dr. HOBBS . No, Sir.
Mr. HAYS. I assume you have taken some courses in it?
Dr . HOBBS . Yes, Sir .
Mr. HAYS. Have you ever had any practical experience in politics?
Dr . HOBBS . No, sir .
Mr. HAYS. Let me say that I have a minor in political science .from
Ohio State and they have a very fine political science department
there.
But in the past few years in politics, I found out that it has very
little relation if any to either science or politics. They do teach you
a lot about government and Constitution and the government of the
various other nations and the difference between our constitutional
form of government and the British parliamentary form of government, for instance ; but ever since I can remember it has been called
political science and that would be, I suppose, under some of the
definitions we have used here, a very bad and misleading term . Yet
it is one that is used all the time.
Dr . HOBBS. So long as there is understanding that it is different
from science as the term is used in connection with the physical
sciences .
In your training in political science you are apparently getting the
type of broad background which I referred to earlier . I think that
is desirable . Not only desirable, but essential . If, in your training,
your teachers had been trained only in this empirical method, then
your training in political science would have been predominantly,
perhaps solely, studies of how to make opinion polls and the techniques of statistical computation and examination of the results and
things along those empirical lines .
Mr. HAYS. Do you mean to say, then, Doctor, that there are universities that are teaching their students in political science nothing
but how to take polls, and so forth?
Dr . HOBBS. I do not. I say political science is not my field . My
field is sociology . In sociology, there are, I am sorry to say, some
institutions where there is a definite movement in that direction, and
where this empirical type of thing has assumed a proportion which
is way out of balance considering the general things that people
should know about human behavior .
Mr. HAYS. I believe you have frankly said yesterday you didn't
think that sociology was, very much of a science .

that.
Mr. HAYS . I didn't mean to imply that . I think it has great valu
But it is a subject that you can't study and say, "this is it, these ar
the conclusions and they don't vary ."
Dr. HOBBS . That is correct, sir.
Mr. HAYS. It is something that you can only approximate .
Dr. HOBBS. You get as much data as you can and you generaliz
about it, but you should always avoid giving the impression that thi
is the final scientific answer to any important area of human behavio
Always leave open the possibility of alternative explanations .
Mr . HAYS . Then, as I get it, your criticism broadly has been tha
there is a tendency among these empiricists, if we can use that term
to try to tie this down as a definite thing and say these are the answers
and there are no variables?
Dr. HoBBS . There is, I would say, a definite and in my opinion a
unfortunate tendency in that direction, to the degree that it has over
balanced and overshadowed a more nearly rounded study of huma
behavior and societies .
Mr. HAYS . You don't think there is anything that the Congress ca
do about that except bring it to the attention of the people .
Dr. HoBBS . Of the foundations, and I would guess they would b
probably not only willing but anxious to do what they could to modif
this and avoid it .
Mr. WORMSER . Dr. Hobbs, there is one other subject I wish yo
would discuss, please, in your own way, and that is what is calle
moral relativity-the tendency of this inaccurate or unbalanced typ
of research to have perhaps an undermining effect on moral standard
Dr. HoBBS. In this type of empirical approach, by definition yo
must attempt to reduce the things you are studying to the type o
units which I indicated yesterday, to quantitative units, which ar
measurable. By the very nature of the approach, therefore, yo
exclude intangibles, such as sentiments, love, romance, devotion, o
other tangibles, such as patriotism, honesty, and things of that typ
So if it is strictly empirical, then the behavior involved is reduce
to cold quantitative items which are important, perhaps, but whic
if presented alone give a very distorted picture of love or sex o
patriotism or whatever else the topic may be .
Mr. WORMSER. Is it analogous, perhaps . to use a syllogism withou
including all the premises? The missing premises being moral code
and basic principles of government and so forth .
Dr . HOBBS. It would be analogous to that . I would say that in th
context of the scientific method it is using just one of the element
instead of including all of the elements which should be involved
That is unfortunate .
Mr. WORMSER . Unless the committee has further question, I woul
like Dr. Hobbs to conclude in whatever way he wishes, himself, if h
has any further material to offer .
Mr. HAYS . Before we go any further, how many questions I wil
have depends on whether on not somebody is going to be brought in
by the staff to present the other point of view . Because I am confidan
that there must be another point of view . If we are going to be objec
tive, I would like to hear from somebody on the other side .

am going to try to develop the other side right here so we can be r
ob)' ective.
Mr. WORMSER. I can answer that by saying that we will certainly
ask the Social Science Research Council to appear and I would assume
that they would present the other side of the case .
Mr. HAYS . You say you are going to ask the Social Science Research
Council ; that is a kind of intangible body, isn't it? .
Mr. WoRMSER . If you wish to designate its representative, we will
call him.
Mr. HAYS . I don't know anybody in the Social Science Research
Council any more than I didn't know Dr . Hobbs until now .
The CHAIRMAN. You have in mind calling someone who is a representative of the official body of the research council?
Mr. WORMSER . Yes. I would normally call the president . If the
committee would prefer to have someone else called, I would do it .
The CHAIRMAN. Someone from their own section?
Mr . WORMSER. Yes, I told them that .
The CHAIRMAN . Likewise, in due time the representatives of the
foundations, I assume, of various foundations, will also be called?
Mr. WoRMSER . Yes .
The CHAIRMAN . So there is certainly no predisposition to have only
one viewpoint presented .
Mr. HAYS . Are we planning to call in the representatives of these
foundations or invite them in?
Mr. KocH . I would think we would ask them first whether they
would want to present their case. If none of them did, and I would
rather doubt that, then I suppose we would have to get someone to
present the other side ourselves . I would guess that the foundations
would be only too anxious to present their best spokesmen .
Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Hays, may I amplify that by saying that I have
had conferences with the attorneys, I think, for most of the major
foundations, and in each case have told them that while we might ask.
an individual from the foundation, including the Social Science Research Council, to appear for a particular piece of testimony, that we
had no objection whatsoever to their designating their own representative to testify .
Mr. HAYS . The reason for that question is simply this : At dinner
last night with some friends of mine, one of whom spent an hour or two,
in the hearing yesterday, the subject came up about this, and this
gentleman said, "I understand that up to now the foundations think
that this has been so insignificant that they are just going to ignore
it altogether ." If they take that attitude, then I suppose we will
only get one side of it .
Mr. KOCH. Mr. Hays, can we leave it this way : If they elect to
ignore, we can then perhaps recall Professor Hobbs and you can crossexamine him at that time .
Mr. HAYS. That would be all right . I do have some questions to
ask him . But I don't want to go into a lengthy day or two on it .
Mr. WORMSER . You don't want to ask them now?
Mr. HAYS . Yes, I sure do.
Mr. WoRMSER . If you want to, ask them now by all means . I am.
sure Dr. Hobbs would be glad to come back on reasonable notice .
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session this morning. If you will bear with me for a moment, I mi
review what I said at the opening of the hearing in connection wi
the method of presentation : That the committee staff was makin
presentation and then others would be called in who were represent
tive of the other viewpoint, and also the foundations themselves wou
be invited to come .
So far as my own feeling is concerned-I have discussed this wi
counsel-I would say it is not altogether within the discretion of t
foundations to decide whether they should or should not come, becau
we have only one thing in mind, and that is a complete, objectiv
and thorough study .
Mr. HAYS. I understand that anybody can be subpenaed .
The CHAIRMAN . Yes.
Mr. HAYS . I didn't want to prevent you, Doctor, from makin
final statement .
Dr. HOBBS . No, sir. I had completed the things that I wanted
take up .
Mr. HAYS . You have completed your statement?
Dr. HOBBS . Yes, Sir .
Mr. HAYS . One of the things I would like to ask you-of cour
understand in the very begining that I don't care what your answe
are, I only want your opinion because I am interested since you ha
given your opinion on a variety of things, and I would like to ha
it on some that we have not touched upon so we get a well-rounded a
balanced picture-and one of the things I would like to ask you is thi
In Mr . Dodd's opening statement he said one of the things-an
am not quoting exactly, but he left a very definite impression-th
one of the things wrong with foundations, and I will quote, is : "T
they are willing to support experiments in fields that defy contro
Do you think that is a fault?
Dr. HOBBS . Assuming that that was the substance of his stat
ment
Mr . HAYS . I am quoting exactly, "That they have been willing
support experiments in fields that defy control ."
Dr . HOBBS . It is true that in any study of the significant aspe
of human behavior, such as criminality, juvenile delinquency, politic
behavior, the studies are such that they defy control, in the, sense th
there are intangibles involved which, no matter how conscientious y
are in making the study, these intangibles still remain .
The word "control" in scientific investigation means that you
able to control, to measure the significant variables, and that no ot
variables can come into the investigation to significantly influen
the results .
That is not the case with studies of human behavior .
Mr. HAYS . That is right . But any field, unless it is complet
comprehended-and I don't know that there is any such field-and a
research into the unknown would probably defy control, would it no
Dr . HOBBS. But there is a, difference in the usage of the term .
physicist can make a study which is a complete controlled study . H
study may be one which involves the weight of matter . He may a
can create conditions under which he has to all intents and purpo

Mr. HAYS . It is probably unfortunate . All right, we will agree
with that. But you would not suggest that we just abandon all experiment because we can't control?
Dr. HOBBS. By no means .
Mr. HAYS. I don't want to ask you any leading questions, but would
you or would you not suggest that the foundations just refuse to make
any grants in that field because it does defy control
Dr. . HOBBS . If that were the case, then they would have to go out
of business so far as the social sciences are concerned . I think that
would be undesirable, that grants should be made and efforts should
be made in all directions, but I do think there should be more of a
balance than there is at present .
Of course, when these things are done, then the results should be
stated in very heavily qualified terms, particularly if the title "science"
is applied to the investigation.
Mr. HAYS . Then to sum up the main part of your criticism-and I
am trying now only to find out if I am right in my thinking-you
object mainly to the use of the term "science" in connection with these
things that are not exact because it is a misleading term .
Dr. HOBBS . Extremely misleading . The people in general, I believe,
when they hear the word "science" think in terms of the physical
sciences which have been so tremendously successful . It is unfortunate, therefore ; that when they hear social science or read that this
is a scientific study of delinquency or a scientific study of sexual
behavior, they are given the impression that this is the final definitive word, that there is no alternative possibility, that the condition
in short is the same as it would be with an investigation in physical
science:
Mr. HAYS . Doctor, do you think it is possible to have a scientific
study of delinquency'?
Dr. HOBBS . Again in the sense that you have scientific studies of
matter and energy, the answer would have to be "No." There have
been some efforts-and I would say very commendable efforts-made
to increase the degree of control involved in the study . That is by
conducting studies such as the one made by, for example, Sheldon
and Eleanor Ghieck .
In their studies of delinquency they attempted to reduce the variables by going to slum areas and picking 500 boys who were delinquents and serious delinquents . They were not just one-time offenders
or incidental mischievous children, they were serious delinquents ;
and then from the same slum area they picked out another 500 boys
who were not delinquents .
Already they have exerted some element of control over one of the
possible variables, that is, the environmental conditions, the slum
conditions. All of the boys came from slum areas .
Then, further, they matched the delinquent boys with the other
500 boys as for age, as for their school record, as for their I. Q. as
for their nationality background, the income of their parents, anc~ in
this manner they attempted to reduce the number of variables involved in the situation to arrive at what would be called a controlled
study to the degree that you can call studies in social science controlled.

that had been held on the basis of earlier studies which were mad
and which were empirical about delinquency .
Mr. HAYS. Of course, that is the way down through the ages . W
have found out what little we know about things, that is, by tria
and error more or less .
Dr. HOBBS . Yes. As long as we understand that it is trial and erro
then that is, of course, perfectly acceptable . But when we are give
the impression that this is science, and final and definitive, irrefu
table, unchallengeable, that is another situation .
Mr. HAYS. Do you think there is a possibility about your fear
that this is so firmly imbedded in the minds of the public migh
be exaggerated?
Dr. HOBBS . Sir, it is not a fear . It is a concern.
Mr. HAYS. I won't quibble with you about adjectives or verbs
Mr. HAYS. Do you think there is a possibility that your fear
or concern, you use your own terminology, but do you think ther
is a possibility that you are more concerned about it than maybe i
necessary?
Dr. HOBBS. That is always possible .
Mr. HAYS. To ro back to your book that you cited yesterday, thi
book by Stuart CThase.
Dr. HOBBS. Yes, Sir.
Mr. HAYS . What was the title of that again?
Dr. HOBBS . "The Proper Study of Mankind ."
Mr. HAYS. It is not a very appealing title.
Dr. HOBBS . The title is taken from a poem by Alexander Pope
Mr. HAYS. You seemed to indicate to me that this book, The Prop
Study of Mankind, had exerted a rather undesirable influence . Am
right in assuming that?
Dr. HOBBS. As to the influence of the study, of course, there is n
way of measuring that. You cannot tell when someone reads a boo
the degree to which they have been influenced by it . I cited it as
illustration wherein foundations had encouraged and promoted th
impression that social science is identical or virtually identical wit
physical science.
Mr. HAYS. The thing that I am a little concerned about is that
don't think very many people have read that book and if that is so,
dont' think it could exert much influence one way or another . I hav
been toying with this every since yesterday . I have a 15-minute tele
vision show every Saturday night in my district and it covers part
of three States . If there was some way. to advertise that I was goin
to offer a prize and be sure the thing would not be loaded, I woul
like to offer $50 to the first person who called in and told me that th
read that book in those three States . I don't know how many peopl
listen to it, but I am sure if we put it in the papers at $50 I would ge
a good-sized audience . Maybe no one watches it, I don't know .
The CHAIRMAN. It depends on how much time you give them.
Mr. HAYS . I don't want to sell the book . I would have to give the
them a time limit.
The point I am making, and I don't come from exactly an illiterat
part of the country-Pittsburgh and Wheeling and Steubenville an
Youngstown and other cities in Ohio--is that I would be almost will

involved .
Mr. HAYS. Would that be empirical?
Dr . HOBBS. I suggest, sir, if you are concerned and think this is an
important point that some of the staff might write to the publishers
.and perhaps they would release the sales figures .
Mr. HAYS. We have already made that request of the staff and they
will get that . The thing was belabored pretty extensively yesterday,
I thought, and I just wondered if it was not given an importance out
-of all comparison with what it deserves .
Mr. WORMSER . Mr . Hays, may I ask in that same question : Do you
suppose, Dr . Hobbs, that it has been widely read among academic
circles where its influence might be great?
Dr. HOBBS . From my own experience I know that it was widely
read. I would judge that it was generally widely read in academic
circles where, of course, that would be the crucial point-how much
young and naive scholars were influenced by this point of view .
Mr. WoRMSER . I think Mr. Hays would agree that they were probably reading it in the libraries rather than buying copies .
Dr. HoBBs . You miglit check that also .
Mr . HAYS . I am embarrassed to bring this up but I have been wondering after the last campaign whether they had much influence anyway. You know there was ridicule, and they developed a term called
eggheads which I deplored, and an anti-intellectual thing . If you
showed any interest you were immediately labeled with there being
something a little queer about you . In fact they almost sold the
slogan so well they had some people afraid to admit that they even
knew a college professor rather than listen to one .
The CHAIRMAN . I assume you are not familiar with the origin of
the eggheads?
Mr . HAYS . I don't know which one of the hucksters came up with it,
fir§t, but I imagine it was the same one that came up with the slogan
"dynamic foreign policy ." I could mention some more .
Doctor Hobbs, you have expressed various criticisms of social science and I am sure you are far more of an expert in that field than I am .
I find it a little hard to make a judgment on what you said . I certainl
respect your opinions in view of your academic background, but
would like to try to tie down a little of this if I can .
Do you feel that the Congress has any business in tryingg to pass
udgment
on the questions of scientific method and the validity of
j
scientific work?
Dr. HoBBS. Generally, I would say no . I can't conceive of a situaere that would be desirable.
tion at the moment or on the spot
The CHAIRMAN . Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HAYS . Sure .
The CHAIRMAN . I feel myself that Congress should not .
My general concern with this question and related questions is that
Congress or the Government through the funds which it has made
available to the foundations by relieving them .of payment of taxes,
not be used to do the same thing that Congress would not do, and that
it would not be proper for Congress to do .
Mr. HAYS . Doctor, in view of your last statement, I suppose this
question is almost superfluous, but to get it in the record I will ask you.

you think is not good in some cases?
Dr . HOBBS . I don't want to give the impression that they are n
good in that sense, but I did try to emphasize in a number of instance
and I think they have been important ones, they have encroach
and they have encouraged encroachment into areas where, in the pre
ent state of the development of the social sciences, they should n
encroach except with many, many qualifications as to their findin
Mr. HAYS . In other words, then, the main thing is that you say
ahead and make these experiments, but qualify your findings so n
body can misunderstand them ?
Dr. HOBBS . That is correct .
Mr. HAYS. That might be a little tough . But at least so they won
get the wrong impression about them .
Dr. HOBBS . That is correct .
Mr. HAYS . To get back to the question, Do you feel that Congre
should take some specific action about this, or that we should just l
these hearings perhaps stand as a sort of danger signal?
Dr. HOBBS . My feeling would be that ideally the foundations shoul
with the advice and with the information coming out of hearings li
this, that they themselves should take the initiative to determine
there are excesses in one direction or another and to try, I would s
more than they have in the past, to keep things in balance and n
to go overweight in one direction, such as empiricism ; that they sho
try themselves to keep a better balance than they seem to have done
the past and at present . .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, yyou think then that any policing that
done should be done by the foundations themselves, and not by t
Congress?
Dr. HOBBS . If it is a matter of policing, I would say yes . Of cours
when you get excesses and if there is a definite effort to influence la
such as has been indicated, then I think properly Members of Con
gress, to whom this prerogative is delegated, should be somewh
concerned .
Mr. HAYS . But you don't have any specific recommendations
make at this moment about any laws that we should pass?
Dr. HOBBS . I am not a legislator, sir . I would not ; no.
Mr. HAYS. I realize that, and I didn't want to put you on t
spot. But the usual idea, when you have a congressional investigatio
the ultimate thing, if it comes to any conclusion at all that anythi
is wrong, is that there should be some remedial action taken .
You have indicated, at least, that you think there are some thin
that are wrong but you don't think that they are so badly wro
that Congress ought to pass a law about it .
Dr. HOBBS . I certainly think a great deal of thought should
given . I can't conceive, as I indicated before, how such a law cou
be drawn up without restricting investigation in some area or oth
Mr. HAYS . In other words, stifling further education and researc
Dr . HOBBS. Yes, Sir.
Mr. HAYS . That is exactly what I am afraid of .
Dr. HOBBS. I think that would be undesirable .
Mrs . PFOST . I would like to ask, Dr . Hobbs, do you think it wou
be proper or don't you think it would, that this committee call oth

Dr. HOBBS . Absolutely .
Mrs . PFOST. Also, I would like to ask you, Dr. Hobbs, do you think
any of this tax-free money is being channeled into needless projects?
Dr. HOBBS . You want my opinion?
Mrs . PFOST. Yes.
Dr. HOBBS . Absolutely .
Mrs . PFOST . If I understand you correctly, a little while ago, you
made the statement that you felt that the foundations should direct
their studies in a more diversified field . How do you feel that they
could better balance-how, can they set about better balancing their
field of study?
Dr . HOBBS. As I indicated, there is, or at least at present there seems
to be to me and to other academic people, this atmosphere that
the foundations are primarily interested only in this empirical approach . They, on their own initiative, could make efforts to dispel
that atmosphere and to correct it, if it is erroneous, or to correct the
situation if it does exist, through their circulars and advertising and
through letters which are sent to universities, emphasizing that they
are interested in all types of approaches .
Mrs. PFOST. Thank you very much .
Mr. HAYS. Dr . Hobbs, yesterday you talked at considerable length
about the influence of certain social scientists-is that the term you
used-on the Army?
Dr. HOBBS . Social scientists .
Mr. HAYS . I made the point yesterday I thought, and I don't wish
to put a mantle around my shoulders and say I am a prophet, but
I pointed out yesterday that whatever else you said, Dr . Kinsey
would get top billing . That seems to have been the case in a few press
notices I read this morning.
But to me the most important charge you made, or the most serious
one, I will put it that way, is the charge you made-that the social
scientists had more or less tampered with the workings of the Army
to the detriment of the country.
Dr. HOBBS . I did not make that in the form of a charge . I made
statements from the books themselves and did indicate in making those
statements that this apparently, from the evidence, was a definite conflict between military policy on the part of the Army and social-science
approach on the part of the social scientists involved .
Mr. HAYS . Let me say here that I don't want to put words in your
mouth . If you didn't make a charge against the Army, I don't want
to imply that you did.
Dr . HOBBS . I did emphasize that there was a conflict ; yes, sir.
Mr. HAYS . But the impression was very definitely left with me that
it was in the nature rather of a charge or indictment or whatever you
want to call it . At least it seemed to me to be rather serious. Just exactly what did you mean to imply?
Dr . HOBBS . I meant to imply that here was a situation involving an
extremely important military principle . That within this situation
there was a conflict . On the one hand you had the military, on the
other hand the social scientists . This they admit repeatedly throughout their work .

advocated by the military . They succeeded in doing this, resulting
the point system of discharge, a discharge which, according to the mil
tary side, was undesirable .
Mr. HAYS . Doctor, you say there that on the one side was the A
and on the other side was social science . That is two sides .
How many sides does this thing have? To me it must have at lea
one more . Maybe it was a triangle, I don't know, but there is a s
that it seems to me on which there were millions of people in th
country and the way you define it, if there were only two sides th
they were not on the side of the Army as you speak of the word .
By the Army I assume is meant what is commonly called arou
here the "high brass," or the people who run it .
Dr . HOBBS . That expression' there were two sides" is from the bo
itself.
Mr. HAYS . Wouldn't you say that in addition to the social sci
tists, there were about 6 million soldiers-maybe the figure is
high-maybe only 5 million wanted to be discharged, I don't kno
But at the time it seemed to me like they all did . If there wer
million soldiers there were probably 12 million fathers and mothe
more or less and I don't know how many million sisters and brothe
and other relatives, but I distinctly remember they were all on th
side, too .
Do you agree or not?
Dr. HOBBS . That is probably true, but if military policy is to
based on the wishes of the individual members of the military servic
then you are going to have a very, very interesting -sort of Army, Nav
Air Force and Marine Corps .
Mr. HAYS . I agree with you . Probably more interesting than
have ever had . But in a democracy how else would you have the Ar
directed? Are you going to set it up a little sacrosanct outfit whi
does whatever it pleases without regard to the wishes of the people?
you do that you don't have a democracy, do you?
Dr. HoBBS. That is correct. But within a military organization
definition you do not have democracy . It is necessary to have ra
within a military organization . It is necessary definitely to deleg
responsibility and authority .
Mr. HAYS . As I understand it, the decision had been made that
are going to have to demobilize some of these men . We can't ke
them all . It is not necessary to keep them all. We can't afford
keep them all . The public won't stand for us to keep them all.
of those factors entered in .
Do I understand you to say that it is bad to ask these men, we a
going to demobilize part of you, would you want to give us yo
opinion of how you would like to have it done? Do you think th
is bad per se?
Dr . HOBBS . I made the point, or tried to delineate the differences
some of the differences between physical science and social scienc
that one of the differences was that the very fact that you attem
to make a study may influence the attitudes, the opinions, the behav
of the persons who are involved in it .
In this particular situation, there is the possibility-and I wou
say the likelihood-that when members of the military service a

warned against, when they are given the impression that they are to
have the decision about important matters of strategy and military
policy, then there is always the possibility that you create disaffection .
would say that is a real possibility . It could have turned out that
the technique accepted and used was desirable . That could have
happened.
.. As it did turn out in the perspective of history, it was, let us say,
at least questionable from a military point of view .
Mr. HAYS. Don't say "let us say." You say it.
Dr. HOBBS . I would say it was definitely questionable .
Mr. HAYS. That is your opinion?
Dr. HOBBS . It is my opinion .
Mr. HAYS . Yes. That is a very interesting thing, and I am just
curious to know how would you have gone about demobilizing these
people if you didn't use the point system, if you personally had the
decision to make?
Dr. HOBBS . If I had the decision to make-you want to make me
Secretary of War for the moment I
Mr. HAYS. I will want to make you anything you want . You made
yourself something in criticizing it . So take the same title and tell
us what you would have done in place of what you say was wrong.
Dr. HOBBS. In the situation which apparently existed the military
did know or feel that there was good reason for not disbanding the
combat veterans, for maintaining intact, efficient, effective combat
units .
The social scientist on the other hand did not feel that same way .
I suspect, without knowing, from reading it, that the military was
worried and concerned about possible Russian encroachment in
Europe, a condition which did eventuate . The social scientist was
concerned only with his small area and did not know of that possibility. By the very nature of the study, you see, it was something
that they could not include . That is the type of hazard that you
encounter.
I don't mean to imply that these men were stupid, evil, or vicious
or anything of that kind ; they are very capable men, all of them .
Technically the studies were very good . My main point which I tried
to stress is that when you enter an area and use the weight and prestige
of social science you are encountering possible hazards-in this case,
military hazards .
Mr. HAYS. Doctor, they used a similar system in Korea right at
the time the fighting was going on, didn't they? They called it a
rotation system . They were constantly pulling men out of units and
putting them back and replacing them with other men.
I want to say very frankly I certainly recognize your right to your
opinion, but I don't see anything bad in bringing a man back home
who has risked his life repeatedy and let someone else assume that
gamble for a little while because if the combat veterans stay indefinitely, it seems to me you have a chance of upsetting their morale,
because they will say, "Well, we have two alternatives--one of them
is that we stay here and get killed eventually and the other one is
that we stay here and get killed tomorrow."

in sufficient strength so that they could combat a possible military mo
on the part of some potential enemy, in this case, of course, Russi
Mr. HAYS . I don't think the decision to keep them intact or no
to keep them intact-I insist-was made b any group of soci
scientists . It was made right here about a block away, under th
dome.
Dr . HOBBS . As I pointed Qut in citing from the book, there was t
point that. the military did desire to keep the units intact . The soci
scientists did not .
Mr. HAYS . Would you agree with that statement? The militar
especially from the rank of lieutenant colonel on up, would desire t
keep them intact forevermore? I never found a colonel or lieutena
colonel or a general who thought that the country was not in imminen
danger of destruction if you let one out . Whether or not it ha
anything to do with the fact that you have to have so many thousan
men to have so many dozen colonels, I don't know . But that is t
attitude they seem to take.
Dr . HOBBS. I have had some experience with the military, also
In my experience, I found the people-of course, military life is thei
specialty and career-they are concerned with it much more tha
nonprofessional military personnel . I did not find in my experienc
the degree of dogmatic affirmation that we will maintain armies a
the largest size, we will maintain navies at their fullest strength
regardless and in complete disregard of any military threat, imagi
nary or real, and regardless of the interests of the entire country .
do not find that in my experience .
Mr. HAYS . I overemphasized the thing perhaps and exaggerate
I am sure that you did not find that the case .
Will you agree that 99 percent of the time whenever there is a cu
suggested that you immediately ran into resistance in the high com
mand? That is a perfectly normal human tendency . I am no
saying they are awful people .
Dr. HOBBS. On the part of all of us when it comes to things we ar
interested in and seriously concerned with, of course that is very tru
Mr. HAYS . I have found that with social workers.
Dr. HOBBS . Of course, sir, it was true also of the social scientist
who were so concerned with their methods and techniques that they
too, overworked the military side of the situation .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, two little empires there kind of clashe
head on?
Dr . HOBBS . That is right .
Mr. HAYS . And one wanted this and the other wanted something
else . That is an interesting thing that you brought up, and I thought
it was worthy of some development .
I again want you to repeat what I understood you to say, that yo
don't think there was any bad or deliberate plot on their part t
destroy the Army .
Dr. HoBS . I have absolutely no knowledge, I read nothing to tha
effect, I didn't mean to imply it .
. Mr. HAYS . In other words, they thought this is the way it shoul
be done and they were firm in their belief and they pressed forwar
with it.

I have 1 or 2 other questions, Doctor, and then I will be through .
Someone once made the statement-and I can't quote who it wasthat the scholar who has never made a mistake has never made a
discovery or a correction . Would you be inclined to agree with that?
Dr . HOBBS . Yes, Sir.
Mr. HAYS. Then going back to this business of having controls over
research, research that is valuable is going to occasionally stray off
into fields where it is going to make mistaken conclusions and mistaken decisions and so on and so forth, would you agree that is true?
Dr . HOBBS . Yes, Sir .
Mr. HAYS. Do you have any specific suggestion as to how these
foundations might prevent more than a minimum number of mistakes?
I mean do you have any suggestion as to how they should tighten up
their grant -gIving machinery? You are more familiar with foundations than I . We have admitted that they are going to make some
mistakes . That is almost inevitable, is it not?
Dr. HOBBS . Yes, Sir .
Mr. HAYS. The desirable thing would be to keep those mistakes to
a minimum .
Dr. HOBBS . Yes, Sir.
Mr. HAYS. I ask this very kindly. I am only trying to get some
light on the subject . Do you have any suggestion?
Dr. HOBBS. One suggestion I made before would be that they emphasize that they do not wish to concentrate research and studies
within the empirical area to a disproportionate degree and to thereby
exclude or seriously minimize other important areas of study .
Another suggestion would be that they be much more careful than
they have been in the past in encroaching on large and significant
areas of human behavior, such as the military area where you can say
it is all right to make a mistake, but with high military policy perhaps
one mistake is the only chance you get . It may be your last mistake .
In this area any findings which are arrived at should be presented
very tentatively and with many, many reservations and qualifications
and not pushed to the degree which the findings in connection with
the point system of discharge were apparently pushed from reading
the book.
Mr. HAYS. You say a mistake in a military decision might be your
last mistake. Did I understand you to say that?
Dr. HOBBS . It could be in a military situation .
Mr. HAYS . Whether it came about as a result of an empirical study
or ]ust somebody's decision, that-could be true?
Dr. HOBBS . That is correct .
Mr. HAYS . So if we make a mistake about the ultimate decision on
what we do in Southeast Asia, while it might not necessarily be our last
mistake, it might be our next to the last?
Dr . HOBBS . That is correct.
Mr. HAYS . So we are getting right back, as I see it, to the fundamental conclusion that I think we are going to have to arrive at, and
that is, that human beings are susceptible to mistakes and in the situation we are now we better not make too many .
Dr . HOBBS. Yes, sir, but with this additional factor : That when
your decision is based on studies which are purportedly scientific, then

the impression is infallible. So you create quite a different situat
from the necessary and desirable difference of opinion between ind
viduals or between members of the military and civilians, where t
differences can be weighed and ironed out on their own level of mer
You don't have the injection of this factor which seems to be the fi
and decisive ultimate factor . I think that is a significant differen
Mr . HAYS . I think you and I are in complete agreement on th
point . In other words, you don't like an attempt to wrap a cloak
infallibility around them and say this is it .
Dr. HOBBS . Exactly .
Mr. HAYS . That is a tendency not only of social science, and I
being strictly nonpolitical when I say this, that has been the tenden
of recent Secretaries of State we have had too . They sort of
a mantle of infallibility on and say whatever decision I come to is ri
and this is it, and I don't want you to question it . That is a sho
coming that is confined not only to social scientists .
Dr. HOBBS. No, Sir . But you always have the factor of the prest
of science involved . You can argue about a decision of a Secretary
State on political bases, on bases of knowledge of history, on bases
knowledge of the foreign situation, and on many grounds you c
justifiably argue a decision of that type .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Wormser, there is a question you asked there th
I thought ought to be developed a little more and I don't recall, sin
I don't have the transcript here, the exact wording of it . It had to
with the foundations going into political fields . You asked it ear
in the testimony .
Mr. WORMSER . You mean today?
Mr. HAYS . Yes. Do you have a list of the questions you ask
there?
The CHAIRMAN. While he is thinking about that, may I ask o
question with reference to your suggestion .?
With reference to these suggestions that the foundations mig
follow to improve the situation, do you feel that any of the found
tions have exercised sufficient care in selecting the key personnel, or
the boards of trustees have exercised sufficient care and responsibili
in considering the recommendations of the personnel of the staff
Dr. Hosss . I am afraid that I wouldn't be qualified to give
opinion on that . I have made no separate study of foundations a
their personnel . I just wouldn't know .
Mr. WoRMSER. Mr. Hays, I don't recall the exact question, but
think what you are referring to was this : I had in my mind that th
is some evidence that foundations have to some extent conscious
determined to enter the political field in this sense : That soci
scientists should be assigned the job, let us say, of directing socie
and of telling us what is best for us. I asked some question whi
related to that, bringing out the political field itself . I think
Hobbs then quoted something from the report of the Social Scien
Research Council .
Is that what you mean?
Mr. HAYS . Yes, I think that had to do with it . Maybe we c
develop what I was thinking about without having the exact langua
I thought if you had it there it would be helpful .

to any great extent?
Dr . HOBBS . That would be difficult to determine . Political influence, as you know much, much better than I, involves many, many
intangibles as to what does influence people politically one way or
another . Have some of the findings influenced political attitudes?
I would say that is likely . But again, to measure it and to say exactly
how much and precisely in what direction, I would be at a loss to say .
Mr. HAYS . Do you think they have gone into it in any significant
way or to any great extent?
Dr. HOBBS . Certainly not directly . That is, not in any sense of a
lobby or anything of that type, to my knowledge .
Mr. HAYS . If they have gone in at all, then, with the exception
of perhaps some who sponsor radio programs and political figures,
they have gone into it in a rather subtle way?
Dr . HOBBS . That could be the case . I don't know the specific situation which you refer to . I have never heard that program . I don't
know .
Mr. HAYS. I don't want to show here that I am accusing them-and
we are speaking now, of course, of Facts Forum-of anything, but
I have had a lot of complaints about them, especially even prior to the
time of these hearings, and a great volume of letters since then.
To be perfectly fair I have had a few which say they are all right.
So all I am interested in with regard to that particular organization
is finding out whether they are biased or whether they are not . I
want to make it clear here, which apparently it has not been in some
people's minds, that if they are biased, they still have a perfect right
to go on the air ; but they don't have any right to go on with tax-exempt
funds.
Dr. HOBBS . I would agree with that.
Mr. HAYS . They have a right to their opinion, certainly . They
can be just as biased as they want to as long as they are using their
own money without any tax exemption .
Mr. Koca . Mr. Hays, I am glad you brought up that point. You
mentioned earlier this morning that one of the principal purposes of
a committee such as this is to find out whether legislation might be
necessary or whether present legislation should be amended .
I think after the representative of the Internal Revenue Department testifies, I think, next week, you will find that his department has
difficulty in determining Just what is propaganda and what is designed
to influence legislation . We hope to present to the committee samples
of various types of propaganda, including Facts Forum, and various
types of efforts to influence legislation, and maybe at the end of these
hearings we can define this a little bit better for the aid of the tax
department.
Mr. HAYS . I would say to you, that I am sure that it must be a very
difficult proposition. I am sure it must be just as difficult as there
are points of view . When you use the word "propaganda"-and
I think we ought to make that definitive here-the word "propaganda"
itself has come to have a sort of undesirable connotation .
In the strict sense it can be good propaganda as well as bad. I
suppose whether it is good or bad depends on your point of view and
whether or not you agree with it . That would be somewhat of a
determining factor.

some of the types of propaganda will shock us . If we can defin
better the tax department will have an easier time .
Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Hays, I can now give you your statistic t
you ask for . Roughly 50,000 copies of Stuart Chase's book have b
sold, which happens to be more than the aggregate sales of the 8 bo
which I have written .
Mr. HAYS . All I can say is that if he sold 50,000 copies with t
title, if he jazzed up the title a little he could have probably s
half a million . Whoever merchandised that book did not d
good job.
Mr. Kocx . I would like to have Mr . Wormser give us the names
his eight books.
Mr. HAYS . I think we ought to get a plug in for him and ment
one from memory, Estate Planning in a Changing World .
Mr. WORMSER . That is right .
Mr . HAYS. I found it a little heavy going but it is perhaps beca
I don't have an estate to worry about .
The CHAIRMAN. Since I quoted it in one of my speeches I sho
also mention his most recent book the Myth of Good and Bad Natio
Mr. HAYS . I hope I will have the time to read it before this he
ing is over .
I have just one more question which may lead into some s
auestions . I have a letter here from a man-I don't suppose he wo
care if I identified him, but there is no reason to bring him in .
is a rather kind letter with several points of view . He makes
challenging statement here and I would like to hear your comme
He says, "Man's greatest problem today is man himself ." Wou
you agree with that?
Dr . HOBBS . Could I answer that a little indirectly?
Mr . HAYS . In any way you wish.
Dr . HOBBS . I was going to lunch some time ago with a collea
and he asked me, "What do you think the Negro really wants?"
asked him, "What do you really want for lunch?" He said "I
not sure, I don't know ." I said, "You don't even know what
want for lunch and you ask me to tell you what the Negro rea
wants ."
I don't know what man's greatest problem is . Also, I don't k
what I want for lunch .
Mr. HAYS . I will read further and lie says
Human behavior is the area in which understanding of any general valid
is most difficult to obtain .
You would agree with that, would you not?
Dr . HOBBS . I am sorry, sir, would you repeat that?
Mr. HAYS (reading)
Human behavior is the area in which understanding of any general valid
is most difficult to obtain .
Dr . HOBBS . If you leave out the supernatural I would say that
correct.
Mr. HAYS . Let us leave it out by all means .
Dr. HOBBS . Frankly, we have been in a couple of areas here t
I have very little knowledge of and if we get into the supernatur
I will be completely without knowledge .

we have been saying all along . You can change the words "human
behavior" to make them read "social science" and we would come up
with about the same general conclusion, would we not?
Dr . HOBBS . Yes, Sir .
Mr. HAYS . That any experimentation with human behavior or the
social sciences or anything concerning the behavior of men is an
experiment or a research that you can't put any adequate controls on ?
Dr. HOBBS . That would be my view.
Mr. HAYS . So it is more or less an excursion into the dark and any
conclusions that you come up with should be qualified by saying that
there is no way to validly set up a scientific control, so these are
merely conclusions and the best we can come to in the light of what
we have done .
Dr. HOBBS . Exactly .
Mr. HAYS . If the foundations adopt that as a principle in their
grants for research into the social sciences, you would be satisfied?
Dr. HOBBS . I would say that would be a commendable forward step .
Mr. HAYS . That is all .
The CHAIRMAN . Are there any other questions?
If not, we thank you very kindly, Professor Hobbs .
Dr. HOBBS . Thank you, sir .
The CHAIRMAN . Whom do you wish to call?
Mr. WORMSER . I would like to call Mr . McNiece.
Mr. HAYS . You say you wanted to call Mr. McNiece . It is time
for the morning bell for the House . I wonder if it would not be well
to go over to Monday?
Mr. KocH . Mr. McNiece's presentation, which is long, we can
put on at any time, so if we don't start Monday, because we have
some other witnesses, we will put it on later .
The CHAIRMAN . As I understand, Mr . Wormser, the witness who
is to be here Monday is Mr . Sargent, of California . I might say Mr .
Sargent was the man who was first invited to become general counsel
of the Cox committee, the predecessor of this committee, and for reasons at that time was unable to accept the invitation, but he is a student
of questions which we are dealing with here and, based upon my
knowledge of Mr . Sargent in other ways, I think his testimony
will contain a great deal of interest .
Mr . HAYS . Let me ask this while we are on the matter of whom
we are going to call . You say Mr. Sargent was first approached
about being counsel for the Cox committee?
The CHAIRMAN . He was invited to be counsel of the committee
by Mr . Cox .
Mr. HAYS. Would it be possible at some time to bring in the counsel
of the Cox committee? There are a lot of questions I would like to
ask him .
The CHAIRMAN . I think that is something that might be considered .
Mr. HAYS . I want to get a request in right now before we run out
of time .
I would like to have the counsel of the Cox committee brought in
one day . Ask him to come . I think he could give us some very valuable statements .

The committee on Monday will meet in the caucus room in the Ol
House Office Building, which is room 362, at 10 a. m .
(Whereupon, at 11 : 50 p . m., Thursday, May 20, the hearing w
recessed until 10 a . m ., Monday, May 24,1954 . )

TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
MONDAY, MAY 24, 1954
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE
TAX EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,

Wa8hington,, D . C.

The special subcommittee met at 10 a . m., pursuant to recess, in
room 1334, New House Office Building, Hon . B . Carroll Reece (chairman of the special subcommittee) presiding .
Present : Representatives Reece, Hays, and Pfost .
Also present : Rene A . Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T . Koch,
associate counsel ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Kathryn Casey,
legal analyst .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order .
Who is your first witness, Mr . Wormser?
Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Aaron Sargent, of San Francisco .
The CHAIRMAN . Will you be sworn? Do you solemnly swear the
testimony you are about to give in this proceeding shall be the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
TESTIMONY OF AARON M. SARGENT, ATTORNEY,
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Mr. SARGENT. Yes ; I do . I have the original subpena Mr . Reece
served me. May I lodge it with the clerk at this time?
The CHAIRMAN . Yes .
Mr. WORMSER . Will you state your name, address, and occupation
for the record, please?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes . My name is Aaron M . Sargent . My occupation is attorney at law . I also have had experience in connection with
special investigations and research, particularly in the educational
and aiitisubversive field . My office is in the Hobart Building in San
Francisco, Calif . I maintain a research office at Palo Alto, Calif.,
which is down in the San Francisco Peninsula. My residence is 606
Santa Rita Avenue, Palo Alto, Calif .
Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Sargent, you are here, I understand, to give
testimony on radicalism in education and the responsibility of the
foundations for it?
Mr . HAYS . Before we go any further, I have a few questions I would
like to ask.
Mr. WORMSER . I was just going to ask him to qualify himself .
Mr . HAYS. I am going to qualify him. Were you ever offered the
counselship of the Cox committee?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes, sir.
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ing of the position or discussion of my possible employment
Mr. HAYS . I asked you a specific question . Were you offered
counselship of the Cox committee?
Mr. SARGENT . In substance, yes. It was indicated verbally that
appointment would be looked upon favorably . The actual tende
do not think was made . I discussed the matter with Judge Cox
Washington at the time.
Mr. HAYS . In other words, it was an informal discussion about t
possibility of it, but actually you were -never specifically offered i
Mr. SARGENT . No . I was never specifically offered it in a form
way . It was under discussion . I found myself unable to do it
a number of reasons .
The CHAIRMAN . Would you permit an interjection, Mr . Hays?
Mr. HAYS. Yes .
The CHAIRMAN . As a member of the Cox committee, I might s
Judge Cox brought up the question of counsel . He brought up t
name of Mr. Sargent and gave his background and his evaluation
him, which was favorable, indicating that he thought favorably
his selection . The committee at this informal session authorized
to get in touch with Mr. Sargent and negotiate with him . I do
remember the exact details but as I recall it, the inference was to co
clude a contract with him if lie desired to do so.
At a later meeting he advised the committee that he had contact
Mr. Sargent, who at that time was in Texas attending a bar associ
tion meeting of some kind .
Mr. SARGENT . It was a meeting of the Sons of the American Rev
lution, National Society, at Houston .
The CHAIRMAN . He advised he would be unable to accept the cou
selship . That is the basis for my reference the other day . In vi
of the fact that I made that reference, I thought I should furth
explain the statement .
Mr. HAYS . Did you ever offer to work for the Cox committee lat
on, Mr. Sargent, after the counsel was chosen ?
Mr. SARGENT . No ; I never did . Mr. Harold Keele, the counsel f
the committee, contacted me when I was in Washington-I do n
recall the exact date-September or October of that year . What ye
was that? That committee was acting in 1952 .
Mr. HAYS . Yes:
Mr. SARGENT . It would be about October, as I recall, of 1952 . I
staying at the Statler . Mr. Keele's office contacted me and reques
me to confer with him, which I did, and he asked me what I kn
about this thing . We went over it in some detail. He asked in 'w
way I could be of any help . I said if you feel that my services wo
be of any assistance to you, I will see what I can do . But I was ne
requested to act, and I did not solicit the arrangement in any w
The entire request originated from Mr . Keele . He had me meet wi
the staff at lunch and we did various things .
Mr. HAYS . You are testifying now that Mr . Keele asked you .
Mr. SARGENT . Correct . He asked me in what way I could he
I indicated I thought that there were only two ways-as a witnes
or possibly under some special employment . It was in response
his question how I could aid him . I did not want the association

Mr. HAYS . Did you have a conference with Mr . Keele at that time?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes, I did ; a long conference.
Mr. HAYS . It lasted until 8 : 30 or so in the evening ?
Mr. SARGENT . I do not recall the hour. It lasted a long time . He
reviewed a great many things about his policies in the handling of the
investigation and so forth .
Mr. HAYS . Do you recall saying that you would be available for
special consultation or investigative work to this Cox committee at
a fee of about $100 to $125 a day?
Mr. SARGENT. I may have stated that amount . That is about what
it is worth for an attorney to leave his business and go out of town
and attend things of this kind . It is a very expensive and heavy
responsibility. I may have said that.
Mr . HAYS . And you recall that was considerably more than the
counsel was getting and that the committee probably would not pay
that, is that correct?
Mr. SARGENT. I think it was indicated that it was higher than the
scale ; yes . However, that is what the sacrifice was worth .to me.
Mr. HAYS . Did you tell Mr . Keele the reason that you had declined
the job of counsel of the Cox committee? Did you tell him that?
Mr. SARGENT . I think he knew it all right. I don't specifically
recall.
Mr. HAYS . Remember you are under oath . You just testified that
you were not specifically tendered the job . I am asking you, Did you
tell Mr . Keele that you declined the job?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't know whether I did or not . You are being
technical, Mr. Hays .
Mr. HAYS . No ; I am not being technical at all . I am just asking
you a question . You either did or didn't .
Mr. SARGENT. I may have used that expression, but in a technical
and exact sense, I was not tendered the job . I felt here in justice to
this committee I should not make that statement . There was no formal notice or a letter stating that "we offer you the counselship of the
committee."
Mr. HAYS . We brought that out .
Mr. SARGENT . I may have used that reference in talking to Mr .
Keele in a loose general sense, in the sense I knew I probably could
be appointed and indicating to them I could not be available . I think
I would have been justified in making that statement . I said generally
something of that nature .
Mr. HAYS . All right . I am not going to try to pin you down more
than that .
Mr. SARGENT . In a technical sense, I was not offered the job, no.
Mr. HAYS . Did you give Mr . Keele any reason why you, would not
have taken the job?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't remember . I may have indicated something .
I don't recall specifically at this time .
Mr. HAYS . You don't remember whether you told him that you had
an estate that you were executor for in California and you could not
afford to turn down the fee involved?
Mr. SARGENT . I could have told him that. That is the fact. It is
an estate pending at the present time, as a matter of fact . I am still
working on it .

Mr. SARGENT . I don't know whether he did or not . I don't k
whether he did or not . I don't mind telling you it is a quarter-milli
dollar estate in probate . It is important business . The party d
while I was in the East .
Mr. HAYS. Have you at any time in the past criticized the Cox c
mittee on the ground that the questionnaires were not sworn to?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes .
Mr. HAYS . Did you discuss with Mr . Keele at any time during y
conference the problem of having those questionnaires sworn to?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes ; I asked why there was no oath on that quest
naire form . He said he was going to bring these people in later
cross-examine them and use these statements to get prelimin
information .
Mr. HAYS . Did you happen to discuss it with him to the extent
agreeing that had they tried in the limited time to get the questi
naires sworn to that they probably would not have gotten any ba
Mr. SARGENT . I think he said something like that . I don't re
I ever said it.
Mr. HAYS . You do not know whether you agreed with t
conclusion?
Mr. SARGENT. I don't think so . I was a little disturbed at the pr
dure. It looked a little irregular to me . That committee had
subpena power, including power to compel answer . I thought
procedure was a little different, to say the least .
Mr . HAYS . Did you discuss the mechanics of this thing? This c
mittee only had a life of 6 months . Wasn't the question discus
that, if they required sworn questionnaires, that they proba
wouldn't have had time to check every answer of the foundations,
the committee probbbly would not have gotten back anything, so un
the circumstances it was better to go ahead this way than to
getting nothing?
Mr. SARGENT . You misunderstand the purpose and scope of t
conversation, Mr . Hays . I didn't go there to discuss any of t
things with Mr . Keele . He called me in because he wanted to t
to me and he outlined various things and I commented upon som
them .
Mr. HAYS . He called you in?
Mr. SARGENT. I was definitely there at his request, and I remai
for a very long time, longer than I had any idea of staying. I
there about 4 o'clock in the afternoon and I didn't get out until pr
ably around 8 o'clock, nearly 3 or 4 hours.
Mr. HAYS. I do not know who called you .
Mr. SARGENT . He did . I didn't discuss these things with him at a
except I might comment on what he said . He was apparently try
to tell me what he was going to do. I was not guiding him.
Mr . HAYS . It has been stated here by Mr . Dodd that there are cer
things missing from the files of the Cox committee . At least one
of the answers to these questionnaires . Do you happen to have
set?
Mr. SARGENT . No, Sir.
Mr. HAYS . Did you ever have it?

Mr. HAYS . Do you have any material that came out of the files of
the Cox committee?
Mr. SARGENT. Not a single piece of paper of any kind . I think the
suggestion is a little bit unfair, Mr . Hays.
Mr. HAYS . Well, now
Mr. SARGENT . May I answer further, please?
Mr. HAYS . Yes ; you may answer, but we are not going to make
speeches . I have been lenient with you on making speeches so far . Do
you know a fellow by the name of "Bugeye" Barker?
Mr. _ SARGENT . I want to answer the other question first .
Mr. HAYS, You said you didn't have any papers .
Mr. SARGENT. Yes ; but I want to explain the circumstances to show
I couldn't have any in the first place . May I answer?
Mr. HAYS . No ; you cannot make a speech.
Mr. SARGENT. I am not going to make a speech . May I answer that
question first, please?
Mr. HAYS . You can answer whether or not you have anything out
of the files of the Cox committee .
Mr. SARGENT . I want to explain .
Mr. HAYS . I will give you a chance to explain why you couldn't
have later .
Mr. SARGENT . I did not at any time have access to those questionnaires or the answers except under the jurisdiction of the Clerk of
the House of Representatives in his office in one of these buildings
under his custody and in his office . The questionnaires had never been
answered when I saw Mr . Keele, which was in October . They had
been sent out . I saw no answers at that time .
Mr. HAYS . Do you know one George, commonly known around
here as Bugeye Barker?
Mr. SARGENT . I met him when I was in town .
Mr. HAYS . Did he ever deliver anything to you from the files of
the Cox committee?
Mr. SARGENT. Not a single piece of paper of any kind .
Mr. HAYS . Did you try to get from Mr . Keele any material about
the Cox committee?
Mr . SARGENT. Not a single thing except a transcript I wanted to
borrow later. He handed me some kind of printed forms of questionnaires he was supposed to use . I think I took a few of those away
with me, just blank forms, nothing aside from that .
Mr. HAYS . You didn't ask for anything and later complained that
he turned you down?
Mr. SARGENT. No, of course not . I had no right to ask anything
of him . I never did except with respect to the transcript of the Hiss
case.
Mr. HAYS . Do you know a George DeHuszar?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes, he is in Chicago .
Mr. HAYS . Have you ever worked with him?
Mr. SARGENT. No, I never worked with him . I discussed problems
with him from time to time . But I never worked with him on any
situation . I have corresponded with him as I do with other people
interested in this kind of work . He did a small job for me years

some matters .
Mr. HAYS . Did I understand you to just say that you never ask
Mr . Keele for anything?
Mr. SARGENT. Any documentary material?
Mr. HAYS . Yes .
Mr. SARGENT . I am pretty clear I never did.
Mr. HAYS . Did you ever ask him for any information?
Mr. SARGENT. I asked him at one time if he could get . me acce
to the printed transcript of the proceedings on the trial of Alger Hi
I asked him if he could give me that . I was doing research and
wanted to go over the transcript . He told me by letter he didn
have it. I later obtained it from another source . I did ask him
that . I never asked him for any committee material. I think th
is the only thing I ever did ask him for .
Mr. HAYS . Did you write him at least two letters demanding ce
tain information relative to the work of the committee?
Mr. SARGENT . Not demanding anything, no . I had a few lette
with him, yes . I will be glad to identify any letters of mine if y
have them there, and if I look at my file at home, I will send y
copies of what my correspondence with him was .
Mr. HAYS. Did you write him any letters wanting to know w
witnesses had not been sworn?
Mr. SARGENT. After the thing was over, I did . I wanted to p
him down and tried to find why . That was after the committee h
disbanded . Yes, I did ask for his explanation and I got no sati
factory answer.
Mr. HAYS . You didn't sort of try to run this Cox investigati
from the sidelines by any chance, did you?
Mr. SARGENT . No, not under any conditions . I had nothing to
with it. I waited until it was all over . I received the report and t
published transactions . I looked them over. I then discovered th
the witnesses had not been sworn . I was amazed about it . Mr. Keel
explanation to me was the fact that some sworn testimony would
taken . I was astounded at what I found . I then opened correspo
ence with Mr . Keele to find out why he had not done so . That is wh
the correspondence originated on the swearing of witnesses.
Mr. HAYS . Did you at any time want to set up another committee
this session of the Congress?
Mr. SARGENT . Another committee?
Mr. HAYS . A similar committee to the Cox committee-this co
mittee?
Mr. SARGENT . You mean aside from this committee here?
Mr. HAYS . No . Did you at any time either verbally or in writi
ask anyone to introduce a resolution setting up sgch a committee as
have meeting here today?
Mr. SARGENT. No. The resolution was introduced . I was back h
after the resolution was introduced, and I was in favor of the resol
tion carrying. I did not suggest a resolution to be offered in t
first place . I had nothing to do with that .
Mr. HAYS . Did any member of this committee tender you the j
of counsel or approach you?
Mr. SARGENT. 'No, not under those circumstances, not even by su
gestion or indirection .

Mr. SARGENT . No.
Mr. HAYS. How was the contact made that brings you here today,
Mr. Sargent?
Mr. SARGENT . I received a letter from Mr . Norman Dodd . I don't
have the exact date .
Mr. HAYS. That is immaterial.
Mr. SARGENT . I received a letter quite recently inquirin whether I
could be in any way helpful to this committee . I wire Mr. Dodd
back and told him that if they desired to take care of the usual . exenses that I would be willing to come back and lay the entire matter
b efore you . I received in response to that wire a telegram from Mr .
Dodd stating that my willingness to do that was greatly appreciated ;
that the expenses would be provided, and that I would be notified
shortly . I talked with him on the phone subsequently, and I told him
that I felt that if I carne, I should have the protection of subpena so
as to make it clearly a well-defined legal arrangement . The subpena
was forthcoming, and I came . This originated in the first place at
the instance of your staff, and throughout was at their request, and not
my request . If that had not happened, I would never have been here
at all .
Mr. HAYS . Understand I am not trying to lead you into anything on
that question . I am merely trying to find out how the contact was
made .
Mr. SARGENT . The contract was made at the instance of your staff .
I am here at their request .
Mr. HAYS. As I understand it from this three-page mimeographed
form that you have here, in which you say in the last paragraph that
a considerable amount of time is required for your presentation . I
assume that you have a prepared presentation there, well documented
and so on.
Mr. SARGENT. I have an outline to enable me to testify . It is not
prepared in the sense that it can be mimeographed and distributed
and have any use . I have an outline and it is organized to minimize
your time and to be orderly in its handling .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, you are sitting there with a prepared
script that you cannot furnish to the committee, is that it?
Mr. SARGENT . The question is not being able to furnish the committee . I understand you want to know what I know about this subject. I have arranged notes to enable me to do this with a minimum
of time and lost motion . I have such an outline for my guidance,
yes . The first part of my testimony, Mr . Hays, will be devoted to
this first statement here . For your convenience, as I get to other
sections of this, I will try and give you some sort of agenda as best
I can . I have been in town only 5 days and working constantly to put
this material together after I got here .
(Discussion off the record .)
Mr. HAYS. I will ask you one more question, Mr . Sargent. In view
of the fact that you do not have a prepared statement, and according
to the short statement you have here, you say that it is going to be
very long, you would not' have any objection if the committee interrupted you at any place to try to ask you a question to clarify something?

velop that you will ask me some question which cannot be ful
answered without reference to other testimony I propose to giv
In a case of that kind, I would like to indicate to you the nature
the other testimony, and ask leave to respond to it later . Runni
questions as we go, of course, I am happy to answerMr ..Mr HAYS . The committee will not try to put a limitation on you
answer .
Mr . SARGENT. No ; there are several blocks of testimony and o
of these questions may anticipate something which I am going to cov
very fully.
The CHAIRMAN. Also, Mr . Sargent, I have indicated to Mr . Ha
and Mrs. Pfost that in addition to the questions they may ask as the
go along, that after reading the full transcript of your testimony,
further questioning is desired, that you will become available
answer .
Mr . SARGENT. Certainly, except I do hope that it is possible to min
mize my stay in Washington and do it promptly . I have to go
New York from here . If I can get through this continuously to
point where you are approximately through, I will contact the co
mittee staff, and if you want to hold one more hearing to questi
me further on my testimony in coming back from New York I can
that, and perhaps that will accomplish your purpose .
Mrs. PFOST . Mr . Sargent, you have no carbon copies at all . Yo
have only one original of your lengthy testimony?
Mr. SARGENT. I have not written out my testimony . I am givi
it as I go . I have notes from which I can testify to these vario
facts . I haven't it written out in full, no . I am testifying and n
just reading a piece of paper here .
Mr . HAYS . Let me ask you this, and I am trying again to get so
clarification on this . Do you propose being specific? If you ma
any generalizations, are you going to try to document those, a
name names?
Mr . SARGENT. I propose to be absolutely specific and to make
statements based upon documents which I personally have examin
In some cases I have the document right here and I will read from t
document itself .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, you will read excerpts?
Mr. SARGENT. . Yes, and I will cite the original source . I am refe
ring to books. I am refering to manuscript material .
Mr . HAYS. All right .
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed, then, Mr . Sargent.
Mr. WORMSER . May I first ask, Mr . Sargent, to state what educ
tional and other experience you may have had which might quali
you to give expert testimony in this proceeding?
Mr. SARGENT . From the standpoint of educational background,
am a graduate of Stanford University, class of 1923, receiving a de
gree of bachelor of science in mechanical engineering, I was grad
ated from Hastings College of Law, which is the University of Cal
fornia, in 1926, being granted the degree, bachelor of laws . I w
admitted to the bar of the State of California in 1926 . I beca
a member of the bar of the United States Supreme Court in 193
I am a member of the American Bar Association, the American Jud
cature Society, State Bar of California . Twenty-seven years exper

American education, and particularly the public school system .
From the standpoint of specific proceedings, I participated in hearings in 1941-42, before the San Francisco City Board of Education
in regard to Rugg social science textbooks. Between 1942 and 1945,
I studied the progressive system of education . This was done at
the request of the California Society, Sons of the American Revolution . We inquired into the textbook condition of our State schools
and our State department of education at Sacramento .
In 1946, I began the inquiry which led up to the proceedings which
were later brought to Congress on the so-called Building America
textbooks.
I handled proceedings for the SAR before the State Board of
Education of California, and later made a presentation before legislative committees on that . I drafted certain legislative bills on education for that session at the request of various parties involved . I
have since studied the national aspects of this subversive teaching
problem .
I am the author of the Bill of Grievances which was filed with the
Judiciary Committee of the United States Senate, and the Un-American Activities Committee of the House of Representatives by the
National Society, Sons of the American Revolution . I conducted the
research on which that document was based .
In 1952 for a brief period in May I was employed as a consultant
for staff work in research by the Senate Internal Security Committee. In 1952-53 I directed some research work conducted at the Hoover
Institute Library at Stanford University on war, peace, and revolution.
That is the collection of material assembled by Mr . Herbert Hoover
and his associates .
I have studied curriculum and teaching methods in social studies,
the philosophy and practice involved in the progressive system of
education, communism in education, also propaganda, tactics and activities of revolutionary organizations, and the history of subversive
movement. Likewise the legal and constitutional questions involved .
On the question here by Mr . Hays it was brought out the circumstances under which I came . I served for a number of years as
chairman of the Americanization committee of the National Society,
Sons of the American Revolution . I do not occupy that office at the
present time . I am merely a member in good standing of the Society .
I am here not as the representative of any group, but an individual
citizen under subpena by you .
In the interest of full disclosure, I wish to acquaint you with this
fact at the present time . I am the president and research director of
a tax-exempt foundation for educational work that was recently
organized but which has no funds at its disposal at the present time,
and which has had no business relationships of any kind with any
foundation to which I will refer in my testimony . The corporation
is entitled, "Fund for American Leadership, Inc ." It was organized
under California law on August 17, 1953, for the purpose of training leaders in antisubversive work and studying revolutionary methods, their history, development and activities, which threaten the
national security, their propaganda, impact on American institutions,

I have here a certified copy of those articles which I would li
to have made a part of the committee files .
Mr. HAYS . Just a minute . Let me ask you about that . Has th
foundation ever had any money?
Mr. SARGENT. No. It still has no money . We are in the proce
of determining what contact can be made to get funds.
Mr. HAYS . I just suggest in view of some of the statements th
have been made about the gullibility of some of these people y
ought not to have much trouble in getting money .
Mr. SARGENT. The difficulty is that our side can't get the mone
but the other side can always get it . This corporation was creat
to find American money to study the antisubversiveMr. HAYS. All you ought to do is say that in Texas and if y
are any kind of salesman at all, you ought to get the money .
Mr. SARGENT . So I appear strictly in an individual capacity . Th
corporation is not affected in this matter . I am speaking entirely
that basis .
Now, I have a prepared statement for the committee which at th
time I would like to read.
The investigation required of this committee is one of the mos
important matters which has ever come before the Congress of t
United States . It concerns the national security, the defense of t
principles set forth in the Constitution of the United States . Y
will find that the situation confronting you is the result of a disr
gard of trust responsibility-a condition amounting to abdication
duty by the trustees of the tax-exmpt foundations which have exert
such a great influence in the history of our country since the turn
the century .
In discharging its responsibility and weighing the evidence, th
committee must have some standard or yardstick to apply. I belie
the following r re the legal and moral standards which apply to th
trust relationship .
This is an elaboration of the poster we have on the board here .
Standards of foundation conduct : It is the duty of tax-exem
foundations and their trustees to observe and be . guided by the follo
ing standards of conduct
First : Patriotism . To bear true faith and allegiance to the philo
ophy and principles of government set forth in the Declaration o
Independence and the Constitution of the United States .
Second : Loyalty . To be active and positive in supporting t
United States Government against revolutionary and other subversiv
attacks ;
To put patriotic money at the disposal of patriotic men in this fie
of education to enable them to support and defend our Constituti
and form of government.
Third : Obedience to law. To faithfully obey the laws of the Unit
States and the provisions of State law under which foundatio
charters are granted ;
Fourth : Respect for exemption . To use the tax-exemption priv
lege in good faith, recognizing the purpose for which that privile
is granted ;

national security, or (3) threaten the integrity of the Federal Government.
Mr. HAYS . Right there, I am going to stop you and ask you a question . That is a very fine statement, but if you refrain from supporting
everything that the Republican campaign orators called socialism,
then you would be against everything that has been passed by the
Congress in the past 20 years . Is that your definition?
Mr. SARGENT . No, Sir. When I talk about socialism in my testimony, Mr. Hays, I mean socialism of the kind advocated by the Fabians of Great Britain, which has ruined the economic system of that
country, not individual projects which may seem wise for some
purpose or other on their own merits .
Mr. HAYS . -I won't debate with you what has ruined the economic
system of Great Britain or even say that Time magazine, a week or
two ago, talked about the remarkable recovery and the great dollar
balance . We will leave that out. Would you consider bank-deposit
insurance to be socialism?
Mr. SARGENT. No; not within the scope of what I mean here .
Mr. HAYS . We want to get this term straightened out, because it has
been too widely applied .
Mr . SARGENT. I am very happy to do that .
Mr. HAYS . How about old-age insurance?
Mr. SARGENT . No .
Mr. HAYS . Social security and unemployment insurance?
Mr. SARGENT. No.
Mr. HAYS. You would not consider any of those to be socialism?
Mr. SARGENT . I am talking about nationalization of business and
industry, a government-operated system which is national socialism
or Fabian socialism .
Mr. HAYS . We will try to get one maybe you can get in on . How
about TVA?
Mr. SARGENT. I think that is doubtful.
Mr. HAYS. That is in the sort of gray area?
Mr . SARGENT . You are not asking my policy on legislative matters
now?
Mr. HAYS . No ; but you are throwing these terms around, and you
are going to continue, I am pretty sure, and I want to get a delineation
of what is and what is not socialism when you use the word . You say
it is Fabian socialism . You may understand that and I may have
some smattering of what it means, but, if they put that in the newspapers, to 99 percent of the people it is going to mean nothing . So
I am trying to get this down
The CHAIRMAN . Since TVA has been interjected, many I also make a
comment on that. I think I can do so objectively . The TVA was
started initially purely as a defense project for the purpose of manufacturing nitrogen which was then not available in adequate and insured quantities. That is back in World War I . Then in connection
with the expansion of the development it was based upon flood control, which is a very important phase of the TVA development . Then
since the expenditures were being made for flood control and defense,
there was an incidental development, which was power . I think all

then adequate provision must be made for the development of the riv
for power purposes .
The only question remaining to be decided was the manner in whi
the power development should be carried out . I think there was nev
any question after the Government moved in but that the Governmen
should construct the dams . The question arose as to the manner
which the power should be distributed . That is the key question .
If you will pardon me, since the question has come up and it come
up frequently, a sharp difference of opinion existed-I was chairma
of the subcommittee that drafted the original Tennessee Valley devel
opment and was chairman of the House conference committee .
One of the very sharp differences between the Senate committee an
the House committee was with reference to the distributing of th
power . As an individual, and I was supported by the majority o
the House conferees, I opposed the Federal Government establishin
sprawling power-distributing system, and advocated instead that t
local authorities be permitted to organize companies for the distribu
tion of the power. When the TVA Act in its final form was adopted
that policy was embodied in the act . So that the Federal Govern
ment does not distribute the power . I think this is an importan
thing to keep in mind. The government outside of its defense a
flood-control aspects generates the power and sells it wholesale to th
various distributing agencies, which in the main are owned by munici
palities . If desired, those distributing facilities could be owne
privately, as I recall, but it happens that none of them is .
I think when we get to questioning the socialism aspect of TVA, i
is well to keep in mind just what the TVA is ; and that is the reason
am taking a little while here to make this explanation with referenc
to the Tennessee Valley Authority in view of my intimate relation
with it from its very inception .
Mr. HAYS . Just let me say a word or two to clarify a couple o
things . In the first place, the incidental bydevelopment, which i
power, is the thing that put refrigerators in the kitchens and bette
food on the table, and, in many cases, shoes on the feet of a lot of peop
down in east Tennessee and other areas around there . I am usin
that in a rather facetious way, but I am saying that it has created job
where there were no jobs, and it has been good for the whole economy
The only way we did it differently in my district-we had the pow
there, but we had no way to distribute it .
The record will show that I have been objecting strenuously as
member of an REA co-op to building our own power facilities whe
there was plenty of power to buy . So we built the distribution pla
and we did it in reverse . I am aware of the sharp differences o
opinion . I was interested in getting power to the farmers . We d
have it . The power companies generate it and sell it to the co-ops wh
sell it to their members . It is an interesting example of private busi
ness and cooperatives working hand in hand to the mutual profit
both .
The only reason I have brought up TVA is because it has bee
called and has become associated in the minds of a great many peopl
with the term "socialism." I wanted to know when we are using th
term here what it does and does not cover .

ment which is working for a general program of planned economy
based on nationalization of industry, business, national resources, and
credit. The political operation of a nation's economy, not fragmentary things . Politics is something which these foundations are not
supposed to go into, and I think they have no right to undermine the
basis of their exemption by doing things of that type.
Mr . HAYS . We will get to that in your specific accusations.
Mr. SARGENT . The fifth standard here is academic responsibility .
This is a part of my concept of standards of foundation conduct .
Academic responsibility requires these foundations to limit their
activities to projects which are, in fact, educational, and are conducted in an academically responsible manner in accordance with
proper academic standards ;
To refrain from using education as a device for lobbying or a means
to disseminate propaganda .
That is the end of the statement of standards .
The money administered by these foundation trustees is public
money . The beneficiaries of these trusts are the American people ;
the parents of children in our public schools . Education is a sacred
trust .' A high degree of integrity is expected of those connected with
it. We must consider the ethical duty of foundation trustees from
that standpoint.
Serious charges have been made against the foundations : It is your
duty to answer these questions ; to find solutions and perhaps recommend legislative action . I intend to be objective and give you the
facts ; to present the truth without fear or favor . This presentation
will cover the history of the subversive movement ; it will outline the
boundaries of the problem ; discuss the most important ramifications,
and endeavor to give the data required for your consideration .
The subject is important, and also complex . Under the most favorable conditions, a considerable amount of time is required for my
presentation .
The CHAIRMAN . Now, reverting back to the TVA, because reference was made to wearing shoes .
Mr. HAYS . I am glad to discuss that with you all afternoon .
The CHAIRMAN . I might say that some of them wore shoes down
there before TVA .
Mr. SARGENT. Inasmuch as this matter touches directly on education and involves a degree of criticism, I think it fair and proper for
me to state very briefly my position on the question of public education
and the public schools . It is as follows
I support the public-school system and recognize its necessity to
make our system of government workable in practice . I believe it is
necessary and essential to maintain the integrity of that system and
protect it from subversives, political action and other pressure groupsI believe in the fundamental integrity of the average teacher . I am
convinced that the best interests of the teaching profession will be
served by the investigation to be made by this committee, and that such
an inquiry will restore integrity in the educational profession and
enable the schools to regain the position of confidence and esteem then
should have in the hearts of the American people .

Mr. SARGENT. I think they have lost it to a degree, Mr . Hays, beca
of the tactics to which I refer.
Mr. HAYS . You talk about California. But I want to put in t
record right here that the schools in Ohio have not lost the confiden
of the people, and they have not lost any integrity, and they are ju
as good as they ever were ; in fact, they are a little better .
Mr. SARGENT. Have you seen the magazine articles about the peo
being concerned about the conditions of their schools nationally?
Mr. HAYS. Do you believe in astrology?
Mr. SARGENT. No, Sir ; not I .
Mr. HAYS . Could you give me any reason why there are so ma
peculiar people drawn to southern California?
Mr. SARGENT. I don't live in southern California, and I would
know.
Mr. HAYS. You know, it is a funny thing, but every time we
an extremist letter in my office-and it is either on the left or t
right-you don't have to look at the postmark . It either comes fr
southern California or Houston, Tex . I just wonder if there is so
reason for it.
Mr. SARGENT . I think, Mr . Hays, you will certainly want to reser
your judgment about this question of the schools' integrity bei
involved until you have heard the evidence in this case, and I wou
like to present it from that point of view .
Mr. HAYS. I just want to put in about the schools in Ohio. If y
have any evidence to the contrary, we will get down to specific case
Mr. SARGENT. I know nothing about the Ohio situation specificall
either pro or con .
Mr. HAYS . I thought not. 1 know a good deal about it . I happen
to be 'a teacher there . I have a lot of friends who have positions
superintendents and executives in the school system from the lar
to the small cities . There is no question about it . Not even so
crackpots in our legislature who have wanted to investigate ever
thing else have investigated the schools, because there is no dema
or reason.
Mr . SARGENT . I am giving you facts and not opinion . First of a
in approaching this problem of the foundation influence, the su
versive-teaching problem is a foundation problem, and the found
tion problem in turn is a political problem with many ramificatio
From the American standpoint it had its beginning shortly before t
turn of the century in the 1890's . This movement is closely relat
to Fabian socialism, which became established in Great Britain abo
1885, and developed into the movement which has undermined a
almost destroyed the economic system of Great Britain .
When the beachhead was established in our country, we had thre
bulwarks of defense : First, there was a sound tradition founded
Americanism ; secondly, a written Constitution, and finally, Feder
judicial power in the courts capable of enforcing constitutional righ
The radical intellectuals attacking that system relied upon prop
ganda and brainwashing . They organized an attack upon patriotis
challenging basic American philosophy founded on the doctrine
natural. law. They sought to create a blackout of history by slanti

As early as 1892 they sought to establish the Federal income tax to
pave the way for national Federal socialism . This had the effect of
putting the people on an allowance, giving the National Government
unlimited power to spend for socialistic purposes, and reducing the
people to its will . It was proposed to carry out other parts of the socialistic program by false and slanted propaganda .
Eventual& the judicial power itself was to be undermined by court
packing and by attacks calculated to make the courts subject to the
Executive.
Education is one of the vital areas involved in this attack on the
American system. The field includes not only elementary and secondary schools, but also our colleges and universities . The tax-exempt
foundations are directly involved, because they have supported this
movement in the past, and are still promoting it in ways which restrict
educational activities and control public opinion .
The history of this movement is a record of the greatest betrayal
which has ever occurred in American history . Those are conclusions
based on the evidence I will present to you, and I am here for the
purpose of proving them .
To understand these condition, it is necessary to trace briefly the
history and development of the American subversive movement .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, I want to object to going further, and I
want to make a motion that the committee adjourn until we settle this
matter . This fellow can come in and read a political speech which he
has had plenty of time to prepare . He has a mimeographed news release to the newspapers to get his views across, but he can't do it for
the committee . I don't know who mimeographed this for him, but it
looks like it came from the staff . Until we get a vote of the committee
in executive session, I move right now that the committee adjourn .
The CHAIRMAN . With reference to the mimeographing, the chairman suggested to the staff that he thought it would be a convenience to
the press to have a release for the press in advance .
Mr . HAYS . The press is here, and they can decide for themselves
about these kinds of people . They do not have to have any spoon-fed
stuff . I don't give them any of mine.
The CHAIRMAN . The extent of the mimeograph of the release I
had no responsibility for.
Mr. HAYS . This kind of stuff goes in the paper. Suppose it is true?
I do not know whether it is or not . But we will give it the benefit of
the doubt. It is in there. If it is not true, it is still in there, if the
press uses it, which I doubt .
The CHAIRMAN . But it is convenient to the press to have a release in
advance with the dateline on it .
Mr . HAYS . Yes, sir, it is a convenience for them to have a dateline
at the same time the committee meets so the press has it, and the public
has it before the committee hearing .
Mr. SARGENT . This statement was prepared because it was my understanding that it was your desire to have some statement . That statement is a summary of the historical material .
Mr. HAYS . I am not finding too much fault with you . I would like
to have the record show that the committee was not notified you were

adjourn and let the majority decide . If they are going to run it, th
let them get on the record .
The CHAIRMAN . It is the chairman's thought that all of the wit
nesses should be subpenaed and should be put under oath. That is t
procedure which we are following. I think in fairness to the witness
they should be subpenaed and they are all put under oath, and every
body is on the same basis, and in the same category . That is the o
derly procedure . We adopted that procedure at the suggestion of M
Cox, which I think would serve for that matter as a standard . Every
body that has a story is going to have an opportunity to tell his stor
None of us has any spare time that we want consumed, unless we a
accomplishing something by it .
You, as I have, sat on many committees . The witnesses do n
always have prepared, complete statements in advance. Frequentl
they do have comprehensive notes prepared, which serve as a basis
Mr. HAYS . Mr . Chairman, if I may interrupt you, there is a princi
ple involved here, and that is that everything that Mr . Sargent h
read up to now since he started reading was furnished to the pres
with a 10 a. m . deadline in a mimeographed form, and it was not fur
nished to this committee . If we are going to do this business by indi
rection by the back door, and by getting the drop on certain member
of the committee, I want to know it right now .
Mr. WORMSER . Don't you have a copy of the release?
Mr. HAYS . Yes, I got one from the press just now .
Mr. WORMSER . It was not on your desk?
Mr . HAYS . No, it was not . If you want to debate this now, I mak
a motion now that we adjourn and go into executive session .
Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Hays, Miss Casey told me she herself put a cop
on your desk .
Miss CASEY. I put all three things on each member's desk .
Mr. HAYS . All right . There are three things ; one, a cover sheet ; tw
a special release, and this ; I do not have it. That is what Mrs. Pfo
has. I am not saying that it was intentional, but I am saying that i
happened that way . There is a principle involved here . There is
indictment of the whole American educational system here, which wa
fed out to the press in a mimeographed copy and read to the committe
at 11 o'clock. The press has had it God knows how long : "Hold fo
release 10 a . m . Monday morning."
Mr. SARGENT . May I proceed with my evidence?
Mr. HAYS . No, you may not proceed until we either adjourn or I a
voted down, one of the two.
Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Chairman, may I state that the press has ask
us specifically whenever we can to give them some sort of digest o
what the witness is going to testify .
Mr. HAYS . The press has not been alone about that . I have bee
pleading with you for the same thing for the members of the com
mittee .
Mr. WORMSER . May I go on . I understood it was proper procedu
for us to do that. We have done it with considerable effort . It
not easy to get these things out . We are trying to suit the convenien
of the committee, and to the extent that the press is involved, thei
convenience also.

because of the great inconvenience that it occasioned them, and the
facilities of the staff . I insisted that it should be done . I am sure
that they worked overtime . It was not for the purpose of advancing
any view or the interests of any phase of this subject under investigation, but purely based upon my long years of experience here in
Washington, the convenience of the press having something in advance . That is all there was to it. I am at a loss to understand
Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt to suggest that the
gentlemen of the press here would certainly be willing to state, I am
sure, that they pleaded with us to give them this digest.
Mr. HAYS. We can put them on the stand and let them state that .
That doesn't change my mind a bit . If they are entitled to have it,
the committee is entitled to have it.
Mr. WORMSER . The committee has had it.
Mr. HAYS . Yes, just now, because I raised a rumpus about it .
We got it only by accident because one of the boys from the press
table brought it over .
Mr. WORMSER. I beg your pardon . Miss Casey distributed them .
Mr . HAYS . Miss Casey admits through some oversight we did not
get it. I don't want you to blame Miss Casey.
The CHAIRMAN . Mrs . Pfost, you had one?
Mrs. PFOST. No, this gentleman of the press handed it over to me,
and then gave me a second one .
Mr. WOEMSER. Miss Casey has made the definite and flat statement
that she put a full set in front of all five committee members .
Miss CASEY . I put a full set before each member .
Mrs. PFOST . Here are the three articles, but not the press release .
Mr. HAYS . I didn't eat it, and it is not here . I have not moved out
of this chair since I have been here .
The CHAIRMAN . Why don't we proceed? I will call a meeting of
the committee during the afternoon to discuss any questions of procedure.
Mr. SARGENT. May I continue, then, Mr . Reece?
Mr. HAYS . You can continue and I will withdraw my objection,
but now I will start asking a few questions about this press release
I just got.
You say "when the beachhead was established in our country ."
You are talking about what beachhead?
Mr. SARGENT . The beachhead of the organized Socialist movement
which had its inception in Great Britain under the Fabian tactic, and
which came in here to infiltrate our educational system .
Mr. HAYS . You apparently know there was a beachhead . When
and where was it established? When was the first landing made?
Mr. SARGENT. A definite landing was made as far as becoming an
effective agency in about 1905 with the organization of the Intercollegiate Socialist Society . That is one of the points I am going to
cover in my testimony when I get to it .
Mr. HAYS . We will get to it a little in advance . What was the name
of the organization?
Mr . SARGENT. Intercollegiate Socialist Society, organized by Jack
London and a number of others, in Peck's Restaurant in New York
City .
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Mr. HAYS. By Jack London?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes.
Mr. HAYS . Is that the Jack London that used to write some book
Mr. SARGENT . That is right, that is the man . I have a pamphl
explaining that which I will read to the committee when I get to th
point .
Mr . HAYS . Did he import this thing from some other place?
Mr. SARGENT . He was a member of a radical intellectual elite th
came in here definitely to try to twist our institutions around in fav
of the organized socialist movement .
Mr: HAYS . Back in 1905 .
Mr. SARGENT . Yes. Some of the background extends further ba
than that, but that is a definite identifiable date .
Mr. HAYS . They did a lot of twisting, I assume?
Mr. SARGENT . They sure did.
Mr. HAYS. We have resisted pretty well for 50 years, haven't w
Mr. SARGENT . Have we?
Mr. HAYS . I am asking you. What do you think?
Mr. SARGENT. I think we departed very materially . Among oth
things, it is plainly asserted and charged today that the doctrine
inalienable rights and natural laws as set forth in the Declaration
Independence is obsolete . They have accomplished that false beli
in the American mind .
Mr. HAYS . Now, Mr. Sargent, you would not want to take a po
down on the street and ask the first 100 people you meet if they belie
that?
Mr. SARGENT . No. I am talking about the slanting of the cour
and the governmental procedure .
Mr. HAYS . All the courts have been undermined, too?
Mr. SARGENT. Somewhat, yes .
Mr. HAYS . Congress, too, I suppose?
Mr. SARGENT . I am not going into all that . I am here to give y
the chronology and facts, Mr . Hays, by documents, and not my pe
sonal opinions .
Mr. HAYS . Let me tell you just because you say it is so doesn't ma
it a chronology or a fact .
Mr. SARGENT. I am giving the evidence . I state my conclusions
set forth here . I am going to cite the books and materials whi
make that position maintainable .
Mr. HAYS . There may have been a fellow by the name of Lond
and some others who believed in socialism, but what are you going
do about it? Did they have a right in 1905-I am not asking as
today-to believe in whatever they wanted to believe?
Mr. SARGENT . I am not questioning the right . I am telling wh
they did. I am here to prove the allegation by means of the eviden
and I would like to go on with it.
Mr. HAYS . You were satisfied to distribute that statement of you
to the press, and I am not going to be satisfied until I find out a b
more about it until I find out how you picked these sentences
Mr. SARGENT . I am here for the purpose of proving it .
The CHAIRMAN . Most of the sentence to which you refer was r
peated in the statement which lie has made . Mr. Sargent has

orderly procedure, I do not mean without interruption, if he would
be permitted to proceed in a reasonably orderly manner to complete
his testimony. There are numerous questions which I am sure that
I for one will want to ask him as we go along or later . But if we
move along, I think it would be in the interest of good procedure.
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, I want to say this, that the thing that
concerns me is : If such a thing has happened, that is one thing . I
would like to be specific about it, and I am going to continue objecting to this kind of presentation . Let me read why : "They organized
an attack, on patriotism . They sought to create a blackout in history.
They introduced a new and revolutionary philosophy . As early. as
1892 they sought to establish"-this has all been handed out to the
press with an awful lot of pronouns in there . What I want to know
is who are these people. Let us start from the beginning and name
names and do it right .
The CHAIRMAN . That is what I would like to know . I would like
for him to proceed with his statement and see if we can find out .
Mr. SARGENT . I will give you exactly that information chronologically on the basis of books by going through this thing . I can't answer
your questions in one sentence .
Mr. HAYS . No, but your statement to the press, Mr . Sargent-and
you won't sit there and deny it-was deliberately designed to create
an impression that education all has got an odor about it .
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. HaysMr. HAYS. You can hammer all you please, but you are not going
to shut the minority up . You have mimeographed statements but
you are not going to silence me .
The CHAIRMAN . I am not trying to silence anyone .
Mr. HAYS . You are not going to, either .
The CHAIRMAN . I want to take the responsibility myself for a statement being prepared for the press. I am the one who insisted on it .
Mr. Sargent knew nothing about it . The members of the staff did
not prefer to do it, and I suggested that I thought it ought to be done
even at great inconvenience to the staff .
Mr. HAYS . Who wrote it?
The CHAIRMAN . As to that, I do not know . It was mimeographed,
I am sure, at the instance of the staff .
Mr. SARGENT . The statement was prepared by me by request . I did
not originate the idea of having one . I did it because I was present
at your hearing the other day
The CHAIRMAN . The responsibility for the statement being given
out to the press is the chairman's .
Mr. HAYS . All right. It is the chairman's.
The CHAIRMAN . He did not know there was any or could be any
controversy on that phase of it, I might add .
Mr. HAYS. You do not realize how easily you can get into a
controversy with me .
Mr. SARGENT. I was here the other day, Mr . Hays, and I heard your
request that statements be furnished, and I assumed I was furthering
your wishes in the matter .
Mr. HAYS . You, sure would, if I had the statement at 10 o'clock or 5
minutes until 10 .

Mr. HAYS . I have said repeatedly that I am not blaming you . T
point I am making, and I want to make it perfectly clear, is this
have tried to insist from the very first meeting we had that this thi
be conducted objectively and in the interest, to use your own term
Mr. Chairman, of orderly procedure. There have been a lot of peop
and a lot of organizations and a lot of institutions that have had a l
of things said about them, both by written statements and in the hea
ings . I haven't heard any of them . I have not been able to get a c
mitment that any specific one of these people is going to be allow
to come in and tell his story . You know what happened in t
McCarthy hearings. They kept Stevens on the stand for 14 days unt
they wore him out and wore the public out, and they got one impre
sion across to the people's minds, and the other side is not going
get into the papers unless it is a lot more sensational than I think it
going to be . This is the same technique . We will put out the sens
tional accusations and get it in the paper on page 1, and if they are
true, if these people come in, that will get on page 16, and who is go
to read it anyway .
The CHAIRMAN. The chairman has stated that he has not made a
plans about publicity . He has not been interested in that phase of i
What he is interested in is developing the facts with the view of t
facts ultimately forming the basis of a report . It is the long-ran
results that the chairman is interested in and he has made no effortsand I am sure the members of the press will bear me out in thistry to get over to the press any idea, preconceived or otherwise .
am sure that some of the press have looked at the chairman somewh
critically because of his failure to give information about the commi
tee . I wanted to wait until the facts were developed and let the pre
develop its own view . The chairman has certainly not tried to pu
licize himself . He does not care whether his name is ever in the pape
As far as publicity is concerned, I have reached the period in my li
where I am not looking for publicity, I am not looking for any client
and not looking for anything further in the way of personal advance
ment. The chairman is interested in only one thing, and that is hel
ing this committee do a good job, which I think the country is inte
ested in . I am not going to lose my patience . I do not have any ti
to spare, but I am going to take whatever time is necessary in orde
to do what I can toward helping accomplish the job .
I want to provide every opportunity for the views which occur t
you as we go along to be advanced, Mr . Hays .
Myself, I am very much interested in getting the story which M
Sargent, who has now for some 15 years been intimately associate
with on this whole subject, and the proof which he might or migh
not have to support what he has to say . I am not accepting what h
has to say as being factual until he has completed his statement, an
I see what he has to support it .
Mrs . PFOST . Mr. Chairman, since we have this report here before u
this release, I wonder if I might ask Mr . Sargent a couple of questio
that are embodied in the release?
The CHAIRMAN . Yes .

page 2 :

As early as 1892 they sought to establish the Federal Income tax in order to
pave the way for national Federal socialism .

This statement would indicate that you feel that the Federal income
tax has brought about socialism, and that it is a socialistic procedure .
Mr. SARGENT . I think it has had a tremendously powerful effect in
doing exactly that in two ways . One way is placing very, very large
amounts of money at the disposal of the Federal Government to spend,
and the other way is the resultant control which it has had upon the
people . At the national level, a general socialistic program would be
impossible without that tax .
Mrs . PFOST. Do you think we should not have a Federal income tax?
Mr. SARGENT. I think the power of the Federal Government to tax
income should be very strictly reduced in order to prevent the invasion
of the sovereignty of the States, and let the States do it . I think it is .
The average workingman works 1 day a week to pay this tax . It is
a soak-the-people tax as it is operating now .
Mrs. PFOST . It is what?
Mr. SARGENT . Soak, soaking the people and subjecting them to the
power of the Federal Government .
Mrs. PFOST . Then you would eliminate completely the Federal
income tax and allow the States to take care of their taxes?
Mr. SARGENT . I would not eliminate it completely . I would put
a ceiling on it, and not have the Federal Government absorb most of
the available revenues . Let the States spend their own money where
the people can control the projects at a local level and not be subjected
to Washington.
Mrs . PFOST . What would you do when these emergencies arise, such
as we have had-war emergencies?
Mr. SARGENT . I am thinking of the tax-limitation proposal advanced by others, which includes an emergency clause allowing higher
taxes to cover defense or other emergency .
Mrs . PFOST . Then you would still have to revert back to a Federal
income tax to take care of national emergencies.
Mr. SARGENT . When the emergency was over, the tax would go
back to the limited rate . However, that is not germane to what I am
presenting here .
Mrs . PFOST . It will be one of those things which is going out to
the press today . To me it is an insinuation that the Federal income tax
paves the way for national Federal socialism, and certainly we have
Federal income tax today, and I wanted to clarify whether or not
you believe the Federal income tax is a socialistic measure .
Mr. SARGENT. I can add another point . If you will look at the
Federal budget in 1892, when this tax was first proposed, you will
find the Federal Government did not need any such revenue at all . It
did not need a tax of this kind for its fiscal purposes at all . The Federal budget was very low . The Federal Government always had the
power to tax inheritances . The courts sustained that . Here we have
a case where a tax capable of this great abuse was actively proposed
and put over when there was no money need for the tax .
There was some other reason . In the light of developments, there
are many, including myself, that ascribe an entirely different purpose

movement was moving in . My conclusion is that it was done fo
that purpose, and I think that is a correct assumption .
Mrs . PFOST. In other words, you are practically saying that y
feel that the Federal income tax is used for furthering socialist
measures .
Mr. SARGENT . It is establishing that ; yes . Without the Feder
income tax, national socialism in the United States would be pra
tically impossible to accomplish . The Government could not do i
The abuse of the tax power is one of the most serious things w
have had here in altering our entire balance in government . It h
made the States paupers and compelled them to come to Washingt
to get their money and submit to the conditions imposed on them
get their own money back .
Mr . HAYS. That is a pretty broad statement without much found
tion .
Mr. SARGENT . You ask
Mr. HAYS . I am not going to ask anybody . My State didn't ha
a nickel of bonded debt until last year . It is against the State co
stitution, so it was not a pauper . But there is a way they can
into debt if they want to, and that is by vote of the people . So a
through the years instead of building roads by selling bonds,
North Carolina did, the people of Ohio have chosen not to do tha
but come down to get the money from the Federal Government wh
they could. They didn't come as paupers . So last year they decid
in their wisdom by an overwhelming vote-and I didn't think it wa
such a good idea then and it may turn out it is not yet-but the peop
voted, they bonded the State for half a billion dollars to build t
roads, but they did it by vote of the people .
Mr. SARGENT . You had in Taft a great American who has repre
sented some of the philosophy I speak of .
Mr. HAYS . Taft was a great American, and you and I can agree
that . He was one of the great Americans of all time and knowing h
as I did, if he were sitting here today, he would be just as bored wi
this procedure as I am .
To get back to your statement, you are making the flat asserti
here that the income tax started out as a Socialist plot to destr
the Government. That is what your statement says .
Mr. SARGENT. It had that purpose on the part of the Socialists w
advocated it, yes ; that is my opinion .
Mr. HAYS . But your statement implies, if it does not flatly sa
that the people who passed the income tax were involved in this.
Mr. SARGENT . The people did not think that. They thought th
were buying something else . They found out later they were buyi
a larger package than they had any idea .
Mr. HAYS . The people can stop the tax and repeal it .
Mr. SARGENT . They can do it by constitutional amendment .
Mr. HAYS . They can do it by changing the Members of Congres
in a democracy.
Mr. SARGENT . That is right.
Mr. HAYS. If this were a great Socialist lot and they thought th
were being robbed, they could change the Congress .

Mr. HAYS . You are here saying this .
Mr . SARGENT. I am pointing out that the circumstance can be
weighed properly in the light of the history of the time which I am
proposing to give you, dates and circumstances, so you can integrate
the relationship of this pattern .
Mr. HAYS . But it is your opinion that the income tax was first
introduced as a result of a socialist plot .
Mr. SARGENT. I think the radicals of that period had precisely that
in mind, yes .
Mr. HAYS . Do you have any other legislation that you think came
about as a result of a socialist plot?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't know of anything in particular at this time
that occurs to me . I am talking about the broad pattern and not the
whole series of legislative enactments. I don't think that is pertinent
to your inquiry here.
Mr. HAYS . It is pertinent in view of this statement to ask you if
you think that people should be taxed according to their ability
to pay .
M SARGENT . I said the Federal Government's power to do it .
The States have that power . I am talking about the Federal Government's power to do the taxing and to control the States through this
type of thing.
Mr. HAYS . You have implied here that you have a great deal of
reverence for the Constitution . The Constitution gave the Federal
Government certain powers to tax .
Mr. SARGENT . I am talking about the 16th amendment power to
tax the people without limit .
Mr. HAYS. But that is part of the Constitution, is it not?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes .
Mr. HAYS . Put in there in a constitutional manner.
Mr. SARGENT . Yes, and I am saying that constitutional proposal
as far as the radicals were concerned was deliberate to make Federal
national taxation a possibility .
Mr. HAYS . They started out on the 16th amendment to make Federal
national socialism .
Mr. SARGENT . I think that was part of the scheme . I am talking
about the Federal tax .
Mrs . PFOST. The reason I am asking you this, Mr . Sargent, is
because the news release has been given, and I thought it should be
explored and clarified before we adjourn today . The last paragraph
Mr. SARGENT. On page 2 or page 1 ?
Mrs. PFOST . On page 2 . I might go back to "Eventually," the last
sentence of the first paragraph on page 2
Eventually, the judicial power itself was to be undermined by "court packing"
and by attacks calculated to make the courts subject to control by the Executive .
Education is one of the vital areas involved in this attack on the American
system of government . The field includes not only elementary and secondary
schools, but also our colleges and universities . The tax-exempt foundations are
directly involved because they have supported this movement in the past, and
are still promoting it.

educational system in America .
Mr. SARGENT. That is right .
Mrs. PFOST. And you say that the history of this movement i
record of the greatest betrayal that ever occurred in American histor
Mr. SARGENT. I think that is a correct statement .
Mrs . PFOST . Do you feel that these tax-exempt foundations a
knowingly placing their money in the hands of and stimulating th
type of socialistic method?
Mr. SARGENT . I think they are doing it on purpose, yes, deliberate
There is such a record of continuous notice, failure to do anything
The CHAIRMAN. I am very anxious to get his testimony .
Mr. SARGENT . I can answer this much more fully .
Mr. HAYS. Mr . Chairman, if some of the spectators can't keep st
I suggest you get the sergeant at arms to clear them out . I am ti
of the whispered advice .
Mr. SARGENT . May I say it is difficult to answer fully and clear
questions like this because it includes evidence I am going to put
After the evidence is in, I can answer you much better .
Mrs . PFOST . I realize that, but I was thinking that with this ty
of statement going out, perhaps we were enlarging on that one pha
of it and could get some direct answers .
Mr. SARGENT. I will elaborate further . It is my opinion that
Rockefeller, Ford, and Carnegie Foundations are guilty of violati
of the antitrust laws and should be prosecuted . I have evidence
am going to present here on that subject and court decisions. I th
they are violating the prohibition against restraint of trade, and th
this is being done on purpose .
Mr. HAYS. Why don't you turn that evidence over to the Attorn
General?
Mr. SARGENT . You can decide what to do with it after you have
material .
Mr. HAYS. This committee is not going to decide what to do wi
it. If you want my opinion, the committee ought to dispense rig
now without more of this.
Mr. SARGENT . I am here on subpena to give you the facts . I wou
like to do it .
Mr. HAYS . I am going to explore this statement of yours to try
get some facts about it, if I can .
Mr. SARGENT . My answer is that I think this was done on purp
and knowingly.
Mr. HAYS . You say, "Eventually the judicial power itself was
tie undermined by court-packing" ; just how were the courts packe
Mr. SARGENT . By the Roosevelt proposal of 1937 in February,
the attacks on the judiciary which preceded it .
Mr. HAYS . It didn't pass.
Mr. SARGENT . No, but there was a continuous policy of loadi
judicial appointments for years with men of a specific philosophy a
liscriminating against others who held counterphilosophy .
Mr. HAYS. In other words, the courts were loaded all the 20 yea
the Democrats were in with Democrats ; that is a very unusu
situation .

about men having a philosophy similar to that which actuated the
so-called left-wing group .
Mr. HAYS . The courts have been loaded a little bit along the way
by the present Chief Executive . He appointed the Chief Justice .
Perhaps the most significant social decision the courts ever handed
down has been the one they handed down last week, and with all of
this packing of these peculiar people they came up with a unanimous
decision.
Mr. SARGENT . I am not talking about that decision .
The CHAIRMAN . You do not mean to say that the President is trying
to pack the courts?
Mr. HAYS . I am not accusing him of anything .
Mr. SARGENT . In 1936 in October, before the Presidential election,
a group of educators sponsored and printed and put in the hands of
American schoolchildren a schoolbook advocating a plan to pack the
Supreme Court of the United States . I say that is a deliberate attack
on the judiciary, in the educational system, and I have the evidence .
Mr. HAYS . You say that was a deliberate attack on the judiciary .
Do you realize that the Supreme Court has not always been composed
of nine members? There was one time when it had more . Was that
an attack on somebody?
Mr. SARGENT. I think my answer, Mr. Hays, is this
Mr. HAYS . In other words, anybody who disagrees with you and
your very peculiar beliefs, as I have seen them outlined here, is attacking the system ; is that right?
Mr. 'SARGENT . I want to answer your question ; yes. I think the
Senate Judiciary Committee finding that this court-packing bill was
dangerous and unparalleled is sufficient justification for my statement. The unanimous report of the Senate. Judiciary Committee .
You asked me for my authority . I have in my possession a schoolbook
advocating the court-packing plan and putting it in the elementary,
and I think it was the secondary classrooms in those days before the
presidential election, and before the Congress of the United States
got the court-packing bill .
Mr. HAYS . All right, that happened .
Mr. SARGENT. Yes .
Mr. HAYS . I was not here when you say it happened .
Mr. SARGENT. It proves educators did it, does it not?
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, I hate to do this, but I will have to ask
some person be put out if they cannot refrain from heckling . I admit
there are a lot of people who do not agree with me and that is all right .
Mr. SARGENT. May I again request leave to follow my testimony?
The CHAIRMAN . I was going to ask that the spectators be careful not
to make interjections .
Mr. HAYS . I do not mind it for a day or two, but this has been
going on with one person since the hearing started . I do not know
whom she represents and where she comes from, and she has a right to
her opinion, and she has a right to write me a letter, but I do not want
any hand and arm signals .
Mr. HAYS. To go back to one other thing, do you agree to any
change? It has been advocated for along time in textbooks and otherwise that the voting age should be lowered to 18 . Do you find anything significantly wrong with that?

the scope of what I am presenting here . I don't really know .
Mr. HAYS . Of course, it is within the scope, because you are infer
ring that because somebody suggested that maybe 11 would be a bette
number than 9 that is un-American .
Mr. SARGENT . No, I am talking about the use of foundations and th
educational system for partisan political purposes which has bee
done and which I am prepared to prove . That is what I am here fo
Mr. HAYS . Do you think that lowering the age limit to 18 is
partisan political purpose?
Mr. SARGENT . I think for an educational system to advocate it
lobbying and prohibited by statute ; yes .
Mr. HAYS . You don't think a teacher in a classroom would not ha
a right to bring it up in a class of American Government and get som
discussion and opinion?
Mr. SARGENT . I am not talking about that . I am talking about
foundation promoting that concept with its money . Congress sa
it should not be done under section 101, and I understand you ar
here to get evidence of that kind, that they have actively promote
issues.
Mr. HAYS. Do you think if a foundation gave somebody money t
advocate it in a book that that would be bad?
Mr. SARGENT. If the book was objective ; no . Slanted, presentatio
of issues is prohibited here . Suppression of the right of critica
analyses of scholarly findings is definitely an infringement of you
statute.
Mr. HAYS . Do you believe that through any book that I happen t
hand you or I could go through any book on the subject you hand
and delete paragraphs here and there, that would make it slanted an
way we wanted to slant it?
Mr. SARGENT . I am not talking about deleting paragraphs . I a
talking about a consistent policy of always supporting one side of th
controversy and never doing anything in support of the other . That
propaganda.
Mrs . PFOST. You feel that the foundations have used their mone
to that extent?
. Mr. SARGENT . I think definitely they have. I think that is the cr
of this matter .
Mrs . PFOST . You think they have not used their money on construc
tive books, but they will give out great donations on the subversiv
type of literature and further that type of printing entirely?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes . I am convinced of it . In fact, I have bee
told that by people in the profession . Prof . John C . Almack, formerl
of the Stanford School of Education, told me one time that it is a wast
of time trying to get any money from the foundations for the conserva
tive side of these issues . That it could not be done . He was an experi
enced educator.
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed .
Mr. SARGENT . Thank you.
Here, then, briefly, is a chronology of the subversive movement as
first of all, general background material . I will commence by talki
about the Fabian Socialist movement in Great Britain . I have note
here . The data on this first sheet is taken from a source book whic
I think is a recognized and able authority . It is the book entitl

garet Patricia McCarran, the daughter of Senator McCarran . It is a
doctoral thesis resulting in the granting of her degree of doctor of
philosophy . It is a very extensive book based on original source
material .
Mr. HAYS. You say she is a sister?
Mr. SARGENT. She is a member of a Catholic order .
Mr. HAYS. I didn't know they used her last name .
Mr. SARGENT. That is her full name . Her full name appears on
the book and that is who she is. I have read the book myself .
I am taking significant dates here to orient the British movement
with the American side of the picture . The inception of the movement was the year 1883 ; an original Fabian group formed, composed
of Thomas Davidson, Edward R . Pease, and Hubert Bland . They
met in London and adopted an agreement to reconstitute society and
they adopted the name "Fabian."
The Fabian system briefly consisted of four elements. Research,
to further their specific ideas ; education of a propaganda type to
carry it out ; penetration of governmental agencies generally, legislative and executive both ; and, finally, penetration carried to the point
of permeation resulting in complete control of the governmental
system .
The following year, 1884, George Bernard Shaw joined the movement and became, and was active, for many, many years subsequently .
In 1885 Sydney Webb, Sydney Olivier, and Anna Besant became
members . They established a publication known as the Fabian News
in 1891 .
In 1892 they began active lecturing and campaigning . They elected
a member of Parliament that year . They moved into the university
field in 1895 and established a unit at Oxford . They founded the
London School of Economics
Mr. HAYS . Mr . Sargent, that is all a matter of history . We know
about those characters . They have been pretty well discredited down
through the years. Nobody is paying much attention to them . Do
you think it is fair to waste our time?
Mr. SARGENT. I think it is fair . They have not been discredited
and they have not stopped . There is substantial evidence that the
successors of that group are very intimately connected with American
affairs right now .
Mr. HAYS . I have heard that charge bandied about for a good many
years, but it only results in somebody saying so . Nobody has ever
pinned it down . It finally boils down to, "well, he disagrees with me,
so therefore he is no good ."
Mr. SARGENT . Won't you wait until I get through before you conclude that? Maybe you will change your mind.
Mr . HAYS . I will tell you, the way you are going, some of the stuff
you are bringing in, I don't know whether you are ever going to get
through.
Mr. SARGENT . If you will help me I will get there as fast as I can .
By 1900 the movement had entered four of the universities in Great
Britain. I have referred to the Federal income tax movement here .
That began in 1892 with a demand for Federal income tax legislation
made at a time when the fiscal needs of the Federal Government required no such taxation . Some political objective must have been

idential veto. In 1.894, the United States Supreme Court held t
statute unconstitutional of the basis of the Constitution as it the
stood.
The agitation continued . In 1909 Congress proposed the incom
tax amendment to the States and in 1913 it was adopted as the 16
amendment to the Federal Constitution . Unlimited tax power w
conferred. The effect was as I mentioned .
Mr. HAYS . You say that was proposed in 1909?
Mr. SARGENT. The amendment was proposed in 1909 .
Mr. HAYS. That took a vote of the Congress?
Mr. SARGENT. That is right, it was voted .
Mr. HAYS . Do you have any breakdown of how many on each poli
tical party party voted on that?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't know . I presume it was substantial .
Mr. HAYS. In other words, both parties had already been indoc
trinated with this socialism as early as 1909?
Mr. SARGENT . I didn't say that .
Mr. HAYS . You say right here in your statement you handed out t
the press that this was a plot to establish the Federal income tax i
order to pave the way for national Federal socialism .
Mr. SARGENT . I say the radical group had that in mind . The peopl
had a more immediate situation at hand . There were great abuse
in that period that we are all familiar with and reform of some typ
was undoubtedly due and needed.
The conclusion I adopt is that a normal American movement fo
reform was perverted by the introduction of various things whic
were accepted and which became dangerous in practice and made ou
present situation what it is . There was a political purpose behin
this amendment obviously . The money was not needed . The ide
was to give the Federal Government the power to take money . Th
power to take money was given . The power to take money became
very important part in what followed .
That is all fact . That is well known .
Mr. HAYS . Some of it is fact.
Mr. SARGENT. It is a fact the Government didn't need the mone
Look at the budget. It is a fact that that unlimited power was con
ferred . It is a fact that subsequently there has been a very extensiv
use of that power. It is also a fact that without this power socializin
of the United States would have been well nigh impossible .
Mr. HAYS . Was the Government in debt in 1909?
Mr. SARGENT. I don't think it had very much . The Civil Wa
was pretty much off the books and the budget was very low . Th
Spanish-American War was more or less a picnic . It only lasted
short time and the costt was not great .
Mr. HAYS . We ought to mimeograph that and send it out to th
Spanish-American veterans .
Mr . SARGENT . In the financial sense it was not costly . It lasted
short time . Financially I am speaking of . It was not an expensiv
war, and we had a period of very great prosperity and plenty o
resources.
From the educational standpoint, the story begins about 1896 wit
the establishment of the Dewey Laboratory School at the Universit

a principle which has become destructive of traditions and has created
the difficulties and the confusion, much of it, that we find today .
Professor Dewey denied that there was any such thing as absolute
truth, that everything was relative, everything was doubtful, permaiiently doubtful, that there were no basic values and nothing which
was specifically true.
The concept was revolutionary in practice . I don't know what
the good professor thought of his reasons, but the effect of it was to
undermine existing props and to make possible the specific thing I
refer to here, because as soon as ycu say there are no basic principles
at all, that everything is debatable and uncertain, changeable from
day to day, you automatically wipe the slate clean, you throw historical experience and background to the wind and you begin all over
again, which is just exactly what the Marxians want someone to do.
Therefore, John Dewey was a gift from the gods to the radicals .
B e was just tailormade for this sort of situation . I haven't the
faintest idea of what Dewey himself thought he was doing . I am
merely saying it happens and had this effect .
Mr. HAYS . You would not think there is anything unusual in a
professor of philosophy coming up with some crackpot theory like
that.
Mr . SARGENT. I would think it is somewhat significant and unusual
when a long parade of other people back up the man and make it
the guiding philosophy of an educational system .
Mr. HAYS . You would not say that there ought not to be any new
ideas or research in any educational system?
Mr. SARGENT . No ; I didn't say that .
Mr. HAYS . You say that any time we break with tradition we are
automatically getting into something bad .
Mr. SARGENT. I am saying it is generally agreed by philosophers
that this philosophy of John Dewey was extremely destructive in
practice and made it possible to accomplish the things that were later
done . It brought about the policy of attacking the American tradition. They attacked patriotism .
Mr . HAYS . Let me try to tie that down with an example here .
You say attack American tradition. There was a tradition around
the time of Civil War that it was perfectly all right for you to buy
your way out of the Army . I think the fee was $300 .
Mr. SARGENT . That is an American tradition?
Mr. HAYS . It was then. It was very reputable and nobody questioned it and everybody did it .
Mr. SARGENT . That is not what I mean by the word "tradition ."
Mr. HAYS . It is hard to keep words in context and define them .
Mr. SARGENT . Tradition as in the Declaration of Independence .
That is a statute passed by the Congress and is a basic document . The
principle of the Declaration of Independence was directly undermined
and attacked by the philosophy of John Dewey .
Mr . HAYS . Another document that you keep citing, and a very
valuable document, is the Constitution . Did the Constitution have
any reference to slavery at all in the beginning?
Mr. SARGENT . Of course it did. You know that . Until 1808 .
Mr. HAYS . That was part of the tradition?

I mean the essentials .
Mr. HAYS . What are you going to do, pick the traditions and
rest is not according to your definition?
Mr. SARGENT . No, I am going to talk about the essential rights
human beings . Most people agree on what that stuff is .
One of the most fundamental concepts of all is the doctrine of
alienable rights, the fact that your rights belong to you and my rig
belong to me and are not given to me by any majority in societ
that we acquire those rights at birth and we get them by natural l
or the laws of God.
Mr. HAYS . I will go along with you. That is the first time to
that you and I have been able to specifically get something down in
definition that both of us could agree on .
Mr. SARGENT . All right. Dewey throws that out. He said not e
that one. That is overboard, too .
The philosophy of John Dewey is a natural for radicalism becau
it makes everything uncertain and the subject of confusion . Th
deny there are such things as natural rights . They say that rig
are whatever the majority say, here today and gone tomorrow . - So
of an off-again on-again Flannigan affair .
Mr. HAYS . Y' ou believe in laissez-faire?
Mr. SARGENT. What do you mean by that term?
Mr. HAYS . It is generally used in the same term . You know t
definition of it. Let-alone theory, that the Government should n
interfere .
Mr. SARGENT . No ; I don't think there should be a complete want
governmental restraint. Anarchy would be the result of it .
Mr. HAYS . There has been testimony before these hearings th
there has been a plot to do away with the laissez-faire theory .
Mr. SARGENT . That word has been booted around to a great exte
Like "democracy," it has been picked up by all the Communist fron
and they throw it all over the place until the word is almost usele
for any practical purposes .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, laissez-faire, democracy, or any oth
word has certain limitations?
Mr. SARGENT . Some of those words have . Natural law means
very specific thing . I say that John Dewey's philosophy struck
mortal blow at natural law and that is the cement which holds th
country of ours together from the standpoint of religion, philosoph
and governmental policy .
Mr. HAYS . You and I both apparently agree that John Dewey'
philosophy is not the kind of philosophy with which we would ass
ciate ourselves.
Mr. SARGENT . That is right . Definitely . I think it is a very d
structive thing and very unfortunate .
Mr. HAYS . But you would not say that John Dewey did not have
ri ht to believe that and to advocate it?
r. SARGENT. No. All these people had a right to advocate the
things. But the foundations didn't have a right to step in and activel
promote one theory and throw the rest overboard .
Mr. HAYS . Up to now you say the foundations did that and thre
the other one overboard?

foundations very shortly .
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed .
Mr. SARGENT . On the basis of these principles John Dewey established this laboratory school at the University of Chicago in 1896
and conducted experimental education . He continued until 1903 .
Teachers College, which has become subsequently identified with
much of the conditions to which we will refer, became affiliated with
Columbia in 1898 .
In 1902, John D . Rockefeller established his first foundation known
as General Education Board. From the standpoint of contemporary
affairs, that was just 1 year before the first Russian revolution, attempted under Lenin, when they adopted the principles of Karl Marx .
There was violence, and in Russia at that particular time there were
threats which broke out in 1905 after Russia lost the war with Japan .
The writers of this period were discussing many conditions which
were obviously bad and should be condemned. In 1904, for example,
Robert Hunter wrote his book entitled "Poverty," Steffens wrote about
The Shame of the Cities, Tarbell wrote the book The History of the
Standard Oil Company at about the same time . In 1905,' Charles
Evans Hughes made his investigation of life insurance scandals in
New York.
The point is that the country at the time was in a very active condition of flux due to these many influences which I think we are
familiar with.
Jack London writes in 1905 in War of the Classes explaining how
he became a Socialist . In the same year John Dewey became professor of philosophy at Columbia University and brought his concept
into that university .
Now we come to the Intercollegiate Socialist Society . My authority
here is a publication of that organization itself, which relates the
facts regarding its formation . This is published by the League for
Industrial Democracy, which is the successor of the old Intercollegiate
Socialist Society. The pamphlet is entitled "Thirty-five Years of
Educational Pioneering,. I . D . Celebrates Past Achievements and
Asks Where Do We Go From Here? "
Mr. HAYS. When was that published?
Mr. SARGENT . It relates to the original history of the movement ;
copyright notice is 1941 . It was a meeting they held to discuss their
own history and background and recites what happened .
The meeting which is reported on by this pamphlet, as the pamphlet
states, was held on Thursday evening, November 28, 1941, at their
3.5th anniversary dinner at the Hotel Edison in New York City . There
were three or four hundred members and guests present .
One of the main speakers was John Dewey, president of the League
for Industrial Democracy, who is referred to here as one of the foremost educators and philosophers . Harry W . Laidler, the executive
director of the league was among those present . Harry W. Laidler's
speech gives an exact copy of the original call issued for the formation
of this prior group in 1905 and reads as follows . The heading is Call

In the opinion of the undersigned, the recent remarkable increase in
Socialist vote in America should serve as an indication to the educated
and women in the country that socialism is a thing concerning which it i
longer wise to be indifferent.

Mr. HAYS . When was this written?
Mr. SARGENT . This was the original notice of 1905 being repor
At the subsequent anniversary dinner they put in their copy of
original notice of formation which I am reading .

The undersigned, regarding its aims and fundamental principles with
pathy, and believing in them will ultimately be found the remedy for
fa.r-reaching economic evils, proposed organizing an association to be k
as the Intercollegiate Socialist Society for College Men and Women, Grad
and Undergraduate, through the formation of study clubs in the colleges
universities, and the encouraging of all legitimate endeavors to awake
interest in socialism among the educated men and women of the country

Signers of the call for the meeting are : Oscar Lovell Triggs, Tho
Wentworth Higginson, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Clarence D
row, William English Walling, G . Phelps Stokes, B . O . Flow
Leonard D . Abbott, Jack London, Upton Sinclair .
The article goes on to state that the meeting was organized a
result of this call and held on the top floor of Peck's Restaurant,
Fulton Street, New York City, on the afternoon, September 12, 19
Further on in the article it relates that in the year 1906 in p
suance of this plan, Jack London took a spectacular trip among c
leges . That was in early 1906 . It says that in scores of colle
the speakers of this organization presented to students the challe
of a new social order . It refers to present day leaders of thought
the movement, including Paul Douglas, Isadore Lubin, and a num
of others here .
Mr. HAYS . Let us have them all .
Mr. SARGENT. All right . Bruce Bliven, Freda Kirchwey, P
Douglas, Kenneth Macgowan, Isador Lubin, Evans Clark, Dev
Allen, John Temple Graves, Jr ., Marv Fox, Carl Llewllyn, Broa
Mitchell, Abraham Epstein, Otto S . Beyer, Theresa Wolfson, an
host of others at Stanford, Barnard, Columbia, Harvard, Clark,
herst, Oberlin, Princeton, Vassar, Yale, Johns Hopkins, Pittsbur
Illinois, Wisconsin, and other colleges . I read that without pa
phrasing .
Mr. HAYS. What were they doing?
Mr. SARGENT. It says here that many of these people were am
the active members of Intercollegiate Socialist Society college ch
ters during those days. In other words, these names relate to
early activities of the group .
Mr. HAYS . That was 1906?
Mr . SARGENT. You can't say exactly, Mr . Hays, because they
referring to the early days . He does not peg this particular thing
a date. It was during the early period as this pamphlet would in
cate, in any event .
Mr . HAYS . It seems to me you might have missed the most signfic
thing in that whole thing . You have not emphasized it. You s
when you started out somewhere along in there that the signific
size of the Socialist vote must convince of one thing or another . T

1905, but I will wager in proportion to the population it was lower
than now .
Mr. SARGENT. I have no idea. That statement appeared in the
call of the notice .
Mr. HAYS . Don't you think you are right?
Mr. SARGENT. I would not want to hazard a guess .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, you are getting pretty excited about
something here that has proved over the years 1905 to 1954 that it
didn't have enough drive of its own to survive .
The CHAIRMAN . May I interject? You are making reference of
that in connection with the 1941 meeting of the LID as I understand .
Is that correct?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes. The Intercollegiate Socialist Society, the predecessor for the Industrial League for Democracy.
Mr. HAYS . What I am referring to is the original call for the
meeting.
Mr., SARGENT. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN . May I ask, is the League for Industrial Democracy
a tax exempt institution?
Mr. SARGENT . It is my understanding that it is . This was clearly
a propaganda organization, Mr . Hays. It was formed, as its notice
shows in the first place, to actively promote a political movement,
namely, socialism .
Mr. HAYS . I am not arguing with you, sir, that it was not a propaganda organization or anything of the kind. It probably was .
The thing that I am trying to find out is how much significance
did it have and whether it ever had any effect or not .
Mr. SARGENT . I think it had a great deal of significance . Not in
the Socialist Party vote, but in making its policies effective in other
ways as the Fabians in Great Britain did . They infiltrated other
parties and worked their will in this fashion .
They didn't go out and run for election . They used the attack
system by masquerading under other groups . That is exactly what
we find in this educational picture .
This pamphlet I have before me shows that Robert Morss Lovett
became the first president of the Intercollegiate Socialist Society
and you will find from its proceedings that he was identified with
it for many years . Mr. Lovett has one of the most outstanding
records of Communist-front affiliation of anyone I have ever seen .
He belonged to a total of 56 Communist-front organization, this man,
the president of this particular group here .
I have the list before me . He belonged at some date or dates
between this time and the year 1949, to one or more of these various
organizations, not necessarily, of course, simultaneously .
Mr. HAYS. He is a bad actor, I take it, this fellow Lovett . Are you
going to read all 56 of those?
Mr . SARGENT . He is an egghead . He is an educated fool who joins
anything and is a knockout for propaganda and used this organization obviously for the purpose to which I refer . I think the record
can properly state something about the character of the people that
got in here because we are studying propaganda .
Mr. HAYs. If you are going to use the word "egghead," and I have
no objection to it-it has become a generally accepted term-maybe
49720-54-pt. 1
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Mr . SARGENT . You want a definition of egghead ; all right, I
it. It is in an article in a recent magazine . I think I would go for t
It is the American Mercury issue of June 1954 .
Mr. HAYS. I think you probably would go for anything that
Mercury writes .
Mr. SARGENT. The article is by Howard Lord Varney, who ha
lot of experience, and is called The Egghead Clutch on the Foun
tions. You might want to bring that man down here . He seems
have a great deal on the ball .
Mr. HAYS. I will tell you if we bring any more down here like s
we have now I am in favor of the committee hiring a staff psychiatr
Mr. SARGENT. I think somebody ought to put a psychiatrist on R
ert Morss Lovett .
Mr. HAYS. I don't care whether he belonged to all of them .
only thing I was interested in was if he belonged to 56, why do
you put them in the record?
Mr. SARGENT. I am glad to do that provided it is understood t
it will be part of my testimony .
Mr. HAYS . Yes. We are trying to save time. If you read 56 C
munist front organizations
The CHAIRMAN. They may go in as part of the record .
Mr. SARGENT. I thought as part of the rule I had to read it or
equivalent to get them in .
Mr. HAYS. By agreement we will put them in .
Mr. SARGENT. I have a list in my binder, and give it to the repor
to insert .
(The material referred to is as follows :)

References to Robert Morss Lovett, compiled from material furnished by c
gressional committees, publications, public records, and other sources
Appendi
Organization
page
National committee, All America Anti-Imperialist League
Signatory, American Committee for Democracy and Intellectual Freedom_
American Committee of Liberals for the Freedom of Mooney and Billings-_
Sponsor of American Committee for Protection of the Foreign Born ..;---- 349
Member, American Council on Soviet Relations
National advisory Board, American Friends of the Chinese People
371,
Sponsor of American Friends of Spanish Democracy
380
Director, American Fund for Public Service
National vice chairman, American League for Peace and Democracy____ 390-3
397, 401, 404
Vice chairman, American League Against War and Facism
416, 424,
Signatory, Golden Book of American Friendship with the Soviet Union__ 467,
Advisory board, Russian Reconstruction Farms, Inc
Russian War Relief, Inc
520
Sponsor and advisory board, American Student Union
535,
National advisory board, American Youth Congress
Advisory council, Book Union
Citizens Committee for Harry Bridges
Chicago All-American Anti-Imperialist League
Signatory, Committee For a Boycott Against Japanese Aggression
Sponsor of Committee to Defend America by Keeping Out of War
Committee to Save Spain and China
Sponsor of Conference on Constitutional Liberties
Advisory board, Film Audiences For Democracy
Friday
Endorser, Friends of the Soviet Union

Appendix IX
page No.
Organization
764
Official, Garland Fund
830
National committee, International Labor Defense
892
Speaker, International Workers Order
968,973
League of American Writers
982
Advisory committee, League for Mutual Aid
Endorser, American Committee for International Student Congress Against
1083
War and Fascism
1103
Chairman, August Peace Parade and Jane Addams Memorial
1142
National Mooney Council of Action
1164
Sponsor of Mother Ella Reeve Bloor Banquet
USA supporter, National Committee to Aid the Victims of German Fas1170
cism
1177
National Committee for the Defense of Political Prisoners
1179
National Committee for People's Rights
1205,1207
Signatory, National Emergency Conference
1209,1214
National Emergency Conference for Democratic Rights
1229, 1233
Sponsor of National Federation For Constitutional Liberties
1300
National People's Committee Against Hearst
1308
Sponsor of National Right-to-Work Congress
1340
Signatory, National Writers Congress
1356
Signatory, New Masses Letter to the President
Committee member, Non-Partisan Committee for the Reelection of Con1375
gressman Vito Marcantonio
Signer, Open Letter to American Liberals
1379
Signer, Open Letter For Closer Cooperation with the Soviet Union
1384
Signer, Open Letter Protesting the Ban on Communists in the American
1386,1388
Civil Liberties Union
1447
Advisory editor, Champion of Youth
1456
Contributing editor, Science and Society
1462
Arrangements committee, People's Front For , Peace
1603
Contributor, Soviet Russia Today
1618
Chairman, Chicago Committee For the Struggle Against War
1620
National committee, Student Congress Against War
1651
Signatory, Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade
1772
Sponsor of the American Pushkin Committee
Speaker, Greater Boston Peace Strike Committee
1780
Robert Morse Lovett is given as a sponsor of various activities of the American
Peace Crusade, which was described (statement on the March of Treason,
February 19, 1951, H . Rept. No . 378, on the Communist "Peace" Offensive, released April 1, 1951) as an organization which "the Communists established" as
"a new instrument for their `peace' offensive in the United States" ; heralded by
the Daily Worker "the usual bold headlines reserved for projects in line with
the Communist objectives ."
The Daily People's World of March 3, 1952, gave him as one of the sponsors
of the delegation of the National Delegates Assembly for Peace (identified by
the Daily People's World as a meeting of the American Crusade) who marched
on Washington, D. C ., April 1, 1952 .
According to the Daily Worker of August 20, 1947, Mr . Lovett was cochairman
of the Call for the Conference of the Committee for Protection of the Foreign
Born . He signed the organization's letter in behalf of Communist deportation
cases (Daily Worker,' March 4, 1948) ; its statement in behalf of Gerhart Eisler
(Daily Worker, December 21, 1948) ; and its statement against denaturalization
(Daily Worker, August 10, 1950) .
The American Committee for Protection of the Foreign Born was cited as
subversive and Communist by the Attorney General, June 1 and September 21,
1948, and the special committee cited it as "one of the oldest auxiliaries of the
Communist Party in the United States (reports March 29, 1944, and June 25,
1942) .
Professor Lovett was one of the sponsors of the Cultural and Scientific Conference for World Peace (National Council of the Arts, Sciences, and Professions) .

horses and supports of the Communist Party and its auxiliary organization
The National Council of the Arts, Sciences, and Professions was cited as a C
munist-front organization ; and the World Peace Congress was cited as a Co
munist front among the "peace" conferences .
He signed a statement in behalf of the so-called Hollywood Ten (who we
shown to have affiliation with Communist organizations and to have had Co
munist Party registration cards) who refused to affirm or deny membership
the Communist Party.
The Daily Worker (December 31, 1951, August 11, 1952, December 1
1952) named him as a speaker at a rally in New York City to "smash the Smi
Act" ; as signer of a telegram prepared and dispatched by the National Comm
tee To Win Amnesty for Smith Act Victims ; and as signatory to an appeal to
President requesting amnesty for leaders of the Communist Party who were co
victed under the Smith Act.
According to the Daily Worker of March 2, 1953, after addressing the ni
annual dinner at the Jefferson School of Social Science, Professor Lovett ask
all present to "stand in tribute to two famous Marxist leaders of the Unit
States working class-Elizabeth Gurly Flynn and the late Mother Bloor ."
The Jefferson School was cited by the Attorney General as "an adjunct of t
Communist Party (press release of December 4, 1947) ; special committee rep
No . 1311 of March 29, 1944, states "at the beginning of the present year (194
the old Communist Party Workers School and the School for Democracy we
merged into the Jefferson School of Social Science ."
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn was convicted under the Smith Act on charges
conspiring to overthrow the United States Government by force and violen
(Daily Worker, January 22, 1953) .
Mr. SARGENT. Is this your hour of recess?
The CHAIRMAN . No ; you may proceed .
Mr. SARGENT . Following this movement here, Socialist grou

sprang up at Columbia, Wesleyan, Harvard, and many other coleege
There was a Princeton chapter set up in the year 1907 . We find th
the changes that began to prevail in the educational policies of so
of our leading groups became quite prominent around the year 193
Mr. HAYS . When you read the list of colleges you got down to o
in Ohio . What do you mean to imply by reading those names, an
thing more than that they had a chapter of Socialists on the campus
Mr. SARGENT. I am just citing the fact that it organized an acti
chapter on the campus . It is an illustration of the spread of t
movement very promptly among what are presumably leading unive
sities. I imply nothing beyond that statement .
Mr. HAYS. That college happens to be considered in my State a
being one of the, best colleges and not only in Ohio, but in the Unit
States. It is very expensive . The only reason more people don
go .to,it is because probably they can't afford it . But I never hea
anything subversive and abnormal about it. I just want to be su
that the record does not imply that .
The CHAIRMAN . From what was said, I drew no adverse interes
Mr. SARGENT . I make no statement one way or another . It is n
my intention to do so . I was discussing the rather early spread
the movement .
In 1913-this is interesting because it indicates the way this destru
tive Dewey philosophy began to take hold-in 1913 the Nationa
Education Association issued a document known as bulletin 41, whic
contained recommendations of the National Education Associati
regarding the teaching of history . I think this is pertinent becau
one of the things involved here has been distortion of history- an
its use for propaganda purposes .
Mr. HAYS . What year was this?

High school teachers of social studies have the best opportunity ever offered
to any social group to improve the citizenship of the land. This sweeping
claim is based upon the fact that the 1% million high school pupils is probably
the largest group of persons in the world who can be directed to a serious and
systematic effort, both through study and practice to acquire the social spirit .
It is not so important that the pupil know how the President is elected or
that he shall understand the duties of the health officer in his community. The
time formerly spent in the effort to understand the process of passing a law
under the President's veto is now to be more preferably used in the observation
of vocational resources of the community .
The committee recommends that social studies in the high schol shall include
community health, housing, homes, human rights versus property rights, impulsive action of mobs, the selfish conservatism of traditions and public utilities,
Here you have the inception of the move which became definite later,
to use the schools for a political objective to modify the social order,
and therefore to become instruments of propaganda .
It began as early as 1913 .
Mr. HAYS . Let us discuss that a little bit. What is wrong with
that paragraph you read?
Mr. SARGENT . It is promoting a particular thing which would obviously result in legislative action .
Mr. HAYS . Name it . You see, you have the advantage there . You
have in front of you everything that you read . I don't . I thought
I heard some things in there that I didn't think too much wrong if
they taught a little bit about in schools . For instance, the subject of
housing might well be something that could be profitably discussed .
Mr. SARGENT. Isn't it propaganda to shift the emphasis from the
Constitution of the United States to a housing project as a substitute?
Mr. HAYS. We are not talking about housing projects. We are
talking generally about housing .
For instance, whether or not bad housing and slum housing has a
deleterious effect on community life . Do you think that should not
be mentioned in school at all?
Mr. SARGENT. At the proper grade level I see no objection if the
discussion is balanced . I am talking about the shift from the Constitution to the social things in substitution .
Mr. HAYS. Did you ever teach school, Mr . Sargent?
Mr. SARGENT. No, sir, but I have good friends who did and do . .
Mr. HAYS. Do you think it would be possible to get an intelligent
group of high school people together and teach the Constitution without getting into something besides the-context of the subject matter
in front of them? You are talking about a balanced presentation .
I have had a good deal of experience with high school students and
it is pretty difficult not to get both sides of the thing presented in
the average high school class.
Mr. SARGENT. It is very hard to get both sides presented as things
operate now . I am a parent and I have children in the public schools
and I have had very serious discussions with many people on this .
Mr. HAYS . I disagree with that .
Mr. SARGENT. You were a teacher yourself at one time .
Mr. HAYS . I have a call that we are wanted on the floor, the
minority, so could we adjourn now?
The CHAIRMAN. We will recess now and resume at 2 : 30.
(Whereupon, at 12 : 10 p . m ., the hearing was recessed to reconvene
at 2 : 30 p . m. the same day.)

(The committee reconvened at 2 : 30 p . m ., upon the expiration
the recess .)
TESTIMONY OF AARON M. SARGENT-Resumed

The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed.
Mr. SARGENT. At the time of adjournment, we were at the ye
1913 . That is the approximate date of the organization of the Rock
feller Foundation which is the second of the great foundations creat
by John D . Rockefeller, Sr.
The first one, as you will recall, was General Education Board
the organization date of which was 1902.
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, I have a point of order . I hesitate
use that word, but I feel I have to .
I would like to read from the rules of procedure adopted on pa
7 of the first day's hearings

(b) Executive hearings : That is the majority of the committee believes th
the interrogation of the witness in a public hearing might unjustly injure
reputation or the reputation of other individuals, the committee shall inter
gate such witness in closed or executive session .

Now I do not know what the other two members of the committ
think, Lut the minority is of the unanimous opinion that this witne
is going to injure the reputation of other individuals and we fee
that he should be interrogated first in executive session before all
this is spread upon the record and has in the eyes of the public a ce
tain validity which it might not be entitled to .
In support of this point of order, Mr. Chairman, I should like
cite to you the principle about which I argued this morning, namely
that by preparing a sort of blanket indictment and releasing it to t
press, that that got on the ticker and in the papers to the exclusi
of anything else about the hearings this morning .
I feel as ranking minority, and if Mrs . Pfost disagrees with me, s
can indicate it, that a witness who is making as many general and sp
cific accusations as this witness seems to indicate he is going to make
should be heard in executive session so that the members of the com
mittee will have some knowledge of what is coming out and som
chalice to intelligently prepare a set of questions to ask him .
Now, I will give you one example . I do not want to unduly dr
this out .
But going back to the socialistic plot about the income tax, I had n
realized until I did a little checking during the lunch hour that th
income tax was first introduced by the Honorable Cordell Hull,
the State of Tennessee.
I do not think that you would want the inference here to rema
that he was a socialistic individual and involved in any plot to fois
socialism on the United States .
I do not think you would unless we went into it a little more fully.
Mr. SARGENT . Nobody has mentioned Mr. Hull, Mr. Hays.
Mr. HAYS . I have mentioned Mr . Hull . I point out to you that th
is in direct relation to your statement that this is part of the plot.
Mr. SARGENT. I charged Mr. Hull with nothing . I said underlyi
this thing is a radical intellectual elite having a purpose of their o

Mr. HAYS . In other words, he was a tool .
Mr.. S4RGENT. He was led by the influence of the time, as many people' were, to do a thing which turned out to be a rather effective device
for the radical clique .
Mr. HAYS . Now, just a minute, until we dispose of this motion and
then you can make all the statements you want to make.
Mr. SARGENT . I would like to speak on this Executive order, because
this suggestion is unfair to me and the manner in which this thing is
being protested .
Mr. HAYS . You are not a member of this committee and if a member
of this committee makes a point of order you in nowise enter into it
one way or the other .
Mr. SARGENT . I am an American citizen, and I have a right to
express my views, if I wish to do so .
Mr. HAYS. You are an American citizen, but if you would act a little
bit more on the principle of fair play and Americanism, we would
get along a little better.
The CHAIRMAN. So far as the Chair has been able to observe, the
witness'-has not up to now said anything derogatory about anyone, or
indicated that he had in mind doing so .
If that should be the case, then I think the suggestion that you have
made would be well taken .
My interest as chairman of the committee is to permit the witnesses who know that the foundations have not been conducted as
they should have been in all instances, to present their views . If they
have something, the committee staff, and the committee itself, feels
justified in taking the time of the committee .
Then I am equally interested in the foundations, or those who wish
to speak in behalf of the foundations, having the same opportunity.
As I said originally, my only purpose, so far as I am concerned, is
to get an objective study made of this subject .
Mr. HAYS . If this is an objective study, to drop the name of Senator
Douglas in as a Socialist, and then let Senator Douglas come in and
deny later on that he is one, then I do not understand the meaning
of the word "objectivity ."
But this has happened and it happened this morning, I do not like
it and I- notice all the significant dates that this gentleman has presented have always been dates when the Democrats seem to have been
in power .
It might have started back under the Republicans, but we did not
get to it until 1913, then something else, and we get to that in 1933,
something like that .
I am not going to sit here and let it happen. There is more than
one way to get this . I do not want to be put in a position of walking ~
out of this committee, but I can .
--`
The CHAIRMAN . He named a group that had met as a committee .
So far as I am personally concerned, not having been as observant as
other people, I did not identify Senator Douglas as being on the list .
Anyway, the list itself was not read in a relationship that cast any
reflection upon the members of the committee . At least I did not so
understand .

that need to be raised at the time, or if he brings in anybody in
derogatory way, then I think that is something that the committ
should consider at the time because we do not expect that kind of thi
in the committee .
Mr. HAYS. I am willing to be just as cooperative and tolerant as
chairman can possibly be, but I think the committee certainly h
carefully tried to live within the. rules that were adopted .
Mr. SARGENT. Mr . Reece, all I am proposing to do here is to r
material from books, pamphlets, and documents and to make norm
comment on the material I read .
It is just a question of written material . My basic evidence is
tirely written.
The CHAIRMAN . You have reached that point?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, Sir ; I am going to do that exclusively .
Furthermore, the suggestion that this has a political twist is
correct. This is nonpartisan. I am reading a considerable amo
of material during the 1920's . In fact, I am covering in regu
fashion the significant events which occurred, when they took pla
based on their apparent relevance to the matter before you here .
I will stick to that in entire good faith .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, perhaps it will be impossible for me
match your patience, but I am going to try .
Again I am going to try to explain to you what I think is the bas
difference in opinion . That is this : that I have felt it was delibera
If I am wrong, I am very sorry, but up to now I have seen no reas
to change my opinion .
We have people coming in here with these prepared statement
typewritten out, this scattergun technique, in which certain names a
dropped in, certain statements are made.
The members of the committee have no advance opportunity
inform themselves, to find anything out about it, to find out even t
basic research to see whether it is true, and then the inference is le
I do not think it is any inference in the case of the income tax, a
I keep referring to that, but it is such a glaring example that this
part of an un-American subversive socialistic collectiveness, to use
lot of terms that have been flung around with great abandon, pl
and the newspapers or anyone listening can get that impression .
In addition, it is spread on the record of a committee of Congres
and the inference is that it is true and then later when the people w
may have been maligned or who may have been testified about i
way that put them in a bad light, come in and deny it, then it is n
news anymore.
I think we ought to have some insight in what these people
going to say before we let them come in here with a shotgun and sho
off in all directions.
Mrs . PFOST. May I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN . Yes .
Mrs. PFOST . Is the staff of the committee so busy that they cann
type up for us the excerpts of the material that he is going to give
this afternoon, or the forthcoming witnesses?
Now, the majority of the witnesses who appear before the commi
tee I am on, the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, supply ea

always furnished them with typewritten copies, or, if the committee is
large, mimeographed copies .
The CHAIRMAN . So far as typing statements, that could be done,
and copies made available, if the statement itself is available . But in
some instances, as I understood to be the case with Mr . Sargent, so
much of his material is going to be what you might call documentary,
that the statement itself that might be typed up was very sketchy and
in order to make a complete statement, the documentation had to accompany the statement .
So that outside of his introductory references which were typed,
the rest of it was simply what might be called notations to guide him
in the presentation of his documentary evidence, which he has now
reached and is ready to give .
Mrs . PFOST . I observed, however, after he had started in with his
particular binder from which he is working now, that he was reading
whole paragraphs out of it.
Mr. SARGENT. In some cases I have read paragraphs merely for the
reason it would place a great burden on the Library of Congress to
physically haul each one of those books over here . I have simply
given in some cases reference to the fact that such a book was written
at that particular time to build what you might call climate .
I think this is a matter of great importance to the American people
and I do not like the inference. There have been some very derogatory remarks made about me, and to suggest an executive hearing is a
very unfair thing to me .
Also I should think they should be put in the open .
As long as I stick to books I think I am entitled to stick to these
facts.
I am willing to submit myself to cross-examination . I think this is
a public matter to be transacted publicly. I will adhere to your rule
in good faith .
food not throwing slugs at individuals . I am reading books, pamphlets, documents, and I am commenting on books, documents, and
pamphlets ; that is all .
Mrs . PFOST . Of course, this morning you did refer to people by
name .
Mr. SARGENT . I read them out of a pamphlet .
Suppose I write some of these things out, suppose I had the time
to do all that and I presented that to someone here, does that mean
that there is to be a suppression of certain parts of the evidence which
I have here which appeared to be pertinent to this inquiry?
Mrs . PFOST. No ; but certainly we would have an opportunity to go
over the material . and see what type of thing you were going to testify
on if we had it in advance and it would give us an opportunity, too,
to determine whether or not it would require an executive session, in .
stead of just a scattering of shot, as Mr . Hays has said .
Mr . SARGENT . I will not go into executive session except under protest and under process . I am not prepared to testify in any executive
session in this matter, unless compelled to by the processes of this
committee .
I think it is improper and unfair to me, and I want to protest against
any such suggestion .

individuals.
Mr. SARGENT. I interpret the remarks you have made as intending
cast reflection on me, and if such a hearing were held and the reco
not put out later, it would be used against, me as having brough
improper matters before this committee .
Mr. HAYS . I am not trying to be unfair to you because I do no
want to be doing what you are doing to other people . All I sugge
is that if you are so afraid of an executive session, and I believe y
have spent 5 hectic days getting this material ready, let the staff spe
another hectic day or two getting it typed up so that we can at ,le
look at it before you come in here and start reading it .
Do you think that is an unfair request?
Mr. SARGENT . I think it is proper to let me proceed with this ca
as it is .
Mr. HAYS . What you think is not going to have very much infl
ence on the vote of the committee, I suppose .
Mr. SARGENT . I am unable to do that effectively . Furthermore,
would prefer to give testimony on this matter just as a witness doe
in court. A witness does not have a cold statement with him in cour
He testifies in a normal fashion . He subjects himself to being que
tioned as he goes.
I am prepared to do that.
Mr . HAYS . As you have probably observed already, these cntigre
sional committees do not run very much like a court of law . You c
comes in, by somebody . In many cases it is a lengthy, long-drawn-o
not get away with saying in a court of law . I will submit to you th
in most courts of law there is some preexamination before a witnes
comes in, by somebody . In many cases it is a lengthy, long-drawn-o
process by deposition and what-have-you .
The CHAIRMAN . I . think we should all refrain from characteriz
tions when we are referring to other people . With my experien
it is that we all have a hard enough time .
You take the statement that was made earlier, that if we are goi
to have the type of witnesses we have had, we ought to have a psychi
trist examine them . That casts a reflection on these two witnesses
Mr. HAYS . I did not mean to cast any reflection on the other
witnesses as much as I did on the 1 here, to be frank about it .
I do not know whether I am awake or dreaming, to tell you t
truth . Sometimes, to use the expression of one of the reporters th
morning, this could not be happening ; we must have all been aslee
I have had a lot of nightmares, but never one like this .
The CHAIRMAN . As I recall the way the statement was made, refe
ring to the ones that had been called, it was two very eminent schola
who were widely recognized in the field of education .
Mr. HAYS. The first witness turned out to be a witness for t
other side on cross-examination, about the NEA . He certainly da
aged that argument terrifically .
The second one, I think, is a kind of nice mixed-up fellow tha
needs straightening out somewhat . At the moment I think he is
little confused.
I do not mean to imply anything is badly wrong with him .
Mr. SARGENT . This reading this morning was at your request .

to start dropping names of political people, let us put them all in
the record . The record will show that .
Mr. SARGENT . You asked for all the names, however, and I gave
them.
Mr. HAYS . That is right, because you put in the name of Senator
Douglas and I personally believe you did it deliberately with malice
aforethought .
Another thing you did, you brought in the name of Sister Mary
Margaret, and then you pause for emphasis and put in the name of
McCarran.
I submit to you that ordinarily people in the orders do not use
the last name and I wonder if it is in the flyleaf of the book .
Mr. SARGENT. It is . I gave you the information about the author
and the book.
Previously you had been questioning authority for the statements I
was making. I want to make it clear that I was relying on a hightype of research book in the statement I made .
Mr. HAYS . Maybe we ought to subpena the officials of the Catholic
University and find out how high-type this is .
I happen to know something about the background of the author
of that book, how long it took her to get a degree, and so forth, and
even that there was a little pressure used or she would not have it yet .'
Mr. SARGENT . May I go on?
'
The CHAIRMAN . I question seriously whether references of that
type ought to be thrown out in the committee.
Mr. HAYS . If we are going to throw them out we ought to throw
them all out .
I made a point of order. The rules are here . Are we going to
abide by them?
The CHAIRMAN . I am interested in the decorum of the committee as
a whole. I do not know this Sister.
Mr. HAYS . I do not know her, either, but I have done a little checking . You see, that is where you are at a disadvantage. You have
to use your lunch hour to try to find out what kind of documents
these are.
Mr. SARGENT . I will bring the book for you tomorrow morning.
Mr. HAYS . The book itself does not mean anything . It is but one
person's opinion. You are buttressing your opinion with somebody
else's opinion.
Mr. SARGENT. It is based on original documentary material. I
checked some material at the Hoover Institute on War, Peace, and
Revolution at Stanford University .
It is considered to be the best document of its kind in existence .
I think any well-grounded scholar will tell you the same thing . The
book is eminently reliable .
Mr. HAYS . I want to vote right now whether we abide by rule 1, or
whether we 'do not . I am going to insist we have a vote . We have a
right to have one.
' Statement of rector of the Catholic University of America, regarding this comment
appears at p. 1179, pt . 2 .

and 'I do not know how we are going to find out how the rest o
them will believe unless we put the question .
The CHAIRMAN . There have been no names brought in here in
derogatory way so far as the chairman can see . It happens that
of the other 2 majority members has been engaged in drafting t
Social Security Act at this time-the amendments to it .
The other is a chairman of another important committee .
Mr. HAYS. That is interesting. They gave their proxies to you t
do their thinking for them . It says :
If the majority of the committee believes .

I do not see how we are going to get the basis for that unless yo
are going to do their thinking for them or have them here to s
what they think ; 1 of the 2 .
I would not even object to this unusual procedure, Mr . Chairma
but we have had it before, and when we want to cross-examine the
people we cannot cross-examine them because tomorrow we hav
subnanaed so and so and the next day we have so and so .
I know what is going to happen . When the great crusade bo
down completely, we will all go home and that will be the end of t
hearings and the other side will not be heard .
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Sargent says that he will make himself su
ject to cross-examination after his whole testimony is completed .
Mr. SARGENT. I can come back here next Monday or Tuesday fo
that purpose and the transcript can be written and it can be studie
fully .
Mr . HAYS . How long have you been here now under subpena?
Mr. SARGENT. I arrived in town Wednesday morning, last Wednes
day .
HAYS . The committee has been responsible for your expenses
I suppose, ever since then?
Mr. SARGENT. I don't know what the rule is on that. I felt a ne
for an adequate preparation .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, the taxpayers of the United States ar
paying for you to come from California to Washington and gettin
these documents together . .
Did you have any help from our staff ?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, I did.
Mr. HAYS . Now, the truth begins to come out . The staff helped y
out, too?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes, that is right .
Mr. HAYS. You know, that is a kind of funny thing . I cann
even get one staff member to help me because there is not any minorit
staff, but they help the witnesses that they go out and dig up and brin
in who present the same peculiar type of thinking apparently th
they do .
Mr. SARGENT . May I testify, please?
Mr. HAYS . I do not know . We have not decided yet .
Mr. SARGENT . I am here to testify. I would like to do it, Mr . Hay
and to give you the truth based upon documents, books, and pam

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, there is a principle involved . I would
like to go, along with you . I like you and all that .
The CHAIRMAN . The Chair overrules the point of order .
Mr. HAYS . All right . I move that under the rules the witness be
dispensed with until such time as the committee can decide whether
or not they want to subpena him in executive session .
Mrs. PFOST . I second the motion .
Mr. WORMSER. Mr . Chairman, may I bring out one material fact?
Mr. Sargent, to what extent has the staff of the committee assisted
y ou ? Personally I have had about 10 minutes conversation with you .
have seen none of your material .
Mr. SARGENT . Simply in getting various things for me which I desired, and just in the way of general help, not a great deal of specific
help . I brought quite a quantity of stuff with me and I had various
requirements . I, of course, had to familiarize myself with your prior
proceedings to see what was desired .
Mr. WORMSER . I supplied you with no material except what you
requested specifically for us to get?
Mr. SARGENT . That is right. I went to the Library of Congress and
I ran down material on things which I lacked . I did my own' research
here . It has been entirely for your benefit .
I have come here at personal financial sacrifice, as far as that goes .
Mr. WORMSER . The implication that the staff has in any way prepared your testimony is not correct?
Mr. SARGENT . On the contrary, I prepared it myself and it is my
own views.
Mr. HAYS . I was trying to find out the answer to that question,
whether they did, or not .
The CHAIRMAN . The answer is that they did not.
Mr. HAYS . All right, that is what I wanted to know, but they did
give him clerical help. Up to now I have asked for a transcript of
the facts from them and I have not been able to get them .
The CHAIRMAN . I vote "no," and I also vote the proxy's "no ."
Mr. HAYS. I have one more question to ask .
Are you going to abide by the rules?
The CHAIRMAN . Yes.
Mr. HAYS. If the minority is not here, you cannot have a hearing?
The CHAIRMAN . That is right, without any majority of the committee.
Mr. HAYS . We will be back when we get a majority of the committee, but I want to hear the other two vote, themselves .
The CHAIRMAN . Under the circumstances the committee stands adjourned until the morning at 10 o'clock .
The committee tomorrow will meet in the caucus room in the Old
House Office Building .
(Thereupon, at 3 : 20 p. m ., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a . m . Tuesday, May 25, 1954, in the caucus room, Old House
Office Building.)

TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
TUESDAY, MAY 25, 1954
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE
TAx-ExEMPT FOUNDATIONS,

Washington, D . C.

The special committee met at 10 : 28 a . m., pursuant to recess, in
room 1301, New House Office Building, Hon . Carroll Reece (chairman
of the special committee) presiding .
Present : Representatives Reece, Wolcott, Hays, Goodwin, and
Pfost .
Also present : Rene A . Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T . Koch,
associate counsel ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Kathryn Casey,
legal analyst .
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order .
The Chairman would like to make a statement . In view of the fact
that one of the members of the committee referred to the other side,
and in other expressions inferred that the majority of the committee
or its counsel or staff had taken a side, I was trying to prove a case,
neither the majority members of the committee nor its counsel or staff
have a side in this inquiry, as the chairman has heretofore said . As
a convenience to the foundations, an initial report was submitted outlining the main lines of major criticisms of foundations which a}~reliminary study by the staff had shown were sufficiently supported by
evidence to warrant considering carefully .
We are now in the first stage of assessing these criticisms by hearing
some of the supporting evidence . We shall later hear evidence supplied by the foundations themselves, defending against these criticisms . We shall not prejudge. We shall not try to prove a case .
We are here to learn what the truth may be .
Needless to say, criticism cannot be expected to come from the
foundations themselves . It must come, if at all, chiefly from persons
not directly connected with foundation matters . We shall give
foundation representatives respectful attention . We do not see why
persons who have criticism to offer are not entitled to the same courteous treatment . Failure to give them such courtesy and inclination
to condemn them for daring to criticize frankly and even severly
would seem to me to deny such witnesses the privileges of citizens
and to fail to give them the consideration to which we believe they
are entitled from members of the committee .
Mr. HAYS . Mr . Chairman, in reply to your prepared statement, I
will say off the cuff that I did not infer that there was another side .
I stated frankly that there was another side . Anybody who wants
to read your statement in the Congressional Record or in volume 1
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If anybody has the stomach to read that statement of yours clear
through, and then get up here and say there is not a side, and ther
has not been a very definite and, damaging attack made on foundations
they better reread it.
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Sargent had not completed his statement whe
we adjourned
Mr. HAYS . I have a point of order before he starts .
The CHAIRMAN . At the time of our recess yesterday . The question
I think, arises whether he should be permitted, as he has expressed
a desire, to complete his statement and then make himself available
for criticism or for questioning when he has concluded-he agreein
to make himself available for that purpose .
The chairman's= interest is in orderly procedure and in moving
forward . We spent the better part of the day yesterday and the witness was able to make very slight progress on his statement, and
am wondering what the wishes of the committee with reference t
procedure might be .
Mr. HAYS . I have a point of order right now .
The CHAIRMAN . May I hear it?
Mr. HAYS . You sure may . I am quoting clause 25, rule 11, paragraph (f) of the Rules of the House of Representatives, very briefly
Each committee shall so far as practicable require all witnesses appearin
before it to file in advance written statements of their proposed testimony, an
to limit their oral presentation to brief summaries of their argument . The staf
of each committee shall prepare digests of such statements for the use of com
mittee members .
I make a point of order that the witness has not complied with this
rule, that it has been practicable for him to do so inasmuch as the staf
typed up his statement for him, or at least assisted him in it, and
there is no reason why this rule should not be complied with .
The CHAIRMAN . A preliminary statement was prepared yesterday
for the members of the committee, and likewise for the press . It wa
not comprehensive . The Chair had understood that the witness expected to confine, after his opening analysis of his testimony, largely
to documentation, and in view of that fact, the Chair indicated to the
witness that method of procedure would be satisfactory, if he made
himself available for questioning after the transcript was available
to the members of the committee .
Mr. WoLooTT . Mr . Chairman, the situation seems to turn on whether
it is practicable or not . Those of us who have any responsibility in
presenting this testimony realize that it might not be practicable under
the circumstances for the witness to prepare a statement, nor for the
staff to digest it . The question turns on whether it is practical or
not . I think we would get more information that we are seeking without a prepared statement than we would in a prepared statement .
I am very much interested in the subject this witness is discussing
I might say I have my own views on Fabian socialism, or whatever
you might call it . I think the real danger to the American system of
government is not communism . The real danger to the American system of government is Fabian socialism . If any of these foundations
are engaging in practices paralleling the growth of Fabian socialism

is the duty of Congress, surely the members of this committee, to find
out what is happening .
I understand that this witness has qualified himself as more or less
expert on this matter . That is the thing that we are seeking, information which he has .
As far as anything else is concerned, I would let the chips fall
where they may . We have to make a record here and find out what is
going on . The Fabian Socialists work quietly through infiltration .
The Communists are out waving their red flags and yelling and
whooping and hollering and picketing . We can see that . We cannot see Fabian socialism . We have to dig for _it . We are in the
process now, as I understand it, of digging for it .
Mr. HAYS . Yes, sir ; we were digging back in 1892 .
Mr. WOLCOTT . That does not make any difference . The Fabiark
Socialist movement in Great Britain went back to the turn of the
century. Great names were mentioned . George Bernard Shaw was,
one of the greatest of Fabians in Great Britain . He has the respect
of millions of people . I am sure that the founders of these foundations would turn over several times in their graves if they felt that
their money was being used for the destruction of the American system of government . Whether it is destroyed by socialism or communism is not the point . I think we owe them an obligation, as well'
as ourselves and the people whom we represent, to find out whether
there is any danger to the American system, and where it lies . That
is the reason I am on this committee . I would not be on the committee if I was not interested in that subject .
I have several other committees that take up most of my time . I
cannot stand here-I have not the-time-to bicker about the way in
which we develop the matter . We have got to do a job and it has got
to be done . It has got to be done pretty quickly . Otherwise, we are•
running the same course, a parallel course, to Fabian socialism which
destroyed Great Britain . I do not like it, frankly . I do not like
what I see on the horizon . The sun is not coming up . It is a very
cloudy day in America because of Fabian socialism .
Let us bring it out here and find out what is going on.
Mr. HAYS . There are a lot of differences of opinion .
Mr. WOLCOTT . I know it . I have been charged repeatedly before'
the Banking and Currency Committee of years gone by of seeingghosts under the table . Sometimes those ghosts come out and kick
you in the shins . We want to avoid that if we can .
Mr. GOODWIN . Mr. Chairman, I am temporarily on leave from
another committee, and a most important executive session . I am not
interested at the moment in colloquy between members of the committee . I understand you have a witness ready to go forward . I
understand you have a point of order before you . Is there any reason
why that cannot be concluded .
The CHAIRMAN . The point of order is over. The Chair sees na
practical justification for upholding the point of order, and he overrules the point of order .
Mr. HAYS . The Chair would not uphold any point of order that
he did not agree with, no matter what the rule said . That has become'
pretty obvious in these hearings .
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sergeant at arms, because I am going to be heard just the same . as yo
are. You may be afraid of Fabian socialism, but I am afraid of Re
publican dictatorship . Let us get it out in the open. You brough
in the shock troops here, so let us fight it out .
Mr. GOODWIN . I understood we were going to hear the witness .
Mr. HAYS . We are going to have more points of order .
The second point of order is that the committee is in violation of th
rules of the House and the Reorganization Act, inasmuch as the minor
ity of the committee has been deprived of one single staff membe
The CHAIRMAN . The Chair overrules the point of order .
Mr . HAYS. *I will . say the Chair did not keep his word . When
helped the Chair get his $65,000, so you would not look' stupid wh
they were going to shut you off, you promised me a staff membe
Did you or did you not?
The CHAIRMAN. NO one has individually a member of the staf
Mr. HAYS . You have the whole staff .
The CHAIRMAN . There is a member of the staff that was employe
on the recommendation of the gentleman from Ohio .
Mr. HAYS . As a stenographer .
The CHAIRMAN . No ; not as a stenographer .
Mr. HAYS . That is what she does .
The CHAIRMAN . As an analyst or researcher, I am not sure wha
her title is . That is what our understanding is .
Mr. HAYS . I have a motion to make . I move that we hear th
witness in executive session in order to prevent further name droppin
and any further hurting of people who have no place in this hearin
Mrs. PFOST. I second it .
Mr. WohcoTr. As a substitute for that, Mr . Chairman, I move th
the witness be allowed to proceed with his statement without inter
ruption.
Mr. HAYS . You can pass all those motions you want, but I wi
interrupt whenever I feel like it . How do you like that? So yo
might as well save your breath, Jesse .
Mr. WOLCOTT. I should like to.
Mr. HAYS . You run the Banking and Currency Committee withou
proxies, but in this committee you run it with proxies . You make t
rules as you go along for the majority, and I will make the rules fo
myself as I go along, and if this fellow does not want to bring in
statement, I will interrupt him whenever I feel like it . He better g
a bigger mouth than that .
Mr . WOLCOTT . As I understand it, this committee made the rule
and we are proceeding under the rules adopted by this committee .
Mr. HAYS . You know there is no such rule on this committee . Whe
did we make this rule?
Mr. WOLCOTT . I understand we can vote by proxy . If we do no
I shall make a motion that we do vote by proxy. I understood th
I had given the chairman a proxy and there had been no objection to i
Mr. HAYS . I just want the record to show that you rule one way
the committee of which you are chairman and another way here .
Mr . WOLCOTT . You can make that record if you want to . The Bank
ing and Currency Committee of 29 members have asserted themselve
on a good many occasions, and we get along very nicely in that com

have been adopted, if any have been adopted . I do not rexnemiber_ .that
any have been adopted . We operate under the rules of the House .
Does anybody want to support a substitute motion? I move a substitute motion to the motion made by the gentleman from Ohio that
the witness be allowed to proceed with his statement without interruption, and at the conclusion of his statement that he subject himself to
questioning.
Mr. GOODWIN . Second .
Mr. HAYS . I have something to say on that motion. It might take
Mite a little while . In the first place, what this motion entails is
that this fellow can come in here and do what he did yesterday .
Mr. GOODWIN . Who is "the fellow," may I inquire?
Mr. HAYS. Right down here .
Mr. GOODWIN . You mean the witness?
Mr. HAYS . I will call him anything I like . We understand each
other .
Mr. GOODWIN . Mr. Chairman, I have something else to do
besides
Mr. HAYS . Go ahead . Whenever you go, the minority will go, and
that will be the end of the hearing . If you can just stay here and
be patient, I have a right to be heard on the substitute and I am
going to be heard on the substitute .
The CHAIRMAN . Reasonably .
Mr. HAYS . I will decide what is reasonable . In other words, you
know the trouble around here-and this is pertinent, too-that there
have been too many committees in which the minority has allowed
itself to be gaflied into submission and silence . I am going to be the
kind of minority that does not go so easy for that gaflle stuff.
Mr. WOLCOTT . You have been in the minority for 20 years .
Mr. HAYS . You know the funny part of it is that most of you fellows are still in the minority, because you don't seem to have the
responsibility to run this Congress. That is why the great crusade
is in reverse.
Mr. WOLCOTT. If the minority will allow us to assume our responsibility, we will get along .
Mr . HAYS . The . minority on this committee is not going to sit here
silent and have peoples' characters assassinated at will by dropping
their names in as Senator Douglas' name was dropped in yesterday,
deliberately, because it was 1 of only 2 names the witness mentioned
out of a whole series of names. He had his name underscored in the
p amphlet that he was reading from . He had the name "Paul Douglas" underscored.
The CHAIRMAN . But the others were being put in the record .
Mr. HAYS . At my insistence, let the record show .
The CHAIRMAN . No, they were being put in the record .
Mr. HAYS. No, they were not being put in the record . The only
thing that was going into the record was what this gentleman was
going to say . I said if you are going to read-the record is here, and
if you want to start reading from the record, I will read from the
record.
Mr. WOLCOTT. I ask for the question.
Mr. HAYS . I am still talking .

with a shotgun and shooting in all directions, and the committee do
not want to give protection to the people whose characters he is goin
to assassinate . That is what the substitute motion does . I think i
is bad and in violation of the rules of the House . It is in violatio
of the rules of orderly committee procedure which you seen to be s
concerned with . I just want the record to show that if the majorit
wants to let people like this come in and do that, that is up to them .
The CHAIRMAN . All in favor say "Aye."
Mr . WOLCOTT . Aye.
Mr. GoonwIN. Aye .
The CHAIRMAN . Opposed, "No ."
Mr. HAYS . No. .
Mrs. PFOST . No .
The CHAIRMAN . Aye . Three have voted in the affirmative an
two in the negative . The substitute motion is carried .
Mrs . PFOST. Mr . Chairman, I have a motion . I move that th
committee subpena Dean Rusk, president of the Carnegie Foundation,
and hear him just as soon as possible .
Mr. HAYS. Would you like to make that more specific and say "a
soon as we finish with this witness"?
Mrs . PFOST . Yes . I will add that, "as soon as we finish with thi
witness ."
Mr. HAYS . I will second that motion .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee has had in mind hearing Dea
Rusk . I think the chairman's own view is that there ought to be a
orderliness about the procedure . No doubt Dean Rusk
Mr. HAYS . What is disorderly about subpenaing him next?
The CHAIRMAN . So far as the chairman is concerned, he certainl
has no personal objection to his appearing at any time .
Mr . HAYS . I am anxious to ask him 1 question, just 1, I promis
you, and if he answers it as I think he will, I may ask a second t
ust complete an identity .
The CHAIRMAN . Who is that?
-Mr . HAYS . Mr . Rusk . I will give you a promise that is all I wan
to ask him . But if he answers the question as I believe hP will, i
may change the whole course of these hearings, and we may find tha
we have to back up and make a fresh start .
Mr . WoLCoTT. May I ask the chairman if it is the intention of th
staff to have Dean Rusk before the committee?
The CHAIRMAN . That is the intention ; yes .
Mrs . PFOST. How much later on, Mr . Chairman?
Mr . Kocl-I . As soon as all of the so-called criticisms are before th
committee so that Dean Rusk and anybody else can answer all of them
Mr . HAYS . Is there any reason why he can't come_in and answer
one question that will take perhaps 5 minutes?
Mr . KOCH . I would suggest that maybe we could stipulate that
you send him the question and let it be read into the record .
Mr . HAYS . No ; I want him to appear under oath . He has to b
under oath or else the answer is no ; god .
Mr. KOCH. Couldn't he -put it in an' affidavit?
Mr. HAYS . No .
j

a lot of other questions as a matter of convenience for him-maybe I
should not be arguing his convenience-but later on he may want
to be on for a whole day .
Mr. HAYS . It only takes an hour for him to come down-where is
he, in New York?
The CHAIRMAN. The plan of the procedure, may I say for the members of the committee who have not all had an opportunity to be here
all the time, was to present what was generally termed a line of criticism against the foundations . Then the foundations and those who
might be interested in speaking on their behalf would have full knowledge of everything that was said and be able to make a complete
coverage, or as complete as they desire to do so . That was the procedure as I indicated in my statement a little earlier, that we intended to follow . The Chair has no deep feeling about it one way or
another . I shall consult the attitude of the other members of the
committee.
Mr. HAYS . Mr . Chairman, let me say that you have expressed a great
deal of concern both here in public and in private about the expediting
of these hearings . I told you that if the minority could have a feeling
that any slight wish that it might have might be respected that you
might find it easier to get along with the minority .
Now, we are only asking in the form of a motion that Mr . Rusk be
brought in here for 5 minutes. We will even give you a time limit on
him .
The CHAIRMAN . I would hardly be inclined to feel that we bring
him in under limited time .
Mr. WOLCOTT. I have a good many questions to ask all of these
foundations when they come in .
Mr. HAYS. I have no objection to bringing him back later, Mr. Wolcott, but there is a very pertinent thing that ought to be brought out at
this point, and I want him here to ask him, . It has a great deal of
bearing, as you will see . I can' say what it is at the moment .
Mr. WOLCOTT. How can we vote intelligently
The CHAIRMAN. If the witness is to be called, it would not be the
chairman's thinking that he ought to be called subject to limitations .
Mr. HAYS . I don't care whether you do or not . I merely offered
that to your convenience to show you that we were not trying to dillydally or delay by having him here .
Mr. WOLCOTT . Question .
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will either put the question or he will
say that Dean Rusk will be summoned to appear after we have concluded with Mr . Sargent's testimony .
Mr. HAYS . That is satisfactory.
Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Chairman, may I respectfully suggest that while
counsel has not the slightest objection to calling Dean Rusk for this
purpose, we hope it will not be a precedent so that the procedure we
planned will be disturbed .
The CHAIRMAN . It is not so intended . It is an exception .
Mr. HAYS. Let me say to you this, Mr . Wormser, that we are using
the name Dean Rusk . I am not acquainted with the gentleman at all .
I never met him that I know of . But I believe he is the president of
the Carnegie Foundation .
Mr. WORMSER . Rockefeller .

Mr. WORMSER . We intended to call him
with Dean Rusk.
The CHAIRMAN . That was so understood, and the chairman will issu
a subpena to that effect .
Mr. WORMSER . Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, one more thing . Ther
was some difficulty in arranging for two professors to appear nex
Tuesday, Professor Rau of Yale, and Professor Colgrove, formerl
of Northwestern. It is rather difficult to get these men who are oi
active duty . Could I put them on Tuesday?
The CHAIRMAN . Dean Rusk will not consume all day Tuesday, an
I would suggest that they be available when Dean Rusk completes hi
testimony.
Mr. WORMSER . All right .
(Discussion off the record .)
The CHAIRMAN . This is a friendly discussion here .
You may proceed, Mr. Sargent.
TESTIMONY OF AARON M . SARGENT, ATTORNEY,
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.-Resumed

Mr. SARGENT. During the course of our discussions yesterday, the
was reference to an original source book upon which I relied in givin
certain testimony regarding the early history of the British`. Fabia
movement.
Mr. HAYS . I have a question right there, and that is this : On the
source books and these various things you are going to read into th
record, will there be many more names read into the record?
Mr. SARGENT. I will read the title of the book, I will read the auth
of the book, I will read literally and exactly the order in which ma
terial appears, any panel of names starting with the first name an
going to the last name, and making no selection of my own in betwee
the first and the last . I do not intend to create the inference you su
gested yesterday, I assure you, sir . That will not happen again .
Mr. HAYS. All right.
Mr. SARGENT. I am referring to this book now because there w
some comment
Mr. HAYS . I have another question right there .
Mr. SARGENT . I understood I was not going to be interrupted .
Mr. HAYS . You misunderstood then . You did not hear what I sai
You saidd you didn't intend to create the inference that was create
yesterday. As I read the press this morning, I read in one of t
papers, a New York paper, that some reporter asked you if Pau
Douglas which you mentioned, and you mentioned only one othe
name at that point in the testimony
Mr. SARGENT. Isadore Lubin was the other name .
Mr. HAYS . If that were the Senator from Illinois, and the pape
quoted you as saying that you presumed that it was ; is that correc
Mr. SARGENT. I thought it was, yes, because of Paul Douglas' subse
quent appearances at various meetings of the League for Industri
Democracy, as shown by its publications .
Mr. HAYS. Then you did intend deliberately to put Paul Douglas
name in the record.

aside from showing the fact that he was there . I underscored those
two names because
Mr. HAYs . That is exactly what
Mr. SARGENT. May I finish my answer, please? I underscored those
two names because those names were known to me .
Mr. HAYS. Mr . Sargent, apparently the minority is going to . be
overruled quite a bit, but the minority is going to insist that we try
to conduct this as nearly as possible in conformity with otherr congressional hearings . When any member of this committee-majority
or minority-asks you a question, that doesn't give you an automatic
license to make a speech . You could have either answered that question "yes" or "no ." That is all I want . If you are so anxious to
conserve time, perhaps if you would just be a little more succinct in
your answers to the questions I ask you, we could conserve some time
that way .
I ask you, did you deliberately intend to put the name of Paul
Douglas in the record?
Mr. SARGENT . No, not in the sense in which you ask the question .
Mr. HAYS . You are interpreting the sense I ask the question?
Mr. SARGENT . No. I would like to explain my answer. May I do
so?
Mr. HAYS . Did you have his name underscored in the pamphlet?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, along with other names.
Mr. HAYS. All right, that is enough .
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed .
Mr. SARGENT. I did not read the remaining names because they were
not particularly known to me especially, and I was trying to conserve
the time of the committee . There was reference to this book on Fabianism . I have it before me . It was part of my luggage I brought from
California with me . The exact title of the book-I am reading on the
cover itself now-is, Fabianism in the Political Life of Britain, 191931 . The author's name given below is McCarran . At the bottom
the publisher's name, Heritage Foundation .
The next item on the flyleaf reads as follows
Fabianism in the Political Life of BritainMr. HAYS. Just to get the record straight, would you be able to
mention the names of any other books published by this Heritage
Foundation?
Mr. SARGENT . Clarence Manion's book, The Key to Peace, has been
published by them and distributed widely through the American
Legion .
Mr. HAYS . He is the fellow that Eisenhower fired?
Mr. SARGENT . He did not fire him . Are you attacking Manion along
with the rest of them?
Mr. HAYS . No, I wanted to know if it is the same company that
published his book .
Mr. SARGENT . They do, and I think the American Legion and many
Members of Congress endorse that as a very valuable contribution to
the subject .
The flyleaf is entitled, "Fabianism in the Political Life of Britain,
1919-31 ."

This dissertation was conducted under the direction of Prof . John T . Farre
as major professor, and was approved by Prof . Friedrich Engle-Janosi, and R
Wilfred Parsons, S . J ., as readers .

The title page itself, and I am reading in full, is the following

Fabianism in the Political Life of Britain, 1919-31 .
A Dissertation.
Submitted to theMr . HAYS. Mr . Sargent, may I interrupt you again?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes.
Mr. HAYS . I would like to be a little patient with you and let yo

read as much as you like. This committee also has some problems an
one of them is the lack of time to do everything that we would li
to get done . If you are going to spend your time reading flyleav
.and title pages, is there any objection-and I will assure you the
will be none-if we include the title page and flyleaf in the record
You have been 5 minutes reading that and what does it mean aft
you have read it?
Mr. SARGENT. I am very anxious to save time . There was referen
to the thing. I want to say this, that this shows on its face it is a di
sertation submitted to the faculty of the Graduate School of Arts an
Sciences of the Catholic University of America in partial fulfillme
of the requirements of the degree of doctor of philosophy, and t
author's name appearing in the book is Sister M. Margaret Patric
McCarran, Ph . D ., of the Sisters of the Holy Names, second editio
As some evidence of the thoroughness of the work, I would refer t
the bibliography in the back. It cites 85 authors and material, a
in addition it refers to Fabian treatises and pamphlets, tracts, arti
cles, a wealth of source material .
It is my opinion and of many others who study these subjects tha
it is the outstanding book of its kind . I have the book and wou
like to leave it with the clerk for the convenience of any member o
the committee to examine .
The CHAIRMAN . Filed with the committee, but not for printing .
Mr. SARGENT. Not for printing, hardly, no .
Mr. HAYS . Because we don't have a copy of what you are going t
say, it is very difficult to keep all these straight . Would you repea
the title of that once more, please?
Mr. SARGENT. You mean the title page? Fabianism in the Polit
cal Life of Britain, 1919-31 . The first chapter is the introduction
Mr. HAYS . Would you want to give us a little digest of what this
all about?
Mr. SARGENT . What, the book?
Mr. HAYS . Can you give us a thumbnail sketch of what its con
clusions air, or anything?
Mr. SARGENT . The book itself
Mr. HAYS . Or is it just a running history of the movement?
Mr. SARGENT. First of all the introduction, the valuable part fo
present purposes, the introduction itself, which gives the early histor
of the development of the movement there in Great Britain commenc
ing in the 1880's and running down to the 1900's . It is necessary f
the author to give that as background before the commencement o
her study. She picks up the period from 1919 to 1931, explaining th

That is what the book is about.
Mrs. PFOST . In Great Britain?
Mr. SARGENT . Great Britain ; yes . It is significant because it is my
j udgment a parallel of certain efforts that are being made in this
country . I will read you the various titles if you want the scope of it .
Mr. HAYS . No ; I was trying to get a general idea of what is in it .
Mr. SARGENT. The period under critical study is 1919 to 1931, but
the background material is the one to which I referred, namely, the
inception of the Fabian Party and the persons identified with it .
Mr. HAYS . I understood you to say that in your opinion there is
a parallel between that movement in ngland and some similar movement here .
Mr. SARGENT . Yes, there is a tie'-there is apparently a tie-in .
Mr. HAYS. Do you think there is any movement in the United
States, even a small one, which might be roughly compared to the
Nazi-Socialist movement in Germany?
Mr. SARGENT . I wouldn't compare them as such . No, I think there
is a radical intellectual elite that is attempting to subvert and guide
the policies in our country and the foundations are aiding them
financially.
Mr. HAYS . We sort of got off the trail there, didn't we? I am
asking if there is any group which would be diametrically opposite to
that, who would like to put the country in some sort of dictatorship
of wealth, we will say, and sort of orient all thinking into their way
of thinking, such as the fact that big wealth should be allowed to
be predatory, it should not have any income tax, and that the oil depletion allowance ought to go up from 271/2 percent, I have heard the
figure to 75 percent, and things like that . Do you think there is any
concerted group that is pushing that kind of philosophy?
Mr. SARGENT . It is not that kind of picture . It is a different picture,
but it is subversive . I will answer that fully when I complete my
evidence here. The evidence I have here bears on that question .
Mr. HAYS . When you get through your testimony, I will be glad
to ask you again .
Mr. SARGENT . I will be glad to have you make a note of it and
remind me .
My position in this matter, first of all, I think I should state clearly
as an aid to free consideration of my evidence . The position I take is
that we have here involved a right of freedom of inquiry . That includes the right to make an academically free inquiry into the success
and failures of the past 50 years, to determine our future course of
action with due regard to the results of such an analysis competently
made . We have the right to consider and to give proper weight to
such views as expressed along that line by a scholar such as Clarence
Manion in his book, and others . In short, that particular point of
view is entitled to equal consideration and equal publicity with the
views of those who may happen to disagree with this particular wing, .
if you want to call it that .
Mr. HAYS . Let me ask you a question right there. I am inclined to
agree with that as I understood you reading it . You say that you
believe that everyone should have a right to freedom of academic inquiry-is that the way you stated it-and that the views of both

Mr. SARGENT . Yes, I am standing here particularly for the righ
of what I call critical study and analysis and the publication of th
results : of that critical study and analysis, and the right to have
foundation support in making it .
Mr. HAYS . That leads me right up to what I want to ask you. Yo
say, or you are implying-I think you are saying, and I don't want to
put words in your mouth-that the foundations have not been sup
porting your point of view.
Mr. SARGENT. Definitely .
Mr. HAYS . You think the Congress ought to make a law and say
"Look, you foundations have to support Mr . Sargent's point of view,
is that right?
Mr. SARGENT . No, I don't say anything like that . I say if the
don't do that, they become propagandists for one side and cease to
be educational, and should forfeit their exemption privilege .
Mr. HAYS . You don't think all foundations are on this side?
Mr . SARGENT . I think you will find an amazing picture if you in
quire into it .
Mr. HAYS. I have done a little inquiring into it . I am not a: sel
appointed expert on the subject . But there are some foundation
which do give the other side . What about the Heritage Foundation
Mr. SARGENT . Do you know the Heritage Foundation applied t
the Ford Foundation for a grant to distribute Manion's The Key t
Peace, and could not get the money? Do you know that?
Mr. HAYS . I don't know that, but I would say that a lot of peopl
would say that is using intelligent judgment on the part of the Ford
Foundation .
Mr. SARGENT . That is a fact.
The CHAIRMAN. For the record the chairman might state that th
Heritage Foundation is not a foundation in the tax-exempt sens
of the word.
Mr. SARGENT . That is correct .
Mr. HAYS. I am glad to have that in the record . I didn't kno
that.
Mr. SARGENT. No ; it is a business corporation .
Mr. HAYS . As I say, I am not an expert .
Mr. SARGENT. But the Ford Foundation was unwilling to appro
priate money to aid the distribution of a work of academic merit
Clarence Manion's book, here.
Mr. HAYS . You know it is a funny thing, but I have a copy of tha
book on my desk and I have read it . And there are certain things i
it which I think are an interesting point of view . I don't agree wit
it 100 percent. I certainly would not criticize any foundation be
cause they didn't see fit to distribute it, by and large . As a matter o
fact, I think they would have wasted a lot of money if they had
because I don't think too many people would have read it if you made
a present of it . It is pretty heavy going. You send 1,000 copies t
the first 1,000 names you pick at random out of the telephone book in
Washington and you won't find many people reading it.
Mr. SARGENT . I have some tangible evidence to submit on that point
regarding the impact of this thing on the publishing business which
I will give you in due course .

that ri~h
, t?
Mr. SARGENT . I am an officer in a foundation which has been incorporated by myself . I left the articles here, yes . It was organized
last August 1953 . I am the president of it. It is merely a corporation with no funds and no activities yet .
Mr. HAYS. What is the foundation supposed to do? What is
its purpose?
Mr. SARGENT. Its purpose is to study revolutionary movements,
ropaganda,
and techniques, and to endeavor to prepare educational
p
materials for the more effective combating of the advance of socialism
and communism.
Mr. HAYS . What has prevented you from going ahead and doing
that?
Mr. SARGENT . One thing that has prevented it is that I have been
surveying the ground to find sources of money which are acceptable .
We do not want to accept money under conditions involving financial
censorship or control of our operations . We want to be in a position
to proceed objectively without being required to stop following something significant because somebody's toes are being stepped on . Under
those conditions we cannot use large foundation money, because we
believe the result of this study will be critical to their operations .
Therefore, we must find other patriotic money .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, you know what you are going to find
out before you start?
Mr. SARGENT. No, we don't. We have some idea from what we
found . The evidence I am going to give you, if permitted, will show
precisely why I think that is the exercise of good judgment .
Mr. HAYS . You are going to be permitted . I can stay here all
summer if necessary.
Mr. SARGENT . May I go on, please?
Mr. HAYS . No ; I have another question I want to ask. I have to
insist that you answer the questions, and you can go on when I am
through asking the questions .
Mr. WOLCOTT . I thought the motion was that he be allowed to conclude his statement. I am very much interested in his statement . I
am not so interested in your questions frankly .
Mr. HAYS . I know you wouldn't be . That is one reason I am asking them . We can either go ahead or under the rules the minority can
leave and stop the hearing . Which way do you want to do it?
The CHAIRMAN. The other mgmber stepped out momentarily.
Mr. HAYS . He is not here .
The CHAIRMAN . He is available and will come back.
Mr. HAYS . We may have to leave, and I am going to insist . You
said yesterday you would obey that rule .
Mr. WOLCOTT. It is a prerogative of any Member of Congress to
leave any committee any time he sees fit . It is also the prerogative
of the committee to meet and adopt such rules as are necessary for
orderly procedure.
Mr. HAYS . Let me say, Mr . Wolcott, that you are not going to gag
the minority here .

mane to any subject before any committee of which I am a membe
Mr. HAYS . And also you have to call on the right of the chairm
to overrule any point of order even if it is a rule of the House.
other words, we will make the rules as we go along . I will play th
way, too . I have one more question.
In other words, you are not operating, because you do not have a
money.
Mr. SARGENT . Because we have not found acceptable money as ye
Mr. HAYS . Don't you think if the motives of your foundation
and I am not questioning you on that-are what you say they are, y
could find some money if you look for it?
Mr. SARGENT . I have presented some applications . We are al
studying the practical problems involved in how to carry on su
an operation efficiently . The organization of an operation of th
type as a new venture to fill a need which did not exist before involve
taking steps carefully and with full consideration . I want to do
responsible job . There has been only a little over 6 months in t
organization period, and we tried to do our study work first, preli
inary study work, and go into the out-and-out financing element lat
Mr. HAYS. The main question, and this can be answered very briefl
is this : If you can get the money from the sources that you consider
satisfactory, there won't be anybody trying to keep you from doing
job ; will there?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't know .
Mr. HAYS. Nobody could, could they, if you have the funds?
Mr. SARGENT . I think the grip of some of these large foundatio
on the American people at the present time is something that wil
astound you . I think that we have a great lack of true freedo
There are men today who are afraid for various reasons to suppor
things which they would otherwise approve of . I think you have
very serious condition and my evidence will reveal it .
Mr. HAYS . I don't think there is any doubt that people are afra
to support things they might otherwise approve of . In fact, the
is a great noticeable lack of courage here about exploring into th
hidden crevasses of these people who are trying to promote a Na
philosophy in this country . As a matter of fact, if you ask any critic
questions when you have certain types of people in the audience, yo
are liable to get called names, as I did yesterday . I think that ce
tainly is a significant commentary on the jittery state of mind
America at this point .
I am not going to call you Hitler, because I disagree with yo
and I don't mean to imply that you resemble him. But as mad a
I would get with you, I would never call you that, because I woul
not stoop to that kind of dirty, nasty business .
Mr. SARGENT . My purpose, Mr . Chairman
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hays had completed his questioning awhil
ago, he indicated . If so, why not proceed with your testimony, M
Sargent?
Mr. SARGENT. Very well . Our position here also is that there shou
be and has been certainly up to now a want of access to foundati
grants for the type of research to which I am referring, that the aci

If they are carrying on propaganda or trying to build or create some
order or form of social organization of their own, they will consistently continue this policy. On the other hand, if they are prepared now to assume their academic responsibility, these applications
will receive consideration .
There are a few preliminary observations
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Sargent, right there is a question . There has been
a lot of noise around Washington and Congress that this inquiry was
set up for one reason, to blackjack foundations into giving money for
what they did not want to . Do you feel there is an attempt to do that?
Mr. SARGENT . No feeling on my part .
Mr . HAYS. None of your testimony would be inclined that way?
Mr. SARGENT . No. I am going to give you the facts here as they
turn up . I want to turn out to you some things that I believe are significant in the law . Let us consider now this tax-exemption question.
The immediate one, of course, is that an exempt foundation pays no
tax on its own income, which is, of course, a substantial thing. But
that is only a fraction of the impact of these conditions . An even
greater factor of importance is the deduction rights of the people who
give the money to the foundations . The exemption privilege that we
are referring to generally here is title 26, United States Code, section
101, subsection (6), the familiar one about educational and scientific organizations not conducted for profit and not carrying on propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence legislation . Section 23
(0) (2) permits individual taxpayers to deduct their contributions to
groups of this type . Section 812 (d) recognizes the deductibility on
estate-tax returns . In that case the deduction right is without limit .
Therefore, if you have a foundation which is engaging in propaganda or political activity, you have in effect a front through which
people as donors can pour money, and through that thing power, into
this political action framework and themselves take on their estatetax returns a total deduction for the whole thing, depriving the United
States Government of all of the taxation rights on that money so given .
Henry Ford has done it. In the case of the income tax to the extent
of the deduction allowed, the same things prevails .
Mr. HAYS. Are you saying they put money in political campaigns?
Mr. SARGENT . No ; I say if a foundation acts in such a slanted or discriminatory fashion as to always ignore one side and advocate the
other side, it is a propaganda group by the mere facts in the case . If
you are advocating only one thing, or side, you are promoting that
side. You are not educational at all . If you are objective, you give
critical analysis facilities to the other side . The test
Mr. HAYS . You used the term "political" in some concept.
Mr. SARGENT . I say the purpose of some of the foundation programs,
as you will see from the evidence, is of a political nature and not in the
sense of supporting a particular candidate, but promoting a philosophy
and theory of government.
Mr. HAYS . Promoting any political party?
Mr . SARGENT. Using the school to build a new social order is political propaganda .
Mr. HAYS . Do you mean to imply they are favoring one political
party or the other?

one of the Fords . They seemed like nice people . They could co
tribute $5,000 in Ohio in my campaign, but they didn't . They gave
to the Republican Party, $25,000, as I recall .
Mr. SARGENT. I am just talking here about this foundation .
Mr. HAYS . They are a foundation .
Mr. SARGENT . Another factor here also is the leverage factor foun
dations exercise on the agencies they support . In the case of a un
versity, they are always nip and tuck on a budget . A grant by
foundation of a few hundred thousand dollars can influence and guid
the entire curriculum in the institution . The leverage factor could
as much as 10 to 1 on the basis of money contributed .
Mr. HAYS. I would like to ask you, Mr. Wolcott, in all friendlines
how is the budget of the University of Michigan derived?
Mr. WOLCOTT. I don't know.
Mr. HAYS . Is it State supported?
Mr. WOLCOTT. Yes .
Mr. HAYS . They get some outside money .
Mr. WOLCOTT . It is an endowed university, as I understand, a
they get some money from outside.
Mr. HAYS . Let us not blanket them all . I know the universities
Ohio which are State supported come into the State legislature, Ohi
State, Miami, Kent State, Bowling Green, and they submit thei
request in front of the proper committees, and if they can justify it
they get it. As a matter of fact, the criticism out there has been
don't say it is justified, but you hear it a lot of times-that the uni
versities can get any amount of money they want from the legislature
Mr. SARGENT. There is a leverage factor capable of being exercised
and it may appear in some cases that it has been. That is m
statement.
We are going into the history of this movement . I referred to 19
as the date of the creation of the Rockefeller Foundation which wa
the second of the large funds established by the late John D . Rock
feller. That had power to benefit-to promote the welfare of man
kind throughout the world, as I recall. His preceding foundati
of 1903, I think it was-1902, General Education Board-had to d
with the promotion of education in the United States . In 1916, t
Rockefeller fund, known as General Education Board, published
pamphlet by Abraham Flexner. The pamphlet was entitled, "Occa
sional Papers, No. 3, A Modern School ." It recommended change
needed in American secondary education .
Mr. HAYS . Right there, you said you were not going to use names
and I am not criticizing you for it .
Mr. SARGENT. As the author .
Mr. HAYS . Would you mind telling us something about this Flexne
fellow?
Mr. SARGENT . He wrote a book. He was identified with variou
Rockefeller benefactions, as I understand . I have not checked hi
in detail . It was not my intention to discuss Mr . Flexner, but mere
the fact that this pamphlet was written at the time and sponsored b
this board . That is the limit of my interest .
Mr. HAYS. What is the title?

of Congress, which I have personally examined . The recommendations and substance made in that pamphlet are that tradition is too
largely controlling education, that there is too much formal work and
subjects are too remote from experience . That what is needed is a
modern concept, what is termed a modern curriculum, where there
should be less reliance on textbooks and an activity program ought to
be substituted.
Mr. Flexner advocated the experiment . The pamphlet in question
contains the following statement of the foundation and I am quoting
that here as I take it from my notes
The general education board does not endorse or promulgate any educational
theory, but is interested in facilitating the trial of promising educational experiments under proper conditions .
The board authorizes the publication of these papers with a request for
criticisms and suggestions and an expression of opinion as to the desirability
and feasibility of an experiment of this type .

That is the end of the quotation .
In the same year, namely 1916
Mr. HAYS . Right up to there, are you expressing a criticism of what
you read
Mr. SARGENT. No ; I simply am stating it happened. I am giving
you things that happened when they happened factually as I find
them to be. I am placing no interpretations except what the material
itself gives. If I have any other interpretations to make, I will state
it positively. If I do not state any interpretation, none in particular
is intended except what normally flows from what I am reading .
Mr. HAYS . As I heard you read the thing, it sounded fairly logical
to me.
Mr. SARGENT. I am giving the history of how the thing started .
This was the inception of the movement .
Mr. HAYS . Would you mind refraining for a minute until I can
see if we have some agreement on a matter of procedure . If we can
ma be we can hurry this up.
Discussion off the record .)
The CHAIRMAN . The Chair might say we have just had another
friendly conference, and we have reached an understanding which
was previously announced but which the Chairman wishes to state
will be the procedure . That is for the witness to complete his testimony without interruption, and then will be available for full questioning at the conclusion of his testimony at whatever length the committee members might feel justified in questioning .
Mr. HAYS . Let me say, Mr . Chairman, at that point that was my
suggestion and I make it for a number of reasons, the main one of
which is, Mr . Sargent, that I hope you won't feel that I have belabored
this point too much, but it is very difficult to sit up here and get the
full implication of everything that you may read without having
anything to follow to check back and forth on . Maybe we are spoiled,
but we have become accustomed to that at committee hearings . The
only reason I have been interrupting you is to .try to clear up in my
own mind and perhaps in the record some of the things that seemed
to be inferences that maybe you did not mean to be inferences as you
now say in the last one you didn't mean to infer . You are putting

interruption I make, please understand it, although I may disagre
with you, I am not antagonistic to you. You have a right to you
point of view . We will try to let you finish and then when we get th
record that will be the same as if you prepared one in advance an
submitted to us, which might have expedited . Then we will com
back and examine you on the record .
Mr . SARGENT. I think that is perfectly all right . I think that i
the perfect way to do it .
Mr. HAYS . The chairman and the ranking minority member agree
that the minority may have as much time as the conscience dictates,
and I may make clear that the minority has no conscience, and ther
will be no limitation on time .
The CHAIRMAN . There is no disagreement on that procedure. Th
chairman recalls that was the procedure which he announced yesterday when the witness first appeared, and there has been no other dis
position . But I am very glad to have a clarification of it, and w
will proceed accordingly .
You may proceed.
Mr. SARGENT. In regard to the subject of names, I will say thi
again, and I will adhere to this strictly . Naturally, I will give th
name of the author of the publication, because that is one of the fact
surrounding it. It is not my intention in mentioning any names t
infer anything else than the context itself may indicate . I am givin
the content of certain things, and that will be read by excerpts in cer
tain places, and I will summarize the general result in others, but the
represent my attempt to fairly indicate what is in the book, if I don'
read it in full .
Mr. HAYS . I have a question right there . Yesterday you indicate
very definitely that you thought somebody or another, I forget who
was now, was subversive because he said he belonged to 56 Commu
nist-front organizations or designated organizations . Would it b
asking too much to say that we can assume thatt unless you otherwis
designate that anybody you mention is not subversive just becaus
you mention it, and if you think they are you will say so?
Mr. SARGENT. I think that is quite a burden . I haven't taken th
trouble, Mr . Hays, to go through the names and affiliations . of all t
people I mentioned. The committee staff may find a tie-in or connec
tion
Mr. HAYS . What I am trying to say is that just because you mentio
them, nobody should assume that they are left wingers or subversive
Mr. SARGENT. You should not assume that they are all right becaus
I mention them, or you should not assume that they are all wrong
I make no statement one way or another . If I find something perti
nent, I will mention it .
Mr. HAYS. If you find someone that belonged to a lot of front organ
izations, you will be sure to get that in .
Mr. SARGENT. I have not had the time to do that detail on all thes
people . I will give you a few from time to time that I think are pert
nent: I have read the pamphlet here published by general educatio
board by Flexner . The same year, 1916, the department of educa
tional research was established at Teachers College, at Columbi

in New York City . The details on that experimental school which was
under the guidance or auspices of, as I understand, the Teachers College . is set forth in a pamphlet which is entitled "Introducing Teachers College ." That is also a Library of Congress
publication.
I have taken some quotations in that pamphlet, pages 32 and 33,
which I am reading, as follows

A few years later (meaning after the opening of the Teachers College)
Teachers College by opening the Lincoln School kindled the fire which helped
to spread progressive education . The school opened in September 1917, at 646
Park Avenue, with Dr . Otis W . Caldwell as director. It was established as one
phase of the large-scale Teachers College program to intensify scientific educational research . A department of educational research had been organized at the
college during the preceding year . About the same time Dr . Abraham Flexner
of the general education board published a profound paper on the need for a
modern school to test the possibility of a secondary school better adapted to
American needs in which mathematics, modern languages, natural and social
sciences, rather than the discipline of ancient languages and formal studies,
would form the basis of a cultural education . It was introduced by Dr . Flexner's
thinking and supported by the general education board . The college developed
plans for this experimental school . In 1922 the 123d Street Building was
opened . Dr . Caldwell relinquished the directorship in 1917 to head the newly
established Lincoln Institution School of Experimentation and was succeeded
by Dr . Jesse Newlon, former superintendent of the Denver, Colo ., Public Schools .
To this rapidly expanding center of learning students began to come from
abroad as well as from all parts of this country . It was Mr. John D. Rockefeller,
Jr., who made it possible for Teachers College to attack this problem squarely .
Again he showed his interest in the work of the college by making available
through the International Education Board a subsidy of $100,000 a year for 10
years to be used to establish and maintain the International Institute of Teachers
College.
In February 1923, Dr . Paul Monroe, who had been with the college since 1897,
was appointed director of the institute . Dr. George S. Counts was made
associate director a few years later .

That is the end of that item .
The year 1917, as you will recall, was the year in which the Bolshevik
Revolution succeeded and took over the Government of Soviet Russia,
and the Kerensky government was established .
Mr. HAYS. What is the significance of that?
Mr. SARGENT. The significance of that is that in 1920 the New York
Legislature prepared the Lusk committee report concerning revolutionary activity, pointing out the danger of such conditions in our
country, and that the condition they found was part of the atmosphere
surrounding the period in which this development occurred, and may
have had some influence upon it, as I think it did, from the subsequent
actions in that school .
Mr. HAYS . Did I understand you to say that this committee report
said that there was revolution in the air here in 1917?
Mr. .SARGENT . I can't hear you .
Mr. HAYS . Do I understand you to say that this Lusk committee
report indicated that there was revolution in the air here in 1917?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, Sir. That the conditions around New York City
in particular was considered to be quite serious, and there were a great
many intellectuals of that period who had very strong sympathies
toward the revolutionary movement in Russia at that time . It is a
long detailed report, Mr . Hays, and a very important document. It
was published in 1920 by a committee of the New York Legislature .
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danger of a revolution then .
Mr. SARGENT . Among the intellectual elite there was very definite
such a condition during this period which is part of the history of it
Mr. HAYS . You keep using the term "among the intellectuals" a
"among the intellectual elite" and maybe I am reading something in
it that is not there, but I seem to get a sort of nasty connotation . Y
are not an intellectual?
Mr. SARGENT . I am talking about the type of intellectual that pr
motes this thing. They are not true intellectuals at all . They a
bigotists . They stand for a certain thing and do not tolerate or list
to the views of anybody else . They are the people historically w
have promoted revolutions . The literature is voluminous on th
Prof. Ludwig von Mises of New York University points out speci
cally that socialism is not a revolt of the people . It is a program ins
gated by a special type of intellectuals that form themselves into
clique and bore from within and operate that way . That is the w
these things happen . It is not a people's movement at all. It is
capitalizing on the people's emotions and sympathies and skillful
directing those sympathies toward a point these people wish to reac
Mr. AYS . Do all intellectuals gravitate toward that?
Mr. SARGENT . Of course not.
Mr. HAYS. There are some good ones?
Mr. SARGENT. I think Clarence Manion is an excellent one .
Mr. HAYS . Is he an intellectual?
Mr. SARGENT . I think he is a true intellectual .
Mr. HAYS . There is also that connotation . There are all, shades
opinion .
Mr. SARGENT. I put it in quotes.
Mr. HAYS . That is when you begin to get people reading meanin
into it, because they think you mean them to read a meaning into i
because it is in quotes, or it would not be in quotes . I want you
define "egg head" before we finish this . You defined that yesterday
Mr. SARGENT . I think we will get down to that . If you want a qu
picture of this revolt of the so-called intellectual group during th
period, you will find that in Frederick Lewis Allen's book, Only Ye
terday, discussion at page 228 . He describes the atmosphere of, t
period in very clear terms .
In 1920, Prof . Harold Rugg began introducing pamphlets of his
this Lincoln Experimental School operated under the auspices
Columbia University .
Mr. HAYS. By Rockefeller money, is that right?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't know whether he physically printed the
pamphlets with Rockefeller money or not .
Mr. HAYS . You say they gave him $100,000 a year to run the scho
Mr. SARGENT . Yes ; but I didn't say that Rockefeller paid for t
specific printing of the pamphlets . I think what I did say was th
Rockefeller money supported the school and a substantial amount
money went into it .
Mr. HAYS . Did I understand you to say Rockefeller himself g
that money?

authority on that is Columbia's own pamphlet entitled, "Introducing
Teachers College ."
It says here, as I was reading, it was Mr . John D . Rockefeller, Jr .,
who made it possible for Teachers College to attack the problem . The
money, it says here, was a subsidy of $100,000 a year for 10 years
through International-wait a minute-through International Education Board . That is one of the Rockefeller funds .
Mr. HAYS . Apparently from the way you read it, Mr. John D .
Rockefeller, Jr., had something personal to do with it.
Mr. SARGENT . That is what Teachers College says . I didn't say it .
I am reading what Teachers College said about their own operation ..
That is their own statement which I am reading to you literally . The ;
second sentence would seem to indicate that their International Education Board did . In any event, it had the support through some
Rockefeller operation of some type . These pamphlets which Prof .
Harold Rugg developed at the Lincoln Experimental School subsequently became-were developed into the so-called Rugg social science
textbook series .
One of the original pamphlets was called, Building a Science of
Society for the Schools .
At this point it is a little bit out of the chronology but in the interest
of tying things together all at one point, perhaps I better give you
something about what these Rugg social science textbooks turned out
to be.
The period during the 1920's until about 1930 was the development
period, and then they finally came out in a series of books for the
high-school level as I recall . Those books became very controversial
nationally, and Professor Rugg, in one of his own statements in a
magazine article, claimed as I recall that about 5 million of them had
been distributed and put in the American public schools . There was
a controversy in the San Francisco City Board of Education regarding these texts arising out of some citizens protest against the material,
and the superintendent's recommendation that the books be taken out.
Mr. HAYS
. Were you one of the citizens who protested?
Mr . SARGENT. No, sir, I was not.
Mr. HAYS . Weren't you mixed up in that fight?
Mr. SARGENT . I was requested to come in and give evidence which
I had, but I did not initiate the proceeding . I did come in and I
spoke in opposition to the books, having read them and I protested the
treatment given the Constitution of the United States in particular,
and constitutional history .
This is a copy of an official report of the San Francisco Board of
Education. The controversy began, as I remember, about May or
June of 1952, when there were public hearings . The board decided
to appoint a panel of experts, nearly all men of education, to read the
books themselves and render a report .
The members of that committte to study the books and report back
were Monroe Deutsch, who was then at the University of California,
provost, I think, at the university ; Glenn E . Hoover, of Mills College,
a college for women in the San Francisco area ; John L. Horn, I don't
recall his academic contact at the time ; Lloyd Luckmann, I think he

fessor of history at Stanford University ; and Harold R . McKinn
was a member of the San Francisco bar .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Sargent, did you prepare a bill of grievances rel
tive to these textbooks you are talking about V
Mr. SARGENT. Not with relation to the Rugg books, no . I prepar
that very much later . I did prepare it, yes, and it was filed wi
Congress . I have a copy here . It wass filed with Congress about 19
as I remember . Yes, April 1949 is the notary date on the document
Mr. HAYS. It was filed with the Senate Labor and Welfare Co
mittee .
Mr. SARGENT. It was originally delivered to the Senate Judici
Committee and the House Un-American Activities Committee .
..think Senator McCarran offered a resolution to take up the investi
tion and the parliamentarian referred it to the House Committ
on Labor and Welfare . It is the Thomas committee . The Thom
committee did nothing about it .
Mr. HAYS . Let me say this to keep the record straight . If Sen
tor McCarran offered a resolution, it could not possibly be referr
to a House committee .
Mr. SARGENT . I didn't mean to say the House committee . I me
the Senate ,committee.
Mr. HAYS . You said the House committee .
Mr . SARGENT . It was inadvertence on my part . 'The parliam
tarian of the Senate ruled that it concerned education, more strict
than constitutional government and so on, and therefore it belong
in the Thomas committee. Senator Thomas of Utah was in the S
ate at the time .
Mr. HAYS . It has laid there rather dusty ever since.
Mr. SARGENT. He sat on it and did nothing about it .
Mr. HAYS . It could not get dusty if he sat on it.
Mr. SARGENT. All right. In any event that document was pr
pared years later than this matter to which I refer. I was read
from the San Francisco report . I gave the names of the signers
Mr. HAYS . Let me ask you another question while we are talk
about this before we get too far away from it . Did you try to
the House Un-American Activities to go into this?
Mr. SARGENT. I discussed it with them .
Mr. HAYS. They did not want to do it?
Mr. SARGENT . They wanted to stick with the Communist side
the case, yes . They said they wanted to place emphasis on' that fi
Mr. HAYS. You say you suggested that they take it up but t
didn't do anything about it . I couldn't hear your answer .
Mr. SARGENT. As a matter of fact, they did do something . T
started with it . Mr . Wood of Georgia was chairman of the comm
tee at the time and he did-I think they did send out some questi
naires to a few colleges, but they went no further than that .
Mr. HAYS . Did you offer to testify before them?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't recall I was ever asked . It never came
that point, because there was no resolution offered . The Ho
Un-American Activities Committee needs no resolution, I believe
Mr. HAYS . What I am driving at, and I will be very frank ab
it, is this : It seems to me you have sort of been itching to get
stuff in print for a long time, and you were not able to get anyb

on it, and the other never took it up, and we are going to let you say
it here .
Mr. SARGENT. I have not been running around in any such fashion .
It is a matter of public importance and I think I am entitled to present it .
Mr . HAYS . I don't mean to imply that you were running around,
but the record shows by your testimony that you tried to get two different committees to take it up, and they didn't.
Mr . SARGENT . The committees considered the matter and there was
some preliminary discussion . For policy reasons they decided not to
go forward with it at that time .
Mr. HAYS. Okay.
Mr. SARGENT . At that time, period .
Mr . HAYS. Or any subsequent time since.
Mr. SARGENT . I am not in a position to state what various committees may or may not want to do . I am here for the purpose of
presenting this matter now . This report, and I will read it in full, is
dated March 30, 1943 . It is the unanimous report bearing the signatures of all the gentlemen I have named. The chairman of the committee was Dr . Monroe E . Deutsch of the University of California .
It is addressed to Mr . Harry I. Christie, president of the San Francisco
Board of Education at the city hall, San Francisco .
DEAR MR . CunisriE : The committee set up by action of the San Francisco Board
of Education to submit a report as to whether or not the Rugg books should be
continued as basic textbooks in the junior high schools of the San Francisco
Unified School District, begs leave to submit the following report . It would
preface its statement of findings with certain preliminary remarks .
The report herewith presented is unanimously approved by all members of
the committee ; certain members, however, are submitting statements giving
supplementary reasons for joining in the recommendations .
Moreover, before submitting its statements the committee wishes to make
this declaration ; it is most unfortunate that the controversy over these books
has become so bitter that an evaluation of the content and contribution of the
books has been frequently confused with an evaluation of the character and
motives of the persons involved . We have confined our attention to the books .
The committee desires to make clear its own conception of the function it
has been asked to perform . Obviously we are not acting as an administrative
board ; nor are we acting as a group of teachers choosing a textbook or constructing a curriculum . We have been asked to function as a committee in the
field of education, and although we have been nominated by six institutions
of higher learning, we sign as individuals, as we have conferred as a group of
individuals and were asked to give our considered opinion after careful study .
One question has concerned us-and upon this we give our answer . Do the books
under our examination provide, in accord with a sound and satisfactory conception of education, a fair and balanced presentation of the facts of our past and
our present in such a way as to be desirable as required textbooks for students
of the junior high school age in the San Francisco schools? The committee finds
that in form and style the books are attractive and interesting, and we believe
that this is ample explanation of their popularity with students and teachers
and many others who have read them. The contemporary world is seen as
having no boundaries of interest and the unity of the world is emphasized . We
agree with these objectives so effectively stated .
But we question the concept of education on which these textbooks are founded .
Of course we agree as to the vital importance of our democracy-in the present
as in the past, and in the future, but it does not follow that belief in democracy
means acceptance of a method of education which directs the main attention of
young students, usually between 12 and 15 years of age, to a discussion of questions and seeing all sides rather than the study of geography and history and

The unsound basis in teaching is revealed in the overemphasis upon the futu
and upon change rather than the fact of growth and development as a continuou
process in all times . The weight of instruction is placed not upon achiev
ments and accomplishments but upon aspirations and hopes . This concept
teaching is revealed in repeated assertions of the need of rebuilding and recr
ating. Such an approach is not in accord with the guiding purpose of gener
education which is to furnish information as a reservoir of fact and to provi
basis for growth and development . The pedagogical principles upon which the
books are built disregard the fundamental fact that foundations of basic know
edge and skills must be laid before pupils are given the impression they a
ready to deal with contemporary problems .
Believing as we do that one of the great objectives of education of you
people is the development of a desire to participate in a democracy, we find th
these books are unsatisfactory in not providing a conviction of the need of lon
study and careful thought before arriving at decisions and presuming to ta
action . These books are built upon the assumption that it is one of the function
of the school, indeed it appears at times to be the chief function, to plan in t
classroom, yes, even in the junior high schools, the future of society. Fr
this view we emphatically dissent. Moreover, the books contain a constant e
phasis on our national defects . Certainly we should think it a great mistake
picture our Nation as perfect or flawless either in its past or its present, but it
our conviction that these books give a decidedly distorted impression throu
overstressing weaknesses and injustices . They therefore tend to weaken t
student's love for his country, respect for its past, and confidence in its futur
Accordingly, to answer the question submitted to us by the board of education,
unanimously recommend that the Rugg books should not be continued as basi
textbooks in the San Francisco junior high schools . We likewise recommend th
the books to be substituted for them be chosen by the established procedure a
cording to which a committee of teachers submits recommendations as to tex
books . We approve of this procedure in the San Francisco schools and favor it
continuance . We feel, however, that the teachers in the schools should call upo
scholarly experts in the particular field of study in which textbooks are to
selected for an appraisal of the books from the standpoint of accuracy and pe
spective.
It is our earnest hope that the choice of textbooks may always be made her
after through the proper educational procedure . Their selection is certainly
matter to be determined by those who are devoting their lives to education .
There was a supplemental statement here by Glenn E. Hoover

follows

The controversy over the Rugg books arose primarily because they were d
nounced as subversive. This charge was made, not by the scholars and teache
who use them, but by individuals and organizations whose normal activities a
quite outside of the field of public education ; that charge is a serious one for
reflects not only on Professor Rugg, but also on the great university with whic
he is connected, and the teachers and administrators in the public schools wher
these books have been used for so many years.
The CHAIRMAN . Mr . Sargent, if you have reached the point, so
of the members wish to be on the floor for the convening of the Hou
in connection with the preliminary proceedings of the House, so
would be necessary for us to recess at this time .
Mr . SARGENT . May I read one paragraph and finish this stateme
and then stop? It will take a moment.
The CHAIRMAN . Yes.
Mr. SARGENT (reading)
I feel it my duty to report the charge that the Rugg books are subversive,
the accepted sense of the word, is, in my opinion, completely without foundati
Although I found what seems to me to be serious defects in them, I am gl
to bear witness to the high patriotism of their author and the teachers w
without complaint have used them for so long . The patrons of the schools whi
have adopted these books have the right to be assured on that point .
Respectfully,

GLENN E . HOOVER
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despite the fact that you say you could not prepare a statement for the
committee, that you have been reading for about 25 minutes from a
prepared statement.
Mr. SARGENT. From a document, sir .
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will reconvene at 2 o'clock, if that
is agreeable, and then we will run as the business on the floor permits us to run .
(Thereupon, at 11 : 55 a . m ., a recess was taken until 2 p. m . the
same day .)
AFTERNOON SESSION

(The hearing was resumed at 2 p . in .)
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order, and you may
proceed, Mr. Sargent.
Mr. SARGENT. I understand the mikes are not on . I will try to talk
a little louder, so that you can hear me .
The CHAIRMAN . You may go ahead.
Mr . SARGENT . At the hour of adjournment, I was discussing the San
Francisco report on the Rugg social science text books . I read the
majority report . I also read a separate statement by Mr. Glenn E .
Hoover . There is a concurring statement by Harold R . McKinnon,
of San Francisco . I will not read it at length . It is long I will read
certain excerpts which I think indicate the nature of his thinking
and his additional reasons for disapproving the books, because I
think those reasons are pertinent to matters contained in your staff
report.
These are some of the things which Mr . McKinnon said in concurring in this finding
What Professor Rugg is trying to do is to achieve a social reconstruction
through education . The end in view is a new social order in which all the
aspects of human relationships, including the political and economic, are to
be refashioned and rebuilt . The means by which this end is to be accomplished
is education .

In presenting these problems, the author is far from neutral .
He discusses natural law and says

The lack of an underlying assumption of moral law which is inherent in
nature and which _is the norm of good conduct, of happiness, and of
socially desirable traits, is evident throughout the texts . Professor Rugg, of
course, rejects such an idea of law .

human

Another comment

Nothing is more insistent in the books than the idea of change . From the
habit of denying facts and fixed realities, Professor Rugg proceeds to the notion
of trial and error in all human affairs . One is never sure one is ,right . Since
everything changes, there is nothing upon which one can build with permanence . Experiment is the rule in social affairs as well as in physical scienceexperiment in government, in education, in economics, and in family life .

Mr . McKinnon refers to the antireligious bias in the books and says

Throughout the books runs an antireligious bias . In some instances, this
takes the form of caricaturing religion ; for example, by saying "medieval
Europeans found life so hard and so unhappy that most of them eagerly turned
their thoughts to a dream of heaven ."

itinued in the junior high schools of San Francisco? I think clearly th
should not. I say this with the realization that such a conclusion must not
sasserted except for reasons that are grave and fundamental . No mere inc
dental error and no characteristic which does not sink deeply into the fund
mentals of human nature would suffice for such an adverse recommendatio

He goes on to say

America, in spite of all its faults, has achieved something in the history
social and political life which has borne rich fruit and which may bear rich
provided we do not lose the thread . But this is the condition : provided
do not lose the thread .
What is that thread? It is the concept upon which our country was founde
that man is a rational being who possesses rights and duties,

Mr . McKinnon quotes the Declaration of Independence, particu
larly the clause about the fact that men are endowed by their Creato
with unalienable rights and it is the Government's duty to sustai
them.
He then says

The conflicts between Professor Rugg's philosophy and these principles
the Declaration are irreconcilable. Men are created equal only if they a
spiritual beings . It is in their spiritual, moral nature that their equality alo
can be found .

Finally, he says

It is true that social conditions and circumstances change . The point is th
the principles themselves do not change, for they are inherent in the nature
man, a nature which does not change . Because Professor Rugg's teachings a
contrary to this notion * * * I am compelled to join in the recommendation th
his books be discontinued . In placing my recommendation on this ground, I
not imply that I am at variance with my colleagues on the other grounds whi
they assert . On the contrary, I am in general agreement with them as to thos
grounds. But I wish to stress the points I have made, because I consider the
ultimate and fundamental .

Now, various charges were made before the San Francisco Cit
Board of Education before the rendition of that report . The boar
adopted the findings of its committee of experts, and the books wer
eliminated.
I have here a pamphlet used in the presentation before the boar
which summarizes the nature of the objections lodged before the boar
by those protesting . I do not intend to read this at length, but I wil
merely give you some of the major contentions made by those whos
position was sustained in this proceeding.
Complaint was made of the undermining process involved here b
implanting a continual expectancy of change in the minds of student
of immature age in schools ; of the fact that the American way of lif
has been portrayed as a failure ; of the disparaging of the Unite
States Constitution and the motives of the men who framed it .
Mr. HAys . What are you reading from now?
Mr. SARGENT . From a pamphlet here entitled "Undermining Ou
Republic," prepared by the Guardians of American Education, Inc
51 East 42d Street, New York City .
These pamphlets were delivered to the members of the board o
education and considered by them in connection with their decision
appoint a committee and later to rule upon the books .
Mr . HAys . Well, now, if you are going to cite this organization a
an authority, I think it would be only fair that we know a little bi

appointed organization, I take it from the title .
Mr. SARGENT. Yes . I am merely using it, Mr . Hays, for the purpose
,of enumerating the specific grounds made at that hearing to the board,
the kind of protests that were made . I am not offering the pamphlet
in detail.
Mr. HAYS . Of course, not being an attorney, I am at somewhat of a
-disadvantage here, but I have always understood that when you offered
anything in evidence, in order for it to have much weight it had to have
some standing .
I do not know anything about that pamphlet, but it seems to me up
to now it would not have very much weight, unless you can give it some
weight.
Mr. SARGENT . T can tell you what the organization is . It is founded
,by Colonel Rudd of New York City, who, as a citizen, discovered the
propaganda in these social science textbooks. One is "Rugg" and the
other is "Rudd ." The man who protested the books is Mr . Rudd, and
the other is like rug on the floor .
This pamphlet contains a detailed study of the material . I am
merely using it for my convenience in enumerating the kinds of objections that were made here to the books .
Mr. HAYS . When we get around to some of these things, this may
not seem to have very much weight, but on the other hand it is an
example of what I mean . Maybe you did not attend, but there was a
meeting, and you perhaps know about it, of the Sons of the American
Revolution, in Cincinnati in 1953 . Right?
Mr. SARGENT. You mean the national congress? I was not there .
Mr. HAYS . Did they have a congress in 1953?
Mr SARGENT Yes they have one every year That year, I think
it was in Cincinnati . I was not present .
Mr. HAYS . Is your foundation Patriotic Education, Inc .?
Mr. SARGENT. No, sir, no connection with it.
Mr . HAYS . Do you know anything about that organization?
Mr. SARGENT. I know some members of the organization created
such a corporation . I am not a member of it and have nothing to do
with its work .
Mr. HAYS . Does it have any standing at all?
Mr . SARGENT. What do you mean?
Mr.' HAYS . I mean is it a reliable organization?
Mr . SARGENT. As far as I know. I know very little about it, except
that such an organization was established .
Mr. HAYS . What we are trying to get at : Would it be the kind of
-an organization you bring in here and cite as saying so and so and
,ex ect the committee to give it weight?
r. SARGENT . They have no publications which the committee could
receive here, so far as I know. It is in no way involved in this present
,matter.
Mr. HAYS . They had a publication in Cincinnati in which they had
a picture of Bishop Oxnam and a hammer and sickle, denouncing him
:and calling him Communist . I just wonder if that is the kind of organization cited . I am a little concerned .
Mr. SARGENT . We are just talking about the organization known as
Guardians of American Education, Inc ., here, and it has done nothing

Mr. HAYS . What qualifications does Mr . Rudd have?
Mr. SARGENT. He has made a very intensive study of the propa
ganda and history of this movement . He was requested by the Senat
Internal Security Committee to testify before them as an expert o
some educational matters .
Mr. HAYS. That is interesting . How do you get to be an expert o
these things?
Mr. SARGENT. I wouldn't know. The gentlemen here presumed
had something to tell them, and I presume I am an expert .
Mr. HAYS . I was thinking of Mr . Rudd. What about him?
Mr. SARGENT . He has studied this subject for years and knows th
literature and was of great assistance to me in becoming acquainte
with it. I think if you read this book you will discover that he ha
a great deal of basic knowledge . This pamphlet shows that he studie
the history of the subversive movement as it applies particularly t
these books . But I am using this only in an enumeration of th
grounds made there, and this pamphlet was delivered to the San Fran
cisco Board of Education in connection with its deliberations . I ga
them these pamphlets . I happened to have them at the time .
I know of no derogatory fact about the Guardians of America
Education, Inc ., at any time since I have been acquainted with thei
work, commencing about 1942, and running down to the present tim
In my
they are entirely reliable .
Mr. WAYS
WAYS . I was not meaning to imply that there was anythin
derogatory . I am trying to get the idea across that I don't know any
thing about them, and I just wonder how they get in here .
Mr . SARGENT . They have been an active organization. Their mai
project is opposing the use of these books in the schools which th
San Francisco Board of Education found unfit and condemne
That has been their major activity, so far as I know .
Mr. HAYS . Did any other school board anywhere condemn thes
books?
Mr. SARGENT . I think they have been condemned in many places
yes .
Mr. HAYS . Do you know of any specifically?
Mr. SARGENT. I am not acquainted with all the record. I can fi
out . I know they have been protested all over the country . I don
have a documentation on where and how many . They were elimi
nated throughout the State of California, as a result of this finding o
the San Francisco board . There is a long record of protest ouihos
books.
Another exception taken to these books was the technique of em
ploying a school system as an agency to build a new social order i
a classroom. They cited Professor Rugg's intent to use the school
for his particular type of propaganda .
There are many other comments here, but that was the substan
of it, and the decision I have given you .
Now, one of the next significant documents in tracing this matte
is a pamphlet known as Dare the School Build a New Social Order
I have here a typewritten copy of that document . It is a book whi
is out of print . The Library of Congress has an original . My type

this time and may still be a professor of education at Teachers College
in Columbia University, New York City .
The pamphlet was published-the copyright notice is 1932-by
John Day Co ., New York .
The foreword to the pamphlet, signed by George S . Counts, bears
the date April 15, 1932, and says that the pamphlet is based upon
three papers read at national educational meetings in February of
that year, namely, the year 1932 ; that one was read before the Progressive Education Association in Baltimore, a second before a
Division of the Department of Superintendents in Washington, and
a third before the National Council of Education, also in Washington.
It says the titles of these pamphlets were as follows : "Dare Progressive Education be Progressive?" ; "Education Through Indoctrination" ; and "Freedom, Culture, Social Planning, and Leadership ."
It states that because of the many requests received for these papers,
they have now been combined, and issued in pamphlet form. And
this pamphlet I have here is the composite of those particular papers,
apparently .
Mr. HAYS . They have a great deal of interest, you said?
Mr. SARGENT . Profound interest ; yes .
Mr. HAYS . So much of an influence that it is now in print?
Mr. SARGENT. No, it had an influence at the time it was picked up .
And you look through the writings of the various educational associations and you find this philosophy planted at that time has taken hold.
Mr. HAYS . Is there anything else wrong with Dr . Counts' philosophy? He wrote a lot of books . Is that the only one you find fault
with?
Mr. SARGENT. I think there are a good many that you can question,
and I am going to refer to some of those in his activities as I go
along . I am giving you considerable detail on Professor Counts . He
is the man responsible probably more than any other for subverting
the public school system, his philosophy, his political activities . That
is direct] y sustained by his writings, which I will give to you .
Now, this pamphlet here includes the following statements :
We are convinced that education is the one unfailing remedy for every ill
to which man is subject, whether it be vice, crime, war, poverty, riches, injustice,
racketeering, political corruption, race hatred, class conflict, or just plain ordinary sin . We even speak glibly and often about the general reconstruction of
society through the school . We cling to this faith in spite of the fact that the
very period in which our troubles have multiplied so rapidly has witnessed
an unprecedented expansion in organized education .

He says

If an educational movement or any other movement calls itself progressive,
It must have orientation . It must possess direction . The word itself implies
moving forward, and moving forward can have little meaning in the absence
of clearly defined purposes.

He says

The weakness of progressive education thus lies in the fact that it has
elaborated no theory of social welfare unless it be that of anarchy or extreme
individualism.

itself from the influence of this class-

namely, the conservative class-

facing squarely every social issue, coming to grips with life in all of its sta
reality, establish an organic relation with the community * * * fashion a co
pelling and challenging vision of human destiny, and become less frighten
than it is today of the bogies of imposition and indoctrination . This brings
to the most crucial question in education ; the question of the nature and exte
of the influence which the school should exercise over the development of t
child .

He says among other things

It is a fallacy that the school shall be impartial in its emphasis and that
bias should be given to instruction .

He says

My thesis is that complete impartiality is utterly impossible .

Mr. HAYS . Do you disagree with that?
Mr. SARGENT. With that?
Mr. HAYS . Yes .
Mr. SARGENT. No, I think at the proper grade level it is not impo
sible at all. I think at the lower grade level it is your duty to tea
positive emphasis in support of established principles in our Con
stitution .
Mr. HAYS . The only difference between this fellow and you is th
you want to teach your principle and he wants to teach his .
Mr. SARGENT. No, I want to teach the law of the United States .
The law of the United States is the Declaration of Independence
the statute of July 4, 1776, and the Constitution, and the fundamenta
upon which our country is based .
Mr. HAYS. Now, I can make a better demagogic speech about t
Declaration of Independence than you can, and I will bet you on i
Mr. SARGENT. That is not a demagogic speech. That is in t
Declaration.
Mr. HAYS . And we all revere the Declaration of Independence, a
let's just admit that and admit that we do . But you know something
When you teach the Declaration of Independence, it is a limited doc
ment, and you can't spend a 12-year curriculum on it . You have
teach a little arithmetic and some reading. I gather that you wa
to dismiss social science from the curriculum, and maybe we cou
agree to do that . But you cannot subvert historical facts .
I am not expert, and I want that in the record, but I will bet y
that I know more about teaching than you do . And you sit here a
tell us what has happened and what hasn't happened and what y
want to happen, and you disagree with this fellow and that fello
Well, you have got that privilege, but that does not make them b
people just because you disagree with them .
Mr. SARGENT . Harold Rugg has distorted his historical facts .
Mr. HAYS . We are talking about George Counts .
Mr. SARGENT . I would like to talk about George Counts, and
would like to go on with it .
Mr. HAYS . Is he still living?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't know. I presume so . I think he is . He m
still be at Columbia . I don't know .

present when you do .
He goes on to state in his pamphlet that-

Professor Dewey, in the book referred to, Democracy and Education, says,
"The school should provide a purified environment for the child," with this view
I would certainly agree . Probably no person reared in our society would favor
the study of pornography in the schools .

Then he says :

I am sure, however, this means stacking the cards in favor of the particular
system of value which we may happen to possess .

Then he goes on here further . He says

Progressive education wishes to build a new world but refuses to be held
accountable for the kind of world it builds .

He says

In my judgment the school should know what it is doing insofar as it is
humanly possible and accept responsibility for its acts .

There was further agitation by Professor Counts at about this
period, resulting in the issuance of a pamphlet known as A Call to
the Teachers of the Nation that was issued in 1933 by a committee of
the Progressive Education Association, of which George S . Counts
was the chairman . It was published by John .Day Co. of New York.
The committee consisted of George S . Counts, chairman, Merle E.
Curt, John S . Gambs, Sidney Hook, Jesse H . Newlan, Willard W.
Beatty, Charles L . S . Easton, Goodwin Watson, and Frederick
Redefer .
I have here a quotation from that pamphlet-it is in the Library of
Congress-which contains the net conclusion in this particular report.
It says-and I quote

The progressive-minded teachers of the country must unite in a powerful
organization militantly devoted to the building of a better social order * ' * * .
In the defense of its members against the ignorance of the masses and the malevolence of the privileged, such an organization would have to be equipped with the
material resources, the talent, the legal talent, and the trained intelligence to
wage successful war in the press, the courts, and the legislative chambers of
the Nation . To serve the teaching profession in this way should be one of the
major purposes of the Progressive Education Association .

Gentlemen, if that is not lobbying, I do not understand the meaning
of that : term .
Mrs . PFOST. Mr. Sargent, are these books and accounts that you are
giving us material that has been paid for by the foundations through
donations?
Mr. SARGENT . I have no idea . They represent the philosophy of
these people, and I am connecting this up by showing that the people
who did it had contact with institutions enjoying foundation support.
Mr. HAYS . You are not connecting anything up . Let me say to
you that this investigation has to do with foundations .
Now, you can disagree with Mr . Counts' philosophy or you can not
disagree with it . I do not care whether you do or do not . I do not
know enough about it to take a position . So it is lobbying. If I accept
your assertion there at face value, is there anything wrong with this
fellow lobbying? What are you doing? What have you been doing?
You have been doing a lot of lobbying over the years .

Mr. HAYS . You are not here at my request .
Mr. SARGENT . I am sorry if I am unwelcome .
Mr. HAYS . You are not unwelcome . Right here would be a goo
place for this, Mr. Chairman . I had a phone call last night, just t
show you what this hearing is attracting,, from somebody, som
woman . She said, "I am doing a sequel to the Kinsey report, and
was wondering if I couldn't come before your committee ."
I said, "You are doing a sequel to the Kinsey report?"
She said, "Well, it wouldn't be named as that, but that is what i
would really be . And had I been able to have gotten out mine i
the beginning, the Kinsey report would have been practically useless
Now, I could go ahead and read this, but that gives you an indica
tion of the kind of people, I guess she wants to come in and testif
She went on to say, ` I read in your hearing that Carnegie gave Kinse
some money. Do you think I could get some?" She said Mr . Dod
said that, and I said, "Mr . Dodd is closer to Carnegie than I am . Wh
don't you call him . I will be glad to give you his phone number
That is how I had to get rid of her . I just offer that as an indicatio
bf what we can get into here and maybe what are are already into .
Mr. WORMSER. Mr. Chairman, I think for Mrs . Pfost's benefit
might note that the Progressive Education Association is a tax-fre
organization, and it in turn has received very substantial grants fro
other foundations . That will come out later .
Mr. HAYS . But, Mr. Wormser, as I get the connection here, all
see in connection with that here is that Dr . Counts said something fav
orable about it . But the witness himself says that he has no evidenc
that the foundations gave any money to publish this pamphlet . An
certainly Dr. Counts or Dr. Anybody else can publish anything th
want to, I guess, up to now .
Mr. SARGENT. But they did give money to support the ideas se
forth in that pamphlet. That is a fact, and it will be connected u
Mr. HAYS. You might be getting some concrete evidence . But yo
have been one who has been very solicitous here about wasting tim
You have got all this stuff written out .
Apparently by vote of the committee we can not do anything abou
it and they are going to let you sit there until kingdom come o
doomsdays and read it . So why don't we just put the whole sheban
in the record, print it up, and then call you in when we have time to loo
it over and ask you a few questions about it .
Mr. SARGENT . I would like to go on, sir .
Mr. HAYS. I know you would like to go on. You have been tryin
to get before a congressional committee for years, and apparently yo
are enjoying it.
But I think it is a waste of time .
Mr. SARGENT . I think this is quite pertinent. I have here an impo
tant document . This is a photostat of the announcement of the su
mer sessions at Moscow University to be held in the year 1935 . Th
American Advisory Organization on that consisted of George
Counts and Heber Harper . The total number of names ,mentione
here is 25 . I will read them in the order in which they appear
the pamphlet.
The first two are the ones I have named .

American educators at Moscow University in the summer of 1935
and bears an intimate relation to the propagandizing of the American
school system and will tie in with the foundation grants your committee is inquiring into .
Mr. HAYS . That isn't the university at Moscow, Idaho, is it?
Mr. SARGENT . This is printed in English, probably in New York
City . The National Education Association issued an advertisement
sponsoring this project in March 1935 in their journal .
The CHAIRMAN . Since Mrs. Pfost comes from Idaho, she is particularly interested in this .
Mr. SARGENT . Moscow, not United States of America, let us say .
The National Advisory Council on this summer session of 1935 consisted of
W. W. Charters, director, Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio
State University ; Harry Woodburn ChaseMr. HAYS . Would you mind going back? I was called out .
Mr. SARGENT. I thought you had left us for the time being .
Mr. HAYS. Oh, no. I would never leave this interesting speech .
Would you start over, there, until we make some sequence about
Ohio State University?
Mr. SARGENT. Well, I read the first two names in the first place,
Counts and Harper . Then, the National Advisory Council, on the
opening page of this thing, consists of the following people
W. W . Charters, director, Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio
State University
Mr. HAYS . Now, then, right there. This is an advertisement you
are reading?
Mr. SARGENT . No ; there is a formal official announcement of the
course of study listing the actual courses to be given over there, the
hours, the credit, and the entire arrangement.
Mr. HAYS . Now, was that ever held?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes ; definitely .
Mr. HAYS . That is the same outfit that Joe McCarthy accused Murrow of sponsoring, isn't it?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't know whether he did or not .
Mr. HAYS . You know good and well it is .
Mr. SARGENT. Murrow is on the list, and I have always understood
that it was held all right . I have been told that it was held. I think
everybody admits it was held .
Mr. HAYS . Ed Murrow says it wasn't . Can you name anybody that
says it was? I mean, I am just interested in finding out . If it was
held, that is one thing . But if it is a phony you are dragging in here,
that is another thing.
Mr. SARGENT. This is no phony. This has been referred to many
times, and I have never heard anybody deny the fact that such a
session was held . This is an official announcement for the holding of
a meeting.
It has a study tour, and the whole thing .
Mr. HAYS . I assume that that is what it is. But the question I am
asking is that you say it had a terrific effect in indoctrinating these
people. The mere fact that the ad appeared didn't indoctrinate anybody.

they probably got indoctrinated . But I am trying to find out from
you if it was ever held .
Mr. SARGENT . It is my understanding that definitely it was held i
accordance with this announcement here .
Mr. HAYS. That is your understanding . Can you offer any
evidence?
Mr. SARGENT . I have discussed the matter with various people i
this field, and that is the information given to me, that it was held
Until this moment, I have never heard anybody say it wasn't .
The CHAIRMAN. You might check a little further on that and advise
us more definitely .
Mr . HAYS . Now just a minute . If we are going to have more check
ing, let's leave the whole business until we get it checked. What I
would like to know right now : Can we have an agreement to bring i
Dr. Counts and let him tell us his story about it? Is he still living,
Mr. Wormser?
Mr. WORMSER. I wouldn't know .
Mr. HAYS . He must be getting pretty old now .
Mr . DODD. No ; he is in his middle sixties .
Mr. HAYS . I thought he was older than that . I heard his name
when I was in the university many years ago .
Mr. SARGENT. This is an official announcement .
Mr. HAYS : Just a minute.
Let us let the committee decide what we are going to do . Don't be
too eager.
Can we get an agreement at this time that at an appropriate time,
to be decided when the appropriate time is-I will be glad to leave that
to the Chair-this can be done.
The CHAIRMAN . I see no objection . Then it will be agreed.
Mr. HAYS . I have more than one motive . I had to read one of his
books when I was in college, and I always did want to ask him something.
Mr. SARGENT. The second name was Harry Woodburn Chase,
chancellor of New York University ; and then
George S . Counts, National Advisory Council, also professor of
education, Teachers College, Columbia University ;
John Dewey, professor emeritus of philosophy, Columbia . Uni
versity ;
Stephen Duggan, director, Institute of International Education ;
Hallie F . Flanagan, professor of English, Vassar College ;
Frank P . Graham, president, University of North Carolina ;
Robert M. Hutchins, president, University of Chicago ;
Charles H. Judd, dean, School of Education, University of Chicago
I. L . Kandel, professor of education, Teachers College, Columbia
University ;
Robert L . Kelly, secretary, Association of American Colleges ;
John A. Kingsbury, secretary, Milbank Memorial Fund ;
Susan M . Kingsbury, professor of social economy and social
research, Bryn Mawr College ;
Paul Klapper, dean, School of Education, College of the City of
New York ;

Education ;
William Allan Neilson
Mr. HAYS . May I interrupt you right there?
That is the one we are talking about. And Mr. Murrow says it
wasn't held.
Mr. SARGENT. It may or may not be what he is talking about. I
don't know . This particular thing is an official announcement and a,
detailed course listing . There may be something else about Murrow .
I don't know.
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, I must object to this kind of stuff . I
mean, even Joe McCarthy had that thing repudiated, and I don't
see why we should let someone come in here and rehash that kind ;
of stuff .
I mean, this is exactly the kind of thing that Joe accused Murrowof, and it has very definitely been established that the thing was never
held . Now, if it were held, that is material, and if those men went
there and became indoctrinated, I would like you to know that I :
would be one of the first to want to bring them in and cross-examine
them, but to let an obscure person who has no standing in the educational field come in here and malign people like this-I have to object
to this.
Mr. SARGENT . It was not established that this was not held, and
I think it will be completely established that it was . And I do not
know whether this is the document about Murrow
Mr. RAYS . You are under oath, but you keep saying you think it
was held, and it hasn't been clearly established .
Now; do you know whether it was or whether it was not?
Mr. SARGENT. I was told positively by Mr . Hunter, a Hearst correspondent in Washington, D . C., that this meeting was held, and
the photostat I have in my hand was given to me by him .
Mr. HAYS. Well, now, then, in other words, he knows more about
it than you?
Mr. SARGENT . He is in the newspaper business, and he has contacts,
and he gave me this particular thing . I have also discussed this elsewhere. I have never heard it suggested by anybody that this was,
not held .
Mr. HAYS . You apparently don't read the papers much or look at
television, because it is pretty generally understood . It has been more
than suggested . It has been definitely said .
Mr. SARGENT . Murrow has done a lot of things . I am not talking
about Murrow here . He is one of the names on the list, and my reason
for bringing, it up has nothing whatever to do with Mr . Murrow . It.
has to do with the educational picture your committee is considering .
Mr. HAYS. Then why are you reading all these names?
Mr. SARGENT . To show that a very large group connected with
American educational affairs at the time participated in the course .
of study offered by this document here, enumerating what kind of a
course of study it was, and the arrangement .
Mr. HAYS . Now, Mr . Chairman, he is again saying they participated. They say they didn't . Can we again get an agreement, to
subpena Mr. Murrow and ask him about it?
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mentioned.
Mr. HAYS . I nominate Mr . Murrow, because I think if it is a lie
is probably the fellow that can nail it to the cross about as quickly a
anyone that has been mentioned .
The CHAIRMAN . But it would seem to me this would have som
bearing, regardless'of whether the summer school was actually hel
that the announcement, the program, the course of study, that w
agreed upon in anticipation of the school being held, has an importan
relationship regardless of whether the actual course of study was hel
Whether it was held or was not, I have no information .
Mr. HAYS . I am inclined to agree with you, Mr. Chairman, that
would have a great deal of importance, even the fact that such
course was considered and floe ad was published . But this witne
keeps inferring, and bringing in names, and saying, "I know that i
was held," or "I have every reason to believe it was held ." And t
most prominent name perhaps that he has mentioned has been Edwa
R. Murrow . And I don't think I am being unreasonable if I ask tha
the committee agree at this moment to subpena Mr . Murrow an
merely ask him, "Was or was not this held" and then if you have an
other questions you want to ask him, that is good enough . That is a
I want to do .
Mr. SARGENT. There is some other information, Mr . Hays.
This pamphlet states on its face that sessions of this type were hel
in Moscow in 1933 and 1934, and it describes both of those sessions an
indicates that the present meeting I mention here had its origin out o
those meetings.
So there is a direct statement here that two other sessions have bee
held previously .
Mr. HAYS . I don't know what you are reading from .
Mr. SARGENT . Well, I will come to that . I am trying to read thi
chronologically, in order to have no question about my making selec
tions or editing. I am beginning at the start, and I am goin
through it.
Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Chairman, may I make a suggestion? I woul
be glad to have the staff ascertain whether it was held or not . If
was not, of course, we would be perfectly delighted to concede it
Mr. Hays.
Mr. HAYS . I would like to have somebody under oath testify whethe
it was held or not .
Mr. WoRMSER. Is that necessary?
Mr. HAYS . I think it is.
The CHAIRMAN. At the same time, I think it would be well for th
staff to ascertain the periods at which the schools were held .
The committee will stand in recess .
(Short recess .)
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will be in order .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, I would like to state right now that
have just been in touch with New York and have hurriedly checke
the Ed Murrow statement, and he states positively and definitely-h
did on television-that this thing was never held' ; that the Sovi
Government canceled it ; that he personally did not go to Europe tha
summer, or to Russia ; that several members of this group didn't g

Now, as I say, that was a hurried checking, and I would like to be
able to call somebody in who can do more than give hearsay . You
cannot admit hearsay evidence in a court, and that is all that this is .
The CHAIRMAN. It has been agreed upon that some person connected
with the organization will be called, that can give definite testimony .
But if you will bear with the Chair a moment, what seems to be very
important to my mind is the reference to the session having been held
in 1933 and 1934, which has the same implication as the one that was
proposed for 1935 . And I, myself, am prepared to believe that there
is a question about whether that was actually held . But I think there
is significance so far as this hearing is concerned to the fact that it was
announced, that the course of study was made up, and certain educators and other interested persons here participated in the preliminary
activities to the holding of the summer school . Whether it was actually held, I agree is pertinent, but I think we can definitely establish
that fact, and some appropriate official will be summoned to give that
information .
Mr. HAYS . The whole point of my objection is that again we have
evidence of this business of name dropping which, if left unchallenged,
would give the general impression to the public at large that Ed Murrow and all these other names mentioned were a bunch of Communist
sympathizers who were trying to actively promote communism in the
United States .
Now, maybe some of the names mentioned are . I don't know . But I
did want the record to show that this is the same old tripe that we had
a big hassle over on television a few weeks ago, and I thought then it
was pretty definitely disposed of .
If we have anything here this gentleman can present that has some
bearing on : the matter, that is one thing, but to continue this character
assassination and so on and so forth by inference and by saying, "Well,
somebody told me so,"-that is something else again .
I think we will have to give these people, if there is any awareness
about this a chance to come in .
The CHAIRMAN. Everybody who wants to come in will be given an
opportunity at the right time. But, again, it is my own feeling that
regardless of whether the summer school of 1935 was held, the program from which Mr . Sargent is reading has an important bearing on
the subject. But I agree with you with reference to what you have
said.
Mr. HAYS . Now, Mr . Sargent, right there, would you mind if I took
a look at that list? Not because I doubt what you are reading, but I
cannot keep all those names in my mind, and I would like to look at it
to see if there are any other names I recognize besides Ed . Murrow's .
I do not know any of them personally, not one of them .
Mr. SARGENT. Certainly.
Mr. HAYS. Here is an example of what we are dealing with . It says
The summer session originated as a result of an experiment conducted during
the summer of 1933 by a group of American educators . The American summer
school in Russia was organized to offer due courses dealing with "experimental
educational programs of the Soviet Union" and "institutional changes in the
Soviet Union ."

on. That would be one viewpoint of it, wouldn't it? They didn'
want any one from America going back there after finding out wha
they were doing? And I am not surprised that they did cancel it .
The CHAIRMAN. I was going to ask Mr . Sargent if he would leav
that with the committee, again not to be printed but as part of th
record?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, I will . There is a copy which was intended f
your use .
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. SARGENT. Two things are apparent on the face of this document
One is that the group of persons I named here did apparently allo
their names to be used in the publication of a pamphlet containing a
offering of the program set forth in the document .
Secondly, the March 1935 issue contains the same panel of name
here, a picture of Red Square in Moscow, and some detail bringin
the meeting to the attention of people in the educational professio
Those things we know.
The exact fact, whether it was held later or canceled, is not withi
my personal knowledge, and I, therefore, offer no testimony .
Mr. HAYS . Well, Mr. Sargent, would you say anyone who had eve
been behind the Iron Curtain was automatically suspect?
Mr. SARGENT. I didn't say that. What has that to do with this
Am. I calling these people Reds? I didn't say that, either .
Mr. HAYS . Not in so many words, but you are certainly trying t
infer that they are .
Mr. SARGENT. I am saying that was the educational thinking a
the time, sir, and that is important background material in review
ing what this committee is supposed to determine, that the thinkin
has gone to a point where it was seriously considered to be a worth
while project to do the things which I am referring to here, readin
out of this pamphlet. That is an entirely different thing .
Mr. HAYS . Did you read the part of the pamphlet I read?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes, and I also read something at the end that you di
not read .
Mr. HAYS . You have had, I don't know how long, to look at this
pamphlet . I had perhaps 2 minutes . But it seemed to me I picked u
a pretty significant statement there in the 2 minutes .
Mr. SARGENT. There are some other very significant statements .
Mr. HAYS . I would like to have time to study the whole thing
Maybe I will agree with you .
Mr. SARGENT. I was reading the names here . The remaining lis
of names is William Allan Neilson, president, Smith College .
Howard W . Odum, professor of sociology and director, school o
public welfare, University of North Carolina .
William F. Russell, dean, Teachers College, Columbia University
H. W. Tyler, general secretary, American Association of University
Professors .
Ernest H . Wilkins, president, Oberlin College .
John W . Withers, dean, School of .Education . New York University
Thomas Woody, professor of history of education, University o
Pennsylvania.

The next page says

The tremendous progress of the Soviet Union in the cultural field creates for
Americans an unequal observation ground for education, sociology, and the
social sciences . The Soviet Union presents a unique opportunity for the study
of the processes of cultural change . The first and second 5-year plans, by creating
the foundations of a planned economy, have brought about a complete reconstruction in the social attitudes and behavior of the Russian people .

It says

The Soviet Union possesses the most progressive system of public education,
extensively making use of the best achievements of international pedagogy .
The CHAIRMAN . This is all in the announcement?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes . All in the announcement . I am getting repre-

sentative samples out of the document, and I am giving you the document.
Under "Purpose," on page 4, it says that this summer session is open
to all academically qualified foreigners who are interested in the cultural and educational aspects of life in the Soviet Union ; that the
director of the Moscow University summer session is a Soviet educator .
The summer session is officially an organizational part of the Moscow State
University.
In order to insure close cooperation with American educational institutions,
and with students and educators in the United States, an advisory relationship
was established in 1933 with the Institute of International Education .

I might comment again here, as I showed before : As to the Rockefeller Foundation, Rockefeller in some form was a contributor to that
international educational institute . The Teachers College pamphlet,
Introducing Teachers College, so states.
Mr. HAYS . Is that Rockefeller, junior, or the foundation?
Mr. SARGENT. I don't know . I read you the excerpt before . It
read, the Rockefellers in some form contributed, at least, to that international educational institute . . The writings of George Counts show
that he was a director of the Institute of International Education .
That appears in a number of his writings, including one entitled
"Driving a Ford Across Soviet Russia," or some similar title, published
about 1929 .
Now, going on with this document here

At the same time, a national advisory council of prominent American educators was formed by Prof. Stephen Duggan to assist the Institute of International Education in its advisory capacity . To facilitate still closer rapproachement, each year several American educators are invited to Moscow as
resident advisers to the summer session . Dr . George S . Counts and Dr . Heber
Harper, professors of education, Teachers College, Columbia University, will
act as advisers during the summer session of 1935 .
The Moscow University summer, session is sponsored in the Soviet Union by
the Peoples' Commissariat of Education of the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet
Republic ; by VOKS, the All-Union Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign
Countries ; and by Intourist, the state travel company of the U . S . S. R. Intourist,
through its educational department will supply information to persons interested .

The cover I have here shows that this is a document of, it says,
World Tourists, Inc . The Intourist label, I think, appears here later .
No, I guess I am mistaken on that point .

during the summer of 1933 by a group of American educators . The Americ
summer school in Russia was organized in 1933 to offer two courses .
Mr. HAYS . Are you going to read that whole document?
Mr. SARGENT . No, just excerpts .
Mr. HAYS . Why don't we just, by unanimous consent, . put t

whole thing in the record, Mr. Chairman?
Mr . SARGENT. Well, I would like to excerpt briefly here .
Mr. HAYS. You seem to like to read. But I would rather read i
directly, if it is all right . It would save a litle time .
Mr. SARGENT. I want to review the course of study here, the dif
ferent courses studied . There is one in art and literature, 32 hours
2 semester units .
Mr. HAYS . Now, wait a minute . Just a minute.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any objection to inserting it ; instead
filing it as a document, having it printed in the record at the appro
priate point in connection with your testimony?
Mr. SARGENT. You mean printing it in full?
The CHAIRMAN. Printing it in full .
Mr. SARGENT . Well, perhaps not.
I would just like to say a few words about the nature of the courses
Mr. HAYS . You can say whatever you like . The, only thing I a
interested in : If you are going to read the whole thing, s'lePs- jus
put it . in and we can have your comment .
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be printed as part o
the record, Mr. Reporter.
(The document referred to follows :)
[Flyleaf]
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The tremendous progress of the Soviet Union in the cultural field
creates for Americans an unequalled observation ground for education,
psychology, and the .social sciences . The Soviet Union presents a unique
opportunity for the study of the processes of cultural change . The first
and second Five Year Plans, by creating the foundations of a planned
national economy, have brought about a complete reconstruction in the
social attitudes and behavior of the Russion people .
From „a backward and illiterate country, the U . S . S . R . has been transformed into a modern industrial nation . Illiteracy has been almost
abolished. The Soviet Union possesses the most progressive system of
public education, extensively making use of the best achievements of
international pedagogy. Soviet policy in social welfare, the care of
mothers and children, the re-education and re-direction of lawless elements, and in other fields, presents a provocative challenge to students
on all levels .
PURPOSE

Moscow University summer session conducts an Anglo-American section, open
to all academically qualified foreigners who are interested in the cultural and
educational aspects of life in the Soviet Union . Instruction is in the English
language, by an all-Soviet faculty of professors and specialists. The State University of Moscow certifies academic credit to those foreign students meeting
the requirements of the university and completing a course of study in its AngloAmerican section . The director of the Moscow University summer session is a
Soviet educator . The summer session is officially an organizational part of the
Moscow State University .
In order to insure close cooperation with American educational institutions,
and with students and educators in the United States, an advisory relationship
was established in 1933 with the Institute of International Education . At the
same time, a National Advisory Council of prominent American educators was
formed by Prof . Stephen Duggan to assist the Institute of International Education in its advisory capacity . To facilitate still closer rapprochment, each year
several American educators are invited to Moscow as resident advisers to the
summer session . Dr . George S . Counts and Dr . Heber Harper, professors of education, Teachers' College, Columbia University, will act as advisers during the
summer session of 1935 .
The Moscow University summer session is sponsored in the Soviet Union by
the Peoples' Commissariat of Education of the Russian Socialist Federated
Soviet Republic ; by VOKS, the All-Union Society for Cultural Relations with
Foreign Countries ; and by INTOURIST, the State Travel Company of the U . S . R . R.
Intourist, through its Educational Department, will supply information to persons interested .
Moscow University will offer, in its Anglo-American section, during the summer
of 1935, a variety of courses to serve as a means of furthering cultural contacts
between American and Russian teachers and students . The summer session

search. However, the-purpose of the summer session is primarily that of assis
ing foreigners in a survey and understanding of the various phases of contemp
rary life in the Soviet Union .
ORIGIN

The summer session originated as the result of an experiment conducted du
ing the summer of 1933 by a group of American educators . The "Americ
Summer School in Russia" was organized in 1933 to offer two courses deali
with "Experimental Educational Programs of the Soviet Union" and "Inst
tutional Changes in the Soviet Union ." These two courses were conducted
Moscow in an experimental fashion with a group of twenty-five teachers a
students of education.
At the second summer session in 1934, thirteen courses were offered in fi
major fields of art and literature, sociology, psychology, education and resear
'The staff was composed of twenty-two professors and academic assistants . T
hundred and twelve students attended the 1934 session . Among them we
undergraduates, teachers, principals, professors, psychologists, social worker
'physicians, nurses and artists.
Basing their judgment upon the undeniable success of these ventures, t
'Soviet educational authorities organized at the University of Moscow, an Angl
American section offering full and regular summer instruction in English . T
students and professors of the 1933 and 1934 sessions approved the academic a
vantages of the plan, which enabled the student to travel during his vacati
period and at the same time to further his own professional experience . It i
plan that has the full support of the foremost educators and scientists of t
Soviet Union .
The directors of the summer school discovered that while American educato
displayed great interest in Soviet education, it was evident that outside of t
'Soviet Union there existed no profound knowledge of actual conditions in t
Soviet school world . These considerations, coupled with the ever present Ru
sian eagerness for close cultural contact with Americans, are the primary reaso
for the continuation of the plan.
THE PLAN OF THE SUMMER SESSION

Moscow University summer session offers the student an opportunity to co
bine summer vacation with study and European travel at very economical rate
Special rates for maintenance in the Soviet Union are available only to student
teachers or social workers who attend the summer session .
ACADEMIC PROGRAM

The Anglo-American section of the Moscow University summer session offe
a wide choice of subjects and courses . The courses offered during the 1935 se
sion, which begins on July 19th in Moscow, are listed below under special gro
headings.
ART AND LITERATURE

Arts in the U. S. S. R.--30 hours, 2 semester units
(Requires minimum of thirty additional hours observation and field wor
Open to all students .)
A discussion of contemporary painting, sculpture, architecture, music, theate
and the dance in the Soviet Union . The course will offer the student a conce
of the relation of art to the building of the new Soviet society . Topics to
discussed will include the features of socialist realism in art ; the social stat
of artists ; the economic organization enabling creative work ; and the role
the arts in the program of popular education .
Observation and field work will be scheduled in gallaries, studios, theatres f
children and adults, research institutes, club houses for artists and other inst
tutions for the development of art activities .
Literature o f Russia and the Soviet Union-30 hours, 2 semester urn4ts
(Requires a minimum of thirty adidtional hours of library work . Open to a
students .)
The course will present a prief survey of pre-revolutionary Russia literatu
and the effects of the old writers upon the new. There will be included a descri
tion of the historical stages of Soviet literature ; the present school of sociali

in the program for the building of socialism .
INSTITUTIONAL CHANGES AND SOCIAL BACKGROUNDS OF SOVIET SOCIETY

Principles of the Collective and Socialist Society-30 hours, 2 semester units

(The course, or is equivalent, prerequesite for all students . Students may request exemption when registering .)
An elementary course, presenting and describing the basic ideas and institutions of Soviet society . Beginning with a brief historical account, the course will
present in simple terms the theory and practice of socialist construction . Among
the topics included in the course are : the theories underlying the Soviet State ; i
the organization of the government and the Soviet economy ; the program of
educational and cultural advance ; the relation of the individual to the family
and to other social groups ; the question of the village and the collectivization
of agriculture ; and the solution of the problems of national minorities . The
course is intended as a general survey of Soviet life .

Justice and the Correctional Policy of the S . U.-30 hours, 2 semester units

(Requires 15 additional hours of observation . Open to all students.)
The course will describe the Soviet system of jurisprudence and the administration of justice . There will be a review of the major theories of criminology
as well as the Marxian point of view towards the problem of crime . It will then
specifically deal with crime and its eradication in the Soviet Union . Programs
for the education of delinquents (children and adolescents) and for the reclamation of criminals will be presented . In connection with this course, there will be
visits of observation to the various institutions concerned with this problem .

Organization of Public Health and Socialized Medicine 80 hours, 2 semester units

(Requires a minimum of fifteen additional hours of observation and field work .
Open to all students . Recommended to social workers, physicians and health
education specialists.)
The course presents a study of the organization of health and medical services
in the U . S . S. R . There will be a description of the organization and programs
of hospitals, clinics, rest homes, sanataria and dispensaries in their relationships
to factories and farms ; medical research and the work of experimental institutes ;
training of medical workers ; care of women and children in factories, schools
and on farms ; social psychiatry and mental hygiene ; physical education and
programs for disease prevention ; and the organization of professional medicine
as a state function .
EDUCATION AND SCIENCE

Survey of Education in the U . S. S. R-80 hours, 4 semester units

(Requires a minimum of thirty additional hours of library, observation and
field work . Open to teachers and students of education .)
This course will describe the philosophy, curricula, and methods of the following divisions of Soviet education
A.-The Unified Polytechnical School and Its Pre-school Foundations : The
polytechnical school includes elementary and secondary education . The course
will begin with an examination of Soviet pre-school institutions .
B-Vocational and Higher Education : The course will present the Soviet program for the training of workers of all grades and in all fields ; it will include
a description of such institutions as factory and mill schools, workers' schools
(rabfacs), technicums, higher technical schools, pedagogical institutes, medical
schools, institutes of Soviet law, art universities, Communist universities and
universities proper. Subjects of special interest will be the composition of the
student body, the system of maintenance stipends for students, the problems of
control and administration, and the relation of vocational and professional
education to the planned economy .
C-Extra School and Adult Education Agencies : The course will deal with those
educational agencies which reach children as well as adults-libraries, reading
rooms, evening and correspondence courses, the press, book stores, clubs,
museums, galleries, travel and excursions, radio, post and telegraph, cinema and
theatre, the activities of popular societies, etc .

The course will study the relation of social planning to scientific research
the Soviet Union . The course will include a description of the early types
planning under military Communism ; the plan formulated by Lenin for t
electrification of the country ; the development of the State Planning Commi
sion from its founding in 1921 ; the structure and function of the system
planning organizations, and the actual methods utilized in the preparation a
execution of the first and second five-year plans . The student will be given
outline of the Marxian view of the role of science in socialistic society, and
account of the coordinated development of the Soviet network of scientif
research institutes . Soviet development in the fields of social and physic
sciences will be studied . The course will conclude with a summary of the prese
status of planning and science in the Soviet Union .

Survey of Psychological Research-30 hours, 2 semester units

(Requires minimum of fifteen additional hours of library, laboratory or obse
vation work . Registration open only to advanced students of psychology .)
This course presents an advanced discussion of the technical and specializ
phases of experimental psychology in the Soviet Union . Such topics as the fo
lowing will be considered : the status of psychology in Russia prior to the Revol
tion of 1917 ; the theories of reflexology and conditioning (Pavlov and Bec
terov) ; trends in contemporary psychological research in the U . S . S . R . ; Sov
advance in applied psychology and psychotechnics ; psychology and industri
rationalization ; and the relation of Marxism-Leninism to psychology .
HISTORY, ECONOMICS AND PHILOSOPHY

History of the Soviet Union-60 hours, 4 semester units

(Requires a minimum of thirty additional hours of library work . Open to a
students.)
This course opens with a study of prerevolutionary Russian history . T
course will continue with a study of the forces underlying the Czarist policy
home and abroad ; the social and economic life of the people under the old regim
the early mass uprisings, strikes and revolutions ; the development of capitali
and industry ; the distribution of land and property ; the revolutionary moveme
prior to 1905 : the 1905 revolution ; the World War and the collapse of the o
order ; the February and October revolutions ; the period of military Communis
civil war and NEP ; the reconstruction era ; the first and second five-year plans

Economic Policy and Geography of the U . S. S . R.-60 hours, 4 semester units

(Requires thirty additional hours of library, observation and field work . Op
to all students .)
The course will discuss the general economic development of the U . S . S . R .
presenting an historical account of the building of socialism in relation to t
geographic factors. Topics included in the course are : The period of a milita
Communism in the first years of the revolution ; the new economic policy inaug
rated in 1.921, and the program of planned construction launched by the firs
five-year plan in 1928 . The course will also touch upon the problems of forei
and domestic trade, wages, housing, social benefits, taxation, Soviet moneta
system, etc .

Philosophy of Dialectical Materialism-30 hours, 2 semester units

(Requires a minimum of fifteen hours library work . Open only to advanc
students having necessary background in history of philosophy .)
This course will present an introduction to the philosophy of dialectical m
terialism . The works of Marx, Lenin, and Stalin will be utilized for the present
tion of the basic positions, postulates and doctrines of dialectical materiali
The course will also point out the important applications of the philosophy
dialectical materialism to scientific research both in social and natural science
LANGUAGE

Advanced Russian for Foreigners-30 hours, 2 semester units

(Open to students with elementary knowledge of Russian .),
The course will build a more thorough reading knowledge and a better coll
quial use of Russian . The emphasis will be entirely upon the practice of Russi
for conversational and research purposes . Oral and written composition will

CALENDAR

July 16-18 incl . : Preliminary sessions in Leningrad .
July 19 : Official opening session in Moscow .
Aug. 13 : Examinations and final session in Moscow .
Aug. 14-25 incl . : Travel field work period.
NoTE.-Students may arrive in Leningrad between July 16th and 18th . Those
students arriving in Leningrad after July 16, but not later than July 18th, will
be granted the privilege of remaining in Kiev for an additional number of days,
bringing the total to forty days from date of arrival . Students arriving in
Leningrad or Moscow earlier than July 16th will be charged the regular Intourist
rate of $5 per day in supplement to the basic summer session rate .
The basic rate for travel and maintenance in the Soviet Union during the
period of the summer session is $176 .00. No refunds will be granted students
leaving the Soviet Union before the end of the summer session, unless withdrawal is caused by illness or force majeure .
These regulations are stated in order to permit the necessary adjustment
caused by varying dates of arrival in the Soviet Union .
Hour
9-10
10-12
12-1
2-3

DAILY CLASS SCHEDULE
Course
Philosophy of Dialectical Materialism.
Survey of Psychological Research .
Principles of the Collective and Socialist Society .
Science and Technic in the U . S . S. R .
Survey of Education in the U. S . S . R .
History of the Soviet Union .
Economic Policy and Geography of the U . S. S . R.
Arts in the U. S. S . R.
Organization of Public Health and Socialized Medicine .
Justice and the Correctional Policy of the Soviet Union .
Literatures of Russia and the Soviet Union .
Advanced Russian for Foreigners .
ACADEMIC REGULATIONS

1 . Enrollments are accepted for one or more courses, but the total number of
class room hours may not exceed ninety (six semester units) .
2 . The course "Principles of the Collective and Socialist Society" is prerequisite
for admission to all other courses ; however, the student may enroll simultaneously in this and other courses . Students may be exempted from this requirement
by presenting evidence of having completed
a-An equivalent course during the Moscow University summer sessions
of 1933 or 1934 .
b-An equivalent course in an American school or university .
c-The reading of at least three approved references on the subject .
3. Students enrolling in "Survey of Psychological Research" must list at least
three previous courses in psychology when filling out the application form .
4 . Changes in program may not be made later than one week after the opening
of the summer session in Moscow .
5 . Moscow University reserves the right to dismiss students for unsatisfactory
work or conduct.
6. Students may not attend courses other than those in which they are enrolled ;
auditors will not be permitted .
7 . Students may not enroll in "Philosophy of Dialectical Materialism" without
necessary recommendations or prerequisite courses.
8 . All registrations are subject to the approval of the director of Moscow University summer session or the American representative of Moscow University .
9 . Academic credit will not be granted to students absent during more than
three class sessions.
TRAVEL PLAN

The unique feature of the summer school plan, offered by the Anglo-American
section of Moscow University, is the combination of class room and laboratory
study with travel in the Soviet Union . The educational directors of the university are of the opinion that an adequate understanding of the policies and

and in order to permit the visitor to become acquainted with the many aspect
of social conditions not only in one locale but throughout the country, eac
course listed is offered in conjunction with field work tours . These will inclu
the major cities of the Soviet Union, and permit close observation of institutiona
life .
Academic work at the University of Moscow includes approximately fou
weeks of resident study and two weeks of supervised travel . The itineraries f
the travel period have been set up to meet professional and academic interest
All students enrolled are offered the choice of the following itineraries .

Itinerary No. 4
Itinerary No . 1
14-Leave
Moscow-late
afterAug.
14-Leave
Moscow-evening
Aug .
15-Old Rostov
noon
16-Yaroslavl
15-En route
17-Yaroslavl-leave for Mo
16-Arrive Sevastopol-morning
cow
17-To Yalta
18-Moscow
18-Yalta
19-Leave Moscow-evening
19-Yalta
20-Arrive Leningrad-mornin
20-Yalta
leave afternoon
21-Yalta ; leave Yalta-morning
22-Arrive
Odessa-morning ;
21-Pskov
22-From Pskov to Stara
leave evening
Russia and by boat to O
23-Arrive Kiev
Novgorod
24-Kiev
23-Old Novgorod-Leave f
25-Leave Kiev-noon, for ShepeLeningrad
tovka
24-Arrive Leningrad-mornin
25-Leave Leningrad, for Be
Itinerary No . 2
Ostrov (or by steamer)
Aug. 14-Leave Moscow-noon
15-Arrive Rostov-evening
Itinerary No. 5
16-Rostov
(15 Day Itinerary-Supplementa
17-Rostov
Cost $20 .00)
18-Leave Rostov-afternoon
19-Arrive Sochi-morning
Aug.
14-Leave
Moscow-evening
20-Sochi
15-Arrive Gorki-morning
21-Leave Sochi-evening
16-Leave Gorki-noon
22-23--En route
17-On the Volga
24-Arrive Odessa
19-On the Volga
25-Leave Odessa-evening, for
19-On the Volga
Shepetovka
20-Arrive
Stalingrad-mor
ing ; leave evening
Itinerary No . 3
21-Arrive Rostov-evening
22-Rostov
Aug. 14-Leave Moscow-late after23-Rostov
noon
24-Rostov
15-Arrive Kharkov-noon
25-Leave Rostov-morning ; a
16-Kharkov
rive Kharkov-evening
17-Leave Kharkov-noon ; ar26-Kharkov
rive Dnieproges-evening
27-Kharkov-leave evening
18-Dnieproges-Leave evening
28-Kiev
19-Arrive
Sevastopol-morn29-Leave Kiev, for Shepetovk
ing ; to Yalta
20-Yalta
Itinerary No . 6
21-Leave Yalta-morning
22-Arrive Odessa -morning ;
(15 Day Itinerary-Supplementary
leave evening
Cost $20.00)
23-Arrive Kiev
24-Kiev
Aug. 14-Leave Moscow-late after
25-Leave Kiev-noon, for Shepnoon
etovka
15-Arrive Kharkov-noon

(15 Day Itinerary-Supplementary
(15 Day Itineary-Supplementary
Cost $20.00)-Continued
Cost $20.00)-Continued
Aug . 16-Leave Kharkov-evening
Aug. 23-En route
17-En route
24-En route
18-Arrive Kislovodsk
25-Arrive Yalta-morning
19-Kislovodsk to Ordzhonikidze
26-Yalta
27-Leave Yalta-morning
20-Georgian Highway
28-Arrive Odessa -morning ;
21-Tiflis-leave for Batum
leave afternoon
22-Batum-leave evening for
Yalta
29-Kiev
Students are urged to select their itinerary, and indicate their choice upon
the attached registration form, before sailing from New York . Although it is
permissible to choose the itinerary while in residence in Moscow, in order to
avoid congestion in office routine it is advisable that the choice of itinerary be
indicated as soon as possible .
ACCOMMODATIONS AND SOCIAL LIFE

Accommodations offered to visitors attending the summer session of the Mos=cow
University are of the dormitory type . These quarters are designed for students who wish to approximate in the living conditions the life of the typical
Soviet students .
Persons desiring individual rooms, or rooms for two, may be accommodated
in the dormitories ; but since the number of such rooms is limited, requests for
other than regular dormitary quarters will be considered in order of their receipt .
Supplementary rates for individual or double rooms will be supplied upon request.
Accommodations include three full meals daily and lodging . In addition, the
summer- session provides .guide and interpreter service, rail and motor travel,
through Intourist, the Soviet State of Travel Company .
The spirit of the summer session is that of the true Soviet school . In its unique
student organization and control of all physical and academic problems, the visitor to the Moscow University begins to understand, through a feeling of participation, the functioning of a Soviet university .
Athletic, cultural and social activities after school hours are provided for the
visitor through the cooperation of Soviet student groups . Sightseeing, the theatre, the cinema, boating and bathing, the publishing of a "wall newspaper," are
but a few of the extra curricular activities available . Soviet life is rich in cultural opportunities for all . The tourist is usually unable to fully avail himself of
these opportunities. But the student of the summer . session will have ample opportunity to participate in any activity he chooses .
Students accepting dormitory accommodations must be fully aware that these
accommodations are not luxurious . They are plain but clean. They do not
provide the privacy or comforts offered by hotels . Dormitory accommodations
are available mainly because many students cannot afford the higher cost of hotel
residence. There are separate dormitories for men and women, with a limited
number of rooms for married couples.
e*

ACADEMIC CREDIT

The Moscow University summer session certifies foreign students for full
academic credit at the University of Moscow .. The student may offer the certificate of attendance and credit, issued by the University of Moscow, to the faculty
of the American college or university at which he is regularly enrolled, for evaluation and recognition in accordance . with the policies and procedures of the institution. In order to assist in the evaluation of credit, the director of the Moscow
University summer session will provide the dean, faculty advisor or other administrative official with a full academic description of courses and of the progress in
work of each student. The minimum university credit possible is two points
and the maxmum is six points (semester units) .
New York City school teachers may offer the certificates issued by the University of Moscow to meet the requirements for annual salary increment (alertness credit) .

tions will be given in all courses.
REGISTRATION AND FEES

Courses are open to all persons interested in the cultural and social progre
of the Soviet Union.
Registrants desiring academic credit must be bona-fide undergraduate or gra
uate university students ; teachers on elementary, secondary or university leve
or social workers .
Before registering, students must examine the daily class schedule in ord
not to enroll in courses conflictina with each other . After the student's applic
tion has been received and accepted, the Educational Department of Intouri
will issue to each student a class admission card as well as a student identifica
tion card . All student applications must be approved by the office of the Institu
of International Education .
Tuition fees are payable at time of registration . All checks for tuition a
registration fees must be made payable to the order of Intourist, Inc ., which
empowered to collect fees for the Moscow University . The total registration f
is $2 .50, regardless of the number of courses in which the student may enrol
The tuition fee for each thirty-hour course is $20 .00 ; the tuition fee for ea
sixty-hour course is $40.00 .
Tuition fees will be refunded in case of changed plans, at any time prior
July 3, 1935 . Registration fees will not be refunded.
MAINTENANCE COST

The cost of maintenance for the entire summer session, from July 16 to Augu
25th, inclusive is $176 .00 .
This amount includes the cost of maintenance in Leningrad or Moscow fr
July 16th to July 18th ; maintenance in dormitories from July 19th to Augu
13th ; maintenance and third-class travel costs from August 14th to August 25th
inclusive .
Students may purchase all travel and maintenance service through local trav
agents . Intourist, Inc ., provides all travel agents with complete informati
concerning maintenance, travel, and other services in the Soviet Union . Aft
the student has purchased the necessary service through the travel agent ; he w
be supplied with covering service-documents to be presented upon his arrival
the Soviet Union to Intourist .
At the earliest possible date, each student will receive a dormitory room-assig
ment card, a student identification card, and the necessary class admission car
REGISTRATION FORM
MOSCOW UNIVERSITY (Summer Session)
(ANGLO-AMERICAN SECTION)

Directions
1 . Please print legibly in ink . Answer all questions.
2 . Consult Daily Class Schedule before listing courses.
3 . If you desire academic credit, consult the dean or advisor of your school
4 . Checks or money orders must be drawn to order of INTOURIST, INC.
5. Mail application form, together with tuition and registration fees,
the Educational Department, Intourist, Inc ., 545 Fifth Ave., New York Ci
6. For travel information and purchase of maintenance services in t
Soviet Union, consult your local travel agent .

^PPoCATION FORM
_________________________ -------------------------------------

Address
Name
------------------------ ------------------------ -----------------------Pymmnvxu
Birth uow
o"conxu"u
____________ ------------------------ -----------------------Degrees
Present academic status
School or college
His
Do you
Have you consulted
.
uooirocrouo*,
oouuorAdvisor?
Name __ .
8movuoUniversity fooreference (Nxou")
(Address)
List
If enrolling in advanced course, list previous courses or work in field
If applying for exemption from prerequisite course, state reasons
Total amount of fees enclosed
List Soviet Union Itinerary No
-------------------------------- __________________(Signature)
The CzeuaIKAN . Now you may make your comments .
Mr. SARGENT . There are a number of variety courses here, one
on art and literature including Socialist realism in art, discussing the
role of the Socialist writer in the program of building for socialism .
The principles of the collective and Socialist society, a prerequisite for
all students ; the course of justice and correctional policy, discussing
the Russian system ; one on organization of public health and socialized medicine, including social psychiatry and mental hygiene ; one on
survey of education in the U . S. S . R . ; another on science and techin the U. S. S . R. ; one on a study of psychological research ;
theories of reflexology and conditioning .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Sargent, you are not commenting. You are just
Mr. 'SARGENT . It refers to the works of Pavlov here.
Ml% HAY& We have that all in the record . It is in by unanimous

Mr. SSARGENT. My comments are that this document shows a framework of a complete system of indoctrination of American educators
which could only be put together on the theory of their receiving such
indoctrination ~nd coming back here and introducing it into our
school system . It even includes the reflexology item I just referred
to, including material on Pavlov, who was the author of the principles of brain washing .
It includes a travel program for these educators to go to the Soviet
Union and travel around various parts of the country . One of these
travel schedules included 5 days at Yalta, among other things .
There are five different itineraries . It says a unique feature was that
they would live under conditions approximating that of the average
Soviet student, and the educators attending could even receive acacredit, and the New York City teacherss would.~~get~-salary increincrement in the New York City school system by attending the meeting .
ment

they were profoundly in sympathy with the doing of that kind
thing at the period that is mentioned here . This is offered in full
the transcript of my testimony .
Mr. HAYS . What the committee is concerned about, Mr . Sarge
Could you give us any estimate of how many more pages of your stat
ment there are to read there?
Mr. SARGENT . I am not going to read the entire binder, if th
is what you mean . It contains blank paper and various things
which I might want to refer .
The CHAIRMAN. The statement of Mr . Hays was that we h
anticipated that you would have required 2 days .
Now, the way the situation has developed, I told him we h
anticipated you would be able to finish tomorrow.
We are to have two sessions . Of course,, that is not binding
anybody, but that is our goal insofar as your direct testimony is co
cerned. That is the frame of time that we had in mind .
As you state, I did not have in mind that you were going to re
all that is in the notes there .
Mr. WORMSER. Do you think you could finish in two sessio
tomorrow?
Mr. SARGENT . I will make every effort to . I think probably .
The CHAIRMAN. We want all pertinent information included .
the same time, we do want to conserve the time of the committee
much as we can.
Mr. SARGENT . Would it be possible, just in case, if I had one sess
on the following day?
The CHAIRMAN. We don't want to commit ourselves definitely
this time.
Mr. SARGENT. I will make every effort to do that.
Mr. HAYS . As I understand it, now, you are going to take at le
two more sessions and probably a third just to get through readi
your statement?
Mr. SARGENT. Oh, no . I have an outline of various points to cov
here. I am getting pretty well through this historical material . I
getting down to specific topics .
Mr. HAYS . The thing that I am driving at is that it is going
take you this long to get through your presentation before we sta
crossing ; is that right?
Mr. §ARDENT. Presumably . Regardless of the reason one way
the other, I have had only a fraction of the time so far, and it h
put me off my stride here, and I have to get back on .
Mr. HAYS . There we are getting into the realm of something th
is not within the realm of hearsay . We can measure the pages a
find out what fraction you have had, and I think you will find out it
a big fraction.
Frankly, I might say that your diatribe has a tendency to afflict
with ennui .
The purpose of this is to try to find out when the committee is goi
to adjourn for the weekend and when we are going to reconvene ne
week, because Sunday is Memorial Day, and Mr . Reece and I at lea
have commitments for Memorial Day .

in an outline tomorrow morning for my guidance which will enable
me to refer to certain things, leave the document with you relating to
it, and state its general scope .
Mr. HAYS . We are not going to try to cut you off .
Mr. SARGENT. I understand that .
Mr. HAYS . But we are just trying to find out how long we can run
this week and when we can come back next week .
Mr. SARGENT . I think I can do quite well on a full run tomorrow .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee, when it recesses at noon Thursday,
will recess to convene the following Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock
at a place to be announced .
You may proceed, Mr . Sargent. We will go along as far as we can
this afternoon .
Mr. SARGENT . Now, Professor George S . Counts, one of those sponsoring this session, became a professor of education at Teachers College, Columbia University, in the year 1927, and an associate director
of the Teachers College International Institute at the same time .
In 1929 he edited a translation of a book by a Soviet educator, Albert
P. Pinkevitch, who was president of the Second State University of
Moscow . The book states that it was translated under the auspices of
the International Institute of Columbia .
In 1931 he published a translation of the New Russian Primer,
which was the story of the 5-year plan . The same year he wrote
a book entitled "The Soviet Challenge to America ." He was still
associate director of this International Institute at that particular
time.
In February of 1933, the Progressive Education Journal, which is
the official publication of the Progressive Education Society, published
an article in which Johannson I . Zilberfarb, a member of the State
Scientific Council and Commissariat of Education of the Russian
Republic, wrote an article commenting on this pamphlet, Dare the
School Build a New Social Order?
The editors and publishers of the magazine published an excerpt
from a letter that Zilberfarb had written to Counts showing the close
sympathy existing between the two men at the time, and here is an
excerpt from the letter in the magazine . It says
I read with a great deal of interest your recent publication, Dare the School
Build a New Social Order? The remarkable progress you have made in challenging capitalism gave me much pleasure and fired me with confidence in a yet
greater friendship between us . This feeling, however, in no way moderated my
criticisms of the pamphlet, as you will observe from the enclosed view . May I
be so bold as to hope that your profound and consistent attack on the social order
in your country will eventually lead you to a complete emancipation from American exclusiveness and intellectual messiahship so aptly exposed in your pamphlet,
thus enabling you to consider all social progress from a universal proletarian
point of view .
Now, going back on another phase of the same subject, we find that
generally in the educational profession, commencing around 1926,
chere was forming a movement which resulted in a report frankly
recommending the slanting of history textbooks for a propaganda pattern to further a collective-type of state .
The document to which I refer is known as Conclusions and Recommendations .
49720-54-pt. 1
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b the American Historical Society . There was a $300,000 grant fr
C~arnegie Corp . for that particular work, a 5-year survey . The i
formation I have bearing on that is contained in the report itself .
don't want to take your time in reading all these names . Would y
like me to give an excerpt to the reporter containing the list of nam
without reading them here all now? Counts is one on the committe
Mr. HAYS. What is the volume?
Mr. SARGENT. Conclusions and Recommendations, Report of th
Committee on Social Studies of the American Historical Associatio
They recommend changing the curriculum to promote a collective
type of state and playing down of traditional American values
schoolbooks.
The CHAIRMAN . What year is that published?
Mr. SARGENT . The publication of that was in 1934 . The study beg
back in 1926 or 1927 . It is a $300,000 Carnegie grant . I am readi
certain excerpts from the report to show the nature of the conclusion
I wanted to save time by not reading all the list of names .
Mr. HAYS . You say it is pertinent material and it is part of th
record without being printed?
Mr. SARGENT . I thought I could have typed off the list of names a
give them to the reporter to insert, instead of reading them now .
Mr. HAYS . That is all right with me .
The CHAIRMAN . That will be done .
(The list of names is as follows :)

Frank W. Ballou, Superintendent of Schools, Washington, D . C .
Charles A . Beard, formerly professor of politics, Columbia University ; auth
of many books in the fields of history and politics
Isaiah Bowman, director, American Geographical Society of New York ; pre
dent of the International Geographical Union
Ada Comstock, president of Radcliffe College
George S . Counts, professor of education, Teachers College, Columbia University
Avery 0. Craven, professor of history, University of Chicago
Edmund E . Day, formerly dean of School of Business Administration, Universi
of Michigan ; now director of Social Sciences, Rockefeller Foundation
Guy Stanton Ford, professor of history, dean of Graduate School ; Universi
of Minnesota
Carlton J. H. Hayes, professor of history, Columbia University
Ernest Horn, professor of education, University of Iowa
Henry Johnson, professor of history, Teachers College, Columbia University
A . C . Krey, professor of history, University of Minnesota
Leon C . Marshall, Institute for the Study of Law, John Hopkins University
Charles D . Merriam, professor of political science, University of Chicago
Jesse H . Newlin, professor of education, Teachers College, Columbia Universit
director of Lincoln Experimental School
Jesse F. Steiner, professor of sociology, University of Washington
Mr. HAYS. Let me ask you this . I want to look at one of these boo

myself. What was the name of that book you mentioned this mornin
that you said did something about creating an air of revolution arou
1917? Do you recall offhand what book you were talking about?
Mr. SARGENT . I referred to the New York investigation of radical
ism movement, the Lusk Report . It is a work of several volumes,
think 4 or 5 or even 6 volumes, perhaps . It is a very intensive stud
Mr. HAYS . There is another book you mentioned and I can't reca
the title. I suppose I can get it out of the transcript of this mornin
Mr. SARGENT . I referred to revolutionary intellectual elites, v
Mises' hook.
Mr. HAYS. No.

ner, advocating a change in the educational system, that was 1916,
General Education Board publication . I don't recall anything else
offhand .
Mr. HAYS . As a matter of fact, what occasioned the inquiry is that
someone came to my office who had been in the audience and asked
me if I had ever seen this volume and they mentioned the name of it .
I had not, and I cannot even recall the name of it . I thought perhaps
I was giving enough of a clue. I may be hazy myself . It will show
up in the transcript and we will get hold of it then .
Mr. SARGENT . That is right. This report discusses, among other
things, educational philosophy for the United States . It says that
American society during the past 100 years has been moving from an
individual and frontier economy to a collective and social economy .
That whatever may be the character of life in the society now emerging, it will certainly be different, and whether it will be better or
worse will depend on large measure on the standards of appraisal
which are applied. It says that continued emphasis in education on
traditional ideas and values of academic individualism will intensify
conflict and maladjustments during the period of transition . It says
that if education continues to emphasize philosophy of individualism
in economy, it will increase accompanying social tensions, and so
forth . That the educators stand today between two great philosophies . An individualism in economic theory which has become hostile in practice to the development of individuality ; the other representing and anticipating the future.
What these gentlemen propose to do is set forth in their chapter
at the end talking about next steps . It says that it is first to awaken
and consolidate leadership around the philosophy and purpose of
education expounded in the report . That the American Historical
Association in cooperation with the National Council on the Social
Studies has arranged to take over the magazine, the Outlook, as a
social science journal for teachers . That writers of textbooks are to
be expected to revamp and rewrite their old works in accordance with
this frame of reference . That makers of programs in social sciences
in cities and towns may be expected to evaluate the findings . That it
is not too much to expect in the near future a decided shift in emphasis
from mechanics and methodology to the content and function of
courses in the social studies . That is the gist of it .
This report became the basis for a definite slanting in the curriculum
by selecting certain historical facts and by no longer presenting others,
and brought us to the condition we find ourselves in at the present time .
I am at a little disadvantage here . I had some Building of America
books which contained some very pertinent material . How much
more time have you to meet this afternoon?
The CHAIRMAN . About 25 minutes .
Mr. SARGENT . That is unfortunate . I thought I would be on all
afternon.
The CHAIRMAN . However, we can quit any time .
Mr . SARGENT. Logically that particular section belongs at this point .
I have a few other things I can use . Here another book of
Professor Counts showing the Russian influence on educational leaders at the time . It is called Character Education in the Soviet Union .
It is edited by William Clark Trow, foreword by George S . Counts,

propaganda purposes in the Soviet Union . Here is the first one her
reproduction of an actual Russian poster . The heading, of course,
written in the Russian language . The translation is on the opposi
page, and deals with the subject of international education . T
poster says

Without educating internationalists, we will not build socialism . Animosi
between nations is the support of counter-revolutions and of capital . It is the
fore profitable and so is maintained . War is needed by capitalists for st
greater enslavement of oppressed people . International education is the w
toward socialism and toward the union of the toilers of the whole world .

Mr. HAYS . Is that book sponsored by a foundation?
Mr. SARGENT. It doesn't show on its face . It is printed by A
Arbor Press. The foreword is by Counts, however .
Mr. HAYS . I know . You may be making a case that Dr . Counts
a Socialist or Communist or something. I don't know about th
But I want to know where the foundations get this book .
Mr. SARGENT . The foundation tie-in for one is the Internation
Institute in which Counts was in a leadership position and the prefe
ment given to Columbia University and Teachers College by th
Rockefeller interests . They have been the main financial stay of th
institution in spite of all of their policies .
Mr. HAYS . The Rockefeller Foundation has been the mainstay
Teachers College?
Mr. SARGENT . I understand it is one of the principal supporti
groups .
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Sargent, you are pretty evasive . I can see that
have had a good deal of legal training . I ask you a specific questi
and then you say "I understand ." That is one of the nice ways
libel people, isn't it?
Mr. SARGENT. That is not lying.
Mr. HAYS . I didn't say lying ; I said libel . You can say I unde
stand so and so is a such and such, and you did not say it ; you j
heard it around some place . That is not evidence . Is that evidenc
You can't use hearsay as evidence in any court . Apparently you c
bring darn near anything into a congressional hearing .
Mr . SARGENT . If you want to get down to that, I saw the offici
treasurer's report of Columbia University, and ran my finger do
the various grants, and I found in my own examination of those r
ports that very considerable sums of money have been granted
Columbia University by that foundation .
Mr. HAYS . That is one thing .
Mr. SARGENT . I saw that .
Mr. HAYS . You say it is the mainstay . Then you change it and s
very considerable amounts . There is a little difference there, is
there?
Mr. SARGENT . Your committee report says there has been a gre
deal of preferment by these foundations in favor of certain univers
ties . That is stated in your own staff report .
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Reece said that last year when he made his spee
on the floor, too, but that doesn't necessarily make it true. He belie
that and he has a right to . Understand, I am sure he is sincere
that . Just because somebody says so, that doesn't make it so . As

Record gives it a certain air . . There have been cases where someone
put a slant in the Record and made reprints and said, "In the Congressional Record it says ."
The CHAIRMAN . You keep referring to my speech . Have you gone
back and read any speeches that our late good friend, Gene Cox, made
on the advocacy of the passage of his resolution?
Mr. HAYS . That is before he got religion .
Mr. SARGENT . The Rockefeller Foundation is of-Mr. HAYS . Just a moment . I don't want to interrupt your continuity. Let us go back to this book . I have done a little searching
here, and I still don't know the name . Didn't you mention a book
by Frederick Lewis Allen?
Mr. SARGENT. Only Yesterday . It is a book recounting the times
some years ago . He begins, I think, around the turn of the century .
It is a very readable book . He discusses what was going on .
Mr. HAYS . Could I have some member of the staff call the Library
of Congress right away and ask if I can get a copy tonight?
Mr. SARGENT . I am not citing it as authority, but a general discussion of the time . I think it is pretty accurate . It was general
atmosphere, was the only purpose of referring to it .
Mr. HAYS . I just want to look at it .
Mr. SARGENT . It is a newsy type of book about discussing the very
things that were going on and talked of at the time .
Another poster in this book here about character education in the
Soviet has a pamphlet with two children, a boy and a girl, a Russian
caption, of course, and a translation "Nursery Schools ." It says

Enter the preschool campaign . Build a new life and organize the children's
parks and playgrounds . Educate the Communist shift .

That is the beginning of chapter 3 . There is one on the 5-year plan
here. There is one about liquidating the kulak, a man standing with
his hand raised
Let us eject the kulak from the Kolkhoz .

It talks about self-activity and what the children can do .
is not the children but the grownups .

No, this

We cannot consider the question of the development of children's self-activity
and work with the pioneer activity apart from their connection with the new
environment in which we find ourselves and work with the children .

The point of this is that apparently the obsession at this time had
gone to such a point that it was considered worthwhile for an educator to bring that material over here, that propaganda, a man connected with a leading school of education, and to write a foreword to
it, and thereby endorse it . The foreword by Counts includes the
statement that a child can be formed, a youth can be bent, but only
the grave can straighten the back of an old man . Also, that the characteristic which distinguishes the Russian Revolution from the revolution of the past is the attention given to children and youth . They
realized that if the revolution was to be successful in the long run, if
their ideas were really to triumph, if a new society was to displace the
old, then the very character of the people inhabiting the Soviet Union
would have to be profoundly changed .

ing the coming generation to the theory and practice of communis
Their achievements to date are without human precedent in huma
history .
Mr. HAYS. In other words, what he said there is that if the revolu
tion is to be a success, we have to indoctrinate these kids, because if
don't indoctrinate them, they might overthrow us some day .
Mr. SARGENT . That is right . To have a successful revolution, y
must indoctrinate the children against the formerly existing orde
That was his philosophy .
Mr. HAYS. Do you agree that in order to have a successful revolu
tion you would have to do that? Understand, I am not asking you
endorse a revolution, but I think that
Mr. SARGENT. I think he has hit it on the head . Of course, th
is one way you run a revolution .
Mr. HAYS . You and I agree about that .
Mr. SARGENT . On a revolution you do, yes .
Mr. HAYS. But now what I am trying to find out, and I am ver
serious about it, was he advocating that we have some kind of revolu
tion and do the same thing here, or was he pointing out that this i
the way the Communists are going to do it if they are successful .
do not know this man at all . Maybe he is terrible . But it seems
me from just that one statement he might have been holding up a re
flag . On the other hand-I am asking you-was he advocating some
thing or was he warning?
The CHAIRMAN . Would you mind reading again one of the las
sentences there from the foreword about the accomplishment is un
paralleled?
Mr. HAYS . Read the whole thing .
Mr. SARGENT . It was in the foreword?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. HAYS . The last two paragraphs you read .
Mr. SARGENT. The exact sentence is
They realized fully that if the revolution was to be successful in the long run
if their ideas were really to triumph, if a new society was to displace the ol
then the very character of the people inhabiting the Soviet Union would ha
to be profoundly changed. Consequently, as soon as they had made the co
quest of political power, they turned their attention to the stupendous task o
educating the coming generation in the theory and practice of communis
Their achievements to date are without precedent in human history .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, they did succeed in indoctrinating thes
children and knew no better than communism .
Mr. SARGENT. I think there is no question about it . I think that
the system that was established. That is the system which by thi
announcement American educators were going to look at in 1935, th
next year.
Mr. HAYS. I don't think that would be too bad an idea because i
we are going to combat this communism, we are going to have to d
it with ideas and if we are going to be able to educate our people tha
it is bad, I always thought in order to have a successful fight agains
an opponent, you had to know something about him . I never st
away from political meetings of the opposite party unless they ba
me, and in that case I try to send somebody else who can report o
it. I want to know what they are doing .

course on one side, and bringing them home, is no counterbalance
against something else . It automatically produces a slant in the mind .
Mr. HAYS. Let me say this to you, Mr . Sargent. Along with several other Members of Congress of both political parties, I spent some
weeks behind the Iron Curtain and the most effective job I have been
able to do in my life-and I can cite you some people who can testify
to that, I think-in telling them about what a horrible thing it is,
about how it degrades the human, about how there is no freedom of
thought, no liberty of any kind, no human decency, has been because
I was there and saw it. I was in Prague the night they had the big
purge, and they arrested 5,000 people between sundown and sunup,
and I will never forget it as long as I live . I think by knowing that
I can more effectively tell people when I have the opportunity and
occasion about what a horrible thing communism really is .
Are you saying that no one should find that out? I was there and
they certainly probably as much as they could subjected us to whatever propaganda they were able to, but it didn't twist my brain any.
Mr. SARGENT. If you were there, you saw something which these
people in charge of our educational system with foundation grants
didn't get-the people that joined all these fronts and did all these
other things . The people who don't know and will not listen and not
pay attention to the results of an investigation . That is one of the
cruxes of our problem . Here, for instance
Mr. HAYS . Now, just a minute.
Mr. SARGENT. People who have been there have an entirely different slant from people who have not been there who have read certain literature which they think is all right, and that is all . That is
one of our serious problems here . I know what you mean. I have
talked to people who have been there recently . I talked to Lt . Paul
O'Dowd, Jr., who has received a very distinguished decoration by
the United States Government for his resistance to indoctrination in
one of these indoctrination camps in Korea, and it is his opinion
that there are very serious indoctrination policies in education as
presently conducted, and the matter deserves very serious study from
that standpoint .
Mr. HAYS . Of course, Mr . Sargent, we will all admit that you can
indoctrinate people to about anything through education . I hate
to dwell on this . I have been one who has never made a very big issue
since I have been in Congress either at home or on the floor because
it so happens that my mother was from the South and my father from
the North, but it seems to me the children in the South have been indoctrinated one way about the racial problem whereas in the North,
they have been indoctrinated another . You say it and I admit it
that you certainly can indoctrinate children by education . There is
no question about it .
Mr. SARGENT . Therefore, we must maintain the integrity of this
system at all hazards, or at least as best we can. The'advice of this
thing is that there has been such a heavy slanting on the one side, and
almost a total-here is an illustration what I mean by the extent to
which a certain element in education has gone completely overboard . This is an article in the May 1946 issue of an educational magazine, an article on communications . It is the Progressive Education

Russian press is controlled and as the Nazi press is controlled ."
He said that in a discussion of how we could accomplish more socia
good through the media of communication .
Now, something is wrong with educational judgment when thing
like that are seriously said.
Mr. HAYS . Of course we are all against that . On the other hand
it seems to me that you have given quite a serious consideration that
you want to control textbooks to your way of thinking .
Mr. SARGEANT. Nothing of the kind . I say these books are propa
ganda, and Congress prohibited foundation money for propagand
activity .
The CHAIRMAN. That quotation which you just read is from
magazine sponsored by an organization supported, or at least in part
by foundation funds?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes, it is the Progressive Education Association .
The CHAIRMAN . Have you read Norman Woelfel's book?
Mr. SARGENT . Molders of the Mind.
The CHAIRMAN . Yes ; I have . Gentlemen, the literature on thi
thing is voluminous . I could take all of this week and next wee
giving you these things . I am simply giving what I think ar
representative samples .
Mr . HAYS . Literature, of course, is voluminous on both sides o
this . I think we are agreed on that . You are from California . Di
you ever head of a foundation called the American Progress
Foundation?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't recall that I have ; no .
Mr. HAYS . It says here it is in California-and they are braggin
about it-nonprofit corporation, federally tax-exempt, and they giv
their address. Then they have sent a letter out .
Mr. SARGENT . Can you give the address?
Mr. HAYS . Yes. Suite 101-B, Highland Arcade, 1540 North High
land Avenue, Los Angeles 28, Calif . ' They have sent out a letter, an
it is all right to me, and apparently to everybody in Congress, an
they say that we are pushing, or we are backing the House Join
Resolution No. 123, copy enclosed, by Representative Ralph W
Gwinn . Congressman Gwinn had a perfect right to introduce thi
resolution . It is proposing an amendment to the Constitution of th
United States relative to prohibiting the United States Governmen
from engaging in business in competition with its citizens . Thi
copy of it says, "Printed for"-this is a copy of the bill .
Mr. SARGENT. What is the bill about?
Mr. HAYS . I just read the title to it . You know as much about i
as I do from that.
Printed for-

I will read it again if you didn't get it . I don't want to cut yo
off .

Printed for and at the expense of the American Progress Foundation, Lo
Angeles, Calif.-

and they go on to say a nonprofit California corporation federall
tax exempt . That is propaganda, isn't it?
Mr . SARGENT . I would certainly say it was ; yes . It is influencin
legislation.

Mr. HAYS . I must refer that to the staff.
Mr. SARGENT. Unless they have some specific interest . I think,
Mr. Hays, a foundation which happens to have a specific interest in
specific legislation may properly present and defend that interest .
F+,or example, you had all the foundations in the business coming in
voluntarily before the Cox committee and testifying, and they had a
stake in the controversy . If they didn't have a right to come in on
that matter, they would be deprived of their exemption rights by now,
for having been there .
Mr. HAYS . You may have a point . I don't say this foundation .
shouldn't do that . I don't know. This was just handed to me by
another Member on the floor today, and he said "here is one for your
committee." I am just asking you . As far as I am concerned, let
them push that bill . If it is a good bill, and if they can convince
enough people that is the way we do it under the Constitution, it is
not easy.
Mr. SARGENT. As a legal matter the distinction is that something
directly within the corporate purpose of an organization they may
do. There is some organization promoting forestry and conservation
and they lobby continuously on that . On general matters, of course,
that is another thing .
Mr. Kocx . Under the statute it says if a substantial part of their
income is used, and we have to worry during these hearings just
whether we can make a better definition than substantial . If norinally they do perfectly innocuous things and then get off the
beam once, we have a question as to is this right or is it wrong . That
is where the statute has to be interpreted .
Mr. HAYS . That is an interesting thing to bring u because we have
had a lot of arguments about Rockefeller and this $100,000 a year he
has made available, and the inference has been that it has not been
good . Maybe it has not . I don't know . On the other hand, he gave
a lot of money to a place down here in Virginia called Colonial Williamsburg, and I expect spent more than he did on this project which
I have been to numerous times, and I think is very good .
Mr. Kocx. They say that is not foundation .
Mr. HAYS . No ; he did that . I can't get Mr. Sargent to say, perhaps
he doesn't know, whether this $100,000 a year he keeps talking about
was from Rockefeller himself or the foundation . It is all vague.
Mr. Kocx . Miss Casey says it was foundation money .
The CHAIRMAN . Have you reached a stopping place?
Mr. SARGENT. I think I have, yes .
The CHAIRMAN. The hour of 4 o'clock has arrived, and the committee stands in recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning .
(Thereupon, at 4 p . m ., a recess was taken until Wednesday, May 26,
1954, at 10 a . in.)

TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
WEDNESDAY, MAY 26, 1954
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE
TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,

Washington, D . C.

The special committee met at 10 : 15 a . m., pursuant to recess, in
room 304, House Office Building, Hon . Carroll Reece (chairman of
the special committee) presiding.
Present : Representatives Reece (presiding), Goodwin, Hays, and
Pfost .
Also present : Rene A . Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T . Koch,
associate counsel ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Kathryn Casey,
legal analyst.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order .
You may proceed, Mr . Sargent.
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, I was asking Mr. Sargent informally before the hearing started if he can find in his notes-I have not been
able to find it, I just got this transcript handed to me as I was coming
over here-I am interested in this book, Only Yesterday, which he
mentioned. I would like to find out exactly what he said about it,
if we could at this point .
TESTIMONY OF AARON M. SARGENT, ATTORNEY,
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.-Resumed
Mr. SARGENT . I can't do that without having the transcript or
getting my notes out of the hotel room. I am coming back in any event
for cross-examination after this hearing is completed. I will supply
you with the exact reference .
I might say at this time my only interest in mentioning the book at
all was that it was talking about what people on the street currently
were talking about at the time .
Mr. HAYS . Would you hand me the book, sir?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes . It is a newsy book about the state of public discussion at the time, and what the people were doing and acting . That
is all ; local color . It is not an authoritative work in the sense of proving revolution . It said that people were trying out all sort of things .
That is said in that book .
Mr . HAYS. I think you cited this book to support your contention
that there was imminent danger of revolution around that period .
Mr. SARGENT. No, Sir, I did not . I said it was being talked about
at the time .
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Mr. SARGENT. I said there was on the basis of the findings of th
report of the Lusk committee .
The CHAIRMAN. Will you permit an interruption? As I recall t
statement, the Lust committee reported there was a revolution .
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, they made very extensive findings. They foun
there was at that time a serious danger for our form of governmen
I did not in any sense use the Allen book as an authority . I don
think Mr . Allen is an authority on the subject .
Mr. HAYS . You see, Mr. Chairman, that is exactly what I am tryi
to prove . The witness brings in a book and the committee is at
complete disadvantage, because we don't know beforehand what boo
he is going to cite, and we don't get the transcript until the next da
I think the transcript will show he is saying two entirely differen
things about it . He brought the book in . He cited the book . I hav
never heard of the book . I have had a half hour to glance at thi
book, and I want to read a few paragraphs cut of it . I will re
from page 76

The big red scare was slowly, very slowly dying. What killed it? The real
zation for one thing that there had never been any sufficient cause for such
panic as had convulsed the country .

I don't know whether this is an authoritative work or not, but th
witness cited it so I thought I would look at it .
Then on page 52, he talks about the Boston police riots

The Boston police had a grievance. Their pay was based on a minimum o
$1,100, out of which uniforms had to be bought, and $1,100 would buy migh
little at 1919 prices .

Then on page 56, in talking about the then Attorney General, h
says :

Mr. Palmer decided to give the American public more of the same and ther
upon he carried through a new series of raids which set a new record in Amer
can history for executive transgression on individual constitutional rights .

Then he goes on and is talking about the fanaticism and fervor
and he says on page 58 ;

Nor did it quickly subside for the professional superpatriots and assorted sp
cial propagandists disguised as superpatriots had only begun to fight . Innume
able patriotic societies had sprung up, each with its executive secretary, a
executive secretaries must live, and therefore, must conjure up new and ever
greater menaces.

You know that has a faintly familiar ring, doesn't it?

Innumerable other gentlemen now discovered that they could defeat whatev
they wanted to defeat by tarring it conspicuously with the Bolshevist brus
Big Navy men, believers in compulsory military service, drys, anticigarette ca
paigners, antievolution fundamentalists, defenders of the moral order, bo
censors, Jew-haters, Negro-haters, landlords, manufacturers, utility executive
upholders of every sort of cause, good, bad and indifferent, all wrapped the
selves in Old Glory, and the mantle of the Founding Fathers and allied the
selves with Lenin .

Of course, he goes on to point out that they tried to ally thei
opponents, as is being done today, with something nasty and dirt
He goes on and I am quoting

For years a pestilence of speakers and writers continued to afflict the count
with tales of sinister and subversive agitators .

Elderly ladies in gilt chairs in ornate drawing rooms heard from
secretaries that the agents of the Government had unearthed new radical conspiracies too fiendish to be divulged before the proper time . A cloud of suspicion
hung in the air and intolerance became an American virtue .

This is the author that you brought in .
Mr. SARGENT. I brought in a specific statement at a specific time .
Mr. HAYS . I am bringing in some specific statements so we will get
a well-rounded picture .
The CHAIRMAN . May I be permitted to
Mr. HAYS. Just a minute . I want to get the whole picture of this
man. He made all sorts of statements, and I am not subscribing
to any .
Mr. SARGENT. I only said that the discussion at the time publicly
was about this condition . My authority cited was the Lusk Report
of the New York Legislature . That book was not cited as an authority . I do not consider it to be authoritative on whether this conspiracy in fact existed . Mr. Allen did not know.
Mr. HAYS . The point I am making, and I think you made it for me,
Mr . Sargent, is that you can bring in any book, and you can do it
with great regularity, and you can pick out a sentence or paragraph
out of it and make it prove whatever you want it to prove. After I
read a few paragraphs out of the book, you want to disavow any relationship to it.
Mr. SARGENT. No.
Mr. HAYS. It is something that you are not going to vouch for at
all now after we have looked it over .
Mr. SARGENT. No ; I vouch for the part of that book which states
that the intellectuals were doing all sorts of wild things and discussing
it publicly, and that was the air surrounding the period. That is all
I wanted to say .
Mr. HAYS . You are going to vouch for part of the book and leave
the rest out?
Mr. SARGENT. No . I don't have to buy the whole book because he
tells the truth on one thing . You think it is a pretty good book?
Mr . HAYS . No ; I don't . I think you brought out an authority that
may have been a little wild in some of the statements he makes . To
further prove that, let me read his subtitles for paragraph 6

Fair and Warmer Washington . The Helpfulness of Warren G . Harding, Washington Conference. Harding's Death . The Truth Begins To Come Out . Teapot
Dome and Elk Hill . Who Loaned Fall the Money? Six or Eight Cows . The
Silence of Colonel Stewart and Others . The Testimony of Mr . Hays-

and will the record please show that is Will Hays-

The Reticence of Mr. Mellon . The Veterans' Bureau Scandals . Dougherty.
Who Cares? The Undedicated Tomorrow .

That is the kind of book it is .
The CHAIRMAN . If Mr . Hays would be condescending enough to
permit one interjection, I would like to say that I would not like to
associate myself with what has been read, and I would sum it all up
as meaning that anybody who is against Fabian socialism, and all it
implies, is classified as a superpatriot with white, cloth around him .
Mr. HAYS . You know something? You didn't disassociate yourself
with this book yesterday when he was reading paragraphs out of it

as I can find out .
The CHAIRMAN . No ; I was disassociating myself with the interpr
tation of what you put on what you read .
Mr . HAYS . Mr. Reece, I put no interpretation whatever . I mere
read some paragraphs out of the book because I wanted to acquain
you with the kind of books that your witness is bringing in here an
citing. I am just trying to wake you up .
Mr. GOODWIN . You had one paragraph there on the Boston poli
strike. Can you find that readily? I am not quite sure I caught i
exactly .
Mr. HAYS. I just have some pages marked here . I can find it ve
quickly. Page 52. I might say I only read, as I said at the beginning
the first sentence out of that . He goes on. I might in justice to th
fellow say that the Boston police strike fizzled out, and it was bad fo
the public welfare and so on . The man says a lot of things . I
only trying to prove, Mr . Goodwin, that you can't take a book an
read a sentence or two out of it and say it proves much of anything .
Mr. GOODWIN. Of course, the police strike did not fizzle out .
was ended by the Governor of Massachusetts when he sent a telegra
to the country to the effect that there was no right to strike agains
the public safety by anybody, anywhere, any time, and made Go
Calvin Coolidge President of the United States probably .
Mr . HAYS. No doubt about it . I remember only two statement
that he made. That one and the one, "I do not choose to run ." Th
was about his total contribution to history.
The CHAIRMAN._ We will not try to enter into the evaluation of t
services of Calvin Coolidge . I think the services of that great Amer
can speak for themselves.
Mr. HAYS . I have just one other question, and then you can pro
ceed, Mr . Sargent.
Do you know Bob Humphrey of the Republican National Com
mittee?
Mr. SARGENT. No. H-u-m-p-h-r-e-y ?
Mr. HAYS. Yes .
Mr. SARGENT . No ; I don't recall the name .
Mr. HAYS. He has not helped you at all?
Mr. SARGENT . Not a particle . In fact, no person connected wi
any political organization' or group has done so as far as I recall .
Mr. HAYS . I do have one more thing, Mr . Chairman. I want
state at this time that I talked personally last night to Mr . Edwa
R . Murrow, and he categorically denies that he has ever in his lif
been in Russia, regardless of anything you may say to the contrary .
Mr . SARGENT. I didn't say he was . • I said he signed the prospectu
Mr. HAYS . You told us yesterday that you heard from good au
thority that the school was held and these people attended .
Mr. SARGENT . I didn't say all these people attended . I said I b
lieved the school was held.
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Murrow is sending down a statement ; it should
here today, and when it comes, I expect to read it into the record .
Mr. SARGENT. I think, Mr. Chairman, in justice to me and the Ame
ican people, unsworn statements and information regarding telepho

Mr . HAYS . Mr . Sargent, don't ally yourself with the American
people. In the first place, you are not running this committee, and
what you think has nothing to do with it.
In the second place, I am of the opinion after your testimony is
made, most of the American people will not ally themselves with you .
I don't want anymore inferences or insinuations out of you . You act
like you are running this thing here, and you are not .
Mr. SARGENT . No ; I am trying to present a case.
The CHAIRMAN . That is a question that will be determined when
matters or information are presented as to what the form of presentation shall be. I think it would be best not to get into it now .
Mr. HAYS. I think so, too, Mr. Chairman, and I think it would be
well to have an understanding that the witnesses are not to give any
advice on how to conduct the hearings . Just because it is happening
around the Capitol and other places, we don't have to take it as a
precedent.
The CHAIRMAN . The witness will proceed in order, and the chairman hopes that the members of the committee will do likewise .
Mr . SARGENT . When there was first discussion about the rule for
my making a presentation in full and having questioning afterward,
I volunteered and offered to appear before you for the purpose of
answering questions fully . I want to renew at this time my expression of my willingness to do so, and say I expect to do that . At such
time and place as you may designate after my testimony is completed,
I will so appear and I will do it voluntarily .
Inasmuch as this question has been arised about this Frederic Lewis
Allen book, I think something of considerable importance has emerged
from it, and I think this is what it is .
There is an important difference between what people are currently
thinking or talking or writing about at a given period, as to actual
conditions, and what exists at the time . I want to give you what I
think is a graphic illustration of exactly that .
I doubt if you can search the literature of the period 1933-36 and
find very much support for the idea that a revolutionary movement
was going on . There was an investigation by a select committee of
this House at the time . The facts on that are contained in the inquiry
regarding the charges of the late Dr . William Wirt, of Gary, Ind . Mr .
Wirt made some very serious charges . I have a copy of them before
me. He asserted-Mr. HAYS. Now, then, Mr . Chairman, the witness just got through
objecting about me making a statement or reading anything from
Mr. Murrow . Now he is reading an unsworn statement from some
character that I never heard of before .
Mr. SARGENT . This is an official record of the House of Representatives, sir, on the case of William A . Wirt .
Mr. HAYS . Just because it is in the official records of the House of
Representatives doesn't necessarily make it so, and was it sworn to .
That is your point, not mine .
Mr. SARGENT. It was introduced on the testimony of Dr . William A.
Wirt, and it is a document upon which the House of Representatives
appointed a committee to go into the charges. I have read that record .
Mr. HAYS . What pertinency does it have to this?

vestigation, a minority report filed stating that it had been suppressed
and those charges were not inquired into .
Mr. HAYS . Does it have, anything to do with the foundation?
Mr. SARGENT. It has a great deal to do with the conspiracy situati
I referred to, and I think it should be in the record this morning .
Mr. HAYS . The New York Times said something to the effect tha
you made a lot of talk about the 1920's and 1930's, and you had no
related it to anything pertinent to this investigation-I believe thos
were the words-or you had not related it to the foundations . Tha
is what I think .
Mr. SARGENT . I am intending to do that, Mr. Hays . Your sta
here has other information. It is not expected of me to prove th
entire case. I am proving certain phases of the case which are withi
my knowledge .
Mr. HAYS . Let us use the words "you are attempting to prove ."
Mr. SARGENT . Very well. This report contained some very seriou
charges having a vital bearing on the safety of the American peopl
It included the statement here-this is a conversation in the presenc
of Dr . William . A. Wirt, an eminent educator of his time-he state
in this document here that he was advised that'he was underestimatin
the power of propaganda which since the First world War ha
deveIo red into a 'science, that they could nialte the newspapers an
magazines beg or -mercy by taking away advertising, by laws t
compel only the unvarnished truth in advertising ; that schools an
colleges could be kept in line by the hope of Federal aid uiitil'the idh
New Dealers` in the schools and colleges had contr?I .o} them .
The document in question is a part of the official records of th
House in the inquiry into the charges of Dr . William A. Wirt . O
the committee appointed there, the minority was unable to get an
subpena power to bring in the people referred to by Dr . Wirt . The
protested and filed a minority report which is also a document o
record in this House . Those members said they could not join in th
report, and that the committee had not met its responsibility . Tha
the resolution was a coverup, a cowardly effort to smother the issue
presented by the Dr . Wirt letter, that the letter does not present
personal matter, but a broad issue of whether or not there are thos
connected with the administration who are committed to philosophie
of government contrary to the Republic under the Constitution .
The minority protested that they were denied the right to call
single witness designed by them . They appealed for subpena powe
to Arthur Morgan ; H . A . Morgan ; David Lilienthal, Director of t
Tennessee Valley Authority ; Harold Ickes, Public Administrato
and Harry Hopkins, Federal Emergency Relief Administrator .
have read all of the names referred to in that paragraph . By thei
votes the three members refused to permit these five public official
to be brought before the committee .
The minority members informed the majority members that i
they were permitted to bring the witnesses before the committee, the
would show the following, and they list a series of chargess here whic
are long, and which I won't read. One was that the Tennessee Vall
Directors had organized a subsidiary corporation with the stock i
those corporations to be owned by the United States Government, an

Mr. HAYS . What does that have to do with foundations, even assuming that it were true, and as I recall it now, I heard of this fellow,
and he was more or less discredited by many witnesses who testified
directly opposite .
Mr. SARGENT. One thing is that it would have exposed the Ware
Communist cell in the United States Government which was formed in
the Agriculture Department in 1933 in May . Alger Hiss was in that
cell . Alger Hiss later became the president of the Carnegie Endowment for Peace .
Mr . HAYS . Put in by the present Secretary of State, Foster Dulles .
Mr. SARGENT . And defended in a Federal court in the United States
in the city of New York in a trial handled on those charges of espionage-rather perjury .
Mr . HAYS . Mr. Sargent, Alger Hiss is in jail . We know that.
That is where he belongs . The evidence pointed out that and the
Democrats put him there . You have made a lot of inferences which
you admitted yourself against the so-called New Deal Party . The
New Deal Party, as you call it, put Alger Hiss in the penitentiary .
You are basking in the limelight reflected from a convict .
Mr . SARGENT. No ; I am not basking in any limelight . I will give
you later the story of the character witnesses of Alger Hiss .
Mr. HAYS . We don't want the story because there is no pertinency
to this .
Mr. SARGENT. I think there is. I am citing this mainly for the
purpose of proving that there is a vast difference between what is being
currently gossiped and talked about and what actually exists currently. There was a very active revolutionary cell in the United
States Government in the 1930's . The Wirt charges were true, and
they were suppressed. These ducational conditions we mentioned
occurred at the very time that Win was aring -t1i~ese' charges within
the Government. There was a conspiracy and it .was revolutionary
in its nature . There was a conspiracy forming in 1920 as found by
the Lusk committee report . Mr. Allen didn't know it .
Mr. HAYS . Even if that is true, you are getting pretty hard up for
publicity if you have to rehash that stuff, because all of that has been
investigated, the facts have been brought out, and you sitting there
saying so and so was true does not make it true. The fact of the matter
is that there is a great deal of doubt about the credibility of you at all,
because you started this hearing off by saying, when I asked you the
question were you offered the counselship of the Cox committee, "Yes,
sir ." It is right here in the record . When I pinned you down, you
weasled considerably .
Mr. SARGENT. I didn't say "Yes, Sir ."
Mr. HAYS . Yes, you did say "Yes, Sir ." Don't call me a liar, because
the record says so .
Mr. SARGENT. Assuming it was offered makes no difference in the
present connection .
Mr . HAYS . It makes a difference as to whether we are going to believe what you say or not.
Mr. SARGENT . May I go on with my testimony?
Mr. GOODWIN . Why should we not let the witness go ahead with the
testimony. We are to be the judges of the evidentiary value . In the
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Mr . HAYS . Mr. Goodwin, let me say this . I am only trying to ke
the witness talking about something that has a remote relationsh
to the subject at hand .
Mr. GooDwIN . I understand that .
Mr. HAYS . I am sorry that you have not been here . I have a gre
deal of confidence in your fairmindedness, and I realize that y
could not be here because of the importance of the Ways and Mea
Committee considering the bill . This witness has a tendency to go o
on all sorts of tangents that have nothing pertinent to do with t
facts . He says right here that he didn't say what the record sa
he said. If he is going to do that, where are we going to stop?
Mr. SARGENT . You requested me to finish today .
Mr. HAYS . I am more interested in the principle of truth than sa
ing time .
Mr. SARGENT. You will have the truth from me, and you will
getting it .
Mr. HAYS . I didn't get it at the beginning.
Mr. SARGENT . At the close of the session yesterday, I was asked
question regarding the foundation known as the American Progre
Foundation, a California nonprofit foundation . Reference was ma
to House Joint Resolution 123, a proposal for the amending of th
Federal Constitution to prohibit the Federal Government from enga
ing in business in competition with its citizens . I subsequently co
tacted the office of Mr . Gwinn to determine what the organizati
was. He has some of their letters from there . I am informed th
this is a membership corporation . In other words, it is not the ki
of a foundation I am talking about . The kind of foundation we ha
been discussing here is the section 101 (6) foundation, which ha
merely a board of directors, administers money, and has no gener
membership . Corporations of this type fall under subdivision (
and subdivision (8) is the same basis as the American Civil Liberti
Union, for example. The Revenue Bureau holds them exempt as
their own income, but does not permit deductions by donors on thei
own income-tax returns of money given to them . This is, I thin
quite clearly a sub (8) corporation, and would have the same status
ACLU . I think that is the correct status of it.
I have a letter here furnished to me which confirms the fact th
the Civil Liberties Union is a subdivision (8) corporation (26 U.
C. A . 101, sub (8), and the Treasury regulation on that is sec . 39 .1
(8) (1) of regulation 118) .
We were referring yesterday to this book about character educati
in the Soviet Union . One of the committee members, I think it w
Mr. Reece, asked me to read over a paragraph in the foreword by D
George S . Counts. I think Mr. Hays asked a question as well . Th
statement was that as soon as the Soviets had made the conquest o
political power, they turned their attention to the stupendous task
educating the coming generation in the theory and practice of com
munism. There is a very important fact in there which seems
appear wherever these revolutionary movements with education tak
shape . In Russia, for example, it appears to be the case that th
did use the progressive system to start with . They used it to destr

That is the technique . First you destroy what is . You move in
with force and put in what you want to do, and then you positively
put the mind in a straightjacket and defend that status . It may be
of interest to note that in the February-March issue, 1934, of Progressive Education magazine, Nucia P . Lodge, who is one of the
translators of some of George Counts' books, and worked on the Russian books with Counts, wrote an article in which she propounds the
question, Has Soviet Russia repudiated progressive methods?
Mr. HAYS. When was this written?
Mr. SARGENT . In January and February 1934 .
Mr. HAYS . Do you know anything about Dr . Counts at all except
what you read from his books?
Mr. SARGENT. I have read his writings somewhat extensively . I
know him from books .
Mr. HAYS . Do you know anything about Elizabeth Bentley?
Mr. SARGENT. I have heard of her from the newspapers . She testified on the Alger Hiss hearing .
Mr. HAYS. She was a Communist at one time.
Mr. SARGENT. Yes .
Mr. HAYS . She is now repentant .
Mr. SARGENT . Yes.
Mr. HAYS . You have read some things from Dr . Counts' writings
to indicate at least that if he was not a Communist, that he was an
extreme leftwing thinker .
Mr. SARGENT. He had very extreme views, and he had a profound
influence on the educational system .
Mr. HAYS . Along about the same time that Elizabeth Bentley was
an active Communist?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes .
Mr. HAYS. Do you know anything about his present views?
Mr. SARGENT. He has written that he has purportedly changed .
The book does not show that he repudiates the right to use the school
system as a political instrument to modify the social order . I have
seen that book.
Mr. HAYS . If, we had him in here and he swears that he changed
his mind and could bring something to prove that he is an active antiCommunist, which he, now is, then he would become as sacred as Elizabeth Bentley . You cannot accept one repentance without accepting
others.
Mr. SARGENT. This is not a personal attack on Counts at all . This
is a comment on the damage done on the educational system by conditions of this sort . It is directed squarely to the point that Congress
wishes to do something to make this damage unlikely in the future .
This is not a personal vendetta at Counts or anybody else .
Mr. HAYS . Thanks to Mrs . Pfost, I found your remarks about the
book. You said
If you want a quick picture of this revolt of the so-called intellectual group
during the period, you will find that in Frederick Lewis Allen's book, Only
Yesterday, discussion at page 228 . He describes the atmosphere of the period
in very clear terms.

Mr. SARGENT . I said atmosphere, yes .

page ?
Mr. SARGENT. No, I am not required to buy the whole of a book b
cause it has one paragraph which seems to be accurate . Quite oft
in the trial of a case you use testimony as an admission from th
defendant. It fits the case perfectly . You don't have to buy the re
of his testimony because you cite a portion of it .
Mr. HAYS . It has always been among people who knew what th
were doing in research that you had to establish the credibility of the
sources you cite . You seem to want to establish that by picking
paragraph here and there that suits your purpose, and any other con
tradictory paragraph, that guy was wrong about that- `He is on
right when he agrees with me ."
Mr . SARGENT. I said atmosphere, Mr .+Hays.
Mr . HAYS . I know what you said .
Mr. SARGENT. Atmosphere is what was being publicly discussed
the time, and that statement of the atmosphere I think is a correc
statement . That is all I had to say on the point.
Mr. HAY. Just a minute. I have this here to read .
Mr. SARGENT. I understood I was to go through with this and
be cross-examined later .
Mr. HAYS . You get a lot of misunderstandings .
Mr . SARGENT. Wasn't that the agreement?
Mr. HAYS. We are getting a lot of agreements here that we bri
these people back later, but I have a sneaking suspicion that this com
mittee is going to run out of money and you are going to get to sprea
your diatribe on the record and go home .
Mr. SARGENT. That is unfair . I offered at the opening of the hea
ing, and I will be back next Wednesday .
The CHAIRMAN . Just a minute . The understanding is that at t
conclusion of Mr . Sargent's testimony, and at the next session, he wi
be available for questioning at length.
Mr. HAYS . Now, Mr. Chairman, there is an issue made here abou
whether or not I am telling the truth .
The CHAIRMAN . Don't
Mr. HAYS . Yes, there has . The man said he didn't say what he sa
and I said he did . I am going to read the record .
Mr. HAYS . Were you ever offered the counselship of the Cox committee?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes, sir.
That is your answer, that is all .
Mr. HAYS. Do you have any documentary evidence to that effect?
Mr. SARGENT . Not in my possession . You mean a specific offering of the pos
tion or discussion of my possible employment?
Mr. HAYS. I asked you a specific question . Were you offered the counselsh
of the Cox committee?
And then you said
In substance, yes .
That "Yes, sir," got sort of wishywashy there.
It was indicated verbally that my appointment would be looked upon favorabl
The actual tender I do not think was made .
I know the actual tender was not made . I am preparing to bring
a witness, if the chairman will sign a supena, who will testify flatl

Mr. SARGENT . Oh, so?
Mr. HAYS. Yes .
Mr. SARGENT . All right. Anything of that kind I will answer, and
I will answer fully
The CHAIRMAN . The chairman will just state that last statement is
at variance with my information as a member of the committee .
Mr. HAYS . I would like the record to show that may be true, and I
would not question you at all . But I think the record should also show
that you only attended two committee meetings the whole time so
you probably didn't have very much information about what went on .
The CHAIRMAN . I hardly think the record will show that .
Mr. HAYS . I believe it will . You know, we had a debate about that
on the floor, and in the interchange, I got a little enthusiastic and I
said you had only been there once . You asked me to correct that . And
I said, "Well, we will say twice", and you accepted. That is in the
'Congressional Record.
The CHAIRMAN. I didn't accept that.
Mr. SARGENT . The foundations were opposed to my employment .
That is a fact.
Mr. HAYS . Judge Cox in his statement to the Congress was pretty
worked up about the foundations and it hardly seems likely to me
that he would have taken their advice about whom to employ .
Mr. SARGENT . I say the foundations were opposed to my employ. However, I would like to go on with this, if I may . I am here
ment
to conclude today, if I can arrange to do so .
There was reference in prior testimony to the League for Industrial
Democracy, which is a tax-exempt corporation . I have some additional information to submit regarding its activities. Here is a letter
bearing the signature of Harry W . Laidler, September 9, 1935 . It is
a photostat. It is addressed, "Dear Friend," and evidently it is one
of his letters sent out circular fashion to a group of people, and not
one addressed to an individual . It says
If you could come into the LID office today you would receive reports of great
productive educational activity in the summer, of an unusually full program for
the fall, but of an empty treasury which threatens to seriously affect our work .
I am not going to read it, but leave it for the record . There is refer=ence to the launching of their plans in high school, building up lecture
circuits and in general carrying on propaganda within the educational
system . It shows still as president of the organization Robert Morss
Lovett, to whom I have referred .
(The letter is as follows :)
If you could come into the LID office today you would receive reports of great
productive educational activity in the summer, of an unusually full program
for the fall, but of an empty treasury which threatens seriously to affect our
work .
The summer report would tell of an exceptionally good June conference on
white collar and professional workers under capitalism. It would bring you
the story of a group of 21 picked college students brought together in the L. I . D .
summer school for 6 weeks of intensive training in field work with union and
unemployed groups, of morning seminars in theory and tactic, of every-day discussions of problems common to students from California to the Carolinas . The
schools built a comradeship which is basic for enduring work in the movement
,on the campus or in the field .

orously pursued. Participation in the Young Congress helped greatly in form
lating a militant program for the nation's youth .
As to plans for the immediate future-we must launch student organizatio
everywhere and at once, early in the college and high school year. We mus
build up the lecture circuits in new centers . We must arrange various rad
programs . We must complete the pamphlets begun in the summer. These a
preliminary to establishing a new research service which we believe will doub
the amount of research produced and reach a much larger audience than we
have had in the past. The Chicago office, with a plan for extended work i
the metropolitan area, is ready to reopen . The emergency committee for strike
relief will be called upon to renew its efforts on behalf of the sharecroppers wh
are about to undertake a cotton pickers strike .
In addition to our major program, the L . I . D . continues its work of activ
cooperation with other groups . By arrangement with the New Beginning grou
which carries on underground work in Germany, one of its leaders is to come
America under our auspices. With several defense organizations we are unde
taking a campaign to widen the support for Angelo Herndon ; we are active
the Sacramento defense committee to fight the criminal syndicalism laws
California . Other joint efforts find the L. I . D. actively participating.
The disastrous effects of an empty treasury are obvious . Won't you ma
the conltinuation of L. I . D . work possible by sending in a contribution or pled
now? $9,000 . is necessary if we are to meet the minimum requirements of t
program for 1935, which in the face of social needs is at best adequate . Upo
your immediate response depends the future of the L . I. D.
Sincerely yours, Norman Thomas, Harry W . Laidler.
Mr. SARGENT . I have some publications of this organization, sho

ing their educational work. One is entitled, "Socialism in the Unit
States, a Brief History, by Dr . Harry W. Laidler ." The copyrig
date is 1952 .
I have one entitled "A Housing Program for America ." I don't s
a copyright date on this.
Mrs. PFOST . Mr. Sargent, is the printing paid by the foundation
Mr. SARGENT. This organization itself is tax-exempt . I don't kno
whether or not a foundation paid for either the printing or the
pamphlet . Your committee will have to find out what has been t
source of revenue of this organization.
The CHAIRMAN . Will you give the name of it again?
Mr. SARGENT . The League for Industrial Democracy . This on
I don't see a copyright date . I can't peg the date for you .
Mr. HAYS . If they are under section 8 you are talking about wheth
they are tax-exempt or not, they can engage in propaganda .
Mr. SARGENT . But Congress has a right to consider whether it i
wise to continue such a privilege when it has been used in effect
continue a lobby.
Mr. KocH . This is the one that is under 8 . It was Civil Liberti
that you used before . This is under 6 .
Mr. SARGENT . Here is one, Toward a Farmer-Labor Party, again
by Harry W. Laidler. The copyright date is 1938 .
Mr. Kocii. Mr . Chairman, are these just submitted for the record
but not to be printed?
Mr. SARGENT. No, I just am referring to the fact that such a publi
cation was made at the time .
The CHAIRMAN . They are submitted for the record but not fo
printing.
Mr. SARGENT . No. In fact, these are my personal copies . I want
take them away. The Library of Congress has them all . They ar
copyrighted publications . Here is a pamphlet called, Russia-De

copyright is December 1939 .
Mrs . PFOST. How widely circulated were these?
Mr . SARGENT . I think rather extensively . I don't known too much
about that . They have an office in New York City out of which they
disseminate various things . The address given here is 112 East 19th
Street, New York City . I personally went to that office within the
last year or two, I don't recall the exact date, and I purchased some
publications of the British Fabian Society of Great Britain . I have
three right here. One is called, National Coal Board, by G . D . H.
Cole, revised edition .
Mr . HAYS . Mr. Sargent, have you made any investigation into the
Ku Klux Klan along about this period? You are back in that period,
and I wonder if you think it was good or bad?
Mr. SARGENT. Is that a tax-exempt organization?
Mr. HAYS . Depending which State it was in, it was something .
Mr . SARGENT . I know nothing about it, and I would like to proceed
with my testimony .
Mr. HAYS . Do you think it was bad?
Mr. SARGENT I would like to proceed with my testimony .
Mr. HAYS. What you would like has no bearing.
Mr. SARGENT . I think it is a bad organization . May I proceed with
my testimony?
Mr. HAYS . You have been more than arrogant, and you can keep
on going that way, but if I have some questions to ask, get it straight
I. am going to ask them.
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Hays, we must have some decorum here, and
bringing up the Ku Klux Klan is evidently done for
Mr. HAYS . No, it is not . It is right in the book that the witness
submitted . I will read it for you.
Mr. SARGENT . I didn't cite any such thing.
Mr. HAYS. It is in your book . You brought the book in .
Mr. SARGENT. Must we talk about the whole book?
Mr. HAYS . It might be more interesting than a lot of stuff you
are talking about .
The CHAIRMAN. The Ku Klux Klan has nothing to do with this investiation by any stretch of the imagination . As Members of Congress,' let us accept our responsibility and proceed with this study
in as orderly fashion as possible . Let us not make inferences on
anybody .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Reece, I am not making any inferences, but if you
want any arguments about accepting our responsibilities as Members
of Congress, I am willing to argue with you . I think we have a responsibility as Members of Congress not to bring in any obscure character
assassins and dignify them by letting them use this as a forum to assassinate right and left, such people as Senator Douglas, and Mr .
Edward R . Murrow. Even this witness will never remotely get the
prominence they have by even trying to assassinate their character,
although he may get cheap publicity out of it. There is no inference
there. I said it straight .
Mr. SARGENT. I read the entire list of names . Mr. Murrow's name
about the middle. I gave it no special reference .
Mr. HAYS . And you mentioned a former Member of the United
States Senate from North Carolina . If the chairman was so inter-

Mr . SARGENT . I am glad I have not cited the Encyclopedia Bri
tanica because then we would have to discuss all the articles .
Mr . HAYS . I have no doubt from your attitude you are an authori
on all the subjects .
Mr . SARGENT . I purchased these pamphlets in the League of Indu
trial Democracy in New York City . I gave the title . It is about t
national coal board . The copyright date on that is September 194
and a revised edition January 1949 . It was purchased by me su
sequent to that at that office .
I have another Fabian tract here, this is No . 288, entitled, "Rear
ruent-How Far?" It says that it contains speeches at a Fabian co
ference in the summer of 1951 . The address given is Fabian Publ
cations, Ltd ., 11 Dartmouth Street, S . W . 1 . I presume that mea
London .
Mr. HAYS . Mr . Chairman, I would like to make an observation th
he keeps talking about the Fabian Society and you said the Ku Kl
Klan had no relevance to this hearing . I will tell you what it is . Bo
are dead as the dodo bird ., so you can compare them on one basis . O
was an extreme left-wing outfit and the other extreme right-wi
Fascist outfit . If we are going to have a course in ancient histor
we ought to have all phases of it .
Mr. SARGENT . Here is a 1950 pamphlet, a very recent document
the League for Industrial Democracy . It reveals the political part
the organization by the panel of speakers . The program listed
Freedom and the Welfare State Today, a Symposium, by Oscar
Ewing, Herbert H . Lehman, George Meany, Walter P . Reuther a
it says "and others" "Harry W . Laidler, editor ." Would you li
me to read the names of the others?
Mr . HAYS . I think you have enough prominent names in there to
least convince the committee that you heard of a few prominent peop
Mr. SARGENT . I would like to know whether you wish the oth
names read .
Mr. HAYS . It is immaterial to me .
Mr. SARGENT. If you don't want them read, I am not desiring t
particularly .
I have another one from the League for Industrial Democracy . T
is 1949 . It is entitled "Education and the Social Order," by Jo
Dewey, showing the organization sponsorship of the John Dew
philosophy .
Here is a pamphlet which is copyrighted 1945, entitled "For
Years of Education, a Symposium ." It says on the cover "By Upt
Sinclair and many others ." The participants here on the inside of t
title page are, and I am reading them in order, column 1, and th
column 2, Upton Sinclair, Eleanor Roosevelt, Arthur Creech Jone
Frank Scott, Charles G . Bolte, Wallace J. Campbell, John L. Chil
Julius Hochman, Harry W. Laidler, Algernon Lee, Newbold Morri
Harry A . Overstreet, Mark Starr, Norman Thomas, Theresa Wolfso
#
and it says, "and many others ."
Mr. HAYS . Let me ask you right there, Could you give me a
semblance of a reason why you read those names? What is t
pertinence?

certain type. .
Mr. HAYS . Do you mean to infer that it brings in the wrong kind
of political people?
Mr. SARGENT . The statute makes no difference between good or bad
propaganda . It says organizations under this exemption shall not
carry on propaganda .
Mr. HAYS . This foundation you are the head of, if you ever get any
money, what kind of propaganda are you going to carry -on?
Mr. SARGENNT . We are not going to carry on any propaganda at all .
We are going to support the Constitution of the United States . We
are going to study factually the conspiracy threatening the United
States Government, and give full publicity to it by educational materials to get the truth to the people .
Mr. HAYS . You say you are going to get the truth to the people?
Do you think anybody might think at all that what you have to say
might be propaganda?
Mr. SARGENT . I think you will undoubtedly disagree with me, Mr .
Hays . I am expecting that .
Mr . HAYS . Let me ask you this . Do you think because Eleanor
Roosevelt and Norman Thomas and Newbold Morris all attended the
same meeting, that is some sort of discredit, we will say, to Mrs.
Roosevelt?
Mr. SARGENT . I am not talking about discredit . I am saying the
activity is political in nature and the prominence of all these political
people establishes the fact .
Mr. HAYS . You are not inferring that there is any left wing stuff
about it ?
Mr. SARGENT . This is an organization having a so-called liberal
flavor to it .
Mr. HAYS. So the very association gives a bad connotation.
Mr. SARGENT. I am not talking about anything they do which is not
political. I am not attacking any individuals . I am saying they
were there . You are not authorized to infer such a statement from me.
Finally, there was a meeting of the John Dewey Society-not the
John Dewey Society, the League for Industrial Democracy ; this bears
the copyright date 1950 . It is a meeting held -as a tribute to John
Dewe . The people present at that meeting, according to the statement Mere, were John Dewey, David Dubinsky, Irwin Edman, Frank
D. Fackenthal, Felix Frankfurter, Alice Hoffman, John Haynes
Holmes, Hu Shih, William H . Kilpatrick, Harry W . Laidler, William
Pepperell Montague, Joy Elmer Morgan, Jawaharlal Nehru
Mr. HAYS . You have heard of him?
Mr. SARGENT. I didn't see the last name first . Ralph Barton Perry,
Walter Reuther, Rebecca Simonson .
Now, my next item has to do with a project financed by the Rockefeller Foundation . I have a photostat of the announcement here,
`Building America . The general education board of the Rockefeller
Foundation provided over $50,000 to assist in the development of
`Building America,' now endorsed by outstanding educators in every
State, distributed by the Grolier Society, Inc ." That is a publishing
concern in New York.

States got for this $50,000 gift from the Rockefeller Foundation .
have here a book out of the Library of Congress, it is Volume I
Building America .
Mr. HAYS . Are you just going to read a paragraph or two out of i
Mr. SARGENT . I will read as much as you want . I am discussi
one article here.
Mr. HAYS . .Nobody seems to care about the taxpayers and all t
stuff that they let you put in the record that we will have to pay f
printing . You might as well read it all to get a true picture .
Mr. SARGENT. I don't have time. I will show you the samples .
Mr. HAYS . You don't work ; do you? You have no job ; do yo
You have lots of time ; don't you?
Mr. SARGENT . I am here at $6 a day at a sacrifice . I think that
immaterial .
Mr. HAYS . That is not quite as much as $125 a day that you offer
your services .
Mr. SARGENT . Mr . Hays, I would like to go on without bei
insulted.
This is a sample of the material as it was issued . This book her
volume II, contains a series of units discussing various topics . T
topics are articles, Our Constitution, Safety, Clothing, Social Sec
rity, Steel, We Consumers, Conservation, and Movies .
The original publications in pamphlet form one unit at a time, su
as I have here, the one on Russia-China, rather-I have one o
Russia. They were published serially and when the stack was com
pleted, they would combine them in order in the shape of a book .
The publication in question originated with -the Society for Cu
riculum Study, an organization established at Ohio State Universi
Mr. HAYS . That is really a leftwing institution . Senator Brick
is one of the trustees out there .
Mr. SARGENT . I said Ohio State University originated it .
Mr. HAYS . They don't even allow
Mr. SARGENT . It has an interesting history which I would like
trace .
Mr. HAYS . Don't talk while I am going . You brought in Ohi
State in a nasty way, as you have a cute habit of doing . It happe
that is the principal university in my State, and it so happens that
is generally considered to be a very conservative institution with m
of the general political thinking of Senator John W . Bricker, of Ohi
on the board of trustees . Some of the members of the board of tru
tees were appointed by Senator Bricker . I don't want any inferen
there-and I will use this term very generously-no neophyte wh
knows nothing about education and has obviously proved it in 3 days
is going to slander Ohio State University . You may slander som
people and some institutions, but let us keep the record straight o
that.
The CHAIRMAN . The Chair wishes to state on his own account tha
he doesn't consider that there is any slur attached to Ohio State Uni
versity. I share the same high regard for Ohio State University a
does the gentleman from Ohio . I think that the record standing o
Mr . Sargent, who is before the committee, speaks for itself .

_He says that himself.
The CHAIRMAN . It is all in the record at the beginning of his testimony in order to qualify him. If you looked at yesterday's statement
you will find it.
Mr. HAYS . I looked it over when I qualified him, and I qualified him
at the go that he weaseled out of the truth at the beginning . If that
is the qualification we want to have, let us have it understood .
The CHAIRMAN . The courts are available if he has weaseled on the
truth .
Mr. HAYS . Don't worry, I will submit it to Mr . Brownell, and if
he ever gets done with the McCarthy hearings on perjury, maybe he
will have time to look at this one . I think he is going to be a busy
:man for a long time .
Mr. SARGENT. If you will make a statement off the floor of Congress,
I will take care of it .
Mr. HAYS . I will make a speech in my district on Sunday, and I
-will. have a lot to say about you, and it will all be off the floor of Congress, and I will submit you a copy .
Mr. SARGENT . This article to which I refer is entitled "Our Constitution ." It contains the elements of the plan to pack the United
States Supreme Court. I personally examined the copyright docu.ments in the Federal Copyright Office here in Washington, and discovered that the publication of this document was Octcber 1936 . In
short, this material got into the hands of teachers, and presumably
pupils in public schools, before the November 1936 Presidential elec-.tion, and several months before the bill was introduced in February
1937 to pack the Federal judiciary .
Here are some of the statements contained in this article . This
is for classroom use and discussion . The publication originally was
for the secondary school level . It has since been graded down to
'be used in elementary schools when the children do not have an
understanding sufficient to deal with the issues propounded here . It
propounds a question whether the Constitution as drawn up serves
the needs of the American people and what changes have been made
in the Constitution, and the Supreme Court decisions on it . Whether
further changes should be made in the Constitution to serve the needs
of the American people.
With your permission I have a copy of the same thing which is
marked . I would like to read from my copy, because it will save
time. I have the same article .
Mr. HAYS . If it is all the same with the committee, I would like
.you to read from the Library of Congress copy .
Mr. SARGENT . Then I will use my copy to identify the passages and
then turn over and read it .
The CHAIRMAN . It doesn't make any difference which copy you
Tread from .
Mr. HAYS . It may not to you, but it does to me .
Mr. SARGENT. I am very glad to do that . There is a discussion
here about Shea's Rebellion, and the weakness of Congress before
the adoption of the Federal Constitution . It says that the States
appointed delegates to a convention . That Samuel Adams, a friend
of liberty, was absent from the convention . That Patrick Henry

That nearly all the men who gave their great talent to the job were capable
well-to-do lawyers, planters, merchants, bankers, or businessmen . Some of the
had lent money to carry on the Revolution. Many held continental bonds an
paper money which were almost worthless, but which they wanted the ne
government to make good . None of the delegation was a city mechanic or
small farmer who owned little or no property .

It says on page 7 that the convention held together by the strengt
of a hair only because the delegates were agreed on one main point

They wanted a strong government to protect property against the commo
man who owned little more than the strength and skill of his hands .

There is a cartoon on two pages here, 8 and 9, portraying the func
tion of the Supreme Court as the killing of legislation . The instanc
given here is the 16th amendment, the income-tax amendment . Wit
the people demanding an income-tax law, the veto . Here in th
cartoon is a scroll of paper portrayed as a man standing before th
Supreme Court and pleading, and on the other side he lies on th
floor dead, and it says here
Killed in test case before Supreme Court by a 5-to-4 decision .

Mr. HAYS. Could you identify the cartoon, where it first appeared,
and so on?
Mr. SARGENT. It doesn't contain any name here . It is just in th
book.
Mr. HAYS . It must have been in some newspaper or somewhere .
Mr. SARGENT. I don't know where it was . It may have been dra
for the purposes of the book . I have no knowledge one way o
the other.
On pages 10 and 11 there are more scenes . Here is a picture
the Black Legion with two men dressed in the robes of the Blac
Legion.
Mr. HAYS . You think kids should not know that?
Mr. SARGENT. They should have an honest presentation of both side
and at an age when they can understand it .
Mr. HAYS . Probably the only way we could get an honest present
tion would be for you to write one . Why don't you write one an
see if you can get it printed .
Mr. SARGENT . On page 24, there is what is called the New Deal score
listing the various prominent cases at the time, the TVA case, th
Gold Clause case, Hot Oil, and various other decisions . Then w
have here on page 26, the statements of what the liberals propose
and I will read them all

1 . Have Congress pass an act requiring at least a 6 to 3 vote in the Supre
Court to declare any Federal law unconstitutional .
2 . Have Congress propose a sweeping amendment which would make it con
stitutional to pass any law, providing for the general welfare for poor peopl
3. Compel all justices to retire on pensions when reaching the age 70 . (A bi
which allows Supreme Court Justices over 70 years of age to retire on full p
if they so desire has been recently passed by Congress .)
4 . Add justices to the Supreme Court, in this way making it more responsi
to the will of the people .

In short, the propaganda of these agencies with foundation ai
had reached the point where they were advocating court packin
and were putting it in the American public-school system .

the Congress has a right to examine if it is considered wise to do so .
I will refer to the NEA.
Mr. HAYS . Would you mind if I asked you a question about the
membership of the NEA ?
Mr. SARGENT . If you wish.
Mr. HAYS . Am I right in saying that the membership of the NEA
comprises about every primary and secondary schoolteacher in the
United States?
Mr. SARGENT . A very large membership, yes . They have little or
no control over the actions of the people at the top .
Mr. HAYS. They probably know more about that than you do.
Mr. SARGENT . I would be reluctant to believe they did in view of
some of the activities we find . The National Education Association
later took over this publication, Building America, and sponsored it
actively and sold it. They sponsored it for use in California in a
proceeding in which I participated, and where charges made by the
Sons of the American Revolution and represented by me were sustained and held to be completely with foundation . The charges had
to do with a special edition of Building America, three books . There
was 1 book for the seventh grade, and 2 books for the eighth grade.
These books were compiled by taking certain of these Building America pamphlets, and publishing them in a predetermined order . When
you see the order in these books, you find what you have here is a
stacked deck .
The first book in the seventh grade, before children have anything
in the way of teaching, or did have in our school system at the time,
in American history, is devoted to China . This article is written in
effect according to the Owen Lattimore line, involving the betrayal
of American interests in China . A committee of the California Legislature was appointed to investigate that matter, and they found just
exactly that .
I will read you what they said about this Building America unit
on China, or a portion of it . I will leave the pamphlet with you for
further study :
This book is peculiarly useful to the Communists as a medium to further disseminate the current party line concerning conditions in China .
That was the finding of a California legislative committee on this
article .
The next article had to do with Soviet Russia, indoctrination on
that score . It is an obvious piece of propaganda . It begins on the
first page with a question propounded to Stalin :
Are you going to try to communize the United States?
Mrs . PFOST. Is that in the large book? You are quoting now from a
pamphlet .
Mr. SARGENT. This is in the book, yes. I will read from the book
itself. It is the same thing. This is the California edition I have
here of the book on Russia . The second unit is Russia .
Mr. HAYS. Is the California edition different?
Mr. SARGENT. No, it is identical . This is merely the California
stacked deck of the original . It was arranged in a propaganda manner to make it more effective .

NEA?
Mr. SARGENT . The NEA I understand sponsored the publication i
its present form for California use .
Mr. HAYS. You understand that
Mr. SARGENT . They did .
Mr. HAYS. All right .
Mr. SARGENT . I was present in the legislative hall in Sacramento
Calif., when a letter was read from the National Education Associa
tion in Washington urging the legislative committee to sustain t
books which were these books I have before me now, and I am testi
fying from . This is for seventh graders at a highly impressionab
age, and propounds this question supposed to have been answered b
Stalin whether he is trying to communize the United States . Th
answer
Of course not-

was followed by the question

Are you going to try to turn the Soviet Union into a democracy?

Mr. HAYS . What was the answer to that question?
Mr. SARGENT. It is not answered . The next sentence said

The truth of this story is far less important than the point it makes .

The article traces the course of the Russian Revolution . Here o
page 78. is a discussion of one-party government . The first paragrap

The 1936 constitution begins by stating that the U . S . S . R . is a Socialist sta
of workers and peasants . The land is the common property of the people w
also own the means of production, distribution, and transportation . It contai
all the famous fredeoms, freedom of speech, press, assembly, and conscience .

Mrs. PFOST . Mr. Sargent, what years were these textbooks used i
the California schools?
Mr. SARGENT . They were actively proposed in 1946 .
Mrs . PFOST. Are they still being used in California?
Mr. SARGENT. No, they were never used because the legislature re
fused to appropriate the money . The Superintendent of Public In
struction denounced the legislature for refusing to furnish the mone
to buy these books and continued to carry on an agitation to attemp
to force them in our schools. They had been literally compelled
legislative process to refrain from putting these books in the school
of California .
Mr. HAYS. Let me ask you this. You read what the Soviet consti
tution purports to say and probably it does say that . I don't know,
never read it, but does it anywhere in that volume say that they hav
not lived up to what the constitution says?
Mr. SARGENT . It contains a few statements which are claimed to tak
the curse off the thing, but the net weight is propaganda in that di
rection.
Mr. HAYS . But you are not reading any of the statements in whic
they might point out that although the Soviet Government says so an
so, it does such and so else?
Mr. SARGENT . It contains some weasel words on the other side, ye
I have not time to read the entire publication . It is here for you t
look at .
Mr. HAYS. You ought to be an expert on that .

expert. Y have right here before me the legislative committee report .
So you don't have to take my word .
Mr. HAYS. It that the Tenney report?
Mr. SARGENT. No, the Dilworth committee, a committee of high
standing operating since 1946, and has rendered to date 12 reports, including the situation at Pasadena, which has been grossly misrepresented by the National Education Association .
The CHAIRMAN . I would be interested in its evaluation .
Mr. SARGENT . The evaluation on this Russian article in the third repo~rt of the Senate Investigating Committee on Education of the
California Legislature, this is known to us as the Dilworth committee .
Senator Nelson Dilworth of Riverside County, Calif ., is its chairman.
The discussion on the Russian article commences at page 78 and it
says :

If any book in the Building America series were examined for Communist
propaganda, this would be the most natural target . Assuming that some of the
writers who had to do with the drafting of the material for this particular
volume wanted to say nice things about the Soviet Union and subtlely play up
the good points of Marxism and play down the worst features, and assuming further that they were quite aware of the probability that this book would be the
first to go through a critical examination : How would they proceed?
In the first place, there is always propaganda through the omission from
text material of objectionable topics . An example of this has already been seen
in the volume of China, in the omission of mentioning the very solid ties between the Chinese Communist Party and the Kremlin . Then there is the use
of the illustration . This is a particularly effective technique in books of this sort,
designed for use by grammar-school children who are prone to pay more attention to the many photographic pictures than to the comparatively dry text .
Thus all the Russian women are robust, sturdy, well-fed, well-dressed, and appear to have been freshly scrubbed .
Every field is lush with grain or corn ; every barn is bursting with hay ; the
people are smiling and happy. None of these Soviet citizens appear to be afraid
of the secret police, the purges, exile to the salt mines or party discipline . The
scarcity of necessary materials bothers them but little ; stores are shown displaying flowered yardage materials, there are pictures of gay ballerinas in the
theaters, traveling shops serving the collective farmers in the fields, church
services to dispel the silly notion that there is anything athiestic about these
carefree Marxists .

Among other things this analysis of the legislative report lists the
front organizations of some of the authors of reference material in
these books, among them Anna Louise Strong, Albert Rhys, Allen
Roberts . The analysis of this particular unit showed among other
things that the reference materials were practically study lists to
indoctrinate teachers in communism .
The CHAIRMAN . Earlier you quoted from a California book a statement to the effect that the Russian constitution guaranteed the four
freedoms, freedom of thought, freedom of speech, and so forth. Was
that quoting from the Russian constitution, or was that a statement
contained in that book on the author's responsibility, in which case it
would be purely propaganda?
Mr. SARGENT . The particular statement there in the text here is
not in quotes . The part in quotes in that paragraph is simply this
"Socialist state of workers and peasants ." The rest purports to be a
statement of what the Russian constitution contains.
Mr. HAYS . May I see it?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes .

turbing to me unless there is some satisfactory explanation of it .
Mr. HAYS . There are some things . The constitution recognized t
Communist Party and forbids the formation of any other politic
organization . It defines the party as "the leading core" and tho
are quotes, and the direct nucleus of all organizations . It goes
to say that many minor positions in the Government are held by no
party members . However, since the party is the leading core in t
organization it is doubted whether a candidate of whom the par
disapproves could be elected to the office .
Mr. SARGENT . And you are expecting a seventh grade school chi
to evaluate material like that without studying history . I said it
propaganda, because of the grade level .
Mr. HAYS . Understand, I am not saying that the Building Ameri
books are all right . I don't know anything about them . I know th
have been the subject of a great deal of controversy . The point I
making is-and I have never seen one until this minute-there are
or 3 statements that might be a little derogatory about the Comm
nists.
Mr. SARGENT . There are some statements as a clever attempt
take the curse off the propaganda load in the books, yes . The Ca
fornia committee also found that the photographs in here came fr
SCFOTO, which is the Soviet propaganda agency . They also not
in here
Mr. HAYS. Seriously, let me ask you a question, and I am ve
serious about this. Presuming, and I assume you think we shou
teach our children something about Communist Russia-I mean
can't say it does not exist-how would you go about it? I am ve
serious, and I want to tell you why . I got a letter the other day fr
a teacher in my district, and he said
I am writing to you because I have to teach something about Russia and
Communist systemand he saidI have heard you speak about being behind the Iron Curtain and what it d
to people . I would like to have some material on that, buthe said, and this is the significant thingI am afraid to write to the Russian Embassy or to any place else to get even th
side of it to show what kind of propaganda they put out, because in the litt
town I live in, if I got a letter from them, I would be immediately suspect .
In other words, the poor guy wanted to get hold of some of th
propaganda so he can show the children how they indoctrinate peopl
and there is no freedom and he is afraid . How would you do it?
Mr. SARGENT . I would obey the statutes of California which provi
that it is unlawful for a teacher to advocate communism, that it
allowable to teach truthfully and factually the subject at a grade lev
where the pupil has a proper foundation and is able to understand
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Sargent, that is no answer .
Mr. SARGENT. It is . I would do exactly that. I would not put
in an elementary school .
Mr. HAYS . Forget that . How are you going to teach them about
The teachers now are afraid to mention the word . You can't fight
evil like communisim by saying it does not exist .

doesn't know enough about communism in Soviet Russia to adequately teach the students, I think ought to be given another examination.
Mr . HAYS . Mr . Reece, that is a nice statement . I don't mind you
engaging in a little pleasant demogoguery . I am sure that will read
good down in Tennessee . How is the average American teacher
going to know much about Russia or anything else unless he reads
some books. He is not going to stand before the class and say, "I
am an authority on Soviet Russia ; it stinks . We will go on to
England ."
The CHAIRMAN . The average American teacher today is a college
graduate and a large percentage of the teachers today are graduate
students in some phase, and they have had a wide opportunity to study
every reasonable facet of education and American history, or at least
even in the distant era when I was teaching school that was to a-very
large degree the case . I don't minimize the problem that you raise
there, however. The teacher does have an important responsibility .
Mr. SARGENT. We have a great educational need there, Mr. Hays,
which should be met. It is the opinion of many that the place to
start is to form a good course of study and to start aiding the educators
who are of the same turn of mind to understand what this is, to devise
the teaching material and do a positive job . I am all in favor of that
being done.
Mr. HAYS. Is that supposed to be a geography book you are reading
from?
Mr. SARGENT . This is social studies . You have been talking about
social studies and foundations' support for them . This is social
studies as received by the people of California by the gift of the Rockefeller Foundation and others .
Mr . HAYS . Do you have any textbooks in the social studies that
you would recommend as being all right?
Mr . SARGENT . I am not familiar with all the books they are using .
Of course, we have . As social studies, I think the social studies concept has proved to be a vehicle for propaganda, and is erroneous.
Many believe that history should be taught factually as a subject, and
the other subjects should be taught factually, and not mixed in this
form.
Mr. HAYS. In other words, you think you ought to teach history by
teaching them that in 1492 Columbus discovered America, and in 1776
there was a revolution, and in 1860 Lincoln was elected President of the
United States, and in 1861 some nasty southerners started a rebellion
against the country. Pardon me, Mr . Chairman . That is factual,
but do you think that will be valuable?
Mr . SARGENT. Did I say that?
Mr . HAYS . I am trying to find out what you mean .
Mr. SARGENT. I didn't say that. I said history should be taught
as a factual subject.
Mr . HAYS . Is that what you mean by factual?
Mr . SARGENT . No ; I do not mean that . I mean the teaching of significant movements which have occurred throughout American history, the movement which resulted in the Declaration of Independence, and so .on.
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that movement?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes. It was a very discriminatory and disreputab
organization .
Mr. HAYS . What about the Whig Party? What would you s
about it?
Mr. SARGENT. I think a discussion of the Whig Party would be
very profitable thing, particularly now . The history of the Wh
Party is very significant .
Mr. HAYS . What about the background and what caused the brea
up of the Whig Party? Would you let them find out anything abo
that, or just say it was not there any more? .
Mr. SARGENT . At the proper grade level I definitely would .
Mr. HAYS . Somebody somewhere along the line is going to di
agree with something that is said . No teacher in a classroom can ke
track of everything that every student says, and somebody will di
agree, and some organization will say, "My goodness, look what th
are letting them say in school ."
Mr. SARGENT . I am talking about the blackout in history in Cal
fornia and no history books furnished in the department of educati
from 1928 until almost 1940 . They were following the line advocat
by the progressive education group at Columbia University . A legi
lative investigation started before they began to furnish history boo
as required by law. There was no history .
Mr. HAYS . I don't know anything about the blackout in Californi
and I don't know whether this is the proper place to go into that.
don't think there was any blackout in my State .
Mr. SARGENT. Ohio may be perfect . Other places are not quite
good.
Mr. HAYS . No ; but Ohio does not have as many radicals on bo
sides as California does. I think that is a generally accepted fact .
Mr. SARGENT . May I go on, please . I would like to finish my pre
entation.
Mr. HAYS . It is all right with me .
Mr. SARGENT . As further evidence of the propaganda purpose a
that these books are a stacked deck, I call your attention to t
fact that the last articles at the end of the eighth grade, after a
that material goes in, the last articles are "Our Constitution," "Civ
Liberties," and "Civic Responsibility ." But all the other materi
comes first. The Constitution article is the one I referred you
here . The Dilworth committee report points out something els
This Russian article contained many cartoons of Stalin . There we
no pictures at all of Lincoln or Jefferson, but there were two ve
derogatory cartoons put in. These cartoons were put in a revis
edition after the legislative investigation had started, showing
deliberate attempt to throw propaganda into the schoolbooks . He
is one showing Lincoln burying the Constitution . The cartoon
reproduced in this report . The text quoted by the Dilworth repo
says :

"In violation of the Bill of Rights, President Lincoln threw people suspec
of disloyalty into prison without trial . Military courts heard civilian cas
Chief Justice Taney was alarmed at these illegal measures, but Linco
defended his action as a necessity of war . `It is better to save the Union wi
out a Constitution,' he said, `than to save the Constitution without a Union

peoples in the world in the character and acts of President Lincoln who freed a
great race from slavery and is today the outstanding exponent in history of the
rights of the common man.
"Before the advent of communistic philosophy into this country after the
Russian Revolution, the teachers of the schools all over the United States
encouraged the children to bring pennies to school to build the great memorial
monument to Lincoln on the banks of the Potomac at our National Capital .
"Nothing so vividly illustrates the change in attitude of some of our national
educational leaders in some policy-forming positions of the National Education
Association of professional educators and teachers as this about-face toward
the memory of Abraham Lincoln who lived and labored `That government of
the people, by the people, and for the people shall not perish from the earth .'"
Here is one on Thomas Jefferson attempting to tear down the Constitution-this is for the elementary grades .
The Dilworth report says
There are two great Americans that the devotees of foreign isms and
ideologies consistently smear . They are Abraham Lincoln because he suppressed a revolution and Thomas Jefferson because he is the great advocate
of rights of the State and individual as opposed to centralized government control.
The Dilworth committee also says
If cartoons are so vital for a textbook, why were none used for Russia or
Stalin?
The conclusion of this report, and it is a unanimous report of the
California Legislature, is that they consider it their duty to publish
a complete evaluation of the propaganda and they find the books to
be unfit for use in our schools . They did make that evalution . They
found among other things that 113 Communit-front organizations
had to do with some of the material in these books and that 50 Communist-front authors were connected with it . Among the authors
are Sidney and Beatrice Webb, identified with the Fabian Socialist
Movement in Great Britain .
The CHAIRMAN . I failed to catch those numbers .
Mr. SARGENT. 113 front organizations . This reference is at page 47
of the report, and 50 front authors . The reference is at page 48 . I
will be glad to leave my report for the convenience of the committee .
Mr. HAYS . Do I understand that these books are not in use anywhere in California?
Mr. SARGENT. No. We succeeded in defending ourselves against
them.
Mr . HAYS . Do you think they are in use anywhere?
Mr. SARGENT . They were for some time . Texas rejected them by
action of their State board of education, as I am informed . There
have been questions about them elsewhere .
There was a program to put these in the schools everywhere and
it is my understanding that the California proceeding broke it up .
To illustrate the extent to which building a new social order is a
program in these books, let me read the titles serially to show that it
is a very unusual curriculum . This is commencing with the 7th
grade, and running through the 8th
China, Russia, East Indies, Our Neighbors in North Africa, America's Outposts, Italian Americans, Seeing America, Foreign Trade, Lend-Lease, Oil, Rubber, seeing America, Our Federal Government, Congress, Politics, Machinery for
Foreign Relations, Social Security, Community Planning, Our Land Resources,
Our Water Resources, Conservation, We Americans, the American Indians,

Liberties, For the Right to Liberty, and Civil Responsibilities .

Someone has passed me a note stating that, the Building Americ
books are being used in Arlington right now . I do not know th
for a fact . Your committee may want to inquire.
One more illustration on propaganda, and I will turn to anothe
subject . This article on social security, which is not part of the cu
riculum to begin with, no place in an elementary grade, is not a pr
scribed course of study, here is a full page picture the size of a Satu
day Evening Post cover, with a destitute woman with a child in h
arms. That is your propaganda you will find throughout these book
the seamy side of American life, the unfortunate ; sympathetic Russ
is sweetness and light. The United States is a place of destitutio
failure, unsound conditions. The propaganda impact of that kind
a child of tender years is obvious . The California Legislature barr
them.
The CHAIRMAN . That is one of the same series?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, that is the same series . That was barred in Cal
fornia, too. These lead me to another topic .
I was talking about the propaganda activities of the National Ed
cation Association .
Another one was carried on by the National Education Associati
which interjected itself into a controversy involving the superinten
ent of schools at Pasadena, Calif ., Mr. Willard L. Goslin . Mr . Go
lin's conduct was unsatisfactory to the Pasadena people . They o
posed a bond issue which he wanted passed, they were opposed to h
olicies of bringing people from Columbia to workshops, for exampl
illiam H. Kilpatrick.
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, I don't know what we have to do wi
Pasadena's problems about the superintendent of schools .
Mr . SARGENT. You will find out in a minute . The National Ed
cation Association injected themselves into the case and chastis
the people of Pasadena for firing the superintendent of schools . Th
have no right to invade the local jurisdiction of schools ; that i
political activity .
Mr . HAYS. Were you engaged in that fight at all?
Mr. SARGENT. No, Sir ; I had no part in it . I did go down and fi
out what happened afterwards. I had no connection with it . Th
was not my case.
The CHAIRMAN . I want to state here since so many references ha
been made to the witness, and I have no responsibility for him, that a
my checking indicates that he is an eminent lawyer in California wi
a very high standing.
Mr. SARGENT . This is another report of the Dilworth committee
the California Legislature . It is the eighth report of that committ
It contains at page 93 a reprinting of a document which purports
be made by Harold Benjamin, chairman of the National Commissi
for the Defense of Democracy Through Education, NEA. It is
titled, "Report on the Enemy ." It was delivered at an NEA meetin
88th delegate assembly, at St . Louis, Mo., July 3, 1946 . In this arti
he portrays the people as enemies of their schools and says in su
stance that the educational profession should organize to combat th
He says some of these people are traveling under alias . Some of th

opponents of Columbia Red pragmatism and so on . This document I
will likewise leave with you .
Incidentally, on my own investigation-Mr.
Benjamin in this article
ascribes all of the responsibility-not all but a substantial part of it
to one Allen A . Zoll of New York, who wrote a statement about progressive education which is printed in this report, and which is certainly an entirely proper statement for any person to make-Benjamin
says that statement by Allen Zoll took over the entire controversy and
had a decisive influence . Mr . Benjamin sent an investigator to Pasadena to inquire into this case, a Mr . Skaife, of the National Education
Association. Mr . Skaife inquired into this case and found the charge
about Allen Zoll was unsubstantiated and nonfounded and rendered
such a report to the National Education Association before Mr . Benjamin delivered this false attack on the people . I think that is an
important example of propaganda activity by a tax-exempt organization, namely, the National Education Association .
There is more to this story of the smearing of American people
by tax-exempt groups . I have one here which is a true copy of a
letter sent by this Commission for the Defense of Democracy Through
Education of the NEA. It is called Inquiry Into Unjustified Attacks
on Public Education, A Questionnaire . I wish to have this put in
full in the transcript. In the interest of saving time I will not read
it all. This document was sent to approximately 15,000 school
teachers and administrators throughout the country to gather evidence against the people who were protesting conditions in the .
schools . It asks for information about the forms of attack being made,
such as failure to teach the three R's, too many frills, and fads, the
high cost of schools, improper textbooks, insufficient emphasis on
United States history and the Constitution .
Mr. HAYS. Who sent this out?
Mr . SARGENT. The National Education Association officially .
Mr. HAYS . Could I see it?
Mr. SARGENT . Yes . That is a true copy of the original. They are
gathering evidence on people opposed to school conditions obviously
for the purpose of organizing an attack on the people who do not agree
with them.
Mr. HAYS . That is what you say .
Public education is under fire today in many quarters . During recent months
some of the most damaging attacks have been on the public schools at the local
community level .
While educators do not object to construtive criticism designed to improve
schools, they are growing concerned over unjustified criticisms and misleading
propaganda put out by individuals and groups whose motives are suspect .
As evidence has accumulated from a number of communities across America,
we have felt increasing need to get a full national picture of attacks on education .
It is not clear yet as to whether these attacks have been concentrated only
in a relatively few communities or are part of a widespread pattern .
One aim of this questionnaire is to get a national picture of the breadth and
concentration of recent unjustified attacks on public education .

You might conceivably find fault with that because they are saying
they are unjustified . I have never seen this before. Here are some
questions . You read some. I have not even looked at this . I will
read the first one and see what it says
1 . Have organizations, clubs, societies, groups (or individuals representing
them) attacked the public schools or public education in general in your com-

2 . If your answer to the above is Yes, please name the organizations . Aft
each one identified, indicate by N, S, or L, whether you believe it is a Nationa
State, or local organization .
3 . If education has been attacked in your community since 1948, has t
attack been brought to a head over some issue (e. g., bond or tax rate electio
concerning school costs? Answer Yes or No .
In your opinion is the principal motive for the attacks in your communi
a desire on the part of certain persons to reduce school costs regardless' of t
damage done to the school program and the welfare of children? Answ
Yes or No .

I believe you read the next one?
Mr. SARGENT . Some of them . It is all going into the record .
Mr. HAYS (reading)

5 . Check any of the following forms of attack on the public school progr
which have appeared in your community
a . Failure to teach the three R's adequately .
b . Too many frills and fads .
c . The high cost of public schools.
d . Improper textbooks .
e. Progressive education .
f. Subversive teaching .
g. Failure to teach moral and spiritual values .
h. Communistic teaching.
i . Insufficient emphasis on United States history and the Constitution .
J . Indoctrinating children with the blessings of the welfare state .
k. Teaching Socialism .
1 . Other forms (please explain) .
6 . The following are pamphlets presenting drastic criticism of public educ
tion . After each please check appropriate columns.
Have Heard of
Have Read
Has circulated in this area .
(a) They want your child !
(b) Must American Youth Be taught that Communism and Socialism ar
superior to Americanism?
(c) How Red are the schools?
(d) Progressive Education Increasing Delinquency .
(e) Private schools : The answer to America's educational problem .
(f) How Red is the Little Red Schoolhouse?
7 . Have any other pamphlets attacking the public schools been circulated
your community? Answer yes or no.
8. If the answer is yes to the above question, please give titles, sponsorin
organizations, and indication of contents (if you have extra copies, we wil
appreciate your sending one to us) .
9 . Has information concerning any of the following organizations come to you
attention?
a. National Council for American Education .
b. Pro America .
c . Committee for Constitutional Government .
d. America's Future, Inc.
e. Friends of the Public Schools .
f. Consitutional Education League .
g . American Educational League .
If so, from what source did this information come to you?

The CHAIRMAN . The questionnaire will be printed in the record i
full.

INQUIRY INTO UNJUSTIFIED ATTACKS ON PUBLIC EDUCATION
A QUESTIONNAIRE

Public education is under fire today in many quarters. During recent months
some of the most damaging attacks have been on the public schools at the local
community level .
While educators do not object to constructive criticism designed to improve
schools, they are growing concerned over unjustified criticisms and misleading
propaganda put out by individuals and groups whose motives are suspect .
As evidence has accumulated from a number of communities across America,
we have felt increasing need to get -a full national picture of attacks on education . It is not clear yet as to whether these attacks have been concentrated only
in a relatively few communities or are part of a widespread pattern .
One aim of this questionnaire is to get a national picture of the breadth and
concentration of recent unjustified attacks on public education . The other aim
is to determine the characteristics and features of attacks on public schools as
they have occurred in various communities .
A superintendent of a large school system recently wrote to NEA as follows :
"For a period of 30 years I have been in public-school work, the first 10 as a
teacher, the second 10 as a supervisor, and the third 10 as a superintendent, and
while I have observed, in some instances, direct forces working against the
school program, I have never observed as organized an effort as seems to be
prevalent in communities at the present time ."
This study has been . approved by the executive committee of the National
Education Association.
Your cooperation in completing this questionnaire will serve our profession and
the institution of free public schools in America . National Commission for the
Defense of Democracy Through Education, National Education Association,
1201 16th Street NW ., Washington 6, D . C .
Please note : You will not be quoted directly except with your express consent.
SECTION 1

Your name.
Your position .
Your community and State .
Your school system (please check) .
Is your school system a city?
A county or parish?
Other type?
Approximate number of pupils enrolled in your school system during 1949-50 .
SECTION 2

Please answer the following and comment wherever possible
1 . Have organizations, clubs, societies, groups (or individuals representing
them) attacked the public schools or public education in general in your community? Yes__ No__ .
If so what year or years did the attack or attacks occur?
2 : If your answeb to the above is yes, please name the organizations . After
each one identified, indicate by n. S . or 1, whether you believe it is a national,
State, or local organization .
3. . If education has been attacked in your community since 1948, has the
attack been brought to a head over some issue (e . g., bond or tax rate election)
concerning school costs? Yes__ No__.
4. In your opinion is the principal motive for the attacks in your community
a desire on the part of certain persons to reduce school costs regardless of the
damage done to the school program and the welfare of children? Yes__ No__ .
5. Check any of the following forms of attack on the public school program
which have appeared in your community :

c . The high cost of public schools .
d . Improper textbooks .
e . Progressive education .
f . Subversive teaching.
g. Failure to teach moral and spiritual values .
h . Communistic teaching.
L Insufficient emphasis on U . S . history and the Constitution .
j . Indoctrinating children with the blessing of the welfare state .
k . Teaching socialism .
1 . Other forms (please explain) .
6. The following are pamphlets presenting drastic criticism of public educatio
After each please check appropriate columns .
(Column :[ headed) : Have heard of(Column 2 headed :) Have read(Column 3 headed) : Has circulated in this area(a) They Want Your Child !
(b) Must American Youth Be Taught That Communism and Socialism a
Superior to Americanism?
(c) How Red Are the Schools?
(d) Progressive Education Increasing Delinquency.
(e) Private Schools : The answer to America's educational problem .
(f) How Red Is the Little Red Schoolhouse?
7. Have any other pamphlets attacking the public schools been circulated
your community? Yes __ No __ .
8. If the answer is "Yes" to the above question, please give titles, sponsori
organizations, and indication of contents (if you have extra copies, we wi
appreciate your sending one to us)
9. Has information concerning any of the following organizations come
your attention?
(a) National Council for American Education .
(b) Pro America .
(c) Committee for Constitutional Government.
(d) America's Future, Inc .
(e) Friends of the Public Schools .
(f) Constitutional Education League .
(g) American Educational League.
If so, from what source did this information come to you?
10 . Please name any of the above organizations which you believe attempt
to influence attitudes and action with regard to public education in yo
community
11 . Have attacks in your community or area(a) Condemned an enriched, permissive school program and advocated
simpler, less flexible program in which students "survive" to the degree th
they learn formal subject matter under conditions emphasizing competitio
(b) Involved ideological criticism of the democratic philosophy as Americ
educators commonly understand it?
(e) Attempted to undermine the reputation of national educational leade
(Dewey, Kilpatrick, etc .) professional organizations (NEA, AASA, etc .)
teacher training institutions?
(d) Received any unusual help from the press in developing their campaig
(e) Borne any relationships to parochial and private school interests?
12 . To what extent do you think these attacks have been hurtful to t
schools? (Check one :) Very hurtful El. Hurtful 0. Not especially hurtful
Beneficial in that they backfired 0.
13 . Have the public schools in your community or area received help fr
any local community organizations in meeting attacks or major criticisms
they have occurred? Yes -- No __ .
14 . If your answer to the above question is "yes" please name these organi
tions and indicate briefly how they have helped
15 . What measures are you taking, or have you taken, in your community
forestall or offset attacks against the program of public education?
16 . How successfully do you feel these measures to be?
17 . Please add any comments which will be helpful in interpreting what y
have indicated above or which supply information that you think is pertinen
Please return this questionnaire as soon as possible to : National Commissi

is deeply appreciated .

Mr. HAYS . Go on and read it, but it seems to me it is an attempt to
find out what is going on .
Mr. SARGENT. It is an attempt to gather evidence for the purpose
of lobbying and interfering with the local jurisdiction of school authorities, and this is a tax-exempt corporation engaging in that lobbying activity . It is not their business whether the people in Pasadena
like their superintendent .
Mr. HAYS . I won't debate that question with you.
Mr. SARGENT. It isn't.
Mr. HAYS . But it is certainly the business of national organizations
of teachers and principals to know what attacks are made on the institutions which they work in and represent and a mere fact-finding
questionnaire to get that information-this committee sent out a lot
of questionnaires to universities all over the country asking what
grants they got from foundations, whether they had been refused, and
so on . Some of them didn't like it.
Mr. SARGENT. That is not the half of it . The NEA : officially inter=
fered with the Pasadena school controversy . Mr . Willard Given, the
executive secretary of the NEA, offered a resolution before the United
States Commission for UNESCO condemning the people of Pasadena
for firing Superintendent Goslin . Do you know that?
Mr. HAYS . I don't know. Maybe he was justified .
Mr. SARGENT. He did . . The lobbying was carried to UNESCO ; a
speech on that subject was delivered by Mr . Lawrence C. Lamb, a
member of the Pasadena School Board, protesting this interference
with the integrity of the school system in the August 1, 1951, issue of
Vital Speeches . I asked for a Library of Congress copy, and unfortunately the page containing this particular article seems to have been
torn out, so I will have to ask leave to put in an excerpt in the record
later. I think it is important . I will get it later . That is the fact. He
went all the way to UNESCO to interfere with Pasadena's jurisdiction
and the school board member I named protested that it had come to a
point where the national propaganda hopped on the back of local citizens trying to run their school affairs in their own way.'
Mr. HAYS . Was everybody in Pasadena unanimous about this thing,
or was there some controversy?
Mr. SARGENT. There was controversy . It was their right to be
right or wrong, and not to be interfered with in arriving at the conclusion right or wrong .
M'r. HAYS . There was controversy?
Mr. SARGENT. Certainly there was extensive controversy .
Mr. HAYS . There were two sides to the question?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes . But it was the duty of the NEA to take neither
side .
Mr. HAYS . I don't know whether it is up to you to say what the
NEA's duty is . It is your opinion .
Mr. SARGENT. It is lobbying, however .
a The speech of Mr. Lawrence C . Lamb, referred to by the witness, appears following his
testimony at p. 403 .

Mr. SARGENT They certainly are.
Mrs. PFOST. In the questionnaire?
Mr. SARGENT. Not the questionnaire alone, but the information o
tained from it was to be used for that purpose and is used for tha
purpose .
Mrs . PFOST. How widely did the circular become circulated?
Mr. SARGENT . Fifteen thousand copies throughout the Nation .
Mrs . PFOST. It was not circulated only in California?
Mr. SARGENT. No, throughout the country . All principal district
about 15,000 of them .
Mrs . PFOST. I wanted to ask further, do you think these question
in this area are out of line, that the National Education Associatio
should not concern themselves with this subject?
Mr. SARGENT. I think they are intended to obtain evidence to use i
interfering with school jurisdiction. They are trying to get, to us
a colloquial expression, the dirt on certain groups they want to ge
after and oppose . These organizations, Pro America, for example,
highly respected organization, why do they want to know what P
America is doing about this thing?
Mr. HAYS. I don't know anything about Pro America . That is
good catchy title. But are you familiar with the organization, Frien
of the Puic Schools?
Mr. SARGENT . I know there is such an organization with an offic
in Washington .
Mr. HAYS . Do you know anything about it?
Mr. SARGENT . They have issued bulletins .
Mr. HAYS . They are anti-Catholic .
Mr. SARGENT. I don't agree with their stand .
Mr. HAYS . But you don't think it is all right for them to inquir
about' them ?
Mr. SARGENT. I think they have a civil right .
Mr. HAYS . I think they have a civil right, but a duty to find out i
such organizations as that are propagandizing teachers . I get the
pamphlet. I don't subscribe to it. They sent it free. I file it in fi
13 . I have read enough to know it is an antireligious, bigoted outfi
The CHAIRMAN. Since Pro America has been referred to, I am fa
miliar with the organization, Pro America . It is concentrated ver
heavily in California . It is composed of very fine ladies and is a
entirely patriotic and civic organization, and so far as I know, n
criticism has ever been leveled against the organization known as Pr
America .
Mr. SARGENT . They also want to know whether people protest abou
indoctrinating children with the blessing of the welfare state an
with communistic teaching . I have yet to see any evidence of any
thing really effective that the NEA has done aside from adopting res
olutions about Communists not teaching to effectively combat t
indoctrination such as contained in these books sponsored by them.
In any event, they have been actively interfering . They have be
doing much more than gathering information .
Mr. HAYS. Are you inferring from that statement that the NEA i
pro-Communist?

Mr. HAYS . Is your definition of liberal the same as the letter I got
the other day which said beware of these people putting the tag of
liberal to you, because a liberal is a "non-dues-paying Communist ."
Would that be your definition of it?
Mr. SARGENT . Some are and some are not .
Mr. HAYS. But you think anybody that has any liberal ideas is a
little suspect?
Mr. SARGENT . No ; I don't think that. There is a definite philosophy of education in public affairs . In general the League for Industrial Democracy crowd and the John Dewey-Kilpatrick faction in
Teachers College, who have succeeded in getting their particular views
made really an educational line through control of the National Education Association, and they are promoting it and defending it. .
Mr. HAYS. Do you think the NEA ought to be listed as a subversive
organization?
Mr . SARGENT. No ; I don't think so at all . I think their propaganda
activity should be very extensively inquired into . They lobby for
legislation . They have a legislative committee . They are infringing
on the jurisdiction of the local authorities of our school system, and
impairing the integrity of that organization .
Mr . HAYS . What about yourorganization, the Sons of the American
Revolution? Do they do any lobbying?
Mr. SARGENT. They propose some patriotic measures from time to
time which is their right. That is within their charter .
Mr. HAYS . Anything they propose is patriotic?
Mr. SARGENT . It is designed to do with things like national defense
exclusively, and the Constitution, as far as I recall .
Mr . HAYS . What about the posters they had at the convention about
Bishop Oxnam and the hammer and sickle?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't know anything about the incident .
Mr. HAYS . I understand quite a few of them disavowed the thing,
but some of the more extreme people sponsored it and had it there .
Mr. SARGENT . Every large organization has people with varyin
views . Another pamphlet here showing the extent of this organize
attack on the American people who do not like school conditions is
a pamphlet entitled, American Education Under Fire . The author
stated on the cover is Ernest O . Melby. This pamphlet states that it
was prepared with the cooperation of Mary Beauchamp, Prof .
Thodore Brameld, Prof . Herbert Bruner, New York University ;
Prof. David K . Berninghausen, secretary, Committee on Intellectual Freedom, American Library Association ; Prof . H . Gordon Hullfish, Ohio State University ; Richard Barnes Kennan, executive secretary, National Commission for the Defense of Democracy
through Education, Washington, D . C .
Mr. HAYS . Right there, I want to ask you a question. What is
wrong with Dr. Hullfish ?
Mr. SARGENT . I am not saying anything is wrong with him . I am
saying he sponsored the pamphlet.
Mr. HAYS . Is there something wrong with the pamphlet?
Mr. SARGENT . It is a one-sided case of the presentation of the
attack of people against the schools . Yes, I do. I don't know anything about Hullfish at the moment .

tance with Dr. Hullfish, and I would like to subpena him . It is
reasonable request, and I want to have him say something abou
these things . I don't know what he will say. He won't be primed .
The CHAIRMAN . The chairman has no objection to subpenaing Dr
Hullfish, but I think it is inadvisable to go about this subpenaing o
a hit-or-miss basis.
Mr. HAYS . If we have not gone about the hit-or-miss business now
I will put in with you so we might continue that .
I make a point of order that the House is in session and the com
mittee has no right to sit .
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think you may be able to conclude thi
afternoon?
Mr. HAYS . I don't know whether you will reconvene or not . May
say that you have to have permission of the House to sit? I am goin
to object. I think the minority has a right to have it in the reco
that they want a few people to come in here that are available . If y
will brush it aside, then I-will adopt the policy of hindering the oper
ation as much as possible because it is one-sided. I want to bring
some people and if you want to have a conference and agree to it
I. will withdraw my objection.
The CHAIRMAN . There is no disposition to shut off anybody tha
wants to come or no disposition not to subpena anybody
Mr. HAYS. I will modify that to invite Dr. Hullfish because I don
think you will have to subpena him .
The CHAIRMAN. To round out the study.
Mr. HAYS . I would like to make this statement, Mr . Chairman .
was advised that after the first day when I began to question this wit
ness to the displeasure of some people that from here on in I was told
and I have it on good authority-that Ohio State was going to b
cracked whenever they got a chance, and whatever professors could b
dragged in. That statement was made by somebody out in th
audience who was feeding information . I am going to be put in t
position right now of saying that as far as Ohio State is concerned, it
run largely by a Republican board of trustees, but you are not goin
to let anybody come in here and smear it .
The CHAIRMAN. What present disposition would you have that
would be prejudiced against Ohio State University, Ohio State, an
citizens?
Mr. HAYS . I don't say you are. I want you to agree to let me brin
in some people .
The CHAIRMAN . I was long a friend of Ohio . In the first instanc
I served in the 166th Infantry Ohio Regiment of the Rainbo
Division . I have many friends in Ohio . My closest political associate
have been from Ohio, I am glad to say, on the national level . My entir
contact with Ohio University-Ohio State University-has been suc
as to inspire the greatest confidence . But that I am not referring t
every individual that might be connected with Ohio State Universit
So there is no basis whatever for the suggestion so far as this com
mittee is concerned . I am confident that the mere fact that somebod
in the audience may have passed up such a statement-I would ver
much appreciate those statements not being interjected .

there is something wrong with him .
Mr . SARGENT. I did not interject him . I am reading an entire list.
I have referred to Ohio State always with some matter that included
it. I mentioned other names with equal impartiality and I will continue to do that.
Mr. HAYS. I have not heard you mention any suspects at Tennessee .
The CHAIRMAN. If he finds them, I will want him to mention that .
Mr. HAYS . I guess he can find them.
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will recess until 2 o'clock in the
hopes we can finish .
(Thereupon, at 12 o'clock noon, a recess was taken until 2 p . m . the
same day .)
AFTERNOON RECESS

The CHAIRMAN . Will the committee be in session?
You may proceed .
TESTIMONY OF AARON M. SARGENT, ATTORNEY,
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.-Resumed
Mr. SARGENT. At the session this morning there was
Mr. HAYS . Before you get started so I won't interrupt any statement, and if you can't remember exactly what you said I have asked
them to bring up the transcript, but you mentioned Mr . Allen Zoll,
and do you remember what you said about him?
Mr. SARGENT. I said in substance that they had referred to a pamphlet written by him which had been distributed to some extent in
connection with the Pasadena school controversy, a pamphlet
Mr. HAYS . This is all new to me. You say "they" had referred .
Whom do you mean?
Mr. SARGENT. Some of the various people, NEA among others . The
statement that Harold Benjamin made, this report on it refers to
Zoll's pamphlets and denounces this and what happened in Pasadena
as being an affair instigated by Allen Zoll, and charged directly it
was. The NEA's own commission investigated and found out that
Zoll did not instigate it and his writings had very limited effect on it .
Zoll has been very extensively smeared, and they have been attempting to smear many other people through Allen Zoll.
Mr. HAYS. Let me ask you this : You wouldn't consider an Attorney
General's listing as a smear, would you? You have cited numerous
people who have been on the Attorney General's list yourself and I
haven't challenged you and said you are smearing them .
Mr. SARGENT . I am not smearing them .
Mr. HAYS . Let me read you what I got from the Attorney General .
Mr. SARGENT . I know all about it.
Mr. HAYS . But perhaps the audience doesn't and so I will read it .
This came from Mr . William Foley, head of the Internal Security
Affairs Office, of the Office of the Attorney General, Department of
Justice.
Mr. Zoll has been disclosed and he himself has disclosed that he is
the founder and national president of the American Patriots, Inc .

is a Fascist organization . In 1939, he was arrested for attempt t
extort money from the president of a radio station which had refuse
Father Coughlin the right to speak on that radio station . He, M
Zoll, caused a picket line to be thrown around that radio station . Th
information was in the New York Times of July 2, 1939, July 8, 1939
and September 13,1939. The picket line was thrown around the radi
station for the same reason as above .
Mr. Zoll attended a luncheon at which Mr. Fritz Kuhn, head of t
German-American Bund, was guest speaker in 1938. Mr. Zoll has be
reported by newspapers as being very active in association with t
Christian Front which is an anti-Semitic group .
Mr. Zoll was also cosponsor for meetings with Gerald L. K. Smit
Now you say this is the fellow they tried to smear?
Mr. SARGENT . No, I say that they tried to smear the people a
Pasadena through the things you have told us about Allen Zoll . An
to represent that Allen Zoll was instigating the whole performance.
Mr. HAYS . But you did put pamphlets out?
Mr. SARGENT. He had some literature, and some people bought th
literature, and it is well written, and there is nothing objectionabl
in the literature, and the California legislative committee found th
literature was not objectionable or Fascist or improper in any way .
Mr. HAYS . But you have cited a bunch of people here, all throug
your testimony, and inferred if they were on Attorney General's sub
versive list, that was sufficient prima facie evidence that everythin
they said or did, past, present, or future, was bad .
Mr . SARGENT. I have not referred to that .
Mr. HAYS . If we are going to use that definition, I think we oug
to apply it to everybody .
Mr . SARGENT. I don't think I have referred to the Attorney Gen
eral's list at all from the time I landed here until now .
Mr. HAYS . You say they are on lists . And haven't you testified a
read that so and so belonged to 136 Communist-front organizations
Mr. SARGENT. The list I gave was from the House Un-America
Activities Report, appendix IX of 1944 . I gave the Zoll incident for
definite reason . Zoll has been very, very extensively smeared, and
personally don't know the merits of it one way or the other ; but I
know the people of Pasadena had nothing to do with the affairs o
Mr. Zoll and I also know that the National Education Associati
investigated and talked to Willard Goslin, and reported in writing t
Washington that the Zoll story, as applied to the people of Pasadena
was false and had no important influence on the case .
After receiving that information, Harold Benjamin launched a
attack on the people of Pasadena in his report to the enemy .
Mr. HAYS. Who is Harold Benjamin?
Mr. SARGENT. He is connected with this defense commission, so
called, of the National Education Association, and he vilified t
people of Pasadena knowingly after his own investigating agent wa
clown there and found that the charge was false.
Mr. HAYS . That is a pretty serious charge .
Mr. SARGENT. I saw the report, Mr . Hays.
Mr. HAYS . But you just said that he vilified the people of Pasade
knowingly, is that right?
Mr. SARGENT. He tried to tag the Zoll story

Mr.
. Yes, and it is true .
Mr. HAYS. Now, then, Mr . Chairman, I would like to have an agreement that we call in Mr. Benjamin and ask him about this .
The CHAIRMAN . Well, without passing or making an expression
about the advisability of whom we should or shouldn't call, I don't
think it is in the interest of good procedure to just sit here and
miscellaneously say we are going to call first one and then another.
Mr. HAYS . In the interest of fair presentation, these people have
been mentioned very unfavorably, and I don't know whether it is true
or not ; but it seems to me the only way you are going to get an objective picture is call them and let them testify .
The CHAIRMAN. We haven't heard from Mr. Sargent yet. It may
be that he will want to testify, and anybody that has been unfavorably
mentioned, and desires to testify, my own feeling is should be permitted to testify.
Mr. HAYS . May I ask you this
The CHAIRMAN . Those who do not express a desire to testify, if the
committee feels that their testimony is important, in developing the
full story, then they should be required to testify .
Now that is what I feel should be the guide .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, here is the situation : We are allowing
Mr. Sargent here to go on at great length, and I have shown no disposition to limit him, and, in fact, I have told you that I will try to
accommodate myself to be here as long as he desires to talk .
But when I say that I would like to hear from some of these other
people, I sort of get a general sluffing-off and let-us-put-it-off attitude,
and you know as well as I do that the committee has limited funds .
And I think that you will agree with me, in public, that there
wouldn't be a Chinaman's chance now of getting any more funds from
the Congress, after the first 3 weeks of this .
When we run out of money, we are through . I just would like to
hear a few of these people who may have been smeared and/or at
least they may think they may have been smeared .
The CHAIRMAN. It isn't the intention of the chairman of the committee to request the committee to request additional funds of the
Congress . But if it is and funds should be required and the committee
should request it, I have confidence that the Congress might favorably
consider the request.
But that is not indicated at the present time. Also, I feel that there
would be ample funds to complete this full investigation, and go
through with the complete and full hearings so that nobody is going
to be shut off because of lack of funds .
Mr_ WORMSER. May I make a suggestion, Mr. Hays?
I have tried to make clear to the attorneys for the major foundations
that we would suit their reasonable convenience in the calling of witnesses. I suggest that they be asked what witness they would like
to have. After all, we want to reserve as much time for them as we
can .
Mr. HAYS . Do you have any objection if I invite Mr. Benjamin to
appear and he accepts?
Now, that ought to be a fair thing . I am not even going to ask you
to subpena him. Let us invite him . You don't have any objection to

The CHAIRMAN . My thought is, as I say, that anyone that has bee
unfavorably mentioned, if he desires to appear, he will have oppor
tunity to appear. Anyone that the committee feels should appeal, i
order to develop the full story, will be or should be subpenaed to
appear.
Mr. HAYS . Mr . Chairman, you sit there with three votes in you
pocket, and so it just boils down to who you feel should appear . I a
asking you pointblank : Can we have Mr. Benjamin?
Before we get on to that, I believe we had an agreement before
lunch that Dr . Helper should be invited .
The CHAIRMAN. That is right .
Mr. HAYS. .And I also would like to have Mr . Benjamin invited . I
he declines, I will say no more about it.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose we discuss that, and we will work thes
things out. We are not going to have any trouble in reaching a deci
sion about who should be called .
Mr . HAYS . We are having a lot of trouble to get you to say Mr
Benjamin can come.
The CHAIRMAN . You bring these requests up in such a way that yo
are impugning the good intentions of somebody, unintentionally o
otherwise, that the chairman is not going to do the fair and objective
thing. Therefore, in public session you have to get him nailed down
on something.
I don't think that that is a dignified procedure . The chairma
certainly has shown no disposition to want to cut anybody off . I thin
we can say that anybody that you upon reflection feel should be called
that arrangements will be made to call them .
Mr . HAYS . I am not impugning anybody's motives . But when yo
say that I have to nail things down, let me say this : That if past ex
erience has showed me that I better nail them down, that is the way
am going to do it .
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you are getting
Mr. HAYS . I am not being a bit personal . I will say that I didn'
mention you, but if you want to put the shoe on, I can't help it .
But in my lifetime, let me say that I have noted that if you get
things nailed down there is hardly any arguments about who said
what and who didn't say what, and who we promised to bring in and
who we didn't .
As far as being fair and impugning anything, let me say to you that
you have brought this witness in and I didn't know that he was t
be brought in until 2 or 3 days before. I had no knowledge that th
staff was going to bring this witness in and I didn't object to it .
We have heard him for a long, long time . I think we could dispens
with Dr . Hullfish, Mr . Benjamin, Ed Murrow, and a few more of
them, all put together in the amount of time he has had .
I don't think that that would be unfair .
The CHAIRMAN. Now, I think the references that you made whic
might very well be inferred, and you made references to the chairman,
is quite uncalled for . But still, that is not going to ruffle me in the
least .
Mr. HAYS. I am not trying to ruffle you, I am trying to get an agreement we call Mr . Benjamin in .

are dealing with gentlemen . And I hope my experinece will not cause-,
me to feel otherwise .
Mr. HAYS . Let us not deal in inferences . If you feel that way, why
don't you just say so . I am a pretty outspoken fellow and I don't .
make any inferences .
Any time you said I have made an inference, and it is no inference,,
and so if you are trying to say now that I am not a gentlemen, just
say so. That is the way to do that.
The CHAIRMAN. I dodi't use the kind of language that has been used .
here, myself, that is not in my character, except under purposes of
great provocation.
Mr. HAYS . I imagine you were greatly provoked when you said some,
of the things you did about some of the eminent Republicans in your
sp eech on the floor, about the Ford Foundation having prominent .
Communists in it, and so on .
You see, I am in a very anomalous position here. And I am only
trying to have fair play and to protect you might say the moneyed :
wing of the Republican Party by an attack from another wing of the
Republican Party . I don't suppose I will get much gratitude, but I,
have a tremendous sense of fair play .
If I am going to referee the fight between one group of Republicans
and another one, I think I ought to have a little bit of leeway about.
who would we call in as witnesses . I am trying to be the referee .
If there is going to be any bloodletting, I want it to be done under
fair circumstances.
The CHAIRMAN . I feel under great obligation to you standing in the
position of referee .
Mrs . PFOST . Where does this Mr. Benjamin live? What is the
residence ?
Mr. SARGENT . I presume it is Washington, D . C . He is connected
with or the last I heard he was connected with the National Com- ,.
mission for Defense of Democracy of NEA . I think he works out of
National Headquarters. I don't know for sure .
Mr. WORMSER. May I just put this before you
Mr. SARGENT . He is from the University of Maryland .
Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Chairman, this may be of some help to us .
In studying what should go in our rules of procedure, I studied the •
rules of other committees, and also the lectures of professors, and what,
not . And some of them recommended a rule that where a person was .
referred to by a witness as a subversive, he should be notified of thatt
fact and given an opportunity to come in and say whether he was or
not .
That of course is an easy case . But here if a witness calls a man a
McKinley Republican or another witness calls a man an FDR Democrat, I question and I will leave it to you whether those fellows,,
whether it is worthwhile calling them in and asking him if he is a .
Southern Democrat instead of an FDR Democrat or McKinley Republican .
In other words, clearly if the witness has something to contribute,
on the purpose of foundations, then clearly they should be subpenaed.
But if they are just, shall we say, modestly embarrassed by being called, let us say, a -McKinley Republican, should we go to the trouble
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say that this committee should invite him and tell him of the fac
and invite him to come in any say whether he is or he is not .
Mr. HAYS. Well, of course, the testimony that Mr . Sargent h
given, a great deal of it, has implied many things . But when you t
to pin him down, he is very careful to back up and say, "Well,
didn't call him so and so ."
But by implication, you can call people a lot of things .
Now, the reason I asked for Mr . Benjamin specifically is that
understand he is an official of the NEA, and certainly the NEA ha
been given a pretty rough time in Mr . Sargent's testimony. An
I would like to get Mr. Benjamin, and perhaps maybe somebody el
from the NEA, because you know out where I live the NEA, all o
the teachers in my district practically belong to the NEA ; they a
respectable people, and I don't like to have them maligned by infer
ence through an organization that they belong to .
I am not going to sit here quietly and let it be done, if these hearing
drag on until hristmas.
The CHAIRMAN . It is expected that someone from the NEA will
called .
Mr. HAYS . You keep saying "it is expected," and I want to tie
down .
The CHAIRMAN . It should be the appropriate one that is represen
ative of the NEA .
Mr. HAYS . I kept hearing that "it was expected" we would star
these hearings every week from January on ; but we didn't get th
started . An so I just feel that I would like to get a few things tie
clown so we know where we stand, that is all .
Mr. SARGENT . May I proceed with this?
Mr. HAYS . Don't get too excited-you may not get too excitedam going to make a point of order that the committee is out of order
and the House goes in session and we have no permission to sit .
Mr. SARGENT. I am here to try to finish this afternoon .
The CHAIRMAN . You kept hearing after January that the com
mittee was going to have hearings and it is having hearings .
Mr. HAYS . It took a long time to get at them.
The record will show if the rules are changed, and as I have said
I have had them changed in the middle of the game before .
The CHAIRMAN. I would not get excited about that.
Mr. HAYS . I didn't even get excited when a person came in m
office today and said that I worked for a Republican Congressma
And I think that you ought to know this . It just revolts me that ther
was a discussion in our office this morning about the Republican Na
tional Committee was going to double the amount of money that the
spend against you the last time and that you are getting too obnoxious
and how they spent $33,000 the last time, the Republican Nationa
Committee put in $8,000 .
Now I suppose they are going to double that $8,000, but you know th
funny part of it is that the people of my district, Mr . Reece, have nev
had any inclination to pay any attention from outsiders, and I ge
a lot of Republican votes in spite of all of this outside money . I go
it the last time.

ou are talking .
Mr. HAYS . I am giving you some .
The CHAIRMAN . I am glad to have the information .
Thank you very, very much indeed .
You may proceed .
Mr. SARGENT. As far as Mr. Allen Zoll is concerned, he is a man
who has been very extensively smeared, either justly or unjustly, and I
.am not familiar with the facts .
I have not read the various citations involved here, and I don't
know one way or the other . The charges may be true or they may
be untrue, or they may be partly true or partly false . I have not
referred here in any instance to the record of any person except on the
basis of my personal examination of the record that I have referred to .
I am only interested in the Zoll incident from one standpoint, that
is, that the known smear which had highly developed proportions was
applied through the report on the enemy of Harold Benjamin.
Mr. HAYS . You can smear a Fascist, you mean it is possible?
Mr. SARGENT . You can drag a Fascist, someone Fascist or nonFascist, you go drag that record in on a community and attempt to
show that the community is backing the man himself and smear
people who are in no way connected with what the original source
may be, that is what happened here .
Mr . Benjamin dragged it into Pasadena where it had no place and
a; California legislative committee found it didn't have any place .
It is another example of this .
Mr. HAYS . When you drag somebody's name into this, you are not
smearing them, and you are just being a good patriotic American,
like you have done with Dr . Hullfish and others .
Mr. SARGENT. I didn't drag Dr. Hullfish in any derogatory capacity,
and I referred to him as one of the people who wrote a pamphlet .
Mr. HAYS . You didn't say that you recommended him?
Mr. SARGENT. I think the pamphlet is unjustified and this is a piece
of propaganda.
Mr. HAYS. But saying he wrote an unjustified piece of propaganda
isn't smearing him at all . That is just being truthful .
Mr. SARGENT . The propaganda is his own work and I have a right
to discuss the man's work . The Pasadena case is not the work of
Allen Zoll .
Mr. HAYS . I would like to state right here that there has never been
in my experience in a study of history a situation in which a congressional committee has let anyone come in and indiscriminately smear as
many people as this committee has let this witness do in the past 3
days .
Mr. SARGENT . My authority here is the report of the California legislative committee under Senator Dilworth's chairmanship . It is the
eighth report and I read you from the report, and'I read it factually.
Now, there has been reference here to the National Society of the
Sons of the American Revolution, of which I am a member . I think,
in justice to that organization and in view of the reference that I am
entitled to read a statement of their position on this subversive teaching question . It is a resolution adopted at their national congress,
he d at Minneapolis, Minn ., May 18, 1952.

y

on page 5, column 1, carrying over to the first column on page 6 o
the document known as the bill of grievances .
It states in substance that they decided and believe the following t
be a true statement of conditions affecting the public schools : Tha
textbooks, subversive textbooks and teachinpractices originate fro
sources that are interstate and international-in scope, effective contro
is beyond State power ; that an intelligent and informed public opin
ion is the only sound method of correcting the evil, and in accordan
with American principles .
The public opinion to be effective should be national and shoul
be equal in strength to the subversive influences involved . And that

An investigation of the kind required should be conducted in a judicial manne
as a nonpartisan impartial inquiry sufficiently broad in scope to inform th
people as to the nature and extent of the subversive educational problem affect
ing the public schools in the several States .

That the society has a proper interest in the matter under its char
ter and that its officers are authorized and instructed to prepare a do
ument for Congress calling for a national investigation of these prac
tices, and to do and perform any acts necessary to have it favorabl
considered .
The petition so prepared, in accordance with that resolution
known as the bill of grievances-presented to the United States Senat
Judiciary Committee and to the House of Representatives, reads a
follows
Be it resolved by the National Society, Sons of the American Revolution,

annual congress assembled
First : That we do hereby believe and determine the following to be a tru
statement of the conditions affecting the public schools of many of our States
resulting from the introduction of subversive textbooks and teaching practices
(a) That such textbooks and teaching practices originate from sourc
which are interstate and national in scope ;
(b) Effective control thereof is beyond the power and outside the reac
of any processes available to the legislature of any one State ;
(c) Intelligent and informed public opinion affords the only sound metho
of correcting this evil in accordance with American principles ;
(d) Public opinion, to be effective in this field should be made nationa
in scope and equal in strength to the subversive influences now affecting ou
public school system ;
(e) An investigation of the kind required should be conducted in a judici
manner as a nonpartisan and impartial inquiry, sufficiently broad in scop
to inform the people as to the nature and extent of subversive educatio
problems affecting the public schools in the several States ;
(f) That this society under its charter has a proper and direct interes
in this subject, sufficient to justify it in taking action to bring about su
an investigation .
Second : That we do hereby authorize and instruct the officers and reques
the trustees of this society to prepare and submit a petition to the Congress o
the United States calling for a national investigation of subversive teachin
practices affecting the public schools in the several States to the end tha
appropriate action may be taken thereon, and to do and perform such acts as
they may deem necessary to have such petition favorably considered .

Mr. SARGENT. The organization of which I am a member stand
behind the sort of inquiry which this committee is carrying on .
In the interest of clear thinking and also fairness, I think we shoul
state here, my testimony has, as you recall been confined entirely,
think, to the 3 foundations . The Big Three, I think I called them
That is Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Ford.

feller Foundation, the General Education Board, and the International Education Institute . Carnegie, as you know, has the Carnegie
Corp. of New York, which is the one that sponsored that survey, .
$300,000 survey on conclusions and recommendations . It also has a
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace . And the Ford
Foundation has a giant fund with many subcorporations .
When I say the foundations, unless otherwise indicated, I mean
someone or more of that group. They are the money power behind
the condition, propaganda condition and other conditions you are
inquirin into .
I thin it should be understood that there are areas not included
in the present scope here, areas having nothing to do with control of
propaganda, and such with which I link that your committee will
not be interested, and certainly I am not.
Mr. HAYS . Could you give us just in brief a summary of a paragraph or so, so that we can get it in a condensed form of just what
these 3 foundations have done .that you object to?
Mr. SARGENT. The Rockefeller Foundation has actively promoted
and supported the injection and the propagation of the so-called John
Dewey system of experimental education and has aided the introduction of Communist practices in our school system and is defending
and supporting the continuance of those practices in the schools .
Mr. HAYS . That is the Rockefeller Foundation?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, sir, and also the General Education Board and
the International Education Institute .
Mr. HAYS . Carnegie has aided it through various grants ; both of
them incidentally are carrying on a lobby and a very extensive lobby,
involving the schools which I will testify about this afternoon .
The ord Foundation has become the lobby which has interfered
or is interfering with the integrity of local schools and is promoting
world federalism and world federal government, among other things,
and extending its power into many areas capable of being dangerous .
Do you have any strong belief that the Ford Foundation either is
Communist or has promoted communism in any way?
Mr. SARGENT. I don't know the specific instances referred to in the
chairman's report and I can't testify on my own knowledge, but 1
understand it has .
But I don't personally know that and I can't testify to it.
Mr. HAYS . Do you happen to have there among your papers a list
oof the directors of these foundations?
Mr. SARGENT. No.
Mr. HAYS . Does the staff have a list of them?
Mr. SARGENT . I am not attempting to, name names . I am talking
about action.
Mr. HAYS . This is on, my own ; I am going off on an expedition
here.
Miss CASEY . We have their names as they appear in the latest annual
reports we have. I think in most instances that would be 1952 .
I think also their letterhead may have the names. However, I am
sure these foundations-Carnegie, Rockefeller, and Ford-would
gladly give us a list of their officers and trustees from the time they
were established .

foundations .
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be so ordered.
(The list of names is as follows :)
T1'ustees

CARNEGIE CORPORATION OF NEw YORK, 1911-54

James R. Angell, 1920-21, ex officio ; president of Carnegie Corp .
Thomas S. Arbuthnot, 1953-52, ex officio ; president of Carnegie Her
Fund Commission
Newton D. Baker, 1931-37
James Bertram, 1911-34, life member
W. Randolph Burgess, 1940
Vannevar Bush, 1939, ex officio ; president of Carnegie Institution o
Washington
Nicholas Murray Butler, 1925-45, ex officio ; president of Carnegi
Endowment for International Peace
Oliver C . Carmichael, 1945-53, ex officio ; president of Carnegie Foun
dation for Advancement of Teaching
Andrew Carnegie,
Carnegie, 1911-19, life member
Mrs. Andrew
1919-29
John J . Carty, 1923-32
Samuel Harden Church, 1914-43, ex officio ; president of Carnegi
Institute
Lotus Delta Coffman, 1936-38
Charles Dollard, 1948, ex officio ; president of Carnegie Corp .
Robert A . Franks, 1911-35, life member
William N. Frew, 1911-14, ex officio ; president of Carnegie Institute
William Frew, 1943-48, ex officio ; president of Carnegie Institute
John W. Gardner, 1954
Morris Hadley 1947
William J. Holland, 1922-32, ex officio ; president of Carnegie Her
Fund Commission
David F . Houston, 1929-34
Henry James, 1928-47
Walter A . Jessup, 1934-44, ex officio ; president of Carnegie Founda
tion for Advancement of Teaching (1934-44) and of Carnegi
Corp. (1941-44)
Devereaux C. Josephs, 1944, ex officio 1945-48 ; president of Carnegi
Corp.
Nicholas Kelley, 1936
Frederick P . Keppel, 1923-41, ex officio ; president of Carnegie Corp .
Russell Leffingwell, 1923
George C . Marshall, 1946-50
John C . Merriam, 1921-38, ex officio ; president of Carnegie Institutio
of Washington
Margaret Carnegie Miller, 1934
Frederick Osborn, 1936
Arthur W. Page, 1934
John A . Poynton, 1916-34
Gwilym A . Price, 1953

tion for the Advancement of Teaching
Elihu Root, 1911-37, ex officio 1911-25 ; president of Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
Elihu Root, Jr., 1937
Charles M . Spofford, 1953
Henry Suzzalo, 1930-33, ex officio ; president of Carnegie Foundation
for Advancement of Teaching
Charles L. Taylor, 1911-22, ex officio ; president of Carnegie Hero
Fund Commission
Charles Allen Thomas, 1951
Leroy A. Wilson, 1948-51
Robert S . Woodward, 1911-20, ex officio ; president of Carnegie Institution of Washington
Officers

Chairman of the board
Elihu Root, 1920-37
Nicholas Murray Butler, 1937-45
Russell Lefngwel1,1946 .
Vice chairman of the board : R. A. Franks, 1920-35
President
Andrew Carnegie, 1911-19
Elihu Root, 1919-20
James R. Angell, 1920-21
Henry S . Pritchett, 1921-23 (acting)
Frederick P. Keppel, 1923-41
Walter A. Jessup, 1941-44
Devereux C. Josephs, 1945-48
Charles Dollard, 1948
Vice president :
Elihu Root, 1911-19
R. A. Franks, 1913-20
Charles Dollard, 1947-48
John W. Gardner, 1949
James A. Perkins, 1951
Secretary
James Bertram, 1911-34
Robert M. Lester, 1934
Treasurer
R. A. Franks, 1911-35
Robertson D . Ward, 1935-42
C. Herbert Lee, 1942
Assistant to the president
Beardsley Ruml, 1920-22
William S. Learned, 1922-24
Morse A . Cartwright, 1924-26
Robert M. Lester, 1926-34
John M. Russell, 1934-40
Charles Dollard 1938-45
Stephen H . StacIpole,1940-45

Charles Dollard, 1945 47
Oliver C . Carmichael, 1945-53
Pendleton Herring, 1946-48
Whitney H. Shepardson, 1946-53
John W . Gardner, 1947-49
James A. Perkins, 1950-51
Executive assistant
Stephen H. Stackpole, 1953
William W . Marvel, 1953
Eugene I. Burdock, 1953
Associate secretary : Florence Anderson, 1951
Assistant secretary : Florence Anderson, 1947-51
Assistant treasurer :
Michael Pescatello, 1947
James W. Campbell, 1953
_Investment officer
Barent Lefferts, 1932 16
S. S. Hall, Jr., 1935-40
Parker Monroe, 1935-39
C. Herbert Lee, 1937-47
Michael Pescatello, 1946 17

TRUSTEES OF THE CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE
1910-54
Alexander, Wallace McK . (1935-39)
Anderson, Dillon (1953- )
Bacon, Robert (1913-19)
Ballantine, Arthur A. (1936-50, honorary 1953), member, financ
committee (1938-50) ; member, executive committee (1938-48)
chairman, finance committee (1948-50)
Bancroft, Edgar A. (1918-25), member, finance committee (1920-25)
Barrows, David P . (1931-51)
Bell, James F. (1939-42)
Brookings, Robert S . (1910-32)
Bullitt, William Marshall (1933-)
Bundy, Harvey H. (1948-), member, executive committee (1949-)
chairman, 1952 ; vice chairman of the board (1951-52) ; chariman o
the board, 1952-)
Burke, Thomas (1910-25)
_Butler, Nicholas Murray (1910-47), director, division of intercours
and education (1911-45) ; president (1925-45) ; president emeritu
(1945-47) ; member, executive committee (1911-45) ; chairman, exec
utive committee (1925-45)
'Cadwalader, John L . (1910-14)
Catlin, Daniel K. (1930-51, honorary 1951-54)
Chapin, W. W. (1939-54, honorary 1954)
Cherrington, Ben M . (1943-)
'Choate, Joseph H. (1910-17), vice president (1911-17)
Clapp, Margaret (1951-)
,,Cole, David L. (1951-)

acting president (1945-46) ; chairman, executive committee (194546) ; vice chairman of the board (1947-50)
Davis, Norman H . (1931-43)
Delano, Frederic A . (1920-49), assistant treasurer (1923-29) ; treasurer (1929-36) ; member, executive committee (1929-36) ; member, finance committee (1923-38)
Dodge, Cleveland H . (1910-19)
DuBridge, Lee A. (1951-)
Dulles, John Foster (1911 52), chairman of the board (1946-52) ;
chairman, executive committee (1946-52)
Dunn, Frederick S . (1951-)
Eisenhower, Dwight D . (1948-52)
Eliot, Charles W . (1910-19)
Evans, Lawton B . (1926-34)
Finch, George A . (1940-), assistant secretary (1911-40), secretary
(1940 17) ; assistant director, division of international law (191740) ; associate director,, division of international law (1940-43) ;
director, division of international law (1943-47) ; member, executive committee (1940-46) ; counselor (1948-50)
Foster, Arthur William (1910-25)
Foster, John W . (1910-17), member, executive committee (1911)
Fox, Austen G . (1910-37), member, executive committee (1911-37)
Franks, Robert A . (1910-35), member, finance committee (1911-35) ;
chairman, finance committee (1921-35)
Fraser, Leon (1938-45), member, finance committee (1938-45) ; treasurer (1941-42)
Freeman, Douglas S . (1937-53)
Gaines, Francis Pendleton (1933-51), member, executive committee
(1937-47)
Gray, George (1915-25), vice president (1918-25)
Gross, Ernest A . (1953-)
Hamlin, Charles S . (1923-38), assistant treasurer (1929-38) ; member, .
finance committee (1930-31)
Harrison, Earl Grant (1947-), member, executive committee (1947-50, .
1953-)
Heinz, Howard (1926 11)
Hill, David Jayne (1918-32)
Hiss, Alger (1946-50), president (1946-49) ; member, executive committee (1946-48)
Holman, Alfred (1920-30)
Houghton, Alanson B . (1930 41), treasurer (1936-41)
Howard, William M. (1910-30)
Jessup, Philip C. (1937-), director, division of international law
(1940 13)
Johnson, Joseph E . (1950-), president (1950-) ; member, executive committee (1950-) ; member, finance committee (1950-)
Kirk, Grayson L . (1953-) ; member, executive committee (1953-)
Lansing, Robert (1920-28), vice president (1926-28)
Lowden, Frank 0 . (1923-41)
Manning, Richard I . (1930-31)
Mather, Samuel (1910.49), member, finance committee (1911-19)
Molyneaux, Peter (1934-51)

35) ; assistant treasurer (1917-23) ; treasurer (1923-29) ; vice pres
dent (1929-37)
Morris, Roland S . (1930-45), member, executive committee (193
45) ; assistant treasurer (1938-42) ; treasurer (1942-45) .
Morrow, Dwight W. (1925-30), member, finance committee (1925-2
Murrow, Edward R . (1951-)
Nelson, Otto L . Jr. (1949-), member, executive committee (1949-)
Nolde, O . Frederick (1951-), member, executive committee (1951Olds, Robert E . (1925-32)
Page, Robert Newton (1920-25)
Parker, Edwin B . (1926-29)
Patterson, Ellmore C. (1951-), chairman, finance committee (1951Percy, LeRoy (1925-29)
Perkins, George W. (1910-20), chairman, finance committee (191
20)
.Peters, William A . (1926-29)
Pritchett, Henry S. (1910-39), member, executive committee (1911
35)
_Reed, Philip D . (1945-53)
Rockefeller, David (1947-), member, executive committee (1947assistant treasurer (1947-49) ; treasurer (1949-) ; vice preside
1950-53 ; vice chairman (1953-)
Elihu (1910-37) president 1910-25) ; chairman, executive co
mittee (1911-25) ; member, executive committee (1925-30)
Ryerson, Edward L., (1933), member, executive committee (1951-5
Schieffelin, W. J ., Jr . (1941), member, finance committee (1954)
Schmidlapp, Jacob G . (1910-19)
Scott, James Brown (191.0-43), secretary (1910-40) ; secrets eme
itus (1940-43) ; member, executive committee (1911-40) ; directo
division of international law (1911-40) ; director emeritus, divisi
of international law (1940-43)
Severance, Cordenio A. (191.8-25)
Sheffield, James R . (1919-38), member, finance committee (1920-2
1988-30, 1931-38) ; member, executive committee (1923-27, 1930
38)
Sherman, Maurice S . (1926-47), member, executive committee (193
47)
Shotwell, James Thomson (1925-51, honorary 1951), director, div
sion of economics and history (192 4 18) ; member, executive com
mittee (1927-29, 1948-50) ; acting president (1948-49) ; preside
(1949-50) ; president emeritus (1950)
Shuster, George N. (1954)
Sibley, Harper (1938), member, finance committee (1948)
Slayden, James L. (1910-24)
Smiley, Albert K. (1910-12)
Smith, Jeremiah, Jr. (1930-34)
Sprague, Charles A . (1954)
Straus, Oscar S. (1910-26)
Strawn, Silas H . . (1926-46)
Sutherland, George (1920-25)
Taft, Robert A. (1935-38)
Taylor, Carles L . (1910-22)

23 ; treasurer (1912-23)
Wadsworth, Eliot (1937-51), assistant treasurer (1911 15) ; treasurer
(194"9) ; member, finance committee (1945-49) ; member, executive committee (1945-49)
Wakefield, Lyman E . (1943-45)
Watson, Thomas J . (1934-51, honorary 1951), chairman, finance committee (1935-47) ; member, executive committee (1936-46, 194851)
Waymack, W . W . (1941-), member, executive committee (1946-49)
White, Andrew D . (1910-18 )
Williams, John Sharp (1910-22)
Woodward, Robert S . (1910-24)
Wright, Luke E . (1910-18)
Wriston, Henry M . (1943-54)
CARNEGIE FOUNDATION FOR TILE ADVANCEMENT OF TEACll LNG

Trustees
Raymond B . Allen, 1948Frank Aydelotte, 1921-53
H. McClelland Bell, 1905-18
William L . Bryan, 1910-38
M. Le Roy Burton, 1915-25
Nicholas Murray Butler, 1905-47
Samuel P. Capen, 1935-50
~Oliver C. Carmichael, 1937T . Morrison Carnegie, 1905-24
Lotus D. Coffman, 1930-38
Arthur H. Compton, 1946-54
James B . Conant, 1934-53
Edwin B. Craighead, 1905-17
William H . Crawford, 1905-20
Sir Arthur W . Currie, 1927-33
Carter Davidson, 1946Arthur H . Dean, 1950George H . Denny, 1905Albert B. Dinwiddie, 1923-35
Harold W. Dodds, 1935Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1950-53
Charles W . Eliot, 1905-09
Edward C . Elliott, 1934 16
Sir Robert Falconer, 1917-32
Livingston Farrand, 1929-39
Frederick C . Ferry, 1920-39
Dixon Ryan Fox, 1939-45
Robert A . Franks, 1905-35
Edwin B . Fred, 1946Eugene A. Gilmore, 1938-48
Laurence M. Gould, 1953Frank P . Graham, 1932-53
A. Whitney Griswold, 1950-

R. G . Gustavson, 1949-53
Arthur T . .Hadley, 1905-21
William R. Harper, 1905-06
Rufus C . Harris, 1945Charlies C . Harrison, 1905-10
John G. Hibben, 1920-32
Albert R . Hiss, 1918-36
William V . Houston, 1953Edwin H . Hughes, 1905-08
Alexander C . Humphreys, 1905-27
Walter A. Jessup, 1932 14
David S . Jordan, 1905-16
Devereux C . Josephs, 1947-49
Henry C . King, 1905-27
Grayson L. Kirk, 1953James. H. Kirkland, 1917-37
Thomas S. Lamont, 1949Thomas W. Lamont, 1917-48
Ernest H . Lindley, 1931 40
Clarence C . Little, 1927-29
Robert A . Lovett, 1937Abbott Lawrence Lowell, 1910-33
Howard F. Lowry, 1948Norman A. M. MacKenzie, 1951John H. T. Main, 1924-31
Thomas McClelland, 1905-17
Samuel B . McCormick, 1905-23
Frederick A . Middlebush, 1937John S . Millis, 1949Walter C. Murray, 1918-38
William A . Neilson, 1920-46
John L . Newcomb, 1936-47
George Norlin, 1925-39
Josiah H . Penniman, 1921 11
Sir William Peterson, 1905-1.8
Samuel Plantz, 1905-24
Henry S . Pritchett, 1905-30
Nathan M. Pusey, 1953Ira Remsen, 1909-13
Rush Rhees, 1922-35
Jacob Gould Schurman, 1905-20
L . Clark Seelye, 1905-10
Charles Seymour, 1939-50
Kenneth C . M. Sills, 1933-52
William F . Slocum, 1906-17
Edgar F . Smith, 1913-20
Franklyn B . Snyder, 1940-49
Robert G . Sproul, 1939Henry Suzzallo, 1918-33
James M . Taylor, 1910-14
Charles F . Thwing, 1905-22
Alan Valentine, 1945-50
Frank A . Vanderlip, 1905-37
Charles R. Van Hise, 1909-18

Robert E. Vinson, 1920-34
Robert C. Wallace, 1938-51
Herman B . Wells, 1941Clement C . Williams, 1939-46
Woodrow Wilson, 1905-10
.Benjamin F. Wright, 1952Henry M . Wriston, 1932Administrative officers

Presidents
Henry S. Pritchett, 1905-30
Henry Suzzallo, 1930-33
Walter A. Jessup, 1934-44
Oliver C. Carmichael, 1945-53
Thomas S . Lamont (president ad interim), 1953Secretaries
Albert LeForest Derby, assistant secretary, 1905-06
Walter M . Gilbert, assistant secretary, 1905-47
John G. Bowman, 1906-11
Clyde Furst, 1911-31
William S . Learned, assistant secretary, 1920-31
Howard J . Savage, 1931-49
Paul Scherer, assistant secretary, 1947Robert M. Lester (associate secretary 1947-49), 1949Treasurers :
T. Morrison Carnegie, 1906-10
Robert A . Franks, 1910-35
Frank A . Vanderlip, 1935-37
Howard J. Savage, 1937-49
C . Herbert Lee, 1949Assistant treasurers
John G . Bowman, 1910-11
Clyde Furst, 1911-21
Samuel S. Hall, Jr., 1921-39
Devereux C . Josephs, 1939-45
Parker Monroe, 1945-48
C. Herbert Lee, 1948-49
Staff members
A . Monell Sayre, 1905-13
Abraham Flexner, 1908-12
William S. Learned, 1913-46
Alfred Z. Reed, 1913-40
I. L. Kandel, 1914-23
Howard J. Savage, 1923-1931 ; 1949-51
Actuarial consultants
Charles E . Brooks, 1918-20
Raymond L . Mattocks, 1922-53
Staff associates :
Harold W . Bentley, 1926-29
Paul Webb, 1931-32
David Spence Hill, 1931-34
W . Carson Ryan, 1936-40
Charles R . Langmuir, 1936-42
Kenneth W . Vaughn, 1942-47

The Ford Foundation has itself created five other agencies to car
on activities in special fields . Each such agency receives its fund
from the Ford Foundation, but is entirely independent, with its o
charter and bylaws, as well as its own directors and officers . The
agencies are, the East European Fund, Inc ., the Fund for Adult Ed
cation, the Fund for the Advancement of Education, the Fund for t
Republic, Inc ., Intercultural Publications, Inc ., and Resources for
Future, Inc. The directors and officers of each of these agencies a
given following those of the Ford Foundation .
Trustees 1936-54
Edsel B . Ford (deceased 1943), formerly president, Ford Motor C
3000 Schaefer Road, Dearborn, Mich., 1936-43
B. J . Craig, formerly secretary-treasurer, the Ford Foundation, 137
Dorstone Place, Birmingham, Mich, 1936-51
Clifford B . Longley, attorney, Bodman, Longley, Boble, Armstrong
Dahling, Buhl Building, Detroit, Mich., 1936-4.3
Henry Ford II, president, Ford Motor Co ., 3000 Schaefer Road
Dearborn, Mich, 1943-55
Frank Campsall (deceased 1946) formerly assistant general man
ger and director, Ford Motor Coo ., Dearborn, Mich., 1943-46
Gordon S . Rentschler (deceased 1948), formerly president, Hoove
Owens-Rentschler Co. and chairman, the National City Bank of N
York, New York, N. Y ., 1945-48
Karl T . Compton (deceased 1954), formerly president, Massachusett
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass ., 1946-51
Benson Ford, vice president, Ford Motor Co ., 3000 Schaefer Roa
Dearborn, Mich., 1947-57
Donald K . David, dean, Graduate School of Business Administratio
Harvard University, Cambridge Mass., 1948-55
James B . Webber, Jr ., president, J. L. Hudson Co ., 1206 Woodwa
Avenue, Detroit, Mich ., 1948-53
Charles E . Wilson, chairman of the executive committee, W. R . Gra
& Co ., 570 Lexington Avenue, New York, N . Y., 1949-56
John Cowles, publisher, Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co ., Portla
and Fifth Streets, Minneapolis, Minn., 1950-56
Paul G . Hoffman (then president, the Ford Foundation), chairm
of the board (since 1953), the Studebaker Corp ., South Bend, In
1950-53
Frank Abrams (retired), formerly chairman of the Board, . Standa
Oil Co. (New Jersey), New York, N . Y., 1952-55
Charles E. Wyzanski, Jr ., judge, United States district court, Bosto
Mass., 1952-57
H. Rowan Gaither, Jr., president, the Ford Foundation, 477 Madis
Avenue . New York, N . Y ., 1953-57
James F . Brownlee, partner, J . H . Whitney & Co ., New York, N . Y
1953-55
Frederick Lewis Allen (deceased 1954), formerly editor, Harper
magazine, vice president, Harper & Bros ., New York, N. Y.,1953John J . McCloy, chairman of the board, the Chase National Bank, N
York, N. Y ., 1953-56

Journal, Louisville, Ky., 1954-56
Laurence M . Gould, president, Carleton College, Northfield, Minn .,.
1954-57
Principal elected officers from first meeting o f the board of trustees=
to August 00, 19j4

Chairman of the board : Henry Ford II, November 6, 1950, to date
Vice chairman of the board : Karl T. Compton, April 10 to October 1,.
1951
President
H . Rowan Gaither, Jr ., March 1, 1953, to date
Paul G. Hoffman, November 6,1950, to March 1, 1953
Henry Ford II, June 4, 1943, to November 6, 1950
Edsel B . Ford, February 4,1936, to May 26,1943
Vice president (formerly called associate director)
Dyke Brown, March 1, 1953, to date
Thomas H . Carroll, June 30, 1953, to date
William H . MePeak, September 16, 1953 ,to date
Don K . Price, Jr., September 16, 1953, to date
Robert M . Hutchins, January 29, 1951, to May 31, 1954
Milton Katz, September 1,1951, to January 14,1954
Chester C . Davis, January 29,1951, to July 1, 1953
11. Rowan Gaither, Jr., January 29, 1951, to March 1, 1953
Treasurer
Oliver May, July 2,1951, to date
B . J . Craig, February 4, 1936, to July 2, 1951
Secretary
Joseph M . McDaniel, Jr ., March 1, 1953, to date
Oliver May, July 2,1951, to March 1, 1953
B . J . Craig, April 10, 1946, to July 2,1951
Frank Campsall, June 1, 1943, to April 10, 1946
Clifford Longley, February 4, 1936, to June 4, 1943
EAST EUROPEAN FUND, INC .

Trustees (from inception to date)
Frank Altschul, president of General American Investors Co ., Inc.,.
March 1951 to date
Paul B . Anderson, associate executive secretary, international committee of the Young Men's Christian Association, March 1952 to„
date
Merle Fainsod, professor of government, Harvard University, March ;
1952 to date
George F . Kennan, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, March
1951 to November 1951 ; September 1953 to date
Philip E . Mosely, professor of international relations and directorof the Russian Institute of Columbia University, March 1951 to date
R . Gordon Wasson, vice president of J. P. Morgan & Co., Inc., March.
1951 to date
John E . F. Wood, partner in the law firm of Root, Ballatine, Bushby & :
Palmer, New York City, March 1951 to date

George F . Kennan, March 1951 to November 1951
Philip E . Mosely, January 1952 to date
Vice president and treasurer : R . Gordon Wasson, March 1951 to da
Secretary :
George Fischer, March 1951 to May 1951
Elizabeth Meredith, May 1951 to October 1952
Donald A. Lowrie, October 1952 to February 1953
David C . Munford, February 1953 to date (secretary pro tempo
February 1953 to April 1954)
Director :
George Fischer, March 1951 to November 1951
Melville J . Ruggles, March 1952 to October 1952
Donald A. Lowrie, October 1952 to February 1953
David C . Munford, full time, February 1953 to September 195
part time, September 1953 to date
Director, Chekhov Publishing House, Nicholas Wreden, executi
editor, Little, Brown & Co ., geptember 1951 to date
Director, Research Program on the U . S . S . R ., Philip E . Mosel
June 1951 to date
THE FUND FOR ADULT EDUCATION

Directors

Sarah Gibson Blanding, April 5, 1951, to present
Harry A. Bullis, May 28, 1953, to present
Howard Bruce, April 5,1951, to March 13, 1953
Rev . John J. Cavanaugh, April 5,1951, to present
John L . Collyer, April 5,1951, to present
Milton S . Eisenhower, May 28, 1953, to present
Clarence H . Faust, April 5, 1 .951, to present
Alexander Fraser, April 5,1951, to May 6, 1952
C. Scott Fletcher, April 5,1951, to present
Clarence Francis, April 5, 1951, to present
Clinton S . Golden, April 5, 1951, to present
Paul H . Helms, April 5,1951, to present
George M . Humphrey, April 5, 1951, to December 1, 1952
Allan B . Kline, April 5,1951, to present
William A. Patterson, May 28, 1953, to present
Charles H. Percy, April 5, 1951, to present
Anna Lord Strauss, April 5, 1951, to present
James W. Young, April 5, 1951, to May 6, 1952
Ofcers
C. Scott Fletcher, president, April 5, 1951, to present
Alexander Fraser, chairman of the board, April 5, 1951, to May 6, 1
Paul H . Helms, chairman of the board, May 6, 1952, to May 20, 19
Clarence Francis, chairman of the board, May 28, 1953 to present
Joseph M . McDaniel, Jr ., treasurer, April 5, 1951, to bctober 16, 19
Ernest L . Young, acting treasurer, October 16, 1951, to present
Robert O . Hancox, acting secretary, April 5, 1951, to January 17, 19
Martha C . Howard, secretary, January 17, 1952, to present
Ann C . Spinney, assistant secretary, July 11, 1952, to present

Directors (from April 1951 to present, unless otherwise indicated)
Frank W. Abrams, formerly chairman of the board, Standard Oil
Co. (New Jersey), 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N . Y . (chairman of fund until resignation from board in June 1953)
Barry Bingham, president, the Courier-Journal, Louisville, Ky .
Ralph J . Bunche, Director, Division of Trusteeship, United Nations,
405 East 42d Street, New York, N . Y.
Charles D . Dickey, director and vice president, J. P . Morgan & Co.,
Inc., 23 Wall Street, New York, N. Y.
James H. Douglas, Jr., Under Secretary of the Air Force, Pentagon
Building, Arlington, Va .
Alvin C. Enrich (see list of officers)
Clarence H . Faust (see list of officers)
C. Scott Fletcher, president, Fund for Adult Education, 1444 Wentworth Street, Pasadena, Calif .
Walter Gifford, room 1010, 46 Cedar Street, New York 5, N . Y ., formerly Ambassador to Great Britain and chairman of American
Telephone & Telegraph (since April 1954)
Mrs . Douglas Horton, 52 Gramercy Park North, New York 10,X . Y.,
formerly Director of the WAVES and president of Wellesley
College
Mr. Roy Larsen, president, Time, Inc ., 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
N. Y.
Mr. Walter Lippmann, 3525 Woodley Road NW ., Washington 16,
D. C ., columnist
Mr. Ralph McGill, editor, the Atlanta Constitution, Atlanta, Ga :
(since April 1954)
Mr. Paul Mellon, 716 Jackson Place, Washington, D . C. (president,
Old Dominion Foundation)
Mr. Walter P . Pae cke, chairman of the board, Container Corporation
of America, 38 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill .
Mr. Philip D . Reed, chairman of the board, General Electric Co ., 570
Lexington Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. (until June 1953)
Owen J . Roberts, 1421 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa . (formerly
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court) (chairman of fund board
since June 1953)
James Webb Young, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N . Y .,
advertising consultant (until April 1952)
THE FUND FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF EDUCATION

Officers
Clarence H . Faust, president, Fund for Advancement of Education,
575 Madison Avenue, New York, N . Y. (April 1951 to present)
Alvin C . Eurich, vice president, Fund for Advancement of Education, 575 Madison Avenue, New York, N . Y. (September 1951 to
present)
John K . Weiss, treasurer, Fund for Advancement of Education, 575
Madison Avenue, New York, N . Y . (April 1954 to present)
O . Meredith Wilson (secretary of the fund from December 1952 to
March 1954) ; Current address :_ President, University of Oregon,
Eugene, Oreg .
49720-54-pt . 1

23

575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N . Y . (secretary-treasurer uni
April 1954) (secretary since April 1954)
Thomas A. Spragens (secretary-treasurer, June 1951-Decemb
1952) ; Current address : President, Stephens College, Columbia, M
THE FUND FOR THE REPUBLIC, INC .
Directors, ; past and present

James F. Brownlee, partner, J . H . Whitney & Co ., New York Cit
Decem-ber :1952-May 1953
Malcolm Bryan, president, Federal Reserve Bank, Atlanta, Decembe
1952-January 1953
Huntington Cairns, lawyer, Washington, D . C ., December 1952-A
,gust 1953

Clifford P. Case, president, The Fund for the Republic, Inc ., M
1953-March 1954
Charles W.' Cole, president, Amherst College, Amherst, Mass ., Dece
ber 1952-1956 1
Russell L. Dearmont, lawyer, St . Louis, Mo., December 1952-195
Richard Finnegan, consulting editor, Chicago Sun-Times, Chicag
Ill ., December 1952-1954 1
David F .'Freeman, secretary, The Fund for the Republic, Inc ., D
cember 1952-November 1953•
Erwin N. Griswold, dean, Harvard Law School, Cambridge, Mas
December 1952-1956 1
Paul G. Hoffman, chairman of the board, the Studebaker Corp ., Sou
Bend, Ind., February 1953-1954 1
Robert M . Hutchins, president, The Fund for the Republic, Inc .; Apr
1954William H . Joyce, Jr., chairman of the board, Joyce, Inc., Pasaden
Calif., December 1952-1955 1
Meyer Kestnbaum, president, Hart, Schaffner & Marx, Chicago, Ill
December 1952-1956 1
M. Albert Linton, president, Provident Mutual Life Insurance Co
Philadelphia, Pa., December 1952-1954 1
John Lord O'Brian, partner, Covington & Burling, Washington, D .
February 1953-1956 1
Jubal R. Parten, president, Woodley Petroleum Co ., Houston, Te
December 1952-1954 1
Elmo Roper, marketing consultant, New York City, N . Y ., Decemb
1952-1955 1
George N . Shuster, president, Hunter College, New York City, vi
chairman, August 1953, December 1952-1955 1
Mrs . Eleanor B . Stevenson, Oberlin, Ohio, December 1952-1956 1
James D . Zellerbach, president, Crown Zellerbach Corp ., San Fra
cisco, Calif ., December 1952-1955 1

1 Annual meeting in November . Terms of office run until Novemb
of the year mentioned .

Chairman of the board, Paul G . Hoffman, February 1953 to present
Vice chairman off the board, George N . Shuster, August 1953 to present
Presidents, David. F. Freeman, December 1952 to May 1953 ; Clifford
P. Case, May 1953 to March 1954 ; Robert M . Hutchins, June 1954
to present
Vice president, W . H. Ferry, July 1954 to present
Secretary, David F. Freeman, December 1952 to present
Treasurer, Isaac Stickler, December 1952 to August 1953
Acting treasurer, David F . Freeman, August 1953 to present
Assisant treasurer, Charles C . Dold, September 1953 to March 1954
INTERCULIURAL PUBLICATIONS, INC., 477 MADISON AVENUE,
NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

Directors
James Laughlin, president, Intercultural Publications, Inc ., 477 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N . Y .
William J. Casey, 60 East 42d Street, New York 17, N . Y ., lawyer
Charles Garside, president, Associated Hospital Service of New York,
80 Lexington Avenue, New York, N . Y.
Joseph W . Hambuechen, First Boston Corp ., 100 Broadway, New York,
- "N. Y ., barker
H. J . Heinz II, president, H . J. Heinz Co., Post Office Box 57, Pittsburgh 30, Pa .
Alfred A . Knopf, president, Alfred A . Knopf, Inc., 501 Madison
Avenue, New York, N . Y.
Richard Weil, Jr ., 2 East 67th Street, New York 22, N. Y., executive
O fcers
James Laughlin, president
Charles Garside, secretary
Ernest J . Perry, treasurer
Ronald Freelander, assistant secretary
The board of directors has been serving since April 9,1952 .
Mr. James F . Brownlee, of Fairfield, Conn ., also elected April 9,
1952, resigned from the board in December 1952 .
Mr. Hayden Carruth served as assistant secretaryy from September
1952 to October 1953, at which time has was succeeded by Mr. Ronald
Freelander.
DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS OF RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE, INC.

Resources for the Future, Inc ., was incorporated in New York under
the membership corporation law October 7, 1952. By article VI of
the certificate of incorporation the following-named persons were
designated until the first annual meeting or until any special meeting
held for the purpose of electing directors
Milton Adler, 12 Crown Street, Brooklyn 25, N . Y.
Charles T. Duncan, 229 West 74th Street, New York 23, N . Y .
Joseph H . Schnabel, 402 Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn 18, N . Y.

employed to obtain' the certificate of incorporation and' are' not in
vidually known to the present officers of the corporation .)
These directors named in article VI of the certificate of incorpor
tion met on October 10, 1952, at which time each of them submitt
his resignation in turn and the following-named persons were na
directors :
William S. Paley
Ralph F . Colin (resigned November 5, 1952)
John S . Minary (resigned November 5, 1952)
The following persons were elected at subsequent meetings of t
corporation
Elected November 5,1952 :
Horace M. Albright
Edward J. Condon
E. B . MacNaughton
Leslie A. Miller
Fairfield Osborn (resigned December 8, 1953)
Beardsley Ruml
Stanley Ruttenberg
M. L. Wilson (resigned May 1, 1953)
Charles W. Eliot (resigned February 5,1953)
Elected November 6, 1952 : Reuben G . Gustavson
Elected June 19, 1953 : Otto H . Liebers
The following persons have been elected officers of the corporati
since its inception
Elected October 10, 1952 :
William S . Paley, president (resigned November 5, 1952)
Ralph F . Colin, vice president and treasurer (resigned Nove
ber 5, 1952)
John S . Minary, secretary (resigned November 5, 1952)
Elected November 5, 1952 :
Horace M. Albright, president (resigned March 31, 1953, to b
come effective upon the date of taking office by his successor)
Charles W. Eliot, executive director (resigned February 5, 195
Elmer Hennig, secretary and treasurer (resigned July 15, 195
Elected March 2, 1953 : Reuben G. Gustavson, president (to beco
effective upon his acceptance and taking office on July 1, 1953)
Elected April 19,1953 : Horace M. Albright, chairman of the board
Reuben G . Gustavson, executive director
Elected July 15, 1954 :
Joseph L . Fisher, secretary
John E . Herbert, treasurer

List o f all persons who have served as trustees since incorporation in
1913) April 1954
Agar, John G.,' lawyer, February 25, 1920, to November 9, 1928
Aldrieh, Winthrop W., formerly chairman of the board, the Chase
National Bank of the City of New York, now Ambassador to Great
Britain, April 10, 1935, to June 30,1951
Angell, James R .,1 formerly president, Yale University, November 9,
1928, to April 15, 1936
Arnett, Trevor, formerly president, the General Education Board, and
the International Education Board, Grand Beach, Mich., November
9, 1928, to April 15, 1936
Barnard, Chester I., formerly president, the Rockefeller Foundation
and General Education Board, 52 Gramercy Park North, New
York 10, N. Y ., April 3,1940, to June 30,1952
Bowles, Chester,2 formerly governor of Connecticut and formerly
United States Ambassador to India and Nepal ; Essex, Conn., April
7, 1954, to April 6, 1955
Bronk, Detlev W .,2 president, the Rockefeller Institute for Medical
R~ earch, York Avenue and 66th Street, New York 21, N . Y ., April
1, 1953, to April 6, 1955
Buttrick, Wallace,' formerly president, General Education Board, and
chairman, the International Education Board, January 24, 1917, to
May 27, 1926
Claflin, William H., Jr .,2 president, Soledad Sugar Co ., Room 1006, 75
Federal Street, Boston 10, Mass ., April 5, 1950, to April 6, 1955
Compton, Karl T ., chairman of the corporation, Massachusetts Insti=
tute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass ., April 3, 1940, to June 30, 1953
Davis, John W ., lawyer, with firm of Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Sunderland & Kiendl, 15 Broad Street, New York 5, N . Y., February 24,
1922, to April 5, 1939
Dickey, John S .,2 president, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N . H., April
2, 1947, to April 4, 1956
Dodds, Harold W.,2 president, Princeton University, Princeton, N . J.,
April 7, 1937, to June 30, 1954
Douglas, Lewis W .,2 chairman of the board, Mutual Life Insurance
Co. of New York, 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N . Y., formerly
United States Ambassador to Great Britain, April 10, 1935, to April
2, 1947 ; December 6, 1950, to April 6, 1955
Dulles, John Foster, Secretary of State, Washington 25, D . C ., formerly member, Sullivan & Cromwell (lawyers), April 10, 1935,
to December 2, 1952
1 Deceased .
2 Present trustees .

Edsall, David L.,1 formerly dean, Harvard Medical School, and Har
vard School of Public Health, May 25, 1927, to April 15, 1936
Eliot, Charles W.,1 formerly president, Harvard University, Januar
21, 1914, to May 23, 1917
Flexner, Simon,1 formerly director, Rockefeller Institute for Medic
Research, May 22, 1913, to April 16, 1930
Fosdick, Harry Emerson, pastor emeritus, Riverside Church, 49
Riverside Drive, New York 27, N. Y ., January 26,1916, to Februar
23, 1921
Fosdick, Raymond B ., formerly president, the Rockefeller Foundatio
and the General Education Board, 25 East 83d Street, New York
N. Y., February 23, 1921, to June 30, 1948
Freeman, Douglas S.,1 formerly editor, Richmond News Leader, a
biographer, Robert E . Lee and George Washington, April 7, 1937
to December 5, 1951
Gasser, Herbert S .,2 member emeritus, the Rockefeller Institute fo
Medical Research (formerly director), York Avenue and 66t
Street, New York, N. Y., April 7, 1937, to June 30, 1954
Gates, Frederick T.,1 formerly associated with John D . Rockefelle
Sr ., formerly chairman, general education ".board, May 22, 1G1
to July 2, 1923
Gifford, Walter S ., formerly president and chairman, American Tele
phone & Telegraph Co ., formerly United States Ambassador t
Great Britain, 46 Cedar Street, New York, N. Y ., April 15, 193
to April 5, 1950
Greene, Jerome D ., formerly secretary, the Rockefeller Foundation
formerly, member ofboard of overseers, Harvard University, 5
State Street, Boston, Mass ., May 22, 1913, to January 24, 191
November 9, 1928, to December 6, 1939
Hadley, Herbert Spencer,' formerly Governor of Missouri and chan
cellor, Washington University, St . Louis, Mo ., February 23, 192
to November 4, 1.927
Harrison, Wallace K .,2 Harrison & Abramovitz, architects, 630 Fift
Avenue, New York, N . Y ., July 1, 1951, to April 4, 1956
Hepburn, Alonzo B .,1 formerly president, chairman of the board
directors, and chairman, advisory board, Chase National Bank o
the City of New York, March 18, 1914, to January 25, 1922
Heydt, Charles 0 ., formerly associated with John D . Rockefeller, S
34 Melrose Place, Montclair, N. J ., May 22, 1913, to January 2
1917
Hopkins, Ernest M ., formerly president, Dartmouth College, 29 Ro
Ferry Road, Hanover, N . H., November 9, 1928, to December
1942
Howland, Charles P.,1 formerly lawyer-member of Rushmore, Bisb
Stern, November 9, 1928, to November 12, 1932
Hughes, Charles E.,' formerly Chief Justice of the United States
January 24,1917, to February 28,1921 ; November 6,1925, to Nove
ber 9, 1928
1 Deceased .

x Present trustees .
Died never having attended a meeting .

1913, April 1954-Continued
Judson Harry Pratt,' . formerly president, University of Chicago,
May ~2, 1913to February 27, 1924
Kellogg, Vernon L .,1 formerly permanent secretary, National Research Council, February 24, 1922, to April 11, 1934
Kimberly, John R .,2 president, Kimberly-Clark Corp ., Neenah, Wis.,
April 1, 1953, to April 3,1957
Loeb, Robert F .,2 Bard professor of medicine, Columbia University,
620 West 168th Street, New York, N . Y., April 2, 1947, to April 3,
1957
Lovett, Robert A .,2 Brown Bros ., Harriman & Co., 59 Wall Street,
New York, N. Y., formerly Secretary of Defense, May 20, 1949, to
April 3, 1957
Mason, Max, formerly president, the Rockefeller Foundation, 1035
Harvard Street, Claremont, Calif ., January 1, 1930 to June 30,1936
McCloy= John J ., chairman of the board, the Chase National Bank of
the City of New York, 18 Pine Street, New York, N. Y., formerly
High Commissioner for Germany, April 3, 1946, to June 11, 1949 ;
April 1, 1953, to April 6, 1955
Moe, Henry Allen, 2 secretary general, John Simon Guggenheim Memorial oundation, 551 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y., April 5,
1944, to April 4,1956
Murphy, Starr J .,1 formerly lawyer-personal counsel, John D . Rockefeller Sr., May 22,1913, to April 4,1921
Myers, 'William L, 2 dean, New York State College of Agriculture,
Cornell University Ithaca, N . Y., April 2, 1941, to April 4, 1956
Parkinson, Thomas 1'., formerly president, . Equitable Life Assurance
Society 7 Park Avenue, New York, N : Y ., April 10, 1935, to
December 4, 1946
Parran, Thomas,2 dean, Graduate School of Public Health, the University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa ., April 2, 1941, to April 4,
1956
Richards, Alfred N. emeritus professor of pharmacology, Universit
of Pennsylvania, 1737 Rugby Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa., April 7, 1937,
to April 2,1941
Rockefeller John D., Sr.,' business and philanthropy, May 22, 1913,
to December 4, 1923
Rockefeller, ' John D., Jr., business, and philanthropy, formerly chairman of the board, the Rockefeller Foundation and the General Education Board, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N . Y ., May 22,1913,
to April 3, 1940
Rockefeller, John D., 3d, 2 business and philanthropy, chairman of the
board, the Rockefeller Foundation and the General . Education
Board, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N . Y., December 16, 1931,
to A-3ril 4? 1956
Rose, Wickhfe, 1 formerly member of International Health Board and
president, International Education . Board and General Education
Board, May 22, 1913, to June 30, 1928
Rosenwald, Julius, formerly merchant and philanthropist, January
24, 1917, to April 15, 1931
Deceased .
s Present trustees .
I

Rusk, Dean,2 president, the Rockefeller Foundation and the Gener
Education Board, 49 West 49th Street, New York, N . Y., former
Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs, April 5, 195
to April 3, 1957
Ryerson, Martin A.,1 formerly president and honorary president boa
of trustees, University of Chicago, January 26, 1916, to December
1928
Smith, Geoffrey S .,2 president, Girard Trust Corn Exchange Ban
Broad and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pa ., April 5, 1050,
April 6, 1955 .
Sproul, Robert G .,2 president, University of California, Berkele
Calif., April,3,1940, to April 6, 1955
Stevens, Robert T ., Secretary of the Army, Washington, D . C ., f
merly chairman of the board, J . P . Stevens Co., April 2, 1952,
January 16, 1953
Stewart, Walter W ., emeritus professor, school of economics and po
tics, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N . J ., April 15, 19
to December 6, 1950
Stokes, Anson Phelps, formerly canon, Washington Cathedral, Was
ington, D . C ., Lenox, Mass ., November 9, 1928, to April 12, 1932
Strauss, Frederick,' formerly associated with J . and W . Seligman
Co . (brokers), January 26, 1916, to April 15, 1931
Sulzberger, Arthur Hays, 2 publisher, the New York Times, and pres
dent and director, the New York Times Co ., 229 West 43d Stre
New York, N. Y., April 5,1939, to April 3, 1957
Swift, Harold H ., chairman of the board, Swift & Co ., Union Stoc
yards, Chicago, Ill., April 15, 1931, to April 5, 1950
Trowbridge, Augustus,' formerly dean of the graduate school, Princ
ton University, November 9, 1928, to March 14, 1934
Van Dusen, Henry P.,2 president, Union Theological Seminary, Broa
way and 120th Street, New York, N . Y ., April 2, 1947, to April
1957
Vincent, George E .,1 formerly president of the University of Minn
sota, formerly president of the Rockefeller Foundation, January 2
1917, to December 31, 1929
Whipple, George H., formerly dean, school of medicine and dentistr
University of Rochester, 320 Westminster Road, Rochester, N .
May 2
to December
White, William Allen,' formerly proprietor and editor, Emporia G
zette, Emporia, Kans., February 21, 1923, to April 10, 1935
Wilbur, Ray Lyman, 1 formerly
1 president, Stanford University, Fe
ruary 21,1923, to December 4, 1940
Wood, W. Barry, Jr. (trustee-elect), professor of medicine, school
medicine, Washington University, St . Louis, Mo., July 1, 1954,
April 3, 1957
Woods, Arthur M.,1 formerly police commissioner, New York Cit
was assistant to Secretary of War, 1919, November 9, 1928, to Apr
10,1935
Deceased .
a Present trustees .

Young, Owen ~.D., honorary chairman of the board, General Electric
Co ., 570 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y., November 9, 1928, to
December 6, 1939

List o f principal o f icers, 1913-54

Chairmen of the board of trustees
John D . Rockefeller, Jr ., 1917-40
Walter W. Stewart, 1940-50
John Foster Dulles, 1950-52
John D. Rockefeller 3d,2 1952Presidents
John D. Rockefeller, Jr ., 1913-17
George E . Vincent, 1917-29
Max Mason, 1930-36
Raymond B. Fosdick, 1936-48
Chester I . Barnard, 1948-52
Dean Rusk, 2 1952Vice presidents :
Roger S . Greene, 1927-29
Edwin R . ,Embree, 1927
Selskar M. Gunn, 1927-42
Thomas B . Appleget, 1929-49
Lindsley F . Kimball,2 1949Alan Gregg, M. D ., 2 1951Secretaries
Jerome D. Greene, 1913-17
Edwin R. Embree, 1917-24
Norma S. Thompson, 1925-47
Flora M . Rhind,2 1948Treasurers :
Louis G . Myers, 1913-32
Lefferts M. Dashiell, 1932-38
Thomas I . Parkinson, 1938
Edward Robinson,2 1938Comptrollers
Robert H . Kirk, 1917-25
George J. Beal, 1925-53
H. Malcolm Gillette,2 1953INTERNATIONAL HEALTH DIVISION

(International Health Commission, 1913-16, International Health Board, 191627, merged with medical sciences to become division of medicine and public
health in 1951)

Directors

Wickliffe, Rose, 1913-23
Frederick F . Russell, M . D., 1923-35
Wilbur A. Sawyer, M. D., 1935-44
George K . Strode, M . D., 1944-51
2

Present trustees.

(Division of medical education, 1919-29, merged with International Heal
Division to become division of medicine and public health, 1951)

Directors
Richard M . Pearce, M. D ., 1919-30
Alan Gregg, M. D ., 1931-51

DIVISION OF MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

Directors
George K . Strode, M. D., 1951
Andrew J. Warren, M . D.,2 1951-

DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCES AND AGRICULTURE
(Changed from division of natural sciences in 1951)

Directors
Max Mason, 1928-29
Richard M. Pearce, M. D. (acting), 1930
William S. Carter, M. D ., (acting), 1930
Herman A. Spoehr, 1930-31
Lauder W . Jones (acting), 1931-32
Warren Weaver,' 1932-

DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

Directors
Edmund E . Day, 1928-37
Sydnor H . Walker (acting), 1937-38
Joseph H. Willits,2 1939-54

DIVISION OF HUMANITIES

Directors
Edward Capps, 1929-30
David H . Stevens, 1932-49
Charles B . Fahs, 2 1950-

GENERAL EDUCATION BOARD

Founded by John D . Rockefeller in .1902

List o f all persons who have served as trustees since incorporation
1903-April 1954
Alderman, Edwin A .,1 formerly president, University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Va ., November 27, 1906, to December 31,1928
Aldrich Winthrop W., formerly chairman of the board, the Cha
National Bank of the City of New York, now Ambassador to Grea
Britain, April 15,1935, to June 30,1951
Andrews, E . Benjamin,l formerly chancellor, University of Nebrask
Lincoln, Nebr ., June 30, 1904, to May 24, 1912
Anzell, James R .,1 formerly president, Yale University, New Have
Conn., February 23, 1922, to December 31, 1934
1 Deceased .
2 Present trustees.

Arnett, Trevor, formerly ~resident, General Education Board and
International Education Board, Grand Beach, Mich ., February 26,
1920, to December 31, 1936
Baldwin, W. H., Jr.,' formerly president, Long Island Railroad Co .,
February 27, 1902, to January 3, 1905
Barnard, Chester I ., formerly president, General Education Board
and the Rockefeller Foundation, 52 Gramercy Park North, New
York, N . Y., April 8,1948, to June 30,1952
Branscomb, Bennett Harvie,2 chancellor, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., April 3,1947, to April 4,1957
Bronk, Detlev . W.,2 president, the Rockefeller Institute for Medical
Research, York Avenue and 66th Street, New York, N . Y ., April 8,
1954, to April 5, 1956
Buttrick,,Wallace,1 formerly president, General Education Board and
chairman, International Education Board, May 14,1902, to May 27,
1926
Carnegie, Andrew,' business and philanthropy, March 24, 1908, to
September 16, 1918
Chase, Harry Woodburn, formerly chancellor, New York University,
Box 491, Northport, N. Y., January 1, 1930, to December 17, 1936
Compton, Karl T., chairman of corporation, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., April 4, 1940, to June 30, 1953
Coolidge, T. Jefferson,2 chairman of board, United Fruit Co . and Old
Colony Trust Co ., 80 Federal St., Boston, Mass., April 6, 1950, to
April 4,1957
Curry, J . L. M.,1 general agent, Peabody Education Fund ; general
agent, John F . Slater Fund, February 27, 1902, to February 12,
1903
Davis, John W ., lawyer, Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Sunderland & Kiendl,
15 Broad Street, New York, N .. Y ., April 15, 1935, to December 8,
1938
DeVane, William C ., dean, Yale College, Yale University, New Haven,
Conn., April 6, 1950, to April 7, 1955
Dillard, James H.,1 formerly president, Jeanes Foundation, and
president, John F . Slater Fund, February 28, 1918, to December 31,
1929
Dodds, Harold W .,2 president, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J .,
January 1, 1937, to June 30, 1954
Douglas, Lewis W .,2 chairman of board, Mutual Life Insurance Co .
of New York, 1740 Broadway, New York, N . Y., formerly Ambassador to Great Britain, April 8, 1937, to April 3, 1947 ; December 7,
1950, to April 7, 1955
Dulles, John Foster, formerly member, Sullivan & Cromwell, lawyers,
New York, Secretary of State, Washington, D . C ., April 6, 1950,
to December 4, 1952
Eliot, Charles W .,1 formerly president, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., January 28, 1908, to May 5, 1917
Flexner, Abraham, formerly director of studies and medical education, General Education Board, director emeritus, Institute for
i Deceased .
2 Present trustees.

Advanced Study, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . ' Y., January 2
1914, to June 30 9 1928
Fosdick, Raymond B ., formerly president, General Education Boa
and the Rockefeller Foundation, 25 East 83d Street, New Yor
N. Y., February 23, 1922, to June 30, 1948
Freeman, Douglas S .11 formerly editor, Richmond News Leader, Jan
ary 1, 1937, to December 6, 1951
Frissell, Hollis B .,1 formerly principal, Hampton Institute, Hampto
Va ., November 27, 1906, to August 5, 1917
Gates, Frederick T., 1 formerly associated with John D . Rockefelle
Sr. ; formerly chairman, General Education Board, February 2
1902, to December 31, 1928
Gifford, Walter S., formerly president and chairman, American Tele
phone & Telegraph Co., formerly Ambassador to Great Britain,
Cedar Street, New York, N . Y ., April 15, 1935, to April 6, 1950
Gilman, Daniel C .,1 formerly president, Johns Hopkins Universit
formerly president, Carnegie Institution of Washington, Februar
27, 1902, to October 13, 1908
Greene, Jerome D ., formerly member of board of overseers, Harvai
University, 50 State Street, Boston, Mass ., January 26, 1912,
December 7, 1939
Hanna, Hugh H .,1 formerly president, Atlas Engine Works, June 30
1905, to January 26, 1912
Harper, William R .,1 formerly president, University of Chicago, Jun
30, 1905, to January 10, 1906
Hopkins, Ernest M ., formerly president, Dartmouth College, 29 Ro
Ferry Road, Hanover, N. H ., January 1, 1930, to December 3, 19
Howland, Charles P .,1 formerly lawyer-member of Rushmore, Bisb
& Stern, February 27, 1919, to November 12, 1932
Jesup, Morris K.,1 formerly banker, February 27, 1902, to January 22
1908
Judson, Harry Pratt,1 formerly president, University' of Chicago
Chicago, Ill., November 27, 1906, to March 4, 1927
Lane Franklin K .,1 formerly vice-president, Pan-American Petroleu
& Transport Co. of New York ; formerly Secretary of the Interi
in Cabinet of President Woodrow Wilson, February 24, 1921,
May 18, 1921
McCain, James R ., president emeritus, Agnes Scott College, Decatur
Ga., April 4, 1940, to December 5, 1946
Marston, Edgar L .,1 formerly investment banker, Blair & Co ., Janua
26,1909, to May 23,1918
Mason, Ma, formerly director of natural sciences, General Educatio
Board, formerly president, the Rockefeller Foundation, 1035 Har
vard Street,,Claremont, Calif ., January 1, 1930, to June 30, 1936
Mims, Edwin, professor emeritus of English, Vanderbilt Universit
Nasville, Tenn ., January 1, 1931, to December 31, 1936
Murphy, Starr J .,1 formerly lawyer, personal counsel, John D . Rock
feller, Sr., January 27, 1904 to December 31, 1905 ; January 22, 19
to April 4,1921 .
' Deceased.

Myers, William 1.,2 dean, New York State College of Agriculture,
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., April 3, 1941, to April 7, 1955
Norton, Edward L .,2 chairman of board, Voice of Alabama (WAPI,
WAFM-TV), 701 Protective Life Building, Birmingham, Ala .,
April 6,1944 to April 5,1956
Ogden, Robert C .,1 formerly president, Union Theological Seminary,
February 27,1902 to August 6,1913
Page, Walter Hines, , formerly editor, Doubleday Page & Co ., New
York, formerly Ambassador to Great Britain, February 27, 1902 to
December 22, 1918
Parkinson, Thomas I ., formerly president, Equitable Life Assurance
Society, 7 Park Avenue, New York, N . Y ., April 15, 1935 to December 5
Parran, Thomas, 2 dean, graduate school of public health, the University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa ., April 3,. 1947 to April 5, 1956
Peabody, George Foster,' formerly banker, treasurer of General Education Board, February 27,1902 to May 24,1912
Rockefeller, John D ., Jr ., business and philanthropy, formerly chairman of the board of the Rockefeller Foundation and General Education Board, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y ., January 29,1903
to April 6, 1939
Rockefeller, John D ., 3d,2 business and philanthropy, chairman of
the board of the Rockefeller Foundation and General Education
Board, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N . Y ., January 1, 1932 to
April 5, 1956
Rose, Wickliffe,l formerly member of International Health Board,
formerly president of General Education Board and International
Education Board, February 1, 1910, to June 30, 1928
Rusk, Dean ,2 president, the Rockefeller Foundation and General
Education Board, formerly Assistant Secretary of State for Far
Eastern Affairs, 49 West 49th Street, New York, N . Y ., December
6, 1951, to April 7,1955
Shaw, Albert,1 formerly editor, American Review of Reviews, February 27,1902, to December 31, 1929
Spaulding, Francis T .,1 formerly professor of education, Harvard
University, formerly commissioner of education and president of
University of State of New York, April 4, 1940, to April 2, 1942
Spaulding, Frank E ., formerly superintendent of schools, Cleveland,
Ohio, chairman emeritus, department of education, graduate school,
Yale University, Casa de Manana, La Jolla, Calif ., February 28,
to April 4,1921
Sproul, Robert G .,2 president, University of California, Berkeley,
Calif ., April 4, 1940, to April 4, 1957
Stewart, Walter W., professor emeritus, school of economics and politics, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N. J ., December 15,
1932, to December 7, 1950
Stokes, Anson Phelps, formerly canon, Washington Cathedral, Wasiington, D. C., Lenox, Mass ., May 24, 1912, to April 14, 1932
Swift, Harold H., chairman of board, Swift & Co ., Union Stockyards,
Chicago, Ill., January 1, 1931, to April 6, 1950
Deceased .
s Present trustees .

Trowbridge, Augustus,1 formerly dean of the graduate school, Princ
ton University, January 1, 1930 to March 14, 1934
Van Dusen, Henry P .,2 president, Union Theological Seminary, Broad
way and 120th Street, New York, N. Y., April 8, 1948 to April
1957
Vincent, George E.,1 formerly president, University of Minnesot
formerly president, the Rockefeller Foundation, May 28, 1914 t
December 31, 1929
Whipple, George H ., formerly dean, school of medicine and dentistr
University of Rochester, 320 Westminster Road, Rochester,' N. Y.
December 17,1936 to December 2,1943
Wilbur, Ray Lyman,' formerly president, Stanford University, Jan
uary 1, 1931 to December 5, 1940 .
Woods, Arthur,' formerly Police Commissioner, New York Cit
formerly Assistant to Secretary of War, January 1, 1930 to Decem
ber 31, 1934
Young, Owen D ., honorary chairman of board, General Electric C
570 Lexington Avenue, New York, N . Y., February 26, 1925
December 7, 1939
List o f principal

o fcers-1902- 4

Chairman of the board of trustees
William H . Baldwin, Jr., 1902-04
Robert C. Ogden, 1905-06
Frederick T. Gates, 1907-17
Vacancy, 1918-22
Wallace Buttrick, 1923-26
Vacancy, 1927-30
Raymond B. Fosdick, 1931-36
John D . Rockefeller, Jr ., 1936-39
Ernest M. Hopkins, 1939-42
Walter W . Stewart, 1942-50
John Foster Dulles, 1950-52
John D. Rockefeller, 3d,21952
Presidents : 4
Wallace Buttrick, 1917-23
Wickliffe Rose, 1923-28
Trevor Arnett, 1928-36
Raymond B. Fosdick, 1936-48
Chester I. Barnard, 1948-52
Dean Rusk 2 1952Vice presidents :
David H. Stevens, 1931-38
A. R. Mann, 1937-46
Jackson Davis, 1946-47
Robert D . Calkins, 1947-52
Lindsley F. Kimball,2 1950-

1 Deceased .
2 Present trustees .
• Principal executive officer prior to 1917 was called secretary and executive ofc

see listing under Secretaries .

Wallace Buttrick (and executive officer), 1902-17
Starr J . Murphy (and executive officer), 1905-06
Abraham Flexner, 1917-25
Trevor Arnett, 1920-24
William W . Brierly, 1925-49
Robert W . July, April 7-December 31, 1949
Edouard D . Eller, 1950-52
Flora M. Rhind,2 1952Treasurers :
George Foster Peabody, 1902-09
Louis G. Myers, 1910-32
Lefferts M . Dashiell, 1932-38
Edward Robinson,2 1938Comptrollers (auditor prior to 1936)
Ernest A . Buttrick, 1922-31
George J . Beal, 1931-53
H. Malcol mlcolm Gillette, 2 1953Directors
Abraham Flexner (studies and medical education), 1925-28
Frank P . Bachman (school surveys, public education), 1922-28
H. J. Thorkelson (college and university education, accounting),
1922-28
Charles R. Richards (industrial art), 1926-30
Whitney H . Shepardson (agricultural education), 1927-28
David H . Stevens (education, 1929-37
Max Mason (natural sciences), 1928-29
Herman A. Spoehr (natural sciences), 1930-31
Warren Weaver (natural sciences), 1932-37
Edward Caps (humanities), 1929-30
Alan Gregg (medical sciences), 1931-37
Edmund E . Day (social sciences, general education), 1930-37
R. J . Havighurst (general education), 1937-40
A. R . Mann (southern education), 1937-46
Jackson Davis (southern education), 1946-47
Robert D . Calkins (southern education), 1947-52
Mr. HAYS. Now, the reason I did that in view of the witness' statement is that I don't know who they are . I know some of them and I
am sure that some members of the Ford family are members or directors of the Ford Foundation . There are many very prominent
people associated with the Eisenhower administration . I want it
right in the record that these are the people that the witness-I won't
attempt to say because I am afraid he will qualify it, but we will let
the record say what he said about them . I want to go on record right
here as saying that I don't believe that such people, as the Fords,
as Paul Hoffman, and others that I happen to know are officials of
them, are in any way remotely or otherwise involved in any plot to
subvert this Government .
I say to you in saying that I am defending the present administration, of which I am not a member .
I Present

trustees.

large foundations are composed in the main of most estimable m
of wide experience and, in most cases, extensive business connections
and the complaint that I developed was that they were so engag
with their other and more personal business and rofessional associa
tions that they did not devote the time require to know what th
foundations, the administrative phases of the foundations, we
doing.
One of the chief and one of the principal purposes that I though
might be served by this study was to develop the work of the founda
tions and in that way the members of the boards of directors woul
come to understand more fully just what the foundations are doi
and might thereby be encouraged to give more personal attentio
to the direction of the activities of the foundations.
Mr. HAYS. Boiled down, in other words, you are saying they a
too stupid to know what they are doing now and so we are going t
tell them .
The CHAIRMAN. It doesn't boil down to that ; if it did boil dow
it wouldn't boil down to that.
They are men of very great ability and so far as I know men o
high purpose .
Mr. HAYS . Do you subscribe to the legal concept that a board o
directors of a corporation is responsible for the acts of that corpora
tion ?
The CHAIRMAN . Yes, I do.
Mr. SARGENT. One of the questions before 'this committee, and
very important and a very serious one, is going to be to decide whethe
the condition we have here is negligence, abdication of duty, or de
liberate intent.
Obviously, there may be varying degrees and there may be con
ditions in certain departments and certain methods regarding th
handling of their affairs, to explain the condition we have here.
am purposely not naming names on these boards except where I hav
something indicating that a specific person did a specific thing.
I did state in the opening of these hearings that I thought there wa
an antitrust question involved here, and I am entirely convinced tha
there is such a question. The discussion seems to have brought it up a
this point and so now I want to mention it briefly .
There is a rule announced recently by the United States Suprem
Court, in an opinion rendered by Chief Justice Warren, which has a
very close bearing on this matter before us. It is the case of Her
nandez against Texas, case No . 406, October term, 1953, decided May
this year .
The immediate question involved there was discrimination agains
one of the Mexican race convicted of a crime in the State of Texas
who protested the grand jury system and also the trial jury system
in the State on the ground that members of his race were systematicall
excluded .
He proved no specific exclusion, but simply said the pattern showe
on its face that it was discriminatory, and that a pattern of that char
acter in itself was sufficiently legal proof to maintain his charge .

quote

Circumstances or chance may well dictate that no persons in a certain class
will serve on a particular jury or during some particular period, but it taxes our
credulity to say that mere chance resulted in there being no members of this
class among the over 6,000 jurors called in the past 25 years . The result
bespeaks discrimination, whether or not it was a conscious decision on the part
of any individual jury commissioner .
The .petitioner did not seek proportional representation, nor did he claim a
right to have persons of Mexican descent sit on the particular juries which he
faced. His only claim is the right to be indicted and tried by juries from
which all members of his class are not systematically excluded . Juries selected
from among all qualified persons regardless of national origin or descent, to
this much he is entitled by the Constitution .

A similar rule has been applied in antitrust cases, particularly in
the so-called theater cases, involving the right to use first-run moving
pictures, where certain groups in the industry get together and
it just automatically comes out that certain people always get the firstruns and other people never get them .
Decisions on that are Interstate Circuit, Inc ., v. United States (306
U . S . 208), Ball v . Paramount Pictures (169 Federal Second 317),
from the Court of Appeals in the Third Circuit .
Now, we wish to request this committee to apply a similar rule to
the matter before us and to decide by means of a sworn questionnaire
properly drawn whether there has been in fact systematic discrimination on the part of these large foundations against pro-American
projects and anti-Communists, and others, seeking to support and
defend the United States Government .
I am talking now about the chairman's speech relied upon by the.
House in the adoption of this resolution before you . We would like
to request
Mr. HAYS . May I interject right there, to keep the record straight,
now you can impugn the motives of a lot of people, but let me finish
here . When you say that the House relied on the chairman's speech,
and I am not even going to quarrel with that, I just want to have the
record show that in the speech that appears in the record, the chairman only made about 2 or 3 minutes of it and the rest was inserted
later, long after the House had voted .
It was done by unanimous consent which is a perfectly legal procedure.
The CHAIRMAN . I am sure the gentleman from Ohio wants to be
reasonably accurate . As I recall, being in charge at the time, I yielded
myself 20 minutes.
Mr. HAYS . And the interchange of where people interrupted you,
it will show where .
The CHAIRMAN . A substantial part of it was made .on the floor .
Mr. HAYS . I won't argue with the gentleman on that .
The CHAIRMAN . With reference to my speech since it has been characterized so frequently, I want to say this, for the information of
those Who have been referring to it so frequently, that I was an advocate when I made that speech . I had introduced a resolution which
I was asking the House to favorably consider . It was incumbent upon
me as the author of the resolution to set out the reasons why I thought
49720-54-pt .7
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that it becomes my responsibility now to see that both sides of t
question are fully developed .
We were discussing as to whether the resolution should be favora
considered by the House, and I was pointing out why it should
favorably considered, which just as I referred yesterday, and just
Judge Cox did when he was setting out why his resolution should
adopted, he mustered all of the reasons, I assume, or at least many re
sons, and some of them are stated in pretty strong language as to w
the resolution should be adopted . I think it is even stronger than w
can be found in my speech .
But I am just saying that to give the viewpoint from which
speech was made . After I made the correction with reference to t

time.

Mr. HAYS . The gentleman will understand that I feel he had eve
reason to give his viewpoint, and I am not questioning anything
said ; but Judge Cox's statement was pretty strong, I will agree w
you . But Judge Cox later had quite a change of heart.
The CHAIRMAN.' I may have.
Mr . HAYS . You anticipated my question.
The CHAIRMAN . I tried to anticipate it.
Mr. HAYS . I was going to ask you if we could hope for that .
The CHAIRMAN . There is one legal concept, and this is in all serio
ness-there is one legal concept about foundations that has disturb
me. One of the fundamental concepts of American jurisprudence
the rule against perpetuities . That is, we are inhibited under t
great American concept from passing property beyond the seco
generation.
I fear that by a device of foundations-and this is not character
ing the foundations, whether it is good or bad, but it is just as prev
lent in good foundations as in bad foundations, if the two classes exi
A family, whether it owns a large or small fortune, or a man in t
same case, can set up a foundation and put the voting stock of that e
terprise in the foundation, and name the board of directors of t
foundation, and then provide that that board shall be self-perpetua
ing, and possibly, as has been found in some of the foundations-a
I will not name them now-that the board cannot sell any of that sto
that controls the enterprise except by unanimous consent of the boa
of directors .
That angle is a legal concept involved here that has disturbed
and which I think the committee ought to give consideration to
connection with its deliberations .
Mr. HAYS . I think that you have a very good point there, and I
glad we find something occasionally we can agree on, but what y
have said brings in a foundation which I think is perhaps the mo
outstanding example of what you are talking about, that has not ev
been mentioned and so perhaps we ought to look, them over ; I do
know . That is the Duke Foundation . There is the one that T kn
about, that that foundation cannot sell one share of Duke stock u
less I believe, it is the unanimous decision of the board .
low let me just finish, and I am not going to say anything that w
offend you . The Duke Foundation has done a lot of worthy thin
and from what little I know about them they have established a gr

that there will be no political connotations-to go to Duke University,
because at dne time school teachers could : go there without paying
tuition because of the Duke Foundation . I won't say what year it was,
but I was teaching, and I wasn't getting much money, and so I was
looking for a place to get what I wanted in the way of education as
cheaply as possible . But that might be a thing that we ought to look
into, and I am not going to take any more time, except to say that
I concur with you, and that happens to be the one that I know the
most about, that does that very thing .
The CHAIRMAN . But the same thing applies, in one degree or another, with all of the foundations, or almost all of them . It is a question of degree . The mere fact that that one foundation might not
require unanimous consent of the board to dispose of the voting stock
of a corporation would not be controlling .
I am sorry . I only interjected that as a legal concept in connection
with foundations, and it disturbed me from the very beginning .
Mr. HAYS . If we just go into that a little bit in this committee, it
might be more conducive of good than some of the stuff we have been
hearing .
The CHAIRMAN . The staff has been going into it, I assume, because
,one of the earlier suggestions I made to them was along that line .
Mr. SARGENT. The request I wish to make to the committee is that
a suitable questionnaire be signed under oath by responsible officers
of these various foundations, at least those engaged in the educational
field-that is what we are talking about in this particular social study
area-and in matters having to do with behavioral studies, psychology,
and anything capable of dominating or affecting the mind or the
thought of a man . It should be requested from these foundations whose
capital is sufficiently large to give some degree of economic power and
influence-the amount, of course, is subject to your judgment, perhaps
.$25 million is a starting point for capitalization-in order to elicit
information which seems clearly to be within the scope of the House
resolution .
For example, willful discrimination without cause against certain
types of activities here is unfair, in a very real sense, it is un-American, and it is not in accordance with the purposes of a foundation
.charter which is a public enterprise.
I would like to suggest such a questionnaire be prepared, to elicit the
following information
First of all, whether the foundation interrogated has made grants
to pro-American projects from some designated period of time . To
get a good picture here, suppose we start with 1930, and run up to
date . Ask for a list of what, if anything, they have done along that
line, and require them to describe briefly the nature of the project .
Whether they have supported studies which are critical, of the welfare state and socialism, or demonstrate the merits of the competitive
private property system .
Whether they have made any grants to active anti-Communist and
repentant Communists who have served the United States at selfsacrifice by exposing communism within our borders .
Mr. HAYS . Let me hear that last one again .

pentant Communists who have served the United States at great sel
sacrifice, by exposing .the- Communist conspiracy, within our border
Mr. HAYS . Do you mean you are advocating that we give gran
to repentant Communists?
Mr. SARGENT. People who have a demonstrated record of defen
of American principles under present conditions .
Mr. HAYS . You might get a lot of repenters on a thing like tha
Mr. SARGENT . People with an established record, you know wh
I mean-people like Whittaker Chambers, for example . Those wh
have served and demonstrated their patriotism and who have go
through hell, mentally and otherwise, to stand up and defend" thi
country of ours . Those men are entitled to consideration, and
public respect .
Whether they have made any such grants in educational projec
relating to national defense and security, or the support or defense
the Government of the United States .
Whether they are now, regardless of any prior policies, ready o
willing to make such grants .
Whether they are willing to make such grants for purposes o
critical study and analysis of the findings and conclusions of oth
men in education heretofore aided by foundation grants for the pur
pose of placing the other point of view before the people and havin
those findings published and made publicly available .
Whether they are willing to have those studies made on the recom
mendation of some group not dominated by the foundations them
selves, or by any organization which has presently had the directio
and control of the sources into which this foundation money has bee
placed .
In other words, it should be a completely objective, outside arrang
ment formed in some proper way .
That will get you the facts . We won't have to debate about it .
Mr. HAYS . I just have a question there, and I would not want t
debate it . I am casting no aspersions on your suggestion whatsoeve
and I just want to try to get an opinion here. Do you think such
questionnaire would have any effect of looking like intimidation t
the foundations?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't call it intimidation to ask these people wheth
they are prepared to perform what I think is fully their duty at thi
time .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, you are pitching for some funds for th
Sons of the American Revolution .
Mr. SARGENT. No, Sir, I am pitching for some funds for the Amer
can people, who are the beneficiaries of these trusts and who ar
entitled to have the money made available to defend their country .
Mr. HAYS . You are pitching to have them give the people that yo
approve of?
Mr. SARGENT . I am pitching for everybody .
Mr. HAYS . That is a magnanimous statement .
Mr. SARGENT . It is true . I think that we should find out throug
an appropriate questionnaire whether these foundations are now will
ing to conform to the standards of foundation conduct referred t
here : Patriotism, loyalty, obedience to their charters, academic re

there are dozens of competent men in the anti-Communist field who
could form a group just as responsible and just as-effective as this
Council of American Learned Societies, which seems to direct all of
this money of the giant foundations into such very strange places .
It may be all of this in the past is a mistake, and if it is, all right,
let them say so . But this will get you the facts . If Congress should
find-and I certainly hope it will not find-but if Congress should
find that these people have not done it in the past, and they have no
intention of doing it in the future, I think that that .is something that
the House of Representatives wants to know about .
Mr. HAYS . I think anybody, Mr . Sargent, in any foundation could
answer your questionnaire without any fear whatsoever of being prosecuted for perjury or anything of the kind, and answer it favorably,
and still go right ahead and determine which people they are going
to give money to . Because your saying so does not make it so . They
may not agree with you.
Mr. SARGENT. There is a discrimination pattern here which has definitely affected the book trade, and under which apparently almost
-entirely one class- of literature gets into the channels of interstate
-commerce. 'In any eventMr . HAYS . Your book that you cited this morning, only yesterday
got into interstate commerce ; and after I, pointed out what kind of
a book it was, you repudiated it . I do not know how many more of
-these you will repudiate when I have a chance to examine them, but
it will be interesting .
Mr. SARGENT . Have you any objection to such a questionnaire being
-submitted?
Mr. HAYS . The Chair and I, I think, are prepared to agree that we
-will take the request under advisement .
The CHAIRMAN . Such a questionnaire would appear to be material
to this investigation and can be included as the suggestion of the
witness'
Mr. SARGENT . In order to make the request specific, between now
.and the time I come back for questioning, I will prepare the outline
.of what I think should be sent.
The CHAIRMAN . Had you repudiated the book to which you made
reference?
Mr. SARGENT . No. Of course not .
Mr. HAYS . All but one paragraph.
Mr. SARGENT. No, I didn't . I said the rest of the statements are
not necessarily authoritative as a research work .
Mr. HAYS. But you just stated one paragraph was authoritative .
Mr. SARGENT . I said I wouldn't take it one way or the other because
;IJrad'nbtl ing to do with the matter at hand.
Mr. HAYS . I think that the audience here knows that you pretty
;generally repudiated the book, except for one paragraph .
Mr. SARGENT . This is a proposal to get specific information, and I
think it is a very inexpensive way and a very effective way, and the
results will be entirely factual, and I would like leave to prepare a suggested form of questions that the staff might want to consider and the
1 The questionnaire suggested by Mr . Sargent appears following his testimony on p . 398 .

portant to do . I will prepare such a statement .
Mr . HAYS . You will submit it, and not as part of the record.
Mr. SARGENT . I will submit it when I come back for testimony, a
whether it is in the record or not is a decision of the committee .
would like to make a specific presentation .
Mr. HAYS . I want the record to show that I am not hiring you
prepare anything.
Mr . SARGENT. I am doing it as a part of my presentation here .
Now, if it please the committee, I have other material which is
teresting, and I think since we are trying to conclude this mat
today, I will first cover some major points of general importance
you and then go back and, to the extent I have time, take up these oth
matters .
First of all, I would like to discuss the public policy aspects of t
situation . There . seem to be a number of them . One is the monopo
the question of monopoly, and economic power.
The tendency of large blocks of capital to gravitate into foundat
control ; the danger inherent in the mere size of a giant foundation su
as the Ford Foundation, just because of its magnitude, half a billi
dollars, under control in one place ; the extent to which interlock
directorates increase that danger ; and the parallel you have he
these foundations are acting as intellectual holding companies wi
power to dominate and direct public opinion . They are intellect
holding companies to build new social orders acceptable to themselv
and not necessarily orders which the people themselves, without t
pressure of organized money, would necessarily adopt or promote
There is a question in line with that. Here is an example c)f
use of economic power . It concerns the Ford Foundation . I have h
before me a photostatic copy of a very recent publication called
Corporate Director, a publication of . the American Institute of M
agement. I understand that it has an economic . service . This is
issue of April 1954, volume IV, No . 1. It contains a study on the F
Motor Co., the first section, and the photostat I have here is a comp
copy of that portion of that release .
Mr. HAYS . Who put it out?
Mr. SARGENT. The American Institute of Management .
The article is factual, and it commends itself to me as contain
some important facts here . I would like to ask that this particu
statement be put in as a part of the transcript, and I will summar
for you the nature of what it is .
It refers to the effect of the Ford Foundation owning 90 percent
the capital stock of the Ford Motor Co . The fact that the members
the Ford family are the officers of the Ford Motor Co ., in a posit
to draw salaries as may be determined, and in a position to allow
motor company to run at a cost basis with no dividends, and, by m
of that, to bring to bear destructive economic power on competit
of the Ford Motor Co. which have to pay dividends to stockhold
and have to maintain a credit position, which a corporation does
have to do . when a large foundation owns almost all of the stock .
Mr. HAYS . They have not been very successful with GM, have th
Mr. SARGENT. The article points out the fact that in 1928, Ford
that with very destructive economic consequences .

up the New York Yankees, are you?
Mr. SARGENT . No, Sir. I am talking, about the question whether a
foundation ought to be permitted to own the, large blocks of stock
in an economic concern such as this .
Mr . HAYS . That brings me down to a very important question. You
seem to know a lot about this matter, and can you tell -me any other
way the Fords could have hung onto their motor empire except this ;
if they had to put it in where they paid the taxes on it, somebody else
would have been in there .
Mr. SARGENT . They can do this in perpetuity as we stand now, and
that is one of the dangerous weaknesses on this.
Mr . HAYS . But I asked you a question : Do you know of any other
way the Ford family could have hung onto the Ford Motor Co .?
Mr. SARGENT. Probably not, but I am not sure that the Federal
Government should help them hold onto that stock.
Mr. HAYS . I am not sure, either, but I just wonder if there was
another way.
Mr . SARGENT. I presume there wasn't . This article discusses this
economic question
Mr. HAYS . But you almost begin to talk like one of these Socialists
'that you are complaining about . Here is preserving this great American fortune in a way which you admit is the only way in the world
they could have done it ; but you think that is bad . We have just
been around nearly a full circle now . .
I am not expressing an opinion.
Mr. SARGENT . You will like this part of my testimony, but not the
other part.
Mr. HAYS . No, I don't. Ever since the .famous statement about
what is good for General Motors is good for the country, I do not
even run a General Motors car any more . I am a Ford man . That is,
just buy the cars, and I only own one of them.
Mr. SARGENT . This article discusses that question, and it says the
purpose of the Ford Motor Co . is simply to receive and administer
funds for scientific and educational purposes . It says no other automobile manufacturer is in a position to ignore stability of earnings or
continuity of dividend payments . That if General Motors or Chrysler
earned no money, the management heads would roll and equity credit
would be impaired. Ford could declare no earnings and the public
not even know of it . All the public would know is that the Ford car
was top car on the production sheets and in the dealer's hands .
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Sargent, right there, if they do not make any money,
the foundation does not have any money to operate on ; is that right?
Mr. SARGENT . Not at all. It has half a billion dollars, and it can
operate for years and years on capital .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, it has a half a billion dollars besides its
stock in the Ford Motor Co .?
Mr. SARGENT . It has a total of half a billion, and I don't know what
all of the portfolio is.
Mr. HAYS. That is an important question . Is their money in Ford
Motor Co . stock, or have they got a billion in loose change?
Mr. : SARGENT. They could sit on this situation' and live on capital
for a while if they desired to .

is important, I think .
Mr. SARGENT . It may be one and it may be the other, I don't kno
Mr. HAYS . You made a statement inferring that it is neither fis
nor fowl, or whatever you wanted it to be .
Mr. SARGENT. I said they have half a billion total assets, and th
is what their report shows, and they had 90 percent of the For
Motor Co.
Mr. HAYS. Is there any ,way . in the world, in order to make tha
statement have some relation to the picture at all, that we can get th
staff to find out just what their assets are and whether it is in cash
stock, or what
The CHAIRMAN . The staff can do it or, when we have a witness fro
the Ford Foundation, I anticipate that that will be done .
Mr. SARGENT. This organization says it is their belief that Federa
legislation is needed that will prohibit any charitable foundation
pension, or fund from owning or controlling more than 10 percent o
any business enterprise and, if nothing else, the Federal authoritie
should not allow tax exemption on income for more than 10 percen
ownership in any business corporation . Otherwise, the public ha
no voice in the company, and the profit motive cannot survive due t
the great advantage enjoyed by companies that can offer unfai
competition.
Mr. HAYS . You are inferring there, from reading that state
ment, that the public should have some voice in the company .
Mr. SARGENT. They mean by "public," have a voice in the genera
distribution of shares .
Mr. HAYS . I am a rugged individualist, and I have a dairy far
and I have a few head of cattle, and I do not want the public to hav
any part of running my enterprise . I am going to run it myself .
I suppose, or I thought that was part of this rugged Americanis
that we are all for . Now you say that the public does not have any
thing' to do with-running-the Ford :Motor Co ., and they didn't hav
anything to do with it when Old Henry was in it . There was a fello
by the name of Couzens, of Michigan, and he put $5,000 into it, an
Henry was genius enough-and I am talking about the origina
Henry-that he made enough money that he was able to pay Senato
Couzens $30 million just to get him out of the company so he could
run it.
That is not bad, is it?
Mr. SARGENT. This legal device known as the foundation is .now use
to keep perpetual control .
Mr. HAYS . Do you think that is bad?
Mr. SARGENT. I think once a corporation gets the tax-exemptio
privilege, it enters into an areaa where it issubject to a degree of publi
legislation that it is not subject to as the individual owner would be
certainly . This is public trust money .
Mr. HAYS . Right there-and I hope that you can be helpful to us
do you have any suggestion about any law that we might pass whereb
Congress or some other body could get in the picture of running this
fortune?
Mr. SARGENT. Gradually you can do two things : One is, you ca
prohibit the perpetual ownership of large blocks of stock like that i

empire was broken up by holding-company legislation . You can
attack this evil .
Mr. HAYS. I know a little bit about Samuel Insulls' empire, and
it wasn't broken up so much by holding-company legislation as it
just went bust.
Mr. SARGENT. It led to this other legislation, which has been considered important.
Mr. HAYS . Someone got to looking through the paper one day and
found it wasn't worth wallpaper.
Mr. SARGENT . I think this merits committee consideration, and I
ask this be made a part of the record .
Mr . HAYS . May the committee look at it before it is made a part of
the record?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't want to read it all.
The CHAIRMAN . I think that you have read it,
Mr. HAYS . If you don't mind, I would like to see the heading of it .
Mr . SARGENT . The other situation is not photostated, because it
relates to another matter .
Mr. HAYS . It is published by the American Institute of Management. What is that?
Mr. SARGENT. I am simply presenting it as being a factual statement
of a problem here of importance .
Mr. HAYS . I see no objection to it . I do not know who made the
study, but it can be put in the record and stand on its own merits .
Mr. SARGENT . That is all I am asking.
The CHAIRMAN. Without exception it is so ordered .
(The study of the Ford Motor Co. as published in The Corporate
Director, follows :)
[From the Corporate Director, April 1954]

BACEGROUND STUDIES IN MANAGEMENT ACTION
1-Ford Motor Co .

2--Pennsylvania Railroad Co .
Those old enough can perhaps recall the introduction of the Ford Model A to
the automobile market in 1928 . This new car hit the dealers when consumer
demand was on the toboggan, and,-represented the elder Henry's attempt to
recapture a major share of auto sales . It proved to be too much production too
late. In later years, more than one economist has retrospectively referred to
this increased model A output, with its concomitant ill effect on many Ford
dealers, as the straw that broke the camel's back, and helped precipitate the
deep depression of the thirties . No such general business decline would have
occurred had not conditions been ripe, but, nonetheless, Ford dealers were beset
with difficulties on a particularly large scale .
By the same yardstick, we must now measure the Ford Co .'s determined
effort to become top again by expanding output in the face of dwindling demand.
There can be no doubt of the fact that Ford is expanding and producing so as
to outdistance Chevrolet. This is a matter of public record (see table 1 and
table 2) . Just as the great majority of automobile dealers know this to be
true, they also have reason to believe that demand is already exceeded by current output of all automobiles . (The excess output of the past few years is
generally estimated at a figure between 400,000 and 500,000 cars .) In some cities
the situation is so unfavorable that best quality used cars can be had for as little
as'$1D"-dowiipayment . Most - new ears may be~.purchased -at< dealer's . cow:- Bankruptcies of car dealers grow .

We disagree with this economic contention . Production and price correctio
are needed in order to eliminate the careless and the incompetent, and to r
establish markets on firm foundations . However, they need ,not be disastrous
nor need they occur in all industries at the same time .
GOVERNMENT ACTION

We concur in the Federal Government's obvious belief that action can an
should be taken by Government to encourage a rolling correction-industry b
industry-and, thus, protect. the economy as a whole from paralysis . Hasn'
this very circumstance been occurring in the last few years to a greater de
gree than ever before? Look at the recent records of the textiles or the pharma
ceuticals, or the radio and television producers, as evidence that overproductio
can occur and be corrected within several industries without national calamit
Why cannot this continue to be so if the proper Government action is available
No competent financial man doubts the good that has come from SEC regula
tions of the securities markets, and by the same token the businessman must
know that the same principles can, under certain circumstances, apply to conduc
in his sphere of activity, It is said only the strong may survive, but when i
becomes obvious in any given industry, such as the automobile business, tha
strength lies principally in size, then we must amend this saying to "only th
big survive." This we cannot accept.
Yet the battle of the giants is now upon us. If we .are to have an old-styl
depression, it will undoubtedly come as a result of the unwillingness of larg
producers to cut production for fear they will lose their dominance of the,national
market . In no other industry will this be so true as among the automobile
manufacturers.
TABLE 1.-Growing competition in the automotive industry
Year
1941
1948
1952
1953

General
Motors

Chrylser

Ford

Percent

Percent

Percent

48.37
40.04
41.53
45.65

23 .37
21 .21
21 .96
20.33 '

18.28
19 .13
23 .17
25 .21

Total Big Independ
Three
ents
Percent

90.02
80.38
86.66
91 .19

Percent

9.
19 .
13 .
8.

Source: Automotive Industries .
TABLE 2.-Current automobile production
[Low-priced cars-as of Mar. 8, 1954]
Last week
Ford
Chevrolet
Plymouth
Studebaker
Hudson
Nash
Willys
Kaiser
' Revised .
Source: Ward's Automotive Reports .

30,292
25,700
6,774
2,216
s50
771
400
295

Like 1953
week
20,291
26,585
13,213
3,915
2,171
4,969
670
1,208

Previous
week 1

28,5
29,1
6,0
1,8
1,5
3
2

to 25 .2'percent . In the meantime, all the others, including Chrysler, lost ground .
We now see a mad scramble among the independents to merge -and fight for survival. It is fast becoming fact that survival can be possible only'through mergers
in a great many industries . The really profitable and, therefore, safe business
enterprises of today are those that can abandon a market once it becomes overcompetitive, and concentrate on new items out of research . This is the fact
behind the outstanding success of such companies as Du Pont, Union Carbide,
and Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing.
It is a serious matter to our entire economy that an industry as important as
the production of automobiles is now almost surely at the mercy of 2 warring
giants, 1 with the benefit of Government favor and the other with the incalculable
advantage of a tax umbrella . General Motors has taken the place of KaiserFrazer at court, perhaps. on the premise that to the victor belongs the spoils .
We all know that military tank production is now on a 1-contract basis with
General Motors, yet any large manufacturer will tell you that every large business
should have the safety of 2 or more supplies of any 1 article .
But the main theme of our story is the Ford Co . and its tax position . In the
first week of the current year, total car production was at the annual rate
of 6 .2 million cars (much in excess of last year's sales), yet Chrysler, Hudson,
and Studebaker were cutting production . The battle was essentially between
Chevrolet and Ford . It is admittedly, and publicly, a policy of the Ford Co . to
once again outproduce and outsell the Chevrolet by the simple method of forcing
dealers to take shipments as they are scheduled at the factory . The philosophy
of this may be explored as follows-"build more and better production facilities,
produce more and more, regardless of the effect on the national economy, so
long as we do not produce more than the total market ." The quotation is ours .
At the recent 5-day meeting of the National Automobile Dealers' Association
in Miami, Mr . L . D . Crusoe, general manager of the Ford division of the Ford Co .
stated, "If we let the dealers tell us how much to produce our output would fall
and prices go up. Unless we talk this business to death, we won't have enough
cars by April."
Enough cars for what? The embarrassed dealers? The overcrowded roads?
The partial payment plans? But all this is still fairly extraneous . The main
purpose of our study is to point out that the attitude at Ford is different from
that of other auto manufacturers . Why is it different and what should be done
about it?
TAX-FxFMPT FOUNDATION

TABLE

Year

3.-Highlights in the growth of the Ford Foundation

Totaiassets
(thousands of dollars)

1936
1 25
1943
2 30,500
1950
- 510,972
1952
- 518,422
3 Incorporated in Michigan, Jan . 15, 1936, on a grant from Edsel Ford.
.
since
1936.
Edsel
Ford
z Outright grants from the Ford family and the Ford Motor Co
died in 1943 . Part of his estate was eventually bequeathed to the foundation .
3 The greater part of these assets consisted of 3,089,908 shares of class A nonvoting common stock of Ford Motor Co . carried at $135 per share ; valuation fixed for estate tax
purposes in settlement of the late Henry Ford's estate .
Sources : Business Week, Oct . 7, 1950 . The Ford Foundation Annual Reports, 1950 and
1952 .

The Ford Motor Car Co. was owned by Henry Ford, the First, at the time of
his. death"on April 7, 1947 . The taxable value of the comparey-at the . time was so
great public sale would have resulted had not a tax-exempt foundation been
-formed to receive the stock of the company tax free .
The Fords made the foundation the residuary legatee for their estates . Their
b'eirs were named to receive specific bequests . Deducted from the amounts

bequest was not taxable, the money it actually received was reduced by the taxe
on the other part of the estate .
The purpose of the Ford Foundation is simply stated in its charter : "to receiv
and administer funds for scientific, educational, and charitable purposes, all f
the public welfare." So now, most of whatever dividends are paid by Ford g
to the Ford Foundation and, regardless of the doubts that many informed individ
uals have as to the wisdom of this foundation's disbursements, .,the fact is th
control of the Ford Co . remains in the hands of `the Ford fknlily. Total out
standing stock of the Ford Motor Co . is 3,452,900 shares . Of this, the For
Foundation holds 3,089,908 shares of class A nonvoting stock . The remainin
10 .5 percent, or 362,992 shares, is owned by the Ford family . Their holding
include all 172,645 shares of voting stock .
TABLE 4.Directors
Name
Henry Ford II
Benson Ford
William C . Ford
J . R . Davis
Ernest R . Breech
William T . Gossett
John S . Bugas
L . D . Crusoe
D. S . Harder
T . O . Yntema
Irving A . Duffy
Harold T . Youngren
Donald K . David
James B . Webber, Jr

Outside

Inside

-------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- ----- ------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------Ford
--------------------Director of
Motor Co
Dean, Harvard Graduate School
of Business Administration .
Vice president, general manager
and director of the J . L. Hudson
Co. Department Store .

President-Ford Motor Co .
Vice president, Lincoln-Mercur
Division.
Vice president.
Do .
Executive vice president, For
Motor Co .
`Vice president and general counse
Vice president, industrial relation
Vice president, manufacturin
(Ford Division) .
Vice president, manufacturing .
Vice president, finance.
Vice president, purchasing .

TABLE 5 . Trustees
Name
Henry Ford II I
H . Rowan Gaither, Jr .2
John Cowles
Frank W . Abrams
James E. Webber, Jr
Donald K. David
Charles E . Wilson
Benson Ford
.
Charles E . W yzanski, Jr

of Ford Motor Co .

of the Ford Foundation
Outside

Inside

President, Ford Motor Co .
-------------------------------Chairman,
Pacific National Bank
of San Francisco .
President, Minneapolis Star &
Tribune Co .
Chairman, Standard Oil Co . of
New, Jersey .
----------------------------------- .Also,.uiember of •board of directors
Ford Motor Co .
----------------------------------Do.
Chairman of executive committee,
W . R . Grace & Co .
----------------------------------- Vice president, Ford Motor Co . .
Judge, United States District
Court, Boston, Mass .

1 Chairman of the trustees .
2 President and director, the Ford Foundation .

How else could one explain Henry II being president and his two brothers
being vice presidents? Whether or not the Ford Motor Co . makes a profit or pay
any dividends in any one year is of scant consequence, either to the company
itself or the Ford family . Neither their salaries nor their positions are affected
No other automobile manufacturer is in a position to ignore stability o
earnings or continuity of dividend payments . If General Motors or Chrysle
earned no money and- paid no dividends this year, . management heads would . rol

dealers'- handcs regardless of the economic disaster of overproduction that could
result .
The AIM has given much study to this problem, and has decided to pass on
to its members, and all those concerned with business theory, the benefit of its
findings . It is our belief that in this case, and in many others, Federal legislation is needed that will prohibit any charitable foundation, pension fund, or
union, from owning more than 10 percent of any business enterprise . If nothing else, the Federal authorities should not allow tax exemption on income
from more -than 10-percent ownership of any business corporation . Otherwise,
the public has no voice in the company, and the profit motive cannot survive
due to the great advantage enjoyed by companies that can offer unfair competition through lac°of need for' equity credit . This necessary legislation can also
prevent families from entrenching themselves without due regard to their
ability .
Both these problems are serious, whether the business be large or small, if we
are to remain a nation of competent businessmen .

The CHAIRMAN . In connection with the question you raised a moment ago, if there was any way by which control of that particular
company could have been retained by the family without creating a
foundation, as I see it, that raises a question as to whether our tax
structures would be such as to make it difficult for a family to go
along and hold their fortune, whether it is big.- .or little.
Mr. WORMSER . On that point, a labor union had a very interesting
committee several years ago studying foundations, and they came up
with an interesting suggestion . That was that no foundation should
have in its portfolio more than 5 percent of the stock of a private
corporation, because if they had more than that, such as the Duke
thing, there might be a tendency of the foundation people to worry
too much about the welfare of the private corporation, to the detriment
of the foundation. That is -just one suggestion that one committee
came forth with .
The CHAIRMAN . Another suggestion that has been made, with reference to the legal structure of foundations, is that there might be
a requirement or there might be a limit placed on the life of the
foundation, and that they be required to be liquidated in a certain
period of years, that is, use the assets as well as the income .
Mr. SARGENT. I was about to speak to that perpetuity question, Mr .
Reece . One, of the very serious difficulties confronting anyone drafting a trust is this matter of perpetual existence . The donor of a trust
may select men of judgment known to him who can be relied on
because of their integrity and their experience, and so forth, to carry
out a desired purpose and to see it through . If men of experience are
selected, the average trustee will be probably around 40 years old or
closer to that period . If you run along beyond 25 years after that
point, you will have men of age 65, retirement age, and you will have
the filling of vacancies by the action of a majority of an existing board,
and you develop more and more in certain directions . And experience
seems to indicate that some of these evils we are talking about are
the result of perpetual trusts which are unsound in practice .
Mr. HAYS. You say you have people over age 65 . Do you mean
that is not so good

Mr. HAYS . Then they become foundation trustees'! I do not under
stand .
Mr. SARGENT. I say a trustee, an original trustee age 40 when ap
pointed, when the trust has had a life of 25 years, will be a 65-year-ol
man, and that you will have through natural causes a considerabl
replacement in your directorate on that foundation because of the
lapse of time.
Mr. HAYS . I did not want to misunderstand . You did not advocat
they should have to retire at age 65?
Mr. SARGENT. No. But the normal operation of the mortality tabl
brings that about.
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will stand in recess for about 15
minutes .
(Brief recess .)
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr . Sargent .
Mr. SARGENT . We were discussing public policy questions involved
in this foundation matter .
One question of great and far-reaching importance is the extent t
which these giant foundations are guardians, acting in fact as guardians of the people,. for all practical purposes . Andrew Carnegie a
number of years ago announced what has been referred to as his
gospel of wealth. The dust jacket on the book known as Fruit of a
lm ulse-45 Years of Carnegie Foundation-1905-1950, by Howar
J. avage, contains a statement by Mr. Carnegie on the matter, I presume one made many years ago. It refers to the obligation of a man
of means to do charitable and worthwhile things for others, which i
an entirely commendable impulse and very understandable . His obli
gation to administer his personal money in a way which, in his judg
ment, will be beneficial, and so forth .
The concept here to which I refer now is the indefinite handin
down of that sort of a guardianship power to others to be executed or
administered perpetually, and to impress their so-called superior wisdow on the community.
The part of the statement that I think is pertinent, I want to read
now as follows

Called upon to administer and strictly bound in duty to administer in
manner which in his best judgment is calculated to produce the most beneficial
results for the community, the man of wealth thus becoming the mere trustee
and agent for his poorer brethern, bringing to their service his superior wisdom,
experience, and ability to administer, doing for them better than they woul
or could do for themselves .

That, of course, was Carnegie's concept of himself, but in practice
these trustees have adopted the same concept of their trust money and
of what they may do .
I have here a certified copy of the articles of the Ford Foundation,
and this is a photostatic copy but it is a true copy, I am sure, furnished
to me by the secretary of state of the State of Michigan . I have read
this, and this article II here-the only part pertinent to our present
purpose-is that these trustees have power to receive and administer
funds for scientific, educational, and otherwise charitable purposes,
all for the public welfare .
I find not a single restrictive clause in here limiting in any way
what these gentlemen may do . If they say it is public welfare, so be

article VII . It has a series of subeorporations . One of them is known
as the Fund for the Advancement of Education, which operates, I
understand, in the formal education field, colleges, and possibly elsewhere .
This corporation has also general power to receive and administer
funds exclusively for scientific, educational, and charitable purposes .
Again for purposes defined by a self-perpetuating board of trustees.
From what I have been able to determine, this is really in a financial
sense a captive corporation of the Ford Foundation, because its operations would stop any time that the appropriations stopped . The Ford
Foundation passes it over to this one, and this one then administers.
So this is a hand, and the Ford Foundation is the body . That is the
arrangement .
We have another one here which operates in the adult education
field, called the Fund for Adult Education . It has similar corporate
power, unlimited power to administer and receive funds for scientific,
educational, and charitable purposes-which are whatever a selfperpetuating board says is charitable or welfare . There is no control
whatsoever .
The people are the beneficiaries of these trusts, they are public trusts,
and it is supposed to be public money. The people do not decide these
policies, and when they protest them they find that the financial power
of the foundation opposes their wishes, and imposes something else the
people do not want.
The Ford Foundation used its financial power to attempt to resist
the will of the people of Los Angeles in connection with a pamphlet
known as the E in UNESCO . This pamphlet was put out by the Los
Angeles City School Department, and it promotes various UNESCO
activities, and it includes the international declaration of human
rights.
Mr. Paul Hoffman, the president of the Ford Foundation, personally appeared before the Los Angeles Board of Education and
sought to prevent the removal of these pamphlets out of the Los
Angeles city schools by the action of a duly constituted board of the
city of Los Angeles, and in so doing he engaged in lobbying, an
activity prohibited to the Ford Foundation .
I have a news clipping, bearing date of August 26, 1952, Tuesday,
in the Los Angeles Times, and it contains a picture of Mr. Hoffman,
several other gentlemen with him, and the statement below reads as
follows
Urge that it stay-These proponents of teaching UNESCO were on hand as
speakers . From left : Dr . Hugh M . Tiner, Pepperdine College president ; Paul G.
Hoffman, of Ford Foundation ; Elmer Franzwa, district governor of Rotary, and
William Joyce .

Mr. HAYS . What is wrong with that?
Mr : SARGENT. He has no right to engage in lobbying, and he was
opposing a local matter and should not have in any way interfered
with it. He was president of the Ford Foundation .
Mr. HAYS. You would not want anybody to say you have no right
to come here and expound your views, would you?
Mr . SARGENT. He did it as president of the Ford Foundation, and
used the power of the Ford Foundation as a leverage in the case .

of that before you come down here and express your opinion? Yo
cannot choke off opinion in this country .
Mr. SARGENT . I am here on your subpena, and responding as a
individual .
Mr. HAYS . You offered to come, did you not?
Mr. SARGENT . I didn't offer to come . I was requested to come, an
I did nothing whatever to initiate my coming here, sir .
Mr. HAYS. You mean to say this is the only committee in the Con
gress that brought you in, and the others you just tried to get before
Mr. SARGENT
.- That is not so .
The CHAIRMAN . Since that question has been raised, I think pos
sibly I should make a statement regarding it . Knowing of M
Sargent's standing and wide knowledge, or at least that was m
information, in this field as it relates more particularly to the educa
tional and propaganda aspect, I suggested to Mr . Wormser or M
Dodd, possibly both, that they have a talk with Mr . Sargent with
view of seeing, first, if he would be able to make a contribution to th
study and, secondly, to see if he would be willing to come if th
committee should invite him .
I do not know just how to word it, but that is the story with relati
to his appearing here . I am confident the members of the staf
carried it out.
Mr. HAYS . I do not care how he got here. I understood that th
subpena is so he can get his plane fare, and I have no objection t
that. But the fundamental point, I do not think we are trying t
gloss it over intentionally, is, Does Mr . Sargent have a right to hi
views and Mr. Paul Hoffman does not, or do they both have a right?
Mr. SARGENT. Mr. Paul Hoffman has no right to lobby before th
Los Angeles City Board of Education and actively urge that .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Paul Hoffman, as president of anything at all, ha
a right to be a Republican and have Mr . Eisenhower elected .
Mr. SARGENT . He didn't go there as a Republican .
Mr . HAYS . I am asking you . If you would confine your answers t
my questions, we would save a lot of time . I say he has a right to
a Republican.
Mr. SARGENT. Certainly .
Mr. HAYS . And he can still be president of the Ford Foundation .
Mr. SARGENT . That is correct .
Mr. HAYS . And he can make speeches for the Republican Party .
Mr. SARGENT. As long as he doesn't drag the name of the For
Foundation into it .
Mr. HAYS. But if he appears there, and he is president of it, the
are automatically going to say he is president of the Ford Foundatio
I am a Member of Congress and I could go to a milk producers' meet
ing and talk about milk but if the papers said I am a Member o
Congress, I could not do much about it .
Mr. SARGENT . He was brought out there actively by the America
Association for the United Nations for the express purpose of makin
a presentation at that meeting .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Sargent, I happen to know a little bit about Pau
Hoffman, and I don't think that he was brought any place for an
purpose . Paul Hoffman is a reputable, outstanding American, wh

form, you are leaving the impression he did something he ought not
to have done . I want to take this opportunity to disagree with you,
and say to you that I don't think Mr . Paul Hoffman ever at any time
did anything which would adversely affect the United States in any
way, shape, or form .
Mr. SARGENT. He was overstepping his exemption privilege, and he
was brought in there for a lobbying purpose .
Mr. HAYS. You say he was doing that, but that does not make it so .
I keep repeating that .
Mr. SARGENT. I heard the officer of the local unit, in the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles, of the American Association for the United
Nations discuss the arrangement for the bringing of Mr . Hoffman to
that meeting and I was in their office at the time buying literature,
and I overheard the conversation . Mr. Meherin was the name and
that is when it was going on.
Mr. HAYS . You are inferring that because he was president of the
Ford Foundation and he went out there to advocate this, he automatically brought the Ford Foundation into it .
Mr. SARGENT . They were discussing how they were going to handle
it and they were afraid the UNESCO pamphlet was going to be
thrown out and they were discussing other ways in which they could
back up Mr . Hoffman and bring more strength to bear on that Los
Angeles City Board of Education . I overheard that conversation,
and I was in the office at the time . Mr . Hoffman was lobbying intentionally.
Mr. HAYS. When he advocated General Eisenhower's election he
did that, but he had a right to do that .
Mr. SARGENT . He was doing this as an activity of the Ford Foundation in my opinion .
Mr. HAYS . I am glad that you put that in your opinion . Did the
Ford Foundation pay his way out there?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't know who paid his way out there.
Mr. HAYS. But you would like to make a lot of nasty inferences
about it.
Mr. SARGENT . I don't make any inference about anything about
which I don't know . Mr. Hoffman was there and the clipping says
he was there, and the name of the Ford Foundation was affiliated
with it. The American Association for the United Nations, another
organization, was distributing the literature or the pamphlet I have
here, and it came from their Los Angeles chapter, Ambassador Hotel,
which I obtained at about that time.
Now, briefly, I want to tell you .something about this propaganda,
which is also very favorably looked upon from the foundation's standpoint, and very vigorously opposed by an active body of American
public opinion, because of its directive effect on our constitutional
system .
Mr. HAYS . This propaganda that you talk about, this is Mr . Hoff
man's propaganda?
Mr. SARGENT . The universal declaration of human rights .
Mr. HAYS . You were talking about Mr . Hoffman and propaganda .
Mr. SARGENT. I am talking about the pamphlet .
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Mr, SARGENT. I said he was backing up this thing here, thi
UNESCO pamphlet before the Los Angeles City Board of Education
Mr. HAYS . You are calling it propaganda .
Mr, SARGENT . This pamphlet is propaganda for the United Nation
and its activities .
Mr. HAYS. Now, can you answer this question "Yes" or "No" : Wa
Mr. Hoffman then actively engaged in this propaganda?
Mr . SARGENT . I understand that he was .
Mr. HAYS . All right ; that is the question.
Now, that is bad, you say .
Mr. SARGENT . I say it is not in accordance with the tax exemptio
Mr. HAYS . Mr . Zoll, who has been cited by the Attorney General a
a Fascist, you say what he puts out is not propaganda?
Mr. SARGENT . I didn't say anything about that .
Mr. HAYS . You defended him, and you are in a rather peculiar position, and you are defending a man on the Attorney General's list,
and attack the reputation of a man like Paul Hoffman .
Mr . SARGENT. I did not defend Mr. Zoll, I said I knew nothing on
way or the other. I said Mr . Zoll had been extensively smeared, an
that the National Education Association sought to transfer the smea
against Mr . Zoll to the people of Pasadena, and it did so .
Mr. HAYS . Mr . Zoll, a fascist, has been smeared, but you are no
trying to smear Mr . Paul Hoffman, are you?
Mr. SARGENT. I am not trying to do anything except say he wa
there for political purposes, and he was .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, if you sit here and let this man do thi
kind of thing to people like Paul Hoffman, I just want to state tha
the doors of the Democratic Party are open to him any time he want
to come in .
Mr. SARGENT. The clipping showing the presence of Mr . Hoffma
in that meeting I will leave with the committee, this Los Angele
Times article, August 26, 1952.
Now, this UNESCO project for universal declaration of human
rights is a very important thing, and I believe that you should hav
some of the story . The American Bar Association for severa
years prior to this had been urging that much more time be granted
for study of this proposal because of its far-reaching effects . Thei
resolutions begin as early as the year 1949, and run through, as
recall, to about 1951, and they ask for a delay on the ground that
the legal profession and the public had not studied this proposal, an
it was of great importance . This pamphlet evidently was put int
the schools at a time before the legal profession itself, or about th
time the legal profession was beginning to get a sound idea and i
was made school material in the meantime .
Let us have a look at this : Here is article 1, which overthrows a
essential principle of the Declaration of Independence . The Declara
tion of Independence says that men have unalienable rights granted
to them by God and the laws of nature . This says that men are bor
free and equal, and should act in a spirit of brotherhood .
Mr. HAYS . Now, then, right there
Mr. SARGENT. There is no God in it, just brotherhood .

brotherhood carries a connotation of religion, does it not?
Mr. SARGENT. A majority group sort of religion, but not the concept in the Declaration of Independence, Sir .
Mr. HAYS . It is no inference, it so happens I believe in the Christian
religion. I also understood that Christ preached brotherhood . Now
are you saying there is something bad about that?
Mr. SARGENT. No, I am talking about the effect of this as a legal
document .
Mr. HAYS . But brotherhood isn't good unless it comes from your
side, is it?
Mr. SARGENT . I say this is bad to substitute this provision for the
Declaration of Independence .
Mr . HAYS . To act in a spirit of brotherhood, I have sort of advo ,
sated that, and if I am being Leftist I would like to get away from it .
Mr. SARGENT . This is a substitution for the Declaration of Independence concept, and the present controversy over the Bricker
amendment
Mr. HAYS . Was it different, now, Mr . Sargent? You have a very
voluminous flow of verbiage there but let us pick a little structure out
of it. What did you say the Declaration said again?
Mr . SARGENT. The Declaration of Independence says all men are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights, to which the
laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them . That is the gist
of it .
Mr. HAYS . We subscribe to that .
Mr. SARGENT. Yes ; those rights belong to you and to me, at birth,
and they are ours .
Mr. HAYS . Will you please read the other one?
Mr. SARGENT. The other one says all human beings are born free
and equal in dignity and they are endowed with reason and conscience
and should act toward one another in a spirit of brotherhood .
Mr. HAYS . You say that there is something subversive about that?
Mr. SARGENT . I didn't say subversive ; I said it makes an important
change in our basic law in connection with the other provisions of this
declaration I am about to discuss .
Mr . HAYS . It seems to me that the teachings of God have certain
elements of brotherhood in them that you cannot get away from, and
when you start picking or finding fault with the word "brotherhood,"
that you are quibbling on pretty technical ground with language .
The CHAIRMAN. It does not seem to me it is on very technical ground
when he makes reference to God having been left out of the provision
that was substituted for the Declaration of Independence .
Mr. HAYS . This wasn't substituted for the Declaration of Independence at all, and you cannot leave God out whether you want to or
not. He will be around, and I expect that He will even have an opinion on this if you want to get right down to it . I am not going to tell
you what I think it will be, because that is not my province ; I am not
omnipotent, and I wish the witnesses wouldn't try to be omnipotent,
either .
Mr. SARGENT. I will tie this in for you. I am discussing this from
the standpoint that this is a proposal for a possible' treaty which will
become the supreme law of the land, and may be judicially interpreted
as a modification of our existing legal system . Article 1, to be under-

In the exercise of his rights, everyone shall be subject only to such limitatio
as are determined by law for the purpose of securing due recognition and respec
for the rights and freedoms of others, and meeting its just requirements of mor
ality, public order, and the general order of a democratic state .
Now, that term "general welfare of a democratic state" seems t
create a power by majority vote to limit the rights granted in the res
of this article . The next subdivision of 29 says that these rights a
freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes an
principles of the United Nations .
In other words, if someone does not believe in the United Nation
and wants to do something contrary to what you want to do, he hasn'
any civil rights at all . Subparagraph 3 says so, in article 29 . Artic
25 provides for social housing and medical care, which are made con
stitutional rights .
Article 26 says that the purpose of education is the furtherance o
the activities of the U. N . Article 21 guarantees free access to publi
service, and that could interfere with the right to discharge Govern
ment personnel who are bad security risks .
Article 19 guarantees freedom of opinion and expression throug
any media.
Mr. HAYS . Are you reading from your own notes?
Mr. SARGENT. I will read the original for you, and it is a true quot
Article 19 says
Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression, and this rig
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive, an
impart foreign ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers .
Now that could be interpreted to protect the right to advocate forci
ble overthrow of this Government .
Mr. HAYS . It could be interpreted, and I don't know who is goin
to interpret it, and I suppose possibly it could be interpreted the wa
you have been interpreting things, depending on what you mean .
Mr. SARGENT. If a . court laying this alongside of our present con
stitutional law saw this they could reason that there must have bee
an intent to substitute something different, and otherwise why mak
the change . This tends to throw our constitutional law out on th
table to be argued out all over again .
Mr. HAYS . I have a sneaking suspicion that Congress is going t
protect that. They haven't passed that thing yet, have they?
Mr. SARGENT . Not yet, but these are the grounds upon which man
people very seriously opposed this pamphlet which was being activel
used in Los Angeles city schools . Article 14 says that everyone h
the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries the asylum from per
secution . Doesn't that mean that the immigration laws can be brok
down and we can be compelled to receive hordes from any nation i
the world regardless of the impact on American conditions? Thi
article would seem to say so .
There have been many, many things written on this. And very
very serious objections made . The proponents of the Bricker amen
ment agree I think in substance, and have additional reasons from m
own for opposing that particular proposition . That is an exampl
of more propaganda, and more propaganda power, and the For
Foundation through Mr . Hoffman apparently backs that one .

don't quite get over it .
Mr. SARGENT . I am talking about the UNESCO propaganda bill
here.
Mr. HAYS. You mentioned Mr. Paul Hoffman .
Mr. SARGENT . He was there using the weight and prestige of the
Ford Foundation to try and influence a city board of education in
support of this proposal, which is legislation to make that a part of
the law of the United States .
Some of you gentlemen may be interested in what kind of a propaganda outfit this UNESCO really is. You will find the detail on that
in a pamphlet entitled "Every Man's United Nations, a Ready Reference to the Structure and Functions of the Work of the United Nations and its Related Agencies ."
It is a publication of the United Nations Department of Public
Education, in New York, and the publication date is 1952, and this is
a third edition . It is quite recent . UNESCO is discussed commencing at page 312, and it talks about their worldwide activities, that
they are preparing a scientific and cultural history of mankind, and
that they set up an international clearing house to promote exchange
of publications between libraries and institutions, and that they have
study programs.
Mr. HAYS . Does the Government of the United States belong to that
organization at all? Do they contribute to it?
Mr. SARGENT. I think there was some question before the Senate
Appropriations Committee about further contributions toward it, if
I recall correctly. We still belong to it, and we
Mr. HAYS . Who is our representative there? Do you know?
Mr. SARGENT. This is UNESCO, this is a separate thing .
Mr. HAYS . This is a, subdivision of the U. N.
Mr. SARGENT . This is the body incidentally to which Mr . Willard
Givens, of the NEA, offered a resolution protesting the removal of
Superintendent Goslin from Pasadena.
Among other things, UNESCO has put out a pamphlet called
Television and Education in the United States . This is printed,
UNESCO, Paris, 1952 .
Mr. HAYS . Now just a minute before you start putting that document in the record . Is that put out by some foundation?
Mr. SARGENT . No, UNESCO .
I am talking about the propaganda power of this setup we have
here, which the foundations seem to have, and it bears on the propaganda power of foundations .
Mr. HAYS . It has about as much relation to this investigation as
Chic Sale's book, if I can figure it out .
Mr. SARGENT. This discusses the propaganda network, that
UNESCO is looking at. I think, Mr . Hays, you will find that the
foundations are supporting educational television, and taking a flip
at that one also .
Mr. HAYS . These foundations are supporting education television,
and UNESCO has a book about it, but what is the relationship?
Mr . SARGENT. I am talking about the organized power of foundations .

hooks up that has anything to do with television .
Mr. SARGENT. There is an organized movement underway with som
foundations
Mr. HAYS. You said yesterday you didn't believe in astrology, di
you not, and you don't use a crystal ball, either .
Mr. SARGENT . Must we go back to that? I am talking about th
pamphlet here, and I am talking about the pamphlet on educationa
television, sponsored by UNESCO, in which they have examined t
educational policies of the American Broadcasting Co., Columbia, D
Mont, National Broadcasting Co ., and they have inquired into the u
of television so far in the schools of Philadelphia, Chicago, Minneap
olis, and they have conducted some research on television and childre
and even considered its use as a teaching tool .
Mr. HAYS. Now you say that is a book put out by an organizatio
which you refuse to state has any foundation funds, and you said it
published in Paris, and you say it is a bad book and perhaps it i
I wouldn't know . But will you kindly try to relate it to the hearin
and tell us what we should do about it? Should we pass a law pr
hibiting them from importing it, or what? I am at a loss.
Mr . SARGENT. You should consider seriously adopting a law whic
will keep foundations out of entering into things
Mr. HAYS. But this book, Mr. Sargent, where do they get into t
picture with this particular book?
Mr. SARGENT. This is one of the UNESCO activities .
Mr. HAYS. And you said UNESCO is not financed by the founda
tions .
Mr. SARGENT. ;I say they are, supporting the UNESCO progra
and the UNESCO program includes this, which is propaganda powe
Mr. HAYS . They are supporting it 100 percent?
Mr. SARGENT . I didn't say 100 percent .
Mr. HAYS . Well, you see there is the point .
Mr. SARGENT. Did I say 100 percent?
Mr. HAYS . Mr., Reece is a Republican, I am a Democrat, and w
subscribe generaly to the principles of our party, but we do not sub
scribe to every single thing that every Democrat or every Republica
has done, and sometimes we even vote against them .
Mr. SARGENT . We are in an area where propaganda power is acquir
ing enormous importance to the people, and becoming a growin
danger, unless kept within some kind of bounds, and foundatio
money is being used for operations of which that situation is a part
There was foundation support offered incidentally in my own com
munity for the Bay Area Educational Television Association in Sa
Francisco . That was to promote publicly owned and operated tele
vision stations for educational purposes . There was one foundatio
there at least, and they went to the State government indicating th
they would back the project. They are going even into that field .
Now, here is another area . I don't want to take your time on thi
now, but I would like to deal with it very briefly . I suggested
questionnaire to get the discrimination facts on this case . That
to ask the foundations if they have done any of these patriotic
other things favored by those who do not agree with them . In 195
in October, when I was Chairman of the Americanization Committ

determine what materials were available for instructing students and
adult groups desiring to study the propaganda and activities of Socialist and Communist organizations, or for the study of the economic,
financial and political and constitutional effects of Fabian socialism
and the social welfare state . I have an affidavit here, confirming the
fact that such a letter was sent, and the affidavit contains a copy of my
file copy of the letter, and a list of these book publishers' names.
I have here a stack of letters containing their replies . The substance of the replies is that practically no material of this kind was
available by any of these publishers . Some of the publishers were
not engaged in that line of work and their names of course should not
be considered . A substantial number of others were in areas where it
was possible .
The list itself was obtained from the official list of book publishers on
file in the State of California Department of Education, at Sacramento . I would like to offer the affidavit now, and I would like to at my
convenience in the next few days prepare a digest containing the substance of what those letters show, prepare an affidavit based on that
digest and then offer that affidavit when I return for cross-examination.
It will show the extent to which there is a serious lack of this kind of
educational material . I think the committee would be interested in
the facts .
May I do that?
The CHAIRMAN . That will be done, without objection .
Mr. HAYS. I am not going to let him put in a lot of documents that
I do not know anything about, and so I object .
Mr. GOODWIN . What is the harm of letting -them in? I assume that
although the gentleman from Ohio apparently wants to clear up things
pretty well as we go along, it is my thought that there will be ample
opportunity later on in executive session for us to evaluate all of this
testimony that comes in, and there decide .
Mr. HAYS . I don't think any committee would let anyone prepare
a statement and without even knowing the thing that is in it, let it become a part of the record . There is a matter of expense, printing,
and it may have no pertinency, and so on 4nd so forth . I think the
committee should look at it . This is the first time I have objected .
The gentleman has put in many things .
Mr. SARGENT. I will furnish an affidavit certifying it and I will let
a member of your staff examine the letters here and check it for himself. It just seemed to be a convenient way to give you the information
without reading a lot of letters.
Mr. HAYS . Are you going to put all of the letters in there?
Mr. SARGENT . I am going to give you the substance of it .
The CHAIRMAN . See if I understand your suggestion correctly, that
you are going to make a digest of your actions and a summary of the
substance of the replies, which go in the record, and then the letters
would be submitted for the record without printing.
Mr. SARGENT. I would rather keep possession of the letters, and I
don't think you want the letters .
The CHAIRMAN . Would you restate your suggestion?
Mr. SARGENT . What I am going to do is prepare a summary of the
replies received from these publishers. Classifying the material on

the result of the survey . I will show the entire stack of letters to t
committee staff for their own checking in case they think anything els
should be included . This is just a convenient way of summarizing t
net results of these replies .
It is just a convenient way of summarizing the net replies .
The CHAIRMAN. I think it is well to have the digest in, if a membe
of the staff took the responsibility for checking the accuracy of th
summaries.
Mr. SARGENT. Some of them took a paragraph or two explaining th
situation, and others said nothing at all . There are perhaps a doze
or more letters having an informative value, and where there is some
thing in the letter we will quote the paragraph and give the name an
address of the publisher . It is to show what kind of a result we go
out of the survey .
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Sargent, why don't you go and prepare it .
Mr. SARGENT . Yes, and I will bring it back with me .
The CHAIRMAN . I think that would be the best procedure .'
Mr. SARGENT . Now, I was referring this morning to this pam
phlet
The CHAIRMAN . In the meantime, a member of our staff might tak
a look at it .
Mr. SARGENT . I was referring to this pamphlet this morning, and
partly read the names, and the pamphlet American Education Unde
Fire by Ernest 0 . Melby. I read most of the names, I think . Richar
Barnes Kennan, executive secretary of the National Commission fo
the Defense of Democracy Through Education, Washington, D . C
and he is one of those preparing the pamphlet . Morton Puner of th
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith is one. Professor Thut i
one, of the University of Connecticut, and Prof . William Van Till
University of Illinois.
Mr. HAYS . Is that the complete list?
Mr. SARGENT . That is the complete list, and I read the others thi
morning. That completes the list.
Mr. HAYS . What pamphlet is that?
Mr. SARGENT . This completes the list .
Mr. HAYS . What is the name of the pamphlet?
Mr. SARGENT. It is American Education Under Fire .
Mr. HAYS . That is the one Dr . Hullfish has included in the list o
names .
Mr. SARGENT . Yes. The pamphlet states that it is sponsored by th
following . Two of these are agencies of the National Education Association. The first agency of that group is National Commission fo
the Defense of Democracy Through Education . That is the one whic
Mr. Benjamin acts for .
The second department of NEA is the Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development . Also named is the American Edu
cation Fellowship, and the John Dewey Society . The copyrigh
on the pamphlet is held by the Anti-Defamation League of B'na
B'rith .

1 Mr . Sargent's analysis of the textbook publishers' replies appears following his state
ment, at p . 393 .

sponsors for it .
Mr. HAYS . Is there something implied that there is something
wrong with B'nai B'rith now?
Mr. SARGENT . Nothing implied one way or the other, except that
they sponsored this.
Mr. HAYS . And that is a bad pamphlet?
Mr . SARGENT. It is an attack on people who do not like conditions
in the schools, as I interpret it. I think that it is interesting to find
so many groups joining in such a statement . It is another example
of the infringement of local jurisdiction, in my opinion. I am citing
it for that reason.
This pamphlet commences with page 7, and talks about school controversies from Inglewood, N . J., to Eugene, Oreg., and from New
York to Pasadena, stating that the Nation is pitted with battlefields
of the war against modern education, and this pamphlet attempts to
tell of the tremendous forces and consequences involved in the fight .
The first section analyzes the powers and motivations behind the tax
on the public schools and it draws upon the experience of Willard L .
Goslin, described in this pamphlet as one of the Nation's ablest
educators.
If you read this pamphlet through as a whole, you will find it is
a sponsorship of the fortunes of Mr. Goslin again.
Mr. HAYS . Going back to another book you mentioned, you cited
this Senate investigating committee, the so-called Dilworth committee, and we seem to be around, full circle in the attacks on religion
and the Catholics and the Jews and this thing attacks the American
Friends Service Committee. Do you subscribe to that part of it?
Mr. SARGENT. What part is that?
Mr. HAYS . Where it mentions in a very unfavorable way the American Friends Service Committee .
Mr. SARGENT. Let me see what you mean, show me the passage that
you are talking about .
The CHAIRMAN . That is the Dilworth committee report.
Mr. HAYS . I will show you the passage . I have listened to a lot
of stuff from you, and I turned it down, but apparently I have lost
the ~lace.
Mr. SARGENT. The Dilworth committee is a very reliable committee
of our legislature, and it has worked for many years.
Mr. HAYS . You~,~go ahead and I will find this in just a moment.
Mr. SARGENT .SARGENT YOU are asking about the Anti-Defamation League,
and I would like to state positively for the record I am not antiSemitic in any way, and I have never adhered to that point of view,
and I have very high respect for people of that faith who have done
work on behalf of our country.
Alfred Kolberg, of New York, is a very patriotic and useful citizen,
and Rabbi Benjamin Schultz is another, and I am fully sympathetic
with the problems among that group which arise in connection with
this subversive activities question, and if your committee desires information on some of the unfortunate conditions existing among that
group, I suggest that you read the book What Price Israel by Alfred
M. Lilienthal . It is a 1953 publication of Henry Regnery & Co.

this organization as having anti-Semitic points of view which I positively don't have, and I have never adhered to .
Mr. HAYS. I have found there are a number of references to' th
American Friends Service Committee, and I just got this book about
a moment ago .
Mr. SARGENT. It is probably a citation of some individual.
Mr. HAYS. This is in your report, and it says as follows

The participation of the American Civil Liberties Union and League of Wome
Voters and the American Friends Service Committee and the Federation for th
Repeal _of the Levering Act-

which I am not familiar with-

was of great assistance to and lent respectability to the Communists in th
spread of their seditious propaganda .
That is a bad inference, isn't it?

Mr. SARGENT . It probably is, and the report speaks for itself .
Now, as an indication of the extent to which a certain branch of peo
ple in education are actively working for the world government move
ment, I would cite you the eleventh yearbook of the John Dewey
Society . The John Dewey Society is one of the organizations sponsor
ing that pamphlet . The book is called Education for a World Society
and its copyright date is 1951, and it is published by Harper Bros
New York.
The editors named on the title page here are Christian 0 . Arndt
chairman, professor of international educational relations, School o
Education, New York University.
Samuel Everet, assistant professor of education, College of the City
of New York .
The consultants are Harold Benjamin, dean of the College of Education, University of Maryland, and :George S . Counts, professor o
education, Teachers College, Columbia, and Professor Van Til, professor of education, College of Education, University of Illinois .
The book in question is one which advocates world government in
substance, and the use of education as a means of bringing it about
That is educational propaganda .
Mrs. PFOST. Is the publication of that book paid for by the foundations ?
Mr. SARGENT . I don't know, and I don't know what support of th
John Dewey Society is, but this is cited as an example of the extent to
which we have- an organized clique for world government within the
educational profession, _and I think that you can compare that with
the foundation policy of supporting similar ideas, in effect the
strengthening of the hands of those people .
Mr. HAYS . But it has actually no tie whatsoever that you know o
to the foundations, except what you have given?
Mr . SARGENT . I think it will be connected up when your staff gets
into the other phases of this problem . I am giving you a part of the
evidence within my knowledge .
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Sargent, it is now 4 :20 .
Mr. SARGENT. Give me 5 minutes and I can finish . I just have a
summary statement and I am through. My statement is simply this
I have discussed the public policy questions, and there are legal ap

itures for education in antisubversive works are within the scope of
present revenue laws and the tax exemption privilege will not be impaired by the approval of any project of that kind.
In other words, that there is under existing law a right to defend
the Government of the United States, and there can be no legal question involved. That could have the effect of releasing substantial
money for patriotic' people wanting to defend our country and remedy
these conditions.
Secondly, providing for unlimited deductibility of educational contributions for the defense of constitutional government.
Third, a statute requiring a foundation to reject any applications
tending to promote the spread of communism, socialism, or the welfare
state.
Fourth, a mandatory provision, providing that if any foundation
elects to go into these controversial subjects having to do with socialism, and so forth that they must afford equal facilities to both sides
as a condition of engaging in such work . Otherwise the statutes
should declare they are engaging in propaganda .
Finally, we think it would be useful .
Mr. HAYS . Just a moment . You say "we think." Who is "we"?
Mr. SARGENT. The people I have talked to about this .
Mr . HAYS . You wouldn't mind changing that and making it "I
think?"
Mr. SARGENT. I think so and I think many people will agree with
me, that the denial of the right of critical analysis and critical study
is one of the most glaring weaknesses in our present situation .
Academic freedom perhaps requires that these controversial and
debatable subjects be supported . But if a foundation wants to do that,
it should be willing to support both sides and let each one thresh it
out with the other. If the foundation won't take in both sides, it
should take in neither .'
Finally, we think there should be some statutory declaration confirming the rights and duties of foundation trustees, their responsibilities as trustees, to be patriotic, loyal, to defend the Government of
the United States, and to refrain from engaging in any activity involving possible overthrow of the Government 'by force, violence, or
other unconstitutional means .
Now, Mr . Chairman, at the opening of this session there was an understanding that questions would be postponed until the end of my
testimony, and a transcript would be written up and I would appear .
I am prepared to do that, and I will be here without further notice at
whatever time you see fit to adjourn to .
The CHAIRMAN . I don't think it would be convenient in view of the
Memorial Day weekend recess, for the committee to meet before Tuesday, and we have an understanding that it is not convenient for the
members to meet on Tuesday, so the next meeting of the committee
will be next Wednesday, and the time to be announced .
Mr. SARGENT . May I ask that my matter be brought up?
The CHAIRMAN . And then Dean Rusk will follow you .
Mr. HAYS. I do not know whether I will have any time to analyze
all of this .

examination later, I am perfectly willing to do that, if you want to pa
the freight on two trips .
Mr. HAYS . When we go over this, if we find that there hasn't been
enough exploration made in it, and other members want to question
you, I certainly would be in favor of it.
Mr. SARGENT. It is entirely agreeable with me .
Mr. HAYS . I have very heavy commitments made long before thes
hearings were set down, and up to now I don't even have all of you
testimony.
Mr. SARGENT : I have no objection to being brought back on reason
able notice, if you would prefer that .
Mr. HAYS . We would give you reasonable notice .
Mr. SARGENT. I just want to make it clear that I offered in the firs
place, and I offer again to come back at any convenient time suggested by you on reasonable notice, that is for any examination yo
wish to conduct .
The CHAIRMAN. You may be excused for the time being, an
you can go back home . If we need you we will give you ampl
notice so that you cann come at the convenience of yourself and of the
committee .
Mr. HAYS . Although I may disagree on some things, the committee
has been kind enough to respect my commitments over the weekend
and I would be the last person in the world to want to hold you here, so
that you would be present when it was convenient to me, and I certainly think that the committee should agree to that .
Mr. SARGENT . I assumed over the weekend you would be ready to
go, in which case I would be here .
Mr. HAYS . I want you to know that I concur and suggest that yo
be allowed to go, and that you will be given ample notice when you
return .
Mr. SARGENT. Then I am excused and I come back when requested .
The CHAIRMAN. I want to express appreciation for your testimony
and the time you have taken, and I hope it hasn't been unpleasant.
Mr. SARGENT . I am glad to be of as much service as I can be, and
want to thank you .
The CHAIRMAN . We will stand in recess until Wednesday mornin
at 10 o'clock. The room in which we will meet will be announced .
(Whereupon, at 4 : 25 p . m . the committee was recessed, to recon
vene at 10 a . m ., Wednesday, June 2,1954 .)
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

District o f Columbia, City o f Washington, ss
Aaron M . Sargent, being first duly sworn, deposes and says :
The following matters, relating to an inquiry conducted on behalf
of the National Society, Sons of the American Revolution, into the
textbook situation, are true to my own knowledge
I am a member in good standing of that society . During the period
May 1950 to May 1951, inclusive, I served as chairman of its committee on Americamlization . My duties at that time included representing the interests of said society in regard ; to the subversive
teaching problem affecting the public schools .
On October 27, 1950, as chairman of that committee, I sent to
each of the textbook publishers hereinafter mentioned a standard
form of letter identical with the photostat attached to this affidavit .
That photostat is a true copy of my file copy Of the letter in question . The purpose was to determine the extent to which textbooks
and teaching materials were then available for instructing students
and adult groups in the propaganda and activities of Communist
and Socialist organizations and to enable them to study the economic,
political, and other effects of Fabian socialism and the social welfare
state .
Attached to this affidavit at pages 4 to 7, inclusive, is a true list
of the names and addresses of the various book publishers to whom
the letter in question was sent .
This affidavit is furnished in connection with my testimony to the
above committee respecting the replies received to that communication .
AARON M . SARGENT.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26 day of May 1954.
[SEAL]

REBECCA M . SMITH,

Notary Public .

[Letterhead of National Society, Sons of the American Revolution]
AMERICAN BOOK Co.,

OCTOBER 27, 1950 .

New York, N. Y.

GENTLEMEN : We are conducting a survey to .determine what text-

books, outlines, or other teaching materials are available with reference to the following :
1. For instructing students and adult groups desiring to study the
propaganda and activities of Socialist and Communist organizations ;
2. For study of the economic, financial, political, and constitutional
effects of Fabian socialism and the social welfare state .

Please indicate whether you have any publications of this type . I
so, may we have a list of titles and authors, together with circular
and other descriptive material?
Very truly yours,

[SEAL]

AARON M . SARGENT,
Committee on Americanization .

1 . Ginn & Co ., Statler Building, Boston, Mass .
2 . The Grolier Society, Inc ., 2 West 45th . Street, New York, N. Y .
3 . Harcourt, Brace & Co,, Inc.; 383 Madison Avenue, New York, N . Y.
4 . D . C . Heath & Co ., 285 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass .
5 . Houghton Mifflin Co ., 2 Park Street, Boston, Mass .
6 . The MacMillan Co., 60 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y.
7 . Row, Peterson & Co ., 1911 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Ill.
8 . Benjamin H. Sanborn & Co ., 221 East 20th Street, Chicago, Ill .
9 . Scott Foresman & Co ., 433 East Erie Street, Chicago, Ill .
10 . Silver Burdett Co ., 45 East 17th Street, New York, N. Y .
11 . Webster Publishing Co., 1808 Washington Avenue, St . Louis, Mo.
12 . American Technical Society, Drexel Avenue at 58th Street, Chicago, 111 .
13. Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc ., 35 West 32d Street, New York, N . Y .
14 . A. S. Barnes & Co ., Inc ., 67 West 44th Street, New York, N . Y .
15 . W . S. Benson & Co ., Austin, Tex .
16. C . C . Birchard & Co ., 285 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass .
17. The Blakiston Co ., 1012 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa .
18. The B :)bbs-Merrill Co ., Inc., 724 North Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Ind
19. The Book House for Children, 360 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill .
20. P . F. Collier & Son Corp ., 250 Park Avenue, New York, N . Y .
21. F . E . Compton & Co ., 1000 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill .
22. Thomas Y . Crowell Co ., 432 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y .
23. The Economy Co., Oklahoma City, Okla.
24. Encyclopaedia Britannica, 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill .
25. Encyclopedia Americana, 2 West 45th Street, New York, N . Y.
26. Field Enterprises, I.nc ., educational division, 35 East Wacker Drive, Chi
cago, Ill .
27 . The Gregg Publishing Co ., 270 Madison Avenue, New York, N . Y .
.28 . E . M . Hale & Co ., Eau Claire, Wis .
29 . C . S . Hammond & Co., 305 East 63d Street, New York, N . Y .
30 . Harper & Bros ., 49 East 33d Street, New York, N . Y.
31 . Henry Holt & Co., Inc ., 257 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
32 . Longmans, Green & Co ., 55 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y.
33 . Loyola University Press, 3441 North Ashland Avenue, Chicago, Ill .
34 . The Manual Arts Press, 237 North Monroe Street, Peoria, Ill .
35 . McCormick-Mathers ; Publishing Co ., 1501 East Douglas Avenue, Wichita
Kans .
36 . McGraw-Hill Book Co ., Inc ., 330 West 42d Street, New York, N. Y .
37 . Charles E. Merrill Co ., Inc., 400 South Front Street, Columbus, Ohio
38 . Newson & Co ., 12 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y .
39. W . W . Norton & Co ., Inc ., 101 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y .
40 . Oxford University :Press, 114 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y.
41 . Pitman Publishing Corp., 2 West 45th Street, New York, N . Y .
42 . Prang Co . Publishers, a division of American Crayon Co ., Sandusky, Ohi
43. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 70 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y .
44 . Rand, McNally & Co ., 536 South Clark Street, Chicago, Ill .
45 . Rinehart & Co ., Inc ., 232 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
46 . William H . Sadlier, Inc ., 11 Park Place, New York, N . Y .
47 . Scholastic Magazines, 7 East 12th Street, New York, N . Y.
48 . Science Research Associates, 228 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill .
49 . The L . W . Singer Co ., Inc ., 249 West Erie Boulevard, Syracuse, N . Y .
50. South-Western Publishing Co ., 634 Broadway, Cincinnati, Ohio
51. The Steck Co ., Ninth and Lavaca Streets, Austin, Tex .
52. The United Educators, Inc . ; 6 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill .
53 . The University Publishing Co ., Lincoln, Nebr .
54 . D . Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 250 Fourth Avenue, New York, N . Y.

57. World Book Co ., 313 Park Hill Avenue, Yonkers, N . Y.
58. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass .
59. Yale University Press, New Haven, Conn .
60 . Columbia University Press, Morningside Heights, New York, N . Y .
61. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Ill.
62. University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, Mich .
63 . University of California Press, Berkeley, Calif .
64. Northwestern University Press, Chicago, 111 .
65. University of Rochester Press, Rochester, N . Y .
66. University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, Minn .
67 . Cornell University Press, Ithaca, N. Y .
68. Princeton University Press, Princeton, N . J.
69 . Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, Boston, Mass .
70 . University of Wisconsin Press, Madison, Wis .
71 . Stanford University Press, Stanford University, Calif .
72 . Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, Md .
73 . New York University Press, New York, N . Y.
74 . Washington University Press, St . Louis, .Mo.
75 . Dartmouth College Press, Berlin, N . H .
76 . University of Colorado Press, Boulder, Colo.
77 . University of Iowa Press, Iowa City, Iowa
78 . University of California Press, Los Angeles, Calif .
79 . University of Southern California Press, Los Angeles, Calif.
80 . City College of New York Press, New York, N . Y .
81. Roosevelt College Press, Chicago, Ill.
82 . Syracuse University Press, Syracuse, N . Y .
83. University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, N. C.
84. University of Washington Press, Seattle, Wash .
85 . University of Illinois Press, Champaign, Ill .
86. University of Texas Press, Austin, Tex .
87. American Book Co ., 88 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.
88 . Hinds, Hayden & Eldredge, Inc ., 105 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y.
89 . Simon & Schuster, Inc ., 37 West 57th Street, New York, N . Y.
90 . Charles Scribner's Sons, 597 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y .
91. King's Crown Press, Columbia University, New York, N . Y .
92. The Bobbs-Merrill Co ., 468 Fourth Avenue, New York, N . Y .
93. Random House, 457 Madison Avenue, New York, N . Y .
94 . E . P . Dutton & Co., Inc ., 300 Fourth Avenue, New York, N . Y .
95 . The John Day Co., 2 West 45th Street, New York . N . Y .
96. Charles H. Kerr & Co ., 510 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill .
97. The Ronald Press Co., 15 East 26th Street, New York, N . Y.
98. Henry Regnery Co., 20 West Jackson Street, Chicago, Ill .
99. Allyn & Bacon, 11 East 36th Street, New York, N . Y .
100. Little, Brown & Co ., 34 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass .
101 . The Viking Press, 18 East 48th Street, New York, N . Y.
102 . Doubleday & Co ., Inc ., Garden City, N . Y .
103 . The Tower Press, Inc ., 900 West Van Buren, Chicago, Ill .
1044 . National Education Association, 1201 16th Street NW ., Washington, D . C .
105. American Textbook Publishers Institute, 1 Madison Avenue, New York, N . Y.
106 . Duke University Press, Durham, N . C .
107 . University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, Pa .
108. Ohio State University Press, Columbus, Ohio .
109 . Vanderbilt University Press, Nashville, Tenn .
110. American Education Fellowship, 11 East Walton Place, Chicago, 111 .
111 . American Book Publishers Council, Inc ., 62 West 47th Street, New York, N . Y .
112. Farrar Straus & Co., Inc ., 53 East 34th Street, New York, N . Y.
113 . Smith & Durrell, Inc ., 25 West 45th Street, New York, N . Y.
114. Social Sciences Publishers, Inc ., 1966 Broadway, New York, N . Y,
115. Campus publishing division of Dorville Corp ., 37 Wall Street, New York,
N. Y .

To the Honorable Carroll Reece, Chairman, and Members o f the
House Committee To Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations,
Washington, D . C . :
GENTLEMEN : In testifying at your May 26, 1954, hearing, I re
ferred to a preliminary survey conducted in October 1950 by the
Americanization committee of the National Society, Sons of the American Revolution, to determine the condition then existing in th
textbook publishing business from the standpoint of antisubversive
teaching material . The following letter was sent at that time to a lis
of 115 textbook publishers throughout the country

We are conducting a survey to determine what textbooks, outlines, or othe
teaching materials, are available' with reference to the following
1 . For instructing students and adult groups desiring to a study the propagand
and activities of Socialist and Communist organizations ;
2 . For study of the economic, financial, political, and constitutional effects o
Fabian socialism and the social welfare state .
Our analysis is intended to cover all grade levels and include a listing of books
dealing with one or more or all of the above subjects . Please indicate whethe
you have any publications of this type . If so, may we have a list of titles an
authors, together with circulars and other descriptive material .
Very truly yours,
AARON M. SARGENT,

Chairman, Committee on Americanization .
That letter was sent to all members of the American Textbook
Publishers Institute and to all other important publishers listed on the
records of the California State Department of Education. It is a fai
cross section of the textbook publishing industry .
Some firms said they operated in special or technical fields not within
the scope of the survey . These names have been disregarded in the
present analysis. There were 52 publishers who replied and were
engaged in areas that should include some kind of material within the
scope of the survey . The replies from this group reveal the following
condition
Number
37
6
4
2
3

Description
Nothing available
Claiming some material bearing on certain phases
Relating to civics and patriotism in general
Books on League of Nations, United Nations, and Democracy
Miscellaneous

Percent

71 .
11 .
7,.
3.
5.

The following are typical comments
(1) Publishers having nothing available
"The National Education Association does not have any publications
dealing with socialism, communism, and the other topics contained in
your letter . We are not a publisher of materials designed primarily
for use by pupils and students . Practically all of our materials are
designed for use by teachers and other professional persons employed
by school systems and none £f them bear on the topics you have listed ."
"Regret to say that we do not have a single book dealing specifically
with either of the above two general objects . * * * The type of book
mentioned in your letter is generally issued by a trade publisher .

(Cites as a reference, a history on economic doctrine .)
"We specialize in the basic texts and do not contemplate publishing
within the near future books which emphasize particular philosophies
or ideologies."
"We do not publish any textbooks which would fit your needs in
connection with the survey you are conducting described in your
letter ."
"We no longer publish texts on the elementary and high-school level .
We have nothing of this kind on the college level ."
"(We) publish no texts or teaching materials concerned with socialism, communism, or the social welfare state."
"Believe we have but one publication that would cover any of the
topics outlined . in your letter ." (Cites a text on applied economics .)
(2) Reporting some material available
American Education Fellowship (formerly the Progressive Education Association) sent a list of publications including the following :
American Education Under Fire, by Melby .
Design for America, by Brameld.
A Guide to Soviet Education, by King .
International Year Book of Experimental Education .
France (New Plans for Education) .
UNESCO in Focus, by Henderson .
Replies from three universities show some material at the college
or adult level . The books cited cover crisis in Great Britain ; cooperative movement in Canada ; Russian, culture ; death of science in
Russia ; American-Russian rivalry in Far East ; Christianity and communism ; defense of Western Europe ; Korea and foreign policy ; Russian aims and America.
Two publishers referred to some material on topics such as outlawing the Communist Party ; British socialism ; welfare state ; free medical care, and a booklet What About Communism?
(3) Civics and patriotism in general
Replies listed under this heading cite books on the Constitution,
citizenship, and material of a patriotic or inspirational character .
(4) League of Nations and democracy
Replies from two publishers are listed . The books mentioned are in
the following areas
History of League of Nations .
The United Nations.
Democracy and You .
Federal Government and You.
(5) Miscellaneous
Under this heading I classify the reply of one publisher of books
at the adult level citing material that would be useful for reference
purposes. Another reply cites material from procedings and magazines of various educational associations . The remaining item lists
49720-54-pt . 1-26

(NOTE.-Photostat copies of all letters received by Mr. Sargent from the text
book publishers queried are in the permanent files of the committee, as well as
list of the letters quoted in his analysis. Mr. Sargent in transmitting thi
list for ready reference by the staff, wrote under date of July 28 : "I purposel
left out publishers' names in order to raise no question about the fairness of the
survey and to avoid being in the position of making `an attack' on any particular
interest . Use of the names of NEA and American Education Fellowship seemed
justified on another ground, inasmuch as these are both organizations whose
names have already been brought in on the hearings .")

In making this analysis it was not and is not my purpose to limit
freedom of opinion or freedom of publication with respect to any of
these books . The sole object is to ascertain whether there has been
restraint of publication and restraint of trade with respect to books
representing a positive and effective teaching approach to the problem of combating subversion .
It is my opinion, based on this investigation and on my own research,
that there is a serious shortage of such material . I believe that this
condition is due, to a considerable extent, to the policies and attitudes
of tax-exempt foundations.
Dated : July 27 1954.
Respectfully submitted,
AARON M. SARGENT .
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA,

City and County of San Francisco, 8s :
Aaron M. Sargent, being first duly sworn, deposes and says
I am the witness above named who presents the within analysis
to the House of Representatives Committee To Investigate Tax
Exempt Foundations. I personally prepared said analysis, .which is
based on letters from textbook publishers in my possession . I am
familiar with the contents of the foregoing and certify that all statements of fact therein are true to my own knowledge .
AARON M . SARGENT .

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 27th day of July 1954
[SEAL]
CLARA E. HAY,
Notary Public .
PALO ALTO, CALIF ., July 23,1354 .

Subject : Proposed questionnaire .
Hon. CARROLL REECE,
Chairman, House Committee on Foundations,
Washington 25, D . C .
DEAR MR . REECE : In accordance with leave granted at your hearing of May 26, 1954, I have prepared and enclose herewith original
and two copies of my proposed Statement on Questionnaire to Foundations .
Questions in that form will, I believe, obtain vitally needed information with a minimum expenditure of time and money .
I respectfully request that the committee make this statement a
part of the record .

Sincerely,

AARON M. SARGENT,

Attorney at Law .

PALO ALTO, CALIF ., July 23, 1354 .

Subject : Statement on questionnaire to foundations .
To the Honorable Carroll Reece and Members o f the House Committee
To Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations, Washington, D . C.
GENTLEMEN : On May 24, 1954, I appeared before your committee
and gave testimony in response to subpena . At the May 26, 1954, hearing I indicated that important evidence could be obtained with a
minimum of time and expense by using a questionnaire to be answered
under oath by responsible officers of the foundations . Leave was
granted to submit an outline of the questions to be propounded, and
it was understood the matter would be taken under advisement (Rep .
Tr . vol . 8, pp . 835, 838) . I now submit the following statement to
show the kind of evidence which can be so obtained .
The subversive movement which emerged and gained a foothold in
the Federal Government during the 1930's began many years before
that time. It was directed by a radical intellectual elite and it operated by infiltration, propaganda, and smear . Radical cells were organized in Federal agencies and educational groups . The Ware cell
set up by Communists in the Department of Agriculture is an example . This intrigue was exposed by Dr. William A. Wirt, who was
destroyed, for taking a patriotic stand. In Washington, during this
period, it was the fashion to be pro-Communist . Radicals were able to
infiltrate, in the name of reform, under cover of this crisis . They took
advantage of these conditions to bring about revolutionary change .
The, people trusted their new leaders and were betrayed . Even men
in high places were deceived. The mass indoctrination in education,
as we know it today, developed more gradually .
This committee is vitally concerned with the extent to which foundations may have financed, aided, or protected this radical propaganda
and infiltration. The part played by the Garland Fund is well known .
Undoubtedly there were others . To fully explore this subject will
require an exhaustive study of the history and development of the
American subversive movement . Obviously, this is a long-range study .
The question which can be determined now is the following
"Has foundation support ever been given to educational projects
designed to combat subversion?"
Large foundations have monopoly power . Their action in denying
applications amounts to censorship where there is a discriminatory
purpose in exercising this arbitrary right of rejection . Has there been
such a veto against projects concerning national defense and security?

Name

Rockefeller Foundation
General Education Board (a Rockefeller affiliate)
Carnegie Corporation of New York
Ford Foundation
Total

Endowment

$321,054,125
140, 077, 288
177,187,884
502,587,957

1,140,907,254

The combined asset value of these giant monopoly power foundations is therefore in excess of 1,100 million . These figures are based
on reports filed with the Cox committee .
The Carnegie and Rockefeller Funds have operated for many years .
The Ford Foundation was established more recently, but its present
impact is the greatest, and its influence is highly important .
For the purposes of this questionnaire, the year 1920 is taken as a
starting point . The radical group was well organized' at that time.
The New York Legislature had already determined, in creating the
Lusk committee, that there was an active conspiracy to overthrow the
Government . This committee exposed radicalism centering in particular in New York City . It filed an exhaustive four-volume report on the
subject of Revolutionary Radicalism . Since the headquarters of the
Carnegie and Rockefeller Foundations were located in this area, their
trustees must have been put on notice even at this early date .
The Garland Fund operated from 1922 to 1928 with offices at 2
West 13th Street, New York City. It contributed $2 million to radical
groups and its board included Communists and Socialists . (See testimony of Walter S . Steele at hearings of House Special Committee
To Investigate Communist Activities, 71st Con ., 2d sess., H . Res. 220 .)
Eastern business and financial interests favored a soft policy toward
Communist Russia . In March 1926 a group of prominent men advocated diplomatic recognition . Ivy Lee, a public relations man,
made a special trip and spent about 2 weeks in the Soviet Union . He
then wrote books and sought to reinterpret the "Russian menace."
Evidence on this will be found in the New York Times, issues of
March 27, 28, 29, 30, and 31, 1926, and in the writings of Mr . Lee .
In 1926 Carnegie Corporation made a $300,000 grant to a Social
Studies Commission of the American Historical Society to review
textbooks and curriculum practices . That commission in its report
advocated use of the public schools to promote socialism and a collective economy. (See "Conclusions and Recommendations.")
-Prof . George S . Counts, of Teachers College, Columbia University,
began his Russian travels and study of Soviet education in 1929 . In
1932 he advocated use of the public schools to "build a new social
order."
Congress began its investigation of subversion in 1930 with the
appointment of a special committee pursuant to House Resolution 220.
Our study should therefore begin with the date of the first legislative investigation of the subversive movement . As above-mentioned,
this was the Lusk committee inquiry of 1920 . It is possible, with a
questionnaire, to obtain data such as the following
(1) Whether at any time during the period 1920-53, inclusive, the
foundations have ever supported research or education designed to

(2) Whether they have supported the work of active anti-Communists, anti-Communist organizations, or repentant Communists who
have since demonstrated their loyalty and rendered valuable service
to the cause of freedom by combating and exposing subversion ;
(3) Whether they have supported the publication and/or distribution of anti-Communist or anti-Socialist books, pamphlets, instructional material, or other literature ;
(4) The description of all projects of this nature, including names,
dates, and amounts, with an outline of the nature, scope, and purpose
of such projects ;
(5) The total amount granted by these foundations for education
and educational research in each year during the period January 1,
1920, to January 1, 1954, inclusive .
It will then be possible to determine(a) The total and the percentage of foundation resources spent for
national defense and security ;
(b) Whether the charge of discrimination against conservatives
and anti-Communists, frequently laid at the door of the foundations,
is true or false ;
(c) The possibility of antitrust liability in the case of the giant
funds with monopoly power ;
(d) Whether from the national defense standpoint these foundations have earned or justified their tax-exemption privilege .
While the giant funds, such as Ford, Carnegie, and Rockefeller,
have great financial power, there are other smaller foundations whose
assets, in the aggregate, are substantial . With a special questionnaire, the committee may ascertain
(1) The nature and extent of this other foundation capital ;
(2) The number of such foundations having charter power to support education for national defense and security ;
(3) Their willingness to exercise this power ;
(4) The reasons why any foundation may be unwilling to assume
this responsibility .
No infringement of civil liberty is involved in obtaining this information . The committee has the right and the duty to investigate
possible violations of the Federal antitrust laws . Federal taxpayers
now carry a heavy burden in the hot and cold wars against communism.
If private enterprise in the field of tax-exempt foundations is unwilling to exercise its power and carry a fair share of this educational
burden for national_ defense, it may be necessary to tax the foundations just as other corporations are now taxed . The tax revenues
thus obtained would support congressional investigations and other
work made necessary by this abdication of trust responsibility .
Since 1949 appropriations for the Senate Internal Security Committee and the House Un-American Activities Committee have
totaled $1,908,000. The average annual cost has been $419,000 .
Taxes were increased at least $35 billion on account of war in Korea.
There were 140,500 casualties . The total cost will never be determined .
It is the duty of foundations to be patriotic and loyal-not merely
in a negative, but in a positive sense ; to obey the law ; to respect their
exemption privilege ; to comply with reasonable standards of ethical

The American people are patriotic . They pay heavy taxes . The
carry their full share of responsibility in supporting and defending
the Government and Constitution of the United States . Many o
them have rendered military service . Some have made the suprem
sacrifice .
Are the foundations patriotic or unpatriotic?
What is the attitude of the business and financial leaders who sit as
trustees on the boards of these great tax-exempt corporations?
Dated : July 23, 1954 .
Respectfully submitted .
AARON M. SARGENT.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

State o f California,
City and County o f Santa Clara, ss :
Aaron M . Sargent, being first duly sworn, deposes and says
I am the witness above named who presents this to the House o
Representatives Committee to Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations
I personally prepared this statement and am familiar with its contents . All statements of fact therein are true to my own knowledge
AARON M . SARGENT.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 23d day of July 1954 .
[SEAL]

LEONE FLYNN,

MAY 24, 1954, STATEMENT

Notary Public.

The investigation required of this committee is one of the most
important matters which has ever come before the Congress of the
United States . It concerns national security, the defense of the principles set forth in the Constitution of the United States . You will
find that the situation confronting you is the result of a disregard of
trust responsibility-a condition amounting to abdication of duty by
the trustees of the tax-exempt foundations which have exerted such a
great influence in the history of our country since the turn of the
century.
In discharging its responsibility and weighing the evidence, this
committee must have some standard or yardstick to apply . I believ
the following are the legal and moral standards which apply to thi
trust relationship
STANDARDS OF FOUNDATION CONDUCT

It is the duty of tax-exempt foundations and their trustees to observe and be guided by the following standards of conduct :
First : Patriotism .
To bear true faith and allegiance to the philosophy and principles of
government set forth in the Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution of the United States .
Second : Loyalty.
To be active and positive in supporting the United States Government against revolutionary and other subversive attacks .

and form of Government .
Third : Obedience to law .
To faithfully obey the laws of the United States and the . provisions
of State law under which foundation charters are granted .
Fourth : Respect for exemption .
To use the tax-exemption privilege in good faith, recognizing the
purpose for which that privilege is granted .
To refrain from supporting communism, socialism, and other movements which (1) increase the cost of government, (2) endanger national security, or (3) threaten the integrity of the Federal Government .
Fifth : Academic responsibility .
To limit their activities to projects which are, in fact, educational,
and are conducted in an academically responsible manner in accordance
with proper academic standards .
To refrain from using education as a device for lobbying or a means
to disseminate propaganda .
The money administered by these foundation trustees is public
money . The beneficiaries of these trusts are the American people : the
parents of children in our public schools. Education is a sacred trust .
A high degree of integrity is expected of those connected with it . We
must consider the ethical duty of foundation trustees from that
standpoint.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES : CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
IN RE PROCEEDINGS OF SELECT COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE TAX EXEMPT
FOUNDATIONS (H . RES . 217)-TESTIMONY OF AARON M . SARGENT
Inset : Excerpts from June 13, 1951, speech of Lawrence C . Lamb,
member of Pasadena Board of Education (Vital Speeches, issue of
August 1, 1951, pp . 625-628)
The following excerpts from an address of June 13, 1951, to the
Sons of the American Revolution at Pasadena, Calif ., by the Honorable Lawrence C . Lamb, member of the Pasadena Board of Education,
are presented for insertion in the transcript of the committee hearings
of May 26, 1954, volume 8,; page 800, at line 15, viz
As a preface let me say that I feel that it is my duty to make this report . It
would be so much easier to coast through the balance of my term of office of
school trustee by saying nothing and doing nothing . However, too many people
are convinced that what happened in Pasadena during the past year has grave
national implications, that free, public education as we know it, is imperiled ;
that a nationalized educational system would be a controlled system of education ; that Federal aid to education would mean Federal control with its attendant political bureaucracy and regimentation . * *
For the past 2 years I have been i of a crew of 5 very unhappy people engaged
in riding out a storm of violent educational controversy, the fury of such proportions as has seldom been experienced in any community before, much less
in Pasadena .
Our educational system, like our political systems, has evolved over a period
of many years and is based on the democratic principle "of the people, by the
people, and for the people ." Since it was purposely omitted from the Federal
Constitution it is a prerogative of the State . It has its checks and balances

This is what the board is for : to act, in effect, as a mirror ; to reflect the thin
ing and actions of the superintendent to the people and the thinking and action
of the people to the superintendent . This relationship between all parties i
a vital one requiring mutual confidence and respect . Any subversion or break
down subjects the whole system to failure .
What happened in Pasadena has happened in many other of the surroundin
towns and school districts : Glendale, Los Angeles, Inglewood, etc. But th
question is asked : If superintendents are relieved as a matter of course all aroun
us, why then the "battle royal" in Pasadena, assuming national proportion
with the focus of as much unfavorable publicity as could possibly be brough
to bear? In other districts there have been divided boards, superintendent con
tracts paid off in advance-sometimes 2 in 1 year-superintendents have violate
their code of ethics by going over the "heads of their boards" to the people, hav
preached democracy openly and practiced autocracy behind the scenes, yes, eve
boards have been submerged by ground swells of public opinion, but no nationa
implications were involved . Why then did Pasadena, almost overnight, becom
involved in a cataclysm of strife, bitterness, name calling, smearing, and defama
tion of character, an emotional binge of such proportions that it defies descrip
tion? Why did experts fly here from their bastions in eastern cities to investi
gate and cross-question us? * * * How did we rate so highly that a nationa
publishing house would send their topflight authors here to write a book por
traying our Pasadena people and their representatives as villains, idiots, an
stupid fools and yet the president of this same publishing house refused an inter
view and admitted he was not the least bit interested in hearing the "other side
from one who made the trip to New York, at her own expense, for that purpose
What power so great is it that can persuade the president of such a venerabl
institution as Harvard University to promulgate his verdict solely on hear
say? * * *
In answer to these questions, certain facts stand out distinctly and vividly
Pasadenans had the nerve to demand their rights . The right to adhere to th
laws of the State educational code, in spirit as well as the letter, and secondly,
the right to question what was being taught to their children . * *
Our people are filled with fear and anxiety . They know that sinister in
fluences and ideologies are seeking to subvert and undermine our national an
cultural institutions . * * *
Without doubt there are subversives in the public schools of America . Wher
would you go to gain control of the minds of youth but to the schools? Sub
versive activity and influence in a school system can be so clever, well concealed,
and dangerous that it often fools the better informed and responsible leader
of the community, often enlisting them as gullible non-Communistic dupes . Al
though I am loath to believe there are any in our Pasadena schools, many o
us have been the victims of commie types of intimidation and persecution . The
,always use the characteristic defense of smear agitation tactics .
If you notice this same procedure is used against the regents of our grea
State university where topflight educators complain that loyalty oaths re
strict their academic freedom".
As to free public education on the national scene, in light of what has hap
pened to us here . I am not so optimistic and I prophesy that we will, wit
increasing frequency, hear of similar situations like Pasadena's, where th
"enemies" off education dared to criticize- ineptness, fadism, and the tolerance
of leftist antics in their school systems . *
Our powerful national lobby and pressure educational organizations with thei
altruistic sounding titles, impressive personalities, and who consider themselves sacrosanct in the field of education, must beware that they do not become
guilty of the same despotism they attempt to lay at the door of others . Wit
foundations and war chests of millions at their disposal it is very easy to forget
that children come first . As an example let me read you an excerpt from the
New York Times, May 12, 1951 :

"WAR ON ILLITERACY IN WORLD IS URGED-HEAD OF UNESCO PROPOSES TO IT
UNITED STATES. UNIT A 12-YEAR . PLAN AT A COST OF $20 MILLION

"The United States Commission for UNESCO today voted support of a resolu
tion, which will be rephrased to incorporate suggestions made from the floor,
for the purpose of backing up the public-school system in cases such as that
of Willard E. Goslin, forced to resign as superintendent of schools of Pasadena,

V

A photostatic copy of this speech as printed in the August 1, 1951,
issue of Vital Speeches of the Day, is'attached hereto .
Dated : July 22, 1954.
Respectfully submitted .
AARON M. SARGENT .
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA,

City and County o f San Francisco, ss
Aaron M . Sargent, being first duly sworn, deposes and says :
I am the person who appeared and gave testimony in the above
entitled matter on May 26, 1954 . The excerpts to be inserted at
volume 8, page 800, of the transcript of said hearing are true copies
and the photostat attached hereto is a true reproduction of the speech
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WHY THE "BATTLE ROYAL" IN PASADENA
"The schools belong to the people, not the board, nor the educators, nor the
students"
(By Lawrence C . Lamb, member, Pasadena Board of Education, Pasadena, Calif .,
delivered to the Sons of the American Revolution, Pasadena, Calif ., June 13,
1951)

As a preface let me say that I feel that it is my duty to make this report .
It would be so much easier to coast through the balance of my term of office
of school trustee by saying nothing and doing nothing . However, too many
people are convinced that what happened in Pasadena during the past year
has grave national implications, that free, public education as we know it, is
imperiled ; that a nationalized educational system would be a controlled system
of education ; that Federal aid to education would mean Federal control with
its attendant political bureaucracy and regimentation . I am not an alarmist,
do not scare easily, but do believe that to be forewarned is to be forearmed .
For the past 2 years I have been 1 of a crew of 5 very unhappy people engaged
in riding out a storm of violent educational controversy, the fury of such
proportions as has seldom been experienced in any community before, much
less in Pasadena . As I have always maintained, I am not an educator, and
do not pose as an expert. Mine is an attentive ear and an open mind . As such
I was elected to the Pasadena School Board 2 years ago as a representative
of all of the people in our school district, without the aid of any party or political
group. I am strictly free and independent and have scrupulously maintained
this relationship by avoiding identifying myself with pressure groups . I have
tried to extend the same courtesy and attention to all .
Now that our recent tax election has passed, insuring our educational program
for the forthcoming year, a great weight of concern has been lifted from our
minds . The success of the election here was basic to our local situation as it
clearly demonstrated and proved beyond a doubt that our people, parents, businessmen, taxpayers alike, are intelligent, anxious to support their public schools
and have confidence in our present school administration-as overwhelmingly
so as they repudiated the administration of a year ago . Now many questions
can be answered without danger concerning the events of the past year here .
John Quincy Adams once said, "There is nothing so powerful as the truth and
often nothing stranger ." As to the events relative to our former school administrator, that the board of education trustees after much consideration would

program and philosophies, few people were aware of at the time. It's rathe
a long story, so we will begin by showing how our educational system of free
public schools is legally constituted .
Our educational system, like our political systems, has evolved over a perio
of many years and is based on the democratic principle "of the people, by the
people, and for the people ." Since it was purposely omitted from the Federal
Constitution, it is a prerogative of the State . It has its checks and balances
with ultimate authority vested in all of the people, who elect a board of lay
citizens to represent them . Thus being responsible to the people this boar
is charged by law with certain duties, chiefly policy and finance . Althoug
education is considered a State function, that the schools belong to the
people of each community is attested by the fact that these people organize
themselves within local school districts, each with its own board . To suppor
their school districts, the people tax themselves ad valorum, with some aid
coming from State educational appropriations . This gives the people ever
right, as long as they are paying the bill, to decide what their schools should be
"The schools belong to the people, not the board, nor the educators, nor the
students, but to all the people ."
The board of education, being lay citizens, must and should delegate all
functions to professionals trained in their respective fields. The most importan
position to be filled is the office of superintendent of schools . This person mus
be well qualified in the elements of administration and education, not solely
in one or the other but in both . As an administrator here he has control of
many millions of dollars to be spent annually either wisely or unwisely . As
his educational philosophies are to be used in the education of the children of
the people of this district, they have an inherent right to know and understand
them. This is what the board is for : to act, in effect, as a mirror ; to reflec
the thinking and actions of the superintendent to the people and the thinking
and actions of the people to the superintendent . This relationship betwee
all parties is a vital one requiring mutual confidence and respect . Any subversion or breakdown subjects thewhole system to failure, and results in failure
for the administrator and suspicion and hostility on the part of the people,
who have no choice but to take it out on the board who hires the superintendent
Therefore, one does not have to use much imagination to see that any strongwilled superintendent could put over his own program if he were able to subvert
or divide his board or undermine and weaken it into a virtual rubber stamp . Bril
liant but unscrupulous educators, with their dynamic speeches in educational jargon, have no trouble selling their people first, who, preoccupied with the business
of life, sincerely, want to believe but who cannot spare the time to check up on
the speaker's statements . Usually they sound quite reasonable and harmless
yet within them may be implications noticed only by a few of the astute
Surely, we all want good schools ; we all want peace, too ; but do we all have
the same price in mind? The policy of going over the heads of the board to
the people, by the superintendent, although fine at first, eventually bogs down
when the people fail to keep up with him and his enervated board is not there
to mediate and interpret for him.
So it was that what happened in Pasadena has happened in many other of the
surrounding towns and school districts : Glendale, Los Angeles, Inglewood, etc
But the question is asked : If superintendents are relieved as a matter of course
all around us, why then the battle royal in Pasadena, assuming national proportions with the focus of as much unfavorable publicity as could possibly be
brought to bear? In other districts there have been divided boards, superintendent contracts paid off in advance-sometimes 2 in 1 year-superintendents
have violated their code of ethics by going over the beads of their boards to the
people, have preached democracy openly and practiced autocracy behind the
scenes, yes, even boards have been submerged by ground swells of public opinion, but no national implications were involved . Why then did Pasadena, almost
overnight, become involved in a cataclysm of strife, bitterness, name calling,
smearing, and defamation of character, an emotional binge of such proportions
that it defies description? Why did experts fly here from their bastions in
eastern cities to investigate and cross-question us? Why did telegrams in
criticism of the board's action arrive from almost every national teachers' and
administrators' organization? Why did the national periodicals, such as Life
and Time portray the martyrdom of an individual without taking the trouble

and stupid fools and yet the president of this same publishing house refused
an interview and admitted he was not the least bit interested in hearing the
other side from one who made the trip to New York, at her own expense, for
that purpose? What power so great is it that can persuade the president of
such a venerable institution as Harvard University to promulgate his verdict
solely on hearsay? Yes ; even Winchell as well as other newspapers and periodicals parroted his example with the same unscientific approach . And lastly, why
was it that the original report of the National Education Association Commission for the Defense of Democracy was ready for release last April and has not
to date made its appearance?
Well, I can remember not so long ago how we used to listen patiently and
smile indulgently when some crackpot would suggest that Pasadena's school
system was being made a guinea pig for the Nation. Our smile has become
a wee bit wry now. Is it possible that Pasadena which always prided itself on
having the very best of everything, and which combed the whole country for
the top-flight administrator, was sold a bill of goods? Is it possible that our
board, goaded, harassed, and frustrated with administrative errors and failures,
too numerous to mention, inadvertently upset a timetable? That perhaps in
our blundering way we fired the heir-apparent? Is it possible, after all, that
there is a blueprint for nationalization of our schools with its attendant regimentation and slight fee for handling?
In answer to these questions, certain facts stand out distinct and vividly .
Pasadenans had the nerve to demand their rights . The right to adhere to the
laws of the State educational code, in spirit as well as the letter, and, secondly,
the right to question what was being taught to their children . In the first instance, the board was required to take action to correct ; in the second case,
involving philosophies of education, only the citizens took issue with the program,
the board assuming the position of arbitrator . Here is where the term "progressive education" came in .
Again stating that I am not a technician on educational philosophies, that I
believe in modern methods and I realize that times are changing I would like
only to reflect here some of the thinking that others have made known to me
on so-called progressive education .
In the first place war times are not normal times . Our people are filled with
fear and axiety . They know that sinister influences and ideologies are seeking to subvert and undermine our national and cultural institutions . Iconoclasts have succeeded in tearing down and destroying many of our ancient
monuments and landmarks . Individualism and self-determination concepts are
being discredited and debased as selfish and not sympathetic to the welfare of
society . In many quarters such watchwords as thrift and private enterprise
are blacklisted . No wonder then are our people confused by the cannotations
of "teaching the whole child," "learning what we live," and "no indoctrination
for good or bad ." Some believe that in taking possession of the "whole child"
schools invade the realm of the home and church, further weakening them where
their influences should be strengthened ; that individualism stems from the
home and that complete socialization of the child at school would level and
submerge individualism and personal initiative . They say it is hard to be an
individual now that we are caught in the whirlpool of "isms ." Nazism-putting
the race first ; communism-the class first ; and with fascism, the state taking
precedence over the individual . All we come out with is a social-security number. This was certainly not the idea of our Founding Forefathers had in mind .
Also where will we exepect to find moral and spiritual values if the home is
superseded? There has been a great lessening of emphasis on these values in
our training institutions lately and with the Bible practically shut out of our
schools, some people attempt to stigmatize them as godless .
Next, "to learn what we live" is most discouraging . None of us are quite
satisfied with our lives. What then. must we expect from children subjected to
this materialistic age and bombarded by movie, television, and funny book containing the suggestions of every conceivable type of crime? Should they not be
spared even from the example we set for them in our bars and night clubs?
Never has secular knowledge reached such new heights and human folly such
new lows . "Art for art's sake," "business for business' sake," and "education
for . education's sake ." And lastly, not being able to "teach for good" raises
many an eyebrow . Just how can be expect our children to enjoy "the good life"

conditions but the increasing ratio of penal and mental institutions does not speak
so well for present systems .
Totalitarianism is our public enemy No . 1 of today. Many of the ideological
"isms" are not so dangerous per se except wherein they insist on being totalitarian . Each would destroy all other competing "isms ." That is what makes them
dangerous . They can't stand competition. Could it be that we face this same typ
of enemy in education-totalitarianism? When anyone who has the nerve to
question faddism, unsatisfactory teaching methods, ill-disciplined students, and
the crackpot antics of school executives is smeared as an enemy of public education, is it not time to alert the people who own the schools? Also those who have
reason to be concerned about subversive and communistic influences within our
schools get the same treatment-smear attacks and intimidation .
Without
doubt there are subversives in the public schools of America . Where would you
go to gain control of the minds of youth but to the schools? Subversive activity
and influence in a school system can be so clever, well concealed, and dangerous
that it often fools the better informed and responsible leaders of the community,
often enlisting them as gullible noncommunistic dupes . Although I am loath to
believe there are any in our Pasadena schools, many of us have been the victims
of commie types of intimidation and persecution . They always use the characteristic defense of smear agitation tactics .
If you notice this same procedure is used against the regents of our great State
university where topflight educators complain that loyalty oaths restrict their
academic freedom. Anyone who will take the trouble to read the book supplement of the June 19,51 Reader's Digest entitled "Eleven Years in Soviet Prison
Camps" may well wonder what price freedom, academic or otherwise . In my
opinion, their complaint is nothing else but the age-old apathy of the employee to
take orders from the boss . Of course, they are perfectly willing to reach into the
public purse, but these petty inhibitions irk them . All of us need to reaffirm our
faith in the things that made America great ; it is good for us. It is possible t
change faith overnight. Recently one of our fine local educators expressed
surprise that the law required a minister to take the oath before he could collect
an honorarium for his commencement speech . Why should a minister be immune? Isn't he human, an American and entitled to the same privileges as any
of the rest of us? Very frankly, I would be willing to reaffirm my faith daily as
a prayer of thanksgiving for the blessings I receive in this free land of ours .
Therefore, these reports that the loyalty oath make our teachers nervous,
uncertain, and fills them with anxiety only fill me with amusement . Any teacher
who is worried has a very good right to be, as every honest teacher knows he is
safe and secure by his tenure and his rights as a citizen, which every one of us
will fight to keep secure for him .
Concerning the book This Happened in Pasadena, we must not give all the
discredit to author Hulburd . He only compiled it . Several of the writers we
know of live right here in Pasadena, some within our schools and some outside
They will never be molested . They will only have to live with themselves . One,
an official of one of our local civic organizations, when making a speech before a
service club here, was so brazen as to publicly lament and deplore the unfavorable publicity the book occasioned here and at the same time virtually recommended the book . Hypocrisy is not to be found only in low places .
As to our educational program here in Pasadena I believe the future looks
brighter and clearer . Never again do we have to be a national battleground
Let us never again buy a pig in a poke . Let us search and develop our talent
within our own system which we know intimately and they know what we want .
That a man has no honor in his own country is an exploded myth . Truly, we
want the best ; but whose word are we to take for what is the best? It is true
that some very good board members have been expended here for the best interests
of our schools, people whose allegiance to our children transcended all personal
considerations . Who chose to retire rather than prolong any controversy that
might possibly jeopardize the recent tax election? To them I bow in deep respect
as only another board member could appreciate the poignancy of their position
Time will reveal them as exemplary public benefactors . To avoid the sacrifice of
others, perhaps our successors, I have given considerable thought and attention,
especially, to our board routines and procedures . I feel there could be a marked
improvement by identifying in print a simplified code of board policies and
rules which when circulated, would not only be informative to our people but
would be of inestimable value to our new board members . I am busy now on
this codification and believe it will eventually be a valued contribution .

frequency, hear of similar situations like Pasadena's, where the enemies of
education dared to criticize ineptness, faddism, and the tolerance of leftists
antics in their school systems . True, public education has always had its enemies,
and always will, but we must keep open the market place of competitive thought
and opinion . Our powerful national lobby and pressure educational organizations with their altruistic sounding titles, impressive personalities and who consider themselves sacrosanct in the field of education, must beware that they do
not become guilty of the same despotism they attempt to lay at the door of others .
With foundations and war chests of millions at their disposal it is very easy to
forget that children come first. As an example let me read you an excerpt from
the New York Times, May 12, 1951 :
"WAR ON ILLITERACY IN WORLD IS URGED-HEAD OF UNESCO PROPOSES TO ITS
UNITED STATES UNIT A 12-YEAR PLAN AT A COST OF $20,000,000

"The United States Commission for UNESCO today voted support of a resolution, which will be rephrased to incorporate suggestions made from the floor,
for the purpose of backing up the public school system in cases such as that of
Willard E . Goslin, forced to resign as superintendent of schools of Pasadena,
Calif. The resolution was offered by Willard E . Givens, executive secretary of
the National Education Association .
"It calls upon citizens throughout the United States to oppose attacks on
public education ; and upon education projects in furtherance of the ideals of this
Nation and the purposes of UNESCO . A National Education Association investigation in Pasadena had shown that a redistricting had brought a block of Mexican children into two new junior high schools, which was protested by a school
development council ."
Please note that the article is not even correct . It was not a block of Mexican
children ; neither did it involve two junior high schools ; nor did the school development council protest it. However, for propaganda purposes it may have been
more expedient to use them. It should be remembered that the power to oppress
others always contains within it the seed to destroy itself .
In closing let me say that controversies concerning educational practices and
systems demand research, technical information, legal and financial experience .
No one group or faction can meet a local situation that is troublesome and solve
it effectively. It calls for a pooling of effort of all segments of the community .
It is a time for clear thinking without animosities and petty jealousies. A time
when we can meet together as good citizens .
In May 1903, Theodore Roosevelt said this of the qualifications of a good
citizen
"I ask that we see to it in our country that the line of division in the deeper
matters of our citizenship be drawn, never between section and section, never
between creed and creed, never, thrice never, between class and class ; but that
the line be drawn on the line of conduct, cutting though sections, cutting through
creeds, cutting through classes ; the line that divides the honest from the dishonest, the line that divides good citizenship from bad citizenship, the line that
declares a man a good citizen if, and always if, he acts in accordance with the
immutable law of righteousness, which has been the same from the beginning
of history to the present moment and which will be the same from now until the
end of recorded time."

TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2, 1954
HOUSE of REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,

Washington, D. C.
The special committee met at 10 : 10 a . m ., pursuant to recess, in
room 301, New House Office Building, Hon . B . Carroll Reece (chairman of the special committee) presiding.
Present : Representatives eece (presiding), Goodwin, Hays, and
1afost.
Also present :, Rene A. Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T . Koch,
associate counsel ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Kathryn Casey,
legal analyst .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order .
Mrs. PFOST. Mr. Chairman, before we begin our hearings this morning, I should like to make certain proposals .
When I was appointed a member of this committee, I assumed I
vas to be allowed to participate fully in its work . I thought that on
this committee, as on other committees, I would be informed in
advance of the subject matter to be discussed . at the hearings so I
Would bring to them such perceptions and knowedge of the subject as
I might have, and to make use of them . Instead, I find myself sitting
here hour after hour and day after day, listening to controversial and
oftentimes confused testimony, and trying to piece together bit by
bit its substance and its conclusions in almost the same manner as
would a visitor in this committee room . It is a very unsatisfactory use
of my time and a waste of the taxpayers' money .
Now, as the chairman and members of this committee well know,
when a jury is asked to render a verdict in a court trial, the counsel for
both sides present an outline of their case and in the opening statement before the evidence is given . Likewise, when a case on appeal
is presented to a reviewing court, briefs are furnished well in advance
of the hearing in order that the court may be advised of the nature
of the case . These are not idle requirements-they are wise provisions
growing out of centuries of experience to insure the court and jury
the best possible opportunity to understand how each piece of evidence
and argument presented to them fits into the whole picture .
This committee is being asked to sit in a capacity similar to that
of a court or jury . We are having a story presented to us. We have
a counsel and trained lawyers. But have we received testimony sufficiently in advance to enable us to acquaint ourselves with its nature?
Have we ever been briefed by the staff on the overall picture? Have
we ever been told in advance the general outline of what a witness is
going to say-the significance of his testimony and how it fits into
411

This committee was formed about 10 months ago . During th
greater part of that time the Federal Government has been paying out
tens of thousands of dollars for the services of the committee staff . I
the staff has not had time during these months to prepare accurat
outlines and studies for these hearings, let us adjourn until such time
as the staff is ready . If our pace since the hearing started has bee
too speedy, then let us slow down .
If it is not lack of time, then is it, as I suspect, carefully planne
strategy to prevent certain members of this committee from preparing themselves in advance for these hearings? If this is so, why is
it so? Surely the members of the staff are not afraid to have thei
work examined . Could it be possible that there is a design in the
making, the nature of which those in control of this committee wis
to keep secret? And is that design to present one side of the pictur
only-without rebuttal testimony immediately following which perhaps could change the picture considerably?
I am becoming increasingly alarmed by the manner in which thes
hearings are being conducted . If, as it now appears, this is not to b
an objective inquiry to get the facts, but rather a sounding board for
propounding loaded evidence, then let us find out right now .
Now, Mr . Chairman, I move that these hearings be adjourned unti
such time as the whole committee has been thoroughly briefed as t
the nature of this inquiry, namely : (1) The points to be considered
(2) the present schedule of witnesses to be called throughout th
entire hearings ; and (3) the length of time it is expected that the
hearings will consume.
I also embody in my motion the request that all committee members
be given the names of those who will testify at least a week in advance
of their appearance here, together with an outline of what they ar
going to say .
Now, I do not desire to be an obstructionist, nor will I be, but neither
am I willing to sit here in the dark day after day, merely to constitute
a quorum . I want to know what is going on-and why .
Mr. Chairman, I should like an answer to my questions and a vot
on my motion before we proceed further with these hearings this
morning .
The CHAIRMAN . Mrs. Pfost, there is no indisposition to give yo
an answer to any questions you may have propounded in the prepared statement which has been presented, nor will there be any in
disposition to give you a vote on the motion, although the Chair does
question the propriety of the motion at this time . It seems to th
chairman that the committee has followed the orderly procedure
The staff has on numerous occasions discussed with the committee
the course of the inquiry, and in an overall way the subject matte
that was intended to be presented to the committee as a direction of
the inquiry to be made . In the very opening session, the Director of
Research made a presentation to indicate the results of certain preliminary studies, and then called witnesses who presented criticisms
of the foundations, and it was intended and it is the purpose of the
committee to complete the hearing of those who do have criticisms of
the foundations . Then the foundations and representatives of th

Knowing the criticisms that had been made, they would appear
and give testimony to develop the whole picture, which has seemed
to me, as chairman, to be a logical procedure . It seemed to the committee to be a logicall procedure, and I might say, to the foundations
with which it has been discussed, it has appeared to be logical procedure.
I don't look upon this as a court or- as a trial . This is an inquiry .
This is a study group to develop the facts connected' with this very
important question . We have, as I stated in my earlier statement,
some 7,000 foundations in the United States, with resources of about
$7 billion, possibly considerably in excess of that, with a national
income in excess of $300 million, most all of which has been made
possible through tax exemptions .,. Therefore, the Congress and the
people have a very proper interest in determining and ascertaining
whether these very vast sums derived from tax exemptions are being
spent in accordance with the tax-exemption statutes, and whether
they are being spent in accordance with the best interests of the
country.
Certainly the manner of procedure has been a well-adopted type
of procedure in an inquiry of this nature . While it may not be
particularly pertinent to the question which you raise, so far as I am
concerned, and I am satisfied that is true of the members on my right,
we have tried to be entirely objective in our procedure, and in developing this information . So far as I am concerned, I am not representing any cause or any side . Neither do I look upon this as an investigation of foundations primarily . It is an investigation of the activities
of foundations to ascertain whether those activities are in accordance
with the law and with the best interests of the country .
Does anyone wish to be heard on the motion?
Mr. HATS. Mr . Chairman, I have just seen this question about 5
minutes before the committee came into session . It seems to me that
Mrs . Pfost has made some very pertinent points that I would be
inclined to agree with, and I would like at this time to second her
motion .
I would like to take issue, Mr . Chairman, with at least one point
you made. That is, that you said' that this was a study to get the
facts. I hope that is what it is, and I believe that you believe that is
what it is . But I would like to point out, Mr . Chairman, that up to
now-I hope this morning, and I believe this morning we perhaps
will get some facts when we get to the witness-up to now so far we
have had a series of people on the stand who have been sworn and who
have testified to their opinion . I submit to you, Mr . Chairman, that is
a very unusual procedure, that it is not a well-adopted type of procedure, that it is . so unusual that I don't think you can ever find any
records of any committee of Congress before who has spent 3 weeks
listening to sworn opinions.
I submit to you, Mr . Chairman, that opinions have no force and
effect unless the committee or whoever is listening to the opinions has a
great deal of respect for the person whose opinions are being stated .
Even then they will just continue to be opinions .
I would be interested in knowing, Mr . Chairman, before we vote
on this motion, if there is any information available as to whether
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ference of opinion from the ones that we have had in here, Professor
Briggs and Hobbs, and if so, whether the staff has any plans to cal
any 1 or 2 or 3 of them and let us hear what they have to say .
Mr. Chairman, I won't attempt to spring any traps on anybody .
have here in my possession the head of the political science departmen
of one of the great universities(The chairman rapped the gavel.)
Mr. HAYS . Just let me finish my statement . You are not going t
stop me by that. You can break that thing .
The CHAIRMAN . You are talking about springing traps.
Mr. HAYS . I am saying I am not trying to .
The CHAIRMAN. You have cast slurs on this chairman. I hav
determined that I was not going to lose my good disposition .
Mr. HAYS . I will pardon you for a momentary loss of it . It is quit
all right.
The CHAIRMAN . I am not going to do it . But from now on thi
committee is going to be conducted in accordance with rules of procedure.
Mr. HAYS . Now, Mr . Chairman, perhaps you have been looking a
television too much, but I think I have told you, before and I wil
try very kindly to tell you again, that you can bang your gavel all yo
please, but you are not going to silence me when I think I have some
thing pertinent to say .
Let me say I am not casting any aspersions on you, Mr . Chairman
and you certainly lost your temper a little too quickly . I pardon yo
for it. I want to say that I compliment you that you have maintaine
very good control up to this point . All I started to say is that I hav
a letter from a professor of political science, who is the, head of
political science department of one of the great universities of th
South, who disagrees with the things that have been said here, and
who offers voluntarily to come in and tell what he thinks about it
All I was trying to do, Mr . Chairman, is to find out if we have an
plans to let people like that come in . I think it is pertinent in vie
of the motion that Mrs . Pfost has made.
The CHAIRMAN . The chairman is calling an executive meeting a
soon as it might be convenient for the committee members to attend
hoping that it may be tomorrow afternoon, at which time these matter
will be discussed, and when we will not have the pleasure of being o
television . It happens, however, since you made reference to m
having observed television too much, that I am one man who has not
observed television more than 2 or 3 times within the past year, an
not at all in connection with the proceedings of this committee .
am not indicating that is not due to any lack of satisfaction I get out
of observing television, but I have had other things to do .
Mr. Goodwin?
Mr. GoonwIN . Mr . Chairman, if there is anything this Congress an
this committee has not got at the present time it is time to waste .
think we should vote down the motion of Mrs . Pfost in order that w
can get along as speedily as we can . I take it from the agenda of th
morning that we go on to a little different subject and I assume tha
the testimony of the morning will come in very nicely at the point an

I had understood was the policy that had been set down by the staff,
and approved by the committee, for the conduct of these hearings,
namely to hear first and develop the testimony with reference to
criticisms which have been made, not of foundations, as the chairman
so well said, but the work of foundations, and what they have been
doing, and then at the proper time follow this statement and appearances from the foundations themselves.
I think it would be unfortunate if it should be allowed at the proceedings at this particular time when we are getting on . Incidentally,
Mr . Chairman, I don't think these lights are helping the committee in
the slightest.
Mrs . PFOST. Will my colleague yield?
Mr. GoODwiN. Certainly . I had finished, Mrs . Pfost.
Mrs . PFOST. Thank you. Doesn't my colleague feel that it would be
helpful to us, if we knew several days in advance the witnesses that
were going to be called, and the subject matter that is going to be
discussed, so that we might be better prepared to interrogate the
witness at the time he appears here, rather than to pick it up bit by
bit as they drop it here as a witness before this committee?
Mr. GOODWIN. I agree with Mrs. Pfost. I understood that was
being done, that the staff were furnishing us information .
Mr. WORMSER. Mr . Chairman, may I explain one thing to Mrs .
Pfost. Running the schedule of the hearings in the sense of giving
witnesses specific days is very difficult . Today, for example, we had
expected two witnesses to appear, both of whom are canceled, Mr .
Rusk and Mr . Sargent were coming back for cross-examination . The
cancellation of witnesses whom I expected to be on the stand for a
considerable period of time has happened to us on a number of occasions, and makes it very hard to tell you in advance who we are
going to have.
Today we have scheduled the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
without much notice, but I don't think that is a very serious difficulty
to the committee. The questions you have relating to the tax law itself probably would not need very much preparation . As a matter
of fact, the statement is going to be read which covers pretty much
the whole situation . It is very difficult to schedule these hearings .
Mrs . PFOST . Mr. Wormser, don't you have some idea of the schedule
of witnesses and the people you are planning to call in to testify during, the entire length of these hearings?
'1r. WORMSER. Yes, for a certain distance .
The CHAIRMAN. May I interject. Mr. Wormser, I understand the
rearrangements are the result of Mr. Rusk's not appearing. As to
why he preferred not to appear at this time I have no information,
other than that he presumably thought it would be better, as the committee had originally planned, for him to appear in due time after
the criticisms had been presented . Again, that was the information
that Mr. Rusk transmitted to me . His preference was that criticisms
be first presented in accordance with the procedure which the committee is following . At the suggestion of Mr . Hays it was decided to
call him this morning and a subpena was issued .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, would you yield right there for a clarifying statement? I think you will agree with me that I stated at that

the letter down asking to be called later, I believe that you will ag
with me that he said in that letter that he was afraid that there wou
be more questions which would lead into a general discussion, and
had not had time to get all the documents together that he want
While he would put himself at the disposal of the committee,
preferred to wait until he had completed his case and been called
at such time as he had . Isn't that the substance of what he said?
The CHAIR AN . That is the substance, coupled with the fact th
all the foundation people have agreed that it was a better proced
to present the criticisms in accordance with the procedure . which
committee is following .
Another witness who had been called, I understand, is unable
come. In accordance with the suggestion you have made, you ha
had the statement that is to be presented by the Internal Reven
Service .
Mrs . PFOST. Mr. Chairman, when did we get it?
The CHAIRMAN . Since these other witnesses are unable to come,
was decided that the staff member, Mr . McNiece, would present h
statement. Copies of that the committee members have had, I thin
for some few days. I want to compliment the Director of Intern
Revenue and his staff for getting their statement up as early as thi
in advance of the committee meeting. In my years of experien
here, I have more frequently seen the Department representativ
bring their mimeographed statements with them and hand them
the members of the committee upon arrival . So I feel very gratef
to the Internal Revenue Service .
Mrs . PFOST. I am grateful also to have the complete text . Howeve
maybe you are overlooking one of the points I have made. Surely t
staff must have some idea of at least the subject matter that is going
be discussed by these witnesses before they appear. Without so
short briefing, we have no idea of what the staff is going to require
The CHAIRMAN. I might say, if I may, Mrs . Pfost, that this is
statement by the Internal Revenue Service, and not a statement b
the staff members. Therefore, we were not in a position to brief y
in what the representative of the Director of Internal Reven
Service might say .
Mrs . PFOST . Mr. Chairman, I am speaking of witnesses in genera
Certainly my motion has nothing to do with Mr . Sugarman s test
mony .
ere we have been holding our meetings for 3 weeks . W
have had very, very little advance notice of who is coming, the su
ject matter to be discussed, or to know what the procedure is to
I don't know who is going to be called tomorrow, or the remainde
of the week, or I would not have known had I not called the offi
yesterday afternoon of the staff members to find out . I didn't ev
know the routine that we were going to proceed under .
That is the question I am putting in the form of a motion .

been summoned is not finding it convenient to appear . So Mr . MeNiece is appearing in advance.
Mrs . PFOST. Does not the Chairman have some idea?
Mr. HAYS . Could you tell us who that was?
The CHAIRMAN . Professor Colegrove .
Mr. HAYS . That is all I wanted to know . Up to now I didn't know
he was not coming.
The CHAIRMAN . He appeared to have very good reasons which are
rather cogent that did not go to his own convenience, I might add .
Mr. HAYS. May I ask one further question? I am very pleased with
the advance notice that we have been given on Mr . Sugarman .
Mrs. PFOST . I am, too .
Mr. HAYS . That is the kind of thing we have been asking for
here . I would just like to know if we can count on that same sort
of prepared statements from the witnesses from now on, even if they
bring them in with them? I don't care if I have them in advance .
If they bring them along, it is very helpful . I think it is a good
precedent.
The CHAIRMAN . When it is convenient to have the prepared statements, they will be prepared and they will be presented to the members of the committee as far in advance as it might be possible for
the committee to receive them .
Mr. WORMSER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say we have one
witness coming on Friday, Professor Rowe, who will not have a statement, as far as I know . I have not yet been able to see Mr . Rowe . I
have talked to him on the phone . My chief interest in calling him is
that he appeared before the McCarran committee, and testified at
some length on the foundations, and I think his testimony is very valuable . I don't know what he is going to say .
Mr. HAYS. May we have his full name and where he is from?
Mr. WORMSER . It is David Rowe, of Yale .
The CHAIRMAN . Are we ready for a vote? All in favor of Mrs .
Pfost's motion, say "aye ."
Mr. HAYS . Aye.
Mrs, PFOST. Aye.
The CHAIRMAN . Opposed, "no."
Mr. GoonwIN . No.
The CHAIRMAN. No. Mr. Wolcott's proxy votes no .
Mr. HAYS. Mr . Chairman, right there, I would like to say this, that
the motion would have been lost in any case, because of a tie vote, but
the next time the chairman votes a proxy, I am afraid I will have to
raise a point of order, and cite the section of the Rules of the House.
But I won't at this time .
The CHAIRMAN . If you so desire, that may be done . Who is the first
witness?

Sugarman. I have called them for several reasons, primarily becau
I think the committee ought to know what the criteria are that t
Bureau uses in determining whether foundation activities cross t
line. Mr. Sugarman has a written statement, but I believe M
Andrews would like first to make an oral statement . I think th
might both be called together.
The CHAIRMAN . Of course that is permissible. Mr. Commission
will you and Mr . Sugarman come forward, please?
The procedure which the committee has adopted is-to qualify a
witnesses, if you don't mind . Do you solemnly swear the testimo
,you are about to give in this proceeding shall be the truth, the who
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Commissioner ANDREWS. I do .
Mr. SUGARMAN . I do .
The CHAIRMAN . First, Mr. Commissioner, I wish to apologize f
detaining you, as busy as I know you are, while housekeeping matte
have been discussed here.
Commissioner ANDREWS . I might say, Mr . Chairman, that it is
unusual for us before the bar to be sort of innocent bystanders. Th
is all right with us .
Mrs. PFOST . You make me feel a little better, Mr . Commissioner

TESTIMONY OF T . COLEMAN ANDREWS, COMMISSIONER OF INTE
NAL REVENUE, AND NORMAN A. SUGARMAN, ASSISTANT COMMI
SIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Mr. WoRMSER . Would you state your name and address for t
record, please?
Commissioner ANDREWS . T. Coleman Andrews, 1516 Park Fairfa
Alexandria, Va .
Mr. WoRMSER. Mr . Sugarman, would you also, please?
Mr. SUGARMAN . Norman A . Sugarman, 8403 Donnybrook Driv
Chevy Chase, Md .
Mr. WORMSER. I understand, Commissioner, you would like to ma
an oral statement first?
Commissioner ANDREWS . Yes, Sir ; I would, if I may, Mr. Chairma
Mrs. Pfost, and gentlemen of the committee .
This, as you probably know, is a pretty technical question, and f
that reason the presentation this morning will be made by Mr . Suga
man, who is the Assistant Commissioner in Charge of Technica
Matters . However, beforehand, I would like to say just a few thin
about the matter from the standpoint of the Revenue Service in
general way .
First of all, I would like to assure the committee that we, of cours
are aware of the problem involved in this question of exempt organ
zations. There are tens of thousands of such organizations, in fac

problem . Nevertheless, the number of them is growing to some extent, and we in our awareness of the situation are trying to do something about it from the standpoint of the jurisdiction that we are
supposed to exercise over this type of organization . Formerly the
entire matter was handled in the Revenue Service here at the headquarters in Washington . In the general plan of decentralization of
the operation of the Revenue Service, however, we have concluded,
and I believe wisely, that the best way to get on top of the problem, to
the extent that it is a problem, is to decentralize the review and control of these organizations to our field offices . So that now the question
of reviewing the returns and dealing with matters pertaining to
exempt organizations is under the control of the district directors of
which there are 64.
Generally always there is at least 1 district director's office in each
State ; in some States there are more than 1, which accounts for the
fact that there are 64 of them . There all problems dealing with the
matter of exempt organizations are handled by the directors when
there is precedent for the settlement, or rather determination, of
decision in the particular case . If it is a new problem, of course, it
has to come to Washington for review, and usually for the answer .
Or if it is a problem as to which the director is not satisfied that he
is sure just what to do, then he may on his own motion send it in to be
reviewed here.
So we are doing something about it, as much as we can, but there
is an aspect of this matter that I think should be brought to the attention of the committee as a matter of background .
The Revenue Service is charged primarily, of course, with collecting the revenues. That is not quite as trite as it may sound . As you
ladies and gentlemen know, we are today confronted in the Revenue
Service with raising the highest level of taxation that the country has
ever had . We found ourselves 16 months ago beset with problems of
an organizational and managerial nature of the most serious consequences . One of them, of course, is the matter of keeping abreast of
what is happening in the case of these exempt organizations .
I have explained just what we have done in order to be sure that
we are aware of the operations of these organizations ; what has to be
done in order to keep track of them, however, is another matter .
Since our problem is primarily one of collecting taxes it must be remembered that when we devote any time at all to keeping abreast of
whether or not a corporation once given exempt status continues to be
entitled to that status is from our point of view a sterile operation,
pretty largely . In other words, by the very nature of the law itself,
as you will see from the presentation which Mr . Sugarman will make,
we find ourselves in the position in our control of the returns of these
corporations where the . time that we spend on it is not fully productive
and cannot possibly be, it cannot be productive except to a very small

general experience, where when we carry on enforcement activities
there is a very substantial return on the effort expended, manyAimJ4
as a matter of fact, the cost of it here, whatever we do, is a matt
of spending money for which there is very little return.
We, like all Government organizations, are not surfeited with funds
and we have to divide our funds up in a way that we can make th
best use of them . I want you to know, however, that notwithstandin
this particular problem as to these particular types of organizations
that we are not slighting this aspect of our operations . We are giv
ing just as much attention and will continue to give it as much atten
tion as its priority in terms of importance demands .
Those are the general observations I would like to make, plus thi
one . I, of course, could not help but listen with ag'reat deal of interes
to what Mrs. Pfost said about the problem of the committee . > Ob
viously, and without undertaking, Mr . Chairman, to inject myself int
the policy of the committee, any statement of the kind that we hav
here this morning naturally would lay a groundwork of the under
standing of the problem which we are very happy indeed to provide
I should like to suggest, therefore, if it is in order, that Mr . Sugarma
be permitted to read his statement in its entirety, though it is a bit
lengthy. I think it would be extremely useful to the members of th
committee to see exactly what the situation is from the standpoint of
the revenue laws, and what the problems involved are .
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN . Does counsel have any questions?
Mr. WORMSER . I presume you will stay, Mr . Andrews, through Mr
Sugarman's recitation . There may be some questions that I would lik
to direct to you, instead of Mr . Sugarman, after he is through .
Commissioner ANDREws . I came with that purpose . We will sta
just as long as the committee feels it needs us .
Mr. WORMSER . I suggest Mr . Sugarman go on with his statement .
Mr. HAYS . There are two brief questions in order to clarify in m
own mind something the Commissioner said .
One, Mr . Commissioner, did I understand you to say that under th
new policy the tax exemption determinations would be under th
control of the district directors insofar as they have precedent t
guide them?
Commissioner ANDREWS . That is right . In other words, the distric
directors will have the right to grant exempt status in those situations
where it is perfectly obvious from the laws, rules and regulations, an
precedents, that there is no question about the organization being entitled to exempt status, the idea, of course, being to avoid loading the
headquarters up with just purely routine decisions .
Mr. HAYS . I understand that . But there will be a central contro
over that, and they will operate very closely in conformity with
precedent? In other words, you won't have every director going on
his own to grant tax exemption if he thinks so? He has to follow

Commissioner ANDREWS . That, Mr. Hays, is true .as;rto all of our
operations. The field has not been turned loose on its own ., One of
the fundamental aspects of our form of organization, with the planping' and control headquarters in Washington, and the decentralization of operations to the field, is to enable us to better review the
decisions of the operating officials and be certain that proper principles
and policies are being followed . That would be true in this case ..
.- .
Mr. HAYS . Thank you . I have just one other question
I understood, I think, you to say that once the tax-exempt-status is
,granted; that you continue to keep a constant surveillance on that
operation, that you don't keep checking them constantly to see whether
they are violating their exempt privileges, because, I believe you said,
'it was a rather sterile operation . But I do assume, if you have any
complaint at all, that you give it a recheck ; is that correct'?
Commissioner ANDREWS . First of all, let me correct the impression
I seem to have given you . I don't mean that we don't keep check on
them. It is a part of our duty to compare from time to time what is
actually' taking place with what these organizations said in their
charters and other documents they intended to do and upon which
-their : exemption was granted . We will and are carrying out a review
of their operations to the extent that we can, and we expect to be
able to step that up somewhat considerably from here on out .
Mr. HAYS . Thank you . That does clear it, because I had the other
impression .
The CHAIRMAN . In your statement, Mr . Commissioner, you referred
to the fact that there were in excess of 100,000 tax-exempt activities
of all types. It was my information that there were some 300,000
tax-exempt organizations of all types . I am wondering if that figure
is high?
Commissioner ANDREWS . Actually we have not made any detailed
analysis of it, but I inquired about that before we came over here,
and our present estimate is in the neighborhood of 120,000 of all kinds.
That would be churches and colleges and universities and chambers
of commerce, and community funds, and that sort of thing .
Mr. Sugarman corrects me to say that would not include all the
churches .
Mr. KocH . Will you venture a guess as to how many are operating
under 101, subdivision (6), that being the category we seem to be particularly,interested in?
Commissioner ANDREWS . I could not answer that as of today because we have not yet completed our study of that . But in 1946, 1 believe there were some 14,000 in that category. Of course, it has increased some since then .
Mr.,WoRMSER. Isn't it true, Mr. Andrews, that the category is so allinclusive that it makes it rather difficult to extract statistical information about foundations? It includes colleges and various other institutions which are not from the public standpoint foundations .

think the figures that you have already before you, which I under
stand were put in some time ago, may be relied upon as being' at lea
substantially correct .
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very kindly, then, if you will b
available. You may be seated wherever you think it is most com
fortable, or we would be glad to have you sit there with Mr . Sugar
man .
Commissioner ANDREWS. If it is agreeable to the chairman, I wil
stay where I am.
The CHAIRMAN . Very good. The chairman wants to make this on
observation, before Mr. Sugarman begins. The difficulty of gather
ing the statistical data to which the Commissioner referred was on
of the reasons that the chairman had in mind, as constituting a basi
for this inquiry, the uncertainty of it all, and in view of the impor
tance it was my idea that we ought to get into a postion of being abl
to draw a more accurate picture of it all .
You may proceed .
Commissioner ANDREWS . Mr . Chairman, if I may, I would like t
add one thing with respect to what you said . To the extent that w
are able to do so, we are ready, willing and anxious to help the committee clarify some of the mystery of this thing . We will do what w
can in that direction .
The CHAIRMAN . Thank you .
Do you have any preliminary statement to make in connection with
this statement?
Mr. WORMSER. No. I have a number of questions which I thin
will bring out additional material after Mr . Sugarman has read hi
statement.
The CHAIRMAN . If it is agreeable to the committee, the committe
will permit Mr . Sugarman to complete his statement and then subject
himself to inquiry. You may complete your statement uninterrupted
Mr. SUGARMAN . Thank you, Mr . Chairman . I apprecite your cour
tesy in letting me read the statement without interruption .
I am happy to have the opportunity to appear before your committee to make this statement as to the, application of the tax laws relating to exempt organizations . We in the Revenue Service have bee
very much interested in your study and are glad to make whateve
contribution we can to your deliberations .
We have had several meetings with your counsel, Mr . Wormser
and members of the staff, to explore the background of the matter
I believe that these meetings have been helpful in relating the work of
the Revenue Service in the exempt organizations field to the overall
responsibilities of the Service.
I would like, therefore, to take a few moments at this time to indicate
what that relationship is.

I. THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE REVENUE SERVICE FOR TAX
COLLECTION AND ADMINISTRATION

The basic job of the Internal Revenue Service is the collection of
taxes to finance the operations of Government . The proper performance of this function must not only be the principal concern of the
Revenue Service but it is also a matter of vital interest to the Nation .
The taxes-and therefore our principal functions-are imposed by
laws enacted by the Congress . There are more than 70 different Federal internal revenue taxes so imposed . These range all the way from
taxes on adulterated butter to the surtax on, personal holding companies, from taxes on wagers to taxes on wines, and from the taxes you
pay on the wages of your household help to taxes on the millions of
income of our larger corporations . The collection of these taxes involves the processing of nearly 95 million tax returns . It includes the
examination of these returns, the assertion of deficiencies, penalties,
and interest, the allowance of refunds, the collection of delinquencies
and the conduct of litigation wherever necessary . Back of this, however, is our tremendous job of maintaining voluntary compliance by
providing tax forms, instructions and other types of taxpayer
assistance .
In seeing that the taxes levied by Congress are paid, the Revenue
Service does not seek to act as a regulatory agency. We know full
well the importance of taxes in the conduct of business and in other
activities ; but we do not attempt to tell anyone how to run his business
or what financial or . personal decisions he should make . Our job is to
determine the tax consequences of decisions and actions of others and
in so doing to apply the tax laws fairly in accordance with the terms
of the statute.
Each of the many tax laws we administer has provisions imposing
tax as well as provisions exempting various persons, organizations and
transactions from tax . These exemptions are not uniform for all taxes
and it is necessary in each instance to determine their application in
accordance with the particular rules laid down by Congress as construed by the courts .
The function which these exemption provisions perform in the tax
system is to establish the areas of nonliability for tax, and conversely
to limit or define the taxable persons or objects . The determination of
exemption, therefore, is an adjunct of the machinery for placing all
taxable persons and objects on the tax rolls and determining their
liability .
In the administration of the tax laws, the determination of exemption follows the pattern generally of procedures for other determinations . The national office of the Revenue Service prepares tax regulations, which are issued with the approval of the Secretary of the
Treasury, setting forth the statutory provisions and the basic rules
for their implementation . The national office also prepares the forms
and instructions which are used by all taxpayers and exempt organi423

technical guide materials indicating the application of principles an
official interpretations to the facts of various categories of cases. Th
national office also develops the nationwide policies and objectives o
programs for audit and enforcement of liability under the law .
The Revenue Service has a system of regional administration unde
the general direction of the national office . There are nine regiona
commissioners each of whom carries out the policies and programs o
the national office through field operations conducted by distri
directors .
The district directors have responsibility for the enforcement o
the tax laws - in their districts . They receive and process tax returns
conduct the necessary audits and examinations to determine liability
provide taxpayers with opportunities for hearings where there is dis
agreement, and assess and collect the taxes that are due and owing th
Government .
It is incumbent upon persons and organizations claiming exemptio
from tax to establish their exemption . Organizations claiming e
emption must file their applications with district directors' office
District directors are authorized to determine exemption in routin
cases where the application of the statute is clear under already issue
regulations and rulings of the national office . Cases which presen
involved or questionable issues and do not fall in the routine categor
are referred to the national office for the issuance of a ruling as t
whether exemption is proper under the law .
Certain exempt organizations are required to file annual informa
tion returns. These are checked against the list of such organiza
tions in the district director's office . The district directors have t
responsibility for examining these returns and determining whethe
the organization is entitled to continued exemption under the la
If upon such examination and review, it is determined that th
organization is not entitled to exemption, then the organization i
subject to the usual provisions and liability applicable to taxabl
organizations.
The Internal Revenue Service, however, does not have the fina
authority to deny exemption to any organization. Where the Serv
ice asserts that a tax is owing, its determination may be appealed t
one of several courts . This appeal may be made by either of th
following procedures : The disputed tax liability may be paid an
then suit brought by the taxpayer for refund in a United State
district court or in the United States Court of Claims. On the oth
hand, the party has the right under existing law to choose to appea
an asserted income, estate or gift tax deficiency prior to paying th
tax, in which case an appeal is taken to the Tax Court of the Unite
States . An adverse decision rendered by a district court, the Cour
of Claims, or the Tax Court may be appealed to a higher court in suc
cases, just as in other tax cases . Accordingly, judicial interpreta
tions play an important role in determining the course of admini
tration of the exemption provisions .

As previously indicated the revenue laws contain numerous provisions providing and affecting the exemption of many kinds of organizations and activities . In testimony in 1952 before the Cox committee we filed a compilation, 50 pages in length, containing the text of
the various tax law provisions . This indicates the volume and scope
of the statutes on this subject which we are obliged to interpret and
administer . The terms of each of these provisions are, of course, of
paramount importance because they state the tests which the Revenue
Service has available to it by statute for determining exemption .
However, I shall confine my remarks today to the provisions of law
relating to exemption of organizations from the income tax since, I
believe that these are the provisions in which you are most interested
in your current study .
In general, the statutory pattern under the income tax exeniptitin
provisions may be described as follows : (a) The granting of exemption to certain organizations ; (b) the allowance of related tax benefits
in the form of deductions for contributions ; (c) limitations imposed
on exemption and related tax benefits ; and (d) filing and publicity
requirements.
A . EXEMPTION PROVISIONS

The principal provisions of the present law governing exemption
from tax of organizations, including foundations, are found in section
101 of the Internal Revenue Code . This section exempts from the
income tax 1$ types of organizations, which come within the limitations stated in the statute. These organizations may be generally
described as follows
Labor, agricultural, and horticultural organizations .,
Fraternal beneficiary societies .2
Credit unions and certain mutual reserve fund organizations .'
Cemetery companies.4
Business leagues, chambers of commerce, real estate boards, and
broads of trades .5
Civic leagues, and local associations of employees with charitable or
educational purposes 6
Clubs organized for recreation and pleasure .'
Local benevolent life insurance associations, and mutual ditch, irrigation, or telephone companies ."
Mutual nonlife insurance companies with gross income $75,000 or
under.'
Farmers' cooperatives (which are subject to tax, however, on income
not allocated to patrons) 10
Crop financing organizations for farmers' cooperatives ."
'See see. 101 (1) .
n See sec. 101 (3) .
a See sec . 101 4) .
* See sec . 101 5) .
° See see . 101 7) .
° See sec . 101 (8) .
' See sec . 101 (9) .
s See sec . 101 (10) .
e See sec . 101 (11) .
~° See sec . 101 (12) .
"See sec . 101 (13) .

Corporate instrumentalities of the United . States specifically exempt
by Congress .
Voluntary employees' beneficiary association .Local teachers' retirement fund associations .'
Religious or apostolic associations. ,'
Voluntary Federal employees' beneficiary associations 1 7
Religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational organza
tions.18
The last category contains the general classification in which w
believe this committee is most interested . This category is provid
in paragraph (6) of section 101 as follows :

Corporations, and any community chest, fund or foundation, organized an
operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educationa
purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, no part
the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder o
individual and no substantial part of the activities of which is carrying o
propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation .

Religious, charitable and educational organizations have been ex
empt from income tax in all revenue acts . The language of the pres
ent provisions of section 101. (6) has been in effect since 1934 . I
passing, it may be noted that exemption from income tax carries wit
it exemption from personal holding company and excess profits taxe
Elective treatment is also provided such organizations as to whethe
they and their employees will be subject to the social security taxes
and they are exempt from the Federal unemployment tax .
It will be noted that section 101 (6) applies to corporations, com
munity chests, funds and foundations which qualify under the statut
The term "foundation" is not defined in the statute ; and for tax pur
poses a so-called foundation may be an "association" treated as a
corporation or may be a trust. The Internal Revenue Code does no
seek, or make it necessary, to distinguish between so-called founda
tions and other organizations for purposes of the exemption statutes
B. DEDUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO SECTION 101 (6) ORGANIZATIONS

The full meaning of exemption from income tax as a religious
charitable, etc ., organization under section 101 (6) is not apparen
without a consideration of those sections of the Internal Revenue Cod
granting deductions for income, estate, and gift tax purposes for contributions to certain organizations. In general, an exempt status a
an educational, charitable, etc ., organization will permit contribu
tions to the organization to be deductible for purposes of income,
estate and gift taxes .
For income tax purposes, the deduction is generally limited in th
case of an individual to 20 percent of his adjusted gross incom
and in the case of a corporation to 5 percent of its net income .
These percentage limitations do not apply to trusts if they compl
with certain conditions under section 162 (a) and section 162 (g) o
12 See sec. 101 (14
P See sec. 101 15
See sec. 101 16
See sec. 101 17
See sea 101 (1 ) .
See sec. 101 (19) .
"See sec. 101 (6) .

1'
1e
ae
17

nently set aside or used for purposes equivalent to those under section
101 (6) . This may actually render the trust not taxable for a period
of time, although it does not seek classification as an exempt
organization.
Legislation enacted in 1950, however, provides rules under which
both exempt organizations and trusts may lose, in whole or in part, the
tax advantages heretofore available to them.
C . RESTRICTIONS ON EXEMPTION AND RELATED TAX BENEFITS

The basic limitations on the tax exemption privilege are stated in
section 101 (6) itself, which requires that, to qualify for exemption
under that subsection, no part of the net earnings of the organization
may inure to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual,
and no substantial part of its activities may be devoted to carrying
on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation .
Section 101, as amended by the Revenue Act of 1950, also provides that
if an organization is operated primarily to carry on a trade or
business for profit, it shall not be exempt on the grounds that its
profits are payable to an exempt organization .
Supplement U of the Internal Revenue Code also provides that if
an organization exempt under section 101 (6) (other than a church)
carries on a trade or business which is unrelated to its exempt function, its exemption is not lost but the income from such business is
subject to the income tax . Supplement U was added to the Internal
Revenue Code by the Revenue Act of 1950 and was first effective for
taxable years beginning in 1951 .
Additional restrictions are provided in sections 3813 and 3814 of
the Internal Revenue Code, which were also added by the Revenue
Act of 1950 and which first became effective for taxable years beginning in 1951 . Section 3813 provides that, with certain exceptions,
organizations exempt under section 101 (6) shall lose their exemption
if they engage in specified prohibited transactions . It should be
understood that these transactions are not actually forbidden by the
revenue laws but are prohibited only in the sense of being inconsistent
with continued tax privileges. These provisions prohibit the creator
of the organization, a substantial contributor thereto, or a member
of the family of either, or a corporation controlled by either, (1) from
receiving a loan of income or corpus of the organization without
giving adequate security and reasonable interest, (2) from receiving
compensation from the organization except a reasonable allowance for
personal services actually rendered, (3) from receiving services from
the organization on a preferential basis, (4) from selling a substantial
amount of securities or property to the organization for more than
adequate consideration, (5) from buying a substantial amount of
securities or property from the organization for less than adequate
consideration, and (6) from participating with the organization in
any other transaction which diverts a substantial amount of income
or corpus to such person . Provision is made for appropriate disallowance. of deductions for contributions to an organization engaging
in such transactions and for subsequent restoration of its exemption
where appropriate .

accumulations of income are unreasonable in amount or duration, or
are used to a substantial degree for other than exempt purposes, or
are invested in such a manner as to jeopardize the carrying out of
such purposes.
It should be noted that the prohibitions on certain transactions and
against accumulations under sections 3813 and 3814 are not applicable
to those organizations exempt under section 101 (6) which are
religious organizations, educational organizations with a faculty,
curriculum and pupils in attendance at the place of education, publicly supported organizations, and organizations to provide medical
or hospital care or medical education or research .
D. FILING AND PUBLICITY REQUIREMENTS

In eneral, organizations exempt under section 101 (6) are not re
quire to file income tax returns like taxable corporations . Section
54 (f) of the Internal Revenue Code does require, with certain exceptions, that section 101 (6) organizations file annual information
returns. These returns call for statements of gross income, receipts,
disbursements and other financial information . No return is required
to be filed in the case of a religious organization, an educational organization with a curriculum and a body of students present at the
place of education, and a charitable organization supported primarily
by the general public.
Section 153 of the code also provides that each section, 101 , .(6)
organization required to file the annual information return hall : arlso
furnish information showing (1) its gross income, (2) its expenses,
(3) its disbursements from income for exempt purposes, (4) its
accumulation of income in the year, (5) its aggregate accumulations of
income at the beginning of the year, (6) its disbursements of principal
in current and prior years for exempt purposes, and (7) a balance
sheet as of the beginning of the year . The statute requires the abovelisted information to be made available by the Department for public
inspection.
These requirements of section 153 of the code were added by the
Revenue Act of 1950 and first became effective for the taxable years
beginning in 1950.
III . INTERPRETATION OF THE TAX EXEMPTION PROVISIONS

The provisions of the tax laws on exempt organizations are subject
to the same problems of interpretation and application as other provisions of the tax laws . However, there are two factors which make
the problems of interpretation and application unusually difficult
under the provisions of section 101 (6) which is the general section
granting exemption to charitable, religious, and educational organizations. The first factor is that while the statute uses such terms as
"charitable," "scientific," and "educational" as tests for exemption,
these terms are not defined in the statute . Theyy are matters on which,
obviously, reasonable minds may differ ; and they are not terms commonly used in financial or accounting matters so as to have acquired
a ready meaning for tax purposes .

stances in this country have changed ., As indicated earlier, religious,
charitable, and educational' organizations have been exempt frbm'
income tax in all revenue acts . These provisions came into the law
at a time when, comparatively, the rates were very low . The courts
indicated that while normally provisions exempting taxpayers from
tax are to be strictly construed, the exemption under section 101 (6)
is to be liberally construed . The Supreme Court in Helvering v . Bless
said, in 1934 (293 U . S . 144), that the provisions granting exemption
of income devoted to charity are liberalizations of the law in the
taxpayer's favor, were begotten from motives of public policy, and
are not to be narrowly construed . This approach appears to have
dominated Judicial! thinking in this area . Thus, the courts have held
that, while charitable acts normally are considered as being done
without recompense or profit, it is not necessary for exemption as
charitable that an organization provide its services free of charge ; 19
the term "educational" is broader than mere activities such as those of
schools and colleges, it includes the encouragement of good citizenship ; 20 and the term "scientific" is broader than the basic sciences and
includes, for instance, improvement of motion picture photography 2'
The Revenue Service in its administration of the tax laws is, of course,
bound to give effect to the principles and interpretations contained in
court decisions .
Mr. Wormser ; your counsel asked me particularly to discuss today
political propaganda and Un-American activity as factors affecting
exemption under the income tax laws . I shall be glad to discuss these
matters as they are encountered in the interpretation and application
of the tax laws .
A. POLITICAL PROPAGANDA

In considering the phrase "political propaganda" from a tax law
standpoint, it is first necessary to distinguish between two kinds of
organizations which may be regarded as political . The first includess
those engaged in political activity in the popular sense of the term,
that is the promotion and support of a political party and the support
of candidates for office . The second includes those organized and
operated primarily for the purpose of promoting principles of government, or are engaged in activities pertaining to the conduct or form
of government, or seeking to effect certain systems of administration,
or in legislative activities to accomplish these or other purposes .
There is no provision of law exempting political organizations of the
first type from Federal income tax . In this connection, attention
may be called to the provisions of the income tax regulations which
prohibit deduction from gross income for contributions ofsums of money expended for lobbying purposes, the promotion or defeat of legislation, the exploitation of propaganda, including advertising
other than trade
advertising, and contributions for campaign expenses * * * .22

The bail against deductions for such purposes has also been applied
by the Supreme Court in the Textile Mills Securities Corp . ease,22
Salem Lutheran Home Association, Tax Court memo, op ., May 26, 1943 .
20 Rose D. Forbes (1927) ; 7 BTA 209 .
21 American Society of Cinematographers (1940), 42 BTA 675 .
0a2 Sees . 39 .23 (o)-i and 39 .23 (q)-1 of Regulations 118 .
a Textile Mills Security Corp . v . Commissioner ((1941) 314 U. S . 326) .
49720-54-pt . 1
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Organizations of the second type referred to generally apply for
exemption under section 101 (6) of the Code as educational organizations . The determination of whether they are exempt is then mad
under the statutory language which requires first that they be organized and operated exclusively for educational purposes .
The phrase "political propaganda" as such does not appear in the
tax Code or regulations . Nor are the terms "propaganda" an
"political" defined in the tax statutes or the regulations. The require
ment, that as condition to exemption of an organizing "no substantial
part" of its activities "is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation," was added to the statute by the
Revenue Act of 1934 . It has remained in the law without change .
The committee reports and the language of the 1934 Act establish
that the words "carrying on propaganda" do not stand alone but mus
be read together with the words "to influence legislation ." Thus th
law expressly proscribes only that propaganda which is to influence
legislation .
Moreover, the statutes does not deny exemption to organizations an
part of whose activities is carrying on p ropaganda, or otherwise at
tempting to influence legislation, but only to organizations, a substantial part of whose activities is of this nature .
The term "exclusively" is also a troublesome one in attempting to
determine whether an organization is organized and operated exclusively for educational purposes . The statute does not define "exclu
sively." While it would seem to be synonymous with "solely," th
courts have interpreted the word much more liberally .
One writer in the. tax field has described the precedents as estab
lishing the following rule :

* * * A primary devotion is enough ; totality of devotion is not required . Th
general or predominate purpose is to be considered . Activities which ar
not * * * educational in themselves, but merely the means of accomplishin
the desired purposes, do not prevent the desired purposes from being deeme
"exclusive" under the statute . * * * a purpose, "incidental, contributory, sub
servient, or mediate" to one of the statutory purposes will not prevent an organ
ization from being within the required category."

Thus, with such terms as "educational," "exclusively " "substantial,
and "propaganda" in the statute, there has been a Ionz history o
varying interpretations and difficulty in establishing readily definable
lines as to exemption of educational organizations and the effect of
political activity in determining exemption .
The present Treasury Department regulations contain the followin
pertinent provisions as to exemption of educational organizations

An educational organization within the meaning of the Internal Revenue Cod
is one designed primarily for the improvement or development of the capabilities of the individual, but, under exceptional circumstances, may include an
association whose sole purpose is the instruction of the public, or an associatio
whose primary purpose is to give lectures on subjects useful to the individua
and beneficial to the community, even though an association of either class ha
incidental amusement features . An organization formed, or availed of, to dis
seminate controversial or partisan propaganda is not an educational organiza
u C. C . A. 8, 1952, 195 F. (2d) 948.
051 Paul, Federal Estate and Gift Taxation (1942), see . 12 .19.

be sufficient to deny an organization the exemption, if carrying on propaganda,
or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation forms no substantial part of its
activities, its principal purpose and substantially all of its activities being clearly
of a nonpartisan, noncontroversial, and educational nature .21

Of necessity the regulations leave many questions to be resolved in
individual cases upon consideration of all the facts and circumstances
of each case. In addition, the court decisions must be considered . A
brief summary of the trend of judicial decisions under section 101 (6)
may therefore be helpful .
Resort to the courts is a natural result of the statute, since it provides much leeway for varied opinions in a field in which persons are
likely to have strong personal views . Accordingly, court decisions
have been numerous and have played a major role in establishing the
scope of the exemption .
In the early days, the Revenue Service tried to resolve cases involving controversial subjects by distinguishing between education on
the one hand and propaganda on the other .
The statute was interpreted as requiring disallowance of exemption
where there was an attempt to disseminate information about controversial matters or to develop and publicize facts leading to a suggested solution of current social, economic, or other problems .
This was based upon Treasury regulations which held that "associations formed to disseminate controversial or partisan propaganda
are not educational within the meaning of the statute ." It was held
with a few exceptions that an organization was not exclusively educational when either its purposes or activities touched upon a subject
thought to be controversial.
Taxpayers very soon began to contest this position and the result
was a series of circuit court decisions requiring a considerably broader
interpretation of the statute .
An early case involved the American Birth Control League . 27
This organization was organized to collect and distribute information about the political, social and economic facts of birth control and
to enlist the support and cooperation of statesmen and legislators in
effecting repeal and amendment of statutes dealing with its prevention .
The Bord of Tax Appeals denied deduction of contributions to the
League on the ground that it was not "exclusively educational" because it was formed to disseminate propaganda about a controversial
matter and engaged in efforts to influence legislation .
In 1930, the court of appeals for the second circuit affirmed, resting
its decision on the much more narrow ground that Congress did not
intend to subsidize political activities as educational and, intimating
that the controversial aspect of the subject matter was not significant.
'The court stated
* * * The collection and publication of the information * * * was also a
legitimate scientific enterprise, like any collection of medical data . We cannot
discriminate unless we doubt the good faith of the enterprise .
This raises the only question which seems to us important, which is, whether
the league is also agitating for the repeal of laws preventing birth control *
Political agitation as such is outside the statute * * * .
s7
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Sec. 39.101 (6)-1 (c) of Regulations 118.
(C. C . A . 2, 1930, 42 F. (2d) 184) .

Slee v. CommissioneM

ligent understanding of the movement for a new social order based
on production for use . and not for profit" and which to that end,
carried on research, published findings and conclusions and promoted
debates and discussions on social and economic problems .
The Board of Tax Appeals denied the deduction on the basis that
the league dealt with a controversial subject and had an ultimate
objective which stamped its activities as partisan .
In 1931, the court of appeals for the second circuit reversed, holdinthat, in the absence of a definition by Congress, the term "education'
was to be given its plain, ordinary meaning of "imparting or acquiring
knowledge" and that although the league claimed to have a definite
social doctrine, it "had no legislative program : hovering over its activities" and was exclusively' educational within -the usual . meaning, of
the word. The decision followed the Birth Control League case by
indicating also that a preconceived objective is not fatal to 101 (6)
exemption.
Still a third case 29 involved the deductibility for estate tax purposes,
of two bequests, (1) to an organization to teach, expound, and propagate the ideas of Henry George and (2) to another organization to
advocate Mr . George's ideas, to advocate abolition of taxes on industry
and its products in favor of a single tax on land, and to promote social
intercourse among single-tax people.
The Board of Tax Appeals sustained the Commissioner in toto,
holding that a legislative program was outside the intendment of the
statute and that each organization had a legislative program .
In a 1932 decision the court of appeals for the second circuit r eversed
as
untainted by any legislative program even though the bequest was
made as one method of furthering the testator's desire that the principles be enacted- into law . The court affirmed disallowance of the
second bequest on the implied premise that it is not exclusively educational to disseminate conclusions without facts or to publicize a partisan viewpoint without explaining the reasons .
This decision is also consistent with the Birth Control League case
in indicating that education can sometimes go hand in hand with a
preconceived objective .
Also, the court seemed to acknowledge a difference between a fair
and full statement of facts concerning one side of a disputed question
and presenting preconceived opinions unsubstantiated by any basic
factual data.
Another precedent setting case involved an income-tax deduction
for contributions to the World League Against Alcoholism 30 This
organization had as its purpose "to attain, by the means of education
and legislation, the total suppression throughout the world of
alcoholism * * * .11
The Board of Tax Appeals found that despite its stated purpose,
the league itself had no legislative program and indulged in no political activities, but denied the deduction on the ground that the organ-11Weyl v . Commissioner (C . C. A . 2, 1931, 48 F . (2d) 811).
19 Leubscher v . Commissioner (C . C. A . 2, 1932, 54 F . (2d) 998) .
11 Cochran v . Commissioner (C . C. A. 4, 1935, 78 F . (2d) 178) .

In a 1935 decision the court of appeals for the third circuit reversed,
saying that the league's own purpose to eliminate alcoholism was not
controversial, and that, while it gathered and made available facts
about prohibition and other controversial issues, it did so impartially
and that "the true test is not what the member organizations did with
the information supplied by the league, ' but in what spirit the information is gathered and supplied ."
The Board of Tax Appeals has followed these views of the circuit
courts . In a case involving the League of Nations Association,' the
Board of Tax Appeals stated :

Indeed in the light of the broad meaning of the word "educate," some of the
:activities of the association were educational, notwithstanding the highly controversial character of the subject .
Other activities were beyond the realm of education, such as the writing of
letters to legislators * * *, urging our adherence to the World Court, presenting
issues before national political conventions, urging members to select candidates
for Congress * * * .

The 1934 amendment to the law by which were added the words
and no substantial part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation," indicated an
awareness by the Congress of the tenor of the court decisions already
discussed, and by indirection, a reluctance to hold the line on the basis
,of the narrow interpretation by the Service of the 101 (6) educational
exemption.
Congress saw fit only to circumscribe the exemption with a restriction against substantial activities to influence legislation . The committee reports show that as first proposed, the 1934 amendment to the
:statutes read "and no substantial part of the activities of which is participation in partisan politics or in carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation ." 32 The words "participation
in partisan politics" were stricken from the bill, as enacted . All this
reasonably leads to the conclusion that the Congress at that time was
reluctant to require a narrow application of section 101 (6) as to
`"educational' organizations as the Service had at first attempted .
In 1940, the court of appeals for the first circuit held that contributions to the Birth Control League of Massachusetts, affiliated with
the American Birth Control League, were deductible after the organization had abandoned any legislative activities 33
On the basis of these judicial precedents, we must conclude that it
,is now reasonably established under the law that an organization may
have as its ultimate objective the creation of a public sentiment favorable to one side of a controversial issue and still secure exempt status
under section 101 (6), provided it does not, to any "substantial" degree, attempt to influence legislation, and provided further that its
methods are of an educational nature .
The cases are legion where a fine line must be drawn in determining
whether, on the basis of all facts presented, the organization may
qualify for a section 101 (6) exemption, or if not, whether it may
~ James J. Forstall (1933), 29 B. T. A . 428 .
82 R . Rent. No . . 58, 73d Cong. . 2d seas ., p. 26 ; C . Br. 1939-1 (et . 2) 586, 606.
A Faulkner v . Commissioner (C . C . A . 1, 1940, 112 F . (2d) 9$7),
3

profit but operated solely for the promotion of social welfare),, or
whether it does not qualify for any 'exemption and must,'therefore
file income tax returns .
The task is an exceedingly difficult one for the Revenue Service . I
is one which we approach with full knowledge of its importance and
the necessity for complete objectivity .
B . UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITY

The term "un-American activity" poses some of the same problems
in relating it to tax law criteria for exemption as does the term "political propaganda ."
The term "un-American" does not appear as such, in the tax laws
or regulations . I have no hesitancy in stating, however, that it is the
firm policy of the Revenue Service to deny exemption to any organization which evidence demonstrates is subversive .
The determination of the Revenue Service denying exemption must,
however, be based on lack of qualification under the terms of the tax
law, namely failure to qualify as an organization organized and
operated exclusively for educational purposes . It is our belief that an
organization which is truly subversive cannot be considered as exclusively educational .
The Revenue Service is "advised by the Department of Justice of
organizations shown on the Attorney General's subversive list resulting from a determination by the Attorney General under the Federal
employee's security program 34
There are no organizations on that list which are also on our list of
exempt organizations.
In addition, statutory restriction on exemption is imposed by section 11 (b) of the Internal Security Act of 1950 . Under this act all
Communist-action and Communist-front organizations are required to
register with the Attorney General . Section 11 (b) provides that :

No organization shall be entitled to exemption from Federal income tax,
under section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code, for any taxable year if at any
time during such taxable year (1) such organization is registered under section
7, or (2) there is in effect a final order of the Board requiring such organization to register under section 7 .

Thus far no organizations have been reported to us by the Department of Justice as registered under the Internal Security Act . I
understand the Department of Justice is engaged in seeking to require
registration of certain organizations . There has been no application of this act to any organization currently exempt under the tax
laws .
Accordingly, under the laws administered by the Internal Revenue
Service, determinations are not made as to whether an organization
is un-American . It is sufficient for denial of exemption if it is determined that the organization does not meet the present statutory
tests .
In conclusion, I would like to express appreciation for this opportunity to acquaint you with the work and procedure of the Revenue
Service in this important field .
44
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mation.
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Wormser, do you have some questions you .
wish to propound?
Mr . WORMSER. Yes . I would like to bring out first, if my understanding of the law is correct, that the only penalty which is imposed for the two major violations, engaging in subversive activity
or political activity is a loss of the income tax exemption, and the .
corresponding right to deduct against income tax for donations to .
the foundation . The principal of the fund remains and could still
be used for subversive or political purposes .
Mr. SUGARMAN. I think I should add this . Of course, the imposition of the tax with interest where it is determined that the organization while claiming exemption has not been exempt, particularly'the interest at 6 percent, could become fairly severe, and it is •
possible that a negligence, a fraud or even criminal penalties could
be imposed . I might say that such cases are rare, however .
Mr. WORMSER . If you had the circumstance where the foundation
had started and operated for a number of years fully complying with
the law, and had gotten into the hands of persons who used it for unhappy purposes, the statute of limitations would bar you .
Mr. SUGARMAN . Yes, that would be the case .
Mr. WORMSER. As counsel of the committee, I am very sympathetic to your difficult problem of drawing lines . There are several
areas in which the committee might consider making suggestions to ,
Mr. Goodwin's Committee on Ways and Means to help you out of the
difficulty.
Take for example the political activity, where you have a quantitative test, how do you apply that quantitative test? Is it by some
rule of percentage of the fund paid out to political purposes, or ,
dollar amount in relation to something else, or do you look at the
substance of what they have done?
Air. SUGARMAN . Mr. Wormser, we have explored many times the
possibility of working out some sort of quantitative test . At least
thus far we have come to the conclusion we cannot do that as a practical matter, because the nature of the organizations and the type of
activities vary so much . As a result, we take a substantive approach,
and attempt to look at the totality of operations of the organization
and judge the importance of the type of activities in question in the
total effect . As I indicated before in a quotation, in regard to theterm "exclusively" you will see that the interpretation has been such
that it is the primary motivation which is really involved .
Mr. WoRMsER. It is an aspect of law on which you might conceivably get some help from the Ways and Means Committee .
Mr. SUGARMAN . Is it an aspect of law on which we have problems,.
and they are matters on which the most careful judgment must be
exercised.
Mr . WORMSER. In connection with the subversive activities, do you
apply yourself only to the, directactivities of the foundation . itself,.
or do you also check what grants it may have made to subversives or
to subversive organizations? Do you take that into account?
Mr. SUGARMAN . Yes, sir . The determination of exemption of
course is not merely on the basis of the activities of the organization

tions, those other organizations in turn must be exempt . Wheneve
we find an organization which to any noticeable degree is making con
tributions to nonexempt organizations, we give them a warning letter
and then follow up on that . Usually they abide by the warning lette
in order to retain their exemption.
Mr. WORMSER . In that connection, and also in relation to politica
activity, I would like to go on a bit with Mr . Hays' question . I woul
like to know in a little detail what steps you actually take in checkin
these activities. Do you, for example, require them to send you al
their publications? The mere reports don't of course disclose the sub
stance of what they have done . How do you go about this ver
difficult job of being a watchdog?
Mr. SUGARMAN . I will be glad to answer that question although
think I will have to break my answer into two parts . The first pa
relates primarily to our method prior to our authorizing our fiel
offices to take a greater part in this work . That is, prior to Octob
of last year, all of the applications and all of the returns of these or
ganizations came into Washington . That created a tremendous prob
lem for us because the receipt of over 100,000 information retur
from these organizations every year of course meant a tremendou
task if we were to attempt to screen and examine every one of the
We nevertheless had a program of screening them and examining a
many as we were able to and referring to our field offices for direct fie
examination of those in which we found any questionable activitie
or financial items . So that our basic approach has been that throug
review of their returns, which includes the data as to receipts and di
bursements, we would look for signs which would indicate the nee
for further investigation .
I might add that of course a considerable source of investigatio
and further study of these organizations is through our careful watch
ing of published reports, including newspaper reports of activitie
and of course through complaints which we receive from time to tim
from taxpayers, from various other organizations, and I might sa
also through Members of Congress .
Mr. WORMSER. Ordinarily, however, you would not see their pub
lications, would you?
Mr. SUGARMAN. No, we do not see all of their publications .
should add that upon the receipt of complaints or publicity whic
come to our attention, we will ask these organizations to suppl
additional information to us, and we do follow up on that basis .
I might add, as I say, the second part, that since October of las
year we have authorized our field offices to examine these returns an
earlier this year, as a matter of fact, just last month, we authorize
our directors' offices to take the first step in determining the exemp
status of these organizations in passing upon the exemption applica
tions which are now required to be filed with them .
Our purpose in that was to bring to our local offices the responsibilit
for work which we felt that they, being right on the scene and ,in
position to know the facts, probably were in a better position than w
were in the first instance to assemble the necessary information, an
to keep on top of these problems .

We feel that being in their own communities they can know what the
local situatioiLis, and be able to keep up=much better than we can- in
Washington the changing scene in terms of the type of activities of
these organizations through what they know goes on in the community, the work of important men who may be forming foundations, the
newspaper reports, and other things which are available to them
locally, and they in the first instance can act as our gatherer of facts
and make determinations which are clearly under our established
rules and regulations, and then referring to us at the national office
those policy questions or controversial areas as to which further guidance is needed.
I might say that our decentralization to our directors' offices of these
functions is comparatively new and for that reason we cannot point
to any figures which would indicate increased activity, but we believe
this will actually accomplish that in a stepped-up program of looking
further at these applications and returns, and the activities of these
organizations generally .
Mr. WORMSER. Actually, though, you are not adequately staffed
and probably could not be to do a complete job of auditing the substance of the performance of these foundations . You rely chiefly on
miscellaneous outside information and have to, I suppose .
Mr. SUGARMAN . Mr. Wormser, as the Commissioner has indicated,
we must of course balance the matter of the administration of the
exempt organizations with the administration of all the other provisions of the Code, and also keeping in mind that our principal job iss
tax collection. Our experience has indicated that by and large there
are comparatively few of the exempt organizations that really stray
from the nature of their original exemption . I am not saying that
by way of indicating that doesn't mean we don't have to check on
them, but I am saying in terms of the revenue consequences our results in this area are comparatively less productive than others . Accordingly, considering the balance of our total activities, and the
budget available to us, we do devote as much as we are able to this
area . What we are trying to do is by streamlining some of our procedures and by putting more of our activities at the local level to get a
greater use of the money that is available so that we can accomplish a
greater coverage with the funds now available.
Mr. WORMSER. Let me turn to something else, Mr . Sugarman . In
connection with the political activity, what significance do you give to
lobbying as such?
Mr. SUGARMAN . Of course, the term "lobbying" is not in our
statute, but it is in the regulations in regard to that provision I
quoted earlier on the Supreme Court decision in the Textile Mills
case that deductions are not permitted for contributions for lobbying
purposes . Actually, our statutory base is the language of propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence legislation . The qualification there, of course, is that the statute denies exemption only if a
substantial part of the activity of the organization is lobbying . -So,
that' the type of"'general education--public education-which' an or=
ganization may propagate, which may end up. in people expressing
their views to the Congress generally, would not come within the cate-

organization to the Members of the Congress .
Mr . WoRMSER. I understand there are some exempt foundation
which are actually registered lobbyists .
Mr. SUGARMAN . There may be some that are, Mr . Wormser, but ou
only control on that is whether or not that is a substantial part of
their activities. I would gather that some of them probably regis
tered not because they considered themselves lobbyists in perhaps all
senses of the term but out of excess of caution, because they do hav
occasion to appear before the congressional committees, and others .
Mr. WORMSER . It is a factor, but not conclusive in your determina
tion?
Mr. SUGARMAN . As I indicated before, this term, like others, mus
be related to the particular activities of the organization, and looking
at the totality of its operations to see whether this forms a substantial
part of its activities .
Mr. WORMSER . Part of form 990 (a) which the foundations ar
required to file is confidential, and can be seen only with an Executive
order .
Mr. SUGARMAN . That is correct.
Mr . WORMSER . Do you know the history or the origin of that re
quirement? It seems to me that everything a foundation does , as
public trust fund virtually should be susceptible to public scrutiny
I don't understand why that was inserted in the law .
Mr. SUGARMAN . Mr. Wormser, the background of that matter i
that this whole subject of public inspection or publicity of informatio
in tax returns has been one which Congress has considered many times
and it goes back to the early history of our tax laws . I can recal
from research I have made on the subject that back before the 1920'
there was controversy about it and for a time there was legislation t
make all tax returns public, and for a time there was a little pin
slip which people were to file which was made public, even though th
whole return was not . The present law we are operating, section 55 o
the Internal Revenue Code, applies to all types of return forms whic
are filed under the income, estate, and gift taxes, and it is quit
clear by stating that such returns shall be open to inspection only upo
order of the President and under rules and regulations prescribed
by the Secretary of the Treasury and approved by the President.
I might add that there are also provisions which authorize inspec
tion of returns or the obtaining of copies of them by, of course, th
taxpayer himself, or by stockholders of corporations, or by the Gov
ernor of the State for tax purposes, and by the Ways and Means Com
mittee of the House, the I ,inance Committee of the Senate, and th
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, and by select committees of Congress when so specially authorized by a resolution of
Congress. However, except for these exceptions, the statute applies
across the board to all types of returns in requiring that they be hel
confidential except upon order of the President and under regulation
which are approved by him .
The subject of exempt organizations for the reason you indicate
that is, it is a matter of public support and tax exemption, may be i
somewhat of a different category than other types of organizations
and it is for that reason that I think Congress in 1950 did provid

However, Congress did not seek to eliminate section 55, but merely
added these specific provisions which I read to you, which indicated
that certain types of information should be made public, and this information is on public inspection in our offices of directors of internal
revenue and anyone here of course can by going to such an office obtain
that information and look at the return . However, that is a duplicate
.copy of the return which is filed by the organization . It does not contain all the information which we ask for in the actual return form,
and the actual return form then itself is subject to the statutory provisions on secrecy.
I should add that the Revenue Service has been working on this
whole subject of publicity . We have in process a study on that matter
which, if approved-and I might say that the approval is beyond the
Internal Revenue Service, because it requires authority which we do
not at the present time have-would provide for a greater publicity
-or public inspection on the part of the papers, the applications which
-are filed by these organizations .
Mr. WORMSER. There is, of course, a sharp distinction between 990
(a) and income-tax returns . It is not strictly speaking an income-tax
return . It is an information return, is it not?
Mr. SUGARMAN. That is correct.
Mr. WORMSER. And the information which is excluded from public
scrutiny includes grants made by the foundation, does it not?
Mr. SUGARMAN . It includes the contributions which are made to the
foundation. In other words, the form 990 (a), page 1, provides for
reporting of receipts not reported elsewhere on this form, the principle
of which is contributions, gifts and grants received . The third page,
the duplicate copy, which is the copy which is left on public inspection
in the directors' offices, contains much of the same information except
that which I referred to, that is, the additional data not otherwise called for, and particularly who made contributions to the
-organization .
I might say that there are additional schedules and information of
course that we will ask for in examining the applications which would
not be in the duplicate copy, which is on public inspection .
Mr. WORMSER . Now, Mr . Sugarman, would it not be useful to the
bureau, and also possible to serve a public purpose, if section 101 (6)
were broken down, separating the foundations, as we ordinarily use
the term, from the miscellaneous organizations that are now included
in it, because it is conceivable that some things should restrict foundations in the ordinary sense which would not restrict a college, for example. Isn't that possibly a useful suggestion to make to the Ways
and Means Committee?
Mr. SUGARMAN . I would have to say that anything that would help
to clarify the statute would be to the interest of the sound administration of the tax laws which we would welcome . I would have to say
that the form and the manner in which such legislation might be considered is something that is really outside of the province of the
Revenue Service because there you get into basic tax policies and related policies, which are a matter for the Secretary of the Treasury,
as far as our department is concerned .

or the use of foundations to control business enterprises . You referred
to restrictions, that the funds of the foundation cannot' be' inresiied, "
such a manner as to jeopardize the carrying out of the foundation's
purposes. That I can see might cover some instances in which it
might be alleged that because assets were frozen, they could not be
properly applied to the foundation purposes . Beyond that, there is
nothing in the law which prevents funds being invested as the foundation wishes .
The case of the Duke Foundation has been mentioned . I know of no
criticism of the Duke Foundation except as an illustration of something which might be worthy of attention . As I understand it, the
trustees of that foundation cannot sell Duke power stock without
unanimous consent of the board, which makes it virtually impossible .
You have a frozen asset, and one which permits control or partial
control of the corporation . There is nothing in the law which in any
way prevents that .
Mr. SUGARMAN . Mr. Wormser, I think I would have to say this,,
that the very nature of a fund or foundation is that it has funds for
investment and these may be invested in a business or other type of
securit~~,
Mr. W oRMSES . Excuse me. Let me put a more extreme case than
that . Suppose we had a foundation which had unremunerative assets,
which produced no income, which had perhaps a principal value, but
produced no income ; would you consider that jeopardized the carrying out of the purposes?
Mr. SUGARMAN. If it actually did not produce income, we would be
curious as to whether it is making any distributions, and if it is making
distributions, what the purposes of those distributions were . Our
concern, of course, must be with the activities of the fund or foundation in determining whether or not it is operating for the charitable,
educational, or whatever purposes may be that they qualify under
the statute. So that the mere fact of not having income would be
comparatively unimportant if all the other qualifications under the
statute were met which related to how the fund or foundation was,
being used .
I think I should hasten there to say this, that Congress did provide
in 1950 for a tax on unrelated business income . So that the business:
activities of the 101 (6) organization would be subject to tax, although
the tax exemption as to its other activities would not be destroyed .
Congress did also provide in 1950 these provisions on prohibited transactions and on undue accumulations . I think I would have to say this ;,
that the problem in that regard is one of drawing a line between the
general activities of organizations which are attempting to maintain
their funds for exempt purposes, and those which may have other
purposes in mind . I think the law has been on the books too few years
for us to say whether or not it has accomplished all the purposes that
Congress may have intended at that time . I think a little more experience will perhaps be necessary, perhaps a study of further cases, before
we would be an a position- to say whether there are other problems :of
that nature .
Mr. WORMSER. Am I correct in my information that Canada has, at
law prohibiting the ownership of more than 10 percent of any one
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the fact that if it is a fact that they also prohibit more than 10 percent
of the foundation funds being used abroad outside of Canada .
Mr . SUGARMAN . I am not personally acquainted with that. I would
be very glad to check that item and supply whatever information we
can on it.
I might say we have a somewhat related provision in our law, however, which would prohibit the type of investment by a foundation on
behalf of a corporation or individual who was the particular contributor which would tend to jeopardize the foundation's funds .
You will recall I referred to that provision in section 3813 previously .
Mr. WORMSER . There is no restriction, incidentally, on the per,centage or amount of funds spent abroad?
Mr. SUGARMAN . No . The only provision is that it must be a domestic corporation, but it may use its funds abroad .
Mr. Kocx . Just what is there in the information return that would
put you on notice that this particular foundation might be engaged
.in rohibited political propaganda?
r. SUGARMAN . I think I would have to say that actually there is
-very little on our information return.
Mr. Kocx . In other words, naturally you don't ask them, what
.books have you published, or what pamphlets have you published during the last year . You certainly would not get that . Nor would
there be an item in there for a lot of expenditures to a certain printing concern or to a book publisher, probably not even that .
Mr. SUGARMAN . I think I would want to add this, however, that
we do ask for information as to the disbursements and the purposes .
'That information generally comes in attached schedules . There is not
room on this form obviously for that type of information . What we
attempt to do there is to see whether or not the information is relatively enough complete so that it gives us a lead as to what the organization is doing .
Mr. Kocx . Might it help if your questionnaire, return, or what
ever it is, had a question, "State any books or pamphlets that you may
have issued during the last year, and the amount you paid for that,"
because that would be a red flag . Otherwise I think you would never
hear of some of these propaganda machines-unless somebody from
the outside registered a complaint .
Mr. SUGARMAN. I think you would appreciate that that is a very
difficult problem, because it is quite obvious, for example, that we
.would not - want one of our great universities to send us each year all
the books and so forth that they publish.
Mr. KOcn . No .
Mr. SUGARMAN . The matter is one of selectivity. As I indicated
before, as to a great many, by far the largest number of organizations, there is not a particular problem . There are always those that
are on the fringe, of course. They are comparatively few in the
group . In designing our tax-return forms, and our informationreturn forms, we try to develop the type of information which will
permit us to screen in the first instance those which should be classified for a more intensive audit . There are a number of ways of getting at that problem of the types of organizations that should be invvestigated in greater detail than the matter of the information they
foome in through the return.

these organizations file their applications initially, that is the best
time for us to determine the nature of the organization, because
usually those that are on the fringe are those of the type that, -y ou
know at the outset whether or not they are going to be an established
community chest or school or college or whether it is going to be onee
of those that you might from time to time make a more careful examination of . So for that reason our best key is through the application
itself with the idea of following up on those applications from time
to time.
I might say in that regard there is also the matter of publicly
obtaining what leads and information we can through such information as comes to us from the public and press and other sources .
Mr. KOCH. The statute of course, does not define what 'political
propaganda is, and you (have no regulation which would help the
foundation in guiding its activities, have you?
Mr . SIIGARMAN . We do not have a detailed regulation other than
that I read to you. We do, however, publish rulings from time to
time in the Internal Revenue Bulletin on matters which attempt to
set the precedents and provide the basic guidelines which supplement
the regulations, and indicate the interpretations and principles which
we are following in deciding individual cases.
Mr. Kocx . On this business that a substantial part must be used,
if a certain person whom I won't mention, but who is sitting in this ;
chair, paid $10,000 for propaganda, I assure you that would be very
substantial . But take a $100 million foundation, if they spent $10,000
on propaganda, would you say because of the relative importance or
the relative degree -that that is substantial in my case or in this man's
case and not substantial where the company has $100 million of assets,
and maybe $30 million of income, or $3 million?
Mr. SIIGARMAN. As I indicated before, I don't think we can decide
that question by purely dollar amounts. For example, if that $10,000
were spent for telegrams to members of Congress, that might be
substantial .
Mr. KOCH . We are also in the twilight zone when we talk about this
term "substantial," aren't we?
Mr. SUGARMAN . Yes, sir .
Mr. WORMSER. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I might ask Mr . Goodwin
whether he would mind as a member of the Ways and Means Committee if I ask Mr. Andrews and Mr . Sugarman if they have any constructive suggestions to offer as to possible changes in the law?
Mr. GoonwiN . I see no objection to that, Mr . Chairman . Both of
these gentlemen, of course, understand, as we do-both the Commissioner and Assistant Commissioner Sugarman-that we probably have
no jurisdiction over a topic of that sort further than to send over a
hint by way of a recommendation to the Ways and Means Committee .
I see no objection to their being interrogated . In fact, I would like
to see them interrogated on that point .
Mr. WORMSER . I would like to have this opportunity if you have
any suggestions for constructive changes in the law to offer them .
Commissioner Andrews. I will undertake to answer that question,
Mr. Wormser . It has to be almost completely negative for the reason
that while it is true that we have been studying this question for some

lead us to suggestions for changes in the law.
Moreover, of course, if we did develop ideas of that kind, we would
naturally transmit them to the Secretary for such consideration as
he might wish to give them and for forwarding to the Committee on
Ways and Means if it were his determination to do so . That is necessitated by the fact that in the division of responsibility in the Treasury
Department, the responsibility for changes in legislation is vested in
the Under Secretary of the Treasury, and, therefore, any changes or
suggestions we would have would go through him, rather than direct
from us.
We do not at the present moment have any concrete . suggestions to
make,, and I am not just sure when we will reach that point .
Mr. WoRMSER. Then I have only one further suggestion, Mr . Chairman . That is that Mr . Andrews and Mr . Sugarman be invited later
to submit any additional statement to the committee which they might
think is pertinent to these discussions, if they care to .
The CHAIRMAN . I am sure the committee will be glad to receive any
additional information any time they might desire to transmit it .
The Chair has 1 or 2 questions, but anticipating that the other members of the committee might propound those questions, he will recognize Mr . Goodwin.
Mr. GOODWIN . Mr . Chairman
Mr. HAYS . Mr . Goodwin, would you yield at that point?
Mr. GOODWIN . Certainly .
Mr. HAYS. Before you start, I wonder if we can get some agreement
about recessing . The House is in session. I want to be as helpful as
I can. I don't want to. make any points of order . I would like to get
an agreement as to some definite time . I have some commitments during the lunch hour, and I am sure the other members do, and I am sure
we don't want to keep Mr . Andrews and Mr. Sugarman waiting around`
here now or have them come back in an hour when we can't get back,
and we can settle that now.
Mr. GoonwIN . I will be very brief. I have just 1 or 2 questions .
The CHAIRMAN. If we have time to finish with him, we could recess
for the luncheon period. I am sure it would be convenient to them to
do so. I have only 1 or 2 questions in any event which will require a
very brief period . I think you and Mrs. Pfost are in the best position
to determine how long it will be required to complete with them .
Mr. HAYS . I would say the questions I have would perhaps take as
long as Mr . Wormser did, which might run 40 minutes or so .
Mr. GOODWIN . I will be about 3 minutes .
The CHAIRMAN . Why don't we in any event conclude with, Mr .
Goodwin's questions . Then if you think it will take something like
three-quarters of an hour, I would leave it up to you as to whether you
prefer to proceed and complete with the questioning before we recess
or recess and come back. They have been very generous with. their,
time, but I am sure they will be glad to meet the convenience of the`
committee.
Mr. HAYS . I think I would be glad to go along with Mr . Goodwin,
but I think it would be an imposition to try to complete this all before
lunch.
The CHAIRMAN . What is your situation, Mr . Commissioner and Mr ..
Sugarman ?

The CHAIRMAN . Some other considerations have arisen, and if it
,convenient for you to come back at 2 : 45, the committee will rece
until 2 : 45 in this same room .
(Thereupon at 12 : 05 p. m ., a recess was taken until 2 : 45 p. m., t
.same day .)
AFTER RECESS

,

,The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order, please .
When we adjourned, I think Mr. Hays was about to propoun
some questions. Mr . Goodwin expects to be here any minute .

TESTIMONY OF T . COLEMAN ANDREWS, COMMISSIONER OF INTER
NAL REVENUE, AND NORMAN A . SUGARMAN, ASSISTANT COM
MISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE-Resumed

Mr. HAYS . Mr . Sugarman, first let me say that I appreciate t
fact that you have made such a concise and well-documented state
ment . I think it is factual and will, add considerable to the under
standing of this committee, about the problem which we are tryin
to investigate . However, I do have a few questions to clarify perhap
~n my own mind as much as anything else .
I don't want you to feel that if I am questioning you closely abou
a certain phase of your testimony that I am doing it in an antagonisti
manner . As I say, I think your testimony has been good . It has bee
the first- that I have seen before the committee that has been right t
the point, in my opinion . But there are a few things I think it woul
be well if we had a meeting of the minds on, and any questions I as
you are with that attitude in mind .
Mr. SUGARMAN . Thank you . Could I interrupt? I am sorry to d
so. I don't tknow whether you prefer if we had a microphone . W
don't seem to have one this afternoon .
Mr. HAYS . These are the ones we use .
The CHAIRMAN . Will you check, Miss Casey, and see?
Mr. HAYS. I don't think they are working .
On page 2 of your statement, sir, the last complete paragraph o
the page, you state that we do not attempt to tell anyone how to run
his business, or what financial or personal decisions he should make
I assume that applies also to foundations, as well as an individua
taxpayer?
Mr. SUGARMAN . Yes, Sir .
Mr. HAYS . On page 8 of your statement, Mr. Sugarman, you ar
,quoting from paragraph 6 of section 101 . I believe this is paragrap
6. "Corporations or any community chest fund or foundation' organ
ized and operating exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, liter
ary, or educational purposes." I am interested in those words "o
educational purposes ." Do you try to put any interpretation on wha
,educational purposes are?
Mr. SUGARMAN . As I indicated earlier, Mr . Hays, we must attemp
to interpret these words just as we do the other words, and what is
educational, of course, is a subject on which reasonable men ma
,differ. That is the reason' we have 'liad this long history which

23, I have attempted to summarize there what seems to me what tie
judicial precedents establish as educational in the area where the term
is most difficult to define . It is pretty obvious, I think, what the term
means when you talk about an established college, university, or school
of some sort . But in the adult educational organizations, those that
bring their activities to the public, is where the difficulty lies, and as
I have indicated on page 23, in the second full paragraph beginning
on that page, that we believe is what the court decisions add up to .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, you are referring now on page 23 in the
paragraph which I have marked in my copy on the basis of these
judicial precedents?
Mr. SUGARMAN. Yes, Sir .
Mr. HAYS . That is an attempt on your part to summarize just what
we Were talking about back on page 8 about educational purposes?
Mr. SUGARMAN . Yes, sir, that is our summary of what we believe
our present law is in the difficult area of the interpretation of the
work, I would say.
Mr. HAYS . I have that marked and it seems to me that is a very
good summary, and a good liberal interpretation of what must be a
very difficult matter to interpret .
Mr. SUGARMAN . That is right .
Mr. HAYS . Right at that point, perhaps I should direct this question
to the Commissioner .
Mr . Commissioner, the assistant counsel just before lunch started
to develop, or did ask you a question which opened in my mind a rather
interesting vista, in which he asked you if you got all the publications
of the various foundations . I would assume by that he would take
into consideration publications that were written with foundation .
grants or where the author had a grant or partial grant and so on .
I believe Mr. Sugarman answered by saying that you did not make
any attempt to do that, is that correct
Commissioner ANDREWS . Let us put it this way . Usually we can
depend upon the public if there is some provision of law that they don't
like to be pretty vocal about it . They will write to us . They will write
to their Congressmen and Senators, and they will sometimes write to
the Treasury Department, if it is a matter of legislation that affects our
area of operations .
In this particular case, I think it is safe to say that as to particular
organizations, that people might object to, the basis of their complaint
is almost invariably some document that the person complaining
doesn't like . Consequently, in the course of your normal operations
you would accumulate certain documents pertaining to a particular
organization which contains statements that the people complaining
do not like.
But to answer your question specifically, I would say though it is
not a matter of written rule, that if we were to direct any of our field
agents to review the record of one of these organizations in the light
of what its charter said it was set up to do to compare about what it is
actually doing, or what it was supposed to be doing, I would assume
as an auditor myself that the auditor would naturally go to at, least
some of the documents that were published and distributed by that
49720-54-pt. 1
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do not get that type of information, but rather that it develops an
comes in in the ordinary course of our administration of the law, eithe
by complaint from a taxpayer, or in the course of the review by ou
people who do review the operations to see how they are reall
operating.
Mr. HAYS . What I was trying to get at, Mr . Commissioner, is th
I was wondering if you would want to operate such a departmen
where you had all of these publications coming in, both direct and indi
rect, and books and pamphlets people may have written who had som
connection with the foundation, you would pretty soon be, running
censorship department down there .
Commissioner ANDREWS. That aspect of it, I am sorry to say, I didn'
get from your original question . I would like to answer that in tw
ways. In the first place, the physical volume of that sort of stuff woul
impose a tremendous storage problem upon us . In my opinion, by al
odds the vast majority of it would be of no practical benefit to us . I
the second place, of course, one of the main problems that we have t
be very careful about is that we do not become censors . I know tha
question came up only recently in connection with a ruling that we ha
to make . I was a little bit afraid that one word might indicate tha
perhaps we were setting ourselves ap as censors and we changed th
word, because we don't want to take that position, and goodness knows
we don't want to be in it.
Mr. HAYS . That is what I wanted to clarify . Although I don'
know you except by reputation, I had an idea that would probabl
be your answer . They say nobody loves a tax collector, and I don'
know whether that is true or not-that is an old saw-I am sure yo
would not want to add to your job of collecting taxes that of bein
censor.
Commissioner ANDREWS . I have always wondered why peopl
sought the job of tax collector, and I can say for myself I didn't . Bu
it is a job that has to be done, and the most you can hope for is respec
If you attain any popularity, that is just a little dividend .
Mr. HAYS . Let me say to you, sir, that you have the respect of th
Congress and the public at large as far as I am able to ascertain .
Commissioner ANDREWS . Thank you, sir .
Mr. HAYS . Before we go back to your statement, there is anothe
little thing that occurred to me that might be interesting to develo
along here which might shed a little light on this whole problem.
assume you are aware of the antitrust suit which has been filed agains
the American Telephone & Telegraph Co . The Government allege
that it is a monopoly. I don't expect you to be completely familia
with it. You know there is such a suit?
Mr. SUGARMAN . I have heard about it, yes, sir .
Mr . HAYS . The A . T . & T . regardless of what suit as well as a
other corporation is entitled to deduct from its income tax its expenses
and of course charitable contributions, too, up to 5 percent, is tha
correct?
Mr. SUGARMAN . Yes, Sir .
Mr. HAYS . I won't ask you whether you are a music lover or not
because that is something that has no place in the record, but I migh

Mr. SUGARMAN . I don't think I have recently .
Mr. HAYS . It is a very fine musical program . Let me say I am all
for it . I think it is a good program . It has about the best musical
talent you can obtain, and I would assume it is pretty costly . I assume
they deduct that somehow or other . Do you suppose that would be
a business expense? It would not be a charitable contribution, would
it? What is your guess?
Mr. SUGARMAN. The cost of advertising, whether it is by radio or
television or newspaper generally comes under the heading of business
expense, and is deductible under the provisions of the statute which
permit the deduction of ordinary and necessary business expenses .
Mr. HAYS . The thing that occurred to me, and the reason for all
this is, would a monopoly have any reason to advertise?
Commissioner ANDREWS . I asked Mr. Sugarman to let me answer
that question, if you don't mind.
Mr. HAYS . I would be glad to have you answer it .
Commissioner ANDREWS . That comes back, Mr . Hays, to the first
question that you asked-I believe it was the first one-about our not
wishing to tell anybody how to run his business . In this particular
situation, and specifically, I would say that the telephone company
knows more about what to do in order to make the people happy with
the telephone service that they get than we do . Radio and television
are set up as means of communication which have been used extensively, and I suppose probably money wise at least, perhaps almost
as extensively as the printed word . I certainly would be the last one
to join issue with them over the question of whether or not that was
an ordinary or necessary expense .
In the first place, I suppose I would naturally be a little prejudiced
about that because I believe in private enterprise, and I think that
anything that they can do to build up public good will is all to the good .
As a matter of fact, I could make quite a speech about the public relations policy of the telephone company which I happen to think is
pretty good . I don't mind admitting that we are trying to model ours
to some extent after theirs . If we can achieve the same degree of public
acceptance that they have, then I will be a popular tax collector .
Mr. HAYS . Mr . Commissioner, let me say that you and I agree
thoroughly about that . I will tell you why I brought that question
up. It is simply because there has been a great deal of issue made
prior to your appearance in these hearings about the tax loss to the
government about not collecting the taxes from these tax exempt
foundations . Of course there is a loss . If we did not have any tax
exempt foundations . I suppose the Government would collect more
taxes. That would automatically follow . But on the other hand, we
might lose a lot of things that are pretty good, such as medical research .
So the same thing follows with the telephone company, and I am glad
that you take the position of not telling them how to run their business . We do lose the money in taxes . On the other hand, you don't
want to take the position, and certainly I feel as a Congressman I
don't want to take the position, and I assume you would not want to
recommend to the Congress, that we take the position of telling the
telephone company that you can't do this because we are going to lose
tax money .

the advertisers .
Commissioner ANDREWS . That is just the point . There is quit
difference between money spent for advertising with a company wh
in turn is going to report that income for taxation, and money that
paid out in contributions to an organization that does not pay a
taxes . In other words, when you make a contribution, let us say, to
community fund, that income at that point ceases to be productive
the form of taxes, except when they get ready to spend that mon
themselves . So that these things have a very deep and sometimes ve
intricate and complicated economic path .
The Government itself, however, from a revenue standpoint mu
look at the thing from the standpoint of how much money is sipho
out of the stream of revenue in the ordinary turnover of money a
income if it wants to really find out where it is losing tax reven
Sometimes these things that are spoken of as tax losses or as it
that . deprive the Government of revenue do not actually deprive t
Govrnment at all . You have to analyze them .
Mr. HAYS . That could be true of foundation expenses, too?
Commissioner ANDREWS. To a large extent foundations might sp
their money, for instance, with people who have to pay income tax
it. As a matter of fact, a great many of them do .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, then, we are agreed that you can't j
say because they don't directly pay any of the foundations or t
A . T. and T., that it is a complete loss to the Government?
Commissioner ANDREWS . I don't think it is a complete loss unl
it stops right there, which it seldom does .
Mr. HAYS . That is right . In other words, it keeps on circulating
u certain velocity.
Commissioner ANDREWS. That is right .
The CHAIRMAN . As I understand, the basis for the company's adve
tising, which will apply even in the case of the telephone compa
is that it increases the utilization of its services, and thereby does
crease its profits and increases taxes to the Federal Government . T
whole purpose of advertising is increased business, whether it is
telephone company or some more competitive business .
Commissioner ANDREWS. I think that is true . I think that proba
is one of the reasons why we have more telephones in the United Stat
than all the rest of the world put together .
Mr. HAYS. I want you to understand, Mr . Commissioner, that I
not picking on the telephone company .
Commissioner ANDREWS . I didn't assume that .
Mr. HAYS . I was using that as an example to see if we could g
some meeting of the minds on the fact that just because the prim
individual, corporation, foundation or whatever it might have be
didn't pay taxes, that immediately all that became sterile and the Go
ernment didn't get any return anywhere along the line .
Commissioner ANDREWS . I understood it that we were discuss
the principle .
Mr. HAYS . That is correct .
Now, Mr . Sugarman, going back to your statement on page 13,
don't think that this needs any particular further interpretation, but

strued, the exemption under section 101 (6) is to be liberally construed .
You have certain court decisions which have down through the years
set up that policy up, is that right?
Mr. SUGARMAN . That is right .
Mr. HAYS . If you did anything other than construe it liberally, you
would be flying in the face of court opinions, would you not?
Mr. SUGARMAN . It is just the fact that any taxpayer who thought
we were not applying court decisions could take us to court and presumably would win .
Mr. HAYS . Going on to page 14, you cited this decision-No . 21 for
the citation at the bottom of the page-saying that it includes the
encouragement of good citizenship .
There is a term-and of course we are going to have trouble defining
it-and would you say that term is one that there could be honest differences about as to what constitutes good citizenship?
Mr. SUGARMAN . Yes . Basically as the court indicates it is the same
problem as what is education . The purpose of the example is to indicate what I think is fairly obvious, that of course we are not talking
solely about classroom instruction when we are talking about education . It can include the type of thing that goes to the adding of the
knowledge of people generally .
Mr. HAYS . I will ask you this . We had a witness before the committee who made the rather flat statement that such subjects as teaching social awareness, I would call it, he says they should not mention
housing or the lack of it in a classroom, that is not education . You
would not get down to that narrow definition of it in your department,
would you?
Mr. SUGARMAN . As I have indicated, I don't think the courts would
let us under existing laws .
Mr . HAYS . In other words, while the witness may have a perfect
right and certainly did have a perfect right to his opinion about that,
that that had no place in the curriculum, that is a debatable question
on which people might have an honest difference of opinion . If some
foundation gave a grant to study housing, you would not say that was
proscribed, would you?
Mr. SUGARMAN . Of course, Mr . Hays, I think I would have to say
this . Not having heard the testimony of the witness, I would hesitate to comment . He may have been talking, of course about his opinions and concepts of education generally while I of course must talk
about the terms of the present statute we operate under, and the court
decisions . The only thing I can say is that under the present statute
and court decisions, they have so construed the word education liberally as including the discussion of many topics of public interest,
and I assume housing would be one of them, although I cannot recall
any case that particularly touches on that subject .
Mr. HAYS . I am going out - of the chronological order now but I
remember one of the tax decisions you cited occurred back in 1932 .
Mr. SUGARMAN . Yes, Sir . There were a number of them back in the
early thirties.
Mr. HAYS . Could you refer to that specific one in 1932. Do you
happen perhaps to know more nearly which one it is?

organization, to a corporation to teach and expound single-tax idea
That may have been the one that you had in mind .
Mr. HAYS. I think that is the one. As I recall it, they said th
they could go ahead and teach that . That was not barred or pr
scribed .
Mr. SUGARMAN . Yes, Sir.
Mr. HAYS . Although we might not agree with it, they held it wa
their right to advocate it .
Mr. SUGARMAN . Yes . They allowed the deduction of the contribu
tion in that particular case up to the point that the organization wa
not using this material to actually influence legislation . But as lo
as it was a matter of teaching the subject, even though it had
advocacy involved in it, that it would be entitled to the exemptio
But they would stop short and deny the exemption if the organiz
tion engaged in legislative activities .
Mr. HAYS . That was a pretty significant case in setting out th
whole policy of your Department, wasn't it
Mr. SUGARMAN . It was one of a series . You will recall in the stat
ment I referred to cases that came up in the first, second . third a
fourth circuits . When all those four circuit courts of appeals too
the same approach, both the Tax Court and the Revenue Service fol
lowed that approach, because litigation became useless .
Mr. HAYS . I am not going to ask you this question . I am mere
stating it so you won't think I am trying to be rather involved her
The reason I wanted that particular case cited and the others is be
cause it has been stated here that this whole policy of foundation ha
been part of a great new deal, fair deal, some kind of a deal, plo
I wanted to get that in the record about this 1932 decision, because
don't think anybody could say it was part of any plot of that kin
It predated . I am not asking you to comment on it one way or an
other, because I don't want you to get involved in it. I will check
that court and find out its complex and may have something to s
about it further along.
Now, I am interested on page 16, Mr . Sugarman, in a little furth
development of the paragraph which is the first one to begin on tha
page, starting,
The committee reports and the language of the 1934 act establishes that t
words "carrying on propaganda" do not stand alone but must be read togethe
with the words "to influence legislation ."
I think it is pretty clear there what you mean and how you operate
but would you want to develop that a little further? In other word
that is the only kind of propaganda that is proscribed by the law, i
that correct?
Mr. SUGAR-,LAN
. That is the only kind that is expressly proscribe
My only point here is merely a grammatical one, and that is that th
statutory provision has the words "or otherwise attempting" sur
rounded by commas . So if you leave that phrase out, "or otherwi
attempting", the statutory provision on that point at least reads simpl
"no substantial part of the activities of which is carrying on propa
ganda to influence legislation ."
I mention that only because of the interest in the subject or t
term "propaganda" and to indicate that in terms of express prov

. In order to complete
my answer, however, I would have to say the problem of what is educational is still with us .
As to that point I would have to refer to the previous summary
of the judicial precedents in which I indicated that one point which
the courts developed was that the organization must not only, as I
have indicated on page 23 in that paragraph, the second full paragraph
on that page, not to a substantial degree attempt to influence legislation, but also its methods must be of an educational nature . It is
on that point we get back to what is an educational method .
Without getting into the term "propaganda", we get into the same
problem of whether or not the method smacks of attempting to educate
people, to give them the data, the information on which they may
draw conclusions, or whether it is merely opinion and so forth which
gives some resort to conclusions without the facts .
Mr. HAYS . That leads us into a rather interesting situation . You use
the word "propaganda" and the law uses the word "propaganda" and
the committee here has used the word "propaganda" and various witnesses . I wonder just what is propaganda . It is conceivable that the
word might mean different things to different people, isn't it?
Mr. SUGARMAN. That is correct . As I indicated at the earlier stages
the Revenue Service at one time attempted to draw a line between
propaganda and education by indicating that organizations engaged
in disseminating knowledge or their views on controversial subjects
may be engaged in propaganda and not entitled to exemption . The
courts felt we should not draw that line into the statute . For that
reason, organizations of that sort may now be granted exemptions
under the existing judicial precedents .
I think that propaganda problem is one that we pretty well leave
alone in the sense that in this area, like many others, we find that
attempts to define terms do not help us particularly when we get to
actual cases . For example, the matter of sending telegrams to members of Congress to vote a particular way is a pretty concrete example
of what we would consider propaganda to influence or otherwise
attempting to influence legislation . We can spot that type of activity
without worrying about whether it comes under some precise definition of propaganda .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, no matter how we define propaganda,
you are not interested in it in your department unless it is for the purpose of influencing legislation as far as these foundations are concerned?
Mr. SUGARMAN . I say we are not interested in the sense of attempting to work out a scientific definition of it . We are interested in e^tivities which some people might regard as propaganda . But we would
rather evaluate the particular activities against the precedents we
have already, rather than attempt to evaluate against some definition .
Mr. HAYS . Of course, you would be interested in subversive propaganda or Communist propaganda .
Mr . SUGARMAN . Yes, sir ; but that is basic, the matter of the subversive activities that are carried on .
Mr . HAYS . The reason I spend some little time on it is that it is a
case again, it seems to me, of where we ought to know pretty much

I might say, Mr . Chairman, I would welcome any interruption
you or any other member of committee, or the counsel, if it could b
helpful in getting some kind of definition for the purposes of th
committee on this word so we are all talking about the same thing .
am not trying to belabor the issue or becloud or befuddle anythin
Mr. GooDwiN . It might occur to me to inquire what is the matte
with the interpretation that the service is putting on the definitio
now?
Mr. HAYS . There is not a thing as far as I am concerned, Mr . Good
win . The only thing is as you perhaps know as well as I do over th
years the word "propaganda" itself in the minds of a good man
people has come to have some sort of undesirable connotation . W
are not talking about that kind of propaganda .
Mr. GoonwiN . So has a lobbyist . They got around that by sayin
what is it now, public. relations counsel .
Mr . HAYS . I would say that the hearings might have developed thi
so far, that if it is something you are against and don't agree with
that is ropaganda, but if it is something that is for your side, tha
is merely an attempt to educate the public . Is that right?
Mr. WORMSER . Might I suggest that we ask the Commissioner an
the Assistant Commissioner whether they think that an attempt b
Mr. Goodwin's committee to define some of these terms in the statut
would be useful or make your work more difficult?
Mr. SUGARMAN . I would make just this one comment, Mr . Wormser
that I am sure you will appreciate as a lawyer, that frequently t
addition of more words does not necessarily clarify, and I think
would have to withhold judgment on that suggestion, until we had
idea what the legislation might be .
The CHAIRMAN . When you were asked originally whether you h
set up standards by which to judge and interpret some of these re
quirements, you said that you had not, and then you had just mad
another statement, both of which impressed me, that definitions o
standards are difficult to relate to individual cases .
During the course of your discussion-and this relates to the, whol
subject about which you have been interrogating the Commissioner
Mr . Hays, and the Assistant Commissioner-that they have very diffi
cult problems in setting out definitions or standards that apply
these individual cases as they come up . I can well understand tha
problem . I am also impressed, as I am sure you are, that many of u
who look at it from where we sit have great difficulty keeping ou
emotions from entering into our estimate of what might be propa
ganda or what might be education, because in a measure we ar
affected or might tend to be affected by our own feeling on the sub
ject, whereas we hope always that the Internal Revenue Service ai
its personnel are entirely objective when it comes to these highl
important questions .
Mr. HAYS . I would say generally speaking, Mr . Chairman, that
agree with you, and I certainly think that all the members of th
committee, although I don't presume for any other than myself . c
appreciate the difficulty with which your Department must sometim
be faced on making some of these determinations .

that effect, on some of these cases . I can see that. It seems to me that
your testimony has indicated that your Department has leaned over
backward to prevent any suspicion of censorship or bias on your part
from entering into it . I certainly for one want to express my appreciation. I think that is the difference, if I may digress for just a minute
or two, between our system and the system in the world that we are
fighting. That is, the Government doesn't say that you have to channel everything into our line of research and thinking, and that is perhaps the reason in the battle for scientific knowledge that in order
for them to keep up not alone let them be ahead that they have had
to resort to spying and stealing secrets, because of the fact that their
government acted as an oppressing agent on independent scientific
research .
I think that it is all good . Certainly I don't want anything I say
or do here or any questions I ask you to make your job more difficult.
I am merely trying to get on the record of this committee just how .
you go about it so the committee can be guided in its search for the
facts and its conclusions when it goes to write a report .
I have just one more question .
Mr. WORMSER . Mr. Hays, apropos of that, would you be interested
in pursuing this idea, whether we are not putting an extraordinary
difficulty on the shoulders of the Bureau in this whole situation?
There is no direct taxpayer relief except through the States . I don't
know whether it is practical to have it through the Federal machinery .
But the Commissioner has the entire burden of testing these various
areas. In other words, he has to bring a lawsuit or precipitate one
which then has to go to the courts to determine where the line is drawn .
He draws it for the moment in arbitrary fashion, but in the end it results in litigation . Maybe there is some way of relieving the Commissioner in part of that very arduous and difficult task . He has to precipitate lawsuits .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Wormser, I might say to you in partial answer to
that, that if the Congress could be helpful in any way that the Commissioner and Treasury Department would like them to be, I am sure
it would be the wish of Congress to do it. I think over the years we
have found that you can't spell out every single little thing, and you
can't in advance try to anticipate all the problems that are going to
come up . There is a saying around here on the Hill, and it was here
before I came, that Congress has never passed a bad law . If it has
been bad, it has been because of bad administration . I will say that
is a biased point of view, perhaps, but the point I am trying to make
is that we have to give some discretion to the people who do administer
the laws that are passed up here .
I think you have made perhaps the best point of all, perhaps inadvertently, that if Mr . Andrews or any preceding or successive Commissioner makes a decision that any particular foundation, taxpayer
or individual question, they do have recourse to a final arbiter, who
is not the Congress or the Commissioner, but the courts . Certainly
Mr. Sugarman in his prepared statement has indicated by a whole
series of court decisions how the policy was shaped in conformity
with the law and the Constitution and all the things that you take
into consideration when you go into court .

Means, or some other committee would be glad to consider them .
Mr. WoRMSER . This is, of course, only a very small part of the Com
missioner's job. The machinery he has for it is very modest . I dou
whether you could get an increased appropriation for watchdoggin
foundations . Really his office is not geared for the job. I wish some
body would think of a solution which would assist him in that ver
difficult problem . He hasn't got the manpower really to check thes
activities ; I am sure that is correct, isn't it, Mr . Andrews .
Commissioner ANDREWS . I would say so, yes . I think the proble
that you are up against in this particular situation here is the inher
ently prolific character of human ingenuity .
Mr. Kocx . Could we raise this point? Mr . Hays referred to th
1932 decision, and that was before the statute was amended in 193
where for the first time they specifically mention propaganda for leg
islative purposes . Yet without that new amendment in 1934, in 1932
the courts nevertheless disallowed one bequest because it was tainte
with a legislative program . So the point I make is this : If the add
tion of those words merely add to our confusion, it might be better t
strike them out, and go back to the original one which merely sai
educational purposes . There the court said, "Well, if it has a legisla
tive taint, we won't grant the deduction." If we can't decide reason
ably what is a good definition of propaganda, maybe we should yan
it out of the statute.
Mr. HAYS . That is a very interesting thing, and I would like to hea
the Commissioner or Mr . Sugarman or both comment on that . Per
sonally I think that their job would be infinitely more difficult if thos
words were not in . I would like to hear them express themselves o
whether they would like to have it taken out . Personally I don'
think it would be good .
Mr. Kocx . I don't know.
Mr. SUGARM :\N . I would like to say this one point . The study w
made previously of the problem indicates that at that time Congres
was aware of the court decisions and what they were indicating, an
that they struggled with the question of whether they should put limi
tations on the type of activities of these organizations . As indicate
at first, there was a thought of putting in a phrase, excluding partisa
activities and so forth . It finally ended up with the present languag
in 1934, no substantial part of activities which is carrying on propa
ganda or otherwise attempting to influence legislation. It is our vie
that that basically represents the insertion in the statute of what th
courts had already decided .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, you think, sir, that is a limiting provi
sion, rather than opening the gates?
Mr. SUGARMAN . It is a little bit of both, Mr . Hays. It is limitin
in the sense that the court decisions were limiting in saying that at
tempting to influence legislation as a matter of public policy was no
the type of thing Congress intended to grant exemptions or deductions for, and accordingly they would not recognize it as a proper
activity if carried on to a substantial extent by an exempt organi
zation.
It opens the gates only in the sense that by spelling out this particu
lar type of propaganda or other activities, in the legislative field, that

though in a controversial area, as long as it was not a legislative
purpose.
The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions?
Mr. HAYS . I have one, yes . This is a hypothetical question . If you
feel that it would be pushing you in a corner to answer it, I won't insist .
It just occurred to me that it was an interesting thing .
I remember in studying history that several historians that I read
said that one book more than any other had a tremendous influence
on the abolition of slavery . I think you perhaps know what that is.
Uncle Tom's Cabin . Suppose at the time this author, Harriet Beecher
Stowe, had been working on a foundation grant, and there are a lot
of authors working under them today, and she produced this book ;
would you hold that the foundation was guilty of activity designed to
influence legislation under your definition now?
I will answer the question, and my guess is that you would not . But
I just wondered .
Mr. SUGARMAN. Mr . Hays, may I preface my answer this way : We
have a rule in the Revenue Service which is administratively necessary
that we do not issue rulings on hypothetical cases . I don't say that to
duck your question but simply to indicate that we try to steer clear of
hypothetical cases, because we always find when we get them presented
to us, there are always some more facts in the background, and for that
reason any answer we give merely leads to further controversy when
people try to compare the answer with actual facts, when someone
examines the returns a few years later on .
To get to your point, if a foundation did make a grant to an individual who had the public effect of stirring the minds and imagination
of the people and ultimately had an effect on legislation, we would
hardly either grant or deny the exemption to the foundation on the
basis of merely one book, because as I indicated, the statute requires
that no substantial part of the activities be propaganda to influence
legislation . I hardly think that in any sizable foundation, one book
would make that much difference .
I would also want to add this other point in connection with it. As
we indicated in the court decisions on the organization that was
attempting to abolish alcoholism in the entire world, that in connection
with its very ambitious program, the court indicated that the mere fact
that others used its literature for legislative purposes did not prevent
the organization from having its exemption .
Mr. HAYS . That is the question I am trying to get at . In other
words, although this may be produced by foundation money and somebody uses it that doesn't make the foundation in violation because they
made the grant in the first place?
Mr. SUGARMAN . I think that is right, although I would want to say
that what we look to in that connection is the spirit with which the
material was developed and intended to be used . Again, that is a word
which is very difficult to define and apply . But basically I am getting
back to this concept of educational methods which includes the matter
of attempting to impart real information and knowledge . If it is written for subversive or other purposes, then of course we have a different
situation.

gent and hardworking, and that you would not be put into a corner b
any questions I might ask . I am glad to find out that I didn't ev
need to be solicitous about it .
Mr. SUGARMAN . Thank you very much .
Mr. GOODWIN. One question for purposes of clarification in my o
mind . I understand that when a taxpayer is aggrieved by action o
the Bureau on exemptions, he has two options, first to pay the tax
and then to go after a refund, or to say that he won't pay . the t
until he has prosecuted his appeal .
In the first instance he goes to the Court of Claims and in the se
ond instance to the United States Tax Court?
Mr. SUGARMAN . In the first instance he has his choice of the Cou
of Claims or the United States District Court, depending upon th
usual rules of jurisdiction of those courts .
Mr. GOODWIN . But he may go to the Court of Claims?
Mr. SUGARMAN. Yes .
Mr. GOODWIN . In the second instance, his right of appeal is to th
United States Tax Court.
Mr. SUGARMAN . That is right .
Mr. GooDwIN . One other question . Is it a fact that since the origi
nal Revenue Act was written, and coming down through the period
when there have been two or three revisions of the tax code, that th
Congress has apparently shied away from any temptation to write
new definitions into the law, or to attempt to amplify the meaning o
the original terminology?
Mr. SUGARMAN. I think that is correct, sir . We had this addition i
1934, which, as I say it is my impression
Mr. GOODWIN . Propaganda for political purposes .
Mr. SUGARMAN . That basically put into the statute what seems t
reflect the court decisions. The next change came in 1950 whe
changes were proposed in the Revenue Code which go to the financia
transactions of the organizations, represented by the so-called pro
hibited transactions and the accumulations of income by exemp
organizations .
Mr. GOODWIN. Aren't those about the only two instances where th
Congress has made any attempt to mess around with the origina
terminology?
Mr. SUGARMAN . Basically that is right, sir .
Mr. GOODWIN . Now, my final question : I want to put that to th
Commissioner . Would it be a fair statement to say that this is a
indication that the Congress is pretty well satisfied with the way th
Bureau and the Department are interpreting the original terminology
and the way in which the courts are placing their decisions?
Commissioner ANDREWS . I think that is a fair conclusion, yes .
Mr. GooDwiN. Would it also be a fair statement to say that this als
indicates, as applied to any temptation that there might be to spel
out something with regard to application of the rule of exemption
to foundations, an indication that the Congress is pretty well satis
fied with the behavior of the foundations themselves in cooperating
Commissioner ANDREWS . I assume that would be an equally soun
conclusion, yes, sir .
Mr. GOODWIN . That is all, Mr. Chairman .

One was with respect to what was said about creating taxable income. The donations of the foundations are sterile in the sense that
as long as the income of the foundations, when spent, gets into taxable transactions, that may result in increased taxes .
Commissioner ANDREWS . In part .
The CHAIRMAN . The capital of foundations is tax sterile until spent .
During the course of your statement you made reference to the fact
that most of these provisions in the law were enacted at a time when
the tax rates comparatively were low. I am interested in the question
that Mr . Wormser raised in one of his questions . In the event a tax
exemption is withdrawn as a result of some violation that would justify
the withdrawal, the capital or corpus of the foundation does not become
taxable, as I understand it .
Commissioner ANDREWS . That is correct .
The CHAIRMAN . I realize there may be legal prohibitions that would
make it very difficult to reach in the usual ways. It is a matter of
considerable importance, it seems to me . Take, for example, some of
the foundations whose tax-exempt status has been withdrawn as a
result of violations, like the Garland Fund and the Marshall Fund,
which I think under the findings of the Internal Revenue Service, had
fallen into pretty bad practices . The foundations had gotten into
unfortunate hands. The tax exemption was withdrawn . What position did that leave the people in who own the capital of those foundations? Were they free, then, to continue to spend the capital of the
foundations as they saw fit after the tax exemption was withdrawn?
Mr. SUGARMAN . Sir, the only right we have in connection with
organizations that may once have been exempt and are held no longer
exempt is the same as that we have with other organizations, namely,
to determine their taxable income, and to impose a tax on that income .
We have no tax on the capital of organizations as such .
The CHAIRMAN . Take the Garland fund, for example ; I think it
is universally agreed that the Garland fund engaged in practices that
would not be generally approved . I think it would be generally agreed
that many of their activities were subversive . You withdraw the taxexempt status . But that still left the capital of the Garland Fund to
be spent in any way that the people in charge might wish to spend it .
Still the capital of that fund was made possible through tax exemption,
that is, possibly 85 per cent of it was as a result of the government or
the people foregoing taxes and that found its way into the Garland
Fund, and became the capital of that fund . So after all, it is possible
if a foundation should fall into unfortunate hands that the entire
capital that is made possible through tax exemption could be used
even for subversive purposes or propaganda, lobbying or any activity
which the people who at that time in charge of the fund might desire
to spend the money for .
Mr. SUGARMAN . Mr. Chairinan, those activities would not be matters
over which we would have control unless there were some tax aspects .
However, there might be other laws they might run afoul of such as
the one I referred to previously in referring to the Internal Security
Act, the matter of registration that is involved in that .
The CHAIRMAN. A more recent foundation was I believe, called the
Des Moines University Lawsonomy . That sounds interesting to me .

Mr. HAYS . Would you tell me what that last word is?
The CHAIRMAN . The man who founded this university was name
Lawson, so he called it Lawsonomy, as a charitable enterprise . Afte
he set up his foundation and acquired a tax-exempt status, that gav
him a good standing, we might say, and as I understand he entere
into business transactions and selling surplus commodities of th
Government. We would all be disposed to a charitable activity o
that kind to dispose of surplus commodities . He paid no taxes o
that income because it flowed into the foundation . During the cours
of the foundation he violated the tax-exempt laws and the tax exemp
tion was withdrawn, but - he still had his few hundred thousand dollar
that he acquired to spend in riotous living or any other purpose fo
which he desired to spend it . I am not criticizing, by what I a
saying, the Internal Revenue Service, because the Internal Revenu
Service stopped it as soon as it became evident what was happening
just as it did in the case of the Garland fund and the Marshall fund
But what I am pointing out is what appears to be a weakness .
It would be difficult to imagine, but a foundation with a capital o
$500,000 could possibly fall into unfortunate hands in the course o
years-25, 50, 75--and even if the tax-exempt status should be with
drawn, the corpus of the foundation would still be available-withou
the payment of taxes-to be spent on any of these purposes which ar
proscribed by the law .
Commissioner ANDREWS. Mr . Reece, let me see if I understan
what you are getting at. Your question is directed to what the situ
ation is, as I understand it, when .an exempt organization or a pre
viously exempt organization is declared no longer exempt, but stil
has on hand a substantial amount of money that it has beenallowe
to receive without taxation . Is that it'?
The CHAIRMAN . That is right .
Commissioner ANDREWS . I just asked Mr. Sugarman a moment ag
on the side what the situation would be there from the standpoint o
perhaps asserting a tax on that portion of those funds received bac
to the point where the statute of limitations might run, assumin
that the condition that gave rise to the declaration of nonexemp
status existed back as far as that . I didn't hear exactly what he said
but I got the impression that he said that would be a pretty fine lega
point, and I would certainly have to agree with that .
Mr. WORMSER. Mr. Chairman, may I introduce another though
which might help this discussion?
Would it be possible, do you suppose, to change the law making al
initial gift taxes or State-tax exemptions for charitable contribu
tions permanent) conditional, so that the statute of limitations wou
not run, and if the organization were later declared to be subversiv
or engaged in something nefarious, retroactively then the origina
exemption to the extent that the funds remained could be withdrawn
Mr. HAYS . May I add one to that, and amend that a little bit
How about this 271/2 percent oil depletion allowance . You might ge
some nefarious characters accumulating capital that way . If yo
are going to amend this, you might put that in so if they did anythin
nefarious you might take that away from them . It is a possibili
here.

to the fact that in 1950 the Congress had somewhat the same problem under consideration in connection with the so-called prohibited
transactions in regard to organizations, funds of which were being
used to promote various business and other activities of the people
who founded the foundations. In that, Congress was fairly careful
in the authority which it gave the Department with regard to revoking the exemption of any organization because of prohibited transactions. I would like to read the provision that Congress inserted
into the law at that time .
This is in section 3813 of the Internal Revenue Code .
An organization shall be denied exemption from taxation under section 101 (6)
by reason of paragraph 1 (that is the prohibited transaction provision) only for
taxable years subsequent to the taxable year during which it is notified by the
Secretary of the Treasury that it has engaged in a prohibited transaction .

So it required us to give notice and then the effect of that notice
would only be beginning with the following year .

Unless such organization entered into such prohibited transactions with the
purpose of diverting corpus or income from its exempt purpose and such transaction involved a substantial part of the corpus or income of such organization .

The limitations on a future application of that revocation you will
note would place a considerable burden in determining the facts of
such diversion or the purposes .
The CHAIRMAN . I brought that up largely for the purpose of calling attention to that condition which does obtain which would seem
to me to be somewhat serious even at present and potentially more so .
I have this in mind . I don't know whether it would be feasible or not .
We speak about foundations and we are not clear in our minds as
to just how the funds for the foundations come about, and at whose
sacrifice the funds come about . In that connection I was impressed
with what you said in your statement that these provisions of the law
cane into being at a time when comparatively the rates were very low .
I am wondering if it would be practicable to take one of the foundations that has been set up-one of the larger foundations which has
been set up-niore or less under our present tax structure, and indicate
what the taxes on that estate would have . been had it been disposed of
in the usual way to individuals, members of the family, or otherwise,
and then the amount of taxes that was paid when provision was made
for the foundation . Of course, the one outstanding example naturally
is the Ford Foundation . I just wonder if it would be practicable to
give us on one of these large foundations the percentage of the capital
that came about as a result of foregoing the payment of taxes which
would otherwise have been paid?
Mr. SUGARMAN . Mr. Chairman, I am sure we would be glad to
make a computation on any case you would care to name on which we
have records . I would merely like to suggest that one difficulty in
that regard. The current planning of people of course is based upon
existing law which includes an unlimited deduction for estate- and
gift-tax purposes, of contributions to these organizations . Should
that law be different, I think we can assume that people might plan
their affairs differently . For example, if there were a limitation on
the amount of deduction for estate-tax purposes to these foundations
people might well plan their affairs so as to have a smaller estate at

during life. So I would merely like to suggest that while a comparison could be made on the basis of all exemption or no exemption
under existing law in any particular case, I think we would have no
assurance that such case would actually occur if the exemption had
been denied.
Mr. HAYS . May I interject a comment there if you will yield?
The CHAIRMAN . Yes .
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Wormser, our counsel, is an expert on this business
of planning estates so you don't have to get "clipped" any more than
you have to on taxes .
Mr. WoRMSER: Would you like me to show you how to do it, Mr
Hays?
Mr. HAYS . I have your book, but my problem now is to get the
estate to plan .
Mr. WORMSER . That is one thing I don't know anything about .
Commissioner ANDREWS. Mr . Hays, I don't think you need to worr
about that as long as you have the present law . You won't have to
worry about that.
The CHAIRMAN . Anyway, would one be justified in stating in an
overall way that where a foundation of 3, 4, or 5 million dollars was set
up, that 85 percent of that is the result of exemption of taxes?
Mr. SUGARMAN . Frankly, Mr. Chairman, offhand I would not be
able to express a judgment on any particular figure.
The CHAIRMAN . I realize that. Are there any other questions
Mr. HAYS . You have opened one there that I just want to ask about
You asked Mr. Andrews if funds that are not spent by these foundations are not sterile until spent taxwise, and I believe your answer was
that they are . Isn't that about what you said? I am not trying t
rephrase it .
Commissioner ANDREWS . In a sense that they never were taxed, as
suming that all of it came from tax-exempt contributions, and to the
extent they remain in the foundation or whatever type of organization it is unspent, and undisbursed, they, of course, are not producing
any, tax revenue .
Mr. HAYS . Undivided profits would go in the same category, would
they not, as long as they are not divided and remain, for instance, in
a bank? Some banks carry quite a sizable amount of money in undivided profits .
Commissioner ANDREWS . On the other hand, generally speaking
your undivided profits or undistributed earnings of business organizations presumably are producing economic activity which creates in
come and that gives you taxes.
Mr. HAYS . Yes, I agree with that, and I wondered if you were not
saying that. This money that the foundations have and have not
spent, they don't have that in a bag in the vault some place . The
have it doing exactly the same thing as undivided profits in a bank
Commissioner ANDREWS . It is producing income to the extent that
it is invested . But it is producing rent on capital, rather than producing goods or having to do directly with the distribution of goods
Mr. HAYS. I am not finding fault with the undivided profits .
just want to make the point that it is sterile as far as producing taxes

The CHAIRMAN . Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. HAYS . Surely.
The CHAIRMAN. If I am not badly misinformed, the earnings that
are passed on to the surplus fund in a bank, you pay the income on
before they go into the fund of undivided profits . So if you found
some way of avoiding the payment of that income tax in transferring
the earnings over to the undivided profits, I would like to have you
advise me.
Mr. HAYS . I think it might be possible to advise you because the
banks seem to have a feeling that they save on taxes by transferring
certain amounts of money into undivided profits as a sort of hedge and
reserve. Certainly they would pay more taxes on it if they distributed it as dividends to their shareholders .
The CHAIRMAN . I don't want to speak for the banks
Mr. HAYS. I have a little personal interest, and maybe we could get
some free advice from the Commissioner .
The CHAIRMAN . There is no way by which a bank can avoid paying
the tax on its earnings merely by transferring those earnings into undivided profits .
Mr. HAYS . Of course they can't . I think we are talking about two
different things. I was looking at it from the standpoint until that
money goes out from the bank in the form of dividends or until this
foundation money goes out in the form of grants, that they are in a
comparable situation .
The CHAIRMAN . No . The Commissioner and his minions are only
there at the end of the year . They don't wait until they are paid out .
Mr. HAYS . They get more when it is paid out .
One other thing I might ask you, Mr . Sugarman . You mentioned
this morning, and I think you used the words, comparatively few
foundations have strayed from the original purposes that they were set
up for . Would you be able, not today, because you perhaps don't have
it at your fingertips, a little later advise the committee how many have
strayed? Maybe you have it right there .
Mr. SUGARMAN . I think I can give you some information on that in
regard to figures we collected for a prior period which I do not think
is substantially different today . That is, in the 2-year period ending
June 30,1952, we had revoked the exemption during that 2-year period,
not for all time, of 55 organizations that previously had been granted
exemption in the category that we are talking about .
Mr. HAYS . In order to get some sort of basis of comparison or a percentage figure, 55 out of how many approximately that have that
Status
Mr. SUGARMAN. I think this covered the group in excess of 30,000
that is in our category or organizations contributions to which are
deductible, principally the 101 (6) organizations .
Mr. HAYS . That answers the question very satisfactorily . Thank
you . I have one more question, and perhaps the Commissioner won't
care to comment on that, but I would like to preface it by a preliminary
question.
What percentage of the total revenues of the Government come
from the income tax? Could you give us a rough idea?
Commissioner ANDREWS . You mean the individual income tax?
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formal hearing of this kind . I could give you that .
Mr. HAYS. It does not really matter . Would you say a substantia
part?
Commissioner ANDREWS . A very large part of it ; practically all of i
Mr. HAYS . That brings me to the $64 question, and if you don't wan
to comment on it, you don't need to. But one of the witnesses we ha
before this committee, and he and I got into a friendly discussion abou
it, made the flat statement that the income tax was a socialist plot an
that it had been foisted off on this unsuspecting country of ours and i
is part of a big plot to destroy us . Would you care to comment on that
Commissioner ANDREWS . No, I don't think I want to comment o
that . I don't know the full context of what the gentleman said
Besides, it doesn't fit into the question of tax administration . I thin
I better let that one pass.
Mr. HAYS . Whether or not it is a plot, you have it on the books an
you are going to collect them .
Commissioner ANDREWS . Whatever may be the purpose of this ta
system we have, it is my job to get the money .
Mr. HAYS . That is why I say plot or not, it is on the books and y
are going to collect it .
Commissioner ANDREWS . I am probably in the Light Brigade . I
is not my business to reason why, but to do what the law says do .
Mr. HAYS . I won't press it further .
Mr. WURMSER . Mr. Chairman, may I ask one final question? Thi
is merely for our education . I have the impression, Mr. Andrews
that the high rates of taxation is recent years have very materiall
increased the incidence of foundations . I don't say that unhappil
because I happen to like foundations. In fact, I have helped organiz
plenty of them. But there has been a growing tendency to use foun
dations to solve business problems, the problems of liquidating estate
which would be frozen if the decedent left chiefly corporate taxes, an
had very little capital and so also solve problems of continuing busi
nesses as such .
Moreover, there has been also, I believe, a marked tendency by corp
orations themselves to create their own foundations, not merely t
distribute their 5 percent charitable grants for the year, but also t
do perfectly properly those charitable things which may be inciden
tally useful to their own businesses .
Has that not been that marked tendency in recent years?
Commissioner Andrews . There is no, doubt in the world abou
that.
Mr. WORMSER. I am not saying that critically . As a matter of fact
I like it. I think it is a good thing .
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Commissioner and Assistant Commissioner, w
appreciate very greatly your coming up today . We had not antici
pated taking this much time, which makes us doubly appreciative
Your testimony has been very enlightening to the inquiry which th
committee has underway . As far as I know, I believe it is the mos
comprehensive presentation made by the Internal Revenue Service o
this subject before one of these committees, and we thank you very
very kindly .

say to you that if you gentlemen could get yourselves on television a
little bit, I think it would add to the public relations of the tax-collecting department, and the people wouldn't think that tax collectors are
as bad as somebody makes them out to be .
Commissioner ANDREWS. I might say, Mr . Hays, that in our modest
sort of way we take advantage of occasional opportuntities to-do that .
The CHAIRMAN . If there is a television representative present
Commissioner ANDREWS . If we have been able to assist the committee in its understanding of this problem, of course we are happy .
The time element is not important to us except to the extent that we
want to give you gentlemen whatever time you may need from us .
Anytime we can help you, let us know .
The CHAIRMAN . Thank you very much.
Commissioner ANDREWS . Thank you, sir .
The CHAIRMAN . It is of course too late to call any other witness .
When the committee adjourns, it will adjourn to meet at 10 o'clock
tomorrow in room 304, Old House Office Building . That is the Armed
Services Subcommittee room in which we met 1 day last week . It
happens that Mr . Wolcott is having a meeting of his committee in this
room tomorrow so it is not available . We hope it will be available
after tomorrow .
(Thereupon at 4 :15 p.m ., a recess was taken, the committee to reconvene at 10 a . m ., in room 304, Old House Office Building .)

TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
THURSDAY, JUNE 3, 1954

HOUsE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE TAx EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,

Washington, D. C.

The special committee met at 10 : 20 a . m ., pursuant to recess, in
Room 304, House Office Building, Hon . Carroll Reece (chairman of
the special committee) presiding.
Present : Representatives Reece (presiding), Goodwin, Hays, and
Pfost .
Also Present : Rene A. Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T . Koch,
associate counsel ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Kathyrn Casey,
legal analyst ; John Marshall, chief clerk .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order .
Mr. Wormser, who is your first witness?
Mr. WORMSER . Mr . McNiece will be the next witness, and Mr .
Koch will interrogate him .
The CHAIRMAN . Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are
about to give in this proceeding shall be the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. McNIECE . I do .
Mr. KOCH . Mr . Chairman, Mr . McNiece has prepared a statement
on the interrelationships of foundations, education and government,
and in that statement he will attempt to trace the flow of money, men
and ideas between these three groups . Whether that is good or bad
or any part of it is good or bad is something we may wish to determine at the close of the hearings after we have heard all the various
points of view .
I would like to have Mr . McNiece read his statement and illustrate
it with the chart as he goes along .
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed .
Mr. McNIECE . Mr . Chairman there is a question of procedure I
would like to raise. This report consists largely of excerpts or quotations from documents and books . I believe we have a supply of them
here for reference purposes . It would expedite this hearing materially if we could continue to read those excerpts from the manuscript
without interruption to take the time to find the books . We have them
here, and we are ready to do it in accordance with whatever the committee's wishes are .
The CHAIRMAN . You vouch for the accuracy?
Mr. McNIECE. Yes ; if any question is raised at any time we will dig
up the information .
The CHAIRMAN . Without objection, that will be the procedure .
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on relationships between foundations and education. It is dated Ma
20, 1954, because this was originally scheduled for presentation at
that date, and upon that date copies of this document were given to all
members of the committee .
This presentation will concern largely, if we follow the diagram,
the area encompassed by foundations and the suspended educationa
units in the center, and then swinging around to the left . In othe
words, through the field of education . Later, a section of the repor
will cover the relationships principally between foundations and government as shown on the chart and then just a few moments devoted
to closing the triangle by swinging across horizontally through the
Federal or United States Office of Education.
Mr. Kom . Does your present report only deal with the educa
tional matter?
Mr. MCNIECE. That is right . This section of the report.
That brings up the next statement I would like to make . We hav
prepared and ready for distribution to the members of the committee, and the only copies we have, of the so-called Economic Report
and the Public Interest . They are ready today . The short interme
diate section referring to relations between foundations and the government is in the course of preparation and mimeographing at this
moment, because we have included data right up to the last minute
It is supposed that they will be ready for us by noon.
I want to make that statement in explanation of the fact that the
whole thing is not ready for the committee as of this moment .
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed .

STATEMENT OF THOMAS M . McNIECE, ASSISTANT RESEARCH
DIRECTOR, SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE TAX-EXEMPT
FOUNDATIONS
PREFATORY STATEMENT

Mr. MONIECE . From the jungle of semantics : various people may derive different interpretations from the same statement . In the simplest
terms possible, we wish to say that in this report, regardless of other
interpretations, we intend to draw no conclusions, but rather to portray
such available facts as we have: been able to gather on this complex
subject . This report covers but one phase of the' larger work that is
being done .
Furthermore, we are not criticizing , change as such. Rather does
the evidence which will be offered seem to show that the pattern is
one of evolving collectivism, the ultimate aim of several varieties of
political thought with different names and a common objective .
To explain our reference to a common objective, we wish to quote
from the sources indicated a number of statements on this subject .
Report of the Joint Legislative Committee Investigating Seditious
Activities, filed in New York State, 1920 . I believe that was known
as the Lusk committee .

In the report here presented the committee seeks to give a clear, unbiased
statement and history of the purposes and objects, tactics and methods, of the
various forces now at work in the United States . . . which are seeking to undermine and destroy, not only the government under which we live, but also the
very structure of American society ;
In the section of this report dealing with American conditions, the committee has attempted to describe in detail the various organizations masquerading as political parties, giving the principles and objects for which they stand,
as well as methods and tactics they employ in order to bring about the social
revolution .
In every instance the committee has relied upon the so-called party or organization's own statements with respect to these matters .
Those (organizations) representing the Socialist point of view are the Socialist
Party of America, the Communist Party of America, the Communist Labor Party,
and the Socialist Labor Party . Each of these groups claim to be the most
modern and aggressive body representing Marxian theories .
A study of their platforms and official pronouncements shows that they do
not differ fundamentally in their objectives
.
These organizations differ but slightly in the means advocated to bring
about the social revolution . . . they differ slightly in the matter of emphasis . . .

League for Industrial Democracy : Definition of "Democracy", New
Frontiers, Vol . IV, No. 4, June 1936

The fight for democracy is at one and the same time also a fight for socialism,
democracy, to be sure, rests on liberty, but its substance is equality .
But finally, equality is social equality . All political institutions of democracy
are perverted by private property in the means of production . Personal, legal,
political equality-they all can be fully realized only when private property
is abolished, when men have an equal control over property .

Democratic Socialism by Roger Payne and George W . Hartman,
1948, page 77.
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In the socialist society of the future there will be two things in which it wil
be fundamentally different from the present society . One of these is collectiv
ownership of the means of production and distribution ; the other is a complet
democracy under which the political, economic, social and international life
will be complete democratized.
The Socialist Call (official Organ of the Socialist Party) Apri
1954, page 5
Socialists regard the capitalist system of private property relations,
with its complex, disputable, sometimes unfathomable inner economic laws an
relationships, as a wall that stands between humanity and its goals in economi
affairs, between man and his bread and peace of mind .
THE INTRODUCTION

On page A1161 of the appendix of the Congressional Record o
February 15, 1954, there appears the copy of an article by Seymou
E . Harris, professor of economics at Harvard University . This arti
cle is entitled, "The Old Deal," and appeared originally in the maga
zine Progressive in the issue of December 1953 . We are quoting th
first paragraph of this article
In the 20 years between 1933 and 1953 the politicians, college professor
and lawyers, with a little help from business, wrought a revolution in th
economic policies of the United States . They repudiated laissez-faire . The
saw the simple fact that if capitalism were to survive, Government must tak
some responsibility for developing the Nation's resources, putting a floor unde
spending, achieving a more equitable distribution of income, and protecting th
weak against the strong . The price of continuing the free society was to
limited intervention by Government .
Stepping backward for a span of 9 years, we wish to submi
another quotation, this time from the issue of October 15, 1943, o
the magazine Frontiers of Democracy, the successor to an earlie
one to which reference will be made later and which was called "Socia
Frontier," Dr . Harold Rugg of teachers college, Columbia University
was the editor of the latter magazine and the author of the articl
from which this excerpt is made .
Thirteen months will elapse between the publication of this issue of Frontie
and the national election of 1944 . In those months the American people mus
make one of the great decisions in their history . They will elect the Presiden
and the Congress that will make the peace and that will carry on the nationa
productive system in the transition years . The decisions made by that Go
ernment, in collaboration with the British and Russian Governments, will se
the mold of political and economic life for a generation to come . * * * We ha
suddenly come out upon a new frontier and must chart a new course . It
desires an
a psychological frontier, an unmarked wilderness of competing
possessions, of property ownerships and power complexes . On such a frontie
wisdom is the supreme need, rather than technological efficiency and physica
strength in which our people are so competent .
We are strong enough but are we wise enough? We shall soon see for th
testing moment is now . Our measure will be taken in these 13 months . Th
test is whether enough of our people-perhaps a compact minority of 10 millio
will be enough-can grasp the established fact that, in company with othe
industrializing peoples, we are living in a worldwide social revolution .
We propose to offer evidence which seems to indicate that thi
"revolution" has been promoted . Included within this supportin
evidence will be documented records that will show how the flow o
money, men, and ideas combined to promote this so-called revolutio
just mentioned .

cieties supported by this money and found their way into the powerful agencies of education and Government . Here in these pivotal
centers were combined the professors, the politicians, and the lawyers
mentioned a moment ago .
Foundations, education, and Government form a triangle of influences, natural under the circumstances and certainly without criticism in itself as long as the three entities exist and the liaison is
not abused or misused in the furtherance of questionable activities .
THE ORGANIZATION CHART
The nature of these threefold relationships can be most clearly and
quickly illustrated by reference to the chart prepared for the purpose and entitled, "Relationships Between Foundations, Education,
and Government ." Let it be emphasized again that there is no element of criticism or - condemnation to be inferred from this chart . It
is what is commonly considered as a functional organization chart,
and its purpose is to display graphically what it is difficult to describe,
to see and to understand by verbal description only .
As previously suggested, the chart is basically in the form of a
triangle with appended rectangles to indicate the functional activities in their relationship to each other . At the apex we have placed
the foundations . At the lateral or base angles, on the left and right,
respectively, are the educational and governmental members of the
triad . Suspended from the rectangle representing the foundations
are those representing the intellectual groups which are dependent
to a large extent upon the foundations for their support .
The relationships between and among these organized intellectual
groups are far more complex than is indicated on the chart . Some
of these organizations have many constituent member groups . The
American Council of Learned Societies has 24 constituent societies,
the Social Science Research Council 7, the American Council on
Education 79 constituent members, 64 associate members, and 954
institutional members. In numbers and interlocking combinations
they are too numerous and complex to picture on this chart .
Mr. Kocii . May I suggest that this chart he refers to should be
deemed in evidence and part of the record?
The CHAIRMAN . I so understood .
Mr. KocH. Go ahead .
Mr. HAYS . Where will it be inserted, not that it makes any difference . Will it beat the end of his statement or at the middle
Mr. KocH. I should think right here where he is talking about it .
The CHAIRMAN . Under the caption "Organization Chart ."
Mr. McNIECE . I would think that would be the natural place for it .
Mr. KocII . Go ahead .
Mr. McNIECE . These types of intellectual societies may be considered as clearing houses or perhaps as wholesalers of money received
from foundations inasmuch as they are frequently the recipients of
relatively large grants which they often distribute in subdivided
amounts to member groups and individuals .
For illustrative purposes, the following four societies are listed :
American Council of Learned Societies, including the American His-
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The four shown on the chart are enough to illustrate the relationship of such societies to the governmental and the other educational
units shown on the chart . Furthermore, credit or appreciation has
been expressed by both educational and governmental circles for aid
received from each of these four organizations .
Below the rectangle representing education appear the various
branches of the educational effort . To avoid undue complexity, no
attempt has been made here or at any other points on the chart to
portray any but the principal areas of operation . Under the governmental function a few divisions of activity are shown . These are confined to the executive branches of Government where the greatest
changes have occurred .
INTERPRETATION OF THE CHART

The lines connecting the various rectangles on the chart symbolize
the paths followed in the flow or interchange of money, men, and ideas
as previously mentioned . The focal point of contacts between these
connecting lines and the rectangles are lettered somewhat in the manner used in textbooks of geometry and trigonometry in order to facilitate identification and reference in describing the existing relationships . Finally, this chart as a whole will be useful in locating the
areas in which we have' found evidence of questionable procedure
against what we deem to be public interest .
Leaving the chart for a few moments, we shall refer to certain
information derived from the record of the Cox committee hearing .
INFORMATION FROM THE COX COMMITTEE HEARING

Reference to the record shows that definite orders were issued in
Soviet circles to infiltrate "all strata of western public opinion" in
an effort to accomplish two objectives : one, to penetrate and utilize
intellectual circles for the benefit of the Soviet cause and two, to
gain access to foundation funds to cover the cost of such effort . Testimony of Messrs . Bogolepov and Malkin described firsthand knowledge of these instructions . Testimony of Mr. Louis Budenz confirmed
this, even to listing the names of committee members appointed to
accomplish this objective . Testimony of Mr. Manning Johnson added
further confirmation of these facts and in addition provided the
names of certain individuals who had succeeeded in penetrating or
receiving grants from several of the foundations .
Evidence of actual Communist entry into foundation organizations is supplied in the Cox committee record . This testimony involves at least seven foundations, namely, the Marshall Field
Foundation, the Garland Fund, the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, the Heckscher Foundation, the Robert Marshall Foundation,
the Rosenwald Fund, and the Phelps Stokes Fund .
Mr. HAYS . Could I interrupt there?

not to . I want to know if those are the only foundations that the
staff found any evidence of Communist infiltration?
Mr. McNIECE . That is the only ones I found . I may have overlooked some in the mass, but it was not intentional .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, you did not find any in the Big Four
or Big Three?
Mr. McNIECE . No . I think there was some varying testimony on
that which will come out later .
The tax-exempt status of the Robert Marshall Foundation was
revoked by the Internal Revenue Bureau and the Rosenwald Fund,
which was one of limited life, was liquidated in 1948 in accordance
with the date specified by the founder.
Reference to the Cox committee record shows that some 95 individuals and organizations with leftist records or affiliations admittedly
received grants from some of our foundations . These were divided
as follows
Rockefeller Foundation, 26
Carnegie Corporation, 35
Russell Sage Foundation, 1
Wm . C . Whitney Foundation, 7
Marshall Field Foundation, 6
John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, 5
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 15

A total of 95 .
It should be clearly understood that there is no significance to be
attached to the numerical differences or comparisons in the foregoing
list . There are too many variables involved to warrant any conclusions
whatever on relative performance among the foundations listed
Among these are the differing number of grants made and the varying
opportunities for thorough search or screening of the records involved
This list does not include all the grants of this character that were
made . At this time we are not concerned with the question as to
whether or not the foundations knew or could have found out about the
questionable affiliations of these grantees before the grants were made
The fact is, the funds were given to these people . This is the important point of interest to us . These grants were made to professors,
authors, lecturers, educational groups, and so forth, and all virtually
without exception were included within educational circles . It should
be obvious that with the -)assage of time, the activity of this many
people and organizations c.edicated to spreading the word in the educational field, would have an influence all out of measurable proportion to the relative value and number of grants . This influence is
increasing and will continue to increase unless it is checked .
PERSONNEL AND ADVISORY SERVICES FROM HIGH LEVEL

During the last 20 years and especially in the last decade, the Government has made increasing demands upon the educational world for
assistance from academic groups or societies . As will be brought ou
later in the documented records, it is from these centralized and interlocking educational groups that much of the influence which we question has arisen.

of record may be mentioned .
The National Planning Board requested aid from the Social Science
Research Council in compiling a section of one of their planning
reports. A committee from the Social Science Research Council actually prepared this section of the report. The creation of this committee for the purpose is described in the annual report for the Social
Science Research Council for 1933-34. The National Planning Board
rendered a final report for 1933-34 . On page 54 of this report is the
following caption : "The Aid Which the Social Sciences Have Rendered and Can Render to National Planning, June 1934 ."
Immediately below this is the phrase
Memorandum prepared for the National Planning Board by a committee of the
Social Science Research Council.

In 1950, the Russell Sage Foundation published a booklet entitled,
"Effective Use of Social Science Research in the Federal Services ."
On page 5 of this report is the following statement to which we have
added some italic

This pamphlet has been written because the Federal Government has become
the outstanding employer of social scientists and consumer of social science materials in the conduct of practical affairs . Expenditures of the Federal Government
for social science research projects, either under direct governmental auspices or
under contract with private agencies, and for personnel in administative capacities having command of social science knowledge, far exceed the amount given

by all the philanthropic foundations for similar purposes.
Further evidence of the importance placed on this source of aid
in governmental operations is offered in the following extracts from
the annual reports of the Rockefeller Foundation wherein they refer
to the granting of a total of $65,000 to facilitate planning for adequate
supply of personnel qualified for "high level work" in public affairs
and education .
On page 313 of the 1949 annual report, the following statement
appears :

American council of Learned Societies Personnel in Humanities . Careful
planning to assure a steady supply of people qualified for high-level work is
needed in public affairs as well as in education and institutional research . Considerations of national welfare have led a number of governmental agencies
to ask how many specialists of particular kinds now exist, how they can be
located and whether they are now being replaced or increased in number .

Another reference appears on page 412 of the annual report for
1951 . It follows herewith

American Council of Learned Societies-Personnel in the Humanities . During the last several years extensive studies have been made of the demands for
and the possible supply in the United States of personnel with unusual academic
training. Because of the importance of having the humanities adequately represented in such studies, the Rockefeller Foundation in 1949 made a grant of
$31,000 to the American Council of Learned Societies to permit the addition
to its staff of Mr . J . F . Wellemeyer, Jr., as staff adviser on personnel studies .
In view of the effective work done by the staff adviser, the Rockefeller Foundation in 1951 made an additional 2-year grant of $34,000 for continuation of
this activity .

In the foregoing record from the annual report of the Rockefeller
Foundation for 1949 is the very clear statement of the need for an
adequate supply of personnel sufficiently qualified in the humanities
for public affairs, education and institutional research. In itself

to confirm that much of the influence which we are discussing comes
from highly centralized sources . This naturally increases the opportunity to effectuate highly coordinated plans in all affected areas of
activities and functions . Any criticism that arises should be directed
to the final product or end result of this liaison . If such end results
are harmful or opposed to the public interest all who have participated in the development of the situation should share the responsibility, and especially if such activities and their support are continued
Inasmuch as the term "public interest" will be used in this report
from time to time, it will be well to define it in the sense that it is
used in this section of the report of the staff committee. The same
conception of the public interest is used in the economic section of
the staff's report. Public interest is difficult to define but for the
purpose of this study, we can probably do no better than to refer to
the preamble of the Constitution of the United States wherein it
is stated that the Constitution is established-

in order to form a more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and
secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity .

Mr. HAYS . Mr. McNiece, right there, maybe we ought to mark that
passage, because I think the "promote the general welfare" clause is
going to be a pretty debatable thing when we get into it .
Mr. McNiECE . I think so.
Mr. HAYS You don't have a staff definition of that?
Mr. McNIECE . Of public welfare?
Mr. HAYS . Of general welfare .
Mr. McNIECE. I think it encompasses a great many activities wnicl
will come out later perhaps outside the pale of enumerated power& .
The last three words in the foregoing quotation impose a responsibility for the future upon us of the present . Later, as we approach
the lower right-hand angle, we will have occasion to introduce formally the report on economics and the public interest . It will be tied
up especially with the rectangle indicated as "social planning ."
We would now like to offer the supplement, which is very brief,
entitled, "Supplement to the Initial Staff Report on Relationship
Between Foundations and Education ."
The ensuing financial data will give some idea of the great amount
of funds and their distribution made, available in the educational field
by a few of the larger foundations .
The statement is by no means complete . In fact it contains the contributions of only six of the larger foundations where the specific beneficiaries are named .
These six are as follows

The
The
The
The
The
The

Carnegie Corporation of New York
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
Rockefeller Foundation
General Education Board
Ford Foundation (two instances only)

Great benefit has unquestionably resulted to all mankindd from the
contributions of these and other foundations and there is no intention to gainsay or minimize this or to detract from the credit due
the foundations for these benefits .

ones in points of concentrated use have been devoted to purposes that
are promoting a departure from the fundamental concepts of education and government under our Constitution . That this may be
recognized by those engaged in such activities is indicated by the
frequent references in their own literature to the "age of transition"
through which we are passing, and the responsibility that must be
assumed by educators in leading the way . No one in full possession
of his faculties should oppose change for the better but change for the
sake of change alone may prove to be a dangerous delusion .
The following record has been summarized from the annual reports
of the foundations previously named
Associations receiving grants
American Council on Education
.
American Historical Association
American Council of Learned Societies
Council on Foreign Relations
Foreign Policy Association
Institute of International Education
Institute of Pacific Relations
National Academy of Sciences (including National Research Council)
National Education Association
Progressive Education Association
Social Science Research Council

Period

Amount

1920-52
1923-52
1924-52
1923-52
1933-51
1929-52
1929-52
1915-52
1916-52
1932-43
1925-52

$6,119,700
574,800
5,113,800
3,064,800
1,938,000
2,081,100
3,843, 600
20, 715, 800
1,229,000
4,257,800
11,747,600

Total

60,686,000

NOTE .-The foregoing grants follow the lines AD, thence CB on the chart .
specific university grants
London School of Economics
Teachers' College-Columbia University
Lincoln School-Columbia University

Period

:

1929-52
1923-52
1917-52

Amount
$4,105,600
8,398,176
6,821,100

NOTE .-The foregoing grants follow the line AB on chart .

Grants by the Rockefeller Foundation (derived from a consolidated
report of the Rockefeller Foundations) and the General Education
Board combined to universities and including only the totals to the
ten largest beneficiaries of each of the two foundations in each State
of the United States

To universities
Totalfellowship grants
Total

Period

Amount

1902-51
1902-51

$256,553,493
33, 789, 569
290, 343, 026

According to our compilations, the Carnegie Corp . has contributed
to all educational purposes, from 1911 to 1950, approximately
$25,300,000 .
(These grants follow the line AB on the chart .)
These data are representative of the conditions which they disclose .
It has been difficult to assemble these figures in the manner shown in

A PRODUCT OF FOUNDATION SUPPORT

On the organization chart previously discussed, the America
Council of Learned Societies is the first group listed under the "Clear
ing House" designation . One of the constituent societies of thi
Council is the American Historical Society and it is separately show
as such because it has a most prominent role in our investigation
Under this association was formed a Commission on Social Studies
Its plans and objectives can be most fairly stated by quoting fro
the official report of the association . The following statement ap
pears on page 47 of the annual report of this association

The study advocated is to - comprise a collection of general statistical infor
mation, the determination of specific objectives, the organization of content, i
the light of these objectives for teaching purposes, the methods of instructio
and testing and of the preparation of teachers. An extensive personnel an
5 years of work were required by this plan . Means for its execution ar
now being sought .
The idea just expressed originated in a report in 1926 by a Com

mittee of History and Other Studies in the Schools .
The "means" for the execution of the plan were supplied by th
Carnegie Corp . In a series of six annual grants extending from 192
to 1933, inclusive, this foundation supplied a total sum of $340,00
to the American Historical Association for the use of the Commis
sion on Social Studies formed to carry out the recommendations o
the Committee on History and Other Studies in the Schools .
As finally completed, the report . of this committe6 was published i
16 separate sections . The 16,th and final volume of the report wa
published by Scribners in May 1934 . It is entitled, "Report of th
Commission on the Social Studies-Conclusions and Recommenda
tions of the Commission ."
It is with this final volume of conclusions and recommendations tha
the staff committee is concerned . It covers a tremendous field o
recommendation and application actively in process as of this day
Support for this latter statement will be, introduced later .
Much of this last volume is devoted to recommendations of teclhni
cal moment covering content and teaching technique . These are no
pertinent to our problem . Those; which do apply to our study o
the case are quoted hereafter under the subheadings and paragrap
numbers as they appear in the book (pp . 16-20) .
CONCLUSIONS AND

REco o 1{ENn

TIONS OF THE CorneISSION ON SOCIAL STUDIES

8 . Under the molding influence of socialized processes of living, drives
technology and science, pressures of changing thought and policy, and disrup
ing impacts of social disaster there is a notable waning of the once widespre
popular faith in economic individualism ; and leaders in public affairs, support
by a growing mass of the population, are demanding the introduction in
economy of ever wider measures of planning and control .
9 . Cumulative evidence supports the conclusion that, in the United Stat
as in other countries, the age of individualism and laissez faire in econo
and government is closing and that a new age of collectivism is emerging .
10. As to the specific form which this "collectivism," this integration and inte
dependence, is taking and will take in the future, the evidence at hand is
no means clear or unequivocal . It may involve the limiting or supplanting
private property by public property or it may entail the preservation of pr

of historic doctrines and social conceptions yet to appear . Almost certainly
it will involve a larger measure of compulsory as well as voluntary cooperation of citizens in the conduct of the complex national economy, a corresponding enlargement of the functions of government, and an increasing state
intervention in fundamental branches of economy previously left to the individual discretion and initiative-a state intervention that in some instances
may be direct and mandatory and in others indirect and facilitative . In any
event the commission is convinced by its interpretation of available empirical
data that the actually integrating economy of the present day is the forerunner of a consciously integrated society in which individual economic actions
and individual property rights will be altered and abridged .
11 . The emerging age is particularly an age of transition . It is marked by
numerous and severe tensions arising out of the conflict between the actual trend
toward integrated economy and society, on the one side, and the traditional practices, dispositions, ideas, and institutional arrangements inherited from the passIng age of individualism, on the other . In all the recommendations that follow
the transitional character of the present epoch is recognized .
12. Underlying and illustrative of these tensions are privation in the midst of
plenty, violations of fiduciary trust, gross inequalities in income and wealth,
widespread racketeering and banditry, wasteful use of natural resources, unbalanced distribution and organization of labor and leisure, the harnessing of
science to individualism in business enterprise, the artificiality of political boundaries and divisions, the subjection of public welfare to the egoism of private
interests, the maladjustment of production and consumption, persistent tendencies toward economic instability, disproportionate growth of debt and property
claims in relation to production, deliberate destruction of goods and withdrawal
of efficiency from production, accelerating tempo of panics, crises, and depressions attended by ever-wider destruction of capital and demoralization of labor,
struggles among nations for markets and raw materials leading to international
conflicts and wars .
13 . If historical knowledge is any guide, these tensions, accompanied by oscillations in popular opinion, public policy, and the fortunes of the struggle for
power, will continue until some approximate adjustment is made between social
thought, social practice, and economic realities, or until society, exhausted by the
conflict and at the end of its spiritual and inventive resources, sinks back into a
more primitive order of economy and life . Such is the long-run view of social
development in general, and of American life in particular, which must form the
background for any educational program designed to prepare either children or
adults for their coming trials, opportunities, and responsibilities .

Page 19

D . CHOICES DEEMED POSSIBLE AND DESIRABLE

1 . Within the limits of the broad trend toward social integration the possible
forms of economic and political life are many and varied, involving wide differences in modes of distributing wealth, income, and cultural opportunity, embracing various conceptions of the State and of the rights, duties, and privileges
of the ordinary citizen, and representing the most diverse ideals concerning the
relations of sexes, classes, religions, nations, and races
THE REDISTRIBUTION OF POWER

1 . If the teacher is to achieve these conditions of improved status and thus
free the school from the domination of special interests and convert it into a
truly enlightening force in society, there must be a redistribution of power in the
general conduct of education-the board of education will have to be made more
representative, the administration of the school will have to be conceived more
broadly and the teaching profession as a whole will have to organize, develop a
theory of its social function and create certain instrumentalities indispensable
to the realization of its aims .
2 . The ordinary board of education in the United States, with the exception
of the rural district board, is composed for the most part of business and professional men ; the ordinary rural district board is composed almost altogether
of landholders . In the former case the board is not fully representative of the
supporting population and thus tends to impose upon the school the social -Ideas

49720-54-pt. 1-31

3 . If the board of education is to support a school program conceived in term
of the general welfare and adjusted to the needs of an epoch marked by tran
sition to some form of socialized economy, it should include in its membershi
adequate representation of points of view other than those of private busines
4. With the expansion of education and the growth of large school systems
involving the coordination of the efforts of tens, hundreds and even thousand
of professional workers and the expenditure of vast sums of money on grounds
buildings and equipment, the function of administration has become increas
ingly important and indispensable .

Page 145

APPENDIX A-NEXT STEPS

1 . The commission has, for reasons already given, rejected the idea that there i
one unequivocal body of subject matter, one unequivocal organization of mate
rials, and one unequivocal method , of teaching which, when combined, will gua
antee the realization in instruction of the broad purposes set forth above . I
was not instructed to provide a detailed syllabus and set of textbooks to b
imposed on the school system of the country . Had it been so instructed it wou
have found the mandate incompatible with its fundamental conclusion that th
frame of reference is the primary consideration and that many methods o
organizing materials and teaching are possible and desirable within the accepte
frame .
2 . However, the commission is mindful of the proper and practical questio
.What are the next steps? It indicates, therefore, the lines along which attack
can and will be made on the problem of applying its conclusions with respect t
instruction in the social sciences.
3. As often repeated, the first step is to awaken and consolidate leadersh
around the philosophy and purpose of education herein expounded-leadershi
among administrators, teachers, boards of trustees, college and normal schoo
presidents-thinkers and workers in every field of education and the socia
sciences. Signs of such an awakening and consolidation of leadership ar
already abundantly evident : in the resolutions on instruction in the socia
sciences adopted in 1933 by the department of superintendence of the Nationa
Education Association at Minneapolis and by the association itself at Chicago
In the activities of the United States Commissioner of Education during the pas
few years ; and in almost every local or national meeting of representatives o
the teaching profession .
4. The American Historical Association, in cooperation with the Nationa
Council on the Social Studies, has arranged to take over The Historical Outlook
(a journal for social-science teachers), has appointed a board of editors chose
in part from the members of this commission, and has selected for the post o
managing editor, W. G. Kimmel, who has been associated with this commissio
as executive secretary for 5 years and is thoroughly conversant with its wor
and its conclusions. The purpose of the Outlook under the new management wil
be to supply current materials, to encourage experimentation in the organizatio
of materials, to stimulate thought and experimentation among teachers an
schools, to report projects and results of experimentation, and generally to fur
nish as rapidly as possible various programs of instruction organized within th
frame of reference outlined by the commission .
5 . The writers of textbooks may be expected to revamp and rewrite their ol
works in accordance with this frame of reference and new writers in the fiel
of the social sciences will undoubtedly attack the central problem here con
ceived, bringing varied talents and methods and arts to bear upon it . Thu
the evil effects of any stereotype may be avoided .
6 . Makers of programs in the social sciences in cities, towns, and State
may be expected to evaluate the findings and conclusions of this report and
recast existing syllabi and schemes of instruction in accordance with thei
judgment respecting the new situation.
7 . If the findings and conclusions of this commission are really pertinent t
the educational requirements of the age, then colleges and universities offe
ing courses of instruction for teachers will review their current programs a
provide for prospective teachers courses of instruction in general harmony wit
the commission's frame of reference .
I Hereafter to be called Tho Social SturBiaa

It is not too much to expect in the near future a decided shift in emphasis
from the mechanics and techniques of methodology to the content and function of courses in the social sciences, thus guaranteeing a supply of teachers
more cozgpetent-to carry out the philosophy and purpose here presented .
9. A similar transfer of emphasis may be expected in the field of educational
journalism, resulting in a consideration, criticism, and application of the fundamental philosophy of education formulated in . this volume .
10. If the present report aids in bringing about a persistent concentration
of thought on the central issues, findings, and conclusions of the commission,
it will help to clear up the confusion now so prevalent in the educational
world and give direction to powers now wasted in formalistic debates on methods-and techniques .
11 . In fine, the commission has felt bound, by the terms of its instructions
and the nature of the subject entrusted to its consideration, to provide a frame
of reference for the orientation of philosophy and purpose in education, rather
than a bill of minute specifications for guidance . In so doing, it is convinced
that unless the spirit is understood and appreciated any formulation of the
latter will hamper rather than facilitate the fulfillment of the commission's
offering .
It would seem that the nature of these conclusions and recommendations is expressed with sufficient clarity and force to need no further
interpretation from us. It will be important, however, to show how
these ideas have been put into operation and are in operation today
as far as it has proven possible of accomplishment . It is our plan
through the introduction of documented evidence from various
authoritative sources to show how these recommendations have been
channeled through the activities in education and government . While
the trails criss-cross and are somewhat devious we shall try as far as
is feasible to analyze the trend in education first and to follow with
a similar effort in government .
Before undertaking this, it should be of interest to quote from the
record to show the appraisal by the Carnegie Corp . itself of the product for which they had granted the considerable sum of $340,000 . We
find no word of criticism or dissent in the following statement which
appears on page 28 of the annual report of the president and the
treasurer of the Carnegie Corp . of New York for 1933-34 .
The conclusions and recommendations of the commission on the social studies
appointed by the American Historical Association appeared in May, 1934 .
That the findings were not unanimously supported within the commission itself,
and that they are already the subject of vigorous debate outside it, does not
detract from their importance, and both the educational world and the public
at large owe a debt of gratitude both to the association for having sponsored this
important and timely study in a field of peculiar difficulty, and to the distinguished men and women who served upon the commission . The complete report
of the committee will comprise 16 volumes, a list of which will be found in the
appendix, page 67 .
A somewhat different and more descriptive appraisal of this report
is offered by Dr . Ernest Victor Hollis, in his book entitled, "Philanthropic Foundations and Higher Education ." Doctor Hollis is Chief
of college administration in the United States Office of Education,
Washington, D . C.
The following statement is quoted from page 61 of this book
Today they (the foundations) have a vital part in practically every type of
progressive educational experiment under way in America . Possibly there has
been no more radical and forward-looking study of the American scene than is
presented in the sixteen-volume report of the Social Studies Commission of the
American Historical Association which was begun in 1927 and very recently
completed. The report demands a radical change in many of the major premises
underlying our social, economic, and cultural life .

"The Turning of the Tides", part II, by Paul W . Shafer, Member
Congress, page 30 . 2 This was published in 1953 .

A strategic wedge was driven in 1934 following the conclusions and recomm
dations of the American Historical Association's commission on social studi
Its point of entry was adroitly chosen . The commission proposed to conso
date the traditional high school subjects of geography, economics, sociology, poli
ical science, civics and history, into a single category designated as the soc
studies . Here was the most strategic of all teaching areas for the advancem
of a particular philosophy .
Success in enlisting teachers in this field in the cause of a new social or
would have an influence out of all proportion to the number of teachers involv
What this all meant was summed up by Prof . Harold J . Laski, philosopher
British socialism . He stated
"At bottom, and stripped of its carefully neutral phrases, the report is an e
cational program for a socialist America ."
EVALUATION OF THE EVIDENCE

]Before undertaking a more detailed analysis of the influences wor
ing in the educational world, we wish to say emphatically and to ha
it understood clearly that our evidence is not directed toward nor do
it indict our large educational staff, the hundreds of thousands
teachers and supervisors whose merit and loyalty are beyond all que
tion. Let no one overlook this .
We are differentiating between this widely distributed education
staff and the top level centers of influence in which educational pla
and policies are formulated .
There is in every operating unit, be it factory, office, union, counci
or association a method or fashion of work that is determined b
policies originating at the top . Were it not so, the organizati
would soon disintegrate . So it is in the world of education a
government.
Perhaps, as this pertains to the field of education, the princip
and its application can be well illustrated by quotation from so
observations by the Ford Foundation . These quotations, as will
noted, emphasize the importance of concentrated effort for maxim
results .
From the Fund for Advancement of Education, annual repo
1951-52, page 6

In an effort to be useful at too many points in the whole system of educat
it could easily fall into what an early officer of the Rockefeller Foundati
called "scatteration giving" and thus fail to be of any real value to educat
anywhere . Given limited resources, selection was inevitable . Given a des
to be of maximum usefulness, concentration was essential .

Referring to a survey on military education (p . 24)

This survey made clear that the effectiveness of educational work in
military location depends very largely on the degree of importance which
commanding officer attaches to it and the interest and competence of the offic
conducting it. It seemed clear, therefore, that the preparation of officers
assume responsibility for education in the military services was the key

effectiveness of orientation programs . The fund plans, therefore upon requ
from the Office of Defense, to support pilot projects for introducing into
programs of ROTC units substantial preparation for leadership in the k
of education appropriate in the military forces of a democracy .
2 See also Congressional Record, March 21, 1952 .

Accepting the diagnosis of a leading figure in the field-that "training of
a moderate number of first-rate people is in the present Juncture far more
urgent than that of a large number of merely competent people." The division

took as a first step the development of plans for what came to be known as
the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences.

Page 28

In sum, then, the Foundation's hope and expectation is significantly to
advance the behavioral sciences-to get farther faster-through the temporary
concentration at one place of the ablest scholars and the most promising
younger people studying together in the most effective way that the state of
the field now permits .

(Note .-All emphasis supplied .)
While we have noticed other references of similar nature and import
in various places, there should be sufficient to support our view that
the pattern is determined at the top . It is also obvious on slight
consideration that in education as in government, the most effective
megaphones and channels of communication are centralized in the
same places . These thoughts should be kept in mind in the evaluation
of the evidence as it will be presented .
There is another point for consideration that bears upon the
excerpts which will be quoted later . Criticism is frequently made
about distortion of meaning by lifting such quotations from context .
This is sometimes true . In this case a consistent effort has been made
to avoid such distortion and we believe we have succeeded . In any
event full reference as to source is given and anyone who wishes to
criticize may have access to the complete text if he wishes to be right
before he comments. Furthermore, the confirming similarities of so
many quotations from various sources should clearly mark the paths
they follow .
Attention should be called to still another significant factor in
this situation. It is the fact that most of the information submitted
in these quotations appears and is available only in professional publications whose circulation is largely confined to those engaged in these
professions . This results naturally in two things : One, the coordinated effectiveness within the professional groups is increased ; two,
relatively few of the citizenry outside these professional circles have
any means of knowing what is developing and therefore of organizing any protest against it . In fact much of the meaning of some
articles would be obscure to the average citizen because of the subtle
approach and highly technical vocabulary .
This closely channeled flow of information should also be a concern of the trustees of the foundations . Men of unquestioned competence and integrity must often be selected as trustees for their
proficiency and prestige in their chosen lines of work . They have
little time in their busy lives for studious attention to the developments in the highly professional fields bearing little direct relation
to their own responsibilities . If this be true, the problem posed should
be searched for a solution .
THE AGE OF TRANSITION-LAISSEZ FAIRE IS CLOSING

In proceeding with an analysis of the application of the conclusions and recommendations of the Commission on Social Studies as

period . In addition to the previous quotations, the followin
excerpts also tend to confirm these views .
Page 647 :
A dying laissez faire must be completely destroyed and all of us, includi
the "owners" must be subjected to a large degree of social control . A lar
section of our discussion group, accepting the conclusions of distinguish
students, maintain that in our fragile, interdependent society the credit agencies
the basic industries and utilities cannot be centrally planned and operat
under private ownership .
That is from Education for the New America, by Williard E
Givens, in the proceedings of the 72d annual meeting of the Nationa
Education Association .
Mr. Givens was executive secretary of the National Educatio
Association from 1935 to 1952 . At the 79th annual convention of th
American Association of School Administrators held February 14-19
1953, at Atlantic City, N . J ., the annual American education awar
was presented to Mr . Givens, "whose many contributions to the fiel
of education are without parallel ."
Page 125
The days of little-restricted laissez faire, the days when government wa
looked upon as a necessary evil-these have gone for a long time, perhap
forever, although in the mutations of time one never knows what forms ma
recur.
"On the Agenda of Democracy," by C . E . Merriam, vice chairman
National Resources Planning Board, Harvard University Press, 1941
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP IN THE AGE OF TRANSITION

We find that the responsibilities of the leaders and teachers in th
world of education are especially emphasized during this age of transi
tion, as demonstrated in the final report, 16th volume, of the Commission on Social Studies as previously quoted on page 15 .
In the midforties, the President appointed a Commission on Highe
Education . Their conclusions and recommendations were reported i
a series of six pamphlets in December' 1947 . Mr. George F. Zook
president of the American Council of Learned Societies, was chairma
of this Commission.
In the Commission's reports they gave credit to the following organ
izations for aid received American Council of Learned Societies
American Council on Education, National Research Council, Socia
Science Research Council, American Association of University Pro
fessors., and Association of Land Grant Colleges and Universities .
The following quotations are taken from the pages indicated in vol
ume I of the Report of the President's Commission on Higher Edu
cation
Page 6 :
Education : Perhaps its most important role is to serve as an instrument
social transition, and its responsibilities are defined in terms of the kind
civilization society hopes to build.
Page 84 :
Higher education must be alert to anticipate new social and economic needs
and to keep its programs of professional training in step with the requirement
of a changing and expanding cultural, social, and economic order .

Social forces have modified and are continuing to modify at an increasingly
rapid rate, the context within which graduate schools must function, and readjustments of a fundamental nature are urgently necessary if these university
units are not to block rather than advance the progress of education-and,
through education, of the Nation .

With all the emphasis placed upon this age of transition and education's important part in it as typified by the foregoing quotations,
and since we are deluged with the idea that change itself is progress,
a note of interest is struck by another thought . It is that perhaps
this agitation for and about change is only a temporary means to a
different end-one of unchanging stability when certain objectives are
reached.
As far in the past as 1918, the Intercollegiate Socialist for OctoberNovember 1918 published an article entitled, "The Minimum of Education," by Ellen Hayes . The ensuing quotation is the opening paragraph in that article
Assuming the surplus wealth secured to the public for social purposes, how can
a fraction of it be used educationally to promote and stabilize the common
good ; and to this end, what is the irreducible minimum of education which must
be guaranteed to every member of the national commonwealth?

Volume I of the Report of the President's Commission on Higher
Education also includes additional interesting comments
Page 6

The efforts of individual institutions, local communities, the several states,
the educational foundations and associations, the Federal Government will be
more effective if they are directed toward the same general ends .

Page 16

PREPARATION FOR WORLD CITIZENSHIP

In speed of transportation and communication and in economic interdependence, the nations of the globe are already one world ; the task is to secure recognition and acceptance of this oneness in the thinking of the people, as that
the concept of one world may be realized psychologically, socially and in good
time politically .
It is this task in particular that challenges our scholars and teachers to lead
the way toward a new way of thinking .

Page 20

There is an urgent need for a program for world citizenship that can be
made a part of every person's general education .
Page 21 :
It will take social science and social engineering to solve the problems of
human relations . Our people must learn to respect the need for special knowledge and technical training in this field as they have come to defer to the expert
in physics, chemistry, medicine, and other sciences .

Page 22

The colleges and universities, the philanthropic foundations, and the Federal
Government should not be tempted by the prestige of natural science and its
immediately tangible results into giving it a disproportionate emphasis in
research budgets or in teaching programs . It is the peculiar responsibilty of
the colleges to train personnel and inaugurat extensive programs of research
in social science and technology . To the extent that they have neglected this
function in the past, they should concentrate upon it in the decades just ahead .

Page 23

Colleges must accelerate the normal slow rate of social change which the
educational system reflects ; we need to find ways quickly of making the under-

Pages 38 and 39

Educational programs everywhere should be aimed at undermining and
eventually eliminating the attitudes that are responsible for discriminatio
and segregation-at creating instead attitudes that will make education freel
available to all .

Page 91 :

The detached, perceptive scholar, is still sorely needed-in increasing num
bers and in all disciplines . But if higher education is to discharge its socia
obligations, scholars also are needed who have a passionate concern for huma
betterment, for the improvement of social conditions, and of relations amon
men . We need men in education who can apply at the point of social actio
what the social scientist has discovered regarding the laws of human behavior

Page 92

It will be a little short of tragic if provision for social research is not include
in the program of Federal support and organization planned under a Nationa
Science Foundation. Certainly the destiny of mankind today rests as much wit
the social sciences as with the natural sciences .

One of the members of the President's Commission on Higher Education was Horace M. Kallen who for years has been active in the edu
cational field .
In the issue of Progressive Education for January-February, 1934,
in an article called, Can We Be Saved by Indoctrination? Mr . Kalle
says on the pages noted
Page 55

I find, within the babel of plans and plots against the evils of our times, on
only which does not merely repeat the past but varies from it . This is a proposa
that the country's pedagogues shall undertake to establish themselves as th
country's saviors . It appears in two pamphlets . The first is a challenge to teach
ers entitled, "Dare the Schools Build a New Social Order?" Its author is Georg
Counts. The second is, "A Call to the Teachers of the Nation ."

Page 56

With an imagination unparalleled among the saviors of civilization, with a fait
stronger than every doubt and an earnestness overruling all irony, Mr . Count
suggests that the Great Revolution might be better accomplished and the Grea
Happiness more quickly established if the teachers rathei than the proletarian
seized power .
Having taken power, the teachers must use it to attain the "central purpose o
realizing the "American Dream ." They must operate education as the instrumen
of social regeneration. This consists of inculcating right doctrine.

The milder Call says

Teachers cannot evade the responsibility of participating actively in the task of
reconstituting the democratic tradition and of thus working positively towar
a new society .

The references to Mr. George Counts in the foregoing excerpts natu-

rally bring to mind Teachers College of Columbia University and its

group of contemporary professors, John Dewey, W. H. Kilpatrick
George Counts, and Harold Rugg, all identified actively for man
years with educational organizations and activities of one form or
another.

he entered Teachers College of Columbia University where he received
his bachelor of science degree in 1923, his master of arts in 1924 .
After further work in study and teaching at other institutions including Johns Hopkins, he returned to Teachers College and in 1933, at
the mature age of 38 years, received his degree of doctor of philosophy. His doctoral dissertation was entitled : "A critical review of
the social attitudes of 17 leaders in American education ."
At this point we wish to make it emphatically clear that we know
of no grants from any' foundation in the prosecution of this work .
Other connections will be reviewed later that identify Mr . Woelfel
with educational activities in a similar field .
This doctoral thesis, of which a copy is on file in the Congressional
Library, was published as a book by the Columbia University Press
under the title, "Molders of the American Mind ." At least three
printings were made which indicates a good circulation . It is based
upon a review of social attitudes of 17 leaders in American education. The following excerpts are taken from the pages indicated .
The dedicatory page
To the teachers of America, active sharers in the building of attitudes, may
they collectively choose a destiny which honors only productive labor and promotes the ascendency of the common man over the forces that make possible
an economy of plenty .

Page 10

The younger generation is on its own and the last thing that would interest
modern youth is the salvaging of the Christian tradition . The environmental
controls which technologists have achieved, and the operations by means of
which workers earn their livelihood, need no aid or sanction from God nor
any blessing from the church .

Page 26

The influence which may prove most effective in promoting the demise of
private business as the dominant force in American economic life is the modern
racketeer . His activities are constantly in the spotlight of public attention,
and the logic upon which he pursues them is the logic of competitive business .
He carries the main principles of the business life to their logical extreme and
demonstrates their essential absurdity. Like the businessman he is interested
in gain, and like the businessman he believes in doing the least to get the most,
in buying cheap and selling dear . Like the businessman he believes in attaining a monopoly by cornering the market whenever possible . The chief difference between the racketeer and the businessman is that the businessman's
pursuits have about them an air of respectability given by customary usage and
established law. He may pursue them in the open, advertise them in the public press and over the radio, whereas the racketeer must work undercover .

Page 240 :

In the minds of the men who think experimentally, America is conceived as
,
having a destiny which bursts the all too obvious limitations of Christians
religious sanctions and of capitalistic profit economy .
From the vantage point of the present study, the following objectives for educators are suggested . They, in no sense, purport to be all-comprehensive or
final . They do, however, lay claim to be along the line of much needed strategy if educational workers are to play any important part in the society which
is building in America.

ican civilization . In what degree does he carry the responsibility for controlle
social evolution? To what extent is he more than a mere public servant engage
in carrying out orders issued by executives?
3. The blotting out of the "brass halo" which teachers have long suffered under
This means a will not to be affected by the slushy epithets of public apologist
for existing social institutions and a will to assist youth constantly toward
ready discernment of apologetics in any form .
4. Immersion into the budding native culture by steady enlargement and culti
vation of professional and nonprofessional cultural opportunities availabl
in the social environment . This is really the highest obligation of an intelligen
teacher, because the value of any form of specialized professional endeavo
can be gaged only by reference to the extent and depth of the individual's par
ticipation in, and appreciation of, existing social life .
5 . Active participation by educators and teachers in various organizations o
the lay public agitating for social reforms whose realization would be in har
mony with evolving ideals of American society .
6 . The thoroughgoing renovation of existing professional organizations of edu
cators so that in aim and principle they shall be intelligently militant in criticis
of all vested interests in society and similarly militant in support of evolvin
modern standards of value in all fields of human interest .
7. Amalgamation of existing professional educational organizations for th
purpose of united action on all questions of broad social import at anytime before
the public anywhere in the land .
8 . Promotion of the spiritual solidarity of all classes of intellectuals in th
interest of enlightening and possibly of guiding inevitable future mass movement
within the population .
9. Active participation of individual educators and of professional organiza
tions of educators in the gradually crystallizing public effort to create out of pre
vailing chaos and confusion in economic, political, spiritual, ethical, and artistic
realms a culture which is under no continuing obligations to past American o
foreign cultural pattern .
10. A teacher-training program conceived in the light of the changing aims an
functions of education in contemporary America . This implies the critical re
examination of all established precedents in teacher-training organization .
11 . A system of school administration constructed under the guidance of ex
perimental social philosophy with the major aim of meeting the professional
needs of teachers . This implies relegating the elaborate administrative technology modeled after business practice and capitalistic finance to the background
where it may be drawn upon when needed in reconstruction programs .
12 . The attitude of creative inquiry to be clearly recognized as essential in
all people of the teaching profession . The trained specialists and the elaborat
scientific technology of educational research, as conceived at present, to be made
available as supplementary service agencies in the solution of the actual prob
lems of teaching .
13. The incorporation of graduate and undergraduate schools of education int
a general plan of public education, so that their resources in experts and in ex
perimental facilities may be used effectively in continuing educational reconstruction.
14. A program of public elementary and secondary education organized in th
interest of collective ideals and emphasizing the attainment of economic equality
as fundamental to the detailed determination of more broadly cultural aims
15. Centralized organization in public education to an extent which will no
only guarantee provision of the most valid knowledge together with adequate
facilities for incorporating it into educational practice in every local community
throughout the country, but promote as well the construction of attitudes, in the
.populace, conducive to enlightened reconstruction of social institutions .

entire industrial structure is controlled by governmental agencies and operated
for the equal benefit of all. This portends educational planning in terms of
broadly cultural and creative motives and the final disappearance of programs of
education based upon the motive of individual monetary success .
17. Gradual amalgamation of all cultural forces in community life, including
industry, radio, motion pictures, newspapers, libraries, art galleries and
museums, .the theater, the opera, musical organizations, book publication, and the
school itself into an educational program as wide and as continuous as life .
18 . Such autonomy for every classroom teacher, from the nursery school
through the university as accords with true artistic integrity . This implies that
teachers shall be answerable for their professional conduct to their own professional organizations which, in turn, shall be fully responsible to the public .
19 . The abolition of the present supervisory system in public education and
Its replacement by higher professional qualifications for teachers and by public
teacher service bureaus equipped to continue on a voluntary basis the in-service
education of teachers .
20. Gradual abolition of specified grades, subjects, textbooks, testing, and
promotion schemes as conceived under the present administrative-supervisory
set-up in public education. The development of a series of flexible organizational schemes and teaching programs by local faculties under the guidance
and sanction of professional associations and of the lay public.
21 . Domination of . all specific teaching aims for an indefinite period by the
general aim of rendering the attitudes of all normal individuals toward all
the problems of life sufficiently tentative to allow for growth and change .
22. Determination of all directly functional teaching aims in and duringg the
educational process by reference to the needs and possibilities of pupils as
determined by professionally qualified and socially conscious teachers .

The value of these extended excerpts might be questioned in this
case were it not for the fact that so many of the suggestions conveyed
in the foregoing paragraphs have their counterparts on the other
side of the triangle in the field of governmental planning for the
Nation.
of
ti nn in 1934,1there eppearedsan articlemc~led e1he ducat r,1The
New Deal, and Revolution," by Normal Woelfel. On the pages noted,
the following statements appeared in this article .
Page 11 :

The call now is for the utmost capitalization of the discontent manifest
among teachers for the benefit of revolutionary social goals . This means that
all available energies of radically inclined leaders within the profession should
be directed toward the building of a united radical front . Warm collectivistic
sentiment and intelligent vision, propagated in clever and undisturbing manner
by a few individual leaders, no longer suits the occasion.

I would like to pause to call attention again to the phrase "in
clever and undisturbing manner by a few individual leaders, no longer
suits the occasion ."
Page 12
If we wish the intelligent utilization of the marvelous natural resources
and the superb productive machinery which America possesses, for all of the
people, with common privileges, and an equal chance to all for the realization
of exclusively human potentialities-that is possible, although we must not
blindly shrink from the fact that it may require some use of force against those
at present privileged.

the Progressive Education Association which has received at least
$4,258,000 from the foundations .
In October of 1934, the first issue of a new magazine appeared,
entitled, "The Social Frontier ." It was described as "A Journal of
Educational Criticism and Reconstruction ." George S . Counts was
the editor and Mordecai Grossman and Norman Woelfel were the
associate editors .
The first pages were devoted to editorials which were unsigned
There follows hereafter a copy of the material appearing on the cover
page and after that excerpts from the editorials named on the pages
noted.
Quoting the cover page we have
THE

SOCIAL FRONTIER-A JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL CRITICISM AND
RECONSTRUCTION
1776

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that
they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights, that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness (the Declaration of Independence) .
1934

The age of individualism and laissez faire in economy and government is
closing and a new age of collectivism is emerging (Report of the Commission on
Social Studies of the American Historical Association) .
In this issue : John Dewey, Charles A . Beard, Henry P . Fairchild, Sidney Hook,
Goodwin Watson,
Volume I-October 1934-No . I-$2 a year

Now quoting from page 3, Orientation

In a word, for the American people, the age of individualism in economy is
closing and an age of collectivism is opening . Here is the central and dominating
reality in the present epoch .

Page 5, Educating for Tomorrow

To enable the school to participate in raising the level of American life the
educational profession must win meaningful academic freedom, not merely the
freedom for individuals to teach this or that, but the freedom of the teaching
profession to utilize education in shaping the society of tomorrow .

Mr . HAYS . Mr. McNiece, I have a question right there . Does that
magazine still exist?
Mr. McNIECE . It ran for quite awhile, and the name of the association itself was changed subsequent to this . Then I was informed
only yesterday, and I haven't had time to look it up, it was converted
back to its original name . So far as the continuation of the magazine
itself is concerned, I would have to check that .

The reason I interrupted you, I wanted you to do that for this
afternoon.
Mr. MCNIECE . We will try to do that.
Now, on page 7, there is an editorial called The Ives Law

On August 10., 1934, Governor Lehman of New York signed the Ives bill.
According to the provisions of the law, every professor, instructor, or teacher
employed in any school, college, or university in the State must subscribe to the
following oath or affirmation : "I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support the Constitution of the United States and the constitution of the State of
New York, and that I will faithfully discharge, according to the best of my
ability, the duties of the position to which I am now assigned ."
The reaction of teachers to such a governmental measure is naturally one of
resentment .

Page 8, The Ives Law

There is grave danger that the new law will have the effects desired by its
sponsors, not however, because of any restrictions inherent in the oath itself
but rather because of the traditional timidity and ignorance of teachers . Yet
forward-looking members of the profession can find in this oath a direct mandate
for broad participation in the alteration of the now existing pattern of American
society .

Quoting again from Educating for Tomorrow, page 7

The task of enlarging the role of education in shaping the future of our collective life cannot be accomplished by individual educators nor by individual
institutions. It is a task for an organized profession as a whole . It is a task
which the NEA might make its central project .

Page 7, Educating for Tomorrow

We submit to the membership of the NEA that its role in the life of the
nation would be greatly enhanced if it identified itself with an ideal of social
living which alone can bring the social crisis to a happy resolution-a collectivistic and classless society. We further submit that the effectiveness of the
NEA would be greatly increased if instead of looking for defenders of education
among the ranks of conservative groups, it would identify itself with the underprivileged classes who are the real beneficiaries of public education and who
can find their adjustment only in a radically democratic social order .

It is interesting to note that Norman Woelfel, then an associate
editor of the Social Frontier, who is now professor of education at
Ohio State University, is now actively participating in the activities
of the National Education Association .
Mr . HAYS . Just a moment, you say you are talking about Woelfel
now?

Mr. McNIECE . Yes.
Mr. HAYS . And he is at Ohio State and he is a member of the
NEA, too?
Mr. MCNIECE . According to the NEA booklet .
Mr. HAYS. How subversive can you get?
Mr. McNiECE . One of the departments of NEA is the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development . This association
recently issued its yearbook for 1953 under the title "Forces Affect-

Under t&
le caption Clture Affecting Education the followiFig statements appear, and this is in 1953
Page 27

Teachers in our schools have an immediate responsibility to their students and
to the community at large to rethink their programs in terms of the necessity of
social adaptation to changing technology .

Page 27

We began our government with the rule of law-the Constitution . The federa
judicial system has become its special guardian . Over the years there has bee
a gradual modification of the principle of property rights and of public welfare
An illustration of a fundamental transition which is affecting our lives is the
modification of the old concept of the common law . The common law in America,
which is merely English law built up through decisions of the courts, has been
individualistic. It has stressed protection of property and freedom of contract
Where the welfare of society has been concerned, the common law has been
assumed to be sufficient to effect this through the individual . The rationale has
been liberty rather than either equality or fraternity .
This trend toward a balance between the welfare of the individual and the
welfare of society is in conflict with earlier assumptions . It is a trend which
we cannot ignore. It presents fundamental problems for education in modern
society.

Pages 36-37

There are tensions and overt conflicts in our present society over the functions
and methods of education . Men who are established at the pinnacle of success i
the typical American conception can and sometimes do find themselves more
interested in shaping society according to their own wishes, through the public
schools, than in conforming to society's newer demands for free intelligence
The very power of their positions makes them formidable foes of any conception of education for all the people that is in conflict with their special convictions.
Through the strength of our success patterns it is quite possible for men whose
lives are wholly unrelated to the process of education to come to power and to
assume the role of determining what should be taught and how it should be
taught . The professional educator whose business it is to know both the process
and the method is not always a match for such opposition . But we should not
forget that many other men, who are also at the pinnacle of success, are the firmest defenders of the public schools and the method of intelligence . In recent
years, the public schools have received excellent support from just such persons . Throughout the years, such men have established foundations for the
advancement of education and culture.

Directly or indirectly, the NEA is identified with an interesting situation involving an article recently published by Look magazine . In
this issue of this magazine of March 9, 1954, an article by Robert M
Hutchins was published under the title "Are Our Teachers Afraid to
Teach?" The opening statements in this article are as follows

Education is impossible in many parts of the United States today because free
inquiry and free discussion are impossible . In these communities, the teacher
of economics, history or political science cannot teach . Even the teacher o
literature must be careful . Didn't a member of Indiana's Text Book Commis
sion call Robin Hood subversive?
The National Education Association studied no less than 522 school systems,
covering every section of the United States, and came to the conclusion that
American teachers today are reluctant to consider "controversial issues ."

about the report on the 522 school systems . The letter in reply to our
request is quoted herewith, together with our letter which preceded it.

MARCH 19, 1954.
Mr. FRANK W. HUBBARD,
Director of Research, National Education Association, Washington, D. C .
DEAR MR . HUBBARD : In an article in Look magazine of March 9, 1954, Mr .
Robert M . Hutchins refers to a survey made by your association .
He reports that this survey came to the conclusion that teachers of economics,
history and political sciences in 522 school systems, covering every section of
the United States, are reluctant to consider controversial issues in their teaching .
This statement suggests the possibility of a serious handicap to education .
We want to evaluate your report so that we may learn the nature of the fears
to which Mr . Hutchins refers in this article .
Your report will offer us a welcome contribution to our understanding of
the nature of the services rendered by your tax exempt organization to education.
With thanks for your attention,
Very truly yours,
NORMAN DODD,

I will now quote the reply

Research Director.

NATIONAL EDUCATION ABsOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Mr . NORMAN DODD,

Washington 6, D . C., March 24, 1954 .

Research Director, Special Committee to Investigate Tax Exempt Foundations, House of Representatives,
Washington 25, D . C.

DEAR MR . DODD : In reply to your letter of March 19, I am sending you a copy
of the report prepared by the NEA research division in June 1953 for the
NEA committee on tenure and academic freedom . This report has never been
printed or issued in any form other than the enclosed typewritten form.
So far as I know Mr . Hutchins did not have a copy of this typed memorandum,
altho he may have borrowed one from someone who received a copy . A few
typewritten copies have been sent to members of the committee on tenure and
academic freedom and to a few other individuals who have written asking
for copies . It is possible that Mr . Hutchins drew his information from the
newspaper stories which were issued from Miami Beach during the summer of
1953 as a result of a press conference on this report . At any rate, I am not
sure that Mr . Hutchins' conclusions would be exactly those of the NEA research division or of the NEA committee on tenure and academic freedom .
Cordially yours,
FRANK W. HUBBARD,

Director, Research Division .
Inference from this letter seems reasonably clear . Careful reading
by the staff failed to disclose any basis for the conclusion reached by
Mr. Hutchins.
Regardless of the letter quoted, the NEA had many reprints of
this article. The mere existence of these reprints suggests that they
must have been intended for distribution to interested parties .
Whether or not they have been or are being distributed, we do not
know .
We also wonder how many educators would support the concluding line of Dr . Hutchins' article
No country ever needed education more than ours does today .

presented this afternoon?
Mr. KOCH . Will that other part be ready?
Mr. McNIECE. It is supposed to be ready this afternoon .
Mr . HAYS . I would like to say, I think that we ought to examine
this one before we hear another 50-page report .
Mr. KOCH . It can be treated in that fashion .
The CHAIRMAN . I think that would be the best way.
Mr. McNIECE . There is no essential continuity to the two papers
Mr. HAYS . I have a short statement here, of one page, from Senator Douglas, which he has asked that we incorporate into the record
immediately following the testimony of Mr . Sargent's reference to
him, and I wonder if you would have any objection . If you lik
I would read , it and it will only take a minute .
The CHAIRMAN . You can read it, by all means .
Mr . HAYS . This statement of Senator Douglas, sent to me, says

Forty years. ago when I was a graduate student at Columbia University I
was a member and attended some meetings of the Intercollegiate Socialist
Society, organized to study social problems, but it was in no sense a political
action group. It had no connection with the Socialist Party, of which I have
never been a member . The only party to which I have ever belonged is the
Democratic Party. The society was purely a study group devoted to the
study of socialism and other current problems . I left this organization and
was not thereafter active in it .
The League for Industrial Democracy was an outgrowth of the Intercollegiate
Society and included many other non-Socialists like myself . I spoke and
was somewhat active at the League for Industrial Democracy study sessions
for a period.
From the early 1920's on, and after a brief period in the 1930's I had only
slight connection with the league's study sessions . I became wholly inactive
when I was engaged in helping draft State and Federal legislation to meet the
pressing problems of the depression .
Both of these were bona-fide research and discussion groups in the best
American tradition . Both organizations included some of the finest persons
in the educational field at that time. Both organizations were constructive in
their purposes .
This dusting off of old and discredited charges is but another example of
Congress' need to pass a code of procedure for guidance of its investigations

Signed "Paul H. Douglas ."
The CHAIRMAN . I see no disadvantage in that going in the record
as far as I am concerned . We are glad to have it go in .
Mr. HAYS . I would like to have it in the proper place so it would
have some meaning in the context .
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Sargent, though, and some other interested
parties, sent or gathered, from my information, and I presume the
committee's, rather extensive quotations from Senator Douglas' book
The Coming of the New Party I believe it was entitled ; and I don't
know whether those should be included at that same place or not .
Mr. HAYS . Well, I wouldn't want to say that they should be without seeing them, and without having Senator Douglas check them
to see whether they are authentic or not .
The CHAIRMAN. That can be decided . They seem to be rather
pertinent in view of the discussion that came up .
The committee will stand adjourned until 2 :30 this afternoon .
(Thereupon, the committee recessed at 12 :15 p . m. ; to reconvene at
2 :30 p . m ., the same day .)

(The hearing was resumed at 2 :40 p . m .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order .
TESTIMONY OF THOMAS M. MoNIECE-Resumed

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McNiece, the committee I am sure is appreciative of the research, comprehensive research and the splendid
manner in which you have stated the results of your research, and
the impartial, temperate and nice way in which the characterizations
have been made .
My personal feeling is that it is a contribution to the subject which
we are investigating, and as is the case with all of these presentations
by members of the staff or other witnesses, it remains for the committee, in its final deliberations, after all of the hearings have been
completed, to evaluate and relate the testimony or information that
has been given .
But we are very greatly appreciative . And I want to commend
you on your efforts .
Now, we will proceed with the questioning.
Do you have any questions?
Mr. GOODWIN . I have no questions, Mr . Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN . Mrs . Pfost, if you have some questions, Mr . Hays
is quite willing to yield to you for your questioning .
Mr . McNnECE . If I may interject a remark . Mr. Hays asked a
question as to whether the magazine Progressive Education is still in
publication . The Congressional Library assures us that it is . And
they have in their possession the issue for March of 1954 .
Mr. KOCH . What is the present title of the magazine?
Mr. McNIECE. Progressive Education . There has been a shift in the
name of the publishers, back and forth, a little bit . The original volume from which we made our quotation says
The Progressive Education Association, United States Section of the New Education Fellowship, Washington, D . C.
I understand that the magazine is now published by the American
Education Fellowship, New York, N . Y ., and there has been a shift
of names, back and forth ; but I am told that the sponsorship has not
changed.
Mrs . PFOST. First of all, Mr . McNiece, I would like to ask you : We
were first given this report marked "Confidential" some week or so ago
and then a more recent one . Are you the author of this report?
Mr. McNIECE . Yes . That is the one I read this morning you are
referring to .
Mrs. PFOST . You are the author of the one that you read this
morning?
Mr. McNIECE . Yes, that is right .
Mrs. PFOST . In other words, the earlier one you were not the author
of. I notice they are quite identical .
Mr. McNIECE . Oh, no, there is absolutely not a word changed . The
only reason for the second issue was that by mistake certain extracts
appeared twice .
Mrs . PFOST . There was repetition?
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take in arranging the material for typing .
Mrs . PFOST. You did compile the original report yourself, ever
word of it?
Mr. MCNIEOE . Every word, yes .
Mrs. PFOST . It is your own composition g.
Mr. McNIECE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN . Do you mean that literally-every word?
Mr. McNIECE . Unless it was a typographical error .
Mr. HAYS . Would you yield to me right there?
Did any other members of the staff, either present members or peopl
who may have been members previously, help you at all with this, Mr
McNiece ?
Mr. McNIECE. None, no one .
The CHAIRMAN . I had understood myself that this was Mr
McNiece's project, but I didn't know that he had written ever
word of it .
Mr. McNIECE . Of course, I didn't write the excerpts, you understand.
The CHAIRMAN . Do you have any other questions?
Mrs . PFOST . I have 2 or 3 little things here that I would like to as
about .
On the old report, owing to the fact that I have had the old repor
for a greater length of time, I have my marginal notes on the ol
report. And on page 15 of the old report, which would be somewhere
near page 12 or thereabouts of the new report, support for this latter
statement, it is under the heading of the report of the Commissio
on the Social Studies, conclusions and recommendations of the com
mission, you say
Support for this latter statement, will be introduced later.

Now, does that have to do with the new report that we have just
been handed?
Mr. McNIECE . I am still trying to find that .
Mr. KocH . It is on page 11 .
Mr. McNIECE . I might state the reason for the page differentia
is that the first report was turned out in pica type and the second one
was turned out in elite type, and so it changed the page numbers .
Mrs . PFOST . I noticed that.
You say

It is with this final volume of conclusions and recommendations that th
staff committee is concerned . It covers a tremendous field of recommenda
tion and application actively in process as of this day . Support for this latte
statement will be introduced later .-

Mr. McNIECE . Yes.
Mrs . PFOST . When did you mean?
Mr. McNIEcE . A part of that is in now, and I repeated that thi
morning, in the subsequent quotations from the various magazines,
and from the quotations from some of the National Education Association publications, particularly Forces Affecting American Education, and then some of the support will also appear in a later section
which, as I pointed out this morning, concerns the relationship as
shown on that chart between foundations and government .

was your reason and what do you feel that those prove-those letters?
Mr. 'MeNIECE . Well, , the letters only prove that we were interested
in Mr . Hutchins' statement as it appeared in the article in Look Magazine, and we were concerned, as Mr. Dodd expressed himself in the
letter, with the possible effect of a condition of that kind on education .
So we asked to, see the report itself, and they have kindly sent it to
us and we have that . We have what Mr . Hubbard himself has assured
us is a typewritten copy of the report in the only form in which it was
ever issued.
Mrs. PFOST. I see, thank you .
The CuAnmAN . Mr. Hays has some questions.
Mr. HAYS. Before we go into your statement, Mr . McNiece, would
you tell us what you have done before you came with the committee
to get some idea of your background?
Mr. McNzECE. Well, it is rather a long story .
Mr. HAYS. Just generally, the last 10 years or so .
Mr. McNIEcE. Well, I might say that I received a BS degree in
electrical engineering from Case institute of Technology, that is a
long ways back, and later an EE degree .
Mr. HAYS. . Where is that? In Cleveland?
Mr. McNzECE . In Cleveland, Ohio .
I made a few notes, perhaps it would be quickest, Mr . Hays
Mr. HAYS. Just in your own words
Mr. McNzECE. This runs over quite a period of years. And I had
administrative charge over electrical testing and research laboratory,
production, all phases including : production planning and schedules ;
plant accounting over approximately 25 factories, including timekeeping, payrolls, storekeeping, monthly' balance sheets and operating
reports ; inventory control, monthly and annual budgets, and so forth ;
sales accounting, market, advertising and sales analysis and budgetary
control ; security and investment analysis ; extended research in economics, especially in field of business fluctuations ; world-wide economic analyses involving operating results, economic and market
characteristics in various principal countries .
Approximately 5 years in volunteer "on call" work with the Department of Justice during and after World War I .
Civil Service commissioner in midwestern city .
Chairman of local school district committee including board of
education created to study and report on school situation with respect
to curriculum, construction and operating cost estimates and effect of
possible merger with adjoining school district .
Seminar speaker at Columbia, Cornell, New York and Princeton
Universities, and Stevens Institute of Technology .
Participant on programs of National Association of Cost Accountants, International Cost Accounting Conference, American Management Association, United States Chamber of Commerce, Boston Retail Distribution Conference, American Statistical Association, National Industrial Conference Board, American Mining Congress, and
others.
I have been a consultant on management problems .
Articles have been published in various magazines and journals including among others

Architect ; Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering ; The Harvar
Business Review ; The American Mining Congress Journal ; Sal
Management ; Commercial and Financial Chronicle ; Hardware Age
and occasional papers and yearbooks of National Association of Cost
Accountants.
That is only a partial list of the publications . But it is enough t
indicate, I think, the field of work in which I have been engaged .
Mr. HAYS . That is a very impressive background . But you don'
have or haven't had a great deal of experience in educational matters
Mr. McNzECE . Well, I have absorbed a, lot over a long period of
years . I have worked a great deal in extra-curricula capacity on re
search work, with professors from Cornell, and also in an intimat
work for a period of time in the study of money and, inflation in countries all around the world, with a professor of long experience in the
University of Illinois, Columbia, Toronto, California, and he was consultant and advisor to the Chicago Stock Exchange . I mention tha
only because we were intimately connected with the production of several written works, which I have not listed here.
Mr. HAYS . Mr. McNiece, I am not trying to make any reflections
whatever upon your past affiliations, and certainly none should be im
plied from any questions I ask. But your statement has been, it seem
to me, a rather serious series of charges or indictments, or whatever
you care to say, against American education in general and som
phases of it specifically .
There wasn't any hit or miss that you came to be in this job . Coul
you tell us how you first happened or how did you become or get the
job with this committee and the title you have?
Mr . McNzECE . I see . I havb known Mr . Dodd for quite a long
period of years . We had been affiliated informally in several bits of
work . As I understand it, and he could better explain this than I, but
as I understand it, when he was approached in connection with goin
on this work, he called me to find out if I would be interested in undertaking this work with him . I told him that I wished to consider it for
a moment .
Mr. HAYS . Now, had you and Mr . Dodd, had you in previous years
found yourselves in agreement about some of the things that thes
reports of yours have setout, and have you made any informal study
into this, or was this a brand new field?
Mr. McNzECE. I have been interested in this general field, let us say
broader than the field of education itself, for a great many years . The
interest arose during World War I .
I spent many, many hours in voluntary work "on call," as I have
stated, with the old American Protective League, which was organized under laws of Congress and operated under the Department of'
Justice . They had chapters in all of the principal cities, if I may
call them that, of the country.
We operated under the orders of the local Department of Justice
agents and this was before FBI was formed . The local Department
of Justice agents in the Federal Building were the chief authority
under which we operated . We were. assigned cases to investigate and
they were numbered, and typewritten orders on which we returned
written reports .

into that field of work, in problems of subversion . I have always
been interested in . problems and methods of education .
I had two finite and definite offers to enter into the field . And
sometimes I have been sorry I didn't go into it . But I have been personally interested in the field of education and spent a good deal of
time with friends who have been.
Mr. HAYS . Have you had any great informal interest in philosophy?
Mr. McNIECE . Not as a separate subject, no .
Mr. HAYS. Just as it has been related?
Mr . McNIECE . That is right .
Mr. HAYS . No particular philosopher has influenced your thinking?
Mr. McNIECE. Not at all ; no, sir .
Mr. HAYS. Just as a matter of curiosity, are you aware or are .you
familiar at all with the works of a French philosopher by the name
.of Fabian d'Olvit?
Mr. McNLECE . I am not .
Mrs . PFOST. On page 10, Mr . McNiece, of your report, you say
that-

Inasmuch as the term "public interest will be used in this report from time
to time, it will be well to define it in the sense that it is used in this section
of the report of the staff committee . The same conception of the public interest
is used in the economic section of the staff's report .

Mr. McNIECE . That is right .
Mrs. PFOST . Now, is that this report that was just handed to us a
month ago, and is this the one to which you refer there?
Mr. McNIECE. That is right . There is also a repetition in there,
Mrs . Pfost, of the paragraph by Seymour Harris . And these were
written separately, at widely divergent times, and at the cost of repetition, I have inserted that in both reports .
Mr. HAYS. Now, Mr . McNiece, in other words, then, you came into
this picture through your previous friendship and association with
Mr . Dodd who had previously been hired?
Mr. McNIECE . And I was impelled to take it because of my longtime interest in the general problem .
Mr. HAYS. Understand that I am not insinuating that there is anything wrong about it, but I am just trying to get some background?
Mr. McNIECE. I fully understand .
Mr. HAYS . Because you and I know that we are not very well
:acquainted and I may say to you that you have expressed some views
in here which if not at least radically different from mine are challenging, and I am trying to find out how you came to have them .
I want to say this : I had a series of questions which I had annotated with your original script and I got the other one lately . But
I have tried to recorrelate my questions to the proper page .
Now if we find sometimes that along the way we are at the wrong
page, it will be only because I have made an error .
Mr. McNIECE. I am very sorry that happened . I want to take
complete responsibility for that ; that is my fault .
Mr. HAYS. I am just offering that by way of explanation . Ordinarily I want to start at the beginning of your statement and go
through it with the items that interest me . But by having a state-

papers, so that I am going to start at the back and ask you some
thing that I think is important that the evening papers might wan
to quote you on . I think it is important that we get both sides o
this since the press is covering it .
I want to talk to you a little bit about this Dr . Hutchins matte
And I want to start with the very last sentence, or the last par
graph in your statement, that is, on page 45, I guess, of the new copy
You say
We also wonder how many educators would support the concluding line
Dr. Hutchins' article-

which you quote-

No country ever needed education more than ours does today .

I take it that you disagree with that statement?
Mr. McNIncE . Yes .
Mr. HAYS . Is that a fair assumption?
Mr. McNIECE . Yes, I think that is a fair assumption . It woul
be, if I may modify my statement, it would be a pretty serious indict
ment of education up to date, in all branches and forms, if that state
ment were true . I am stating that as a matter of my own opinio
Mr. HAYS . Well now, that is fine . But I am going to try t
develop a line here to see if I can't get you to agree with me that tha
statement might well be a good statement.
Will you agree with me that the battle that we have v -ith com
munism is essentially a battle for men's minds, number o1'; an
number two, a battle for technical knowledge so that they cannot
surpass us?
Mr. McNIECE. Why certainly . I believe that the advocates -f th
various forms of culture, including communism and socialism and
our own, all form what I consider to be normal evolution in though
and education ; it is a competitive struggle to win converts . I fee
we are all up against that .
Mr. HAYS . Well, in other words, then I think you and I agre
generally that we are engaged in a great struggle for knowledge, an
the whole faith of the world may depend upon who wins that struggle
whether we win it or whether our adversaries win it .
Would you go that far with me?
Mr. McNIEcE . Well, that is more or less a hypothetical situatio
Mr. HAYS . I agree that it is .
Mr . McNIECE . Anything that I could say would only be a ra
opinion, given off the cuff, so to speak, without any material thought
I do feel, and I think there was one quotation in here which I rea
to that effect, that we are all going to be very greatly affected by th
struggle to which I see no end at the moment .
Mr. HAYS . We are engaged in a race for atomic knowledge, amon
other things .
Mr. McNIEcE. To me that is only an incidental feature . But t
that extent I would say yes.
Mr. HAYS . Which would be a very serious feature, if we lose th
race.
Mr. McNIECE . It could be . But so could germ warfare .

Mr. McNiEcE . Yes.
Mr. HAYS . Now, do you have any idea how many men have been
rejected by the Selective Service because of educational disqualifications ?
Mr. MCNIECE. No ; I do not. I should because at one time somewhere or other I read a statement, but I don't know how authoritative
it was, and I don't remember it .
Mr. HAYS. Well, I don't have the exact figures at my fingertips .
But, as I recall it, it is a very significant percentage .
I have seen numerous articles about it . It seems to me that perhaps
it might run up to 20 percent, although I am more or less guessing
at that figure . But it seems to me that it was rather a significant
percentage .
Mr. MCNn cE . Probably, and again this is an expression of opinion,
partly as an engineer, but probably the requirements for education, as
distinguished from intelligence, are aa little higher today at least in
the Army viewpoint than they were in the time of World War I .
Mr. HAYS . I don't think that there is any doubt about that . But
I think it is significant that the Army has found that it requires a
rather minimum amount of education to take a fellow in, but even
so it has found that there is a significant number of people who don't
have that minimum .
Mr. McNIECE. Well, my impression has been that they are calling
for very high standards of education in order to supply the technical
knowledge required now for all of the instruments involved in mechanized warfare .
Mr. HAYS . I agree with that thoroughly . You can't get by as an
illiterate in modern technical warfare, and you have to have some
knowledge of the 3 R's in order to just be able to operate some of
these complicated weapons, read the instructions, directions, and so on.
Mr. McNIECE . Yes .
Mr. HAYS . Well, the thing I am driving at, I am wondering if you
are not putting a critical interpretation on Dr . Hutchins' statement .
Perhaps it is possible that he meant in this struggle that we are
engaged in for survival that it is imperative that we have a welleducated country if we are going to survive .
Do you think that there is that possible connotation to be put on
what he said?
Mr. McNIECE. I wouldn't care to theorize on what he meant . I was
just giving my interpretation of what he said, and I would hesitate
to hazard a guess or an estimate as to what really went on in his mind,
other than what I infer from this article .
Mr. HAYS . Well, you mentioned yourself the fact that a member
of the Indiana Textbook Commission called Robin Hood a subversive .
And I ought to ask you first if that was one
Mr. McNrEcE . That was a quotation .
Mr. HAYS . I know it was . But you woudn't agree with that, would
you, or would you not?
Mr. McNIECE. No, I wouldn't.
Mr. HAYS . You and I can say, then ; -we agree that we don't think
Robin Hood was a Communist .
Mr. McNIECE. I think so.

to bar the teaching of David Copperfield and the Merchant of Venice
Mr. HAYS. I have read something in the paper about that, yes, si
Mr. McNrECE . And the courts threw that out .
Mr. HAYS . But don't you think it is rather a serious matter wh
a member of the highest commission on education in 1 of the 48 State
comes out with a statement like that? To me that was just slight
more than appalling to think that someone would say that .
Mr. McNrECE. Well, I think that I would agree with you . I w
inclined, and I saw nothing but a newspaper article about it, an
my own inclination was to assume that it was more or less facetiou
I knew no history of it other than what I read in a short newspape
article. I couldn't conceive of taking an attitude like that myself .
Mr. HAYS . I read quite a number of articles, since Indiana is
neighboring State to mine, and I got the definite impression this lad
wasn't being facetious at all, or didn't intend to be . She was serio
about it.
Now, then, what do you think, or how do you think, a teacher i
the Indiana schools might feel about it if he or she were confronte
with the business of textbooks with a mention of Robin Hood? Don
you think that they would be inclined to tread a little gently ther
Mr. MCNIECE . Well perhaps if they fitted the characteristic tha
Norman Woelfel said of timidity and ignorance . I don't know.
don't believe a courageous teacher, the type that we would like
have in our schools, according to my own impression, would have an
such fear as that .
Mr. HAYS . Well now let us go down the list to Los Angeles . D
you think a teacher there would have any reluctance at all to me
tion UNESCO, or do you think they would have a tendency jus
to forget that and skirt clear around it in view of what has happene
there?
Mr. McNrECE. According to my conception of a good teacher, the
would have no hesitation in teaching objectively . I don't belie
that it is possible to educate people as they should be educated with
out teaching the pertinent factors with respect to UNESCO, or an
other of the controversial subjects . I say they ought to be taugh
objectively .
Mr. MAYS. I want to say to you that you and I can agree 100 pe
cent. But there are a lot of people in the teaching profession
unfortunately, who have to have that check every month, in orde
to eat . Some of them have families, and some of them don't want t
jeopardize their livelihood by getting into any controversial subjects
so it seems to me that it is more than possible that in a case wher
you have a red-hot issue like that was in Los Angeles they just refrai
Now, I could give you some examples from my own experience o
what I hope was a courageous teacher .
I talked about social security back in 1935, and I got into quit
a squabble with the school board because they said I was teachin
socialism by even mentioning it .
I don't want to burden the record, but I have here two volume
of the Congressional Record of the 74th Congress, running from Marc
29 to April 16 and from April 17 to May 4, which are largely take
up with the debates on social security . I might tell you that fre

"socialistic," and "a scheme to wreck America," and my good friend
Congressman Rich, whom both of you remember very well, even has
a famous speech in there "Where are we going to get the money,"
saying that it would bankrupt the country .
And I mentioned in my American Government classes that the
Congress was debating this . Students expressed themselves about it .
And I guess I said I thought it was a good thing, so I was called in in
front of the school board about it .
Now, I went right ahead and I said what I thought anyway . Perhaps that is the reason I am here today, instead of teaching school .
I don't know .
You will agree that a lot of times it would be the better part of valor
if the teacher didn't say anything in a situation like we have in Los
Angeles, wouldn't you, or some other situation?
Mr. McNIECE. I would say it would depend upon the teacher's
temperament. I wouldn't admire a teacher who would feel that he
was circumscribed in an effort to teach honestly by fear of public
opinion . I believe that a good teacher can satisfy the public on a
question of that kind . That is purely a theoretical assumption .
Mr. HAYS . But can they satisfy these people who have a tendency
to tend to other people's business, who are always rushing in and
raising issues
Mr. McNIECE. I couldn't speak for them .
Mr. HAYS . Where issues don't exist, you see?
Mr. McNIEcE . I coudn't speak for them.
Mr. HAYS . But that thing pervades, doesn't it, and Dr . Hutchins
mentions that in his article . He even goes so far as to say that 20
colleges and universities are cooperating with State and congressional
investigating groups in a blacklisting program .
Now, I don't know exactly what that would be.
Mr . McNIECE . I wouldn't either .
Mr. HAYS . But it seems to me he quotes one of the Members of the
Senate as his source of that . It seems to me that that would put a
good deal of fear in a teacher to say anything controversial, wouldn't
it, if you thought that you might be blacklisted secretly and anonymously?
Mr. McNIECE . It is hard for me to answer that, because
Mr. HAYS. Let me ask you this, then, just why was this article by
Dr . Hutchins mentioned in your report at all?
Mr. McNIECE. It was mentioned particularly, and if you will associate it with the rest of my testimony you will see, as an adjunct or a
feature of NEA .
Here we have in this communication from Mr . Frank W . Hubbard, .
director of the research division, a copy of a letter in which he has
suggested that he is not sure that Mr . Hutchins' conclusions would
be exactly those of NEA Research Division or of the NEA Committee
on Tenure and Academic Freedom . That is the group of teachers for
whom this study was made or in whose interest this study was made .
Now, it would seem odd to me that if, in NEA circles of that level,
there was doubt about the wisdom or the logic of a conclusion of Dr .
Hutchins, they would have hesitated a bit about preparing a large pile .
I saw them myself, and I don't know how many there were, but I saw
a stack at least that high [indicating] on their shelves personally .

. Do you have any concrete evidence to prove that they,
the NEA, prepared that, and does it say on there it was prepared by
them?
Mr. McNIECE. No ; but found it on their shelves, personally .
Mr. HAYS. Now let me point this out to you Mr . Mc iece. If yo
would go down and search through my office, I believe you can find one
of those in my shelves.
Mr. McNrECE. But would I find a pile that high?
Mr. HAYS. No, because Look magazine only sent me one. But i
seems conceivable to me, since the article had a good deal of reference
to the people that the NEA membership are composed of, they migh
have sent them a pile of it. I don't know where they got them, but
wonder.
Mr. McNrECE. I wonder why they keep them in stock and offere
me one if they didn't intend them for distribution?
Mr. HAYS. Did you ask them for one?
Mr . McNiEcE . No. I said I wanted material that was indicative of
material they were distributing . And I have quite a few samples o
their literature . They were very decent and very cooperative .
mean this is no criticism, this part of it is no criticism of NEA at all
Mr. HAYS . Do you think they shouldn't have distributed this article?
Mr. McNIE0L I don't know that they did . I said in my testimon
I was not familiar with the fact as to whether or not they had distributed it . And I said that very clearly.
Mr . HAYS. Then exactly what, Mr . McNiece, is at issue here, th
fact that they had these in their possession?
Mr. McNnIcE . Yes.
Mr. HAYS. And you think that that is bad?
Mr. McNIECE. Yes, and if it should be decided that they were distributed. I feel that, if it was not in accordance with the conclusion
of their body, it is very questionable as to whether they should retain
either as a gift or a purchase a large supply of these and be willing to
hand them out.
Mr. HAYS . What about Look magazine? It distributed them muc
more widely than the NEA . Do you intend to imply criticism o
them .?
Mr. McNIECE. We are not involved in a study of a magazine an
I haven't given any thought to that at all .
I don't even know what Look magazine's policies are, because I don'
follow it closely.
Mr. HAYS . I suppose that it presents both sides of any controversial
question. What I am driving at : Are we getting into a position tha
somebody around here is setting themselves up as a censor?
The CHAIRMAN. Would the gentleman yield there?
The thing . that impressed me, when you read this exchange of letter
between Mr . Dodd and Mr. Hubbard, was that Mr . Hubbard's lette
would indicate that Dr . Hutchins' conclusions in that article wer
not based upon the findings of the study which the NEA made . Th
article itself purported to be that .
In the concluding paragraph of Mr. Hubbard's letter, he said

I

At any rate, I am not sure that Mr . Hutchins' conclusions would be exactl
those of the NEA Research Division or of the NEA Committee on Tenure an
Academic Freedom-

Mr. McNIEcE . Yes.
The CHAIRMAN . I may have gotten the wrong conception of your
purpose in putting the letters in, but it was my thought that you put
the letters in to indicate that the NEA had not exacly disavowed but
had not accepted the conclusions of Dr . Hutchins, as being the conclusions of the NEA committee that had made the study .
Mr. McNIECE . That is exactly right, Mr. Chairman . And then
the secondary thought was that regardless of that inference, which I
have mentioned here, they were in possession of this . I call it a stack,
because I saw it, of reprints of this article, and the presumption is
that they were there for a purpose . Otherwise, they would have been
thrown away .
I stated very clearly that I did not know positively whether these
had been placed in circulation or not, but I do know positively that
one of them was handed to me without specific request .
Mr. HAYS . Well, Mr. McNiece, you have hinged this whole business
about the NEA and Dr. Hutchins on one sentence, as I get it, and he
.says in paragraph 2 of Look magazine
The National Education Association studied no less than 522 school systems,
covering every section of the United States, and came to the conclusion that
American teachers today are reluctant to consider "controversial issues ."

Now that is all that he says about the NEA report that I have been
able to find in a very quick sketching over of this . I may have missed
!something.
Now, that apparently is a statement that the NEA can either testify
,one way or the other about what conclusions they came to . But you
can't indict the NEA because Dr . Hutchins said that, can you?
Mr . McNIECE . No.
Mr. HAYS . But you do indict them because they had a stack of this
in their possession?
Mr. MCNIEcE . No, that isn't the point .
The subject of this study, as turned out by NEA, is the handling of
controversial issues in the local school system .
Now, that is the study . And there is the copy of it in typewritten
form. That was produced by the Research Division of NEA.
Mr. HAYS . I am at a disadvantage of not having seen that so I
can't question you about it . But let me ask you another question
along that line .
You are probably familiar with certain laws in certain States that
are commonly known as teacher-tenure laws .
Mr. McNIECE . Yes . I am not specifically or statistically, but I
know what that means and that there are many of them .
Mr. HAYS. What do they imply to you? What is the meaning of
them?
Mr. , McNIECE . They simply mean in accordance-and I have a
volume somewhere, not with me-but they simply imply that according to provisions in individual State laws the tenure of office is more
or less guaranteed during a term of good behavior.
Mr. HAYS. That is right .
In other words, they prevent a school board from firing some teacher
because they don't like the fiancee of that teacher, or because they didn't
like the fact that the teacher said he thought social security might be a
good thing .

Mr. HAYS . Why do you think those laws came about?
some legislature just passed them because they ran out of something
to pass and wanted to pass a law? Or do you think that there was a
necessity for it ?
Mr. McNIECE . There are two probable and possible answers to that
Either one or both of which might apply to different States under different circumstances .
One is that there were positive injustices that happened or were
carried out .
The other is the same kind of fear that you are speaking of on the
very controversial issues, the fear that something of that kind might
happen .
And the teachers' lobbies, which are very, very strong in some States
have had such measures introduced for their protection against pos
sible contingencies .
Mr. HAYS. Well now, of course, that is all in the realm of conjecture, and that is all we can deal with there, except for one specific
instance, which I will tell you about .
I happen to have introduced such a bill in the Ohio Senate in 1941
And it happens to be a law out there ; it happened that it passed tha
Year. The National Education Association nor the Ohio Education
Association nor any other education association asked me to introduce
the bill . I did it because of my own personal experiences in the
educational field .
The Ohio Education Association did get behind the bill . There wer
some letters written no doubt to other members of the legislature and
there was some testimony given before committees . And the bill i
some modified amended, slightly amended, form became law, a bill not
identical with the one I introduced, but having the main provisions .
It was introduced for the very reason back then in 1941 that Dr
Hutchins is talking about now . It was in order that no one, as I saw it,
could channel, circumscribe and squeeze the education system o
America into their own pattern as it is done in Russia today and as it
was being done then in Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy .
You wouldn't say that Dr . Hutchins wouldn't have a right to put
his opinions in writing, would you?
Mr. McNIECE . Definitely not.
Mr. HAYS. But you do say that the NEA, if his opinions happen to
appeal to them, that they shouldn't make it available to their members
who hadn't happened to see them?
Mr. MCNIECE . I am inclined to question the judgment and not the
right.
The CHAIRMAN . Would you permit another interruption along th
same line as my other observation?
Again, if I summarize in my mind correctly, following up my other
observation, the part of the statement of Dr . Hutchins' article whic
you question the judgment of the NEA in circulating is where Dr
Hutchins in his article says that-

The National Education Association studied no less than 522 school systems,
covering every section of the United States, and came to the conclusion tha
Apierican teachers today are reluctant to consider "controversial issues ."

That is, he put himself in a position of speaking for the National
Education Association and giving its conclusion of the studies which

clusions of the committee that made the study . That is just the way
I interpret it and perhaps I am wrong.
Mr. HAYS . He says, ` I am not sure Mr . Hutchin's conclusions would
be exactly those of the NEA." It seems to me that that is pretty careful language. I don't know what it means .
The CHAIRMAN . That is correct .
Mr . HAYS . I would like to know what the NEA found out in their
:study. I think it might be very illuminating.
The CHAIRMAN . For my own information, with reference to the
'Teacher Tenure Act, my going back to my earlier experience which of
,course is sometime ago, I felt one thing that encouraged the teachers
in advocating the Teacher Tenure Act was to make sure that political
considerations when administrations, whether municipal, county, or
State, changed that their positions wouldn't be affected by the vicissitudes of politics.
I had always felt that that was one of the compelling reasons that
.advanced the cause of the Teacher Tenure Act .
Mr. MCNIECE . Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I am sure it was down home .
Mr. HAYS . What did you say again was the cause of it?
The CHAIRMAN . That in . the earlier days teachers were regarded
as patronage in the same sense of the word or probably in a lesser
degree, but in a similar sense, to other municipal, county or state
.employees. Then, as the cause of education advanced, the political
angle began to recede but sometimes the teachers were apprehensive
of political considerations entering into the employment of teachers
or the dismissal of teachers in order to make particular dismissal in
certain categories in order to make available vacancies for political
friends when the county, municipal or state administration changed .
'Therefore, they encouraged, out of those political reasons, the enactYnent of teacher tenure acts .
Mr. HAYS . I think certainly that has
The CHAIRMAN . More than the other things .
Mr . HAYS . It has an affect on it . It wasn't political politics, as
such ; they never entered into it very much in Ohio, since I remember
the educational system. But there certainly was that fear that for
political or other reasons occasionally a board member would want to
push one of his friends into the school system .
The CHAIRMAN . I don't think it really enters into it very much
today . But in former years I think it did enter into it a great deal .
Mr . HAYS . Now, going back to your start of your statement, on
pages 1, 2, and 3 . You say that you are not criticizing change as
:such in the very first page .
Mr . MCNIECE . That is right .
Mr . HAYS . Then in that same page, almost that same sentence, you
say that the pattern is one of evolving collectivitism . What do you
mean by that?
Mr. MCNIECE. The trend toward socialism, which I have shown
immediately thereafter in the form of several definitions from qualified investigators or members of parties .
Mr. HAYS . Do you consider social security socialism-unemployment insurance, and old-age pension-I will be specific, do you consider those socialism

are something for which an actuarial basis exists, in the same form
of statistical computation as is made by insurance actuaries for life
insurance .
There is absolutely no basis whatever for unemployment insurance .
I have raised a question about the use of the term . As insurance, men
tell me it is a misnomer. There is no actuarial basis for it . If you had
an actuarial basis for unemployment, you would have the best little
business forecaster that could possibly be developed . We have no
such thing.
Mr. HAYs. Then would you advocate, Mr . McNiece, that we do
away with unemployment insurance
Mr. McNIECE . I wouldn't go that far .
Mr. HAYS . That might be a very unpopular thing to advocate, inasmuch as only eight people in the douse voted against broadening the
whole social security thing .
Mr. McNIECE . I understand that. I might possibly, and I would
hesitate for political or any other reasons to advocate its elimination,
particularly at this time, but I will go so far as to say that if a depression of sufficient magnitude hit us it might eliminate us .
Mr. HAYS. Unemployment insurance would?
Mr. McNIECE . Yes. The senate of the State of Ohio, a matter of
15 or 20 years ago when this agitation for unemployment insurance
first came up, employed some outside consultants whose names I have
forgotten. I was familiar with it at the time but I have forgotten it .
Together with the senate committee, they explored this whole field
of unemployment insurance . In a nutshell they came to this conclusion that, if a business depression of serious magnitude developed, the
only possible source of money with which to meet the large and cataclysmic demands for payments would be the printing press .
All of the money that is set up of course goes into the general fund
and the Government spends it and puts tickets in the drawer . If and
when the time comes to pay unemployment insurance or unemployment dole, if the reserve inventory of paper money is not sufficient
to meet the demand, they have to start the printing presses .
Mr. HAYS . We are getting into a discussion of economics here,
aren't we?
Mr. McNIECE. Economics and finance . I am only mentioning here
what the committee of the Ohio State Senate said .
Mr . HAYS . I realize I started it .
Mr . McNIECE . But I would like to observe that we are both safe
no matter what comes out of this .
The CHAIRMAN . Would the gentleman yield for another observation? And I apologize.
But as I summarized in my mind the effect of the more pertinent
quotations which you gave, they went toward establishing or setting
up a system of economy that would do away with free enterprise . It
was finally summarized by Harold Laski, in his summary of the report
of the American Historical Association's Commission on Social
Studies, when he said

At bottom, and stripped of its carefully neutral phrases, the report is an educational program for a Socialist America .
Mr. HAYS . Now, we will just hop right over to page 21, Mr . Chair-

man, and go from there. I could hardly wait to get there anyway .

his various analyses about politics and economics down over the years?
Mr . McNrECE . I am not sufficiently familiar with his writings to be
able to give a qualified answer to that, Mr . Hays .
Mr . HAYS . You don't know whether you approve of them generally
or disapprove?
Mr. McNrECE . In a newspaper sense, and years ago he died, I think
in 1945, or 1946, or around there, in a newspaper sense I saw, when he
would make some of his numerous trips over here, or statements, that
I would disagree with .
Mr. HAYS . Most of his ideas, let me say, if you are not familiar with
him, died before he did . Now, the question occurs to me, you wouldn't
want to endorse his whole political philosophy, and how is it you quote
this one quotation on page 21?
Mr . McNrECE . At the very bottom of page 21 .
Mr. HAYS . And you take out there three little lines, and in fact a
very short sentence, and you quote that as though . that were gospel
truth .
Mr . McNrECE . I am quoting that from The Turning of the Tides,
part 2, the author of which is Paul W . Shafer, Member of Congress,
and I believe from Michigan.
Mr . HAYS. Since you bring in our good friend Paul Shafer, is there
another author to that book?
Mr . McNrECE . There are, I think, three parts, and this is the part
which he authored .
Mr. HAYS. Who are the other authors?
Mr. McNrECE . I don't remember.
Mr . HAYS . I thought that he had a coauthor on that .
Mr. McNrECE . I think that there are two coauthors .
Mr. HAYS . I don't want to accuse Paul of guilt by association but
it might be interesting if we knew who the other fellow is . If these
hearings don't teach me anything else, they are going to teach me
never to write a book .
Mr . McNrECE . Part 1 by John Howland Snow, and part 2 . I am
quoting, is by Paul W. Shafer, Member of Congress from Michigan
since 1937. The original text was delivered in the House of Representatives on March 21, 1952 . Then this book, I was thinking it was in 3
parts, but it is in 4 parts, and parts 3 and 4 are again by J . Howland
Snow, and you were correct in mentioning a coauthor .
Mr . HAYS. I won't go into that, but anybody who is interested can
find out about him . So you take this one quotation from this book
of Mr . Shafer's, and of course you don't know why he took it, but
anyway we get this quotation quoted as though it were gospel truth,
but I think that we could probably agree if you and I studied Laski,
that we wouldn't subscribe to practically anything he ever said .
Mr . McNrECE . I don't insert this in any different sense than all of
the other quotations are inserted . I have tried, Mr . Hays, to avoid
at this stage of the game, conclusions of my own . These, as nearly
as I could make them, are factual statements and my own statements
are merely introductory . That is, introductory to those quotations .
Mr. HAYS . You do intend to convey, don't you, Mr . McNiece, from
your statement, the idea that there has been some sort of a plot to
change the whole concept of the social sciences, or something to that
effect?

initial staff report, on this phase . A second section will follow t
triangle down along the right-hand side, and finally we will evol
some sort of final conclusions out of the whole study .
Mr . HAYS . Let me ask you this question : Did you have to wo
very hard to find these quotations? You must have had to do a go
deal of searching to build this case.
Mr. McNrECE . I will say, "Yes ."
Mr. HAYS . That is the answer I hoped you would give, Mr . McNie
Now, on page 6 you mention or you set out here some of these found
tions, and the number of individuals with leftist records, or affili
tions. Now, I don't know exactly what you mean by that, but we wi
say for the purposes of the point here, that they are people that a
very undesirable, and never should have gotten grants . Would y
agree with that?
Mr . McNrECE. I didn't introduce in my thought the word "undesi
able". My purpose in using that phrase was to indicate from the reco
first that they had been cited according to the record, as belongi
to leftist affiliations ; and second, that the foundation representative
whoever were testifying, in response to Mr . Keel's questions, admitt
these facts in connection with this number of grants .
I simply took this record from the history of the hearings, and n
the final report, you understand, but the hearings of the Co
committee .
Mr. HAYS . This may seem an irrelevant question, but it will ha
some bearing. What do you think of Ivory soap? Do you thin
that is a fair product?
Mr . McNrECE. I use it once in a while .
Mr. HAYS. You set forth that the Rockefeller Foundation has
bad grants, and I happen to have information that the Rockefell
Foundation has made 40,000 grants and I have done a little qui
mental arithmetic here, and Ivory soap only claims to be 99 and
one-hundredths percent pure and the Rockefeller Foundation, accord
ing to your own testimony, is 99 and 85 one-hundredths percent pure
and they are purer than Ivory soap .
Mr . McNrECE. That is your testimony and mine together . I thi
the testimony at the time of the Cox committee showed some 29,000
plus grants, and not 40,000, by the Rockefeller Foundation, and any
how, as I pointed out-Mr . HAYS . Even if it is only 29,000, and I think my figure is mor
near accurate, they are still better than 99 percent pure .
Mr. McNmcE . That isn't the point I have tried to make clea
Mr . HAYS . The point, let me ask you this before you go on, and
don't mean to interrupt you . But would this be a fair assumptio
If the Rockefeller Foundation came in here and said, "Yes, we frankl
admit that we have made 26 bad grants," or 56, or whatever the num
ber is-and I am using the number 26 because it appears in the testi
mony-"and we are sorry we did it, and had we known then wh
we know now, we wouldn't have done it" ; do you think the Rock
feller Foundation ought to be pilloried because out of 40,000 grant
it has made 26 which somebody says are suspect? And I will g
along and agree with you that they are .

tempted to pillory any foundation . I am merely reporting facts, as
they occur.
Mr. HAYS. I want to make it clear that that word is just a word that
occurred to me, and let us say that then they ought to be criticized .
I don't want to put any words in your mouth, or make any implications that wouldn't be right . Do you think it is quite fair to pick out
these 26, and "sure it is bad, and we hope they never do it again," but
don't you think we might be casting an unfair reflection on Rockefeller
by stressing the 26 and forgetting the 40 thousand less 26 others, or
36,974 ?
Mr. McNIECE. I don't think so, Mr. Hays, and this was not drawn
up with any such thought in mind . I am not so much interested in
the history of the past, as I am of evolving some kind of plan of care
for the future. I really believe that some unknown proportion of these
grants were made undoubtedly before we had any record of leftist
affiliations, so called, and citations from the various governmental
boards.
I have been sufficiently familiar with the progress of that work
through the years to believe that a goodly number of these were made
before there was any record that could be consulted . I am not offering this as a point of criticism, but evidence that caution should be
exercised, and I have said "at this time we are not concerned with the
question as to whether or not the foundations knew or could have found
out about the questionable affiliations of these grantees before the
grants were made . The fact is that the funds were given to these
people. This is the important point of interest to us ."
Mr. HAYS . I grant you it is an important point of interest .
Mr. McNIECE. And it has an exploding and growing and expanding
-force through the years .
Mr. HAYS. You think it has a growing force?
Mr. McNIECE. Why, of course, as these men continue to expound
their theories .
Mr. HAYS. Well, now, Mr . McNiece, 26 out of 40 thousand couldn't
have a very explosive force ; what about the other 39,974? What are
they going to do, just fizzle out? And aren't they going to be firecrackers that go off or are they duds?
Mr. McNIECE. I am not talking about 46 out of 40 thousand ; I am
talking about this number of men, 95 people on the loose, that are free
to expound these theories, many of them to growing youths whose
exvqrience hasn't been sufficient to give them judgment to weigh .
Mr. HAYS. Well, now we are going into where I would like to get .
You say these men are on the loose, and you say their theories are bad .
And, of course, we are talking now in sort of an Einstein's theory of
relativity, because I don't know who they are ; and you talk about
socialism and we have got to try to define it and we got into the field
of economics which we could stay here from now to doomsday and perhaps never come up with any final conclusion that either you, I, or anybody else in the room could agree on.
So just where are we? We have had changes in this country, surely,
and we had a depression . And out of that depression came a demand
of the people in a democracy for change, and to try to improve and to
try to pass some social legislation which would at least if not prevent
the same hardships and effects, minimize them in the future .
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we going to do about it?
Mr . McNIECE . At this point particularly, I am simply offeri
what evidence I can find on the subjects which I have investiga
on the assumption that this evidence would be used by the committ
of the House in formulating its conclusions . I did not, at least at t
point of the game, assume that I am supposed to suggest conclusio
Mr. HAYS . Don't you think that your report, if anybody read it a
took it seriously, would certainly suggest certain conclusions?
Mr. McNUICE . I think the weight of the evidence might sugge
them, but I am not suggesting the conclusions at least until I g
through with the presentation.
Mr. HAYS. But you admitted a little bit ago, didn't you, that y
had to work pretty hard to come up with some of these quotations
Mr. McNIECE. I have had to work hard to read all, and find all
this varied assemblages of books and pamphlets .
The CHAIRMAN . May I interrupt here? There is quoted here
list of people of subversive character that was mentioned before t
Cox committee, which you mentioned incidentally . But I did
understand or I wasn't impressed that that was your major theme,
was more or less incidental . I understood that you were discussi
primarily the grants that had been made to some citizens and organ
zation of different types, who in turn had used the money to ma
these studies and reach conclusions you felt might very well be
conflict with our usual concept of this .
For instance, on page 13, just to quote one of them

Underlying and illustrative of these tensions are privation in the mids
plenty, violations of fiduciary trust, gross inequalities in income and weal
widespread racketeering and banditry, wasteful use of natural resources, unb
anced distribution and organization of labor and leisure, the harnessing
science to individualism in business enterprise-

and so forth .
You quoted the results of the studies for which these donations
contributions from the various foundations had been used, and y
were putting that before us for the consideration of the committ
As I saw it, the mere fact that you threw in and quoted the num
of subversives who had received grants was more or less incident
to your major theme .
Mr. McNIECE. That is absolutely right, Mr . Reece I also mad
statement distinguishing between small and large contributions .
Now, in connection with the hearings of the Cox committee,
naming these 95 individuals my only thought was that that fell in
the category of miscellaneous small grants that had been made, a
the large grants which to me are far more important, which takes
the main part and the real burden of this testimony, were through
intellectual and other organizations indicated on that chart. That
the major point of emphasis.
Mr. HAYS . Well, Mr . McNiece, if you had worked as hard as y
worked on this, and I have inside information that you did wo
very hard, to find good things that the foundations have done, do
you think you could have come up with a far more impressive vol
and a far more liberal number of citations and so on and so for
Mr. MCNiECE . I haven't any doubt of that .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, you did try to put into this report
of the bad things they have done .

Mr . McNIECE . Mr . Hays, from my point of view, 2 bad eggs spoil
an omelet made of 12 . We are looking for the cause of the bad ones.
We want to eliminate those and attempt, if possible, to point out
certain things, at least which I individually believe have gone on without the knowledge of trustees and which I have tried to point out .
That the trustees of busy foundations, or busy men
Mr. HAYS . You say 2 bad eggs will spoil an omelet of 12 . I suppose 2 would also spoil an omelet of 16?
Mr . McNIECE. From my point of view ; yes.
Mr. HAYS . I think we both know what we are talking about . I
hope you are not spoiled . Now we have heard a good deal of talk
here about changing the social outlook from the usual concept . Now
we can go for along time debating about interpretations, and I suppose that you will agree with me that the social legislation of Americaa
has considerably changed in the past 2 decades ; wouldn't you?
Mr. McNIECE . Oh, definitely .
Mr . HAYS. From the usual concept, we will say, of 1932?
Mr . McNIECE . Yes.
Mr. HAYS . To 1952 or 1954?
Mr . McNIECE . Yes.
Mr . HAYS . You wouldn't want to go back to 1932 ; would you?
Mr. McNIECE . I might wish to selectively, but I wouldn't want to
eliminate "selectively."
Mr . HAYS . Well, in other words what you are saying is if you w ant.
to go back by yourself, you will go but you don't want to take the rest
of us with you.
Mr . McNIECE . Only if you wanted to go along, I believe in freedom
choice .
Mr. HAYS . Let me say to you that I will make my position clear
I don't want to go along .
Now, I am serious about something here and I am wondering, perhaps, if there is something the matter with me . I come from a long
line of Republicans and some of them held pretty prominent offices
in Ohio, and by all of the normal force of events would have been
a Republican, and I thought I was one up to about 1929 or 1930 .
And then I began to do some thinking, and I suppose this environment that I was in-what are we going to call Ohio State? A bad
environment or a good one? You are on record as saying it is all
right.
The CHAIRMAN . Ohio is all right .
Mr. HAYS . How about Senator Bricker's university?
The CHAIRMAN . So far as I know, it is all right.
Mr . HAYS . Perhaps the environment had something to do with it,
but suddenly I began to have a different political and social viewpoint . I have to plead guilty to being for bank deposit insurance,
and social security, unemployment insurance, and old-age pensions,
and all of those things . At that time people were saying they were
socialistic .
Now, do you say they are still socialistic today or not?
Mr . McNIECE. Well, I would say that they are socialistic in trend,
but you don't have to travel all of the way to the end objectives of
socialism just because you take a few features out of it .

. But I wouldn
advocate doing away with our educational system .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, then, in effect you are admitting he
in testimony that some parts of socialism might have been all right
is that right?
Mr. McNIECE . No, I haven't admitted that.
Mr. HAYS . Didn't you say to take the best parts of it?
Mr . McNIECE. I might if I were thinking of it in that connectio
but I haven't thought of it in that connection .
Mr. HAYS . Then, in other words, what I am driving at, Mr . McNiec
when you toss around-and I am not pointing a finger at you any mor
than perhaps at myself, or other members of the committee-the wo
"socialism," it could have as many different meanings as there ar
people in this room, couldn't it?
Mr. McNIECE. Well, I have talked with a few Socialists, and I ha
read a bit of their discussions, and I would say that they differ-a
by "they" I mean Socialists-they differ as much in their party a
Democrats and Republicans differ in their individual parties, and the
isn't any one particular line of reasoning and thought on which al
members of the socialists or anyone else agree.
Mr. HAYS . Is there anything in the Socialist Party that would pre
vent a socialist from being a good loyal American?
Mr. McNIECE. I would say not of the type, let us say, of Norm
Thomas .
Mr. HAYS. You agree with President Eisenhower, that he is a goo
loyal American, and he said so the other day according to the news
papers, because I was a little surprised . I got the impression fr
being around here 6 years that something was wrong with him . I don
know Mr . Thomas .
Mr . McNIECE. I don't know him either, but I wouldn't assail h
on the basis of lack of knowledge .
Mr. HAYS . I don't mean to impugn him at all, but I am wonderi
if you and I can come to any kind of an agreement on that .
The CHAIRMAN. Would you permit an interruption?
Mr. HAYS . Would you let me finish my thought and then I will b
glad to .
What I am driving at is this : Because a man is a socialist or cal
himself a socialist is that any reason why he couldn't be a loyal Ame
ican? You see some people down here-I will try to explain what
am driving at-some people say socialists and communists are one an
the same and I have always been led to believe that they aren't . Som
people tried to give the term "socialists" a dirty connotation, and
am wondering if it has that in the public's mind? I am wonderi
if that is justified?
Mr. McNIECE . I would say unquestionably from my own observa
tion and experience that some socialist objectives, to use your word
have a dirty connotation. My own feeling is that a Communist mig
be defined as a Socialist in a hurry .
Until the Communists came into this country more or less official
in 1919 there was a very close affiliation between the Socialists a
the IWW-the International Workers of the World . The Commu
nists, when they did come into the country, alined themselves ve
closely with the Socialist Party . They were not divorced until grad

try, appointed to the committee to infiltrate or penetrate our cultural
associations here, including foundations, was originally a member
of the Socialist Party in this country . It is so recorded in the publications of the International Socialist League . I have seen the
names there myself .
Now, there are others, and other members prominent in the Socialist
Party in those earlier days who divorced themselves from the party
and joined the Communist circles when the Communists became active
in this particular country .
Mr. HAYS . But you don't differentiate between the two except one
of them is in a bigger hurry than the other one.
Mr. McNIECE . Again, I would say I would have to make an additional differentiation, just as I would between different groups in the
Republican or Democratic Parties .
There are some Socialists who wish to go the full distance insofar
as complete public control of all productive facilities are concerned .
They have identical objectives with the Communists except they are
going to be a litle more patient and instead of attaining those objectives
by revolutionary methods, are willing to battle for a long time through
the ballot box .
Only recently Norman Thomas has said that we have gone further
on the road toward our objectives, or toward socialism, I have forgotten the exact quotation, "than I would have dreamed possible a few
years ago without Socialist victories at the polls ."
Mr. HAYS . Now, then, we had a social security bill passed here this
week, and everybody but 8 Members of the House voted for it . Are
all of us-and I am one of them, and I don't know about the other
members of the committee-is every one of us who voted for that
except the 8, are we Socialists?
Mr . McNIECE . I would certainly not define a Socialist by any such
pretext as that, definitely not .
The CHAIRMAN . Would you permit an interruption, with the Congressman's permission?
Without characterizing Mr . Thomas, whom I have known for 35
years, and for whom personally I have a very high regard because
certainly he is honest in presenting his position, and there is no deception about where he stands
Mr. HAYS . Are you not afraid of being investigated for saying that?
The CHAIRMAN . But he is a Socialist . I am not a Socialist myself, whatever else I might be, that is something I am not . And
here, as I get it, is the heart : of socialism . We, talk about various
pieces of legislation that might in some degree impinge upon or
advance the authority of the Government in some degree over the
people and, of course, practically every governmental action does that
to a degree, and might to that extent be characterized in a degree of
socialism .
But in this conclusion of the Commission on Social Studies, on
page 12, it sets out there what I consider to be pretty much the heart
of socialism
There is a notable waning of the once widespread popular faith in economic
individualism ; and leaders in public affairs, supported by a growing mass of
the population, are demanding the introduction into economy of ever wider measures of planning and control * * *

As to the specific form which this "collectivism" is taking and will take
the future, the evidence at hand is by no means clear or unequivocal. It m
involve the limiting or supplanting of private property by public property or
may entail the preservation of private property extended and distributed amo
the masses * * * and will represent a composite of historic doctrines and soci
conceptions yet to appear.

Socialism here is indicating its final accomplishment will either
away with private property, or, in legal phraseology "entail
the preservation of private property-extending and distributin
it among the masses . Now, that is characterizing socialism in th
sense of the word in which I have felt it exists, and that is embodie
in the conclusions of one of these studies that was foundation
financed.
Mr. McNrECE . Yes, Sir .
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much .
Mr. HAYS . You, I hope, facetiously accused me of diversionary tac
tics, and now that is all right . You* are sort of getting diversiona
here with me and going from place to place, but that is all right,
will just divert with you, and let us go over to that .
The CHArRMAN . I am just trying to keep things pointed up.
Mr. HAYS . That is a difference of opinion, isn't it? I will dive
and go over to page 12 with you .
Now Mr . McNiece, in the conclusions and recommendations of th
Commission on Social Studies, you cite this as their conclusions . Di
the whole membership of this Commission sign this report, or did any
body sign it, or do you know?
Mr. McNrECE . No, I think I mentioned that in here somewher
There were 14 members of the original board . Nobody resigned fro
it. Out of the 14, 10 signed the final report, and 4 did not sign it
They did not offer any dissident statement, and nobody knows wh
that was done . I have covered that in the next section, where I ge
into the planning end of it.
Mr. HAYS . Was the then superintendent of the schools of the Dis
trict of Columbia among the members of that commission?
Mr. McNiEcu. He was among the members of the commission tha
refused to sign, or did not sign at any rate.
Another one was Charles E . Merriam, to whom I devote considerabl
attention in the next section of this report, and another one was Ed
mund E . Day, now deceased . Merriam also is deceased . Edmun
Day was president of Cornell University . I have forgotten, but
may be able to find it here, the fourth member . It is Ernest Horne .
From the record itself, Frank A. Balleau, who was formerly Super
intendent of Schools here in the District of Columbia, and Edmund
Day, and Ernest Horne, and Charles E. Merriam declined to sign .
Mr. HAYS . Now, then, going on to page 12, I want to quote agai
one sentence there, and I would like to ask you to take a mental jump
back 20 years to 1934

The leaders in public affairs supported by a growing mass of the populatio
are demanding the introduction into the economy of ever wider measures o
planning and control.

Do you think that that statement has any validity or not, histori
cally ?

Mr. HAYS . I think so, too . Now, where were we before we got
pointed up here?
The CHAIRMAN . While he is searching his records, some reference
was made a while ago about getting in a hurry. I was looking through
your testimony to find one of these reports where they used it. They
were speaking about one method of educating the children, and ultimately getting the great masses educated in this collectivist type of
thinking, and somebody said that they were too slow and they were
in a hurry, and that was the phrase I was looking for .
Mr. HAYS . Now going back to page 6, you listed these 95 individuals,
and you say thatthese grants were made to professors, authors, lecturers, and educational groups
and so forth, all virtually without exception were Included within educational
circles . It should be obvious that with the passage of time, the activity of this
many people and organizations-

and I assume you mean all 95 of them
Mr. MCNIECE. That is right .
Mr. HAYS (reading) .

dedicated to spreading the word in the educational field would have an influence out of all measurable proportion to the relative value and number of grants .

How many people would you say would be in the educational field,
Mr. McNiece ?
Mr. MCNIECE . Are you talking about the
Mr. HAYS . You used the term, and I don't know .
Mr. MCNIECE. I am asking you what you mean by people in the
educational field, do you mean all of the teachers of the country ; is
that right?
Mr. HAYS. I would think so, yes, and superintendents .
Mr. MCNIECE . I would think the NEA estimate is approximately
500,000,teachers in the schools.
Mr. HAYS . Wouldn't you agree with me, Mr . McNiece, that that is
a sort of an insult to the intelligence of 500,000 teachers, to say that 95
people can influence them in some sort of collectivist trend?
Mr. MCNIECE . No, I wouldn't say it was an insult to them at all,
because those 95 people, more or less, are not spending their time solely
in trying to influence teachers. They are also spending their time at
their own working levels, wherever they may be. I have pointed
out in another section here somewhere, that it is from the hard core of
policymaking levels that these things come, and I quoted evidence
to show that that thought in one form or one word or another is recognized in the educational field . That is, to get further faster ; I think
that phrase was used in one of the Ford Foundations' reports
The CHAIRMAN . That is what I was looking for .
Mr. MCNIECE. Yes, it is necessary to concentrate
Mr. HAYS. Now, Mr . McNiece, wouldn't you say that down through
the years, the American people, the teachers and the whole American
public have had hundreds and thousands and tens of thousands of
ideas put before them, since the inception of this Republic ; the Populists and the Greenbacks and the Know-Nothings
the political
philosophies without end, and you certainly wouldn't,
woudn't, or would you,
argue that in this plot psychosis theory that you seem to set forth, that

want to go into?
Mr. MONIECE . I cannot be sure of this statement because it fal
into the class of hearsay, but I have been told that there is a ver
large proportion of the teachers in the public schools of the Unite
States who are greatly opposed to this effort, let me say, of the ce
tral core toward collectivist teaching . I have even been told that
large number of them would rally, if they had the opportunity, aroun
another influence .
Now, as I have told you, it is hearsay on my part .
Mr. HAYS . What influence are you talking about?
Mr . McNIECE . I am talkinLy aboutMr. HAYS. Is it NEA ? Are you talking about an influence now
Let us name names, and is this influence the NEA or what is it?
Mr. McNIECE. I am not naming names, except in the form of ass
ciations, out of which these movements are developing . There th
are, in that central block of rectangles, suspended from the founda
tions, and then they have spread out through the whole web or fabri
of the institution, into government and also into education .
Mr. MAYS. What has spread out?
Mr. McNIECE. This collectivist influence that we are talking abou
that is the main theme of this report.
Mr. HAYS . Well, now, just exactly, can you define this collectivi
influence for us, and that is another term that is tossed about her
Mr. McNIEOE. I think it is defined by the excerpts themselves, a
the educators themselves have used it . If I look through this book
The CHAIRMAN . Does this have effect on page 40, Education fo
Tomorrow

We submit to the membership of the NEA that its roll in life of the Natio
would be greatly enhanced if it identified itself with an ideal of social livin
which alone can bring the social crisis to a happy resolution, a collectivist
and classless society.
Mr. HAYS. Now we are going over to page 40 .
The CHAIRMAN . I thought that kind of pointed up there .

Mr. MoNiEOE. Page 23 is the one that you were looking for .
Mr. HAYS. He was quoting from page 40, and let us settle this pa
40 deal first. And now what is this from on page 40, Mr . McNiec
Could you tell us what that is?
Mr. McNIECE. Yes, that is from the editorial, it appears almos
exactly the center of the page, page 7, Educating for Tomorrow . Th
is from the Social Frontier, a journal of educational criticism a
reconstruction.
Mr. HAYS. What do these names, Charles A . Beard, Henry P . Fai
child, and John Dewey, and Sidney Hook and Goodwin Watson hav
to do with the whole ball of wax?
Mr. McNraCE. I quoted from the title page of the magazine .
Mr. HAYS . And they are associated with it, and thereby if th
is bad, they are involved ; is that right?
Mr. McNmcE. I didn't want to give only part of the page, and
even gave the price of $2 a year .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Wormser, could we get you to take the stand fo
about a minute right here?

The CHAIRMAN . Mr . Wormser is not a witness and the committee
will decide whether lie shall be . called or not. I don't want to proceed
in such a fashion . We don't want to followMr. HAYS . I will ask him the question without taking the stand .
The CHAIRMAN . We don't want to follow the procedure of some of
the other committees of just yanking anybody that happens to be
around, before the committee as a witness . We want an orderly presentation here, and it might very well be that Mr . Wormser should in
due time be qualified, and testify as a witness, but at this period at
least he is our counsel .
Mr. HAYS . Well, let me say, Mr . Reece, he is your counsel .
The CHAIRMAN . He is the committee's counsel .
Mr. HAYS . And I have no objection to you calling him the committee's counsel, but I will state right here in public that I don't have
any private line that I can pick up the phone and without even dialing
a number have it ring down there and get Mr . Wormser whenever
I want him . And so if lie is a committee counsel, the minority ought
to have that same setup, oughtn't they ?
Will you answer a couple of questions for me, Mr . Wormser, without being under oath, and I think that you are an honorable man .
Mr. WORMSER . Thank you .
Mr. HAYS . And let me say, Mr. Chairman, that you are the one who
wanted everybody sworn here in the beginning and I was only trying
to play your game according to your rules .
The CHAIRMAN . If he is going to testify, I want him sworn, too .
Mr. HAYS . Let me ask you this, this Sidney Hook-and I don't know
him, do you know him?
Mr . WORMSER . Yes, sir .
Mr. HAYS. Do you think he is a Communist?
Mr. WORMSER . I have no idea. I don't think he is .
Mr. HAYS. Did you consult with him at all about how to run this
investigation?
Mr. WORMSER . No, I had a conference with him and two other
professors at New York University at the request of Dean McGee of
the School of General Education .
Mr. HAYS . About this Reece committee investigation?
Mr. WoRMSER . One aspect of it, one particular aspect of it . Which
I would be very glad to discuss with you if you would wish .
Mr. HAYS . Did he give you any specific advice that we could find
useful here?
Mr. WORMSER . Well, yes ; I suppose he did . The particular thing
that I was interested in was the criticism that the foundations had
overemphasized empiricism. I discussed that with Dean McGee, and
with Chancellor Held, of New York University . Subsequently, Dean
McGee was the dean of the faculty on the periphery of which I have
a position and suggested it might be interesting to talk to three of
his professors . Sidney Hook was one, and I have forgotten the names
of the other two .
We had a very interesting informal discussion on empiricism, in
the course of which I learned a great deal .

on Mr. Hook?
Mr. WORMSER. Well
Mr. HAYS . Apparently, I get it he is one of the authors of th
thing, of this horrible thing Mr . Reece is reading from .
Mr. WoRMSER. Mr . Beard talked to me at Columbia, and I h
the highest respect for him, and Sidney Hook spoke on the same plat
form that I spoke in my hometown of California a week apart, a
I respected very much what he had to say . I have no personal crit
cism of Professor Hook at all, and I like the man . I know very litt
about his points of view.
Mr. HAYS . I am glad to hear you approve of Mr . Beard, Profess
Beard . In other words, just the fact that here are their names an
associated with these bad ideas, they are still pretty nice people .
Mr. WoRMSER. Are you asking me the question? I was devote
to Professor Beard and that was no characterization of his beliefs .
The CHAIRMAN . You don't agree with all of his beliefs?
Mr. WORMSER. I certainly do not .
Mr. HAYS . I am glad to hear you say that . I would hate to thi
that you would agree with all of anybody's beliefs . That is t
whole crux of this hearing : Are we trying to sit here and say th
we are going to decide what people believe in or not?
The CHAIRMAN . Certainly not . I will come on the stand mysel
on that point.
Mr. HAYS. I may ask you to take the stand before we are through
The CHAIRMAN . Since I referred to getting somewhere in a hurry
I found the quotation .
Mr. HAYS . What page are we going to now?
The CHAIRMAN. Back on page 23 . It is in reference to the repo
of the behavioral sciences division of the Ford Foundation, publishe
last year . [Reading :]

In sum then, the foundation's hopes and expectations significantly to advan
the behavioral sciences-to get further faster, through the temporary conce
tration at one place of the ablest scholars and the most promising young peop
studying together in the most effective way that the state of the field no
permits .
Mr. HAYS . Is that bad?
The CHAIRMAN. It is the concentration angle of it .
Mr. HAYS . We are going to get Ohio State to be a subversive or

ganization yet, because I had a coach out in track there and it wa
his slogan to get the further faster . I used to run the half-mile, an
he didn't think I got far enough fast enough . You know something
I think the Ford Foundation or whoever did this stole that phrase
anyway, because I think that that thing goes back-to get ther
"fustest with the mostest"-which I have always thought was a prett
good sound, military concept .
The CHAIRMAN. Just to get there first helps a lot .
Mr. HAYS . What I want to know now, is that there isn't anythin
wrong with getting further faster, is there?
The CHAIRMAN . It depends on which direction you are traveling .
Mr. HAYS. Well, now, I think that points up a very interestin
thing and without bringing politics into this hearing, and it hasn'

The CHAIRMAN . It wouldn't be very gratifying . IIn one of my
speeches, if I remember correctly, one time I used the phrase, "It is
not the length of the step that counts in life, it is the direction," and
so that is what I am interested in .
All we are trying to do, in making this study, is to find out the
direction and not the speed with which this movement, without characterizing it, inay be advancing .
Mr. HAYS. Well the whole thing, doesn't it boil down, Mr. Chairman, to a sort of debate about what is for the public welfare? Some
of these people, Mr. Wormser has testified here informally givin his
opinion that Professors Hook and Beard are pretty nice people .
ou
don't think that they are subversive?
Mr. WORMSER. I didn't say that I agreed with their opinions, Mr .
Hays .
Mr. HAYS. I understand that, but do you agree they have a right
to have their opinions?
Mr. WORMSER. Of course .
Mr. HAYS . Since we are pointing this up . I don't see any point in
trying to go page by page, and we will hop in wherever we feel like
it, let us look at page 12 . We were talking about that a little while
ago, weren't we? I believe we agreed that that sentence I read thatthe leaders in public affairs supported by the growing mass of the population,
are demanding the introduction into the economy of ever wider measures of
planning and control-

and you agreed that that was pretty sound .
Mr. McNIECE . That the leaders are, or were ; yes .
Mr. HAYS. Mr. McNiece, if these conclusions here which you have
cited, and which some of the group didn't sign, if they are the honest
conclusions of the people who did sign it, and you and I may not
agree with it, certainly I don't agree with everything in there, and as
a matter of fact in retrospect, looking back 20 years I might not agree
with a great deal of it-but is there anything wrong with their saying
it?
Mr. McNrEcE. Anything wrong with what?
Mr. HAYS. With saying this is their conclusions in 1934?
Mr. McNiECE. Again I question the judgment of men who are represented, and especially in the Carnegie appraisal afterward, as leaders in their field . I certainly question them, even under the stress' of
chaotic conditions, many of which thoughtful people, based on precedent and analysis, would know were temporary . It would assume
we were entering into an age of transition .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, you are questioning their judgment in
saying this .
Mr. McNIECE . But not their right to say it .
Mr. HAYS . That is right . Well, now, then, what would you have
teachers and people in the educational field do, just remain silent and
not express any opinions about anything?
Mr. McNiECE . That isn't inferred in any of the testimony I have
given .
Mr. HAYS . Well, the inference is-in fact there is more than in inference-you are questioning their judgment in saying this, and now

it seems to me that the question automatically follows "What wou
you have them do?" Anybody who makes a statement about anythin
runs a risk 20 years later of having someone look at it in retrospect a
say, "Boy, what a lousy prophet he was ."
You wouldn't have everybody keep still for fear they would loo
bad 20 years hence?
Mr. McNIECE. Your statements are very categorical statements .
think we have to admit that in the verbatim transcript . Some oth
groups refer to the period, and to these policies, as experimental, bu
as we get further and further down the line to the working level, w
find that these so-called experimental ideas are being impressed on th
great mass of the population through both Government and educatio
Mr. HAYS . Could I finish? I have about two more related questio
here, if you don't mind .
Now, Mr . McNiece, a lot of things that people said in 1934 hav
been proved wrong by the years, and the years have a way of taki
toll of ideas as well as individuals . A lot of those things have be
proven wrong . You have gone back and based a good deal of thi
document on things 20 years or more ago .
I am wondering if perhaps the New Deal and the Fair Deal, whic
has been mentioned here, contrary to what it has been accused of
hasn't killed a lot of this business that you are talking about, becaus
a lot of it is less evident now than it was in 1934 or else you woul
have cited now instead of 1934, wouldn't you?
Mr . McNIECE . We have brought virtually all of these flows-if
may use the word in that sense-up to date in what I expect to b
the final version of my participation in this . In other words th
economic report will indicate that the same trend is more or less con
tinuing, the trend which starts back in 1934 .
Mr. HAYS . Let me say to you, and I will not ask you any more ques
tions, Mr. Reece and I have agreed that it is probably time to adjour
for today, that perhaps you ought to change the title of that next on
before you bring it in, because when you put the word "economics
in it you begin to cast some doubts on it right off, don't you?
It reminds me of the story a little bit, about when I went back to thi
university that has been mentioned here a few times, this summer, o
early spring-it was along in April or March . I hadn't been out t
Columbus for a long time and I was asking about various professors
that I had remembered when I was there . Some of them were dea
and one I particularly asked about whom I won't mention, an eco
nomics professor, and I said to this friend of mine "Whatever happened to him?" And he said "Well you won't believe it, but he i
still around and he is still teaching economics ."
And I said "Well that is amazing," because it has been longer tha
I like to think, and he seemed like an old man then, and he said "Well
the most amazing thing is that he is giving the same 10 questions in
final examinations that he gave when you were here ."
And I said "Well, the boys ought to be getting pretty good grade
in economics, better than I did, because they have had a good many
years to learn the answers to the questions."
And he said, "That is just the point ; the old cuss has changed th
answer every year ."

courtesy of Mr
mittee room, 1031, in the New House Office Building . That will be
at 10 o'clock .
(Whereupon, at 4 : 30 p. m . the hearing was recessed to reconvene
at 10 a. m . Friday, June 4,1954 . )

TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
FRIDAY, JUNE 4, 1954
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL CoMMrrrEE To INVESTIGATE
TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,
Washington, D . C.
The special committee met at 10 a . m., pursuant to recess, in room
1301, New House Office Building, Hon . Carrol Reece (chairmanof
the special committee) presiding .
Present : Representatives Reece, Goodwin, Hays, and Pfost .
Also Present: Rene A. Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T. Koch,
associate counsel ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Kathryn Casey,
legal analyst ; John Marshall, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order.
Mr. Wolcott is out of town ; Mr . Goodwin had to stop by the Ways
and Means Committee for a minute, but will be here in a very short
time. I think we might as well proceed .
Would you be sworn, Dr . Rowe. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give in this proceeding shall be the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Dr. RowE. I do .

TESTIMONY OF DAVID NFT,SON ROWE, YALE UNIVERSITY,
NEW HAVEN, CONN .
Mr. WoRMSER . Would you state your name and address for the
record?
Dr. RowE. David Nelson Rowe, business address, Yale Universit ,
New Haven, Conn. ; home address, Hamden, Conn. Do you want the
street number, and so on?
Mr. WORMSER. I think that is enough .
I have some notes of biographical material on Professor Rowe .
Would you correct me if I make an error in reciting your accomplishments?
Dr . ROWE. Yes .
Mr . WoRMSER . Professor_Rowe was born in China . He got an
A. B . degree at Princeton, an M. A. at the University of Southern
California, Ph . D . at Chicago. He was a fellow at the University of
Chicago from 1933 to 1935 ; a fellow of the Rockefeller Foundation
from 1937 to 1938 . He held a postwar fellowship from the Rockefeller Foundation in 1948 19. He received an honorary M . A. degree
from Yale University in 1950 .
He lectured at Princeton from 1938 to 1943 . He was successively
assistant professor and associate professor and full professor at Yale
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School for Asiatic Studies from 1945 to 1946 ; a director of under
graduate and graduate studies, from 1946 to 1948 ; director of grad
uate studies on Asia, 1949-51 ; associate in Government at Barnard
College, Columbia, 1945-46 ; lecturer at the National War College in
1947-48 and 1950 ; member of the Yale Executive Committee on Inter
national Relations, 1950 to the: present time . Doctor of studies o
human resources, 1951-53 .
Dr. RowE . Pardon me ; that is Director.
Mr . WoRMSER . Director . He taught summer school at the University of Chicago in 1935 ; at the . University of Michigan in 1947 . He
was research analyst, Special Defense Group, Department of Justice,
in 1941 ; Special Assistant to the Director of the Bureau of Researc
and Analysis, OSS, 1941-42.
Dr. RowE . Pardon me ; that is Bureau of Research and Analysis
Mr. WORMSER. Consultant at the Library of Congress, 1943 . Member of the war and peace study project, Council on Foreign ' Relations
1943-45 . A member of the International Secretariat, United Nations
Conference on International Organization at San Francisco in 1945
Special consultant to the United States Information Service, United
States Consulate, Shanghai, 1948 . Consultant to the United States
Air Force in 1950-52. Consultant to the Stanford Research Institute
in 1951-52 .
I have no record of your writings, Professor Rowe . Would you
state those in summary?
Dr. RowE . I don't know that I can state them all, sir, but I will try
to remember the chief items. The book published under the auspices
of the Yale Institute of International Studies in 1944, entitled, "China
Among' the Powers" ; a book of which I am coauthor, entitled "American Constitutional History," which was published, I believe, in 1933
I may be a little off on that date . A book which I edited for the Yale
Press, entitled, "Journey to the Missouri," which was published in the
summer of 1950.
Those are the chief works. Then there are probably 20 or so article
published in various journals which center about the two general fields
One is Far Eastern Affairs, and the other is Public Opinion and
Propaganda Studies . Some of the studies on Far Eastern affairs are
in the field of public opinion and propaganda, so I bring these two
things together here .
Other studies in the Far Eastern field, and articles involve constitutional matters, matters of foreign policy, international relations, and
so forth . I can provide the committee with a detailed list of all these
publications if you are interested .
Mr. WoRMSER . I don't think that is necessary . I think I can safely
state, Mr. Chairman, that Professor Rowe is one of the country's very
outstanding experts on the Far East .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Wormser, just one further question at this point
to further qualify Dr. Rowe .
Professor, you said you are in the Department of Political Science
is that right?
Dr. RowE. That is correct .
Mr. HAYS . Could you give me some idea ; I assume that is divided
into different phases . Just what are some of the courses that you
conduct ?

of my teaching is comprehended within that field .
Mr. HAYS . hank you . That is what I wanted to know .
,
The CHAIRMAN . You have a very impressive record of accomplish'
ments for a young man, Dr.' Rowe .
Dr . ROWE . Thank you for both saying that it is a real accomplishment'and also for using the word "young ." That is a very happy word
these days.
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Wormser, what is your desire as to the method
of procedure?
Dr. RowE . Before we go, may I make one insertion in my biography, which I think has relevance? It was mentioned that I had
a fellowship from the Rockefeller Foundation in 1937-38, and other,
grants, at least one of which was mentioned, but I think it should be
mentioned that' from 1935 to 1937 I was a fellow in humanities at
Harvard under a General Education Board fellowship . This was a,
2-year business, and I think it is rather important to get that in the
record also in the biography .
Mr. WORMSER. Professor, in view of these associations with foundations, I think you might make clear to , the committee initially your
position about foundations . I understand from what you told me last
night that you consider that your own career was somewhat built on
foundation assistance .
Dr . ROWE . There is no question about that at all . II would like` to
make a rather forthright statement here that for me to repudiate
foundations would be to repudiate myself . I am a product of founda1
tion help . If you don't mind my using a figure of speech, I am a
graduate of the old foundation college . As a loyal alumnus I still
reserve the right to criticize, and I think that as a loyal alumnus critic,
isms would probably be welcomed in the spirit in which they are given
which I hope is a constructive one .
But my entire career in the Far Eastern field has been made possible
by foundation assistance . This has to do with the. efforts of foundations through various other organizations, but in my case always
direct foundation help to fill up some of the big obvious loopholes in
the American educational system .
One of these obviously 20 years ago was in the Far Eastern field .
When I say this great deficit in American education existed 20 years
ago, all you have to remember is that today the number of university
centers in this country at which you can find full-scale programs of
Far Eastern studies does not number over about 10 or a dozen . So
we still have a long way to go .
This thing was kicked off-the initial impetus was provided by,
people in foundations and the Council of Learned Societies, and other
organizations who in assessing American education decided that this
was one of the great areas which ought to be provided for .
I can go on and talk about this experience at considerable length.
I want to add only one more thing here, subject, of course, to any
questions you have. At the outset this job was conceived by foundations in terms of- a personnel training program . It always seemed
to me that the foundations were on absolutely sound ground in thinking of the problem that way . I have somewhat different feelings about
some of the activities of foundations today in which I feel they have
49720-54-pt . 1
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Here is where the foundations, I think, have gotten into some o
their most serious difficulties, and made what I at least consider t
be some of their more serious errors.
Some of the foundations have started turning back to the old ap
proach . The Ford people, for example, have initiated 2 or 3 year
ago a very large program of personnel training for the purpose
feeding these people into the research and
major
teaching and scholarly wor
that must be done in this field if we are ever to really understand th
Far East and preserve
. our national interest in .respect to it . But oth
foundations have decided to place the
emphasis upon sponsor
ship and promoton of research . Here I thnk is where some of th
great problems arise .
I just wanted to make that clear at the outset .
Mr. HAYS. Right there, Professor, could we just elaborate on tha
a little bit? You say that you think they made a mistake in concen
tratin~ ,on research .
Dr . ROWE. Could I correct that?
Mr. HAYS . Yes .
Dr . RowE . I don't say they made a mistake in concentrating in re
search, so much as I say that it is in respect to these research program
sponsored by and financed by the foundations that some of the bigges
mistakes have been made.
Mr. HAYS . Could you be specific and mention a couple?
Dr. RowE. I would say that the big error of the foundations alon
this line has been to try to project into the universities what I ter
the so-called cooperative, or group method of research . This gets u
onto rather technical grounds . Here I want to put in the parentheti
cal statement that, and that applies to all of my testimony, namely
that I am here giving expression to my own individual opinions .
don't speak for any organization . I certainly don't speak for my uni
versity, let alone for all of my colleagues in the university, amon
whom I am sure will be found many people who will disagree wit
much that I sav .
Mr. YIAYS . That is an interesting statement. I don't want to inter
rupt your thought, but I would like to develop these things as we g
and since you don't have a script, I believe you will agree that i
about the only way we can do it . I am not interrupting you in an
antagonistic fashion .
Dr. RowE . Any way you want to conduct it.
Mr. HAYS. In other words, at Yale University, where you are no
situated, there is a great divergence of opinion on these fundamenta
matters .
Dr . RowE. I am sure there must be.
Mr. HAYS . It has not happened that the foundations or anybody else
have been able to channel the thinking down one narrow channel .
Dr . RowE. This has not happened, but that does not mean that
efforts are not constantly being made. That is the point I wish t
make .
Mr. HAYS . I had an idea that you might make a point from havin
read some of your previous testimony. What I would like to get a
is this . You say that an attempt has been made . Can you give u
any specific examples?

that I know of, namely, the Carnegie Corporation I can't .g ve you the
precise date of this, but I would judge it was in about 1947 . I think
that isn't too much to say that this incident is rather typical of some
types of foundation activity that are going on today . I don't pretend
to know how constant they are or how general they are around the
country .
This involved an effort on the part of the Carnegie Corporation
through one of its representatives by the name of John Gardner, I believe, to influence the administration of Yale to eliminate the work we
were doing in the far-eastern field and to concentrate our work on the
southeast Asian field . This was a rather surprising suggestion . Yale
has a long tradition of interestin the Far East. You may have heard
of the organization known as Yale in China .
At the time this suggestion was made, we were spending a considerable sum of money each year on faculty salaries for teaching and
research in the far-eastern field .
Mr. HAYS . What year was this, sir?
Dr. RowE . I think it was about 1947 . I can't give you the precise
date.
Mr. HAYS. Just so we get some idea .
Dr. RowE. Yes . This had to do with the desire on the, part of Yale
to develop and expand its . ,work : in the southeast Asian field, where
again we had important work for a number of years. We have had
some eminent people in the southeast Asianfield for years in the past .
In this connection, the visit of Mr. Gardner to the university was
undertaken, I, believe,, at that time the dean of Yale College was in
charge of the whole foreign area program, and I was working directly
under him as director of graduate and undergraduate studies as the
biography indicated . We were rather shocked at Mr. Gardner's
suggestion that we drop all our work on the Far East and concentrate
on southeast Asia.
The dean questioned Mr . Gardner as to why this suggestion was
being made. In the general conversation that followed-I got this
second hand from the dean, because I was not present, then-the philosophy of the foundations alpug this line was brought., out. They
look upon their funds 'or tend to' look upon their unds as being
expendable with the greatest possible economy . That is natural .
They look upon the resources in these fields where the people are few
and far between as scarce, which is correct, and they are interested
in integrating and coordinating the study of these subjects in this
country. Therefore, the suggestion that we cut out far-eastern studies
seemed to be based on a notion on their part that no one university
should attempt to cover too many different fields at one time .
The practical obstacles in the way of following the suggestion made
by Mr . Gardner at that time were pretty clear . There were quite a
few of the members of the staff on the far-eastern studies at that time
who were already on permanent faculty tenure at Yale and could
hardly have been moved around at the volition of the university, even
if it had wanted to do it . The investment in libraryy resources and
other fixed items of that kind was very large . The suggestion that
we just liquidate all this in order to concentrate on southeast Asian
studies, even though it was accompanied by a suggestion that if this

was met by a' flat refusal on the part of the university administration
Subsequently the dean asked me to write the `initial memorandum
for submission to the Carnegie Corp . on the basis, of which, without
acceding to their suggestion that we eliminate far eastern studies
from our curriculum, that we wanted to expand our southeast Asian
studies with their funds .
They subsequently did give us a grant for this purpose, and they
have given a second grant . I don't know precisely what the amounts
were in either case .
The only reason for my giving you this incident in somewhat detail
is to indicate what I consider to be a real tendency in foundations
today-in some foundations, not all-to adopt a function of trying
to rationalize higher education and research in this country along the
lines of the greatest so-called efficiency . I used the word "so-called"
there designedly, because in my view, the notion that educational and
research and scholarly efficiency can be produced this way in a democratic society is unacceptable . It seems to me that in a democratic
society we have to strive for the greatest possible varigation and
differentiation as between universities along these lines, and the suggestiannthat any one university should more or less monopolize one
field or any few universities monopolize one field, and give the other
fields to others to do likewise with, it is personally repugnant to me
It does not jibe with my notion of academic freedom in the kind of
democratic society that I believe in .
Mr. HAYS . Professor, right there, research itself is oftentimes rather
wasteful, isn't it? Just by the very components of research . You
go up a lot of blind alleys at times before you come out with an ultimate project .
Dr. RowE. You have to define there what you mean by wasteful .
Mr . HAYS .' You don't' always come out with a concrete result every
time you make an attempt. You have to make some false starts, and
you back up and go down another street, so to speak .
Dr. ROWE. This is in the nature of an experimental method and
approach . You know one thing about research is that it is not always
aimed at so-called concrete results . I don't feel it should .
Mr. HAYS . But it is aimed at producing something, a definition or
a fact .
Dr. RowE . That is one of the most difficult things to get agreement
on, as to what the objectives of research should be . The easiest, quickest way to get massive results is to engage in fact-finding for factfinding's sake, or the mass accumulation of facts for the sake of
accumulating facts . This produces stuff that is big and heavy in
your hand, but I don't think it is any more valuable, to put it mildly,
than the kind of research that allows a scholar the time for reflection
and contemplation, out of which come many of the ideas and thoughts
which alone can make valid framework for analyzing the great masses
of data that may be accumulated, many times by people who don't
have much capacity for effective thinking or for theory or don't have
much inclination for that kind of thing .
Mr. HAYS . I am inclined to agree with you . We are not in disagreement there . I will put it this way . The kind of research you approve

Dr. ROWE . In my field, which is the field of political science-and
I don't like the term "political science," because there is not much
science in itMr. HAYS . And very little relation to politics ; wouldn't you agree?
Dr. ROWE . No, I wouldn't agree with that for a moment . I think
it has a very high degree of relation to politics . Certainly the field
T have something to do with has .
Mr. HAYS . I will qualify that by saying practical politics .
Dr. ROWE . I am not a judge of practical politics . All I know is
that in the field I specialize in, practically everything I deal with is
so highly controversial, of course, I have to face all the time the fact
that politics largely deals with opinions, and the so-called objective
facts to which you can get agreement are relatively insignificant both
in number and in meaning.
Mr . HAYS . For instance, and I think this would have some direct
relationship on what we are trying to develop here, there is a considerable difference of opinion right now apparently about what to
do in Indochina . I believe you made recommendations on that previously ; have you not?
Dr . ROWE . Two years ago, of course, as my testimony before the
McCarran committee investigating the Institute of Pacific Relations shows, I anticipated the emergency in Indochina, and argued
that any realistic and heavy intervention there by the Chinese Communists should be met first with an advance warning that if it took
place we would meet such intervention with everything necessary, including our own forces, and second, that we should actively prepare
for such intervention in advance to back up our threat or position on
possible Chinese intervention.
Mr. HAYS . You did predict, I believe, that if a cease-fire were obtained in Korea, that the conflict would immediately widen in Indochina or spread there .
Dr. ROWE . That is correct . That was 2 years ago March .
The CHAIRMAN . Would you permit an interruption? At the time
the truce was signed in Korea, for my own satisfaction-not that
I anticipate it would have a very wide effect-I put a statement in the
record that would be the effect of it . What I can't understand is why
any advised authority was not so impressed at the time .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, let me say that is one thing you and I
must agree pretty thoroughly on because I am on record with almost identically the same statement . So Professor, you have here a
very rare specimen in political science of you, the chairman and I
agreeing .
Dr . RowE . I don't know, Mr. Hays, whether I would agree that
agreement is quite rare, but let us not argue that point .
Mr. HAYS . It has been in this committee, I will put it that way .
Dr . RowE . You have the advantage over me . I have not been
here before .
Mr. Kocx . May this be a new trend?
Mr. WoRMSER . May I ask you, Professor, whether that incident
at Yale involved the Carnegie Corporation or the Carnegie Endowment?
Dr . ROWE. I think it was the corporation . I believe that is correct .

Mr. WoxusES. As long as you are on that subject, Professor,
wonder if you would be willing to discuss the grant you mentioned
to me last night . I think it was a quarter of a milliondollars for a
group study which seemed to be somewhat fallible.
Dr. RowE. You are probably referring to the Rockefeller Foundation support of a group study at the University of Washington, a
Seattle. I don't believe they ever made a single grant of $250,000
but I think the sum of their grants probably came to that much. Thi
was a grant for the purpose of group research on the Taiping Rebellion, which was a rebellion which took place in China during th
middle of the 19th century, about the same time as the Civil War was
raging in this country. The importance of this rebellion can be see
from the fact that historians estimate that 20- million persons lost
their lives either in the fighting as a result of disease, epidemics,
destruction, and so forth, that raged up and down China from south
to north during that period of 12 to 14 years, I think. The Taipin
Rebellion has long interested historians, and it is worthy of a great
deal of study . Here we get into a rather interesting conflict, it seem
to me, between the attitudes of foundations on the scarcity of personnel and human resources in the far eastern field on the one hand,
and their willingness to financially support a tremendously narrow
focus of interest in research on the other hand .
There are a large number of highly controversial questions of
method involved here. The question of how to conduct research
There is valid room for experimentation on these matters. But th
least that can be said about the University of Washington projec
is that it was a rather drastic, in my view, experiment in the use of
the so-called collective-research project, in which the individual
counted for a good deal less than the team . The team was pu
together and people blocked out areas of subject-matter, as I have
understood it, and areas of data and evidence and worked on these
and their results were pooled in the shape of card files of detailed
information on this episode in Chinese history, .the idea being that
out of this kind of a team pick and shovel approach, you get a lot
of facts together, and out of these facts will be brought forth a series
of monographic studies.
There is room for this kind of thing, but I always thought they
went a little bit far with it, because I understood-and I beg to be
corrected if I am wrong on this, I have never had any official connection with this project-I understood that they even integrated
into their Taiping Rebellion studies the work of their doctoral candidates, so that people in Chinese history, for example, were brough
in there and given support to write theses on some aspect of the
Taiping Rebellion.
I thought that in view of the scarcity of human resources and the
need for general training on Far Eastern matters, that this was focusing it down pretty firm . It is a wonderful project from the point
of view of research . If you believe in gadgetry, this had all th
gadgets you will ever want to find . If you believe that the best wa
to promote research is to pick out highly trained and able people and
set them free in a general field, like Chinese studies, to follow their
own interests wherever they may lead them, then you see this is the

the kind of thing that Mr . Hays was talking about, namely, the freedom of the individual to go down any number of blind alleys he wants
to go down in the freee pursuit of his curiosity, in the interests of
honestly trying to come up with important things .
Mr . HAYS . Professor, I believe you used the word "experiment"
in connection with this study . This is rather a radical departure from
the traditional method of research . Did you mean to say that this
was an experiment with this new type to see how it worked out?
Dr. RowE . I don't know how they conceived of it from that point of
view .
Mr . HAYs. Did they comment on it themselves, as to what they
thought its value had been? Did anyone at the University of Wash=
ington do that?
Dr. Rowi . They are not through with it .
Mr . HAYS . They are still working on it?
Dr . RowE . Yes. It is a monumental business .
Mr. WORMSER. May I interject this question, Mr . Hays, which I
think might illuminate the whole area . There has been testimony,
Professor, to the effect that the foundations have overemphasized
empiricism and that their research grants have been overwhelminly
directed toward empirical research . Is this perhaps an example of
that approach?
Dr. RowE . It certainly is an example of really massive attacks on
evidence, by teams of people that emphasize the gathering of tremendous quantities of facts. Whether they propose after this to
advance into the field of generalization and basic analysis on the basis
of all this factual material is something that I have no knowledge of,
and I think you would have to know the answer to that before you
could comment justifiably on just what kind of research this is in the
framework of your question .
Mr . WORMSER . You think there has been such an overemphasis on
empiricism ?
Dr . RowE . Are you talking generally?
Mr. WORMSER . Yes .
Dr . ROWE . It would be very difficult for me to answer that question
vis-a-vis all research sponsored by or supported by all foundations because I just don't have the knowledge necessary to make that kind of a
comment. Taking it outside of the field of foundation support, I do
think in my own field for example, the general field of political
science, there has been an overemphasis upon empirical research at, the
expense of theoretically oriented thinking and analysis . There is a
tremendous emphasis upon the census type of thing in political science .
Statistics are coming into greater and greater importance . Whereas,
this is of course always a valid tool for research workers, the emphasis
here tends to detract from the kind of fundamental thinking about
great issues and about values which characterize the work of earlier
students of politics in the United States, such as for instance, President Wilson, and people of that kind . Those studies, of course, were
rooted in history and rooted in law . To the extent that political
scientists have tried to divorce themselves from historical and legal
study, and from historical and legal background in their study, they
have tended to become very pointed fact-gatherers, census-takers and

Of course, it is much easier and much simpler for political scientist
to justify their existence on the basis of a mass production of factua
materials than it is for them to justify their existence as great thinkers
because fact-gatherers are a dime a dozen and people who can thin
are hard to find . This is a comment on the fallibility of huma
nature. After all, political scientists are human beings .
Mr. HAYS . Professor, is what you are saying, in other words, that
thinkers could not get the products of their thinking across becaus
the people would not be able to comprehend and they can compre
hend statistics?
Dr. RowE. No ; I don't mean to imply that . I mean to say tha
ideas and concepts and values are far more important, it seems to me
than much of the indisputable, completely noncontroversial factual
material that political scientists seem to occupy themselves with so
much in the present day .
Mr. HAYS . That leads me to a very interesting question, and that i
this : In view of what you say-and I. am inclined to agree with yo
that ideas have a great deal of value-what would be your commen
on what seems to be a tendency in this country to hold a person re
sponsible if they have an idea that does not work out? Somethin
like in Russia, if you have a new idea there, and you try it out and it
doesn't work perfectly, you are liquidated . There seems to be a ten
dency here that you better not have any new ideas . If you do, the
better work perfectly or you are in trouble . Do you see that at all $
Dr . RowE. I don't feel the pressure along that line as strongly a
some of my colleagues seem to feel it, in spite of the fact that I have
been in the minority in many of my own opinions . I feel this can b
discussed in several different areas .
In the field of government, for example, I can express an opinion
as an outsider who has never held public office . It has always seeme
to me that in a democracy, anybody who is bold enough to take public
office has got to have a thick skin . That is one of the attributes o
people who are going to be a success in government in a democracy.
Mr. HAYS . I think we can agree on that without ally question.
Dr. RowE . That refers to everybody . I am not only talking abou
legislative people . I am talking about policy making people an
people in the State Department .
Mr. HAYS . Cabinet officers .
Dr. RowE. When they are complained about bitterly for having le
us into error, they seem to feel that these complaints are unjustifiable
Maybe they are incorrect, but the are justifiable . The public has
right to kick anytime it feels like it .
In the academic and intellectual field, there is another possible are
here. In the academic field, of course, we have what is known a
academic tenure or faculty tenure . After they get pe-rmanen't tenur
in a university, providing they don't stray off the beaten path too far
from an ethical point of view, people can say almost anything they
want. I have never felt that any of my colleagues should be afraid t
express their opinions on any subject, as long as they stay within the
bounds of good taste and ordinary common decency . Nobody in th
world is going to be able to do anything to them . This is fact an

Now, of course, some of the people that complain most bitterly about
the invasion of academic privilege along that line are those who indulge themselves in invading it . What, for instance, is a professor to
think when people with money come along and tell his university that
what he is doing there is useless and ought to be liquidated, because it
is being done much better some place else?
We hear a, lot of the use of the word `conformity" nowadays, that
congressional investigations are trying to induce conformity . The
inducement of conformity by the use of power is as old as the human
race, and I doubt if it is going to be ended in a short time . But one of
the purposes of having academic institutions which are on a private
basis is to maximize the security of individuals who will refuse to
knuckle under to the pressures of money or opinion or anything of that
kind . This problem is always going to be with us, because anybody
that has money wants to use it, and he wants to use it to advance what
he considers to be his interests . In doing so, he is bound to come up
against contrary opinions of people who don't have that much money
and that much power and whose only security lies in our system, whereby academic personnel are given security in tenure, no matter what
their opinions are within the framework of public acceptability and
security, to say what they want and do what they please, without being
integrated by anybody .
Mr. WORMSER . Professor, this committee in some of the newspapers
has been criticized in just that area . It has been said that it tended
to promote conformity and exercise thought control or censorships .
That of course is far from its intention .
I wonder if I gather from your remarks correctly you think that
the foundations to some extent have tended to do just that?
Dr. RowE . I would say that there are examples of foundations trying to engage in controlling the course of academic research and teaching by the use of their fus . As to whether this is a general tendency
in all foundations, I would be very much surprised if that were so .
But if this committee can illuminate any and all cases in which the
power of foundations, which is immense, has been used in such a way
as to impinge upon the complete freedom of the intellectual community
to do what it wants in its own area, I should think it would be rendering a tremendous public service .
I am not prejudicing the result . I don't know whether you are
going to prove any of this or not . But the investigation of this subject is to me not only highly justifiable, but it is highly desirable in an
age when we are confronted all around in the environment in which we
live with illustrations of how great power can be concentrated and
used to prevent the normal amount of differentiation and variation
from individual to individual, university to university and college to
college. The totalitarian societies, of course, have none of this freedom
in the intellectual field .
Mr. HAYS . Right there, Professor, I agree with you that at any time
this committee can point up any abuse, it should do so . But don't you
think that the committee should also in its evaluation and summing up
of this say-we had the figure yesterday of 26 instances, one of the
staff members said, of the foundations having gone astray . There was

ought to point out that in using the figure 40,000, which I think i
probably correct, that in 39,974 cases, there has been no fault found
Dr. -ROWEL It seems to me that comes out of the statistics . I
seems to me also, however, that if you are really interested in thi
subject of possible misuse of foundation funds, you have to concentrat
very heavily on studying the total net effect of the 40 cases . You can'
just say that the comparison is 40 out of 40,000 . This is a use o
statistics that I would think would be rather unsound . What yo
have to do is to try to study the total impact of the cases where the
did go wrong, with every indication, it seems to me, that you are no
interested in being destructive . You are interested in a constructive
helpful analysis. If it takes an investigation of this kind just t
publicize the times and places and cases when foundations have gon
astray-and it would not have been done otherwise-then I think
everything you do, even if you find only 40 cases, is justified .
Mr. HAYS . You said earlier in your testimony that you are more o
less a product of foundations yourself .
Dr . ROWE . That is right.
Mr. HAYS . Do you suppose it would be possible to find somebod
who thinks that in producing the kind of thing that you represent that
the foundations have made a mistake?
Dr. ROWE . I am positive you can find people like that .
Mr. HAYS. You see, the ground we are on here in setting ourselves u
to decide what mistakes the foundations have made and what they are
Dr. ROWE . I see you have a difficult task . I see that the so-calle
purely statistical approach to this task is not going to get you any
place.
Mr. HAYS . And being fallible, our conclusions, even if unanimous,
might be subject to some revision.
Dr. ROWE . I am sure the Supreme Court is even criticized for it
unanimous decisions as we all know . But any time such criticis
ends in this country, then I take it there won't have been any congressional committees for some time in the past .
Mr. HAYS . Let me say to you I am not advocating the ceasing o
criticism or differences of opinion . As a matter of fact, that is what
like more than anything . I have enjoyed being on this committe
because of the differences of opinion . But I don't want this commit
tee or any committee of Congress to set itself up to say that there shal
be no differences of opinion.
Dr . ROWE . My knowledge of congressional committees, of course, i
very limited, but I have not had brought to my attention yet-you may
be able to tell me some-cases where committees of Congress have
set themselves up as the final law of the land . I do find a great dea
of criticism of congressional investigations among my colleagues on
the ground that these investigations are undesirable . Some of the
say they are going so far as to infringe completely upon the power of
the executive . There are many objections to them . But it seems t
me that the control in this case is very obvious and very clear . I
these committees are committees of Congress, they are in the fina
analysis subject to political control . They are subject to the control
of the public. If the public makes up its mind that Congress is makin
mistakes, it may take a good deal of time for this to develop and have

The CHAIRMAN . Any reference to this statistical data raises some
question in my mind whether we may not be falling into the error
of empirical research. As I understand it, 39 cases to which he
referred
Mr. HAYS . Twenty-six.
The CHAIRMAN . The cases to which he referred were just a few of
the many grantees about whom some question has arisen as a result
of studies that were made . These' were the Communists who had
received grants. That did not indicate at all, that over the course
of history, there might not have been others among the 40,000 that
were questionable . The committee did not try to make that finding
and avoided the error of which my colleague speaks . Neither did it
take into consideration questionable grants that had been made to
organizations where the overall effect might have been subject to
question. I understand that was included by Mr . McNiece, the staff
member that presented it yesterday, simply to make a side reference
to the fact that the committee found grants had been made to 40
Communists, and even one of them might have caused-I am not
saying that it did-but the effect of the grant in one case might have
been very far-reaching .
I was impressed by one thing that you said earlier, if you will just
permit this observation, that one of the purposes we hope will flow
from the work of this committee when the criticisms are finally evaluated, is to call these things to the attention of the foundations themselves in the hope that the foundations will correct any errors that
might have been made .
Dr. RowE. Yes . Could I comment on that briefly, and make a few
other comments that are connected with this? I am fully in agreement with the notion that-picking a figure out of the air-2 or 3
grants that are made to wrong people can have a tremendous effect
in undoing much of the good that is made by the rest of the 40,000 .
Again it is not a matter of every grant being equal in significance.
You can't evaluate them in terms of how many dollars were involved.
A small grant made to a person in a critical position where he is
going to make a wrong move, and implement the matter, can negate
hundreds and thousands of grants made to people who are out on the
fringes, the outskirts of positions of power and influence where the
impact of everything they do that may be good will not be directly
felt in policy areas .
Another interesting feature of that is that grants to organizations,
it seems to me, have to be very carefully taken into account when
you are talking about the total number of grants . I don't quite understand here whether the grants to organizations were included in this
total figure.
The CHAIRMAN . They were not . These are grants to individuals .
Dr. ROWE . Of the grants to organizations I can only give you the
best example that I know of . Those that involved, for instance, the
Institute of Pacific Relations . I don't know what the sum total of the
money was . It came from Rockefeller and Carnegie and from private
contributions.
Mr. WORMSER. I believe it was something over $3 million .

not, in my opinion, have the best interests of the United States a
heart.
Here I want to talk about another item . It seems to me we make
mistake in talking about identifying Communists as grantees on t
one hand, non-Communists as grantees on the other hand . In muc
of the activity that has to do with identification of Communist activ
ity in the United States, it has seemed to me that we are going off o
the wrong track when we limit ourselves to efforts to identify over
Communists, or let us say organizational Communists, people wh
carry a card or who can be positively identified as members of a
organization subject to organized discipline . For every one of tho
that you fail to identify, and it seems to me we even fail to identif
most of those, there are a thousand people who could not possibly b
identified as such, because they have never had any kind of organiza
tional affiliation, but among those people are many people who ad
vance the interests of world communism, in spite of the fact that the
are not subject to discipline and do not belong to any organization .
So here again I think your categories, statistically, have to be refine
somewhat. Here, of course, you get into this area of opinion . Wha
constitutes an individual who is attempting to advance the interest
of world communism?
This is a very controversial subject, but if we are ever to deal wit
the problem of Communist influence in this country, or ever to dea
with the problem of preserving our security against the world Com
munist conspiracy, this is the critical area . The people who can b
trailed and tagged by the FBI are a very, very small minority . The
occupy a very powerful position and a potentially important one, bu
the people who do the important work are unidentifiable, and if
were planning to infiltrate the United States, I would see to it tha
they were unidentifiable .
Here it seems to me you have to set up an entirely different categor
than the two categories of Communists on the one side, and othe
people on the other side .
Mr. HAYS . Right there, I will give you a specific example of some
thing that occurred yesterday . On my desk came a newsletter .
made the flat statement that if the President were to ask Congress fo
permission to use troops if he found it necessary in Indochina, h
would not get 25 votes . Would you say those people were advancin
the cause of world communism?
Dr. ROWE. The people that refuse to send troops to Indochina?
Mr. HAYS. Either they or the people who put out the letter.
Dr. RowE. In my opinion I would say that the combating of worl
communism today demands western intervention in much stronge
force, and if this means giving United States troops, so be it .
The CHAIRMAN. If I may be permitted to make one observation,
didn't see the newsletter, because it didn't come to my desk, though
think I know the one to which Mr . Hays might be referring . I thin
it represents the expression of somebody that does not know anythin
about what the situation is up here on the Hill .
Mr. HAYS . Would you want to make a prediction, Mr . Chairman
that the President could get the permission of Congress to send troop

The CHAIRMAN . I am not going to make a prediction .
Mr. HAYS . I didn't think you would .
The CHAIRMAN . I think, as the situation develops, the people and
the Members of the Congress on both sides of the aisle are going
to have great confidence in any recommendation the President makes
when all the facts are assembled, and the conditions are known,
for the security of the United States. We can't predict what might
happen until the President gets in a position of making a statement .
Mr. HAYS . That is a very noble statement, but when you analyze it,
it says nothing .
The CHAIRMAN . There can't be anything said until the President
decides .
Mr. HAYS . The doctor said something very definite . As far as he
has a right to say it, and he may be right
The CHAIRMAN . I think there cannot be anything very definite to
say on that until the President is ready to make a recommendation and
give his reason for such a recommendation . When that is done, my
own feeling is that his recommendation will carry great weight on
both sides of the aisle .
Mr. HAYS . I understood that he had done a little checking here and
he found he was not in a very good position up here. I heard that in
the cloakroom .
Going back to this IPR, professor, would you tell us when you were
in that organization and when you left it?
Dr. RowE. I left it in early 1950 . I believe I joined it about 1939
or 1940 . Let me see. I think the precise year I joined it is to be found
in my testimony before the McCarran committee .
Mr. HAYS. Approximately .
Dr . ROWE . It is around 1939 .
Mr. HAYS . You left in 1950?
Dr . ROWE . Yes, that is right.
Mr. HAYS. Do you have any information as to whether or not any
foundation contributed anything to that organization after 1950?
Dr . RowE . I understood that the Rockefeller Foundation was still
contributing money to the IPR , after 1950. I believe thatrall foundations have cut their help off from the IPR as of last fall, which is 1953 .
Mr. HAYS. I have some figures here, and they were furnished to me .
I can't vouch for their authenticity. Perhaps you can help. I have
here that from 1926 to 1943, this organization was given a total of
$1,429,878 ; 1944-45, $36,000 ; 1946, $258,000, and the years 1947 to and
including 1950, $160,481 ; and that final grant was made in an effort
to salvage the IPR under the leadership of Dr . Lyman Wilbur, former
president of Stanford University ; and applications for further grants
in 1950 and subsequently have been refused.
Dr . ROWE. Is this speaking for all foundations?
Mr. HAYS. This is the Rockefeller Foundation.
Dr. ROWE . Of course, you have to take Carnegie into account, as
they contributed to it . I can't confirm those figures one way or
another .
The CHAIRMAN . At any rate, the great damage that the IPR had
done, if it did do damage, was accomplished prior to 1950, would you
not say ?

of 1950.
The CHAIRMAN . Insofar as the studies and the activities of tho
associated with the IPR were responsible or had influence in connec
tion with the policies that resulted in strengthening the position o
the Communists in China immediately following the World War, the
accomplished possibly the greatest damage that was experienced i
any period .
Dr . RowE . I would say the most important efforts along this lin
were during the Pacific war, and during the period after the Pacifi
war from 1946-let me see-1945, when it ended, through 1948, becau
by that time the policy had become stabilized, it seems to me, as
policy of no more help to prevent a Communist-Chinese takeover i
China . It seemed to me that the general weight of the Institute o
Pacific Relations was thrown on that side of the scale, both durin
and immediately after the Pacific war .
Mr . HAYS . Doctor, didn't you hold some sort of rather executiv
position . i n that?
Dr . RoWE . I never held an executive position in the IPR .
Mr . HAYS . You were on the board of trustees?
Dr. RowE. I was on the board of trustees from 1947 to 1950, whe
I resigned.
Mr. HAYS. Is there any significance-I am not going to debate wit
you the fact that I think the IPR, too, did damage-ut is there an
significance to the fact that when you retired, or approximately th
time you left it, that the Rockefeller money was cut off ?
Dr. RowE . I don't know what the significance is. Maybe they ha
come to the same conclusion I had by that time . It is possible, bu
I can't
i t one way or another .
Mr. RAYS
R AYS . Did you communicate your beliefs about it any tim
prior to the time you left it to any of these people who were financ
mg it?
Dr . RowE . I can't give you the precise date, but I did have on
conversation with a foundation executive-this was Mr . Roger Evans
who was then and still is in the Social Science Division of the Rockefeller Foundation which were (riving money, to the IPR-in which
I told him of my fears and suspicions regarding the IPR, and regarding the uses to which the money was being put . I' can't date tha
conversation. I don't know whether it was before I got out or after
I got out . But I did very definitely indicate to him my view of th
nature of the organization, and the extent to which I thought im
portant posts in the organization's executive personnel had been taken
over by people who were highly sympathetic to the Communist poin
of view. Whether this influenced him in any direct way or the foundation in any direct way, I could not possibly prove one way or
another . But I did make my views known.
I was not the only one . Professor George Taylor of the University
of Washington, and Dr. Karl Wittfogel, who was both at Washington and Columbia then, spoke out in this way . This was during the
period which I believe you characterized as a period of trying to
salvage or save the IPR under the leadership of new people . But you
see, in this connection, the board of trustees of the IPR had very little
control over the day-to-day operation . I don't know whether this

trolled by a very small group of people who were sometimes an official
executive committee, or otherwise an informal one, who ran things
pretty much as they would and who commented to the foundation's
own personnel and problems of the kind I was talking to E'vans about
in exactly the opposite way .
Now, at this point I want to emphasize that nobody ever brought out
on this matter the facts and conclusions that were brought out by
the McCarran committee, and I don't think they ever would have
been brought out without the McCarran committee's investigation .
If I ever saw a case where a committee of Congress was justified
and necessary and desirable, and where its results were good, I think
this is one case.
Mr. HAYS . Now, Professor, I will agree with that generally speaking that the thing needed investigation, but all of us, I think, will
admit that hindsight is better than foresight . I am interested in this.
When you resigned from the IPR in 1950, if I had been there and
apparently knew as much about it as you indicate you know now, I
would have resigned with a good deal of publicity and a blast at them,
and said, "Look, I think this thing stinks, and I am getting out ." How
did you do it?
Dr . ROWE . I got out with a letter which was probably altogether too
polite. I am ready to admit this.
Mr. HAYS . Understand, I am not trying to pillory you .
Dr . RowE . Your question, you see, is a very significant and very important one.
Mr. HAYS. Yes.
Dr . ROWE . It has to do with the business of how you can produce
a maximum effect along lines of issues, and still produce at the same
time a viable degree of personal security . This is definitely involved .
I am not talking about physical security. I am talking about the position in the profession of anybody who would come out at that time,
unsupported by anybody else practically, and openly accuse these
people of -the things which they have been accused of since, by me as
well as others, and under the protection of a congressional committee .
I would not have dared to do it otherwise.
In commenting that way, I think I am giving-an accurate indication of the extent of the power and- influence of the organization without which it could not have done as much damage as it did .
Mr. HAYS . I won't criticize you for that, Professor, but you have
inadvertent)y made a very telling point that I was trying to make
yesterday when I was questioning someone, if there is such a fear
among the teachers and the professors, the executives of our school
system, about speaking out. You have just now testified definitely
there was, because your future security was at stake, isn't that right?
Dr. ROWE. Yes, that is right. I am pointing out another thing
which I think needs to be emphasized, namely, that congressional, investigations do not always infringe upon personal security . In many
cases they add to it and protect it. That is why I commented that the
McCarran committee investigation gave an opportunity for all of this
to be brought out by people who could do it under conditions which
they could not have enjoyed without the privilege of that forum to
talk before . Don't get me wrong . I am not implying that the re-

prisals can always be taken against you because of your opinions, but
I think the time has come for a little balance to be restored, as to who
it is who infringes on other people's freedom of opinion .
I read in the papers that the congressional committees are the only
ones that are doing it, whereas, we all know it is an age-old practice,
and will be going on long after these particular committees are out of
existence . I want to redress the balance a little and put in a plea for
the idea that a congressional committee properly conducted is
preserver of individual security, and not an infringer thereupon .
Mr. WORMSER . Professor, you were not worried about what Yale
University would do to you . You were worrying about libel suits
Dr. ROWE . Yes, that was definitely the case. I suppose I went too
far along that line when I talked to Mr . Evans in private, because
some of the things I told Mr . Evans, if uttered publicly, could easily
have brought on suits for libel, because I mentioned names .
The CHAIRMAN . It would have been impossible for the IPR story
to have been unfolded in all of its completeness insofar as it has been
unfolded except by a congressional committee .
Dr. RowE. Or some investigation of similar nature .
The CHAIRMAN. That is right .
Dr. RoWE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And insofar as there may be similar, although less
far-reaching, evils existing, which are surrounded by foundation
grants, it seems to me that it is very difficult for those things to be
developed and uncovered except by congressional committees . That
was what was in the mind of the chairman in proposing a further
study . I was about to ask you a question which you answered, that
is, whether the members of the board of the IPR, many of whom or
some of whom were good men-and I think many of whom were
Dr. RowE. I would say most were .
The CHAIRMAN . Most were good and well meaning men, but they
were not in a position to devote the time necessary to understand the
details of all the ramifications of the activities of the IPR. Then
we all have one human weakness, which is a tendency to have
confidence in those who are thrown in close contact with us until our
suspicions are violently aroused in some way . As I saw the danger
there and in other organizations, it is the designing individuals, those
who are undesirable, insinuate, not necessarily themselves, but their
fellow travelers-using that in a very broad sense-into positions of
influence for the very purpose of adopting policies and promulgating
policies under the authority of the board.
Although, as the figures read off here indicate, a very small, relatively
very, very small part of foundation grants went to the IPR, it is a
striking example of an instance where the relative grants were so small
and only constitute a flyspeck, have had a great influence in bringing
us to this present perilous position which has developed in the Far East
and is threatening the security and the freedom of the whole world
Dr. RowE . That is right. I would like to add this regarding the
IPR and regarding the problem of Far Eastern policy . You remember some of my earlier remarks about the state of Far Eastern studies
in the United States 20 or 30 years ago, how I said there was practically none of it ; how some of the foundations started to finance the

namely, that the area of ignorance in the United States about Far
Eastern matters was so great that here was the strategic place in
which to strike at the security of the United States by people interested in imperilling our security and fostering the aims of world
communism. They would naturally not pick the area in which
we have the greatest intellectual capacities and in which we have the
greatest. capacities for defense . They would pick the area of greatest
public ignorance, with the greatest difficulty of defending against the
tactics of their attack, and so these people naturally poured into Far
Eastern studies and exploited this area as the area in which they could
promotee the interests of world communism most successfully in the
general ignorance and blindness of the American people .;
So that it is not only quantitative evaluation that counts ; it is not
only the numbers of grants or the amounts of grants ; it is the areas ih
which the grants are given that are significant . Here, you!see, it seems
to me, it takes a great deal of subject matter know-how-quite apart,,
from dollars and cents-people and their affiliations or lack thereof,
to evaluate the impact on this country of any given foundation
grant, I don't care whether it is $50 or $5 million . It is a qualitative matter, not a quantitative matter . Here is where judgment
comes in and where the greatest possibility of disagreements and&
controversies lies . But where it seems to me if you are going to do
an evaluating job on foundation activities you are going to have to
make; up your mind with the best help, you can find just what the
meaning of the grants was.
The CHAIRMAN . I am not sure about the year, but up until the
late forties, the IPR had an excellent standing, did it not? I am
not sure what year it was, but perhaps up to the mid-forties.
Dr. ROWE . The IPR had excellent standing in educational circles,
in governmental circles, and intellectual circles up until the late forties. That is an accurate statement.
The CHAIRMAN. We can well understand how those in the administration . placed great confidence in the recommendations of the rep
resentatives and the findings of the IPR .
Dr. RowE . That is correct .
The CHAIRMAN. And the advice of the individuals associated with
the. IPR.
Dr . RowE . That is right, because they were known all over the
country . Remember, they were one part of an international organization. They were known all over the country as the outstanding
center in the United States for Far Eastern research and study .
The CHAIRMAN . Now we know that some of the keymen on the
working and operating levels, who developed the policies that were
finally promulgated, were following the line of the Communists.
Dr. RowE . That is correct.
Mr . HAYS . I am interested rightthere in this kind of what seems
to me a 'lame excuse that you spread over this board of trustees . I
happen to be a member of the board of directors of a financial institution ;' and I feel sure if we were lax enough to let the financial institution ,go bankrupt that somebody would hold us responsible. Nobody'' would come in and say the board of directors are nice guys, but
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Dr. RowE . Would you like me to comment on that statement?
Mr. HAYS . I would like you to comment on it, and name the boa
of trustees who were too busy to know what is going on .
The CHAIRMAN. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record .)
Dr. RowE . Would you allow me to comment on this problem a
try to make a differentiation between the kind of thing you h
sketched and the situation here, and the kind of problem we were
against in the IPR ?
Mr. HAYS . I want you to do that, and that is exactly what I
trying to bring out. I want you to bring out your opinions about
of these things, and I am not trying to hamper you in any questio
I ask you . It is merely to clear up something I think I might Adt
clear on.
Dr . RowE . I understand that perfectly well . I would have t
greatest respect for the ability of either of you gentlemen or oth
that I know to read a bank balance sheet and to tell the differe
between red ink and black ink . As you say, that is your busine
You are on the board of directors ; you have to know. But I wou
like to know whether you would have equal confidence in y
ability at all times as a member of a board of directors to be able
point the finger at the fellow that is putting his fingers on the t
You can't do that, so you bond these people . You bond them agai
losses, and you protect yourself, and the bank, and you have a syst
for doing that .
You don't have a system like that in the intellectual world . Y
try to work one up and I will be the first to adopt it . I will say th
You are never going to be able to spot such people, who operate do
in the' levels an organization, from away up high where the directo
sit, because they don't know what the people are doing, they ca
ossibly supervise them directly . This is left to the executive peop
7the executive people know what they are doing-I testified befo
the McCarran committee that I was present once at a board of dir
tors' meeting of the IPR at which they were discussing the ;
pointment of a new executive secretary, and I had to sit there in
board' and hear the executive' committee members refuse to divu
the names of the candidates they were thinking about in the presen
of the board of directors, and they got away with it .
Mr. HAYS . What did you do about that?
Dr . ROWE . What could I do . I was practically a minorityy of o
The board upheld their decision not to do this . It was not too l
after that as I remember it that I resigned from the board . They h
a monopoly and they were bringing people like me in for purpo
of setting up a front, and I hope, giving a different kind of color
to the membership of the board .
Mr. WORMSER . How often did that board meet, Professor?
Dr. ROWE. I don't think I ever was called in there more than o
a year, and you would spend a couple of hours, and that is all .
Mr. KocH . Did the men come from all over the United States
that board?
Dr . ROWE . The last meeting I attended the members from Califo
nia were not present . There was a member there from Oregon.

t

Dr. .RowE. Yes, it was, and those people could not always attend.
The CHAIRMAN . You touched on a rather important thing, and I
don't know to what extent this committee can develop the information .
I, for one, have been curious, and in saying this I am not criticizing
the foundation that happens to be involved, because I think it might
have happened to any foundation or foundations, and I am not criticizing anybody at the top ; but I would be interested in knowing how
the appointment of Alger Hiss ong~nated . Not how it was finally
made, but, in the first instance, who became interested in it . I would
]ust like to see it followed on through until the board did approve it .
I don't know whether there is any way of getting at it or not .
Dr. RowE. Are you referring to his appointment, I believe, as a
member of the board?
The CHAIRMAN . No ; as president of Carnegie Endowment .
Dr. RowE.'I don't know anything about that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN . No ; I am not asking you . I just think it would
be an important case study.
Dr. RowE. Yes .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, if I may interrupt, I would suggest that
perhaps the best person to subp ena in to testify about that would be
Mr. John Foster Dulles, the Secretary of State . He perhaps . could
tell us if you want to pursue the inquiry . I would go along with you.
The CHAIRMAN. I have no idea that Mr . Dulles is in a position to
have that information. As Dr . Rowe indicated in the case to which
he referred, the basic work was done well in advance and the preparation was made, and it finally came to a head when it got to the board.
Mr. HAYS . I understood he proposed him .
Doctor, I want to pursue this a little further and again let me say
I . am not trying to point the finger at you in the way you resigned .
You did resign and you said in your testimony "At the time of my
resignation, I pled too many organizations and too many things to
do and got out on that basis ." I am concerned, in view of the criticism
of foundations for the lack of ability on the part of the board of trustees of any foundation to not make a grant that is not right, because
we are saying here that the trustees of the IPR were too busy to know
what is going on. I don't think that is right . I don't think a man
ought to take a job on the board of trustees like that unless he is going
to sacrifice the time necessary to have at least a fundamental idea of
what the organization is doing .
Dr. RowE . I would have been perfectly willing to sacrifice the time
necessary to Let full information and participate in policy decisions .
One of the things that motivated me was the fact that you could spend
the time-I could-but you could not get the facts and information or
get in the inside circles . I submit to you that taking 3 years to find
that out in an organization of the complexity of the IPR was not an
unconscionably long period of time .
Mr. HAYS . I am not criticizing.
Dr. RowE. That is the period of time I was a member of the board .
I reached my conclusion with deliberation . I did not want to get
right out at the end of the very first or second year . I want to make
another thing clear . I got out of the IPR before any of the public
attention was focused on the thing. This was prior to the first Latti-

am a member ofany boards of that kind at the present time . I hav
enough to keep myself busy .
Mr. HAYS . I was not trying to imply that I had any idea of criticis
of you as a trustee .
Dr. RowE . It is perfectly all right and a justifiable observation
Mr. HAYS . I do say as two people who look at a problem we migh
have different ways of doing things. I am not going to put myself i
the position of saying that from your viewpoint, knowing your life
you had done thee wrong thing . I would have done it differently
perhaps with disastrous results ; I don't know . Suffice it to say, yo
say you did get out in 1950 . If I were to criticize at all, my onl
criticism would be that it seems to me you got out in such a way tha
you didn't call enough attention to the thing, and perhaps ought t
call it as we look on the complexity of it now .
Dr . RowE . You probably will be willing to admit that there wa
an effort made subsequently to make up for omissions of this kin
on my part .
Mr. HAYS . Yes .
Mr. WORMSER . I would like to develop a variety of this same sub
j ect, Mr . Hays. I think I can express the Professor's opinion fro
my discussion last night, but I would like him to develop it, that th
IPR incident illustrates what may be a weakness in foundation oper
ation in view of the fact that trustees cannot themselves adequatel
handle the fiduciary duty of these responsibilities for these trust fund
They have the tendency to use other organizations to which they vir
tually turn over, that responsibility .
In the case of the IPR, they invested heavily in that organization a
a research group, and so forth . I think the Professors opinion is
and I would like him to state it himself, that it would be far bette
if foundations : wanting that kind of research turned to the universi
ties;and . -colleges and made-them the grants instead . I think he has a
idea that there would be far greater protection both in the mechanis
of universities and selection of executive personnel .
Would you develop that, Professor?
Dr. Row-F, Yes, sir . There has, of course, been a mixed method o
the part of IPR . You get a very interesting carrying down the lin
of the funds and the projects . Foundations will give funds to organi
zations like IPR . Some of this money for research purposes will b
directly handled by the IPR . Young people, scholars, will be brough
into the organization to do specific jobs for the organization . How
ever, they will also go to universities and ask universities as they di
once in our case to provide, so to speak, hospitality for one of the me
that they want to have perform a research function under guidanc
and direction, subsidized by IPR, which money from Rockefelle
Foundation in this case . Then they will do other things . For in
stance, the IPR organization will give money to the university per
sonnel themselves directly for either research or publication purposes
So there are all kinds of ways and manners of doing this . I woul
submit that in much of this procedure the choice of personnel, th
passing on their qualifications, the framing of projects, and the guid
ance of the researchers in the process of carrying out projects, is no
adequately provided for by these organizations, such as the Institut
of Pacific Relations was and still is today .

bad, or indifferent, but the organization and the procedures of appointment and approval thereof are sufficiently complex and involve sufficient safeguards to cut the errors down considerably below the errors
that are possible and probable without these forms of supervision and
sanction.
It seems to me that the foundations in giving funds to organizations such as the Institute of Pacific Relations are in general on rather
weaker ground than if they give funds to established organizations
for research purposes in which the criteria for the appointment of
people, for their promotions, for their advancements and things of
that kind have been worked out over a long period of time .
The informality of the arrangements in, the IPR was one of the
things that I have always wondered at . To make it possible for so few
people to have so much power and influence in determining who got
funds for what purpose and determining what kind of projects they
worked on and how these projects were supervised seemed to me to be
very lax. Of course, toward the end the money that IPR got was heavily given to publications . They would subsidize, the publication of
works that were produced by research workers in universities and
other such organizations, as well as their own people . This seemed to
me to be getting away a little bit from the evils of the previous . system
in which they were directly involved in the research function . But
it still put a tremendous lot of power in the hands of a very few
people, since they went all over the United States, looking over the
products of research in the far eastern field, and deciding which of
these they would subsidize and which they would not .
This is not to say for a moment that the foundations have not
given funds directly to universities . Of course they have. I suppose
they have given far more funds for research purposes directly to universities than to organizations such as the IPR . But it seems to me,
and you can, of course, consider the source here-I am a member of
a university community-it seems to me logical to say that in those
communities you get better safeguards as to quality and personnel
than you can get in any such organization as the Institute of Pacific
Relations, set up to a heavy extent for research purposes outside of
academic communities .
Mr. HAYS . Could I interrogate you for just a minute on that subject? Do you have any people working under your direction who are
working on foundation grants, fellowships, or anything of the kind?
Dr . RowE. We would have to define a little more clearly before I
answer it. I will define it as I go along in answering . If I don't
cover what you are after, you can check me . I have no research personnel working under my direction on foundation grants .
Mr. HAYS. Are there any at Yale working under somebody's direction? There have been in the past, have there not?
Mr. RowE . We had, for instance, from the Rockefeller Foundation
at one time a young Chinese who had finished his doctor's degree at
the University of Pittsburgh, James T . C . Liu, who was given a Rockefeller grant through the university . That is, the money was put in
the hands of the treasurer of Yale to be paid to him to work under
the supervision of a committee of the faculty of which I was chairman, and two other faculty members were members, to work this thesis

Mr. HAYS . You had a fellowship yourself from Rockefeller ?
Dr. RowE. Yes.
Mr. HAYS . Where did you use that? Was it at some university?
Dr. ROWE . I had a fellowship for 2 years from the General Educ
tion Board, as a General Education Board fellow in humanities
Harvard, for the study of Japanese and Chinese language and liter
ture for 2 years .
Mr. HAYS. Do they give such fellowships in the field of sociolo
and political science?
Dr. RowE . I suppose they do. But I don't know that they do th
Mr. HAYS . What I am getting at is this : Suppose they do give o
similar to yours and give a number of them, and, as you say, the
certainly would be more chance of supervising them at a universit
and I am in agreement completely with you ; here is the question
want to get at : They give these grants and 1 or 2 people that they gi
them -to, sometimes subsequently 10 or 15 years later turn o
what is commonly known as left wingers or fellow travelers ; wou
you say that the foundation ought to be held accountable for tho
people? - .How could they tell in advance?
Dr ROWE It is a risk you take of course I should think th
here you get back to your bank . Any bank is going to make so
bad loans.
Mr. HAYS . That is right .
Dr.' ROWE . The question of whether the man in charge of the ope
ation of the bank is a good man to have there is something that ca
only be developed on this basis over a period of time, I suppose .
Mr. HAYS. In other words, if they hold their bad loans .
Dr. RowE. Down to a percentage .
Mr. HAYS . Or in the case of a foundation their bad grants to
minimum ; we can't expect them to be perfect, can we?
Dr . RowE. That is perfectly clear.
Mr. HAYS. We can point out their mistakes, but we should not s
we should never have made them . That is too much to expect .
Dr . RowE . I would judge so. Of course, you are going to find so
people in the United States that will tell you it was a mistake they ga
me one.
Mr . HAYS . I think we brought that out before . I am not going
take that position .
Dr. ROWE . I was not pushing you on this .
(Discussion off the record .)
Mr. HAYS. I am wondering about Chiang Kai-shek .
Dr. ROWE. I don't believe if you scrutinize all my writings a
listened to all my lectures at Yale for the last 5 years you have ev
heard me say that .
Mr. HAYS . All right, that is good .
Dr. ROWE . If you will allow me to go on from this a little bi
I will develop this .
Mr. HAYS . Sure.
Dr. RowE. I have never been an advocate of allowing Chiang Ka
shek to fight communism by himself . I am interested in our helpi
him fight communism, and I think with United States help tha
is another matter. The question of who is helping who is alwa
subject to evaluation .

Dr . . RowE. I don't think there is any possibility as of the present

,time,; of the forces on Formosa making a successful invasion of the

mainland`without massive allied help . I think this is impossible.
Mr. HAYS . The reason I brought it up-and it is a matter of water
.,over the dam, I really don't care much about it-but in the last campaign my opponent made the charge that I, among others, had by
just being in Congress apparently restrained Chiang from doing anything, and if he got down here he was going to turn him loose, and
things were going to happen . I have always had the opinion that
to do that he would have had to have "massive," and I would like to
put that word in quotes for emphasis, help from us in order to win
any kind of victory in China .
Dr. RowE. You mean going back from Formosa?
Mr. HAYs. Yes, or staying there when he was there .
Dr . RowE . Staying in China?
24r. HAYS . Yes .
Dr. RowE . There I disagree with you flatly . . I -am on record on
that. You can find this in writing in my articles . I am on record as
believing that the time to resist the expansion of communism in
China and its takeover was in 1947 at the time when we had seemingly decided in our Government that we were going to cry "a plague
on both your houses ." At that point, as my testimony before the
McCarran Committee indicated, it was perfectly possible in my opinion for .the United States with a minor investment of men, money
and material, compared to what we have put into Korea since then,
to have prevented the Chinese Communist takeover on the mainland.
This, opinion of mine was confirmed by conversation with the rank:ing American general in China in 1948, when he told me that with
10,000 American personnel-and this again is all in the record of the
McCarrran committee testimony-he could see to it that all of the
.equipment that Chiang could ever use to prevent the Communists
from coming down into China could be made effective in its use . The
amount of money required would have been piddling compared to
what we have spent in Korea in a war we would not have had to
fight if we had intervened in 1947 . This is again
Mr. GoonwrN . Mr. Chairman,- have I come into the wrong hearing?
Mr. HAYS. This has some connection. It got in by the back door
of the IPR .
Doctor, let me say this, and there is no use debating this question,
.because in the first place, we are fighting a hypothetical war which
.didn't happen, and in the second place, I believe you might even
agree with me that frequently generals make statements that subsequently prove that they were a little off base.
I remember very definitely the morning the Korean thing started ;
I was walking right across the street here with two other members
-of the House, and making the statement we are in a war, and they
said, "No, we -are not in a war . They are just going to send in the
Navy and Air Force."
Dr. RowE . That is what they said at first .
Mr. HAYS. I made a small wager with them that the ground troops
would be in before 10 days passed because the Air Force is -a fine

The Air Force alone up to now has not been able to win a war .
did not win the one in Korea, a little narrow peninsula . If this g
eral said what he could have done with 10,000 troops is one thin
and doing it is something else .
Dr. RowE . That is perfectly clear . I only cited the genera
opinion .
Mr . HAYS . I understand that.
Dr. ROWE . I am of course no general either, amateur or profession
It is worthy to mention what he was talking about when he tal
of 10,000 men . He was not talking about a coherent combat unit
10,000 men, or anything like that . He was talking about what G
eral Wedemeyer did in China during the Pacific war, when he put
and 2 men at a time into the Chinese Army down at the compa
level with the purpose of seeing to it, as I say, that the weapons
war that the United States distributed were efficiently used, and w
a minimum of wastage and misuse . That is what General Barr
talking about in our conversation .
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any other questions?
Mr. WORMSER. Yes ; I do. I would like to get on another subje
which one of your previous remarks introduced . We were discuss
the undesirability perhaps of using intermediate organizations l
IPR. Would your comments apply also, and perhaps you mig
discuss this general area, to what we have referred to at times
clearing house organizations? We have talked about a certain int
locking or close relationship between the foundations and interm
diate organizations, like the Social Science Research Council, and
American Learned Societies . I would like you to comment on t
Professor, as well as whether you think the resulting concentrat
of power through this interlock is a desirable thing or not .
Dr. RowE . I suppose the proof of it is in what comes out of it .
feeling is that here is another very clear evidence of the difficulty
the foundations in making policy regarding the expenditure of th
funds . The Social Science Research Council handles social scie
matters . They will give a large lump sum of money to these peop
Then the Social Science Research Council has to set up the operati
of screening of applications, screening of candidates, supervision
operations and evaluation of results and all that . This costs the fo
dations something, because part of the money they put in has to
for these administrative purposes . But the foundation doesn't w
to do it itself. The Social Science Research Council being suppose
a specialized agency simply, it seems to me, relieves the foundat
of this to the extent that the foundation gives large sums of money
the Social Science Research Council .
What the council does is the responsibility of the foundation,
seems to me, to a very great extent . There is no use trying to bl
at that fact in any way, shape, or form . I suppose there is no id
solution to the problem of the application of expertness to the sup
vision of the expenditure of money by big foundations . This is
some foundations go in for rather narrow kinds of specializati
They will do one kind of thing and not another . The General E
cation Board is an example of what I am talking about, because th
work has been rather narrowly oriented, certainly during the l

The Ford Foundation is the latest and greatest . The Ford Foundation is even going in for general public education, although I understand this emphasis is decreasing some in the last year or two . But
when they first began they were very much interested in general adult
education through all kinds of media, radio, conferences, great book
seminars all over the country . We had 2 or 3 of them in our immediate area in Connecticut, all financed by the Ford Foundation .
The job of running an extension course for universities is a big job .
When you start doing this all over the United States, I should think
it would be almost impossible to supervise it adequately . If I am
right about the tendency in recent years, it might be that this is a
conclusion they have reached on the matter, if they are cutting down .
I would not know what has guided their policy along this line .
There is inevitably going to be this problem, that as knowledge and
as research become more specialized and more technical, and the problem of deciding what you want to do researchwise becomes more
difficult, the foundations that have big money to spend are just up
against a tremendous policy problem . How do they operate, and how
can .they - possibly guarantee the maximum effectiveness and efficiency
in. their operations in the light of the objectives which they profess
and which underly their whole activity?
Mr. WORMSER . Does it impress you as socially desirable that the
large foundations should concentrate a certain large part of their
operations in the social sciences in one group or association of groups,
like the Social Science Research Council, the American Learned
Societies, and others?
Dr. RowE . I suppose the theory behind this is that these organizations, like the Social Science Research Council, are truly representative of social science all over the United States . I suppose that is
the only possible theoretical justification for this kind of policy . I
don't know .
Mr. WORMSER. The question we have, Professor, in that connection
is whether that type of concentration, even though it might be efficient
mechanically, is desirable insofar as it militates against the competitive factor, which is sort of intrinsic in our society .
Dr . RowE . There is no question but what an organization like the
Social Science Research Council has a tremendous amount of power .
This power which it exerts, it exerts very heavily on educational institutions and their personnel, because when you get down to it, who
is it that does research in social science? It is educational institutions,
because they have the faculties in the various fields, like political
science, economics, anthropology, sociology, geography and so on .
That is where the people are . To understand the importance of this
function, all you have to realize is that advancement and promotion
and survival in the academic field depend upon research and the results
and the publication thereof. Here you have, you see, outside organizations influencing the course of the careers of personnel in universities
through their control of funds which can liberate these people from
teaching duties, for example, and making it possible for them to
publish more than their competitors .
This, therefore, means that there is a tremendous responsibility here
to apportion their awards in a just way-in such a way as takes into

The possibility exists that at all times in any of these or anizatio
that the people in charge thereof become convinced that here is on
way to do a job in the social science field, and that only this way wi
get their support .
If and when that time comes-I don't know whether it is here o
ever will come-then you will have a combination in restraint of tra
within the limits of public acceptability that may have very deleteriou
effects u,Pon our intellectual community.
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Wormser, it is now noon . It is evident or
appears evident that we will be unable to complete with Dr . Row
before the noon recess. How long do you estimate it will take?
Mr. WORMSER . I have only one further subject that he could testi
on . If we take 10 or 15 minutes he will be through. He would li
to finish this morning, if he can .
Dr. RowE . I would not like to limit the committee in any way .'
would stay this afternoon if you wish .
Mr. HAYS . Doctor, we have been spending a good many hours th
morning, and we have no desire to drag it into the afternoon if w
can finish shortly. I would like to finish if we can.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, then .
Mr. WoRMSER . As an extension of just what you have been talkin
about, Professor, is it your opinion that there has been a result alread
from the power of these foundations to control or affect reseafiohpar
ticularly in their associations together in some sort of what you migh
loosely call an interlock, and the use of these intermediate organiza
tions? Has that resulted in some sort of political slanting in you
opinion? I want to be a little more precise than that, and refer,
the term which has been used quite frequently in social science`litera
ture of "social engineering ." There seems to be a tendency to develo
a caste of social scientists who apparently deem themselves qualified t
tell people what is good for them, and to engineer changes in' ou
social status . Would you comment on that?
Dr. RowE . Here, of course, you are getting into a problem of wha
is the cause and what is the effect . I am not quite clear as to whethe
the activities of the foundations along this line are the result of th
development of social science in the United States over the last 4
or 50 years, or whether the development of social science in the Unite
States over the last 40 or 50 years along such lines has been primaril
the result or even heavily the result of foundation initiative .
I would be inclined to the former of these two views, but :I`don
think you can completely disentangle these two things . I think th
the development of the social sciences in this country in the last 40 o
50 years has been very heavily influenced, in my opinion, by ideas im
ported from abroad, which have been connected with, if not originate
in, socialistic mentality, and to say this is to simply say that it is norm
in social science to accept today a great deal of economic determinism
to accept a great deal of emphasis upon empirical research ove
and against basic thinking and the advancement of theory, and t
accept a lot of ideas about the position of the social scientist in th
society that seem to me rather alien to the American tradition .
It must be, I think, kept in mind that the theory of social engineer
ing is closely related to the notion of the elite which we find dominan

engineer the people as a whole into a better way of living, whether they
like it or want it or not . It is their duty to lead them forcibly so to
speak in this direction.
That is all tied up with the conviction of the Marxists that they
seem to have, rather that they do have, a perfect social science . This
is one of the main tenets of Marxism, that they have a social science
which is perfect ; it not only explains all the past history, but it will
lead to the complete victory of the socialist state on a worldwide basis.
I am not maintaining that my colleagues are all dyed in the wool
along this line, but there is such a thing as infection. I think some of
these ideas have infected us, and have gotten over into a much more
influential place in our thinking than many of us understand or realize. The complete respectability of some of the basic ideas I have been
talking about in the framework of American intellectual life can be
seen when you ask yourself the question, "When I was in college, what
was I taught about the economic interpretation of history, the frontier
interpretation of American history, the economic basis of the American Constitution, and things of this kind -?"
This is the entering wedge for the economic analysis of social problems which is related to economic determinism, which is the very heart
and soul of the Marxist ideology . When we reflect on the- extent' to
which these ideas have become accepted in the American intellectual
community, I think we ought to be a bit alarmed, and be a bit hesitant
about the direction in which we are going.
For my own purposes, I would much rather complicate the analysis
of social phenomena by insisting that at all times there are at least
three different kinds of components that have to be taken into account.
There is not only -the basic economic thing . We all recognize its imortance . But there are what I call political factors . These have to
o with the fundamental presuppositions people have about' the
values that they consider important and desirable . These can be just
as well related to abstract and to absolute truth, which we are all trying to search for in our own way, as they can be to economic formation' and predetermination, if I make myself clear . Along with this
you have to take into account the power element in the military field.
If you throw all these things in together, I think it rather tends to
scramble the analysis and reduce it from its stark simplicity, as it is
embodied in the doctrines of communism, into something which is
much harder to handle and much more "difficult' and - complicated,
but is a good deal closer to the truth .
I make this rather long statement only because the subject is extremely complicated . I know I can't discuss it adequately here, and I
don't pretend to try, but I am trying to introduce a few of the things
which give me the feeling that in our academic community as a whole
we have gone down the road in the direction of the dominance of an
intellectual elite . We have gone down the road in the direction of
economic determination of everything, throwing abstract values out
of the window .
Mr. WORMSER.. Moral relativity.
Dr . RowE . Moral relativism is implicit . It is not important whether
it is right. or wrong in abstract terms . It is only when it works and
who works and things of that kind . This is the evil of the sin of
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tremely careful about how you do it in order to get the maximum effec
out of it .
Maybe I am getting too far here into educational theory and getti
away from your question .
Mr. HAYS . Could I ask a question?
Mr. WORMSER. Please, yes.
Mr. HAYS . You talk about a social-science elite . If you wanted
doctor, you would want an expert .
Dr. RowE . Sure.
Mr. HAYS. A lawyer, you would want a good one .
Dr. RowE . Who is it that says who the expert is in the medic
field? The first thing the doctor comes up against is a board of exam
iners set up by the State or by some public authority without whic
he cannot even get a license to practice, let alone get any patients .
Mr. HAYS . How do you get to be a political science professor?
Dr. Row-E . That is the point I am trying to make . There are
such supervisions or checks . Maybe it would be more dangerous
have them than not to have them . But we have at least to face up
the problems raised by the fact that the intellectual community, t
academic community, for example, insists on an absolute minimu
of public sanctions as far as their work is concerned. This leads
into these areas that I have been talking about .
Mr. WORMSER . That is all.
Mr. HAYS . I have one further question back on the IPR again .
asked for the names of the trustees and we got off on some other sub
ject . I will ask you specifically, was Senator Ferguson one of th
at onetime?
Dr . RowE . I could not say. I don't recognize his name as being
member of the board . But I could not swear to it.
Mr. HAYS . Could you supply me with the names of the members
the IPR board for 1950 or 1949 or some given year?
The CHAIRMAN . If it is just as agreeable, the staff can do that .
Mr. WORMSER . I am sure we have it.
Dr. RowE . That would be easy to work up, I should think . Th
would be no problem .
Mr. HAYS . We can put it in the record at this point .
(The list referred to follows :)

NATIONAL OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PACIFIC RELATIO
OFFICERS

Chairman : Ray Lyman Wilbur
Vice Chairmen : Raymond B . Allen, Arthur H. Dean, Walter F . Dillingha
Gordon Robert Sproul
Treasurer : Donald B. Straus
Executive Secretary : Clayton Lane
Assistant Treasurer : Tillie G . Shahn
Assistant Secretary : Katrine R. C. Greene
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Edward W . Allen, attorney, Allen, Froude, Hilen & De Garmo, Seattle
Raymond B . Allen, president, University of Washington, Seattle
J . Ballard Atherton, vice president, Mutual Telephone Co ., Honolulu

Knight Biggerstaff, chairman, department of far eastern studies, Cornell Unlversity.
Hugh Borton, East Asian Institute, Columbia University, New York .
Stuart P . Brock, department of research and education, Congress of Industrial
Organizations, Washington, D. C .
H. Clifford Brown, vice president, Chicago Bridge & Iron Co ., New York.
Lincoln C . Brownell, assistant to the president, American Bank Note Co ., New
George T. Cameron, publisher, San Francisco Chronicle .
Edward C. Carter, provost, New School for Social Research, New York .
Joseph P. Chamberlain, professor of public law, Columbia University, New York .
Dwight L . Clarke, president, Occidental Life Insurance Co . of California, Los
Angeles.
Charles F. Clise, president, Washington Securities Co ., Seattle .
Arthur G . Coons, president, Occidental College, Los Angeles .
George B. Cressey, chairman, department of geography, Syracuse University .
Arthur H . Dean, partner, Sullivan & Cromwell, New York.
Walter F . Dillingham, president, Oahu Railway & Land Co ., Honolulu.
Brooks Emeny, president, Foreign Policy Association, New York .
Rupert Emerson, professor of government, Harvard University .
John K. Fairbank, professor of history, Harvard University .
G . W. Fisher, executive vice president, Bishop Trust Co ., Ltd ., Honolulu .
Richard E . Fuller, director, Seattle Art Museum .
Charles K. Gamble, director, Standard-Vacuum Oil Co., New York .
Martha A . Gerbode, trustee, World Affairs Council of Northern California, San
Francisco.
L. Carrington Goodrich, department of Chinese and Japanese, Columbia University, New York .
O. C. Hansen, Frazar & Hansen Import-Export Co ., San Francisco.
W . R . Herod, president, International General Electric Co., New York.
John R. Hersey, author, Men on Bataan ; Into the Valley ; Bell for Adano ;
Hiroshima .
William L . Holland, secretary general, Institute of Pacific Relations .
Raymond Kennedy, professor of sociology, Yale University, New Haven .
Benjamin H. Kizer, attorney, Graves, Kizer & Graves, Spokane .
Daniel E . Koshland, vice president, Levi Strauss & Co., San Francisco .
Clayton Lane, executive secretary, American IPR, New York .
Lewis A . Lapham, president, American Hawaiian Steamship Co .
Owen Lattimore, director, Walter Hines Page school of international relations,
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore.
Herbert S . Little, attorney, Little, Leader, LeSourd & Palmer, Seattle .
William W. Lockwood, assistant director, Woodrow Wilson school of public
and international affairs, Princeton University .
Boyd A. Martin, professor of political science, University of Idaho, Moscow,
Idaho .
Charles E. Martin, professor of political science, University of Washington,
Seattle.
Rene A . May, president, Getz Bros ., exporters, San Francisco.
Frank A. Midkiff, trustee, Bernice P . Bishop estate, Kamehameha Schools, and
Punahou School, Honolulu .
Donald M . Nelson, Electronized Chemical Corp., Los Angeles.
Emmet O'Neal, attorney, Washington, D. S ., United States Ambassador to the
Philippines.
David N . Rowe, associate professor of international relations, Yale University,
New Haven .
James H . Shoemaker, chairman, department of economics and business, University of Hawaii, Honolulu.
Gregg M . Sinclair, president, University of Hawaii, Honolulu .
Robert Gordon Sproul, president, University of California .
Donald B . Straus, Management-Employee Relations, Inc . New York.
George E. Taylor, director, far eastern institute, University of Washington,
Seattle .
Donald G. Tewksbury, professor of comparative education, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York .

Brayton. Wilbur, president, Wilbur-Ellis Co., San Francisco .
Ray Lyman Wilbur, chancellor, Stanford University, California .
Heaton L . Wrenn, attorney, Anderson, Wrenn & Jenks, Honolulu.
Louise L. Wright, director, Chicago Council on Foreign Relations .
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will stand adjourned until Tue

day morning at 10 o'clock in this same room .
(Thereupon, at 12 :15 p. m ., a recess was taken until Tuesday, Ju
8,1954, at 10 a . m .)

TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
TUESDAY, JUNE 8, 1954
HOUSE or REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL CoMMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE
TAE ExEMPT FOUNDATIONS,
Washington, D . C .
The special committee met at 10 : 15 a. m ., pursuant to recess, in room
8049' Old House Office Building, Hon . Carroll Reece (chairman of the
special committee)' presiding .
Present : Representatives Reece, Goodwin, Hays, and Pfost .
Also present : Rene A. Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T. Koch,
associate counsel ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Kathryn Casey,
legal analyst ; John Marshall, chief clerk .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order .
Who is the witness this morning?
Mr. WORMSER. Professor Colegrove .
The CHAIRMAN . Professor, we have the practice of swearing all witnesses, if you do not mind . Do you solemnly swear the evidence you
give in this case shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you God?
1,2 `0 LEGROVE . I do.
Mr. WoRMsER. Will you state your name and address for the record,
please; Professor?
TESTIMONY OF PROF . KENNETH COLEGROVE, EVANSTON, ILL . ,
Dr. COLEGROVE. My name is Kenneth Colegrove, and my address
is 721 : Foster Street, Evanston, Ill .
Mr . WORMSER . You are temporarily in New York on some assignment at Queens College, Professor?
Dr. COLEGROVE. Yes ; I have been teaching in Queens College this
year. r~
Mr . . WORMSER. You are, as I understand, retired as a professor of
political science at Northwestern University?
Dr. COLEGROVE. Yes ; at Northwestern University we automatically
retire at age of 65.
Mr. WORMSER . Would you give us briefly your academic career,
Professor?
Dr . CoLEGROVE. I took my A. B. degree at the State University of
Iowa and later took my Ph . D . degree, doctor of hilosoph~ y, at Harvard . I have taught at Mount Holyoke Colleg.e~, Syracuse University,
and for 30 years I taught at Northwestern University .
Mr. WORMSER. Do you have any honorary degrees?
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ferred that degree on me after I had written a book on the Senate and
the Treatymaking Power . He wrote me at that time saying he ha
already expected to write that book himself, but the trustees had never
allowed him to resign so that he could write the book . His trustee
offered me a degree, and, of course, you never turn down a degree
from Columbia University .
Mr. WORMSER . What other books have you written, Professor?
Dr. COLEGROVE . I have written books on International Control o
Aviation ; Militarism in Japan ; and the American Senate and the
Treaty-Making Power . , I think I am remembered most for my 20 o
30 articles in the American Political Science Review and in the American,Journal of International Law upon Japanese Governmentan
Pql tics and Asiatic Diplomacy .
Mr. WORBrsER . Now, Professor, what positions of any consequence
have you had in any of the learned societies?
Dr . COLEGROVE . .I was secretary-treasurer of the American Politica
Science Association:that is the professional society of political
science teachers in the United States-for 10 or 11 years, .from 193
to 1948 . And I have been a delegate from the Amercan Political
Science Association to the American Council of Learned Societies .
The American Political Science Association is a constituent societ
of the American Council of Learned Societies .
Mr. WORMSER . As I recall, you were at one time on the, executiv
commmittee of the American Society of International Law?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Oh, yes ; I have several times served on the,execu
tive committee of the American Society of International Law :
Mr. WORMSER . What Government posts have you held, Professor
Dr. COLEGROVE. Well, I have been consultant during the war to th
Office of Strategic Services . I have been a consultant for the Depart
ment of Labor. I have been a consultant for the State Department
And I served with General MacArthur in Tokyo immediately afte
the war in the Office of SCAP, or the Office of the Supreme Com
mander for the Allied Powers, in Japan .
Mr. WORMSER. As an adviser in political science or some aspect o
that
Dr . CoLEGRovE. Yes ; as an adviser on constitutional questions .
Mr. WORMSER. Have you any other comment you wish to make
Professor, before we start? I understand you have no statement.
I had intended to have a copy of the questions you had asked' m
to put to you prepared for the committee, but something went wrong
in the office, and we have only 2 or 3 copies available .
Is there anything you wish to add before I begin?
Dr. CoLEGEovE . Mr. Counsel, I must say that I am 'a somewha
reluctant witness this morning . My reluctance stems from the fac
that there is a feeling, I think, on thee part of many people, that wit
nesses regarding the foundations may be overcritical, may wis
to smear the character of the officers of the foundations . I must sa
that my acquaintance with the officers makes me think that they ar
men of the greatest integrity, men of the greatest competence . I highl
respect them . Some of my students are officers in the foundations .
Then, in another aspect, I think sometimes witness before congressional committees are rather roughly treated by the newspapers

Again, I must say that since being asked to testify before this committee, I have not had an opportunity to go back to my home in Evanston, which is right north of Chicago, to check up on some data I probably ought to have before I testi?y here, but I understand you wish
me only to speak of the philosophical background or such aspects as
I really have witnessed ; and perhaps I can trust my memory for these .
I am glad to come before the committee, aside from that reluctance,
because I think it is the duty of every citizen, and particularly professors, to assist Congress in its functions of investigation . It is our
duty to do so, just as much as it is the duty of young men to serve
in the Army, even give their lives for their country in the Army, or the
duty of citizens to vote, or the duty of citizens to pay taxes . And
citizens, also have the duty to testify before congressional committees .
Mr. WORMSEE. Well, Professor, you did testify at one time before
the McCarran committee in the IPR hearings . Would you give
us some brief resume of the purpose of your appearance in that
hearing and any comments that you think may be of interest?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Mr. Counsel, I did testify before the McCarran
subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee of the Senate on internal
security laws regarding my knowledge of the I. P . R . and other
phases they were investigating. . I think what struck your eye in that
testimony was a part of my testimony where I said I could not understand why it was that the Rockefeller Foundation continued its very
large grants to the Institute of Pacific Relations long after it had
received information which proved to be very reliable information
that the IPR had been taken over by Communists, pro-Communists,
or fellow travelers, and had become a propaganda society, and also an
organization which was very effective in selecting personnel for the
Government. The information that something was wrong with the
IPR began to come into our heads about 1942 or 1943 . I was among
those naive professors who thought that the IPR was doing a
great service . And it was . It started out as really a magnificent
research organization . But it undoubtedly was captured by subversive elements about 1938 and 1939 and 1940, but we didn't wake up until
1942 or 1943 . At that time I resigned from the editorial board of
Amerasia which had a connection with IPR .
By 1945, we were convinced that something was very wrong ; and
my testimony was connected with that point .
Mr. WOEMSER . Was that before the Kohlberg disclosures?
Dr. COLEGRovE . No ; that was the time the Kohlberg proposals were
made. And what I couldn't understand later on was when Alfred
Kohlberg was able to get the consent of one of the very high officers
in the'Rockefeller Foundation to investigate why the foundation would
not make an investigation of the IPR . The investigation was never
made, and the Rockefeller Foundation continued to give very large
grants to the Institute of Pacific Relations even after that .
Representative HAYS . What year was that?
Dr . Cor.EGRovE. That was 1945 . That was comparatively early, you
see . The grants went on until, I think, about 1950 or thereabouts .
Of course, the Rockefeller Foundation now admits that it was a
mistake, and perhaps the officers feel that bygones ought to be bygones
and no further investigation should be carried on . But it seems to
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that ,we may never be misled again, that we ought to have the whol
story of why the Rockefeller Foundation failed to make the -inve
tigation in 1945 .
Representative HAYS . Did you, as a member of that group, ask th
Rockefeller Foundation to make an investigation?
Dr. COLEGRovE. No. I was not an officer of the Rockefeller Foun
dation . I was simply what you call a member.
Mr. WORMSER . You mean of the IPR, Professor?
Dr. CoLEGROVE. I mean of the IPR . The membership was ver
loose . Anyone who subscribed to their publications was a member
They called us members . We thought of ourselves merely as sub
scribers .
I protested to Mr . Dennett in 1945-I think that is the date ; it i
in the McCarran subcommittee hearings-regarding the activities of
Mr . Edward Carter. I had discovered that he was pressuring th
State Department to throw over Chiang Kai-shek . I protested ver
vigorously at that time, and I think my protests came to nothing at al
Representative HAYS . Now, did you say that the first notice tha
the foundation had of, as I believe you termed it, the subversiveness
of the IPR, was about 1943?
Dr. CoLEGROVE. No. The first that I knew of it were the charge
made by Alfred Kohlberg . I resigned from Amerasia in 1943 be
cause of a difference of opinion between myself and Mr. Philip Jaffe
who was the editor in chief, and who later was implicated in the tak
ing of documents surreptitiously from the State Department .
Representative HAYS . What I am trying to do, Professor, is to fin
out for the purposes of checking the record of grants, about when yo
people became aware of this, about when it trickled down to you .tha
there- was something wrong there.
Could you give us a year for that?
Dr. CoLEGROVE. Yes . I was aware of a very unfortunate situatio
in Amerasia by 1942 and 1943 . My eyes were not opened until tha
time . I suspected, of course, the IPR. I was not an officer of th
Institute of Pacific Relations .
Representative PFOST. When did you resign from Amerasia, Pro
fessor!
Dr . CoLEGRovE . In 1943, and it was at that time
Representative PFosT. And it was at that time that you became suspicious?
Dr. CoLEGROVE . I became suspicious in 1942- and finally resigned
in May of 1943 . I am speaking from memory . I haven't looked a
my notes.
Representative PFOST. Were you aware of the fact that the Rockefeller Foundation reduced their grants considerably in the year 1944
to the IPR?
Dr. CoLEGROVE . Yes, there was a reduction of grants made .
Representative PFOST. Because of some talk that perhaps they wer
off on the wrong track
Dr. CoLEGROVE. Undoubtedly that had some influence . But I wa
not an officer of Rockefeller Foundation or of the IPR, and did not
understand the reasons on the inside .

indicate that -someone in 'Rockefeller became aware of the thing you
did about the same time . Then our figures show from 1946 to 1950,
they were given a total of about $400,000, mainly because the Rockefeller Foundation wanted to try to reorganize the thing under, the
leadership of Dr. Wilbur Dr . Ray Lyman Wilbur, after they had
gotten rid of Carter and ;Field. I am not asking you, of course, to
say, the figures are accurate, but does that generally correspond with
what you know about the situation?
Dr. COLEoROVE. Yes ; that is the situation as I understand it .
Mr. WORMBER. Professor, no investigation, so far as you know, was
made . by Rockefeller or Carnegie of the IPR situation, nor for that
matter was one made by the IPR itself ?
Dr. CoLEaxovE. I hoped, as a result . of Mr. Kohlberg's charges, that
the Rockefeller Foundation itself would investigate, instead of askin~ the IPR to conduct a self-investigation .
The CHAIRMAN . To whom was Kohlberg's request for an investigation made, Professor?
Dr. COLF GROVE . It was made to Joseph Willits, an official of the
Rockefeller Foundation, one of the outstanding men, a man of great
integrity, and a man of competence and scholarship . I have great
respect for Joseph Willits, and he must have had a good reason for
not investigating . But that reason, it seems to me, ought -to be told
to the American people.
Representative HAYS. Just exactly what did Mr . Kohlberg say in
his report? I get a letter about every week or two from him, most
of which I throw in the wastebasket .
I read a few of them . But they seemed to me to be a little bit off
the beam, and perhaps these people felt the same way about him. Is
he -considered a reputable authority that you would pay attention.to
Ma0e I la=ve been misjudging him .
Dr. CoLEoROVE . Well, I have a great deal of respect for Mr . Kohlberg. He sends out these very voluminous letters . Some of them are
full of charges he makes against people that I think it is not necessary to make. But he also has a vast amount of information . I find
these letters he sends sometimes very useful . Again, Mr . Kohlberg
had been in China frequently during the war and had been shocked at
his observation of what some of the officers of the State Department
were doing, particularly connected with the whole episode of Gen .
Patrick Hurley .
Mr. WORMSER . Professor, these charges were thoroughly substantiated, weren't they?
Dr. CoLEGROVE . Oh, yes. All of the charges of Mr. Kohlberg were
examined by the McCarran subcommittee, and 'I think in a unanimous
report the McCarran subcommittee indicated that all of the charges
of Mr . Kohlberg were proved true .
Representative HAYS . I am not discussing that. The point I am
trying to get straight in my own mind is that he has a habit of crying
"Wolf" pretty frequently, and every time he cries it, obviously it
hasn't been documented. He could have been right at that time, and
perhaps was for all I know .
Dr : CoLEOROVE . Well, I may say, I always found him accurate in
his statements, and certainly this time when he cried, "Wolf, wolf,"
there was a wolf.

ever since then, without effect-I suppose because it has been repetitious . The charges at the time corresponded with what I was thinking
myself with reference to the IPR .
Representative HAYS . Just briefly what were these charges? That
Field and Carter were not right? Just what did he say, if you can
remember the highlights of it?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Briefly, the charges were these : They were expanded, of course, in the McCarran subcommittee . But, briefly, they
were to the effect that the IPR, instead of being a research institution
and engaged only in research, had branched out into propaganda, into
the selection of personnel for service in Government and into policymaking even in the State Department. In other words, supporting a
policy that was very much against Chiang Kai-shek, very much
against the Chinese Nationalists, and aimed at overthrow of'Chiang
Kai-shek, of the Kuomintang, and destruction of the Nationalist
Party in China .
The CHAIRMAN . Based upon your experience and observations, to
what extent is it your opinion that the IPR did exercise a substantial
if not controlling influence in the selection of personnel not only in
the Far East but those assignments in the State Department that had
to do with the Far East and ultimately the policies that were adopted
in the Far East?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Mr. Chairman, I would rather testify only with
regard to things I have seen with my own eyes. I will take one case
with reference to the selection of personnel for General MacArthur's
headquarters in Japan .
The IPR had become extremely influential with the State Department and with some other branches of Government . I must say that
no one knows better than you and your committee that the setectitir
of personnel is one of the headaches of Government . The selection
of exert personnel is one of the headaches of Government . The
American Political Science Association was often called upon to"furnish suggestions of experts in the field of political science .
During the war, when I was secretary-treasurer, we frequently had
requests, which we complied with, by giving a list of personnel and
giving something about the personnel so that they could select someone among the dozen or two dozen names that we would submit .
In 1945, as secretary of the Political Science Association, I submitted a list of names of experts for the army of occupation in Japan,
and for the army of occupation in Germany . It was a list of political
scientists who would be helpful on the Government side . I didn't put
my own name on the list at all, but in January of 1946, I had a telegram from General Hilldring saying that General MacArthur had
asked for my services in Japan .
I came down to Washington to be processed and briefed, and I was
surprised to find in the Pentagon that the recommendations that the
American Political Science Association had made in the matter of
personnel had not been accepted. I had a great deal of trouble in
getting from the Chief of the Civil Affairs Division in the Army this
list. He passed me off to his deputy, and his deputy passed me off
finally to a very excellent young colonel . From him I received the list .

I took that list over to an old friend of mine who had served as
Chief of the Far Eastern Division in OSS (Office of Strategic Services) . ..His name is Charles Burton Fahs, a very outstanding specialist
in Japan and a man of great integrity . And I remember that Charles
Burton Fahs was astonished by the character of the names that had
been recommended .
We checked those names off . Some of them were known to us to
be Communists, many of them pro-Communists or fellow travelers .
They were extremely leftist.
I went back to the Pentagon to protest against a number of these
people, and to my amazement I found that they had all been invited,
and they had all accepted, and some of them were already on their
way to Japan .
I wanted to find out where the list came from, and I was told that
the list had come from the Institute of Pacific Relations .
And so General MacArthur, who had very little control over the
personnel that was sent to Japan at this time for civil affairs, practically no control, had to receive a large group of very leftist and some
of them Communist advisers in the field of political science .
Well, , does that illustrate what you want, Mr . Chairman, by reference to the influence in the selection of personnel?
I might just add this, on the slightly humorous side : During the
war we had the National Roster, which you probably remember . I
think they are trying to improve that and make it a great machine
for selection of personnel . We used to say that the theory was that
you get the names of a hundred thousand scientists all over the United
States, social scientists, natural scientists, and so on . You put their
names on cards . You put their competence on cards. You put their
experience on cards . You put it in the machine. Then when some
organ of Government wants an expert in this or that, all you have to
do is to press two or three buttons, and out comes a card with the name
of a perfect expert, just the one you want for the assigment . But
nobody knows better than your committee that it will be a long time
before such a machine is invented and used .
Representative HAYS . I have a pertinent question right here, professor. Did General MacArthur take any pertinent advice from any
of his-advisers about anything?
Dr. COLEGROVF . Well, these advisers who came out, particularly the
leftists, were immediately spotted by MacArthur's G-2, General Willoughby . We used to say that General Willoughby could tell a Communist a hundred miles away.
Representative HAYS . He is the same fellow, though, who couldn't
spot them at China when they poured through at the Yalu River .
Wasn't that the one?
Dr. COLEGRovF. That was out of the jurisdiction of Willoughby .
Representative HAYS . I thought he was the G-2 head man .
Dr . COLEGROVE. He was G-2 for General MacArthur.
Representative HAYS . I understood that somebody gave MacArthur
advice that there were no Communists up there .
Dr. CoLEGRO«: . Oh, no . I have seen the reports that Willoughby
made. Willoughby was telling MacArthur in 1946 and 1947and 1948
that the Communists were going to attack South Korea in June .

Dr. COLEGROVE . That is something that we would like to find out, too
How that statement was made.
You see, the jurisdiction of General MacArthur over Korea cam
to an end in 1948 . The State Department took over . The Army was
out completely . And it really was not General Willoughby's business
to investigate North Korea . But you know General Willoughby . He
would investigate everything under the sun . And his reports were
always pessimistic reports to General MacArthur .
I might say this with reference to the personnel and with reference
to the question you asked about advice .
Luckily, in this case, the subversives that came out to Tokyo were
very soon discovered by General Willoughby . And, of course, General MacArthur's staff was decidedly anti-Communist, very much op
posed to that kind of adviser and the kind of advice that they would
give . General MacArthur takes advice, of course, but it is only on
the highest level . There was a tight little ring of generals around
General MacArthur. They consisted of General Willoughby, the
G-2 ; General Courtney Whitney, a remarkably competent man, head
of the Government Section ; General Marquat, who was head of th
economic Section ; there was a very able professor from Stanford
University who was head of National Resources ; there was Colone
Carpenter, head of the Legal Section, and two or three others. And
none of the Communists who got out to Japan had any other chanc
in operations than to do research work and reporting . General Mac
Arthur would meet once or twice a day with the upper echelon of his
office, and the policy was entirely made by them . I may say that man
of the facts that they used in persuading General MacArthur to do
this or that were facts dug out by the researchers in the Government
Section or the Economic Section, but the policy-making in Japan was
quite different, I think, from the policy-making in the army of occupation in Germany . It was on the highest level . None of these subver
sives got a chance at all in policymaking.
I do think that there was just one point where they did damage,
that was in their contact with the Japanese people, a contact which
MacArthur couldn't control .
I think there were some unfortunate contacts between these leftists
and the Japanese people .
Representative HAYS . I was going to ask you a question about some
thing you said . You seemed to leave an implication by the way you
stated it. Perhaps you didn't mean to, and I want to clear that up .
You said it was quite different from Germany . None of the sub
versives had a chance to make policy .
Did you mean to imply that some of the subversives did make policy
in Germany?
Dr . COLEGROVE . No . What I meant to say was that the policymaking went down into a lower level in the army of occupation i
Germany .
I was trying to indicate where policy was made in General MacArthur's staff. It was only on the very highest level, with a group
of officers he trusted, who were competent, hard-headed, very realistic
officers .
The CHAIRMAN. Since General MacArthur has been referred to, i
happens that I have known him for a great many years and knew him

but I have had a very good opportunity to observe him .
Dr. CoLEGRovE . I know he thinks highly of you .
The CHAIRMAN . Thank you . I am pleased to know that . I have
been impressed that General MacArthur has a great capacity to advise with subordinates, advisers of all types, and then assemble in his
own thinking the information given him, classified and adopted as
.his own. I mean expressed his own views ; but his views being based
upon the advice and information that he has received . Is my estimate
upon somewhat justified?
Dr . CoLEGROVE. Oh, wholly justified . I think you have sized General MacArthur up very accurately . He is a constant reader . He
reads documents late into the night . He is a constant reader of history and of government works. General MacArthur would have
made one of our outstanding historians if he had ever gone into the
profession of history rather than that of a professional soldier .
Representative HYS . I think Hollywood lost a great man there,
too .
Dr. COLEGROVE. I went to Japan a little prejudiced against General
MacArthur, having been in Washington continuously . I was bowled
over by appreciation of his efficiency and his ability to lead . I must
say he handled the Russian situation well, when the Russians wanted
to send an army of occupation into Japan . They wanted to occupy
Hokkaido and northern Hondo, which would be easy for them to chop
off by aggression . General MacArthur avoided that by assigning
them way down to Kyushu in the south, and of course the Russians
didn't want to go there, where they would be hemmed in by the Americans and the British . So they didn't occupy any part of Japan .
That was a great advantage, because there was only one army of
occupation really, that of General MacArthur . I think you could say
General MacArthur was the first high-ranking officer who got tough
with Soviet Russia after the war . And you might say it beginss with
the speech which Courtney Whitney made before the Allied Council
in March, the first part of March 1946, when Russia behaved in a
very impertinent, insolent way to the United States, demanding information, and criticizing policies of the occupation which were really
democratic policies . General MacArthur, through Gen . Courtney
Whitney, made a resounding reply to the Russians that kept them
quiet for quite a while.
I must say that episode rang a bell all through the official life of the
United' States . James F . Byrnes heard it . He was then Secretary
of State, and shortly after that, in the Council of Foreign Ministers
in London, he began to take a tougher stand against the Russians .
By the time Jimmy Byrnes left the Secretaryship of State, he was
following a rather strong policy against Soviet Russia .
Representative HAYS . I just have one other question.
You have mentioned several times, Professor, these subversives
who went out to Tokyo . Would you like to name them for the committee, who they were?
Dr. COLEGROVE . I would rather not, Mr. Hays . They are all named
in the McCarran subcommittee report . I haven't got that list with
me. I have a list in my library in Evanston, but I haven't been able
to fly to Evanston to consult it . I wouldn't want to trust my memory

Mr. WoRMSER . Professor, I would like to ask you this : Do you thin
the IPR incident is an example of the danger involved in founda
tions financing outside research organizations which don't have, let's
say, an academic standing for research, instead of perhaps doing i
through universities ? Would you comment on that ?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Well, Mr . Wormser, everything in life is dangerous
and I think the answer could be that they can be a powerful help, a
great assistance to the Government, and at the same time, of course,
they can be very unfortunate . Of course, it depends upon the characte
of the organization .
Now, here was the Institute of Pacific Relations, supposed to be
research organization, which had been captured by subversives . An
yet it was actually furnishing names of personnel to fairly important
officers within the Government .
Mr. WORMSER. If the organizations wanted to have that kind o
research done, wouldn't it have been far safer and sounder to do i
through the universities, who, after all, have a certain discipline and
a certain check on research and what not?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Oh, yes . I would agree with that . I think the uni
versities are much more sound and much more safe than most of the
operating societies. But, of course, a university is a local concern
Let me say, the American Political Science Association might be helpful in the selection of personnel, because we are supposed to know al
the political scientists in the United States better than the Government does . And our advice ought to be worth something .
Representative HAYS . You could get in a position, there, Professor
couldn't you, where you would have people saying, "Well, now, let's
not give any to that university or this one, because they are not safe.
And bringing in all different shades of opinion, you could have that
same problem arise there, couldn't you?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Admittedly . That might well be true . Every sys
tem is more or less dangerous in one sense, and every system has some
elements of help .
Mr. WORMSER . Professor, would you comment on the general are
of the dependence of the academician on foundation grants?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Yes . Today a professor of political science wh
wants to conduct certain research that is costly is in a rather difficult
position unless he gets a grant from a foundation or through an operating society, like the American Council of Learned Societies, o
through his university, based upon a grant from a foundation . An
that means, of course, ultimately, the foundations pass upon the kind
of research which shall be done, particularly with reference to the
subjects of research which should be undertaken .
Personally, I have been more or less a lone wolf in my research
I suppose you can divide professors into categories . There are pro
fessors who would rather work alone as a one-man project on a subject
that interests them deeply . Others want to investigate, let's say
certain phases cooperatively .
If you are in a cooperative research project, you are doing one sec
tion . You may not know what the other man is doing in the other
section. You finally have to get together and have things parceled
out. Probably the greatest books in the world were written by the

You have the difference there between Plato and Aristotle . Plato was
a philosopher who paced the walk, the peripatetic school . His students
listened to him carefully . He didn't do much listening himself.
Take Aristotle, on the other hand, Aristotle, in writing his book
called Politics, investigated 158 constitutions. Now, he didn't do all
that himself. Aristotle must have had quite a considerable research
staff or group of devoted pupils . That is cooperative research . Aristotle had evidently a large research group working with him . So you
find two kinds of professors, the ones who would like to engage in
cooperative research and others who would like to make a study that
they control entirely themselves and do all the work themselves.
Mr. WORMSER . They are all dependent on foundation grants in the
last analysis, though?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Oh, yes. Now most of it depends upon foundation
grants.
Mr. WORMSER . Does that result in a situation, Professor, where the
academicians are somewhat reluctant to criticize the foundations?
Dr . COLEGROVE. Oh, yes, you don't like to bite the hand that feeds
you. It is not quite civilized to do that . There is that tendency . And,
of course, there is a tendency almost to fawn on the man who gets
you the research project . I have tremendous respect, let us say, for
one of the men in my own profession who had a great deal to do with
the graliting of research funds . That was Prof. Charles E . Merriam
of the University of Chicago, one of the greatest of our political scientists ; and a man of the greatest integrity . I remember a conversation
I had with Professor Merriam in Paris, when he came out to Europe
to investigate the Laura Spellman Rockefeller Fund, which was in
the process of being changed at that time .
I remember a conversation in a Paris restaurant at that time, I
think, the Cafe Majeure, in which Professor Merriam said, "Money
is power, and for the last few years I have been dealing with more
power than a professor should ever have in his hands ." He said, "I
am nothing else than a Louis XIV academic agent ." Somebody sitting next to him said, "Well, Professor Merriam, not Louis XIV.
You had better say Oliver Cromwell ."
And Merriam said, "Call me any name you want . I have too much
power in my hands ."
Well, Merriam controlled a large part of the research that was doled
out . by the Social Science Research Council, and I think that he was
extremely able in his selections . But I do think there is the tendency,
in the case of a great man like Merriam, for the younger men to get in
almost a fawning position with reference to them .
Now, I don't mean young men running to help him on with his coat
or to pick up his papers or to carry his valise down to the depot . I
mean something more subtle than that . I don't mean even laughing
at his jokes or getting students to come into his classes . I mean something quite a little bit more subtle than that . Perhaps I can best
explain myself by giving one incident with reference to the American
Political Science Association.
We hold an annual convention every year, in which we have roundtables and sessions where pertinent questions are discussed, and professors and experts lead the discussion . As secretary of the American

the heads of roundtables to get Professor Merriam to appear on the
roundtable, or Prof. Charles A. Beard, who is a remarkable scholar
The competition was terrific . Merriam and Beard were very generous
They generally accepted those invitations . But from the standpoint
of managing the society, it was very clear that having Merriam and
Beard upon too many roundtables cut off a lot of the younger men that
ought to have participated . So we put through a rule that no member
of the Political Science Association should appear at any roundtable
more than two times each year . That caused quite a little bitterness
among various chairmen of roundtables who were trying to build good
programs.
I remember one man who was a chairman and who bitterly denounced me saying, "You have ruined my chance to get a social science
research grant, because you have cut me off from getting better
acquainted with Professor Merriam . You have not been fair to me.
I didn't realize how chairmen of roundtables, professors themselves,
were bidding for Professor Merriam not only because of his talents
but because of his control of so much money for the Social Science
Research Council .
Representative HAYS . Professor, if I were to grant everything you
say to be true, and I am not going to dispute it with you, you are
just talking about a rather human tendency there, aren't you, that
could be applied to most anything? Not only heads of foundations,
but I can give you a little example in politics . When they have a big
picnic or something out in my district, if the chairman of the picnic
is uninhibited, he soots for the President, knowing he isn't going to
get him . Then he tries for the Governor, and if the Governor is tied
up, then they try for the Congressman, and if he is not available, they
will settle for the sheriff or somebody else, you see . But they just
come down the line. It happens over and over and over again . I
don't know what you are going to do about it . I don't believe even
the law would stop it .
Dr . COLEOROVE . Both of these items, the one you have described,
and the one I have, are right out of human events, aren't they, human
nature? It is there, and of course it will operate .
Representative HAYS. And, of course, Professor Merriam's profound observation about "Money is power," I don't think was quite
original with him .
Dr . COLEGROVE. Oh, no.
Representative HAYS . It is a thing that we have known back since
the time of maybe this Pharaoh they are digging out now .
Dr . COLE(3ROVE . The Stone Age, probably, when money was in the
form of stone .
Representative HAYS . And that is another thing we just have to
muddle along with and deal with as best we can .
Dr . COLEGROVE . I think we should realize that we have these human
aspects to deal with and they can't be ignored .
Representative HAYS . That is right . I agree with you .
Mr. WORMSER . I asked the question, Mr . Hays, to bring out the
point, if it is true, that there is a reluctance on the part of academicians
who are dependent on grants, to criticize the foundations .
Representative HAYS . I realize that, Mr . Wormser, and I am sure
that Dr . Colegrove has his opinion about that, and I am sure he

gotten a grant, and some say they have gotten a grant, who will testify .

am willing to concede that with some people that would be a point
that would be well taken, but I don't think you can a ply it like a
blanket over everybody. Do you agree with that, Doctor .
Dr. COLEGROVE . Oh, no, you can't generalize completely . That is
quite true .
Representative Hays . Because there are some people-we had one
here last week who admitted he was a foundation baby . Yet he came
in and criticized the foundations. So there are people who will criticize if they think the criticism is justified, no matter what . You have
got to assume that there is enough integrity in the country that people
will do that. Don't~you agree?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Yes. I will agree wholly with that.
I must say that some people think there is considerable paternalism
and pontification on the part of the grantors . My own experience has
been that the officers of the foundations have leaned over backwards
not to pontificate or to assert their opinions too greatly .
I recall one case where it seemed to me that there was a little "lecturing" done, to use a mild term, by a foundation . I don't resent it,
but I know Prof . Frederic A . Ogg very greatly resented it . The
American Political Science Association established a committee on
the study of American legislatures, and particularly Congress . A
very able young political scientist was made head of that committee .
His name was Dr. George Galloway. And the officers of the committee
were directed to go out and find $50,000 to carry on this investigation
of Congress. So Professor Ogg and myself had that task. We went
to the Rockefeller Foundation . Joseph Willits turned us down, I
think probably correctly . Then we tried the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching, and a remarkably fine scholar was head
of that. It was near his retirement . He was Dr. Walter Jessup. I
think he listened to us with a little impatience, and at the end of it he
gave us a lecture that was nearly twice the length of our presentation
of the case, in which he berated us rather strongly for not teaching
with conviction . He chose me as a horrible example . He used to be
president of the State University of Iowa, and knew my father very
well, who was a president of a small Iowa college . And Dr. Jessup at
that-time said that he felt the small colleges were doing a much better
j ob than the great universities, because teachers were teaching with
conviction.
He used as an example of lack of teaching with conviction the fact
that we didn't treat the Constitution of the United States like Robert
Browning treated the old square yellow book, in The Ring and the
Book . I couldn't quite remember his words after C)gg and I left .
Ogg was quite incensed . He went back to his hotel . I went over to
the public library, on 42d Street in New York, and looked up "The
Ring and the Book," just to find out what President Jessup meant .
You probably remember the poem from your school days. I had forotten it. But in talking about the old book, 200 years old, which
essup compared with the Constitution of the United States, Browning says : "You see this old square book? I toss in air and catch again,
swirl by crumpled vellum covers, pure crude thought secreted from
men's minds when hearts beat hard, blood ran high, 200 years ago ."

and we, political scientists, weren't teaching that Constitution with
very much conviction .
I was sorry to say, however,that President Jessup didn't carry out
as fully as I think he should have carried out the giving of help to the
small colleges and not concentrating the research grants in the operating societies, who practically ignored the small colleges . And I thin
you realize, in Ohio, which is full of small colleges, that there is more
of genuine American tradition taught in those small colleges than
in most of our large universities .
Representative HAYS . I might as well get in a plug for Ohio here
and say it has more colleges than any State in the Union .
The CHAIRMAN . Not to be left out entirely, my congressional dis
trict has seven colleges in it .
Mr. GOODWIN . Without attempting to make any odious compari
son with the sovereign State of Ohio or the sovereign State of Tennessee, let me say that on the authority of the Federal Office of Education, I find that in Massachusetts there are 72 institutions of learning of college grade . As a matter of fact, it is often said back home
that if and when our textiles should all go down to Tennessee or points
south and if we should lose our other industrial establishments
never having had any agriculture compared with the Middle West,
all that would be left for Massachusetts would be our summer resorts,
the Berkshires, Cape Cod, and the North Shore, and our colleges and
educational institutions .
Dr. COLEGROVE . I might say that I happen to be one of the trustee
of a small college in Iowa, Upper Iowa University . We have onl
four buildings ; a library, a girls' dormitory ; a physics hall, and
gymnasium . The science building burned down the other day. I
was proposed that we apply to some foundation to get the money to
rebuild this hall. And, of course, we knew that it would be absolutely
impossible to get assistance for that university, that small university
The CHAIRMAN. When the foundations come on, that is one question I expect to ask, not as a criticism, but in order to get the explanation : Why have the foundations changed the policy which has don
so much good in the past and, I think, has built up so much goodwill
for the foundations? The policy has been changed to veer away from
that type of expenditure to other types that some people think are
open to greater question . But I won't ask you, of course, to comment
on that, because you are not in a position to do so .
In referring to Mr. Jessup, are you referring to Jessup, senior, or
junior?
Dr. COLEOROVE. No, President Walter Jessup.
The CHAIRMAN . Walter Jessup?
Dr . CoLEGROVE . Walter Jessup, who formerly was president of the
State University of Iowa .
You know, Mr. Chairman, I might follow through on one other
aspect, because it does show the operations of a professional society
like the American Political Science Association .
All the foundations turned us down on this study of Congress . Bu
we did find the money .

a study of Congress, on that very much reduced budget .
I am of the opinion that we sometimes spend too much on research .
The Political Science Association made this study on less than $10,000 .
I might say this, that our study impressed Congress so much, especially Senator LaFollette and Representative Mike Monroney, that
on the basis of this study they called hearings and drafted a bill for
the reorganization of Congress, which I think most of us believe has
been a very helpful piece of legislation.
I might just add this, also, that the committee under Dr . Galloway
advised the Congress that the salaries of Congressmen ought to be
raised in both Houses to $25,000 . The Congressmen themselves didn't
have the courage to go that high . It shows probably that political
scientists have more courage than Congressmen .
Representative HAYS . Talking about this Reorganization Act, you
know, Congress is composed of human beings, too, and they are just
about as hard to make laws for, I guess, as the average American.
Do you recall one of the significant things about that was the elimination of a great number of committees?
Dr. CoLEGROVE . Yes . That was one of the recommendations .
Representative HAYS . Of course, what they did was that they eliminated committees and every committee created 7 or 8 subcommittees,
so we wind up with more committees than we had before .
Mr. WORMSER . Professor, do you see a strong tendency in the social
sciences, and research particularly, for high centralization, resulting
in a sort of a concentration of power?
Would you comment on that, please?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Yes. It is much more convenient for the foundations-to deal with the operating societies if they are located in New
York or Washington, such as, for instance, the American Council of
Learndd Societies, or the Social Science Research Council. The large
foundations who give most of the money are, of course, in New York . I
think there has been a tendency on the part of most of the foundations to hope or expect that the professional societies will move down
to Washington . And that has been the case with the society that I have
been connected with so long . I am no longer the secretary of the
society, that is the American Political Science Association .
I think there is no question that the foundations wanted us to come
to Washington . And shortly after I resigned, the American Political
Science Association did move its headquarters to the Capital .
Representative HAYS. You don't see anything sinister in that, do
you? It is just a matter of convenience, isn't it?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Well, it is a matter of convenience for the foundations, I think . I would prefer this : The American Political Science
Association is an association of teachers of political science . They are
located all over the United States . I felt, as secretary, that I owed
an obligation to every member who taught, whether it was in a large
university or in a very small, little college of two or three hundred
students. And our headquarters had generally been in Evanston or
in Ann Arbor, right in the center of the United States. And we tried
to have our annual conventions held as near the center of the United

And you know that is more than a lot of professors in small colleg
can afford . In a large city, $10 isn't so much, but in a small town
professors who are getting only $1,500 or $1,800 a year, or $2,000
they are lucky if they get $2,000 or $3,000-that is too high a fee fo
annual dues . So I see both unfortunate and fortunate aspects
the location in Washington .
Mr. WORMSER . Professor, my question wasn't directed solely
the geographical aspect. I meant also to include the concentratio
in effort ; that is, the tendency for the foundations to direct the
research through intermediate organizations, like the Social Scienc
Research Council and the Council of Learned Societies, and so fort
Do you see that tendency?
Dr . COLEGROVE . Yes, of course there is that tendency . It follo
from human nature, of course. There is more day-to-day conversati
and consultation between the officers of the professional societies an
the officers of the operating societies, like the American Council o
Learned Societies, and the officers of the foundations .
I think that the officers of the professional societies are extremel
good listeners and follow pretty carefully the advice that is give
them by the foundation officers .
Mr . WORMSER . Professor, we have had some testimony to the effec
that there has been this conscious concentration of research direction
mainly through what we have referred to as the clearinghouse or
ganizations, and also to the effect that the Government now spen
on the aggregate in social research more than all the foundations pu
together, and that this government research has also come more o
less quite substantially under the direction of these same group
Would you comment on that, and add to your comments your concep
tion of whether that is a desirable factor or a desirable developinent
this high concentration of direction in one group, however well quali
fied?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Well, I think the present danger, Mr . Wormser
in that respect, is due to the fact-because the concentration is ap
parent-the danger is partly due to the fact that the foundation
have been demanding and giving grants for research that is mor
particularly slanted toward the left than toward the right . Tha
seems to be the tendency of the times . You can't say what is th
reason our research has been so much leftist research at the presen
time . You can't blame the foundations for it . It goes along with th
spirit of the times.
Do the foundations merely follow the spirit of the times, or do the
contribute very much to the spirit of the times?
Was Plato a product of a great civilization, or was later Gree
civilization a product of Plato and Aristotle?
The causes and effects are so completely mixed up .
But there has been a tendency, I think, on the part of the founda
tions to select subjects, promote subjects, which are somewhat leftis
Representative HAYS. Right there, what do you mean by "leftist"
Dr. COLEGROVE . Well, you know, President Roosevelt used to sa
"You will find me just a little left of center."
I suppose you will have to take half a compass in this . The middl
of the road is center . Then toward the left, of course, is from cente

Representative HAYS. Or you could use a comparable term to radicalism, "reactionaryism" ?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Yes, reactionaryism would be a very good word for
the other extreme, a very good word . It is extremely hard to say why
that swing occurs .
The CHAIRMAN. Since I am sometimes referred to as a reactionary,
I would like to have your definition of a "reactionary ."
Dr. COLEGROVE . Terms like these have to be used in the sense of a
relative comparison .
The CHAIRMAN . You need not reply to that.
Mr. GooDWIN. Wasn't it Calvin Coolidge who said, I think, in a
message to the Massachusetts Legislature : "Don't hesitate to be as reactionary, as the multiplication table" ? Doesn't that form the basis
for a pretty good definition of reaction ?
Dr. COLEGROVE . The multiplication table never changes. It is a
fact . We all accept it.
The CHAIRMAN . I am not sure that I am fully in accord with your
statement about the spirit of the time being leftist so far as the great
masses of the American people are concerned .
Representative HAYS . I am not, either . I don't like that term . I
would rather he would use "liberal ." ,
The CHAIRMAN . It is my evaluation of the American people that
they- are very sound in their thinking, and they are very apprehensive
about some of the movements which you probably have in mind as
being leftist, and when they are given an opportunity to express themselves I think they will usually express themselves . I think the American people are certainly not left of center, thee majority of them . They
try to stay in the center.
Representative HAYS. Well, of course, you will have to decide what
left of center is . As I have pointed out many, many times, social security was considered pretty leftist when it was first advocated . So was
bank deposit insurance considered very leftist, if you want to use that
term . But now not even a reactionary advocates doing away with it.
The CHAIRMAN . We ought not to get off into this . But, again, as a
"reactionary," I was in favor of Federal deposit insurance before there
ever was any Federal deposit insurance, and I was very much for it
when it was adopted, so I don't think that is a fair example, nor am
I sure that social security is . But, anyway, that is aside from the
question, so I think it is best not to get into it .
Dr . CoLEGROVE . The comment of Mr . Hays seems to be correct that
movements go back and forth . Whether you accept the pendulum
theory of history or whether you accept the cyclical theory of going
around in circles that Plato and Aristotle used, or whether you take
the spiral theory of the Marxians, there is constant change . And
words change, too. The term "liberal" is an extremely hard word to
deal with. It has to be put in a historical context . We might consider
the Liberal Party of England, which was, you might say, the left
side of English parliamentary history, for a hundred years, as against
the conservative side with Gladstone on one side and Disraeli on the
other. The Liberal Party today would probably be considered very
reactionary, because they believed in laissez faire. They believed in
no interference by government .

England . By our standards, the Conservative Party would
erably to the left of center, wouldn't it?
Dr . COLEGROVE . Yes, by our standards.
Representative HAYS . But it still calls itself the Conservative Party .
Dr. COLEGROVE . Yes, it still calls itself the Conservative Party . And
the party that Premier Yoshida presides over in Japan, the Jiyuto, is
the Japanese translation for "liberal," and it is one of the most conservative parties in the whole world .
Representative HAYS . That points up very succinctly the difficulty
we have in defining the terms we use here every day .
Mr. GOODwiN . Is that not also true in trying to define even "center" ? Roosevelt said he was a little to the left of center, which raised
some suspicion in my mind as to what he meant by center .
Dr . COLEGROVE . I suppose the only definition is "middle of the road
at the time." And it is not the same road every year . But "middle
of the road" is the approximation .
The CHAIRMAN . When I was down home driving a wagon to town
and walking on foot, I always found the middle of the road kind of
hard to travel . It usually had rocks in it . So I had to get over on
one side or the other just a little bit .
Mr . WORMSER . Professor, could I focus this discussion in this way
Has there been a tendency among the foundations, and in this concentration of power generally, to believe that conservatism is against
progress? Might that explain the rationale of grants toward the left
rather than to the conservatives?
Dr . COLEGROVE . There is a tendency, I think, in the faculties of our,
colleges and universities which I suppose is the spirit of the timesand times change-to think that the conservative is opposed to'progress, that it is the great obstacle to progress . And research that comes
up with conservative results they would say is bad research .
This often happens . I have actually heard very distinguished professors say, with reference to certain other professors, "He is not a
liberal . He is opposed to Soviet Russia ." Now, that, of course, is a
very unfortunate use of the term "liberal ." But for years and years
there has been a tendency in the American classroom-you may have
noted it in Columbia University-to think that intellectualism and
liberalism or radicalism were synonymous ; but if a person was conservative, like Edmund Burke, he was not an intellectual . That has
been a rather unfortunate aspect, it seems to me, with reference to
teaching in universities .
I would like, if I may, to say one word regarding the students of
these professors . Universities swing back and forth, in this direction .
There was one man who founded the graduate school of Columbia
University . His name was John W . Burgess . He was one of the
greatest political scientists the world has ever seen . His work called
Political Science and Comparative Law practically bowled over the
profession . He founded political science in the United States . He
was one of the most conservative of men, one of the most conservative
scholars, and he stood at the top of his profession in the eighties and
nineties and the first decade of this century .
Among his students were some outstanding conservatists . He was
a conservative professor and turned out a lot of conservative students

On the other hand, he turned out quite a number of students, probably just as many, who were what we would call liberal, or left of
center. One was Professor Merriam himself . Another one was
Charles A. Beard, a distinguished scholar. And most people don't
realize it, but Franklin D . Roosevelt was one of his students . We
know at Hyde Park there is evidence that in all his career at Columbia University, Roosevelt took notes in only one course ; he didn't pay
attention to any of the others so far as note-taking was concerned
Ne took very full and complete notes on Professor Burgess' lectures.
on constitutional law .
Well, here was a very distinguished founder of a graduate faculty
of law and comparative government . He turned out all kinds of
students, on the right and on the left . I think Columbia University
has swung more and more to the left . Professor Burgess would not
be today considered quite as high in Columbia as he was back in the
eighties and nineties . You have that swing back and forth .
Now, I think probably John Dewey and his influence at Columbia
promoted that swing very considerably . The philosophy of experimentalism contributed to it . And, of course, Board, an able man,
went to England . There he met, of course, the very impressive movement of the Fabian Society there, Sidney and Beatrice Webb, particularly . And Beard was one of the devoted students of Burgess .
Professor Beard brought back to the United States the doctrine of
the economic interpretation of history, which he got through the
Webbs and through the Fabians, and wrote his book called Economic
Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States, which followed the Marxian thesis .
Professor Beard then taught at Columbia University and left
Columbia University because of a difference with President Butler
about 1918 . But he exercised a great influence among the political
scientists and historians .
Toward the end of his life, he became much more conservative .
Professor Beard died a rather conservative professor.
I remember, when the spirit of the times of the American Political
Science Association was carrying the younger members along to left
of center, further left of center, Beard was the idol of our political
scientists . He was an eloquent person then . He seemed to be so
reasonable .
But when Beard changed, toward the end of his life, I remember
very distinctly in 1949, this fine old man gave his last address before
the American Political Science Association . And he was hissed . The
times had gone way beyond Charles A . Beard . In fact, he had gone
back a little along the path that he had traveled in his youth .
Mr . WOEMSER . He was hissed because he had turned toward conservatism, Professor?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Apparently because he had become a little antiNew Deal, and partly because he opposed bitterly the foreign policy
of the New Deal . He was bitterly opposed to it .
Professor Beard became the founder of what we call the revisionist
school in American history .
Mr . HAYS . Well, that is an interesting thing . You say he opposed
the foreign policy of the New Deal . I have heard a good many
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Dr. COLEGROVE . Professor Beard thought it was ' a matter of the
whim of the President of the United States ' at that time, that the
President was interventionist ; and Beard thought, he tried to drag
the United States into war .
Professor Beard became our outstanding isolationist, far more isolationist than Senator Taft . I think it is incorrect to call Taft an
isolationist . Beard really became an isolationist .
. Mr. HAYS. That is what I wanted to know, whether that was what .
you had reference to .
Mr. WORMSER . Professor, the pragmatism movement which started
with James at Harvard, I assume had considerable influence in this
movement which turned a good deal of universities thinking to the
left ?
Dr . CoLEGROVE . Yes, the history of Harvard University in this field
is very much the same as Columbia University's . I think Columbia
University went further than Harvard did . Maybe Harvard is not
as wide awake as Columbia University is . Dr . A. Lawrence Lowell,
who was president of Harvard University for a considerable number
of years, was chairman of the department of government, and he was
quite as conservative as John W. Burgess was . He had a powerful
effect in England, too . His study of the English Constitution and
the English Government had great influence in England as well as
in the United States . In the eighties and nineties and at the turn of
the century, Harvard ,was extremely conservative in the social sciences,
just like Columbia.
Then I think on the philosophical side, the psychological side, Harvard went the same way as Columbia did . One of the leaders, of
course, was William James . And his book called Varieties of Religious Experience, I think, has undermined the religious convictions
and faith of thousands of young people in the United States .
You know, Mr. Wormser, with all the attacks that have been made
upon religion by certain scientists, by the empirical school, and right
at Columbia University and Harvard University, I think that we
are finding among scientists themselves a realization that science
doesn't have all the answers to reality ; that there are experiences of
religion, questions of religious faith, that may, after all, be just as
much a part of reality as the study of the stars or the study of atomic
energy, or anything else .
I see, so far as science is concerned, a move away from the complete
control of empirical thinking and a return to a little more rational
or a little more humanistic consideration for religious principles,
moral principles, and ethics .
Mr. WORMSER . You do not think, then, that you social scientists
are capable of producing all the answers?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Oh, absolutely not. No. No, we do not have all
the answers in social science . We are rather dangerous people to
trust implicitly .
Mr. WORMSER. Would you comment somewhat, professor, on the
scientific method as related to the social sciences? We have had some
testimony to the effect that they are not, strictly speaking, sciences
at all ; that you cannot translate the methods of the natural sciences
closely ino social areas.

scientific method is a method which will allow you to generalize onlyy
upon facts or observation of phenomena which you can see, and prove
they exist through the senses, then, of course, the scientific method
is very much limited .
Mr. WORMSER . You are referring there to Mr . Hays' favorite term
"empiricism ."
Mr. HAYS . Do not tag that term on me. I did not think it up. In
fact, it is not my favorite one .
Dr . COLEGROVE . Well, in one sense that was the difference between
Aristotle and Plato ; Plato being more the armchair philosopher, the
idealist, and Aristotle, in many respects, the founder of the great
school of empiricism .
But the trouble is about going the limit in one direction and ignoring the other side .
Mr. WORMSER . Well, what is the other side, professor?
Dr. CoLEGROVE. As far as empiricism is concerned, it is holding too
completely to the technique of purely statistical method, of dealing
only with data which can be observed by the sensory organs, opposed
to evidence which can be treated by inference or by argument on
accepted principles, or building up assumptions that lead -to accepted
principles .
Now, on the rational or idealistic side, the side, for instance, that
Immanuel Kant was dealing with, he tried to take into consideration
other aspects of civilization than those you can actually see and touch .'
I refer to Kant's "categorical imperative," for instance, where he said
that what he was impressed by was the starry firmament above his head
and the moral law in man's breast. Now, the moral law comes from
reasoning. It may be a priori reasoning, but it comes from reasoning
and from faith, and from willingness to accept a religious or unexplainable part of our human existence . I think Kant struck the happy
medium when he speaks of the starry firmament above, which, of
course, can be empirical, and the moral law in every man's breast,
which, of course, is deeply religious .
Does that answer the point?
Mr. WORMSER . Yes ; it does . You made some analogy with Marxian dialectics which was not too clear to me . Would you develop that
somewhat?
Dr . CoLEGrovE . I think among us political scientists, a great many
of us tend to accept the pendulum theory-I am using these debatable
terms-that politics swings to the right and then you swing to the left .
You will find that American history will swing, over a period of 10,
20, or 30 years, to the right, and then swing, over a period of 10, 20,
30, or 40 years, to the left, and so on . That would be a pendulum
theory.
The cyclical theory of Aristotle, more or less of Toynbee, although
he doesn't admit it is cyclical, is that civilization goes in great cycles .
With Aristotle, the cycle was, so far as government was concerned,
progress from aristocracy to kingship, from kingship to a great disaster, to mobocracy, and out of mobocracy to some kind of a democracy .
From democracy you sell out to the rich men, the oligarchy . Finally,
the brainy men, the aristocrats, come back, and finally you have the
king . You have swung around the circle . The spiral theory, which is

of the bourgeoisie and the industrial age ; sweeping around in a cycle
But it is a spiral . You are always landing one place, in the Marxian
theory. You are aiming right at the classless society, the dictatorship
of the proletariat and then the perfect Communist society .
Mr. HAYS . Do you subscribe to any of those three theories, doctor?
Dr. CoLEGROVE. What is that?
Mr. HAYS. Do you personally subscribe to any of those theories?
Dr. CoLEGRovE. I think there is something to every one of those
theories . You can assemble a lot of data that looks as if the pendulum
theory was right, that you swing from the right to the left, or from
radicalism to conservatism, and so on . And if you take Greek history,
Greek history followed the Aristotelian cycle several times .
Mr. HAYS . You can almost document the history . Of course, when
you try to apply those theories to the future, that is when you run
into difficulty.
Dr. CoLEGROVE . The only cue you can follow is .that history repeats
itself. History follows somewhat the same pattern .
Mr. WORMSER. Now, professor, do you think the foundations have
been in any way responsible for this general tendency in education
and research? I cite a couple of notes you gave me on the failure to
emphasize American institutions as sound .
I think you referred to the emphasis being laid on what you call
the "pathology" in studies of the American Government, and little
attempt to find out what makes our government work as well as it does
a. tendency rather to present what is as somewhat wrong and to look
for ways to change it to make it better, instead of how to find out what
makes it work so well . Could you tell me what this trend has produced and to what extent you think foundations are responsible for it?
Dr . COLEGROVE . I think foundations could hardly be said to have
been the originators of any such tendency, but they certainly have
promoted it.
Curiously enough, people are sometimes much more interested in
pathology, in disease, than they are interested in the healthy body .
Mr . WORMSER. By "pathology," you meant the ailments in our
society?
Dr. COLEGROVE . The ailments, yes . Or let us say the sore spots, slum
areas, rather than fine residential areas, and so on . I think there has
been unfortunately a tendency on the part of the foundations to promote research that is pathological in that respect, that is pointing out
the bad aspects of American government, American politics, American society, and so on, instead of emphasizing the good aspects. You
have that difference right in Charles A . Beard himself . His Economic
Interpretation of the United States is Marxian and pathological
When he wrote The Republic, that is sound . He is dealing there with
the sound part of American Government.
Mr. HAYS . Don't you think, Doctor, that again we are running into
'the human variable, there, in this pathological approach? I mean,
we could use this committee as an example. It has been entirely "pathological" so far, pointing out the defects, you see . It is just like a
person going to the doctor, is it not? If you are sick, you go . If you
are well, you tend to forget about him . You do not need him, you
think.

tions would be to try to encourage more study of the healthy portions
of American society rather than laying so much emphasis upon the
pathological aspects.
Mr. Hays . I agree with you . Personally, after 6 years in Washington, I would like to see them do a study on why the Government
works as well as it does .
Dr. CoLEGROVE. That would be a profitable study .
Mr. Hays . It is a mystery to me .
Dr. COLEGROVE . That would be 'a profitable study. James Bryce
had something to say on that, too, years ago .
Mr. WoRMSER. Professor, would you say that in that area science,
in the sense that it is used by social scientists, has been used as a sort
of cloak for reform ; that there has been this conscious movement to
reform our society ; and that that has sometimes taken a distinctly
radical trend?
Dr. CoLEGROVE . Yes . Undoubtedly. If you are going to study the
pathological aspects, the natural tendency of human nature-we are
getting back to human nature, of course-is to find out how to cure
it, how to alleviate it, and so on . And if the foundations contribute
overmuch to pathological studies, and not sufficiently to the studies
with reference to the soundness of our institutions, there would be
more conclusions on the pathological side than there would be conclusions on the sounder traditional side of American government,
American history, and so on . That would inevitably follow .
It seems to me . sometimes the foundations have gone out of their
way to try to get a non-American solution for some of our pathological aspects ; as, for instance, when-the Carnegie Corp . brought a
Swedish scholar over to the United States to study the social problem
in the South, the racial problem in the South. I think Gunnar Myrdal
was a rather unfortunate selection, or rather the promotion of his
conclusions was unfortunate . We were told that here was a wholly
objective foreign scholar who was going to study one of the difficult
problems of American life, namely the situation of the Negro . And
it was concluded that, of course, his method would be right, because
he had not lived in the United States a long time, he was not connected with the race that he was studying, and he was a foreigner .
Dr. Myrdal was a Socialist, pretty far left, indeed extremely left .
He was not unprejudiced. He came over here with all the prejudices
of European Socialists . And the criticism that he makes of the
American Constitution, the criticism that he makes of the conservatives of the United States, are bitter criticisms. He didn't have any
praise at all for the conservatives . He did praise what he called the
liberals. And he implied that it was the conservatives in the United
States who created the problem and who continued the difficulties
of any solution . I felt the foundations did a great disservice to
American scholarship in announcing his study as an objective nonpartisan study whose conclusions were wholly unbiased . It was almost intellectual dishonesty .
Mr. WORMSER . Professor, the term "social engineering" has become
rather widespread . We seem to find social scientists conceiving of
themselves as sort of an elite entitled by their peculiar qualifications
and by their presumed ability as scientists to solve human problems,

and what form our society should take.
Would you comment on that, on this social-engineering featu
which has arrived in the social sciences?
Dr. CoLEOROVE . That,, of course, grows out of the overemphasis
the constant need for reform . The assumption is that everythi
needs reform, that unless you are reforming you are not progressi
I think it is in large part due to the failure of the foundations, t
failure of many of the scholars they choose, to fully understand wh
the principles of the American Constitution are, what the principle
of American tradition are . Some of them, I know, do not accept tho
.,principles as sound . They even attack the principles . Of course
all know that the principles should be examined and reexamined . ;B
there is a tendency on the part of those who get grants from the fou
dations to think that they must turn out something in the way
reform ; not a study which does not suggest a definite reform but
study more like Myrdal's study, The American Dilemma, which pos
a condition in which there must be reform.
Mr. WORMSER. Does that tendency to insist on reform in turn te
to attract the more radical type of scholar, with the result that gra
are made more generally to those considerably to the left?
Dr. Coi.EORovE. I think undoubtedly it does, especially in the coo
erative research, where a large number of people cooperate or opera
.together on one research project .
Mr. HAYS. Professor, in specific example, I am thinking now th
over the weekend, I saw an article in one of the Ohio newspapers,
one of our cities up there, one of our larger cities, in which they h
made a study of juvenile delinquency . It was merely a factual stu
about what part of the city these cases came from . They had figur
from the court records to show that about 73 percent of them ca
from a slum area of the city . Now, that, of course, is pathological,
you are going, to study that . But then if you did study it, you wou
pretty nearly have to come up with some kind of a recommendati
about how to alleviate it ; would you not? You could not come up a
say the American tradition says we have slums, and we have alwa
had them, and it is a thing we cannot do anything about, so we a
going to have juvenile delinquency . You pretty near have to sugge
some kind of a reform, if the study is to be of any value ; do you no
Dr. COLEGROVE . Oh, most certainly . And, of course, that is the ki
of reform that constantly has to be in operation . Because there
always the tendency, in a large city, for districts to become deprecia
districts. Houses tumble down, or are not kept up, and the popul
tion becomes very congested in such places . And there, of cours
crime thrives. I would say that not all of those studies are real
research ; those are investigations which should follow research pri
.ciples laid down. They are routine studies .
Mr. HAYS . But you came up with this fact that we have these st
tistics . Now, then, your study from there would have to be concern
with, "What are we going to do about them?" And there, of cours
.you leave your facts more or less behind and go off into the rea
of theory inevitably .
Dr. COLEGROVE . Yes. ' Those solutions are based on what has be
done in a great many other cities, and the achievements in those citi
And in many respects, that would be routine . It is obvious that cit

to be torn down, reconstructed . How are you going to get the money
to tear them down? What sort of projects are going to take their
place? How are you going to get capital to go into the building of
better tenements?
All of that is a routine study that has to be made constantly in the
cities if they are going to keep them clean, keep out crime, and make
decent places for people to live .
Mr. WORMSER . Professor, back to this term "social engineering,"
again, is there not a certain presumption, or presumptuousness, on the
part of social scientists, to consider themselves a group of the elite who
are solely capable and should be given the sole opportunity to guide
us in our social development? They exclude by inference, I suppose,
religious leaders and what you might call humanistic leaders . They
combine the tendency toward the self-generated social engineering
concept with a high concentration of power in that interlocking arrangement of foundations and agencies,, and it seems to me you might
have something rather dangerous .
Dr . CoLEGROVE . I think so . Very decisively . There is a sort of
arrogance in a large number of people, and the arrogance of scholarship is in many cases a very irritating affair. But there is a tendency
of scholars to become arrogant, to be contemptuous of other people's
opinions .
Mr. WORMSER. However able they are, Professor, you would not
think it would be socially sound for us to be governed or directed by
any group of elite, whoever they might be?
Dr. COLEGROVE. No . And, of course, if a certain group considers
itself as the elite, as having all the answers to all the questions, as a
great many professors do
The CHAIRMAN. The hour of noon has arrived, and I am wondering
how much time the professor will require .
Mr. WORMSER . I think I can finish with him perhaps in 15 or 20
minutes . Or he would not mind coming back after lunch?
You would not mind coming back after lunch, would you, Professor?
Dr . COLEGROVE . No, if that will suit the convenience of the committee .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock .
(Whereupon, at 12 : 05 p. m., a recess was taken until 2 p . Iii ., this
same day .)
AFTERNOON SESSION

(The hearing was resumed at 2 p . m .)
The CHAIRMAN . Are you ready to proceed, Professor Colegrove?
Dr. CoLEGROVE . Yes.
Mr. WORMSER. Professor Colegrove, I believe you wanted to make
a correction in relation to the recommendations made for technical
staff in MacArthur's headquarters?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Mr. Counsel, not a correction. I probably didn't
get in the whole story .
I was not informed by General Hilldring, as to the source of the
recommendations . I later, however, was informed by General
Schulgen, the deputy : for General Hilldring-Hilldring was Chief of
the Civil Affairs Division in the Department of the Army-that the

tion list, which was never used, came from the IPR the Institute o
Pacific Relations . A Colonel Rae, assistant to the deguty, informed
me that there were really two lists . One was from the institute of
Pacific Relations, and the other from the American Council of Learned
Societies, and the selection had been made from those two lists .
Mr. HAYS . Just as an interesting commentary, how did your name
get on the list, or was it on the list, or how did you get into it?
Dr . COLEGROVE . I don't know . I may have been on one of the othe
lists. I just don't know. Evidently a selection had been made i
December and early January . I got a telegram from Major General
Hilldring about the 15th of January . I found later on that the selec
tion had really been made back in December from the two lists.
never saw the list, except the list that General Schulgen gave me o
the persons who had been appointed.
Mr. HAYS. Were you the only one who shared your general view
on this group? Did you stand alone, with all the rest of them left, o
what?
Dr. CoLEGROVE . Oh, no . There were some very good names on th
list. I was disappointed that my list had not been used . I had Dr
David Rowe and Dr. Harold Quigley on my list .
Mr. HAYS . No, maybe you are not following exactly what I am
trying to find out, Professor . Of the people who were subsequentl
chosen, was every one of the group, of this so-called left-wing group
except you, or were there other people who shared your general views?
Dr . COLEGROVE. There were some good level-headed experts who
were selected. Dr. Cyrus Peake, for instance, who is now in th
State Department, an excellent Chinese scholar, and also Japanes
scholar . He was on one of the lists . In fact, he was also on my list
but I was given to understand my list was not used . Peake was on
of the best expert officers sent out.
Mr. HAYS. The reason I question you along those lines : I got th
impression this morning, and I think it was generally left, that there
weren't any good people . And after all, this is your opinion of who
were good and who were bad. But I sort of got the impression ther
weren't any good ones on the list . But of the group that went over
there were some that you would approve of ?
Dr. COLEGROVE. Oh, decidedly. I gave the wrong impression then
There were evidently some good men on that list who were selected
I assume that their names were on 1 of the 2 lists for the IPR or the
American Council of Learned Societies.
I am just assuming that . But there were some very good men, topnotch men .
Mr . HAYS. Perhaps this morning we were a little too "pathological"
in our approach to it.
Dr. COLEGROVE . Perhaps. Perhaps I gotbogged down in pathology
Mr. WORMSER . Professor Colegrove, some of the critics of this committee have apparently conceived the idea that it wishes to impose
some sort of "thought control" on research or to promote conformity i
research, according to some theories of its'own . I think I can safel
say, as the committee's agent, that it unanimously hopes for the opposite ; that it hopes for the freest kind of intellectual competition .
Is it your feeling that this concentration of power which I have
mentioned, this sort of close working together of the foundations and

decidedly . And it may be largely due to the fact that 1 man, or 2 or
3 men, have such great leadership that they are permitted to make the
selections as to the projects .
Now, for instance, at the University of Chicago, where many of
the projects were carried out, on the nomination of Professor Merriam, obviously one man making the selections-I do not mean to say
he was the only man, but he was influential-would have a tendency
to create a uniformity, a conformity, that would be in the direction in
which that man was thinking . That could happen on the conservative
side as much as it could happen on the liberal side, of course .
I felt that Professor Merriam was always very sensitive to foundation opinion . I remember one episode when I was on the University
of Chicago Roundtable with Professor Merriam in 1944, I think, when
the subject of our discussion was the question of the soldier vote .
President Roosevelt at that time was interested in allowing the boys
in the Army to vote in the presidential election. In the course of our
discussion before the roundtable opened, I mentioned one point that
I wanted to bring up, and that was whether in the United States we
ought not to have an educational qualification for voting . Some
States have it, you know . Merriam thought that was a good point, but
Merriam was overruled by the officers of the University of Chicago
Roundtable, who said they did not want us to discuss that question ;
that they were not interested, although Professor Merriam himself
raised that question with the officers . Merriam shrugged his shoulders
and said, "You see how we are down here." I felt a little disappointed
in Professor Merriam that he did not compel that discussion, since
they were having him on the radio as the head of that particular
discussion or series of discussions .
Mr. WORMSER . Well, Professor, let me put it this way : If foundations acted independently in designing, let us say, and awarding grants
in research in the social sciences, or if they acted through individual
colleges and universities, would, there not be more of what you might
call intellectual competition than if they appropriated a large part
of their funds in the research area through intermediate organizations
which have a tendency to control or direct the type of research?
Dr . COLEGROVE. Well, I think the universities are better equipped
to produce diversity and variety of investigations . That would naturally follow, when you have large faculties, one man interested in a
psychological phase, another man interested in a philosophical phase,
or economics, and so on . If you have a large committee of the faculty,
I think you are more likely to spread the researches .
I want to tell you also one thing about the professor who wants to
be a "lone wolf" in conducting investigations all himself . There is
a good deal to be said for that kind of a study. Take Hobbe's Leviathan, for instance, one of the books we think highly of . Take Locke's
famous Treatise on Civil Government . Both were "lone wolf" studies,
done by one man, Hobbes, or Locke, i$ their own libraries . They
were not cooperative studies . Of course, way back in those days, you
had to have somebody finance the study, and lordly patrons contributed, of course, to these researches.

Then I would like to see the foundations sprinkle more of these
research projects around the small colleges . There is a wealth of
brains, a wealth of competence, in our small colleges and universities,
which does not have its share in research grants at the present time .
I would hope that the foundations would gide much more attention to
what is going on in the small colleges . The tendency is to concentrate
this in the large universities, if they use the universities, or concentrate in the operating societies .
Mr. HAYS . Now, Doctor, when you are talking about grants, obviously I think you will have to agree with me that in the field, we
will say, of cancer research, there would not be much that you could
do with a grant in a small college . That would have to be concentrated in something like the New York Memorial Cancer Hospital,
or something of that type . So you are talking now-or if I am wrong,
correct me-about grants in the social science field, and sociology, and
those fields .
Dr . COLEGROVE . Yes, I am limiting my remarks to the social sciences .
But I can see even in cancer an opportunity for small studies by one
man . I know of one such study made by Prof . Harold T . Davis at
Northwestern University .
Mr. HAYS . That is not exactly a small college .
Dr . COLEGROVE . No, but it was just a one-man study .
Mr. HAYS . Yes, but I am speaking about the physical equipment
he might have to have that would not be available.
Dr . COLEGROVE . He did not need any physical equipment except a
good medical library, and, of course, Northwestern has one and the
University of Chicago has one and the city of Chicago has several .
He did his work entirely in taking the results of research in cancer by
the greatest experts on the subject of cancer . He must have gone over
three or four thousand articles . Then he applied the statistical method
to the medical findings and by use of the statistical method, he reached
some remarkable conclusions which have, I think, made an important
impression upon cancer specialists over the entire United States if
not Europe
p e..
Mr . VV ORMSER. Professor, two university presidents told me that
they thought in principle it would be a good idea to distribute it
among the smaller colleges, but actually it was only in the larger
universities that you found the men competent to do research in
these various areas .
I think one partial answer to that is that in some of these empirical
studies no talent is required . They are more or less quantitative
studies, which a professor in a smaller college might be able to do
just as well as a university professor . What is your idea as to that?
Dr. COLEGROVE. I would agree with that . There are many small
colleges located near the center of a State where the professor-if he is
dealing with the area situatiqncould quite easily do a lot of traveling
just as well from a small college as from a large university ; I think
the foundations have not yet explored enough into the talent that can
be found in the small colleges.
Of course, there is a tendency for a young man in a small college
who gets a grant and thereby attracts attention to himself to be

good for the American people .
The CHAIRMAN. But there would be less likelihood of the so-called
raiding both of the faculty and the graduate students in the small
colleges if grants were more general and made available to the outstanding faculty members and the outstanding students, don't you
think?
Dr. Cou GROVE . Oh, yes, quite true . Quite true. We have had a
number of universities that have raided small colleges almost to their
destruction . President Harper of the University of Chicago raided
Clark University, took pretty largely all of its talent to the University of Chicago. But that was before the foundations were greatly
operative ; and of course he did it by offering, on the one hand, research facilities, and on the other hand, much higher salaries than
they were getting at Clark University .
Mr. HAYS . There is just the point of the whole thing . You yourself say that is before the foundations got into the picture . It happened . And it is the same thing that is happening to the one-room
school, the little red schoolhouse . Everybody likes to get nostalgic
about it in talking about it, but they are slowly disappearing, and I
do not think that the foundations have anything to do with that,
do they?
Dr. CoLEGRovE. No, it is the better transportation system and the
better facilities offered to the pupils at the township schools .
Mr . HAYS . It has only been in the last 1 .0 years that you dared to
run for office if you had not been born in a log cabin and had not
gone to the little red schoolhouse .
The CHAIRMAN . I have met both requirements .
Mr . WoRMSER. Professor, I would like your comments on this subject, if you will . The trustees of these foundations have a distinct
fiduciary responsibility which they recognize, in principle, at least,
as the trustees of public funds . It seems to me the most important
trust function they have is to exercise judgment in connection with
the selection of grants and grantees . Does it not seem to you that to
a very large extent they have abandoned that trust function, that trust
duty, and have delegated the whole thing to other organizations? That
in certain areas they have used these intermediate organizations to fulfill their judgment function for them, which they, as trustees, should
exercise? Would you comment on that?
Dr. COLEGROVE . I think that has very largely occurred . I do not
quite like to put it this way, but the trustees are in many cases just
window dressing to give popular confidence in the institution. In the
United States we think an institution needs a very distinguished board
of trustees ; and, of course, you know, from college experience, a great
many men are made trustees of a university because the university
expects them to make a large donation to the endowment fund or build
a building or something like that . And to offset a group of rich
trustees, you put on some trustees who have large reputations in the
literary world or in other fields than merely finance .
Many of the trustees, I am afraid, have gotten into a very bad habit .
They are perfectly realistic. They know why they are put on the

was set up under Elihu Root and President Nicholas Murray Butle
way back, I think, about 1908, had a board of trustees picked by President Butler, and I think Butler expected to get a great deal of advic
from those trustees .
But I do recall many years later President Butler told me that he
had to use very extraordinary methods to get his trustees to meet even
for the annual meeting .
Mr . WORMSER . Then, in practice, they delegate their authority partly
to other organizations . Of course, where they do make their own
grants directly, they delegate enormously to their professional employees, the executives, who do not have the same trust responsibility
but are merely executives.
Dr. CoLEGROVE . Yes, they delegate their authority in several directions . Trustees delegate their authority to the president of the foundation. The president in large measure even delegates his authority
to the heads of departments . A president of one of these large funds
sometimes is a little hazy about what is happening in this division or
in that division . And in these heads of departments-let's say of th
Rockefeller Foundation, where you have the social sciences an
humanities-you will find a delegation of authority in the case of th
social sciences to the operating society, the Social Science Research
Council, and to the American Council of Learned Societies in the
case of the humanities . So you have a delegation of authority in tw
directions there.
Mr. WoRnMSER . So whether a foundation fulfills its obligation t
the public rests primarily on the selection of its employees and the
association with these intermediate groups . Is it your opinion, Pro
fessor, that these employees-I don't mean in a derogatory sense t
say "employees", the officers of these organizations-are on the same
caliber as a whole, do they compare well with university executives o
those who would administer -rants under university administration
Dr. CoLEGRovE . Well, I think those of us in political science feel that
Joe Willits, who was a professor of the University of Pennsylvani
before he took the position that he has at the present time, is an outstanding scholar, a most competent administrator, a very good judge
of human nature . And yet he cannot give all of his attention to th
expenditure of these' vast sums .
What applies, of course, to the Rockefeller Foundation applies
even more forcibly to the Ford Foundation, which is much larger .
Mr. WORMSER. One witness, Professor Briggs, testified that in his
opinion there wasn't one single employee in the Ford Fund for the
Advancement of Education, from the top down to the bottom, who
had had enough experience in the areas in which they were operatin
to make proper judgments . That does not sound very good for foundation practices, if they select men as carelessly, let us say, as that .
am trying to make a comparison with universities, because I am
interested particularly in the possibility that a better medium fo
foundation largesse may be through the universities, instead of throug
professional agencies .
Dr. COLEGROVE. Oh, quite true . I think it would require a larger
number of topnotch administrators in the foundations to exercise more

there, however, you would have to choose between universities ; and if
you are going to the small colleges, there is a case where you would
have to have many careful surveys and studies, and an acquaintance
with the personnel and faculties of those universities. Probably the,
staffs of high-grade men, let us say men serving under Dr . Willits,
ought to be a little higher caliber .
Mr. HAYS . Professor, right there, no matter how a foundation
handed this money out, you would find somebody to say they did not
give it to the right people .
Dr. COLEGROVE . Oh, yes.
Mr. HAYS . And if they gave it all to the small colleges, you could
undoubtedly set up a committee who would say that was a terrible
thing and they wasted money and were not getting results, and so on.
So all of this testimony is a matter of opinion, is it not? I mean, as
to this particular phase . Dr. Briggs says and you say that it should
not be done through these societies ; that it should be done the other
way .
COLEGROVE . It is opinion based on our observations .
Mr. HAYS . Yes .
Dr . COLEGROVE. My observations would be in a little different field
than Professor Briggs' observations would be . I would say, trying o
be cautious in what I do say, that based on my observation I think
the foundations hate not given as careful a study to some of these
phases as I would like to see .
Mr. HAYS . Well, now, you talked a little bit ago about the delegation of authority . Do you have any specific ideas about what we could
do to remedy that, if that is bad? I mean how are you going to get
away from it?
Dr. COLEGROVE. Well, you cannot avoid delegation of authority, but a
good_ administrator has to know how to delegate . He has to choose
to whom he is going to delegate, and choose what powers he is going` to
delegate, and then finally he has to have his system of reviewing the
achievements of persons to whom power to make' decisions has been
delegated .
Mr. WORMSER . May I interrupt to help Mr . Hays' question?
Mr. HAYS . You are sure this is going to be helpful ?
Mr. WORMSER. Yes, Sir.
Mr. Hays has said that it seemed to him a trustee should not act as
a trustee of a foundation unless he was willing to give the time to it
that was necessary . It seemed to me that that was a very apt remark.
And I wonder if that is not the answer, that these men are so busy
with their own lives that although they are eminent they are not capable of being trustees of foundations . That is no criticism of them as
persons .
Dr. COLEGROVE . Yes ; undoubtedly many of the trustees would not
serve if they felt that they would be called upon to do much more
than go to the meetings, hear the reports, and sometimes not say a
single word . You would not have as brilliant, as lofty, as remarkable,
a collection of men as trustees if you required a little more responsibility on their part. I would say, on the whole, the board of trustees
is too hirge . There are too many remarkable mnen, in New York and
elsewhere, who are trustees of more than one foundation . And' just
as we exercise in the American Political Science Association a "self-

more than twice in an annual meeting, I would like to see these int
locking trusteeships more or less abolished. You cannot abolish t
by law, of course. You could abolish them by practice . So you wo
reduce the size of the board of trustees and then expect more consid
ation, more consultation, more advice, from the men who had accep
this great responsibility.
Mr. WoEMSEE . Was that not your idea, Mr. Hays, that they sh
be working directly?
Mr. HAYS. Oh, sure. Exactly.
Mr. ' KOCH . Here is something that worries me . Suppose I ha
great big motor company or a steel mill or this and that, and
picked me because they wanted, as you say, window dressing .
first thing that puzzles me is why they need window dressing i
foundation of this kind. If you are running a foundation where
go to the people every year, like the Red Cross or the March of Dim
for money, then you want to impress the populace that there are
names behind it . But here, where Mr . Ford or Mr . Carnegie or
Rockefeller plumps millions of dollars in the laps of the foundati
and they do not have to go to the public for 1 cent more, I alw
wonder : why do they need big names in that case? And would it
be better, instead of picking me, the head of a big steel mill,
somebody who was a little more familiar with the educatio
field? Because I can see exactly what I would do if I were that f
tunate head of a big steel mill. As soon as somebody said, "Let
do something about education, or study this," if I were honest, I wo
immediately say, "I do not know anything about it, so what do
professors say?" And the professors would immediately tell me
they thought the trend of the times was, and I would say, "I will
safe if I follow the trend of the times ."
And it seems to me the dismal part of the testimony so far is t
'there has been so much unanimity among the big foundations in f
lowing the supposed trend of the times . I would rather see one
Rockefeller in this corner slugging it out with Ford Foundation in t
corner to try to argue a particular thing . Here we get into a depr
sion, and we find out Professor Beard and Professor Muzzey have s
things they later veered away from, and yet all of the foundat
at that time may have put their money in the direction of that proj
pushing the pendulum along much farther than it probably sho
have been pushed . And yet there was no foundation that said, "We
change may be necessary, but let us find out what is good about
old order so that, when we decide on the change, we have at least h
both sides."
It seems to me there has not been that debate. And it may h
been because the big names probably said, "We don't really know m
about it ourselves . ' We will have to see what is the fad, what the lad
are wearing in Paris today, or what the trend is in education .
therefore wonder whether it would not be better to suggest that wh
they do not need big names they get lesser names who can spend, m
time and area little bit more familiar with the subject matter . Th
unfortunately, was an awfully long speech, but that has been worry
me.
Dr. CoLEoRovE. I think you have given an accurate picture of
actual situation . The large number of famous names on the lis
trustees, is due to the old superstition that our institutions mus

; to impress public
opinion as fully as possible . It is an old superstition . It is not necessary at all . With a group of 7 trustees, using 7 because it is an odd
number, I imagine most of these trustees if they were trustees of only
one other organization, maybe trustees of a church, would be able to
give more attention to their duties as trustees of foundations . They
could not pass on the responsibility .
Mr. KOCH . Another element is this. Let us say during the depression 70 percent of the people were in favor of a change ; 30 percent
wanted to try out the old system a little while longer . All of them
paid additional taxes, because many tax-exempt foundations did not
have to pay taxes . I should think the 30 percent in the minority would
at least like to feel that . at least 30 percent of the tax-exempt money
should be used to sell my kind of Americanism or my kind of economic
System . And yet if the foundations all followed the trend, the minority group does not have the benefit of that terrific money . BecauseI won't say the propaganda-but the education that they can sell is
something terrific . And yet the minority just does not have the benefit
of, any of that money, even though they share the tax bill along with
the majority .
Mr. HAYS . But you are arguing like the people who do not believe
in smallpox vaccine . Then we should just go along trying to get over
smallpox without it for a while longer .
Mr. Kocx . No, I say if people pay money they ought to be able to
decide how they spend their money . In your case, nobody pays for
smallpox vaccine except those who get it . But in this case we have all
paid, because the foundations get tax exemption, those who are
entitled to it. And yet I do not get my share of the educational experimenting, because it so happens unfortunately that 55 percent of the
people seem to think that something else should be gone into .
Mr. HAYS . But then you are arguing that you should keep on experimenting with something that it has been proved will not work, and I
think that is just a waste of time .
Mr. KOCH. No, I do not argue that at all . I like to feel that both
sides are fully debated, so that when we decide on legislation we at
least know it has not gone in on default . Because these very leaders
of the early thirties, many of the big leaders themselves, who started
pushing away, have swung back a little . Now, if they had not been
given such a big push by the foundations at the beginning, maybe they
would not have gone so far as to require their coming back again . I
mean, it is just a matter of proportion that puzzles me a little bit,
whether at least some of the foundations should not see to it that both
sides are properly presented, so that we can more intelligently discard
the old system . And that is just one thing that puzzles me a little
bit about their method .
Mr. HAYS . Perhaps some of their difficulty might come from the
fact that it is difficult to get someone to defend the point of view that
has become generally discredited .
Mr. KOCH . That may be true . .
Mr. HAYS . You have had a little difficulty right here in this committee. It is a little hard to get people to come in and testify in favor
of the case the staff set forth in their initial report . Because apparently, with all due respect to Dr . Colegrove, and I am glad to have

of the opinion in the field is on the other side .
Mr. K ocii. But you are happy that Professor Colegrove has presented his case .
Mr. HAYS . Surely.
Mr. Kocii . And in a number of cases the minority view has not even
been presented .
Mr. HAYS . But the thing that I question, Mr . Koch, and I think
you and I both know what we are talking about, is the unusual way
we went at it. I only know of one previous instance where you ever
set forth a verdict and then had the trial, and that was in Alice in
Wonderland, or Through the Looking Glass. It was done that way
there .
Mr. Kocii. From my point of view, and I am sure the general
counsel agrees, we felt it was obligatory to tell what were the criticisms . I will tell you quite frankly when I was appointed associate
counsel, the first thing I said was, "What is wrong with foundations?"
And then when we started to ask questions we found certain things
professors and others criticized . We felt those things should be put
before the foundations so that they could come in and state whether or
not there was validity to those obi actions . We did not intend, surely,
to render a verdict, but just to say "This has been said about or against
foundation practices . Let us see whether there is any merit to it."
Mr . HAYS . Doctor, I seem to have been impressed mainly in my
undergraduate days with the theory of the pendulum . And then you
mentioned the second one .
Dr. COLEGnov] . The cycle theory.
Mr. HAYS . W e seem to be working on the cycle theory, because we
start out doing a pathological job here . I like that term . I am glad
we got that in here .
Mr. Kocx . But you said we improved after the lunch hour .
Mr. HAYS . Then we criticize the pathological approach in the
foundations, but by your own admission that is exactly what we
started out to do here .
Dr. COLEGROVE . I think on this one aspect we are looking at it from
the pendulum theory . If the foundations have gone too far in dissipating their authority, you might try to swing the pendulum back
by trying to get the foundations to insist on more responsibility on
the part of their trustees. And I mean a responsibility such as Nicholas Murray Butler used in the beginning of the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, when President Root and later President
Butler would talk over with the trustees, the few that they could
get, a very detailed discussion of what Professor Shotwell was doing,
let us say, and bring Professor Shotwell in and let him explain . You
can do that with 2 or 3 trustees, just as you could with 20 . They are
all there in the room . You would get a higher sense of responsibility
if there were, let us say, just seven trustees . Those men would have
to understand, "Well, here I have a responsibility . I will be at the
annual meeting, and I will be at each quarterly meeting ." The projects could be reviewed, the propositions taken up, by the trustees
themselves . It would be very curious to have minutes of some of the
foundation trustees' meetings these days-I have not seen them recently-to see how little there is of that actual discussion or disagree-

the projects and the selection of the projects themselves .
Mr. HAYS. Professor, right there, that sounds very good, and I
think perhaps you have a very good idea. But then we come to the
difficult part of the application .
With a foundation as large as some of these are, and dispensing
as much money as they have and making as many grants as they do,
it is something like breaking up the New York Yankees . That seems
to be the only alternative . Or, "Let us do away with big corporations." Because, obviously, the president of the United States Steel
Co . cannot know everything that is going on, and neither can his
board of trustees .
So I am inclined to go along a hundred percent with your general
idea, but the practical aspect of it is what I find difficult, how you
are going to do it . If you can give us any light on that, I would be
very receptive to hearing about it .
Dr. COLEGROVE . Well, it gets back to what you were mentioning
this morning, Mr. Hays, with regard to human nature. We cannot
get rid of human nature, and these human problems all come up when
you want to push the pendulum back .
Let us say the Rockefeller Corp . reduced its trustees to 5 or 7 .
Would you be able to find 5 or 7 great outstanding men in New York
or around the country who would be willing to accept that responsi-bility ?
Mr. HAYS . That is a question, of course, that is an imponderable,
and I don't know whether anyone can answer it . We have had conflicting testimony . There have been 11 days up to date, and I
cannot remember exactly who said what, or what page it is on, but
there was testimony in here to the effect that these foundations had
too many nonentities in them . Now we hear that they have too many
names that do not give enough time . So it is almost a case of being
damned whatever they do, as I see it . And I do not know how they
are going to escape one criticism or the other . Both of them have a
certain validity, don't you think?
Dr. COLEGROVE . I think most of the trustees : of the foundations are .
excellent men, with great reputations, who have made contributions
to industry, to science, to literature, and so on .
But you have there the practical question that they have dodged
their responsibility .
I must say whether you can get 5 or 7 men who would be willing
to take all that responsibility themselves is something we could not
answer until it is tried . I would like to see it tried as an experiment .
The CHAIRMAN . Do you have some more questions, Mr . Wormser?
Mr. WORMSER. Yes, I do .
Professor, to your knowledge, have these foundations or their operating agencies to any extent engaged in direct political activity themselves?
Dr. COLEGROVE . I think, generally speaking, the foundations have
not engaged in any direct political activities . The operating societies
have, and, of course, some of the learned societies have engaged in
political activities .
I want to talk about only the things I know of myself . I will take
one example, with the American Council of Learned Societies . Last
summer, when the position as Librarian of Congress became vacant,
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position . And we persuaded Senator Taft to look into the possibili
of sponsoring Prof . Reed West . I must say that I was acting only
a citizen. I have no connection with the American Political Scien
Association at the present time, other than being a member . I am n
an officer of it . Quite a number of persons supported West and a
ranged a dossier on Professor West for Senator Taft . Taft beca
persuaded that West was just the man for the position of Librari
of Congress .
I understand that Senator Taft made up his mind on this while
was in the hospital, the last time he went to the hospital . The la
telephone call he made, from the hospital to the White House, w
asking the President to support Professor West.
My understanding is that the President said that if it was all rig
with the Hill he would, or someone said it for the President . A
Senator Knowland, Senator Styles Bridges, and, I believe, the Spea
er, Speaker Martin, all agreed to recommend West . Shortly aft
that, Senator Taft died . It was the last political act he took .
We found, however, those of us who were supporting Profess
West, that some of the operating societies had moved in, like the Ame
ican Council of Learned Societies, also the American Library Ass
ciation, and the Social Science Research Council, trying to persuad
Governor Adams and the White House that they should be allow
to name a group of persons from whom the White House would sele
the recommendation for the nomination of Librarian of Congress .
was a quite interesting little battle, and the few political scientis
who engaged, trying to get West into the post, were defeated, and t
man supported by the American Council of Learned Societies and t
American Library Association and the Social Science Research Cou
cil finally got the appointment.
Now, as a member of a professional society, I felt it was not qui
in keeping for the American Council of Learned Societies to enga
in this political activity .
Mr . HAYS . Well, did they do it as a body, or did they do it as ind
viduals, as you were doing promoting the other fellow?
Dr . CoLEGRovE . Well, it was a little more subtle-than that . It w
the officers that did it, the paid officers located here in Washingto
D . C . The American Council of Learned Societies is composed of
or 24 societies . The American Political Science Association is on
At the last meeting of the American Council of Learned Societie
which was in February--I am a delegate to the American Council
Learned Societies-I protested what had been done, but I didn't g
very far with the protest, because it had already been accomplishe
Mr. HAYS . Doctor, if you had been an officer, as you were at o
time, of the American Political Science Association, would you hav
felt it incumbent upon you to refrain from pushing the candidacy o
Mr. West because you were an officer of that society?
Dr . COIXGROVE . I think in that particular case, yes, because the L
brarian of Congress is in a rather strategic and important positio
When I advised governmental agencies, it was with reference to e
perts for particular tasks to be performed . Now, the Library o
Congress includes the Legislative Reference Service, which does
great many things for Congress .

well. Let me put that in the record.
Dr . COLEGROVE . Well, there are all sorts of opinions about it .
Mr. HAYS. That is mine. In fact, not to interrupt you, it might be
said that the Appropriations Committee felt the same way, because
they cut their appropriations the other day, and one of the members
said at lunch the other day that you were never able to get anything
from the Legislative Reference Service if you called them except the
book, which you could have gone over and gotten, and then you would
have to look up the passages anyway.
Dr. CoLEGxovE . I think it would be much better if the Legislative
Reference Service was a separate organization from the Library, completely under the control of Congress, and more actively under the
control of Congress . To attach it to the Library of Congress is combining two functions, which more or less get in the way of each other .
Mr. HAYS . I can sympathize with your point of view on losing this
appointment, but let me just say that rather than the American Council of Learned Societies or anyone taking advantage of you, I think
fate played a dirty trick on you.
Dr. CoLEGROVE. Oh, yes .
Mr. HAYS . Because with all due respect to Senator Taft, and I hold
him in the utmost respect, and I collaborated with him, strange as it
may seem, on many legislative proposals here, there is nothing that
loses in influence any quicker than a politician who either dies or is
defeated for office. It ceases just as if it had been cut off right there .
I might point out to you, and this is interesting in passing, that I
had a little matter pending in one of the departments that I was very
much interested in, and sent it to Taft . Someone had gotten to him,
and it affected somebody in the State of Ohio, not in my district. And
they had sold him the idea that it should not go through . For 7
months it stayed dormant, and at 4 o'clock in the afternoon that he
died, the Department called me up and said, "The thing is going
through as you want it ." So you see how quickly your influence goes
That is what happened to you . And I will say in praise of the Senator that had he lived your client would probably have been the
Librarian today .
Dr . COLEGROVE. Undoubtedly . And those supporting Professor
West said as vigorously as they could that this was the dying wish
of Senator Taft . But, as you say, as soon as a man is dead
Mr. HAYS . Those things all sound good in an eulogy, but they do not
go much further .
Dr. COLEGROVE . I do think, however, that you are bound to get a
little political influence on the part of an operating society which is
located right in Washington, D . C . Now, where the American Council of Learned Societies, it seemed to me, was at fault, was in not
getting the permission of the constituent societies before engaging in
this political activity .
Mr. HAYS . I have a question right there, Professor .
Here is a book called English for Turks . I want you to look at i
and see if you have ever seen anything like it . I am not going to
cross-examine you on it . I just want you to look at it for a minut
and look at the flyleaf, and :then I want to ask you . something abou
that kind of a procedure . I have a similar volume here, English for
Indonesians.

printing used by the American Council of Learned Societies, and they
really have made quite a contribution in that direction .
Mr. HAYS . Yes. That book is put out under the auspices of the
American Council of Learned Societies, as is this one, and we have
another one over here on-I cannot read this language very well .
This is Korean .
Well, I would not know it unless somebody told me.
Now, would you consider these to be political acts?
Dr. COLEGROVE. No . This is purely a literary project . I must say
that you can have a political use made of these textbooks . Let me
say that the American Council of Learned Societies has made a real
contribution with reference to the Arabian studies . And as you know,
our oil companies have sent a large number of American experts out
to Arabia.
Now, these experts are agents for a private company . It iss
very obvious that if these experts can learn Arabic, they will do a
more efficient piece of work out there . Vice versa, oil companies have
a problem of getting the Turks and Arabians to speak English, trying
to get the experts to speak both Arabic and English and getting the
Arabs to speak English as well as their native language . This is not
litical at all . This is a pure expert linguistic undertaking . It may
motivated in the beginning, as to the money paid for it, by a,
political purpose .
Mr. HAYS . I understand the Government is paying for it, and that,
is why I am asking ; because this society is working in close cooperation with the Government . It is just conceivable to me that someone
could, off the cuff, say, "Well, they are engaging in politics . They are
even putting out language books for the Government and sending
them all over the world ."
Dr. COLEGROVE . That statement would not be accurate . Because
Americans going abroad are not so good in languages, you know, we
need to learn foreign languages . And the American Council of
Learned Societies has done a great deal of good there .
Mr. WORMSER . Could we get closer to the whole problem? Have
you seen in the work of the foundations any evidence of actual political
slantinv ?
Dr . COLEGROVE . From the foundations themselves?
Mr. WORMSER . Yes.
Dr. CoLEGRovE. Decidedly . The Carnegie Corporation, in selectino Professor Myrdal, of Sweden, to do the work on The American
Dilemma, was obviously slanting the problem of the South .
Mr. HAYS . Now, right there, I do not know much about this Myrdal .
I know he wrote a book, and what was the title of it?
Dr . COLEGROVE . The American Dilemma .
Mr. HAYS . The American Dilemma . It just happened that at lunch
hour I was reading a newspaper, the morning paper, and I saw in
there some reference that the Supreme Court had cited this book in
arriving at its decision .
Now, do you mean to tell me that the Supreme Court is citing subversive works here?
Dr . COLEGROVE . I did not say it was subversive.
Mr. HAYS. I want to get that straight .

r

ist in Sweden, was very anticonservative, and he made unwarranted
attacks upon the American legal system, as too conservative, and attacks upon the conservative groups in the United States. He practically indicated that a conservative is not an intellectual .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Justice Burton of Ohio is no leftist, and he apparently went along with this decision, citing this book, and I am just
wondering if it is the unanimous opinion that this book was bad, or if
it is just an opinion that some people have, or if there is anybody besides the Supreme Court that will endorsethe book . Let me ask it that
way .
Dr. COLEGROvE . I don't think that the Supreme Court in citing this
book endorsed it . They were using the book as evidence . And the
book has a lot of evidence . Its evidence is perfectly all right . There
is no question about it . I am criticizing the book on the ground that
it was held up to be an objective scientific study . And it contains •
really "snide" remarks-I hate to use that remark-against the conservatives all over the United States, and especially the conservatives
in the South, remarks that would make Senator Byrd just wince .
Mr. HAYS . I will take your word for it, Doctor . But-that brings us
to a thing that has happened in this committee, and I would like to
get your opinion on it, just for the record . I think it might have some
value, some weight.
Do you not think that on any book that there has been controversy
about, you could probably take that book and pick a paragraph or a
sentence out of context here or there to prove either side of the controversy that you wanted to?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Yes . You can do that even with The Federalist .
But in this Myrdal book, it is the constant slurring of the conservatives, right along the line .
Mr. HAYS . Let me say I am not criticizing you, because you are
saying the whole tenor of the book you disagree with and do not like .
But the point I am making is that we have had people who come in
here before this committee and cite a paragraph in the book, and then
you read back another paragraph out of the same book, and they immediately say, "I do not buy the whole book, but just this paragraph
that I agree with ." That could happen very easily, could it not?
Dr. CoLEGROVE . Of course.
Mr. HAYS. I compliment you for taking that approach. You say
you do not like the tenor of the whole book, and that certainly is your
right and your privilege, and you have every right to your opinion
on it . As I say, I am not in a position to argue with you on it, because
I have not read the book .
Dr. CoLEOxovE . The difference between this book and The Federalist, written by Hamilton, Jay, and Madison, was that The Federalist
did not pretend to be unprejudiced . They said, "We are for ratifying
this document as the Constitution of the United States." Hamilton
and Jay and Madison did not pretend to have any unbiased or unpartisan approach .
Mr. HAYS . And as to this book, you say it was advertised as being
unprejudiced, but in your opinion it was prejudiced?

appraisal of the social-security system in Sweden .
,
Mr. HAYS . You will have to enlighten me . Who is he
Dr. CoLEGRovE . He is one of the strong defenders of laissez faire an
an opponent of economic planning . His book called, The Road to
Serfdom, is an argument that economic planning will inevitably lead to
destruction of civil liberties, creation of a dictatorship, and loss of our
freedoms .
Mr. HAYS. I am interested in a person whose mind works like that
Now, as I understand it, laissez faire, taken literally, would mean
to let the Government stay out and leave everything alone . What
would you have done in 1933 with 12 million unemployed and people
on the verge of starvation under a laissez faire system?
The CHAIRMAN. I do not myself put that construction upon laissez
faire, so I do not think we can start out with assumptions that tha
is what laissez faire means .
Mr. HAYS . If you do not put that construction on it, you will hav
to have a qualified construction of what laissez faire means, because
happen to know what it means, and it is one you cannot shade. I
means to let alone.
Dr. CoLEGROVE. Dr. Hayek does not take the position regarding
laissez faire that the British liberals took in 1840, 1850, or 1860, whic
was complete laissez faire .
Mr. HAYS. He takes the position, then, that we will have laisse
faire, but we will have it in the modified form that Professor Hayek
thinks is necessary .
Dr. CoLEGRovE . That would be correct .
Mr. HAYS . Then, of course, you get back to the same old thing o
who is going to decide about how much laissez faire or how much
planning we are going to have . And then we get back into the sam
debate that we have been in for 20 or 30 years .
Dr. COLEGROVE . How far are you going on one side, or how far are
you going on the other side ; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have anything further on the question o
foundations?
Mr. WoRMSER. I would like to cover just 1 or 2 more questions .
Mr . HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to interrupt right there an
say if you are implying that I am questioning Dr . Colegrove on some
thing that is not on foundations I picked this name out
The CHAIRMAN . Oh, no. I did not.
Mr. HAYS . I was just trying to develop the idea and get a little ligh
on who he is .
Dr. CoLEGROVE . That is a very good point . I think it is well to kee
in mind that there are really no "liberals" today of the old English
school . They have moved with the trend of the times .
Mr. HAYS . And no foundations moved them . The times caught u
with them and overran them ; would you not say?
Dr. COLEGROVE. Of course, it is cause and effect again . Whateve
the foundations have done, of course, has been to promote the trend
this way or that way .
Mr. HAYS. The whole question of whether the foundations promote
the trend or the trend pushed the foundations is almost the old "which
came first?" argument, "the chicken or the egg?" is it not? And
do not see how we can settle it .

Mr. WORMSER . I would like a little briefing on what you mean by
slanting. Reading from your notes here, you mention an undue emphasis on internationalism and globalism, a submersion of the national
interest, Federal expansion at the expense of States rights, a passion
to build a new social order, and a drive at all levels of education to
make it a tool for social change .
Without going into too much detail, could you give me an answer
to that?
Mr. HAYS . What page is that on?
Mr. WORMSER. Page 5, question 16 .
Dr. COLEGROVE . In my opinion, a great many of the staffs of the
foundations have gone way beyond Wendell Wilikie with reference to
internationalism and globalism . Of course, Wendell Willkie is part of
this time, too . There is undoubtedly too much money put into studies
which support globalism and internationalism . You might say that
the other side has not been as fully developed as it should be .
Now, a great many of these other sides have been taken up, partly
in speeches in Congress . The little book that Bob Taft wrote the last
year he was alive with reference to American foreign policy was a very
helpful book . It was based upon considerable research in Mr . Taft's
office and was not supported by a foundation . But the foundations
these days have been supporting too few books like one book which they
supported some years ago by Charles A . Beard, called The National
Interest. That came out in the early thirties, supported, I believe, by
the Rockefeller Foundation . I am not too sure about that, but one
of the foundations supported it . That started a good deal of thinking
on the other side of the fence .
Mr. WORMSER . Is there not a tendency of Americans to sacrifice the
national interest of our country in dealing with foreign affairs?
Dr . COLEGROVE. Professor Beard, even that early, felt that we had .
But you can name just a few books or studies on that view which
the foundations have supported .
Beard's thought was more or less this . I am talking about the
Beard of the last half of his life rather than the first part of his life,
when he was almost a Marxian . Beard thought that Churchill of
Great Britain or Briand of France were always thinking : What is the
best interest of Great Britain? What is the best interest of France ?in all of the international conferences . But there is too frequently a
tendency of Americans not to think in international conferences on
foreign policy about the national interest of the United States . We
are thinking always of what is the interest of the whole world .
And that kind of thinking brings us to the point where we are
too likely to make sacrifices to accomplish this globalism which England would not be willing to make under Churchill, or Attlee for that
matter, which Laniel would not be willing to make, or Bidault, or
whoever is Prime Minister of France . That is a very unfortunate
tendency. And I think there is a tendency toward slanting . It seems
to me the foundations should go out of their way at the present time
to promote more studies like Beard's famous book called The National
Interest.
Mr. WORMSER . Then there has, Professor, been this tendency to
promote what you might call excessive federalism in derogation of

Dr . COLEGRovE. Yes . Very distinctly . And under Professor M
riam particularly. Merriam felt that States were not more t
Provinces or soon would not be much more than Provinces . I k
that Professor Merriam used to annoy my neighbors up in Evanst
Evanston is a suburb of Chicago, but it has never been incorpora
in Chicago . Merriam always had it in for Evanston, because it wo
never go into Chicago . We felt, in Evanston, we had better schoo
we had better parks, we had better police, and we wanted to be
entity by ourselves . Merriam could never forgive us for that.
thought we ought to go into Chicago .
Well, that is probably a little off the subject, but the point I
trying to make is that the kind of research Professor Merriam
lected, the kind of research he developed, was a research that loo
toward the submersion of the States under the National Governm
Mr. HAYS . Now, Doctor, you do not object to going back to t
international theory . You will agree with me that in the age we l
in today you are going to have to have a certain amount of knowle
of international affairs. You will agree with me, I think-I he
you mention Paris a little bit ago-that after these deliberations
this afternoon, you and I could go up to New York this evening
get the plane and be in the Cafe de la Paix or Maxine's for lu
tomorrow .
Dr. CoLEGROVE . That would be very pleasant .
Mr. HAYS . Yes . I would rather do that than sit here . I want
to know, if I seem to be a little nervous today, that the America
without me yesterday . I am staying here for enlightenment. I
I am making a sacrifice . But all of that aside, we are only 12 ho
away from Paris or London .
Did you say you wish I had not sacrificed?
Mr. GooDwIN . I am sure you would not have had as good a ti
Mr. HAYS . Well, that is debatable .
So the thing that you object to, as I follow you, is not that we h
a great and consuming interest in the world around us, but that
you feel, have not had along with that enough enlightened selfterest, as somebody put it . Is that it?
Dr. CoLEGROVE. Yes . It is probably due to an attitude, which at
tude I think has been partly created or simulated by the foundatio
the attitude of accepting globalism, internationalism, witho
seeing where the United States fits into the picture other than pay
the bills . Because, of course, European and Asiatic countries exp
us to open the pocketbook and pay the bills for all of these projec
all of these compromises . If we have a compromise in Indochina, t
is going to cost the United States a lot of money . We can be s
of that .
Mr. HAYS . Of course, as I cited here the other day, the Fre
papers are carrying the story right now that the United States
willing to fight in Indochina to its last dollar as long as France w
put up its last Frenchman . So there are two viewpoints on that, t
Dr. CoLGROVE. They expect us to send our boys over to fight in
rice paddies of Indochina . They have gone that far now . They u
to just expect us to give money . Now we have to give, besides equ

is a great mistake .
Mr. HAYS . Well, your friend, Dr. Rowe, who has the same general
viewpoint as you do, said flatly here on Friday that we ought to do
that very thing. He said 2 years ago we should have.
Dr . CoLEGROVE . I think we ought to give Chiang Kai-shek and the
chinese forces on, Formosa help logistically, transport them to Indochina. We should transport some of the South Korean Army to Indochina and give them all the equipment, but not use American boys
to fight in Asia.
Mr. HAYS . Of course, if you are going to give them all that equipment, you had better transport someone who will fight, should you
not?
Dr. CoLEoRovE. The Koreans showed they could fight, the South
Koreans did .
Mr. HAYS . They did, too .
Mr. WoRMSER . I would like to interrupt with one final question of
Professor Colegrove . I think we have kept him an excessive period
of time .
I gather it is your opinion that the overindulgence in the empirical
method which you believe the foundations have been, let us say, guilty
of, has resulted in something in the way of a decline in morality, that
in the schools particularly, morality has taken a good beating, we
have had substituted for it what I believe is called moral relativity,
and that the foundations, if they fail have failed perhaps primarily
in the direction of not having provided us with more leadership .
Dr. COLEGROVE . We certainly need more leadership on the ethical
and moral side . There is really no doubt about that in my mind .
And I would like to see the foundations help the American people in
that way . We need to create or develop in the United States more
leadership, not only in science, not only in empirical science, but also
on the moral and ethical side, rationalism, if you want to put it in
that sense .
Now, with all the money that the foundations have spent, they have
never developed an Abraham Lincoln. They have never developed an
Immanuel Kant . They have never developed a Thomas Jefferson .
They have never developed a James Madison . We need that kind of
leadership at the present time . I suspect that that leadership is going
to come from the small colleges, where a more sane attitude toward
American traditions, American morality and ethics, is taken than in
the large universities.
Mr. HAYS . Doctor, do you mean to say that Abraham Lincoln is
underdeveloped? That maybe is an unfortunate term, but there are
probably more biographies here than in the case of any other American. I am guessing, but would you not say that is probably true?
Dr. COLEGROVE . Oh, yes . He is the subject of a lot of good books .
Mr. HAYS. But you think the foundations ought to make some
grants to write some more books? Or on Thomas Jefferson? I suspect Thomas Jefferson would run a close third . Perhaps George
Washington would be second . And I am a great admirer of Jefferson . I have probably 20-or 30 volumes on him myself .
Mr. WORMSER. I do not think he meant that .
Mr. HAYS . I am trying to find out what he meant .

Mr . HAYS . That gets into a very philosophical discussion . I
.interested, too . I would like to produce another Abraham Linco
out in my district,, so that when I get done with the job I can have
worthy successor .
Dr . COLEGROVE . Well, you can't say that is a task that foundatio
could accomplish . But they have not developed the climate that pr
duced an Abraham Lincoln . And I am thinking now of both sides
the fence .
. Abraham Lincoln is representative, you might say, of the de
heritage of the United States . And Jefferson represented the de
heritage of the United States .
Jefferson was a very cultured man, who went to Europe, read Fren
books and British books, but he was always thinking, again, in refer
ence to the national interest, or in reference to the history of th
United States and whatever destiny the American people would ha
There is too little emphasis in our schools at the present time,
spite of all these books, to the contributions of Jefferson, Washingto
and Lincoln to the history of the United States in relation to o
present situation .
The question is : Are our public schools, our universities, furnishi
the climate out of which can appear another Washington or anoth
Jefferson?
I am afraid the climate is not very congenial for that .
Mr. HAYS . Of course, leaving Jefferson aside, no university fu
nished the climate for the other two . They made their own .
Dr. COLEOROVE . Yes . Maybe it is a task that the foundations c
never achieve . Maybe they can accomplish very little in that . B
I would like to see the foundations try .
Mr. HAYS. The original idea I had when I started this series
questions : You talk about the moral climate . Now, there is no arg
ment but that we want to create as good a moral climate as we ca
But I am wondering how the foundations are going about this .
they make a grant to some religious order, you can immediately s
what a hullabaloo that would cause . You would have somebody i
fluencing them not only as to politics but dragging religion in an
trying to influence the religious attitude. And it seems to me th
they might be treading upon very delicate ground in that situatio
And again let me say with all deference to you that you have set fort
a very worthy objective in very general terms, but when we come
specifically implementing that objective, I am at a loss as to how
would go about it . If I were a foundation trustee, I would not kno
ould you ?
Dr . COLEOROVE . If you were a foundation trustee, Mr . Hays, y
would give your attention to it and try to have that problem studie
Mr. HAYS . But on this specific problem, I would be a little b
afraid to give it to one group or another in the religious field .
would be afraido to make a donation or a grant to train ministers, sha
I say, in the Presbyterian faith, without giving an equal grant
every other religious faith, for fear someone would accuse me
religious bias. And I just say from a practical standpoint we a
dealing with something that if there is any solution to it, I would li
to know about it.
W

ership . I think the codes of political ethics that are springing up
over the United States are making some contribution in this way .
I do not know any of the foundations that are making a study of
these codes of political ethics .
Mr. HAYS . One foundation was going to set up a fund to study
Congress I understood, with the idea of suggesting some improvements. And immediately that was met with a barrage of criticism .
Some people questioned: Who are these people that are going to
question the integrity and the sacredness of Congress?
Personnally, it is to me a little bit like the old newspaper story of
the man biting the dog. I mean, Congressmen are investigating anybody. I have no objection if somebody wants to investigate Congress.
But it caused a lot of criticism .
Dr. COLEGROVE. I think probably most of these studies should begin
at the grassroots .
The CHAIRMAN . My constituents have been investigating Congress
for a long time .
Mr. HAYS . I, again, because of my great affection for the chairman,
will not comment on that either .
The CHAIRMAN . Are there any other questions?
Mr. GOODwIN. No question . I want to make a statement a little
later .
I want to make a brief statement, Mr . Chairman . After I have
made it, I will ask unanimous consent that it be placed in the record
of today's proceedings at the point in the morning session immediately after reference to the number of institutions of learning in the
several States.
Mr. HAYS . May I ask unanimous consent that in deference to our
-colleague from Massachusetts we have deleted the remark that came
along in there somewhere that the Harvard College was the second
most left to Columbia . I think we ought to just take that out, so that
there will not be any reflection on Massachusetts at all .
The CHAIRMAN . Thank you very much, Professor Colegrove, for
_your presentation today .
The committee is deeply appreciative of your generosity in coming
down here and giving us the benefit of your experience .
It is now 3 : 35. I question whether we ought to proceed any further .
Mr. HAYS . I would like to agree with you, and I want to say that
if we are going to take up this monumental piece of empirical research,
I hope you can wait until morning .
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will adjourn, then, until 10 o'clock
tomorrow morning in this same room .
(Whereupon, at 3 :35 p . m ., the hearing was adjourned until 10
u. m ., Wednesday, June 9,1954 . )
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TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 9, 1954
HotsE or REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE
TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,

Washington, D. C.

The special committee met at 10 a . m., pursuant to recess, in room
304, House Office Building, Hon . Carroll Reece (chairman of the
special committee) presiding .
Present : Representatives Reece, Goodwin, Hays, and Pfost
Also present : Rene A . Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T. Koch,
associate counsel ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Kathryn Casey,
legal analyst ; John Marshall, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order .
Mr. Koch .
Mr. KOCH . Mr . McNiece would like to continue .
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed. The oath is continuing during
the course of the proceedings .
Mr. KocH. That is right . May he continue reading his supplement
before we ask him questions, or would you rather ask him questions
with respect to his first installment?
Mr. HAYS . I have a few more questions I would like to ask . It seems
we have left enough things hanging in midair .
Mr. KocH . Very well .
TESTIMONY OF THOMAS M. McNIECE, ASSISTANT RESEARCH DIRECTOR, SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE TAX-EXEMPT
FOUNDATIONS-Resumed
Mr. HAYS. On your first report, Mr . McNiece, on pa e 9, you talk,
near the bottom of the page, about centralized places, w ich seems to
imply that somebody had a motive or desire to plot this thing . Do
you have any specific evidence of that ?
Mr. McNIECE. I don't at the moment find the item.
Mr. HAYS . It is in the last paragraph down about the fifth line
"It does, however, seem to confirm"
Mr. McNIECE . I have it. The excerpts from the final report from
the American Council of Learned Societies, plus the evidence which
continues on through on the influence of the Social. Science Research
Council and the American Council of Learned Societies in preparing
a directory, if I may call it that, of men qualified to advise Government in its various fields . I take that as evidence of the flow of what
might be called a central or main stream of influence . I believe it is
in this next and short section of my report that I mention, merely as
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we have letters in which they advise us of the names of those peopl
and the fields of work in which they are occupied .
Mr. HAYS . What do you read into that? The Government ha
need apparently for these people . Where would you more logical
turn than to these societies who would have lists of people?
Mr . MCNIECE . I am not in any way questioning either the need
the source, except as it comes from a firm and compact group of wh
might be called, and has been referred to here, as the intellectual elit
They might be defined by another term as the mental aristocrats .
believe all of the testimony that has been given here, and witho
any attempt on the part of any of us to tie in the testimony of t
various professors that have appeared here, seems to indicate t
same thing, that there is, let me call it, a preferred group whi
is called upon for advice . It is a highly concentrated corps, I thi
I used the term in my previous appearance on the stand .
Mr. HAYS . If you were doing the calling, you would call upon t
best brains you could get, would you not? You don't mean to put so
term of opprobrium by calling them the intellectual elite?
Mr. McNrECE . No, but neither would I know how to define be
brains . I would call on people in my judgment that would be fitt
for that . I am not doing the calling . The Government is doing tha
Mr. HAYS . I understand that, but if you were doing the callin
and you had t , find somebody in a certain field, we will say soci
science or for that matter any exact scientific field, how would you
about finding them
Mr . McNIECE . The first thing I would do is to look into their bac
ground and training and find the particular types of views held
expounded before I would do anything else . I take it here that Go
ernment does not do that, but relies upon the recommendations of th
very central group to which I have referred previously . That w
the very purpose of the $65,000 grant in total made by the Rockefell
Foundation . That apparently is accepted as final by the Governmen
1 have to assume that . I do not know it. But that was the purpo
of organizing the list .
Mr . HAYS . What was the purpose again in organizing the lis
Mr . McNrECE . As I have stated previously, the purpose was to su
ply a list of individuals qualified in the judgment, and I don't sa
this in a disparaging way, of the intellectual group from which thi
list emanated .
Mr . HAYS . Maybe I am being a little thick at this point, as the Iri
put it, but I don't see anything wrong with the Learned Society
the Historical Association or the Society of American Chemists,
anybody else furnishing a list of qualified people .
The CHAIRMAN. Would you permit an interjection there?
Mr . HAYS . Yes .
The CHAIRMAN . We have in the United States the colleges and un
versities which, while large in number, are very accessible to be advis
about the requirements of Government . While there is nothing wro
in asking one of the societies to furnish a list of names, as I see it,
we not know from practical experience that when a council such as t
Council of Learned Societies is put in the position of furnishing
list of scholars to advise the Government, that list will be pret

influence. If he happens to be a man that has certain inclinations, he
is in a position to give very wide effect in those inclinations, if he is.
put in a position where he furnishes the list of the experts the Gov-ernment calls into the service as advisers . That is the angle that I
see that becomes, to my mind, Mr . Hays, very important .
It is the concentration not only in one organization, but ultimatelylar ely in the hands of one man .
r. HAYS . Of course, theoretically that could happen, but if you_
want to carry that theoretical idea out to its ultimate conclusion, it could happen in the university in the case of whoever is the executive
officer there . Or if you want an even greater illustration of one man
picking and choosing, how about the President? He has the power
to appoint literally thousands of people. Theoretically he does it
himself. But actually in practice, it is the culmination of a lot of'
recommendations .
I would guess, without knowing and having any evidence offered
to the contrary, that in these various organizations they operate the
same way .
Do you have any evidence, Mr . McNiece, that one individual in the
American Council of Learned Societies is in control of this whole .
thing, or is it the thought of a group of men or officers?
Mr. MCNIECE . It is both. By the time I have finished with my
testimony, I think the answer to your question should be a little more .
obvious, because we can take the end results and draw certain conclusions from them .
I have said in the sentence immediately prior to the one you quoted
In itself there should be no criticism of this objective .

In other words, I start out with that premise . It is the end results.
that cause us to raise some questions . We have not touched the end
results as yet as they affect this side of the triangle .
Mr. HAYS . You are going to bring in some conclusive facts later
on of something bad in the end result? If you are, I will defer any
questioning along that line .
Mr. McNIECE . All right . I had not expected to do it at this moment . As a matter of fact, I was not sure I would do it at all . But
here is a quotation which I might insert . It does not appear in any of my studies.

When we see a lot of framed timbers, different proportions of which we :
know have been gotten out at different times and places and by different workmen, and when we see those timbers joined together and see that they exactly make the frame of a house or a mill, all the tennons and mortises exactly fitting, and all the length and proportions of the different pieces exactly adapted
to their respective places, and not a piece too many or too few, in such a case ,
we find it impossible not to believe that all understood one another from thebeginning and all worked upon a common plan or draft drawn up before the
flrst blow was struck .,

That is from Abraham Lincoln in a talk made in 1858 . It has been
certified to us by the Legislative Reference Division of the Congressional Library which can give you further details on it if you are.
interested.
Mr. HAYS . I assume you are saying now that you are comparing
this to the framework of a building, and saying all these people who .

of this talk what we consider to be the predominatin influen
cover the listing of suggestions made which we have taken solely
of governmental publications .
Mr. HAYS . Mr . McNiece, don't you think the way to find that
instead of relying-and I am sure you are sincere-or something
say is to call in some of these people and examine them and find
if their thinking dovetails?
We have a rather striking example here . You have had four
fessors that you people have found in your months of research
you thought would pretty well, I suppose, exemplify what you wa
to bring out . I am finding no fault with that . But even those f
I would assume they were pretty carefully selected-have testif
at variance on various things . Their thinking did not dovetail .
The CHAIRMAN . You did not intend to say, if I may interject,
all the thinking dovetails . What you meant to say, I would ass
is a preponderance .
Mr. McNIECE . That is right .
The CHAIRMAN . If I may follow through on the observation I m
about the concentration in one place of this power or authority
however it might be described, to make recommendations for advis
to the Government, on a very broad basis, I referred to the fact
if it happened that the administrative officer of the society
made the recommendation happened to be a man of certain incli
tions, it might become dangerous . If, for instance, that man
pened to be one of a Fascist inclination, his disposition, of cour
would be to recommend people that represented his line of thinki
with the result that we would get in the Government, unless they w
very carefully screened by the appointing authority, a prepondera
of people that had a Fascist type of thinking.
This administrative officer of one of these societies is a man t
has no public responsibility, not like the President or a Cabinet offic
whom we know and who do have public responsibility. Nor, like
president of a college, who is identified in the public mind, and to a
large degree is held responsible not only by the board of trustees,
particularly by the alumnae of the institution, as well as a very w
segment of the public . That is quite different from some man that
ensconced in the office of a learned society that is in a building do
town here . At least I see a very wide difference . Insofar as ther
a disposition to concentrate into one or a few places-it proba
should not be described as authority to recommend-the privilege
recommending people for Government consultants, I would have qu
a serious question in my mind about it .
Mr. HAYS . Let me read to you a quotation I have found here
see if you agree that it is along the line of some that you have re
I will read it and then I will hand it to you if you want to look at

But all agree that there can be no question whatever that some remedy m
be found, and quickly found, for the misery and wretchedness which press
heavily at the moment on a very large majority of the poor .

This was written some years ago, and not as of the present .

The ancient workmen's guilds were destroyed in the last century and no ot
organization took their place . Public institutions and the laws have repudia
the ancient religion . Hence by degrees it has come to pass that workingmen h
been given over, isolated and defenseless, to the callousness of employers

the hands of a few individuals so that a small number of the very rich have
been able to lay upon the masses of the poor a yoke little better than slavery
itself.
What would you say about that? Do you want to look at it?
Mr. McNIECE . I would like to see it.
The CHAIRMAN . All I can say is, while he is looking that over-and
that goes back to describing an individual-there is no Member of
Congress, nobody in this room, and but few people in Washington
who come from a family where they had greater difficulty rearing their
children than I did . What I want to preserve in this country is the
same economic circumstances that enabled my father who started
out with $100, a horse, and a sidesaddle, to rear a family of 13 children, all of them graduated from high school, most of them graduated
from college, none of them probably very successful in material goods,
but all able to take their positions in society.
I am not quite sure what the economic forces and factors are that
enabled my father to do that, but whatever they are, insofar as I am
able to find them, I want to preserve them .
That is more or less my economic philosophy, and is pretty much
my guide . Whether I am a middle-of-the-roader, a liberal, a freewheeler, or a conservative, I think I have exactly the same thinking
that I had when my mother gave me the last $2 she had when I started
off to college, where I was able to make my own way. I do not think
my economic philosophy has changed any at all over all these years .
Mr. HAYS . Mr . Chairman, I think we can all endorse that as a very
worthy objective, and I think perhaps some of us would even like to
expand so that even more people will be able to do that .
• The CHAIRMAN . I think that we have had a system where if a great
urge existed people had been able to do that to a degree that does
not prevail in any country on earth . That is why our people have
been carried farther and faster up the road of progress, and attained
the standard of living that has never been attained by any people
anywhere at any time .
Mr . HAYS . If we are going to debate this a little bit and leave my
quotation alone, I might say to you that I think perhaps statistics
will show, if it not too empirical, that there are a bigger percentage
of boys and girls in America going to college today than ever before.
So perhaps the very thing that some of these witnesses have been condemning is the thing that is bringing about the conditions that both
you and I seem to want, Mr . Chairman.
Now, can we go back to my little quotation .
Mr . McNIECE . I should be very glad to go back to this . My own
appraisal is that it is a purely emotional product without one word
or substance of proof . It might have been written-it is not dated100 or 125 years ago . I have no means of knowing that . But there
is a great deal of false emotional propaganda, if I may use the term,
put out from many quarters on such things as this . The National
Bureau of Economic Research in collaboration, I believe, with the
Department of the Census, every once in a while turns out an estimate-I say every once in a while, because it is not annual-of the
total wealth of this country . That is wealth of all forms-stocks,
bonds, farms, buildings, everything . If we divide the estimate of
that total wealth by the population of the country, we find that if the
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would be somethng over $3,000 . The family's share of the total wea
of the country will be something less than a Congressman's salary f
1 year. That is not going to take anybody very far if the collectivis
ideals are attained .
Mr. HAYS . Would you say that would be tending toward that ult
mate objective, that little statement there, would it help to push
along?
Mr. McNIEcz . This statement [indicating] ?
Mr. HAYS . Yes .
Mr. McNIECE . I would certainly assume that is what they are dri
ing at when they talk about the concentration of wealth . concent
tion of many branches of trade in the hands of a few individual
That is scarcely in accord with our Government's own record on t
census of distribution and census of manufacturers .
Mr. HAYS . Let me read your another one .
The CHAIRMAN. Has that quotation been identified yet?
Mr. HAYS . I will identify it in a minute .
Every effort must therefore be made that fathers of families receive a w
sufficient to meet adequate ordinary domestic needs .
I would assume that the writer means the Government or somebo
to do that . I will let you look at this .
If in the present state of society this is not always feasible, social just
demands that reforms be introduced without delay which will guarantee ev
adult workingman just such a wage. In this connection we might utter a w
of praise for various systems devised and attempted in practice by which
increased wage is paid in view of increased family burdens and a special pr
vision made for special needs.
Would you call that socialistic?
The CHAIRMAN . That sounds like the President .
Mr. HAYS. It is not . I would not want to quote any of Preside
Hoover's remarks without identifying them .
The CHAIRMAN . With one change I would see no serious objecti
to that .
Mr. HAYS. Let Mr . McNiece say what he thinks .
The CHAIRMAN. If you put the word "opportunity" in front of
of those adjectives .
Mr. McNIECE . From my examination over a period of quite a nu
ber of years, I would say the workmen of the country are being pa
for the most part, particularly if it is in accordance with their pr
ductive ability, in amounts perfectly ample to support their famili
The statistics indicate that . There have been many false statemen
made, according to what I have read in the papers, by certain leade
in the field of labor. The reason I say false statements is because t
have claimed that wages have not kept pace with the cost of livi
Wages have kept pace with the cost of living and more than that
Years ago, in a conference at Williamstown, information w
brought out and testimony was introduced that after every depressio
within the period of statistics that were ample to support the co
clusion, workmen emerged with a net gain in real wages . I do n
believe there is any doubt of that . That was brought out at that ti
I was not present, but I read the proceedings . There was no disse
taken from the findings of the study of the man who presented i

others who get a great deal of publicity, claims that are not supported
by the facts .
Mr. HAYS. I have just one more, and these are all from the same
volume . I would like to comment specifically on this one

For the effect of civil change and revolution has been to divide society into
two widely different castes . On the one side there is the party which holds the
power because it holds the wealth, which has in its grasp all labor and all trade,
which manipulates for its own benefit and purposes all the sources of supply
and which is powerfully represented in the councils of the state itself . On the
other side there is the needy and powerless multitude, sore and suffering, always
ready for disturbance . If working people can be encouraged to look forward to
obtaining a share in the land, the result will be that the gulf between vast
wealth and deep poverty will be bridged over, and the two orders will be brought
nearer together .

Mr. McNIECE . Commenting for a moment, before making a reading
of this, the share of the land reference reminds me very much of one
of the paragraphs quoted from the findings of the Committee on Social
Studies, as supported by the Carnegie Foundation and the American
Historical Association .
Mr. HAYS . I gather you disapprove of that, is that right?
Mr. McNrECE . Because I disapprove of communistic and collectivistic tendencies . All of these-I do not know your source-are
closely comparable to Communist literature that I have read . The
objectives cited parallel very closely communistic ideals or socialistic
ideals. . If working people can be encouraged to look forward to obtaining a share in the land-in the smaller areas-I should say ratherin the areas of less concentrated population, I know from first-hand
information that it is the desire and the attained objective of many
workingmen to own their own properties .
I distinctly remember reading in the papers-that is my only
authority for it-that at one time some of the labor union leaders were
advising their workmen not to become property owners, because that
tended to stabilize them and make them more dependent on local conditions . I don't know how you would reconcile the divergent points
of view.
Mr. HAYS . If you are through with those, I would like to have them
back so I can identify them .
The first and last were from the encyclical of Pope Leo XIII on
labor . The middle was from the encyclical of Pope Plus XI .
You have given a very practical demonstration, Mr . McNiece, of the
danger of lifting a sentence or paragraph out of context, because you
have clearly labeled these as being in conformity with the communistic
literature that you have read.
Mr. McNrECE. Yes, and I repeat that. I am not familiar with literature of the source you described, but I have been told that other
encyclicals have completely endorsed and defended, to use the phrase
which you have used a number of times, laissez faire .
Mr. HAYS . If you read the whole thing, they condemn very pronouncedly socialism and communism . But the Popes both condemned
some of the conditions that were existing at that time . I don't think
you will disagree with me, and I am not a Catholic-I may say thatthat the Catholic Church has been one of the bulwarks against communism in the world, and one of the organizations which has fought
against it as any organization I know of . So you would not want to
call the church communistic, would you?

various groups .
Mr. HAYS . Do you admit now that there is a danger in doing ju
what has been done before this committee over and over again, th
the kind of evidence that has been offered, of lifting a paragraph o
and saying this proves a point does not necessarily prove anything
Mr. McNIECE . I tried to make my position very clear in my initi
statement on that particular point . I said the excerpts had been' chos
very carefully in an effort not to misrepresent context . I suggest
that all references were fully given and if anyone wished to questi
the validity of the reference with respect to the points made, he cou
consult the original source .
Mr. HAYS. The only original source that I have had a chance
consult and read almost in its entirety was the one which Mr . Sarge
quickly repudiated when I began to read some paragraphs he did n
like . One book he quoted.
Mr. McNIEcE . Which book is that?
Mr. HAYS . Only Yesterday, in which he picked a paragraph o
and said this proved a point he wanted to make . He later said
didn't buy the whole book . I think you were perhaps here at the tim
Mr . McNIECE . I happened to be personally acquainted and a neig
bor of Frederick Lewis Allen, the author of that book, and I had
number of discussions with him . It is not pertinent to this discussi
or this hearing or I would tell you some amusing features and thing
that happened to him, from a first-hand discussion with him . Th
was one of the first books he had written . He told me that he h
learned something and that was that he would have to be pretty carefu
on any future books he wrote, because he made quite a number o
errors.
Mr. HAYS . I would probably agree from scanning the book myse
that there is considerable error . Again that proves the point I
trying to make, that you can't lift a paragraph out of context a
say this proves anything .
Mr. McNIEcE. In connection with that particular paragrap
though, I happen to be able to offer again first-hand testimony, be
cause I was stationed in Cleveland at that particular time, and I per
sonally on orders attended a number of meetings of the type at whic
conclusions which he mentioned were reached . I can tell you fr
first-hand knowledge that the common discussion of those meeting
of that time was on the culmination of "the day." At that time, a
the time of which Frederick Lewis Allen wrote, it was the comm
hope in those circles that very soon the day of revolution, similar t
what had very recently occurred in Russia, would appear .
Mr. HAYS . Were you sitting in on these plots?
Mr. McNIECE . Absolutely.
Mr. HAYS . Were you in favor of revolution at that time?
Mr. McNIECE. Definitely not. I was there under orders emanatin
from the Federal Building in Cleveland . One of the men even dis
cussed with me the fact that certain leaders in the city of Toledo ha
been marked to go down when the day came .
On the May Day parades, for which they had permission, that grou
used to carry their little red banners on bamboo sticks as flag staffs
One particular year they appeared with their little red banners o
indoor baseball bats, which was rather suggestive .

Mr. MCNIECE . Of that type .
Mr. HAYS . But you do think that there was an undesirable social
revolution of some kind or another?
Mr. McNiECE . In process .
Mr. HAYS . Still going on?
Mr. McNIECE . Yes .
Mr. HAYS . That leads me to a very interesting thing that we started
to pursue the other day . In fact, we touched on it a few times . In
the event of a serious depression in this country, and we all hope we
don't have one, but we have had them in the past, would you recommend that the Government adopt a laissez-faire attitude and take
hands off and let the thing run its course?
Mr. McNIECE . No . I have covered that point in the last section of
my testimony, that is the economic and the Government interest .
Mr. HAYS. What would you suggest that the Government do?
The CHAIRMAN . May I interject that it is going so far afield . We
are not outlining a pattern of conduct during the
Mr. HAYS. No, but we are criticizing the conduct of the Government, and I would like to have some alternatives .
The CHAIRMAN . I do not understand we are criticizing the Government .
Mr. HAYS. Have you read this empirical document here?
The CHAIRMAN. There is no such intention . I don't think it makes
much difference to the Government what this committee or Mr. McNiece thinks of what should be done in the case of a depression in the
future.
Mr. HAYS . In the third paragraph-if you don't mind jumping
ahead-he said
Among these is the increasing participation of the Federal Government
in subsidization of agriculture, scientific research, wage control, mortgage insurance and other activities . Most, if not all, of these were politically conceived
and depression born . They represent new ventures in our Government activities .
As I read on, it is critical that the Government goes into that . Did
you mean to be critical?
Mr. McNIEcE. Prior to that in this section which I have not read,
you will find the origin for the adoption of the suggestions by the Government in those activities, and that is why they are mentioned in this
way from the section of the report you quoted .
Mr. HAYS . You are saying that somebody sort of talked the Government into this, and it would have been better if they had not done it .
Isn't that what you mean to imply?
Mr. McNIECE . Yes . I told you in the beginning, and it is recorded
in the early part of this investigative work, which is purely factualwe emphasized the fact that we are drawing no conclusions-the
section of the report from which you are now quoting is getting into
the conclusions which we are arriving at as a result of the evidence,
all of which we have not yet presented .
The CHAIRMAN . Since we have gotten into this second report, I
have just talked to Mr. Hays, we might as well proceed with the second
phase of your report .
Mr. McNIECE. I would like to make a short preliminary statement
before getting into the reading from this document . This statement
is as follows

that we are entering the sensitive area of political controversy . On
reason for mentioning this at this time is that we wish it to be under
stood that we are limiting our analysis of the conditions as we shal
describe them, first to documented statements from the sources quote
and second, in the economics section of the report to statistical infor
mation available in the Government's own publications .
The economic facts seem to substantiate the conclusion that man
of the proposals advanced by the planners and deemed experimenta
by some and questionable by others have been put into practice an
are a part of our everyday lives as we are now living them . Congres
sional appropriations and governmental expenditures indicate this
While these facts seem to speak for themselves, there are certain inter
pretations which we shall make especially with reference to futur
conditions if we choose to continue these collectivistic ventures .
In these conclusions we are taking no partisan political position, no
do we wish to encourage or support any other attitude than this .
Our interest in these problems as they affect the state of the Natio
and its future far exceeds our interest in any form of political pref
ferment .
Now, this section of the manuscript report is headed, "Relationship
Between Foundations and Government ." It is particularly concern
with the national and social planning .,
Before proceeding with the submission of evidence bearing upo
the relationships between foundations and government, we wish t
make some comments by way of background as they pertain to na
tional and social planning by government.
Three things should be obvious to anyone reasonably familiar wit
the interlocking complexities of our production, distribution, service
and financial problems in our economy
(1) The successful correlation of all these activities would requi
the complete control of all phases of our economic endeavors . Pri
control, for example, cannot be effectively maintained without ri
orous control of material supply and costs, wages, transportation, an
all other elements entering into final costs .
Mr . HAYS . Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that these reports are ver
long, and if Mr. McNiece is going to read all of them today, that i
about all we are going to get done . I have read them . I have som
questions I would like to ask about them . I would like to just ha
them put in the record as is, and then go on with the questioning .
think it would save a lot of time.
Mr. Kocx . He was just going to read the shorter one .
Mr. HAYS . Is he going to read the typewritten introduction of thi
Mr. Kocx . No.
Mr. McNIEcE . I had expected to take selective manuscript readin
It would be dull and deadly, and I would say completely impossibl
to convey to anyone the message involved in that great series of,
think, 20 statistical tables . I could not hope to do that by readin
I had not expected to do that .
Mr . KocH . You intended to read only the mimeographed statement
Mr. McNIEcE . Yes, and certain conclusions and introduction ma
terial from the Economic Report.
The CHAIRMAN . This is 19 pages .

pages.
The CHAIRMAN . The quotations are single spaced . Had you expected to read the quotations in full?
Mr. McNIECE. I had intended to read the quotations in full . It is
immaterial to me.
The CHAIRMAN . Why don't you continue with the shorter form?
The other material is to be inserted in the record .
Mr. McNIECE . That is right. There are certain things in these
quotations that I think from my point of view are very important
from the standpoint of Mr . Hays' questions.
The CHAIRMAN . Very well .
Mr. HAYS . I have about 8 or 10 questions to this document, and I
was wondering if you have any objection in order to prevent the disorganized thing we have had in the past, and going some other day,
you could read them and answer all of my questions before noon?
Would you have any objection if I stopped you at the bottom of page
2 and asked a question right there while it is fresh in mind?
The CHAIRMAN . What he had in mind, as I understood a while
ago, in the remainder of this brief form might be the basis for answers.
1 have not read these quotations. I would rather like to hear them,
if I might, before the questioning . I think we would have time before
noon to conclude this and have the questioning also before noon, which
I would like to do .
Mr. McNIECE . Yes, we could .
The CHAIRMAN . For my own information, I would rather like to
have it.
Mr. McNIECE. It is very vital, Mr. Reece, to the questions which
Mr. Hays very properly asked . I would like at least to present those
that bear upon this idea of, let us say, a concentrated corps of influence .
It is involved here to a certain extent . It is involved in one of the
very first questions Mr . Hays asked me this morning . So I think it
would be better if we could at least go this far with it .
Mr. HAYS . Read this whole thing
Mr. McNIECE. Yes, it is not going to take very long .
The CHAIRMAN . Very well.
Mr. McNIECE. Otherwise, shortages, surpluses, and bottlenecks
would bob up continuously and everywhere .
(2) With the complexity due to the literally millions of points or
junctures where difficulties may arise, no man or centralized group of
men possess the knowledge or judgment that will equal the integrated
judgment of thousands of experienced men applied at the points where
and when troubles first develop .
At the time when increased complexity of national and international affairs seem to make more governmental planning and control
necessary, the Government is actually becoming less and less able to
exercise rational and competent control over the multiplicity of details
essential to good planning . To be even superficially effective, it must
be completely autocratic . .
(3) Even though such centralized planning were physically possible, the net results would be a smaller and smaller percentage of
goods and services produced that would be available for those who
produce them. This would result from the increasing cost of the

That is the experience in Russia and it has been developing here f
some years as will be shown in the staff's economic report .
From the beginning, the Socialist programs have called for nation
J ownership
and planning of productive facilities .
Such references are frequent and clear. Perhaps the following qu
tation from Engels, friend and contemporary of Marx, may illustra
the point.

The planless production of capitalist society capitulates before the plan
production of the invading Socialist society .

To emphasize the reiteration of this concept by a responsible bo
of men in our own times and country, we may again refer to a par
graph from the report of the Commission on Social Studies . After
years of deliberation they say (American Historical Associatio
Committee on Social Studies, p . 16)

Under the molding influence of socialized processes of living, drives
technology and science, pressures of changing thought and policy, and disrup
ing impacts of economic disaster, there is a notable waning of the once wid
spread popular faith in economic individualism ; and leaders in public affai
supported by a growing mass of the population, are demanding the introducti
into economy of ever wider measures of planning and control .

In what way has this expression of belief found its way into o
governmental activities?
In 1933, the National Planning Board was formed . How did it lo
upon its task and what seem to be its final objectives? These may
indicated in part by the following extracts from its final report f
1933-34-National Planning Board, final report 1933-34, page 11 :

State and interstate planning is a lusty infant but the work is only beginni
Advisory economic councils may be regarded as instrumentalities for stim
lating a coordinated view of national life and for developing mental attitud
favorable to the principle of national planning .

Page 60

Finally, mention should be made of the fact that there are three great nation
councils which contribute to research in the social sciences . The Council
Learned Societies, the American Council on Education, and the Social Scien
Research Council are important factors in the development of research and a
their activities to the body of scientific material available in any program
national planning .
The Council of Learned Societies has promoted historical and general soci
research .
The American Council on Education has recently sponsored an inquiry in
the relation of Federal, State, and local governments to the conduct of publ
education . It has served as the organizing center for studies of materials
instruction and problems of educational administration. It represents the edu
tional organizations of the country and is active in promoting research in i
special field.
The Social Science Research Council, a committee of which prepared th
memorandum, is an organization engaged in planning research . It is true t
its object has not been to make social plans, but rather to plan research in t
social field . A decade of thought on planning activities through its committee
distributed widely over the social sciences, has given it an experience, a bac
ground with regard to the idea of planning, that should be of value if it we
called on to aid in national planning . Furthermore, the members of the Soci
Science Research Council, its staff, and the members of its committees are pe
haps more familiar than the members of any other organization with the pe
sonnel in the social sciences, with the research interests of social scientists, a

reaus of research. The council has been concerned chiefly with the determination of the groups and persons with whom special types of research should be
placed . For this purpose it has set up committees, organized commissions, promoted research, and sponsored the development of various research agencies and
interests . With its pivotal position among the social sciences, it could undoubtedly render valuable aid if called on to do so, in the formidable task of national
planning .

Page 66

It was after the Civil War that American economic life came to be dominated
by the philosophy of laissez faire and by the doctrines of rugged individualism .
But the economic and social evils of the period resulted in the development of
new planning attitudes tending to emphasize especially public control and
regulation.

Page 67

Summing up the developments of these 125 years, one may say that insofar as
the subject here considered is concerned, they are important because they left
us a fourfold heritage
First, to think in terms of an institutional framework which may be fashioned
in accordance with prepared plans ;
Second, a tendency to achieve results by compromise in which different lines
and policies are more or less reconciled ;
Third, a tendency to stress in theory the part played in economic life by
individualism, while at the same time having recourse in practice to governmental aid and to collective action when necessary ; and
Fourth, a continued social control applied to special areas of economic life .

Page 71 :

Such was the note already heard in America when during 1928-29 came the
first intimations of the 5-year plan, and the Western World began to be interested in the work and methods of the Gosplan in Moscow. The Russian experience was not embodied in any concrete way in American thinking, but it stimulated the idea that we need to develop in an American plan out of our American
background.

The National Planning Board after furnishing its report in 1934
was discontinued.
The National Resources Committee was in existence from 1934 to
1939 .
In 1939, the National Resources Planning Board was constituted, in
part with the same personnel . After a few years of deliberation, it
rendered its final report, from which the following verbatim and
continuous extract is quoted from page 3

The National Resources Planning Board believes that it should be the declared
policy of the United States Government to promote and maintain a high level
of national production and consumption by all appropriate measures necessary
for this purpose. The Board further believes that it should be the declared
policy of the United States Government.
To underwrite full employment for the employables ;
To guarantee a job for every man released from the Armed Forces and the
war industries at the close of the war, with fair pay and working conditions ;
To guarantee and, when necessary, underwrite
Equal access to security,
Equal access to education for all,
Equal access to health and nutrition for all, and
Wholesome housing conditions for all .
This policy grows directly out of the Board's statement concerning which
the President has said
"All of the free peoples must plan, work, and fight together for the maintenance and development of our freedoms and rights."

and freedom from fear : and
A NEW BILL OF RIGHTS

1 . The right to work, usefully and creatively through the productive year
2 . The right to fair pay, adequate to command the necessities and amenit
of life in exchange for work, ideas, thrift, and other socially valuable servi
Mr . HAYS . Would you mind identifying where this came from
Mr. McNIECE . Yes, Sir . This is the final report of the Nation
Resources Planning Board .
Mr. HAYS . All right.
Mr. MCNIECE. (reading)
3 . The right to adequate food, clothing, shelter, and medical care ;
4 . The right to security, with freedom from fear of old age, want, depe
dency, sickness, unemployment, and accident ;
5 . The right to live in a system of free enterprise, free from compulso
labor, irresponsible private power, arbitrary public authority, and unregulat
monopolies ;
6 . The right to come and go, to speak or to be silent, free from the spyin
of secret political police ;
7 . The right to education, for work, for citizenship, and for personal grow
and happiness ; and
8 . The right to equality before the law, with equal access to justice in fa
9. The right to, rest, recreation, and adventure, the opportunity to enj
life and take part in an advancing civilization .
Plans for this purpose are supported and explained in this report . The pr
vious publications of the Board, including National Resources Developme
Report for 1942, transmitted to the Congress by the President on January 1
1942, and a series of pamphlets (After Defense-What? After the War-Fu
Employment, Postwar Planning, etc .), also provide background for this pr
posal.
The plans just mentioned are incorporated in a series of poin
under the following captions
Page 13 : A . Plans for Private Enterprise .
Page 13 : B . Plans for Finance and Fiscal Policies .
Page 13 : C . Plans for Improvement of Physical Facilities .
Page 16 : D . Essential Safeguards of Democracy .
Under a caption, "Plans for Services and Security" are extensi
recommendations under the descriptive headings which follow
Pages 16-17 :
A . Plans for Development of Service Activities .
1 . Equal access to education .
2. Health, nutrition, and medical care .
B . Plans for Underwriting Employment
C . Plans for Social Security
Still another basic caption appears as follows
Pages 60-66 : Equal Access to Health
I . Elimination of All Preventable Diseases and Disabilities .
II. Assurance of Proper Nutrition for All Our People .
III . Assurance of Adequate Health and Medical Care for All .
IV. Economical and Efficient Organization of Health Services.__

Thomas C. Blaisdell, by Dr. Eveline M . Burns, of the Board's staff .
Dr. Burns is a graduate of the London School of Economics, which
has received grants from the Rockefeller Foundation totaling
$4,105,600 .
The discussion and detailed recommendations in this final report
of the National Resources Planning Board are far too lengthy to be
incorporated in this study . Certainly, some of them seem reasonable
from the standpoint of our former governmental procedure but others
are sufficiently novel to warrant mention herein in order to clarify
the underlying objectives in the fields mentioned .
PLANS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF PHYSICAL FACILITIES 1

We recommend for consideration : With private enterprise, through the Reconstruction• Finance Corporation or possibly one or several Federal Development
Corporations and subsidiaries providing for participation of both public and
private investment and representation in management-particularly for urban
redevelopment, housing, transport terminal reorganization, and energy development . Government should assist these joint efforts through such measures as
(1) Government authority to clear obsolescent plant of various kinds, as, for
instance, we have done in the past through condemnation of unsanitary dwellings, to remove the menace to health and competition with other or better
housing .
(2) Governmental authority to assemble properties for reorganization and
redevelopment-perhaps along the lines of previous grants of the power of
eminent domain to canal and railroad companies for the acquisition of rightsof way.
HEALTH, NUTRITION, AND MEDICAL CARE

Assurance of adequate medical and health care for all, regardless of place of
residence or income status and on a basis that is consistent with the self respect
of the recipient, through
(1) Federal appropriations to aid States and localities in developing a system
of regional and local hospitals and health centers covering all parts of the
country(2) Assurance of an adequate and well-distributed supply of physicians,
dentists, nurses, and other medical personnel .
PLANS FOR UNDERWRITING EMPLOYMENT

To guarantee the right to a job, activities in the provision of physical facilities
and service activities should be supplemented by
(1) Formal acceptance by the Federal Government of responsibility for
insuring jobs at decent pay to all those able to work regardless of whether or
not they can pass a means test ;
(2) The preparation of plans and programs, in addition to those recommended
under public works (II-B-3), for all kinds of socially useful work other than
construction, arranged according to the variety of abilities and location of
persons seeking employment.'
1 From final report, NRPB, p . 13 .
' Ibid ., p . 17 .

Reorganization of the unemployment compensation laws to provide broa
ened coverage, more nearly adequate payments, incorporating benefits to depend
ents, payments of benefits for at least 26 weeks, and replacement of presen
Federal-State system by a wholly Federal administrative organization and
single national fund .
Creation of an adequate general public assistance system through Federa
financial aid for general relief available to the States on an equalizing basi
and accompanied by Federal standards .
Strengthening of the special public assistance programs to provide more ade
quately for those in need, and a redistribution of Federal aid to correspond t
differences in needs and financial capacity among the States .

Page 69

EQUAL ACCESS TO EDUCATION

That equal access to general and specialized education be made available t
all youth of college and university age, according to -their abilities, and th
needs of society.

Page 70

That adequate provision be made for the part-time education of adults throug
expansion of services such as correspondence and class study, forums, educa
tional broadcasting, and libraries and museums .

Page 71 :

That camp facilities be made available for all youth above the lower ele
mentary grades, with work experience provided as a part of camp life .

Page 72

That the services of the United States Office of Education and State depart
ments of education be expanded and developed to provide adequate researc
facilities and educational leadership to the Nation .

Page 73

That inequality of the tax burden for education within and among the State
be reduced through the distribution of State and Federal funds on the basi
of need.

The quotations from the reports of the National Planning Boar
and the National Resources Planning Board should suffice to sho
how they have followed the lead of the Commission on Social Studies
and how completely they have embraced virtually all phases of ou
economic life including education .
It will be of interest and significance to trace the progress of one
who was undoubtedly a leader in the evolution of this influence as it ha
been set forth. In this case, we refer to Mr . Charles E . Merriam an
in so doing we wish to have it thoroughly understood that we ar
casting no aspersions on his name or memory .
The following statement regarding the origin of the Social Scienc
Research Council is found in the annual report of that organization
for 1928-29 .

Political Research, with Prof . Charles F. Merriam as chairman . The purpose
of this committee was to scrutinize the scope and method of research in the field
of government in order to obtain a clearer view of the actual situation and to
offer constructive suggestions .
In a preliminary report in December 1922, the following statement

appeared

That a sounder empirical method of research had to be achieved in political
science if it were to assist in the development of a scientific political control .
Quoting further the report said :
As one of its major recommendations, the committee urged "the establishment of a Social Science Research Council consisting of two members each from
economics, sociology, political science, and history, for the purpose of
"(a) The development of research in the social studies .
" (b) The establishment of a central clearing house for projects of social investigation.
"(c) The encouragement of the establishment of institutes for social-science
study, with funds adequate for the execution of various research projects and
publications, in the various fields of science."

The Social Science Research Council was formed in 1923 and incorporated in 1924 . Charles E. Merriam served as its president from
1924 to 1927 . He was president of the American Political Science
Association during 1924 and 1925, a member of the Hoover Commission on Social Trends and of the President's Commission on Administrative Management from 1933 to 1943 .
In 1926, a Committee of the American Historical Association made
a preliminary study and recommendation on the subject of social
studies in the schools . Mr . Merriam was a member of . this committee
and later of the final commission on social studies whose report of May
1934 we have discussed at length.
In spite of his retention of membership, he with 3 others out of
the Committee of 14 members failed to sign the final report. Since
no dissenting report or advices are recorded, we can only guess at the
reason. In fairness to Mr . Merriam and from an examination of some
of his later writings on other matters, we are led to believe that he was
sufficiently opposed to the extreme revolutionary plans of Marxism
to disassociate himself from the more radical conclusions in this report .
Be that as it may, he retained his interest and activity in national
pTanning to the last. Following his connections with the American
Political Science Association, the Social Science Research Council,
and the American Historical Association, he was a member of the
National Planning Board in 1933-34 ; the National Resources Committee 1934-39 ; the National Resources Planning Board 1939-43 ; the
President's Committee on Administrative Management 1933-43 and
the United States Loyalty Review Board 1947-48 .
Mr. Merriam is the author of a book published in 1941 by the Harvard University Press, entitled "On the Agenda of Democracy ." This
book is composed of a series of lectures delivered by the author .

in the light of modern conditions . The old world is gone and will not retur
We face a new era, which searches all creeds, all forms, all programs of actio
and spares none . Reason and science have made basic changes that dema
readjustment at many points . * *
One of the chief tasks confronting democracy is the development of a progr
adequate to meet the changes of our time. * * *

Mr. Merriam defines planning as follows (p . 77)

Planning is an organized effort to utilize social intelligence in the determin
tion of national policies .

The ensuing extracts from the pages indicated throw additiona
light on Mr . Merriam's views (pp . 86-87)

From the organizational point of view the NRPB (National Resources Pla
ning Board) is part of the Executive Office of the President . This includes t
White House Office, the Bureau of the Budget, the National Resources Planni
Board, the Office of Government Reports, the Liaison Office for Personnel Ma
agement, and the Office for Emergency Management . With the reference to oth
Federal agencies outside of overhead management, the Board has endeavored
encourage planning activities in the various departments of the Governme
There is now a Planning Division, specifically so-called, in the Department
Agriculture.
There is one in the making (provided Congress gives an appropriation) in t
Federal Works Agency ; there is a general committee in the Department of t
Interior which is not called a planning committee but which may serve the sa
purpose, and there are Planning Divisions in the War Department and in t
Navy Department . There are similar enterprises not labeled "planning" b
doing much the same work in a variety of other agencies, as, for example, in t
Treasury, in Commerce, in the Federal Reserve Board, and in other independe
agencies. The Board has endeavored to make a special connection with Feder
agencies through its various technical committees, dealing with particular topi
assigned by the President . These committees usually have representatives
several Federal agencies, as, for example, the Committee on Long-Range Wo
and Relief Policies .
The Board (National Resources Planning Board) has also dealt with priva
agencies interested in planning . The most notable example is its Science Co
mittee. Here groups were brought together that never came together before
namely, the National Academy of Sciences, the Social Science Research Cou
cil, the American Council of Learned Societies, and the American Council
Education with its 27 constituent organizations . The members of the sc
ence committee are designated by these four groups . These scientists ha
undertaken with the United States Government some very important studie
notably the study of population, the study of the social implications of tec
nology, and the study of research as a national asset-research in the Nation
Government, in private industry, and ultimately in the various local gover
ments .

Pages 110-11 :

As a student of planning, I see the possibility of adapting our national resourc
to our national needs in peace as well as in war, in the development of nation
productivity and higher standards of living as a part of the same progra
This is the bill of rights in modern terms .

Page 113

It will be important to have a shelf of public work and projects ready f
use, If there is need, available to combat any wide tendency toward gener
unemployment.

Out of the field of science and education emerged the body of inquiry, experiment, and reflection known as social sciences . The developing range of knowledge regarding the principles and techniques of social behavior tended to increase human confidence in conscious social control . The tendency was not
merely to accept the environment as given, but to understand it, then to devise
appropriate methods and techniques for the guidance of social forces .

Page 148
My own preference is for a national planning board appointed by the Executive and responsible to him, serving on an indeterminate tenure . Such an organization might act as a long-time planning agency for the coordination of various
plans among departments or bureaus and for the elaboration of further lines
of long-time national policy in the larger sense of the term .

All in all, the long record of Mr. Merriam in his participation in
the general field of the social sciences and in the governmental operations, and the quoted excerpts from his writings should serve to identify him thoroughly with the policies and practices, the effects of which
are shown in the staff's report on economics and the public interest .
To emphasize the importance of the parts played by the specialists
from the field of education, it may be said that the staff has lists of
some of these consultants and advisers that total as follows : Departlnent of State, 42 ; Department of Denfense, 169.
Before taking up the report on economics and the public interest,
it will be well to take a moment or two to close the triangle of relationships among foundations, education and Government by reference to
the United States Office of Education. It is the official center of contact between the Government itself and the outside educational world .
In table 7 of the Economic Report, it is shown that from 1945 to
1952 inclusive, the Federal Government has expended the total sum
of $14,405,000,000 on education in its various forms. Much, if not all,
of this is under the jurisdiction of the United States Office of Education .
As part of this vast project, the Office itself issues many good booklets on various phases of education and collects many valuable statistics on cost, attendance, and other matters of interest in this domain .
Among the booklets issued by this agency are a few which may be
mentioned and identified .
They are
The U . N . Declaration of Human Rights : A handbook for teachers, Federal
Security Agency, Bulletin 1951, No . 12, Office of Education.
How Children Learn About Human Rights : Place of subjects series, Bulletin
1951, No . 9, Federal Security Agency, Office of Education .
Higher Education in France : A handbook of information concerning curricula
available in each institution, Bulletin 1952, No . 6, Federal Security Agency, Office
of Education .
Education in Haiti : Bulletin 1948, No . 1, Federal Security Agency, United
States Office of Education .

This brief reference is purely factual and without appraisal or
comment .
It is made only as a matter of information for the consideration of
the committee when it considers the problems involved .

hoped if the time were available we might read certain parts of that
but include the whole thing for the record, avoiding the complication
and confusion and time involved in reading a lot of statistics whic
are of value only for study
The CHAIRMAN . The Rockefeller Foundation has iven a total i
excess of $4 million to the London School of Economics
Mr. McNIECE . That is right, according to the record, as we hav
com?iled it .
T-ie CHAIRMAN. That is a lot of money. And the London Schoo
of Economics is generally recognized as being liberal, with liberal i
quotations?
Mr. McNIECE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN . Or by some people referred to as leftist . Havin
attended the London School of Economics for a time, that accounts
for my leftist leanings .
Mr. HAYS . I would say by the process we are going here that make
you subversive . I don't really think you are, but you could certainl
imply that from some of the things. I am glad you brought that up
because I had read this before, and I have listened carefully, and yo
have put your finger on the only thing in this whole document that
has anything to do with foundations, that reference on page 9 . Th
rest is Just airing somebody's political views .
Mr. McNIECE . No .
The CHAIRMAN. No . The National Resources Planning Board, th
way it was set up, it did tie into the foundation funds, did it not?
Mr. McNIECE . Certainly, through the American Historical Asso
ciation, the Social Science Research Council, the American Council
on Education, the aid of all of which is acknowledged in the officia
reports of the National Resources Planning Board . It is stipulated b
them. That is a definite hookup with the foundations .
Mr. HAYS . You say yourself they suggest that ; is that bad?
Mr. McNIECE. They have not the power of Congress to authoriz
its adoption . They have gone as far as they can .
Mr. HAYS . Now, you are getting some place : In other words, non
of this has any validity or authority unless Congress decides to imple
ment it.
Mr. McNIECE. I have suggested here in the preliminary statemen
that the appropriations by Congress and the record of governmental
expenditures follow very closely the line of recommendations which
I just finished reading .
Mr . HAYS . Are you saying that Congress has a bunch of nitwit
and dupes or just-been subversive, or what?
Mr. McNIECE . No ; I am not saying any such thing, and it shoul
not be inferred from any remark I have made .
The CHAIRMAN . My knowledge is just to the contrary .
Mr. HAYS . You seem to indicate that Congress was pushed int
this by the statement you just made, that their appropriations par
alleled this and these people influenced them .
Mr. McNIECE. Inferences are free to those who make them . I hav
only stated the facts . I am making no inference beyond the state
ment of facts.

(2) Governmental authority to assemble properties for reorganization and
redevelopment-perhaps along the lines of previous grants of the power of
eminent domain to canal and railroad companies for the acquisition of rightsof-way .
If that recommendation were implemented, it would give the Federal Government authority to move any industry into any other part
of the country .
Mr. McNIECE . That is right .
The CHAIRMAN . At one time that recommendation was made to
Congress, incidentally. Congress has been, on the contrary, the one
to resist recommendations of this nature . That is as nationalistic
a recommendation as could possibly be made to the Federal Government .
Mr. HAYS . You read the second paragraph . Let us read the first
one :
Government authority to clear obsolescent plants of various kinds .
What about that? You have not heard any squawks from General
Motors, have you, about tax-amortization certificates where they got
a nice big fat donation from the taxpayers in order to clear out an
obsolescent plant so they could build a better one, and then it did not
cost them anything?
The CHAIRMAN . The Government has not been given authority to
determine what plants are obsolescent and carry them out .
Mr. HAYS. That is the only difference . They let them determine
it, and how much profit they will make . That seems to be all right .
The CHAIRMAN. That is entirely different.
Mr. HAYS. It is not entirely different .
The CHAIRMAN. In my way of thinking.
Mr. HAYS . Going back to pag e 9, and we are going to stick to this
in spite of all the diversions, that to me is the only relation this has .
to foundations in any way, shape or form . You refer to a report prepared by Dr. Eveline M . Burns, and then you hasten to add she is a
graduate of the London School of Economics, which has received
grants from the Rockefeller Foundation totaling $4,105,600 . I want
to ask you specifically, does that mean you do not approve of this
report by Dr . Burns?
Mr. McNIECE . I am reporting only on facts and not indicating
approval or disapproval of any of the facts which I am offering . My
approval or disapproval would be worthless in any appraisal of the
situation . I am only attempting to bring out the facts as we found
them.
Mr. HAYS. Why bring in Dr . Burns? What does that have to do
with it, then?
Mr. McNIECE. I thought it was clearly stated, "A statement of
authorship of the section on `Equal access to health' ." This is in the
report itself-says that it was prepared under the direction of Assistant Director Thomas C . Blaisdell, by Dr . Eveline M . Burns, of the
Board's staff .
This is the acknowledgment of authorship in the report itself .
Mr . HAYS. Do you mean to imply that the London School of Economics is responsible for anything that any of its graduates ever wrote?'
Mr. McNIEcF . I don't imply any such thing.
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Mr. McNIECE. I have no control over other peoples' inferences . T
factual evidence is that Dr . Burns went to the London School of Ec
nomics, she graduated from there and presumably she went there f
the purpose of absorbing some ideas . That is the purpose of educati
Mr. HAYS . Do you know from what high school she graduated?
Mr. McNIECE. No .
Mr. HAYS. Why not put that in?
Mr. McNIECE . She is English. That would expend more of t
Government's taxpayers' money . That would take some time.
Mr. HAYS . Let us not worry about that. We have not up to th
time in this committee . It seems to me it is a valid assumption . T
only reason the London School of Economics was mentioned is becau
it got a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation, and she went ther
and you had to tie it into the foundation .
Mr. McNrECE. Of course it is a tie-in, the same as this flow of m
fostered and supported by foundation grants, without mentioning
specific one ; such things as some of the prior witnesses have testif
individually . Of course it has an influence .
Mr. HAYS. That is what I wanted to get in, the fact that was broug
in in order to make a rather tenuous tie to the whole thing.
On page 2 you say that the methods used in bringing about change
suggest a form of subversion.
Mr. MCNIECE. I don't find that on page 2 .
Mr. HAYS . No, I am sorry . That is in the economic report . L
us go back . We don't want to get to that one yet .
At the bottom of page 2, you bring in Engels and Marx . Do y
do that to point out-first let me ask you this . Are you against pla
ning?
Mr. McNIECE. That is a very broad question, and I could only ma
a purely hypothetical answer .
Mr. HAYS . I will narrow it down . Are you against Governme
planning? That takes away the broadness of the basis .
Mr. McNIECE . Not sufficiently to permit me to make an answer .
can make a qualified answer .
Mr. HAYS . All right .
Mr. McNIECE . I certainly don't object to, and I would rather crit
cize any governmental department that did not attempt to plan its ow
activities with reasonable care, but for any governmental departmen
or group of governmental departments to attempt to plan the pr
cedure of national affairs, including production, distribution, financ
cedure
not concerned directly with the Government's overriding control
finance, I certainly disapprove of .
The CHAIRMAN . That is, you are opposed to a planned economy
the Government.
Mr. McNIECE. I disapprove of a planned economy, definitely . B
that has no relations to the planning of an individual department
activities . They are very poorly managed if they don't do that .
Mr. HAYS . Now, then, to go to a more narrow base yet and a mo
specific example, what about the planning of an agency in the Gov
ernment-I can't think of the exact title-that loans various politica
subdivisions money to draw up plans for improvements, such as hos
pitals, highways, schools, courthouses, rehabilitation of existing facili

The CHAIRMAN . May I interject? Really I feel it is outside of
the purview of a member of the staff to give his opinions on such problems. He is presenting certain facts for the evaluation of the committee.
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, lie is presenting a political document .
If you are going to allow the staff to come in and present political
views purporting to be those of this committee, then I think the
committee has a right to explore them .
The CHAIRMAN . If he is interested in giving his opinion on governmental problems of all kinds
Mr. HAYS . This is an indictment of planning.
The CHAIRMAN . He is at liberty to do so as far as I am concerned .
Mr. HAYS . I think the question is very relevant and has direct bearing on this report. I will admit the report does not have much bearing on H. R . 217, but since it has been presented here, we might as
well question about the report . If you want to throw the whole thing
out and say it has no relationship to this investigation and say let us
forget it, I am willing to do that . But if we are going to put it in
the record, I think it ought to be explored a bit .
The CHAIRMAN . Yes . Anything connected with the report itself,
I think should be, but I referred only to asking him his personal views
on economic and governmental matters .
Mr. HAYS . Maybe I can get the whole thing over in one question.
The CHAIRMAN . Good.
Mr. HAYS . Would you answer this question, Mr. McNiece ? If you
will give me-maybe you won't give the answer I think you are going
to because I think I want it. It is really immaterial to me . It occurs
to me this : You are against planning that disagrees with what you
think is good for the country, and you are for planning that agrees
with what you think is all right. Could you answer that question
"yes"?
Mr. McNIRCE. I don't know what you comprehend in that part of
your question that suggests my favorable attitude toward planning
that I think is good for the country . The question is rather broad and
general .
Mr. HAYS . You don't want to say that you are against planning
altogether, do you?
Mr. McNIECE . It depends on the field in which it operates . If you
can specifically identify the field, then perhaps I can give you a "Yes"
or "No" answer.
. Mr. HAYS . Let me put it this way. You approve of planning in the
fields that you approve of and disapprove of it in the fields in which
you don't think the Government ought to plan, is that right?
Mr. MCNIECE. I have no comment . That question again does not
permit of a "Yes" or "No" answer that has any . real significance from
my particular standpoint.
Mr. HAYS . Then perhaps you could just tell us what fields that you
do approve the Government planning in, and what ones you disapprove, because after all, this is more or less your opinion, isn't it?
Mr. McNIECE . One man's opinion is another man's fact .
Mr. KocH. May I ask a question here?
Mr. HAYS . Sure .

certain matters or certain things have occurred in our political lif
and you point out that the foundations urged that that be done? L
us assume, so that there will be no getting into argument, that wh
they recommended was all right. Let us not get into that argumen
But say that they sparkplugged it and that the people in the Gover
ment who, like everybody else, likes to go to experts to ask what
you think about what planning should be done, have gone to tho
5 or 6 associations and the question arises, Who are they to call t
signals when neither you nor I elect any of them? There is that que
tion. If they advise political activity or political programs, there is
serious question on the matter of good government . Who is this four
power? We have the congressional power, the legislature, the jud
cial, and the executive . But might there be a fourth power here th
is not responsible to the people and not elected by the people? Is n
that the point that really you wish to mention, and not your politic
view?
Mr. MCNIECE . That is right .
Mr. HAYS . Yes, but you have just come as close to proving th
po~int as it would be to sit here and say that because I attended Du
University for one semester that university is responsible for anythi
or everything I say in these hearings . That is just how close you ha
come in this whole case to proving any connection whatsoever betwee
the foundations and what has happened in this country in the la
20 years.
As a matter of fact, some of our own witnesses, one of them yes
terday very plainly said that he didn't know whether the foundation
had caused it or the foundations had been pushed along by the irre
sistible force of the times, or words to that effect . I put it in a mo
simple analogy and said, "In other words, Doctor, it is a question
which came first, the chicken or the egg, and you don't know ." An
he said he didn't.
Mr. MCNIECE. There is one thing to say about that. Effect does n
precede its cause.
Mr. HAYS . What do you mean to imply by that?
Mr. MCNIECE. I mean to imply that we have documentation whi
shows the gradual development of this movement in this country .
might say that in no case in even the. slightest detail were we associat
in any way, nor did we know the nature of the documented testimo
that was produced by Mr. Sargent .
Mr . HAYS . If you are going to bring in Mr. Sargent, let me say
far as Mr . Sargent is concerned, I will submit his testimony to an
impartial jury, and if you can find one valid thing in it that anywher
remotely resembles the truth, I would like you to point it out to me
I will go on to say this to you . I have made an analysis of Mr. Sa
gent's testimony and over 600 times he mentioned names of people o
organizations which he implied were wrong, and he pretty well cov
ered the waterfront .
Mr. MCNIECE. I heard the testimony .
Mr. HAYS. If you don't want to take my word for it, I suggest y
read the editorial in the San Francisco Chronicle, a very, I might say
conservative Republican newspaper, which says in effect that if thi
committeee had taken the trouble to find out as much about Mr . Sa

wasted 3 days listening to him .
Mr. McNiECE. That was an editorial comment, wasn't it?
Mr. HAYS . That is right .
Mr. MCNIECE. That may answer its own question .
Mr. HAYS. It answered it good enough for me .
Mr. McNIECE. I have seen some editorials, one in particular from
California, that was quite the contrary .
Mr. HAYS . I don't know what paper it is from, but I will put the
=San Francisco Chronicle as being a pretty reputable paper .
The CHAIRMAN. I don't think this is the time to either characterize
or evaluate Mr. Sargent's testimony .
Mr. HAYS . I will promise that anything I have said today, Mr .
Chairman, will be mild to the evaluation I will give in the minority
report . That will be a printed document .
The CHAIRMAN . Do you have any questions?
Mr. KOCH. No, Mr. Chairman .
Mr. WoRMsER. No, Mr . Chairman .
Mr. HAYS. I have a lot more questions, but frankly as far as I am
concerned, I don't think the thing has much relation to what we are
investigating, and I am willing to go ahead on to the next witness .
The CHAIRMAN . It is almost 12 o'clock. We will stand in recess
until 2 : 30 in this same room .
(Thereupon at 11 : 45 a. m., a recess was taken until 2 : 30 p. m ., the
same day .)
AFTER RECESS

Mr. GOODWIN (presiding) . The hour to which the committee stands
recessed has arrived, and the committee will be in order . Mr.
Wormser .
Mr. WORMSER . I think Mr. McNiece finished reading ~ the supplemental report. He has this report, Economics and the Public Interest, parts of which are narrative and parts of which are statistical .
Do you think it necessary to read any part of that, Mr. McNiece?
Mr. McNIECE . I am perfectly willing to abide by the wishes of the
committee . Certainly it would be in my judgment useless, as well
as boring and time consuming, to attempt to read all the statistics
that are in these 20 tables or so that I have got in here .
I might state that the objective of the re ort is to follow up the
recommendations, as they were enumerate this morning, of the
National Planning Board, the National Resources Committee, and
the National Resources Planning Board, which lasted through about
a decade of time, from about 1933 to 1943, approximately . That was
all covered this morning. There were specific titles and captions
which I mentioned and followed by reading excerpts under each of
them at some length . The statistics in this economic report, which I
do not believe it is feasible in a hearing of this type to repeat, merely
bear out in caption and in the trend of expenditure-if I may so state
it-over the period of years, they support or agree with to a very, very
great extent the propositions and suggestions that were brought out
in this morning's manuscript which I read .

Mr. McNIECE. The sources of the statistics, I think I can say co
clusively are governmental reports of one type or another . Most
them are summarized in the large statistical annual put out by th
Government Printing Office, in which statistics are assembled from t
various executive departments, such as the Census Bureau, the Depar
ment . of Labor, Department of Commerce, Treasury Departmen
They affect virtually all phases of our operations . I think we hav
if you are interested in seeing it, a copy of the manual in the offi
from which these statistics have been taken .
Mr. GOODWIN . It is your belief that they should be made a part
the record, is that right?
Mr . McNIECE. I think they should be made a part of the record .
Mr. GOODwIN . In the absence of objection
Mr. WORMSER . I think it was stated this morning they would
made a part of the record .
Mr . HAYS . I don't know whether they were or not, to tell you t
truth.
Mr. GOODWIN . In the absence of an objection, the reading of t
statistics will be waived and it will be understood that they wil
become a part of the record .
Mr. WORMSER . This entire document, Mr . Goodwin, please .
Mr. GOODWIN . That refers to the document .
Mr. KocH . The only remainin&r question then is this. This mor
ing Mr . McNiece thought it might be helpful for him to read only
part of the script in that document, and I think he is now raising t
question whether even that is necessary . I think he would like
have an expression from you two gentlemen whether you feel th
would be helpful or not.
Mr. GOODWIN . Let us get an expression of the opinion of the wi
ness whether he feels it would be helpful to have it read or made
part of the record without reading .
Mr. McNIECE . There are some things here which I thought th
morning it might be well to include perhaps in the reading of the re
ord, though I don't want to do it at any waste of time on the part
any of us.
Mr. HAYS . If this is going to be inserted in the record en bloc, the
is no point as I see it of reading sections into the record twice, unles
you want to emphasize them, and you can do that by just underscorin
them.
Mr. McNIECE. I have no desire to get it into the record twice .
is merely a matter of emphasis that might promote better examinatio
or cross-examination . I have no desire to prolong the reading of th
at all . Part of it, as I have said previously, definitely does not len
itself to a narrative form .
Mr. GOODWIN . Then in the absence of objection, the reading of t
material to which the witness is now referring will be waived with th
understanding it is made a part of the record . Is there objection?
Mr. HAYS . No.
Mr. GoonwIN. The Chair hears none .
(The statement referred to follows :)

functions and activities of the Federal Government . Some of these changes are
to be expected as a result of increasing population, industrial, and commercial
growth and our greater participation in world affairs.
By no means have all of the changes resulted from the foregoing causes . On
the contrary other deviations have occurred which are totally unrelated to changing requirements of Government and which in fact have not been considered as
functions of Government under our Constitution and its enumerated powers .
Among these is the increasing participation of the Federal Government in education, slum clearance, nutrition and health, power generation, subsidization of
agriculture, scientific research, wage control, mortgage insurance, and other activities . Most if not all of these were politically conceived and depression born .
They represent new ventures in our Federal Government's activities .
Most, if not all of these newer activities of Government are recommended in
one place or another in publications of socially minded committees of Government and of reports by various educational groups, social science and others,
supported by foundation grants .
They are so foreign to the conception of our Government of enumerated powers as we have known it under the Constitution, that the departure has been
referred to as a "revolution" by one of its proponents who will be quoted later .
While the groundwork for these changes has been underway for a long time,
the real acceleration of progress toward these objectives began about 20 years
ago. Since then, the movement has grown apace with little or no sign of slowing down .
The word "revolution" is commonly associated with a physical conflict or
development of some sort accompanied by publicity that marks its progress one
way or another . Not all revolutions are accomplished in this manner .
The lower the social stratum in which a revolution originates, the noisier
it is likely to be . On the contrary a revolution planned in higher circles by some
segment of people at policymaking levels may be very far advanced toward
successful accomplishment before the general public is aware of it .
A plan may be formulated with some objective in mind, agreement reached,
organization effected, and action begun initially with a minimum of publicity .
Such a program has been in progress in this country for years . Originally, the
thought of such a revolutionary change was probably confined to very few people-the organizers of the movement . With the passage of time and under the
influence of the growing emphasis on the so-called social sciences, the Federal
Government began to push forward into areas of activity formerly occupied by
State and local government and private enterprise .
As an indication of this trend, a statement may be quoted from regional
planning, a report issued by the National Resources Committee in June 1938 .
"More than 70 Federal agencies have found regional organization necessary
and there are over 108 different ways in which the country has been organized
for the efficient administration of Federal services."
Arrangements of this type facilitate the gradual expansion of governmental
action and control through executive directives as distinguished from specific
legislative authorization .
Much of this planning was done with the aid of social scientists in Government employ and of outside individuals or groups with similar ideas and objectives . Many of these were directly or indirectly connected with educational
organizations who have and still are receiving very substantial aid from the
large foundations.
Some of these activities were undertaken under the guise of temporary aid
during depression but they have been continued on an increasing scale as will
be shown in the ensuing report .
Evidence indicates that a relatively large percentage of foundation giving
was originally in the form of grants to endowment funds of educational institutions . There has been a sizable shift in later years from grants for endowment to grants for specific purposes or objectives but still through educational
channels.
As far as the economic influence on Government is concerned, the results
were manifested first through the planning agencies . The recommendations
made by these groups finally evolved into more or less routine matters in which
Congress is now asked to approve each year a series of appropriations to cover
the cost . These various classes of expenditures are listed and discussed in the

objectives is guilty of conscious participation in questionable action . Those w
have studied these developments know that many well-meaning people ha
been drawn into the activities without knowledge of understanding of the fin
objectives . A well-organized central core of administrators with a large nu
ber of uninformed followers is standard practice in such organized effort .
ECONOMICS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST
INTRODUCTION

This report is made for the purpose of showing the nature and increasing cos
of governmental participation in economic and welfare activities of the Natio
These were formerly considered as foreign to the responsibilities, particular
of the Federal Government .
The nature of these recent activities is briefly described and data shown
tables 1 to 8 . The results are shown annually in these tables since 1948 in orde
to indicate the generally increasing trends in recent years .
Tables 9 to 16 and charts 1 to 12, together with the accompanying data shee
from which the charts are constructed, afford some measure, both volumetr
and financial, of the effect these activities have had on national debt, taxes, a
personal income of the people .
Finally, the conclusion is drawn that the financial integrity of the Nati
will be jeopardized by a continuation of the policies which may be ineffecti
in the end as far as their stated objectives are concerned .
INDEX OF TABLES

Table 1 . New permanent housing units started in nonfarm areas .
Table 2 . Federal contracts awards for new construction.
Table 3 . Federal food programs .
Table 4. Federal expenditures for promotion of public health .
Table 5. Federal expenditures for social security and health .
Table 6. Federal expenditures for vocational education .
Table 7. Federal educational expenditures.
Table 8 . Federal funds allotted for education for school year 1951 .
Table 9. Government civilian employees per 1,000 United States populatio
Table 10 . Government civilian employees versus other civilian employees .
Table 11. Departments and agencies in the executive branch .
Table 12 . Ordinary Federal receipts and expenditures .
Table 13. Comparative increases in taxes and population-excluding social s
curity taxes .
Table 14. National income versus total Federal, State and local taxes .
Table 15 . National income and national debt per family .
Table 16 . Comparative debt and income per family .
Table 17 . Gross national product and national debt .
Table 18. Gross national product, Federal debt and disposable personal incom
Table 19 . Percentage of gross national product-Personal versus government
purchases.
Table 20. Price decline 8 years after war .
REVOLUTION

In the 20 years between 1933 and 1953, the politicians, college professors, a
lawyers, with little help from business, wrought a revolution in the economi
policies of the United States . They repudiated laissez-faire . They saw th
simple fact that if capitalism were to survive, Government must take som
responsibility for developing the Nation's resources, putting a floor under spen

ing, achieving a more equitable distribution of income and protecting the wea
against the strong. The price of continuing the free society was to be limite

intervention by Government . [Italics added.]
The foregoing statement is the opening paragraph in an article by a Harva
professor (Seymour E . Harris, professor of economics, Harvard University
the Progressive, December 1953) as printed in a recent issue of a magazine an
as included in the appendix of the Congressional Record of February 15, 1954

tion of the country-a minute percentage of the people who, under the Constitution are responsible for effecting "revolutionary" changes in governmental practice . Certainly these changes as enumerated have never been submitted to nor
ratified as such by the people or their duly elected representatives .
Rvolution accomplished : How then could a departure so drastic as to be
called a "revolution" be accomplished?
Normally a revolution is not accomplished without a considerable measure of
publicity attained through fuss and fireworks that attend such efforts . In the
absence of such developments, it could only be achieved through carefully coordinated effort by a relatively small group centered at policy making levels .
In connection with this latter throught, it is interesting to compare the statement quoted in the first paragraph with the five points for Federal action
enumerated shortly hereafter .
Evidence of such changes in Federal policy, their direction and effect will
be submitted later, but it will be first in order to mention that the Federal Government is a government of enumerated powers . Certainly the powers enumerate do not mention the "development of the Nation's resources, putting a floor
under spending, achieving a more equitable distribution of income and protecting the weak against the strong ." Neither has the Government itself prior
to the period mentioned in the opening paragraph, assumed such rights and
responsibilities .
These and other changes which have been effected are revolutionary . They
have been accomplished not openly but indirectly and without the full knowledge and understanding of the people most affected .
Subversion : In fact, the methods used suggest a form of subversion . Subversion may be defined as the act of changing or overthrowing such things as
the form or purpose of government, religion, or morality by concealed or insidious methods that tend to undermine its supports or weaken its foundations .
Public interest : It may be said by the proponents of such procedure that
It is warranted by the "public interest ." Public interest is difficult to define but
for the purpose of this study, we can probably do no better than to refer to
the preamble of the Constitution of the United States wherein it is stated that
the Constitution is established"in order to form a more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic
tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and
secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity ."
The last three words in the foregoing quotation impose a responsibility for
the future upon us of the present . A risk for the future is implicit in some
of the measures advanced for the advantage of the present and such measures
may be said to be subversive, un-American and contrary to the public interest .
To subvert or circumvent the Constitution or to change authorized procedure
under its provisions by other than the methods established by the Constitution
itself may with certainty be called un-American. The Constitution is not a
static or dead document. It has been amended with reasonable frequency and
can always be modified if a real need for change develops .
Methods of procedure : Mr . A . A. $erle, Jr ., formerly Assistant Secretary
of State and one of the active proponents of increased governmental participation in economic life made the suggestion that the Federal Government supply
cash or credit for the following purposes after World War II (The New Philosophy of Public Debt by Harold G . Moulton, the Brookings Institution, Washington, D. C .) .
(1) An urban reconstruction program .
(2) A program of public works along conventional lines .
(3) A program of rehousing on a very large scale .
(4) A program of nutrition for about 40 percent of our population .
(5) A program of public health .
Progress toward objectives : It will be informative to record a few measures
of progress toward the objectives that focus so sharply on paternalism and
socialism in government .
This Nation has attained a standard of living that is higher and more widely
distributed than that reached by any other nation in history . It has been
accomplished in a very short span of years as compared with the lives of other
nations and it is still increasing. Impatience and envy unrestrained may conceivably wreck the future for the sake of the present . The possibilities of this
are indicated in factual evidence of today . The public interest will not be
served thereby.

3 and such data as are available will pertain largely to both .
TABLE 1 . New

permanent housing units started in nonfarm areas publicly owne
Period

1935-39
1940-44
1945-49
1950-52
Total

Number
Total
87,000
224,800
67,000
173,500
532,300

Average p
year

17
44
13
57
30

Data from Supplement to Economic Indicators .

Data are not available on the total value involved in this increasing scale
public construction . Neither do the available data indicate the division of co
between local, State, and Federal Governments .
On February 27, 1954, the Housing and Home Finance Agency reported th
there were 154 slum clearance projects underway in January 1954 compare
with 99 at the beginning of 1953 . This is an increase of 56 percent in numb
during the year .'
These tabular statements should be sufficient to indicate planned action
conformity with the suggestions involved in items 1 and 3. There are no da
available that show any such Federal activities prior to 1935 .
(2) A program of public works along conventional lines : The following tab
shows the value of Federal contracts awarded for new construction . It is n
possible from the information available to determine the real proportion of co
furnished by the Federal Government . The fact that the work is covered
Federal contracts suggests that Federal participation is an important percenta
of the total which also includes whatever proportion is furnished by owners
whoever they may be .
TABLE 2.-Federal

contract awards for new construction'

1935
$1,478,073,000 1949
$2,174,203,0
2,316,467,000 1950
2, 805, 214, 0
1940
1945
1,092,181,000 1951
4, 201, 939, 0
1948
1, 906, 466, 000 1952
4, 420, 908, 0
Regardless of the degree of Federal participation in this work, the rising tren
even in years of high economic output, is obvious .
A less pronounced trend but a large volume of expenditure is shown in t
following data .

Federal expenditures for public works'

1952 (actual)
$3,116,000,0
1953 (estimate)
3,419,000,0
1 Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1953 .
These data are sufficient to indicate the possibility, if not probability, of spen
ing for public works on a grandiose scale . The fact that such spending wou
be accelerated when economic activity and governmental income are low wou
mean drastic increases in public debt which is now at extreme and dangero
levels. It is significant that the debt has not been reduced but is increasing eve
at the continuing high level of tax collections .
It is also well to remember that the cost of public works does not cease wi
the completion of the works . On the contrary, increased and continuing cost
are sustained for operation and maintenance of the additional facilities . Thi
is not to condemn or disapprove of reasonable and required expenditures to me
the normally growing needs of our increasing population .
i New York Times, Feb . 28, 1954 .

of such a plan . It is scarcely conceivable that any such proportion of our people
are or have been undernourished .
The Federal Government since 1936 has been participating in food distribution
to institutions and welfare cases as well as to school-lunch programs . From
1936 to 1952, inclusive, the cost of these programs has been as follows
TABLE 3 .-Federal food program'

Institutional and welfare cases (direct distribution)
School-lunch programs (direct distribution)
School-lunch programs (indemnity plan)

$306,090,000
290, 330, 000
498,909,000

Total
1, 095, 329, 000
1 Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1953 .
(5) A program of public health : It was announced by the United States Public Health Service that in October 1952, the one-thousandth hospital had been
completed under the Hospital and Construction Act. Since 1946, the Federal
Government has contributed $500 million to this program . The Health Service
announced that it had 800 additional projects underway or planned as of 1952 .
State and local governments have contributed about twice as much toward this
work as the Federal Government.
The record of Federal budgetary expenditures for promotion of public health
shows the following expenditures for the years indicated .
TABLE 4

1945
$186,000,000 1950
242,000,000
1946
173,000,000 1951
304,000,000
1947
146, 000, 000 1952
328,000,000
1948
139,000,000
1949
1.71,000,000
1,
Total
689, 000,000
At intervals, agitation is repeatedly renewed on the subject of publicly financed
medical care .
Benefits under the various forms of social insurance and public assistance programs are increasing rapidly from year to year . Total payments made by Federal and State Governments are indicated herewith .
TABLE 5 .Federal expenditures for social security and health' (excluding ex-

penditures from promotion of public health as previously shown)

1945
1,672,000,000
$802,000,000 1949
821,000,000 1950
1,9()0,000,000
1946
1947- .
1,117, 000, 000 1951
1,992, 000, 000
1948
1, 667, 000, 000 1952
2,163,000,000
1 Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1963 (p . 343) .
Education : A program of Federal contributions to education was not included
in the five classifications just previously discussed . Such participation has occurred and in some groups in rapidly increasing amounts .
Federal aid in vocational education includes expenditures in agricultural trade
and industrial pursuits and in home economics and to some extent has been
granted over a period of 30 years or more . The following totals apply to the
years indicated
TABLE 6. Federal expenditures for vocational education'
1936
$9, 749, 000 1948
26,200,000
1940
20,004,000 1950
26,623,000
1944
19,
1951
26,685,000
1 Statistical Abstract of the United States . 1953 (p . 135) .
Two other classes of educational expenditures are made by the Federal Government, one the large payments for the education of veterans which is now decreasing and the other much small but increasing expenditures for general education
and research. These data are shown herewith

Veterans'
education
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
J

Total

Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1953 (p . 343) .

-------------$351
2,122
2,506
2,703
2,596
1,943
1,326
13,547

General
purpose
85
66
65
75
123
115
1'4
858

Tota

I

1

Under the limitations of the law, the cost of veterans' education should c
tinue to decline rapidly. If another war should ensue and the GI bill of rig
be taken as a precedent, the cost of veterans' education would become a tr
mendous economic burden on the country . The former bill was passed with
any consideration of the capacity of the educational system to absorb the grea
increased number of students . Chaotic conditions due to crowding existed
many educational institutions .
Still another form of tabulation of educational funds made available by t
Federal Government is of interest . It pertains to funds allotted for 1951
includes those made available to agricultural experiment stations and Coope
tive Agricultural Extensions Service .
TABLE 8.Federal funds allotted for education for school year 1951'

Administered by
Federal Security Agency
Department of Agriculture
Veterans' Administration
Other

$171,720,
161, 658,
2, 120, 216,
97,049,

2,550,643,
Total
1 Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1953 (p . 137) .
The trend of Federal educational expenditures, aside from those made
veterans' education is unquestionably upward . That further increases are urg
especially by those in the educational field, is illustrated by the following extr
from the discussion by Alvin H . Hansen, Professor of Political Economy, Harv
University, before the meeting of the joint committee of the Senate and Ho
on the President's economic report . This meeting was held on February 18, 19
The quotation follows
"There is no recognition of the fact, well known to everyone who has stud
State and local finance, that the poorer States which contain nearly half of
children fall far short of decent educational standards ; yet they spend more
education in relation to total income of their citizens than do the wealth
States . For this situation there is no solution except Federal Aid ."
General comments : The foregoing evidence and discussion have been pr
sented in an effort to show why the statement of revolution accomplished se
to be supported by the facts . That a continuation of the policies is probab
seems apparent from the statistical trends as presented .
Quite regardless of the real propriety of this great and revolutionary depart
from our former constitutional principles of government, a serious questi
must be raised about its effect on the future life of the Nation . Most of th
new Federal objectives of expenditure have hitherto been accepted as lying wit
in the province of the State and local governments . It is of course absurd
assume that aside from the printing press, the Federal Government has acce
to any greater supply of funds than exists within the States themselves . A
yet greater funds are necessary when the Federal Government embarks up
all of these security and welfare activities . Each new or increased channel

very conditions of distribution imposed by the Federal Government are apparently causing some similar increases in State and local governmental costs .
The tremendously high level of taxes and debt and the pressure for still higher
debt limits and greater expenditures should convince any thoughtful and understanding people that danger is in the offing, that the public interest is not being
well served, but on the contrary is being placed in jeopardy . Our obligation to
posterity is apparently submerged in our sea of current self-interest .
The following discussion, with the aid of data and charts will show in both
physical and financial terms the increasing burdens imposed on the populace by
these governmental policies originating during the past twenty years .
Civilian employees in Government : The ensuing table shows the drastic
increases in governmental civilian empke„yes that have occurred since 1930 . The
peak was encountered in 1945 from which time there was a gradual reduction
to 1948 . Note the level of stability attained in 1948, 1949, and 1950 at 280 percent
of the 1930 figure .
TABLE 9.-Government civilian employeeper 1,000 United States population
Federal

1930
1m
1945
1948
1949----1950
1951
1952
1953

5 .0
8.2
25 .5
14 .1
14 .1
13 .8
16 .0
16 .6
16.2

Percentage of 1929

State and
local

Total

21,3
24.3
22.4
25 .8
26.5
27.1
26.7
26 .9
27.2

State and
local

Federal

26 .3
32.5
46.8
39 .9
40 .6
40 .9
42 .7
43 .5
43 .4

102
168
520
288
288
282
327
339
331

Total

102
117
108
124
127
130
128
129
131

102
127
182
155
158
159
165
169
169

Note that Federal civilian employees are now over three times as numerous
in proportion to the total population as they were in 1929 while State and
local employees are about one-third greater . For government as a whole, the
civilian employees per capita of total population have increased nearly 70 percent over those of 1929 .
These trends are shown graphically on charts 1 and 2 and the supporting
data as they exist for the period from 1900 to 1953 on the accompanying data
sheet 1.
Because governmental employees have no part in the production of economic goods and on the contrary must be supported by those who do, it will
be informative to show the comparison between governmental civilian employees
and the nongovernmental labor force . This comparison is shown in table 10
herewith
TABLE

10 .-Government civilian employees versus other civilian employees

Total government

Other than
government

Government civilian employees per 100 other employees
Actual

1930
1940
1945
1950
1951
1952
1953

Millions

3 .15
4.19
5 .97
5.99
6 .37
6 .63
6 .67

Millions

46 .1
51 .4
47 .9
.57 . 1
56 .5
56 .4
56 .7

6 .7
8 .2
12 .5
10.5
11 .3
11 .8
11 .8

Percent of
1929
100
122
187
157
169
176
176

employees for every 100 others is quite a burden to bear .
The military forces of the United States have purposely been omitted fr
consideration in the two foregoing tables . It is of interest to note, howeve
that the inclusion of these military forces for the years 1951 and 1952 respectiv
would show 16 .7 and 18.2 total governmental employees that must be support
by each 100 other workers in the United States . Indeed a heavy load .
Trends for all years from 1929 -to 1953 are shown on chart 3 and in the acco
panying data sheet 2 .
It should be noted that the trends for the years 1948-53 shown on charts 1,
and 3 are continuations of the upward trends which began in the early 1930
and show no indication of change . Here in physical rather, than financial ter
is evidence of the "revolution" mentioned in the beginning of this report . Th
observation will be confirmed by still another instance of expansion measur
'by the increase in the number of departments and agencies in the executi
branch of the Federal Government . These data apply only to major groups a
not to their recognized subdivisions or components .
TABLE 11 .

Departments and agencies in the executive branch

37 1952
1926
31 1930
1927
31 1940
47 1953
1928
31 1950
61
1929
31 1951
69
The data which follow will measure the increased operations in financial term
Federal receipts and expenditures : The ensuing as well as the foregoi
data are shown upon a per capita basis rather than in totals only as it is to
expected that total expenditures and taxes will normally rise as the populati
increases . An increase on a per capita basis calls for analysis and explanatio
In the following table a comparison is shown on both a total and a per capi
basis between Federal receipts and expenditures . The term "receipts" natura
includes income from all forms of taxation including income, capital gain
excises, customs, etc.
TABLE

12 . Ordinary

Federal receipts and expenditures
In billions
Revenue

1930
1940
1945
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

`---

$4 .178
5 .265
44 .762
42 .211
38 .246
37 .045
48 .143
62 .129
65 .218

Expenditures
$3.440
9 .183
98.703
33 .791
40.057
40 .167
44.633
66.145
74.607

Revenue
per
capita
$33.90
40.00
320.50
288.00
256.50
245.00
311 .80
396.00
410.00

Expenditu
per
capita

$2
6
70
23
26
26
28
42
46

These data in per capital trends since 1900 are shown graphically on chart
As in the prior tables, there is no evidence of a declining trend in the actu
data .
Federal, State, and local taxes : Further light is thrown on tax trends by co
paring increases in population and taxes since 1930 . This information is giv
in table 13 .

[In millions]

Population

1930
1940
1945
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

123.1
131 .8
139.6
146.6
149.1
151 .1
154.4
157.0
159.7

Federal
taxes

State and
local taxes

$3,517
$6,798
4,921
7,997
40,989
9,193
13,342
37,636
35,590
14,790
34,955
15,914
45,984
17,554
59,535 -------------62,656 --------------

Percentage of 1929
Population
101 .2
108.5
115.0
120.7
122.1
124.4
127.0
129.1
131 .3

Federal
taxes

State and
local taxes

105.1
105.7
147.6
124.4
1,228.0
143.0
1,129.0
207.5
.0
230
1,066
.0
1,049.0
247.5
273.0
1,378.0
1,785.0 -------------1,878.0 --------------

I Except portion used for administrative social security costs .

Maximum activity in the Korean war occurred in 1952 and in World War II
in 1945 . Despite the relatively smaller operation represented by the Korean
war, Federal taxes in 1952 were 45 percent greater than in 1945 . In the meantime the Federal debt has not been decreased but is rising and pressure for
higher debt limit has not been removed . The reasons for some of this great
increase have been indicated in the prior tables .
Annual data including those shown in table 13 for the period from 1916 to
1951 are given in data sheet 3 and are shown graphically on chart 5 . The striking comparison between the increases of Federal taxation and of State and
local taxation and of both in comparison with the increase of population justifies some comment on the difference . Obviously State and local taxation by
1951 had increased 173 percent since 1929 while population has increased but
54 percent.
Federal taxation in the same time has increased 1,278 percent or nearly 13
times with no decrease in Federal debt and strong prospects of further increase.
The postwar trend merely continues that established before World War II,
although it is of course higher than it would have been had the war not occurred.
On the other hand tables 9 and 10 and charts 1, 2 and 3 indicate conclusively
that civilian employees in Government show an increasing trend, particularly in,
the Federal Government since the early thirties . This measure is quite inde-;
pendent of continuing financial increases due to costs introduced by war .
It seems natural to assume that real "welfare" needs should be most apparent
in the localities where they exist and that State and local taxes would show
a responsive trend . The fact that such "on-the-spot" trends are but a fraction
of the Federal trends may indicate the correctness of the early statement that
the revolution "could only be achieved through carefully coordinated effort
by a relatively small group centered at policy making levels," a group possibly
composed of "politicians, college professors and lawyers" as quoted in the first
paragraph : The comparison also warrants the inference that , local control
of spending and taxes is more effective than remote control which impairs both
knowledge and understanding.
Taxes as a percentage of national income : It will be of informative value
to show the trend of taxes as a percentage of national income which provides
the fund out of which taxes must be paid . The following table for the years
shown will indicate such percentage and the trend .

National
income
1929
1930
1940
1945
1948
1949
1950
1951

$87.4
75.0
81 .3
182.7
223.5
216.3
250.6
278.4

Total taxes
$10.30
9.77
16.95
52.52
58.10
54.93
67.75
84.56

Taxes a
percent
income

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3

Taxes as a percent of national income increased from 11 .8 in 1929 to 30 .4
1951 . In other words, the tax bite took 18 .6 cents or 158 percent more out
the income dollar in 1951 than it did in 1929, a prosperous though shaky year
This is another illustration of the effect on private income caused by the -ex
panding activities of Government.
Government debt and national income : It might be expected that the increa
ing percentage of national income that is taken in taxes would result in som
reduction of the national debt . It is now 8 1/2 years since the close of Wor
War II . Taxes have been increasing but so has the debt which is now push
ing through its legal ceiling. The difficulty in visualizing the relationship
between debt, income, and population when all are changing makes it advis
able to express income and debt in terms of the population. This has been don
in the following table wherein both are expressed in terms of the family a
a unit because it has more personal significance than a per capita basis .
TABLE 15 .

National income and national debt per family
National
income
(billions)

1929
1930
1940
1945
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953 1
1

$87.4
75.0
81.3
182.7
223.5
216.3
240.6
278.4
291.6
306.0

Number
families
(millions)
29.40
29.90
34.95
37.50
40.72
42.11
43.47
44.56
45.46
47.50

National
income per
family

Federal
debt per
family

$2,972
2,510
2,325
4,870
5,490
5,140
5,530
6,250
6,415
6,440

1,
6,
6,
6,
5,
5,
5,
5,

$

Estimated .

National income per family increased 250 percent in current dollars whil
the Federal debt per family increased 855 percent .
The foregoing data in decennial terms from 1900 to 1930 and in annual term
from 1929 to 1953 are shown on data sheet 6 and income and debt per famil
on chart 7 .
The amount of debt overhanging a nation has a tremendous influence on tha
nation's solvency and therefore its stability under impact caused either by eco
nomic depression or additional forced expenditures to relieve depression or t
prosecute another war . It has been stated many times that we as a Nation wer
in a vulnerable debt or credit condition when the collapse began in 1929 . It wi
therefore be interesting to compare the conditions of 1929 with those of the
present and of the time intervening .

TABLE

16.-Comparative debt and income per family
Private
debt
$5,50
5,380
3,70
3,755
4,975
4,985
5,670
6,230

1929
1930
1940
1945
1948
1949
1950
1951

Total public
and private
debt

National
income
per family

$6,500
6,400
5,460
10,860
10,690
10,600
11,180
11,650

$2,972
2,510
2,325
4,870
5,490
5,140
5,530
6,250

While the total debt per family has nearly doubled, national income has somewhat more than kept pace with it . The disturbing factor from the standpoint
of Federal financial stability is the fact that in the interval from 1929 to 1951,
the Federal proportion of the total debt has increased from 15 to 46.5 percent.
The foregoing data in annual terms from 1929 to 1951 are given in data sheet
7 while the trends of private debt and total debt are shown on chart 8 .
Gross national product : It is contended by some that internal Federal debt is
of little importance and that no attempt should be made to place a ceiling upon
it . Rather is it argued that an increase in public debt will be a needed stimulant
to keep national production in step with our expanding population . It has also
been argued as a part of this philosophy that the only safeguarding thing to
watch is the ratio between national debt and gross national product and that
the ratio now existing will provide a safe guide in such control . It will be of
value to examine these factors in the light of these claims .
Gross national product may be defined as the total value of all goods and
services produced in a period of time and usually valued in terms of current
prices . It does not include allowances for capital consumption such as depletion,
depreciation, and certain other adjustments . Efforts have been made to compute
the value of gross national product at intervals over many years past . Gross
national product has been tabulated for each year since 1929 . The comparative
data on gross national product and national debt are shown in table 17 .
TABLE

17.-Gross national product and national debt values in billions

1929
1930
1940
1945
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
I Consumer's prices.

2

Estimated .

49720-54-pt. 1-41

Gross national product at current prices

Federal debt

$103.8
90 .9
101 .4
215.2
259.0
258.2
286.8
329.8
348.0
2366.0

$16.9
16.2
48.5
259.1
252.4
252.8
257.4
255.3
259.2
266.1

Gross national product at 1929
prices I
$103 .8
93 .4
124.0
205.0
184.6
186.0
205.2
217.0
223.5
234.0

crease in Federal debt which in this recent philosophy is of no practical si
nificance. The measure of control under this theory is the ratio between d
and gross national product .
Data in the foregoing table are shown from 1900 to date in data sheet
trend values only for 1900 to 1920. This information is shown in chart fo
on Chart 9. The dotted line shows what gross national product would ha
been at constant prices, in this case at consumers' prices of 1929, a year of hig
level production . The lightly shaded area between the adjusted and una
justed values after 1943 shows the inflationary spread due to postwar risi
prices or in other words to the increased cost of living . A still greater ar
of inflation must be expected if the dollar is weakened by increasing Feder
eypenditures and debt.
Ratio of Federal debt to gross national product : Since, as has been previou
mentioned, the ratio between Federal debt and gross national product has be
suggested as an effective measure of control in the prevention of excessive deb
it will be well to observe the values of this ratio for a period of time embraci
widely varying conditions in our national economy.
It will also be informative to show the effect of these policies of great Feder
expenditure and high taxes on citizens' personal income after taxes as it relat
to gross national product . This latter division of income is known as disp
able personal income and together with its ratio to gross national product
shown in the following table

TABLE 18.-Gross national product, Federal debt and disposable personal inco
[Values in billions of current dollars]

National
product

1929
1930
1940
1945
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
19531

.

$103 .8
90 .9
101 .4
215 .2
259 .0
258 .2
286 .8
329 .8
348 .0
366 .0

Federal
debt

$16 .9
16.2
48 .5
259 .1
252 .4
252,8
257 .4
255 .3
259.2
266 .1

Percent
Disposable
Federal
personal debt, gross
income
national
product
$82.5
73.7
75.7
151.1
188.4
187.2
205.8
225.0
235.0
250.0

Perce
disposa
person
incom
gros
nation
produ

16 .3
17.8
47 .8
120.5
97.5
97 .9
89.8
77.5
74.5
72 .7

I Estimated .

It is apparent from the data that Federal debt increased from 16 perce
of gross national product in 1929 to 73 percent in 1953 . In the same peri
the citizens' share of their own income available for their own purposes d
clined from 79 to 68 percent of gross national product . This declining pe
centage of gross national product left to the consumer himself will be pa
ticularly noticeable when business volume declines to a more nearly norm
level. This sacrifice has been made without any reduction in the total de
level. This is due largely to the Federal Government's increasing participat
in what might be termed extracurricular activities based upon the concepti
of government defined in the Constitution and previously followed during o
unprecedented rise in economic status .
The data in table 18 are shown in extended form since 1900 in data sheet
and on chart 10 . The chart clearly indicates the tremendous change that h
occurred in this ratio between Federal debt and gross national product . Fr
1900 to 1916 there was a steady decline in the ratio which averaged only 4
percent for the period. This means that the citizen was realizing a larger
larger percentage of his earnings for his own needs and desires .
The effect of debt arising in World War I is apparent in the increased rat
but following the peak in 1921 there was a gradual decline to 16.3 percent
1929 when the upward climb began again. Beginning in 1948, 3 years after t

of economic goods in terms of both volume and price and not by a decline in the
debt level. This distinction is important . Gross national product is the arithmetical product of price multiplied by physical volume . Physical volume lately
has been abnormally high because extensive military rearmament has been
underway since World War II, not only for ourselves but for other nations .
Physical volume was also increased by certain relief measures and military
aid for other countries and production to meet domestic demand deferred by
World War II . In addition, prices have risen 49 percent since 1945 . The point
to be emphasized is that the physical volume of output for the period since 1940
has been abnormally high due to production for war and its waste and for demand
deferred from wartime . Without another war we cannot hope to maintain this
physical output regardless of what happens to prices and it should not be considered a function of Government to try it .
Disposable personal income : The citizen's reduced share of his own personal
income as a percentage of the goods and services he creates is also portrayed
on chart 10 . The declining trend shown in table 18 is clearly defined on the
chart . The trend was even more sharply downward prior to 1943 when wartime
output increased greatly and to be continued, as previously mentioned, by renewed
abnormal production for military purposes and deferred civilian demand .
The larger the share of production and its value absorbed by Government,
the less the citizen has for his own choice of expenditures . The following data
are taken from the Economic Report of the President for 1954 .
TABLE 19 . Percentage of gross national product, personal versus governmental

purchases

Year
1930
1947
1948
1949
1950

1951---`
1952
1953 1
I

Personal
Total Govconsumption ernment
expenditure purchases
Percent
78.0
71 .0
68.7
69.9
67.9
63 . 1
62.7
62.6

Percent
10.1
12 .3
14 .1
16 .9
14 .6
1911
22 .3
22.7

Estimates .

Here indeed in the declining share of his own output that is allotted to him
is one result of the revolution at work .
The extraordinary expenditures of Government beginning in the early thirties
are continuing with increasing volume .
Changes in post war policies : Changes in governmental policy with respect
to expanding participation in and control of our economic activities has been
repeatedly emphasized in this study . Further light on these policies and their
effect may be shown by reference to the long-term history of prices in this
country . On chart 11, the trend of wholesale commodity prices 2 in terms of
1910-14 as 100 percent are charted . Two outstanding features of this long-term
trend are obvious at once
1. The great price peaks that occur as a result of war .
2. Even in annual terms there is no such thing as price stability or normal
prices.
A glance at the chart and consideration of the continuous change in the
price level should suggest the impossibility of price stabilization by the Government . Complete regulation of all things economic within the country and
complete insulation from all influences from without would be essential .
Manifestly this is impossible . The payment of subsidy, as in agriculture, is to
admit the impossibility of price control and to continue subsidy is to encourage
excess production and high governmental expenditure with its evil results .
2 Data for 1800-1933 from Gold and Prices by Warren and Pearson . Data for 1934 to
date derived from Statistics by U . S . Department of Labor .

unavoidable features of war is that the cost must be paid in full in one way o
another. There is no relief from this .
The great price recessions following the War of 1812, the Civil War, and Worl
War I are typical of those which have occurred throughout history in othe
countries after major wars. It has now been over 8 years since hostilitie
ceased in World War II. Within 8 years following the close of hostilities i
the prior wars mentioned, price declines from the peak values were as follows

TABLE 20.Price declines 8 years after war
Perce
War of 1812
4
Civil War
3
3
World War I
3
World War II
The depreciation of the dollar in terms of gold in 1934 would prevent a
ultimate decline of prices to the low levels following earlier wars . The close
price control in effect during World War II retarded the price increase and th
advent of the Korean war has helped to sustain if not to increase the latest pri
peak .
Present policy seems to be to prevent any such decline as we, have sustaine
after past wars. Painful and disturbing as they were, these past declines a
least resulted in paying much of the cost of the war in money of approximatel
the same value as that which was borrowed for its prosecution, and that excep
for the duration of the price peaks, those who depended upon fixed income fo
their living expenses were not permanently deprived of much of their pur
chasing power.
The new economic and debt policies seem to be designed in an effort to main
tain productive activity and prices at or near the present plateau . The delug
of complaints that flow forth when a small decline from the recent peak occur
seems to indicate an unwillingness and lack of courage to face the responsibili
ties for our actions. This tendency is not limited to any one class or group i
our citizenry . This softening of character is probably to be expected as a resul
of the protective and paternalistic atitude and activities assumed by Govern
ment in recent years . This may be due largely to an increased emphasis o
expediency rather than to a lessening of integrity, or it may be due to both . B
that as it may, the continuation of the new philosophy will mean the retentio
of high-debt levels, high governmental expenses, and a high cost of living . I
is important not only to balance the Federal budget but to balance it at a lowe
level of cost. There is no margin of safety in the advent of a serious depressio
or of a new war .
This is a most important point from the standpoint of public interest . In th
event of a depression, Government income will drop far more rapidly than th
volume of business declines . Government expenses will not decline but wil
increase greatly if they . "remain a significant sustaining factor in the economy
as stated in the President's Economic Report . This means additional defici
financing of large magnitude and therefore increasing public debt to unman
ageable proportions .
The possibility of this coming to pass is indicated by the National Resource
Planning Board in a pamphlet of its issue under the title, "Full Employmen
Security-Building America," The Board asks
1 . What policies should determine the proportion of required Governmen
outlay which should be met by taxation and by borrowing?
2 . What special methods of financing, such as non-interest-bearing notes, migh
be used?
What are the non-interest-bearing notes to which reference is made? Thi
is merely a euphonious term for paper money, a product of the printing press
But this paper money is also a debt of the nation . The various denomination
of paper money are non-interest-bearing demand notes, payable by the Govern
ment to the holders on demand by them . The phraseology on the notes indicate
this and the Supreme Court has so held
In the case of Bank v. Supervisors (7 Wall ., .31), Chief Justice Chase says
"But on the other hand it is equally clear that these notes are obligations o
the United States . Their name imports obligations . Every one of them expresse
upon its face an engagement of the Nation to pay the bearer a certain sum . Th
dollar note is an engagement to pay a dollar, and the dollar intended is th

gold or silver, authenticated as such by the stamp of the Government . No other
dollars had before been recognized by the legislation of the National Government as lawful money ."
And in 12 Wallace, 560, Justice Bradley says
"No one supposes that these Government certificates are never to be paid ;
that the day of specie payments is never to return . And it matters not in what
form they are issues Through whatever changes they pass, their ultimate
destiny is to be paid ."
In commenting upon these decisions Senator John Sherman said in the Senate
of the United States
"Thus then, it is settled that this note is not a dollar but a debt due ."
Aside from the fact that paper money outstanding is strictly speaking a debt
of the Nation, the importance of the non-interest-bearing note question raised by
the National Resources Planning Board lies in the threat of greatly increased
supply of paper money. The effect of such action if taken will be a renewed
stimulation of drastic inflation with all its evil results .
Based upon the most reliable data available' our margin of national solvency
is rather small . According to these figures the total debt of all forms, public
and private, in the United States was 86 .5 percent of the total wealth, public
and private, in the country in 1944 . Since 1944, prices have risen due to inflation,
generally from 40 to 50 percent .
In terms of current prices, this raises the value of national wealth . For this
reason and because the total debt of the country, public and private, increased
only about one-third as much as prices, the ratio of debt to wealth as of 194F't
had dropped to 63 percent. While later data are not available, the comparative
increases in prices and debt by the end of 1951 lead to the conclusion that this
ratio of debt to wealth may be somewhat higher at the present time . In 1929,
the debt-wealth ratio was 51 percent . In the interval from 1929 to 1948 the
ratio of Federal debt to national income (from which debt is paid) increased
from 4 to 32 percent . The influence of public debt on the integrity of money
values is far greater than the influence of private debt can possibly be .
If income goes down and debt goes up there will be a double adverse leverage
on the debt situation as measured by the ability to pay . If increased Federal
expenditures fail to work in stemming the depression, the situation will be loaded
with inflationary dynamite to the permanent detriment of all of us . The present
high level of prices is quite a springboard from which to take off .
Industrial production in the United States : Industrial activity is of overwhelming importance in the economic life of the Nation . On chart 12 is shown
in graphic form a measure of this activity year by year since 1900 . The smooth
line marked "calculated normal trend" was computed from two long series of
data and is based on the period from 1898 through 1940 . The rising trend is
based on the increase in population from 1900 through 1953 and the annual rise
in productivity due to increased efficiency from 1898 to 1941 . With this trend as
a starting point, the data made available monthly by the Cleveland Trust Co .
were used to compute the total production as shown . The Cleveland Trust Co .
is in no way responsible for the index values of total production as shown on the
chart . The dotted line shows the corresponding index as published by the Federal
Reserve Board .
Except for the war years, the agreement between these two series is close .
The disagreement during the war period is possibly due to the inclusion by the
Federal Reserve Board of certain labor-hour data in computing physical outputa method not followed by the Cleveland Trust Co .
The long-sustained upward progression in our productivity is a testimonial to
the industry and technical ability of our people . The increasing output in terms
of both efficiency and volume is the only source of our high and continued rise
in standard of living . It shows no abatement . The temporary interruptions we
call depressions are deviations from trends and are to be expected until we recognize their causes and if possible counteract them .
The significant part of the long-term trend at this time is from 1940 to date .
Since 1940, industrial output has been accelerated far beyond normal peacetime
requirements by the wasteful consumption and demand created by war . This
was followed by a resurgence of civilian demand composed of new and deferred
replacement needs . Before this was satisfied new military preparations were
resumed and the Korean war began .
3 See vol . 14 of Studies in Income and Wealth by National Bureau of Economic Research,
1951 .

although it is still fortified by continued production of munitions for war, so
of which we still supply to other countries . This sustained abnormal producti
is evident on chart 12 . Some of the more optimistic interpretations of the
characteristics are inclined to consider that we have embarked upon a new a
steeper trend to be traced from the beginning of recovery in the thirties to t
present time .
Obviously, the assumption that this is a normal trend discounts complete
the abnormally low starting point at the bottom of the depression and th
causes for the sustained bulge previously mentioned . It also assumes an increa
in productive efficiency that is not warranted by the facts . For years, the annu
increase due to improving productivity has been approximately 3 percent .
An increase to 3 .5 percent would mean an overall improvement of 17 perce
in productivity accomplished almost overnight . During the wartime portion
this period great numbers of unskilled employees were engaged in producti
work and many overtime hours were also utilized . Both of these factors redu
output per employee hour . Furthermore, the increasing practice of sharing t
work and of limitations of output by labor unions have tended to offset wh
would otherwise mean further gains in productivity .
The reason for the discussion of this point is the emphasis placed on the co
clusion that the level of output since 1940 is abnormal unless we assume th
war and preparation for war are normal and that the great deferred deman
for housing, clothing, automobiles, and other articles was nonexistent.
For the Government to attempt to offset a return to normal peacetime leve
of output is to force a return to deficit financing on such a scale as to endange
seriously the present value of the dollar. Then would follow further increas
in the cost of living and to the extent that it would occur, a further repudiatio
of public debt.
Conclusions : The 20-year record of expanding Federal expenditures for hou
ing, slum clearance, public works, nutrition, public health, social security, e
cation, and agricultural support clearly outlines the course of Federal procedu
The great and increasing expenditures for the purposes just listed have be
made not in a period of declining output or depression, but simultaneously wi
and in further stimulation of the greatest output in our history . This und
and unwise stimulation, when output was already high, will make a return
normal conditions additionally hard to bear or to prevent if Federal expenditu
is used for this purpose . The designation of "welfare state" seems to be we
earned under the developments of recent years . Perhaps the philosophy behi
it might be summarized in a remark made by Justice William O . Douglas in
speech made in Los Angeles in February 1949 .
The sound direction of the countermovement to communism in the demo
racies-is the creation of the human welfare state-the great political inve
tion of the 20th century ."
Of course, this is not an invention of the 20th century . It was, for exampl
practiced by ancient Greece and Rome to their great disadvantage .
It would seem to be countering communism by surrendering to it, where
the state assumes the ascendancy over the individual and the responsibility f
his personal welfare and security. It would seem more courageous and fort
right for the Government to cease the cultivation of clamoring minorities, f
those minorities to stop demanding special favor in their behalf and for t
Nation as a whole to maintain its integrity by its willingness to pay the co
of its deeds and misdeeds . Public interest many times requires the suppressi
of self-interest and under our Constitution requires the maintenance of t
Nation intact for posterity .
Early in this study, there were listed the five channels of increased Feder
expenditure which the proponents of the welfare activities of Government su
gested . In tables 1 to 8 are listed the growing expenditures of the Governme
under these classifications . The viewpoint that these activities are not
accordance with our constitutional provisions is supported in principle by t
following opinions of the Supreme Court Justices quoted
"There can be no lawful tax which is not laid for a public purpose ." (Justi
Miller, 20 Wallace 655 ; 1874) ; and again
"Tax-as used in the Constitution, signifies an exaction for the support of t
Government . The word has never been thought to connote expropriation
money from one group for the benefit of another ." (Justice Roberts, Unit
States v. Butler (297 US ; 1936) .)
It is the departure from these long-standing principles that in a large measu
is the "revolution" which its proponents are announcing and endorsing.

it out to State and local governments and their citizens without imposing the
conditions upon which it will be spent . Thus by indirection Federal power will
grow and insidiously penetrate the areas reserved by the Constitution to the
States and their citizens .
Former Supreme Court Justice and Secretary of State James F . Byrnes, now
Governor of South Carolina has said
We are going down the road to statism . Where we will wind up no one can
tell, but if some of the new programs should be adopted, there is danger that
the individual-whether farmer, worker, manufacturer, lawyer or doctor-will
soon be an economic slave pulling an oar in the galley of the state .
The increasing confiscation of income through the power to tax, confirms the
thought expressed by Mr . Byrnes . We are on the road and it runs downhill.
The evidence is strong .
Abraham Lincoln once expressed his convictions on this relationship in the
following words
"The maintenance inviolate of the rights of the states, and especially the right
of each state to order and control its own domestic institutions, according to its
own judgment exclusively, is essential to . the balance of powers on which the
perfection and endurance of our political fabric depend."
The conviction persists that the increasing welfare activities in which the
Federal Government has been engaged for 20 years can only come to some such
end as previously suggested if they are continued . It also seems certain that
heavy Federal expenditures to counteract a depression will prove ineffective .
Those important industries whose decline leads us into a depression are the ones
whose expansion should take us out of it .
An increase in road building will not put idle automobile mechanics back to
work, nor will a rash of public building construction or alleviation of mortgage
terms send unemployed textile workers back to their spindles and looms . Proposed governmental measures will not be successful because they do not strike at
the causes of the trouble they seek to cure . After all, these same things were
tried in the long depression of the thirties without success . Pump priming did
not pay.
There is no thought or conclusion to be derived from this study that Government has no responsibility in meeting the extraordinary conditions imposed by
crises due to financial or other causes . In the "arsenal of weapons" as mentioned in the Economic Report of the President are certain responsibilities and
procedures available for use as the need may develop . Undoubtedly, the most
important of these, implicit even if not specifically mentioned, is the maintenance
of the integrity and value of our money and of our credit system . The ventures
into "revolutionary" and socialistic fields of expenditure and especially in expanding volume to stem a depression will be hazardous to and in conflict with
this major responsibility .
These two conceptions are completely antagonistic especially because our tax
and debt levels are so high as to leave little or no margin of financial safety . Our
recurring "crises" have been utilized in accelerating the progress of the "revolution" which we are undergoing. A further depreciation of our currency value
would provide opportunity for additional acceleration in the same direction .
In The New Philosophy of Public Debt, Mr . Harold G . Moulton, president
of the Brookings Institution . says
"The preservation of fiscal stability is indispensable to the maintenance of
monetary stability * * * . It is indispensable to the prevention of inflation with
its distorting effects on the price and wage structure, and thus to the maintenance of social and political stability ."
As someone has said, "What the government gives away, it takes away," and
this is true even if it comes from the printing presses.
Perhaps this study can be closed in no better manner than to quote from a
statement' by Mr. Dwight D. Eisenhower while president of Columbia University
"I firmly believe that the army of persons who urge greater and greater centralization of authority and greater and greater dependence upon the Federal
Treasury are really more dangerous to our form of government than any external
threat that can possibly be arrayed against us ."
4 Dwirht D. Eisenhower, in letter to Ralph W. Gwinn, dated Columbia University, New
York, June 7, 1949, in opposition to a general Federal-aid-to-education program . (Con.
gressional Record, 81st Cong .,'1st sess ., vol . 95, p . 14, p . A3690 .)
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Government civilian employees
Federal
employees
per 1,000
population
1901
}
3.3
1902
1903
3.7
1904
1905
4.2
1906
1907
4.1
1908
1909
4.1
1910
1911
4 .0
1912
1913
4 .6
1914
1915
4 .6
1916
4 .3
1917
1918
8 .8
1919
1920
6 .5
1921
5 .5
1922
5 .1
1923
4 .9
1924
4 .9
1925
4 .9
1926
4 .8
1927
4 .7
1928
4 .8
1929
4 .9
1930
5.0
1931
5.0
1932
5.0
1933
5.0
1934
5.7
1935
6.4
1936
7.0
1937
7.0
1938
6.9
1939
7.4
1940
8.2
1941
10.8
1942
16.6
1943
23 .2
1944
24 .2
1945
25 .5
1946
19 .1
1947
15 .0
1948
14 .1
1949
14 .1
1950
13 .8
195116 .0
1952
16 .6
1953
16.2

State and
local
employees
per 1,000
population

Total Government
employees
per 1,000
population

Federal

State and
ateal

Tota

-------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ---------

-------------- ------------ -------------- ------------ ---------

-------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- --------------------------- -------------- -------------- --------------------------- -------------- -------------- --------------------------- -------------- -------------- --------------

---------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------20 .8
21 .3
21.8
21.4
20.6
20.9
21.4
23.3
22.7
23.5
23.6
24.3
24.9
24.3
23 .2
22.6
22.4
23 .7
25 .0
25 .8
26 .5
27 .1
26 .7
26 .9
27.2

------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------25.7
26.3
26.8
26.4
25.6
26.6
27.8
30.0
29.7
30.4
31 .0
32.5
35.7
40.9
46.4
46.8
46.8
42.8
40 .0
39 .9
40 .6
40.9
42 .7
43 .5
43.4

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------100.0
102.0
102.0
102.0
102.0
116.4
130.6
142.9
142.9
141 .0
151 .0
167.5
220.5
339.0
473 .5
494 .0
520 .0
390 .0
306 .2
288 .0
288.0
281.8
326.5
339.0
330.8

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------100.0
102.4
104.8
102.8
99.1
100.5
102.8
112.0
109.1
112.9
113.4
116.8
119.6
116.8
111 .5
108.6
107.6
113 .9
120 .1
124 .0
127 .4
130.2
128 .3
129.3
130.7

-------------------------

NOTE .-Indexes, 1929=100 . Not charted.
Source : Data on governmental employment from Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1953 . Fed
employment, table 404, p . 379, State and local employment, table 424, p . 393 .

In millions
civilian Labor force
Total civilfan.ITotal
Government
other than
labor force
employees Government
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

49.2
49.8
50.4
51 .0
51.6
52.2
52.9
53.4
54 .0
54 .6
55.2
55 .6
55 .9
56 .4
55 .5
54 .6
53 .9
57.5
60 .2
61 .4
62 .1
63 .1
62.9
63 .0
63 .4

3.7
3.1
3.3
3 .2
3.2
3.3
3.5
3.7
3 .7
3.9
4.0
4.2
4 .6
5 .4
6 .0
6.0
6 .0
5 .6
5 .5
5 .6
5 .8
6 .0
6 .4
6 .6
6 .7

46.1
46.7
47.1
47.8
48.4
48.9
49.4
49.7
50.3
60.7
51 .2
51 .4
51 .3
51 .0
49.5
48.6
47.9
51.9
54 .7
55 .8
56.3
57 .1
56 .5
56 .4
56 .7

Government
employees
per 100 other
employees

Percent of
1929

6.7
6 .7
6.9
6.3
6.5
6.7
7.0
7.4
7.5
7 .6
7.8
8 .2
9 .0
10 .6
12.2
12.4
12.5
10.8
10.0
10.1
10.4
10.5
11.3
11 .8
11.8

100
100
103
94
97
100
104
110
111
113
116
122
134
158
182
185
186
176
149
150
155
156
168
176
176

Source: Total civilian and Government civilian employees from economic report of the President, 195
Total civillanl abor force, table G16, p . 184 . Total Government civilian labor force table G21, p . 189 .
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Ordinary receipts and expenditures
Year
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1917
19)8
19D9
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1042
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1961
1952
1953

Federal Total Fe
Federal Total Federal Total
Population Total
per expendi
revenue
expenditures revenue
capita
per cap
Millions
76.0
77.4
79.2
80.7
82.3
84.0
85.5
87.2
88.8
90.3
92.0
93.4
95.0
96.5
98.1
99.6
101 .2
102.8
104.3
100.8
107.2
108.8
110.4
111 .9
113.5
115.0
116.6
118.2
119.8
121.6
123.1
124.0
124.8
125.6
126.4
127.3
128.1
128.8
129.8
130.9
131.8
133.2
134.7
136.5
138.1
139.6
141.2
143.4
146.6
149.1
151.1
154.4
157.0
159.7

Billions
$0.567
.588
.562
.562
.541
.544
.595
.666
.602
.604
.676
.702
.693
.724
.735
.698
.783
1 .124
4.180
4.654
6.704
5.584
4.103
3.847
3.884
3.607
3.908
4.128
4.038
4 .036
4.178
3.176
1 .924
2 .021
3 .064
3.730
4.068
4.979
5 .762
5.103
5.265
7.227
12.696
22 .201
43.892
44.762
40.027
40.043
42 .211
38 .246
37.045
48.143
62.129
65.218

Billions
$0.521
.525
.485
.517
.584
.567
.570
.579
.659
.694
.694
.691
.690
.725
.735
.761
.742
2.086
13.792
18.952
6.142
4.469
3.196
3.245
2.946
2.464
3.030
3.002
3 .071
3.322
3.440
3.577
4.659
4,623
6.694
6.521
8.493
7.756
6 .938
8.966
9.183
13.387
34.187
79.622
95.315
98.703
60.703
39.289
33.791
40.057
40.167
44.633
66.145
74.607

$7.46
7.60
7.10
6 .96
6 .57
6.48
6.96
7.54
6 .78
6 .70
7 .35
7 .52
7 .30
7 .50
7 .49
7 .01
7 .74
11.04
40 .00
46 .20
62 .50
51 .35
37.20
34 .35
34 .20
31.35
33 .50
34.90
33 .70
33 .20
33 .90
25.60
15.40
16 .10
24 .25
29 .30
31.71
38.63
44 .40
39 .00
40 .00
54.30
94.30
162.60
317.70
320.50
283.50
279.00
288.00
256.50
245.00
311 .80
396.00
410.00

Economic Almanac (1953-54) of the N . I . C . B ., p. 517.
Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1953, p . 337 .
Expenditure data 1900-29 Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1930, p. 172.
1930-35 Economic Almanac (1953-54) of the N . I . C . B .
1935-52 Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1953, p . 340 .
Source : Revenue data 1900-29 Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1929 p . 172 .
1930-35
1936-52

Year

1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1923
1927
1923
1929
193)
1931
193 ;
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

:_

Population

Federal
taxes

State and
local taxes

Millions

Millions

Millions

101 .2
102.8
104 .3
105 .8
107 .2
108 .8
110 .4
111 .9
113 .5
115 .0
116 .6
118 .2
119 .8
121 .6
123 .1
124 .0
124.8
125.6
126.4
127 .3
128.1
128.8
129.8
130.9
131 .8
133.2
134 .7
136 .5
138.1
139 .6
141 .2
143 .4
146 .6
149 .1
151 .1
154 .4
157 .0
159 .7

$708
$1,935
1,015
1,923
3,352
2,309
4,482
2,923
5,689
3,476
4,917
3,895
3,554
4,015
3,052
4,202
3,207
4,619
2,974
4,918
3,215
5,398
3,345
5,722
3,201
6,148'
3,337
6,431
3,517
6,798
2,739
6,583
1,813
6,358
1,805
5,715
2,910
5,881
3,557
6,185
3,856
6,659
4,771
7,421
5,452
7,684
4,813
7,638
4,921
7,997
6,889
8,315
12,964
8,527
21,087
8,653
40,339
8,875
40,989
9,193
36,285
10,094
35,132
11,554
37,636
13,342
35,590
14,790
34,955
15,914
45,984
17,554
59,535 -------------62,656 --------------

1929=100
Population
index
83 .2
84 .6
85 .8
87 .0
88 .2
89.5
90 .8
92.0
93.4
95.0
95.9
97.2
98.5
100.0
101 .2
102.2
102.7
103.4
104.0
104.8
105.4
103 .0
105.9
107.6
108 .5
109 .5
110 .9
112 .4
113 .6
115 .0
116 .3
117 .9
120 .7
122 .1
124 .4
127 .0
129.1
131.3

Federal tax
index

State an
local ta
index

21.2
30 .8
2
100 .5
3
134 .5
4
170.6
5
147.5
106.6
91.4
96.1
89.1
96.4
100.3
96.0
100.0
10
105.4
10
82.0
10
54.3
54.1
87.2
9
106.6
115.5
10
143.1
11
163.5
11
144.4
11
147.6
12
206.7
12
389.0
13
632 .0
13
1,210 .0
13
1,228 .0
14
1,088.0
15
1,054 .0
17
1,129 .0
20
1,036 .0
23
1,049 .0
24
1,378 .0
27
1,785 .0 ----------1,878 .0 ___________

Source : Tax revenue data from p . 516, Economic Almanac 1953-54, National Industrial Confere
Board. Excludes social security taxes except that portion used for administration of social security sys

49720-54-pt. 1-42

National income and tax receipts
Tax receipts,
calendar years1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940

National
income,
billions

Total,
billions

Total percent of
income

$87.4
75.0
58.9
41.7
39.6
48.6
56.8
64.7
73.6
67.4
72.5
81 .3

$10.30
9.77
8.54
8.00
8.54
9 .68
10.59
12.14
14 .57
14.20
14.58
16 .95

11 .8
13.0
14.5
17.0
21 .6
19.9
18.7
18.8
19 .8
21 .1
20.1
20 .9

Tax receipts,
calendar years1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952

National
income,
billions

Total,
billions

Total
cent
inco

$103.8
$24.36
137.1
31 .95
169 .7
48 .51
183.8
50.59
182.7
52 .52
180 .3
50 .37
198 .7
56 .39
223 .5
58 .10
216 .3
54 .93
240 .6
67 .75
278 .4
84.56
291 .6 ---------- ------

Source : National income, table G-7, Economic Report of the President, 1954 .
Tax receipts, Department of Commerce via Facts and Figures on Government Finance, 1952-53, by
'Tax Foundation . Table 90, p . 116 .

National
income,
billions
1900
1910
1920
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1K2
1953

;

$16 .2
28 .2
74 .2
87.4
75 .0
58 .9
41 .7
39 .6
48 .6
56 .8
64 .7
73 .6
67 .4
72 .5
81 .3
103 .8
137 .1
169 .7
183 .8
182 .7
180 .3
198 .7
223 .5
216 .3
240 .6
278 .4
291 .6
1 306 .0

Number of National
families, income per
millions
family
15.96
20.26
24.35
29.40
29.90
31 .24
31 .67
32.16
32.56
33 .09
33 .55
34 .00
34.52
35 .60
34 .95
35 .85
36 .45
36.88
37 .10
37.50
38 .18
39 .14
40 .72
42.11
43 .47
44 .56
45 .46
47 .50

%1,015
1,392
3,045
2,972
2,510
1,885
1,317
1,232
1,493
1,718
1,928
2,164
1,952
2,035
2,325
2,895
3,760
4,600
4,950
4,870
3,725
5,007
5,490
5,140
5,530
6,250
6,415
6,440

Federal
debt per
family
$84
57
1,000
576
542
538
615
702
831
868
1,006
1,072
1,076
1,135
1,230
1,365
1,990
3,710
5,420
6,900
7,006
6,600
6,200
6,000
5,930
5,750
5,700
5,600

Difference
income ove
debt

$9
1,3
2,0
1,3
1,9
1,3
7
5
6
8
9
1,0
8
9
1,0
1 .5
1,7
8
-47
-2,03
-3,28
-1,59
-71
-86
-40
5
7
8

Estimated .
Source : Income data, 1900, 1910, 1920, estimated based on NBER data in "National Productivity Sin
1869 ."
1929-52, the Economic Report of the President, 1954, table G-7.
Number of families based on United States census data .
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Total
debt, private and
public,
billions
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1931
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
19,40
1941
1912
1943
1914
1945
1046
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951

$191 .1
191.4
182 .6
175 .7
169.7
172.6
175.9
181 .4
183.3
180.8
184.5
190.8
212.6
260.7
314.3
371 .6
407.3
398.8
419 .5
435.3
446.7
485 .8
519 .2

Private
debt,
billions
$161.5
160 .8
148.6
137.8
128.8
126.3
125.4
127.5
127.9
121.3
125.5
129.6
140.4
143.2
145.0
145.7
140.8
155 .5
181 .8
202.6
210 .0
246.4
277 .2

Number of
families,
millions
29.40
29.00
31 .24
31 .67
32.16
32.56
33.09
33 .55
34.00
34 .52
35 .60
34 .95
35 .85
36 .45
36 .88
37 .10
37 .50
38 .18
39 .14
40 .72
42 .11
43 .47
44 .56

Private
debt per
family
$5,500
5,380
4,760
4,350
4,000
3,880
3,790
3,800
3,760
3,600
3,530
3,700
3,915
3,930
3,935
3,930
3,755
4,070
4,650
4,975
4,985
5,670
6,230

Total
debt per
family
$6,500
6,400
5,850
5,550
5,280
5,300
5,320
5,400
5,390
5,240
5,180
5,460
5,930
7,150
8,530
10,020
10,860
10,450
10,720
10,690
10,600
11,180
11,650

Natio
income
fami

$
2

1
1
1
1

1

2

4
4
3

5
5

6

Source : Data on debt from Economic Almanac, National Industrial Conference Board, 1953-54, p .
Data on income derived from table 07, President's Economic Report, 1954, and Census Bureau dat
families.

412
Is
110
)as*
Jooo
0

+£o

70

'so
Goo
In
4s
.4o

J
0
Q

3
If

1s

4
1978

30 32 3q

36 38

40,

44

44

46 48

3'b

$;

19001
19011
1902 1
19031
19041
19051
19061
19074
19081
1909
19101
19111
19121
19131
1914
19151_-19161
19171
19181-_
-1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926

Gross
national
product,
billions

Federal
debt,
billions

$16.9
18.1
19.2
20.5
21 .6
23.0
24.5
26 .0
27 .5
28 .8
31 .1
33 .4
35 .7
38 .0
40 .1
47.0
53 .9
60 .6
67.5
74.2
85.6
67.7
68.4
80.4
80.9
95.0
91 .1

$1 .26
1 .22
1 .18
1 .16
1 .14
1 .13
1 .14
1 .15
1 .18
1 .15
1 .15
1.15
1.19
1.19
1.19
1.19
1.23
2.98
12.24
25.48
24.30
24.00
23.00
22.35
21.25
20.52
19.64

Gross
national
product
at 1929
consumer
price,
billions
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------$65.7
68.4
79.4
84.7
81.0
76.9
73.4
73.1
65.0
70.0
80.7
81 .2
83 .1
88.3

1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
193;;
1934
M5
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1,949
1950
1951
1952
1953 2 . .

.

Gross
national
product,
billions

Federal
debt,
billions

89 .6
91 .3
103 .8
90 .9
75 .9
58 .3
55 .S
64 .9
72 .2
82 .5
90 .2
84 .7
91.3
101.4
126.4
161 .6
194.3
213.7
215.2
211 .1
233 .3
259.0
258.2
286.8
329.8
348 .0
366 .0

$18.51
17 .60
16 .90
16 .20
16 .80
19 .50
22 .50
27.70
32.80
38 .50
41 .10
42 .00
45.90
48.50
55.30
77.00
140.80
202.60
259.10
269.90
258.40
252.40
252 .80
257 .40
255 .30
259 .20
266 .10

Gr
nat
pro
at
ons
r
bil

1 Estimated from data shown for 1899, 1904, 1909, 1914, and 1919 as indicated below .
2 Estimate based in data for 9 months and subsequent production data .
Source : Gross national product 1900-28, national product since 1869-NBER, pp . 119, 151. Federal
1900-28, Statistical Abstract of United States, 1930, p . 214. Federal debt, 1929-52, Economic Indic
Supplement 1953 . Personal Disposable Income, 1929-50, National Income, 1951 edition, table 3, p

N

Disposable personal
income,
billions

Percent
D. I. P .
G. N. P.

7 .46
6 .74
6 .14
5 .66
5 .27
4 .92
4 .66
4 .42
4 .29
4 .00
3 .70
3 .46
3 .33
3 .13
2 .97
2 .53
2 .28
4 .92
18 .1
34 .3
28 .4
35 .4
33 .6
27 .8
26.3
24 .2
21 .5

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_-

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Percent
Federal
G. . P

1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
"1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
- 1925
1926

`----

Percent
Federal
debttP .
G aN
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

Disposable persongl
income,
billions

Percen
D. I.
G. N.

20 .7 -- ------- ------19 .3 --------- ------16 .3
$82 .5
7
17 .8
73 .7
8
22 .1
63 .0
8
33 .5
47 .8
8
45 .2
8
40 .3
42 .7
7
51 .6
8
45 .5
58.0
8
46 .7
66 .1
7
45 .6
71 .1
7
49 .6
65 .5
50 .3
70 .2
7
47 .8
75 .7
7
43 .8
92 .0
7
47 .6
116 .7
7
72 .4
132 .4
6
94 .9
147 .0
68
120 .5
151 .1
7
127 .8
158 .9
7
110 .8
169 .5
7
97 .5
188 .4
7
97 .9
187 .2
7
89 .8
205 .8
7
77 .5
225 .0
6
74 .5
235 .0
67
1 72 .7
1 250 .0
1 6

1 Estimate based on data for 9 months and subsequent production data .
Source : Gross national product, 1900-28, national product since 1869, NBER, pp . 119,151 . Federal d
;1933-28, Statistical Abstract of United States, 1930, p. 21 .4 . Federal debt 1929-52, Economic Indicators Su
plement, 1953. Personal Disposable Income, 1929-50, National Income, 1951 edition, table 3, p . 151 .

Cleveland Normal
Total
Trust
trendProducindex,
35 -39
'- 1935-39 =
percent 1935-39
100
of normal
100
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1905
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921__- .1922
1923
1924
1925
1926

103
103
103
101
96
108
110
106
86
102
101
94
104
105
95
100
114
112
107
100
102
76
93
112
100
107
108

32 .7
34 .2
35 .7
37.2
38 .8
40 .4
42.1
43.8
45.6
47.3
49.2
51 .0
52.9
54 .8
56.8
58 .8
61 .0
63 .2
65 .4
67 .5
69 .4
72 .2
74 .4
77 .0
79 .4
82 .0
84 .4

33 .7
35 .2
36 .8
$7.6
37.2
43.6
46.3
46.5
39.2
48.3
49.7
47.9
55 .0
57.6
54.0
58 .8
69 .5
70 .8
70 .0
67 .5
70 .8
54 .8
69 .2
86 .2
79 .4
87.8
91 .2

New
series
F R 13
data,
1935-39 =
100
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------__

-------

------------------72
76
57
72
8"
82
91
94

N
Cleveland Normal
Total
Trust
Produc- F se
trend,
.
index,
tion,I
da
1935-39 - 1935
Percent 1935-39=
100
of normal
100
1
1927
1928
1920
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1910
1941
1942
1913
1944
1945
1916
1947
1918___
1949___
1950--1951
1952
1953'•_ ___

104
106
110
87
73
57
68
68
77
89
93
71
88
102
127
132
138
134
123
114
126
131
115
133
139
130
138

87 .2
90 .0
92.8
95.6
98.3
100.5
102.8
105 .1
107 .6
110 .0
112 .5
115 .4
117 .9
120 .6
123 .8
127 .4
131.0
134 .5
138 .5
141.8
146.0
151 .9
155.6
161 .0
165.7
172.5
177.4

90 .7
95.4
102.0
83.2
71 .7
57.3
70.0
71 .5
82 .9
97.9
104 .6
82 .0
103 .7
123 .0
157 .3
168 .2
180.7
180 .2
170 .4
161.7
184.6
199.0
179.6
214.5
230.0
225.0
2 245.4

I Derived from monthly data published by the Cleveland Trust Co . and independently calculated n
trend .
2 Estimated .
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Mr. HAYS . Surely .
Mr. KocH . The question now is whether you members would li
to ask any questions with respect to any part of that report, or wheth
you would like to study it and ask some at a future time.
Mr. GOODWIN . Mr. Hays .
Mr. HAYS . I will surprise you by saying I have no questions .
Mr. GOODWIN. The Chair concurs.
Mr. Kocx . Then you are excused for today.
Mr . GOODWIN . Thank you very much for your presentation.
Mr. WORMSER . Mr . Chairman, Miss Casey has been sworn, and
think probaby her oath can be considered to be continued .
Mr. GOODWIN . I would say so .
Mr. Kocx . Miss Casey, you have prepared a report . What is t
title of that?

TESTIMONY OF KATHRYN CASEY, LEGAL ANALYST, SPECIAL CO
MITTEE TO INVESTIGATE TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS

Miss CASEY. It is called Summary of Activities of Carnegie Co
poration of New York, Carnegie Foundation for the Advanceme
of Teaching, the Rockefeller Foundation, the Rockefeller Gener
Education Board .
Mr. Kocx . That is a rather long document, and I understand unle
the gentlemen wish, you have no desire to read that entire documen
but there were certain paragraphs you felt you would like to re
Is that it?
Miss CASEY . Yes. I don't have any intention of reading this ent
document . I thought I might highlight some parts of it to give t
members of the committee a background . I would like to say fi
of all that the object of this summary was to enable the committee
have the benefit of the research done and give them the facts tak
from the foundations reports .
Mr. Kocx . First of all, may that report be considered in the recor
Mr. GOODWIN . In the absence of objection, the report will be order
inserted in the record .
Mr. HAYS . Reserving the right to object, and I shall not objec
I would just like to point out here that perhaps when some of t
people representing the foundations come before us, they may ha
long prepared statements, and I hope there will be no objection
using the same procedure on them, unless some member of the co
mittee wants it read . In other words, the thing I am interested in
that it is rather voluminous, and we have run to quite a few pages .
hope there will be no inclination to keep something out of the reco
when the minority has entered no objection to putting anything in t
record that anyone thought was pertinent.
Mr . GOODWIN . That certainly would be the idea of the present oc
pant of the Chair . I assume that it is the opinion of the staff that t
material should be in the record .
Mr. Kocx . Oh, yes.

sufficiently in advance so that we can at least know the material that
they are going to bring up . If you have talked to any of them, I
wish you would ask them to please do that. In some cases it is going
to be a rather short job for them . In other cases, they have quite a lot
of time .
Mr. HAYS . Suppose they want to bring somebody in as the four
professors were brought in, and they wanted to speak as they did,
without any preparation ?
Mr. Kocii. Then they certainly should have the right to do that .
There is no doubt about it.
Mr. HAYS . I am concurring with you. Whenever they are going to
have a prepared statement, they should be submitted in advance . I
have no objection to that .
Mr. GOODWIN . The Chairman assumes there will be no controversy
over any question of this sort.
(The statement Summary of Activities of Carnegie Corporation of
New York, Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of Teaching, the
Rockefeller Foundation, the Rockefeller General Education Board is
as follows :)

49720-54-pt.1---48

One of the objectives of the staff, as mentioned in Mr . Dodd's re
was to determine whether there was a common denominator, as it w
in relation to foundation purposes. A collateral objective was to d
mine, if possible, whether the activities of foundations might fall
certain definite classifications .
Upon examination of the material available in the Cox commi
files it was apparent that it was insufficient 1 to support a firm con
sion on this point ; as were the various reference books availabl
foundations and their activities . After further study and discus
as to both the quickest and the most efficient method of securing, su
cient information, it was decided to examine the activities of
first 2 major 3 foundations, to determine whether their, activitie§, c
be classified, on the theory that such an examination would also s
the dual purpose of providing a guide for study of other foundati
With size of endowment and date organized as criteria, the sele
of the agencies created by Andrew Carnegie and John D . Rockefe
were quite obvious choices, as will be seen by a glance at the follo
chronological list
Carnegie Institute (of Pittsburgh), 1896.
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, 1901 .
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1902.
Rockefeller General Education Board, 1903.
Carnegie Hero Fund Commission, 1904 .
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1905 .
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1910 .
Carnegie Corporation of New York, 1911.
The Rockefeller Foundation, 1918 .
The Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial, 1918.'
As a practical matter, the Carnegie Institute of Pittsburgh, the
negie Institution of Washington and the Carnegie Hero Fund
mission were eliminated as objects of study in relation to their fi
of activity, because their purposes were so clearly specified and t
activities confined thereto .
On the theory that the document itself is the best evidence
logical source of the best information was the records of the fo
tions themselves, as contained in their annual reports and similar
lication . When it proved difficult to obtain these reports from
Library of Congress 5 recourse was had to the foundations themsel
In the case of the two Rockefeller agencies-the foundation and
General Education Board-the president, Mr . Dean Rusk, upon
quest responded immediately and loaned to the committee copies of
annual reports of each of these organizations .
In the case of the Carnegie Endowment for International P
a request was made to permit studies of their records from the
of organization, to which Dr . Johnson, the president, agreed wit
hesitation, and every cooperation was extended in placing the reco
minutes of meetings, and confidential reports at the committe
disposal . In the time available, it was not possible to cover in de
all the material available for those years, but extensive notes were m

'Not
only as to details, but also because it covered only the years 1936-51, inclusi
2 In point of time.
s In size of assets .
* Its activities were merged with those o4 the Rockefeller Foundation, 1928 .
5 Since only 1 copy was available for circulation, the other being for reference.

the Library of Congress permitted the reference copies of the yearbooks of the Corporation, the foundation and the endowment to be
'withdrawn from the Library for use at the committee's offices .
In -addition to these reports, the books and articles, including biographical material, available on both Mr . Rockefeller and Mr. Carnegie
and their foundations, were consulted and studied . 6
Based on these studies, and according to the records of the foundations themselves, it was concluded that their activities had been carried on in a handful of major areas, namely :
1. Education .
II. International affairs, including international law .
III. Politics (in the sense that politics is the science of civil government .)
IV . Public affairs.
V. Propaganda.
VI. Economics.

While some of these fields overlapped to a certain degree, that fact
does not affect the validity of the technique of analysis, nor the statement of summation .
I. EDUCATION

GENERAL PURPOSE

Part I of this summary is devoted to answering three questions
1. Have these foundations carried on activities in the field of education?
(a) At elementary level?
(b) At secondary level?
(c) At college and university level?
2. What have these activities been (at each of the levels noted) ?
3. Did such activities have any evident or traceable effects in the
educational field?
Secondly, once the answers to these questions are determined, what
is their relationship (if any) to education, in the light of the constitutional and historic attitudes with regard - to it in this country?
The activities relating to questions 1 and 2 will be summarized separately by foundation, for the entire period of its existence, in section
1. However, since the activities of all these organizations are parallel-at least in part-the effects of all in the educational field, and
their relationship (if any) to the constitutional and historic viewpoint
will be summarized and compared in section 2 .
GENERAL INFORMATION

Of the Carnegie and Rockefeller organizations only one-the General Education Board of Rockefeller ?-from its ,outset has operated
exclusively in the field of education, in the sense of a relationship to
institutions of learning, teaching, and so forth . In the sense that all
e Bibliography : Life of Andrew Carnegie (2 vols .), V. J . Hendrick :
years of Carnegie
Giving, R . M. Lester ; 30 Year Catalogue of Grants, R. M . Lester Forty
; Fruit of an Impulse,
Howard J . Savage; Philanthropic Foundations and Higher Education, Ernest Victor
Hollis ; The Story of the Rockefeller Foundation, Raymond Fosdick ; History of the Standard Oil Co ., Tarbell ; American Foundations-Their Fields, 20th Century Fund ; Philanthrophy and Learning, Frederick P . Keppel ; Public Benefactions of Andrew Carnegie,
Carnegie Corp . ; The Foundation, Frederick P . Keppel
.
1 Terminated operations at end of 1953 .

only of foundations, but of industry and government as well . Ho
ever, in the former sense-which is the sense in which it is used he
Carnegie Corp., Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teac
ing, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, and the Roc
feller Foundation are dedicated by their charters to purposes direc
or indirectly related to what might be called the advancement of e
cation.
In the case of the foundation,2 originally intended as a means
providing "retiring allowances" for professors, it is now its prim
purpose. The corporation 3 and the endowment 4 have it as one o
multiplicity of purposes . . Because this is particularly true of the
dowment, and because its activities are so closely interrelated t
agency's activities will be summarized as a unit when other categor
of foundation activities are covered .
One further fact should be noted because it is a matter which t
did not permit complete resolving . In the case of the corporati
and the foundation, there is a considerable overlapping of funds,
it is difficult at times to determine the extent to which the funds m
tioned in the foundation's financial reports are duplicates of fun
mentioned in the corporation's report . To a certain extent this
true also in regard to the endowment. Thus, while every effort w
be made in this report to differentiate clearly between the amounts
money, it may be that sums reported in the foundation and the endo
ment records are duplications of sums reported in the Carnegie reco
Inasmuch as the Rockefeller Foundation and the General Educati
Board do not seem to have the interlocking relationships found in t
Carnegie organizations it is not believed that the same possibility
duplication exists in regard to those two organizatons.
However, perhaps in an excess of caution, where doubt arose, t
item was not included so that whatever error has occurred has be
on the side of lower totals rather than higher .
BACKGROUND s MATERIAL FROM REFERENCE WORKS

Before proceeding to an analysis of information taken from the
nual reports of each of the foundations to be summarized, a br
review of the activities in the field of education by these major c
tributors may prove helpful and also serve as a basis for evaluati
Dr. Ernest Victor Hollis in his book Philanthropic Foundati
and Higher Education, published in 1938, covers hot only the ba
ground and organization of foundations, but also the specific activiti
of foundations in the field of education . While most of his referen
are to higher education, portions of his work involve secondary educ
tion indirectly, as will be seen later. Although published in 19
which makes many of the statistics of Dr. Hollis' book somewhat o
dated, it is still regarded as an excellent reference .

x This term will be used throughout to designate the Carnegie Foundation for
Advancement of Teaching.
3 This term will be used throughout to designate the Carnegie Corp .
• This term will be used throughout to designate the Carnegie Endowment for Inte
tional Peace.
5 See bibliography, p . 669.

inexpedient in 1905 for their newly created philanthropic foundations
to attempt any direct reforms in higher education ." The subject was
approached indirectly through general and noncontroversial purposes,
nearly all foundation grants made before 1920 being for such purposes.
Dr. Hollis writes
Far-reaching college reform was carefully embedded in many of these noncontroversial grants . It was so skillfully done that few of the grants are directly
chargeable to the ultimate reforms they sought to effect. For instance, there is
little obvious connection between giving a pension to a college professor or giving
a sum to the general endowment of his college, and reforming the entrance requirements, the financial practices, and the scholastic standards of his institution. This situation makes it necessary to present qualitative influence without
immediately showing the quantitative grant that made the influence possible?
REMEDIES FOR EDUCATIONAL CHAOS

The first efforts of the foundations to influence the development of
higher education, according to Dr. Hollis, were directed toward a
differentiation and coordination of the levels of education, which he
stated "approached chaos" around 1902-5 .
It is not proposed to discuss whether the conditions existing in the
educational system at that time were chaotic or inefficient ; nor is it
intended to deny that the foundation and the General Education
Board were sincere in their belief that the system should be improved .
It is true, however, that neither of these organizations announced to
-the public their intention to reform the educational system . On the
contrary, the board asserted on many occasions that it was determined
not to interfere with the institutions, nor direct their policies .$ The
president of the foundation, in writing of the early activities of the
foundation, admitted that originally even the founder, Andrew Carnegie, was not aware of any intention other than the commendable one
of awarding a free pension, and in 1935 Mr . Pritchett accepted the
fully responsibility for inculcating the reform idea in the pension
awards.
Moreover, it is not intended to evaluate the merits of the objective
and references are cited merely as indications of the intention and
attitude of the two foundations which first entered this educational
field. Additional references taken from the reports of the individual
foundations will be included in later sections of this part, dealing with
the individual foundation activity in education .
Dr. Hollis takes a very practical view of the manner in which
foundations approached the situation and the logical conclusion to be
drawn, when he writes
As a condition of awarding a pension to a college professor what could be
more plausible than the necessity for defining a college? Both the logic of the
situation and the desire for the money caused colleges to seek the scrutiny
of the foundation . By this indirection the foundation was being importuned
to do what President Pritchett most wished, and what be probably could . not
6 Philanthropic

Foundations and Higher Education .
' Ibid ., p . 127.
8 See sections on Foundation and Board .

the scholastic, financial, and control standards that were demanded for aff
ation guaranteed that the institution would be a real college . Despite its
testations to the contrary, the General Education Board sought to effect
same reforms. I used grants to capital outlay and to general endowmen
the inducement and its leadership was canny enough not to print or us
inflexible set of standards. The college seeking assistance was judged in t
of its promise within the local area . The board "made a thorough study
the institutions calling themselves colleges and from this factual survey
to a conclusion similar to that of the Carnegie Foundation as to what sh
be done. Each foundation decided to organize and lead a superior syste
colleges and universities as a demonstration to the rest of the country . T
purposes were almost identical, though their methods of work were radic
different, as were also their attitudes toward church-controlled colleges .
actions of the Carnegie Foundation were the more open and therefore will e
more fully into this narrative . But this circumstance should not obscure
fact that the General Education Board program sought similar goals and
just as assiduously conducted!

Dr . Hollis goes on to say that, using this as a basis [eligibility
a Carnegie pension], the specific requirements were established a
what constituted a "college," and these requirements were later ag
to in principle at a conference, sponsored by the foundations of
agencies interested in improving college entrance requirements .
Dr. Hollis, in comparing the policies of the foundation and
General Education Board, refers to the former's standards as an "
or none" dictum which "was happily absent in the more flexible, l
explicit plans of the General Education Board for improv
colleges." 10
Dr . Hollis referred to the setting up of means for improving c
lege entrance requirements which grew out of the indictment of
so-called mechanical credits which were congesting the colleges w
inadequately prepared students and again notes the contribution
the foundation when he states

At every stage of this complex kaleidoscopic problem, the philanthro
foundations interested in higher education have been alined with the progr
sive educators who are seeking such changes as those described as taking p
at the University of Chicago . * * * In addition to cash, the above organizat
and the Carnegie Foundation furnished the highly valuable services of p
fessional staff members .
Psychological examinations, comprehensive achievement tests, cumulative p
manent record forms, and related admission devices had to be planned
perfected before much actual progress could be made in improving the certi
cate plan of admission by units . The best professional and technical abilities
the universities and nonteaching research agencies were given to the constr
tion of these instruments . Columbia, Chicago, and Stanford Universities w
the centers in which most of this research was done, but other universities m
notable contributions . The American Council on Education provided the gene
administrative and supervisory direction necessary to coordinate such a la
cooperative undertaking. The philanthropic foundations provided $1,212,450
the sum necessary for the work .
The six regional accrediting associations have jointly and severally b
granted $150,000 as a supplement to other resources, for studies looking tow
the formulation and application of qualitative standards for accrediting hi
schools and colleges. The north Central Association of Colleges and Second
Schools has alone received foundation grants totaling $115 .000 . This sum
been devoted to developing standards for judging the effectiveness of the
institutions of higher education in the upper Mississippi Basin . It is expec
that the research will aid in a determination and statement of the aims, p
poses, and general philosophy of secondary and higher education . Aided b
foundation graht of $25,000, the Committee of Twenty-one, representing the
10

Ibid ., pp. 129-130 .
See sections on Carnegie Foundation and Rockfeller General Education Board .

formulation of standards for accrediting high schools, and the outlining of procedures for their application and adaptation by the regional associations . Several of the regional associations are individually undertaking minor studies
aimed at the solution of parts of the general problem. Educational and foundation officials are united in the determination of supplement or supplant quantitative accrediting with qualitative measures for admission to and progress
through high school and college ."
According to Dr . Hollis, the method of the General Education
Board was preferable in many respects, particularly in that it wits
more tolerant than the foundation of which he states : "The limitation :of . funds, and the conception of the trust itself, as well as the
philosophy of it's first president, tended to maintain a rigid pattern of
action.' 12
He points out that the board, while it had a regard for high entrance
requirements, did not insist that colleges "conform to preconceived
general standards, regardless of actual local conditions ." 13
It recognized that the difference in educational, financial, and social
conditions in various parts of the country made it impossible, even in
medical education, to achieve complete uniformity all at once, and that
to force the issue might merely result in changing the terms rather
than in fact raising standards . It was Dr . Hollis' opinion that the
failure to follow such a policy was "The basic cause for the early
bickering, strife, and only partial success of the foundation's college
admission efforts."
Much dissension has arisen over the use of the so-called unit and in
later years the Carnegie Foundation was to vigorously attempt to
disassociate itself from it . In that connection it should be noted for
the record that the foundation and the board did not invent the unit
as a device for measuring progress through secondary schools but they
did contribute to securing its more effective enforcement. They therefore share with the schools the responsibility for introducing it into
secondary education although its retention past its usefulness may be
charged to the schools through their accrediting associations .
Both the foundation and the board were in agreement that the chief
offenders against standards were the various Protestant religious
denominations," and both agreed that there should be concentration
of effort in a few colleges which would have the effect of eliminating
the weak colleges through lack of finances and other causes . However,
the methods selected by the foundation and the general education
board differed materially .
The bylaws of the foundation provided that no institution could
share in its pension fund if it remained under the control of a religious
group . The foundation also required that all affiliated institutions
have a 4-year curriculum and at least 6 full professors . (This automatically established the size of the liberal arts colleges, namely, six
departments) ; is and required a minimum endowment or in the case
of State universities, an annual income .
11 Md ., pp . 144-146 .
12Ibid ., pp . 133-134 .
73Ibid ., p . 135 .
14Ibid., p . 138 .
11 After 1921 this was increased to S .

direct support of the stronger of such colleges . 16
Both the foundation and the board had concluded that by withho
ing funds from "the weak and tottering or superfluous colleges,"
they were referred to, these institutions would die a natural death,
solidate or perhaps even coordinate with institutions selected by
foundations as pivotal institutions. However, he adds, the resu
have not borne out that conclusion-the Office of Education Direct
listing some 2,000 institutions of higher education in this country .
Moreover, according to Dr . Hollis, the waste, duplication and l
of articulation are still evident, and according to Dr . Hollis wer
bad after the first World War as those facing the foundation at
turn of the century .

* * * Accompanying this dissatisfaction with organization was an e
greater disapproval of the traditional content of the courses and their organ
tion into curricula . The manner of being admitted to and guided through t
offerings was reopened for further study . In short, after 1918 there was a
start in efforts to resolve the confusion existing in American higher educat
and the philanthropic foundations influenced most of these undertakings .
After the war the philanthropic foundations entered into a more satisf
relation with higher education . They were no longer forced to seek chang
indirection ; rather, they directly concentrated their grants and influenc
remedy some of the more glaring deficiencies that had been revealed by the
A more favorable public attitude toward philanthropic trusts made their
approach possible. They now directly cooperated with the professional fo
of higher education in a new attack on the problems of organization to as
institutional operation that would be more effective in modern life .
By 1920 about 90 percent of all college admissions were by the certification o
or more variously required units of the type of credit described by Lear
Under this system inadequately prepared students were congesting the colle
At the same time the system hampered the effectiveness of the high schoo
serving the much larger group of students who would not enter college . T
college and foundation officials who subscribed to Learned's indictment of
chanical credits began to pool their money and talents to provide means for
proving college entrance devices, and this soon led to more fundamental stu
of the relations of secondary to higher education.

In addition to what may be termed "direct" activities, i . e., f
granted to institutions themselves, or for projects in the teachin
educational field all of the Carnegie and Rockefeller Foundati
made direct contributions of funds to the following organizations
Adult Education i1
American Council on Education
Cooperative Test Service
Educational Records Bureau
Institute of International Education
London School of Economics
National Education Association
Progressive Education Association .

Because of the effect of several universities on education, foun
tions' grants to these institutions have been tabulated . The inst
tions are
Columbia University
Columbia University Teachers College
University of Chicago
Lincoln School .

1, Ibid ., up . 138-140 .
17

Including grants to American Association for Adult Education .

OF TEACHING
CARNEGIE CORPORATION OF NEW YORK
ESTABLISHMENT, PURPOSES, ASSETS

The Carnegie Corporation of New York was the last of the philanthropic agencies created by Andrew Carnegie, and he served as its
president until his death 8 years later in 1919 . It was established "to
promote the advancement and diffusion of knowledge and understanding" among the people of the United States and the British
Dominions. Of its $135,336,869 endowment, $12 million is applicable
to enterprises in the British Dominions and Colonies, at the discretion of the trustees. As of 1951 the assets of the corporation were
$175,890,810 .
The corporation is managed by a board of 15 trustees, 4 of whom
are ex officio, 3 are presidents also of other Carnegie funds, and the
president of the corporation .
GENERAL POLICY

The corporation makes grants chiefly to universities, colleges, and
other organizations which the trustees believe can contribute to "the
advancement and diffusion of knowledge and understanding," and
devotes its entire annual income (except that necessary for administrative purposes) to such grants . Its officers do not attempt to keep
in active touch with programs, nor plan nor direct projects, full
res onsibility being assigned to the recipient .
Question 1 . From 1911 to 1952, inclusive, the last year for which
the annual report is available, the corporation made funds available
to

Appropriations

Universities, colleges, and schools in the United States
$56,838,274
3,012,875
For adult education
American Council on Education
1,012,875
Columbia University
2,687,265
Cooperative Test Service, Educational Records Bureau, Graduate
Record, College Entrance Examination Board
90,924
Institute of International Education
2,366,326
National Citizens Commission for the Public Schools
750,000
National Education Association
261,500
Progressive Education Association 2
76,485
3,727,650
Teachers College
2,419,450
University of Chicago
Total

1 Does not include Columbia University Teachers College or University
2 Including grants to the American Association for Adult Education .
s Now called American Education Fellowship .

73,243,624
of Chicago .

Funds were given to other organizations, such as the National Advisory Council on Radio in Education, whose activities were less
directly related to education, but time did not permit exploring them
in detail . A brief description of the type of activity carried on by the

1 Basic Facts About Carnegie Corporation of New York and Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, published by the corporation in August 1952 .

this summary.
Prior to 1930 the major grants of the corporation were fof'libra
buildings, laboratories, endowment of liberal arts colleges, develop
ment of such colleges through endowment, endowment of medica
schools at universities, and endowment, buildings, and support
Carnegie Institute of Technology.
Question 2. All quotations are from the annual reports, and i
order to avoid undue length, a few have been selected from many of
similar nature. They appear in the annual reports under the hea
ing of "General Education," unless otherwise indicated .

1937 report
Page 20

The field of general education, even within the limits of scholarly inquiry
too broad for any single foundation to cover, and, fortunately, more' than o
foundation is now active therein. The present activities of the corporatio
working in close cooperation with the Carnegie Foundation, are the followin
tests and measurements and records ; comparative education, notably in t
study of examinations ; professional education, particularly in its relation
professional practice and to supply and demand in personnel ; the relation
research to professional education, especially in the graduate school ; new d
velopments of undergraduate instruction, supported chiefly by direct grants
institutions ; and the maintenance of what may be called educational clearin
houses, as in Australia and New Zealand . * * *

Page 21 :

* * * Meanwhile, the problems of professional standards in general, the rel
tions of the professions to one another and to other branches of education, t
needs of the public and the degree to which these are being met, have all be
comparatively neglected . The corporation has had opportunity to study the
questions rather closely in connection with training for librarianship, but i
interest includes all professions, large and small, as well as what may be call
emerging professions, that is, callings which are gradually assuming a profe
sional status . It is the writer's belief that there is a definite need today to bui
up a body of doctrine which will be based on reality and not on tradition .

Pages 21, 22 :

•

This general situation opens opportunities to foundations for activities of t
greatest usefulness, but, unless the programs themselves are carefully organiz
and rigidly limited in scope, there is a real danger lest they tend to draw t
foundation itself outside its proper sphere of action . It is essential not on
that the foundation be insured completeness of relevant data for its study, b
also that it be freed from any compulsion to press for action as a means
justifying its conclusions . While it may advise frankly concerning change
when its advice is sought, it should never agitate for reforms or use its mon
or influence as a means to a political end .

1938 report

Pages 31, 32, 33 : According to the report, on the basis of the genera
purpose of each of the grants made in the period since 1933-34 f
educational studies, they might be divided as follows

To understand the student
To improve teaching
To show what is being done
To inform as to educational policy and organization
T o find out what the students learn
Various other purposes
Total

$50,3
83,1
129,3
51,0
191, 5
35,

------------------------------------ 540,8

cooperation with a small group of workers under distinguished leadership . In
the 16 years from July 1, 1922, the researches in psychology and education at
Teachers College under the direction of Dr . E . L . Thorndike have been supported
by grants from the Carnegie Corp ., totaling approximately $325,000 . The findings are reported in nine books or monographs already published (without cost
to the corporation), and nearly a hundred scientific articles, doctoral-dissertations, and special reports .
Nor must it be overlooked that, since science advances as a whole, the work
of gathering data which others may use, repeating experiments, adding here
and there to what others have proved, may in the long run be more valuable
than even such striking direct contributions .

1942 report

Pages 14, 15 : In the 1942 report the corporation lists as its three
major grants those made to the University Center in Atlanta the
Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, and the New York Vniversit in New York.
Referring to the Atlanta enterprise ($150,000), it is noted that far
greater grants had been given to it by the General Education Board .
Its purpose is stated to be
* * * a long-planned integration of the work of the several institutions of
college grade in that area under terms which will give Atlanta the advantage of
a modern university without requiring the constituent colleges to sacrifice their
identities . * *

The grant to New York University ($100,000) was made with the
understanding that the fund would be used for current purposes
rather than for endowment .
Pages 16, 17-The report then continues
Two grants totaling $65,000 were made to the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching for continuation of cooperative work with a selected
list of graduate and undergraduate schools in developing criteria for admission
and in providing -a basis for judgment as to ability of those already admitted
to candidacy for degrees . A more detailed statement on these studies will
appear in the 1942 report of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching. Additional grants totaling $21,000 were also made to the foundation
for two programs undertaken in cooperation with the American Council on
Education . Another grant of $10,000 was voted for the formulation of special
tests to be used in selecting the persons to be trained under the defense-training
program of the United States Office of Education .
As was recorded in last year's report, one of the largest grants voted in 1940`41
made possible the establishment of the Institute of Adult Education at Teachers
College, Columbia University . It is a pleasure to report that the institute
is rapidly defining a useful role for itself, and that the American Association
for Adult Education, now maintained entirely from membership fees, increased
its dues-paying constituency during a year when most voluntary professional
associations were suffering a decline in membership .
•

•

•

Among the adult education programs initiated w ith corporat ion support in
prewar days, none has proved more timely than that of the Council on Foreign
Relations . The regional committees organized in 12 strategic cities across the
country have met regularly for discussion of international problems and have
joined in producing an interesting summary of these discussions under the title
of Some Regional Views on Our Foreign Policy, 1941 . An appropriation of
$24,000 was voted for the continuation of this program .
In the United States it need no longer be argued that provision for the education of adults is quite as properly a responsibility of the Government as is
education at other age levels . The war, indeed, has offered dramatic evidence
of the social cost of not affording such opportunities, and the numerous training
programs which have been improvised under pressure during the past 2 years

Question 3 . The excerpts from the annual reports given above, a
well as the quotations from Dr. Hollis' book, are pertinent to this ques
tion also . No attempt will be made to include all the statements in th
year books of the corporation . Moreover, it is believed that 1 or
in addition to those already given will suffice .
According to Dr . Hollis' the foundations are exercising the initia
tive accorded them to spend most of their money on exploratory wor
that seems only remotely connected with improving college educatio
on the theory that research must first be done in general education i
order to efficiently accomplish college reorganization .

1962 report
Page 14

One of the developments which has produced the most lively debate in educa
tional circles has been the widespread movement to reinvigorate the ideal
embodied in the term "liberal education ." The goal is rather widely accepted
but there is substantial difference of opiaiion as to how to achieve it . The genera
educationists offer a variety of curricular reforms. Advocates of the Grea
Books press their claims for the wisdom of the past. Humanists decry the shif
of interest from certain disciplines to certain other disciplines . Our colleges a
literally awash with formulae for salvation ; all of which is healthy and part
the process of getting things done in a democratic, heterogeneous, and alway
vigorously assertive society .

• * * President Conant and his coworkers at Harvard have provided leader
ship in this direction with their efforts to develop a new approach to the teachi
of science as a general education course . During the current year the corpora
tion made a grant to Harvard for the continuation of this work .
The social sciences also have a significant role to play . Serious men canno
accept the view of those humanists who rhapsodize over Platonic generalization
about society but resent the efforts of the modern social scientist to test thes
generalizations.
• * * Developments such as the new American studies program at Barnar
College (see p . 19) and the courses in Asiatic civilization at Columbia Universit
(see p . 21) would be impossible without vigorous participation, indeed, vigorou
leadership, on the part of the humanistic fields . But there is nothing in th
humanistic fields which offers a guaranty of salvation . They too have turned ou
narrow technicians when they might have been turning out educated men. The
too have often ignored the central concerns of liberal education .

SUMMATION

Based on the foregoing, it can be assumed
Carnegie Corp . contributed large sums of money to projects whic
can reasonably be considered "in the educational field" as shown by
their activities during the past 40 years!

1911-20 :
In million
For library buildings, laboratories, or endowment in liberal arts
colleges
$3 .
For development of liberal arts colleges chiefly through endownment_
2.
1931-40,:
For research, study, publication ; grants-in-aid to individuals
.
For development of women's colleges chiefly through endowment____
1.
For development of fine arts and music in academic institutions
2.
For adult education projects
4.

2a Ibid ., p . 150.
Basic Facts About Carnegie Corporation of New York and Carnegie Foundation for th
Advancement of Teaching, p . 11 .

For research by faculty members ; grants-in-aid
For education in American citizenship and history
For improvement of educational testing
For training in social science
For research in social sciences
For studies to improve education
For graduate education in the South
For education in international affairs
Total

total does not include grants

2.0
1.2
3 .0
2.0
4.0
1 .2
4 .0
3& 0

In militons
To Carnegie Institute of Technology
$24.3
For development of schools of medicine
10.0
For support of dental research and education
1.3
For educational projects- and for development of educational institutions
4.0
outside the United States
For development of college libraries and librarianships ; library schools
or library interests
&0
For free pensions for college and university professors
21 .5
For others : such as Church Peace Union, Red Cross, etc
3.0
Total

72 .7

Grand total

110.7

As mentioned previously, the corporation has contributed $1,237,711
to the work of the National Education Association, the Progressive
Education Association, and the American Council on Education, and
their combined activities affect education at all levels .
In the early years of the activities of each of these organizations,
the amount contributed by the corporation was undoubtedly a sizable portion of the funds available to each of them .
CARNEGIE FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHING
ESTABLISHMENT, PURPOSES

The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, created
by Andrew Carnegie in 1905, was the third of the philanthropic
agencies he endowed and like the others has its own funds, trustees,
administrative offices, and conducts its own affairs.
Fifteen years before when he was appointed a trustee of Cornell
University, Mr . Carnegie had been shocked to find that college teachers
were "paid only about as much as office clerks ." In the summer of
1904 while on his annual visit to Scotland, he renewed an association
with Henry S . Pritchett, a member of Theodore Roosevelt's Cabinet
and president of Massachusetts Institute of Technology ; and from
that meeting grew the establishment of a fund to provide pensions
for professors in American universities .
There have been two distinctily different phases of the foundation's
activities
1. Activities designedto provide retiring pension without regard to race, sex, creed, or color, for the
teachers of universities, colleges, and technical schools-

within those institutions-

who, by reason of long and meritorious service, * * * shall be deemed by the
board of directors to be entitled to the assistance and aid of this corporation

of the widows and families of the said teachers ; to make benefactions to ch
itable and educational institutions, and generally to promote the cause
science and education * * *'

2. Activities designed-

(b) In general, to do and perform all things necessary to encourage, uphol
and dignify the profession of the teacher and the cause of higher educati
within the United States, the Dominion of Canada, and Newfoundland aforesai
and to promote the objects of the foundation, with full power, however, to t
trustees hereinafter appointed and their successors from time to time to modi
the conditions and regulations under which the work shall be carried on,
as to secure the application of funds in the manner best adapted to the cond
tions of the time .2

Until 1913 the foundation confined its activities to the first phas
partly at least because the attitude of the founder was somewh
different than that of its president, Henry Pritchett . The differen
is indicated in an exchange of correspondence between the two . M
Pritchett apparently was imbued with the idea of coordinating co
leges and universities into a more cohesive group . 3 In December 190
he suggested as a name, "The Carnegie Foundation for Education
and wrote Mr. Carnegie

While the primary purpose * * * is the formulation of a pension system, o
charter enables us to undertake any sort of educational work for colleges a
universities * * * it may well happen in the future that our activities m
cover a far greater range with respect to education .

The name did not strike the founder favorably

The Carnegie Foundation for Education does not strike me favorabl
"Foundation" seems superfluous . "Carnegie Professional Pension Fund"
"Carnegie Educational Pension Fund" seems to me better . It might be wel
I think, for you to ask suggestions for the name from the (directors) *
I don't think that you should disguise the fact that it is first and foremost
pension fund . The closer union it may bring about is incidental, thou
important .

Dr . Pritchett, still president in 1916, indirectly confirms this :

4

The development of a pension system along sound lines is the most direct du
of the trustees, a responsibility all the more important because the pension pro
lem, while a living problem in every State and Province of the United States a
Canada, is still involved in confusion .
AS THE FOUNDATION VIEWED IT 20 YEARS LATER

The 1923 report includes the following paragraphs on page 20 :

The relation of the foundation to educational development and the studi
which it has carried on with respect to various current problems in educati
have occupied a large part of the activities of the officers and of the staff
the foundations . These studies, which have been published' in 16 bulletins, ha
concerned themselves not only with special problems such as those of medic
education, of legal education, and of engineering education, but also with t
underlying fundamental questions of education .which relate to good teachin
to the content of the curriculum, and to the cost of public education . The esta
lishment of the American Law Institute during the present year, by one of t
most distinguished groups of judges, lawyers, and law teachers ever broug

' New York State Charter, granted May 8, 1905, surrendered when congressional chart
granted .
2 Sec . 2 (b) of congressional charter, granted March 10, 1906 . Sec. 2 (a) contains
slightly
different language original provision as to pensions .
2
Fruit of an Impulse, p . 56 .
A 11th Annual Report, 1916, p . 17 .

the immediate institutional life and having no constituency of its own, can do
its greatest service by enlisting in such studies the most able students in, different
institutions, and that out of the contact brought about in such groups between
teachers, administrators, and school systems, members of the staff of the foundation, and others there is reached a degree of knowledge and of judgment with
regard to these problems which commands a larger respect and attention than
can be had from the isolated statement of any one individual.
Outside of the direct activities involved in the study and establishment of
pension systems and in the educational inquiries and reports that have been
made, the officers of the foundation have necessarily been involved in a number
of educational relations of a temporary character having to do with the inauguration and operation of the educational organizations of the country, such as
the College Entrance Examination Board, the Association of American Colleges,
the Association of American Universities, the American Council on Education,
the American Association of University Professors, and the various other organizations of those involved in the work of teaching or organization of education . .
It has thus come about that during the 18 years of its history, the foundation,
while pursuing in the main two specific lines of activity-the one having to do with
pensions and pension systems, the other having to do with educational studies,
has nevertheless, by the very fact of these activities, been involved in greater
or less degree with all those complex relations in education which arise by reason
of the relationships between the schools of a nation; and the various bodies that
have to do with education . The foundation has sought, during these years to
be hospitably minded toward any agency in education that cared for its cooperation.

According to Dr . Savage ; Dr. Pritchett's "pet idea" was realized
by Carnegie's grant to the foundation for establishment of a division
of educational inquiry, and credits "Pritchett's patient persistence ."
Dr. Hollis quotes Dr. Pritchett as saying : 6

I put forward the suggestion, that while the primary purpose of Mr . Carneg'e's
gift was the establishment of a pension system there would be involved in the
administration of this gift a scrutiny of education which would not only be desirable in the granting of pensions, but would go far to resolve the confusion that
then existed in American higher education . There was no general requirement
of admissiono
to_ college. Many institutions that were colleges in name, were
really high schools, and many universities were scarcely more than modest colleges . I suggested the notion that in the administration of this agency, some
criterion would have to be introduced as to what constituted a college .
ASSETS

The foundation received from its founder and the corporation
$32,700,000.' Its affairs are managed b y a board of 25 trustees and
according to the report for 1951 had assets of $12,874,718 .84.
In the 1939 report of the foundation appears the following :

The cooperative arrangement between Carnegie Cooperative of New York and
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching respecting projects
in the field of higher education has now been in effect for about 15 years . Its
success has been unqualified . A series of 148 grants totaling $1,449,393 have
been made by the corporation for 85 projects, of which 14, involving 34 grants,
have been carried on in the offices of the foundation, and 71 projects involving
$1,087,350 in 114 grants have been carried on under the auspices of 41 other
educational institutions or bodies . To these the foundation has allocated and
transmitted the funds provided by the corporation . On account of 3 projects
which could not be carried out as planned, $25,000 was returned to Carnegie
Corporation of New York through the foundation . The total of projects effective
over the past 15 years 19 therefore 82 .
a Ibid., p . 109 ; Annual ,Report for 1913, pp . '21-22 .
6 Annual Report for 1935, p . 129.
'Basic Facts, p. 13 .

which must be met by institutions in order to be eligible for pensi
awards-designating those who met the, requirements as "accepte
and others as "not accepted." 8
While as outlined earlier the foundation's activities began as
pension award system for college and university professors, this wa
shortly used as a springboard into secondary education with the ex
planation that
1. It was necessary to define a college in order to grant the pensio
2. In order to define a college it was necessary to establish Standar
of admission and of college work .
3. If standards of admission were to be established it was necessa
to prescribe the courses of study in secondary schools which would
the student for the college--as defined .
The purposes of the foundation set out in its charters clear
place this agency among those whose sole or primary purpose is
an educational nature, as evidenced by excerpts from its annu
reports.
From 1905 to 1951, inclusive, the last year for which comple
records are available, the foundation made appropriations to

Universities, colleges, and schools in the United States
$62,763,5
American Council on Education
90.5
Cooperative Test Service, Educational Records Bureau, Graduate
..
2,850,0
Record, College Entrance Examination Board
National Education Association
115,0
Progressive Education Association' 1
92,0
Total
66,011,1

.The foundation, like the corporation, gave funds to the organiz
tions mentioned previously whose activities were also of an educ
tional nature .12
Question 1 and question 2 . It would be difficult.to draw a line of di
tinction between the quotations applicable to each of these question
and for that reason both questions will be covered together .
All quotations are from the foundation's annual reports unle
otherwise indicated, and are only a few of the many similar quotation
which might have been chosen, but which have been ommitted becaus
to include them would be merely repetitious .
Even after establishment of the division of educational inquiry
1913 13 the greater portion of foundation funds were appropriated f
pensions, or matters directly pertaining thereto, as shown by the fol
lowing summary of grants from 1905-51 : 14

Retiring allowances and widow's pensions
Support of Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association
Grants to colleges to initiate pension plans
Pension studies
Total

$59,298,459.
513, 465 .
775, 678 .
30,012.
60,617,616.

8 Later changed to "associated" and "non associated."
0 See pp . 26-27.
10 Although the foundation appropriated funds to NEA (either its own or the corpor
tion's) Mr . Pritchett himself was strongly opposed to the association's lobbying activit
for11 a National Department of Education (annual report for 1933) .
See footnote 3, p. 17 .
'~ See p . 17 .
13 By grant of $1,250,000 from corporation . Total grants 'of the corporation we
$32 .7 millions .
14 Basic Facts, ibid ., p . 14 .

Publications
Cooperative educational studies ;and research . administered but
not,dirocted by foundation
`
Southern colleges : To stimulate undergraduate teaching
Total

45,632.18
1,161,990 :34
873, 775 .54
4,203,963 .74

However, this does not mean that the foundation's activities affected
only pensions. Even as early as 1907 15 it was becoming more and
more a factor in determining not only what constituted a college, but
what type of organization was best for conducting a college, including
such matters as the size of the board of trustees, whether or not the
president of the college should also be president of the board, and the
extent to. which alumni should have a government of the institution .
The report,' referring to fears expressed that "a great gift like this in
the hands of a limited number of men might prove a centralized power
which would hinder rather than aid the progress of education," discounted such a possibility because the trustees were "in the main college
and university presidents who have come up through the profession of
teacher, and who are not likely to lose touch with needs and aspirations
of teachers ." is

1911 report

Page 46-The report deplored the fact that

* * * lack of supervision, both on the part of the General Government, and to
a large extent, on the part of the State governments, has resulted not only in an
extraordinarily large number of institutions bearing the name college or university, but it has resulted also in the fact that these institutions have become
involved in local rivalries, so they represent in very small measure national
Ideas on national purposes * * *.

The first "inquiry" of the new division, which expanded rapidly, was
into the training of teachers and the standards of medical and other
professional schools . From the first, emphasis was put on coordination between colleges and universities, between these units and secondary education, and between both and elementary education . The
"individualism," "class feeling," and "competition" of educational
literature was deplored as was the fact that universities were critical of
colleges, that State supported and privately endowed institutions
viewed each other with suspicion ; and relations existing between colleges and secondary schools, and between liberal and vocational education were referred to as "armed neutrality and open hostility ."
Before long, there was to come the recommendation that since educational foundations were conspicuous illustrations of educational
cooperation, educational institutions could do no less . The school
system is referred to as

* * * an elaborate hierarchical device that undertakes through successive
gradations of textbook makers, superintendents, principals, and supervisors
to isolate and prepare each modicum of knowledge and skill so that it may safely
be entrusted to the humble teacher at the bottom, who is drilled for a few weeks
only, if at all, in directions for administering it ultimately to the child . Meanwhile, superintendents and school boards publicly measure their success by
numbers enrolled, by buildings and material equipment added, and by multplied
kinds of schooling introduced ; and the people are taught to accept this as educa2d annual report of the president and treasurer, 1907, pp . 54-55 .
is Ibid ., p . 63 .
49720-511-pt . 1
44
15

has convinced its public that education consists first of all in the superior qualit
and skill of its individual teachers, and is otherwise meaningless 0
Qualitative education, as contrasted with the present dependence upon esti
mates by bulk and housing, signifies a complete transformation in the characte
and status of the teaching profession . Such a transformation once properl
accomplished, the other necessary modifications will inevitably take care o
themselves . America, with its hundred millions of people, needs upward o
three-quarters of a million men and women to represent her with the childhoo
and youth of the Nation in a deliberate and thorough educative process . If war
are to cease and democracy is permanently to hold the field, it will be -a democrac
with sufficient wisdom to confide this, its most responsible task, to its mos
competent citizens, and to prepare them thoroughly for its safe discharge. Gen
uine education, in a sense consistent with any honest vision of its meaning, ca
proceed only through immediate contact with keen minds fully informed an
.persuaded of what the rising generation may become, and dedicated to such
achievement. Persons so equipped will in general not be had unless the distinguished rewards and opportunities of life are attainable through teachin
careers . Moreover, these careers must not be mere avenues of promotion, as i
notable cases today, but must constitute and be recognized as opportunities fo
achievement in themselves . Any other course means simply to exploit the futur
in the interest of the present by abandoning its control to second-rate minds
Plato's provision that the head of the state be the director of education expresses
the unavoidable perspective in a completed democracy .
Marked changes must ensue in our present system of schooling if we undertak
to carry out an honest interpretation of our avowed aim of "universal education
by making it not only universal but also education . In the first place our ele
mentary and secondary school systems must be thoroughly integrated into on
homogeneous and indivisible unit-a varied but coherent 12-year career for min
'and body, whereby, as a youth, each citizen may acquire a certificate of the
health, intelligence, and character that underlie a successful society * *

Dr. Hollis 17 comments on the foundation's activities and policies
30 years later

The foundation had had a real battle to enforce entrance standards in the rela
tively homogeneous endowed liberal arts colleges concentrated iai the East . Wit
the decision to admit State universities to the benefits of the Carnegie pensio
system it was faced with the problem of applying on a nationwide scale what wa
in fact a regional accrediting standard for a group of superior institutions
Educational, financial, and social conditions in this larger territory were s
'uneven that many of the university officials in the South and Middle West urged
a flexibility in Carnegie standards in keeping with the realities the colleges faced
After considerable study of the problem the foundation from considerations o
"logical consistency" (and possibly financial expediency), decided to leave th
'rules a Procrustean bed for all affiliated institutions. The foundation was no
constructively interested in how a college might reach eligibility, but it did advis
-the State universities not to raise their standards faster than the high school
could meet them, even if that meant delay in securing pensions . Apparentl
the attitude was that growth could be stimulated by extending the hope of futur
affiliation .
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Considerable attention was given to the place of both the elementar
and secondary schools in the educational picture . However, there i
indication that after 15 years of effort the foundation itself questioned
some of the results .

1923 report

Pages 78, 83 : Commenting that after the schools became free fro
the hard-and-fixed curriculum and new studies intended to broaden
student opportunities were added, the report adds that the resulting
overexpansion was not entirely advantageous . As an example, it wa
17 Philanthropic Foundations and Higher Education, p . 133 .

damental truth that education does not consist in the amount of information absorbed but rather in the ability to think clearly and to apply
the information accumulated to one's everyday life .

It would, therefore, seem to be fundamental that the elementary school should
.accept clearly its own limitations . It should make sure that the teaching which
is common to all children is done with a sharp discipline of exact requirement,
but that a very large part of what is meant to be of cultural value shall be through
exercises not followed by examinations, but having as their spring of influence
the contact with cultivated and inspiring personalities .
Under this regime the elementary-school curriculum would be greatly
:simplified .
In the second place, while we must in a democracy proceed upon the assumption
that every child is entitled to the fundamentals of an education in the elementary
school, we must frankly recognize that a large proportion of the children of
the Nation have neither the desire nor the intellectual ability to complete the
work of a secondary school with profit to themselves . In no nation in the
world is there a task comparable to that of the American teacher in the secondary schools, patiently and devotedly toiling to bring through to graduation
multitudes of pupils who have' neither the desire nor the ability for intellectual
work. The high school should no longer be the refuge for mediocrity that we
'have made it .
This involves no discrimination against any class or group in the body politic .
The stupid or indifferent child is just as likely to be the son of the well-to-do
as the son of the day laborer . Teachers are coerced by parents, by school directors, by all the influences that can be brought to bear, to keep in their classes
numbers of students whose happiness and usefulness are to be found elsewhere .

Again read without relation to other foundation activities, and
without linking with other organizations whose work it supported,
this, this too is a reasonable statement of a condition which might
need study in order to advance teaching . However, in view of the
results attributable to these other organizations in the installation
of "uniform standards and curriculum in the public schools," the
foundation's statements here and elsewhere in its reports cannot be
studied alone .
One of the present conditions, for example, which is undoubtedly
attributable to the philosophy reflected in this quotation is the 100percent promotion rule which exists in many communities, and to
- which serious objections have been raised .
EUROPEAN INFLUENCE-PRUSSIAN, FRENCH, ENGLISH

A` this point it should be noted that throughout the . foundation's
reports the references are too numerous to mention-there are comparisons between education in this country and education in Europe,
always to the detriment of the United States ."'
The foundation began its exchange of secondary school teachers
-with Prussia in 1908 and the report for 1909 expressed the hope that
more secondary schools and those in charge of them would begin to
appreciate the benefits to be had from this exchange .19 This report,
and those for succeeding years, stressed the advantages of incorporating into the American secondary school, the same principles found
in Prussian schools with the object of raising the quality of teachis Annual reports for 1910 (pp . 35-39) ; 1911 (pp. 30-38) ; 1913 (pp. 57-59) ; 1924
(pp . 111, 116), and others .
'5 Annual report for 1909, pp . 46-48.

SECONDARY LEVEL

In addition to cooperation and financial assistance to the Nationa
Education Association and the Cooperative Test Service, the founda
tion itself carried on work in this field . Again, there are numerou
examples which might be cited from the reports, but only one or tw
will be included here .
1924 report
Page 107 et seq. : Pointing out that the secondary school is th
determining factor in the educational structure, the report goes o
to state that through its entrance requirements the college dominates
the educational program of the high school, yet at the same tim
there is an unsatisfactory situation as far as the colleges and pro
fessional schools are concerned, because of
* * * a growing army of high-school graduates who lack the qualities
intellectual training which would fit them for fruitful college study . The
have indeed complied with the formal college requirements for admission, bu
they have not learned to use their minds . A large number of the unfit ar
eliminated in their freshman year, a process neither wholesome for the colleg
nor just to those thus summarily dismissed .
The report recommends as a remedy
The college can take the first great step by a sweeping change in its entranc
requirements. Instead of requiring a dozen subjects and accepting a passin
mark on all of them, it must test on a few fundamental subjects on which it wil
demand a very high order of performance and accept the work of the secondary
school in all other subjects. To accept a passing mark of 60 percent has prove
demoralizing alike to high school and college, to teacher, and to pupil. I
fundamental subjects a high order of performance must be secured . This con
dition complied with, the college can leave the secondary school free to educat
in its own'svay.
Here again it should be noted that no evaluation is made of thi
objective, the particular means taken to achieve it ; nor is it pertinen
whether the results have been good or bad .
In 1928 the foundation began its study of the relations of secondary
and higher education in Pennsylvania . This study continued fo
several years with funds supplied by or through 20 the foundatio
($365,091 .36), and formed the basis not only for studies of a simila
nature both in this country and abroad, but in the publication of
number of pamphlets ; and its recommendations have since been pu
into effect.'
1929 report
Page 85 :
To meet the need for a suitable record a new form was devised and is now
published by the American Council on Education . On this record a student'
ratings in high school and college are presented graphically and comparativel
over a period of years so that his particular mental pattern appears at a glanc
together with the tendencies of his intellectual development . Space is give
for standard test and achievement ratings of whatever nature, and provision
is made for appropriate personal data on the same comparative and chrono
logical basis, thus presenting an integrated history of a student's educational
growth with the pertinent details .

2021 From the corporation .
The most notable example is probably this suggested form which was recommended b
the Progressive Education Association for use in the schools .

There can be no doubt that the foundation carried on many activi-

ties at this level, not the least of which were those in connection with
its pension fund . One of the expressed hopes of the founder and

others was that by this method (removal of financial worries) retirement would be accelerated, and new blood brought into this part of
i he educational process.
Another example is the experimental program of grants-in-aid to
Instructional staffs in colleges and universities of the Southeastern
States which became operative during 1946-47. The organization
of this program was based on 4 strategically located centers, each
composed of 1 university group and at least 5 neighboring undergraduate colleges . Each center received annually $15,000 from the
foundation, which it matched with $5,000 of its own funds .

194-47

Page 24 : The purpose of the program as stated in the report, is to
advance graduate instruction* * * to vitalize it ; to improve its quality ; to help focus attention in college
-and university alike on the need of improving the general quality of undergraduate teaching . That is the general aim . The choice of ways by which one might
seek to achieve this general aim is wide, but, as far as this experimental program
is concerned, there has been selected and agreed upon as eminently appropriate,
one single way . That particular way is the encouragement of faculty members
to carry on research and creative activities in fields in which they are interested
and competent . The underlying theory is simple : It is that a teacher actively
engaged on a scholarly research or creative project of his own choosing has more
than a fair chance of maintaining an intellectual activity which directly and indirectly serves to raise his scholarly self-respect and to make him a more effective teacher . The primary interest of the program, then, is in the teacher and
his research, not in the instutition and its administrative and curricular prob1.ems and physical resources .
The foundation appropriated $700,000 for this program 2z for a
h-year period, 1946-51 .
Graduate testing program, cooperative test service, merger-national
testing service : A related activity of the foundation has been the
graduate testing program, carried out primarily with funds from the
corporation with small additions from the foundation itself .

19.44-4 .5 report

Page 13
* * * In 1929, when the foundation was in the midst of an examination
study of secondary and higher education in the State of Pennsylvania, the General Education Board made a grant of half a million dollars to establish an organization for experimental service in the construction and use of educational
examinations . This impressive gift, routed through the American Council on
Education, was intended for the use of its committee on measurement and
guidance which had long been active in studying personnel problems under the
direction of the late Herbert E . Hawkes, then dean of Columbia College . There
,was thus set up an agency known as the Cooperative Test Service which for
many years under the wise and vigorous leadership of Dr . Ben D . Wood promoted
the construction and use of excellent educational examinations in many fields .
One of its notable achievements, developed shortly before the war, was the institution of a common qualifying examination for teachers which has been sponsored by the superintendents of a large number of the most important American
cities . This test and the graduate record examination possess many features in
common .
22 Funds furnished by the corporation .

recent revival under a reorganized committee of control was inevitable in vi
of the indispensable part which objective Measurement has played in the educ
tional plfeparation of the Armed Forces and appears' destined to retain in postw
institutional activities .
With the revived Cooperative Test Service the graduate record office has b
come closely affiliated in the broader matters of policy . Since February 194
Dr. Kenneth W. Vaughn, the associate director of the Graduate Record Offic
has also held the corresponding position with the Cooperative Test Service
This mutual relationship has contributed much to effect a common understan
ing between the two organizations and to coordinate their efforts in a comm
cause.

1946-47 report

Page 33 : The following year there is further reference to this su
ject which culminated in-the merger of the testing agencies in 1947

* * * In the main, this report directed attention to the compelling advantag
to American education of such a unification and to the principles on which a na
tional nonprofit agency might be organized . The committee in the final par
graph of its report indicated that its primary concern, in this phase of its wor
had been with the principles involved, and that no attention was given to th
practical problems of the several organizations whose cooperation was essen
tial to the plan . It expressed the hope that its preliminary report would stim
late the fullest possible discussion of the practical means of arriving at t
objective.
In the spirit of this statement the committee recommended the establishme
of a new organization to be known as the Cooperative Educational Testi
Commission . It recomended further that the College Entrance Examinati
Board, the Educational Records Bureau, the Cooperative Test Service, and Na
tional Committee on Teachers Examinations of the American Council and th
Graduate Record Office of the Carnegie Foundation, join in the creation of th
commission, and that in addition to assets contributed by these constituen
agencies not less than $750,000 be provided by foundation grants .

While the report mentions serious objections raised by representa
tions of the two largest agencies concerned, namely, the America
Council on Education and the College Board, it does not state wh
the objections were, but added that there was no disagreement as to t
need for a central agency, or as to its purposes .
Page 40 :

MERGER OF TESTING SERVICES, 1947 REPORT

On December 19, 1947, the Board of Regents of the University of the Sta
of New York granted a charter to Educational Testing Service and thus enable
it to begin operations January 1, 1948 . Besides the final grant of three-quarte
of a million dollars from, Carnegie Corporation of New York, there were adde
to the resources of the new Service approximately $450,000 from the Colleg
Entrance Examination Board and the American Council on Education . T
initial capital assets of Educational Testing Service therefore reached abou
$1,200,000.

Three trustees ex officio served in perpetuity : the president of t
American Council on Education, the chairman of the College En
trance Examination Board, and the president of the Carnegie Found
tion. The board consists of from 9 to 25 trustees .
THE CARNEGIE UNIT

From the beginning the reports placed increasing emphasis on th
desirability of "coordinating" all schools throughout the Unite
23 1947-48 report, p . 40.

Carnegie units.
Dr. Savage,24 tracing the-influence of Dr . Pritchett in the expansion
of the foundation's' activities into other than pension fields' refers to
it as a "useful quantitative device" ; and the earliest known reference in
the public records of the foundation is in 1906 . Undoubtedly the
foundation worked assiduously for its acceptance, and was successful .
When attacks began (as far back as 1909), 25 the foundation replied
that it was not standardizing, but merely working for uniformity in
entrance examinations, and later 25 that the use of the unit as originally
conceived and early promulgated did not tend to injure the educational
process, but it was the abuse at a later date by which "the individual
student was broken on the wheel of a mechanical device ." The foundation's attitude was : "What it has done is to make clear the standards
of the colleges themselves, and to throw the light of publicity on the
deviations from the standards they themselves have set up .27
1947-48 report
Page 29 : This report contains a detailed account of the origin, use,
and merits of the "unit" which Dr. Savage closes with the following
statement
Such in outline is the history of one aspect of American higher education in
which the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching had an important part. The foundation did not invent the term "unit," nor its definition .
In a time of educational confusion such as the country was not again to see until
1945 Dr. Pritchett, for the foundation, used it as one instrument in an endeavor
to bring order out of chaos .
The fact that the Carnegie Foundation appears to have been the first philanthropic enterprise professedly to award grants upon carefully considered appraisal of the American college, and, in connection with that appraisal, to use
the unit, as invented and defined by others, is probably what led a considerable
part of the academic world loosely to prefix to the word "unit" the name "Carnegie ." At any rate, the foundation has long considered the implications of the
phrase to be unmerited .
SUMMATION

From 1905 to June 30, 1953, 25 the foundation spent $62,763,560 in
retiring allowances and approximately $5 million on studies and research in education .
Like its sister agency, the corporation, the foundation has contributed to the work of the National Education Association the
Progressive Education Association, and the American Council on
Education, as well as to such programs as the Cooperative Test Service, the Graduate Record Service, and the College Entrance Examination Board . While the amounts contributed to these organizations
were not as substantial as those of the corporation, nevertheless we calf
assume that their activities and the results thereof were acceptable
to the foundation .29
u25 Ibid ., p. 102 .
It was asserted that the "unit" was mechanical, tended to work against a true evaluation of the individual, and that in pressing for it the foundation was attempting to impose
standards of its own making on American higher education .
Annual report for 1947-48, p . 26 .
828r : Annual report for 1909, p . 161 .
8t~ ;annual report, 1952-53, p . 44 .
21 See see.' 2' for a description of the activities of each of these organizations .

EDUCATION BOARD
INTRODUCTION

The first of four philanthropic agencies created by John D . Rock
feller, Sr., was the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in 1901
the second was the General Education Board, limited to the promotio
of education within the United States and its Territories, establish
in 1903 ; the Rockefeller Foundation, 1913 ; and the Laura Spelma
Rockefeller Memorial established in 1918 in memory of his wife . Hi
total gifts to each of these were : 30
The Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research
General Education Board
The Rockefeller Foundation
The Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial

$60,673,409 .
129,209,167.
182, 851, 480.
73, 985, 313 .

Total
446,719,371 .
1928 the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial was consolidated with t
Rockefeller Foundation, with the exception of 1 or 2 specialized functions, which did n
fit into the foundation's program and which were transferred to a new organization call
the Spelman Fund of New York along with $10 million to carry on its work . This fu
has since been liquidated, as has the General Education Board (on Dec . 31, 1953, wh
all its funds were entirely distributed) .
NOTE -In

One other agency in this field-the International Education Boar
to which he gave $20,050,947 .50-was created by John D . Rockefelle
Jr., in 1923, because of the charter limitations of the General Educa
tion Board . At this point it should be noted that the total of half
billion dollars represented by the total of all Mr . Rockefeller's gift
is not the grand total of expenditures by his various agencies-it i
merely the principal to which must be added approximately the sam
amount in income, which these agencies have also distributed, or ye
have to distribute.
REARRANGEMENT OF ACTIVITIES

The General Education Board carried on activities in the field o
education from 1902 to the end of 1953, but the Rockefeller Foundati
itself did not become active in the field of education for some year
after it was established, except to the extent that its work in th
medical, health, and agricultural fields may be considered educationa
The Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial operated only during th
decade 1918-28, and the International Education Board was in exist
ence from 1923-38 .

1928-29 report

Pages 3-6 : In the board's report that year, referring to the variou
Rockefeller agencies, is stated that it was becoming evident that th
line between the activities of each was not clearly marked, resultin
in doubts on the part of the public as to the respective fields, and
duplication of time and expense in the presentation of the same proj
ects to two or more of the boards . A committee was appointed to stud
the situation and to decide how the work might be carried on in close
and more clearly defined cooperative relations . It recommended tha
a new corporation, the Rockefeller Foundation, be created, into whic
would be merged the former Rockefeller Foundation and the Laur
80 Story

of the Rockefeller Foundation, Raymond B . Fosdick, p. Ix.

function-

the advancement of knowledge in(1) the medical sciences,
(2) the natural science (taking over the program in foreign countries of
the International Education Board),
(3) the social sciences (formerly carried on by the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial), and
(4) the humanities ;
and the appointment of a director and staff for each of these fields .

The final recommendation was division of the field of education in
the United States between the Rockefeller Foundation and the General
Education Board, along definitely determined lines . The net result
of this was to create two Rockefeller agencies : The Rockefeller Foundation, a broad and general operation ; and the General Education
Board with activities limited to the promotion of education in the
United States.
According to this, "education" would fall into the orbit of the
board and "research" into that of the foundation . In the case of an
undertaking which embraces both objectives, the deciding factor was
the principal one, if the motive was education then it was a board
activity-if research a foundation activity .
The board from that time dealt chiefly with institutions rather than
with learned societies or research agencies . Also, it did not sponsor
individual research projects after that time except in educational
psychology and the educational processes that fell within its designated fields . Thus, the exclusive activities of the board after that
related chiefly to college education, public education and the processes
of education, the application of art to industry, and aid in accounting
methods and administration .
That year also the board withdraw from the field of medical education because it felt that its part in the endeavor had been completed .
During the period 1913 to June 20, 1929, the board had contributed a
total of $87,154,319 .33 to universities and colleges for whites, and
$18,191,328 .39 to colleges and schools for Negroes, exclusive of any
projects carried on in such institutions with board funds .
THE ROCKEFELLER GENERAL EDUCATION BOARD
ESTABLISHMENT, PURPOSES, ASSETS

Since the board 31 was the first of the Rockefeller philanthropic
trusts in the field of education, its activities will be summarized first .
As in the case of the Carnegie agencies no attempt will be made to
evaluate the merits of this agency or the Rockefeller Foundation
and this section of the summary like the other sections will be devoted
to ascertaining whether it is possible to find answers to the questions
raised in the opening statement .
However, it should be noted that when Mr . Rockefeller gave the
$1 million to the board in 1902, he referred to the fact that the immediate work of the board wouldd be in studying the needs and aiding
to promote the educational interests of the people of the Southern

81 The General Education Board will be designated throughout this section as the board.

that the first permanent endowment, in 1905, amounting to $10 million
was expressly designed to furnish an income-

to be distributed to, or used for the benefit of, such institutions of learning at
such times, in such amounts, for such purposes, and under such conditions or
employed in such ways as the hoard may deem best adapted to promote a comprehensive system of higher education in the United States . 82

This limitation does not appear in the charter of the board 33 and it
was later removed by Mr . Rockefeller in subsequent letters of gift.
Management of the board's affairs was in the board of trustees, consisting of not less than 9 nor more than 17 in number, elected for a
3-year term . In following out its purpose it gave grants toward
the support of educational institutions, agencies, and projects, as well
as individual fellowships .
Although the board was created in 1902, the first published report
was in 1914 and it contains the following introductory note : 34

This volume gives an account of the activities of the General Education Board
from its foundation in 1902 up to June 30, 1914 . The board has made annual
reports to the United States Department of the Interior and these have been
regularly printed in the reports of the Department ; but no further report has
been hitherto issued, because, as the board's work was felt to be experiemental
in character, premature statements respecting the scope and outcome of its
efforts were to be avoided . After something more than a decade, tangible
results have begun to appear and to their description and consideration the
following pages are devoted . Henceforth, statements will be issued annually .
and from time to time, a more critical discussion like the present report will be
published .

In view of Mr. Rockefeller's deep interest in the South and southern
education, particularly elementary, the board at once set to work to
acquire a thorough knowledge of conditions in the Southern States
and surveys were made, State by State, culminating in a conference of
county superintendents in each State . These studies covered the
organization of the public-school system, its finances, the number and
character of school buildings, the number, training, and pay of public
schoolteachers, private and public secondary schools, institutions for
the higher education of women, schools for the training of teachers,
and schools, both public and private, for the education of Negroes .

1902-14 report

Page 13 : In a section entitled "Policy of the General Education
Board," the report states

But the studies just referred to did more than supply facts . For out of them
a conclusion of far-reaching importance soon emerged . They convinced the
board that no fund, however large, could, by direct gifts, contribute a system
of public schools ; that even if it were possible to develop a system of public
schools by private gifts, it would be a positive disservice . The best thing in
connection with public-school education is the doing of it . The public school
must represent community ideals, community initiative, and community support,
even to the point of sacrifice . The General Education Board could be helpful
only by respecting this fundamental truth . It therefore felt its way cautiously,
conscious of the difficulty, complexity, and delicacy of the situation .

As a statement of policy this language leaves nothing to be desired
and as referred to previously, in this respect the avowed intentions of
32
33
34

Letter of gift, June 30, 1905.
A et of Congress, January 12, 1903 .
P . XV, annual report, 1902-14 .

Question 1 and question 2 . It is difficult, if not impossible, without
duplication to completely separate the quotations pertaining to these
two questions. For that reason and because they have equal validity
in providing answers to both questions, no attempt will be made to
distinguish tetween them .
Unless otherwise indicated, all quotations are from the annual
reports of the board, with the year and page as noted . Because the
activities of the board which relate to these questions, are so varied
:and also because they fall into certain more or less distinct topics
they have been subdivided .

1902-14 report

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

Pages 80, 81, 83 : There is a certain amount of overlapping between
these two levels of education, and for that reason no dogmatic distinction has been made . Because it saw deficiencies in secondary education in the South, the board approached the problem by selecting
a person or persons whose business it was to inform, cultivate, and
guide professional, public, and legislative opinions . Believing there
was need in every State for trained specialists in the field of secondary
education, it felt this individual should also "skillfully and tactfully
marshal all available forces for the purpose of securing concerted
action calculated in time to realize a secondary school system ." Aware
of the lack of funds in the hands of the State departments of education, or the State universities themselves, the General Education Board
then entered the picture and stated its willingnessto make appropriations to the several State universities for the salaried and
traveling expenses of a professor of secondary education whose main and principal work shall be to ascertain where the conditions are favorable for the establishment of public high schools not in existence ; to visit such places and to
endeavor to organize in such places public high schools in accordance with the
laws of the State ; to endeavor to create in such communities a public sentiment
that shall permanently sustain such high schools, and to place the high schools
under such local leadership as shall give them intelligent and wise direction, and
be and the university shall exercise a fostering care over such institutions .

While stating that the board did not attempt either to indicate or
to dictate the lines along which the individuals should exert themselves, it describes their activities in the following terms

In addition, the professors of secondary education were high-school evangelists
traveling well-nigh incessantly from county to county, returning from time to
time to the State university to do their teaching, or to the State capitol to confer
with the State superintendent . Wherever they went, they addressed the people,
the local school authorities, the county court, teachers, businessmen and business
organizations, county and State conferences, etc . They sought almost any sort
of opportunity in order to score a point . Law or no law, they urged their hearers
to make voluntary efforts toward a county high school, if a start had not yet been
made ; to add a grade or a teacher to a school already started ; to repair the building or to provide a new one ; to consolidate weak district schools into a larger
,one adequate to town or county needs . Nor did they merely expose defects,
tender advice, and employ exhortations ; they not only urged the policy, but
nursed a situation . By correspondence they kept in touch with places already
visited ; from time to time they returned, to renew pressure or to recognize
achievement. * * *

1915-16 report

Page 39 : The board held meetings those' years- an the estion of
"needed reforms in elementary and secondary education, one outgrowth of which were the Occasional Papers 2 and 3. However, the
Board was again quick to state that it was interested only in facilitating the trial of "promising educational experiments under proper
conditions ."
1918-19 report

Page 41 : The board continued to make sums available to the State
universities for a professor of secondary education and also made
funds available for departments of secondary education . These professors of secondary education were urged and encouraged to work on
the high-school curriculum and organization as well as the improvement of teachers in actual service and the administration and effect of
State subsidies and Federal grants, and it was around this time that
the subject of "public education" was included as a section of the
annual report.
Throughout its history the board divided its activities, devoting a
section to white colleges and universities, and a section to Negro
education.
1923-e4 report

Page 29 : The board states it was becoming increasingly clear that
the professors of secondary education had substantially achieved the
purposes for which they were originally supported .
That same report, in referring to the improvement in the State
departments of education in the Southern States, announced that it
had decided that the need was for trained men and women in the field
and with that object in mind it had appropriated in 1922, $50,000 to
provide scholarships for persons occupying important posts and
increased the sum to $80,000 during the year just closed .
The colleges most frequently selected were
George Peabody College for Teachers
University of Chicago
Teachers College, Columbia University
Columbia University
Cornell University
University of Wisconsin
Harvard University
University of California
Hampton University

GENERAL EDUCATION INCLUDING TESTING AND ACCREDITING PROJECTS

The board began what it referred to as a general education program
in 1933 and it continued for about 5 or 6 years . It was during this
period that much of the work of the various testing and accrediting
agencies was being done, and for that reason much of the comment in
the reports is on . that subject.
1933-34 annual report

Page 4 : In this report there is the following statement

From 1929 to 1932 the board gave its support to several projects for the im
provement of school and college relationships and for the intensive development

and teaching procedures in force at~t number of representative institutions and
within large areas of the country . At a few places controlled experiments were
carried on by the college administrative officers and staff having the responsibility of selecting students and of organizing courses of study for both schools
and colleges * * * .

. :933-34 annual report

Page 5 : Referring to the critics of educational practice and their
-request for new purposes rather than for further modification in
existing routine, the report states
It was pointed out that too little has been done to discover a form of education
universally useful to man in society today ; that by formal or inforxn.al methods
every individual should be made familiar with the forces that he will encounter
in daily living ; and that apart from special preparation for earning a livelihood,
he should be made ready for continuous participation in the responsibilities and
:satisfactions of life to the extent of his individual ability .
The purposes of a general education for individual and social usefulness can
be stated, they believe, in a way that will have meaning for adults as well as
for younger students ; the adaptation of methods for its attainment will then
be practicable through the processes of formal and informal studies. From
such considerations the board reached the conclusion that assistance through
the further definition and development of general education through appropriate
agencies should be one of the purposes of its new program.

This is included at this time in view of the grants made later by
the board to other organizations and for types of projects.

1935-36 annual report

BUILDING AMERICA

Page 8 : The report contains the following, under a subheading
"Reorganization of Subject Matter Fields-Society for Curriculum
Study Building America"'
In the spring of 1935, a new monthly periodical was lautiched by the Society
for Ourriculum . Study with the assistance of funds , provided by the General

Education Board. The magazine represents an= attempt on' the part of the
society to meet a long-felt need in secondary education for visual as well as
factual study of contemporary problems of our social, political, and economic
life. A characteristic feature of the pIblication lies in its emphasis upon pictures
:and graphs as a means of presenting facts and indicating problems . Housing,
Men and Machines, Transportation, Health, Power, Recreation, and Youth Faces
the world are among the issues already published. Throughout the various
types of curriculum, ranging from instruction in subject matter to the newer
types organized around basic functions or major interests of society, Building
America studies are now being used in valuable organized visual aids and as
useful units of study . A further appropriation of $30,000 over a 3-year period
wad made this year by the, board . with a view ,to .developing .the magazine to a
point where it will be self-supporting .

1935-36 annual report
Pages 11, 12, 13 :

The various educational accrediting associations of this country are in position
to play a significant role in the reorganization of secondary education . For
some time now, they have recognized that important modifications in standards
and procedures for accrediting are imperative and a cooperative attack on the
problem has been organized by a joint committee of 21 members representing
the several associations * * * .

$116,000 over a 2-year period has been made by the board to the
American Council on Education .

organizations and institutions in the following types of activities
General planning of educational reorganization : Taking stock of the Situation
discussion, and agreement upon the purposes of general education, and plannin
for such reorganization of general education as is necessary to make it attai
these purposes.
Experimentation with the curriculum and evaluation of the results of suc
experimentations.
Preparation of new instructional materials and experimentation with ne
methods of teaching : This includes experimentation with new instruments o
education such as film and radio .
Recruiting, selection, and education of teachers : This includes the educatio
of teachers already in service as well as work with prospective . teachers .
Study of youth : This includes studies of the special needs of various racia
and economic groups as well as studies of the needs of all young people fo
normal physical, intellectual, and personal developments .
Again the organizations selected were the Progressive Educatio
Association, the National Education Association Department o
Secondary School Principals, and the American Council on Educatio
as well as the National Council of Parent Education, the America
Youth Committee, and Teachers College of Columbia University .
1936-37 annual report

Pages 63-65 : Dr. Robert J. Havighurst, director for general education, made . some interesting comments in this report . Afte
describing the evolution of the high school from the traditional function of preparing a small selective group for positions in business and
industries and another for institutions of higher learning to the education of the mass of youth for more effective living . He states
The kind of reorganization that the secondary schools must . undergo is dete
mined by social change in two different ways ., As just indicaed, social, chang
has brought young people of the most diverse* capacities and interests into th
secondary schools which must develop a program to meet their needs . In ad
dition, social change is making new demands upon all people for understandin
human nature and society * * * for social change has made it necessary
to discard to a large extent old ways of living, many of which could be manage
by instinct, habit, tradition, and sheer untrained power * * * While we do not
need to develop new physical organs and adapt old ones to the new life, we do
need to develop new ways of living and to modify old ones . In this process
reorganized program of general education can play an important part .
* * * one of the most significant things about the actions of educators and
educational organizations in this connection is their concern for making a reorganized general education serve to help young people develop a loyalty to demo
cratic ways of living and a confidence in democratic methods of solving social
problems .
He goes on to state that both the National Education Associatio
and the Progressive Education Association feel responsible for sayin
in definite terms what they believe the ideals of democracy to be and
how education should be organized to lead to the realization of thes
ideals .
These comments are particularly significant in the light of the activities of the National Education Association and the Progressiv
Education Association under what they term "democracy ."
1937-38 annual report

Pages .66-69 : Dr . Havighurst, after pointing out some of the deft
ciencies of the high school insofar as the mass of young people wer
concerned, because the curriculum was geared to the requirements o

number of responsible and representative organizations with the idea
of :fotmnlating what, in their opinion, are the underlying purposes of
a general education for young people and following that to recommend
a series of changes calculated to make "the systematic care and education of youth serve these purposes better ."
The board gave, as its reasons for selecting the American Council
on Education, the National Education Association, the Progressive
Education Association, and the regents of the University of the State
of New York the fact that "no truly representative canvass of existing
knowledge and points of view on the problems of youth could have
been made without the participation of these groups ."
While Dr. Havighurst felt that the unanimity of these groups in
recommending a thoroughgoing reorganization of general education
at secondary levels was remarkable such unanimity would actually
appear to be only the logical result of the close cooperation and joint
projects of these groups and others, including Columbia University
and . Teachers College.
The board went on to give grants to those organizations which it
considered to be factfi.nding and deliberative and these were the same
groups which had done the preliminary studies .
In his report, Dr . Havighurst made the following comments on the
work of the American Historical Association, after referring to the
various deliberative committee reports which had been effective in
shaping American public education during the years roughly of the
board's; operations
The present decade has produced several ; committees whose reports may be
ranked with those of previous decades . Four years ago the commission on social
studies of the American Historical Association published an important -series of
books dealing with the teaching of social studies in the schools . The committee
on orientation of secondary education (a committee of the Department of Secondary School Principals of the National Education Association) has produced two
reports-one on the Issue of Secondary Education and othe other on the Functions of Secondary. Education. The Federal Government's Advisory Committee
on Education is now issuing a series of statements on its various inquiries . To
these documents may now be added reports coming from several groups which
have reecived aid from the General Education Board .

He goes on to discuss the reports of the regents' inquiry as to the
character and cost of education in New York and those of the Alneri
can Youth Commission .35
One of the most important results was the issuance of three major
statements on educational policy by the Educational Policies Commission of the National Education Association entitled "The Unique
Function of Education in American Democracy," Charles A . Beard ;
the "Structure of Education in American Democracy," by George D .
Strayer ; and "The Purposes of Education in American Democracy,"
by William G. Carr, secretary of the National Education Association .

1938-39 annual report

Pages 87-93 : Referring to the board's program in the fields of general education through the American Youth Commission of the
American Council on Education, the Educational Policies Commission
as How Fare American Youth? Homer P . Rainey ; Secondary Education for Youth in
America Harl Douglass ; Youth Tell Their Story, Howard M . Bell.

and the inquiry staff of the New York State Board of Regents (reporting that much of the work had been completed or was nearing completion) Dr . Havighurst continues : "And is now serving not only as
a basis for changes in the curricula of many secondary schools but as
an incentive to experimentation with a variety of procedures for the
care and education of young people ."
*
*
*
*
*
*
Page 93 : Dr. Havighurst, referring to the activities of the board
states :
Aid to experiments with the curricula of secondary schools and junior colleges
and evaluation of the results of such experiments has been an important part of
the board's work in general education . Grants for work in this area have included
such undertakings as the Progressive Education Association's 8-year experimental
study of the 30 schools, the American Council on Education's Cooperative College
Study, and the Michigan Secondary School Curriculum Study * * *. The inter
est was continued by appropriations that year including a continuation of the
National Education Association civic education project, one of the major objectives of which was the improvement of civic education in the United States with
particular stress on the importance of developing in young people an intelligent,
appreciative, and active loyalty to democracy .

1940 annual report
Page 4 : A total of some $8,500,000 had been appropriated, the effects
of which, the report states, it was too early to judge. But the report

continues
But it can be said with considerable assurance that the studies and experiments which have been aided by the board under its program in general education
have made significant contribution toward a better understanding of the problems
of youth in an age of rapid social change * * * . Undoubtedly, projects aided by
the board had stimulated a widespread interest in the development of ways for
improving the care and education of young people ; they have built up a new and
much-needed body of organized psychological, physiological, and social knowledge
about youth ; and they have set in motion systematic planning on the part of insti
tutions and national organizations for a continuing consideration of problems
involved in the preparation of youth for the democratic way of life.
*
*
*
*
*
*
Page 76 : Dr. Havighurst once again devoted a special section of
his report to discussing the program in child growth and development
which the board had been supporting since 1933, continuing the interests evidenced by the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial . From
1933 to the close of 1940, $1,032,888 had been appropriated for studies
of adolescents ; $519,543 for studies of infancy, and $1,73,000 for fellowships, conferences, and special studies . In 1940 the board removed the earmarkings of the various sums which prior to that time
had been segregated for different phases of the board's programs and
that year, 1940, also marked the end of the general education program
which began in 1933 .

1949 report
Page 34 : Referring to the National Citizens Commission for the
Public Schools, the report states

Among the most promising projects for rehabilitating the public schools was
that begun during the year by the National Citizsns Commission for the Public
Schools, New York . This laymen's commission : was established upon the advice
of a number of leading educators, and under the chairmanship of Mr . Roy E

publicity the committee intends to bring about community participation in
behalf of better school administration, better instruction and more generous
support for local educational needs . In publicizing examples of good school and
community practices, the Commission hopes to assist thousands of communities
in their efforts to build stronger schools . This is the first laymen's attempt to
deal with this important educational problem . Toward expenses of its first
year, the board appropriated $50,000.
1950 annual report
Page 45 : The following year, reporting on this commission the report states : "The Commission has stimulated group action by example
rather than by direction ." Good practices have been publicized, conferences and study groups have been encouraged, and in response 973
local citizens' committees have been set up across the country to deal
with local school problems . The report goes on to state that regional
offices have been established and subcommittees set up, and the board
appropriated $75,000 for use over the next 2 years .

1902-14 report

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Pages 142, 143, 148 :
The three main features of the policy of the general education board in dealing with higher education may therefore be expressed as follows
(1) Preference for centers of wealth and population as the pivots of the system ;
(2) Systematic and helpful cooperation with religious denominations ;
(3) Concentration of gifts in the form of endowments .
The board tentatively decided that an efficient college should enjoy
an income from endowment covering from 40 to 60 percent of its
annual expenditures and from these and subsequent reports it would
appear that grants from the board were held out as an incentive to
institutions to put themselves in this financial position . This procedure is in no wise unusual and was contingent upon the institution
itself raising matching or greater sums . And again, no criticism is
made of this approach, that such grants were in education fields, and
selected educational fields and somewhat too, selected educational insLitutions, is only pertinent in relation to this question .
Another item which the board refers to as safeguarding the property
of the institutions was to give special attention to the business methods of the institutions to whom grants were made and on this point
the report states : "* * * The board was indeed bound to exercise as
much care in the distribution of its income as in making investment of
its principal. For this reason, the business management of colleges
applying for contributions has been carefully scrutinized with a view
to suggesting such improvements as might be advisable ." From this
it is reasonable to assume the board at least to a degree decided upon
what were efficient methods .
The board itself admits that its grants were in the nature of incentive grants, and of this there can be no doubt, and at this stage in its
operations the board also freely admitted that many years would have
to elapse before the main task in which the board was assisting could
even be approximately completed, but it felt that the board's gift
served an indispensable purpose as leverage .
49720-54-pt. 1-45

divisions :
(1) Appropriations for colleges and universities
(2) Medical education
(3) Education in the Southern States, including white rural schools, Neg
rural schools, and secondary education .
(4) Farm demonstrations
(5) Educational research
In the following years the title selected was somewhat different
but the fields of activity remained practically the same, with profe
sional education becoming a section around 1920.

LINCOLN SCHOOL
1916 17 report
Pages 48-49 : This report contains the first mention of the gran
made to Lincoln School, and the board states that this is an exampl
of the service that can be performed in "support of educational exper
ments ." It goes on to state that the Teachers College of Columb
University had requested the board to provide the funds needed
conduct a school which endeavored "to organize a liberal curriculu
out of so-called modern subjects." The report compared this to i
work in the farm demonstrating program and added : "In additi
to its primary and essential task-that of endeavoring experimentall
to construct another type of education-the Lincoln School will,
the judgment of its promoters, assist in developing a critical attitu
throughout the field of education ."
1924-25 report
Page 21 : The board decided that year that the Lincoln School h
a permanent function to perform and it made initial appropriation o
$500,000 to Teachers College toward endowment . Referring to i
activities later,36 the board states : "During recent years the appr
priations of the board to colleges and universities have been mainl
directed to the development of graduate activities ." And declari
that a fine line cannot be drawn, it continues : "The board is now loo
ing to the development of graduate instruction and research ."
1925-26 annual report
Pages 36-37 : In reporting its appropriation of $500,000 toward t
endowment of Lincoln School, at the discretion of Teachers College
the board quotes from the annual report of Dr . Russell, dean
Teachers College, as follows
Eight years ago, with the support of the general education board, we esta
lished the Lincoln School for the purpose of experimenting with the materia
of instruction and methods of teaching suitable to a modern school . The succe
of the undertaking has exceeded all expectations from the standpoint both of
school and of an experiment station .

SUMMATION
Based on the foregoing
1 . The board contributed large sums of money to projects in th
educational field .
2 . In the course of its activities the board has made grants to t
American Council on Education, National Education Association, a
~ 1927-28 annual report .

amounts
Universities, colleges, and schools in the United States
$257,157, 581
For adult education
50,000
American Council on Education
4,841,005
Columbia University 1
(7,607,525)
Cooperative test service, Education Records Bureau, graduate
3,483,000
record, college entrance examination board
(6,821,104)
Lincoln School of Teachers College
150,000
National Citizens Commission for the Public Schools
National Education Association
978,312
Progressive Education Association
4,090, 796
Teachers College
. (11,576,012)
University of Chicago'
(118, 225,000)
1

270,750,694

.

Total

Grants to these institutions are included in amount shown for universities, colleges,
and schools .
THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
ESTABLISHMENT, PURPOSES, ASSETS

As mentioned in the section dealing with the board, the foundation
was the last agency created by Mr . Rockefeller which is still in existence . The amounts and dates of his gifts to the foundation S7 were

1913
1914
1917
1917
1918
1919
1926
1927

1929'

4

Subtotal

.

$34,430,430 .54
65, 569, 919 . 46
25,765,506 .00
5,500,000.00
1, 000, 00(k 00
50, 438, 768. 50
37,000 .00
109,856 .40
182,851,480.90
182,851.480.00

0 241, 608, 359. 74
Total
The foundation's affairs are under the direction of a board of 21
trustees, elected for 3 years, and its charter 40 states as its purpose "To
promote the well-being of mankind throughout the world ." As of
December 31, 1952, its assets were $167,890,851 .75 and its income for
that year was $16,893,519 . Both principal and income may be spent .
According to the information filed with the Cox committee 41 by
the foundation, its expenditures from May 22, 1913, to December 31,
1952,41 were
For land, buildings, and fixed equipment
$48,232,370
For endowment and capital funds
70,003, 956
For current support of institutions, agencies, projects, and fellow-

ships

Total

340,101,279

458,337,005

For 15 years after its creation the foundation placed its major
emphasis on public health and medical education, although a division

This term will be usedd in this section to refer to the Rockefeller Foundation .
Funds from the Laura . Spelman Rockefeller Memorial .
Annual report for 1952 gives $316,220,394 as received from donors .
Incorporated
by special act of New York State Legislature, 1913 .
41 And incorporated in annual report for 1952, latest available .
42 Does not include expenditures of Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial prior to
consolidation .
31

38
38
40

the training of nurses, aid to dispensaries, human aspects of biology
and anthropology . In time its programs and those of the other Rocke
feller agencies began to overlap, and in 1928 after an extended stud
a plan was evolved whereby all programs of the four Rockefelle
boards relating to the advance of human knowledge 43 would b
concentrated in the foundation .
The expenditures of the foundation from 1913 to December 31
1952, in fields of major interest were
Appropriations for the social sciences, humanities, medicine an
public health, and natural sciences and agriculture have been
excluded 44
While the foundation as mentioned has disclaimed any credit fo
results, we can assume that their contributions would not have con
tinued had there not been some measure of approval of the activitie
and the results . Here again, since the foundation is an operatin
agency only in the field of public health and agriculture, the results o
the agencies selected for contributions are pertinent, and particularl
insofar as there have been traceable and evident effects in the educa
tional field as the result of the agencies' activities, they are attributabl
to the foundation itself.
The work of the agencies aided by the foundation have alread
.been described briefly elsewhere, with the exception of the Institut
of International Education, which is quite evidently in the field o
education, and that description will not be repeated here . It is suffi
cient to state that the results of their activities are apparent .
Public health and medical sciences
$227,981,63
Natural sciences and agriculture
43, 335,1
Social sciences
63, 775, 8
Humanities
26,816,32

Total
.
361,908,96
The foundation, as well as the board, 46 sought to influence highe
education largely through the universities and the associations o
learned societies, but no attempt will be made to cover the contributions of . the foundation or the board to the latter group of organizations . According to Dr . Hollis, 47 the foundation profited by th
experience of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement o
Teaching (whose methods in this field have been discussed earlier)
and thus avoided much of the criticism that was directed at that
agency. Perhaps another reason was that the foundation came int
being after a decade of public awareness, but it should be noted tha
at its inception the foundation was subjected to severe attack whe
it applied for a congressional charter, and (although the board ha
been granted one in 1903) so great was the opposition that the matte
was dropped .
For whatever reason, the annual reports of the foundation are much
less outspoken in their evaluation of their activities and merely stat
in narrative and statistical terms the grants made each year . How

49 Later expanded to include the dissemination and application of knowledge
.
94 Any overlapping is very slight and does not affect the validity of these figures
45 Does not include $55,339,818 disbursed by Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial. prio
to consolidation in 1929 .
4" This term will be used throughout this section to refer to the Rockefeller Genera
Education Board .
47 Philanthropic Foundations and Higher Education.

throughout its existence and in some specialized aspects (such as
teacher training and the like) it has been particularly active since the
early thirties.
Moreover, this is confirmed by the extensive answers of the foundation's tion's Cox committee questionnaire (sec . E) .411 In the preliminary
comment to that section there is a statement of the policy of the
foundation which can be summed up in the last sentence : "We are
ready to state what we have done, but much of the assessment of its
worth must be left to others ."

1948 annual report

Page 7 : Within recent years there has been a brief statement which
conveys the foundation's own estimates

The chartered purpose of the foundation with its wide scope and its absence
of preconceived or specialized interests has in a quite informal and undersigned
manner caused the foundation to become one of the crossroads of the scientific,
educational, and scholarly world .
SUMMATION

In addition to its direct grants to colleges and universities, the
foundation appropriated the following sums from 1929-52 :

Universities, colleges, and schools in the United States' (esti$335,000,000!
mated)
3,435,500
For adult education
1,235,600
American Council on Education
33,300,000
Columbia University (1929-52)
1,40G,405
Institute of International Education
London School of Economics
4,105,592
National Education Association
31,900
1,750,893
Teachers College
60,087,000
University of Chicago
440,352,890
Total
Does not include appropriations made to Chicago University, Columbia University,
Teachers
College, or the London School of Economics .
2 Includes grants of $35 million by John D. Rockefeller, Sr .
I

While the greater portion of its expenditures have been in the field
of university and college education, it has also contributed to the work
of the American Council on Education, the National Education Association, and the Progressive Education Association (as shown by the
foregoing table), and also to adult education generally .
Question 3. It is apparent that each of the Carnegie and Rockefeller agencies referred to have carried on' activities at all levels of
education, either as an operating agency or through its choice of
institutions and other organizations .
Among the organizations selected have been : The American Council on Education, the National Education Association, and the Progressive Education Association, the Institute of International Education and the National Citizens Commission for the Public Schools .
49 P. 79 of Rockefeller Answers to Questionnaires .

and organizations, but also carried on projects which affect education
at all levels .
The National Education Association and the Progressive Education Association concentrate on primary and secondary schools .
The Cooperative Test Service, the Educational Records Bureau, and
the Graduate Record and College Entrance Examination affect education at all levels .
The Institute of International Education carries on its activities in
secondary schools and at college and university levels.
There is considerable evidence that the efforts of the first three
of these organizations, to a greater or lesser degree, have resulted in
standardization of methods, both as to teaching (including testin
and training of teachers) and administrative practices in the field
of education .
Even those not in the educational field recognize that today there is,
in effect, a national set of standards of education, curricula, and methods of teaching prevailing throughout the United States . As a practical matter, the net result of this is nothing more nor less than a
system of education which is uniform throughout the country. Moreover, in the case of the National Education Association, one of it
goals for the "united teaching profession in 1951-57," is stated on page
13 of the National Education Association Handbook for 1953-5
to be :

A strong, adequately staffed State department of education in each State and
a more adequate Federal education agency .

Equalization and expansion of educational opportunity including needed State

-And national financing.
The Carnegie and Rockefeller Foundations mentioned have contributed $20,249,947 to these four agencies (or almost 9 percent of the
total of all their grants in this field of activity) ; 4s and since the sup
port has continued up to now it indicates approval and sponsorshi
of the activities of these agencies and their results .
Among the institutions selected have been : Chicago University,
Columbia University (including Teachers College) and the Institut
of International Education, and the London School of Economics .
These institutions have received contributions amounting to $194,100,589, or approximately 22 percent of the total grants to all universities, colleges, and schools, including the amount contributed to
pension funds by the Carnegie foundations . If the pension fund
are excluded, then the contributions represent 27 percent of the fund
given universities, colleges, and schools .
49 Excluding grants to universities, colleges, and schools .

finally merged into the Educational Testing Service (aided also by
grants from these foundations) .
The amount and distribution of the appropriations are summarized
in the tabulation following
[In millions of dollars]
Carnegie
Corporation Foundation
Universities, colleges, and schools in the
United States
56.838
Adult education
3 .013
American Council on Education
1 .013
Columbia University
2.687
Cooperative Test Service, Educational
Records Bureau, Graduate Record,
College Entrance Examination Board_-_
.091
Institute of International Education
2 .366
National Citizens Commission for the
Public Schools
.750
National Education Association
.262
Progressive Education Association___
.076
3 .728
Teachers College
University of Chicago
2 .420
Lincoln School of Teachers College
----------------------London School of Economics
Total
------------

Rockefeller
Board

Foundation

Total

335.000
3 .436
1 .236
33 .300

711 .760
6 .499
7 .182
43 .595

2 .850
3 .483 ----------------------- ----------1 .406
-----------.150 -----------.115
.979
.032
.092
4 .091 ----------------------11 .576
1 .750
118 .225
60.087
-----------6 .821 ---------------------.106

6 .424
3 .872
1 .000
1 .388
4 .259
17 .054
180 .732
6 .821
4 106
994 .492

62 .764
-----------.092
------------

257.158
.050
4 .841
7.608

-----------

The quotations already given from the various reports relate also
to this question regarding the effects of foundation activities in education, and therefore only 1 or 2'additional references will be included .
Probably the most recent self-evaluation by one of this group is that
contained in the 1952 Report of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, at page 14 :

1952 report

Page 14
One of the developments which has produced the most lively debate in educational circles has been the widespread movement to reinvigorate the ideals
embodied in the term "liberal education ." The goal is rather widely accepted,
but there is substantial difference of opinion as to how to achieve it . The general educationists offer a variety of curricular reforms . Advocates of the great
books press their claims for the wisdom of the past . Humanists decry the shift
-of interest from certain disciplines to certain other disciplines . Our colleges are
literally awash with formulae for salvation ; all of which is healthy and part of
the process of getting things done in a democratic, heterogeneous, and always
vigorously assertive society .
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* * * President Conant and his coworkers at Harvard have provided leadership in this direction with their efforts to develop a new approach to the teaching of science as a general education course . During the current year the corporation made a grant to Harvard for the continuation of this work .

generalizations * *
* * * Developments such as the new American studies program at Barna
College (see p . 19) and the courses in Asiatic civilization at Columbia Univers
(see p . 21) would be impossible without vigorous participation, indeed, vigoro
leadership, on the part of the humanistic fields . But there is nothing in
humanistic fields which offers a guaranty of salvation . They, too, have turn
out narrow technicians when they might have been turning out education m
They, too, have often ignored the central concerns of liberal education .

A statement on this point made in the early years of its existence
found on page 87 of the 1902-14 Report of the General Educati
Board under the heading "Favorable Legislation"

It can fairly be said that in framing and putting through this legislation, t
high-school representatives supported by the General Education Board have
every instance taken a leading part . They would, however, be the first to refu
any undue credit . The organizations already mentioned-the Peabody Boar
the Southern Education Board, and the Conference for Education in the Sout
had greatly stimulated the demand for adequate and orderly educational faci
ities ; in every State, local bodies and organizations, State and local officials we
working along one line or another to arouse educational interest .

The section concludes with results in terms of increased school
buildings, and so forth, and the amounts appropriated by individua
States for new and improved buildings .
In a later report of the board (1939-40, p . 22) in a section entitl
"How Have the General Education Board's Activities Been Relat
to These Happenings?" there is the following paragraphs

Board-aided projects have been associated with nearly all the changes d
scribed above. It is obvious, however, that these changes have been call
forth by the broad social changes of the times, not by the educators, not
educational foundations . If educational changes are well adapted to the bro
social changes of the times, they find a place and are incorporated in t
continuing social processes .

However, based on the records of the board itself, no other projec
which might possibly have resulted in "changes" 50 were select
except those board-aided projects .
The board, in appraising its contributions to the American Counci
on Education's Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standard
(1947-48 report, p. 113), wrote :

Under an earlier program of the General Education Board appropriations we
made to the American Council on Education for the study of standards for t
secondary schools . The regional accrediting associations for whom the stu
was undertaken were interested in developing methods of evaluation that wou
take account of significant qualitative factors, so that less reliance wou
need to be placed on the purely quantitative criteria in the evaluation
secondary schools. The study committee worked out and tested new criteria a
procedures and published its conclusions in four volumes : How To Evaluate
Secondary School, Evaluative Criteria, Educational Temperatures, and a Gener
Report. The committee anticipated that these materials and procedures wou
need review and revision about every 10 years .

so That is, those such as the Eight-Year Study, the Study of Secondary School Curriculu
and the Cooperative Study of General Education .

criteria have been widely used and found helpful in raising the general level of
secondary education . Meanwhile, further educational research, experience
with war-training programs, and changing relations between secondary schools
and colleges have made a general revision of the criteria desirable . The accrediting associations have requested such a revision. An appropriation of $24,500
was made to the American Council on Education for use by a joint committee
of the accrediting associations toward the cost of revising the materials and
procedures developed in the earlier investigation .

While it is quite true that at the present time $1 billion is not particularly impressive when compared with endowments and Government spending in related fields such as research and the like, two
things should be borne in mind . First, at the time the foundations
first began making grants to institutions and agencies, they were, the
biggest and only contributors on that scale in the country . Second,
all have had the same policy of giving grants to inaugurate a particular
type of project or organization, withdrawing financial aid when it
has become self-supporting or aroused the financial interest of other
individuals or groups. Dr. Hollis, 51 writing about this phase of
foundation giving, states (excerpt from chapter 1, introduction, Philanthropic Foundations and Higher Education, by Ernest Victor
Hollis)

Although foundations are important for the volume of money they distribute
to cultural undertakings, the essential nature of their influence is not in the
aggregate of their contributions . Rather it lies in the fact that the grants may
be large enough to provide the essential supplement necessary for foundations
to hold the balance of power. In the 1924 fund-raising campaign of 68 leading
universities there is an illustration of the powerful influence that foundations
may exert even when the amount they contribute is only a small percentage of
the total . They contributed only 18 .1 percent of the funds raised, but they were
reputed to have exerted a dominant influence on the purposes and plans of the
campaigns through being the largest single donors. The average size of grants
from foundations were $376,322 .76 as compared to an average of $5,902 .75 from
individuals who gave $1,000 or more . About 3 .4 percent of the individual givers
contributed.. 59 .3 percent of the total fund but because the average of their gifts
were not large enough to be considered an essential supplement, they were reputed
to have exerted a negligible influence in the policies and programs of these 68
colleges . If such vital and strategic potential powers are a possibility in
foundation activities, it should be known whether these new social institutions
are committed to a philosophy of social and cultural values in keeping with
the needs of a rapidly changing social order .

Dr. Hollis discusses the matter of foundation influence in education
at some length, and according to him foundations have influenced
higher education notably and increasingly "toward supporting social
and cultural ideas and institutions that contribute to a rapidly changing civilization * * * the chief contribution of the foundations
(being) in accelerating the rate of acceptance of the ideas they chose
to promote ."
S1

Ibid, pp. 3-4 .

seems only remotely connected with improving college education" *
"on the theory that research must first be done in general education
valid college reorganization is to be accomplished ."
He asks the question, "To what extent and in what direction
higher education in the United States been influenced by the philo
ophy, the administration, the activities, and the money of phila
thropic foundations?" 52
In reply he writes :

In order to answer one must consider not only the degree of educational cont
or dominance that is exercised by the foundations, but also whether their activ
ties indicate progressive participation in a living culture that looks toward t
future, or whether they indicate a static or even reactionary tendency th
attempts to maintain the existing social order . While categorical answ
cannot be given, enough evidence has been introduced to remove discussion fr
the realm of biased assertion or mere conjecture.

To the question, "To what extent and in what direction has Americ
higher education been influenced by philanthropic foundations?" 5

To what extent and in what direction has American higher education be
influenced by philanthropic foundations? An answer to the original questi
may now be ventured . This study concludes that the extent is roughly $6
million and the direction increasingly toward supporting social and cultur
ideas and institutions that contribute to a rapidly changing civilization . Fou
dations at the start were dissatisfied with existing higher education and th
have promoted programs that have, for the most part, been in advance of tho
prevailing in the institutions with which they have worked . To a large exte
these ideas were originated by frontier thinkers within the professions ;
chief contribution of the foundations has been in accelerating the rate
acceptance of the ideas they chose to promote .
In contending that these ideas have been closer to the "growing edge" of Amer
can culture than were the university practices they proposed to supplant, no cla
is made that wiser choices could not have been made or that there has not be
occasional overemphasis of foundation-supported ideas, resulting in dislocatio
and gaps in an ideally conceived pattern of progressive higher education . Th
study has often been critical of individual ideas, policies, and persons, and h
illustrated the foundations' frequent lack of social awareness, their failure
anticipate educational trends, and the presence of unavoidable human fallibili
in their official leadership .

The question then arises whether or not the activities of these fou
dations in the field of education are in harmony with the constitutiona
provisions with regard to education .
VIEWED IN RELATION TO THE CONSTTTUIION

"Education" is not directly referred to in the Constitution, nor
any of the amendments . Under the taxing power as well as the pr
hibition against discrimination, there have been cases in which th
question of educational opportunity or facilities was involved-tha
is, in decisions as to the constitutionality of State statutes .
There is a long line of cases in which the scope and effect of th
10th amendment have been precisely delineated . It is well esta
6211 Ibid ., p. 282 .
Ibid ., pp. 294-295 .

the respective States possessed before the adoption of the Constitution,
and which they did not specifically relinquish by that document, are
expressly reserved to the individual States . It was drafted because
the framers of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights were well aware
that under the pressure of either "emergency" or "general welfare" the
National Government might attempt to assume powers that had not
been granted . They were determined to leave no opening for such
an assumption, and thus, if further powers seemed necessary in the
future, they could only be provided for by amendment in the manner
set out in the Constitution .
At times it is erroneously stated that the 10th amendment provides
for a distribution of power between the United States and the Statesactually, properly stated, it is a reservation of power of the States .
This is readily understood when one recognizes that each of the States
(Colonies) was actually an autonomous political entity, prior to the
ratification of the Constitution . As such each has all the sovereign
powers (within its territorial limits) enjoyed by any foreign nation,
including unlimited jurisdiction over all persons and things .
Within its own borders, education, at every level of instruction, is
the sole province of each of the 48 States . This extends to the curriculum, textbooks, teachers, and methods of instruction, as well as
standards of proficiency for both the student and the graduate .
The foundations, it is true, have taken the position that any standards they may have set have been in order to qualify for grants of their
funds-but, in their own words, they have had in view achieving a
uniformity and conformity of education and educational standards
throughout the country.
Each State has by statute prescribed the methods where changes
affecting its educational system shall be made, and in the case of
drastic changes the usual practice is to present the matter to the electorate for its decision . From the records it is apparent that the foundations did not follow the statutory provisions of the States relating
to education-and apparently it never occurred to any of them to consult the authorities concerning those of their "educational" activities
which fell within the purview of State regulation . At any rate, at
no time did the individual States themselves (either through an
elected official or the electorate) have an opportunity to approve or
disapprove the changes brought about by foundation funds .
From a practical standpoint-and again it is emphasized regardless
of their merits-the changes have occurred ; now it is more difficult
to determine what the decision of the individual States would have
been then had they been consulted, particularly because many of them
(invaded as it were through the back door) have been "conditioned"
to the invasion, and would probably not display the same vigorous
opposition to the intrusion as might have been expected and forthcoming when this encroachment on State powers first began .
KATHRYN CASEY,

Legal Analyst.

thinks might be pertinent to help the committee?
Mr . GOODWIN . The Chair would suggest rather than read verbati
something that is in the record, if you might off the cuff make you
comment.
Miss CASEY. That is what I plan to do .
Mr. GOODWIN . Very good. Go ahead .
Miss CASEY. First, I want to explain how it was decided to d
this . The decision was actually the result of the situation we foun
ourselves in. In trying to get material on what the foundations ha
done, we first had recourse to the Cox files to see whether or n
. there was any firm pattern which all of them followed as far as thei
activities were concerned .
That was not a very successful operation, so we went back to th
annual reports of the foundations themselves . Of course, the fo
in existence longest were the ones we started with, that is, Carnegi
Corporation of New York itself, the Carnegie Foundation for th
Advancement of Teaching, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the Rock
feller General Education Board .
The General Education Board no longer exists, having dispense
its funds by the end of 1953. I will give you the total amount o
money they spent when I come to that particular organization .
In connection with trying 'to find out if their activities fell int
an easily classifiable group, it developed that these four foundatio
did. They were education, international affairs, politics, public affairs
propaganda, and some economics .
The other source of information was a bibliography which th
Library of Congress furnished our office, and from which I selecte
books pertaining to these two organizations .
Taking the first of these activities, education, the entire report i
devoted to answering three questions . One, have these foundation
carried on activities in the field of education at elementary level, a
secondary level, and college and university level, and what have thes
activities been? The third question was, Did such activities have an
evident or traceable effects in the educational field?
Once the answers to those questions were determined, the idea was
if possible, to determine if there was any relationship between thei
activities and education in the light of the constitutional and histori
attitudes with regard to it in this country .
Mr. HAYS . Are you reading now from the report?
Miss CASEY. I am paraphrasing it . It is on page 4 . Would yo
like me to tell you the pages as I go along?
Mr. HAYS . It might be a little helpful.
Miss CASEY. All right. I may skip a few pages .
Mr. HAYS . You may skip as many as you like, but if you skip fro
page 4 to 40-that is not a suggestion-just tell us you are on pag
40, or whatever it is .
Miss CASEY. All right.
Mr. GOODWIN . The committee won't criticize you no matter ho
much you skip .
Miss CASEY. I will cover this rapidly .
The other thing I should tell you is the term "education" as used
here means "learning-teaching," not just absorbing knowledge in gen

and we did not feel that was going to be productive .
There are several differences between the foundations which are
fundamental . In the first place, the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching-this is on page 5-was originally intended
to provide retiring allowances for college professors, while the Carnegie Corporation's activity was more general . However, the Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, rather shortly after it was
founded, got into educational activity other than just granting pensions and providing money for pension funds .
The Rockefeller Foundation did not get into education, other than
medical education, until around 1928 or 1929 . I will come to the exact
date further on, and I can give it to you .
The General Education Board from the beginning granted funds
for endowment or other purposes .
There was also a difference in approach between the Carnegie organizations and the Rockefeller Foundations, the former being much
more direct in their approach than the latter .
In that connection I will read a quotation on page 7, from Dr . Hollis'
book, Philanthropic Foundations and Higher Education . He refers
to the fact that the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching made their grants in a very direct way, as far as saying
they wanted to make changes in the educational system is concerned,
that is . Dr . Hollis writes

Far-reaching college reform was carefully embedded in many of these noncontroversial grants. It was so skillfully done that few of the grants are directly
chargeable to the ultimate reforms they sought to effect . For instance, there
is little obvious connection between giving a pension to a college professor or
giving a sum to the general endowment of his college, and reforming the
entrance requirements, the financial practices, and the scholastic standards of
his institution . This situation makes it necessary to present qualitative influence
without immediately showing the quantitative grant that made the influence
possible.

The Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, however, set up
a definition of what was a college and what curriculum would entitle
it to be called a college before they would grant pensions to professors
in that institution .
Mr. HAYS . Would you criticize that?
Miss CASEY . Mr. Hays, may I say that I am only reporting on the
research which I personally did in relation to these four organizations . My function as a staff member was not to give opinions, but to
try to save the time of the committee members by digesting this material for others . Dr. Hollis took a very practical view of the method
-of accomplishing what they did, because he said, "What better method
is there for doing it?"
Mr. HAYS . Do you have any idea how many volumes have been
written about the foundations?
Miss CASEY . That is an interesting thing ; there are not very many .
Mr. HAYS. That is what I wanted to know .
Miss CASEY. A bibliography appears on page 3 . That is not the
complete bibliography by any manner of means . There are others,
such as Philanthropic Giving, Philanthropic Giving for Foundations,
which I did not include because they had no pertinent information
to the subject of these four in the field of education .

ask you why you picked 1 or 2 volumes and did not seem to quote th
others .
Miss CASEY . I might say now that many of them said substantiall
the same thing or else did not particularly deal with the activities o
these four in relation to education .
Now I am turning over to page 8 . I am not going to read it, bu
in that connection there is one fact I want to mention . At no tim
did any one of these four foundations indicate that underlying thei
activities in giving endowments to institutions or in granting pension
to professors or aything of that type was a determination to chang
the system. They did not say they were going to change the educa
tional system. They did not in any manner indicate that . From m
point of view, there is no attempt in this particular summary to evalu
ate the merits of what they did or the methods which they used .
On page 10 there is a reference to a quotation of Dr . Hollis com
paring the two systems, which I will mention now, because I did mak
reference to the fact that there were two methods by which the
approached the question . He refers to the General Education Boar
approach as much more flexible than that of the foundation, whic
he called an all-or-nothing dictum . It was in relation to grantin
pensions to the institutions .
One of the things the reports show is that in all of them there wa
considerable discussion of what was referred to as the "Carnegie unit
The various reference books also referred to it, and some were quit
critical of the endorsement by the Carnegie system of the unit system
Later on the Carnegie Foundation was not entirely happy wit
some of the results and explained its reasons for sponsoring it at that
time.
Mr. HAYS . You mean a unit system of teaching?
Miss CASEY. A unit system of credits .
Mr. HAYS . If you left the unit system, you would be getting ove
into some of-what do they call it-modernistic?
Mr. WoRMSER . Progressive.
Mr. HAYS . That is one of the things they want to get away from .
Miss CASEY . First, Mr. Hays, the foundations sponsored the uni
system and then later on they argued for its elimination . One of th
requirements of the foundation in connection with granting pension
was it said that in order to qualify as a college, an educational institution must have a certain number of professors and teach a certai
number of subjects ; and, being a teacher, Mr . Hays, you know this
I am sure, at that time there was no requirement as to how man
subjects should be included in a college curriculum, nor how many
professors there should be . That was one thing the foundations pu
into effect . So, as a matter of practicality I think originally, th
institution had to have six departments in order to qualify as a colleg
Later they raised it to eight.
Mr. HAYS . That is probably to get away from institutions like Mr
Reece's College of Lawsonomy .
Miss CASEY. I don't know how many departments that has .
Mr. HAYS . It was a standard to go by.
Miss CASEY. The foundation and the board also concluded that i
they withheld funds from weak and tottering colleges the institution
a

I am going over now to page 15 . I shan't quote from that page
but there are listed certain organizations, four institutions, and a
heading "adult education,"' a type of activity they went into particularly. American Council on Education, Cooperative Test Service,
and the Educational Records Bureau and the related activities of that
group, the Institute of International Education, the London School of
Economics, the National Education Association and the Progressive
Education Association .
Funds from these four foundations flowed into those organizations
more often than into others ; as a matter of fact, my recollection is that
they were the only ones, of this type, that were so generously supported, with the exception of the National Advisory Council on Radio .
But these were the ones that the most money went to most frequently .
The institutions were Columbia University, Teachers College, University of Chicago, and the Lincoln School of Teachers College.
I will give later the amount of money available to all of these institutions so I don't believe I will particularly go into the assets they had
and the amounts they disposed, except to say that on page 17 there is a
breakdown of who received the total of $73,243,624 given by the Carnegie Corporation .
Mr. GOODWIN . That is the corporation by itself without reference
to the Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching?
Miss CASEY. Yes, sir ; that is right . The agencies I mentioned
earlier are also described briefly on pages 17 and 18 . Following
through, you will find various quotations from their own reports .
Practically without exception the quotations are from the annual
reports of the individual institutions and organizations, or from
the book which I mentioned, of Dr . Hollis, or one of the other books
listed in the bibliography . Those are the only sources I quote .
In the 1937 report of the corporation, the quotation begins on page
18, the foundation itself recognized that in this system of setting up
agencies which would do the testing, and be accredited, there were
some dangers . They mentioned it particularly in this report and refer
to the fact that "unless the programs are carefully organized and rigidly
limited in scope, there is a real danger lest they tend to draw the
foundation outside its proper sphere of action ."
They worked for an integration of education and a coordination of
it because they felt that would be the bast method of aiding both the
educational system financially and improving it .
One of the methods that they selected was to have several colleges
in a certain area integrate themselves . They mention, the General
Education Board does, pivotal institutions which would work with a
small group.
Mr. GOODWIN . Have you amplified anywhere what is meant by "understanding the student"?
Miss CASEY . No, sir ; they did not go into that. I was unable to
find any explanation of exactly how they arrived at their understanding . You are referring to page 19 at the bottom .
Mr. GOODWIN . "Studies to understand the student." Go ahead .
There is a lot here I don't understand .
Miss CASEY . Incidentally, that particular page shows a total of
half a million dollars, roughly speaking, in that particular field of

changed drastically.
Mr. GooDwnN . I think it might be sometime a proper inquiry
delve a little more into the purposes. That next to the last in th
same classification, "to find out what the students learn ."
Miss CASEY. I will see if they have any publications of what t
results of these studies were . This was a special group of studi
when they were beginning on what they called educational studie
and educational reports . There is no point in that report or subs
quent reports at which they explain what this covered . I imagine
could find out by asking them to send their reports on it .
Mrs GOODWIN . No, I would not ask for that . I imagine that befo
the hearings are concluded, there may be an opportunity to inqui
just what was attempted to be found out here .
All right . You may go ahead .
Miss CASEY. Throughout these reports there is constant menti
in the foundation reports themselves, and also in Dr . Hollis' book
well as several others, of the fact that they were actually doing explor
tory work, in their own words, and that is particularly true of t
quotation from Dr . Hollis . He refers to it as the remote theory th
research must be done first in general education in order to sufficient
accomplish college reorganization. By that time they were talki
rather more directly of reorganizing the colleges, and reorganizin
the curriculum .
By the time I had finished going through the reports and these othe
volumes, it was apparent that the Carnegie Corporation had bee
engaged in fields which were educational in character . I tried as f
as their reports would let me to stick strictly to the educational wor
and discarded anything about which there might be any questio
because I felt that would give a batter view of what they had don
and what they had not done in education .
Practically without exception-I don't think there is one exceptio
to this in this particular group-they all supported the National Edu
cation Association, the American Council on Education, and the Pro
gressive Education Association. Their sponsorship after that varie
Some would choose one and some another . But that, again, I wi
give you all at the end .
The next one I will take up is the Carnegie Foundation for th
Advancement of Teaching. Actually the Carnegie Foundation wa
older in point of time than the Carnegie Corporation . It entered in
its educational work almost immediately whereas the corporation di
not. I mentioned earlier that the original purpose was to provid
pensions and in that connection it might be interesting to know tha
Mr . Carnegie himself up to a point was not aware of the fact that Mr
Pritchett, who was then president of the foundation, actually looke
upon that as a somewhat secondary item, and the educational activitie
as its primary purpose.
Mr. Carnegie also did not particularly care for the name "Carnegi
Foundation for Education," which was suggested, and thought i
should be called a professional pension fund .
On page 30, I have listed the various activities which were organize
and sponsored by the foundations, and that was the College Entrance

and the, American Association of University Professors .
Mr. HAYS . You say that is on page 30?
Miss CASEY . Yes, sir ; it is at the end of the second quotation . In
the quotation at the bottom of the page the 1913 report states that "by
the very fact of these activities been involved in greater or less degree
with all those complex relations in education which arise by reason of
the relationships between the schools of a nation," and so forth . The
reason for including that is to show that the foundation itself felt it was
engaged in educational activities . When it started its original activity
in pensions, it had a system which it referred to as "accepted institutions" and "nonaccepted institutions ." That particular phraseology
was not particularly "acceptable" to the universities and colleges and
it was changed rather shortly to "associated" and "nonassociated ."
The foundation itself when it began its work in educational activities confined it to colleges and universities . However, later it got into
secondary education and even into elementary education, because it
went on the premise-this is covered on page 32, incidentally-that
before it could grant a pension it was necessary to define a college,
and in order to define a college, it was necessary to establish standards
of admission and college work . Then if standards of admission were
to be established, it was necessary to prescribe the courses of study
in secondary schools.
On page 33, there is a tabulation of the funds expended by the
foundation from 1905 to 1951 . That is roughly $66 million . Of that
amount, $62 million went into pensions or related activities, pension
funds or studies on pension giving .
All the quotations which I have given so far, and the ones that
follow actually bear on all three questions I raised in the beginning .
It was very difficult to divide it into these pertaining to questions 1, 2,
and 3 . While that has been followed more or less, it is not a firm
rule.
As to question 3 on page 4, whether there were any trace
Mr . HAYS . Are you going backwards now?
Miss CASEY . No, I am merely referring to the questions on page 4
in order to indicate their relationship to these quotations . I thought
it might be easier for you to follow .
Mr. HAYS . Don't make it too easy . I like to do things the hard way .
Miss CASEY. As to whether or not these activities had any evident
or traceable effects in the educational field, beginning on page 34, I
would say the answer to that question, as far as its own reports are
concerned, is the emphasis was placed on coordination between colleges and other institutions. It was quite critical of the situation
in schools and colleges at that point, and also critical of what was
referred to as the hierarchical device of gradations which the schools
then represented .
On page 37, of the 1919 report, pages 100 and 101, there is one
quotation which I think should be read, because it sums up their
attitude at that time
Marked changes must ensue in our present system of schooling if we undertake
to carry out an honest interpretation of our avowed aim of "universal education"
by making it not only universal but also education .
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quently, as do most of the others who cover that phase of its activity
Dr. Hollis is very outspoken on that point, and since this is a shor
quotation I will read it .

The foundation had had a real battle to enforce entrance standards in the rela
tively homogeneous endowed liberal arts colleges concentrated in the East . Wit
the decision to admit State universities to the benefits of the Carnegie pensio
:system it was faced with the problems of applying on a nationwide scale wha
was in fact a regional accrediting standard for a group of superior institutions .

The foundation felt there was no need to take into account any
difference in financial or social conditions in an area . The standard
were the same. The General Education Board, on the contrary, fel
that in some areas the regulations in connection with what was a col
lege, what should be the curriculum, and so forth, might differ . Bu
the foundation did not .
About 1923, this is covered on pages 38, 39, and 40, the foundation
began to be a little bit worried about the effects of some of thei
activities and went on to say that the schools should not be set u
"only for the minority of the students . The difficulties in the schools a
that time in preparing all students in a huge number of subjects wa
,quite different from any other country in the world . Throughout th
foundation's reports and throughout the others, there is constan
reference to the Prussian system of education which it was felt wa
much more desirable than ours .
One of the results which has been attributed to this foundation's
activity is the 100 percent promotion rule which exists in many communities, and which has resulted from putting into effect the philoso
phy that schools should not be for the minority and their standard
should be based on what the greater number of students can achieve
"The foundation also recommended that the college take the first ste
in this reorganization of education by making sweeping changes in
its entrance requirements .
This is on page 41, Mr . Hays.
It also worked with the educational groups, such as the Nationa
Education Association, the Progressive Education Association, and
the American Council on Education, in setting up a record form to b
used in the schools, because a report which gave more information
about the student's personality and something other than just his at
tainment record would be desirable, according to the foundation .
Mr. HAYS . You don't intend those quotations on page 41 to be
critical?
Miss CASEY . They are intended to indicate the type of work done,
"and what the foundation itself thought of it .
Mr. HAYS . The reason I ask you that question is because I happen
to concur in the items set forth on page 41, and if you thought there
was something wrong with them, I thought I would debate it with you
Miss CASEY. As I said a little while ago, I don't think it is withi
my province to give an opinion on what was done .
One other method was used in connection with the college- and
university-level work, page 43-and this is a followup of a system
they had put into effect earlier-in 1946 and 1947 the foundation set
up 4 strategically located centers in the South, each composed of
- university group, and at least 5 neighboring undergraduate colleges

became a little less active in the educational studies . The foundation
had received a great deal of money in grants from the Carnegie Corporation, and it was decided by both organizations that until the
pension fund released some of the money they had put into teachers'
annuities and things of that kind, the foundation would lessen its
activities and the corporation would probably increase them .
I have already mentioned, and this is referred to again on pages
43 to 45, the fact that it had been active in a graduate testing program
and a cooperative test, and also gave the sum of $750,000 received from
the Carnegie Corporation around 1948 for the merger of all of the
testing agencies, because, it said, while there was not exactly competition there was pulling and hauling between all of them .
In the 1946 17 period, page 45, there is a quotation which refers
to this subject which did culminate in the merger of the testing
agencies in 1948 . The foundation pointed out what was referred to
as the compelling advantages to American education of unification
of these organizations .
Now, on page 47, there is a more detailed discussion of the Carnegie
unit . I won't read it . It is taken from the 1947-48 report. It is Dr.
Savage's discussion of the unit . Incidentally, neither the foundation,
that is the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,
nor any of the others actually evolved the unit system . They did
influence the colleges and universities to accept it, but they did not
evolve it.
Mr. HAYS . Then after they accepted it, they pushed to do away
with it ; is that it?
Miss CASEY . I would say from the record it would appear that way .
The major portion of the foundations' funds have always gone into
pension activities. In 1953, which is the last year we have, the relationship is still $62,763,000 to approximately $5,000,000 for research,
studies, and education .
Next I will take up the Rockefeller group .
Mr. GooDwiN . Before you go on to that, for my information, were
-the activities of the Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
confined to the problems of pension and annuities?
Miss CASEY . Most of the money went into that, because it set aside
a fund each year for the number of prospective annuitants . By the
1940's I would say that would have become a considerable amount of
the money they had received from Mr . Carnegie and others who had
given it funds . So at that point their funds were somewhat limited,
they received a great deal of money from the Carnegie Corporation
incidently, and that is one of the difficulties in segregating their
money, Mr . Goodwin . The corporation and the foundation worked
very closely together in later years, and it is difficult sometimes to say
which is corporation money and which is foundation money . In order
'to try to separate them, I did not include money that came from the
corporation. I have included it as an activity, but it will not show
up always in the total you have for the foundation, because it was
not possible to say without any possibility of error that the money
was foundation money .
So actually you have to almost read the two together .

Miss CASEY . The"original Rockefeller philanthropic trust was the
Institute for Medical Research and the General Education Board wa
also formed before the Rockefeller Foundation was . The other i
what might be called the educational group was the Laura Spelma
Memorial Fund, which operated primarily in social studies, an
was merged in the Rockefeller Foundation in 1948 .
The reason for that was by that time the Board and the founda
tion had been carrying on activities which were so similar there wa
duplication of requests and both felt it was an inefficient and uneconomic way to have both doing somewhat the same work .
The total of the Rockefeller grants given either by Mr . Rockefelle
himself or at his or at Mrs. Rockefeller's death, totaled half a billio
dollars in 1929, when the Laura Spelman-Rockefeller Memorial Fund
were consolidated with those of the Rockefeller Foundation .
I think I told you earlier that the General Education Board began
in 1902, and that the foundation did not get into education other than
medical until around 1928-29 . Primarily the foundation concentrate
in the beginning on medical research, medical education, dental education to a degree, and agriculture . When they divided the activitie
between the two about 1929, the Board then was to deal primarily with
institutions rather than learned societies and research agencies . Be
fore that it had had some research carried on by other agencies, and
also it had research and studies carried on by the learned societies
As a matter of fact, and this has held true throughout its activities,
the board originally at Mr . Rockefeller's wish was set up to operat
in Negro colleges and southern colleges because he felt that was an
area of the country that needed the most help as far as funds were
concerned. From the very beginning, therefore, they divided thei
activities as to whether they were in white colleges or in Negro colleges. I am sure that is the only reason that division was made .
The Rockefeller General Education Board-and the reason for
handling it before the Rockefeller Foundation is because it was in the
fieldbf education first-in setting up its activities in connection with
secondary education in the South, it first made rather extensive studies
and did not issue an annual report of any kind from 1902, when
established, until 1914. That report, which is a consolidated report
said the board had approached the problem by selecting a person o
persons whose business it was to inform, cultivate, and guide professional, public, and legislative opinions. This is on page 56.
Such individual, this report goes on, should also-

skillfully and tactfully marshal all available forces for the purpose o
securing concerted action calculated in time to realize a secondary schoo
system .

Appropriations were made for various purposes, one of which wa
to State universities to pay the salary of what they called a pro
fessor of secondary education . His main and principal work woul
be to ascertain where the conditions were favorable for the estab
lishment of public schools and to visit places and endeavor to organize
in such places a public high school .

tion of dictating or indicating the lines along which these individuals
should work. It then describes their activities

In addition, the professors of secondary education were high-school evangelists, traveling well-nigh incessantly from county to county, returning from
time to time to the State university to do their teaching, or to the State
capitol to confer with the State superintendent . Wherever they went, they
addressed the people, the local school authorities, the county court, teachers,
businessmen and business organizations, county and State conferences, etc .
'They sought almost any sort of opportunity in order to score a point . Law or
no law, they urged their hearers to make voluntary efforts toward a county
high school, if a start had not yet been made ; to add a grade or a teacher
to a school already started ; to repair the buildings or to provide a new one ;
to consolidate weak district schools into a larger one adequate to town or
county needs . Nor did they merely expose defects, tender advice, and employ
,exhortations ; they not only urged the policy, but nursed a situation .

That is given merely to indicate their activities in the South where
they were primarily directed to establishing high schools . In the
South the work was entirely in high schools . That was not true of
activities elsewhere .
Incidentally, those activities continued only until 1924 . The report itself is not definite as to when it started, but I gathered it was
shortly after the board was founded in 1902 . They were stopped in
1924 because the board felt that they had achieved the purpose for
which they had been employed .
About 1933 the board went into what it called a general education
program . This had been called eductional studies, but at that point
the board set out on what was referred to as the general educational
program, which continued for about 5 or 6 years to 1939 . It was
during that period that most of the work was done with the various
testing and accrediting agencies .
In working with the testing agencies, they carried on studies at
various institutions . Chiefly : Columbia, Chicago, Teachers College,
and the Lincoln School of Teachers College . It was that same year,
1934, that the board began work in connection with what later developed into the Building America series, according to their 1935-36
report. I am on page 60.
Under the subheading Reorganization of Subject Matter FieldsSociety for Curriculum Study "Building America," that report refers
to it as follows
The magazine represents an attempt on the part of the society to meet a long-felt
need in secondary education for visual as well as factual study of contemporary
problems of our social, political, and economic life .

The General Education Board felt these educational testing and
accrediting services were very important, because it said they were in
a position to play a significant role in the reorganization of secondary
education. That was around 1935-36.
Mr. HAYS. Perhaps instead of reading these paragraphs here and
there into the record again, if you could give us the significant ones
as you see them, and have us underscore them, because what we are
going to do now is to read this and read the record again to see the
important parts of it .

Miss CASEY . You mean another one?
Mr. HAYS . I have been following pretty closely now for about 1
minutes, and 95 percent of what you have been doing is reading a sentence or a paragraph here and there through the thing . That i
exactly what we tried' to get away from to save time .
Miss CASEY. It was those particular paragraphs that I felt wer
particularly pertinent to show the trend which each agency had taken
Mr. HAYS . I understand that, and I am not criticizing at all . I a
saying it would be easier for the committee in their perusal of this
document if we had a list of the highlights with the page numbers
and we can relate them with the page . In this way we have to rea
not only this document, but the whole transcript again . Do you fol
low me?
Miss CASEY . I do . For example, I will tell you right now that o
page 61 there is a quotation which is particularly pertinent as regard
the activities of the General Education Board, and which it pursue
from that point on to the end of its existence in 1953 .
I will merely read the types of activity they carried on . Is tha
agreeable?
Mr. HAYS . Sure .
Mr. GooDwIN . That is in line with the suggestion we made earlier
if you could give us now an off-the-cuff dissertation of what is in here,
rather than quotations ; it would save our time.
Miss CASEY. All right, sir, fine .
Beginning in 1936-37, the General Education Board concentrated o
what they referred to as general planning of educational reorganization, experiments with curriculum, preparation of new instructiona
materials, and selection of teachers in the study of youth .
From then on the major field of activity as far as secondary educa
tional activities are concerned was development of what the boar
terms a reorganization of secondary education . In doing that it worke
closely with the National Education Association and the Progressive
Education Association, and to a degree with the American Council on
Education .
The stated reason for that was it was felt no study would be complete unless the board had the knowledge of those representativ
groups.
When its activities in this field of education ended in 1939, thi
particular phase of education, it was felt they had made a great contri
bution ; that a great deal of good had resulted from it, from the wor
of the Progressive Education Association and the National Educatio
Association, particularly in relation to the studies which they issued,
and from the work of the American Historical Association .
After 1915 the board began to use agencies other than institutions
of learning. It was very much interested in the Lincoln School
and the grants to that institution total, I think, something over $6 1/
million. That continued from about 1918 to the early , 1940'
The total amount of money the Rockefeller General Education Boar
expended in these fields, I will not read them, it is on page 73, was
$270,750,694 .
There are footnotes on Columbia University, the Lincoln School of
Teachers College, and the University of Chicago, which are no

in the amount shown for universities, colleges, and schools in the
United States .
Mr . HAYS. How long did it take them to spend that money?
Miss CASEY. You mean the $270 million?
Mr . HAYS . Yes .
Miss CASEY . From the time they were formed in 1902 .
Mr . HAYS . Congress spends more than that lots of times in an afternoon .
Miss CASEY . You would know more about that than I would, I am
sure .
The foundation, as I mentioned earlier, did not get into education
right away . It received from Mr . Rockefeller a total of $241 million .
That includes the Spelman Fund . It had a great influence by giving
money for land and buildings, particularly in the early days, as . well
as to endowments and gave large sums for medical education at
Chicago University and Columbia University .
It was also interested in having the university medical schools either
become affiliated with a hospital and the foundation even built
hospitals in many instances .
On page 77 there is a comparison between the types of activities in
which the foundation engaged. You will notice there are $227 million for public health and medical sciences which is by far the major
field in which it operated .
The foundation was much more reticent in taking credit for what
it accomplished than the General Education Board of any one of the
Carnegie groups . It is mentioned particularly in the Cox committee
questionnaire in which it is stated the foundation is perfectly willing
to state what it had done, but they felt any assessment of it should be
left to others.
Practically the only quotation I think might be merit as its own.
view of the work appears on page 78 in their 1948 annual report_
From the reports it is apparent that both the Carnegie philanthropic trusts and the Rockefeller philanthropic trusts had carried on .
activities in the field of education . They had done it in two ways. .
Either through their own activities as an operating agency, or through
choosing other related agencies .
On page 79 there is a total of the amount of money in millions which.
all four of these organizations spent . It is $994 million .
Mr . HAYS . That is nothing . We have spent as high as $45 billion.
in
. You want to get into big money if you want to
impress anybody around here . If we passed an Armed Forces appropriation of less than $30 billion, somebody feels they are deprived .
Miss CASEY . I agree, Mr . Hays, that sum is not particularly impressive compared to funds available through Government sources today.
But at the time it was going into this field, these four funds were the
largest organizations making funds available and contributed the
greatest amount of money . They were the only contributors on that
scale . All four of the foundations had a common practice, that is,
they all felt they should contribute funds to an organization, either to
inaugurate it or to get it through its first years of operation and then
cease contributions . There are frequent references to the fact that
once an organization is self-supporting or getting funds from other-

money into it.
I will not read Dr. Hollis' comments in connection with the founda
tions, but you might be interested in reading pages 80 and 81 . H
refers particularly to a fund-raising campaign of 68 leading universities. He said that while they only contribute 18 .1 percent of th
funds, they were reputed to have exerted a very predominant influence on the purposes and plans .
He also raises the question to what extent and in what direction has
higher education in the United States been influenced by the philosophy of the foundations, and he said that would have to be viewed in
the light of all other activities. You will find that quotation o
page 42 .
Beginning on page 83, there is a two-and-a-quarter-page reference
to the question raised in the beginning of the summary as to the relationship of their activities in the educational field in the light of th
Constitution and its attitude toward education .
The subject of education is not discussed in the Constitution and is
not raised in any one of the amendments to the Constitution, but there
is a very long line of cases as to the power and the jurisdiction of the
individual States in the light of the 10th amendment to the Constitu
tion. These cases bear out the idea that any power not expressly
given to the Federal Government is expressly reserved to the States
Since education is not mentioned, it can be assumed that the question
of education is entirely a State province .
The foundations have by their activities and the amount of mone
they have put into the field of education certainly influenced th
matter . I won't read it, but on page 26 of this summary, I refer to
the fact that the organizations which I mentioned earlier, National
Education Association, Progressive Education Association, and
American Council on Education, have to a degree caused a standardization of methods, both as to teaching and as to the testing and trainin
of teachers, and also as always to the curriculum in various schools
There is to a degree, and I would say to a very large degree, uniformity throughout the country as far as educational curricular and methods of teaching are concerned . Of course, that does not cover every
institution of learning, but by and large the National Education Association has worked very hard
Mr. HAYS . Miss Casey, you are discouraging me . I thought we
had you up to page 83 . Now you are back to 26 .
Miss CASEY . You need not be discouraged, Mr. Hays, I only
wanted to give you the page number where I mentioned this previously. As I started to say, the National Education Association
made that a major activity . We are back now to page 83 .
Mr. HAYS . That is the direction I like to travel .
Mr. GooDWIN . This is a temporary retrogression .
Miss CASEY. Each State has prescribed methods whereby change
affecting its educational system can be made, and in most instances if
there is anything drastic about it, it is provided that it shall be done
either by consulting with the proper official or by taking the matter
to voters at election time . For that reason, many of these changes
would probably not have gone into effect had the foundations at that
time had to get the approval of the individual States in order to do it

That is the end ; that is page 85.
Mr. GOODWIN. That completes your comments?
Miss CASEY . Yes, Sir .
Mr. GOODWIN . Have you anything?
Mr. Kocx . Just for the record, Miss Casey, what other reports are
in the works, so to speak, of the staff ?
Miss CASEY . As far as I am concerned?
Mr. KOCH . Yes .
Miss CASEY . The others are mentioned on page 3, and the ones covering international affairs, politics, propaganda, and political activities . The reason for making this report as the first is because the same
methods are followed in their other activities when these foundations
substantially follow the setup that they put into effect in connection
with education generally .
Mr. KOCH . Those additional reports are not ready yet ; is that right?
They may be ready next week or the week after?
Miss CASEY . That is right.
Mr. KOCH . So this is all you have to present today?
Miss CASEY . Yes .
Mr. KOCH. That is all we have to present today .
Mr. GOODWIN . Any questions, Mr . Hays?
Mr. HAYS . No questions.
Mr. GOODWIN . If not, thank you very much for this survey. It
shows ample research certainly, and the committee will endeavor to
match your industry by our careful reading of the survey .
Mr. HAYS . One question, and not on the report . I think to keep the
record in some sort of focus, I don't believe, and I am sure it was
inadvertent, that Miss Casey was originally sworn just briefly to
testify about some other matter that came out at the time . Could you
give us something about your background, Miss Casey?
Miss CASEY. Yes ; I will be glad to . I went to publicMr. GOODWIN . That doesn't require any information about the date
of birth .
Miss CASEY . I was wondering about that . Although I would not
mind saying it, I will date myself by my activities .
I am a lawyer . I graduated from law school right here in Washin on, Columbus University, a small law school that recently became
a liated with Catholic University .
I have taken various other legal subjects at Catholic University and
George Washington University . I did my undergraduate work at
the University of California in 'Berkeley .
My earlier education was in public and parochial schools in the
District of Columbia. I have been aa lawyer for the last 16 years.
(Discussion off the record .)
Miss CASEY . I started to say I have practiced law since 1940 as a
trade association executive and general counsel, and I have practiced
before the various Government agencies . I am a registered lobbyist,
and have appeared before congressional committees .
Mr. HAYS . You are a registered lobbyist at this point?
Miss CASEY. You never lose it, do you?

committee had a registered lobbyist on its staff .
Miss CASEY. Perhaps I should say I was a registered lobbyist .
Mr. HAYS. I think that would be more preferable .
Miss CASEY . Does that cover the extent to which you wish to g
or do you want me to go further?
Mr. HAYS . That is sufficient .
Mr. Kocx . Did you ever write a book?
Miss CASEY. Yes, called Bituminous Coal Code, Annotated, I hav
also written articles for the magazines on various subjects, includin
several in connection with the Interstate Commerce Commission
before which I had a fairly extensive practice .
Mr. GOODWIN . I listened in vain for any reference to any activiti
east of the Hudson River .
Miss CASEY. That is where all have been . My practice has all be
in Washington, D . C ., Mr . Goodwin . I am admitted to the bar in th
District .
Mr. GOODWIN . I referred to the Hudson . Let me say specifical
New England .
Miss CASEY . The organization which I represented for some year
had a good many members in New England, Mr . Goodwin. It wa
an agricultural group .
The CHAIRMAN (presiding) . In your work with the trade associa
tion, I assume it was necessary that you write those articles?
Miss CASEY. At times, but frequently I was requested to write on
particular subject not necessarily cQnnected with my work . I hav
been admitted to the Bar of the District of Columbia, I am a membe
of the Bar of the Supreme Court, and have been admitted in th
States of Maryland, Pennsylvania, and New York by motion .
Mr. HAYS . That is all .
The CHAIRMAN . Thank you. It is now approximately 4 o'cloc
so I presume there would hardly be time to take up anything else
As I understood from your conversation just now, it was anticipate
that Miss Casey would probably run until tomorow, and you had n
,one else scheduled.
Mr. WORMSER . That is right.
The CHAIRMAN . Anticipating closing at noon tomorrow .
Mr. Kocx. Somebody put a long plea for a long weekend a coupl
. of weeks ago so can we start on Tuesday morning?
The CHAIRMAN . That would be my inclination .
Mr. HAYS . That suits me . Of course, I don't have the dynamic pro
gram for next week from the leadership yet .
The CHAIRMAN . This farm program is coming up and that ought t
be dynamic enough .
Mr. HAYS . Could we get some information?
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Counsel, what is the outlook for next week
I am familiar with one aspect, but you go ahead and state it .
Mr . WORMSER . Mr. Reece wishes some evidence to be brought in o
the League for Industrial Democracy, and the American Labor Edu
cation Service, and the Twentieth Century Fund. Beyond that, ex
cept for occasional interludes for reports which I presume will b
introduced shortly, we want then to bring on the major foundation
who should have an opportunity to appear .

.as I can
perhaps clear with you two first how it should be done.
Mr. HAYS . I don't know anything about this League for Industrial
Democracy, except what I heard here, but are you going to subpena
somebody from that organization? I don't want to be obnoxious
about it, but I want to know a little bit specifically what we are going
to do .
The CHAIRMAN . We anticipated having, someone to make a summary of their publications and activities from propaganda and
political viewpoints, more or less, and then have some official from
the league.
Mr. HAYS . You mean you are going to have someone outside of the
.organization?
The CHAIRMAN . Yes .
Mr. HAYS . Can you tell me who that is going to be?
The CHAIRMAN . I have in mind Mr . Ken Earle, who was formerly
with the Senate Internal Security Committee, who is familiar with
the subject, and has done a good deal of research . Mr. Wormser, with
my understanding, had requested that he prepare a written statement
which we hope will be available Monday for the members of the
'Committee.
Mr. WORMSER . I would like to have as much guidance as I can get
on organizing the program.
Mr . HAYS . By the way, right now, what progress have you made in
gettin the additional material on Facts Forum that I asked you
about
Mr. Kocx . We wrote in for it last Friday .
(Discussion off the record .)
Mr. Kocx . That is in the works now .
Mr. HAYS . Can you follow it up with a wire and get that in, because
I am at a sort of standstill.
Mr. Kocx . Mr . Hays, Miss Casey said she telephoned so it will
Speed it up .
The CHAIRMAN. So far as I know, the committee will meet in this
room. If there is any change, there will be an announcement made
of it. So the committee will stand adjourned until 10 o'clock Tuesday
morning.
(Thereupon at 3 : 55 p. m ., a recess was taken until Tuesday, June
15, 1954, at 10 a . In .)

TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
TUESDAY, JUNE 15, 1954

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE
TAx-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,

Washington, D . C.

The special committee met at 10 a . m ., pursuant to recess, in room
304, House Office Building, Hon . Carroll Reece (chairman of the
special committee) presiding.
Present : Representatives Reece (presiding), Goodwin, and Hays .
Also present : Rene A . Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T . Koch,
:associate counsel ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Kathryn Casey,
legal analyst ; John Marshall, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Wormser, who is the next witness?
Mr. WORMSER. Mr. Earl is the next witness .
The CHAIRMAN . Mr . Earl will take the stand . Will you qualify?
That is our custom . Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are
about to give in this proceeding shall be the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. EARL. I do .
Mr. HAYS . Mr . Chairman, before we proceed, I would like to put
this in in the form of a request, and I hope the committee will see fit
to grant it. I received a copy of Mr . Earl's testimony late yesterday
afternoon at my office sometime, and I don't know exactly how long,
apparently not as long as I had first thought, after the press gallery
had received their copies. I had only time to read it over .
And I want to make it clear that I don't know anything about the
League for Industrial Democracy . As a matter of fact, I don't know
as I have heard of the organization prior to these hearings .
I am not, and I don't want to be, in a position of defending it or
condemning it, either one at this time . But since Mr. Earl's testimony is full of prominent names, it is full of paragraphs taken out
of context, which I thought I had demonstrated was a dangerous
proceeding, I would like to have an adjournment of 24 hours for the
purpose of evaluating this testimony so that I can intelligently comment or question Mr. Earl about it .
It may be that everything in his testimony is true. On the other
hand, there may be quite a number of things that I would like to look
over. And I think before we go ahead and name all of these prominent names, and I want it made clear that I don't intend to name any
myself this morning, I believe, Mr. Chairman, under any kind of rules
of procedure whatever that it would be only fair that we do have a
chance to try to evaluate this so that we can intelligently talk about it .
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sary for me to be out of the city over the weekend . So the gentle
from Ohio is 24 hours ahead of me so far as the statement is co
cerned because I have not had an opportunity to read it .
But without reference to this statement, if I may, Wayne, I wou
like to make one statement with reference to lifting things out
context.
I think when Mr . Dodd appeared before the committee, and
other witnesses, they had made a studious effort in every instance wh
a quotation was given, to give the source, the authorship, and enou
of the context, a sufficient summation of the context so as not to
in a position of talking quotations out of context .
Now, I don't think, or I am not sure that that same thing can
said about what the gentleman from Ohio did when he read a coup
of statements to the committee at a recent session. But so far as
committee members and so far as the committee staff is concerne
they have made a special effort not to get into a position of lifting
of context .
Having heard of the question that you raised with reference to
Earl's statement being released to the press in advance of your recei
ing a copy, I made inquiry, and I understand that they were sent
the members and sent to the press all in a simultaneous operatio
And as to who received the very first copy, I have no information .
did not get mine until this morning . On the other hand, I was n
expecting it until this morning since I was out of the city .
The chairman has no disposition so far as he is concerned to ru
a hearing. In fact, he has a very important, or there is a very impo
tant meeting of the Rules Committee this morning at which my pres
ence is urgently requested, if not needed . And the gentleman fr
Massachusetts, whose active participation in the committee is highl
appreciated and has been most helpful, has an executive session o
the Ways and Means Committee this morning . So I think that
would suit our convenience entirely .
But I would suggest that we meet in the afternoon, Wayne, if tha
is agreeable, so as not to delay too much .
Mr. HAYS . Mr . Chairman, I appreciate the courtesy in partial
agreeing with my suggestion, and I would be happy to compromis
any way I could, but I just simply won't have time by afternoon t
evaluate this .
Now, I will be glad to tailor my convenience to suit the committe
in working an extra day, or I would be glad to hear Mr . Dodd who
we have postponed in cross-examination, or anything, to defer i
but I would like to have time to have my office staff evaluate this an
look up some of the pamphlets that are quoted from and let me get o
my desk the material so that I cannot only read the paragraphs tha
Mr . Earl has quoted but read some of the preceding and some of th
following paragraphs in order to get a grip on the material . Because
frankly, Mr . Chairman, as I said before, this League of Industria
Democracy is obsolutely a new field to me, and it is a thing that I kno
nothing about . And I just feel that I would like to be a little bi
prepared on the subject.
The CHAIRMAN . I am not in a position to evaluate the League fo
Industrial Democracy upon the basis of the evidence because the evi
dence has not been presented . But I am not sufficiently naive to sa

anything about the League for Industrial Democracy . I think its .
impact has been in evidence in too many areas for me not to have made
some observations concerning it .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, I will say to you this : that I am just a
country boy from Ohio and I am very naive, as anyone who has attended these hearings can see, and so I will plead guilty to it right .
now.
Mr. GOODWIN . My only interest is that we should get along, Mr .
Chairman . I think that we should proceed with these hearings . I
would like the forenoon off and the afternoon off, and as the chairman
suggested I would like to be over in Ways and Means now as they are
in executive session on a very important matter, the Philippine trade
bill . I think, however, that this proceeding here is of great importance .
I have been considerably irked as we have gone along with the
tremendous amount of time we have wasted here . I am already getting communications from people who are interested, expressing a fear that
we will get along to the point where there won't be any time for some
of them to be heard.
My only interest is that we should go forward as rapidly as we
can .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will stand in recess until 2 : 30, for
various reasons, all of which have been discussed .
(Thereupon at 10 : 15 a . m., a recess was taken until 2 : 30 of the
same day .)
AFTERNOON SESSION
The hearing was resumed at 2 p . m .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order.
I might first say that when the committee meets tomorrow morning,,
which I presume will be at 10 o'clock, we will meet in the Banking and
Currency Committee room, 1301 New House Office Building .
Mr. KocH . I was going to ask Mr . Earl : Before you read yourstatement, will you give the committee a brief outline of your history
or background? Then the committee might want to ask additional
questions.
TESTIMONY OF KEN EARL, ATTORNEY, LEWIS, STRONG & EARL, .
MOSES LAKE, WASH.
Mr. EARL. Yes, I will be glad to . My name, of course, is Ken Earl .
I am an attorney out in the State of Washington now, although for 4
years prior to going out there to practice I was an employee on the
staff of the Internal Security Subcommittee and the Immigration Subcommittee over in the Senate . I mean just that, too . I wasn't the
counsel or the assistant counsel, or anything of the kind . I was a
person who helped out in many of the projects and tasks which they
undertook, and, of course, am not at liberty to divulge just what those
were .
My home originally was in Nevada . As far as background other
than that is concerned, I am a graduate of the Georgetown University Law School and took . m y undergraduate work in Brigham Young

would like to ask me about .
Mr. KOCH . How long have you been a member of the bar?
Mr . EARL. Since about 1951 .
Mr. KOCH . Are you an expert on foundations?
Mr . EARL . No, Sir, I am not an expert on foundations .
Mr . HAYS . I might say that, as I said this morning, I do not kno
much about this League for Industrial Democracy . In fact, if I wer
to call myself an expert, I am a 4-hour expert on it, since from 10 :
this morning until now is all the time I have had to do any research o
it . Would you say you are an expert on this LID organization?
Mr. EARL . I would say this, Mr . Hays, that as far as the LID is con
cerned, the LID's publications pretty well speak for themselves, an
so a person's main qualification in taking the material which I hav
to see what the LID has stood for and what it now stands for woul
be the ability to read and think .
Mr . HAYS . Would you mind telling us how old you are, Mr . Earl?
Mr . EARL. I am 34 years old .
Mr . HAYS . You are 34 .
Mr . EARL . Right.
Mr . HAYS . In what year were you born?
Mr. EARL. 1919 .
Mr . HAYS. In other words, in 1932, you were about 13 years old?
Mr . EARL . That is approximately right.
Mr . HAYS . Well, we may have occasion to refer to that .
How did you happen to be called to testify before this committee?
Mr . EARL . I was called by the chairman of your committee, becaus
he learned, apparently from someone here in Washington, that I ha
occasion in the past to at least be interested in the LID and its activ
ities.
The CHAIRMAN . If I may interrupt, I had intended to make a pre
liminary statement along that line . I became interested, along wit
the subject of the foundations in general, in the League for Industrial
Democracy, and while it may not be a foundation within the accepte
impression of foundations, it is a tax-free organization and is a foun
dation or a comparable organization . Over a period of time, a ver
considerable amount of literature was acquired by me on the League fo
Industrial Democracy, as well as some other comparable organizations
And in order to get it in form to be presented, I felt it was best for it to
be given to someone who had some background and interest in this subject, and I knew about Mr . Earl and his work with the Internal Secu
rity Subcommittee of the Senate, and I called Mr . Earl and asked if h
would take what he had and might have access to or get access to, an
take the information which I had, and reduce it to a summary whic
could be presented to the committee . He at first had some uncertaint
whether he could take the time to do it, but finally decided that he
could do so, and I feel that we are very fortunate to have a young man
with his experience, although young, and with his training and overall
familiarity with the subject-matter, particularly the phases with which
he is dealing, here to present the result of his research to the committee for its evaluation .
Mr . HAYS . In other words, did I understand you to say, Mr . Chair
man, that it is really not a foundation? It really has no bearing on
this investigation, then, does it?

dustrial Democracy is a foundation . And I presume an accurate definition of foundation may have been formulated with the view of determining the scope of what foundations as embraced in the resolution .
But in any event, the resolution under which we are working not only
empowers us to investigate foundations but comparable organizations,
and the language is written so that I think the committee has authority, for that matter, to investigate any tax-exempt organization,
call it whatever you might . But, of course, I think actually the League
for Industrial Democracy, receiving tax-free funds, is a foundation
in the accepted sense of the word . And it is embraced in the group of
some 7,000 foundations to which we have referred .
Mr. HAYS. Let me read a little of a telegram that I have here, a
copy of a telegram. It says

Recent trends indicate critical decisions during 1954 will materially affect
Nation's future . * * * Radio tremendous force influencing public particularly
grassroots America. *
Two labor unions spending over 2 millions annually on radio-television .
Surely business should join spending fraction that sum .

I am just reading a few sentences to give you a general idea .
I have no objection to putting the whole thing in the record .

America's future reached successful climax signing 5-year contract Mutual
Broadcasting System .

They go on to say they are going to have John T . Flynn. It says

Make check (tax deductible) payable America's Future, Inc . and send to :
Francis A . Smith, first vice president, Marine Trust Co ., of western New York,
Maine at Seneca, Buffalo, N . Y .

And it is signed by various people and was sent out to the presidents
of practically all the large corporations in the country .
Would that come under your purview? If we are going to investigate this LID maybe we ought to investigate this group, too .
The CHAIRMAN . Without having the details, I could not say unquestionably it would come under the purview of this committee .
Mr. HAYS . Then we could just investigate anything that you take
tax deductions for, including the Red Cross, according to your definition, is that right? Or your church?
I mean, you are allowed to deduct for that, if you contribute to the
church ; aren't you?
The CHAIRMAN . Certainly, in the general concept
Mr. HAYS . I am trying to circumscribe the thing and get some
kind of a definition as to how far afield we are going to go .
The CHAIRMAN . Then do you feel that the League for Industrial
Democracy is outside the purview of this committee?
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, that is not the point at issue . The point
at issue is who is deciding who the committee will investigate . You
decided in your own mind apparently that that is a fertile field, and if
you want my opinion you felt you had fallen down so badly with
the foundations you had better get something to salvage the situation
with, and maybe this would be a good thing . Understand, I am not
defending the LID, because I don't know enough about it . But I
am just trying to bring out the facts and let the . chips fall where they
may.
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early. And then, as a matter of policy, it was my idea that it wa
best to outline the broad criticisms first, and then bring in the individual' foundations and organizations in accordance with the proce
dure which was adopted.
Mr. HAYS . I have some more questions . I would like to get thi
thing in perspective, if there is any way to do it .
You did answer the question about being an expert on this, Mr
Earl .
Now, let me ask you this : Do you have any idea of the membershi
of the LID in numbers?
Mr. EARL. No, I do not.
Mr. HAYS . Would you know anything about its annual budget?
Mr. EARL. No, I don't. I don't think it is really pertinent .
Mr. HAYS . Well, of course, I didn't ask you that, but since you
brought it up, I would be glad to discuss it with you .
Would you think its budget would be similar to that of the For
Foundation? Do you think it spends $10 million a year? I think i
is pertinent to find out what its budget is, so that we will know what
its influence is.
Mr. EARL. No, of course it doesn't have a budget like the Ford Foun
dation. I would think in comparison to Ford it would have a rathe
modest budget .
Mr. HAYS. A kind of miniscule budget, wouldn't it?
Mr. EARL. A which?
Mr. HAYS. Very minute. That is a good word, isn't it? I hope
am using it the right way . I like the word.
Mr. EARL. In comparison with the Ford Foundation, certainly .
Mr. HAYS. But you don't have any idea of what its budget might be
Mr. EARL. No, I do not.
Mr. HAYS . Would you be surprised if I told you its annual budge
was less than $50,000?
Mr. EARL. No, Washington doesn't surprise me a bit any more .
Mr. HAYS . Well, I can see it is not going to be possible to surpris
you very easily . Having been on the McCarthy committee, nothin
will probably surprise you .
Mr . EARL. I am very proud of having worked on the McCarthy
committee .
Mr. HAYS . If you feel you have to defend it, I would be glad for
you to take time to do it .
Mr. EARL. Go right ahead.
Mr. HAYS . Do you have any idea how this organization derives it
income, its tax-free money?
Mr. EARL. It is my understanding that it derives the greatest par
from contributions from people like you and I .
Mr. HAYS . You mean people of very limited income . I don't kno
anything about your income, but if you are talking about mine, it is
in the limited class .
Mr. Kocx . Minuscule?
Mr. HAYS . Well, there is some debate about this. I am inclined t
belong to the school thinking it is minuscule, yes .
Mr. Kocx . Me, too .

Mr. HAYS . In order that this discussion can proceed with some sort
of continuity, you have no objection if, when you are quoting a paragraph, I stop and ask you where it was taken from or ask you a question or two about it, do you?
Mr. EARL. Not at all.
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Earl has a prepared manuscript .
Mr. HAYS . I understand that, Mr . Chairman, but we have had so
many prepared manuscripts and we have deferred the cross-examination, most of which is still pending, and since he came from such a
great distance
The CHAIRMAN . He is going to remain until the cross-examination
is com ~l~eted-if we follow the regular procedure.
Mr. HAYS. I think if we go along we can get it in today . I don't
think it will take too long .
The CHAIRMAN. I very much hope so .
Mr. GOODWIN . I have been waiting for some time, Mr . Chairman, to
get started.
Mr. HAYS . I may say I hope I don't inconvenience you, Mr . Goodwin, but you seem to be able to start off with less background than I
have, and that is just a little difference we have, and I hope that doesn't
annoy you too much .
Mr. EARL . Mr. Chairman, let me preface my statement by referring
to something which gave Mr . Hays concern this morning . That is
that a great many prominent Americans are mentioned in my prepared
statement. I assure the committee that I am not engaged in character
assassination nor anything akin to it . The various persons mentioned
in my statement believe wholeheartedly in the things which they have
said and done, and they are not about to repudiate any connection with
or support given the LID and its activities.
Nor is this an attempt to "get" the LID or paint it as a Communist
front. Far from it . The LID stands very proudly upon its record,'
as do the men and women who are associated with it . The LID and
those around it have espoused a cause, and much for which they fight
has been accomplished ; not entirely, of course, due to the efforts of
the LID, but they do lay claim to have exerted some influence and
have helped bring about the goals for which they stand . This I do
not quarrel with.
However, I do dispute their right to be feeding a team of players
with tax-exempt dollars, when the medium through which most of us
engage in political activity has no corresponding tax-exempt privileges .
May I also say a word regarding the problem involved in quoting
excerpts from any prepared material? One obviously cannot, in ate empting to characterize certain works, read the entire contents of a
publication . And so in excerpting one becomes chargeable by another
with an opposite view with quoting too little material, quoting out of
context, or quoting too much material.
The LID has been a producer of very prolific pamphlets, and it is my
belief that all have been written for the purpose of spreading, explaining, and making more palatable the Socialist program for America .

really face the problem of deciding which of a great number of quote
to use, rather than the problem of finding something spicy enou
to use .
With that foreword, I would like to turn to the prepared statemen
that the committee has .
As I mentioned earlier, I have had occasion to be interested in t
course of the LID and your chairman has asked me to come her
and chart that course .
In the Treasury Department publication, Cumulative List of Organ
izations that are Eligible for Tax-Exempt Contributions, the L
is listed on page 174 as such an organization, and I believe that i
has had tax-exempt status for a great many years .
Mr. HAYS . Do you happen to know, Mr . Earl, whether that was ev
questioned or not?
Mr. EARL . It was questioned some years ago . It was questioned,
believe, in the case of Weyl, W-e-y-l.
Mr. HAYS. Weyl v. The Commission?
Mr. Kocx. And may I say, if it is helpful to the committee, that th
decision was in 1932, and it wasn't until 1934 that the prohibiti
against propaganda was placed into the statute .
Mr . HAYS . Of course, a good deal of the things that Mr . Earl
going to quote occurred in 1932, so I thought the court decision mig
have some bearing .
Mr. EARL . That decision was in 1932 .
Now, of course, in charting the course of any organization, I presu
you have to have a starting place, and with this one I started ba
at the time it received a new name, back in the twenties, and I men
tioned its activities and doings in the thirties, and then more recent
in the forties and fifties .
Under the law, certain organizations are granted tax-exempt statu
providing no substantial part of their activities are devoted to prop
ganda, political purposes, or attempts to influence legislation . As h
been pointed out by prior witnesses before this body, notably M
Andrews and Mr . Sugarman' the task of checking on tax-exem
organizations is difficult, because of legal provisions that are too gen
eral, and in which the terms mentioned, "substantial," "political," a
"propaganda" are not defined.
Mr. HAYS . Right there, I would like to stop you and tell you th
if you don't mind my saying so, I think you are misquoting Mr . Suga
man and Mr . Andrews, and I would like to read, if you will permit m
from the record, page 979 of the transcript.
Mr. EARL. Go ahead.
Mr. HAYS (reading)

Mr . SUGARMAN . As I indicated at the earlier stages, the Revenue Service
one time attempted to draw a line between propaganda and education by in
cating that organizations engaged in disseminating knowledge or their vie
on controversial subjects may be engaged in propaganda and not entitled
exemption. The courts felt we should not draw that line into the statute . F
that reason, organizations of that sort may now be granted exemptions und
the existing judicial precedents .
I think that propaganda problem is one that we pretty well leave alone
the sense that in this area, like many others, we find that attempts to define ter
do not help us particularly when we get to actual cases .

Mr . GOODWIN . Now my final question : I want to put that to the Commissioner .

I am sorry. He put it to Mr . Andrews .
Would it be a fair statement to say that this is an indication that the Congress
is pretty well satisfied with the way the Bureau and the Department are interpreting the original terminology, and the way in which the courts are placing
their decisions?
Commissioner ANDREWS . I think that is a fair conclpsion, yes.
Mr. EARL. I did not have access to the record .
My information came from an article by Robert K . Walsh, of the
Washington Star. I quote
He and Mr . Andrewsspeaking of Mr . Sugarmanadded that the task of checking on tax-exempt organizations is difficult because
of legal provisions that are too general and the agency's lack of funds and
facilities .
I agree, of course, with the statement made by Mr . Sugarman or
Mr. Andrews, whichever it was, that the spelling out in the statute
defining very meticulously what is and what isn't political propaganda, et cetera, wouldn't be very much help in actual cases .
The CHAIRMAN . I might interject that those of us around here who
have read the observations of Mr . Walsh have very great confidence
in his conclusions and analyses .
Mr. HAYS. I would say Mr . Walsh, who is present here today, is
limited probably by the number of words he can put on the wire, and
while he got across a general impression of what they did say, I think
it might well be said that somewhere in here, and I don't have the
exact page, they made another flat statement that they didn't want
in any case to become censored down there .
Mr. EARL. It is a problem. I know that .
The CHAIRMAN. I don't think you should quote one sentence there.
We have had a great deal about lifting things out of context .
Mr. EARL. I was only lifting one to quote one that had been lifted,
you see . I thought it was permissible in that case .
The CHAIRMAN . There is no question but that the statute, as I understand the statute, does place responsibility upon the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, in connection with activities and organizations, of determining to what extent these organizations do engage in political work
and work of a propaganda nature . They are circumscribed by precedent and by decisions . We all recognize that. But, nevertheless, I
think it is generally accepted that the Internal Revenue Service does
have a responsibility there.
But I hope we won't take too much time discussing this angle.
Mr . HAYS . I don't intend to take any more .
I was a little flattered . I hope I interpreted your remarks accurately, to signify that my expression about lifting things out of context made some impression the other day .
The CHAIRMAN. I was very much impressed that that was true in
the two instances in which you were involved .
Mr. HAYS . Well, that was the demonstration I was talking about .
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed .

director of research for this committee, used in his recent report .
I received a copy of this report shortly after I came to Washingt
He defined "political" as "Any action favoring either a candida
for public office, or legislation or attitudes normally expected to l
to legislative action ." And he defined "propaganda" as "Action ha
ing as its purpose the spread of a particular doctrine or a specifica
identifiable system of principles . (In use, this word has come
infer half-truths, incomplete truths, as well as techniques of a cove
nature.)
However, when one tries to ascertain whether or not a "substantia
part of an organization's activity is "political," "propaganda,"
"designed to influence legislation," a problem of immense proportio
is encountered . An organization's activities, ordinarily, will
neither white or black, but a shade of gray, and the problem becom
one of ascertaining whether black or white predominates in the gra
In this prepared statement I have assembled excerpts from public
tions of the League for Industrial Democracy which I think appropr
ately illustrate and demonstrate its activities, both in years past and
of now . My own comments serve to tie the excerpts together a
identify them, and, of course, represent my own views . However,
think that these excerpts will speak for themselves in demonstrati
LID propaganda themes, political action, and attempts to influen
legislation.
Let us first find out what the LID is
The League for Industrial Democracy is a membership society engaged
education for a new social order based on production for use and not for prof
That is taken from an LID ad on an inside back cover of 19
pamphlet entitled "New Zealand's Labor Government at Work, b
W. B . Sutch ."
Some time after 1940, this statement was changed, and a rece
publication entitled, "The LID and Its Activities," reads
The League for Industrial Democracy is a nonprofit educational organizati
committed to a program of "education in behalf of increasing democracy in o
economic, political and cultural life ."
Now, as a short aside : In both, the word "democracy" pops up a
I presume presents the problem of trying to find out what they mean
the word .
This last pamphlet or publication that I referred to says this
The league seeks to encourage every movement in the fields of labor, of coo
eratives, of democratic public control and ownership, of social legislation,
civic rights, of education, and of international relations, which aims at t
preservation, strengthening, and fulfillment of the democratic way of life.
Mr. HAYS . Well, do you question their right to promote those ide
at all?
Mr. EARL. No, I do not.
Mr. HAYS . Then what is the basis of your argument? The fa
that they are doing it with tax-free money?
Mr. EARL . That they shouldn't be in the political arena with ta
free dollars .
Mr. HAYS . What about the Committee for Constitutional Gover
ment?

zation, Mr . Hays, because you are going to get into organizations
about which I know nothing. If I speak of any other political parties,
it will be the Democrats or the Republicans . Because I think the
LID is an adjunct of the Socialist Party . Now, the Socialist Party
itself, when you make a contribution-I don't infer that you do, but
when anyone makes a contribution to the Socialist Party, it is my
understanding that that contribution is not tax exempt, that you can't
list it on your income-tax return .
Mr. HAYS . You are talking pretty much about a cadaver, aren't you,
Mr. Earl?
Mr. EARL. What is that?
Mr. HAYS . You are pretty much concerned with a cadaver, aren't
you, Mr. Earl? The Socialist Party is a corpse. It isn't even running
a candidate any more . As a matter of fact, I think you will find, if
you want to go back to when you started this, in 1932, and read the
platform of the Socialist Party, and then read the Republican Party
platform in 1952, you will find that their aims are very similar . I
don't know what you are getting at. Or the Democratic Party platform for that matter .
The CHAIRMAN . The word "cadaver"-I would question its appropriateness . The group which is generally embraced in the term
"socialist," as represented in parties of that stripe, has been controlling a great many elections and had a vital influence, in my opinion, on our national life . And I think some of the quotations I have
read in his statement will indicate that it is not the numbers that
have the greatest influence, but it is the course of action of certain
people.
Mr. EARL. Allow me, with regard to what you have said, Mr . Hays,
to say this : You mentioned that the Democratic program as of today,
the Republican programs as of today, embrace a great many of the
things that the LID embraces and that the Socialist Party embraces .
And I am the first to agree with you . I agree that they do . But I
disagree when it comes down to this . The Republicans and the Democrats are putting forward that program with tax dollars . Now, you
will have to agree with that .
Mr. HAYS . No, I don't agree with you at all, and I will tell you why
I don't .
Mr. EARL. Go ahead.
Mr. HAYS . The Republican National Committee has widely advertised that its congressional budget this year will be in excess of $3
million . And it would be very interesting from my point of view to
learn how much of that in excess of $3 million is going to be depletion
allowance money from Texas. And that is certainly not tax dollars .
Mr. EARL. Well, I will tell you . When you or I contribute to the
war party fund of either the Democrats or the Republicans, we don't
list it on our income tax . And that is what I am talking about .
Mr. HAYS . We don't list it on our income tax?
The CHAIRMAN . As a deduction?
Mr. EARL . As a deduction .
Mr. HAYS . That is right.
Mr. EARL . If you made . a contribution to the LID you could .
Mr. HAYS . I suppose that people who give $5 could . But do you
know how many do?

Mr. EARL . I don't know whether they spend 45 or how much the
spend .
Mr. HAYS. Well, I am telling you . I can read the exact figures
to how much they spend if you want, in promulgating these ideas o
theirs .
The whole point I am making, Mr . Earl, is that it seems to me yo
have crossed the continent on a rather unimportant mission about
very unimportant organization, as I see it .
Mr. EARL. Perhaps that is the way you feel about it .
Mr. HAYS . Which has no relation to this investigation, that I ca
see .
The CHAIRMAN . If Mr. Earl will be permitted to give his statemen
we will be in a position to evaluate it .
Mr. HAYS . I am going to evaluate, Mr . Chairman, as we go along
if you don't mind . I think we can get a better evaluation .
Mr. GOODWIN. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if that is the way to do thi
in the most expeditious way? My desire is to make progress . It seem
to me I don't want to make a motion at this stage, but I am ver
definitely of the idea that we should go ahead with the statement, an
such speeches as are to be made from the committee rostrum shoul
come at the conclusion of the testimony of the witness .
Mr. HAYS . That is a good idea, Mr . Goodwin, except that, to us
your own terminology, we never get to make the speeches, because the
we have another witness the next day, and they are put off indefinitely
So that these people get to peddle all of this tripe, if you will permi
me to use the word, and it gets out to the press, and they release it to th
press before the committee gets it .
Mr. GOODWIN . The gentleman from Ohio has thus far in the pro
ceedings been able to get in what speeches he wanted to apparently .
Mr. HAYS. And he wants to keep it up, too, if you don't object .
The CHAIRMAN. The chairman was just about tq apologize for hi
failure to give the gentleman from Ohio any opportunity to projec
himself into these hearings, and I certainly don't want to be guilty o
such lathes in the future . And I particularly have in mind the cas
of one witness where a rough calculation indicated that he had only
been interrupted 246 times .
Mr. HAYS . Now I know where Fulton Lewis got that statement
And are you the one who told him I was put on this committee t
wreck it?
The CHAIRMAN . I didn't know Fulton Lewis got the statement i
the first place .
Mr. HAYS. I wouldn't want to question your veracity .
The CHAIRMAN . I know by inference that you do question it . Tha
doesn't make a particle of difference . I am not expecting you t
accept my veracity in public . In private, of course, I know you would
Mr. HAYS . I would accept it even in public, Mr . Chairman . Bu
once or twice you have tested my credulity pretty far . But I accep
your veracity right down the line ; and if I don't, I won't tell you b
inference or innuendo . If the time ever comes, I will tell you, period
So until then don't you read anything into my remarks .
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I know that the gentleman is very frank an
he isn't very credulous .

The CHAIRMAN . There is no misunderstanding as to how television
got here . The organization which I presume these gentlemen represent called me before the hearings started about television and stated
they wished to take a TV newscast . I told them it would be satisfactory with me, and I discussed it, I am sure, with the gentleman from
Ohio and some of the other members of the committee and no objection
was advanced.
Mr. HAYS . Oh, no objection at all .
The CHAIRMAN . And insofar as the hearings this morning were
concerned, they came in . on the basis of their prior authorization . So
there is no misunderstanding about that .
Mr. HAYS . Oh, no, no .
The CHAIRMAN. And the hearings would be so much better if the
gentleman from Ohio would confine his attention to the matter before
the committee and not get involved in these other matters .
Mr . HAYS . If you want to debate this, we can . Did you or anyone
speaking for you advise anyone that you had a witness coming in
today who would blow the lid off?
The CHAIRMAN . I certainly did not .
Mr. HAYS . All right . I accept your veracity. I just heard that.
Mr. GOODWIN . I would like the record to show, Mr . Chairman, that
I am suggesting that the witness be permitted to go ahead and submit
his evidence without interruption . At the end of that, of course,
there will be an opportunity for any members of the committee to ask
questions, and I assume to make speeches from the rostrum .
Mr. HAYS . Would you have any objection to just having him insert
it in the record? We do not have to be read to, or do we?
Mr. GOODWIN . I think we should hear his testimony. My only
concern, Mr . Chairman, is that we go ahead and make as much speed
as we can and get along. I am told that the program for this session
of Congress is to adjourn on the 31st of July at the latest. I can see
that, unless my suggestion is adopted, we are likely to come up to
the end of this afternoon's session with probably not more than 2 pages
out of 40 gone over . I think this is a waste of time .
The CHAIRMAN . The Chair hopes that the suggestion of the gentleman from Massachusetts might prevail, which is in accordance with
the motion that was made and was carried earlier in the proceedings,
since a script of the testimony is available to the committee, and we
adjourned over -until this afternoon in order to give all the members
opportunity to read it or at least such members as might have had time .
Mr. HAYS . Yes, but when the gentleman finishes reading his script,
which is going to be some time later this afternoon, I can list hear
the chairman now saying, "It is 4 :30, and it is time we adjourned,
and then tomorrow we have someone else coming in as a witness
and you will have to defer cross-examination ." And I am just not
to submit to that kind of procedure, Mr . Chairman .
going
I would like to go along and be as agreeable as possible, but this
business of letting these people release these stories to the press and
letting it go out unchallenged-I can't sit idly by and do it, especially
when they go back to 1932 and talk about things that were prevalent then.

about it, and they perhaps wouldn't make them in 1952 or 1954 .
I will try to not interrupt the witness any more than I can help,
but there are some things, such as the statement about Mr . Andrews
that I felt had to be straightened out before we go any further .
The CHAIRMAN. With that discussion, then, the gentleman wil
please ~r.,oceed .
Mr. EARL. We were talking about the definition of the wor
"democracy" and what the LID means by that word . Reference i
made in a publication entitled, "Revolt"-this is a long time ago, 22
years ago, as a matter of fact, October 1932 .
Mr. HAYS . Who published that? May I ask that?
Mr. EARL. The LID published it .
Mr. HAYS. Was that an LID publication, or of some affiliated body?
Mr. EARL. By the Intercollegiate Student Council of the Leagu
for Industrial Democracy .
Mr. HAYS . Then it was not the LID itself, but an affiliate ; right
Mr. EARL. Right . We have read now where it is from, publishe
by Intercollegiate Student Council of the League for Industria
Democracy.
Mr . HAYS . That is all I wanted in the record .
Mr. EARL. And under an article entitled, "What the LID Stand
For," the concluding paragraph throws some light, I think, on wha
they mean by democracy .
Mr. HAYS . Are you reading now from your statement? I am tryin
to follow you here.
Mr . EARL (reading)
The LID therefore works to bring a new social order ; not by thinking alone
though a high order of thought is required ; not by outraged indignation, find
ing an outlet in a futile banging of fists against the citadel of capitalism ; bu
by the combination of thought and action and an understanding of what is
the weakness of capitalism in order to bring about socialism in our own lifetime
Now, of course, that is a long time ago ; but my thesis is that the
haven't disavowed that. They still have the same aims . I thin
it is very well put there .
We are told by Harold Lewack in Campus Rebels, a Brief Histor
of the Student League for Industrial Democracy, published in 1953
that the Intercollegiate Socialist Society, forerunner of the LID
was founded in 1905 following a call by Upton Sinclair and Georg
H. Strobell for the organization of an associationfor the purpose of promoting an intelligent interest in socialism among college
men and women .
Now, another aside from the prepared statement is that they stil
have their own student organizations on the campuses, and it is presumed they still have the same goal in mind .
In 1921, for various reasons cited on page 8 of Lewack's Campus
Rebels, the society's name was changed to the League for Industrial
Democracy .
Let us observe that Socialist forms of government are in power in
various countries of the world, but I presume it is admitted tha
ours is a Republican form of government ; though not long ago i
would have been permissible to refer to it as a Democratic form of
government .

still strong and healthy
here. Whether or not the LID has abused its tax-exempt status .
Let us now examine some of the agitation and propaganda themes
of the LID .
This next, preceding the excerpt, is my thought as to what that
attempts to do .
Mr. HAYS . You are editorializing now .
Mr. EARL . That is right.
Special pleading and incitement to direct action on the picket line
and elsewhere would appear to be outside the scope of the normal
educational process. In Revolt, the publication to which I referred
earlier, for October 1932, published by-I said LID, and now I
should change that to Intercollegiate Student Council for the LIDare found practical suggestions for political agitation . Under the
heading "Blueprints of Action-a Handbook for Student Revolutionists," students are urged to do several things . Among them
Teach labor courses, form workers' educational groups, boycott businesses
unfair to labor ; parade with antiwar banners and floats from the campus to the
business center of town on Armistice Day ; distribute "No More War" leaflets ;
sell Disarmwhich was a publication .
Where ROTC is compulsory, a student strike is advocated as the most effective
weapon .
And picket homes and offices of the guilty capitalists . And earlier
they had referred to Tom Mooney and his troubles .
Mr. HAYS . Right there, you have a star, and it says, "Not a direct
quotation inside brackets." That is your own summation?
Mr. EARL . Where I have, "Who have imprisoned Tom Mooney and
other innocents," it refers to the fact that earlier in the article they
were speaking about Tom Mooney and his troubles .
Mr. HAYS . What are those dots in there? That indicates you have
left out sentences?
Mr. EARL . That indicates material is left out .
Mr. HAYS . I don't suppose you would want to comment, after what
happened the other day, but I would just like to read you one short
paragraph and see if you think it would be dangerous .
Mr. EARL . I heard what happened the other day . I read about it .
And I will say right now that I probably, though you may read it,
won't comment on it.
Mr. HAYS. All right. You have that privilege .
Our forefathers of a hundred or even 50 years ago likely called our present
social organization socialistic . Socialism has certainly infiltrated into our social
and economic structure . Our own liberal political and social philosophers have
affected it, and many of the measures of President Roosevelt's New Deal were
labeled socialistic . Perhaps some were .
This part I want to emphasizebut I feel that many conservatists were alarmed at the expression "social
justice" and believed that anything connected with it was tainted with socialism .
At any rate, socialism has been a strong propelling force in the last hundred
years to make men's minds more alert to the necessity of social justice .
You wouldn't want to comment on that, would you?
Mr. EARL . No. May I go ahead now?

Mr. WORMSER . I think it does.
Mr. HAYS . That is from one of your books, isn't it?
Mr. WORMSER . That is right .
The CHAIRMAN. Since you have reacT that, I want to interject th
that is one of the purposes of opposition, to have some effect upon th
majority party.
Mr. KocH. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of my partner, may I say M
Wormser is not tax-exempt .
Mr. HAYS . I just point out that there are people who have idea
and express them, and I am wondering if you are trying to stifle ideas
the free market place of ideas . Someone used that expression onc
In fact, I think a president of a university used it .
Mr. EARL . No ; I would be the last to try to stifle it.
The CHAIRMAN . The only thing, as I understand it, that you ar
trying to show by the quotation is that organizations promoting wha
amounts to a destruction of the institutions under which we hav
grown and prospered these one-hundred-sixty-odd years ought not t
be financed b y tax-exempt funds?
Mr. HAYS . Are they advocating the destruction or the change o
them? That is the thing I want to know . And if they are advocat
ing the change, the gentleman has already testified that he was
what?-13 years old in 1932?
Mr. EARL . I am now 34.
Mr. HAYS. But in 1932, do you remember anything about th
depression at all? Who was feeding you then? Somebody mus
have been . You weren't earning a living .
Mr . EARL . I will tell you . I have never had a hungry day in m
life.
Mr. HAYS . You don't know how you would feel if you did, do you
Mr. EARL. No. I trust I never will .
Mr. HAYS . And I trust that some of these social revolution change
that have taken place, such as social security and unemployment compensation and Federal deposit insurance will keep you from that ver
thing.
Mr. EARL. Let me say this : I won't argue with you about socia
security or the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any of them,
or the merits of them, either way . Because both parties have espouse
them . That isn't the problem here, as I see it . The problem is
You get into the arena with tax-exempt dollars, or don't you?
Mr. HAYS . But you take a pretty limited view of this, Mr . Ear
That is my only quarrel with you . I think you have a legitimat
point .
Maybe you would answer this question, without naming anyone
Do you think it is just as bad to get into the conservative side with
tax-exempt dollars as you do the other side?
Mr. EARL . It would be a legitimate place of inquiry ; sure.
Mr. HAYS . Well, that makes it a little better .
The CHAIRMAN . The question involved here is an organization usin
tax-exempt money, promoting "Parade With Antiwar Banners," at
a time when the security of the Nation is involved .

and Hitler went into the Rhineland and so on .
The CHAIRMAN (reading)

Where ROTO is compulsory, a student strike is advocated as the most effective
weapon .
LID is a militant educational movement which challenges those who would
think and act for a new social order based on (production for use and not for
profit) that is a revolutionary slogan. It means that members of the LID think
and work for the elimination of capitalism . * *

And so forth and so on .
Those are the things that we are making inquiry about, as to whether
tax-exempt money should be used to promote them.
Mr. HAY. Let me read you a revolutionary slogan and see if you
think we ought to investigate it .
Whenever any form of government becomes destructive of those ends, it is the
right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new government,
laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form as
to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness .

Now, that is real revolutionary . That is out of the Declaration
of Independence . You can't get much more revolutionary than that.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, the Declaration of Independence refers
to the right of the people to set up a government .
Mr. HAYS . And to abolish it and to change it and to do whatever
they think is necessary for their happiness . I don't know anything
about this LID or how bad an organization is .
Mr. GOODWIN . We are trying to learn something about it .
Mr. HAYS . I don't think you are going to learn much except from
one side.
The CHAIRMAN . We will be very glad to have the representative
from whom we received the telegram come down and give us the other
side . Now, we have been here 1 full hour .
Mr. HAYS . And we have had some very profound documents read
from, such as the Declaration of Independence .
Mr . Wormser, I meant no offense by quoting your book. You
should be glad to have it read with such high-class literature as this .
I am trying to prove that people have ideas and have a right to
promote them and sell them if they can .
Mr. WORMSFR. I think it is only fair to say that it was read out of
context.
Mr. HAYS . Oh, yes . I have done a lot of reading from your books .
I want to know what goes on in the staff's mind . And I did find that
some of the things that go on in your mind click in mine . So I feel we
are closer together than we have ever been .
Mr. GOODWIN . That is a hopeful note to go on with .
Mr. HAYS. But I keep saying, "Don't be too optimistic ."
Mr. EARL. Any notion that the LID was to confine itself to the
cloistered atmosphere of academic pursuits, as distinguished from
"work" and "action" is dispelled by the editors of Revolt, who write
on page 6 of this issue, under the heading "What the LID Stands
for"-Mr . HAYS . Is that still 1932?
Mr . EARL . Yes .

Industrial Democracy as the successor to the Student Communis
League or whatever it was, and he is going to come on up to date,
that his quotations are not from any one period, but over a long perio
of years.
Mr . HAYS . We could prevent a lot of interruption, which u
doubtedly must interrupt your cerebral continuity somewhat, if y
would just, as you read these quotations, say, "This is 13, and th
is 35" if you happen to know .
Mr . EARL . I ordinarily prefer them with that . If you can stand i
we will be to 1950 on page 11 .
Mr . HAYS . I will try to wait with bated breath.
Mr. EARL. From the publication in 1932, Revolt, on page 6, und
the heading of "What the LID Stands for"The League for Industrial Democracy is a militant educational movemen
which challenges those who would think and act for a new social order based o
production for use and not for profit . That is a revolutionary slogan . It mea
that members of the LID think and work for the elimination of capitalism, an
the substitution for it of a new order, in whose building the purposeful and pa
sionate thinking of student and worker today will play an important part .
Other quotations from page 6 of this same article suggest that L
spokesmen were interested in a rather strenuous program of education
Men and women who would change a world must blast their way through t
impenetrable rock. No stewing over drinks of tea or gin, no lofty down-fro
my-favorite cloud, thinking more radical thoughts than thou attitude makes
student movement or a radical movement. LID students talk and write abo
conditions . LID students act about them .
* * * a staff of 6 or 8 leave the Chicago or New York offices to help c
ordinate activities . They get into classrooms, they talk to classes . * * * In add
tion these speakers furnish a valuable link between students and their activiti
later on . After graduation the work continues unabated . In city chapters,
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Baltimore, the work of education a
action goes on .
The LID emergency publication, the Unemployed and Disarm, have reached
circulation of one-half million . * * * Students organized squads of salesmen
sell these magazines, containing slashing attacks on capitalism and the war sy
tem, at the same time it enable the unemployed to keep alive .
In November of this year a training school for recent graduates will be ope
in New York * * * to equip students by field work to perform their tasks
the labor movement. * * *
This language about recruiting and training, I think, would be mo
appropriate in an Army field manual than in the journal of an educa
tional association .
In the same issue, Paul R. Porter, a field secretary of the LID, w
has more recently been a director of the ECA in Europe, and as
aside, a recipient of an LID distinguished award, expressed his fea
that American business leaders might turn to fascism as a means
saving their dying world . In an article entitled, "Fascist Goat Glan
for Capitalism," Mr . Porter writes, and this, of course, is from t
same publication published in October 1932
Social systems do not commit suicide . Societies grow senile and shaky b
their ruling classes hold to the last their power and privileges against the cla
ultimately destined to displace them . It is this fact which makes so grave t
prospects of fascism, in America as well as in Europe .
Because political democracy, for all its weaknesses and delusions, is a pow
instrument in the hands of the workers, the ruling class will attempt to div
them of it (p . 7) .

and Lenin .
Mr. HAYS . Let me read you a paragraph right here very similar
to this
President Hoover and his associates had announced there would be a short
period-

this is 1932 they were talking about-

of unhappiness, after which the law of supply and demand, if not interfered with,
would restore normal conditions . This might have been true, but the country
felt very sick when Franklin D . Roosevelt took office and was in no mood for
waiting . Those who were without jobs, who could not pay their rent, who could
not sell their merchandise, who could not get their money out of banks which
had failed, were not hopeful that the old capitalistic system would correct
its own maladjustments . F. D . R.'s overwhelming victory at the polls was
deemed a mandate to overhaul the old machinery thoroughly .

Do you think that is revolutionary?
Mr. EARL. I am not quarreling with it.
Mr. HAYS . Do you think it is revolutionary, Mr. Wormser?
Mr . WORMSER . I think you ought to put my whole book in evidence .
Mr. HAYS . We ought to get the title in anyway . It might create a
demand for it among the New Dealers .
Mr. KocH . And the price.
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed .
Mr. EARL . Explaining that a "Socialist revolution means a redistribution" of wealth "on an equalitarian basis," Mr . Porter advises
workers and farmers that-* * * their recourse now is to form a political party which they themselves
control, and through which they might conceivably obtain state mastery over the
owning class (p. 7) .

Mr. Porter visualizes the onset of fascism in these words

When Community Chests are more barren than Mother Hubbard's cupboard
and workers begin to help themselves to necessities in stores and warehouses,
when bankrupt municipalities stringently curtail normal services, then vigilante
committees of businessmen, abetted by selected gangsters, might quickly and
efficiently assume command of governmental functions .
The assumption of power by vigilantes in a few key cities would quickly
spread . The President (Hoover or Roosevelt) would declare a national emergency and dispatch trops to zones where vigilante rule was endangered . Probably he would create a coalition super-Cabinet composed of dominant men in
finance, transportation, industry, radio, and the press, a considerable number
of whom would be Reserve of eers .
Mr. HAYS . May I ask you about the "Hoover or Roosevelt" in

parentheses? Does that mean that was written before the election?
Mr. EARL. This was written in October of 1932, and I think the
election was in November .
The CHAIRMAN . Are you correct in this phrase here, that Mr .
Porter-Paul R . Porter, we should say, to distinguish him from
another distinguished man-spoke of "vigilante committees of businessmen, abetted by selected gangsters"?
Mr . EARL. Where are you reading from, sir? Oh, that is from
the quote at the bottom.
The CHAIRMAN . That is pretty strong language .
Mr. HAYS . That is the bottom of page 4, the second paragraph from
the bottom, the next to the last line .
Mr. EARL . I will read from the magazine .

Mr. HAYS . I understood Mr . Porter as saying that could happen
Right?
Mr. EARL. Yes . His thesis here seems to be that that very well
could happen.
Mr. HAYS. That was written in 1932?
Mr. EARL . October 1932 .
Mr. HAYS. You could get a lot of funny statements written back
there, when people really were hungry, with 12 million unemployed
Of course, that makes them pretty poor prophets today .
Mr . EARL (reading) :

The bulldozing methods of the wartime Council of Defense would be employed against protesting labor groups and some individuals might be imprisoned
or shot, though several "cooperative" A . F . of L . officials might be given posts of
minor responsibility .

And then my own comment on that
Mr. Porter's objectivity and ability to see the picture of life as a
whole-valuable assets to a scholar engaged in education-are further
demonstrated by this passage taken from the same publication, the
same page

The American working and middle classes are, politically and economically,
among the most illiterate in the world * * * . Insofar as they (the middle class)
comprehend the class structure of capitalist society their impulse is not to
welcome union in struggle with the working class into whose ranks they are
being pushed, but on the contrary to vent their humiliation in resentment against
militant labor.
Many workers, for their part, are disgusted by the impotence of most A. F. of L
unions and would quickly respond to demagogic Fascist agitation, even as many
once flocked into the Ku Klux Klan. Unemployment to them is not an inevitable
consequence of maldistributed income * * * (p . 7) .

Having analyzed the danger, Mr . Porter then outlines the action
program that can ward it off

Watch now those little flames of mass unrest * * * Great energy will be generated by those flames of mass revolt . But revolt is not revolution, and even
though new blankets of cruel repression fail to smother the fire and in the end
only add to its intensity, that energy may be lost unless it can be translated into
purposive action . Boilers in which steam can be generated-if we may work our
metaphor-need be erected over the fire, and that steam forced into engines of
reconstruction .
Trotsky, in describing the role of the Bolsheviks in the Russian Revolution,
has hit upon a happy figure of speech which we may borrow in this instance . No
man, no group of men, created the revolution ; Lenin and his associates were bu
the pistons driven by the steam power of the masses . The Marxist Bolshevik
party saved that steam from aimless dissipation, directed it into the proper
channels .
To catch and to be driven by that steam is the function of the radical parties in
America today (p . 8) .

Mr. Porter was a trifle unhappy because the Socialist Party was
"not yet a consistently revolutionary party," and he apparently regretted the tendency towards moderation in the Socialist parties of
both Great Britain and Germany .
This is from the same article

There are members who would pattern it (the Socialist Party of America)
after the German Social Democracy and the British Labor Party, despite the disastrous experiences of two great parties of the Second International . There ar
members who have lost to age and comfort their one-time fervor, and members
who would shrink from struggle in time of crisis (p . 8) .

They (the Socialists) must overcome the quiescent influence of those whose'
socialism has been dulled by intimacy with the bourgeois world, and they must
speak boldly and convincingly to the American working people in the workers'
language.
If their party can rise to these tasks then perhaps capitalism can be decently,
buried before it has found temporary rejuvenation in a Fascist dictatorship
(p. 8) .

While it would not be fair to attribute these views to the entire membership of the LID, they are of special significance for the reason'
that Mr. Porter, as organizer and lecturer for the LID, was the missionary who contacted thousands of students in his travels about the
country . They are not the opinions, therefore, of a casual contributor
to a party organ, but the fixed beliefs of one of the most active of the
permanent cadre of our Socialists .
In another article, Journal of the LID Chautauqua, this wasr
taken from Revolt, page 10, printed in October 1932-Carrie Glasser
describes an LID summer school. She writes as follows in the same
issue of Revolt
We can tell . also of heartening accomplishment, of the seeds of new thought
we have planted, of clubs organized for working men and women (in the West
Virginia coalfields), of labor plays written and acted, of songs composed by
the workers themselves, and herein we see the hope of a fruition of social discontent which will lead to a social change (p. 10) .
Mr. HAYS . I am going to have to comment right there : do you know

about conditions in the east Ohio oilfields, adjacent to where I grew
up and still live, in 1932? Do you know anything about those conditions?
Mr. EARL. I have read about them, but I am sure you are much more
familiar with them than I . I realize they were very bad .
Mr. HAYS . Do you realize men worked 14 hours, sometimes going
to work in the dark and coming home after dark, and that instead of
a, pay check, they frequently got a slip telling them how much they
owed the company for groceries? Have you heard of such conditions
that existed in Ohio in 1932?
Mr. EARL. I have heard that they did .
Mr. HAYS . I did not "hear that they did ." I saw it and lived
through it. And I saw my father extending credit to those coal
miners' families for food, knowing full well he was never going to
get the money, because he could not stand to see their kids go hungry .
Then you talk about a little revolutionary dogma. I am amazed they
did not say worse things than that.
The CHAIRMAN . Whatever the conditions were, and they were bad,
that does not justify an organization, for the purpose of sponsoring
a revolt against our form of government, going in and trying to
capitalize on the misery and discontent of the people .
Mr . HAYS. They wanted change and they got the change .
The CHAIRMAN . The whole tenor of what he is saying here is that
they are revolting against our system of free enterprise and free labor ..
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Reece, you are not proud of that free enterprise
that was paying those men no wages at all in 1932?
The CHAIRMAN . I am proud of our system of free enterprise, free
enterprise and free labor, which has given us the highest standard
of living that any people on earth ever enjoyed . While we have our
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dollars used to try to break down that s stem .
Mr. HAYS. Well now, I do not thin you * are as disturbed abo
that as you are perhaps about some other political matters, but
that as it may, let me say to you, as to the great free enterprise syste
that I believe in it . I am a capitalist. And as I said to you the oth
day, I do not want anybody running my business .
But you know, when the capitalistic system-and as I say, I a
one of them-gets in trouble, as your coal miners and operators d
in 1932, they were very happy for the Government to bail them ou
The CHAIRMAN . I voted for the Bituminous Coal Act because
thought it was a good thing .
Mr. HAYS . Because you thought that the Government could hel
out free enterprise. It is all right if it is free enterprise and they a
getting a little help, but when the fellow who is doing the work ge
help, that is revolution .
The CHAIRMAN . If we are throughMr. HAYS. I do not know if we are through or not . I do not g
many answers, except that I get some speeches about wrapping you
self in Old Glory and how wonderful the Fourth of July is . B
these are pretty fundamental things . They were to those peop
then . And I have heard it said to this committee, "Just muddle alo
through these depressions ." Of course, if 10 or 12 million peop
starve to death, I expect they would not want to "muddle ." But
they want to do something about it, that is revolution . Is that wh
we are saying?
Mr. GoovwIN . There must be a better forum, Mr . Chairman, f
colloquies of this sort . I do not know quite where it would be, b
I am sure it is not in this committee .
Mr. HAYS . Well, I won a debate on this subject over on the flo
of the House from a fellow statesman, geographically, that is, fr
Ohio, and I will debate it any place anyhow, because I lived throug
it. When you start talking about the coal miners of West Virgin
and Ohio, you are talking my language . I know something about
The CHAIRMAN . Proceed .
Mr. EARL . Felix S. Cohen, under the heading "Politics and Eco
nomics," has this to say in the same issue of Revolt
The crucial issue of industrial civilization today is not between laissez-fai
individualism on the one hand and collectivism on the other . History is decidi
that question . The question for us is what sort of collectivism we want (p . 2
Modern technology makes collectivism inevitable . But whether our colle
tivism is to be Fascist, feudal, or Socialist will depend * * * upon the effectiv
ness with which we translate those political ideals into action (p. 20) .
Mr. Cohen reminds his colleagues that political warfare to achie
a new social order is total, not limited, conflict
You cannot fight on the economic front and stay neutral on the legal
political front . Politics and economics are not two different things, and t
failures of the labor movement in this country largely arise from the assumptio
that they are . Capitalism is as much a legal system as it is an economic syste
and the attack on capitalism must be framed in legal or political terms as we
as in economic terms (p. 21) .
* * * a Socialist attack on the problem of government cannot be restrict
to presidential and congressional elections or even to general programs of legi
lation. We have to widen our battlefront to include all institutions of gove
ment, corporations, trade unions, professional bodies, and even religious bodie

-councils, in consumers' and producers' cooperatives-in every social institut
in which we can find a foothold * * * (pp . 22-23) .

This is scarcely the outline of an educational project . Rather it
the battle plan of strategic sociology, through which an entire civil
zation cane shifted from its cultural, economic, political, and mor
foundations . Mr . Cohen's language is the jargon of the professio
revolutionary, not the scholar. Consider the following

I don't think that we can capture the New York Telephone Co . or the
in a day or a year . But then I don't think we can capture the Federal Gove
ment in that time, and if we did gain control of the Federal Government with
.having any experience * * * in other institutions which govern the count
our control of the Federal machinery might not do us much good (p . 23) .

Mr . Cohen explains the advantage of infiltration over the simple
of the ballot in advancing the cause

Even a single stockholder in a public utility may have a nuisance value t
modifies the activity of that corporation in the interest of its employees or
consumers, and may have a voice that reaches the public outside of the corpo
tion in impressive terms . Paul Blanshard has done more for socialism w
his two shares of stock in the BMT and the New York Telephone Co . tha
hundred men and women who vote the straight socialist ticket on election
and forget about socialism the rest of the year (p . 23) .

Finally, Mr . Cohn reminds his colleagues that these tactics of pen
tration are useful however the revolution is finally accomplishedlegal or unconstitutional means

But the need of fighting politically within corporations and trade associati
and professional bodies, as well 'as labor unions, is just as pressing if we th
that fundamental social change can be secured in this country only by unc
stitutional measures.
In a revolution, when the ordinary political machinery of government bre
down, it is absolutely essential that the revolutionary force control the rema
ing centers of social power. In Russia the success of the Bolshevik revolut
rested with the guilds or soviets, which weer not created by the Commun
Party and which antedated the revolution . A socialist revolution in this coun
will succeed only if our guilds, chief among them our engineering societies, h
within them a coherent socialist voice (p. 23) .

The author reveals his respect for the democratic process in th
words

We may not need a majority. We do need at least a few Blanshards in ev
important corporation and association who have made themselves familiar wi
the concrete evils which that corporation or association contributes to the put
mass of capitalism, and who will be able to carry essential industrial activit
through a time of crisis (p. 23) .

In the December 1932 issue of the same publication, Revolt, appe
an article by Amicus Most entitled "Students in the Class Struggl
Its announced purpose is to give serious though to the part that s
dents can play in the class struggle and their place within a worke
movement. Excerpt follows

Karl Marx in the Communist Manifesto wrote : "In times when the cl
struggle nears the decisive hour-a small section of the ruling class cuts it
adrift and joins the revolutionary class," and "A portion of the bourgeois ide
gists, who have raised themselves to the level of comprehending theoretic
the historical movements as a whole," goes over to the proletariat . Stude
will, therefore, fall into this classification. They are really idealists who
acting against the economic interests of their own class, for the middle clas
actually opposed to changing the capitalist system (p. 11) .

demonstrations, etc ., not as a leader, or by making an occasional speech, but by
participation as a rank and file worker . He must be a picket, he must do the
clerical work, distribute the leaflets, face the police and thugs, the dangers and
the public condemnation just as any other worker does (p . 11) .

In the same issue of Revolt, Paul Porter, field secretary, whom
we referred to earlier, reports on activities of individual LID chapters

* * * the true measure of student Socialist strength will be found in the
League for Industrial Democracy chapters and Socialist clubs that remain permanently on the campus . Their manifold activities will comprise the main stem
of the radical student movement (p . 12) .

Mr. Porter announced the convocation of a mass really against war
in New York.

Planned as an outgrowth of the conference will be a student delegation to
Washington soon after Congress convenes, to serve notice that hundreds of students will reject the role of cannon fodder in another war, to request that the
State Department furnish a list of investments for which American youth may
some day be called upon to fight, and to demand that money now spent in maintaining the ROTC and the CMTC be used providing relief for the unemployed
(p . 12) .

Surely a march on Washington constitutes an attempt to influence
legislation .
And, to quote from page 12

Delegates are already making preparations to attend the traditional Christmas holiday conferences of the LID, which will be held for the 18th successive
year in New York and for the 5th in Chicago . This year's New York theme will
be "Socialism in Our Time" and has been divided into three main categories,
to with : "How May Power Be Won," "Building a Power Winning Organization,"
and "The Morning After the Revolution ." The Chicago conference will be along
similar lines.

Mr. HAYS . Can you tell me what year those two paragraphs were
written?
Mr. EARL. They are still from 1932, sir .
It is conceivable that the subjects discussed under those headings
were all theoretical, though the titles suggest "action."
Other projects of LID chapters, described by Porter, include riots
and visits to soup kitchens .
Taken from page 13 of the same publication

On Armistice Day military-minded former Senator Wadsworth * * * spoke
in Ithaca on behalf of a bigger Army and Navy . Members of the Cornell Liberal
Club, the Socialist Party, and student peace groups held a rival meeting after
which they marched with banners past the high school in which Wadsworth
was speaking. Leonard Lurie, Cornell LID representative, describes their gentle
reception : "Several of the Army officers rushed at us and tore down a few
posters . The police joined the destruction which was over very shortly . They
prodded us along the street with their stick, and Fred Berkowitz remarked,
"I wonder how much the police get for hitting people * * * ."
Growing in frequency are those trips of economies and sociology classes to
case illustrations, such as breadlines and strikes, of this magnificent chaos
called capitalism . Recently students from Amherst and Mount Holyoke, under
the leadership of Prof. Colston Warne, made the rounds of New York's choicest
soup kitchens, and visited Brookwood Labor College and the officers of various
radical organizations (p. 13) .

And in parentheses, I refer to the Report of Proceedings of the
48th Annual Convention of the A . F . of L., November 19-25, 1928,
pages 315-318, on Brookwood Labor College . Also see New York

Activities, Select Committee on Un-American Activities, House of
Representatives, in the 78th Congress, for citations for Prof . Colston
Warne.)
Under "Blueprints for Action," on page 14 of this issue of Revolt,
students are urged to

Transform your Thomas-for-President Club into a permanent LID chapter,
which we hope can be known as a Socialist Club, if you have not already done
so . Have each member joint the LID. Many may also wish to join the Socialist
Party, which should be encouraged. For an elaborate program of action in
the months ahead consult the detailed Blueprints in October's Revolt, or write
to Paul Porter at the LID .

Mr. HAYS. That is still 1932?
Mr. EARL . Yes, Sir .
Mr. HAYS. That dangerous movement of 22 years ago folded up
pretty completely, did it not?
Mr. EARL . A message from the national chairman of the Intercollegiate Student Council reads

The presidential campaign is over, but ours has just started .
It is hardly necessary to make suggestions as to what is to be done . Workers'
forums, college forums, miners' relief work, LID Lecture Series, renewed and
vigorous efforts to sell Revolt-all these projects will aid in the educational
work that is so necessary at this time .
We must look ahead 4 years . Local elections are in a sense more important
than national elections . To measure the success of the LID, is to measure the
growth of socialism in the community you are in (p. 14) . [Emphasis added.]'

If encouraging students to join the Socialist Party and working to
win local elections for Socialist candidates is "educational" activity,
it is difficult for me to see why the Republican and Democratic Parties
do not qualify for tax-exemption under the same provisions of the
statute.
In February 1933, the title of "Revolt" was changed to the "Student
Outlook." The editorial states

With this issue Revolt becomes the Student Outlook . Students felt it was
more important to sell our magazines and convince by its contents than to shout
"revolution" and have no one listen . Persons who give us more than a glance
will not mistake our colors .

Another editorial on page 1 of this issue calls for "student guts"

* * * it is questionable whether the student who hasn't guts enough to get
out on his college campus and hawk the Student Outlook will overcome his
delicate scruples if the time comes to face tear gas and machine guns *
Only those who steeled themselves to decide with firmness during school hours
will do so at those moments that historians pick out for special mention .

Under the title "Socialism in Our Time," in the same issue of the
magazine, Helen Fisher reports on the 17th New York conference of
the LID. She writes (on p. 8)

The speeches and questions were those of participants in the building of a
power-winning organization, not spectators .
It was a conference of practical revolutionists.
Both Reinhold Niebuhr and Franz Daniel ruled out the possibility of our ever
attaining a Socialist commonwealth by purely parliamentary action * *' * Both
felt that the change would come through the general strike or some weapon
similar to it.
In the discussion of the Day After the Revolution, Paul Blanshard stressed
the necessity of presenting at least a sketch of the proposed society to those we
are trying to get to fight for it. Sociolopia, according to Mr . Blanshard, would

ship of industry with control by workers, technicians, and consumers . Lew
Mumford then spoke about the need for disciplining ourselves morally and intel
lectually the day before the revolution .

Mr. HAYS. Mr. Earl, would you care to comment there on wheth
or not, as to all of these quotes you have read-and some of them soun
pretty radical, I would be the first to admit-you perhaps think
though, sort of prove the case for the value of free expression ; th
even though people talked like that in the 1930's, when we had a de
pression, we solved those problems by peaceful legislation, and th
the capitalistic system has become even stronger because of remedia
legislation, certainly, then it was in the thirties?
Mr. EARL . I will agree with you, Congressman Hays. But, I thi
I will have to revert again to the theme that this is what I would ter
"political action," and I doubt that they should have been in it .
Mr. HAYS . In other words, are you advocating now, Mr . Earl, th
the Congress take some kind of action to dry up the $45,000 a ye
that this organization has, so that they cannot express these views?
The CHAIRMAN . You are not recommending anything, as I under
stand it.
Mr . EARL . I think that what I believe in and advocate is pretty wel
set forth here, and of course it will be up to the committee to decid
However, I have said before, I have said earlier here, that I thin
that their tax exempt status was certainly being violated.
The CHAIRMAN . Wayne, it is not correct, that while we won out
so to speak, there was great difficulty encountered? Take the sit
down strikes, particularly in Detroit, but which spread to other part
of the country. Take the Allis-Chalmers strike. And now it ha
been definitely established, I think, on a factual basis, that both o
those disturbances that gave the country genuine alarm were in
spired, prompted, by these and similar, comparable influences for th
purpose not of helping the United States and our system here bu
for the purpose of destroying it insofar as they had the power t
destroy it .
There were many other instances, over the country, delaying pro
duction of essential military equipment, as well as equipment to pro
duce the supplies needed by the military, to the point that we were
very greatly handicapped for a period of time, as a result of which w
had great losses.
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, I would not want to get into any debat
with anybody about relative merits of the various strikes that hav
occurred in this country.
I come from an area where strikes are not an unknown thing .
I have, as I grew up, witnessed the militia coming in and breakin
up strikes, and I have even seen a few strikers shot and seen the
hauled away, and all of that . And I want to say to you as objectivel
as I can that it has always seemed to me that in any strike that I hav
personally observed, there were probably two sides to the thing
There probably was more merit on one side than there was on the
other . This is as I viewed the situation, when the coal miners struc
in 1927, and again when they have had strikes since then . And
might tell you now, and you probably know as much about it as I do
or more, that the big coal companies do not have strikes much any
more, because they have finally adopted the idea that labor unions are

to live on-and I suppose from the viewpoint of the operators, they
had merit, too, because they had to show a profit, and they had to try
to pay some dividends to their stockholders .
It seems to me that the whole thing that has come out of it-neither
this committee nor any other committee can edit the thinking that
goes on in people's minds. I think the crux of this is not whether this
little minute organization that has only $50,000 a year approximately
to spend has espoused some, to me, rather radical ideas, if these quotations are accurate, and I assume they are . That is not the issue, as I
see it, whether they have done it on tax-free dollars'or whether they
have not . It seems to me there is a bigger and more basic issue here .
Who is going to edit the thinking of people? Who is going to say
that you cannot demand social change? Who is going to say that you
cannot advocate the changing of the social order? I think it is here
that we have something basic.
The CHAIRMAN . In a much shorter speech, I will answer that
Nobody .
Mr. HAYS . I am glad to have that concession .
Mr. EARL . I might say this, before I continue, that it is my thinking
that these quotes that we have listened to, Mr . Hays, although they
concern very difficult problems of the times back in 1932 and 1933, that
have since been solved to a great extent, all in the political arena . And
they do more than that, as far as these people were concerned . You
will notice all through here that their theme was the pushing of
socialism . And a great many things that have happened are things
that you and I agree with today . And just because a Socialist is
supposed to love his mother and his wife, I should not turn around
and say because they believe that I certainly will not love my wife
or love my mother.
The things that they advocated were that all of these be done not
garticularly to help America and help the system that was then in,
but to overthrow that system and supplant it with a system of
socialism.
The CHAIRMAN . And your quotations later will indicate the doings
right up to the present time.
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Earl, in a very friendly way, I am going to ask you
to try to answer this question . Do you not suppose that if someone
had spent as much time as you obviously have in studying the writings
of people on the other side, we could come up here, somebody could
come up here, with a pretty long document of pretty horrible quotations about people who were advocating the use of troops to put down
the workers and to move in police and to surround the workers' homes
and all that?
Do you not think we could dig up that kind of stuff?
Mr. EARL . You probably could, sir, but probably not with tax exempt money .
Mr. HAYS . Then let me say this, before you go any further . The
thing that I am trying to point out is that despite all of the extreme
argument on either side, I consider it kind of a tribute to the good
commonsense of the American people that we rectified what were some
obvious mistakes by peaceful means and did not listen to the extremists on either side . And I am just wondering about what the value

As far as I am concerned, I do not even want to rehash the other sid
which would be just as extreme, I am sure .
Mr. Kocx . Mr . Hays, if there were another side that was financ
by tax-exempt foundations, I think the staff would like to have it .
Mr. HAYS . Well, now, right there, are you saying that this organ
zation was financed by tax-exempt foundations?
Mr. Kocx. No ; it is a tax-exempt foundation .
Mr . HAYS . No ; it is not a tax-exempt foundation . It is a tax-exe
organization. I will grant you that . But it is not a foundation,
any stretch of the imagination .
Mr. Kocli. I think we can agree on this . It is one of those foun
tions that are created under section 101, subparagraph 6. And th
section, Mr. Hays, has a provision against propaganda . And, as
understand it, it is our job to check whether that definition is cle
enough, or whether we should throw the thing out and let all t
foundations, whether they have an income of $33 million a year
$50,000 a year, get into the act. The thing is that we have to go in
this question of propaganda, as I see it, under 101, subdivision (
and I do say that LID is one of those creatures.
Mr. HAYS . Of course, there are a lot of other creatures, too . The
is the Committee for Constitutional Government . But you do n
want to go into that . I will promise you that you do not .
Mr. Kocx . Wait a minute. Did not the witness who mentioned t
outfit-did we not find out that that was 101, subparagraph (
which has not got that propaganda clause? And the contributions
that other are not tax-exempt .
Mr. HAYS . You mean to say that the contributions to the Committ
for Constitutional Government are not tax-exempt?
Mr. Kocx . I understand that their own income is not tax-exem
Mr. WoRMSER . There is that distinction between 101 (6) and t
other .
Mr. HAYS . Which one are they under? I will agree with this
principle to save further argument . And though I may disagree wi
some of the people who represent the Committee for Constitution
Government, I firmly agree that they have the right to espouse wha
ever belief they want to . But the only thing I will get into any arg
ment on is that I think these people and the people from the Co
mittee for Constitutional Government ought to be treated alike .
one is tax-exempt, the other should be, and if the one is not, the oth
should not be.
Mr. GOODWIN . And you will agree that if we can conclude the
public hearings seasonably, we ought to leave plenty of time
executive session to go into all of those matters?
Mr. HAYS . Oh, yes . I have no optimism that we will ever be ab
to come to any agreement, but I am willing to devote as much time a
necessary trying.
Mr . GOODWIN. I am going to be much more optimistic than you ar
Mr. Hays.
The CHAIRMAN . Knowing the agreeableness of the gentleman fr
Ohio and his great capacity to study and resolve the facts and wo
amicably with people when he gets behind closed doors, I have co

Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, if I were as thin-skinned as you are, I
would take offense at that obvious sarcasm, but I am going to accept
it just as though you meant it, and when the record comes out there
will not even be your inflection in there, and people will think you did
mean it.
The CHAIRMAN. We do not have any trouble when we are together
behind closed doors . We never have .
Mr. HAYS . I will just say : Do not be too optimistic .
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed .
Mr. EARL. Alvin Coons made a similar report on the conference in
Chicago, where the LID considered everything "from technocracy
to technique ." This is from page 9, and this is still back in 1933, in
February :
Clarence Senior, national secretary of the Socialist Party, expressed the belief
that reforms would only further encumber the capitalistic system and that every
concession would only hasten its end .
Affirming his faith in democracy as an instrument of social change, he
advocated its use as long as possible, not however, excluding the use of other
methods should it fail.
"Radical students," he declared, "can spend their time more profitably getting acquainted with the problems of the workers, than they
can in studying chemistry to learn how to make bombs, or in going into
the ROTC to learn how to shoot . You can hardly expect to teach the
workers to shoot straight for bread if you cannot teach them to vote
for it" (p. 9) .
Under Blueprints for Action, in the February issue of The Student
Outlook, these techniques are advocated (p . 16)
Boring from within .-Never will it be emphasized too strongly that college
radicals must shunt their freshmen, particularly, onto the college paper. Especially journalism students, those that write well, and will succeed . Send so many
for tryout that one, at least, will make the grade. Keep their marks up to avoid
disqualification or suspension.
Make interlocking directorates, by having your men in all school activities, to
promote radical activity of otherwise quiescent groups, and to make the news of
these groups redly tinged . Cosponsored action, possible with interlocking directorates, makes good news.
Then, if I may, I will turn to that article . They entitle this, "This
Is One Way to Sell Radicalism ." And down under a subheading
called, Newspaper Style, paragraph E :
Propagandize only in quotations or in adroit wording . Examples : "Capitalism
is bankrupt. At least this is what 100 youths contended at a meeting ."
It is now time to turn from an analysis of LID ideology and
revolutionary techniques in the early thirties to an examination of
contemporary activities and beliefs . A study of LID personnel and
pamphlets suggests that, even today, the league is expending more
energy in political action than in education . Certainly there is much
evidence to support the view of LID "research" is designed to influence legislation .
On April 15, 1950, for example, the league sponsored a symposium
entitled "Freedom and the Welfare State" to celebrate its 45th anniversary. Some of the speeches made at the conference will indicate
the bias of the educators present. All of the quotations which follow

Dr. Harry Laidler, executive director of the LID, called up
his associates to meet the need of college students for guidance fr
those who do "honest, independent thinking" and thus offset "re
tionary" propaganda in the colleges and the "totalitarian" propagan
from abroad .
This is taken from pages 5 and 6 of that publication, which I ha
here.
We in the league are happy to record the social progress that has been m
during the first half of the century . We are, however, conscious of the fact t
the goals of full democracy and economic security have not as yet be
reached * * * Economic injustices in the distribution of the fruits of indust
are widespread . An inner circle of owners and executives of mammoth corp
rate groups still possess vast power over the lives of our people .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Earl, right there, on that very last sentence th
you read, starting with "An inner circle," would you disagree w
that statement?
Mr. EARL. I would not necessarily disagree with it, no .
You mean, as regards my own thinking?
Mr. HAYS . Yes . It is more or less a true statement, is it not?
The CHAIRMAN . I personally disagree with it, myself, but you ha
a perfect right to express your opinion if you care to do so .
Mr. HAYS . This committee has apparently been trying to make o
the thesis that an inner circle of executives of foundations posse
vast power over the lives of our people, and I am wondering if it
not true that an inner circle of owners and executives of great corp
rations possess vast power over the lives of our people .
Mr. Reece has a right to his own opinion, but I think he is pret
far out on a limb there .
To go back to my more or less famous quotation of last wee
exactly the same words almost
The CHAIRMAN . All of our corporations now are controlled by t
Government, under the law which has been set up to provide fr
competition in the enterprise system, so that today an inner circ
of owners and executives of corporations can control the lives of t
people.
Mr. HAYS . Of course, the law says that they shall not do that, b
again any law is only as good as its enforcement agencies, and o
course you will never forget, I do not suppose, and probably nev
will be able to live down the statement that "what is good for Gener
Motors is good for the country ."
The CHAIRMAN . Even the inner circle of the great New York Ce
tral Railroad was not able to control the lives of its own stockholders
much less the people .
Mr. HAYS . And that is the case right there, because I did not kn
how to get my friend, Mr . Young, into this . He went out and foug
for the stockholders and the little people in the New York Centra
and he had a tough time getting his battle won . It was not easy, a
he will tell you that himself.
The CHAIRMAN . Of course, we had better not get into that discu
sion. All of his associates were not particularly little people .
Mr. HAYS . No . That is true . They certainly were not . But
has put forth a program and a platform for the little stockholders

I kind of feel like the little stockholders are going to get a break .
The CHAIRMAN . I have a very high regard and very warm affection
for Mr . Young. And I suffered no great pangs of disappointment
-when he gained control in his fight .
You may go ahead .
Mr. EARL. (reading)
The league, with its program of total democracy in industry, government,
and human relations, has surely a great educational task before it.
We are seeking to meet the social challenge in many ways. We are continuing to send distinguished lecturers from here and abroad to our colleges
and cities. We have published more pamphlets on educational and social problems this year than in many years past . We are conducting a campaign for
the organization of city chapters which is meeting with remarkable success .

And I mention again that this is in 1950.

Our dinners and conferences during the last year or so, with Senator Humphrey, President David Dubinsky, John Dewey, Senator Lehman, and Walter
Reuther, among others, as honored guests, have been of historic significance .
Such college conferences as the recent regional conference at Harvard have been
of a high order.
Our greatest educational task, is, however, before us . In the college world,
the 2% million young people on the campuses are today groping for light . on
problems of democratic social change . They are being propagandized by numerous reactionary organizations which have large sums of money at their
disposal. They are being propagandized by totalitarian forces that receive
their line not from hard, honest, independent thinking, but from a dictatorial
government abroad . They are bewildered . Students are looking to democratic
organizations like the league for enlightenment and guidance (p . 6) .

Recruiting, training, organizing, public relations-these are still
the chief activities of the LID by the testimony of its own commanding officers.
Both Mr. Ewing and Mr. Reuther-Mr . Ewing, as an aside, is Mr.
Oscar Ewing, who went to represent President Truman at this particular meeting-seemed to feel that the real threat to America was
from reactionaries .

The conservatives may yell "socialism" at any suggestion for improvement .
They may feel the hot breath of revolution with every proposal for change.
But most dangerous enemies we have to our American way of life are those very
people whose emblem is not the eagle but the ostrich * * * (p. 13) .
Those blind forces of reaction in America who would lead us back down the
road to so-called normalcy and commit the American economy to the economics
of scarcity and special privilege, are the Cominform's most valuable allies .
These same blind forces, if permitted to grow unchecked in America, will drive
us again to depression and disaster as they did in 1929, and provide the Cominform with a weapon more devastating than a stockpile of H-bombs .
Mr. HAYS . Just one question there, Mr . Earl. Do you not agree

that if we did have another depression, it would be a good weapon
for the Cominform ?
Mr. EARL. Would be what, sir?
Mr. HAYS . A very good weapon for the Cominform .
Mr. EARL,. Sure, I agree.
The CHAIRMAN . It is now 4 : 30. It would appear evident that Mr .
Earl is going to be unable to complete his testimony this afternoon,
and I thought we ought to discuss what the program is .

the afternoon, it is now certain that we cannot complete today .
Some of us have some obligations in our offices that must be fulfill
What are your suggestions, Mr . Wormser ?
Mr. WORMSER . I think we had better continue first thing in t
morning with Mr. Earl . We have the Social Science Research Cou
cil scheduled for tomorrow, but I suggest that we put them on aft
Mr . Earl.
The CHAIRMAN . If that is agreeable, then, we will go ahead wi
Mr. Earl .
Mr. HAYS . Is there any objection to inserting the rest of his state
ment into the record? We can have time to read it tonight and ques
tion him in the morning.
The CHAIRMAN . There may be some parts of it that he might su
gest be put in the record, and some read . I have not, myself, h
opportunity to read it yet, and I have had no one to assist me in diges
ing it, so that I am not in a position, as one member of the committe
really to say .
Mr . HAYS. My only point is this, Mr . Chairman . He is going
read it into the record, and I certainly am not going to object to hi
reading it. I would think that we could expedite the thing, sin
it has already been released to the press, and they have had a chanc
to cull over any parts of it they want, and the committee may ha
an opportunity to go over it tonight, and we could just consider i
read and go on in the morning .
.The CHAIRMAN. I am sure there are certain parts he would like
read.
Mr. EARL. If I may suggest this : I will go through this tonight a
digest the rest of it.
Mr. HAYS . Why not insert it in the record, and then if you have a
comments on various pages, you could go through it and note yo
comments . Do you think that would work out?
The CHAIRMANv. Let us determine that tomorrow . This is valuab
testimony, in all probability, that he is now getting ready to present
and the chairman would not like to see the committee restrict him to
much in the presentation of it .
Mr. HAYS . I had no idea of restricting him . I would be willi
for him to comment at any length he wanted . But it seems to me t
mere reading of it, since it has been released
The CHAIRMAN. At the gentleman's insistence, we have suggested t
the witnesses to prepare written statements of their evidence, and
am sure the gentleman does not intend to reflect on the importance
the testimony by reason of the fact that it has been prepared in writin
and therefore is presented by the way of reading it .
Mr. HAYS . No ; the gentleman from Ohio has no such intention an
my only idea in this in the beginning was to do the very thing we ha
done now . We go up to quitting time, and if the witness is no
through, in order to prevent a break in his presentation, we cou
allow him, as we did for the staff, to put it -in the record and contin
his comments at another time .

the full hour was consumed in colloquy between the members of the
committee, which the chairman does not remove himself from as a
participant, but the result has been that the witness has only occupied
1 hour this afternoon .
Mr. HAYs. I have no objection, Mr. Chairman, to the witness reading the rest of it in the morning if he wants to. I was only trying to
expedite the thing and give some continuity to his presentation .
The CHAIRMAN. That can be done.
The committee will stand adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.
(Whereupon, at 4 : 35 p. m ., the hearing was adjourned until 10 a . m.,
Wednesday, June 16, 1954.)

TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 16, 1984
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
,SPECIAL COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE
TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,

Washington, D . C.,

The special committee met at 10 a . m ., pursuant to adjournment, in
room 1301, New House Office Building, Hon . B . Carroll Reece, chairman of the s~ecial committee, presiding .
Present : Representatives Reece (presiding), 'Goodwin, Hays, and
Pfost .
Also present : Rene A . Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T . Koch,
associate counsel ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Kathryn Casey,
legal analyst ; John Marshall, chief clerk .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order .
You may proceed, Mr . Earl .
Mr. GOODWIN . I wonder, before Mr . Earl starts, Mr . Chairman, if
we could not get some sort of a stipulation from the committee that we
will be as easy as possible on the questioning . I notice that we are running behind schedule all the time . We learned yesterday that there
was a possibility that the House may go into a 3-day recess period
beginning with the first of next month . I know that those of us who
like to get home occasionally would dislike very much to be held in
Washington for the continuation of the public hearings . If . the members of the committee could perhaps forego the temptation of crossexamining, it might be possible to expedite .
The CHAIRMAN . If Mr . Earl could . be permitted to conclude his
prepared statement, I think that would be well .
Mr. HAYS . I would like to have him put his statement in the record .
The CHAIRMAN. I haven't had the opportunity to study his statement, myself . As one Member of Congress, I would like to hear it .
There might be some questions at the end that I would like to ask him .
Mr. HAYS. I would just like to say that I will try to refrain . I am
just as anxious to get home as anybody else . But since I have sat patiently through a lot of testimony, some relevant and some not so relevant, about foundations, I am not going to show any inclination to
shut this questioning off . I think the thing is very fundamental, and
ample time should be given to this .
Mr. GOODWIN . My Nought is that we could get down to the fundamentals the gentleman from Ohio refers to much more quickly if we
use a little more discretion .
Mr. HAYS . I appreciate the gentleman's position, and I will try to
cooperate, but I think the discretion will have to be left up to each
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Mr. GOODWIN. The last thing I would attempt to do is to tell y
how you should conduct your questioning .
The CHAIRMAN . We will do the best we can to expedite the presen
tion, I am sure .
You may proceed, then, Mr . Earl .

TESTIMONY OF KEN EARL, ATTORNEY, LEWIS, STRONG & EAR
MOSES LAKE, WASH .-Resumed

Mr. EARL . Might I ask first whether or not the sound system
working? Is my voice heard up there now?
Mr. HAys . If you will pull the microphone as close to you as y
can, Mr. Earl, that will help . These are not as sentitive as so
microphones .
Mr. EARL . We had gotten to the middle of page 12 of my prepar
statement. We were speaking about a conference which the L
held in 1950 . They reported that conference in a pamphlet entitle
"Freedom and the Welfare State ." And beginning with the midd
of page 12
Mr. Israel Feinberg, vice president of the ILGWU and a memb
of the Board of the LID, had this to say

Labor, in effect, must become the vanguard of the welfare state . But welf
measures alone don't go to the heart of the problem . Labor must lead
attack on the private monopoly power of the giant corporations . It must s
a redistribution of income so that the working people have sufficient purchasi
power to halt the drift to depression . All this would require further Gover
ment interventions into our economic life . To see to it that the necessary p
grams are carried out democratically, labor should insist on a voice in form
lating and administering them . Labor should be represented on manageme
councils, whether the ownership be private or public-that would be real indu
trial democracy.

Another LID board member, Mr . Norman Thomas, Socialist lead
and chairman of the Post War World Council attacked antico
munism in these words . This is also taken from the same publicatio
This is obviously a summary written by one of the editorial writers
the LID

"Within the trade unions, in the growth of which he rejoiced, there was gra
danger that, under cover of a fight against communism-which, properly co
ducted, is legitimate and necessary in our unions-certain leaders may attem
to fasten a kind of Fascist dictatorship of their own on the unions ."
At Washington and in some of the State capitals, we suffer from a rash
stupid and reactionary proposals-

such as the Mundt-Ferguson-Nixon bill, which would, if enacte

jeopardize all of our liberty while doing nothing important to stop communis
The setbacks in civil liberties Mr . Thomas blamed on "the whole Communi
technique of conspiratorial deceit," on the reactionaries who exploit the sit
ation caused by Communists, "partly to cover their own bad records by
boisterous partiotism," and on the Republican Party, which is trying to find itse
an issue in "socialism versus liberty" (p . 31) .

I injected both of those excerpts, because I think that they ar
strictly in the political arena.
On April 11, 1953, just a year ago, the LID held its 48th annua
luncheon in the Hotel Commodore . The subject was "The Crisis
American and World Resources ." Speakers included Mrs . Elean

chairman of the Jewish Labor Committee ; Paul R. Porter, former
United States Deputy for Economic Affairs in Europe . Dr. Ralph
J. Bunche, Senator Paul H . Douglas, Congressman Jacob K. Javits
and Dr. Harry A . Overstreet sent messages of congratulation and
admiration to the league .
Mr . HAYS . Mr . Earl, could you tell me just why you put these names
in right there, and what significance it has?
Mr. EARL . I put the names in partly because a little later I refer
to some of their messages, and also to indicate the political character
of the persons who attended the conference . And also, although this
came up yesterday, I would like to refer to it You mentioned yesterday that you figured I had come a long way to testify concerning a
very unimportant organization . I rather suspect that persons of
Mrs. Roosevelt's stature and Mr. Chapman's stature, and various other
people who have been honored by the league and who pay it homage,
would be rather at odds with you about that, because they obviously
consider it an important organization .
Mr . HAYS . Well, I suppose, Mr . Earl, that they would be able to
testify about that better than you would . I don't think you need to
put any words in their mouths, and if they want to take issue with
you, they can . But if you put their names in here for the purpose of
trying to indicate that they are mixed up with any leftwing organization, I happen to know a couple of these people, namely, Congressman
Javits and Senator Douglas, and I want to say to you that there are
no more outstanding Americans in Washington today than those two
men, and both of them have a long record of anticommunism .
Mr . EARL . Mr . Hays, I did not say that these people were leftwingers, that they were Communists, or anything of the sort . I would
like to point out that these people are proud of their association with
the LID, and what the LID has done . They have said so . And
they are going to be the last persons in the world to disavow anything
that they have said concerning it.
Now, I put their names in here to indicate the type of people who
are associated with the LID and who nurture the things that the
LID stands for. That is the reason I put their names in there .
They have been associated at their affairs, and some of these people
have been honored by the LID and have gone there to receive their
plaudits and banquests, et cetera . And I don't think any of them are
going to disavow what the LID has said .
Mrs . PFOST . Mr . Earl, do you think that is bad, for them to be
mixed up, as you say, with the LTD?
Mr . EARL . No, Mrs. Pfost, I don't think that it is "bad ." I say that it
demonstrates the political nature of the LID, and the fact that it is constantly in the political arena . I am not here to judge the merits or
the demerits of the program that the LID has espoused, except to say
that the LID has espoused socialism, and that they are for certain
things, and that, being for a certain political program, for certain
legislation, I think they should be plumping for it with dollars that
remain after their income has been taxed .
Mrs. PFOST . By your dropping these names in or referring to
these people as being associated with or mixed up with the L . I . D .,
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Mr. EARL. I think that the implication stands for itself. Th
LID stands for . certain principles . It has made no bones abou
what those principles are . I think the record of the various conferences indicates what those are . You and I know that a great many o
those principles have been espoused by both the Republican and th
Democratic parties . So I will just drop it there .
Mr. HAYS . Well, let's not drop it there, for just a minute . You
use a technique that is not one that you have developed yourself . I
has been around here before ; in which you start off with the premis
that these people are not Communists, and thereby plant the seed
just as though I would say to you, "Now, Mr . Earl, don't for a minut
think that I think you are stupid," and if I hadn't brought that up,
nobody would have thought about it, would they? I am just using
that as an illustration, not that I mean you are . But that is the kin
of technique you are using on these names .
Mr. EARL. I disagree with you, but that is all right .
The CHAIRMAN . It is pretty difficult to discuss an organization
without discussing some of the names that are associated with it, it
seems to me. But, as I understand, the whole purpose here, or th
primary purpose here, is to indicate the political characteristics of
the activities of the organization, which is supported by tax-exempt
funds .
Mr . HAYS. Well, I will just give you a little example . We get ove
here, and he says Senator Douglas received, an award, and he says he
sent a speech up which would make interesting reading, implying
there is something bad about it . When we come to that I am goin
to read it.
Mr. EARL. I was going to read it .
Mr. HAYS. I would life to read it, and you may comment on it .
The CHAIRMAN . Proceed .
Mr. EARL. The LID, according to the luncheon program, "serves
as a liaison between many liberal forces of this country and abroad.
It is questionable if liaison work with political activists is "educational" within the limits of our statutes relating to tax exemption
It is even more doubtful that giving public relations support to the
political leader of a Canadian Socialist Party is pure research.
The CHAIRMAN . It was my impression that the State Department
served as liaison between this country and the forces abroad . Maybe
I was in error in that .
Proceed .
Mr. HAYS . From some of the comments I have read about the State
Department, I would say that almost anything you might say about
them could be in error .
Mr. EARL. Here is the league's citation to Thomas C . Douglas
Premier and Minister of Cooperatives, Saskatchewan, Canada
In 1944, following a brilliant career as ethical leader and member of th
Canadian Parliament, you were elected, against the powerful opposition of the
forces of special privilege, the C .C.F. Premier of Saskatchewan .
Four and eight years later, you and your able and dedicated coworkers were
returned to power with overwhelming majorities . Under your dynamic, creative and socially visioned leadership, the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation
Government assured to the people a clean and honest administration ; enacte
the most advanced legislation on the American continent in the fields of natura

enterprise ;
to the world an example of social and economic planning with freedom that has
placed every democratic country in its debt .
In recognition of these historic achievements, the League for Industrial Democracy, at its 48th Annual Conference, takes pleasure in presenting to you its
10.53 Award to a Distinguished Leader from Abroad, and looks forward to your
continued pioneering services to your Province, your country and the democratic world .

Mr. Norman Thomas, in presenting citations to Paul Porter and
Clarence Senior, said

Today we wish to show our appreciation to two active student officers of the
late twenties who have since been of great service to our country and the world.
* * * nowhere in their career is it mentioned they were active Socialists . Paul
Porter used to give me kind of a headache too about the kind of Socialist he was
at times, but it's not mentioned now ; he perfectly safe as far as I am concerned .
And as for Clarence Senior, I read that "* * * following his graduation, after
a decade of service in the fields of adult education * * * public housing and
labor and Socialist political action, * * * he entered the field of inter-American * * * relations ." Now the truth about this man must be .told ; he was
once the national secretary of the Socialist Party and he did a very good job .
I am awfully proud to have known these men so long, and awfully proud of
what they have done . They have done the kind of work that might have saved
us if more people had done it. For instance, imagine if by their work in the
days of their less reputable calling they could have . made Texas or Louisiana
Socialist?
Do you think we would have had to worry about who would own the oil? I
don't . I am quite sure that there would have been an extraordinary change in
our theory of States rights, Mr. Ex-Secretary Chapman, at this point . They
did a grand job and they are doing it now . (From the luncheon program . )

The LID News Bulletin, January 1953, in announcing this forthcoming conference (referred to above) used this language

At a time when the country is using up many of its natural resources at an
unprecedented rate ; * * * when powerful lobbies are seeking to take our offshore oil resources out of the control of the Federal Government, to return the
TVA to private monopoly and to prevent the further public development of the
Nation's vast hydroelectric resources, and when adequate aid in the development
of resources of other lands is vital to the maintenance of world democracy, it
is most fitting that the LID should give its attention this year to this important
problem of conservation (p . 1) .

If there is any doubt that the bulletin is anything other than a rallying cry for a militant lobby-rather than an educational journalsuch doubt can be dispelled by turning to page 6 of this same issue .
There the LID's program for "democracy in action for 1953" is
set forth by Dr . Harry Laidler, executive director . It should be noted
that the academic recommendations endorsed by the league just happen to deal with the issues then before Congress. Moreover, instead
of presenting both sides, they urge action in behalf of a particular
piece of legislation . Excerpts from this democratic program follows
In presenting this program, Dr . Laidler declared that advocates of a
strengthened democracy would be confronted in 1953 with powerful opponents,
well supplied with funds, and that, for the first time in 20 years, the main body
of the Nation's press would be alined on the side of the party in control of our
national government * * * (p . 6) .
1 . Conservation of natural resources : It urged the increase of forestland
public ownership and control ; the' retention of offshore oil by the Federal Government and the use of revenues from oil resources for educational purposes ;
extension of the TVA principle to other river basin developments
2. Social security : The program recommended that the Nation consider the
enactment of a democratically operated national health insurance system * * *

3 . Labor legislation : * * * (reorganize child labor laws)
4. Economic stability : It favored the formulation of plans for the maintenan
of economic stability when defense tapers off, by means of credit controls
progressive taxation, useful public works, social-security programs, and othe
measures .
5. Housing : It proposed * * * Federal aid for the construction annually b
municipal housing authorities of a minimum of 135,000 apartments for lo
income and middle income groups
Mr. HAYS . That is the Eisenhower and Taft program .
Mr . EARL (reading)
6 . Education : * * * (Federal aid, better salaries for teachers, "freedom
inquiry," etc . )
7. Civil rights and antidiscrimination legislation : (stressed need for Federa
and State FEPC laws, liberalization of our immigration laws, fair hearing to al
public employees charged with un-American activities .)
8. Corruption : (Favored purge of dishonest officials .)
9. Foreign policy : The program favored, in addition to military aid, increase
economic, social, and educational assistance to developed and underdevelope
countries * * •*

10. Labor and cooperative movements : It urged * * * labor unity, th
strengthening of collective bargaining * * * in white collar trades . * * * It lik
wise urged the strengthening of the consumers' and producers' cooperative move
ment
* * * the league report viewed as antidemocratic trends the increased influen
of such public figures as Senator McCarthy on important Senate committees
* * * the increased confusion among Americans regarding what should con
stitute a realistic democratic foreign policy ; the bitter propaganda against th
United Nations which had been witnessed on all sides during the year and th
continued threats of men like Governor Byrnes to destroy their State's publi
school system rather than abolish segregation in the public schools (p . 6) .
Whatever the merits of these proposals, they suggest the platform o
a political party or the legislative guide of an organized lobby-no
the reflection of an educational institution .
An examination of some of the pamphlets recently published by th
LID reveals that the league is still marketing a product suspicious
close to "propaganda ."
From-Needed : A Moral Awakening in America, a symposium
report on LID luncheon, April 25, 26, 1952-this is a summary by th
editor.

August Claessens, national chairman of the Social Democratic Federation
took a dimmer view of trends in business morality than did Mr . Rennie, a
declared that, in his opinion, "capitalism, now so inoffensively called `privat
enterprise,' is essentially immoral . It is a source of corruption in business an
politics . Private enterprise corrupts Government enterprise and the only ef
fective steps toward the elimination of these immoral influences are the rapi
extension of collectivism and the advance of the cooperative movement" (p . 28

At the same luncheon, Walter Reuther presented a citation to Phili
Murray on behalf of the LID. The citation was received by Jame
B. Carey for Mr . Murray, who was unable to be present . Mr . Reuthe
referred to the Government seizure of steel as -an example of th
need for morality in American industry

The steel industry cries aloud in protest against Government seizure, yet t
steel industry fails to realize that in a free society there is no substitute for t
voluntary acceptance and discharge of moral and social responsibility . It w
the failure of the steel industry voluntarily to discharge its social responsibili
by bargaining in good faith that created the crisis that compelled the Government
as the agency of the people and the guardian of the public good, to interven
Never in the history of industrial relations has there been a greater need for

James B . Carey, secretary-treasurer, CIO, made the following remarks in accepting the citation on behalf of Mr . Murray

It is fitting, therefore, that a League for Industrial Democracy should honor
a Congress for Industrial Organization . The aspirations and goals of our two
organizations are more than similar-they are complementary .
The steel barons of our day are determined to victimize not only their own
employees, but all American consumers and wage earners . In their complete
abandonment of moral and ethical sensibility, they would undermine the living
standards of millions of Americans and even jeopardize the national defense
program itself. * *
Our country needs, and our world needs, collective indignation that takes on
strength and crusading power only by the cohesion of brotherhood inspired by
the common economic, political, and social goals that all working men and women
share * * * (p .11) .

Mr . Abraham Lefkowitz, principal of Samuel J . Tilden High
School, made the case for progressive education as a means of fighting
corruption . This is taken from pages 24 and 25 .
Mr. GOODWIN . Where is the Samuel J . Tilden High School?
Mr. EARL. The Samuel J . Tilden High School is in New York .

Democratic education creates social individuals, not individualists . The individualist works for a self and subtracts from others ; but the social individual
is most to be desired because of what he bestows upon others, through no loss
to himself.
Having attracted first-class minds free to develop the highest spiritual ideals,
how can our schools help pupils to be receptive to these values? We know
exhortation is no more effective than mere possession of knowledge . Children
must face vital social problems and participate in their solution, based on recognized social values that evolve from group planning, discussion, study, and
action. Hence, our schools, now dominated by the competitive ideal of each for
himself and the devil take the hindmost, must subordinate the competitive ideal
with its marks and rivalry for individual gain to the social service ideal of
cooperation for the common good or for group objectives or the development
of talent (pp. 24, 25) .

Perhaps there is no more succinct explanation of the interrelationship of progressive "education" and socialism .
Mrs . PFOST . What connection does Mr . Lefkowitz have with LID?
Mr. EARL. I am not sure what his current affiliation is . I would
have to check . H appeared as a speaker at this particular program,
Mrs . PFOST. I beg pardon?
Mr. EARL. I say he appeared as a speaker at this particular
luncheon .
Mr. Lefkowitz continues

A critical study of social problems ; emphasis on sports where the indivdual,
despite his desire to shine, is taught to subordinate self to the team chosen without discrimination ; or stress on creative arts or school group activity based on
democratic planning, etc.-all these develop a social outlook and should make
for spiritual values (p . 25) .

Toward Nationalization of Industry, by Harry W . Laidler, executive director of the LID, was published in 1949 and represents a fairly
recent explanation of LID views on this subject . Excerpts from this
pamphlet follow

One of the outstanding questions before the American people today is whether
they should work for the increase or the decrease of the powers of the Federal
Government over the economic and social life of the country (p. 3) .

Great holding and investment corporations control much of our electrical indu
try, while a major part of the mileage on the Nation's railways is directed by
handful of large railroad systems and banking groups . One, two, three, a
four overlords of industry control more than half of the business in many of o
manufacturing industries, while a few large banks, centering in New Yor
possess an enormous influence over the industrial structure of the country (p .

Mr. Kocx. Mr. Earl, a pamphlet such as this, Toward Nationaliz
tion of Industry, is that for sale, or sold, by the LID, or is that d
tributed free of charge? Do you know ?
Mr. EARL. On the front it reads, "Price 25 cents," so they mu
have been for sale .
Mr. Kocx. And, of course, we don't know whether they make mon
or lose money on some of their publications, but they do publish book
don't they, or pamphlets?
Mr. EARL. Yes, they have quite a list of pamphlets that they list
the back of each of their publications .
The selection of facts, the emphasis and the choice of vocabula
here combine to distort the picture of America in much the same fash
ion that it is distorted by the propaganda mills of the U . S . S . R . D
Laidler continues

Under a system where the basic industries of the country are privately own
and run primarily for profit, therefore, much of the income of its wealthiest ci
izens bears little or no relation to their industry, ability, or productivity (p .

Here is the familiar theme, common to all Marxists, that capital
ists are drones and parasites . Moreover, it will be seen from what fo
lows, that they are actual or potential fascists . Then we go on,
pages 8 and 9

The development of our system of private industry, furthermore, has be
accompanied by attempts at autocratic controls of economic, political, and soci
relationships by owners and managers of our giant industries .
Many of our great leaders of industry who have constantly and bitterly oppos
the extension of Federal power and nationalization on the ground of "regiment
tion," for years spent much of their time in an attempt to regiment their o
labor forces and, through the use of the spy system, armed guard, police, co
stabulary, militia, injunction, and blacklists, to prevent the workers under th
from exercising their American right to organize and to bargain collectivel
Laws passed during the thirties have made illegal many of these practices, b
ruthless and undemocratic procedures in labor relations are still resorted to
industry after industry by the possessors of economic power . These same leade
have sought to control and regiment political organizations, the press, t
platform, the pulpit, the school, and university in the city, the State, and t
Nation .
The industrialists of the Nation have frequently kept prices high and rigi
have kept wages down, have constantly chiseled on quality, and have run the
businesses not for the service of the many but for the profit of the few . In ma
instances they have sought to involve the country in international conflict wi
a view of safeguarding their investments abroad (pp . 8, 9) .

Dr . Laidler calls for nationalization of our forests, coal mines, oi
reserves, railroads, electrical power, communications, et cetera

Our forests should be brought far more completely than at present unde
Federal administration * * * (p . 9) .
The forests of the country, under private ownership, are, furthermore, c
down faster than they are restored .* * * Public ownership and operation,
the other hand, would guarantee scientific forest management (p . 11) .
Bituminous coal mines should be brought under the control of the Federa
Government . * ** The condition of the industry under private control has lon
been chaotic (pp . 11, 12) .

The waste in the exploitation of our oil resources likewise necessitates further
Federal control (p. 13) .
The Federal Government should likewise increase its control over the Nation's
power resources * * * Dr. Isador Lubin some years ago suggested the creation
of a Federal Power Corporation, which should have ownership not only of waterpower, but of coal, oil, and natural gas, with the view of coordinating the efforts
on a national scale of all of those industries which generate power (p . 15) .

(Dr. Lubin, Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics from

1933 until 1946, was the United States representative to the U. N .
Economic and Social Council from 1946 until March of 1953 .)

The case for the nationalization of the railroads is a powerful one . Such
ownership, in the first place, would make possible the scientific planning of the
transportation industry for the entire country (p . 16) .
Only under Government ownership can a sensible plan be worked out . Only
under such ownership can a foundation be laid for cooperation between the
railroad system and busses, water transportation, airlines, trucks, and other
forms of transportation, a cooperation absolutely essential to the health and
welfare of the Nation's transportation system (p . 17) .

If this means anything at all, it means rigid Government control over
all forms of transportation, not just railroads. Note also the wholly
unreal assumption of bureaucratic infallibility which underlies the
case for continental coordination of transportation .
And to quote from page 18
Only under Government ownership will it be possible to secure enough cheap
capital adequately to modernize the railroad system .
Finally, Government ownership would serve the interests of democracy by
taking this vitally necessary industry out of the grip of a mass of holding companies and financial interests intent on profits and placing it in the hands of
representatives of the 150 million people in the United States . Surely an industry on which the health of the whole continent system is so dependent should
not be the plaything of small groups of railroad magnates and financiers .

Statements to the effect that American railroads are the "plaything"
of financiers do not belong to the realm of responsible scholarship .
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Earl, I would like to interrupt you right there and
just ask you a question or two about that last editorial statement of
yours .
Are you familiar with such characters as "Bet a Million" Gates,
Diamond Jim Brady, Commodore Vanderbilt, and a fellow by the
name of Grew, and so on, who played around with the railroads for a
great many years? .
Mr. EARL . I have heard some of their names . yes .
Mr. HAYS . Did you ever hear about the time one of them bundled
up $5 million in securities and crossed the river in New Jersey so that
the opposition crowd couldn't get hold of the money it was felt belonged to the new board of directors? Did you know that the Erie
Railroad only within the last 10 years or so paid off the indebtedness
caused by water that was put into its stock by some of these same
people? I mean, if you are going to editorialize, I think you ought to
perhaps be a little more familiar with your subject.
Mr. EARL . Well, I point out here that I still contend that these are
things that these people in a tax-exempt organization shouldn't be
indulging in .
Mr. HAYS . Which people? You mean the manipulators shouldn't
have indulged?
Mr. EARL . No, I am talking about Mr . Laidler .

Similar arguments may be advanced for the public ownership of our elec
trical power . The experiments by the Federal Government in hydroelectri
power in the TVA in Boulder (now Hoover) Dam and Columbia Basin, as
declared before, should be extended and the city, State, and Federal Govern
ments should secure all control over the electrical resources of the Nation .
Public ownership of our electrical industry, as of our railroad industry, woul
make possible a unified control of the industry throughout the country . It wou
lay the foundation for a coordination of the power industry in general (p . 19

Communications, manufacturing, banking and credit are not ignore
by Dr . Laidler's proposals for nationalization. (See p . 20) And o
page 22 Dr . Laidler calls for a housing bill which stirs the imaginatio
Dr. Laidler would not nationalize the composition of symphonies o
the writing of novels, but his language suggests that "thought control
would follow "industrial control ." (See p. 23 .)
Dr . Laidler goes on to say

If public ownership is to be truly democratic, furthermore, each social
owned industry should be administered democratically . That does not mea
that the workers in each industry should completely control that industry .
The final control of a publicly owned industry should be in the hands of societ
as a whole (p . 24) .

Dr . Laidler goes on to admit that

Of course the exact type of democratic control which should be adopted wou
have to be worked out on an experimental basis over a long series of year
(p . 25) .

Answering the charge that socialism will eliminate and frustrate th
range of consumer choice, Dr . Laidler replies :
Of course under public ownership consumer choice should be mad
as free as possible. In ordinary commodities and during ordinar
times, the Government should merely try to chart the past trends i
the field of consumer demand, and, on the basis of past demands
decide how much of various types of commodities should be produc
in the immediate future . In the nature of the case, Governmen
agencies and voluntary groups and individuals should do their pa
to educate the public regarding the value of certain commodities ;
encourage the purchase of socially desirable goods and discourag
the purchase of "illth" * * * instead of wealth . But all regiment
tion in this field of activity should be avoided (p . 26 .) [Italics added
It is difficult to reconcile the pious declaration against "regimenta
tion" with the suggestion that Government agencies should "educat
the public to accept "socially desirable" goods . Incidentally, wh
writes the definitions? Who decides that the times are "ordinary"
For notice that it is only during "ordinary" times that the choi
will be as "free as possible ." Finally, where is the guaranty th
linking future production to "past trends" will benefit the consumer
In analyzing the propaganda themes of the League for Industria
Democracy, it is instructive to see what prominent members of th
league have had to say about communism . And I would like to s
first here that I have included these references concerning this subjec
as a demonstration of socialism's constant search, at least what I thin
is its constant search, for the silver lining in the Communist caus
Since Marx's manifesto is the foundation of both socialism and com
munism, socialists feel very badly about seeing their first cousin g
astray . And further I have included them because communism i

Hence, it is interesting to read what certain people have had to
say about it . And if you want me to, I shall go through it . It is
contained on page 20 through the middle of page 24 of my statement,
and contains first the statement of Mr . Alfred Baker Lewis, who was
chairman of the LID board in 1943 and 1944. This pamphlet, entitled, "Liberalism and Sovietism," was published in 1946 .
This essay represents an attempt by socialist intellectuals to disassociate themselves from the terror and cruelty of Russian communism . An uncautious reader is left with the feeling that, while
Russian foreign policy is evil, the economic program of the Soviets
is really quite acceptable.
Excerpts from the above pamphlet follow . Mr. Lewis explains to
his fellow liberals just how the Bolsheviks came to be unfriendly
The governments of every capitalist nation, i. e ., of every nation in the world
but Russia, immediately upon the Bolshevik's seizure of power in that land,
turned against the Bolsheviks, or the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics, to
use the official title . They did this partly from determination to preserve the
right of capitalist ownership of industry, banks, and natural resources .
Since every government was against them * * * the Russians naturally were
against every government. They therefore sought to set up out-and-out revolutionary parties in all other countries (pp. 3-4) .
Such was the call to revolution . It was not unnatural ; in fact, it was largely
a defense measure, since all the Russian Government was doing was building
backfires against the governments which were conducting either directly or
through agents military invasions against it (p . 4) . [Italics added .}

Now, let me digress for a moment and say that Mr . Lewis was very
rough on the Communists in here for their terror and all of the other
things that we know that Russia is doing . But I think this first thing
demonstrates in a small way the fact that he was trying somewhere to
find a silver lining.
Substantially the same argument was used by Communists to explain the Soviet war against tiny Finland, and the knife thrust into
Poland's back . All Russia was doing was protecting herself against
Fascist invasion by seizing another broad band of territory across
which Nazi armies would have to march . Similarly, subversion today is merely the Kremlin's method of combating the aggressive war
plans of American imperialism .
Throughout the booklet, Mr . Lewis shifts the emphasis from the
international Communist conspiracy as a threat to world peace and
stresses the danger of Russian imperialism . In effect, this kind of
argument produces the kind of psychology in, say, America, that might
unify the Russian people behind their Communist overlords, in much
the same way that the dogma of "unconditional surrender" unified the
German people behind the Nazis . Russian "imperialism" is lightly
thastized as a modern form of British imperialism . Slave labor, genocide, brain-washing, espionage, kidnaping, political assassinationall the instruments of total and unlimited terror are, by implication,
equated with the rule of the English sahib, sipping gin in the Indian
sun.
And then to go on, from pages 16, 18, and 19

Russian imperialism is also evident in Bulgaria (p . 16) .
In another part of the world, in Manchuria, the Russians are pursuing the
policy of Hitler * * * In addition, directly reversing the policy of the Soviet
Government under Lenin when the Russians ceded their imperialist rights in the

The British Labor Government and the American Government have usually
opposed to some extent the extreme demands of Russia * * * On numerous
other minor issues the British and Americans have differed with the Russians
Consequently, the Russians have done all they could to embarrass the British
and American Governments, especially the British . For that is simply the psychology of you oppose me and I'll oppose you (p . 19) . [Italic added.]

The "master plan" for world conquest, it would seem to Mr . Lewis, is
nothing more than simple retaliation for British and American rude,less .
Mr. Lewis concludes his study with suggestions as to what "real
progressives" should do in the fight against communism . He urges
them to oppose Communist penetration of liberal groups and, at the
same time, to "loyally defend the civil rights of Communists ."

Liberals should not be afraid of being called redbaiters . Strictly speaking, no
one is a redbaiter except a person who tries to deny to Communists their civil
and political rights. Liberals should and most of them do loyally defend the
civil rights of Communists as well as others * * * (p. 25) .
You are not a redbaiter because you oppose Communist penetration in the
guise of liberals into other organizations or oppose the Communist Party's influence in its "innocents clubs" or transmission belts or because you oppose Russian imperialism . You will be called such, but do not let that worry you . You
would only be a redbaiter if you tried to prevent by law the Communists from
establishing their own organizations (p . 25) .

A fter arguing that the, way to stop Russian imperialism is by strengthening the United Nations, Mr . Lewis ends on a note of hope . After
all, he says, the Communists are not as bad as the Nazis ; there is,
therefore, "a real possibility of peace ."

* * * there is one important and vital difference between the Russian totalitarian dictatorship and the Nazi one . The Communists never were racialists, even
though the Soviet Government refused to admit Jewish refugees from Nazi
persecution * * * Far from being racialists the Communists both in Russia and
elsewhere are sturdy opponents of racial discrimiation, and active propagandists
against race prejudice (p. 28) .

Mr. Lewis then advances an ingenious argument to demonstrate that
aggression and war are not necessarily part of the Communist plan .
(See pp . 28, 29 .) The statements of Soviet leaders that the destruction of either the Communist or the capitalist world is inevitable are,
apparently, as irrelevant as their acts .

We may reasonably have some hope, therefore, that Russian Communist leaders can be persuaded * * * that the American and Western European democracies want peace and the end of imperialism and of power politics, and oppose
Russia only when she is imperialist, not simply because she is Communist
We might at the worst have two worlds * * * yet all competition between them
could be kept on a civilized basis of raising higher their respective standards ofliving, and that would not necessarily lead to war * * * (p. 29) .
The Soviet's original attacks on the governments of the democratic nations
through the Communist Parties which it set up and controlled, were defensive
measures against attacks actual or expected from those capitalist nations . Russian imperialism today is the result of an act of will an the part of the Russian
dictator, Stalin, and not because it is the nature of a Communist dictatorship to
practice aggression upon its neighbors (p . 29) .

The invasion of Korea, the seizure of Tibet, the use of Chinese Communist arms and cadres in Malaya and Indo-china seem to sing a
contrary song .
(NoTr.-Alfred Baker Lawis, author of above statements, is listed
as chairman of the board of the LID for the year 1943-44 .)

state, to search desperately for the silver lining Here is Norman
Thomas, another chairman of the board of the LID, writing in Democracy Versus Dictatorship, published in 1937 .
This pamphlet, entitled "Freedom and the Welfare, State," which
was published in 1950, still carries "Democracy Versus Dictatorship"
as one of their current pamphlets .
This is a quote from page 11 :
* * * it is still true that between the Fascist and Communist types of dictatorship there are important differences . Both accept in practice the doctrine of
the totalitarian state, under the dictatorship of one party which form of government, and communism as an instrument for achieving the final Communist society
in which the coercive state will have become unnecessary . The Fascist dictatorship is bent upon preserving in a large measure the profit system and the class
divisions of society . The Communist dictatorship has already practically
abolished the profit system and the older class divisions of society . Neither
Italian fascism or German nazism has any such record of social achievement in
the education and industrialization of a backward people as the U. S . S . R . since
1917. If there is danger in Russia of a new type of class-driven society at least
communism, like Christianity, carries along in its own sacred books the dynamite for the overthrow of the hierarchies it may develop .

Mr. Thomas leaves no doubt in the reader's mind that socialism is
to be achieved at the polls

It will be the business of the workers with hand and brain, the lovers of true
peace and true democracy, to make the wars and confusions of a bankrupt
society, the society of a federation of cooperative commonwealths .
That cannot be done simply by the ballot in a world gone mad . Indeed, under
no circumstances can the working class put its trust simply in the political
democracy of which the ballot is the symbol .

In another booklet, Russia-Democracy or Dictatorship? published
b~' the LID in 1939, and I think still on their current list, Norman
'Thomas documents the case against the Soviet slave empire . The
piece is a detailed indictment of most, if not all, of the horrors of the
Stalinist regime. Nevertheless, the concluding paragraph ends on
this somewhat curious note
One can hope that the Russian revolution, stolen from the masses by a Stalinist
bureaucracy, will some day be rewon by them . One can hope that democracy
can be achieved within the Communist Party, and that other parties will win
the right to function . One can hope that the material benefits of state ownership will be more equitably shared by the masses, and supplemented with the
liberty that Socialists believe to be equally important . One can still hold
communism superior to fascism, while rejecting the continuing totalitarian
terror that is a common feature of both, and that tends to reduce life under it
to a common denominator of serfdom to the state . Above all, one can hope that
the western democracies, including the United States, will some day enjoy the
blessings of socialism without having first to endure the agony of the transition
period, through which Russia has been passing for more than 20 years.

Mrs . PFOST. Mr. Earl, if you put in this quote here, why did you
not put in the quote that gave the detailed indictment of most, if
not all, the horrors of the Stalinist regime? We will all agree that
certainly we would not want to live under his regime, and if you
are going to quote the one section, why did you not quote the other,
to give us both sides of the picture?
Mr. EARL. I am going to submit for the committee's use all of
the pamphlets to which I have referred, so that you will have that
material. I mentioned that he had done that, but I put this concluding paragraph in to demonstrate once again this great hunt

that terrible period that Russia is passing through . Does that answer
your question?
Mrs. PFOST . Yes. I just couldn't understand, if you were going to
give the true picture, why you would put one quote in and leave the
other out .
Mr. EARL . I think we all understand what Russia is .
Mrs. PFOST . Yes.
Mr. EARL . And that it is a dictatorship, and that there are a great
many terrors there, and he does - a beautiful job of documenting those
In the preface to this work, the editors state they have tried to
publish a work which would contain two viewpoints, one "more
sympathetic to the present Soviet Government" than the one offered
by Mr. Thomas .
Among those who have been invited to present the other side of this controversial subject are Maxwell Stewart, Corliss Lamont, Robert Dunn, Mary
Van Kleeck, Jessica Smith, and Earl Browder (p. 3) .
When there were no takers, the LID, after delaying for nearly a
year, finally decided to publish the Thomas essay, which is highly
critical of the Russian experiment . Apparently, however, the editors
could not resist at least one word of explanation in the preface which
might soothe the outraged feelings of the pro-Soviets .
The authors will be the first to insist that ideal democracy exists nowhere,
and certainly not in the United States, with its unemployment and labor injunctions, its treatment of Negroes and sharecroppers, and its many other problems
They will be the first to admit, likewise, that the U . S . S . R . should be examined
and judged, not by American standards, but in the light of Russian history
and conditions . It must also be admitted that democracy everywhere is more
limited during war than in times of peace, and that the Soviet leaders, living
for many years in almost constant fear of attack, had a war psychology long
before hostilities began (p . 4) .
Mr. HAYS . In order to know what that paragraph means, Mr . Earl,
could you give us the year when it was published or written?
Mr. EARL . I believe I referred to the year of 1939 . Just a second
Yes, December 1939 .
A Conference of the League for Industrial Democracy, held at the
Hotel McAlpin, New York City, on May 8, 1943, brought together
a number of labor leaders, Socialist professors and foreign politicians
They met to emphasize the need for postwar planning if the free
world was to be spared mass unemployment and depression . The,
presence of so many Socialist leaders from abroad emphasized the
reality of the world movement against capitalist society, a movement
in which allies join hands across national frontiers to combat their
own countrymen.
The proceedings of the conference were published in an LID
pamphlet entitled "The Third Freedom : Freedom From Want ."
A list of outstanding participants, together with significant excerpts
from their speeches, follows
1. The Right Honorable Arthur Greenwood, leader of the British
Labor Party in the House of Commons, broadcast a message from
England which was rebroadcast during the LID luncheon . (Mr
Greenwood was elected treasurer of the British Labor Party in the
summer of 1943 ; as a Minister in the War Cabinet of 1941, he ap-

used the Beveridge report on social insurance .)
in the LID, Mr. Greenwood remarked

Greeting his friends

The significance and importance of your work will not be limited to the
United States . We over here are greatly interested in it, too . The subject you
are dealing with vitally concerns people everywhere because it expresses one
of the deepest aspirations of the masses of all peoples (p. 3) .

It is our duty, according to the British Labor Leader, to make freedom from want-

inalienable through the law of nations . To provide freedom from want is one
of our chief tasks . It is an urgent problem that concerns the society of nations
and national communities, and is not merely one of individual responsibility
(p. 4) .

It is very clear that Mr. Greenwood, like many of his colleagues, sees
the necessity of pressing for socialism at the strategic level (i . e. world
cooperation as well as socialism within nations) .
A new inspiration and impetus was given to social planning by the declarations of the Atlantic Charter . But important as these individual national
preparations and plans may be, it is of the first importance that we should keep
constantly in our minds that the indispensable basis of a universal forward
movement toward social security and social justice for the peoples is to be found
only in the concerted action of the nations working in the closest and most
effective cooperation (p . 4) .
Mrs . PFOST . Mr. Chairman, we have been here now a little over an

hour, and we have covered 12 pages, and there have been very little
in the way of interruptions . We have 131/2 pages yet to go . Do
you think it is necessary for us to sit and listen to the material read
to us? Couldn't Mr . Earl submit this for the record?
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Earl would have preferred to have spoken
offhand, but in order to give the committee members the testimony in
advance, it was necessary for him to make a written statement, so as not
to fall into the position for which some of the previous witnesses have
been criticized . And the mere fact that at the instance of the committee as well as its insistence it became necessary for him to prepare
a transcript, I hardly think it is fair to the witness to suggest that
there is anything odious about reading a statement.
Now, so far as I am concerned, I have not had opportunity to read
this, myself, and it takes no more time for me to listen to it than it
would for me to read it myself .
Mrs . PFOST . The reason I brought it up was in view of the fact that
we did have the material in advance, and I have gone over it, and I was
hoping that he might be able to expedite the hearing just that much ;
because we do have the context of what Mr . Earl is trying to convey
to the committee, and in view of the fact that the House is in session,
I thought perhaps it would speed us up considerably if we would be
able to offer the statement for the record, and that we might question
him a little .
The CHAIRMAN . Well, he has certain passages marked, I think, to
have included in the record, and has included some of tem, and is
only going to read what he thinks would be of more particular intere t .
Mr. EARL . How would it be if we compromise, and I will go through
and just refer to some of them . Of course, whatever the committee
decides is agreeable withh me .
Mrs . PFOST . It was my understanding last night that he expected
to sort of hop through the testimony, and I for one am apple iative

before your testimony started .
Mr . EARL. I got it to the committee as quickly as I could.
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed .
Mr . EARL. Two . Dr. Carter Goodrich, chairman of the governi
body of the International Labor Office and professor of economics
Columbia University, reinforced Mr . Greenwood's thesis
I wish to argue, first, that attaining freedom from want for our own peopl
as well as for others, requires international cooperation as well as national
tion ; and, second, that in this cooperation we should make large use of
agency, the International Labor Organization, which is itself, in its struct
and way of working, a notable example of industrial democracy (p. 6) .
3 . Mr . Robert J . Watt, international representative of the Americ
Federation of Labor, produced a typical propaganda assault on cap
talist society
I reedom from want is the No. 1 of the goals toward which civilized man
worked through the centuries . The present paradox of want amid plenty
evidence of negligence, of laziness and leadership, of stupid, unthinking acc
tance of an economic fetish from the laissez-faire cult .
Democracy cannot survive if it bends its economic life to the taboo of
ancient medicine man (p. 10) .
He also poses an economic and political solution to the problem
want
For freedom from want, workers must be paid such wages as represent the
true productivity in order that their purchasing power can sustain the circu
tion of goods . Wages of capital should go down to the measure of its actu
social value (p . 11) .
Yes, for freedom of our people from want, the Nation cannot pay too hi
a price . What we cannot afford is to ignore or be overly timid in preventi
such want (p. 12) .
Of course, in skipping around. here, I don't want any inferences th
I am just trying to pick out some juicy parts . I think it is all i
portant, or I wouldn't have written it .
Mr.. R. J . Thomas, chairman of the United Automobile Workers
CIO, sent an address, and I am just going to quote the last quote i
pages 14 and 15 . He tells, first, that after the war he figures th
there will be a lot of trouble and depression, et cetera, and then
has this to say
There is another alternative : That alternative is to insist that our great pr
ductive machinery shall be used-as it has never been used before-for the so
purpose of providing abundance for our people . This second alternative mu
be based on the principle that industry should serve the people, and not merel
the chosen few who own industry and operate industry for private prof

(pp. 14-15) .
While it is perfectly proper in the political arena to assert do
matically that, unless the opposition is overthrown, there will be cha
and dictatorship, it is quite another matter for a tax-exempt organ
zation to publish this quackery in an educational pamphlet . Th
postulating of the socialism-or-dictatorship dilemma is, of course,
standard theme in the propaganda schools of the left.
Let's go to the next page, page 27 .
Mr. HAYS . Let's not go to the next page too soon, because I ha
a question .
Mr. EARL. Go right ahead .

put her name in. Who is she?
Mr. EARL . All I know about Dr . Burns is that she is the Director
of Research, Security, Work, and Relief Policies of the National
Resources Planning Board, and I mentioned her because of what
she said .
Mr. HAYS . Do you know anything else about her?
Mr. EARL . No ; I do not .
Mr. HAYS . Would you be surprised to know that Mrs . Hobby
picked her as one of the members of her Board to make recommendations for the new social-security law which just passed the House?
Mr. EARL. I wouldn't be a bit surprised ; no, sir.
Mr. HAYS . Well, I know you are hard to surprise . For the record,
it might be interesting also to put in that she is the wife of Dr . Arthur
F . Burns, Chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisers .
I don't mean any leftwing president, either . That doesn't surprise
you, does it?
Mr. EARL . I was not aware of it.
Mr. HAYS . And you are not questioning my veracity?
Mr. EARL . No ; I am not .
The CHAIRMAN . There is nothing in here characterizing Mrs . Burns
in any way, as I see it . It is merely quoting from her speech .
Mr. HAYS . You editorialize about it as you please, Mr . Chairman,
but I will tell you if my name were mentioned in this document any
place, I would resent it. I would think it was an attempt to show
I was a leftwinger.
Mr. EARL. Do you want me to skip around? I don't want to be
accused of skipping something.
Mr. HAYS . I just didn't want you to skip Dr. Burns . Now you can
skip from here on if you want .
Mr . Kocx. The quotation on page 24 that you mentioned . What
does that come from? Fou quote from the lady and give it as page
24. And I just wanted to find out whether that is page 24 of some
LID document .
Mr. EARL . That is page 24 of the document from which we are
reading right now, The Third Freedom, Freedom From Want .
Mr. Kocx . And that is an LID publication?
Mr. EARL . That is an LID publication .
Mr. HAYS . When you say she admonishes her colleagues, who are
you talking about, her colleagues down from Mrs. Hobby's office,
or who?
Mr. EARL . She is speaking here at an LID conference, so I am talking about those people .
On page 27, item 6 : Dr . I. S . Falk, Director of Research and Statistics of the Social Security Board, argued that :
A strong system of social insurance is necessary to prevent want in the postwar period, even if full employment is achieved .
Now, again, I am not arguing with social security right now . I am
just indicating here that social security is a political subject, and it is
one that has current legislation before Congress, and did at that time .
Next I point out some of the subjects that were discussed .
Henrietta C . Epstein, vice president of the American Association
for Social Security

and everything, do you think there is any subject we could discuss
that woudd't have some kind of overtone or implication? If we ar
going to be that broad, there is no way to get away from it .
Mr. EARL . I think it is much narrower than that, because the la
under which these organizations received their tax-exempt statu
indicated that they received that status provided that no substantial
part of their activities were devoted to poliical purposes, et cetera
It is my thesis that more than a substantial part of the LID's , activ
ities have been devoted to attempts to influence legislation and political purposes .
Mr. GooDWIN (presiding) . The second bell has now sounded fo
a quorum call .
The commitee will stand in recess subject to the call of the Chair,
probably for about 15 minutes .
(Short recess .)
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order, please .
You may resume, Mr . Earl.
Mr . EARL. We were speaking about the symposium held in 194
by the league.
As to the subjects discussed : Henrietta C. Epstein, vice president o
the American Association for Social Security, spoke on the subject
Health Insurance Our Next Forward Step ; Dr . Arne Skaug, Direc
tor, Norwegian Government Disability Services, explained Th
Norwegian Crusade for Social Security ; and Dr . J. Raymond Walsh
director of research and education, CIO, urged that labor "find th
media, and words to articulate and implement" its aim . (Dr. Walsh'
address, published in the Freedom from Want pamphlet, . was made be
fore the Washington chapter of the LID on March 5, 1953 .)
Then Alfred Baker Lewis, chairman of the board of the Leagu
for Industrial Democracy, continued his bit :
To get freedom from want in the postwar world we must be clear that w
cannot do so by reestablishing complete freedom of enterprise, the fifth freedo
which ex-President Hoover and the National Association of manufacturers wan
to add to the four freedoms (p. 53) .
Mr. Lewis explained why private enterprise could no longer aver
terrible depressions . He indicated that they had gotten us jammed u
before, and that they just didn't have the capacity to pull us out of
the hole .
Thus the free land in the West acted as a safety valve for unemployment an
depression . But by 1930 that free land was no longer available except for moun
tain tops and deserts . The automatic safety valve upon which we relied com
fortably before World War I and which gave rise to the belief in the efficiency o
rugged individualism as a cure-all for our economic ills, has gotten jammed an
needs to be regulated by careful Government planning and vigorous Government
action if we are to avoid an explosion of suffering and unemployment again
(p . 54) .

George Baldanzi, executive vice president of the Textile Worker
Union of America, seemed to feel that Hitler and his Nazi henchme
had little to do with bringing on the war . Nor, presumably, were th
Japanese responsible .
Business and industry are looking for a solution to the problem of full employ
ment within the framework of what they call free enterprise . What they mean,
of course, is their old freedoms to exploit . But free enterprise is drawing it

that the days of laissez-faire are gone with the winds of war . We believe that
production will have to be geared to social need rather than to private profit
(p. 57) .
History has shown us that full employment is not possible under a system of
free enterprise . . * * * The free enterprisers are interested in profits, not people
(p. 57) .
Whether it is established on the basis of democracy or on the basis of monarchy
or on the basis of fascism, the system of free enterprise inevitably leads to war .
When they dry up at home, entrenched privilege must look for them abroad.
War inevitably follows, and another war will follow this war unless the leaders
of the United Nations begin to think in terms of changing the economic pattern
as well as the political pattern of liberated and conquered nations (p . 58) .

Participants in a roundtable discussion on social insurance and full
employment included Dr . Oscar Lange, associate professor of economics of the University of Chicago ; Donald S . Howard, of the
research staff of the Russell Sage Foundation ; Dr. Herman A . Gray,.
chairman of the New York State Unemployment Insurance Advisory
Committee ; E. J . Coil, director of the National Planning Association ;
Charles Abrams, a director of the National Public Housing Conference ; Ellis Cowling, educational director of the Consumers' Cooperative Services of New York ; and Charles C . Berkley, executive director of the New York Committee on Discrimination in Employment .
The subject, I think, is the important thing here, social insurance
and full employment .
The conference also discussed another program under the heading
"Mobilizing Our Forces in Behalf of the Third Freedom."
Nathaniel Minkoff of the ILGWU, who is this year's president of
the LID, called for a new party

So much for the present . The real test will come immediately after the war,,
when, what with sudden deflation, demobilization and shrinkage of production,
as well as with the inevitable worldwide confusion, our Nation will face the
grave danger of economic collapse. Only a courageous, farsighted economic
policy, based on long-range social planning, can save us from disaster . It is not,
my purpose now to discuss what this postwar planning should consist of nor
how it should be undertaken . I merely want to stress that it is not merely an
economic and social question, least of all a more question of technical expertness .
It is primarily a political question, for even the best program in the world must
remain a mere scrap of paper unless it is implemented with political power
(p . 71) .
We must organize independently of old, now meaningless party affiliations into
a compact and mobile force able to exert its influence where and how it will do
the most good * * * (p . 72) .
Above all we must be clear as to our social basis . What we want, I think,
is a democratic coalition of all functional groups in the community with organized
labor as its backbone and basis . I am not holding out to you any perfect models
but, with all its faults, I think the American Labor Party of New York State
is something of the sort we have in mind (p . 72) .

He, of course, was calling for the formation of a new political party
in America, and I question the legitimacy of that for an educational
association.
Mr. Samuel Wolchok, president of the Retail, Wholesale, and
Department Store Employees of America, CIO, also demanded
political action. His address, printed in this same booklet, was made
to the Washington Chapter of the LID in March 1943 . The tone is
scarcely academic .
There is the sharp line of cleavage as to the future of the postwar world,
between the idealistic forces of the liberals on the one hand, and the blind, cruel
forces of the reactionaries on the other.
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are far more interested in controlling the peace than in winning the war a
their energies are solely directed to that end (p. 73) .
The reactionaries in this country have no program to solve this country's i
and the ills of mankind * * * Their program can only culminate in fasci
and dictatorship here, followed by revolution (p . 77) .
Mr. Wolchok then adds his voice to the swelling chorus demandi
political action
The solution then lies in a third party * * * a party supported by tr
unions and true farmers' unions, by welfare organizations, by civic bodies, a
by other social-minded groups and committees * * * ( p . 74) .
He mentions further that there is already a great nucleus here f
the formation of a third party . He refers to the CIO, the A. F . of
the National Farmers unions, and then suggests that to this could
added the liberal, civic, and welfare organizations spread througho
the country.
Prof. Frank H . Underhill, professor of history, University
Toronto, Canada, pictured the advantage of having a political par
to implement liberal and Socialist goals. Then he described the su
cess of the CCF in Canada, and suggested that they have a progr
there but it works much better when they have a political party wi
which to, carry out that program. He lectured his audience on t
advantages of having that political party and the things that th
should try to accomplish .
On page 31 of my prepared statement, following the quotation,
mentioned that Mr. Leroy E . Bowman, supervisor, Bureau of Adu
Education, New York State, spoke on the subject "Educating for t
Abolition of Want," and I would just summarize by saying that h
speech, in his speech, he visualized a vast interlocking directorate
labor, consumer, and Government interests in control of the migh
apparatus of adult education . His theme throughout was that
must eduacte the adults in America to accept this social planning ov
all of our economic extremes in the country .
Next, Mr . Mark Starr, educational director of the ILGWU, and D
John L. Childs, professor of philosophy of education at Teacher
College, and a member of the postwar planning commission of t
A . F . of L ., presided over a roundtable with the title "Mobilizing O
Forces, Economic, Political, Cultural, In Behalf of the N
Freedom."
He suggested that all organized groups must be mobilized and use
And to quote 95 and 96, "I wish we had the outlook for a CCF i
America . There is no such adequate approach available here ."
Another pamphlet published by the LID is entitled "Toward
Farmer-Labor Party," and the author is Harry W . Laidler. It w
printed in 1938 . However, it is still on the current list of LI
publications and I presume has not been repudiated by the league .
To summarize what this pamphlet calls for, I think that it would b
rights to say that it calls for the formation of a political party with t
labor groups and the farmers as the basis, and that only through suc
a coalition could they reach the goals that Mr. Laidler would ha
them reach .

To delay the building of a new party of the masses because of the possibility
or probability of the selection of a "liberal" candidate by the Democratic Party,
these students of politics contend, "is to repeat the error of past years ."
"Similar arguments," Oswald Garrison Villard maintains, "have postponed
the organization of that third party ever since 1924 * * * . Now once more,
progressives are called upon to stay in the party fold . Frankly, it seems to me
shortsighted reasoning ."
And then he goes on to say that he would much rather they formed
this new party rather than try to stay within the framework of any
of the parties then in existence .
To me agitation for the formation of a new party scarcely qualifies
as legitimate project of a tax-exempt organization .
Now, if we can go down to the middle of page 34, just below the
middle, speaking of the Forward March of American Labor that was
published by the league in a revised printing as recently as 1953 .
It is supposed to be a history of the American labor movement . The
text, however, is embellished by a remarkable series of cartoons which,
in the year 1953, strike an impartial reader as a crude effort to discredit today's business with faults that have long since been corrected .
Mr. HAYS. When were those cartoons originally published, approximately?
Mr. EARL . I mention that the pamphlet was originally published a
long time ago.
Mr. HAYS. I mean the cartoons.
Mr . EARL. I don't know, sir . I would have to check that and see .
Mr . HAYS . They did just what you are doing . They went back
several years and lifted up some cartoons that give a kind of a wrong
impression in 1953, much as your quotations of 1932 might give .
Mr. EARL . The point is, though, that they haven't disavowed many
of the things that I pointed out in yesterday's testimony concerning
their aims and goals stated in the 1930's.
This pamphlet struck me as not particularly setting forth the true
picture of the situation as it is now .
On April 25 and April 26, 1951, the LID held another of its annual
conferences in New York . The proceedings were published in a
pamphlet entitled "World Cooperation and Social Progress." The
league presented the citation to Dr. Ralph J. .Bunche, Director of the
Trusteeship Department of the United Nations, and awarded another
citation to President William Green of the A . F . of L . And it gave
a John Dewey award for distinguished LID alumni to Senator Paul
H . Douglas of Illinois, who "in his graduate days," according to the
pamphlet, had beenleader of the league's chapter at Columbia University, and, since his university
days, has done distinguished work in the fields of economics, civic reform, social
legislation, and international peace .
Senator Douglas was not present and he accepted the award in
absentia, and an address extolling the LID, sent by Senator Douglas,
was read at the conference .
Now, I believe that both the gentleman from Ohio and myself would
like to refer to that.

up. I think that we ought to just read that, and then have you tel
me what is wrong with it . We will give these to the press . He says

I want to express my heartfelt appreciation to my friends in the LID tha
they should have honored me with a John Dewey award for contributions to socia
progress. When I see the slow rate at which we advance toward the socia
goals of democracy, I sometimes wonder if the making of such awards shoul
be held in abeyance until we have greater achievements to celebrate . Th
understandable and essential efforts to meet the military and strategic threat
to free nations, in World War II, and, now again, as we face an aggressiv
Communist totalitarianism, have absorbed our attention rather completely . W
must turn back the Communist threat of a police state and in the process socia
progress has, therefore, been accorded a subordinate place, and has been possibl
ordinarily only when it can be related to defense needs . In some areas, it h
suffered serious setbacks .
Where we have made gains, however, as in housing, social security, reductio
of racial discrimination in the Armed Forces, resistance to monopoly grabs
sounder fiscal plans that do not destroy essential welfare programs, and foreig
economic assistance, they have come as the result of the thinking and plannin
and working of many persons and many groups. Your award to me, therefore,
fitting, only if today you treat me as merely one representative of that grea
company of persons, in public office and out, who have tried, however imper
fectly, for a better society in a better world .
I want also to pay a brief tribute to the LID for the nearly half century o
educational work it has done . It has undertaken research in, and analysis of
many of the basic economic problems of our times . It has stimulated student
and statesmen, members and leaders of many groups, to a more thoughtful con
sideration of democratic objectives. It has brought a much-needed emphasis o
extending democratic principles and practices into the economic and industria
phases of American life, lest the power of monopoly or of unrestrained man
agerial domination, challenge our political democracy and threaten freedom it
self. Even when we have not agreed with all of its conclusions or recommen
dations, we have found the LID a valuable goad, a stimulating source of infor
mation, and a place for frank discussion of basic problems . For his writing, h
research, his speaking, his editing, and countless other services, I'm sure w
would all agree that our good friend Harry Laidler deserves the major credi
for this record of LID achievement .
Yet to list the contributions of the past is to remind us of the great tasks tha
still lie ahead . I'm glad your conference has put these into the internationa
setting in which all issues must now be resolved, for peace, as well as economi
and social progress, must be won for the world if we are to enjoy them in ou
own country . We must recognize that freedom is about the most precious pos
session mankind can have and that we should determine that the State is mad
for man and not man for the State .
These jobs ahead are gigantic ones . To halt the pell-mell rush of inflation ; t
achieve a greater equality of sacrifice and of participation in our defense effort
to advance the elimination of racial and religious discrimination ; to check th
thrust of special interest for special privilege and power ; to keep . the public in
terest central in Government operations ; to weed out graft and special privilege
to guard the civil liberties of individuals while maintaining the security of th
Nation ; to make what increases we are able, in low standards of living her
and abroad-these aims must also be kept in view, even as we strive to keep th
free world' united in effective resistance to Communist aggression . It requires
as you all recognize, the fresh thinking, geared to the needs and conditions of this
day, which we associate with John Dewey's approach to issues .
If this occasion can serve to evoke a rededication on the part of us all t
these great aims of democracy, I shall feel well compensated for the role i
which you have so kindly cast me today .

Is that an accurate reading of the letter?
Mr. EARL . That is an accurate reading .
Now, I presume that you will want to know what I find interestin
in that .

Mr. EARL. First, I mean this : that it sounds more like a speech at
the Democratic convention, or perhaps even the Republican convention, than at an educational luncheon and seminar .
Next, at the bottom of the first page, in the center, where he has
this to say, speaking of the LID
It has undertaken research in, and analysis of, many of the basic economic
problems of our times . It has stimulated students and statesmen, members,
and leaders of many groups, to a more thoughtful consideration of democratic
objectives .
Right there, I was just wonderin to myself whether or not when
lie speaks of "democratic objectives' he is speaking of them in the
sense that the LID understands democratic objectives .
You will recall from yesterday's testimony that democratic objectives, as understood by the LID included some things we mentioned today, the nationalization of a great many of our basic industries, and
Mr. HAYS . Senator Douglas points out that he has not agreed about
all of its conclusions or recommendations.
Mr. EARL. Yes ; he does that at the top of the next page, and he says
Even when we have not agreed with all of its conclusions or recommendationsHowever, I think it is probably common knowledge that he espouses
a great many of their common objectives mentioned in both his second
paragraph and in his next to the last one .
That is fine, and I don't quarrel with Senator Douglas' privilege
or right, or anything else to espouse those .
Mr. GooDwrN . I did, however, Mr. Chairman, if I listened correctly, understand that the Senator was looking forward to that
depression even then .
Mr. HAYS . What are you trying to say? Is it that he was a pretty
fair prophet, or what?
We have 20,000 unemployed in my district. And I don't know what
you want to call it. You can call it a depression or recession, or whatever it is . But the people are out of work . And they have a lot of
names for it, and none of them very complimentary to this
.administration .
Mr . GOODWIN . The reports are that this year of 1954 is the most
prosperous in the history of the Republic, with one exception, and
that one exception was 1953 .
The CHAIRMAN . I don't want you to lose your role as defender of
this administration .
Mr. HAYS . Don't worry about that because I have been just about
as critical of the administration as I have been in its defense . I only
come to its defense when I think it needs defending from its own
party . And then I feel free to criticize it any time I think it is
wrong. It casts me in an independent role, one which I find seems
to suit me better . Perhaps it is better than endorsing everything in
either party .
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed .
Mr. EARL. Luncheon speakers included M . J . Coldwell, member of
Parliament and president of the CCF of Canada ; H . L . Keenleyside, Director-General, Technical Assistance Administration, United

I think rather than read what they say, it is just more of the polit
cal platform and a demonstration of political action .
On the next page, page 36, Stanley H. Ruttenberg, director of t
Department of Education and Research of the CIO, observed
It is not certain that this mobilization program will develop into an all-out
democratic force,- but it presents certain dangers . One of these dangers is
dominance of representatives of big business in key positions
Mildred Perlman, secretary of the Student LID ., called upon la
to finance the socialistic apparatus . According to the editor
Mrs. Perlman concluded with an appeal to labor which has been close
allied over the years with the struggle for democratic education, to build
war chest in behalf of democratic education on the campus and in the co
munity . In so doing it will * * * help train a democratic leadership for t
future.
If this is a legitimate undertaking, under the tax-exempt banners
the LID, there seems to be no valid reason why Young Republic
Clubs or Young Democrat Clubs should not also solicit contributio
which can be deductible from income tax returns . Tax law, in
capitalist and free enterprise society, should not show undue partiali
towards those who are trying to abolish that form of econom
organization .
The final session of the conference was given over to a "consider
tion of labor political action ." In this case they were concerned wi
the problem of how they could give increased emphasis to their pol
cies and their program, and how they could implement it throu
other parties than those that were in effect and in existence at t
time.
The president of the CCF of Canada, Mr . Coldwell, gave his .' nier
can Fabian friends some advice about how they could organize thi
He mentioned, at the end of this statement that I have chosen fr
page 36, that during the last 4 or 5 years the Canadian Congress
Labor had designated the CCF as the political arm of that lab
organization and that the CCF had a growing support .
Mr. Robert Bendiner, former managing editor of The Natio
argued that, on page 38labor should aim at political action that would not be confined to a narrow p
gram of wages and hours, but would be directed to the achievement of publ
welfare in the broadest sense . Labor should show more and more independen
than has been hitherto the case.
Now, the LTD's latest annual conference, held April 9, 10, and 11,
New York-since I wrote this I have received a copy of the LID ne
bulletin covering this conference . The news bulletin was publish
in June of 1954 and reports this conference .
It indicates that George Meany, president of the A . F . of L.,
Senator Wayne Morse, of Oregon, were honored by the LID, and th
this 49th annual conference discussed domestic and foreign policy a
made certain awards .
In going through this, they had a great number of people there,
course, and a lot of important people . I think that if anyone were
take this and take a look at it, then go back to 1952, to the Democrat
National Convention, or the Republican National Conventions in Ch
cago, and get a report of some of the things that happened there, th

Now, the theme of the conference's main panel was entitled "How
Free Is Free Enterprise ." And various speakers took the capitalist
system to task and indicated that they wanted more Government intervention in a great many fields .
I am going to submit this to the committee along with the other
items that I have already submitted .
Incidentally, the reference I make here to Mr . Mark Starr's press
release is included in here, of course, after it had happened, and there
would be no need to refer to that .
They indicate that the pamphlet covering this session will not be
available until fall .
Mr. GooDwnc . What is that?
Mr . EARL . Will not be available in print until fall, that is the report
of the various speeches .
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, let me
say that in this presentation I do not quarrel with the right of these
many people in the LID, and all of those who have been its recipients
of awards or have spoken to it, and I don't quarrel with their people,
to say and write the things which we have discussed, though I disagree
with many of the things which they advocate .
My thesis is this : If the LID is to continue to fill the air with
propaganda concerning socialism ; if it is to continue stumping for
certain legislative programs ; and if it is to continue to malign the
free enterprise system under which we operate-then I believe that it
should be made to do so with taxed dollars, just as the Democrats and
the Republicans are made to campaign with taxed dollars .
Now, rather than burden the text of my statement with further excerpts from a great many other LID pamphlets, I have taken the
liberty of preparing a list of those pamphlets in which fruitful reading might be had.
I have listed them on the last page of my statement . I have them
here and I would be glad to offer them to the committee for whatever
help they may be to the committee .
That concludes my testimony .
The CHAIRMAN . Without objection, the pamphlets will be accepted
but not all are to be printed with the record . Mr . Earl's statement
will be included in full .
Mr . EARL. That is right .
Mr . HAYS . Mr . Chairman, before we go any further, I want to correct the record on one statement that I made today . I do so because I
don't like to let anything stand that I have said that is wrong when I .
find out it is wrong and also because I don't want to be put in the position of having our record make anyone seem an adulteress or bigamist .
Going back to Dr . Eveline Burns, I find that in checking her biog-,
raphy in Who's Who that she is the wife of an economist . He is not
Dr . Arthur F . Burns . He is Dr . Arthur R . Burns . And in checking
the biography of Dr . Arthur R . Burns in Who's Who there are three
Dr . Arthur R. Burns. And my staff got the wrong Dr . Burns . I
checked his biography and so I had a lady married to someone she is
not married to . She is not the wife of the President's economist but
the wife of another economist whose middle initial is the only difference in their names . And in saying that let me say that I have checked

wife of the President's economist .
Mr. EARL. I wasn't sure of that myself. I had here that she was
the wife, but I wasn't certain, and so I didn't know .
The CHAIRMAN . Are there any further questions? Do you have
questions?
Mr. WORMSER . I have none.
The CHAIRMAN . Are there any questions by members of the co
mittee?
Mr. HAYS . I have a statement. And if Mr . Earl cares to comm
on it, I am sure it would be all right with me . I might say, Mr . Ea
I have more or less patiently listened to you and I have just heard y
deliver a valedictorian in which you attempted to summarize what y
allege to have proved by your testimony : To say that your thesis
that the LID is to continue to fill the air with propaganda concer
ing socialism ; and continues its stumping for certain legislative p
grams ; and if it is to continue to malign the free enterprise sys
under which we operate, then you believe that it should be made to
so with taxed dollars .
I would like to analyze now what you have testified about . In
first place, I read yesterday excerpts to you from the testimony
Commissioner Coleman Andrews of the Bureau of Internal Reven
and Mr. Sugarman, his principal assistant, who is charged with
responsibility of these tax-free foundations . And by the way I mi
just put in there that we have more or less agreed this isn't a found
tion . But we are investigating it anyway . It is clear from that tes
mony the following : First, if one of these foundations receiving
exemption is found to be subversive, then upon that finding the t
exemption can be removed.
Now we know that this organization, the League for Industri
Democracy was challenged in 1931 in the courts, and I am just tryi
to bring out the facts, and not to defend this organization, beca
many of the things, that it apparently espouses, I don't favor . It
challenged in the courts as to its tax-exempt status . And in that ca
although the law has been changed, that case still stands and it hasn
been challenged again, and so that that still is part of the law
Mr. EARL. I would like to see it challenged today . But go ahead
Mr. HAYS . Which is reported in the Federal Reports of the Circ
'Court of Appeals, 2d Circuit of New York, following the argume
that you made here, found that the contrary as follows-and I
quoting from page 812 of the 48 Federal Second
The fact that its aims-

meaning the LID-

the fact that its aims may or may not resemble that of a political party does
of itself remove it from the category of an association engaged in educatio
work .

Now understand, I am not a lawyer ; nevertheless, I recall from
testimony of the people from the Bureau of Internal Revenue that th
law was changed in 1934 . And as I said, but it in no way affected
validity of the ruling of the court that I have just read .
So it is perfectly clear that so far as the Bureau of Internal Reven
is concerned this organization, the League for Industrial Democracy,
_not subversive. Otherwise, we have a right to assume that, with

It is further clear that its program in no way has been found to be
one affecting legislation in the Congress or else, under the terms of the
decision I have read you, the tax-exempt status would have been
removed .
Now the third point that we get from the testimony of the people
of the Internal Revenue is that, if such organizations are neither subversive nor have they invaded the field of legislation so as to deny
their status as educational foundations, then if their . advocacy is either
to the left or to the right their status is left untouched as it properly
should be under any constitutional concept of freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, and propagation of ideas .
Let me summarize what I have told you . Under the law establishing the tax exemption of LID, the regulations of the Bureau of
Internal Revenue and the decisions of the court concerning this specific association, it has in no way violated the provisions of either the
law nor the regulations and is in all respects entitled to the tax exemption which it now receives . And I will remind you, further, that the
people from the Internal Revenue we questioned about this stated
unequivocally that they did not want to see the law changed, and
stated that in answer to a question by Mr . Goodwin, so as to put them
in the position of being censors of the authority or actions of the
foundations in this category.
The only thing they were interested in was to prevent tax dollars
from going for the purposes of subversion and evasion schemes to
be set up under the guise of foundations .
Now, Mr . Earl, I would like to challenge you on one point, and
this has been a summary so far. You have taken quite a bit of time
to pick out those quotations from the literature of this organization
and people who have spoken or written under its auspices to lead this
committee to believe that either, one, this association is subversive,
which it is not, or that it has gone into the field of legislation under
the field of organizing a political party .
I have not had the opportunity of reading all of the literature that
has come out of this organization. But I feel that, if it were put
into the record, it might well log water down and might miss some
of the things you have read . But I am only taking the record you
have made.
And now I ask you to show me one iota of proof that the LID at :
any time has taken legislative action, created a political party, or done
anything more than to express its belief in the economic and social
aims which they think can be best achieved by the political route.
I admit they have done that . If you cannot establish these facts,
I think that your whole summary argument falls . Because it is clear
from the law and the regulations of the Internal Revenue and the
decisions that the tax-exempt status of this organization in no way
can be taken from it simply because it advocates that its ideas have
been made through persuasion to become the law of the land .
I hope to God the day will never come when anyone challenges the
right freely of organizations and people to do that . Let me recall
to you that just prior to our entry into World War II an organization
known as America First was established under the sponsorship ofd
Colonel McCormick, General Wood, and many others, which organi-

then Col . Charles E . Lindbergh, and I am sure that there must
many Americans today who look back with shame upon the derisi
they heaped upon that great man's head because his ideas did n
happen to conform to theirs .
Thank goodness the Government today has taken steps to remo
the onus which was placed upon him during the war, simply becau
he disagreed with the majority .
Now my recollection is that the America Firsters started as a ta
exempt organization . I want you to understand from me clearly th
I am perfectly consistent in my belief that such organizations as tha
and I understand the organization is being revived, should recei
the same tax-free status as the League for Industrial Democracy .
I only make this statement because I believe in openhandedness a
I don't think the Government should favor or take favors awa
through its tax-exemption laws, from any organization on either si
of the political spectrum so long as that organization is not subversi
and does not advocate the violent overthrow of our Government .
The CHAIRMAN . Are there any further questions?
We appreciate very greatly the efforts which you have made to pr
sent this presentation . The committee will evaluate in due cour
your presentation, together with the pamphlets which have been su
mitted.
In order that the record may be complete, the last pages which y
(lid not read will be inserted here in the record .
(The material referred to follows :)

To people who use one tax-exempt organization for politics and propagan
there is apparently nothing incongruous in suggesting that "welfare organiz
tions" support a new party .
"There already exists in this country a powerful nucleus for such a third par
One does not need too vivid an imagination to visualize the strength behind
third party backed up by the might of the Congress of Industrial Organization
the American Federation of Labor, the Railroad Brotherhoods, and the Nation
Farmers Union . Add to this the many liberal, civic, and welfare organizatio
that are spread throughout the land and we have a force powerful and stro
enough to decide elections in every county, State, and even in the Nation" (p . 7
In defining the third party, Mr . Wolchok again emphasizes the necessity
international collaboration with fellow Socialists
"The third party's program must be international as well as national in sco
Its program must provide for collaboration with the liberals of other natio
* * * Its program must strive for the liberation of those countries now subje
to imperialism, as well as of those conquered countries now under the Nazi, t
Fascist, and the Japanese yoke . Its program must provide for assistance to
downtrodden of all nations . It must promise succor to the forgotten man
every land" (p. 76) .
Prof. Frank H. Underhill, professor of history, University of Toronto, pictur
the advantage of having a political party to implement liberal and Sociali
goals . He described the success of the Cooperative Commonwealth Federati
(Canada's Fabian party)
"In Canada we have gone further toward building up an effective politic
party of the left . In 1942 the CCF (Cooperative Commonwealth Federation
celebrated its 10th birthday . In its early years it seemed a rather sickly chil
but during the past few years it has been growing rapidly . There are sever
points about the structure of the CCF which are worth nothing . In the fir
place it is a definitely Socialist Party, speaking the language of Fabian rath
than of Marxian socialism, with a program based on the Canadian situation pr
sented in terms which the Canadian public can understand" (p . 80) .
Professor Underhill then explained the facts of political life of his Americ
hosts

for complete social security. The Beveridge report in Britain has aroused widespread discussion among all political groups ; the report of the National Resources Planning Board has been received in a conspiracy of silence in this
country * * *" ( p . 79) .
"If there is a general reaction toward the right in the United States in the
next few years, the forces of the left have no reserve with which to organize a
counterattack . In fact, the left has no army of its own at all, though it seems
to have a good supply of willing generals . In Canada the army is in existence
and has learnt by 10 years experience how to overcome its own internal differences and to make an effective fighting force out of itself * * *" ( p . 80) .
Mr . Leroy E . Bowman, supervisor, Bureau of Adult Education, New York
State, spoke on the subject, "Educating for the Abolition of Want ." So far,
according to Mr . Bowman, this "idea has not been taught in the schools," partly
because "economically successful persons" have accepted the fact that poverty
(for others) is "an ineradicable part of existence ."
"* * * the necessities of business operations under present circumstances
and the understandable reluctance to see change occur have led to the conelusion by them that want is inevitable . So those who suffer want have been
wholly engaged in coping with it, not in eliminating it . And those not suffering
from 'want have had resistance to the idea that it could be done away with"
(p. 87) .

From Mr . Bowman's point of view, it would seem that control over consumption, the planning of production, and the use of government to achieve economic
welfare for the masses are not "ideological" notions, but part of the external
structure of the universe . (See pp . 88 and 89.) Mr. Bowman visualized a vast
interlocking directorate of labor, consumer, and government interests in control
of a mighty apparatus of adult education (p. 89) .
Mr . Mark Starr, educational director of the ILGWU, and Dr . John L. Childs,
professor of philosophy of education, Teachers College, Columbia University,
and a member of the postwar planning commission of the A . F . of L., presided
over a round-table discussion on Mobilizing Our Forces-Economic, Political,
Cultural-in Behalf of the New Freedom . Said Dr . Childs
"1 . Freedom from want is related to other objectives . We cannot progress far
on that front unless we progress also on other fronts of our domestic economy . * *
"3 . We cannot make progress unless we can create a political situation which
will stop attacking liberals in Government, and the baiting of labor . * * * All
organized groups must be mobilized and used . I wish we had the outlook for
a CCF in America . There is no such adequate approach available here . * * *"
(pp. 95-96) .

One of the most extraordinary documents published by the LID is Toward
a Farmer-Labor Party by Harry W . Laidler . Although the booklet was first
distributed in 1938, it is on the current list of the LID pamphlets and cannot,
therefore be repudiated by the league . Excerpts which demonstrate the political and propaganda nature of this work follow
"The reasons for these developments toward a party of workers of hand and
brain on the farms, in the factories, mines, shops, and offices are not hard to find .
* * * They have witnessed the two-party judiciary handing down decisions
which well-nigh paralyzed labor's efforts to organize . They have observed the
officers of the law breaking up their meetings and their picket lines and denying them their elementary constitutional rights . * * * And they have witnessed
America, under the political control of the parties of the propertied interests,
subjecting the masses of its people to widespread insecurity, poverty, and the
threat of war, at a time when the natural resources, machinery, and trained
labor of the land could, if fully utilized for the common . good, insure a life of
abundance and security to all" (p. 5) .
Dr . Laidler equates genuine labor and Socialist movements with the dictatorship of the criminal elite in the Kremlin who, by the testimony of a U . N . Commission on Slave Labor, are the most savage exploiters of labor since the .Pharaohs of ancient Egypt . It is fair to inquire why such a scholarly institution as
the LID if is no longer entertains its pro-Russian view, has not withdrawn this
pamphlet and prepared another .
"American labor and farming groups in this country are on the move politically as well as industrially. * * * Representatives of labor -are today the premiers in the three Scandinavian countries. * * * Labor and Socialist Parties

opposition .' * * * In far-off New Zealand, labor in 1935 captured 53 percent
the 80 seats in the New Zealand House of Representatives. * * * In Russia,
Communists Party dominates. * * *" (p . 3) .
The reforms of the New Deal were not radical enough to suit Dr . Laidl
or those for whom he acts as spokesman
"There are others who contend that millions of workers in the city and on t
farm are rapidly coming to the conclusion that New Deal democracy offers
solution for unemployment or for any of the other grave evils of our econom
life but, on the other hand, that it is heading this country toward another wa
(p .6) .
Dr. Laidler quotes an article from the Nation which urges no delay in bui
ing a "new party of the masses ."
"To delay the building of a new party of the masses because of the possibili
or probability of the selection of a `liberal' candidate by the Democratic Part
these students of politics contend, `is to repeat the error of past years .' `Simi
arguments,' Oswald Garrison Villard maintains, `have postponed the organiz
tion of that third party ever since 1924 . * * * Now once more progressives a
called upon to stay in the party fold. Frankly, it seems to me shortsight
reasoning . * * * No one can foretell where Franklin Roosevelt will stand in
next 3 years . * * * For one thing the President is steadily undermining dem
racy by encouraging the growth of militarism in the United States . Wherev
you find large armies and navies, there you find enemies of democracy . * * *
(p. 6) .
Agitation for the formation of a new party scarcely qualifies as a legitima
project of a tax-exempt foundation . And one may also wonder if the Communi
conspiracy should be described as a "working class political movement," as in th
paragraph :
"Other working class political movements organized during the present centu
were the Communist Party, formed in 1919, following a split with the Sociali
Party, and a small and temporary Farmer Labor Party, in 1920 . * * * Sociali
and Communists are still actively at work on the national field, although t
combined votes of the Presidential candidates of minority parties in 1936 const
tuted only from 2 percent to 3 percent of the total.
"The next farmer-labor alinement on the political field of the future, it is hope
will not only wrest concessions from the old parties in power but will suppla
the parties of business with the party of the masses" (pp . 7, 8) .
Dr. Laidler offers practical suggestions for political action
"Everyone interested in the development of a Labor, Farmer-Labor, Socialis
or other political party representing the interest of the masses in his Stat
should make a survey of present laws and immediately begin educational a
agitational work for improvement" (p . 9) .
"A second problem confronting the organizers of a new political party is h
to insure that the party and its elected officials shall be democratically controll
by those economic groups that obtain their living through their labor of ha
or brain and not through ownership of the means of production and distributio
(p . 9) .
"Whatever the form chosen for representing the will of the masses in the
organizations, the particular organizational structure adopted has usually be
developed with the view of keeping control in the hands of the working cla
and farmer membership or leadership and of preventing the party from becomi
a neublous `liberal or 'progressive' organization with no class basis or from bein
employed as an instrument to keep in power a few political leaders" (p . 11) .
Dr. Laidler discusses tactical procedures which he recommends to Sociali
politicians
"* * * frequently, after helping to elevate an old party candidate, throu
labor's endorsement, to a high political position, the Farmer-Labor Party fin
that it has `built up' a political figure who, as a representative of a capitalis
party in subsequent elections, might be in a position greatly to retard the devel
opment of a party of the masses . The Farmer-Labor Party, by such politica
trading, thus tends to perpetuate the 'good-man' concept in politics .
"Moreover, when a Farmer-Labor Party throws its support to a capitalis
party candidate, it is difficult for it in the same campaign to put forward wit
vigor the main arguments for the existence of, and the imperative need for,
party of labor of hand and brain" (pp. 13, 14) .

ducers of hand and brain . * * * Both are exploited by those who live primarily
by owning and not by working" (p . 14) .
The executive director of the LID warns Socialists of the dangers of forming
.a coalition with the petit bourgeois
"A problem facing most Farmer-Labor parties, likewise, is the place of the
small-business man within its ranks . Some businessmen join with labor political groups because they are convinced that there is no security under a competitive system, and that they must unite with the masses to inaugurate a planned
.society . * * * Others, on the other hand, ally themselves with labor for the
purpose of inducing labor to join with them in a general `trust-busting' campaign,
a campaign against big business, in behalf of the restoration of small industry .
Intelligent labor, however, realizes that all such efforts in the past have led tofutility . * * * Not in trust busting, but in community ownership lies labor's
salvation . Control of labor party policy by the small-merchant class anxious
to turn back the weels of industry leads to nothing but confusion . Merchant
groups animated with this purpose constitute a danger to any healthy growth
of labor or farmer-labor partyisrn" (p . 15) .
In conclusion, Dr . Laidler says
"At the present moment, the divisions in the ranks of labor and the belief
that labor should support the Rooseveltian New Deal against big-business attacks have somewhat retarded developments on a national scale * * * .
"* * * only a fundamental change in property relations will bring security,
economic justice, and a high living standard to the working masses" (pp . 53, 54) .
All in all, Toward a Farmer-Labor Party is a field manual for applied Socialist
political action .
The Forward March of American Labor was published by the LID in a revised
printing as recently as 1053 . It is supposed to be a history of the American
labor movement . The text, however, is embellished by a remarkable series
of cartoons which, in the year 1953 strike an impartial reader as a crude effort
to discredit today's business with faults long since corrected . I refer the committee to the pamphlet for both its text and the cartoons mentioned .
On April 25-26, 1951, the LID held another of its annual conferences at the
Hotel Commodore. The proceedings were published in a pamphlet entitled
"World Cooperation and Social Progress ." In addition to discussion of international cooperation and how to curb "antidemocratic forces at home," there
was the usual technical consideration of how to produce more effective political
action .
The league presented a citation to Dr . Ralph J . Bunche, Director of the Trusteeship Department of the United Nations . It awarded another citation to President William Green, of the American Federation of Labor . It gave a John
Dewey award for distinguished LID alumni to Senator Paul H . Douglas, of
Illinois, who "in his graduate days," had been "leader of the league's chapter at
Columbia University, and, since his university days, has done distinguished
work in the fields of economics, civic reform, social legislation, and international peace" (pp. 3, 4) . Senator Douglas accepted in absentia, and an address
extolling the LID, sent by Senator Douglas, was read at the conference. I
refer the committee to that address, found on pages 12 and 13, for some interesting reading.
Luncheon speakers included M . J . Coldwell, M . P ., president of the CCF of
Canada ; H. L. Keenleyside, Director General, Technical Assistance Administration, United Nations ; Paul R . Porter, Assistant Director, Economic Cooperation
Administration ; and Ralph Wright, Assistant Secretary of Labor . Following are excerpts :
From Dr. Bunche : "Unfortunately, there are those who attempt to take
advantage of the public anxiety caused by the East-West conflict and the worldwide ideological struggle between democracy and communism, to stifle progressive thought and honest criticism, to circumscribe our traditional freedom,
and to restrict the enjoyment of our civil rights . We must be ever vigilant
against internal as well as external threats to our traditional liberties" (p . 7) .
Clarence Senior presided over a panel discussion on Counteracting Antidemocratic Forces in America . President A . J . Hayes, of the International Association of Machinists, lectured his associates on the need for a more aggressive
psychological warfare program on the domestic front

trade unionists and their families, labor can be far more influential in the fie
of public opinion than it now is . One way of increasing that effectiveness
through the publication of a labor daily, especially `for the group of active leade
who make all not=oval trade union organizations tick .' There are thousands
articulate men and women in this group . Its great need is for rapid, up-to-da
information to help them understand the quickly shifting scene . A labor new
paper would not be a substitute for a regular daily press, but a supplement
it" (p . 30) .
President Hayes argued that the mobilization defense program was a "glari
example of the undemocratic process"
"I think that you can find some of the antidemocratic forces in America in t
atmosphere which set up that program . The security measures . which, in so
rational form, are necessary in this peculiar situation, have given the enemies
all progressive measures an ideal opportunity to block and hamstring all pro
ress, and so to smear and attack all progressives that decent people are tend
to withdraw from the central liberal cause . As they do so, the victory of t
evil forces becomes more sure" (p . 30) .
Stanley H. Ruttenberg, director of the department of education and resear
of the CIO agreed with Hayes . He observed
"It is not certain that this mobilization program will develop into an all-o
undemocratic force, but it presents certain dangers . One of these dangers is t
dominance of representatives of big business in key positions * * *" (p . 3
Mildred Perlman, secretary of the student LID, frankly called upon lab
to finance the socialistic apparatus on the campuses . According to the edito
"Mrs . Perlman concluded with an appeal to labor which has been close
allied over the years with the struggle for democratic education, to build
war chest in behalf of democratic education on the campus and in the co
munity . In so doing it will * * * help train a democratic leadership for t
future" (p . 33) .
If this is a legitimate undertaking, under the tax-exempt banners of t
militant LID, there seems to be no valid reason why Young Republican Clu
or Young Democrat Clubs should not also solicit contributions which can
deductible from income tax returns . Tax law, in a capitalist and free ente
prise society, should not show undue partiality toward those who are tryi
to abolish that form of economic organization .
The final session of the conference was given over to a "consideration
labor political action," with Murray Baron in the chairman's seat . The fi
speaker was Tilford E. Dudley, assistant director of the political action co
mittee of the CIO, who "urged more effective labor political education a
increased labor activity in politics" including consideration of a new par
(p. 33) .
Gus Tyler, director of the political department, ILGWU, A . F. of L ., decla
that labor should "give increased emphasis to educating the rank and file
political issues, to more effective fund raising, to the registration of voters and
the directing of votes along proper channels . This series of steps, he believ
might lay the foundation for statewide `third parties', and `accelerate party r
alinement and party responsibility.'"
The president of the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation of Canada (
farmer-labor party with a democratic socialist program"), Mr . M . J. Coldwe
gave his American Fabian friends some practical advice . The editor su
marized
"Mr . Coldwell declared that the remarks of the previous speakers remind
him of political discussions he used to hear in Great Britain in 1906 .
"No matter how good the men we elected in Britain in 1906 on the ticket of t
Conservative and Liberal Parties, we found that their programs were inevitab
controlled by those who appointed the machines . Consequently, in Great Brit
and Canada, and, indeed, in most of the countries where we have the same ki
of parliamentary institutions, labor and progressive elements were forced
organize their own political movements . He declared that, in Canada, t
Canadian Congress of Labor, a counterpart of the CIO, had, during the last
or 5 years, designated the CCF as the political arm of that labor organizati
and that the CCF had a growing support" (p . 36) .
Mr . Coldwell then revealed the international linkage of the Socialist moveme
"This afternoon I want to go outside of my own country and outside of t
United States, and to say to this group of American Progressives that we a

now preparing a modern manifesto of Socialist principles with a view of establishing a common basis of thought and of assisting the backward people of the
world in organizing for similar objectives" (p . 37) .
Robert Bendiner, former managing editor of the Nation, argued that "labor
should aim at political action that would not be confined to a narrow program
of wages and hours,, but would be directed to the achievement of public welfare
in the broadest sense . Labor should show more and more independence than
has been hitherto the case" (p . 38) .
The LID held its latest annual conference April 10, 11, 1954, at the Hotel
Commodore in New York, according to a press release, dated April 9, 1934, one
of the sessions at the conference was to deal with the subject How Free Is Free
Enterprise? Mr . Mark Starr, educational director of the ILGWU, and a member
of the LTD, was to lead the discussion . According to the release, Mr . Starr had
this to say
"On the other hand, those believing in more collectivism must work out ways
and means of attaining planning plus the Bill of Rights * * *"
In conclusion, let me say that in this presentation I do not quarrel with the
right of these many people in the LID to say and write the things which we have
discussed, though I disagree with many of the things which they advocate . My
thesis is this : If the LID is to continue to fill the- air with propaganda concerning
socialism ; if it is to continue stumping for certain legislative programs ; and if
it is to continue to malign the free-enterprise system under which we operatethen I believe that it should be made to do so with taxed dollars, just as the
Democrats and the Republicans are made to campaign with taxed dollars .
Rather than burden the text of my statement with further excerpts from a
great many other similar LID pamphlets, Mr . Chairman, I have taken the liberty
of preparing a list of those other pamphlets in which fruitful reading might be
had .

Other LID publications

Socialism in the United States, by Harry W . Laidler, 1952
A Program for Labor and Progressives, symposium . edited by Harry W . Laidler,
1946
The Atomic Age, by Aaron Levenstein
Canadian Progressives on the March, by M . J . Coldwell, 1945
Recent Trends in British Trade Unionism, by Noel Baron, 1945
40 Years of Education, symposium edited by Harry W . Laidler, 1945
What Price Telephones, by Norman Perelamn, 1941
Labor Parties of Latin America, by Robert Alexander, 1942
British Labor, by Harry W . Laidler
The Road Ahead, a Primer of Capitalism and Socialism, by Harry W . Laidler,
1950
America's Struggle for Electric Power, by John Bauer, 1935
Toward Independent Labor Politics in Britain, by Edward M . Cohen, 1948
Democratic Socialism, by Norman Thomas, 1953
National Health Insurance, by Seymour E . Harris, 1953
World Labor Today, by Robert J . Alexander, 1952
British Labor on Reconstruction in War and Peace
Public Debt and Taxation in the Postwar World, by William Withers, 1945
Labor Government at Work, by Harry W. Laidler, 1948
Canadians Find Security With Freedom, Thomas C . Douglas, 1949
A Housing Program for America, by Charles Abrams
Our Changing Industrial Incentives, by Harry W . Laidler, 1949
The CHAIRMAN . Thank you very kindly indeed.
Mr. EARL . May I now be excused from the subpena, sir?
The CHAIRMAN . Oh, yes ; you are excused .

The committee will meet at 2 o'clock this afternoon in this same
room .
(Thereupon, at 12 noon, the special committee recessed, to reconvene at 2 p . m ., this day .)

(The hearing was resumed at 2 p . m .)
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order .
Who is your first witness, Mr . Koch ?
Mr. KOCH . Mr . Pendleton Herring, the president of the Soci
Science Research Council ; and the gentleman on his right is Mr . P
Webbink, the vice president ; and the gentleman on his left is
"Timothy Pfeiffer, counsel for the association .
The CHAIRMAN . We have had the policy of swearing all witness
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you give in this matt
.shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so h
you God?
Mr. HERRING . I do.
Mr. KOCH . I believe Mr . Herring would like to read a statem
which he has prepared, and which has been distributed among
committee .
Is that right, Mr . Herring?

`TESTIMONY OF PENDLETON HERRING, PRESIDENT, SOCIAL SCIEN
RESEARCH COUNCIL, ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL WEBBINK, VI
PRESIDENT, SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL, AND TIMOT
PFEIFFER, ATTORNEY, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. HERRING. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed in your own way, and unl
someone is moved to do otherwise we will permit you to make y
presentation and then be questioned .
Mr. HERRING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Mr. HAYS . I think it might be well, in conformity with the p
cedure we have had, if Dr . Herring might, unless counsel wants
ask him some questions, just give us his general background, and
on, which would keep the thing in conformity with the testimony
the previous witnesses .
Mr. HERRING . Mr . Chairman, I would like first to express
appreciation of the opportunity of being here today . A good d
has been placed before the committee that I find some difficulty w
Mr . WORMSER . I think Mr . Hays made a good suggestion . Y
might just first qualify yourself with biographical data .
Mr. HERRING . I will go to that immediately, then .
My name is Pendleton Herring . I am the president of the Soc
Science Research Council, with an office in New York City .
As I started to say, I feel that it might be helpful to the commit
if I placed before you a few facts about my previous experience, si
I want to be as helpful to you as I possibly can and try to sp
directly against the background of my own experience and observat
in these fields .
I was born in Baltimore, attended the public schools there, atte
Johns Hopkins University, got my A . B . in 1925 and my Ph . D
1928 .
It might possibly be of interest to the committee if I said t
during my college years I went off as a merchant seaman and wor
my way to various parts of the world . And I mention that he
because at that rather early stage I got the impression that the wo

paper . And then I went off to Harvard in 1928 and taught there until
1946, when I went with the Carnegie Corp ., from 1946 to 1948, when
I took over my present responsibilities with the council .
During those years I wrote a number of books, not quite as many
as Mr. Wormser, but a number ; and I also served as a consultant for
various governmental agencies, the Air Force, the Army
The CHAIRMAN . What were the titles of some of your books?
Mr. HERRING. Well, my doctoral dissertation, Mr . Chairman, was on
group representation before Congress, and I wrote a book a little later
on entitled "Public Administration and the Public Interest ." That
was a book that took me to the other end of town, and I visited a
good many administrative agencies . A little later on, I wrote a book
entitled "Presidential Leadership," on the relations of the Chief
Executive and Congress . I found that rather a complex and fascinating subject . And I wrote a book in this instance considerably, shall I
say, in the empirical vein, on our Federal commissioners . I just
wanted to know who they were and where they got their education
and what their previous experience had been, and I wrote that up in a
little book.
And I also wrote a book on the impact of war, that developed the
idea that a democratic government, as of this country, has proved its
capacity in the past to fight for its principles, and that our system,
with its faults, that are as dear to us as other aspects, is yet able to
face up to danger when the challenge comes . That book was written
on the eve of the last war.
Well, don't let me go on this way . It is a subject I like to talk
about .
Mr. WORMSER . Mr . Herring, weren't you too modest about your
teaching career? Will you tell us something more about that?
Mr. HERRING . I was in the department of government . In Harvard
we call it political science-government . I was in the department of
govenment there . And in 1936, M . Littauer, whom some of the members of the committee may recall, a prominent Member of the Congress for many years, established the Littauer Center of Public
Administration . I was the secretary of that school during its first
10 years, and during those 10 years we faced right up to the problem,
How do you train them for the public . service? We found that was
a very complicated problem. There were no easy pat answers . But
that school was started by Mr . Littauer and has turned out a number
of people who are serving their country in various governmental
posts.
Is that adequate on that?
Mr. WORMSER . I thought you had professorial status .
Mr. HERRING . That is right . I was a member of the faculty .
The CHAIRMAN . That is very good . Thank you very much .
Mr. HERRING . Now, what I would like to do, Mr . Chairman, if you
will permit me, is read this introductory statement to the committee,
and then I will say a word or two about other documents, and so forth .
The CHAIRMAN . We would be very happy to have you do so .
Mr. HERRING . In this introductory statement to the committee, I
hope that I may have the opportunity to present my views concerning
the general thesis that the staff of the committee and other supporting
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ing . But first, may I explore with the committee what commo
ground we all share in the problems under investigation .
In the investigation, thus far, most of the basic questions raise
are within the traditional discourse and debate on public polic
Time and again, in the past, attacks have been leveled at wealth an
bigness ; debates on such matters are almost traditional . In th
present instance, there is, to be sure, a modern twist to suit the times
Big foundations are the target rather than big business . We mee
again the recurrent problem of how far to extend Federal regulatio
In view of the references to collectivism, I am sure that we share a fee
ing of caution concerning governmental intervention and control ove
education and research . However, it is certainly in the public intere
to give thoughtful consideration to such matters and also to whateve
attitudes may affect the course of foreign policy . All would agre
these are proper topics for public discussion, particularly if thes
broad matters can be reduced to specific terms .
Hence, I hope you will not feel me unduly critical if, at the ver
outset, I call attention to one disturbing aspect of this investigatio
that is rather vaguely sketched in Mr . Dodd's opening statement an
referred to by other witnesses in indirect and somewhat baffling lan
guage. In effect, the committee has been presented with an effor
on the part of their staff and supporting witnesses to rewrite Ameri
can history and to explain what has happened in the United State
since the turn of the century in terms of a conspiracy .
To assert that a revolution has occurred without violence and wit
the full consent of an overwhelming majority of the electorate, an
to imply that peaceful change overwhelmingly supported by the voter
of the country is the result of a conspiracy, would strike us as a mor
outrageous error if it were not such a fantastic misreading of what w
have all witnessed and experienced .
To imply that an interlock of individuals unknown to the America
public is responsible for basic changes in our national life over the las
50 years, is to belie the responsible statesmanship of the Republic, th
lawmaking authority of the Congress, and the good sense of the Amer
ican people . The whole tenor of the ambiguous charges set forth
the staff strike at the very integrity of our system of self-governmen
These allegations suggest that the American people are dupes an
that our elected officials are puppets. To underrate the valiant an
thoughtful response of the American people and their Governmen
to two world wars and a great depression, and to imply that the legis
lative enactments and governmental policies worked out through th
process of democratic self-government is the result of a conspirac
operating through American education, is not only a travesty of his
tory but a travesty of the very principles by which we live as a fr
Nation . This line of innuendo I am confident must be uncongenial t
the fundamental principles of all the members of this committee . A
experienced lawmakers, you know how public policy emerges throug
established constitutional forms, and the interplay of politics, and
know that no committee of the Congress will countenance unmakin
the facts of history to suit some special purpose .
Hence, the question is promoted as to why such a travesty of Ameri
can principles and politics is presented at this time . I think the thes

troubled state of mind on the part of a few persons than as a logical
statement to be refuted literally .
The committee has been reviewing developments in education and
the intellectual life of the country, since the turn of the century, and
I think we can all agree that during these decades changes of great
moment to this Nation have taken place . None of us, of course, can be
opposed to change as such. Life is constantly changing . But there
are important questions concerning the direction of change, of the
forces that may affect change, and what can be done by way of public
policy to direct change in the public interest . This latter responsibility is essentially the responsibility of Government, particularly
of the Congress, and I would not presume to comment on these matters. It seems to me, however, that some of the disquietude and worries of previous witnesses may be taken as symptoms that may direct
constructive thought to underlying problems of general common concern . I can identify two .
The first is the spectacular advance in science and aa great increase
in educational opportunities throughout the country . The full impact
of a great increase in new knowledge, and its dissemination throughout
all our society, creates a dynamic force that none of us can fully understand . No nation that I know of has advanced, disseminated, and applied so much knowledge so widely and so rapidly as has the United
States since the turn of the century. This has inescapably affected
traditional attitudes and ways of doing things . It raises questions of
interest to the Congress, to industry, labor unions, churches, and otherr
organizations, as well as to educational institutions . How can progress in knowledge both of natural and human affairs be absorbed,
digested, and utilized so as best to advance the general welfare?
There are many, many particular questions that can be brought
under this broad one . I gather that this committee is particularly
concerned with whether or not certain particular viewpoints have had
an undue importance upon our intellectual life . Have we become the
victim of special pleaders, advancing their special "isms" ? For example, have internationalism, collectivism, or socialism, as bodies of
thought, exercised undue weight? I know of no way, in entirely objective terms, of weighing or measuring such influences . I know of
no reliable method of analysis for establishing cause and effect relationships between such ideas and what has happened in our recent
history . For my part, I find the best safeguard in the maintenance
of a free market place of ideas so that truth can prevail in the resultant competition of ideas . If there has been interference with this
free interplay, it is well that the country hear about it . The first
problem, then, in which we all share a concern is our great national
harvest of the tree of knowledge and how the fruits of knowledge
may best be used to strengthen and nurture our society .
The second great factor of our generation is the evil force made
manifest by international communism and Soviet imperialism . How
can we reckon with tyranny of this order of strength and complexity
and, at the same time, keep our own institutions free and strong?
Here, again, the answer comes not from 1 school of thought or 1 political party, but rather from our united endeavors as responsible citizens of this Republic. Moreover, the essential part that knowledge
and reason can play in increasing our national strength and overcom-

need perhaps to appreciate more fully the fact that the free study an
inquiry carried on in our great educational institutions constitutes i
itself one of the essential American values that we must protect fr
the evil forces at large in the world .
I think we can all agree that thoughtful attention should be give
to the problems of relating scientific advance to education and tha
great attention should be given to safeguards against communism . W
all want to maintain freedom and pursue truth . We are all concern
with justice and the good life. We are all concerned as citizens wi
national security .
The problems before this committee are much more specific in char
acter . This investigation is concerned with ways in which foundati
officers and trustees and educators and social scientists have discharg
their responsibilities .
When I turn from this broad statement of common objectives an
basic purposes to much of the testimony that has been offered, and
the statements that have been made with respect to the social sciences
I must confess to a sense of bafflement . The staff has tried to call in
question the efforts of the very individuals and institutions who a
devoting their resources and energies to the increase and dissemina
tion of knowledge and the protection of the American way of lif
The picture that has been presented to the committee does not accor
with my own observation and experience . The most charitable e
planation that comes to mind is that they speak from ignorance rathe
than malice. Perhaps I could be most helpful to the committee b
sketching very briefly my own sense of reality about the kinds
problems dealt with by the staff and other witnesses . The committ
has been presented with statements about an alleged interlock, financ
by the foundations and controlled from the top in such a way as
foster educational theories along certain definite lines. We are tol
in effect, that a few organizations constitute an efficient integrate
whole, tending to work against the public interest . I shall limit
observations to the kinds of individuals, fields, and organizations tha
I know something about at first hand, and I must say flatly that
experience here contradicts the views that have been suggested by th
staff .
My contacts are largely with the social scientists over the countr
and with the limited number of foundations interested in social sci
ences and closely related fields . Most of the social scientists wi
whom I work are on the faculties of our universities and colleges .
come into contact, also, with a smaller number employed in indust
and governmental agencies . These individuals are men and wom
of independent judgment and integrity . They have dedicated the
lives to research or teaching, or both. They have an extraordinari
high sense of civic duty and respect for truth . Their primary obje
tive is to attain a greater understanding of human behavior and socia
relationships and to share this knowledge. They are sensitive to a
impairment of freedom of inquiry . They bring sharp critical jud
ments to bear on the work of their fellow-professionals in vario
fields . No other country has such professional groups, so highly d
veloped, and so widely concerned with an analytical approach t
human problems. While our debt to European scholarship, partic
larly of the 19th century, is very great, the 20th century developmen

the century . While many traditionally minded European scholars
remain somewhat skeptical of much that has happened here, there is
an increasing interest among the younger university men in other
countries about American developments . Just as in the natural sciences, the tide has turned from Europe and scholars from all over the
world come to the United States for advanced work in the social
sciences .
This development was possible in the United States because of our
greater willingness to experiment . Our expanding universities could
give opportunity to research men who wished to explore new leads .
They were not forced into the conformity set by a ministry of education ; they were not trammeled by faculties firmly set in old ways . It
was the very absence of control under national educational systems,
that provided the conditions favorable to growth and exploration.
Hence, the big fact that impresses me is not a system of interlocking
cartels, but rather, an extraordinary degree of individual initiative .
The individual social scientists over the last 50 years or so, have
organized professional associations for the purpose of sponsoring professional journals and holding annual national conventions . But, here
again, the interests of individuals could not be contained in a single
professional organization. Many members of these associations also
belong to many other associations that have little or nothing to do
with their professional concerns . Even within the area of professional interest, regional associations have been formed, and wholly
separate societies have been established within each field . The problem has not been that of authoritative control, but rather, of maintaining enough unity of purpose and focus of attention to keep the associations reasonably harmonious .
The social scientists in the United States, in recent decades, have had
a wide range of opportunities for their skills . Their work is so much
in demand that their problem is essentially one of choice . The demand
for the services of outstanding economists, psychologists, demographers, and the rest has been for years far in excess of the supply .
For those interested in applied research, there is a wide range of
opportunities in government, business, labor unions, and a great variety of organizations concerned with social problems. Students turn
with lively interest to those fields that attempt to advance our understanding of human affairs and student interest in these subjects has
been so great that our universities and colleges must compete in recruiting able social scientists to their faculties .
Our economyy of abundance seems to operate in intellectual matters
as it does in other fields . Teaching, applied research, and consultation in various practical fields tend to absorb the energies of social
scientists. For the limited number who are carrying on original and
costly research, foundation aid is very welcome . Such social scientists need foundation support unless they are to be largely dependent
on industry or government. They are not dependent on foundations
to provide opportunities for their skills and abilities ; they have many
alternatives . Even if they desired to, foundations could not possibly
control the interests and attention of the social-science professions .
However, I know of only 10, or so, foundations with a real interest
in social-science research .

o portunities open to them and their development in the Unite
tates, in order to get before the committee a better sense of pe
spective and proportion about the problems under investigation .
conclusion, I would like to emphasize that it is the men and the wome
in these fields of learning who are our strongest national resource fo
advancing the ranges of knowledge that will make us better able t
understand our common problems . They command the analytic
methods for most effectively getting at such questions in basic an
tangible terms . Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty and socia
science research is an essential tool for the vigilant .
The social scientists have an essential contribution to make . Th
don't know all the answers, but they can explore many of the signif
cant problems and offer highly relevant facts on a variety of impor
tant questions . But since the committee's staff and other witness
have brought into question the methods of the social scientists, pa
ticularly their use of empirical methods, I would like to clarify wh
is meant by the empirical approach .
To approach a problem empirically is to say : "Let's have a look
the record ." To employ the empirical method is to try to get at th
facts . Where feasible, counting and measuring and testing is unde
taken . There is nothing necessarily technical about empirical met
ods and there is no simple distinctive empirical method as such .
Congressional investigating committees normally follow an empir
cal approach . To imply something immoral about using an empiric
method of inquiry is like implying that it is evil to use syntax .
One thought occurs to me . It came to my attention the other da
Our system of self-government is based on the necessity of t
apportionment of congressional seats, and you . might say at the outs
it was necessary to count noses ; and our census is built into our co
gressional structure . You have there a quantitative approach, if y
will, that is simply integral to popular self government . You ha
to know how many people there are, in order to go forward . I ju
mention that as a thought that might have some pertinence here .
There is another entirely separate question, namely ; is fact-findi
enough in itself ? Obviously not . Logically and necessarily, a pos
tion must be taken on a priori grounds as to whether a problem i
worth investigating . In strictly research terms, this involves t
investigator's assumptions as to what is significant or worth while t
study . In terms of applied research, it involves a determination
the responsible decisionmaker, to tell the research man what body o
fact he wants investigated and what questions he would like answere
if possible .
Neither the Social Science Research Council nor anv responsibl
research organization that I ever heard of has ever made fact-findi
an end in itself . Here fact-finding is obviously open to the charge
aimlessness . On the other hand, the scientific investigator does n
work to establish predetermined conclusions . He may follow h
hunches. He may go from one experiment to another . His intuiti
or rational knowledge of his field helps direct his curiosity towar
those avenues of inquiry that seem promising . He guards again
wishful thinking . He will not let his hopes of what should be ge

follows leads concerning what may be most significant to investigate .
IIe seeks to array the facts, and he remains sensitive to the hypotheses
that seem to be suggested by the facts and that way point to certain
tentative generalizations. Once having gained some sense of direction or relationship from this initial inquiry, he may formulate other
hypotheses that suggest meaningful relationships among a wider
range of factual data . Out of all this, there may or may not emerge
a theoretical formulation . It frequently happens in science that
theories are established that can be tested experimentally and where
other workers in the same field from their independent work arrive
at the same conclusions . When this takes place, theories can be built
into larger conceptual schemes, behavior can be predicted, and practical ways of putting the theories to work can be stated.
This method of analysis for many years has been applied to the
study of human beings and social interrelationships with varying degrees of success. No responsible witness would predict that all human
problems can be scientifically studied, and no responsible-minded
social scientist would argue that all human problems can be solved
by science . All would agree, however, that knowledge is better than
ignorance, and the attempt to analyze in more orderly and systematic
fashion the problems that confront man and society is well worth the
effort . Some people working in the social sciences are more optimistic
than others concerning our present stage of advance and our prospects
for the future.
To deny that the social sciences have a contribution to make, or to
cast doubt on the capacity of man to guide his destiny by applying
thought to human problems, in secular terms at least is to embrace
either an obscurantist or anti-intellectual position, or to adhere to a
determinist position . The current and most menacing school of
thought that denies the fundamental premises of the social sciences
is the Marxian philosophy of history . The obvious unreality of their
dogma seems to have no effect upon the adherents of communism,
despite the fact that it has led to the triumph of statism and the
worst tyranny of modern times. The point here is that it denies the
validity of empiricism as a relevant method of inquiry because it
asserts that the course of history is inevitable and individuals can
do nothing to basically affect the outcome .
Mr . HAYS . Dr. Herring, would you mind if I interrupted you right
there for a question along that line? Do you have any knowledge
of whether the Communists-I am speaking now of the Russian Government-object to empirical research?
Mr. HERRING. Mr. Hays, I have with me some rather interesting
data on this point, and if it would meet with the pleasure of the committee, I would like to submit it to you a little later . I can summarize on the point now .
Mr. HAYS . Just very briefly, if you could answer the question .
Mr . HERRING . The gist of it is that they do object to it most violently ; that the one thing that anyone believing in this predetermined
course of affairs or any one committed to a politically dictated course
of policy cannot tolerate is an objective analysis of the facts . And the
Russians certainly have a way, in their publications, of coming up
with some interesting fulminations .

research? Is it because they are afraid that the findings will no
coincide with what they say is right, with their dogma?
Mr. HERRING . Here you have an authoritative line of policy that i
enunciated by the Kremlin, and whatever is called for by that pre
determined line is produced, or else . That is one aspect of it, in so
of practical terms.
The other side is that here is a system of belief, of view, that fits i
with the philosophy of history that makes this kind of free inquiry
to what is going on something that cannot be entertained by peop
who have that cast in mind . But this sort of point can be documente
over and over again by people who have a first hand familiarit
with what has spewed out of Russia .
The Marxian dialectic confuses the issue by asserting a scientifi
validity to their doctrine. And it may be just as well to emphasiz
this point, because it does confuse matters . This is wholly false an
misleading . It is based on the argument of Marx that his theory o
class struggle was arrived at by reviewing the efforts of the labori
man through revolution and other means to achieve a relativel
stronger degree of political and economic power .
The social sciences stand four-square in a great tradition of freedo
of inquiry which is integral to American life, to the Anglo Saxon tra
dition of self-government, and to the concern with the individu
fundamental to both Western civilization and its ancient herita
stemming back through the Renaissance to the Classic World an
to Judaic-Christian concern with human dignity .
To spell out the full course of historical events that would pro
vide the empirical evidence for this assertion, would unduly tax th
time of this committee and it is obviously not necessary to argue thi
case before a committee of the Congress of the United States .
This is the sort of thing that could be pursued perhaps in a semina
room .
However, since the issue of empiricism has been raised by othe
witnesses, a brief explanation may be helpful. I have been discussi
the empirical method as a tool of analysis and I have indicated tha
our American tendency to get at the facts, to have a look at th
record, to separate mere speculation from factfinding, is so embedd
in our habitual ways of doing that that it really needs no defense .
It has been suggested, however, that there has been an overemphasi
on this method and that it may somehow, in a manner unspecified
lead to undue control, the corruption of moral principle, the confusio
of the public, the domination of education, and the corruption o
ethical principles and spiritual values . It is somewhat difficult t
come to grips with this broad allegation, since it is presented in term
of inference and innuendo . The charge is not made flatly, but rathe
in terms of overemphasis or posible deleterious effects in the futur
if an empirical approach is carried too far .
I would agree, as a logical proposition, that extremism in an
subject is, by definition, bad . Hence, the problem, I suggest, is on
of balance and degree . Witnesses have asserted that overemphasi
has been placed upon an empirical approach . This remains a matte
of opinion and I know of no way in which such a charge can b
definitely established one way or the other . In my opinion, there is n

human tendency on the part of a great many of us, as individuals, to
see what we choose to see and to believe what we want to believe . I
observe a readiness to speculate, to guess, to haphazard opinions, and
to come to judgments on the basis of very inadequate evidence . It is
my observation that this is a very human tendency, if not indeed a
common human weakness . This tendency is found in all walks of
life . It becomes a matter of high moment in policy decisions and in
the formation of public opinion .
Social scientists working as economists, historians, statisticians,
sociologists, or what not, are prone to this weakness as individuals, just
like anyone else. In their professional capacity, it is their duty to
guard as best they can against letting wishful thinking get in the way
of objective analysis . Sometimes they fail, but in my opinion more
often than not they succeed . In their work as scientific investigators,
they operate within an appropriate system of values, to wit : They
cannot be unmindful of the ethical principle of seeking the truth and
of honestly analyzing their evidence . They cannot be oblivious of
spiritual values of freedom, because their work as investigators is dependent upon a full sense of truth and freedom and justice . They are
the first to suffer if their fellow-citizens relinquish a common loyalty
to truth, to freedom, and to justice. The evidence of this is obvious
when we recall that after dictatorships arose in Russia, in Italy, and
in Germany, the freedom of scholars and research men to pursue the
truth as they saw it on matters of public policy, of economics, of history, and of the nature of man and society, was immediately curtailed
and ultimately destroyed . It was imposible for them to carry on
empirical work . The facts could not be arrayed in terms designed to
bring out their true meaning . The ends were dictated by the State and
either incompetents or prostitutes in the social science fields were
ordered to produce the results demands by the dictators and to array
evidence in accordance with the principles predetermined by the single
party in power . The social sciences were destroyed before the dictators began their perversion of the natural sciences, particularly biology and genetics, and their erosion of the church and religious beliefs .
I repeat that eternal vigilance is the safeguard of liberty, and recent
history proves that particular vigilance must be exercised if the freedom to study human problems is to be maintained . The dangers here
are not simply the obvious threats of totalitarian rule, but likewise
(and more insidious for us in the United States) the dangers of prejudice, malice, and wishful thinking. Authoritarianism that denies the
freedom of the individual to study, to question, to inquire, to form his
own opinions on controversial matters, is not always expressed through
conspiratorial parties, concentration camps, and secret police . Authoritarianism is found in many less obvious ways in the United States
today . It is expressed in Mr. Dodd's statement in an indirect and
subtle fashion, and is all the more dangerous for that reason . It is insinuated rather than asserted, when he states (on p . 26) "that it may
not have occurred to (foundation) trustees that the power to produce
data in volume might stimulate others to use it in an undisciplined
fashion without first checking it against principles discovered in the
deductive process ." This assertion is so elliptical in character that,
here again, it is hard to bring the charge out into the open . There

as an authoritative basis of truth against which truths arrived
through the inductive process should be subordinated . This is n
flatly stated but, in my opinion, it is clearly to be inferred .
In philosophic terms, if this statement means anything (and this
of course, is debatable) Mr . Dodd is asserting that one theory con
cerning the philosophy of knowledge is superior to another theo
concerning the philosophy of knowledge . He seems to be saying th
deductive thought is somehow superior to inductive thought. H
seems to identify inductive thought with the social sciences and thereb
suggest that their findings cannot be valid unless substantiated by th
principles discovered through the deductive process .
Now, I am not choosing of sides between these two . I am just tryi
to get the issue before you .
In the first place, this line of reasoning discloses his ignorance o
the methods employed by the social scientists. Social scientists do n
limit themselves to either inductive or deductive reasoning, as suc
They employ deductive principles, for example, when they decide upo
the importance of subject matter for study . They tend to follow t
inductive method when they analyze their data . They are not, ho
ever, victims of any single school of thought, nor are they limited t
any single line of reasoning . They use whatever methods of log
they, in their competence as scholars and research men, feel may hel
with the job in hand. By and large, they tend to limit their inquiri
to topics that they regard as researchable : that is to say, they seek que
tions that they think are susceptible of systematic analysis and of sub
ject matter that preferably can be observed . This leads them to stud
the behavior of men and of institutions and of the activities of busine
firms, labor unions, governmental agencies, and individuals, singly o
in groups. Some devote their attention to analyzing the beliefs tha
people hold and the attitudes they take on various issues. Some soci
scientists are more interested in the theories that men express tha
in the activities in which they engage . But their general inclinatio
is to try to find out what is going on rather than what should tak
place . Many students of social phenomena offer their interpretation
about desirable alternative courses of action, and some offer their in
formed individual judgments on the basis of their studies .
By and large, this work in the social sciences tends to go from
consideration of particular facts to the larger interrelationship
among these facts and the generalizations that might be offered con
cerning them . In this sense, it is empirical and comes within a com
mon American habit of mind . At the risk of oversimplification,
would say that the views of Mr. Dodd might be characterized as ration
alistic because of his alleged faith in principles deductively arrive
at, and the views perhaps of most social scientists tend to be arrive
at empirically . I repeat that it is difficult to restate with precisio
just what Mr. Dodd's position is and that it is also difficult to general
ize with any precision about fields of knowledge so varied, so dynamic
and so fluid as the social sciences . The point I wish to make is that
to the extent that the line can be drawn between empiricism an
rationalism, empiricism tends to be more in the American tradition
than rationalism . To sustain this view, it is necessary to recall tha
the father of empiricism, as a distinctive field, is John Locke . It

traced to Aristotle . It was John Locke, however, who stated this
school of thought most clearly, and it was John Locke who also set
forth the philosophy most widely accepted by the Founding Fathers
of this country . Locke found himself in conflict with the philosophers
of rationalism in Europe. From the standpoint of the history of
thought, Locke's views were in conflict with those of Leibnitz and
Spinoza . Were Locke here today, he would probably repeat a comment he made to a friend apropos of some rationalistic speculation of
Leibnitz, when he said : "You and I have had enough of this kind of
fiddling."
I respect the great contribution to Western thought made by European philosophers, but I know that they likewise would be critical of
much of the research that has been carried on in this country over
the last hundred years, or so . Descartes, Spinoza, and Leibnitz,
among others, championed the ability of the mind to know reality by
means of its faculty of reasoning which, for them, was independent of
experience . It was John Locke, the philosopher of the glorious revolution of 1688 in Great Britain, who developed the political philosophy so meaningful to the Founding Fathers of the United States who
also developed the doctrine that knowledge is derived from experience .
This faith that the future is not foreordained, and that man can
learn by doing, is the viewpoint that has motivated so much of our
history . It was in the Age of the Enlightenment at the end of the
18th century, that men began to nourish the hope that human institutions might be brought within the scope of science . And it is not
surprising that this search for a science of society should have been
taken up and carried further in the United States than anywhere
else in the world . If we had time, it would be very interesting to
develop this further . Because if you think back to the attitudes of
the Founding Fathers, it was empiricists such as Benjamin Franklin,
who went out and flew a kite in order to find out what was going on
in the thunderstorm, and it was that kind of "let's get at the facts" attitude that was in the minds of men like Washington and Adams and
Jefferson . They were people, in that period, who were enlightened
and informed by that attitude . And, as I say, if we had time to go
into the history of thought, it is a fascinating story, this contrast between the rationalists on the continent of Europe, the encyclopedists,
who found themselves at odds with the government at the time .
Contrast the problem that they faced there with what went on here,
where we had a meeting of minds and an understanding on the part
of scholars and scientists in this country, and our Statesmen . There
was no conflict of mind between the schools of thought . They were in
the same tradition . And the interest that George Washington expressed in a national university, for example, and the interest that
Alexander Hamilton expressed in subsidies to inventors and to the
encouragement of science at that time, the interests of Adams, all go
back into this same thing .
One could go on at a great rate about the very interesting historical
antecedents . But the point is that here was a new land, untrammeled
by old conflicts and ancient grudges, where man was offered an opportunity to realize his destiny . Nature conspired with human intelligence and imagination to realize the potentialities before us as a
Nation . Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness were to be achieved

The social sciences, as they have developed in recent decades have
contributed, within the limits of their capacity to the high purpose
set forth in the preamble to the Constitution ; namely-

* * * to form a more perfect Union, establish justice, insure domestic tran
quillity, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, an
secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity . *

Political science, by enabling us to understand the nature of our
Government and laws more clearly, has contributed greatly to goo
government and the preservation of representative institutions
Economics, by adding to our knowledge of the business cycle and
storing up great bodies of statistical and other data, has enable
industry and government to find ways of achieving a more stable
economy . Industrial relations research has helped find methods fo
reducing the conflict between management and labor . Sociology ha
provided facts about family life, juvenile delinquency, and race relations that have time and again substituted reason and knowledge fo
bias and prejudice . Demography has provided knowledge of popu
lation trends of enormous practical importance . Penology has helpe
us to deal more reasonably with the control of crime . This list coul
be elaborated at great length. The main point is to emphasize th
American habit of saying, "Let's have a look at the record . Let's see
in a given instance, what is practical and feasible . Let's see wha
we can accomplish by taking thought together . Let's have done wit
fiddling, with mere speculation, and see what can be done throug
commonsense, fortified by whatever orderly array of facts can be
introduced, to find a reasonable solution ."
In this endeavor, the principles of truth, freedom, and justice serve
as a guide . In these terms, I can ask no more of this committee than
an empirical approach to this inquiry into the activities of the foundations and related agencies .
Since various references have been made to the social sciences and
specific allegations have been directed at the Social Science Research
Council, I respectfully request an opportunity to present to the committee statements on these matters, either orally or in writing, and
preferably in both forms . The council is not, in any sense, the forma
spokesman for either the seven associations that designate member
to our board of directors or for the 10,000 individuals engaged in the
social sciences over the country . Our focus is on the advancement o
research . If the committee wishes to pursue its inquiry about the
social sciences in this country, this might best be done by calling upon
leading social scientists to present their views .
I have before me brief statements from annual reports of the counci
that describe our aims, organization, and general attitude, and data on
this has been distributed in advance to the committee, as a genera
statement from our annual report about the organization . And
would be glad further to supply whatever specific facts I can concerning council activities that may be of interest to the committee . W
have also prepared a more extensive statement, dealing with certai
allegations that have been made .

offers specific replies to specific points .
I know you want to conserve your time, and I would not undertake
to read this document to you, since you have it.
The CHAIRMAN . It may be presented as part of your statement.
Mr . HERRING. If I may offer, then, for the record, supplementary
statement A and supplementary statement B, I think it would be
helpful to the committee .
(The statements referred to are as follows :)
SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT A ON BEHALF OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH
COUNCIL-REPLIES TO SPECIFIC POINTS

There are a number of particular criticisms of the social sciences in the report
of the research director for the committee on which we offer comments . He
states :
"The broad study which called our attention to the activities of these organizations revealed not only their support by foundations, but has disclosed a degree
of cooperation between them which they have referred to as 'an interlock,' thus
indicating a concentration of influence and power . By this phrase they indicate
they are bound by a common interest rather than a dependency upon a single
source for capital funds . It is difficult to study their relationship without confirming this . Likewise ; it is difficult to avoid the feeling that their common interest has led them to cooperate closely with one another and that this common
interest lies in the planning and control of certain aspects of American life
through a combination of the Federal Government and education" (stenographic
transcript, ibid, p . 47) .
If this statement intends to say that the organizations listed in the report are
able to exert such power as to bring about a combination of the Federal Government and education so as to permit the organizations to plan and control some
aspect of American life, then the statement is absurd . Education is controlled
by local school boards and by departments of education in the 48 States, and the
Federal Government is controlled by a large number of competing interests among
which the influence of the organizations mentioned is certainly not great . With
respect to the specific objectives or effects attributed to the interlock the council
has had no part, or inclination, in bringing about such alleged changes through
education.
The council is concerned primarily with improving the quality of research in
the social sciences-that is, with the reliability, rigor, objectivity, and honesty
of social-science research . Necessarily related to this objective is a concern
with improving the quality of the research workers in these fields, with studying the conditions under which research is carried on, and with intelligent discussion and understanding of what research can and cannot do . The council
is not engaged in developing or in advocating public policies or political programs,
or in directing or shaping educational objectives and policies .
The Social Science Research Council has not cooperated with similar agencies
in other fields of research for the purpose of planning or controlling certain
aspects of American life . It has not sought, nor does it seek, control over any
aspect of American life, including research in the social sciences . The council
has participated in encouraging various types of planning in research, particularly with the intention of making research more productive . This has been done
through the preparation of publications which help to summarize the existing
accomplishments of research in a given field, and through efforts to help research
men find the most promising lines of future research on which they might concentrate their attention .
The Social Science Research Council accepts grants from several foundations
for the administration of fellowships and for other forms of financial support
for research in the social sciences . However, foundations make grants for similar purposes to other organizations concerned with research in the social sciences,
such as universities and research institutes of many kinds, and foundations also
administer fellowship programs of their own . In addition, individual research
men in universities are frequently financed by university committees from en-

by the Social Science Research Council in 1950 .)
There is the allegation in the report that the staff's study of the foundation
and the organizations mentioned "seems to warrant the inference that they con
stitute a highly efficient, functioning whole . Its development and productio
seems to have been largely the work of these organizations engaged in research
such as the Social Science Research Council and the National Research Council
(ibid ., p . 47) . This charge as worded here is a vague one . The inference tha
such a "highly efficient, functioning whole" exists is not warranted . We admi
that in our operations we do seek to be efficient . The nature of this "whole
and the extent of the "interlock," however, need some rigorous examinatio
if the committee is to have a fair and accurate view of just what does and wha
does not exist.
There is first of all the statement in the staff report that the council "acts a
spokesman for seven constitutent member associations," The fact is that th
council has never been designated as a spokesman by the seven associations whic
elect part of the council's board of directors, that the council has never sought t
arrogate to itself the role of spokesman for these associations or for social scienc
as a whole, or for anyone except itself, and that actually save for an occasiona
individual member of one or another of the associations no one has ever seriousl
proposed that we or anyone else act as spkesman for them .
The suggestion that the council is such a spokesman rests upon a very funda
mental misunderstanding of the way in which learned associations function a
well as of the entire academic population . It is only on very limited matters tha
the associations try to act as spokesmen for their members as a whole . The pro
grams of their annual meetings, the contents of their journals, or the nature an
substance of any other activities which they carry on are not cleared with th
council or conducted in accordance with policies discussed with the council o
influenced by the council as such in any other single way . Consultation doe
occur occasionally in matters of mutual research interest but these occasion
have arisen with any particular association not more than about once in 3 or 4
years .
The one continuing relationship between the seven associations and the counci
consists of the designation by each of them each year of a member of the council's
board of directors for the subsequent 3 years . The origins of this relationship ar
very simple if one understands the situation in the social sciences at the beginning of the twenties. There were then seven well-established associations some
of whose members wanted to see the establishment of an agency more actively
engaged in fostering better research . The associations themselves could not wel
undertake this because they were not organized to carry on from month to month
and from year to year the tasks to be undertaken by the council, because of a
view that a single agency concerned with all seven fields was desirable, and because actually research always has been and must be only one of the concerns of
the associations many of whose members are interested primarily or solely in
teaching or in other vocations .
Leaving then the "spokesman" angle of this allegation as the committee may
reasonably be concerned with the extent to which the council and the other organizations called to its attention cooperate . Ten years ago the conviction arose tha
the councils (the American Council on Education, the American Council of
Learned Societies, the National Research Council, and the Social Science Research Council) ought not to work in total isolation from each other and that
they ought occasionally to talk over ideas and activities which might be of
interest simultaneously to two or more of them . This led to the creation of the
Conference Board of Associated Research Councils, a body to which some prior
reference has I think been made in these hearings . Over its entire life it has
held an average of three meetings-sometimes a day in length, sometimes half a
day-a year. The conference board has no staff beyond the volunteer services
provided by the councils themselves . It is therefore certainly far short of a tight
"interlock ." Some measure of criticism may well be justified and might better
be directed against the limited communication and cooperation which has occurred between the councils . Close and more frequent consultation might assist
in making contributions of national benefit . go far, however, we have not found
a highly efficient way of achieving this close working together, and certainly no
funds for providing the conference board with even minimal staff resources .

to receive awards under the Fulbright Act
from among persons who apply in an open competition, publicly announced
throughout the United States . The committee of selection consists of 12 members, usually university professors, appointed by the board, and 4 members of
the staffs of the councils, all of whom serve without compensation other than
expenses . The final selection of Fulbright grantees, however, is made by the
Board of Foreign Scholarships, the members of which are appointed by the
President of the United States .
The conference board has sponsored the Commission on Human Resources
and Advanced Training which has for the past 5 years been studying problems
of the supply of and demand for American professional persons over a wide range
of fields of learning . There are also other ways in which the four councils work
together. There have been over the past 15 years a number of joint committees
between 2 or more of the councils as such, and some 5 or 6 conferences sponsored
by 2 or more of them . For example, we and the National Research Council some
years ago set up a joint committee to try to foster more accurate ways of measuring attitudes and consumer wants . A few months ago the Social Science Research Council and the National Research Council jointly sponsored a small
conference to discuss whether significant studies of twins could perhaps be
worked out . Other examples are the formation by the National Research Council and the Social Science Research Council of a temporary committee to make
arrangements for a conference on research in contemporary Africa, held in
October 1953, to which were invited some 50 specialists in biology, geography,
anthropology, sociology, economies, and political science .
With the American Council of Learned Societies we have had joint committees which tried to improve communication between scholars engaged on studies
of Latin America to ascertain whether something could be done to increase the
number of Americans with competent knowledge of India and its neighboring
countries, and to aid American scholars in critically analyzing such materials
as can be drawn out from behind the Iron Curtain . These joint committees
represented a recognition that there are problems on which humanists and social
scientists, or social scientists and natural scientists ought to have something
to contribute to each other . At the same time, however, the joint committees
have always been very minor elements in the current work of any one of the
councils concerned .
With the other organizations mentioned in the report, aside from the other
three councils, and the American Historical Association, which is one of its
affiliated societies, the Social Science Research Council has had almost no
formal contact, and little informal contact .
Another allegation in the report of the research director is given in these
terms
"In what appears from our studies to have been zeal for a radically new social
order in the United States, many of these social science specialists apparently
gave little thought to either the opinions or the warnings of those who were
convinced that a wholesale acceptance of knowledge acquired almost entirely
by empirical methods would result in a deterioration of moral standards and a
disrespect for principles . Even past experience which indicated that such an
approach to the problems of society could lead to tyranny appears to have been
disregarded" (ibid . p . 48) .
This statement contains a number of suggestions and charges which involve
questions of extended scope . What is the "radically new social order" suggested? Has there been a wholesale acceptance of empirical knowledge which
has resulted in a deterioration of moral standards and a disrespect for principles? In the experience of which countries has an empirical approach to
social problems led to tyranny? These questions raise broad and vague issues,
and the present report of the research staff provides an insufficient basis for
their analysis. However, there is a tone of accusatory implication in these statements which may be noted at this time. It might be inferred by a casual or
predisposed reader of the paragraph quoted above that radical social scientists,
undeterred by criticism of their use of empirical methods, were responsible for
an alleged deterioration of moral standards, and disrespect for principles, and
might become responsible for a tyrannical regime in the United States .
Implications of this kind can only be met by positive statements, in order
to present the issues in their clearest light . For example, it may well be
noted that certainly very few social scientists have shown zeal for a radically

and a disrespect for principles, and this statement should by no means be co
ceded, social scientists have no greater share in such a development than ha
the members of many other groups in society . Furthermore many persons wi
deteriorated moral standards and a disrespect for principles have been total
oblivious of knowledge acquired by empirical methods or by any other method
Finally, social scientists wish neither to be controlled by governmental restri
tions on their freedom of inquiry, nor to exercise control over other huma
beings. They wish, rather, to widen the area of free choice open to hum
beings, by the discovery of knowledge. It is no accident that it is in the Unit
States that the social sciences have flourished more than in any other count
in the world ; it is in the freest of societies that the study of man can be mo
freely made . Only where knowledge may be sought for its own sake, spurr
by curiosity and enthusiams of individuals, can research most fully contribut
to the widening of human horizons and the realization of man's best self .
It has been alleged that the foundations and the "accessory agencies" ha
"directed education' toward a new international frame of reference ." I ha
been unable to find in the hearings just what this new international frame o
reference is supposed to be . The council has not sought to direct education
since this is not within its scope of operations, and its effectiveness in doing s
would certainly be limited if it mistakenly undertook such a mission . Th
council has several times tried to find ways of encouraging more systemati
and more searching inquiry into problems relating to the economic and politica
position of the United States and better knowledge of other areas of the world
We shall undoubtedly make new attempts in this direction if and as construc
tive ideas arise . The council's attempts to study the research which has gon
on and to figure out ways of doing better research have, however, had no rela
tion which I can discern to any particular "international frame of reference"
new or old . The choice of this country's international frame of reference ha
been made and will we are sure continue to be made by its legislative and execu
tive policymakers and by its citizens through established constitutional proce
dures . Of course, the council will continue its interest in working out bett
and more significant research plans relating to problems of international rela
tions-not to any particular international frame of reference-in view of th
obviously increasing importance of these relations to the security and welfar
of the United States .
Here, for example, is a current council undertaking . Foundation officers b
came concerned with problems of foreign students at American universities . A
a means of learning more about these problems, and how improved methods o
dealing with them might be found, three foundations have made grants to th
Social Science Research Council. A grant of this type is made to the counci
for several reasons . The council has experience in the administration of funds
it has knowledge of individual scholars engaged in various fields of research ;
has their confidence, and is therefore able to enlist their collaboration in th
carrying out of research projects . The result of the council's development o
this research project will be several publications useful, we hope, to foreig
student advisers in universities, to Government officials planning exchange o
persons programs, and to teachers and others who have contacts with foreig
students . These publications will be primarily descriptive in nature ; they wil
summarize the results of observation, of interviews and of different types o
psychological and other tests . They will also include some comments of
summary character, which it is hoped may assist those responsible for polic
in choosing among alternate courses of action . The use of these findings wil
of course depend on the judgment of those who have responsibility for policie
and activities directly connected with foreign students .
Nowhere in the report is the statement made flatly that social scientists, b
themselves or with others, are engaged in a concerted political movement t
modify the American way of life . Nevertheless, there are suggestions, some o
which have been quoted above, which when taken as a whole give the impres
sion that Mr . Dodd feels that social scientists as a group exert a sinister influence on American social life and institutions. An additional hint of thi
order is found in the following paragraph
"We wish to stress the importance of questioning change only when it migh
involve developments detrimental to the interests of the American people, o
when it is promoted by a relatively small and tightly knit group backed by

In this and other parts of the staff report, a case is sought to be made against
the social sciences, and against organizations in other fields, in terms of innuendos, or suspicions that social scientists may be desirous of exercising control
over some aspects of American life . Social scientists reject such an attack on
their work and on their motives .
The paragraphs which follow are offered in order to indicate to the committee
the nature of the fellowship program of the Social Science Research Council,
in view of the comments made by Dr . A . H . Hobbs, assistant professor of
sociology at the University of Pennsylvania, in his testimony at the hearings
on May 20-21, 1954 .
Before answering these allegations, which reflect Mr . Hobbs' personal opinion
and not detailed knowledge of the purposes and operation of the council's fellowship program, it may be well to state that the council is only one of a great
number of organizations, many supported by foundations, which offer fellowships
for training and research in social science . Therefore, the trends in types of
training and methods of research, if any, that may appear in the projects of
council fellows do not necessarily attest to the general character of training and
research in the social sciences .
Throughout its career the council has been concerned with developing more
rigorous methods, among which statistical procedures can be numbered . Few
scholars would deny that the social sciences have benefited greatly by the use
of quantitative methods . The council has been and will continue to be interested
in their development, as it would in the fostering of any productive approach .
Whether the council has overemphasized the quantitative approach is, and must
remain, a matter of opinion . To some reputable social scientists any use of
numbers is abhorrent ; to others, of an opposite persuasion, work without a
quantitative basis seems of little value . It must be strongly emphasized, however, in spite of misconceptions prevalent in some places, that the council has
never been concerned exclusively with the development and promotion of only
one methodology' statistical or otherwise.
Even a casual reading of the appointments made in the council's programs
of faculty research fellowships and research training fellowships during the
past 2 years would reveal that projects of many kinds have been supported,
entailing a wide variety of research techniques . They range from problems
utilizing refined statistical analysis to inquiries of a theoretical or descriptive
nature in which quantification would be inappropriate . It is, in fact, exceedingly difficult to determine the extent to which statistical methods will be
involved in any particular research . As one tool among many, the statistical .
approach is used by scientists when they feel it will yield significant information
about the question under consideration . It is, on the other hand, scrupulously
avoided by scholars when the area of interest calls for other research methods .
Ordinarily, even the most devoted exponent of quantitative techniques finds
that certain aspects of his problem call for other strategy, for library research,
or interviewing or observation . Particularly in new areas of research interest
scientists often find that less rigorous methods are essential to describe theproblem and explore its implications, perhaps using statistics at a later stage
of the research to pin down the more important features of the situation .
Although the research projects supported by the council embrace a wide
range of interests and methods, one can distinguish varying degrees of adherence
to a quantitative approach . The following classification represents the distribution of projects in the faculty research fellowship program since 1950, and in
the research training fellowship program for 1953 and 1954, according to their
use of statistical techniques
Faculty
research
fellowship
Primarily quantitative
Mixed
Primarily nonquantitative

Research
trainin g
fellowship
5
14

13
27
27

Mr. Hobbs' principal allegation is that the council, in its fellowship program,
but especially in its announcement of awards for 1953 from which he quoted, has
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ment "would interpret it to mean that probably, almost certainly, what the
(SSRC) are interested in is only statistical computations ."
The statement that "fellows will be selected on the basis of their actual an
prospective accomplishments in formulating and testing hypotheses concernin
social behavior by empirical and, if possible, quantitative methods" applied in th
1953 announcement, from which Mr . Hobbs quoted, to only one type of fellow
ship, the faculty research fellowships . From Mr . Hobbs' statement one migh
easily gain the impression that all of the five programs of the council described
the 1953 circular are qualified by this emphasis on a quantitative approach . No
withstanding this stated preference for projects utilizing quantitative methods,
number of appointments to faculty research fellowships, as already noted wer
made for work of a nonstatistical nature . In selecting the recipients of fellow
ships and grants primary importance has never been attached to the method
to be employed, but rather to the intellectual promise or achievements of t
applicant .
The audience of professional social scientists and advanced students to who
the announcement quoted is addressed certainly does not construe the ter
"research" to mean "only statistical computation ." This is demonstrated by th
variety of applications received and by the diversity of projects and methods fo
which fellowships have been awarded . It should also be noted that Mr . Hob
himself was the recipient in 1946 of a council fellowship, a demobilizatio
award for the purpose of making a study of the "trend of emphasis in sociologica
teaching : 1932-41." Presumably he would approve the subject of his own stud
for which he sought and gained support from the council as well as the methods h
employed .
In one place in his testimony (transcript, ibid ., p. 168) Mr . Hobbs stat
that graduate students "are encouraged through the situation (the giving o
large foundation grants) to embark upon study projects which are extremel
narrow . * * *, He also states (p. 169), "furthermore, these projects aid thes
students to a disproportionate degree . Other students who, through differin
interests, through a broader viewpoint of society and behavior, who do thei
work and who don't have such assistance, are handicapped in comparison wit
the ones who receive the aid through foundation grants ."
The council's research trainingg fellowships, to quote the 1953 announcemen
from which Mr . Hobbs also quoted, are intended precisely to afford persons a
opportunity "to obtain more advanced research training than that which i
provided in the usual Ph . D . program ." We have been mindful of a tendenc
at times to use graduate students essentially as clerical assistants on larg
research projects . We have made our concern explicit in letters which accom
panied many thousands of announcements mailed to social science colleagues i
recent years.
The following quotation is from one of these letters written by Elbridge Sible
and dated November 1, 1951
"We often fail to get in touch at the right time with extremely able graduat
students and young Ph . R's who might profit greatly by a year's fellowshi
With distressing frequency we hear from academic friends that the best student
in their departments are not among the applicants for fellowships because the
are already employed in doing things which someone else wants to have don
It is ironic that the ablest individuals seem to run the greatest risk of bein
prematurely diverted from training for research by offers of employment which
although attractively remunerative, do not foster the optimum development o
their research talents . A timely suggestion from you might well lead such
person to take advantage of an opportunity for further training which woul
in the long run greatly enhance his preparation for a more effective career ."
The same point was made in a similar letter circulated the following year
"To repeat what has been said in similar letters in past years, it is too ofte
true that the very persons whom we are seeking tend, precisely because the
are unusually able and hard working, to be diverted from achieving their ow
maximum development or productivity as research scientists . If you can en
courage one or more of these to become candidates for fellowships or grants
you may be doing a significant service both to the individuals concerned and t
social science ."
In brief, the research training fellowships are designed to give students
broader type of training in methodology . Furthermore, the stipends are pa
directly to the fellow who is responsible himself for the conduct of his researc
or study program.

In the first printed report of the Social Science Research Council, we find this
excellent statement about how the council came into being
"For those unfamiliar with the Social Science Research Council, the following
statement of its genesis, aims, and organization is set down :
"As man's study of his physical and institutional surroundings has become
more intensive, the comfortable wholeness of his earlier world has disintegrated.
We no longer have `natural philosophers' who `take all human knowledge as their
province.' They have given place to troops of `specialists,' whose achievements
are unquestioned, but who are painfully aware of how small a fraction any individual knows of what mankind has learned . Men `who know more and more
about less and less' are pushing forward the refined researches of today at every
point along the deploying line of scientific advance . But even as a device for
gaining more knowledge, specialization is acknowledged to have its drawbacks .
We are in danger of distorting our vision when we wrench a section of the world
loose from its context to facilitate its intensive scrutiny . We risk waste effort
when we use our narrowly limited individual resources in attacking problems
which might yield to joint endeavors. The mathematical, physical, and biological sciences were first in this country to organize in an effort to see their problems
whole and to facilitate cooperation among specialists concerned with clusters of
problems . But shortly after the National Research Council was formed, several
representatives of political science, economics, sociology, and statistics came
together for a similar purpose . Out of this informal beginning the Social Science
Research Council developed in 1923 . It was presently strengthened and
broadened by the accession of psychologists, anthropologists, and historians ."
WESLEY C. MITCHFT.T ., Chairman.
(Social Science Research Council, Third Annual Report, 1926-27 . New York,
November 1927. Pp . 14-15 .)
The following statement is reproduced from the 1952-53 annual report of the
Social Science Research Council :
"The council is organized as a private corporation, and governed by a board
of directors . The board meets twice a year to review all operations of the council and. related matters . The members of the board are drawn from, among outstanding representatives of the various social sciences and closely related fields .
The content of the program of the council reflects their informed and responsible
judgment . The actual process of selecting topics and determining procedures is
carried on with the aid of a small professional staff, cooperating with committees
and consulting directly with many research workers ., The suggestions and recommendations from council committees or from less formalized sources of advice
are examined and discussed by the council's committee on problems and policy .
This committee meets about six times in the course of the year to consider the
current work of the council and to develop further, with the aid of the staff,
proposed new projects, programs, and preliminary explorations,
"Most members of the council are active on 1 or more of the 30 or so committees
described in subsequent pages of this report . As the committee lists demonstrate,
the membership is drawn from a wide variety of institutions and disciplines and
in recent years has involved services annually by some 200 members of 50 or
more university and college faculties and of the staffs of scientific, business, and
governmental organizations . Committees concerned with the planning and
appraisal of research in different fields are appointed by the committee on
problems and policy, while administrative committees are elected by the board
of directors . Participation is based upon competence of individuals in their
fields, known interest in the subject at hand, and willingness to give time and
attention to cooperating with fellow scientists . Committees serve without compensation, except for actual expenses in attending meetings . The appointments
are on an annual basis, and are usually reviewed and revised each autumn .
"The initial leads from which the council's research planning activities evolve
arise from the ideas and research goals of the research workers who identify
themselves with the objectives of the council, irrespective of whether they are
at the moment members of it, or of its committees . Research planning would
be artificial and sterile if it were not directly related to the motivation of research workers to carry their own inquiries forward . The council endeavors to
fulfill its basic purpose through the process of selecting ideas and individuals
and providing opportunities for the development of whatever cooperative relationship will advance research in specific areas . In a sense, this process has an

"The foundations supporting the council over the years have recognized t
value and utility of an organization that can bring together the initiative a
judgment of social scientists on problems of research development directly relat
to their own concerns . Fruitful leads for scholarly inquiry and construct
suggestions for strengthening research personnel and improving their traini
most appropriately come from the responsible academic leaders who are d
voting their lives to these problems in the universities and colleges . The coun
provides a means of ready communication among scholars in different instit
tions who, because of the very fact of their specialized research interests, oft
work in relative isolation among their immediate colleagues and hence welco
an opportunity to discuss their problems with persons developing similar inte
ests at other institutions . Education in the United States is not organized und
a unified national ministry of education ; rather, there are a considerable num
of national organizations, each dealing with distinctive facets of education a
research. The Social Science Research Council is one of perhaps a dozen or
such organizations . Its distinctive contribution rests in its concern with t
advancement of research in the social sciences .
"The grants made directly to the council by foundations are usually for specifi
purposes . Hence, the council is n*t in a position to consider many requests f
financial assistance that a foundation might find appropriate . The council's c
cern is with ideas for research and with preliminary aspects of research whi
may or may not lead to well-planned projects worthy of support. Many of t
council's appraisal and planning efforts are focused not on the development
specific research projects but on calling attention to needed work . The publi
tions of the council resulting from these efforts are fertile sources of suggestio
for research. In other cases, relatively precise plans for research may be ou
lined . If specific research projects are developed and funds are needed, the i
dividual or group prepared and qualified to execute the plan may seek fun
directly from a foundation, and the funds, if made available, go directly to t
applicant or his own institution .
"Only in exceptional instances does the council accept funds for the dire
support or supervision of research . It sees its functions as those of plannin
stimulating, and initiating research rather than conducting projects than c
be done more appropriately by other organizations.
"At the September 1953 meeting of the board of directors, particular consider
tion was given to the present status of the social sciences in the light of t
current demands upon them and prevailing methods of support . There was
disposition on the part of the board to attempt to modify the objectives for whi
the council was founded ; it reaffirmed its continued concern with basic resear
and development of the social sciences .
"The trend of the times is toward increasing recognition that the social scienc
afford means for better understanding and analysis of many complex socia
political, and economic problems . The economists, the psychologists, the stati
ticians, and members of all the other social disciplines are the specialists who
aid is sought, because theirs is the relevant training . Many organizations off
opportunities for social scientists to work on pressing current problems th
call for study by trained personnel. In attacking such problems, at the beh
of philanthropic, business, or other organizations, specialists from many fiel
apply their knowledge and the techniques and theories of analysis that are n
available in social science . But all will agree that valuable though such i
quiries are-and indeed essential for bringing available thought and informati
to bear-the complexity of the problems involved does not permit anything mo
than a partial analysis .
"It is the council's primary function to provide for the development of bett
methods of research, more effective means of gathering necessary data, a
more adequate theoretical formulations . Unless research men are encourag
and stimulated to give some portion of their time and energies to these purpose
the agencies that seek quick `answers,' facile solutions, or practical judgmen
may tend to crowd more fundamental problems from the forefront of co
sideration .
"The council has long been concerned with improving the training of soci
science research personnel ; but not enough attention is given to their opportun
ties for lifetime careers and to the frequent lack of research continuity in su
careers. As research institutes attain more financial stability they can off

Moreover, well-qualified social scientists often follow a seemingly erratic career
line as they are attracted from one brief research opportunity to another at
different institutions .
"As the September discussion revealed, the increase in contract funds for research has led to undue emphasis on developing special projects as distinct from
continued basic work . Basic research can he encouraged only by providing an
environment for research scholars conducive to continuity in their work . There
should be clearer recognition by the universities that research is just as much a
part of the professor's career as is teaching, and that provision of opportunities
and funds for research is just as important as for teaching. In order to obtain
university funds for research at the present time, there is too much emphasis
on shaping a project that has `appeal .'
"The best working conditions for social scientists generally are to be found
in a university setting, and maintaining that setting with its original advantages
is of first importance . University personnel should not be dependent on funds
from contracts with outside agencies to sustain their research interests . Shortterm support for particular or limited research jobs results in the abuses that
have been described as 'projectitis .'
"The council's concern with basic scientific research and with matters of
paramount interest to research workers, in accordance with the purpose for
which the council was incorporated, means that questions of public policy must
be left to other organizations . Of course, social scientists in their teaching and
writing pursue a variety of interests and concern themselves with a wide range
of problems. But within the council our common purpose is the advancement of
research in the social sciences .
"The decision taken 20 years ago with respect to current public problems still
holds : `The council determined not to avoid current issues by reason of their
generally controversial character, but rather to give weight to the promise of
particular research to contribute to an understanding of contemporary questions . This decision involved no intention of abandoning more remote and
fundamental research in favor of that applied wholly to immediate ends . It
simply recognized that in research, as in so much human activity, a measure of
value is benefit to mankind .'
"In these terms, perhaps no greater benefit to mankind can be envisaged than
advance in our capacity to understand ourselves, our society, and the other cultures and nations of the world . Such a capacity, we believe, rests significantly
in better methods of analysis . Recognizing the difficulties created by power conflicts and irreconcilable goals of human societies, still the challenge of improving
the means and methods of social science analysis offers wide and constructive
scope for continued research effort . Facts are to be preferred to guesses, and
knowledge to ignorance . More systematic ways of ordering knowledge about
human affairs are better than speculation or special pleading . It is upon such
obvious common assumptions that the structure of the social sciences is erected .
Technicalities and refinements sometimes make these fields appear confusing to
the layman . Misunderstandings now and then occur . But the social sciences,
as fields of knowledge, point to no particular form of society as ultimate, or
any prior set of public policies . These sciences are premised on the faith that
logical thought, established facts, and various forms of analysis can contribute
to a clearer understanding of human problems . The social sciences provide no
complete anwers to any practical problem, but they offer relevant facts and
ideas to all who would prefer to see human affairs worked out through reason,
through faith in their fellow men, and through methods of persuasion .
"There are various schools of thought within different social science disciplines .
There is disagreement and competition in these fields, just as in other walks
of life . There are no authoritative groups to say with complete finality : This
is economically sound or that is socially valid . But there are more, and less,
rigorous methods of analysis and better-and less well-qualified analysts . Some
research workers are more objective than others . By keeping the competition
keen and free, some win the hard-earned recognition of having achieved a
scientific approach to the study of human behavior and social relations .
"The problems of the individual research worker remain of constant concern
to the council . No research team is better than its individual members, and no
research plan has much meaning beyond the capacity of individuals to carry it
through .
"The council has not produced a generalized blueprint for the overall development of the social sciences, nor does it think that it would be desirable to do so .

tional studies ; to grasp and further opportunities provided when compete
people in widely separated places have similar research interests and the effe
tiveness of their work may be enhanced through pooling of ideas and experience
The strategic employment of small funds in such circumstances may be productiv
of research that otherwise might emerge only at a much later time, or not
all . The council thus serves mainly as a cooperative agency through whi
individual social scientists voluntarily collaborate to advance the progress
research . The council does not seek to impose upon them a program of its o
but seeks to bring into focus and develop their interests and judgments . If t
council is defined in terms of its work, its effort is concentrated not in its offic
in New York and Washington but in the colleges and universities where a n
generation of social scientists is being trained and where persons associat
with council committees and other activities of the council engage in research
Mr. HERRING . I think if it suits your pleasure, the must helpfu

thing I could do perhaps would be to say something about the counci
and try to get some factual material before you that would give a clea
understanding of what it is we are doing.
The CHAIRMAN . Mr. Koch, did you have some questions?
Mr. KOCH . You just continue making whatever oral statements yo
wish .
Mr. HERRING . Mr. Chairman, I will go right ahead, but let me sa
that I would be very happy indeed if any member of the committee o
of counsel would like to ask any questions . Because what I have he
are just rough notes . So I will go ahead, and if there is any point y
would like elaborated, or any question you would like to ask, I hop
you will do so .
Well, I assume that you have read or browsed through this state
ment about the nature and purposes of the Social Science Researc
Council . I don't want to repeat material. But I have identified a fe
points that I would like to bring to your attention .
In preparing for this hearing, I read somewhat more of our past rec
ords that I had, and I came across a very interesting statement b
Wesley Mitchell in the first council printed report . It is just a par
graph, and I would like to read it, because I think it is illuminatin
In this first printed report, the following statement is made

For those unfamiliar with the Social Science Research Council the followi
statement of its genesis, aims, and organization is set down .
As man's study of his physical and institutional surroundings has becom
more intensive, the confortable wholeness of his earlier world has distintegrat
We no longer have natural philosophers who take all human knowledge as the
province . They have given place to troops of specialists, whose achievemen
are unquestioned, but who are painfully aware of how small a fraction any ind
vidual knows of what mankind has learned . Men who know more and mor
about less and less are pushing forward to refined researches of today at eve
point along the deploying line of scientific advance . But even as a device f
gaining more knowledge, specialization is acknowledged to have its drawback
We are in danger of distorting our vision, when we wrench a section of th
world loose from its context to facilitate its intensive scrutiny . We risk was
effort when we use our narrowly limited individual resources in attacking prob
lems that might yield to joint endeavors . The mathematical, physical, and bi
logical sciences were first in this country to organize in an effort to see the
problems whole and to facilitate an organization among specialists concerne
with clusters of problems . But shortly after the National Research Council w
formed-that is, for the natural sciences, several representatives of politica
science, economics, sociology, and statistics came together for a similar purpos
Out of this informal beginning, the Social Science Research Council develop
in 1923 . It was presently strengthened and broadened by the accession o
psychologists, anthropologists, and historians .

initiative of a group of leading social scientists . They had a sense of
need, this high specialization developing . There are things that we
share. We need some way of getting away and talking shop . How
can we get a better grasp of these problems? Here is a man working
as a specialist on a university faculty . The specialist who would
know most about his field might be 100 miles or 500 miles across the
continent. Isn't there some way in which we can get together and
talk about the common problems we share as specialists in these fields?
Well, it was that sense of need that brought this organization into
existence .
The first point, then, that I want to emphasize, is that that is where
the initiative came from .
The second point I want to emphasize is the consistent attention
that the council has maintained to its objective .
Now, a little documentary quote on that is found in our decennial
report. In 1933, we published a somewhat smaller report on the completion of the first 10 years . And the director, in that report, repeats
The council is confident of the validity of its objectives of better and more
broadly trained personnel, the improvement of research materials, of the development of research methods over the social field as an integrated whole .
This consistent interest in better training, helping able people to
develop, better data, a lot of technical problems there of how to get
at the facts, better methods, what to do with the facts after you get
them-it is that kind of thing ; and I can certainly sympathize with
perhaps the difficulty in the great array of organizations over the
country, of knowing, "Well, now, just what is this organization concerned with?"
It has a unique interest in the advancement of research in these
particular fields . And there are a great many technical problems
there, of how to get at this subject matter more adequately .
Well, that is one point . Another point I would like to emphasize
about the organization is that in an organization of this character you
need to try to maintain, be aware of the importance of, continuity,
stability, on the one hand, and rotation of membership on the other .
How can you be sure that the organization is pursuing its ends?
Well, you can only be sensitive to the problem.
But some of the questions that were raised as a result of this investigation prompted me to look at the record a bit here and see
just what the story is so far as the membership of our board of
directors is concerned .
Over the last 30 years, we have had about 160 members or 159
members on the board of directors, and at the present time only 4
members of the board have served more than 6 years and only 11
more than 3 years. But if you work out a little chart-1 term, 2
terms, 3 terms or more of this membership-you will find that about
half of them served for 1 term and about 40 out of the 160 served
for 2 terms, and about 20 served for 3 terms . I just mention that
to indicate the problem of rotation and the problem of continuity of
attention .
Well, now, I can go on with further exposition about the organization . If you would like to have me present to you information about
the selection of this board, I can do so .

Mr. HERRING. Well, the board of the council is composed of 3
individuals. We have seven associations that designate, from panel
that we submit to them, their selection for membership on our board
and those associations are the American Anthropological Associatio
the American Economic Association, the American Historical Asso
ciation, the American Political Science Association, the America
Psychological Association, the American Sociological Society, th
American Statistical Association . And then we have 8 members a
large, and I am a member of the board, so that brings it up to 30 indi
viduals. These members from the associations are appointed
designated for terms of 3 years, so that we have a new designati
or reappointment each year .
Mr. Kocx . When you said a panel-how many names are on th
panel?
Mr. HERRING . There have to be three names, under our bylaws, an
our practice is always to discuss this matter, and frequently there
quite a roster of names .
The important thing to keep in mind here is that here is an or
ganization that is meaningful if you have people serving on the boa
who are interested in what we are doing, and who are interested
the advancement of research and who are working on research rathe
than other things . And therefore we have on these panels the name
of people any one of whom would have an interest in the sort o
thing we are trying to do . It is pretty obvious that you would n
,N- ant to put on the panel the names of people who were interested
something else . And this system has been in effect now since 193
and until some questions were raised here about it we never gave i
a second thought. It is a system that has proved quite workable a
satisfactory to all concerned.
Mr. WoRMSER . Why don't you permit the societies, the constituen
societies, to determine their own representatives? Aren't they awar
of what the special purposes of your organization are?
Mr. HERRING . Well, that is a perfectly reasonable question, M
Wormser. There are all sorts of ways in which this thing could
done . I gather from some of the men who were around at the ti
that it was suggested a good many years ago that this organizati
ought to handle its members on some other basis .
Mr. WORMSER . It was suggested that a panel would be named fro
which you could get the particular type of representative wanted .
Mr . HERRING. We want the type who can give some time and thoug
to the sort of work we are doing, and who has research interests rath
than interests of some other kind . And every now and then somebod
may serve on the board who is more interested in other things .
Mr. WORMSER. Well, the suggestion has been made specifically th
you are interested particularly in not getting professors, let us say, w
might be more of the rational school than the empirical .
Mr. HERRING . Well, you present that as a problem . It has n
been a problem, in my experience . I have not been aware of tha
as a problem. And there is the freest interchange of opinion an
discussion about these matters .
Well, I think one way of getting before the committee fairly graphi
cally, perhaps, the sort of thing we do would be to say to you firs

work is conducted through committees . We have about 30 committees that are quite active, and these committees are set up to conSider problems where we think there is some research significance .
Mr. HAYS . What sort of questions do these committees consider?
Mr. HERRING . I have here before me types of questions considered
by my committees, because I thought that would be the most down-toearth way of getting at it . I will just sample this and offer for the
record a fuller statement, so that you can get the thing in that fashion .
Let us take, for example, agricultural economics . We have a committee on agricultural economics. And the membership of this committee is made up of agricultural economists in this instance over the
country, who are interested in doing a better job in that particular
field. The common practice in the organization is that whatever
member of our board is interested in whatever committee would determine whether or not he would serve on it .
Agricultural economics, then, was in response to the opinion expressed over the country, particularly in our land-grant colleges and
other institutions where good work in agricultural economics is going
forward, that there be an opportunity provided for reexaminin
some of the assumptions underlying research in the agricultural fiel
and for critically restudying the research methods used 1 y agricultural economists. So we brought together 20 of the younger outstanding men in the field for a 2-day conference last January . They
talked shop for 2 days, and on the basis of their recommendations we
set up a committee which is currently concerned with two jobs : a
critical, fresh look at past research on low-income farms and farming
areas-its report is still in preparation-and an attempt was made
also to bring together the thinking of a larger number of experts on
the usefulness of various types of research, with particular emphasis
on finding the advantages of relatively simple methods over more
intricate ones for the analysis of agricultural problems .
What I am trying to emphasize here is that these men were approaching the problem essentially as technicians, and they wanted to
see how they could improve the methods of analysis . I do not know
whether I need to emphasize that greatly, but we are not interested
in talking about : what should agricultural policy be? This group is
talking about how to use better methods for doig further research,
knowing what has already been done .
Mr . HAYS . In other words, they would not be very helpful to Mr .
Benson in his present dilemma .
Mr. HERRING . That is right.
Mr. GooDwIN . What do you mean, "dilemma"?
Mr. HAYS. Mr . Goodwin, the only thing I think I could say charitably is that if you had some farmers in your district you would know
what his dilemma is . I am very keenly aware of it . His dilemma
is either finding a reasonable solution to the farm problem, or finding
a new job .
Mr. GOODWIN . I am sorry I started it.
Mr. HERRING . I will offer you one or two other illustrations . Here
is a committee . I sat in on a few of its meetings . It is a committee
on economic growth. This committee brings together several economists, sociologists, and anthropologists to find how and under what

tions and attitudes of people . We know that some parts of the wor
have grown more rapidly economically than others, and this group i
interested in the questions : Why? Why is that? What is econom
growth? Can you measure it?
Can you identify it, even? Wha
are we talking about?
One of the first problems is really to figure out how you can tal
about some of these matters .
Now, in the case of economic growth, there are not only the eco
nomic factors of capital and so on, and credit, and whatnot, but ther
are problems that involve motivation . Some peoples in some part
of the world just seem to like to work harder than other peoples i
other parts of the world . Is there any way of better understandin
these motivational factors? In some parts of the world people pu
their money in a hole in the ground . In others, they put it in the sto
market . What can you find out about the readiness of people t
invest? What do they do with their savings? That may suggest, i
a very crude way, the kind of concerns this group is interested i
And I will say this, that where they can find any statistical data o
this, they have a hard look at it, a very hard look . Because th
statisticians on that committee want to know whether these statistic
are any good or not . And if you want criticism of statistics, I ca
refer you to some statisticians who are the most critical minded peopl
when it comes to the quantitative approach .
Mr. HAYS . I might ask you, right at that Point : Is the counci
interested in the individual, the so-called lone-wolf type of research
that we have heard referred to here?
Mr. HERRING . Well, we are very much interested in that . And i
I have given you an adequate enough indication of the kinds of ques
tions, I will just offer you this memo of illustrative questions .
Mr . GOODWIN (presiding) . In the absence of objection, it will b
admitted .
The Chair hears no objection .
(Tile material referred to is as follows : -)
TYPES OF QUESTIONS CONSIDERED BY SSRC COMMITTEES

Agricultural economics .-For 2 or 3 years various agricultural economists a

State colleges and elsewhere urged that the council provide an opportunity fo
reexamining some of the assumptions underlying research in the agricultural fiel
and for critically restudying the research methods commonly used by agricul
tural economists . We brought together about 20 of the younger outstanding me
in the field for a 2-day conference a year ago last January . On the basis of the
recommendations we set up a committee which is currently concerned wit
two jobs
(a) A critical fresh look at past research on low-income farms and farmi
areas . Its report is still in preparation but it will, we understand, for instance
question whether a failure to study closely enough the existing statistics of agri
culture and of income has not exaggerated the extent to which low-income farm
really exist .
(b) An attempt to draw together the thinking of a large number of expert
on the usefulness of this or that type of research of a variety of research methods
with a particular interest in pointing out wherever possible the advantages o
relatively simple methods over more intricate ones .
Business enterprise research .-Because psychologists and sociologists as wel
as economists are turning to what they view as a more realistic view of the busi
ness enterprise as an integral and essential part of the American system, i
seemed useful just a year ago to bring together a number of those most intereste

heretofore done by economists and others on the business enterprise, in the hope
that more significant and constructive directions for future work can be suggested .
(It should be unnecessary to point this out, but the committee's discussions have
involved neither Marxism nor economic determinism, and instead are concerned
with promoting a better general understanding of the nature of and contributions
of American business enterprises .)
ECONOMIC GROWTH

This committee brings together several economists, a sociologist, and an anthropologist in an effort to devise ways of better understanding how, and under what
conditions. economic systems grow . These conditions include not only what are
usually thought of as purely economic factors such as capital, raw materials,
and the like, but also the customs, traditions, and attitudes of the people . The
American tradition of free enterprise developed and flourished under conditions
of rapid economic growth . If it is to continue to flourish, or if economic progress
is to be fostered in so-called underdeveloped places, there is need for more adequate knowledge of the complex factors which produce growth in some situations
and stagnation or decline in others, and for understanding of the reasons why
industrialization has taken root readily in some environments and failed to do so
in others. There is even need for an acceptable method of measuring economic
growth, whereby meaningful comparisons can be made between different economies. The committee, needless to say, does not presume that it will finally solve
these problems ; it serves to focus the interests and pool the experience of scholars
in many places who are working on these problems .
His toriographii.This is a committee of historians who believe that their
profession may be able to sharpen its insights and to make more significant interpretations of historical events by drawing upon the skills and knowledge developed by other social disciplines . It is engaged in, preparing. a book, for historians, describing possible applications of the methods and data of such
disciplines as economics, political science, and sociology .
Identification of talent .-In view of the large sums devoted to scholarships
and fellowships for the education of youths who may become leaders of future
generations, it would be obviously desirable to be able to identify more confidently
than is now possible those boys and girls who possess in undeveloped form the
talents requisite for high-grade leadership . Already much progress has been
made in developing tests of intelligence which indicate with considerable reliability a pupil's capacity for higher academic study, but it is a matter of common
knowledge that leadership in business, government, and civic affairs calls for
traits of personality other than the ability to make high grades in school . The
committee on identification of talent is sponsoring several research projects
on particular aspects of the broader problem of identifying at, say, high-school
age, boys or girls who may be capable, with suitable education, of becoming
business leaders or statesmen . It is characteristic of the scientific approach
to such a problem that the problem must first be analyzed into smaller underlying problems which can be effectively studied by scientific methods . A headlong attack on the problem as a whole would he premature at this stage . Thus,
for example, one investigator sponsored by the committee is making intensive
studies of high-school boys of equal scholastic standing but from different
social backgrounds, in an effort to discern why some of them aspire to higher
goals than others ; another investigator is attempting, by observing the behavior
of participants in a community organization, to define more precisely a trait
of leadership which he calls social sensitivity-the ability of a leader, so to
speak, to sense the unspoken feelings of members of his group . Out of the
results of such limited but carefully controlled observations it is to be hoped
that gradually a more adequate solution of the complex practical question of
identifying undeveloped talent can be achieved .
Mathematical training of social scientists .-The field of interest of this committee is clearly indicated by its name . Its major projects thus far have been a
seminar in which a group of mathematicians and social scientists devoted the
summer of 1952 to preparation of teaching materials adapted to use in courses
for social-science students, and a summer institute in 1953, at which about 40
social-science teachers and graduate students received intensive instruction in
certain mathematical subjects . Not all branches of social science make use of
mathematical principles and methods, but their use is steadily growing, and there
is consequently an increasing need for mathematical instruction by which social

mathematicians .

Measurement of opinion, attitudes, and consumer wants .-This committ
exemplifies the council's role as a meeting place for research workers who hav
common interests and problems but are separated geographically or by their dif
ferent vocations and educational backgrounds . The committee, when it wa
organized in 1945, brought together for the first time leaders in the use o
opinion and attitude surveys (polls, as they are popularly known) in govern
mental, commercial, and academic organizations . While interested in differe
kinds of subject matter, the members of the committee recognized many commo
problems of method . All were interested in methods whereby the opinions an
attitudes of groups of people can be efficiently and economically ascertained
and how to avoid the pitfalls which beset early ventures in public opinion pollin
Three major research projects were sponsored, touching on such matters as t
reliability of data obtained by questioning small samples of individuals, and th
kinds of bias which may be introduced by the interviewer who asks the question
When the final reports of all of these studies are completed and reviewed, it i
expected that the committee will be discharged in accordance with the council's
usual policy of maintaining each research planning committee only so long as i
appears to provide the most effective means of advancing research . The fro
tiers of research are continually shifting, and each new forward thrust calls fo
some special combination of skills, interests, and experience . When the Com
mittee on Measurement of Opinion was established, it was almost alone in th
field ; subsequently, two major professional associations have cone into bein
which can be expected to serve on a wider scale many of the purposes for whic
the council's group was set up .
Migration differentials . About 15 years ago, the council issued a bulletin o
research on the migration of population . The present committee was estab
lished in 1950 to review again the status of research on this subject, which i
of great timely importance in view of the tremendous volume of migration dur
ing and following World War II. The committee, following a typical patter
of council activity, is preparing a volume which will not only review and asses
the significance of previous studies of migration but also point to gaps in existin
knowledge of the subject which need to be filled if the causes and effects o
movement of people from place to place are to be understood . The committee
interesting itself not merely in how many people have moved whence an
whither, but also in the factors which prompt people to move, the kinds of per
sons who move as compared with those who reside permanently in one place
and the social and economic consequences of this continual reassortment of peopl
in different communities . Do people, for instance, move from, their homes be
cause business is poor where they are, or simply because they hope to achiev
greater satisfactions elsewhere? Is the average migrant a restlessly energeti
person, or a ne'er-do-well who drifts about in the vain hope of finding eas
success somewhere?
Labor market research.-This committee in the past 2 or 3 years has conducte
a highly significant research experiment in carrying through a major study o
labor mobility in 6 cities through the entirely voluntary cooperation of researc
men and institutes in 7 different universities . It has, at the same time, sponsor
an entirely independent and critical study of the research which its member
and others have done on labor mobility, to ascertain what has and what has no
been proven, to raise questions about the research methods used, and to sugges
recommendations about future more efficient work in this field . The results
this appraisal are being published this summer as a typical number in the coun
cil's series of research bulletins, and the results of the first project are also cu
rently being made available.
Scaling theory and methods .-This committee addresses itself to the highl
technical problem of devising methods by which the statements which peopl
make in everyday language about their opinions and attitudes can be translate
in quantitative terms. For example, if a number of persons are asked to sta
their opinions on some public issue, their responses may range all the way fro
strong approval, through indifference, to strong disapproval . In an election, t
voters may be required simply to vote "yes" or "no," but a social scientist see
ing to understand their attitudes needs some means of comparing the infinitel
variable degrees or shades of opinion which lie between these extremes . "Sca
ing" is the term applied to what might loosely be called "measuring" such differ
ences . It involves the use of various methods which are still in an experiment

research workers to make needed improvements in the "tools" which they use .
Mr. HERRING . I am delighted to turn to some discussion of our concern with the individual and what we have done to encourage individual research . It is - a topic that I find particularly congenial .
Mr. Kocx . Mr. Herring, unless you were coming to it later, maybe
it is more curiosity on my part, but could you tell us from whom you
get your money, and roughly how much that is? Could you show
what other organizations support you? In other words, you get
moneys not only presumably from the seven constituent members, but
also from some of the foundations . If you were going into that' later,
that is all right .
Mr. HERRING . I will come to that. I would like to answer the Congressman's question first .
I think it would be most informing perhaps if I could give you a
picture of what our activities were and then talk about the logistics .
Mr. Kocx . All right.
Mr. HERRING. Well, the aid to the individual through the fellowship program, I suppose, is the most direct thing, the one that first
comes to mind . For many years, we have had grants from foundations to administer in order to appoint people to fellowships .
Mrs . PFOST . Right there, Dr . Herring : What procedure do you follow in granting fellowships?
Mr. HERRING . Well, in the first place, these programs are national
competitions, and therefore it is exceedingly important to get the
word around that there are fellowships available .
So over the years we have developed ways of bringing the announcement to the attention of possible candidates over the country . We have
bulletins that we send out and put on the bulletin boards of the universities and colleges, and we send leaflets by mail . In 1953 about
4,600 copies were distributed in the initial mailing and many hundreds more were later sent in response to inquiries . The initial mailing list includes the heads of all accredited universities and 4-year
colleges in the United States and leading institutions in colleges,
graduate school deans, heads of social science research organizations,
some fifteen hundred or more indivdual scholars believed to be interested . That is a mail distribution of announcements . Then we
send a covering letter that urges: the recipients of the letter to call the
offerings to the attention of their colleagues and students . An announcement is published in the council's quarterly publication, that has
a circulation of 5,100 copies among our 'educational institutions . Arid
an advance release of the announcement is sent to the interested professional societies, suggesting that it be published in their journals .
So that is a way of bringing it to the attention of at least 40,000 people
with especial interest in this field .
The persons apparently eligible to file applications are furnished
appropriate forms . The applicants give the names of references .
We carry on extensive correspondence with professors and others who
know these people . And then members of our staff travel over the
country and interview as many of the applicants as they possibly can
So we go into this very systematically, very carefully, and for each
fellowship program that we have-and the ones that we have vary over
the years we have special committees set up . These committees are

members of the committee to pass on the qualifications of the scores of
applicants that they have to consider .
Mr. HAYS . So you do, then, pay considerable attention to the indi
vidual or lone-wolf type?
Mr. HERRING . As for our interest, we have at the present time,
am happy to say, a fellowship program that enables us to give som
attention to some men in their undergraduate work, and then we hav
predoctoral, postdoctoral, and we have our faculty award fellowshi
pro am. That is designed for a few people further along .
ow, I think it is important to get before you again some sense o
proportion about all this . This is a big country, and there are hun
dreds and hundreds of educational institutions . We appoint some
thing under 150 people, counting all of our fellowship programs at the
present time, and we have more annually, and we have about five fellowship programs at the present time . In other words, under 1 o
these programs we would appoint 30 people . You can imagine, then
that the competition is keen .
Mr. Kocx. On that point, Mr . Herring, do they have a unifor
examination, or does each one present a thesis, or something? Jus
what does the committee have before it in making their selection?
Just how hard is it to weed them down to those 30? That is wha
I want to know .
Mr. HERRING. If the committee would be interested, I can file with
you the forms that we use . We have them here, and you can look a
them . But essentially what we are getting at is the man's academi
record. We give particular attention to his plan for study . We want
to know what he would like to do under this program . We get a ver
good line on his ability and his record from the people with whom he
has been working. I would say that the question would be what the
stage of the man is, what training would be most helpful . If it is pre
doctoral, then he has completed the preliminary requirements for th
doctorate. What additional training would be helpful there? The
criteria are broad and flexible . We are trying to find people of promise and ability, men who have some imagination and have an idea tha
they want to pursue . We were interested essentially in finding able
people who have a dedicated interest in carrying forward their
research.
Mr. Kocx . What I am getting at is : Do they submit any essay from
which you determine that they have imagination, or is it more fro
their background record?
Mr. HERRING. No, whatever their publication record may be, or
some manuscript they might want to offer .
Mr. Kocx . There is no uniform material that you distribute among
all of the applicants, is there?
Mr. HERRING. It is a very uniform picture . We get all the tangible
evidence we can and the committees read the writings and so on .
Mr. HAYS . Dr . Herring, there has been frequent complaint from
previous witnesses, and apparently it is a complaint that a good deal
of cognizance has been taken of by those reporting on these hearings,
that these previous witnesses have made this complaint over and over

Frequent complaint against the foundations is that they have been more
generous to the liberal viewpoint than to the conservative .

If you have followed these hearings or have read any of the transscripts, you will know that that has been made here . Would you care
to comment on that at all?
Mr. HERRING . Well, my comment would be that what we are interested in is the man's ability, his growth potential, his training in his
field ; and what his personal political views are or whether he is to
the left or the right is just something that isn't relevant to this sort of
consideration .
Mr. HAYs . Well, the editorial goes on and gives their solution,
which I wish were original with me . I love this phrase, but I have
to give credit where credit is due . I wish I thought it up. They say
"Perhaps the only way the foundations could overcome conservative
objections to this would be to label such studies as research into
'psychoceramics' ; in simpler English, the study of crackpots ." They
feel there are specimens in both camps .
You don't have to comment on that . I really don't think it needs
any . It sums up my feeling . In other words, as I see it, the kind of
people you are looking for are people who are going forward into new
fields, not reworking fields that have already been plowed .
Mr. HERRING. And in the fields of their professional competence
and development . It is within the context of their professional
growth and development that we approach these things .
I don't want to forget Mrs . Pfost's question, and if I may, I will
offer for the record a 21/2 -page description of the procedure followed
in the administration of these fellowships, which might be useful .
(The material referred to is as follows :)
The following procedures are involved in the administration of fellowships and
grants-in-aid of research by the Social Science Research Council .
1. In the early autumn of each year offerings of awards for the ensuing year
are publicly announced through several channels . The published announcement
briefly describes each type of award and the eligibility requirements for candidates, and sets a closing date (early in January) for acceptance of applications .
It is explained that later applications will be considered only if time permits
after prior attention is given to those filed on time .
(a) Leaflets are widely distributed by mail . In 1953 about 4,600 copies were
distributed in the initial mailing, and many hundreds more were later sent in
response to inquiries. The initial mailing list includes the heads of all accredited
universities and 4-year colleges in the United States and leading institutions in
Canada ; chairmen of social science departments in the larger institutions ; graduate school deans ; heads of social science research organizations and institutes ;
and some 1,500 or more individual scholars believed to be interested .
A covering letter urges recipients to call the offerings to the attention of their
colleagues and students .
(b) An announcement is published in the council's quarterly publication,
Social Science Research Council Items, which has a circulation at present of
about 5,100 copies.
(c) An advance release of the announcement is sent to the interested professional societies suggesting that it be published in their journals .
2 . Persons apparently eligible to file applications under the announced terms
of the fellowship and grant programs are furnished appropriate application
blanks at their request . The council staff routinely declines to furnish blanks to
persons who clearly do not meet the announced objective requirements with
respect to age, previous education, permanent residence in the United States or
Canada, and the nature of the project or study for which aid is sought ; but the

3 . Applicants are invited to name sponsors from whom letters of recommend
tion can be had (three in the case of most types of awards) . In addition, t
council staff frequently solicits written reports from other scholars whom
believes to be qualified to offer informed and honest judgment . The form us
for references on fellowship applicants includes questions concerning both th
applicant's character and his qualifications as a social scientist .
4 . Between the closing date for filing applications and the time of meetings
the selection committees in March, an effort is made to arrange an interview wi
a member of the council staff with each candidate for a research training
faculty research fellowship who is not so obviously unqualified that favorabl
committee action is out of the question, or so far away that the time and expens
required would be prohibitive.
In 1954 about 90 percent of all applicants for these 2 types of , uwards we
interviewed . Applicants for undergraduate research stipends or for grants-in-ai
of research (both of which involve much smaller sums than the fellowships) ar
not routinely interviewed by the staff, but the procedures are similar in othe
respects . When traveling throughout the country to interview candidates, staf
members endeavor also to secure from teachers and associates of the applicant
such additional insight as can be gained into their qualifications and persona
characteristics. It is our experience that more incisive appraisals are ofte
made in these conversations than in written communications . Long-distan
telephone calls to mutually acquainted scholars of known insight and judgmen
often add significantly to our information about candidates .
5. In the case of applicants who have not completed their formal educatio
official transcripts of college and university records are required . Under t
faculty fellowship and grant-in-aid programs, candidates are routinely aske
to submit specimens of their publications or writings for scrutiny by the com
mittees ; the same is done under the other programs in individual cases in whic
such further evidence seems desirable .
6 . About 2 weeks before the meeting of each fellowship or grant committe
copies of applications and letters of reference are sent to each committee membe
for study . When large numbers of applications must be acted upon by a singl
committee, it has been our practice to distribute in advance copies of clearl
inferior applications to 1 or 2 committee members rather than to all . This
done in such a way, however, that the member or members receiving such appli
cations are not aware that they are the only readers and are therefore no
prejudiced by the staff's action. Unless the committee member or membe
reading these applications immediately recommend their rejection, copies ar
made available for review by the whole committee .
7 . Each committee meets for 1 or 2 days, depending on the volume of wor
to be done . Each application is taken up and voted upon after as much discus
sion as appears necessary . Usually a substantial proportion of applications a
quickly rejected by unanimous consent on a first reading of the names in alpha
betical order .
Members of the council staff who have interviewed candidates attend the co
mittee meetings and are called upon to supplement by their comments the docu
mentary materials. (In a minority of cases someone other than a member of th
Washington office staff of the council interviews candidates in remote parts of th
country but cannot attend the committee meetings . Ills comments are su
mitted in written form .) It can be said that committee members have, almos
without exception, conscientiously studied the documents before coming to meet
ings ; and that proceedings of the committees are in no sense a perfunctory rati
fication of selections made by the staff . In fact, it is a well established and fr
quently reiterated policy that the staff shall not attempt to prejudge the com
mittee's decisions .
8. As quickly as possible after each committee meeting each candidate i
notified by mail of the action taken . If an award has been recommended, th
conditions governing tenure are enclosed, and must be agreed to in writing befor
the award may become effective.
9 . Shortly after each meeting minutes are circulated to all committee member
and to the president of the council .
Mr. WoRMSER . You do, then, consider the project offered by th
applicant without regard to the man himself . In other words, yo

Mr. HERRING. I wouldn't say that at all, no .
,*r. WORMSER . No, I am asking you that.
Mr. HERRING . Well, we are interested in the man and his promise
and the way he goes about his planning of his own research, and I
would say that his plan for study is a very important indication of
his competence as a potential research man, as to what is researchable
and what further training he needs . But I would not use the term
"projects" in this context, because this is not the financing of projects .
It is the financing of men and women, individuals .
Mr . WORMSER. Mr. Herring, I don't mean to be obscure in any of
my'questions, and my reason for asking that is again the criticism
that has been made, that has various facets, that an organization of
your kind does to a certain extent exercise control over the direction of
research . Now, if you had an exceptionally able man, would you turn
him down merely because you did not like the nature of the project
which he suggested? Or would you perhaps try to turn him to another type of program
Mr. HERRING. As I say, the judgment is on the man and his development. And if you want a pointblank answer to the question, "Would
we turn a man down because we don't like his project?" I would say
"No." The answer isn't a particular project . The only way I can
answer your question responsively, Mr . Wormser, is ' to say we are
interested in the individual and his growth and his training and how
he can become a better worker in his professional field .
Mr. WoRMSER . He suggests the subject for research . And you may
think that is an entirely inadequate or impossible or useless piece of investigation . What do you do in a case like that, where he is an awfully
good man?
Mr . HERRING . Well, in a case of that sort, you see, there is really an
internal contradiction there . If he is an awfully good man and has
an awfully bad subject, I don't see how he could be an awfully good
man .
Mr. WoRMSER . You may think it is awfully bad .
Mr. HAYS. Well, Mr . Wormser, we are gettinback to thought control there, are we not? You cannot sit here and -pick out any witness's
thoughts as to good or bad . There has to be some standard .
The CHAIRMAN . As I understand it, Mr . Wormser, if you will permit me to clarify the question, from the brief time that I have had an
opportunity to assimilate it, we have a very good man, recognized as
capable. He comes up with a project . There might be a difference
of opinion about the project . He thinks it is good . Another good
man, Mr . Herring, would not think it a good project . There is a
difference of opinion . Does Mr. Herring's view with reference to the
desirability of the research project prevail, or that of the man who
initiated it?
Mr. WORMSER . Merely to pinpoint what I meant : Is the emphasis
upon the man or upon the subject?
Mr . HAYS . Of course . But you are getting into a field where I don't
think anyone can give you a specific answer to a general question .
Suppose someone came up with a project to do research into the fertility of ostrich eggs.
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Mr. HAYS . You can tell him to go ahead with it if he can find som
body to finance it, but you do not happen to feel you should . I thi
you have to have some responsibility as to how you hand out th
money . Or else if you want us to pass a law saying you have to gi
the money to the first 150 applicants who come in, that is about th
only other way you could do it.
Mr. Woa srR. I want to explain my question . I am just interest
in the methods you used . I am not trying to attach any significance
them.
Mr . HERRING . I would like to spend all the time on this that y
will permit, because I think it is important to clarify it . We are tal
ing now about fellowships . And in the administration of fellowship
we have committees of men drawn from universities who are co
petent to deal with the fields under consideration . So it is a committ
judgment . That is one thing .
Secondly, we are thinking of young men and women in their pro
fessional training . We are not thinking of projects . So we want
know what the previous academic record has been, what further trai
ing is needed, and what research interests the man has . So that we a
not pasisng judgment on whether this project or another is good i
the abstract. We are looking at the man's interest, and we want
see what will help him most .
Now, I will tell you one proposal of a candidate that rather attracte
my attention. As I say, I don't sit on these committees, but I wa
rather interested in this, as a human interest facet . We heard of
young chap at the University of Texas who had thumbed his wa
to the eastern seaboard because he wanted to look at some of the record
that Charles Beard had looked at when he wrote his Economic Inter
pretation of the Constitution . And we were interested in this youn
man as a research man . He got a fellowship . But what impresse
me there was the eagerness and the zest and the energy of this chap
who was thumbing his way to archives . I have heard of people thum
ing their way to various people, but the picture of a young fello
thumbing his way to the archives in order to have a look at the recor
I thought was a rather interesting picture .
Well, now, may I go back to this interest in the individual? Becaus
fellowship is one thing, and it is along story . We have directory o
fellowships that we can offer as an exhibit, giving you the record o
the over 1,200 people over the years who have had these fellowships
But mark you, that is a 30-year period . So that keeping the sense o
proportion again, this organization is dealing with a very small num
ber. I could not give you the total number of graduate students in th
United States in these fields . I tried to get it, but we are not suff
ciently organized here from the national standpoint even to have fig
ures of that sort.
But there are other ways of helping the individual . For man
years we have had a very modest grant-in-aid program, $25,000
up to date, that has been the size of that sum, and we have a little bit
more for next year.
Grants-in-aid to help people complete some work engaged in ar
allocated by a committee, again, of competent scholars, and they do
the best they can in dividing up $25,000 in $500 or $1,000 grants

and I hope I can scratch around, and I hope we can find some more
foundations for this grant-in-aid, because it is very helpful indeed to
get that few hundred dollars to do the final typing or consult the documents or get the manuscript ready for publication .
Now, within the last few years we have had summer seminars . The
idea there is to find out whether there are a number of people, younger
men again, who have some common research interests . They want to
improve some method, or they want to discuss some theory in their
field . What normally happens?
Well, the summer recess, as the traditional period when the scholar
could do further study and catch up on his reading, and so on, is fading . Economic necessity, balancing the family budget, comes into it,
so that more and more you find professors teaching in summer school .
Well, now, we have a little grant that enables us to offer to research
men who participate in these seminars the equivalent of what they
might otherwise get if they taught summer school, a few hundred
dollars, and that enables them to work together through the summer
and talk through some problem .
Mrs. PFOST. Dr. Herring, why don't the foundations just divide up
their money among the universities and colleges of the country and let
them spend it, instead of setting about it in this way?
Mr. HERRING . I guess the quick answer to that would be that there
isn't enough money . If you took all the colleges and universities, you
would have about 1,700 institutions, and it is awfully hard to say with
precision just how much foundation money goes into the social
sciences, but the best finure I can arrive at by consulting annual reports, and so on, would be : somewhere in the neighborhood of $12
million.
Mr. Koeii. Annually?
Mr . HERRING . Annually, yes . And you would divide $12 million,
let us say, by 1,700 institutions, and you would come out at about
$7,000 per institution . In other words, you could divide and dissipate. You could escape responsibility . You could say, "Well, we will
just leave it to the other fellow and spread it thin ." Or you can face
up to the difficult decision of saying, "Well, this institution is doing
better work, in our judgment, than the other institution ."
The CHAIRMAN . But, Doctor, if the idea of working through the
established universities, as raised in the question by Mrs . Pfost, should
be favorably considered by the foundations, do you think it is logical.
to conclude that they should adopt purely an empirical attitude and
divide it evenly among the 1,700 colleges of the United States? That
would not be the method by which they would go about it ; would they?
Mr. HAYS . Would you permit me to interject there? If they did
not, that would be about the only way in the world they could keep
from being investigated at some time in the future by somebody who
said they were not dividing it up the way it ought to be . The people
who did not get it would be the people complaining ; would they not?
The CHAIRMAN . They have made substantial grants for buildings
and for the general funds of educational institutions .
Mr. HAYS . But $7,000 a year would not build a Chic Sale for them
at today's prices.

ments, as I understand it, that show that it is in a position to utili
the money advantageously.
Mr. HERRING . Mr. Chairman, that is where the money goes .
goes to universities and colleges. But some foundations have to ma
responsible decisions as to which ones.
The CHAIRMAN . But do you not think the suggestion is not qui
fair, that they would be put in a position where they would have
divide the money between the 1,700 colleges of the United States?
Mr. HERRING . I confess I just offered that by way of emphasis .
concede you would not want to see them do that .
Mr. WCRMSER . Do you think your organization is more capable
selecting these desirable fellows than their own universities ?
Mr. HERRING . I think the first point to emphasize there, M
Wormser, is that, as I recall my days at Harvard, there were mo
fellowships at one institution there-you know . They had scores
fellowships. I wish we had it here with us . There are so ma
scholarships and fellowships available through so many organizatio
and so many requests and endowments over the years that it is a boo
about that thick. In other words, we have to get this thing
perspective again . There are just scores and scores of ways for ab
young men to get fellowship and scholarship support ; and most of
is through our colleges and universities .
Mr . HAYS . Dr . Herring, right there : The point is that you do n
handle all of the fellowships or any major part of them in the soci
science field ; is that not true?
Mr. HERRING . That is right.
Mr. HAYS . You handle a very minute number, and various colleg
and universities have some of their own, and the foundations perhap
make some directly . I don't know.
Mr. HERRING . That is right . The foundations would make a gra
to an institution, perhaps four fellowships. The institutions have
array of scholarships and fellowships. The point. I would like
emphasize, that I think might be helpful here, is that our programs
fellowships offer opportunities perhaps to people who are not at so
of the institutions that may have larger funds . It is a national co
petition, whereas the fact is that most young people get their fello
ship support from the colleges and universities . And we have a tot
of around 150 appointees a year for the whole United States .
Now, just put that little corporal's guard in the perspective of t
phalanxes of American students, and you can see that it is a ve
limited thing . I wish we had substantially more . I think it is ve
important that we do have greater fellowship resources . I think
is rather wasteful when we have twice as many qualified people a
plying as we can take care of.
The CHAIRMAN . Do you have any other questions?
Mr. KocHI. You were going to continue, Mr . Herring .
Mr. HERRING . I am still hammering away at helping the individu
through fellowships .
Mr. GOODWIN . Do you ever have to meet the criticism, that favor
tism is shown? If some bright young fellow gets an award, a
somebody discovers that he is a nephew of Dr . Black at Ivy Colleg

Mr. HERRING. No, sir, I can't think of any such cases .
Mr. GOODWIN . You keep very clear of that, do you?
Mr. HERRING . You see, it is kind of competitive. In this spirit of
competition, you have these self-correcting things, you see . You
have people on the different committees from these different institutions, and there is a good deal of competition among our various
colleges and universities . So you can imaginee that Professor Y from
Siwash keeps an eye on the situation, and there is a certain competitive element there that is a protection against the kind of dangers
you refer to .
Well, there is still another one of these summer programs we are
getting under way. That is to present to groups of people who share
some interest an opportunity to get a little better research training .
We had an experience that was encouraging along that line, in the
field of mathematical training, not statistical training but mathematical training. And we had a seminar, a training institute, if you will,
that brought together 40 or more people . And the summer was spent
in getting a very intensive training in mathematics, so that men could
apply that in their work as they saw fit later on .
Now, there may be some other training methods that we can work
cut, and offer this opportunity for men to spend the summer recess
at that sort of thing .
Mrs . PFOST . Dr . Herring, do you concentrate on the so-called
empirical research, or the quantitative, to the exclusion of the other
kinds?
Mr. HERRING. I could perhaps indicate the range of topics . The
answer is "No ." We do not. But I would like to develop that
thought a bit by giving you some illustrations of the varieties of
topics.
And I will say, Mr. Wormser, that here we are talking not about
fellowships and the training of the young man as he goes forward,
but we are talking about this grant-in-aid program, where people are
further along. And it might be of interest to the committee if I just
gave you some illustrations of the sorts of things .
Mr. WORMSER. Does your answer "no" apply only to the grants-inaid, or all these fellowship grants ? You said "no," that you do not
specialize in empiricism .
Mr . HERRING . That is right . I want to come to this facility research fellowship that has been mentioned . I think you might be
interested in some further light on that .
Here is a man at Mount Holyoke : Study of the Influences in Roman
Life and Law . Here is a professor at the University of Toledo
Study of the Latin American Philosophy of Law . A man at Northwestern : Preparation of a Revised Edition of a Guide to the Study
of Medieval History . Here is a man at Louisiana State University
History of Political Ideas .
Here is a professor of sociology at the University of Notre Dame
Theoretical Study of Ethnic Groups . Another man, at Wells College, Research on the Organiation of Medieval Trade . A man at
Oglethorpe : Study of the Conditions of Political Freedom . And
so on .

if I may offer as an exhibit, Mr . Chairman, copies of our annua
report, you would find this spelled out in the variety of institution
and so on indicated .
The CHAIRMAN . It will be accepted .
(The Social Science Research Council Annual Report, 1952-53
was filed for the information of the committee .)
Mr. HERRING. Another way the individual is helped is through th
conferences that we sponsor from time to time . We had quite a
interesting conference at Princeton, a meeting place for some 60 o
more people over the country who had some kind of special interes
in Africa as an area . And that brought together people who coul
sit around a big table and say "All right . This is what I am inter
ested in." And they could exchange views that, it seems to me, woul
fall in this same category of encouragement of the interests of indi
viduals . We have a study Mr . Sibley did of Aid to Individuals . W
made a study of the problems there, of getting financial support, an
if you would like to have that as an exhibit, that also could be offere
for the record .
I have just a seven-line statement that I rather like as expressin
the spirit of this thing . It was written back in 1926, but I think i
reflects the spirit we try to adhere to .

Nothing is more certain that that individual insight, flash of genius, brillian
statement of a problem, a patient pursuit of an obscure trail to a great truth
will be an indispensable part of the development of the social sciences if the
are to attain the goal toward which we all look . The whole purpose of th
council will be lost if we cannot aid those creative spirits, if we cannot provid
for them better facilities, if we cannot help them in the discovery and solutio
of problems .

I just offer that, going back many years, as a statement of the fait
that we have that if you can help the individual develop, you hav
come a long, long way .
Mrs . PFosT . Dr. Herring, right there : How many social scientist
would you say there are today? And could you tell us where they ar
employed?
Mr. HERRING . Well, I could offer you an estimate . If you take th
membership of the associations in these fields, it adds up to aroun
40,000 . Now, that figure may err on the large side, because there ar
some duplications . Some people belong to more than one associatio
Our chairman belongs to two of the associations, for example, so h
would be counted twice in this figure of 40,000 . And there are som
that belong to the associations but are not actively engaged in the work
though well disposed toward the field, you see, and holding membership .
So with those qualifications, I would say roughly there are probabl
about 40,000 . There are some people, of course, that are active in thes
fields but don't belong to the association ; however, I think that woul
probably be the exception.
Mr. GOODWIN . At this point, what does social science embrace?
assume it is sociology, philosophy
Mr. HERRING. Some aspects .
Mr. GOODWIN . Economics
Mr. HERRING. Economics, yes .

Mr. HERRING . That is right .
that the seven associations that I mentioned before are those that are
most directly concerned, and then there are others, so that would be
economics and political science and anthropology and statistics and
psychology and history .
Mr. GOODWIN . I would think history would be more of an exact
science . History is a statement of facts, things that happen . On the
16th day of June, the gentleman from Tennessee presided over a hearing of the Banking and Currency Committee . Certain things happened on a certain day. I am curious to know why that comes to
sociologists.
Mr. HAYS. It comes in this way, if you will permit me to interject .
Mr . GooDWIN . I would just as soon have your opinion as the doctor's .
Mr . HAYS . I am not trying to be facetious, either .
Mr. GOODWIN . Neither am I .
Mr. HAYS. Ten people witnessed a hearing of the House of Representatives, and all 10-of them write down to the best of their ability
what they saw . You might get considerable variation in the historical
account of it. And that is why history, although apparently it would
be in some phases-I am speaking as one who has done research in itis not an exact science . You cannot tie down specific dates, everything about it, because some of the individuals who observed or wrote
about it saw it one way, and others another way, so there are certain
areas that you have to evaluate .
Mr. GOODWIN . I am a little at a loss, here . My few associates have
had experience in the teaching field . And if Mrs. Pfost has not, she
should have had.
Mr..BAYS . I did not mean to take the answer away from you, Doctor .
I would just be interested to see whether you agree generally .
Mr . HERRING . That indicates that it is a subject that not only here
but elsewhere one can discuss . As far as we are concerned in the
Council, we include history as one of the social sciences, but it also is
included as one of the humanities, and I do not think you can draw
any . precise line . ' There are historians and historians . Some would
be concerned more with the chronicle of dates, and some would be concerned more with efforts of interpretation . But we feel that the time
factor is terribly important and the sense of perspective that you get
through approaching matters historically . And over the years there
have 'always been historians who have found it congenial to work
with their colleagues in other fields. So that we do not treat it as a
matter that you settle in either/or fashion . The historian may take
up economic history as a special field . Some historians go at matters
more in terms of a literary approach, an artistic approach .
Mr. GOODWIN . That brings up one question I had, another one perhaps to expose my ignorance or the fact that I may not have followed
closely the prior hearings. But you mentioned in your statement the
empirical approach and the rational . Now, you say that the empiricist
says, "Look at the record." Now, I can grasp that . I know what that
means . Can you put into easy English and into a phrase equally
succinct a definition of the rationalist?
Mr. HERRING . Well, Mr . Goodwin, I will try, but I didn't bring the
rationalistic approach into this, so I don't think I can qualify too well .

rationalistic school of philosphy, and that is how this got in, that wa
a school of thought that emphasized the capacity of the human reaso
to grasp reality directly, through ratiocination rather than throug
sensation. It is a little bit mystical, perhaps, but there was an im
portant school of thought . So most of us sort of compromise on sa
ing, "Experience has been quite a teacher, and we will be as rationa
as we can, but we won't worry ourselves about a philosophy of knowl
edge that gets into these intricacies."
Now, that is really something for the seminar room rather than fo
this hearing room, I suppose .
Mr. WORMSER . Could I interject something there? Because thi
may help Mr. Goodwin. In the sense that empiricism has been use
here, we have been using it in relation to research .
Is it not essentially and plainly the inductive method as against th
deductive method ? And before you answer, I want to make one state
ment in regard to your statement, in which I think you rather ga
the impression that the staff or Mr . Dodd or someone connected wit
the committee meant to derogate empiricism as a method of inquir
I want to assure you that the staff is fully aware that empiricism i
not only desirable but a necessary component of scientific researc
We quite realize that . Our only concern in that area is whether ther
has been an excess, in the sense that empirical studies which did no
take into account what you might speak of as some of the premises i
a sound syllogism . But to illuminate Mr. Goodwin further, aren'
we talking about primarily research methods? And there, isn't it in
duction against deduction?
Mr. HERRING . I tried to develop that in my statement . I don
think I would agree with that. I tried to spell it out in the statemen
I think that would be an oversimplification .
Mr. WORMSER. An oversimplification?
Mr. HERRING . Well, I don't see quite, Mr . Chairman-pardon m
saying so, but there is a question that Mrs . Pfost raised some tim
ago, and I haven's gotten through with it . We are getting over t
philosophy of knowledge, and she was saying, "Where are these
people living?"
You remember, she said, "Where are these social scientists, an
where are they employed?"
So, if I may go back to that original question, I would like to do so
Well, they are employed in our universities and colleges in teaching
and we may think of that first. But I want to emphasize that whil
you cannot say with precision just what percentage are employe
outside of our universities, I think it would be reasonably accurate t
say about 40 percent of these people are engaged in activities wher
they apply their training as social scientists not in the classroom bu
in the market place . They are employed by business, in market analy
sis. They are employed by Government, and a whole host of agencie
where economic analysis and other forms of analyses are necessary
So I do hot want you to think of this group as strictly a professiona
group . They are engaged in many businesses and public agencies .
The CHAIRMAN . If I might interject, with reference to procedure
it is now 4 o'clock, and some members of the committee have som
engagements, and some work has to be done in the offices .

and we feel that if we go into these various criticisms with him
thoroughly, maybe the examination of succeeding foundations may
not be so long . And we would like very much to get the benefit of all
of the education that he can give us on this . All of which adds up to
this : that I would like to examine him for a couple of hours tomorrow
at least. That is why we can't finish with him tonight .
The CHAIRMAN . It is convenient for you to be here tomorrow?
Mr . HERRING. Quite convenient . And if it is as pleasant an experience as today, I would be delighted .
Mr . HAYS . Then you have 2 hours of questioning?
Mr . KocH . Yes.
Mr. HAYS . We had better plan on being here all day, then.
The CHAIRMAN . I think you have made a very splendid presentation . I know you are a man of very great ability, with a splendid
background and training .
There was just one sentence in your statement that I thought was
out of cast, Doctor .
Mr . HERRING . I would appreciate knowing what it is .
The CHAIRMAN . You have made an analytical study of the statement that was presented by a member of the staff . One is impressed
by it . But what appeared to me to be out of cast in your statement was
your characterization of the individual .
For example, beginning with the last sentence on page 5
The most charitable explanation that comes to mind is that they speak from
ignorance rather than malice.
That is not like you .
And the other is on page 3, referring to the work of the staff assymptomatic of a troubled state of mind on the part of a few persons * *
I do not think that is characteristic of a man of your position and
great capacity . Because you are interested in analyzing what was
presented, and not analyzing the individuals who presented it . And
I rather regret that you permitted those two sentences to creep into
your statement.
As you grow older you become more understanding of people who
differ, and I seldom take exception to people differing with me .
The committee will meet in this same room tomorrow morning at
10 o'clock.
Mr. HAYS. May I make a minute statement about Dr . Herring's
statement?
I would just like to compliment you on your statement, Doctor, and
say that I was especially pleased to see that you took a positive approach to this problem rather than a negative approach ; that you
did not spend a lot of time quoting a lot of paragraphs in answer to
a lot of allegations that have been made about the foundations . And
I do not really refer so much to the staff's reports as I do to some of
the witnesses who have made, some fantastic charges, which have
failed to stand on their own feet, because of the absence of any fact .
I am very happy that you did not waste any time refuting those
things, which had already fallen flat on their face, but that you did
take a positive approach.

someone's troubled state of mind, I do not feel there is any implica
tion involved there . As a matter of fact, I was rather amazed
notice that one of the great dailies picked up a phrase that I h
more or less pulled out of thin air . I called some of this testimo
"a plot psychosis," in which some people apparently could see a grea
plot on the part of some of these foundations to reorient the whol
social-science field. And I certainly meant no implication by tha
It was just an effort on my part to try to describe the situation a
I saw it. And I am certainly not trying to put words in your mout
And I feel, for the benefit of the staff, Mr . Reece, Mr . Goodwin,
anyone else, that the words "troubled state of mind" were simpl
an attempt on your part to describe the picture as you saw it, a
that you certainly did not mean any implication or bad connotati
or unfavorable impression to be left.
The CHAIRMAN . I would not take exception to being said to hav
"a troubled state of mind ." A man who does not have a trouble
state of mind in these days is abnormal, I think .
The committee stands adjourned until tomorrow morning at 10 a.
(Whereupon, at 4 : 10 p. m ., the hearing was adjourned until 10 a . m
Thursday, June 17, 1954 .)

TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
THURSDAY, JUNE 17, 1954
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE
TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,

Washington, D . C.

The special committee met at 10 a . m., pursuant to adjournment, in
room 1301, New House Office Building, Hon . B . Carroll Reece, chairman of the special committee, presiding .
Present : Representatives Reece, Goodwin, Hays, and Pfost .
Also present : Rene A . Wormser, general counsel ; Arnold T . Koch,
associate counsel ; Norman Dodd, research director ; Kathryn Casey,
legal analyst ; John Marshall, chief clerk .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order, please .
You may proceed, Mr. Herring.
TESTIMONY OF PENDLETON HERRING, PRESIDENT, SOCIAL SCIENCE
RESEARCH COUNCIL, ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL WEBBINK, VICE
PRESIDENT, SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL, AND TIMOTHY
PFEIFFER, ATTORNEY, NEW YORK, N . Y .-Resumed
Mr . HERRING . I am very happy indeed that I can go forward, calling to the committee's attention the facts and principles that seem to
me relevant and that I hope will be helpful in this inquiry .
There were one or two points raised by members of the committee
yesterday that I would like to go back to, because there was insufficient
time to develop the interesting points that were mentioned .
The first point relates to Congressman Hays' inquiry about the
Soviets and their attitudes toward the social sciences and the foundations, and the second point relates to the interesting line of comment
opened by Congressman Goodwin in his references to history . So
if it is your pleasure, I would like to take up those two points and
proceed .
I have before me, and I have copies that I would like to place in
the hands of the committee, a brief memo that was prepared by a
Russian specialist, a man who spends his time reading all that we can
get out from behind the Iron Curtain about what the Russians are
doing . He wrote this memo, and there are a few paragraphs that I
think are interesting and relevant, and you have the whole thing
before you . So I will just read 2 or 3 paragraphs.
This memorandum is meant to implement any suggestion to you that the
Reece committee might be interested in learning something of how the general
problem it has under investigation is treated and viewed behind the Iron Curtain .
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or my colleagues
number of violent attacks on the foundations and the accessory agencies i
Communist sources.
FOUNDATIONS AND ACCESSORY AGENCIES BEHIND THE IRON CURTAIN

By way of background the committee may be interested to know that in Com
munist-controlled countries the existence of organizations like the great American foundations and the accessory agencies is unthinkable . Where they existe
at the time of the Communist seizure of power they were always among the
first institutions to be broken up and to have their funds confiscated by the Com
munist dictatorship . This is because the Communists recognize that such funds
and agencies are sources for centers of free thought and opinion which is alway
inimical to Communist rule . In the Soviet Union, for example, professors
scientists, and other scholars are not permitted to organize associations like th
American Historical Association . They may belong only to trade unions and t
officially sponsored grovernmentally organized institutions such as the Academy
of Pedagogical Sciences.
Not only does the Communist world look askance at the existence of founda
tions and agencies of the accessory type in its own domain, but it also takes a
very hostile view to those which exist in the free world and particularly those
which operate in the United States .

Then I skip to the next paragraph, on page 2 .

The rule of the foundations on the American scene is not too well understoo
by Communist propagandists, however, and they concentrate most of their fire on
what the Reece committee has defined as the "accessory agencies ." Our grea
educational associations, for example, are constantly attacked in Soviet educational journals as instruments of capitalism, spreading its ideology, teaching hos
tility toward the Soviet Union and toward communism, and misleading our youth
by "reactionary" teaching methods . To cite another example, from odd note
at hand which could be matched many times over through a careful survey, we
might consider the American Economic Association .
In a book entitled "Ideologists of the Imperialist Bourgeoisie," published b
the Academy of Sciences of the U . S . S . R . in 100,000 copies, the American Eco
nomic Association is attacked for allegedly fomenting propaganda designed to
incite a new world war against the Soviet Union . The members of the asso
ciation are described therein as "bourgeois economists (who are) in the service
of monopolistic capital" and whose theories are designed solely for the purpose
of defending the American business interests of their "capitalist masters ."

Then there is further data in the following paragraph, but perhaps
we could skip to the middle of page 3.
SOCIAL SCIENCE IN THE SOVIET UNION

Since the Reece committee appears to be particularly interested in the suppor
given by the foundations to social science in the United States, they may wis
to know that in the eyes of Communist leaders social science is regarded as on
of the worst and most dangerous enemies of Communist ideology and Com
munist expansion. Indeed, so strong is the feeling against sociology that it i
not permitted to teach it as a subject in the Soviet Union . Sociology is define
there as a strictly "bourgeoise" and "capitalist" science of society and is re
garded by the Soviets as directly opposed to and contradicting Marxism . Con
sequently they forbid the teaching of sociology in Soviet Russia and have substi
tuted Marxism-Leninism instead as the only "true" science of society . Com
munist hostility to sociology is reflected in the fact that the Soviet press has in
recent years been full of attacks on American sociology, and in addition at leas
two special books on the subject have been put out by official Soviet publishin
houses . One of these, issued in 1951 by the State Political Publishing Hous
of the U . S . S . R. in 100,000 copies, bears the title "American Bourgois Philosoph
and Sociology in the Service of Imperialism" ; the other, was issued in 1952 b
the Academy of Sciences of the U . S. S . R . in 10,000 copies under the title "Con
temporary American Bourgeois Sociology in the Service of Expansionism ."
Tfiis latter is apparently a revised edition of a book by the same author pub
lished under a slightly different title in 1949, and at the time severely criticize

held that the author was "too easy" on American sociologists and failed to expose
the full degree to which American sociologists play "the odious role of servants
and lackeys to the imperialist * * * capitalists of the United States ." You may
rest assured that on the second time around this author did not fail to drive
home the point.
The individual American social scientists brought under attack in these polemical Soviet writings read like a Who's Who of American sociology and social
science in general. Among them are many men who were prominent in the
councils of the foundations and the accessory agencies or who have ,received
support from them.

But I think we can skip the names of individuals, however, since one
name has already been brought into the discussion, and we might turn
to page 5, where at the beginning of the second paragraph, I read

Since the name of Stuart Chase has or will probably come before the committee his name might serve for one last illustration. In one of the Soviet books
cited above Chase is violently attacked as a long time spreader of "reactionary"
ideas, even in the time when he was regarded as a liberal in the thirties. It is
charged by the Communist press that after the recent World War he openly
joined the "shrill chorus of American atom-bombists" in their `openly Fascist"
attacks on world peace. Specifically, he is accused of "fulfilling the orders of
monopolistic bosses" by preaching the saving of capitalism through resort if
necessary to war and atomic destruction .
Since the report by the staff to the Reece committee seems concerned about
the possibility that the foundations and the accessory agencies have fostered
changes in the basic American way of life, it might be appropriate to conclude
that this is hardly the Soviet view. On the contrary, they see American social
scientists as "propagandizing the antiscientific idea of America's uniqueness"
and of spreading the "false" idea that under American capitalism there are
such things as "enduring prosperity" and "a harmony of interests between labor
and capital."

Mr. WORMSER . May I interrupt you just to say that in this memorandum, it is stated that the Soviet Union has a hostile attitude toward
United States foundations . I suppose you are aware of the fact
that in the Cox committee hearings it was brought out rather conclusively that the Communists had by direct order from the Kremlin
determined to infiltrate American foundations for their own purposes,
and there is evidence that to some extent they had been successful .
That doesn't look like a hostile attitude in that sense, does it? They
are very ready to use the American foundations when they can for
their purposes.
Mr. HAYS . Well, I would say that doesn't indicate any friendly attitude . They don't have a friendly attitude toward a lot of American
institutions that they would like to infiltrate .
Mr. HERRING. It has been charged that they have been trying to
infiltrate the American Government . I wouldn't interpret the American Government as friendly .
Mr. HAYS . If you wanted to use that type of logic, you could probably arrive at the conclusion that because at the same day the staff
attacked the Kinsey report, the Soviets attacked it, and the same day
the Communists attacked empirical research, the staff attacked empirical research, that the Communists and the staff are against empirical
research, and if you wanted to arrive at some kind of an analogy you
could say there was some sort of a liaison between the staff and the
Communists.
The CHAIRMAN . I think the gentleman is in error when he says the
staff attacked the Kinsey report . As one member of the committee,

that was a desirable undertaking for a foundation, which is quite a
different matter . In my observation, if I may make one, with refernc
to the attitude of Soviet Russia toward foundations, I am not in anywise surprised, myself, because Soviet Russia is against privat
enterprise of all types . Everything is centered in the governmen
there, both major industrial activities, and, of course, as we hav
learned, to our great regret, practically all research and ideological
forces are directed by the government . So it is quite understandabl
that thegovernment of Soviet Russia would not permit the establishment of great foundations which would be free of governmen
influence .
Would you mind identifying for the record Alex Inkeles?
Mr . HERRING. Alex Inkeles is on the staff of the Russian Researc
Center at Harvard University . He has published studies of Russia
problems, and he is recognized as a leading specialist in the field of
Russian studies .
The CHAIRMAN . But with reference to the question raised by Mr
Wormser, the mere fact that Soviet Russia is against private foundations, as it is against all other types of private enterprise does not
mean that Soviet Russia might not be desirous of utilizing any forces
in America or elsewhere which might exist, to their advantage, if it
was possible to do so-without indicating that they are able to do so,
that would be an illogical conclusion .
Mr. HAYS . That raises an interesting question in view of what Mr
Wormser said . Does the staff have any evidence that they have in
filtrated in these foundations?
The CHAIRMAN. His question was based altogether on the findings
:and report of the committee with which Mr . Goodwin and I worked
Mr. HAYS . But there have been charges made again and again in the
presence and otherwise and even in the Congressional Record that
there are Communists in these foundations . But I haven't yet seen th
staff bring out any evidence of it . I think it is time that the staff eithe
said they are there and are going to bring them out, or else they say
they are not there. We have these insinuations and allegations without any proof.
Mr. WoRMSEn . I am not insinuating or alleging anything . I a
referring only to the Cox committee report which showed conclusively
that there had been Communist penetration in the foundations . I
fact, two substantial foundations have lost their tax exemption, because they had been sufficiently penetrated.
Mr. HAYS . Then they are not foundations anymore . But the one
I am talking about are the ones still in existence . Charges were made
as to the Ford Foundation . Have yon any evidence that there ar
Communists
The CHAIRMAN . I assume you are referring to my speech . I mad
no such allegations myself . I made allegations that undesirable in
fluences were to be found in the foundations, but not that there were
Communists there ; or that at least is as I recall my speech .
But that doesn't help us get along with the hearings .
Mr. HERRING . Mr . Chairman, I think I could be most helpful by
commenting on some of the things I know something about, and I

great free institutions here and the way they go about things .

The CHAIRMAN . I think that is a very fine expression you are making. There are no free institutions in Russia of any type, character,
or description, whether educational, whether philanthropic, or whether
industrial, financial, or any other way . There all power is vested in
the Government when it desires to exercise it .
Mr. HERRING. I just wanted to nail that point down .
The CHAIRMAN . So there is nothing unusual, as I see it, in Russia
taking the attitude it does toward foundations within the borders of
Russia.
Mr : 'HERRING. Now, may I follow up with just one additional point?
And then I would like to come back to the good old United States of
America, if I may . But just one other point on this Russian side .
I have here an article that appeared in Culture and Life, this same
Soviet Russian publication, the 21st of June 1949, by M . Rubenstein .
The article is entitled "Science in the U . S . A . in the Service of Monopolies and Militarists ." And there are just a few sentences from this
article that I think are of particular interest . This is a Russian speaking now, and I am quoting

The American press has currently been giving a great deal of lip service to the
"independence" and "impartiality" of science in the United States, which allegedly
is outside the realm of politics . But one needs only to become familiar with the
incontrovertible facts of reality to dispel this myth of the impartiality and inde
pendence of American science and to make it more than apparent that science in ,
the United States serves as an obedient instrument of the forces of reaction and
the capitalist monopolies that are militarizing it-putting it at the service of its
aggressive aims .

Then he goes on to say

A considerable role in the American, scientific-research network is played by
universities and colleges which prepare cadres for all scientific institutions and
which at the same time are centers of theoretical research .
Due either to a profound fallacy or by conscious design, a widespread conception is being circulated in America that science in the universities as distinct
from research work done in the laboratories of the industrial corporation is
"independent" of the policies of the monopolies .
It will suffice to mention that 200 of the largest United States corporations
control the governing board literally : academic councils of almost all the American universities, which, in consequence, are controlled directly by Wall Street .

And this Soviet author continues

The monopolies' influence on the social science is displayed with cynical candor . :
Not,only do the monopolies not object to the professors' dealing with current
problems ; on the contrary, they demand that this be done-but on the condition
that their studies and all written and oral statements must clearly be aimed at
defending .the interests and policies of the monopolies . Anyone disagreeing with
this policy is ruthlessly driven out and, in effect, blackballed .

And , just one final sentence.

myself,

I can't stand much more of this

Long ago Lenin has shown that there can be no "impartial" social science
in a society torn by class struggle, that in one way or another, bourgeois science
always defends wage slavery .

And, quoting Lenin's work-and mark you, I suppose a reputable
Russian author has to work in a quote from Lenin . So he has one,
to Make it legal..
To expect science to be impartial in a wage-slave society is as silly and naive
as to : expect impartiality from manufacturers on the question of whether workers' wages should be increased by decreasing the profits of capital :

At present, when the United States has become the primary force in t
imperialist camp, the social sciences in America have been placed completely i
the service of imperialist expansion .
If anyone wants to have this, they are welcome to it .
The CHAIRMAN . Would you like to put it in the record as a par
of your remarks?
Mr. HERRING . We would like to do so .
The CHAIRMAN . Without objection .
(The document referred to is as follows :)
SCIENCE IN THE U . S.

A. IN

THE SERVICE OF MONOPOLIES AND MILITARISTS

(By Mr. Rubinshtein in Kul'tura i zhizn', Culture and Life, June 21, 1949, p . .
The American press has currently been giving a great deal of lip service t
the "independence" and "impartiality" of science in the United States, whic
allegedly is outside the realm of politics . But one needs only to become famili
with the incontrovertible facts of reality to dispel this myth of the impartialit
and independence of American science and to make it more than apparent th
science in the United States serves as an obedient instrument of the forces o
reaction and the capitalist monopolies that are militarizing it, putting it at th
service of its aggressive aims .
Despite the extreme diversity and chaotic state of the scientific-research ne
work in the United States, one can delineate three basic and definitive groups
Scientific-research laboratories operated by industrial corporations, the unive
sities, and scientific institutions run by the government . Each of these group
of scientific-research institutions is completely dependent on the capitalis
monopolies, and on the policies of finance capital prevailing in the United State
•
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Clearly, it would be laughable to expect scientists who are directly subservien
to the monopolies to be impartial toward and independent of the policies
these monopolies . It should be noted that even in the most specialized are
of research these scientists do not have the right to publish their own work
unless permitted and censored by the appropriate corporation .
A considerable role in the American scientific-research network is playe
by universities and colleges which prepare cadres for all scientific institution
and which at the same time are centers of theoretical research .
Due either to a profound fallacy or by conscious design, a widespread concep
tion is being circulated in America that science in the universities as distin
from research work done in the laboratories of the industrial corporations i
independent of the policies of the monopolies .
It will suffice to mention that 200 of the largest United States corporation
control the governing boards literally : academic councils of almost all t
American universities, which, in consequence, are controlled directly by Wal
Street .
The monopolies' influence on the social sciences is displayed with cynica
candor . Not only do the monopolies not object to the professors' dealing wit
current problems ; on the contrary, they demand that this be done-but on th
condition that their studies, and all written and oral statements must clearl
be aimed at defending the interests and policies of the monopolies . Anyon
disagreeing with this policy is ruthlessly driven out and in effect, blackballed
In carrying out the instructions of their masters, university presidents mak
reactionary speeches on burning political and economic issues-and then thes
speeches are widely circulated by the press and radio, which are in the hand
of these same monopolies .
Long ago Lenin has shown that there can be no "impartial" social science in
society torn by class struggle, that in one way or another, bourgeois scienc
always defends wage slavery . "To expect science to be impartial in a wage
slave society is as silly and naive as to expect impartiality from manufacturer
on the question of whether workers' wages should be increased by decreasin
the profits of capital" (V. I . Lenin, Soch ., vol. 19, p . 3) .
At present, when the United States has become the primary force in the im
perialist camp, the social sciences in America have been placed completely i
the service of imperialist expansion .

a new war . Such, for example, is the Institute of International Studies at
Yale University, which has become one of the centers for American geopoliticians
who propagate the idea that the whole world must become a Lebensraum for
American monopolies, and who glorify the "absolute weapon" of atomic and
bacteriological warfare .
American economists, who, for the most part, are in the immediate service
of the capitalist trusts, are coming out more and more frequently with odious
and mendacious "theories" concerning the inevitability and even the desirability
of a new world war as the sole means of saving American capitalism from crises
and unemployment . These economists are striving to convince the American
people . In response to the demand of the monopolies, that the growth in expenditures for armaments is "stimulating a rise in business activity" and that
the Marshall plan expenditures enable "unemployment to be exported" beyond
the borders of the United States of America . America's bourgeois historians
brazenly distort the history of the United States as well as the history of internabional relations in an attempt to portray American imperialists as "benefactors" of humanity .
American scholars-ethnographers and sociolgists-are outdoing themselves in
their efforts to repaint the Hitlerite racial theory in American colors, to poison
the consciousness of the masses with this odious form of the Fascist ideology .
They propogate the demented ideas of a "chosen" Anglo-Saxon race elected to
rule the world, call for intensified racial discrimination, and factually justify
the lynching of Negroes, annihilation of Indians, and the ruthless exploitation
of colonial peoples . This dissemination of the poison of nationality differences,
beneficial to the monopolies, is aided in every way by many American biologists
who base themselves on the unscientific theses of the Weismann-Morgan school
of genetics.
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Mr. HAYS . Dr. Herring, do you have any knowledge of Prof. Raymond Bauer at Harvard? He is also in the Russian field .
Mr. HERRING. I have met him ; yes .
Mr. HAYS . He has a book called, The New Man in Soviet Psychology.
Mr. HERRING . I have browsed through that book.
Mr. HAYS . I would just like to read a couple of paragraphs which
he has written, which continue to prove the thesis we are on here of
the antagonism of the Soviets toward American-type independent
research. He says
It is particularly striking that certain criticisms made before this committeethis is a letter from Dr . Bauerexhibit the same fear of findings of empirical social research that prompted the
Bolsheviks to repress so much of the work of Soviet psychologists . You will
find ann account of this in chapter 7 .
That is of his book, which I have read, and which is outlined in
great detail .
Here you will see that the findings of psychologists were criticized and the
work ultimately stopped, because their conclusions did not please the Bolshevik
politicians.
He said
I would recommend to you also chapter 8, which deals with one of the most
drastic instances of Soviet political interference in education and psychology .
And I have also read that .
It is ironic that progressive education in this country should have been labeled
"communistic" by its critics, when, as this chapter and other sections of the book
show, all traces of progressive education were violently rejected by the Communists in the period between 1931 and 1936 . Finally, if you have the time and
patience certain portions of the last chapter may prove rewarding, particularly
pages 186 and 189-
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and pages 191 and 196. Heresays the authorI have tried as objectively as possible to draw the distinctions between our ow
and the Soviet political systems as regards the role the social sciences play in
the two societies .
And this whole book of his is an indictment of the Soviet system,
because they have repressed all free and independent research of
any kind .
The CHAIRMAN . Will the gentleman yield?
Mr . HAYS . Yes .
The CHAIRMAN . Any interest, as I see it, which has been expressed
here since the study began has been toward maintaining free and independent research, independent both from government and any other
great sources of power . And one of the things, as - I understand, tha
the staff is desirous of the committee studying is whether there is too
great concentration of power that directs research, so as to keep it
from being free and independent, just as the learned doctor states
from whom the gentleman from Ohio quotes . If there is great concentration of power, it doesn't make a great deal of difference whether
it is in the government or whether it is in some outside agency . So
that is one of the very questions that the committee desires to explore
And in exploring, there is not an indication of any unfriendliness
whatever, but simply a disposition to learn and develop the facts .
Mr. HAYS . Mr. Chairman, I think that calls for a statement . I
might say that your statement is a very heartening and encouraging,
thing to me .
The CHAIRMAN. That has been the very key, as I understand it, of
practically all the questions that have been raised by the staff, Mr
Hays . And I am not unaware of the fact, as Mr . Herring has observed
in the press, that various implications have been put on the work of
the committee . But that is the very key or one of the principal keys to
the purpose of the work that has gone on so far .
Mr. HAYS . Mr . Chairman, as I said, that is a very heartening thing,
to hear you say that, and I am glad to hear you say it . But putting
your statement up against the very bare words of the reports of the
staff, the two just don't correspond . Anyone who can read Mr . McNiece's report or Mr . Dodd's report and say they are in any way
friendly toward the foundations, or who can say their reports are not
a very damning indictment didn't understand English the way I do
Maybe there is something wrong with the way I do understand it
The CHAIRMAN . I regret very much that we should have to monopolize the time of the committee, including Mrs . Pfost and the very able
gentleman from Massachusetts, who is a member of the Ways and
Means Committee, which may ultimately have responsibility concerning legislation as to the tax-exempt status of foundations, but I don't
want the wrong impression to go in the record with reference to any
statement the staff of the committee has made. The whole purpose of
the chart that Mr . McNiece displayed to the committee was to raise
the question with reference to the concentration of power in a few
places, which had over-all supervision over research .

like to leave Russia and get back to the United States and proceed
with our hearing.
Mr. GOODWIN . I think that is most desirable, Mr . Chairman . We
have a very eminent gentleman here who is a witness . It may be
- that lie is very much interested in discussions from the rostrum here,
which I think might very well be confined to executive session . If
lie should be, and desires to take from his valuable time some portion
of it to listen to discussions here, very well, but it seems to me that
we should go on with the hearing and listen to the witness here .
Mr. HAYS. Well, Mr . Goodwin, I am in general agreement with
you, but I don't think you can let any blanket statement go unchallenged, from my point of view, and I don't intend to . I am not going
to let these rather peculiar statements of the staff go into the record,
and then, as to any criticisms I have to make of them, make them
in executive session, where nobody knows I made them .
Now, the chairman desires to end this colloquy, but he always keeps
bringing in new material . Now, he brought in this chart. And I
am impelled to say something about that chart, because I think that
chart came about as near being nothing as anything that anybody
could have spent much time on, and I am going to tell you why . It
is a lot of nice, little pretty boxes with a lot of nice black lines running
here and there, and according to its author it was supposed to show
some sort of an interlock . Now, suppose I went over to the blackboard
and made a chart -and said, "That is the White House," or "the State
Department ." I will put in the White House, and then I will put
the State Department underneath it and run a line down .
Then I will make another box, and it says, "The Kremlin," and I
run a - line from the State Department to the Kremlin . We have an
Ambassador there . And another one says, "The Ambassador to
Poland ." And we run a line there, where there is a Communist government. And another to the Government of Czechoslovakia . And
then I could say, "Look, we have lines running out to all these places,
so there must be some kind of an interlock between our Government
and these Communist governments ." It is just about that factual .
The CHAIRMAN . Do you have any other statements you wish to
make before we proceed?
Mr. HAYS . None right now.
The CHAIRMAN . Were you proceeding with your questioning?
Mr. Kocx . Well, Mr . Herring had a few more remarks . Or I won't
even restrict him to aa few . He wanted to complete his oral presentation before we started questioning .
Mr. HERRING . I thought Congressman Goodwin made an interesting point yesterday that we didn't have time to develop, and if I may
pick up there, I think it may add something to the problems we have
under consideration .
He pointed, I thought with real discernment, to the importance of
historical fact, what is historically so. And it brought to mind a
little piece of American history that I think is quite relevant .
Let's go back to the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia in 1832 . In
those early years, with steamboats getting under way, unfortunately
a good many boilers burst . Bursting steam boilers were a problem .
And the Franklin Institute, in its empirical, pragmatic, down-to-

fessor of chemistry and moral philosophy, old Professor Bates . H
was the grandson of Benjamin Franklin . And they said, "Will yo
try to find out why steam boilers burst?"
So he got a grant from the Government . The Secretary of th
Treasury got hold of $1,500-probably the first money used f
scientific inquiry . And in American fashion : "If steam boilers burs
let's get some explanation ." So they set up a little group to investi
gate, and they went into all the scientific aspects . And when they go
through, I must confess to you that this group of scientists did com
up with a recommendation for action. They did say that "maybe i
we had some way of inspecting steam boilers, we might protect th
public from bursting steam boilers ."
So the Steamboat Inspection Service, as a result of this empirica
investigation, was established in 1836, and it was the first Governmen
regulatory agency . And I submit to you that the reason for th
Government getting into regulation was not socialism . It wasn't an
bursting Socialist with his ideas . It was the down-to-earth fact tha
sometimes steam boilers burst, and we want to know why .
So the grandson of old Ben Franklin went in there, and he foun
out the reason, and he said, "One of the reasons, that goes beyond th
sheer chemical side, is that maybe there is a little carelessnes in stokin
the fire ." In other words, you have got to get the human factor i
there. You have to keep an eye on the people who are running th
steamboats. And we have the Steamboat Inspection Service as th
first regulatory agency .
And I think, Mr . Goodwin, there is an illustration where if you g
back to the .record, if you look at American history, if you say, "Wha
causes these things?"-now, suppose that group had gone at ,it in- th
rationalistic fashion . The first thing you do is get an armchair, an
you sit down and say, "Let's speculate about this . Why do thes
boilers burst?" And you go about it through doing a lot of abstract
reasoning.
The steam boilers, I submit, will still be bursting . But when yo
look at them and you say, "How can we stop this?" and if it takes a
little Federal regulation to protect the public from bursting steam
boilers, the American way to do it is to get at the actual situation
And I don't want to overemphasize this thing, but I must speak with
a bit of emphasis, because I think, as you say, sir, if you look at the
historical development of things, you often find the reasons .
The CHAIRMAN . You intended for this memorandum from Mr
Inkeles to go in the record as part of your statement, although you
only read portions of it?
Mr. HERRING . Yes, please .
(The document referred to is as follows :)

From : Alex Inkeles .
To : Pendleton Herring.
This memorandum is meant to implement my suggestion to you that the Reec
committee might be interested in learning something of how the general proble
it has under investigation is treated and viewed behind the Iron Curtain . I
drawing up this memorandum I have not undertaken a systematic survey, bu
have merely drawn on my notes and on items which were easily recalled by m
or my colleagues . A systematic survey of Soviet sources would yield an enormou
number of violent attacks on the foundations and the accessory agencies i
Communist sources .

Communist-controlled countries the existence of organizations like the great
American foundations and the accessory agencies is unthinkable . Where they
existed at the time of the Communist seizure of power they were always among
the first . institutions to be broken up and to have their funds confiscated by the
Communist dictatorship . This is because the Communists recognize that such
funds and agencies are sources for centers of free thought and opinion, which
is always inimical to Communist rule . In the Soviet Union, for example, professors, scientists, and other scholars are not permitted to organize associations
like the American Historical Association . They may belong only to trade unions
and to officially sponsored governmentally organized institutions such as the
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences.
Not only does the Communist world look askance at the existence of foundations and agencies of the accessory type in its own domain, but it also takes a
very hostile view to these which exist in the free world and particularly those
which operate in the United States . Unfortunately I have not maintained a
file of the attacks on the foundations as such, but I recall from time to time
having seen violent attacks on them in the press of the Iron Curtain countries.
The general line has been that the American foundations are simply thinly disguised devices whereby the "monopoly capitalists" of the United States hide
behind the disguise of charity and the pretense of advancing the public interest,
whereas in fact they are pursuing the goals of spreading the ideology of capitalism, continuing to oppress the workers, and "buying out" the services of
American scholars, scientists, teachers, etc .
The role of the foundations on the American scene is not too Well understood
by Communist propagandists, however, and they concentrate most of their fire
on what the Reece committee has defined as the "accessory agencies ." Our
great educational associations, for example, are constantly attacked in Soviet
educational journals as instruments of capitalism, spreading its ideology, teaching, hostility toward the Soviet Union and toward communism, and misleading
our youth by "reactionary" teaching methods . To cite another example, from
add notes at hand which could he matched many times over through a careful
survey, we might consider the American Economic Association . In a book entitled "Ideologists of the Imperialist Bourgeoisie," published by the Academy
of Sciences of the U . S . S . R. in 100,000 copies, the American Economic Association is attacked for allegedly fomenting propaganda designed to incite a new
world war against the Soviet Union . The members of the association are described therein as "bourgeois economists [who are] in the service of monopolistic
capital" and whose theories are designed solely for the purpose of defending the
American business interests of their "capitalist masters ."
The American Philosophical Association is repeatedly attacked in much the
salve terms. An example that is typical comes from the June 1949 issue of
the official Soviet journal, Problems of Philosophy (Vopresi Filosofii) . The
American Psychological Association has also often been treated in much the
same way . I find in my notes, for example, that the American journals Psychological Abstracts, the Journal of Social Psychology, and the Journal of Genetic
Psychology are described in the 1951 official Soviet Literary Gazette (issue 106)
as being merely "screens behind which lies hidden a reactionary antiscientific
and antipopular propaganda . These journals, one of which is published by the
Psychological Association, are further charged by the Communist propagandists
with containing not science but only pseudoscience which seeks to justify "the
merciless exploitation of the workers, the advent of Fascist regimes, colonial
brigandage, and aggressive wars" for which the Communists hold capitalist
society responsible .
SOCIAL SCIENCE IN THE SOVIET UNION

Since the Reece committee appears to be particularly interested in the
support given by the foundations to social science in the United States, they
may wish to know that in the eyes of Communist leaders social science is
regarded as one of the worst and most dangerous enemies of Communist ideology
and Communist expansion . Indeed, so strong is the feeling against sociology
that it is not permitted to teach it as a subject in the Soviet Union . Sociology
is defined there as a strictly bourgeois and capitalist science of society and
.
is regarded by the Soviets as directly opposed to and contradicting-Marxism
Consequently they forbid the teaching of sociology in Soviet Russia and have
substituted Marxism-Leninism instead as the only true science of society .

publishing houses . One of these, issued in 1951 by the State Political Publishin
House of the U . S . S . R ., in 100,00 .0 copies, bears the title "American Bourgeo
Philosophy and Sociology in the Service of Imperialism" ; the other was issue
in 1952 by the Academy of Sciences of the U . S . S . R ., in 10,000 copies, und
the title "Contemporary American Bourgeois Sociology in the Service of Expan
sionism ." This latter is apparently a revised edition of a book by the sam
author published under a slightly different title in 1 .949, and at the time severel
criticized in a review in Culture and Life (Kultura i Zhizm), the officia
publication of the Department of Propaganda of the Soviet Communist Part
The criticism held that the author was too easy on American sociologists an
failed to expose the full degree to which American sociologists play "the odiou
role of servants and lackeys to the imperialist * * *" capitalists of the Unite
States. You may rest assured that on the second time around this autho
did not fail to drive home the point .
The individual American social scientists brought under attack in thes
polemical Soviet writings read like a Who's Who of American sociology an
social science in general . Among them are many men who were prominen
in the councils of the foundations and the accessory agencies or who hav
received support from them . Amongst those of an earlier or older generatio
Ross, Bernard, and Bogardus and Ogburn are prominently named by the Sovie
hatchetmen as "tools of monopoly capital." Bernard is violently attacked f
allegedly having held up Henry Ford and John D . Rockefeller as being tr
representatives of progress . Ogburn is repeatedly castigated as the "sociologi
of the atom bomb," and despite minor differences, all are held to be "apologist
for imperialism" ; Blumer, Reuter, Becker are a few among many others on
list of names which could be spelled out almost indefinitely . Pravda (July 17
1952), for example, held Otto Klineberg, Talcott Parsons, David Reisman, an
others to be agents of the American military engaged in psychological warfar
against the Soviet Union and acting as learned servants of American imperialists
capitalists, and monopolists . In the same issue Harold Lasswell is describe
as having been "a hardened intelligence agent since the times of World War I
In the journal October directed to Soviet intellectuals, F . Lundberg an
Weininger have been charged with an attempt "to carry out the order of thei
masters, the Wall Street magnates, by shamelessly slandering the women's
democratic movement * * *" Lewis Mumford is also numbered among the evi
sociologists of the United States, as, indeed, is former Senator Bilbo, of Missis
sippi, the former being accused of being a "mercenary servant of the warmongers
Since the name of Stuart Chase has or will probably come before the com
mittee, his name might serve for one last illustration . In one of the Sovie
books cited above Chase is violently attacked as a longtime spreader of reaction
ary ideas, even in the time when he was regarded as a liberal in the thirties
It is charged by the Communist press that after the recent World War he openl
joined the "shrill chorus of American atom bombists" in their openly Fascis
attacks on world peace . Specifically, he is accused of "fulfilling the orders o
monopolistic bosses" by preaching the saving of capitalism through resort, i
necessary, to war and atomic destruction .
Since the report by the staff to the Reece committee seems concerned abou
the possibility that the foundations and the accessory agencies have fostere
changes in the basic American way of life, it might be appropriate to conclud
that this is hardly the Soviet view . On the contrary, they see American socia
scientists as "propagandizing the antiscientific idea of America's uniqueness
and of spreading the false idea that under American capitalism there are suc
things as enduring the prosperity and a harmony of interests between labor an
capital .
Mr. HERRING . I would like to come down to the present time, becaus
Congressman Goodwin's point as to this phraseology, "new and inexac
sciences," came back to mind. And I would just like to comment o
that one . And I could comment at some length on it, but I will tr
to restrain myself to one rather symmetrical little illustration here .
I have before me a statement that Wesley Mitchell made 35 year
ago . Wesley Mitchell was one of the founders of the Social Scienc
Research Council, and lie was the man who developed the Nationa

referred to yesterday, who is the President's adviser on the Economic

Council.

Thirty-five years ago, Wesley Mitchell said
While I think that the development of the social sciences offers more hope
for solving our social problems than any other line of endeavor, I do not claim
that these sciences in their present state are very serviceable . They are immature, speculative, filled with controversies . Nor have we any certain assurance
that they will ever grow into robust manhood, no matter what care we lavish
upon them . Those of us who are concerned with the social sciences are engaged
in an uncertain enterprise . Perhaps we shall win no great treasures from
mankid,butcertainlyit sourtasktowrkout hisleadwithal theinteli-e
gence and energy we posses until its richness or sterility is demonstrated .
That was 35 years ago .
Let's turn from that to a current editorial in the New York Times
dated June 7, 1954.
And I will just read two brief paragraphs from it . It is entitled
"Economic Geiger Counters," and the editorial says
In the field of economics, the Geiger counters
we all know what Geiger counters areare the, statistics of production, income, inventories, and the like, on which
economists, businessmen, and public officials depend for signals on the health
of the economy. If our economic data are sound we can gage whether we are
going uphill or downhill, whether the business prognosis is good or bad . If our
economic data are bad we can be lulled into complacency when action is needed
or be stampeded into needless Government intervention which may do more
harm than good .
Against this background it is disturbing to learn that top officials of our
Government feel that many of our key economic indexes have better reputations than they deserve . Even worse studies have shown that some data in
the inventories and profits field have been so far wrong at times in the postwar
period that they have shown movements contrary to the actual change . Only
a few months ago the wide discrepancy between two Government efforts to,
measure unemployment excited wide attention .
A joint congressional committee is apparently planning to look into this
situation in an effort to learn what improvements are needed . On the basis
of information already available, it is likely that the committee will find that
much of the fault can be laid at the door of a false economy which has prevented
adequate resources from being devoted to keeping our statistical Geiger counters
in good shape . Economic statistics are not the dull, lifeless, unimportant
ciphers too many laymen believe them to be . They are the indispensable tools
for understanding the operation of our complex economy. Any congressional
action to improve these tools would repay our people a hundredfold .
And I think it is interesting to note that one member of this committee is very directly concerned with the Joint Committee on the
Economic Report, and maybe he is so busy working on it today that
he is not here with us . But here the point I want to make is that we
have developed within a generation from a time when a leading authority in the field can say, "These are premature ; we don't know
whether it is going to work out or not," to 35 years later, when we sit
here today and see that by directing attention to an empirical study
of the business cycle and going at it statistically and getting out of
armchairs and getting the facts together, it has become an integral
part of our Government . So that we have the Council of Economic
Advisers continuing from one administration to another as a function,
as a way of using this Geiger counter in determining the economic
health of the Nation .

to this thing, it has been suggested that this stuff is new and inexact
Well, as I say, it is a big subject . It seems to me that as we look at
science, science should be new, and often must be inexact . The poin
is that you try to go from the inexact toward the exact. It is th
process that is important. And the newness is important . We don'
want old sciences . We want science to ever renew itself . If you tur
to cancer research, that is new, and that is inexact, and it is no less
important because it is . It is the newness, it is the growth, it is th
ever-changing character of science that preserves its vitality an
strength.
Well, you can get scientists in different fields to hold forth on this
one, but I would like to come back to the historical record again .
I have before me a foreword by the President of the United States
prepared for Recent Social Trends in the United States-the report of
the President's Research Committee on Social Trends . And th
President to whom I refer is Herbert Hoover . I would like to rea
his brief letter for the record.
Hoover writes

In the autumn of 1929 I asked a group of eminent scientists to examine int
the feasibility of a national survey of social trends in the United States, and in
December of that year I named the present committee under the chairmanshi
of Dr . Wesley C . Mitchell to undertake the researches and make a report . Th
survey is entirely the work of the committee and its experts, as it was my desir
to have a complete, impartial examination of the facts. The committee's ow
report, which is the first section of the published work and is signed by members,
reflects their collective judgment of the material and sets forth matters of opinion as well as of strict scientific determination .
Since the task assigned to the committee was to inquire into changing trends
the result is emphasis on elements of instability rather than stability in ou
social structure.
This study is the latest and most comprehensive of a series, some of the
governmental and others privately sponsored, beginning in 1921 with the repor
on waste in industry under my chairmanship . It should serve to help all o
us to see where social stresses are occurring and where major efforts should b
undertaken to deal with them constructively .

Signed "Herbert Hoover, The White House, Washington, D . C
October 11, 1932."
It is rather interesting, from a historical standpoint, and to give
some sense of proportion about our present problems at midcentury,
to go back, as I did the other day, to these volumes and browse through
them a bit . And you will find there, in these volumes, some references
to the fact that there were problems back there in the thirties, too
And many of those problems are still with us .
I don't want to take your time to read a whole list of the problems
of the 1930's, because we have got our hands full at the present time
But they had their problems . Andeven a casual glance-

we read, in this foreword to the social trend study-

at some of these points of tension in our national life reveals a wide range of
puzzling questions . Imperialism, peace or war, international relations, urbanism
trusts and mergers, crime and its prevention, taxation, social security, the plight
of agriculture, foreign and domestic commerce, governmental regulations of
industry, shifting moral standards, new leadership in Government and business,
and the stanch status of womankind, labor, child training, mental hygiene, the
future of democracy and capitalism, et cetera .

Democrats, statesmen, and servants and propagandists have attacked these
problems, but usually from the point of view of some limited interest . Records
and information have been and still are incomplete and often inconclusive .

But Herbert Hoover, that great social engineer, was a man who
said, "Let's have a look at the record ." And these volumes were prepared under his sponsorship . And Congressman Goodwin, I submit to you, that having a little historical sense about the past and
about the continuity in these things is a way of-well, it helps one's
blood pressure a bit perhaps .
Mr. GooDWIN . That is very, very interesting, and I think very illustrative, too, sir .
Mr. HERRING . Well, now, Mr . Chairman, there are a variety of
things I could turn to . I want to keep constantly in mind, if I may
say so, the fundamental point that the chairman raised a few minutes
ago . I would leave this room satisfied indeed if I could help to
clarify that problem, because if it is a serious problem in your minds,
let's have a look at the facts and see if we can develop it . Maybe
a few minutes on that would be helpful testimony .
Let's start with the fact that in this great country of ours we have
1,700 colleges and universities spread across the breadth of the Nation. We know how they came into being . Some of them are great
State institutions . I needn't rehearse the story there . The, churches
started' great private benefactions . But you see the story, all over
the country, of these institutions. They weren't developed from a
Paris or a Berlin in accordance with a ministry of education in a national system. They grew up like the wheat on the prairies . They
grew up out of our native soil . They grew up because-well, you
could start with Harvard, if you like . I keep William and Mary
in mind, too . There was the importance of training the clergy in the
old days, getting an enlightened clergy . There was a practical need.
And our great land-grant colleges were started . This is a subject
I fear I get a little eloquent on, because it is such a dramatic and
beautiful piece of American history, I feel.
The CHAIRMAN . Would you permit a little interruption there? I
want to associate myself in my very . feeble way with your eloquence
and deep feeling about these colleges and universities . And there is
no apprehension on anyone's part so long as the colleges and universities are used as the medium for the research . There will be no
dangerous concentration then . It is when the generating force is
centered-in other agencies, which haven't risen up in the same way
that the colleges and the universities have, and use intermediary agencies as the channel that gives rise to apprehension ; if you will just
permit that, in order to keep the direction clear .
Mr. HERRING . I just wanted to start with the grassroots and take a
historical direction in this, so that we could see the broad sweep of
American life .
Mr. HAYS . Right there, Doctor, isn't it true that the colleges and
universities are always the generating force in any research, or always
at least the propelling force, and that the most that any foundation
has done has been to simply provide the fuel, the gasoline, for the engine, you might say, the money, which in this case is the fuel, to see

Isn't that the way it has been handled?
Mr. HERRING. That is right . We start with this magnificent de
velopment in our country .
Now, within those institutions, you have the professors . And le
me mention a point that we sometimes forget .
We have a system in American education, of tenure . When a ma
has proved his capacity, he is given an appointment with tenure . Tha
means you can't fire him. He has a job that is a secure job. It is a
a modest salary, but he has independence . And I don't know an
group of citizens that have the same degree of independence, becaus
they have this economic support. They are secure in their jobs, an
they are expected to express their opinions and to develop thei
thoughts and to teach their students to the best of their ability . An
our great tradition is : Leave them alone to do that job .
So the tenure on the economic side is shored up with the great princi
ple of academic freedom .
So here again, in our practical way, we have both the practice of
tenure and the principle of academic freedom . So that means yo
have, then, men who have, in a sense, these privileges to exercise their
thoughts and to contribute to the education of the youth of the country
and to the furtherance of knowledge .
Now, these men have their own interests . The chemists get togethe
with the chemists and the sociologists with the sociologists .
As I indicated in my opening statement, they often get together re
gionally . We are a great people for getting together . And they ge
together on their professional matters, just as in all other walks of life
in chambers of commerce and Rotary clubs and so on, congenial people
.get together.
All right. Let's build up from that . In the fields with which
am familiar you have these associations of historians and economists
They get together in the sense that once a year they . meet here i
Washington or somewhere else where there are appropriate hote
accommodations, and they read papers and talk, and some of th
younger men look for jobs, and they renew old friendships, and the
have their annual conventions. And the other thing they do togethe
is to sponsor and publish a learned journal, where the articles can be
published and the books in the field reviewed .
Now, this is a part of the great associational activity of the Unite
States . D'Toqueville, when he carne here in the middle of the 19t
century, looked around, and lie saw this rich associational life-n
monolithic state . The problem was to give the Government enoug
leeway at times to do some of the minimal jobs . The problem her
of the associational life of the country was of the essence of freedom
Well, the same pattern holds for industry and labor, and so on, thi
freedom to associate and to share common interests .
Well, now, without going into a long history of the foundations
we know that as wealth accumulated, around the turn of the century
a great industrialist such as Andrew Carnegie faced the problem o
what to do with his wealth, whether to follow the European pattern of
just willing it all to his descendants . That, obviously, is in the feuda
tradition . But over here this, peculiar, unique American plienome

with . Carnegie, and a few years later with the Rockefeller Foundation .
The point that is so important here is to see that you have a large
and diverse group of people, with great independence of mind, and
with their own interests ; and the foundations want to advance some
aspect of social welfare.
Now, in our great foundations, the terms under which they operate
are very broad . The advancement and dissemination of knowledge,
or the welfare of mankind . The problem is : How do you move from
that broad mandate into something tangible, something particular?
Who is going to do what? And the problem of the foundation officer
and the problem of the foundation trustees is to go from these broad
objectives of human welfare down to something particular, specific,
defensible, understandable, something that will advance the broader
purposes .
Now, the foundations have a problem, in exercising judgment, and
in deciding, with their limited resources, which of the various opportunities for investing some of this money in good ideas and social purpose can be selected. So that you have on the one hand people who
have various things they want to do in their own research and their
-teaching, and on the other hand you have quite limited foundation
resources .
As I was saying, I think one of the important points brought out
in the inquiry thus far is that there are a great many foundations in
the United States, some six or seven thousand, I believe . I was
scarcely aware there were that many . But here again, I want to talk
.out of my own experience . And over the years of the council's life,
we have received support, grants, from about a dozen or so foundations . In other words, the number of foundations with an interest
in the social sciences is a very limited number of foundations .
So let's get that sense of perspective into the picture .
Mr. Koca . Could you at this time name the principal ones? I was
going to that later, but why don't we get it now? The principal contributors to your organization .
Mr. HERRING . Well, I filed that with you, and you have a list of
all the money we have gotten from all the sources .
Mr. Kocx . I do not have a list here .
Mr. HERRING . Yes . Well, I have it before me . I have before me
"Summary of disbursements under appropriation, by donors, from
June 1924 through April 30, 1954," and that goes back to the beginning
,of the organization. I have 24 items on this list. If I pick out the
principal ones, which are the ones you wanted
Mr . Kocx . And would you mind then offering the list as part of
the record? Mine doesn't go up beyond 1951 .
Mr. HAYS . I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that the witness offer the list
and make it part of the record, and if there are any specific questions,
they can be asked, but I don't think we want to take the time to read
all these statistics.
Mr. Kocx . No ; we don't. I agree with you . I just thought he could
mention a few of the important foundations, and not go into dollars
and cents.
Mr. HAYS . I think it would be well to have the entire list incorporated into the record at this point, and then the witness can make any
comments he desires.

Mr. HERRING . In looking over this list, I see the Laura Spelma
Rockefeller Memorial, the Rockefeller Foundation, the Carnegie Cor
poration, the Julius Rosenwald Fund, the General Education Board
the Ford Foundation . Does that Suffice?
Mr. KOCH . That is all right .
Mr. HERRING. So we herewith offer the list for the record .
Mr. GOODWIN (presiding) . It may be admitted .
(The list referred to is as follows :)

Summary of disbursements under appropriation, by donors, through Apr . .10, 19
Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial
Rockefeller Foundation
Mr . John D. Rockefeller, Jr
Russell Sage Foundation
Carnegie Corporation of New York
Commonwealth Fund
Mr. Julius Rosenwald
.
Mr . Revell McCallum
Julius Rosenwald Fund
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
Maurice and Laura Falk Foundation
General Education Board
Spelman Fund
W . E . Upjohn Unemployment Trustee Corporation
Committee of Trustees on Experimental Programs
Scripps Foundation for Research in Population Problems
The Grant Foundation
American Philosophical Society
The John and Mary R . Markle Foundation
U. S . Bureau of the Census
Ford Foundation
Twentieth Century Fund
Rockefeller Brothers
Total

Disbursed

$2,340,512 .
6,120,935 .
15, 559 .
113, 551 .
2,111,575 .
5, 000.
50, 000 .
1,489.
68, 407 .
10, 000.
3,000 .
242,182 .
67,500 .
23, 745 .
76, 326 .
3, 3=32 .
11,583 .
7,500 .
181, 137 .
128,219 .8
396,392 .1
150,000.
8,042.

12,135,993 .4

Mr. HERRING . The picture I am trying to get before you then i
terms of my own experience is the fact that there are a limited number
of these foundations with an interest in these social-science fields
And let me survey briefly for you this problem of the relations between
an organization such as the council and the foundations .
In the first place, the foundations make substantial grants directl
to universities.
A point that I want to emphasize, in order again to get some sens
of proportion into this thing is this : Our best estimate is that probabl
about $12 million from foundation sources goes annually to socialscience research, broadly construed . The Council has funds tha
amount to about one-tenth of that . Now, I wish Mr . Reece were here
because I think this relates to a problem on his mind . We are one o
many organizations . We are a part of this great associational lif
of the United States . And we have a special focus on the advancemen
of research. There are many other organizations dealing with many
other problems . We have our problem, our interest, our focus, and
we have these resources .
Now, I would like to offer this as an exhibit . I wouldn't want t
burden the record with this, but we could pass it up to you . Here i

Social Science Research Council, June 1950 ; and in this publication
you will find listed the names and addresses of 281 organizations conducting or financing research in the social sciences in 104 universities
and colleges . And here are their names and addresses . And I think
this a fairly concrete illustration of the fact that we are dealing with
a great many organizations, and here are the ones in the universities
that are concerned with this field .
Mr. GooDwIN . You are not offering these for the record, but just by
reference?
Mr. HERRING . Yes ; just as an exhibit, Mr . Chairman .
(The document referred to was filed for the information of the
committee .)
Mr. HERRING. The Social Science Research Council has demonstrated its capacity over a 30-year period as a highly responsible group
to consider the leads, the ideas that individuals have, and their research ability, their possible significance for the advancement of the
field. The council provides an opportunity for specialists, working
at the growing edges of knowledge, to identify new leads, to appraise
existing state of knowledge, to work out concrete next steps, to evaluate
research holding out the most promise . That is where we focus our
attention .
Maybe one way to get the matter before you more vividly would be
to offer an illustration. Let's take the history of an idea and how it
goes through our procedures .
A few years ago, one member of the council, a member of our board
of directors, who was trained both in psychiatry and in anthropology,
came to me, and he said, "I am very much interested in"
Mr. GoonwIN . We will recess at this point and will resume, subject to the call of the Chair, I should say in about 8 or 10 minutes .
(Short recess .)
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will resume .
If you will permit a diversion before you proceed with your testimony, Mr. Adams, who had expected to be called in this morning, has
prepared a statement, which has been given to the press . If there
is no objection, that statement will be admitted into the record to
appear at the conclusion of the statement and questioning of Mr . Herring ; and then Mr. Adams will appear and take up from there .
Mr. KOCH . Could we ask Dr. Adams whether that is agreeable to
him?
The CHAIRMAN . I had so understood. That is agreeable with Dr .
Adams .
Mr. ADAMS . Mr. Chairman, I am at your disposal, sir .
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. HERRING . Mr. Chairman, when we broke for the recess, I was
about to embark on a description by way of illustration of how an
idea that is brought up by an individual research ban is discussed and
developed, and so forth . But I think rather than pursuing that, I
would just like to say that with reference to this general point we
were discussing, namely, the problem of whether there is control of
research, the problem is rather one of recognizing a good idea when
you see it, deciding whether to encourage a man with one idea or not .

So that I think, since the time goes by so rapidly here, it might be
better for me to pause at this stage, because I could go on for quite
a while, and say to you that if there are questions the counsel would
like to raise, or anybody else, it might be better, and then if I have
further ideas I could bring them in . But I would like to complete
my visit with you today, so that if there are questions you want to raise,
I want to be sure we allow ample time for any questions .
The CHAIRMAN . You may proceed, Mr . Koch .
Mr. Kocx . Mr . Herring, first let me point out what my problem
and Mr . Wormser's problem is ; that is, to get the benefit of your points
of view-and, of course, we have already covered a lot of it-as to these
criticisms or suggestions that have been raised by previous witnesses .
I want you to know that there was no intention on our part to make
any charges . Frankly, I don't think we have a right to . We have a
right to bring before the committee, who are the judges, such criticism
or arguments as have been made, and we now welcome your help in
helping us try to appraise whether some have merit or whether they
have not.
Now, in that connection, I would like to review the particular points
that we are concentrating on, so that when we ask you questions
and I am going over your statement-you will have those in mind and
can give me whatever you like .
For instance, we have, as you have heard before, the possible concentration of power caused by united or concerted action on the part of the
larger foundations, thus tending toward conformity or a threat to a
free interplay of ideas . Always listen to the "possible" part, because
that has been mentioned by people who come as professors of eminent
universities . It has been raised, and there is the possibility, as far as
I am concerned-and certainly until all the facts are in I wouldn't
attempt to appraise the matter as to whether that is on the road to
control or it isn't .
Then the possible creation of an elite group of social scientists who
are called upon from time to time to advise the Government on problems of importance in their field . And then, of course, whether certain
types of social-science investigations are not the proper subject of
grants ; that is, the results might be too questionable, or the particular
thing is too hard to appraise or too hard to control . You will recall
that that type of criticism has come before the committee .
Then, of course, and you mentioned it before, but I will come to it
later, the presence of an interlock of directors and administrative heads
among the various foundations, which might lead to uniformity and
ideas or concerted motion in favor of certain types of action .
And finally, even if nothing has been done by the foundations in the
past which was detrimental to the public, is there a latent power in the
foundation setup which, falling into hands less respectable than those
of yourself and the many others we have identified as the heads of
the foundations today, if that power gets into bad hands, would be of
danger to the public? And if so, is there anything we can do to protect
ourselves?
Mr. HAYS . Are you asking those questions en bloc?
Mr . KocH . No, Mr . Hays. I wanted to point out the particular
specific questions I am going into in an attempt to cover those points

are the things I feel eventually the committee will have to appraise .
So with that in mind, I will go into your statements, and certain of
the questions won't follow the order of these general propositions .
Now, I am referring to your introductory statement, Mr . Herring.
Near the bottom of the first page there is this sentence
In view of the references to collectivism, I am sure that we share of a feeling
of caution concerning governmental intervention and control over education and
research .
Now, if that control might be something other than governmental,
but still control, we would likewise be concerned about that, wouldn't
we, Mr. Herring?
Mr . HERRING . That is right. There is no question about that .
Mr . KocH. Now, let's skip to page 4 . A little bit more than half
way down on page 4 :
I know of no reliable method of analysis for establishing cause and effect
relationships between such ideas and what has happened in our recent history .
Now, for my
my help, do you believe that as a general statement we
cannot establish a clear causal relationship between an idea and what
has happened?
Mr . HERRING . Well, I think problems of historical causality are
exceedingly difficult ideas to work with . I recall we had a committee on historiography, and one of the problems discussed by that committee was the problem of causality . What causes what? This group
of eminent historians went into that at some length, and just made the
point that we tend often to be much too superficial in attributing,
causal relationships . You can offer interpretations . It goes back to
Congressman Goodwin's point again, that there are certain historical
facts . You can say a certain thing happened on a certain date . But
as Congressman Hays pointed out when they discussed this matter
How do you get at any one definitive final causal statement? There
are these matters of interpretation .
Mr . HAYS. Well, you might ask this question . Back in the 1930's,
I very well remember that there were farmers with pitchforks out
threatening tax collectors, and notably in the very conservative State
of Ohio. Do you know whether there is any way you can figure out
whether any idea caused them to go out there, or the economic conditions of the time
Mr . , HERRING . That is right. I get my sensitivity by associating
with historians, who are even more sensitive about it . But how can
you get at these sweeping generalizations? It is said, for example,
that a decline in the production of wheat would cause certain political
repercussions. That is a sweeping assertion that is made . The historian has to go to the place of wheat at a certain place at a certain
point in time and see whether it was that price of wheat at that point
in time that bore some relationship to this hypothesis as to cause .
The CHAIRMAN . Insofar as we members of the committee can restrain ourselves, I am inclined to think that it would make for expedition and orderly procedure if we were to let the counsel conclude his
questions, and then we will have ample opportunity to raise any questions that we want to raise . That does not mean that we should not,
interrupt, but I am just throwing out a caution in that respect .

myself.
The CHAIRMAN. But the depression and pitchforks against~' tax-col
lectors is not now particularly pertinent .
Mr. HAYS . It is very pertinent, if you will read from the portion o
page 4, as to whether or not you have any-

reliable method of analysis for establishing cause and effect relationship betwe
such ideas and what has happened in our recent history .

Now, if you can think of a more pertinent example, Mr . Chairman
I would be glad to have it .
There may be one coming up in November, if you want to go . o
and be a prophet, about the price of wheat, as somebody has men
tioned, and what may happen next November . There might . be
very interesting possibility for some research there.
Mr . GOODwIN. You will have some others under strong temptatio
to make speeches here if you continue.
Mr. HAYS . My best political advice, Mr . Goodwin-and I wouldn'
care to offer it to you, but to anyone coming from a district in Ne
England, where there isn't much wheat raised-would be just, to . st
out of that wheat argument and try to get elected on some othe
ground .
Mr. KOCH . Now, Mr. Herring, isn't it part of the claim of th
social scientists, particularly those that specialize in the empirical
research, that by observing the behavior of man and what is going on
in society, one can establish such a cause-and-effect relationship?
Mr. HERRING . I am very glad you raised that question, Mr . Koch
because it gives me a chance to explain a point .
Mr. HAYS . Right there, would you mind repeating the ;.,question
I didn't hear the first part of it .
Mr. Kocx . Yes . Isn't it a part of the claim of the social scientists
especially those that are specializing in theempirical research, that
by observing the behavior of man and what is going . onn in society, on
can establish such cause-and-effect relationship?
Mr . HAYS . Thank you.
Mr. Kocx . Now, will you help us out?
Mr. HERRING . Take your own language, Mr . Koch : Observing th
behavior of man and what goes on in society . Social scientists d
not attempt to observe the behavior of man. "Man" is an abstract
You can observe the behavior of Mr . Koch.
Mr. Kocx . I would rather you would not . But go ahead.
Mr. HERRING. You can analyze the words he uses . You can observ
his gestures . You can give him certain tests . You can measure hi
I. Q . with a fair amount of certainty . In college, if you take scholasti
aptitude tests, you would find over the years that those tests woul
indicate pretty clearly whether you are going to be a pretty goo
student or not .
The important thing to nail down here is that this empirical work
doesn't operate at this range of generality about man and society
It deals with men that you can observe, doing things that you can
observe, and then figuring out if there is some way, in this particular
instance, with respect to the particularities, under which hypothesis
can be adumbrated with reference to the observed behavior . It is no
man in the abstract .

is going to explode? Those scientists have a much easier job to check
on the social effects, don't they, in the physical sciences?
Mr. HERRING . I am much impressed with advances that have been
made in fields dealing with human tensions and mental illness . It is
one of the most important problems before us at the present time .
As a matter of fact, it was the illustration I was going to offer earlier,
because I think it is so important .
We have in our hospital beds in this country about half a million
mentally disturbed patients, and the problem of what to do with
that great burden of the mentally ill is not only a problem of a human
sort . It is a terrific tax problem . It is one of the great drains on
our resources .
Mr. HAYS . Yes, but, Dr . Herring, I am trying to be helpful, and
I don't think you are quite specifically getting at the question Mr .
Koch asked . I will rephrase it in my own words as I see it. Maybe
I am not, either . What he is saying, I think, is that you can put
a pressure gage on a steam boiler that will tell you within a few
degrees of the probability that that thing will explode if it goes beyond a certain range, but you can't put any gage up to a human brain
to tell you at what point it is going to be so overtaxed that it becomes
necessary for the possessor of it to become a patient in one of these
beds.
Mr. KOCH. That is right . And by merely counting the number of
patients in the hospitals and also finding out that so many came from
the slums and so many came from the union of first cousins, that still
won't tell you the whole story. I mean, you may have to go into their
religious background, the background of the patients, and what not .
And so that is the problem . How accurate can they be in the social
sciences?
Mr. HERRING. Well, you haven't even started to ask the questions
that have to be gone into. You haven't even scratched the surface .
If you want to get involved in psychoanalysis, there is just no end to
the matter of what you go into . But the point that I would defend
here and try to explain to the committee is that when you are faced
with a problem such as mental illness, you want to use every device that
you can think of for understanding the character of the mental disorder . But obviously you haven't gotten very far if you have just
counted the number of sick people you have . But you want to understand all you possibly can about their personalities and their development as individuals and their family relations and the whole history .
And you want to go beyond those superficial matters and get some
understanding at a deeper level of them as human beings . And what
I wanted to say was that I think that a very encouraging amount of
work is going forward in trying to penetrate further and further
into the nature of human personality .
Mr. Kocx. Now, on page 5, Mr . Herring, at the bottom, with respect
to this sentence :
The staff has tried to call into question the efforts of the very individuals and
institutions who are devoting their resources and energies to the increase and
dissemination of knowledge and the protection of the. American way of life .
The picture that has been presented to the committee does not accord with my
own observation and experience .
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tion of the American way of life?
Mr. HERRING. Not for a moment .
Mr.. KOCH . I imagine to a very minor extent the lawyers may hav
their ideas, the ministers theirs, and you don't claim that you have
monopoly on the part of your social scientists?
Mr. HERRING . Not for a minute .
Mr. Kocx. Page 6 :

We are told, in effect, that a few organizations constitute an efficient inte
grated whole, tending to work against the public interest .

Would you agree with me that if we were to find that there are
few organizations who constitute an efficient integrated whole, an
further find that they are harmless, or even beneficial-do you, as
political scientist agree it is against public policy in the United States
to let such an efficient integrated group become too powerful?
Mr . HERRING. Well, as a political scientist, if you want to drap
that cloak around me, which I haven't had the privilege of wearing
professionally and actively, I would, going back, be very hesitant
indeed to offer any unconsidered horseback judgments on a highl
hypothetical question . So don't rouse my professional instincts her
with that kind of a question .
If you phrase it, perhaps, in more down-to-earth terms, and say
"As a man in the street, what do you think of," whatever it is, J
will try to give you a horseback judgment .
Mr. KocII . You go around with a lot of people who have probabl
voiced their opinions on matters of this sort . If you have no opinio
whatsoever, we, of course, will skip it . But if you have, it is a proble
that interests me, and if you have an opinion, I would respect it
even though you don't .
Mr. HERRING. Well, now, let's get it clear . "A few organization
constitute an efficient integrated whole ." Well, I don't know wha
they are and never heard of them, and if you can name them to me
I can respond . But I can't give any answers in general about un
named organizations . So you name them, and I will respond.
Mr. KOCH . No. The theme is this : And as I say, whether the fact
support it, I am a long way off from deciding . But there evidentl
is this fear expressed that through the social-science group we ma
be creating an elite group of social scientists, who are very capabl
men and are very honorable men, but they are so capable that whe
we have problems in government, the Government, being busy a
it is, the Congressman, et cetera, would naturally run to the experts
Now, if it is only one group, without a competing group, and tha
one group, isn't elected by the people, isn't removed by the people
isn't appointed by governors or presidents, would you say, and I a
speaking merely as a matter of good government, that that might b
an unwholesome situation?
Mr. HERRING . In the first place, I don't know who the "we" i
whether you are using an editorial "we" or speaking for the staff o
the committee, or these disgruntled people . So, first, tell me the "we
But in the second place, who are these few, this elite? I don't get i
Mr. KOCH . I said "if there were ."
Mr HERRING . Well, if your question is "If there is a bad elite, an
they get power and handle it badly, would that be bad"

gives excellent advice, is it still a matter of good government to have
those people give advice which is eagerly sought, though they are
not elected by the people?
Mr. HERRING. I didn't know that we carried our history back to
Platc .
Mr Kocx . I didn't know I was talking on that subject .
Well, what would Plato say if you didn't seem to want to say it?
Mr. HERRING . Plato came out in favor of guardian kings, but he
hedged around it with a lot of philosophical safeguards so that it
worked out pretty well .
If what you are trying to ask me is if I would approve of the
Government in the United States of America by some unnamed elite
of intelligent, well-meaning people, I would say : I prefer the Congress of the United States .
Mr. Kocx . Well, Plato might not agree with you, but I do.
Mr. HERRING . The more I have studied the Congress over the years
and observed them, the more impressed I am that it is a great country.
And I don't share a good many of the animadversions that go around .
Now, as to these few organizations, I don't know what few organizations you are talking about here .
Mr. HAYS . Are you disagreeing with this praise of the Congress,
Mr. Koch?
Mr. Kocx . That is not a charge that has been made by the staff
in their report, that there was a bad Congress .
Mr. HERRING. I don't know whether you are agreeing with Plato.
Mr. KocH . I would never take him out of context .
Mr. HAYS . I don't believe I have quoted from the Bible today, and
at this time I think it would be a good place to quote from the Bible,
the Book of Job, chapter 15, verse 2 "Should a wise in an utter vain
knowledge, and fill his belly with the east wind?"
The CHAIRMAN . I think that has but little place here, but we are
very glad to have it in the record, to indicate the gentleman's wide
expanse of knowledge .
Mr. HAYS . I will admit I can't quote the Bible verse by verse, but
I am sure that verse had a very distinct application to the particular
hypothetical question in mind . And I would recommend to the chairman of the committee that he might be able to take the Book of Job
and recall some more applicable verses in it .
The CHAIRMAN . When I quote from the Book of Job, I quote' on
the basis of my own reading of it .
Mr. HAYS . Perhaps if the gentleman is insinuating that I got the
verse from someone else, I might go further with that insinuation
and say : Is he trying then to make some excuse for the fact that he
hasn't participated very much in the questioning so far?
You, have a staff of 16 . They ought to be able to furnish -somq
questins .
I want you to understand one thing . With the exception of one
staff, member, any help I get, Mr . Reece, is purely voluntary . Somebody furnished me with about 30 editorials, very critical of you and
this committee, from some of the most prominent papers in the United
States. I can't afford a clipping service . I don't have a staff to ej
them. But somebody, thank God, volunteered to send them to me .
I expect to use them from time to time.

times made, the Chairman doesn't consider the staff as his staff . Th
have given him no questions . He has asked for no questions .
has asked for no personal service from the staff, and I am' sure
Goodwin hasn't . The only member of the committee that has a me
ber of the staff assigned to him personally is the gentleman fr
Ohio, and I am glad that the committee is in a position to do th
I think it is all right . But at times I do have some question whet
the committee rostrum up here ought to be made a clearinghouse
people who have personal interests involved in the audience, to ha
their views transmitted to the record, and take up the time of
witnesses that might be appearing .
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Reece, you can question it all you please, but th
committee rostrum will be a clearinghouse at any time I feel li
making it one to get at the truth or to make any pertinent observ
tions I want to make. And I want to say to you right here and n
that it is going to be a little difficult without that to get at the tru
because if there was ever a loaded staff report, the ones we have h
from this staff have definitely been loaded . And it is significant
me that out of 30 editorials I have in my possession, starting with t
New York Times and going down to one editorial that was requot
in numerous papers, from Twin Falls, Idaho, to Lima, Ohio, a
Attleboro, Mass., there hasn't been one single editorial in any new
paper that I have come across that hasn't been critical of the sta
report. Now, maybe the staff is right and everybody else in t
United States is wrong, including me, Mr . Reece, but I am willing
take my chances .
The CHAIRMAN . As the chairman said initially, he is undertaki
and I am satisfied the majority of the committee is undertaking
make an objective study . I am satisfied that the staff has no ot
purpose in mind except to help the committee make an objective stu
But influences outside of the committee do not have the responsibili
for the work of the committee . While we are very glad to have t
views of the editors of the various papers, they are not matters of gr
concern so far as determining the direction of the study is concern
Mr. HAYS. It is very indicative, however, of how far the gentle
has been able to impress the reliable editors of the country with h
objectivity. And without burdening the record with any more at th
point, I might just quote from the Denver Post of May 7 . The le
editorial says
We must keep an eye on Mr . Reece.
Mr. GOODWIN. Mr, Chairman, might I inquire if anybody kno
where we were at the detour?
Mr. Kocx . With the wind from the east.
The CHAIRMAN . By all means, I think we should continue . I
satisfied that the witness who is now appearing before us does not f
that he has been harassed, as have some witnesses with whom t
ntleman from Ohio has disagreed . He is not going to be harass
He is not going to be unduly burdened, I am satisfied, by anyo
And I join in the wish of the gentleman from Massachusetts that
might proceed without unlimited interruptions .
Mr., SAYS . Well, I will have to make a little statement before th
Of course, the gentleman isn't going to be harassed, and of course
isn't going to be picked on, because he is the first witness who h
ge

could, you would be undertaking to do it . Now, let's face the facts .
That isn't the reason he isn't going to be harassed much . In other
words, in plain down-to-earth language, he isn't dealing in that little
phrase that I like so much, psychoceramics. That is high-class
English for "crackpots ."
The CHAIRMAN. Before we deal with the facts, they will have to be
presented, and the gentleman from Ohio is not presenting the facts .
The witness is dealing with factual matters.
Mr. HAYS . He certainly is . That is what I am trying to say, that
he is the first witness who has dealt with factual matters . I agree
with you, Mr. Chairman, on that.
The CHAIRMAN . The gentleman from Ohio is not the only one interested in facts, and I will put the reputations of the other members of
the committee up with that of the gentleman from Ohio .
Mr. HAYS . You don't have to come to the defense of the other members of the committee . Let them speak for themselves . I am sure
they are interested in the facts, some of them . The gentleman from
Massachusetts has indicated that he is interested in getting at the
facts, and I wouldn't even say but what the chairman may have had
a change of heart .
The CHAIRMAN . He has not had a change of heart, he has been interested in getting the facts all the time . The gentleman from Ohio is just
incapable of visualizing and analyzing a situation when he sees it .
Mr. HAYS . Oh, I am capable of analyzing the kind of people that
you have gone out and dragged up and dredged up . And, Mr. Reece,
you must have had to dredge to find Mr . Sargent, and I could mention
1 or 2 more . You really had to dredge . You went way down with
your dredge to get them . They are not reliable, responsive . [The
chairman used the gavel .] Go ahead and hammer . I will keep right
on talking when you get through .
Mr. GOODWIN. Now, Mr . Chairman, if the gentleman from Ohio
indicates that he is not going to respect the gavel, as he just indicated,
I am going to bring up here the question of whether or not these
hearings are being conducted according to the rules of the House
of Representatives, which are the rules of this committee .
Mr. HAYS. Well, I have brought that question up before and been
overruled.
Mr. GOODWIN . I am rather tired of this . We have an eminent witness, who must, I suspect, or he may in his innermost consciousness,
be coming to the realization that he spoke a little too early in his praise
of Congress, if this is an example of the way congressional hearings
are conducted .
Mr. HAYS . I heard you say you are getting tired . Do you know
what I am getting tired of? I am tired of you taking one position
in public with pious speeches and then running to me in secret and
saying, "You know whose side my sympathies are on ." Why don't
you act like a man?
Mr. GOODWIN . Now, Mr . Chairman, I am going to ask for the rules
of the House, and I am going to say that the gentleman from Ohio
is out of order . He is impugning the motives of the chairman and the
members of this committee .

The CHAIRMAN . The gentleman is out of order . He has impugne
the integrity of every man about whom he has talked.
Mr. HAYS . No, Mr . Chairman, don't make the statement that
have impugned the integrity of every man I have talked about .
The CHAIRMAN . The other members of the committee .
Mr. HAYS . No, not the other members of the committee .
In the first place, I haven't talked about any other members of th
committee than two .
The CHAIRMAN . Whether you impugn my motives is immaterial
Mr. HAYS . I wouldn't try to impugn your motives. Your motive
have been clear from the beginning . Anybody who read your diatrib
in the committee would know what your motives are .
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will proceed . Or, if not, we wil
have a motion to proceed .
Mr . HAYS . I. suggest that we recess for lunch . It is past 12 o'cloc
Maybe by 2 : 30, or so, we can get our motives straightened out.
The CHAIRMAN . I would regret to have the impression go out tha
the committee was incapable of orderly procedure, and if the gentle
man from Ohio wants to create a situation which brings about suc
a course of action, of course, it is his responsibility and not that o
the committee .
Mr. HAYS . Well, now, Mr . Chairman . What are you getting a
now? Do you want to proceed for another 20 minutes, or do yo
want to adjourn now, or do you want to try to impugn my motives
Just let me state that I wasn't the one who dreamed up the idea o
spending $150,000 of the taxpayers' money for an Alice in Wonder
land investigation which came out with the verdict before it heard
the evidence . You did that .
The CHAIRMAN . Well, it is generally known that I was the autho
of the resolution . If you think there ought to be a witness brough
in to establish the fact that I authored the resolution in the House
I would be very glad to have a witness called to that effect . But it i
my responsibility, and I am pleased to admit it without its being
brought into evidence .
You may proceed .
Mr. Kocx . We had been talking about the unknown elite, and the
you said something with respect to the unknown social scientists .

They have dedicated their lives to research or teaching, or both . They hav
an extraordinarily high sense of civic duty and respect for truth .

Are you putting them up a little higher than the others in your statement there?
Mr. HERRING . There is my statement, Mr . Koch.
Mr. Kocn . It wasn't your intention, then, to set them up above any
one else?
Mr. HERRING . Clearly not .
Mr . Kocx . All right . On page 7, the first sentence of the first ful
paragraph
This development was possible in the United States-

comparing it with Europe-

because of our greater willingness to experiment . Our expanding universitie
could give opportunity to research men who wished to explore new leads .

possible here than in some of our starving European governments ;
isn't that true? I mean, the fact that there was a lot of money available here might have provided some cause for that greater research
over on this side.
Mr. HERRING. You certainly can't build a cyclotron without money ;
and research is costly .
The CHAIRMAN . Some of the members have noon engagements . If
there is no objection otherwise, the chairman will recess the hearing
until 2 o'clock to meet in this same room.
(Whereupon, at 12 : 10 p . m., a recess was taken until 2 p . m .)
AFTERNOON SESSION

(The hearing was resumed at 2 : 15 p . m .)
The CHAIRMAN . The committee will come to order .
The chairman wishes to make a statement .
The chairman feels very deeply the responsibility which he has to
protect the witnesses who appear before the committee, the employees
of the committee, and the members of the committee, and to maintain
the dignity of the committee, the dignity of the House, and to uphold
the rules of procedure of the House and of the committees which operate under tie procedures of the House . In view of the very unfortunate incident that happened this morning, following similar
incidents, coupled with the fact that Mr . Goodwin cannot be here
at this time due to another very important engagement which has
developed, and also to give time to reflect upon this very serious situation that confronts the committee, the committee will stand in recess
until 10 o'clock Tuesday morning .
(Whereupon, at 2 : 15 p . m ., the hearing was recessed until 10 a . m.,
Tuesday, June 22, 1954 .)
NoTE .--On Friday, June 18, 1954, the chairman notified the members of the committee that matters requiring his absence from the city
had arisen, and the hearings scheduled for Tuesday, June 02, 1954,
was postponed until Thursday, June 04, 1954 . At the request of Mr .
Wayne Hays, a member o f the official delegation leaving June 24 to
accompany the body o f Mr. Farrington to Hawaii, the chairman again
postponed the hearings until a later date .

TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
FRIDAY, JULY 2, 1954
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,

Washington, D . C.
The special committee met in executive session, pursuant to call of
the chairman, Hon . Carroll Reece, and the following resolution was
passed
Now be it resolved that in lieu o f further public hearings and in
order to expedite the investigation and to develop the facts in an
orderly and impartial manner, those foundations and others whose
testimony the committee had expected to hear orally be requested to
submit to the committee through its counsel within 15 days sworn
written statements o f pertinence and reasonable length for introduction into the record-such statements to be made available to the
press-and that the committee proceed with the collection o f further
evidence and information through means other than public hearings .
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TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
FRIDAY, JULY 9, 1954
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL CoMMIrrEE To INVESTIGATE
TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,

Washington, D. C.

Pursuant to resolution of the committee on July 2, 1954, at the instruction of the chairman, the balance of the staff report prepared by
Kathryn Casey, legal analyst, on the Carnegie and Rockefeller Foundations, was incorporated in the record of proceedings .
(The report follows :)
SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES OF CARNEGIE CORP . OF NEW YORK, CARNEGIE
ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE, THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
PREFACE

Comments made following presentation of the first part of this
summary of the activities of the Carnegie and Rockefeller philanthropic trusts indicate a rather widespread misconception among
foundation executives both as to the purpose of chronicling their
activities in certain fields, and also as to the requirements of House
Resolution 217-under which this and all other staff reports have
been prepared .
While varying somewhat in phraseology and manner of persentation, the theme of these comments was essentially the same, namely
Why has the staff disregarded the many "good things attributable to
the foundations?
The best-and the only answer-is that the work of the staff, including both research and the preparation of reports, has been carried out
in the light of the language in the enabling resolution by which the
committee
* * * authorized and directed to conduct a full and complete study of educational and philanthropic foundations * * * to determine if (they) are using
their resources for purposes other than (those) * * * for which they were
established, and especially * * * for un-American and subversive activities ; for
political purposes ; propaganda, or attempts to influence legislation.
There is no distinction here as between so-called good or bad activities of the foundations-nor is there a direction to scruitinize the
activities of foundations generally and report on them-only an
admonition pinpointed toward specified types of activities . .
It has been with that in mind that reports and statements of the
Carnegie and Rockefeller organizations have been carefully studied,
as well as books written about them .
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II

At the same time that Carnegie and Rockefeller agencies were concentrating on the "chaotic condition" of education in the United States
(discussed in I), organizations bearing the same family name
were focusing attention on other types of conditions which in the opin
ion of the trustees required improvement. While these so-called prob
lems covered such varied fields as public health, malaria in Africa,
and exchange of profesors and students of international law, there was
an indirect relationship between them, and also between them an
education : namely, all of them were on the periphery-if not directly
in the center-of international relations and governmental activities
That both the foundation and the endowment did carry on activitie
which would directly or indirectly affect legislation is borne out by
their own statements, as found in their annual reports .
That they both engaged in propaganda-as that word is defined
in the dictionary, without regard to whether it is for good or bad
ends-is also confirmed by the same source .
That both had as a project forming public opinion and supplying
information to the United States Government to achieve certain objectives, including an internationalist point of view, there can be no
doubt.
None of these results is inherent in the purposes of either of these
organizations .
Attached to this are abstracts from the yearly reports of bot
organizations (identified as Exhibit-Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and ExhibitRockefeller Foundation and arrange
chronologically), to which reference will be made from time to time
in support of statements as to the type of activity carried out by the
endowment, and occasionally short material of this nature will be
incorporated into the summary . This method has been chosen becaus
it will materially shorten the text of the summary itself, and still
give the members of the committee the benefit of having before them
statements made by both the endowment and the foundation.
As in part I, this portion of the summary of activities is concerned
only with stating what was done by the Carnegie and Rockefeller
agencies, the time of such activity, and the results, if any .
Purposes
The endowment by its charter was created to

* * * promote the advancement and diffusion of knowledge and understanding
among the people of the United States ; to advance the cause of peace among
nations ; to hasten the renunciation of war as an instrument of national policy ; t
encourage and promote methods for the peaceful settlement of international
differences and for the increase of international understanding and concord ; an
to aid in the development of international law, and the acceptance of all nations
of the principles underlying such law .

To accomplish its objectives the endowment had three divisions,
each having distinct fields of activity, particularly when originally
established, but as will be seen some of their operations have become
somewhat interwoven .
The primary objective of the division of international law was the
development of it, a general agreement-accepted by all nations- a

justice .
The division of economics and history had its program outlined at a
conference at Berne which laid out a plan of investigation to reveal the
causes and results of war . Many of the topics bear a rather close
resemblance to effects now found in the national life .
The purposes for which the division of intercourse and education
was instituted were the diffusion of information, and education of
public opinion regarding, not only the causes, nature, cultivation of
friendly feelings between people of different countries and effects of
war, but also means for its prevention ; maintenance, promotion, and
assistance of organizations considered to be necessary or useful for
such purposes. It was first referred to as the division of propa-,
ganda 1-a name changed at the time it was formally established .
This division from the beginning expended much more money than,
did the other two divisions, or the office of the secretary .
Compared with the activities of the other two divisions in these early,
years those of the division of economics and history were fairly routine,
although with the outbreak of the First World War it was to start on
what developed into some 30 volumes of the economic history of that
war . While some of the economic measures which were covered .in
that history and in other phases of the divisions were significant in the
light of the types of controls which were established in this country
during the Second World War, it is really with the work of the other
two divisions that this summary will primarily concern itself, since
their activities were more often in the international relations, propaganda, political, and government relations areas .
The Rockefeller Foundation has a much more general and more
inclusive purpose : "To promote the well-being of mankind throughout the_ world." There is scarcely any lawful activity which would not
come within that classification, and undoubtedly some proscribed by
various statutes in this country might conceivably still be construed
as for the "well-being of mankind" elsewhere .
Before 1929, as mentioned in the earlier portion of this summary,
the Rockefeller Foundation confined its activities primarily to the
fields of medical education and public health, with some attention
being given to agriculture . Except in the sense that activities in each
of these fields were carried on outside of the United States, they had
relatively nothing to do with "international relations," but in -the light
of later activities of the foundation in connection with "one-world"
theories of government and planning on a global scale there seems little
doubt that there is at least a causative connection .
The activities of the foundation are now (and have been for some
time) carried on by four divisions : Division of medicine and public
health, division of natural sciences and agriculture, division of soqial
sciences (including a section entitled international relations), and
division of humanities .
It is impossible to discuss the activities of the endowment and the
foundation entirely by subject headings, because one merges into the
other, and therefore they will be discussed in relation to the following
International relations, governmental relations, political activities, and
propaganda .
'Finch History .

ment and the foundation were along more or . less parallel lines
although again the descriptive phraseology of the endowment is usuall
much more direct than that of the foundation as will be seen by quotations from annual reports of each organization .
Because of the characteristic similarity, graphically illustrated b
the chart at the end of this summary, the activities of both organizations from 1929 on will be discussed together. However, since th
endowment's program began prior to that time, details of it will b
included first.

Endowment activities-1911-.9

The endowment was dedicated to achieving world peace and i
doing that it utilized every method it deemed appropriate and effective
One method chosen was international law-and it immediately se
about to establish a coordinated national system of instruction through
out the country in that subject . The 1930 yearbook, page 108, refer
to a meeting of international law and international relations professor
who met "in conference in order to discuss and to agree upon the bes
methods to reach and educate the youth-primarily of the United
States-in the principles of international law and the basis of foreign
relations."
In addition to international law, another method selected by th
endowment as a means of achieving international amity, was wha
throughout the years is referred to in such terms as "education o
public opinion," "development of the international mind," "enlightenment of public opinion," and "stimulation of public education ." Thi
.-,* last phrase it may be noted was used by Alger Hiss in his Recommendations of the President, pages 16 and 17 of the 1947 yearbook
in which he also recommended "most earnestly" that the endowment'
program for the period ahead be constructed "primarily for the sup
t port and assistance of the United Nations ." At times these phrase
were coupled with "diffusing information" or "dissemination of in
formation" but more frequently they were not . This part of the
endowment's work was not confined to the United States-it also
selected material to be distributed abroad through various means,
and circulated foreign pamphlets on various subjects in this country
There is little doubt that the endowment regarded its work as educational and as fostering world peace-and there is equally little doubt
that the work was in the international relations field, and consistently
of a propaganda nature . For example, as far back as June 1917 it
cooperated with the Academy of Political Science on a National Conference on Foreign Relations of the United States, the stated purpose
being "to organize a campaign of education among the people of th
United States on the international situation then existing ."
Again in 1926 the endowment sponsored a conference on international problems and relations-the aim being to "create and diffuse in
the United States a wider knowledge of the facts and a broader and
more sympathetic interest in international problems and relations .
Several of the topics assume significance in the light of later events'"International cooperation in public health and social welfare" and
"Economic adjustments ."

knowledge" as well as the agencies it chose to carry them out, these
early ventures seem rather significant .
Throughout the years the reports cover such subjects as international relations clubs, international mind alcoves, international relations centers, international economic cooperation, exchange professors, international visits, and the like . Its relationship with the
American Association of International Conciliation continued until
1924 when its activities were merged with those of the division .
According to Dr. Finch that organization was selected by Dr . Butler
as "the chief propaganda agency of the division" (p . 446 of Finch
History) .
The endowment was really just getting started when the First
World War raised serious obstacles to its work abroad . However, before that event it had selected as "agencies of propaganda" (a name
later discarded) various of the peace societies, in which Mr . Carnegie
had been intensely interested .
However, some projects of importance were underway . The division of international law had surveyed the situation existing with regard to the teaching of that subject in colleges and universities in the
United States, and b y the time war broke out in 1914 compiled a tabulation showing the professors, instructors, and lecturers on international
law and related subjects during the collegiate year 1911-12 .
The immediate result of this was placing the subject of fostering
"the study of international law" on the agenda of the American
Society of International Law in 1914, at the request of the endowment .
From that beginning grew the great influence of the endowment in
this field's increased facilities for the study of international law, uniform instruction differentiation between undergraduate and graduate
instructions, and inclusion of a host of "related" subjects . According
to the Carnegie Endowment History by Dr . Finch, a check by the division on the effects of its efforts showed the material increase both in
number of hours and the enlargement of classes which he estimates as
45 percent from 1911 to 1922, and a still further increase by 1928 . He
also mentioned that in 1928 there were six former holders of the endowment's international law fellowships teaching in foreign universities (p . 319 of the Finch History) .
Fellowships in international law
At the recommendation of the American Society of International
Law (made December 1916) the endowment established fellowships
for the study of international law and related subjects . There were
5 awarded annually to graduate students holding the equivalent of a
bachelor's degree and 5 to teachers of international law or related subjects with 1 year of previous teaching experience .
A total of 212 fellowships were' awarded from 1917 to 1936 (about
one-sixth being renewals), of which 128 were to students and 84 to
teachers. Dr. Finch states that while complete records are not available, information in the files and in Who's Who as well as personal
contacts show that two-thirds entered the teaching profession and he
then continues (pp. 323 et seq .)

As the years went by, most of these teachers improved their positions . Some
became senior professors or heads of departments . Three became university

Henry M. Wriston, after serv
as president of Lawrence College, is now president of Brown University
Bessie C . Randolph became president of Hollins College, Virginia, and Berni
Brown (Cronkhite) is dean of Radcliffe College . Frederick S . Dunn, of Joh
Hopkins University, is now director of the Yale Institute of International Studie
Two former fellows were elected to the United States Congress, Charles West, o
Ohio, and Colgate W . Darden, of Virginia . Mr . Darden then served as Govern
of Virginia before he accepted the presidency of the university of his State .
Leadership has been assumed by former international law fellows in th
organization and direction of community and regional centers in different area
of the country for the promotion of international understanding and cooperatio
in international organization . Keener C . Frazer, professor of political science
the University of North Carolina, became director of the Southern Council o
International Relations . J. Eugene Harley, professor of political science at t
University of Southern California, became director for the Center for Interna
tional Understanding at Los Angeles, and chairman of the Commission to Stud
the Organization of Peace in the southern California region ; Charles E . Marti
professor of international law and head of the department of political scienc
of the University of Washington, is chairman of the Institute of Public Affair
of Seattle, and of the Northwest Commission to Study the Organization of Peace
Brooks Emeny, of Cleveland, Ohio, was director of foreign affairs council o
that city, and then became president of the Foreign Policy Association in Ne
York. Another former endowment fellow, Vera Micheles (Dean) is the directo
of research of the same organization.
Some 16 former fellows are now in the service of . the Department of Stat
occupying positions of varying responsibilities. The most outstanding of thi
group is Philip C . Jessup, now Ambassador-at-Large, and representing the Gov
ernment of the United States in the United Nations and other important inter
national conferences attempting to restore peace to the world . At least tw
former endowment fellows who entered the military service were appointed t
responsible positions requiring a knowledge of international law . Hardy C
Dillard, of the University of Virginia, was director of studies of the United States
Army's School of Military Government located at that university, and later occu
pied the same position at the National War College in Washington . Charle
Fairman, of Stanford University, was Chief of the International Law Division o
the Office of Theater Judge Advocate in the European Theater of Operations
Several former endowment fellows were selected by the Government to go o
cultural and educational missions to the occupied areas, and two of them serve
as consultants to General MacArthur in Tokyo (Claude A . Buss of the Universit
of Southern California, and Kenneth W . Colegrove of Northwestern University)
A former endowment fellow, Francis O . Wilcox, is chief of staff of the Senat
Committee on Foreign Relations, assisted by another former fellow Thorste
Kalijarvi .
Of special interest is the career of John H . Spencer, of Harvard, after studyin
under a fellowship. He was appointed legal adviser to Emperor Hailie Selassie,
of Ethiopia before World War H . He returned to the United States and served
in the State Department and United States Navy while the Italian Army occupied that country, and then returned to his former post in Addis Ababa at the
urgent request of the Emperor, supported by the Department of State . Joh
R. Humphrey, an international law fellow from McGill University, Montreal,
became Director of the Division on Human Rights of the United Nations Secretariat .
He concludes with this statement
The immediate objective, namely, to provide an adequate number of teacherss
competent to give instruction in international law and related subjects, and thus
to aid colleges and universities in extending and improving the teaching of these
subjects, was demonstrably achieved . From this selective educational group
have emerged leaders of opinion as well as of action in the conduct of International relations directed toward the goal for which the endowment was
founded.

Dr. Wriston was elected a trustee of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
in I 1943 . He is also a trustee of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
and of the World Peace Foundation . He holds membership in several learned societies i
a former president of the Association of American Colleges and president of the Association
of American Universities.

To lay little stress upon those aspects of peace propaganda that are primarily
rhetorical and feeling in character, but rather to organize throughout the world
centers of influence and constructive policy that may be used in the years to
come as the foundation upon which to erect a superstructure of international
confidence and good will and therefore of peace .

In view of the division's activities later in behalf of the League of
Nations and the United Nations, this has a somewhat prophetic ring .
Compared with the activities of the other divisions, the activities of
the division of intercourse and education were much more varied, and
the yearbooks contain innumerable references to its activities which
indicate that they were more concentrated in the fields covered by this
summary.
One of the very first actions of the division in 1911 was the appointment of special correspondents throughout the world to report on conditions in their respective countries and on public opinion here regarding international problems between their governments and other
nations . When, in the opinion of the division, it was proper, extracts
were given to the American press. The decision of which to give and
which to withhold was entirely within the discretion of the division,
and that undoubtedly meant Dr . Butler . In view of his intense desire
to achieve peace, and his equally firm conviction that an international
organization could best accomplish that, it is entirely conceivable that
his judgment as to the material to be released might be influenced by
his own convictions and desires-and this would be equally true in the
case of any human being .
The correspondents also made the endowment's work known in their
countries through the press, interviews and speeches, and officially
represented it at undertakings of international cooperation and understanding .
This system was discontinued in 1930 because by that time the division had established-

such a network of worldwide connections involving continuous correspondence
as to make it no longer necessary to employ the services of special correspondents .

Just after the war started in 1914, the division engaged prominent
persons to lecture before colleges, chambers of commerce, clubs, and
similar audiences on the subject of past and present history as it related
to current international problems . Among the speakers were David
Starr Jordan, Hamilton Wright Mabie, and George W . Kirchwey .
Dr . Butler instructions as to the endowment's purpose in sponsoring
these lectures were,

This work is to educate and enlighten public opinion and not to carry on a special
propaganda in reference to the unhappy conditions which now prevail throughout
a large part of the world . It is highly important that purely contentious questions be avoided so far as possible and that attention be fixed on those underlying'
principles of international conduct, of international law, and of international organization which must be agreed upon and enforced if peaceful civilization is to
continue (letter to Dean Frederick P . Keppel, May 28, 1915-16 yearbook, p. 67) .

International mind alcoves
These were described in the yearbook of the endowment and typical
references are given in the exhibit., Following the entry of the United
States into World War I* a systematic purchase and distribution of
books and pamphlets dealing with international relations generally
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is generally credited with coining the phrase "international mind" and
from the time the distribution to libraries was begun they were known
as "international mind alcoves" and so referred to in the annua
reports.
The endowment has described the books selected and distributed by
it as "authoritative and unbiased books of a type suitable to interest
the general reader dealing with the daily life, customs and history of
other countries ." In that connection, among the books distributed t
these alcoves and to the international relations clubs (and international relations centers) are those referred to in a memorandum which
forms an exhibit to this summary, and is entitled "Exhibit-Carnegie,
Books Distributed ." The endowment has contributed $804,000 t
this activity . Dr. Colegrove's comments on some of these volume
indicate there was only one viewpoint presented-that of the one
world internationalist-and books written from a strictly nationalist
point of view were not included .
International relations clubs and conferences
These clubs in the United States were in part, an outgrowth o
groups of European students organized by the World Peace Founda
tion, and known as Corda Fratres . The endowment at the reques
of the World Peace Foundation contributed to the Eighth Interna
tional Congress of Students, and the following year (1914) the di
vision of intercourse and education began to actively organize what it
described as International Polity Clubs in colleges and universities
throughout the country, for the purpose of stimulation of interest in
international problems in the United States . The name was change
in 1919 to International Relations Clubs, and while interest diminishe
for a few years after World War I, the clubs began a steady annua
increase before too long, which has been sustained to the present time
About 1924 the first conference was organized of a federation o
clubs in the Southern States, which became known as the Southeas
International Relations Clubs Conference . The idea quickly sprea
and a dozen such regional centers were formed . (From 1921 until 1'94
the endowment contributed $450,425 toward this program .)
Here again the purpose of the endowment is stated (International
Relations Club Handbook, 1926) to be :
to educate and enlighten, public opinion . It is not to support any single vie

as to how best to treat the conditions which now prevail throughout the world
but to fix the attention of students on those underlying principles of interna
tional conduct, of international law, and of international organization whic
must be agreed upon and applied if peaceful civilization is to continue .

However, mere statement of purpose as frequently pointed out by
,the Bureau of Internal Revenue is not sufficient-the activities mus
follow the purpose ; and those of the endowment do not bear out it
statement `not to support any single view ." Throughout its reports
by the books it has distributed, by the agencies it has used for various
projects, by the endowment graduates which have found their places
in Government-the endowment has put forward only one side of th
question, that of an international organization for peace. It has no
sponsored projects advocating other means .

Carnegie, that from the yearbook for 1943, pages 37-38 .
Dr. Johnson in response to a letter requesting information as to
the formation and activities of these clubs, wrote the committee on
April 29, 1954, and both the request and the reply are included in
Exhibit-Carnegie .
These clubs were formed in 1914 and have operated for 40 years in
colleges, universities, and high schools . In 1938 according to Dr.
Johnson there were 1,103 clubs : 265 in high schools and 685 in colleges and universities throughout the United States ; with 11 scattered
in the Philippines, Hawaii, Alaska, Canal Zone, and Puerto Rico ; 24
in the United Kingdom, 34 in 14 Latin American countries, 22 in
China, 9 in Japan, 2 in Korea ; and the remaining 51 in Canada,
Egypt, Greece, Iran, Iraq, Siam, New Zealand, Australia, South
Africa, Syria, and India .
Dr . Johnson's concluding statement that "a contribution was made
to a better understanding of the responsibilities which our country
now bears as a world power" is quite understandable under the circumstances. Some of the other aspects of these clubs will be discussed
in connection with the Foreign Policy Association .
Visiting Carnegie professors
In addition to the exchange professors of the division of international law the . division of intercourse and education in 1927 initiated
its own plan of exchange professors . It was inaugurated by sending
abroad the directors of the other two divisions as visiting professors
that year, Dr, James Scott Brown going to lecture at universities in
Latin America and Spain, and Dr . James T. Shotwell being sent to
Berlin. The other prominent Americans closely identified with this
field who went abroad to represent the endowment were Dr . David P.
Barrows, former president of the University of California, and an
elected trustee of the endowment in 1931 ; and Dr . Henr Suzzalli,
former president of the University of Washington at Seattle and
chairman of the board of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching . The exchange professors were not restricted to
international law and political science, but included professors of
public law, history, and other subjects.
The endowment also arranged for European tours for newspaper
editors, and a reciprocal tour of the United States for a group from
Europe .
Political activities
In addition to these projects already described, the endowment quite
early in its career (1913-14) had a brush with the United States Senate regarding Senator Root's statements on the floor of the Senate
during the controversy over exemption of American coastwise vessels
from payment of Panama Canal tolls .
The Senate Committee on Judiciary was directed to investigate
the charge that "a lobby is maintained to influence legislation pending
in the Senate ." (Pt. 62, March 13, 1914, pp . 4770 1808 .) Apparently,
there had been some question as to whether the exceedingly widespread
distribution of ytl e" Senator's speeches-by the endowment had been at

There was little real need for any outside investigation of the work of t
endowment . From the beginning the trustees regarded themselves as the admi
istrators of a quasi-public trust fund . Complete accounts of all activities and
expenditures detailed as much as practicable within reasonable printed limit
were published annually in the yearbook beginning with 1911 . In it were giv
the names of the trustees, officers and membership of committees, and the fu
texts of the reports of the executive committee, the Secretary, the treasure
and of the directors of the three divisions . Summaries were published in th
yearbook of the meetings of the board of trustees, with the texts of the
resolutions and the amount and general purposes of their appropriations . Lis
with bibliographical data were added of all endowment publications up to th
time. The yearbook was obtainable free of charge upon application . It had
regular mailing list of 5,000 to 10,000 addresses, which included all the importan
newspaper offices in the United States and many in foreign countries .

The endowment also actively advocated passage of the reciproca
trade agreements legislation, adherence to the Anglo-American agree
ments and carried on various other activities of apolitical nature, a
the extracts from their annual reports confirm .
After World War I the endowment's trustees seemed to have bee
divided in their ideas on how best to begin anew their efforts to buil
a peaceful world. . Some members of the board were still of the opinio
that international law, arbitration treaties and the like offered th
greatest hope, while others looked to an "international organization
of nations, as the best means to accomplish this objective.
The matter was resolved, officially at least, by the endowment puttin
its strength behind the League of Nations or failing that, adherence t
the World Court . Here again, the attitude and activities of th
endowment can be readily ascertained by reference to the exhibit i
which only a few of the many such statements have been included .
Early in its career the endowment began the close working arrange
ments with the Federal Government' which have continued down t
the present time . Immediately after the United States entered Worl
War I the trustees passed a resolution offering to the Government "th
services of its division of international law, its personnel and equipment for dealing with the pressure of international business inciden
to the war ."
The Secretary of State first asked that the division translate an
publish the complete text of the proceedings of the two Hague Con
ferences and preliminary copies were made available to the American
Commission to-Negotiate Peace at Paris in 1918 . The division als
aided in the preparatory work for the peace conference, and the material for the use of the American delegation was selected (at a cost of
$30,000 paid by the endowment) by a committee of three appointed by
the Secretary of State-the director of the division of internationa
law, the Solicitor of the Department, Lester H . Woolsey, and a specia
assistant in the Department, David Hunter Miller . Much of th
material was the work of regular division personnel and all manu
scripts were edited by it .
The director of the division of international law was one of the two
principal legal advisers of the American Commission to Negotiat
Peace, the . assistant director, Dr . .Finch, was assistant legal adviser, a
were the chief division assistant, Henry G . Crocker, and Prof . Amos
S . Hershey (who was added to the professional staff to aid in the wor

The endowment also took part in the conference on the limitation of
armament and pacific relations in 1921-22, Elihu Root then president
of the endowment being one of the official United States delegates and
James Brown Scott, director of the division of international law, one
of the legal advisers.
Here again, the endowment offered the Secretary of State its cooperation, which was accepted and a few weeks later Secretary of
State Hughes suggested that the endowment issue a series of pamphlets on the principal problems coming before the Conference .
President Root reporting to the board on April 21, 1922 said
I really do not know how the far-eastern work of the late Conference Upon
the Limitation of Armament could have been done without McMurray's book
which had just a few months before been published by the endowment . The
whole process of ranging the nine nations represented in the Conference upon
a basis of agreement for the treatment of Chinese questions so as to facilitate
the heroic efforts of the Chinese people to develop an effective and stable selfgovernment would have been exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, if we had not
had those two big volumes published by the endowment upon our tables for
access at any moment. We were continually referring to them and the members
could turn to such a page and find such a treaty and such an agreement and have
the real facts readily accessible .

When the Rockefeller Foundation turned to the social sciences and
the humanities as the means to advance the "well-being" of humanity,
the section entitled "Social Sciences" in the annual report was set up
under the following headings, which remained unchanged until 1935
General Social Science Projects : Cooperative Undertakings .
Research in Fundamental Disciplines .
Interracial and International Studies .
Current Social Studies.
Research in the Field of Public Administration .
Fundamental Research and Promotion of Certain Types of Organization.
Fellowships in the Social Sciences . .

The report states that the arrangement was for the purpose of
"simplification and in order to emphasize the purpose for which appropriations have been made ."
In the decade 1929-38 the foundation's grants to social-science
projects amounted to $31 .4 millions and grants were made to such
agencies as the Brookings Institution, the Social Science Research
Council, the National Research Council, the Foreign Policy Association, the Council on Foreign Relations, and the Institute of Pacific
Relations in this country as well as a dozen or more in other countries,
and the Fiscal Committee of the League of Nations .
The original plunge of the foundation into the field of social science
was at the instigation of Beardsley Ruml, according to Raymond
Fosdick (The Story of the Rockefeller Foundation, p . 194), who in
1922 was appointed director of the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial when consolidation of that organization with the foundation
was already being considered . During the 7 years, 1922-29 the memorial operated under Ruml's guidance it concentrated on the field of
social sciences and spent $41 million . Referring to the work of the
memorial Dr. Fosdick writes
He (Ruml) always insisted that his job was with social scientists, rather than
with social science. The sums which, under his leadership, were used to stimulate

cellor Hutchins of the University of Chicago, speaking in 1929, summed up th
verdict in words which a longer perspective will probably not overrule : "Th
Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial, in its brief but brilliant career, did mor
than any other agency to promote the social sciences in the United States ."

Dr. Ruml was the head of the memorial for all but the first 4 year
of its existence .
Since the foundation absorbed the memorial's program and carrie
on all its activities relating to government and international relatio
under the heading of social sciences, these comments by Dr. Fosdi
and Dr . Hutchins have equal applicability to the work of the founda
tion in these fields.
There is ample evidence from the foundation's yearbooks that i
carried on activities in the field of government of a political an
propaganda nature, as well as in the field of international relations
and examples of this will be found in the "Exhibit-Rockefeller
Included in that exhibit also are the statement of Mr . Chester
Barnard in the Cox committee hearings, page 563, speaking of hi
work as "the consultant of the State Department * * * on differen
things from time to time," and quotations from Dr . Fosdick's book
the foundation.
In 1935 the foundation's activities again were reorganized, and tha
year the section "Social Sciences" begins : "In 1935 the foundatio
program in the social sciences were reorganized along new lines wit
emphasis upon certain definite fields of interest ."
Major changes were termination of financial aid to general institu
tional research in the social sciences here and abroad, elimination o
grants for "the promotion of basic economic research," for communit
organization and planning (unless within the scope of one of the n
fields of interest), cultural anthropology, and schools of social wor
From then on the foundation was to concentrate on three areas o
study : Social security, international relations, and public adminis
tration.
Subsequent statements made by the foundation concerning its wor
in each of these fields will be discussed in the concluding portions
this summary.
The same year that the foundation publicly announced that it
activities in the field of social science would be confined to interna
tional relations and relations with government, the endowment wa
engaged in a project related to both which exemplifies the method
frequently used by the endowment in attempting to achieve worl
peace . This project was the calling of an unofficial conference i
March of 1935 to consider possible steps to promote trade and reduction of unemployment, stabilization of national monetary systems, an
better organization of the family of nations to give security an
strengthen the foundations on which international peace must rest .
From this grew the reorganization of the National Peace Confer
ence, composed of 32 newly organized city and State peace councils
with its committees of experts appointed to supply factual data an
analyses of international affairs. Among the commissions were one
on economics and peace, national defense, the world . community, an
the Far East .

position with the Association for the United Nations, was placed in
charge of the endowment's educational program . Dr . Finch's comment on this indicates the extensive nature of Dr . Eichelberger's
contacts through this assignment .
* * * He traveled extensively throughout the United States developing contacts which resulted in the adoption of programs within numerous organizations,
some not hitherto reached by the endowment . Among them were : United States
Department of Agriculture Extension Service through its county and homedemonstration agents and discussion specialists in the field ; extension services
of State agricultural colleges ; American Farm Bureau Federation and Associated Women of the Federation ; National Farmers Educational and Cooperative
Union of America ; Junior Farmers Union ; 4-H Clubs ; National Grange ; informal community forums and Federal forums sponsored by the United States
Bureau of Education ; classes and forums conducted by the Works Progress
Administration ; adult education ; workers' education and labor unions ; churches,
women's clubs, university groups, Rotary, and other service clubs . Leadershiptraining conferences were established for the training of organizational representatives from which the best qualified were selected for discussion leaders .
Literature was prepared by the division and supplied for use in discussion
programs. Basic pamphlet material of the Department of State was also used .
The radio played an important part . Local stations were supplied with electrical
transcriptions of addresses on world economic problems .
Dr . Finch has another comment as to the methods used in carrying
on this "educational program"
The educational program did not necessarily start with the subject of
international relations as such, but with topics which would help the membership of these groups to recognize and analyze the economic, social, and educational problems within their own organizations and communities, and to understand the factors, local, national, and international which create these problems ;
to discover to what extent each economic group could contribute toward the
solution of their common problems, and to what extent solutions of local problems were dependent upon national and international relations ; to know and
use the sources of information on public and international problems .
The National Peace Conference extended this "educational" work
in 1938 by undertaking "an educational campaign for world economic
cooperation," using Peaceful Change-Alternative to War, published
by the Foreign Policy Association, as the basic handbook . According
to Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler (1938 yearbook, p . 48) this campaign
was undertaken to emphasize the importance of putting into effect
the recommendations of the joint committee of the endowment and
the International Chamber of Commerce, and had two phases . The
first, from September 1937 to March 1938, was on education in the
fundamentals of world economic cooperation followed by a nationwide conference scheduled for March 1938 in Washington, D . C ., to
appraise the campaign up to that time, "to consider recommendations
of practical policy prepared by a committee of experts under the direction of Prof . Eugene Staley, and to formulate conclusions on specific
Government policies ." The second phase was another campaign of
education from March 1938 to January 1939 .
It is apparent merely from reading the Rockefeller Foundation's
list of its "fields of interest" that in all probability it would frequently
contribute to the identical project and the identical organization, receiving contributions from the endowment . This is exactly what happened, and while in the amount of time available it is not possible
to itemize the projects, it is possible to select typical examples from
the agencies to which it contributed .

Moreover, as it will become apparent, at times a joint activity (in t
sense that both contributed funds to a particular project or orga
ization) was related to both Government and to international rel
tions. Several of such organizations aided by both organizations wi
be discussed separately because they are particularly pertinent to th
relations of the foundations to both Government and internation
relations.

Institute of International Education

This was one of the first agencies to receive contributions from t
foundation when it enlarged its sphere of activity to include t
social sciences, and it has continued to make grants every year sinc
then .
The institution was authorized by the executive committee of th
endowment at Dr . Butler's instigation in 1919, as an integral pa
of the Division of Intercourse and Education for thepurpose of fostering and promoting closer international relations and under
standing between the people of the United States and other countries, to a
as a clearinghouse of information and advice on such matters and to systemati
the exchange of visits of teachers and students between colleges and universiti
of the United States and those of foreign countries .
It arranged itineraries and lecture tours for visiting . professors a
circuited the visiting professors among the colleges and universitie
of the United States, including visits to the International Relation
Clubs .
In Department of State publication 2137, page 9, entitled "Th
Cultural Cooperation Program, 1938-43," there is the following stat
inent as to the place the institute came to occupy in internation
education
The Institute of International Education in New York, a private organizatio
began after the First World War to persuade universities in the United State
and in Europe to offer full scholarships (tuition, board, and lodging) for exchang
students . More than 100 universities in the United States and a similar numbe
in Europe cooperated. The institute reported that during the period 1920approximately 2,500 foreign students were brought to the United States unde
this plan, and 2,357 American students were placed in foreign universitie
The cash value of scholarships given by American universities to this grou
of foreign students was $1,970,000, and the scholarships to American student
abroad were valued at $917,000. This plan is especially significant because
won support from so large a number of private institutions, each of which wa
willing to invest its own funds in the exchange of students.
The endowment also continued its contributions to this institute
funds from both organizations amounting to approximately $
million .

Foreign Policy Association

This organization received grants from the endowment, and, in
addition, many of its pamphlets were distributed to the Internationa
Mind Alcoves and the International Relations Clubs .
In that connection, one of the persons whose books were distribute
by the endowment was Vera Micheles Dean, who is referred to later i
this summary . Mrs . Dean was given an international law scholarshi
by the endowment in 1925-26 .

tapering grant of $200,000) contributed $625,000 to the research, publication and educational activities of the Foreign Policy Association.
In 1950, when it terminated aid to the association, the foundation in its
annual report indicated that its reason for doing so was that it was
operating largely on a stable and self-supporting basis . However, in
1952 the Adult Education Fund of the Ford Foundation gave $335,000 to the association .
The Rockefeller Foundation in addition to contributing funds to the
Foreign Policy Association has referred to the Headline Series in its
annual reports, and, while not fulsome in praise, there is no doubt that
the foundation approved of them-the 1950 annual report (exhibit
Rockefeller) refers to these books as the "popular Headline Books,"
with details on problems of importance to Americans and to the world .
Dr. Johnson, after describing the International Relations Clubs .
(exhibit - Carnegie) adds that these clubs have now become associated with the Foreign Policy Association . In that connection, the
McCarran committee hearings contain frequent references to the interlocking association of that organization with the Institute of Pacific
Relations, and includes, among other exhibits, No . 1247, which discussed the Headline book, Russia at War, and refers to the good job
performed by the Foreign Policy Association of promoting Mrs .
Dean's pamphlet, through the regular channels .
Time has not permitted extensive inspection of the volumes published by the Foreign Policy Association, but Vera Micheles Dean who
was the research director of the Foreign Policy Association and editor
of its research publications is referred to frequently in the McCarran
committee reports on the Institute of Pacific Relations . She is the author of Russia-Menace or Promise? one of the I,3eadline Series, as
well as the United States and Russia (1948) .
While the Association refers to itself as a nonprofit American organization founded to carry on research and educational activities to aid
in the understanding and constructive development of American foreign policy which does not seek to promote any one point of view toward international affairs, this statement is somewhat equivocal both
in view of the nature of its publications, and also because in those reviewed little attention was paid to the possibility of a nationalist
point of view as opposed to an internationalist one .
Another of the Headline Series, World of Great Powers, by Max
Lerner (1947), contains the following language

There are undoubtedly valuable elements in the capitalist economic organizations . The economic techniques of the future are likely to be an amalgam of
the techniques of American business management with those of Government
ownership, control, and regulation . For the peoples of the world, whatever their
philosophies, are moving toward similar methods of making their economic
system work .
If democracy is to survive, it too must move toward socialism-a socialism
guarded by the political controls of a State that maintains the tradition of intellectual consent and the freedom of political opposition. And the imperatives
of survival are stronger than the winds of capitalist doctrine .
This is an arduous road for democracy to travel, and it may not succeed. But
it is the only principle that can organize the restless energies of the world's
peoples . * * *

the United States merely want world peace and security
The successive layers of fear and suspicion on both sides can be stripped a
only when both show a creativeness in approaching each other halfway . T
would mean, for America, reopening the question of granting Russia a lo
or credits for the purchasing of machines and machine tools . These the Sov
Union sorely needs for peacetime production and for lifting the terribly l
standards of living of the Russian people . For Russia it would mean a co
mitment to return to the world economic and trade councils from which it wi
drew after Bretton Woods .
Moving from the economic to the political level, it would mean a willingne
on America's part to grant greater United Nations control of Japan and
former Japanese island bases in the Pacific, and on Russia's part to be le
truculent about her sphere of influence in eastern Europe. Given such econom
and political agreements, a- meeting of minds would become possible on t
international control of atomic energy, which is the central question both
disarmament and peace .
One further illustration of the internationalist trend of the Forei
Policy Association will be found in another Headline Series volum
Freedom's Charter, The Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
Dr . O . Frederick Nolde, which deals with the covenants on hum
rights without referring to the criticisms made of their possible effec
on the Constitution and its Bill of Rights, and the entire tone of th
pamphlet is one of praise for the universal declaration . By a tec
nique frequently found in pamphlets which are pro-United Nation
and its activities, Dr . Nolde obliquely places those who disagree wi
the universal declaration-for whatever reason-in a category wi
the Soviet Union who also object to certain phases, for example : "S
viet emphasis on state sovereignty appeared in other contexts, als
Many delegates contended that the universal protection of man's right
will require a measurable yielding of national sovereignty . As prev
ously pointed out, the U . S . S . R . took radical exception to th
contention."
Up to the time this summary was written no book or pamphlet
a contrary point of view (published by the association) has bee
found-which raises the question of a comparison between the theo
expressed by the association not to seek to promote any one point
view and of the type of books and pamphlets it sponsors and publishe

Council on Foreign Relations

Here again the two organizations-the Carnegie Endowment fo
International Peace and the Rockefeller Foundation-have bee
substantial contributors to the work of an agency in the internationa
field. And again, as in the case of the Foreign Policy Association, i
is evident from the publications of the council that its approach is no
an unbiased one .
The Council has published studies by the following
Public Opinion and Foreign Policy-Lester Markel and others .
International Security-Philip C. Jessup .
World Economy in Transition and Raw Materials in Peace and War-Eugen
Staley.
The Challenge to Isolation, 1937-40-William L . Langer and S . Y. Evere
Gleason .
Dr . Langer was later selected by the Council and the foundation t
prepare a history of American foreign policy from 1939 to 1946, whic
has been stated to be a one-sided interpretation rather than an objec

Council or the foundation for preparation of a contrary evaluation
~of this subject-and neither organization supported the volume by
Professor Tansill published a year or so ago, which gives the other side
-of the picture.
It is interesting to note that shortly after World War II exploded
in September 1939, representatives of the Council visited the Department of State to offer its assistance on the problems the conflict had
.created and offered to undertake work in certain fields, without formal
assignment of responsibility on one side or restriction of independent
action on the other . A tentative outline was prepared for four groups
,of experts to undertake research on : Security and Armaments Problems, Economic and Financial Problems, Political Problems, and Territorial Problems . These came to be known as the War and Peace
'Studies, and were financed by the Rockefeller Foundation under the
, Council's committee on studies .
About February 1941, the informal character of the relationship
between the State Department and the Council ceased The Department established a Division of Special Research composed of Economic, Political, Territorial, and Security Sections, and engaged the
secretaries who had been serving with the Council groups to participate in the work of the new Division .
Following that, in 1942, a fifth group was added to the War and
Peace Studies, called the Peace Aims Group . This group had been
carrying on discussions regarding the claims of different European
nations, the relation of such claims to each other as well as to the current foreign policy of the United States, and their relationship to
-eventual postwar settlements . 3 The State Department particularly
commended the work of this last group . That same year the relationship between the council and the Department became even more
close-the Department appointed Isaiah Bowman and James T . Shotwell as members of its newly organized "Advisory Committee on
Postwar Foreign Policies ." In addition to their association with the
Council of Foreign Relations both had also been associated with
,Carnegie organizations .
Particular interest attaches to this activity on the part of the council. First of all, the action of the council in offering its services
closely parallels the action of the Carnegie endowment in both the
First and Second World Wars, and in view of Mr . Shotwell's background it seems likely that it was somewhat a case of taking a leaf
from the same book .
The second reason is because the research secretaries of the War
and Peace studies of the council progressed to other work related to
the organization of peace and the settlement of postwar problems
Philip E . Mosely, research secretary of the Territorial group, accompanied Secretary Hull to Moscow in 1943, when representatives
of Great Britain, the United States, the Soviet Union, and China
issued the Moscow Declaration, the text of which had been prepared
previously in the Committee on Postwar Foreign Policies . Mr.
Mosely later became political adviser to the American member of the
s The endowment had conducted a similar study before World War I .

Walter R. Sharp, research secretary of the Political group, serve
as Secretary General of the United Nations Food Conference a
Quebec in 1945 .
Grayson Kirk, research secretary of the Security group, was amon
the experts at the Dumbarton Oaks Conference and was executiv
officer of commission III at the San Francisco Conference .
Dwight E. Lee, research secretary of the Peace Aims group, was a
sistant secretary of committee I, commission III at the San Francisc
Conference.
The outside experts also reappeared in other work
Dr. Isaiah Bowman was a member of the United States delegatio
at the Dumbarton Oaks Conference, special adviser to the Secreta
of State, member of the Department's Policy Committee, and advis
to the American delegation at the San Francisco Conference .
Hamilton Fish Armstrong served as adviser to the American Am
bassador in London in 1944, with the personal rank of minister, als
as special adviser to the Secretary of State, and as adviser to th
American delegation at the San Francisco Conference .
Walter H. Mallory, secretary of the Steering Committee whic
directed the War and Peace Studies, was a member of the Allied Mis
sion to Observe the Elections in Grreece, with the personal rank
minister, a mission which grew out of `the Yalta agreement to assi
liberated countries to achieve democratic regimes responsive to th
wishes of their people .
This does not include any of the several dozen members of thes
council groups who were called into the Government in wartim
capacities not connected with formulation of postwar policies . No
is any implication intended that pressure was brought to secur
placement of any of these individuals in particular posts . It is sel
evident, however, that the research secretaries as well as the othe
referred to later attained positions of influence in relation to t
foreign policy of the United States, and were instrumental in formu
lation of the United Nations Organization .
During its operations the War and Peace Studies project held 36
meetings and prepared and sent to the State Department close t
700 documents, which were distributed to all appropriate officers, an
also reached other departments and agencies of the Government, sinc
representatives of many such agencies were informal members o
council groups. With a few exceptions these documents are no
in the council library and available for study .
The endowment also had direct association during this perio
with the State Department, in addition to its association throug
the work of the council just described, through its Division of Inter
national Law. This association arose following Pearl Harbor i
1941, when the endowment offered and the Department accepted th
services of that Division, thus again establishing an informal basi
of cooperation.
At that time Philip Jessup, who was director of the division of inter
national law from 1940 to 1943, resigned to devote his entire time t
Government service.
Following several exploratory conferences to determine what coul
be learned from the experience of the League of Nations, the divisio

of * * * series of studies on international organization and administration . * * *"
The first was International Law of the Future, Postulates, Principles, and Proposals . It was followed by

International Tribunals, Past and Future
The International Secretariat : A Great Experiment in International Administration
Guide to the Practice of International Conferences
League of Nations and National Minorities
The Economic and Financial Organization of the League of Nations
Immunities and Privileges of International Officials
International Drug Control
Mandates, Dependencies, and Trusteeship
The Customs Union' Issue

The 1944 yearbook, pages 67-70 of the report of the director of the
division of international law, in a section devoted to the work program
of the division, refers to this statement of the International Law of the
Future, a second part containing "Principles," and a third part containing "Proposals," and in the extract from this yearbook (complete
text is included in "Exhibit-Carnegie") there are these statements

* * * In line with the Moscow Declaration, the Postulates envisage a "general
international organization for the maintenance of international peace and
security ." The principles_ are offered as a draft of a declaration which might be
officially promulgated as the basis of the international law of the future . The
proposals for international organization are not offered as• a draft of, a treaty
but as suggestions for implementing the principles .

The following year, 1945, the yearbook has the following statement,
page 84 :

It is apparent from a reading of the proposals for the establishment of a
general international organization adopted at Dumbarton Oaks that their
drafting was influenced to some extent by the contents of the Statement of the
International Law of the Future which was published and given widespread
distribution on March 27, 1944.

(Moreover, while the endowment makes no reference to them, there
is great similarity also to the proposals for international cooperation
drafted many years earlier, in which the endowment participated both
financially and through its personnel .)
According to Dr . Finch these documents were published "having
in mind" the objectives Mr. Churchill expressed in February 1945,
namely, that the former League of Nations would be replaced by a far
stronger body but which-

will embody much of the structure and the characteristics of its predecessor .
All the work that was done in the past, all the experience that has been gathered
by the working of the League of Nations, will not be cast away.

Dr . Finch's further comments (p . 435) are :

Advance copies of all but the last of the studies were made available to officials
of the United States and other governments in Washington . They were in
constant use at the conference of jurists held in Washington to revise the statute
of the International Court of Justice, at the United Nations Conference on
International Organization in San Francisco, the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration Conference, the Interim Commission of the United
Nations Conference op'FoQ~l and Agriculture, the United Nations Monetary and
Financial Conference and at the series of meetings held by the' United Nations
in London, including the Preparatory Commission, the General Assembly, and
the Security Council, as well as the meeting of foreign ministers held in the
same city . The limited advance editions printed for these purposes were inade-

The portions of Dr. Finch's History quoted earlier on pages 9, 10,
and 11, tell the story of former fellowship holders who have entered
various fields, including Government service, but there were other
who went from the endowment to places in public life
James T . Shotwell, who was director of the division of economic
and history for many years, was also chairman of the internationa
research committee of the American council, Institute of Pacific Relations ; and while attending a conference of the institute in 1929 de
livered a number of addresses on American foreign policy and prob
lems in international organizations . In 1930 he became director o
research in international affairs of the social science research counci
and many of the publications in which his division took an interes
originated in research in Europe arranged for him by that organiza
tion. Among these were

International Organization in European Air Transport-Lawrence C . Tomb
Maritime Trade of Western United States-Elliott G . Mears
Turkey at the Straits-Dr . Shotwell and Francis Deak
Poland and Russia-Dr. Shotwell and Max M . Laserson

Dr . Shotwell was chairman of an unofficial national commission o
the United States to cooperate with the Committee of the League of
Nations on Intellectual Cooperation, and he later accepted membership on the State Department's Advisory Committee on Cultural Relations (1942--44 .
Dr . Finch, re erring to the invitation extended to Dr . Shotwell t
serve on the Advisory Committee on Postwar Policy, goes on

* * * He was later appointed by the endowment its consultant to the American delegation to the United Nations Conference on International Organization
at San Francisco, April 25 to June 26, 1945 . These official duties placed Dr
Shotwell in a position of advantage from which to formulate the changing program and direct with the greatest effectiveness the operations of the commission to study the organization of peace .

The associate . consultant was Dr. Finch himself, then director o
the division of international law.

Professor John B. Condliffe, associate director of the division of economics
and history (Berkeley branch office) edited a series of pamphlets dealing with
tariffs and agriculture . They covered, in addition to a general study of protection for farm products, cotton, dairy products, wheat, corn, the hog industry,
and sugar ; and were circulated to all county agricultural . agents throuvhou
the country and' were officially supplied by the Department of Agriculture to
every director of agricultural extension work in the United States .

Ben M. Cherrington, who was elected trustee of the endowment i n
was the first Chief of the Division of Cultural Relations of the
State Department, serving until 1940. Before that he was director
of the Social Science Research Council and professor of internationa
relations at the University of Denver.
Upon leaving the State Department he became chancellor of the
university where he remained until 1946, when he became a member of
the national committee of the United States for the United Nations
Scientific and Cultural Organization . Dr. Cherrington was an associate consultant of the United States delegation to the'United Nations
Conference in San Francisco .
Philip C . Jessup was another endowment contribution to the field o
public service. His first assignment was in the Department of State,
1943,

of the Court Statutes, called by the League of Nations Council . Dr..
Jessup was assistant professor of international law at Columbia University and later became Mr . Root's biographer . He was elected a
trustee of the endowment in 1937, succeeded Dr . James Brown Scott
as director of the division of international law in 1940 and 1943
resigned because of the pressure of Government work during the war .
He was Assistant Secretary General of UNRRA and attached to
the Bretton Woods Conference in 1943-44 ; assistant on judicial organizations at the United Nations Conference in San Francisco, where
he helped to revise the statutes of the Permanent Court of International Justice to the present form in the United Nations Charter .
He was also secretary of a national world court committee, organized.
in New York, of which two trustees of the endowment were also
members .
The list of such individuals is long-and to include all the names
would merely lengthen this summary to no particular purpose.
Henry Wriston, Eugene Staley, Isaiah Bowman, John W . Davis,
Quincy Wright, John Foster Dulles, Robert A . Taft, and otherseither during their association with the endowment or at some other
time-also were in the public service .

United Nations

Both the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and the
Rockefeller Foundation aided this cause . In the case of the endowment it was a natural outgrowth of its deep interest in the League of
Nations and the World Court, and its disappointment when the United
States failed to 'oin the League, intensified its activities in connection
with the United Nations.
The close association between the endowment and the State Department, even before World War II actually enveloped this country, has
been discussed, and it is apparent that the idea of achieving peace
through a world government arrangement was still the goal of the
endowment as indicated by the character of its representatives and
the nature of their activities .
While Dr. Jessup was director of the division of international law,
it undertook an investigation of the numerous inter-American subsidiary congresses and commissions which are part of the pan-American system and as .a result amassed a considerable amount of incidental
and extraneous information of a technical and administrative character concerning the composition and functioning of permanent international bureaus and commissions. In collaboration with the public
administration committee of the Social Science Research Council, Dr .
Jessup began a study of this subject and the project later broadened
to include not only official administrations and agencies established
by American governments, but private international organizations
operating in specialized fields, special emphasis being given to the
structural and administrative aspects of these organizations .
The work covered approximately 114 organizations, supplied the
names and addresses o t, each organization along with a brief account
of its history, purpose, internal administrative structure, membership,
finance, publications, and activities, and was intended primarily to

At this point it is appropriate to say something about the Commis
sion To Study the Organization of the Peace, which while not a part o
the endowment's direct program was treated as work through anoth
agency to which the endowment was willing to grant financial suppor
The policy of the endowment in such instances is discussed in t
concluding portion of this summary .
The commission in actuality was merely a continuation of t
National Peace Conference referred to on pages 880 and 881 . It ca
into being under that name in 1939, under the aegis of Dr . Shotwe
and Clark M . Eichelberger-guiding lights of the peace conferenc
and immediately began organization of regional commissions a
monthly discussion meetings .
It too had an "educational program," carried to rural communitie
and furnished to press services, editors, educational writers, colum
ists, and commentators .
On June 6, 1941, the commission issued a document entitled "Stat
ment of American Proposals for a New World Order ."
In February 1942, this was augmented by "The Transitional Period
A year later, 1943, the commission followed these with a stateme
dealing with steps that should be taken during the war to organi
for the transition period .
Between then and 1944 these were added
General Statement and Fundamentals
Part I-Security and World Organization
Part II-The Economic Organization of Welfare
Part III-The International Safeguard of Human Rights
A recapitulation of the principles laid down was issued after Dum
barton Oaks, entitled : "The General International Organization
Its Framework and Functions ."
According to Dr . Finch (p . 248)
During the following Dumbarton Oaks Conference the commission kept t
work of the conference before the,public, and organized an .:educational progr
in behalf of its proposals . It also directed its studies to subjects inadequate
covered by or omitted from the proposals, such as human rights, trusteeshi
and economic and social cooperation . Separate committees were set up on ea
of these subjects and their studies and conclusions were later published .
At the San Francisco Conference the commission was able to promote its obje
tives through many of its officers and members who were connected with t
Conference in an official or consultant capacity . Following the signature a
ratification of-the charter ; and the establishment of the United Nations, the Co
mission To Study the Organization of Peace planned its studies and education
program with two purposes in view : Making the United Nations more effecti
by implementation and interpretation, and making it the foundation of the forei
policy of the United States .
The commission became the research affiliate for the American Association f
the United Nations, with joint offices and interlocking officers in New York .
is estimated by Dr. Shotwell in his annual report of March 27, 1945, to the endo
ment that over 600,000 copies of the commission's reports had been distribut
and distribution of over 3 1/4 million pieces of its popular material numbers .
In "Exhibit-Carnegie" statements taken from the endowment'
yearbooks trace the steps taken by the endowment to advance the caus
of the United Nations . The 1944 volume tells of the conferenc
attended ; by former officials of the League: of Nations;i as well as
government officials, and says the third "will be of interest to a mu
wider group, including not only officials but educators and othe

many international agencies which are either in process of formation
or are contemplated for the postwar period ." The first of these conferences was held in August 1942-less than 9 months after Pearl
Harbor-and the last was held in August 1943-2 years before the
San Francisco Conference .
That same yearbook describes the activities of the endowment as
having placed it "* * * in a peculiarly strategic position to cooperate
with official agencies preparing to undertake international functions"
and states that while the Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation
Operations was engaged in preparing for the organizing conference
of UNRRA it "* * * frequently called upon the division to assist by
various means in these preparations ."
The endowment supplied special memoranda to the conference, as
well as copies of its various publications relating to international
organization and administration . The special memoranda covered
such subjects as International Conferences and Their Technique,
Precedents for Relations Between International Organizations and
Nonmember States, and the like .
The following year, 1945, the work of the Commission To Study the
Organization of the Peace was again referred to (pp . 112-114) and a
quotation concerning it has been included in "Exhibit-Carnegie ."
The endowment had two other projects which fall into the international field-the International Economic Handbook and Commercial and Tariff History and Research in International Economics by
Federal Agencies . The latter disclosed the extent to which the
Government of the United States engaged in the study of economic
questions and the resources of economic information at its disposal.
It also cooperated with the International Chamber of Commerce
and Thomas J . Watson, a trustee of the endowment, was chairman of
a committee established in 1939 by the chamber called a committee for
international economic reconstruction . Dr . Finch described one of
the first projects of the committee (p . 243) as "a program of public
adult education in this country ." Later the committee was renamed
the committee on international economic policy and set about enlisting
54 leaders of national, business, industrial, education, and religious
groups . These included Mr. Winthrop W. Aldrich, President Nicholas Murray Butler, Mr . Thomas J . Watson, Mr . Leon Fraser, Mr.
Clark H . Minor, Mr. Robert L. Gulick, Jr ., Eric A . Johnston, Robert
M. Gaylord, Paul G. Hoffman, Eliot Wadsworth, A . L. M. Wiggins,
J. Clifford Folger, E . P . Thomas, and Fred I . Kent.
According to the yearbook, a public-relations committee was organized and professional news services were employed to reach American
grassroots, in order to secure the widest possible distribution of the
pamphlets produced by the committee, among which were

World Trade and Employment, by the advisory committee on economics to the
committee on international economic policy .
The International Economic Outlook, by J . B . Condliffe, associate director, division of economics and history, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace .
Industrial Property in Europe, by Antonin Basch, department of economics,
Columbia University .
Price Control in the Postwar Period, by Norman S . Buchanan, professor of
economics, University of California.
Economic Relations With the U . S . S . R ., by Alexander Gerschenkron, International Section, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System .
49720-54-pt. 1-57

International Double Taxation, by Paul Deperon, secretary of the Fiscal C
mittee, League of Nations.
Discriminations and Preferences in International Trade, by Howard P . Whidd
economist, Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York.
Principles of Exchange Stabilization, by J . B . Condliffe.
International Commodity Agreements, by Joseph S . Davis, director of the
research institute, Stanford University .
Import Capacity of the United States, by J . B . Condliffe and R. L . Gulick .
World Production and Consumption of Food, by Karl Brandt, Stanfo
University .
International Cartels, by A. Basch .
Export Policy, by Robert L . Gulick, economist, Carnegie Endowment for Int
national Peace .
The Relation Between International Commercial Policy and High Level P3
ployment, by Sumner H. Slichter, Harvard University .

i

Thousands of copies of the committee's pamphlets on internation
economic problems were distributed to business executives, agricultur
leaders, diplomatic representatives, students, Government offici
servicemen, Members of Congress, and to congressional committe
A special project in this field was the work done at the time the reci
rocal trade-agreements program came before Congress for renewa
when special literature in support of the program was prepared
distributed by the endowment .
The Rockefeller Foundation was working shoulder to shoulder wi
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace in further
"agencies devoted to studies, to teaching, to service to government a
to public and expert education" on the assumption that while "it
not possible to guaranty peace * * * the way to work toward it
to strengthen the `infinity of threads that bind peace together."
selected many of the same agencies which had been chosen by t
endowment for studies and related activities . In the internationa
relations field grants went to agencies which conduct research
education designed to strengthen the foundations for a more enligh
ened public opinion and more consistent public policies (1946 annu
report) .
This same foundation report (p . 40) mentions the appropriation
the Institute of Pacific Relations of $233,000, much of whose work "
related to the training of personnel, the stimulation of language stud
and the conduct of research on problems of the Far East . It is p
of the pattern by which, from many different directions and points
view, efforts are being made to bring, the West and East into clos
understanding."
Two years earlier, the 1944 report of the foundation said : "Chi
is the oldest interest of the Rockefeller Foundation," and it has spe
more money in that country than in any other country except t
United States . In addition to direct grants to China and Chinese pr
jects of various sorts, the foundation also contributed to the Institu
of Pacific Relations, including the American institute .
In that connection, it is interesting to note that 7 years before (19
report, pp . 57-58) the foundation deplored the events of the previo
year in China which "have virtually destroyed this proud ambitio
in which the foundation was participating .," The report praised t
work accomplished up to that time by the Chinese National Gover
ment in their attempts "to make over a medieval society in terms
modern knowledge" but was somewhat pessimistic as to the oppo

From 1937 until 1950 the grants of the foundation to the Institute
of Pacific Relations were $945,000, compared with $793,800 during
the years prior to that (from 1929 to 1936, inclusive) .
The Institute of Pacific Relations has been the subject of exhaustive hearings by other congressional committees, and mention is made
of this particular comment only because as recently as 1952 (if financial contributions are one criterion) the foundation apparently considered the institute an agency "designed to strengthen the foundations
for a more enlightened public opinion and more consistent public
policies."
A section entitled "Conference on American Foreign Policy" in
the 1916 endowment yearbook (pp. 24-25) begins : "To assist in in- /
forming public opinion concerning the foreign policy of the United l
States, the endowment sponsored a conference at Washington * * * ."
Some 80 national organizations sent 125 representatives to hear from
James F . Byrnes, then Secretary of State ; Clair Wilcox, Director of
the Office of International Trade Policy ; Gov . Herbert Lehman ; Dean
Acheson, Under Secretary of State ; Alger H iss, Secretary General of
the United Nations Conference at San 1'rancisco ; andiV lliam Benton,
Assistant Secretary of State in Charge of Public Affairs .
From then on the endowment bent every effort to "reach public
opinion" and particularly people not reached by any organization
"since they have not been interested to join, and who do not realize
that they too constitute public opinion and have to assume their responsibilities as citizens not only of the United States but of the
world ." This phraseology is strikingly similar to that found in the
Handbook on International Understanding of the National Education
Association.
It does not appear whether the foundation contributed to the Commission to Study the Organization of the Peace, but the annual reports refer to studies carried on by Brookings Institution, the Russian institute of Columbia University's School of International Affairs,
the Institute of International Studies at Yale, all "aimed at the single
target of world peace" (Dr . Fosdick's Story of the Rockefeller Foundation, p . 219) .
In 1945 it aided in the publication of the reports and discussions
of the various committees of the San Francisco United Nations Conference because "with respect to many crucial issues the really significant material is not the formal language of the articles of the charter,
but the interpretation contained in the reports and discussions * * * "
It also contributed to the United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe which in 1949 began a study of long-run trends in European
economy, covering the period 1913-50 (1951 annual report, pp ..
355-356) .

This, the final part of the summary of activities of Carnegie and
Rockefeller agencies, has been devoted to substantiating the statements made in its opening paragraphs ; namely, that the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace and the Rockefeller Foundation hadAdmittedly engaged in activities which would "directly or
indirectly" affect legislation ;

Admittedly engaged in activities designed to "form publi
opinion" and "supply information" to the United States Govern
ment, calculated to achieve a certain objective, as for example
"an international viewpoint ."
Quotations on each of these points, taken from the yearbooks of th
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and from the annua
reports of the Rockefeller Foundation, as well as from other sources
have been referred to and are attached in separate exhibits .
Because of the method of reporting used by the endowment, it i
frequently difficult to distinguish specific projects and organization
in its financial statements-disbursements in most instances bei
reported merely by divisions . In addition, the corporation work
closely with the endowment on certain types of projects, and als
made lump-sum grants to the endowment .
An analysis of grants by these two Carnegie agencies and by t
Rockefeller Foundation is shown below .
Because it is frequently stated by these foundations as well a
others that the purpose of their grants is to serve as a catalytic forc
in getting a project underway, or provide support to an organizatio
until it is well established, the period during which the foundatio
contributed funds to a particular organization is shown under th
grants made.
Carnegie
Grantee organization

American Council of Learned Societies
(1924)
American Historical Association (1884)_ Brookings Institution (1916)
Council on Foreign Relations (1921)
Foreign Policy Association (1918)
Institute of International Education
(1919)
Institute of Pacific Relations (1925)--National Academies of Science
National Research Council (1916)
National Bureau of Economic Research
(1920)
New School for Social Research (1919)___
Public Administration Clearing House
(1931)
Royal Institute of International Affairs__
Social Science Research Council
Encyclopedia of Social Science

Corporation

Endowment

Rockefeller
Foundstion

Spelman
fund

Total co
tributio

($169,000 Ge'ieral
Education Board)

I

$901,850
$11,500 $11,089,770
$30,000
(1921-52)
(1940-44)
(1925-52)
381,000 ------------190,8301
55,000
(1920-35)
(1925-37)
2,493,624
4,000
1, 848, 500 1 3 .211,
211,250
(1922-50)
(1951-52)
(1924-52)
1,826,824
12.000
1,170, 700 1
150,000
(1921-52)
(1937-42)
(1927-52)
204,000
16,000
900,0001
(1938-51)
(1934 40)
(1933 50)

I

2,073,013
240,000
200.000
1,406,405
(1922-52)
(1941)
(1928-52)
390,000
1,885,400 1
165,000
181,000
(1936-47)
(1927-41)
(1925-50)5,406,500 ------------110,000
3,059,18G ----------- - 11, 555,500
447,900
(1920-52)
(1922-52)

1

I

8 8,503 ------------(1924-52)
95,000 ------------(1940)

6,647,500
125,000
(1931-52)
208,100 1
(1940-44)

58,182
(1931-52)
214,100
(1938-u)
2,014,275
269,124

906,580
(1938-52)
8,470,250
4,044,000
600,000
100,000

I International relations clubs, regional centers, etc .

------ -------------------------------------------

10,740

I 8,058 . 000
1-5--

$12,182,

629,

7,557,
3,159,

3,189,
4

3,847,
1407,
2 :449,

5,516,
15,062,

7,621,

300,

8,126,

1,150,

14,528,
969,

made for general support-covered such projects as :

A Handbook for Latin American Studies
Developing a training center for far eastern studies at the Congressional Library
(both by the American Council of Learned Societies)
Study of major aspects of Government finance for defense (by the National
Bureau of Economic Research)
Study of problems relating to training of leaders among free peoples (by the
Council on Foreign Relations)
Research on American foreign policy
Foreign relations
Political implications of the economic development of industrialized areas (all
by the Council on Foreign Relations)
Support of experimental educational program, publicizing the conflicting issues
of economic nationalism and internationalism.
Program for development of community centers of international education
(Foreign Policy Association)

Another statement frequently made by foundations, including both
the endowment and the foundation-particularly when the actions
of benefiting organizations or individuals arouse criticism-is that as
a matter of policy no attempt is or should be made to supervise, direct
or control organizations or individuals to whome these tax-exempt
funds are given, because to do so would restrict the productivity of the
grantees, and (it is inferred) be an attack on academic freedom . This
attitude of objectivity, however, is at variance with other statements
also found in the records of both the endowment and foundation .
In describing the administration of his division (Intercourse and
Education) Dr. Butler's report in the 1928 year book (p . 38) states
that, in addition to other worka large part of the activity of the division is devoted to the carrying out of
specific, definite, and well-considered projects of demonstrated timeliness
those in which the work is directed and supervised from the headquarters of the
division and those which are carried out by the organizations or individuals to
whom allotments are made from time to time . * * * It is not the policy of the
division to grant subventions continuing from year to year to organizations or
undertakings not directly responsible to the administration of the division itself. * * * [ Italics supplied.]

This statement-included in its entirety in the exhibit of quotations
from endowment records-is susceptible to only one interpretation
Unless a project, whether carried on by a particular organization or
by a particular individual or group of individuals is under the direct
supervision of the Division of Intercourse and Education, and reports
thereon are satisfactory to that division, continued support will not be
forthcoming from the endowment .
As mentioned earlier, the foundation does not use quite as dogmatic
language in its reports, yet from its statements the same contradictory
attitude is discerned, particularly when related to the activities and
organizations to which it has continuously granted funds .
There is nothing ambiguous about the warning on page 9 of the
1941 annual report of the foundation
If we are to have a durable peace after the war, if out of the wreckage of the
present a new kind of cooperative life is to be built on a global scale, the part
that science and advancing knowledge will play must not be overlooked .

ing December 31, 1941-not quite 4 weeks after Pearl Harbor-ye
there can be no doubt that, as far as the foundation was concerned
only "a cooperative life * * * on a global scale" could insure
"durable peace ."
In the light of this attitude some of the individuals and organiza
tions benefiting from foundation funds in the years since 1941 ma
seem a trifle unusual to say the least, particularly when a few page
further on, page 12, the report follows up this warning with

A score of inviting areas for this kind of cooperation deserve exploratio
Means must be found by which the boundless abundance of the world can b
translated into a more equitable standard of living . Minimum standards o
food, clothing, and shelter should be established . The new science of nutritio
slowly coming to maturity, should be expanded on a worldwide scale .

It is only natural to wonder about the agencies selected to work i
these inviting areas to build "a cooperative life on a global scale ."
Among those to which the foundation gave funds were agencies als
selected by the endowment to be directly responsible to the administra
tion of its divisions,and some of these are sketched briefly now in rel
tion to these declared policies .
The Public Administration Clearinghouse, the creation and financ
ing of which Dr . Fosdick (page 206) calls "the great contribution o
the Spelman Fund," is also a grantee of the foundation .
Composed of 21 organizations of public officials representing func
tional operations of Government (such as welfare, finance, publi
works, and personnel) the clearinghouse is designed to keep publi
officials in touch with "the results of administrative experience an
research in their respective fields" which he describes as having re
sulted in "wide consequences" which "have influenced the upgradin
of Government services at many technical points-in the improve
ment of budgetary and personnel systems, for example, and the refor
of State and local tax structures."
The National Bureau of Economic Research, again quoting fro
Dr . Fosdick's book, page 233, has brought within reach-

* * * basic, articulated, quantitative information concerning the entire econ
omy of the Nation . This information has influenced public policy at a doze
points. It was one of the chief tools in planning our. war production program
in the Second World War and in determining what weights our economy coul
sustain. It underlies our analyses of Federal budgeting mld .tax proposals an
projects like the Marshall plan . This same type of research has now sprea
to other countries, so that international comparison of the total net produc
and distribution of the economy of individual nations is increasingly possible

After stating with some pride that the books and other publication
of this organization "influence to an increasing degree the policie
and decisions of governmental and business bodies"-page 213-Dr
Fosdick in the following chapter-page 232 stresses that its-

* * * publications do not gather dust on library shelves . Its findings ar
cited in scientific and professional journals, treatises, and official document
They are used by businessmen, legislators, labor specialists, and academic econ
omists. They have been mentioned in Supreme Court decisions . They ar
constantly employed in Government agencies like the Department of Commerc
and the Bureau of the Census . Increasing use is being made of them by prac
ticing economists in business, by editorial writers in the daily press, and b
economic journalists in this country and abroad . Practically all of the curren
textbooks in either general economics or dealing with specific economic problem
draw a great deal of their material from the publications of the Bureau or fro
data available in its files . It can be truly said that without the National Burea

The Institute of Pacific Relations has been the subject of exhaustive
hearings by other congressional committees in which its subversive
character has been thoroughly demonstrated.
The Foreign Policy Association has been discussed at length in
the narrative portions of this report and reference has been made to
Mrs. Vera Micheles Dean's citation in appendix IX. Also active in
this association have been : Roscoe Pound, Stephen P. Duggan, Maxwell Stewart and his wife, Marguarite Ann Stewart (educational
secretary in the association's department of popular education),
Lawrence K. Rosinger, writer for the headline series, Stuart Chase,
Alexander W. Allport (membership secretary of the association) ;
Anna Lord Strauss, Philip E. Mosely, and Brooks Emeny (members
of the editorial advisory committee), and Blaire Bolles and Delia
Goetz, director and assistant director of the Washington bureau of
the association .
The Council on Foreign Relations has also been discussed in detail,
and while additional information could be included on specific activities it would be merely cumulative .
Two brief excerpts from the 1936 annual report of the foundation
are, however, of particular pertinence in relation to the question of
influencing governmental activity
The program in social security has two central interests : (1) The improvement of the statistical record of structural and cyclical change and sharper
identification of the causal factors involved ; and (2) the analysis and adaptation of social measures designed to mitigate individual suffering due to unemployment which may be a result of economic change, or due to illness, accident,
and old age, which are ordinary hazards of human life . The underlying assumption of this twofold program 4 is that economic and social changes are to an
appreciable extent manmade and hence controllable, and that, pending adequate
understanding of the causes of disruptive change, the individual must be protected in the interest of political and social stability . * * * The ameliorative
aspect of the program is at present concerned with questions centering upon
the social insurances and relief in the United States .
The program in public administration is designed to bridge the gap that exists
between practical administrators in the Government service and scholars in the
universities in the field of the social sciences . Aid had been given to the Social
Science Research Council's committee on public administration, which itself
sponsors research upon key problems of public administration, * * * The foundation supports a number of such research enterprises together with a variety
of projects designed to recruit and train a higher type of personnel for career
service in the Government .
The objectives of the program in international relations are the promotion of
understanding of, and greater intelligence in regard to, world problems among'
larger sections of the public, and the creation of more competent technical staffs
attached to official or nonofficial organizations dealing with international affairs .
The greater part of foundation interest is in enterprises concerned with the
study of international problems for the purpose of informing and guiding public
opinion . Three types of organizations are receiving foundation support : (1)
Those like Chatham House in England and the Foreign Policy Association in the
United States, which carry on the two functions of study and dissemination
with almost equal emphasis ; (2) those concerned primarily with research and
the creation of personnel for technical and advisory service in connection with
international problems ; and, (3) those which focus upon coordinated research
undertakings and periodic conferences with international representation, as the
Institute of Pacific Relations and the International Studies Conference . (Pp .
230, 231, 232.
4 The foundation's twofold program in social security .

of American Public Library ." This actually deals with the publ
library inquiry, a project relating to educational films and their di
tribution that has been received with considerable criticism .
Moreover, the council's committee on government (through a spe
cial committee on civil rights) was selected to "encourage and ai
competent scholars to record and analyze the management of civ
liberties during the war and immediate postwar period" (Foundatio
Annual Report for 1944, p . 202) . Prof . Robert E . Cushman of Corne
was chairman of the special committee, and in the 1948 annual repo
his assignment is referred to as a "factual examination of the civi
liberties issues" caused by "the actions taken to eliminate subversi
individuals from Government service." "Rigid loyalty requirement
and "the work of the House Committee on Un-American Activitie
are among the problems to be studied "to reconcile, if possible, th
claims of national security and civil liberty ." Practically the fir
official act of Dr . Cushman as chairman was to place Dr . Walter Gel
horn in charge of the project for all practical purposes .
Based on their own records the Carnegie Corporation, the Carnegi
Endowment for International Peace, and the Rockefeller Foundatio
have1 . Contributed substantial sums of money to some or all of t
organizations described in this and other portions of th
summary .
2. Have or should have been aware that the stated purpose
many of the projects of these organizations has been to achiev
certain objectives in the fields of international relations, forei
policy, and government.
There has been a singular lack of objectivity and a decide
bias toward a socialized welfare state in the proposals of thes
organizations, and every effort has been made by them to advan
the philosophy of "one world" to the complete disregard of com
parable effort on behalf of a more nationalistic viewpoint .
3. Not only made grants to these organizations for general su
port, but have made specific grants for projects described in t
preceding numbered paragraph .
The foundation has contributed $63,415,478 since 1929 to projec
which it classifies as in the field of social science, while grants it co
siders as in the field of the humanities total $33,292,842 during t
same period . 5
The endowment, since it was organized, has expended approxi
mately $20 million, divided as follows : Division of intercourse a
education, $12.1 million ; division of international law, $4 .8 millio
division of economics and history, $3.1 million .
Certainly, in justice to the endowment and the foundation it woul
be unfair to say that the amount of money so expended by them durin
the period described did not have some effect-at some point o
some matters . To accept the statement that there were no effectsonly coincidental ones-from such expenditures would indicate menta
astigmatism at the very least, and would in a sense seem to accu
these foundations and their trustees of a somewhat careless, if no
actually wasteful, attitude toward the funds entrusted to their care
5 Through 1952 .

similar projects presented by such organizations, and continued to
make grants to the same or similar individuals.
In addition, the reports of both the endowment and the foundation
contain statements indicating both felt there were definite results
from their activities as well as the activities of organizations to whom
grants were made .
The 1934 yearbook of the endowment has one of these on page 22 :
* * * A review of the activities of the endowment since the World War,
carried on separately through three main divisions, but operating as a unit in
behalf of the great ideal of its founder, seems to justify the observation that the
endowment is becoming an unofficial instrument of international policy, taking
up here and there the ends and threads of international problems and questions
which the Governments find it difficult to handle, and through private initiative
reaching conclusions which are not of a formal nature but which unofficially
find their way into the policies of governments .
Similar sentiments are expressed a decade later in the 1945 yearbook, page 28 :
A reading of this report will make it plain that every part of the United States
and every element of its population have been reached by the endowment's work .
The result may be seen in the recorded attitude of public opinion which makes
it certain that the American Government will be strongly supported in the
accomplishment of its effort to offer guidance and commanding influence to the
establishment of a world organization for protection of international peace and
preservation of resultant prosperity .
The foundation, when it reorganized in 1929 to extend its work to
include the social sciences, apparently anticipated some recognizable
results (p . 258 of its annual report)
From research in the social sciences there should result modifications in governmental organization, in business practices, in social activities of all kinds
which may further general well-being . As numerous functions of great significance are being assumed by governmental bodies through Federal, State, county,
and municipal organization, the development of effective techniques becomes a
necessity . Research which is closely tied up with practical activities is expected
to furnish the basis of sound governmental policy .
There is no indication of a change of opinion in 1940, when describing its support of the National Institute of Public Affairs' "experimental program of recruiting and training personnel for the Federal
services," the foundation reports (pp. 273-274 of annual report) ,6 "the
program has involved the annual placement of approximately 50 graduate students preparing for public-service careers, in agencies of the
Federal Government for a year of practical apprenticeship" and adds
with evident satisfaction that "60 percent of its `interns' are now in
the Federal service ; several are in State and local or other government
services, and a number are continuing graduate study ."
Two years later the section dealing with the public administration
committee begins
The agencies through which society will seek to meet its diverse problems are
multiform, and total effort, whether for defense or for the postwar world, will
receive its primary direction through the agency of government * * * .
Referring to its support of this committee during the preceding 7
years, the report gives the major studies of the committee, and ends
with this paragraph : 7
e Entire

extract included in exhibit .
' Entire extract included in exhibit .

of the program to include the field of government, with public administration
one sector, is now contemplated . Such a program would deal less with th
mechanics of administration than with the development of sound bases fo
policy determination and more effective relations in the expanding government
structure.

It is only commonsense, moreover, to conclude that, since the endow
ment and the foundation as a means of accomplishing their purpose
had deliberately chosen certain organizations consistently as "agents,
the trustees of those foundations would be entirely aware of the activ
ities of the organizations selected, as well as the views expressed b
their executives . Assuming such awareness-no contrary attitud
being demonstrated-it could be concluded further that the results o
such activities-whatever their nature-were not only acceptable
themselves to the trustees but were regarded by them as the prop
means to accomplish the declared purposes of the foundations .
It is appropriate, therefore, to examine some of the results, amon
which have been
The Headline Books of the Foreign Policy Association
Many were written by persons cited to be of Communist or Commu
nist front affiliation and are questionable in content . They have bee
distributed widely and are used as reference works throughout th
educational system of this country.
The Cornell studies
This project is under the direction of two individuals (describe
further on) who can scarcely be considered sufficiently impartial
insure a "factual examination" or an "objective finding ."
Development o f a "post-war policy"
The means selected was an extragovernmental committee, many o
whose members later held posts in governmental agencies concerne
with economic and other problems, as well as those concerned wit
foreign policy .
The sponsorship of individuals who by their writings are of
Socialist, if not Communist philosophy, dedicated to the idea of worl
government .
Among the individuals sponsored have been
Eugene Staley
He is the author of War and the Private Investor, in which he recom
mended a "World Investment Commission" which along other sugges
tions presented bears a striking resemblance to the World Bank an
present monetary policies of the world, including the United State
He is also the author of World Economy in Transition, a report pre
pared under the auspices of the American Co-Ordinating Committe
for International Studies ,8 under the sponsorship of the Council o
Foreign Relations, and financed by a Carnegie grant . The book ex
pounds the theory that modern technology requires its materials fro
.an international market, makes use of internationally discovered scien
tific information, and itself is international in viewpoint . Accordin
to Mr. Staley, we have a "planetary economy," and to reach the goa
8 Mrs . Dean was a member of this committee at the time .

Vera Mieheles Dean
Reference has already been made to Mrs . Dean who, according to
the New York Times a few years ago, made a "plea for socialism" to
600 alumnae at Vassar College, saying our quarrel with communism:
must not be over its ends but over its methods, and urging a foreign
policy backing Socialist programs .
Speaking of her book Europe and the U . S . in the book review
section of the New York Herald Tribune of May 7,1950, Harry Baehr,
an editorial writer for that paper, wrote : "In other words, she considers it possible that the world may not be divided on sharp ideological lines but that there may yet be at least economic exchanges
which will temper the world struggle and by reducing the disparity in
standards of living between Eastern and Western urope gradually
abolish the conditions which foster communism and maintain it as
a dangerous inhumane tyranny in those nations which now profess
the Stalinist creed."
Mr. and Mrs . Maxwell Stewart (Marguerite Ann Stewart)
According to the 1947 California Report (p . 314) both of these
people taught at the Moscow Institute in Russia . He praised "Soviet
marriage and morals," and has been connected with tourist parties
to the U . S . S . R ., under Soviet auspices. He urged recognition of
the Soviet Union, was a member of the editorial board of Soviet Russia
Today, and endorsed the Hitler-Stalin pact .
Lawrence K . Rosinger
He declined to answer when asked by the McCarran committee
whether he had ever been a member of the Communist Party, after
being named as a party member by a witness before that committee .
He was a writer of the Headline Series of the Foreign Policy Association, among his contributions being "Forging a New China," "The
Occupation of Japan," and "The Philippines-Problems of Independence ." In February 1952-after he had refused to answer the
question of the McCarran committee-he jointed the staff of the
Rhodes School.
Dr . Robert Cushman
Chairman of the special committee on civil rights of the Social
Science Research Council's committee on government, Dr . Cushman's
career before his association with the Cornell studies would indicate
a rather one-sided viewpoint on civil rights . Prior to 1944, when the
first Rockefeller Foundation grant was made to this project, Dr . Cushman had written occasional pamphlets (edited by Maxwell S . Stewart) for the public affairs committee, for exampleOne written in 1936 suggested constitutional amendments to
limit the powers of the Supreme Court (following its adverse
decision on the New York minimum wage law), or else a delegation of specific powers to Congress to obtain passage of New
Deal legislation ;
One written in 1942 favored the "modernization" at that time
achieved by the "new" Court after Roosevelt's appointees had
been added ;

American Civil Liberties Union .
Between 1944 and 1947 when the second grant was made by the
foundation, Dr . Cushman wrote another pamphlet for the public
affairs committee (in 1946), which was along the line of views expressed by the Commission on the Freedom of the Press .
In 1948, the year the foundation made a grant of $110,000 to the
project, Dr . Cushman again contributed a public affairs committee
pamphlet, New Threats to American Freedom, specifically concerned
with the anti-Communist drive . Because the abridgment of the civil
liberties of any group (apparently even those of Communists in his
opinion) endangers all civil liberties, Dr . Cushman argued, patriotic
and loyal Americans cannot permit such a thing to happen, particularly since the difficulty of defining "communism" menaces th
civil liberties of all liberals and progressives . He pilloried the House
Un-American Activities Committee, and labeled the Mundt-Nixon
bill and the Smith Act as threats to civil liberty .
In January 1947, in a paper presented to the American Academy
of Political Science, Dr. Cushman characterized as "nonsense" the
theory of guilt by association ("good boys may associate with bad
boys to do good") . Also nonsense, according to Dr . Cushman, is des
ignating as a fellow traveler, one whoJoined organizations in which "there turn out to be some
Communists,"
Signed petitions supporting policies "also supported by
Communists,"
Sympathized with the Spanish Republicans, "some of whom
were Communists,"
Professed a strong admiration of Russian culture and achievements .
More than a year later, in October 1948, he presented a dissertation
on the repercussions of foreign affairs on the American tradition of
civil liberties, included in the proceedings of the American Philosophical Society . There is little difference between this and the
preceding paper, except that he used the technique of presenting
supposedly the opinions of others, always unnamed . He repeated
that "critics of the program" believe loyalty tests violate due process
requiring clearances for atomic scientists, "he has been told," impairs
the quality of their work and leads to resignations? "many have said
that the House Un-American Activities Committee is politically
minded-treats cases in the press-fails to define "un-American"
and "subversive ."
Concluding, he stated as his own belief that there is need for "an
objective study" to avoid "heavy inroads" into traditional civil liberty. As mentioned, this was the year the foundation gave the largest
grant-$110,000.
In the 1951 annals of the American Academy of Political Science,
Dr. Cushman referred to the work of congressional investigating com
mittees as similar to a "bill of attainder," and again unhesistatingly
defined a "Communist front" as an "organization in which there turn
out to be some Communists ." He "found" that social and humanitarian causes are weakened by guilt by association theories, because

supporting them ;
"ordinary citizen" is confused by the idea of guilt by association .
Non-governmental antisubversive measures were also criticized-he
referred particularly to the dismissal of Jean Muir by General Foodsand in Dr. Cushman's opinion, "it is hard to find any evidence that
loyalty oaths of any kind serve any useful purpose beyond the purging
of the emotions of those who set them up ."
Walter Gellhorn, of Columbia University
A second collaborator in the Cornell studies, Walter Gellhorn, is
apparently actually their director, and the author of a major volume in .
the studies, Security, Loyalty, and Science .
Dr . Walter Gellhorn is listed in appendix IX, page 471, as a "conscious propagandist and fellow traveler," and is in a group including
Fields, Barnes, Jerome Davis, and Maxwell S . Stewart.
He was a leading member of some 11 Communist fronts .
He was a national committeeman of the International Juridical
Association, whose constitution declares
Present-day America offers the example of a country discarding the traditions
of liberty and freedom, and substituting legislative, administrative, and judicial,
tyranny .

The American section's purpose is-

To help establish in this country and throughout the world social and legislative
justice.

He is cited as an "active leader" of the National Lawyers Guild .
Appearing before the House committee in 1943, he denied the
International Juridical Association and several other fronts with
which he had been associated were communistic, had extreme difficulty remembering just what documents he might have signed,
including a declaration of the National Lawyers Guild and a cablegram protesting Brazil's detention of an agent of the Communist international, a man named Ewert .
Dr. Gellhorn (Harvard Law Review of October 1947) prepared
a Report on a Report of the House Committee on Un-American Activities, specifically defending the Southern Conference for Human
Welfare, exposed as a Communist organization, and violently attacking the House committee . His book for the Cornell studies indicates
Dr . Gellhorn had not changed his opinion either of the southern
conference or the House committee.
The Daily Worker, March 15, 1948, under a heading "Gellhorn
Raps 'Un-American,' " quoted from an article by Dr . Gellhorn (American Scholar-Spring 1948), in which he likened the House UnAmerican Activities Committee to a "thought control" program,
and declared, "More important than any procedural reform, however,
is conscious opposition to the House committee's bullying ."
Dr . Gellhorn begins Security, Loyalty and Science, by expressing
his fear that strict security regulations "would immobilize our own
scientific resources to such an extent that future development might
be stifled while more alert nations overtook and surpassed us ." In spite=
of a lack of reciprocity on the part of others, Dr . Gellhorn believes that
the fruit of our work should be fully published and not restricted,
even if, as he offhandly puts it, there is "no neat balance between the

may "* * * be -entirely irrelevant ."
His theme is that security regulations and loyalty programs are us
less and dangerous . He cites particularly category B of the Atomi
Energy Commission, covering "undesirables"-those having sym
pathetic interests or associations with subversive ideas, friends, rela
tives, or organizations . Like Dr . Cushman, Dr . Gellhorn found
even "more alarming" that nongovernmental agencies are increasingl
requiring clearances ; he dismissed the House Un-American Activitie
Committee as indulging in repetition and exaggeration and added tha
they are responsible for scientists refusing to work for the Govern
ment . He belittled the Attorney General's list, its designations t
him to have no pattern, and he questioned the reliability of the con
fidential information frequently used.
He concluded that the loyalty program originated in anti-New De
politics (beginning with the Dies committee in 1938), that it is in
effective against "the furtive, the corrupt, the conspiratorial," and "t
country will be stronger for discovering that the restraints of the pres
ent loyalty program exceed the needs of national preservation ."
Denial of ARC fellowships to Communists is unwarranted, in D
Gellhorn's opinion, and he quoted approvingly statements of othe
that deplored the atmosphere of distrust and suspicion ; thoug
loyalty checking brought into being a "police state" and the use o
methods "far more dangerous than the small risk of having an occa
sional Communist on the fellowship rolls ."
As evidence that security files are misleading anyway, Dr . Gellho
cited the fact that the Army in 1949 classified as "unemployable
Gordon R. Clapp of TVA, Professor Counts, and Roger Baldwin .
Dr. Gellhorn is also responsible for other books in this project . H
is coauthor of a study on States and subversion (with William
Prendergast, assistant professor of government at the Naval Acad
emy) and of a study on the Tenney committee (with Edward Bar
rett,Jr ., professor of law, University of California, who stated,
am particularly grateful to Walter Gellhorn of Columbia Universit
for his constant advice and suggestions and for his careful readi
of the manuscript in two of its preliminary versions") .
These statements of Dr. Cushman and Dr . Gellhorn both prior
and after their association with the Cornell studies cannot be con
sidered as those of "unbiased" and "objective" individuals . Dr. Gel
horn's appearance before the House Committee on Un-America
Activities in 1943 was a matter of record . It is difficult if not fa
fetched to believe that no inkling of these matters reached either t
Social Science Research Council or the Rockefeller Foundation-be
fore or after the grants were made by the foundation . Yet as far
cam be ascertained neither organization has had anything but prais
for the studies, and the personnel associated with it .
These then are some of the organizations selected by the Carneg
Corporation of New York, the Carnegie Foundation for Internation
Peace, and the Rockefeller Foundation

To promote the advancement and diffusion of knowledge and understandi
among the people of the United States and the British Dominions .
To promote the advancement and diffusion of knowledge and understandi
among the people of the United States ; to advance the cause of peace amo
nations ; to hasten the renunciation of war as an instrument of national polic
to encourage and promote methods for the peaceful settlement of internation

nations of the principles underlying such law .
To promote the well-being of mankind throughout the world .

These then are among the individuals-directly or indirectlydesignated by these Carnegie and Rockefeller foundations as those not
only best qualified to accomplish the noble purposes set out in their
respective charters, but also those most likely to do so .
These are a few of the individuals who have gained prominence and
whose reputation has been built up by the sponsorship and employment of foundations-either directly or through organizations receiving foundation funds to carry out projects approved if not selected
by them .
No indication appears in the annual reports of these tax-exempt
organizations-certainly not in those made available to the publicthat the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, or the Rockefeller Foundation has
disavowed the individuals, the organizations, or the results thereof,
except in a few isolated instances reported in the Cox committee
hearings .
Nor is there any indication that any one of these tax-exempt organizations has taken any measures-either before or after the Cox
committee hearings-to insure that organizations as well as individuals receiving their funds in the future will use such funds to make
studies which are in fact objective, not only with regard to the
material considered, but also as to personnel ; studies which will faithfully present facts on both sides of the issue or theory-particularly
when it is of a controversial character . Nor have any measures been
taken to prevent two equally improper uses of tax-exempt funds
first, under the guise of "informing public opinion"- propagandizing
for a particular political philosophy or viewpoint ; and second, again
under the cloak of "supplying . information to the Government"-presenting only information upholding a particular philosophy, or viewpoint, and which if accepted will tend to influence Government
officials more and more toward socialistic solutions of current
problems.
If any such precautions have been taken then discussion and decision as to them does not appear in the published reports, nor has any
publicity been given to the fact .
KATHRYN CASEY,
Legal Analyst .
JULY 1, 1954 .

EXHIBIT-PART II . CARNEGIE

EXCERPTS FROM THE YEARBOOKS OF THE CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL
PEACE AND MATERIAL TAKEN FROM OTHER SOURCES FROM 1911-195,2
(Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1916 Yearbook :)
Page 33 : "* * * The publications of the endowment may be divided generally
Into two classes : first, those of a propagandist nature, which the general public
is not expected to purchase but which the endowment desires to have widely
read ."
*
*
*
*
*
Page 34 : "* * * There are several other phases of the subject of the proper
distribution of the endowment's publications which the Secretary believes should
receive further consideration .

tion. This is the proper light in which to view this branch of the work ; unl
the results of its efforts are read, appreciated, and utilized, the time, energ
funds of the endowment will be wasted . The problem therefore is deservi
of the same serious thought as the problems of scientific work, which have her
tofore received the chief consideration, but which now appear to be fairly solv
"In speaking generally of educating public opinion and diffusing informatio
the trustees no doubt had in mind two distinct classes of people
"(1) Those who are already of their own accord interested in the su
jects which come within the scope of the endowment ;
"(2) Those not now interested but who may be and should be made
take an interest in the work ."
EDUCATIONAL WORK IN THE UNITED STATES

Page 71 : "That very important portion of the educational, work carried on
the United States, which is conducted through the American Association f
International Conciliation, has already been described .
"In addition to this the Division of Intercourse and Education has direct
conducted work of an educational character of three kinds-publicity throu
the newspaper press, lectures, and preparation and distribution of material f
use in schools and by writers of school textbooks .
Publicity
"With a view to spreading an interest in international affairs and a n
knowledge of them among the people of the United States, articles on subjects
international interest based on interviews with men of prominence in publ
and business life have been prepared and offered to a large, list of newspape
throughout the country on a business basis . The opinion has been expressed
a number of editors and conductors of newspapers that these articles have be
of the highest value and have exerted a large influence on public opinion ."
(Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1917 Yearbook .)
DIVISION OF INTERCOURSE AND EDUCATION

Page 53 : "The continuance of the world war which broke out on August 1, 191
has caused the Division of Intercourse and Education to confine its activities t
two fields . The first includes the information and education of public opinion
the United States as to those underlying principles of national policy and nationa
conduct that are most likely to promote an international peace which rests upon
foundation of justice and human liberty . The second includes those activitie
which have as their purpose the bringing of the peoples of the several America
republics more closely together in thought and in feeling: * * *"
EDUCATIONAL WORK IN THE UNITED STATES

Page 72 : "In addition to the highly important educational. work conducte
for the division by the American Association for International Conciliation, tw
methods of reaching and instructing public opinion in the United States hav
been followed : publicity on international affairs through newspapers, and th
preparation and distribution of material for schools and writers of school text
books."
Publicity
"Syndicated articles mainly consisting of interviews with leaders of opinion i
both American and European countries have been furnished to the newspaper
on a commercial basis . These articles have not always been directly concerne
with questions of international peace, but have furnished unusually valuabl
information on the public opinion, the political life, and the intellectual develop
ment of many nations . Their main object has been to increase in the Unite

and a true appreciation of their institutions and their life ."
CONCLUSION

Page 82 : "It is probable that the greatest war in all history is approaching its
end. At this moment no one can predict just when or how this end will come, but
there are plain signs to indicate that a crisis has been reached beyond which
human power and human resources cannot long hold out . It will be the special
privilege and the unexampled opportunity of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace to take active part in the work of international organization which
must closely follow on the conclusion of the war . For that task this division is
making itself ready by study, by conferences, and by persistent effort to prepare
public opinion to give support to those far-reaching projects based on sound
principle which if carried into effect will . do all that present human power can to
prevent a recurrence of the present unprecedented calamity ."
(Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1918 Yearbook, p . 65 :)
DIVISION OF INTERCOURSE AND EDUCATION

"The instruction of public opinion in this and other countries, the sympathetic
cooperation with established effective agencies for the spread of accurate knowledge of international relations and international policies, and the cementing of
those personal and national friendships which the war with all its separations
has so greatly multiplied, have solely occupied the attention of the division . To
these purposes its resources have been exclusively devoted ."
(Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1920 Yearbook, p . 62 :)
EDUCATIONAL WORK

"A wide distribution of books, pamphlets, and periodicals has been made from .
the offices of the division, with the definite aim of informing public opinion on
questions of international significance, and the educational activity of the policy
clubs, together with the limited but important work in summer schools, have
proved an effective means of developing the international mind ."
(Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1923 Yearbook, p . 58,
division of intercourse and education :)
"It iss the established policy of the division to try to keep important personalities in various lands informed as to influential expressions of opinion on
foreign affairs made in this country . With this end in view a list of the names
&nd addresses of over 500 persons eminent in their own countries is maintained
at the division headquarters. This year the list has been extended to include
representatives of Germany and Austria . Among the expressions of American
opinion circulated by the division during the period under review were : Shall
Our Government Cancel the War Loans to the Allies? by Justice John H. Clarke ;
The State of Our National Finances, by Edwin R. A . Seligman ; Intelligence and
Politics, by James T. Shotwell ; Toward Higher Ground, by Nicholas Murray
Butler ; and What of Germany, France, and England? by Herbert Bayard Swope .
That such pamphlets are carefully read and discussed in this country, it is the
judgment of the division that it is of sufficient importance to be brought to the
attention of representative personalities in other lands to be read and discussed
by them . The division assumes no responsibility for the contents of any books
or articles so circulated save such as appear authoritatively over its own
naine * * *." [Italics supplied .]
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"In respect of the general problem of international peace, public opinion is now
almost everywhere persistently in advance of the action of governments . Only
in rare cases do existing governments fully represent and reflect either the noblest
ambitions or the highest interests of their own people in the discussions which
are going forward throughout the world . * *
"Few proposals could be more futile than that merely to outlaw war . Such
outlawry would only last until human passion broke down its fragile barrier
The neutrality of Belgium was amply protected by international law, and the
invasion of the territory of that country on August 4, 1914, was definitely and
distinctly outlawed . Nevertheless it took place . Precisely the same thing will
happen in the future, no matter what the provisions of international law may be,
if the springs of personal and national conduct remain unchanged . Forms do
not control facts . Laws must reflect, but cannot compel public opinion * * * .
If such laws are to be truly effective, they must be not enforced but obeyed
They are only obeyed, and they only will be obeyed, when they reflect the overwhelming public opinion of those whom they directly affect . Once more, therefore, the path of progress leads to the door of conduct, both personal and national
"It is beyond the limits of practical education or practical statesmanship to
convince public opinion that there is not, and never can be, any cause for which
men should be ready to lay down their lives if need be . The history of human
liberty and the story of the making of free governments offer too many illustrations to the contrary . What is practicable is so to instruct, to guide, and to form
public opinion that it will insist upon such national conduct and such public
expressions on the part of representatives of governments as will promote inter
national understanding and international cooperation, as well as reduce to a
minimum those incidents, those policies, and those outgivings, whether on the
platform, on the floor of parliaments, or in the press, that constantly erect such
effective and distressing obstacles to the progress of international concord and
cooperation ."
*
*
*
*
*
Page 52 : "Underneath and behind all these undertakings there remains the task
to instruct and to enlighten public opinion so that it may not only guide but com
pel the action of governments and public officers in the direction of constructive
progress . There must be present the moral conviction that a peace which rests
upon liberty and justice is an ideal so lofty that no effort and no sacrifice may
properly be spared in the task of securing its accomplishment . When this stag
is reached it will not be necessary formally to limit armaments ; they will atroph
from neglect and disuse .
"It is from precisely this point of view that the work of the division of intercourse and education has, from the beginning, dealt with the problem of inter
national peace . The division has studiously refrained from mere sentimenta
expressions, and from participation in those futile acts which repel much mor
than they attract the support of right-minded men and women . The division ha
devoted itself for 15 years, and it will continue to devote itself, to the development among men and nations of the international mind . `The internationa
mind is nothing else than that habit of thinking of foreign relations and business,
and that habit of dealing with them, which regard the several nations of th
civilized world as friendly and cooperating equals in aiding the progress of civilization, in developing commerce and industry, and in spreading enlightenmen
and culture throughout the world' ." [Italic supplied.]
(Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1928 Yearbook, p . 38
division of intercourse and education :)
ADMINISTRATION OF THE DIVISION IN THE UNITED STATES

"In addition to this stated work a large part of the activity of the division i
devoted to the carrying out of specific, definite, and well-considered projects o
demonstrated timeliness, such as those to be described in the following pages
These projects might be subdivided to include, on the one hand, those in whic
the work is directed and supervised from the headquarters of the division an
those which are carried out by the organizations or individuals to whom allot
ments are made from time to time . For instance, not only was the European tri
of editorial writers planned by and details arranged from the division offices, but
two members of the staff, the assistant to the director, and the division assistant
accompanied the party for the entire trip and were in charge of all administrative

made by the executive committee to such organizations as the Interparliamentary
Union, the Institute of Pacific Relations, or Dunford House Association, the
work is administered by these organizations who report to the division upon the
-work when completed . As has already been said, these allotments are always
made in support of definite projects . It is not the policy of the division to grant
-subventions continuing from year to year to organizations or undertakings not
directly responsible to the administration of the division itself . * * *" [Italic
supplied.]
(Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1930 Yearbook, p . 108 :)
"* * * But it is not enough to have academies of this kind . The youth of each
country should be instructed in international duties as well as in international
,rights in the colleges and universities of the nations at large. Therefore it is
that the professors of international law and of international relations in the
colleges and universities of the United States have met in conference in order
to discuss and to agree upon the best methods to reach and to educate the youthprimarily of the United States-in the principles of international law and the
bases of foreign relations . There have been four meetings : The first in 1914,
the second in 1925, the third in 1928, and the fourth in 1929 ."
(Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Yearbook, 1934 :)
Page 22 : "* * * The attitude of the endowment toward applications from
other organizations was fully explained in the secretary's report 2 years ago ;
where it was stated that 'The attitude of the endowment with reference to its
support of other organizations in the same -field presented a difficult question
during the first half of the endowment's existence,, but its experience has resulted
in the definite policy of applying the revenue at its disposal to work carried on
with the approval of its trustees and under the direct supervision of its own
officers or agents,' What could not be undertaken during the earlier years of
the endowment's existence, because of the- war and its aftermath, so soon as
the echoes of the war had died away was vigorously undertaken . A worldwide
organization has been built up_ at a minimum of administrative cost, through
which the endowment is in contact with the public opinion of nearly every land .
The endowment is consequently not a money-granting, but an operating, body,
and it operates through its own agencies either directly or through those which
;become substantially its own through their spirit and method of cooperation ."
*
*
*
*
*
*
•
Page 22 : A review of the activities of the endowment since the world
war, carried on separately through three main divisions, but operating as a unit
in behalf of the great ideal of its founder, seems to justify the observation that
the endowment is becoming' an' unofficial instrument of international policy,
taking up here and there the ends and threads of international problems and
questions which the governments find it difficult to handle, and through private
initiative reaching conclusions which are not of a formal nature but which
unofficially find their way into the policies of governments ."

•

*

s

*

*

DIVISION OF INTERCOURSE AND EDUCATION

Page 44 : "* * * If the world is to return, and without delay, to the path of
progress, it must be given leadership which is not only national but international .
It must find minds and voices which can see the whole world and its problems,
and not merely those of one neighborhood since important problems which are
purely national have almost ceased to exist ."
•
*
*
*
*
*
REPORT OF DIVISION OF INTERCOURSE AND EDUCATION

Page 47 : "The work of the division during the year shows definite progress
along the path of constructive work for the education of public opinion throughout the world. This advance could not have been accomplished had it not been
for the efficient and well ordered work of the central office where cost of over-

Page 53 : "While in the broadest sense all the work of the division is educational there are certain items which fall definitely under this head in makin
a report on the year's work. They have all been carried on with a view to th
general enlightenment of public opinion and to encourage further study alon
international lines rather than as definite and continuing projects, such a
those to be described later, which are an integral part of the work of th
division."

•

*

*

*

*

*

*

Page 96 : "It is plain from what has been written that the year has been on
of constant study and vigorous work despite the fact that the world atmospher
has been distinctly discouraging . That economic nationalism which is stil
running riot and which is the greatest obstacle to the reestablishment of pros
perity and genuine peace has been at its height during the past 12 months . I
it now shows signs of growing weaker it is because its huge cost is beginning to
be understood . It is only by such education of public opinion as that in which
the division of intercourse and education is so largely engaged that this violently
reactionary movement can be checked and there be substituted for it such inter
national understanding, international cooperation, and international action as
the needs and ideals of this present-day world so imperatively demand ."

(Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1937 Yearbook :)
Page 180 : "* * * The major portion of the present work of the division of intercourse and education is devoted to educating public opinion in the significance o
this forward-facing and constructive program for international cooperation .
"What I want to point out to the newer trustees is that what has been goin
on for 18 years is the result of most careful study and reflection, a result of
consultation with leaders of opinion In every land, and is justifying itself not
in any quick action by governments, but in the very obvious growth of public
opinion ."

•

•

*

*

*

*

*

Page 182 : "As to the work of the division of international law, that is
business of instruction, a business of education, a business not to make al
members of a democracy international lawyers, but to put everywhere possible
the material by means of which the leaders of opinion in all communities may
know what are the real rights and duties of their country, so that it may be
possible for the people who do not study and are not competent to understand,
to get a source of intelligent and dispassionate information . And that proces
has been going on steadily.
"We had one very important illustration of the advantage of it during th
past year . I really do not know how the Far-Eastern work of the late Conference upon the Limitation of Armament could have .been done without
Murray's book which had just a few months before been published by th
endowment. The whole process of ranging the nine nations represented in
the conference upon a basis of agreement for the treatment of Chinese questions so as to facilitate the heroic efforts of the Chinese people to develop
an effective and stable self-government would have been exceedingly difficult,
if not impossible, if we had not had those two big volumes published by the
endowment upon our tables for access at any moment . We were continuall
referring to them and the members could turn to such a page and find such
a treaty and such an agreement and have the real facts readily accessible . I
the tentative arrangement towards helping the Chinese in their struggle works
out, as I think it will, the publication of those books, at the time when they
were published, will be worth to the world all the money that has been spent
on the division of international law from the beginning . There were a doze
other books to which we continually referred ."

Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1941 Yearbook, Report
of the Division of Economics and History, p . 117 : )
"* * * All history shows, however, that these appeals to man's higher natur
have had no permanent effect except where substitutes for war have been found

possessed to the fact that for the first time it concentrated upon this constructive
aspect of the problem. Unfortunately, however, this method of approach was
too new to be fully understood, with the resultant failures culminating in the
present war. The events of the last 5 years, since Japan tested the peace
machinery in the Far East, and then Italy and Germany followed its example
in Africa and Europe, have clearly shown that if civilization is to survive
somehow or other the peace machinery must be brought back into operation.
The problem which confronted the makers of the League of Nations has again
become a vital issue . The increasing awareness of this fact, not only here
but in Great Britain and in the Dominions of the Commonwealth, is evidenced
by the growth of a considerable number of bodies for research and discussion .
Of one of these, the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace, the Director
of this division was chairman, although in a purely personal capacity . Mention is made here of this effort because of the light which it throws upon the
nature of the problem itself . It would be hard to find a greater contrast than
between the background of the thinking of today and that of the vague and
uncertain beginnings of similar discussions in 1917 . The experiences of the
League of Nations has after all taught us much, its failures equally with its
successes . The most surprising feature, however, is the record of the International Labor Organization in the field of social welfare, a unique and wholly
new experiment in international legislation . It is this kind o f planning for a new
world order on a cooperative basis which furnishes the constructive program of
the peace movement at the present time . It is therefore important to ensure
the preparation of careful and thoughtful monographs in the various fields
covered by these surveys in order to prevent a recurrence of the superficiality
which marked so much of the peace movement of the 1920's. It is here that the
division of economics and history continues to offer the contribution of specific
objectives and definite studies such as those indicated below ." [Italics supplied .]
(Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1942 Yearbook :)
DIVISION OF INTERCOURSE AND EDUCATION

Page 27 : "The aims which the division pursues and which it urges constantly
and steadily upon public opinion in the United States, in the Latin American
democracies and in the British Commonwealth of Nations are definite and
authoritative . They are three in number .
"The first is the formal proposal for world organization to promote peace made
by the Government of the United States in 1910 . This was contained in the
joint resolution passed by the Congress without a dissenting vote in either the
Senate or the House of Representatives and signed by President Taft on June
25,1910 ."
Page 28 : "The second is the statement of principles adopted by the international conference held in London at Chatham House on March 5-7, 1935 . This
conference, called by the Carnegie Endowment, remains the outstanding international conference of recent years ."
Page 29 : "The third is the important Atlantic Charter as declared by the
President of the United States and the Prime Minister of the Government of
Great Britain on August 14, 1941, which may be regarded as an endorsement
of, and a suppement to, the principles proposed by the conference held at Chatham House ."
Page 30 : "It is these three declarations of policies and aims which are the
subject of the worldwide work of the division of intercourse and education .
They are the outgrowth of war conditions and of the threat of war . They are
constructive, simply stated and easy to understand . As rapidly as other nations
are set free to receive instruction and information in support of this threefold program, that instruction and information will be forthcoming . The war
may last for an indefinite time or it may, through economic exhaustion, come to

Page 91 : "The division likewise cooperates with various Government office
and with international organizations. Thus during the past year it has aide
the Department of State in editing the many papers submitted to the nint
section (on international law, public law, and jurisprudence) of the Eight
American Scientific Congress . Such cooperation is appropriate because officer
of the division served as chairman and secretary, respectively, of section IX, an
the division's staff acted as the section's secretariat . Cooperative relations a
also maintained with the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs an
with other Government agencies . Of a somewhat similar nature are the rela
tions maintained with such international organizations as the Pan America
Union and the Inter-American Bar Association . The assistance thus render
to organizations official and unofficial, often requires the expenditure of muc
time, but it should be added that the relationship is not infrequently of mutua
benefit since the division is often in a position, as a result thereof to obtain da
which might not otherwise be readily accessible to it ."

*

*

*

*

*

s

(Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1943 Yearbook .)
Pages 29-30 : "The policies which were put in operation a quarter of a centur
ago, with the approval of more than 200 of the leading statesmen and intellectua
leaders of the whole world, have proved to be most satisfactory and most impor
tant . Literally millions of human beings have been led to read together and t
discuss the facts and the forces which constitute international relations and whic
make for peace of the country . Thousands of groups in the United States an
hundreds of groups in other lands gather regularly to discuss the books that ar
provided by the endowment and to hear the lectures which are offered by visitin
Carnegie professors .
"The work of the division has carefully avoided the merely sentimental o
that sensational propaganda for peace which is all too common. It has base
its work, and will continue to do so, upon the intellectual forces which alon
can guide the world in the establishment of new and constructive policies o
international cooperation to make another war such as now rages practicall
impossible ."

Page 36 : "Preparation of Programs for Secondary Schools : Special inqui
into the needs of secondary schools in the field of international relations study
under the direction of Professor Erling M . Hunt, of Teachers College, Columbi
University, was carried on in cooperation with the Commission to Study the Or
ganization of Peace. A group of New York City high school teachers took par
in a summer working conference for a week . They planned and drafted an 8
page booklet which included reading and study suggestions for the use of senio
high school students entitled Toward Greater Freedom : Problems of War an
Peace. This has been published and distributed by the Commission to Study th
Organization of Peace.
"The School of Education of Stanford University, California, was assisted b
the division in bringing together, in July, a group of high school teachers an
administrators from schools in the Pacific Coast and Mountain States . Th
group devoted 2 weeks to intensive analysis of war issues and postwar problem
as they affect the curriculum and the individual teacher. As a result a report
Education for War and Peace, embodying the findings of the groups and in
tended as a pamphlet for immediate use in schools, has been published by th
Stanford University Press ." [Italics supplied .]
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Page 37-38 : "Any doubts which might have been entertained as to the value
the International Relations Club work in colleges and universities, during the lon
years in which the endowment has been operating, must have been completely dis
pelled by the magnificent response that has come from both faculty advisers an
students during this period of disruption and confusion caused by the presen
worldwide catastrophe . Each of the 12 regional conferences was carried throu
during the calendar year 1942 . This is the more remarkable since difficultie
have increased rather than lessened as the war progresses. Almost every lette

summarily these faculty members have found time to appoint successors and to
write a heartening letter as to the importance of carrying on . The drain upon
the student body through induction into the Army has been overwhelming. In
many of the colleges students are using their spare time in local war industries
or in defense work if they have not actually left college, and most of the studies
have been directed along engineering and other lines closely connected with the
war effort . But even the boys who know that within a few weeks they will be
in a military camp have tried to learn the deeper causes of the war through continued attendance at the club meetings, and at many of the conferences uniforms
have been in evidence, worn by ex-club members who have been granted permission to attend. In fact, the clubs have continued with more enthusiasm and
vigor than ever before.
(Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1944 Yearbook, pp .
70-74 :)
"Many problems of international organization and administration are confronting the United Nations authorities, and problems of that nature will assume far
greater importance as the war draws to an end and postwar activities undergo
the large-scale development now anticipated . Foreseeing such a trend, the division has given much attention to this field during the past 2 years .
"There is, of course, no international civil service to evolve formal rules, practices, and precedents for future guidance in international administration ; and
although there has been encouraging progress in methods of international organization, those methods are not as yet beyond the trial-and-error stage . Moreover,
the literature in these fields is extremely inadequate . Yet valuable experience has
been acquired in both administration and organization, especially by the Secretariat, of the League of Nations, the International Labor Office, and other international agencies, some of which have functioned successfully over a considerable
period of years . This experience however, is contained partly in unpublished
records and, to an even greater extent, in the memories of those who have
served in the organizations in question ; and it is therefore not available for the
guidance of the many officials and agencies now actively concerned in planning
and setting up the machinery for future international cooperation .
"With a view to making available the most important features of such experience, the division has held a series of conferences which have been attended by
officials and former officials of the League of Nations and of other international
bodies, and in some instances by government officials and others especially interested in the fields of the conferences . The first of these meetings, held in New
York on August 30, 1942, was of an exploratory nature, its chief purpose being to
determine what particular aspects of the experience of the League of Nations
Secretariat might be further studied and recorded in usable form . At the end of
the following January a second conference was held at Washington, which was
devoted specifically to a survey of experience in international administration .
, And some 6 months later, on August 21-22 of last year, a third conference was
held in Washington to discuss the problem of training for international administration . The proceedings of the first two conferences were issued in confidential
mimeographed editions and given a restricted distribution, chiefly among government agencies and their personnel . The proceedings of the third conference,
:however, will be of interest to a much wider group, including not only officials
but educators and others deeply concerned with the need of adequate training for
the staffs of many international agencies which are either in process of formation or are contemplated for the postwar period . For this reason, the proceedings
of the third conference have been carefully edited and supplemented with documentary materials, and printed for a wider distribution ."
"As a result of the conferences and related activities, as well as of the studies
made by its staff, the division has established useful relations with many highly
qualified and experienced experts, and this in turn has made it possible to plan
and arrange for the preparation of a series of studies by a number of these
experts on international organization and administration . The studies, more
fully described below, record both experience and precedents in the fields in
question and constitute a rich source of information which, in the main, has
hitherto been inaccessible.

. At the outset, such agencies are, of course, confronted wit
problems of organization and administration, and it is a matter of urgent neces
sity for them to obtain materials which will assist them in meeting these prob
lems . It is a source of great satisfaction to the director that the division ha
been in a position to supply such-materials . Without attempting to list thes
instances of cooperation in detail, mention should be made here of a few ex
amples by way of illustration .
"For some months, the Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operation
(OFRRO) was engaged in preparations for the organizing conference of th
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) held at
Atlantic City, November 10 to December 1, and it frequently called upon th
division to assist by various means in these preparations . Thus, in August, th
division was able to arrange to have several officials of the League of Nation
come to Washington to take part in discussions of plans for the administrativ
budget of the new organizations . In a letter to the endowment former Go
Herbert H. Lehman, then director of OFRRO and recently chosen director o
UNRRA, wrote expressing his `great appreciation for the very real contributio
which you and the Carnegie endowment made to our preparations for a Unite
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Organization .'
"Members of the staff of OFRRO were early supplied by the division wit
the materials assembled as the result of the several conferences on internationa
organization and administration above mentioned . As the date of the confer
ence in Atlantic City approached, the division received numerous additional an
more urgent requests for assistance from OFRRO . In compliance with thes
requests, several special memoranda were prepared under great pressure for us
in connection with the UNRRA conference . These dealt with the followin
subjects
"International Conferences and Their Technique
"Precedents for Relations Between International Organizations and Nonmembe
States
"Status of Observers at International Conferences
"Seconding by International Organizations and from National Services to In
ternational Agencies
"The Creation, Composition, and Functioning of Standing Committees of UNRR
"The appreciation with which these contributions from the division wer
received can hardly be overstated . As an illustration, mention may be mad
of a personal note of November 17 received by the director from Dr . Philip
Jessup, a member of the endowment's board of trustees, and then serving a
Assisi ant Chief of the Secretariat of UNRRA . After describing one of th
documents as having proved `most helpful in the solution of some troublesom
problems' ; and expressing amazement that it had been possible to supply 's
thoughful and so complete a document under such enormous pressure of time,
Dr. Jessup referred to other materials supplied by the division as being `als
very much appreciated,' and added : `I think the endowment is certainly entitl
to congratulate itself upon the contribution it has made to the smooth func
tioning of international organizations which, to a large extent, must be th
mechanical means of developing international peace .'
"It should be added that, in addition to these special memoranda, the divisio
supplied several copies of its various publications relating to internationa
organization and administration to the library of the conference at Atlanti
City . Shortly after the conference met, an urgent request was received from th
American delegation at Atlantic City for additional copies of these publications
to be sent to the conference by special courier . The division was, of course
glad to meet this request . Of a somewhat different nature were the numerou
urgent inquiries for specific information received from officials connected wit
the conference. These inquiries dealt with such topics as relations of forme
enemy governments after the last war with the American Relief Commission
diplomatic immunities of members of international organizations, and staff regu
lations of such organizations . In each instance, the division was able eithe
to supply the information requested, or to indicate the best source from whic
it could be obtained.
"Similarly, though to a somewhat lesser degree, the division has cooperate
with the recently created Interim Commission of the United Nations Conferenc
on Food and Agriculture . Copies of the endowment's publications on interna
tional organization and administration were supplied to the Commission ; th

organization, and staffing of the newly created body ; and the division has
supplied the Secretariat with data on inter-American agencies dealing with
problems in the fields of food and agriculture .
"In addition to such special inquiries, the division receives from day to day,
often by telephone, requests for information from government offices on technical subjects in the international field . Although these are too numerous to list
here, it may be said that they are answered as fully as possible and as promptly
as is consistent with scrupulous accuracy . The assistance rendered by the
division has not been limited, however, to American and international agencies .
It maintains cordial and often mutually helpful relations with the diplomatic
missions in Washington and frequently supplies them with published materials
and other data .
"These studies, mentioned on a previous page, are in fact competently written
monographs. Because of the urgent demand for such materials, they are being
issued in preliminary form in small mimeographed editions . It is the Director's
belief, however, that they have much more than a transitory value, and that as
soon as is practicable some of them should be published in revised and permanent
form . The folowing list comprises the studies already issued in mimeographed
form
"Memorandum on the Composition, Procedure, and Functions of the Committees
of the League of Nations
"International Conferences and Their Technique-a handbook
"International Drug Control, a Study of International Administration by and,
through the League of Nations
"The League of Nations and National Minorities, an Experiment
"The following studies are now being prepared and will be published during
the coming year
"The Situs of International Organization
"Diplomatic Immunities and Privileges of Agents and Staff Members of the
International Organization
"Relations Between International Organizations and Nonmember States
"The Participation of Observers in international Conferences
"The Ecoomic and Financial Organization of the League of Nations
"The League of Nations' Mandates System
"The League of Nations' Secretariat
"Financing of International Administration
"The names of the authors of these studies are being withheld for the present ..
They are all, however, present or former officials competent from actual experience to deal with the subjects involved ." [Italics supplied.]
#

#

#
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(Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1945 Yearbook :)
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THE LIBRARY AND INFORMATION BUREAU

k

Page 25 : "The work of the library has continued along the same general lines :
described in previous reports . In accordance with the policy adopted in 1942,
governmental agencies were given precedence in the use of the library's materials . In addition, its resources have been used by numerous foreign embassies
and legations and by the participants of such international meetings as those
at Dumbarton Oaks . Scholars, press representatives, professors, and international, national, and local organizations have also been served .
"The ever-increasing discussion of the peace to follow the present war has
brought renewed demands for information on the subject . The endowment's
library is known in Washington for its wealth of material on peace and international organization and for its services in making these materials available.
As a result, library staff members have spent an increasingly large proportion of
their time in reference work with visitors . At the same time, due to the accelerated publication program in the Division of International Law, reference work
for the endowment staff has been tremendously increased ."
Page 30 : "The proposals of statesmen and of public leaders for United Nations organization and the formation of general opinion on these plans have
been the basis of growing action during the past year in the extension of the
division's work . Both by continuous contact with central groups operating programs of study in the main regions of the country and by collaboration with local
institutes and councils, this important interest has been pursued . The announce-

our people.
"The development of centers in many part of the country, for organizations
associated with the endowment, has been described in preceding reports . The
brief summary of their expanding activities which can be given here demonstrates that, although the programs and methods of the various centers differ,
there is agreement as to their fundamental purpose : to educate public opinion
in regard to the underlying principles essential to security after the war and to
welfare throughout the world ."
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Page 103 : "As this report goes to press, the interest of the civilized world centers upon the United Nations Conference on International Organization meeting
at San Francisco on April 25. As this event promises to be the culmination of
much in the program of planning and policy advocated repeatedly in the annual
reports of this division and in its work and that of its director in affiliated organizations, it is fitting to comment upon it and the nature of the peace settlement
at the end of the Second World War, of which it is so important a part . Therefore,- without in any way attempting to anticipate what may or may not be done
at the San Francisco Conference, it seems not only valid but necessary to link
it up with the outlook and activities of the Endowment .
"During the past 5 years, both within the program of the division itself and in
connection with the research work for the International Chamber of Commerce
and the Commission To Study the Organization of Peace, the director has bee
engaged upon a comprehensive series of studies dealing with postwar economic
policies and international organization * * * .
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Pages 105-106 : "The provision of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals for the erection of an Economic and Social Council under the Assembly, a provision unfortunately absent from the Covenant of the League of Nations, has not yet received
anything like the attention which it deserves . Naturally the provisions for
security take the precedence in all discussions of the plan for world organization,
but in the long run the provision for the economic organization is more important,
if the security organization succeeds in the establishment of peace for even a
generation . The advancement of science will ultimately outlaw war, if it has not
already done so, but creates vast new problems in the field of economic relationships .
"This inescapable conclusion is now widely shaded by thoughtful people, but
its application in practical politics is by no means assured in the most enlightened
countries . Here, therefore, is the area of international relations in which the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace should continue to concentrate
The affiliation with the International Chamber of Commerce should be strengthened through the Committee on International Economic Policy . At the same
time the interplay of all these forces making for peace and international understanding is translated into concrete form by the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace with which this division of the endowment has also been closely
associated.
"It is, however, fitting and proper now to record the fact that the director of
the division was consultant in the State Department for a year and a half during
all of the earlier phases of the planning of the General International Organization agreed upon at the Moscow Conference and finally developed in the Dumbarton Oaks proposals . The plans of the small subcommittee on postwar organization, meeting under the chairmanship of the Under Secretary, Mr . Sumner Wells,
of which the director was a member, have remained basic throughout the period
of negotiation . The director was also a member of the Security Committee, the
agenda of which covered, among other things, the problem of armaments, and
the Legal Committee, concerned with American participation in an International
Court of Justice, and other problems of international law . More important, from
the standpoint of practical politics was the political committee in which some
members of the technical committees sat in conference with some of the leading
Senators and Congressmen under the chairmanship of the Secretary of State
These formal discussions, which were held almost every week for several months,
have borne good results in strengthening the relations between the executive
and legislative branches of the Government with reference to the postwar settle
ment . It goes without saying that Secretary Hull, aware from long experience
of the need of cooperation between the State Department and Congress, did not

"In the field of cultural relations, the director resigned his chairmanship of
the National Committee on International Intellectual Cooperation, an office which
he had held by virtue of his membership of the Organization of International
Intellectual Cooperation of the League of Nations . At at conference of representatives of the various national committees of the Latin-American countries
held in Washington, he was elected member of a small international committee
created to give effect to the resolution of the Havana Conference of 1941 . Progress of the war, however, has interrupted this development and the organizing
committee is happily faced with a new and much more developed plan for postwar organization in cultural relations under the auspices of the State Department, than the advisory committee of which the director was a member until
its dissolution ."
*
*
*
*
*
PUBLICATIONS

Page 112 : "* * * General International Organization : This is a statement
prepared by the Commission To Study the Organization of Peace which summarized the conclusions of past reports and recast them with reference to the
plans then under consideration for the Dumbarton Oaks Conference . It is gratifying to note the many points of this statement which parallel the proposals of
that conference. Upon the conclusion of the conference, the commission issued
a statement to the press which was commented upon in a letter to the director
by Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., then Under Secretary of State, as follows : `The
statement is another indication of the notable service in working for an objective
and scientific approach to the problems of international organization which has
marked the publications of the Commission To Study the Organization of Peace
in the past ."'
*
EDUCATION

Page 114 : "When the Dumbarton Oaks proposals were made public, the commission called together the heads of 75 national organizations to discuss a widespread educational program to bring the proposals before the American public .
These groups have been meeting regularly in New York City, discussing both
publications and education techniques . Representatives from the Department
of State have been attending the meetings.
"The commission has cooperated also in the regional conferences at which
representatives of the State Department have met with organizational leaders
in off-the-record discussion of the proposals . Meetings were held in Portland,
Salt Lake City, Detroit, Salina, Dallas, St. Paul, and Atlanta . Large public
conferences on the proposals were held in New York City and other key centers,
the meetings being arranged by the commission's regional offices . In addition,
the commission continued its regular educational program, working with other
national organizations, schools and colleges, labor, farm, and business groups,
and concentrating considerable attention on rural areas and small towns .
"Special institute meetings were held in cooperation with the World Alliance
for International Friendship Through the Churches in Dallas, Tex . ; LaFayette
College, Pa . ; Miami and Winter Park, Fla . ; Chicago, Ill . The regional commissions have held other public conferences and institutes throughout the year ."
The series of lectures which the commission has been sponsoring at the New
School for Social Research has now covered a considerable number of problems
of postwar international organization, dealing with labor, cultural relations,
mandates, plebiscites, the World Court, public health, minorities, moving of
populations, human rights, international education, and an analysis of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals . The lecturers included Clark M . Eichelberger, Prof .
Carter Goodrich, Dr . Walter Kotschnig, Prof . Oscar I . Janowsky, Prof . Quincy
Wright, Dr. C. E. A . Winslow, Dr. Frank L . Lorimer, Mr . Beryl Harold Levy,
Dr . Hans Simons, Dr . Sarah Wambaugh, Dean Virginia C . Gildersleeve, and the
director of the division .
Over 600,000 copies of the commission's reports have been distributed and the
distribution of its popular material numbers 3 1/4 million pieces. A number of
basic pamphlets were published in 1944, including a guide to community activity
and discussion entitled, "The Peace We Want" ; a third revision of a high-school
pamphlet, Toward Greater Freedom ; a revised edition of a farm pamphlet, Win-

project undertaken with the cooperation of the Committee on Art in America
Education and Society ; an analysis and comment on the Dumbarton Oaks pro
posals, prepared by Clark M. Eichelberger. In 3 months 50,000 copies of thi
pamphlet were distributed, it being used by many groups as a basic text .
third printing is now being made .
(Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Yearbook 1946 :)
Pages 24-25 :
UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

"The endowment was invited by the Secretary of State to send representative
to serve as consultants to the American delegation at the United Nations Con
ference on International Organizations held at San Francisco, April 25-June 26
1945, at which the charter of the United Nations was drafted and signed . I
response to this invitation, the endowment was represented at the conference b
Dr. James T. Shotwell, director of the division of economics and history, wh
served as a consultant, and Mr. •ieorge A. Finch, secretary of the endowmen
and director of its division of international law, who served as associate con
sultant . A number of other trustees were present at the conference in an officia
or consultative capacity . Mr. John Foster Dulles was an official adviser to t
American delegation, and Mr. Philip C . Jessup was a technical expert on judicia
organization . Endowment trustees representing other organizations wer
Messrs . David P . Barrows, W. W. Chapin, Ben M. Cherrington, and Harper Sible
Mr. Malcom W . Davis, associate director of the division of intercourse and educa
tion, was the executive officer of the first commission of the conference ."
CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY

"To assist in informing public opinion concerning the foreign policy of th
United States, the endowment sponsored a conference at Washington on No
vember 26-27, 1945, of representatives of national organizations who took par
in a discussion program with officers of the Department of State concernin
America's Commitments for Peace . The secretary of the endowment acte
as its representative in carrying out the details of the conference . Eighty n
tional organizations accepted the endowment's invitation and were represente
by its 125 delegates . The conference was greeted in person by Secretary
State James F. Byrnes. There were four sessions . The first was devoted
World Trade and Peace . The official statement on the subject was made b
Mr. Clair Wilcox, director of the Office of International Trade Policy . Th
second session dealt with Relief and Rehabilitation . Governor Herbert
Lehman, Director General of UNRRA, laid the facts of the situation befor
the conference .
"At the third session, Hon . Dean Acheson, Under Secretary of State, e
plained the official policies toward Germany and Japan . At the concluding se
sion, Mr. Alger Hiss, Secretary General of the United Nations Conference
San Francisco, made a progress report of the United Nations Organizatio
Following the presentation of the leading address or paper at each session
a panel of experts from the Government offices chiefly concerned answered ques
tions propounded by the assembled representatives of the national organization
At a luncheon tendered by the endowment at the close of the conference, Ho
William Benton, Assistant Secretary of State in charge of public affairs, e
plained the International Information Program of the Department of Stat
Letters of commendation have been received from many of the national repre
sentatives who were in attendance, and a letter expressing appreciation o
the cooperation of the endowment was sent by Secretary of State Byrnes
President Butler under date of December 7 ." [Italics supplied .]
*
*
*
s
*
*
Page 45 : "As a result of the continued educational program which the Minn
sota United Nations Committee at St . Paul has conducted for the divisio
throughout the year, there is reason to believe that public sentiment in Minne
sota is favorably inclined toward the United Nations Organization and othe

*

s

*

*

s

SURVEY OF PROGRAMS OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Pages 38-39 : "Following the ratification of the United Nations Charter by the
number of nations required to put it into effect, and in furtherance of a suggestion originally made by a trustee of the endowment for a survey of peace
organizations as to their functions and effectiveness in reaching public opinion
in the United States, the division sent out inquiries to national organizations as
to what they were doing to bring to the attention of their members the commitment of the United States to the United Nations . `Peace' organizations as such
form only part of the program for reaching public opinion in the United States .
A questionnaire was forwarded to 150 organizations in October, of which 29
were `peace' organizations, and the division was gratified to receive answers
from 100 of theta .
"The report, compiled from this survey by Miss Cathrine Borger, of the division staff, showed that practically every organization engaged in popular education of various types, regardless of particular field-scholastic education, citizenship education, religious, service clubs, women's organizations, youth, business, farm, labor, specialized interests-is devoting some part of its programs to
making its membership aware of the commitment of the United States to the
United Nations .
"Among the suggestions received as to methods which should be emphasized
in developing popular knowledge of international organization were the need of
preparing single ilustrated booklets, more use of motion pictures and radio,
forums and discussion groups, as well as development of suitable publications for
schools and colleges. Education of young people was mentioned by a number of
organizations . Six organizations maintained that personal contacts and leadership provided the most effective method, and another stressed the need for dividing efforts between raising the general level of `where people are' and working
with interested groups willing to join in concerted activities . Of major importance were those stressing the necessity of developing material showing what the
United Nations Organization cannot do as well as what it can do, and of full
publicity for every activity of the United Nations, and more especially for the
activities of the United States and its delegates .
"The greatest lack in public education with regard to the American commitment concerns people who are not reached by any organization, since they have
not been interested to join, and do not realize that they too constitute public
opinion and have to assume their responsibilities as citizens not only of the
United States but of the world . The Carnegie Endowment, as an institution
seeking neither members nor maintenance, by dues and contributions, is in a
position both to work with other organizations and also to respond to this need
of primary education ."
Pages 50-52 :
`YORK THROUGH RADIO AND MOTION PICTURES

"During the past year Beyond Victory has been presented each week under
the combined auspices of the World Wide Broadcasting Foundation and the
endowment, over nearly a hundred stations in all parts of the United States
and Canada . This nationally known series of programs, now well into its third
year, has established itself with an audience of discriminating listeners throughout the country as offering interest and authoritative comment or many phases
of postwar adjustment.
"In the spring of 1945 a special group of programs centered around the San
Francisco Conference of the United Nations . Two members of the American
delegation, Dean Virginia C . Gildersleeve and the former Governor of Minnesota, Harold E. Stassen, spoke of the general issues which the conference
faced. Dr. James T. Shotwell and Dr. Raymond Fosdick contrasted the San
Francisco conference with the Paris Conference of 1919 . The problem of
security was discussed by Dr. Quincy Wright, and colonial issues by Dr . Arthur
W. Holcombe and others . The Charter of the United Nations was discussed
by the executive officers of the four commissions at San Francisco : Mr. Malcom
W. Davis, executive officer of the First Commission, spoke on the People Write a

the Third Commission, on The Security Council-How It Works ; and Pr
Norman J . Pabelford, executive officer of the Fourth Commission, on The Chart
and International Justice. The essential purpose in this group of progra
was to clarify the development of the charter in the conference at San Francis
and to explain the functions and powers provided by its sections, for securi
and welfare .

"During the past year many libraries in the United States have asked
be put on a special list to receive copies of Beyond Victory scripts eve
week . About 50 libraries in alll parts of the country are now receiving th
weekly service, and many have applied for its renewal for another year . O
casional Beyond Victory scripts appear on the reading tables of nearly
hundred additional libraries which request them from time to time . Th
are also sent to several leading universities and a substantial number of secon
ary schools in the United States . In addition, shipments of transcriptions
Beyond Victory broadcasts were forwarded to Army camps and hospitals
the United States, averaging from 1 .0 to 12 in each shipment, and to the Mar
anas, Saipan, and the Guadalcanal commands and the European theater . Ma
letters of appreciation hve been received from officers telling how these recor
were used in orientation programs and convalescent wards, and describing t
favorable reaction and resulting value . A letter from the Finney Gener
Hospital, Thomasville, Ga ., says in part, `Your selection of subject matt
seems to be just what we have been looking for in our orientation progra
and I wish to compliment you on the wide selection available on postwar activ
ties.' The transcriptions were also used by the Office of War Information
to the time that organization was dissolved ."
THE ANGLO-AMERICAN FINANCIAL AGREEMENT

Page 111 : "The executive committee concluded that many goals of the commi
tee were at stake in the proposed Anglo-America financial agreement . It w
therefore decided to publish an objective statement concerning the British loa
"Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler wrote the foreward to the resulting brochure
Fifteen Facts on the Proposed British Loan, which was edited by Robert
Gulick, Jr . There was a first edition of 200,000 copies, and a second of 100,0
is now being printed . Hon . W . L . Clayton, Assistant Secretary of State, h
this to say about the Fifteen Facts : "Permit me to congratulate you on an exce
lent job which I am sure will be most helpful in placing the loan before t
public in proper perspective ." Margaret A. Hickey, president of the Nation
Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs, Inc., writes in simil
vein : `In my opinion this is excellent material, presented in a fashion whic
simplifies and clarifies the principal points involved in the legislation no
pending before Congress .'
"The hoard of directors agreed, without dissent, to sponsor a campaign
public education relating to the agreement . A special committee was forme
under the chairmanship of Hon . Charles S . Dewey, former Congressman fro
Illinois, and a vice president of the Chase National Bank . Other members
this committee include : Robert W . Coyne. National Field Director, War F
nance Division, United States Treasury ; Ted R Gamble, Special Assistant to t
Secretary of the Treasury ; William Green, president of the American Federa
tion of Labor ; Eric A . Johnston, president, Chamber of Commerce of the Unit
States ; Philip Murray, president, Congress of Industrial Organizations ; Edwa
A . O'Neal, president, American Farm Bureau Federation ; Philip D . Ree
chairman of the United States Associates of the International Chamber o
Commerce : Anna Lord Strauss, president, National League of Women Voter
and Robert L . Gulick, Jr ."
(Source : Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1947 Yearbook .)
Pages 16-17 :
RECOMMENDATION OF THE PRESIDENT

"Among the special circumstances favorable to an expansion of the endow
ment's- own direct activities, the most significant is . the establishment of t
United Nations with its headquarters' in New York and with the United State

endowed American institution having the objectives, tradition, and prestige of
the endowment to support and serve the United Nations is very great . No other
agency appears to be so favorably situated as is the endowment for the undertaking of such a program . So far as we have been able to ascertain, no other
agency is contemplating the undertaking of such a program . Consequently, .1
recommend most earnestly that the endowment construct its program for the
period that lies ahead primarily for the support and assistance of the United
Nations .
"I would suggest that this program be conceived of as having two objectives .
First, it should be wide-y educational in order to encourage public understanding
and support of the United Nations at home and abroad . Second, it should aid
in the adoption of wise policies both by our own Government in its capacity as a
member . of the United Nations and by the United Nations organization as a . whole.
"The number and importance of decisions in the field of foreign relations with
which the United States will be faced during the next few years are of such
magnitude that the widest possible stimulation of public education in this field
is of major and pressing importance . In furthering its educational objectives
the endowment should utilize its existing resources, such as the International
Relations Clubs in the colleges, and International Conciliation, and should
strengthen its relationships with existing agencies interested in the field of
foreign affairs . These relationships should include close collaboration with other
organizations principally engaged in the study of foreign affairs, such as the
Council on Foreign Relations, the Foreign Policy Association, the Institute of
Pacific Relations, the developing university centers of international studies, and
local community groups interested in foreign affairs of which the Cleveland
Council on World Affairs and the projected World Affairs Council in San
Francisco are examples .
"Of particular importance is the unusual opportunity of reaching large segments of the population by establishing relations of a rather novel sort with the
large national organizations which today are desirous of supplying their members
with objective information on public affairs, including international issues . These
organizations-designed to serve, respectively, the broad interests of business,
church, women's, farm, labor, veterans', educational, and other large groups of
our citizens-are not equipped to set up foreign policy research staffs of their
own . The endowment should supply these organizations with basic information
about the United Nations and should assist them both in selecting topics of
interest to their members and in presenting those topics so as to be most readily
understood by their members . We should urge the Foreign Policy Association
and the Institute of Pacific Relations to supply similar service on other topics of
international significance .
"Exploration should also be made by the endowment as to the possibilities of
increasing the effectiveness or the radio and motion pictures in public education
on world affairs." [Italics supplied .]
(Source : Staley, Eugene, War and the Private Investor, Doubleday, 1935,
pt . III : Towards a Policy, ch . 18, Alternate Courses . of Action, pp . 470-471 :)
"The search for the underlying causes of international investment friction has
revealed that capital investment is a form of contact peculiarly apt to occasion
conflict, while the existing institutions for the adjustment of these conflicts are
not only inadequate but are fundamentally ill-adapted to the task . The defectiveness of the institutions of adjustment arises largely from the fact that the
areas of political loyalty and political organization on which they are based, are
smaller than the area of conflict-producing contact, which today includes practically the whole world . * * *"
*
*
*
*
*
*
"With these general considerations in mind we now turn our attention to
the appraisal of various policies which have been practiced or which may be suggested in connection with the problem of reducing the political friction connected with international private - investment . These policies may be grouped
according to their basic characteristics under three general headings, and will be
so discussed : (1) mere anti-imperialism, (2) national supervision of investments
abroad, (3) denationalization and mondial' supervision of international investments . * * *"
3

The meaning of this special term will be explained later .

A WORLD INVESTMENT COMMISSION

Pages 498-499 : "The functions which might be discharged by a world commi
sion on permanent economic contracts between nations are plentiful and impor
ant enough to justify the creation of such an agency . The World Investme
Commission, if we may give it that name, should begin the development of th
effective supervision by the world community which must gradually undermi
national diplomatic protection and render denationalization of investmen
possible ."

Pages 500-501 : "How would the World Investment Commission operate?
should have the following powers and duties
"To register international loan agreements and concessions ; to make the
terms public ; to regulate their terms in certain respects .
"To collect continuous and accurate information respecting international i
vestment operations and all their ramifications and effects-social and politic
as well as economic.
"To call general conferences on a world or regional basis, or conferences
certain industries (e . g., concession holders, consumers, and states granti
concessions in the oil industry) . These conferences would consider proble
raised by international capital migration, and out of them something akin
world investment legislation might emerge .
"To cooperate with the Mandates Commission of the League of Nations, t
International Labor Organization, commissions on codification of internation
law, and other international agencies whose work has a bearing on the setti
of standards for protection of capital-importing regions against ruthless explo
tation .
"To examine and report on the financial condition of borrowing states 2 a
private enterprises ; to make observations on the political and social implicatio
of specific capital transactions .
"To call attention to any conditions likely to intensify international investme
conflicts or to occasion political friction over investments and to make reco
mendations with respect thereto.
"To endeavor to conciliate disputes, calling conferences of lenders and bo
rowers for this purpose, mediating, arbitrating, seeking to work out compr
mises, employing the services of disinterested experts to provide full social a
economic information on the basis of which equitable adjustments might b
sought.
"To make a public report of its findings where a party to a dispute before t
Commission refuses to come to an agreement which in the opinion of disinterest
conciliators is just and reasonable .
"To publicly advise, after hearings, against further provision of capital
a state or corporation which has failed to observe a contract obligation witho
just cause . This would presumably make the flotation of loans difficult an
where in the world for such a state or corporation . Here is one of the `sanction
which would enable the Commission to take over the function (now exercised
national diplomatic protection) of protecting investors abroad-that is,
guaranteeing minimum standards of fair treatment for the investment interes
of aliens in all countries . If organized on a worldwide basis, this sanction wou
be sufficient in many cases to accomplish more in the way of protection than
now usually accomplished by diplomatic protection . At the same time, it wou
tend to remove investment protection as a pretext for national aggression an
remedy other defects of the system of national diplomatic protection .
"To refer legal questions to the Permanent Court of International Justice or
the World Commercial Court (suggested below) for an advisory opinion or fina
settlement .
"To cooperate with regional organizations like the Pan American Union in t
establishment of regional subcommissions for handling investment problems tha
affect mainly one part of the world."

Page 504 : "This proposal would obviously involve the creation of an inte
national corporation law, probably through an international treaty to be frame
and adopted under the auspices of the League of Nations. * * *"
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

2
The Commission would probably deal with State loans as well as with the privat
investments upon which the discussions of this volume have been focused .

movements and thereby promoting the dual process of denationalization and
mondial supervision, a World Investment Bank might perform useful functions . .
Such a bank would sell its bonds to governments or to private investors and invest the funds so raised in long-term construction projects, such as railways in
South America and China, airways over the world, canals, harbor works, international river improvements, and the like . * * *"
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Pages 512-513 : "A useful contribution to the denationalization of international
investment (and also trade) relationships would therefore be made by the
development of a world `consular service' for the provision of detailed economic
information and the encouragement of world commerce . Such a service could
best be built on the foundation already laid by the excellent work of the League
of Nations and the International Labor Organization in the field of economic
information . * * *"
Pages 515-516 : "The League of Nations : It is worthy of note that practically
all the specific measures proposed in this chapter for dealing with the political
problems raised by international Investments depend in some fashion upon the
presence of a world political organization . If the League of Nations did not exist
it would be necessary to create it, or something like it, before investment problems could be attacked with any hope of success . The League should be supported, strengthened, and developed. Its legislative powers should be increased
and its authority enlarged . Just as the loose league of sovereign States first
established under the Articles of Confederation developed into the Federal
Government of the United States of America, so the League of Nations must
be developed from a confederation of sovereign states into a federal world
government . Of course the United States, which has such a large stake in the
orderly supervision of international investment relationships, should actively encourage this process . An essential step is entry into the League . * * *"
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Pages 517-518 : "International civic training : It is all too evident that the
measures and devices proposed in this chapter can never succeed, cannot even be
tried, unless there is a sufficient sense of world citizenship among the different
peoples of the earth and among their leaders. Such a sense of world citizenship
may be stimulated by a rational appreciation of the worldwide interdependence
of economic, social, and political life, but to be politically effective the emotions
must also be touched and loyalties to new supranational symbols must be developed . Can such loyalties be achieved short of an international working-class
revolution, or can they be achieved by such a revolution? That is one of the most
fundamental questions affecting the future form of social life on this planet . The
development of international attitudes in the schools, world intellectual cooperation, adult education on the interdependence of the modern world, celebration of the heroes common to all mankind-all these things, and many more at
first sight quite unrelated to international investments, have an important
bearing on the specific problem of investment friction .' * * *"
EXCHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUBS

Mr . JOSEPH E . JOHNSON,

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,
New York, N . Y.

APRIL 20, 1954.

DEAR MR . JOHNSON : My contacts with you and the other member of the endowment staff were so pleasant that it is with a keen sense of disappointment that
I now resign myself to writing for certain information instead of visiting you
in person. However, it is becoming increasingly evident that our activities
will require me to spend all my time here .
In the confidential reports, as well as the yearbooks, there are references
to "international polity clubs" which were, as I recall, established by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace in colleges and universities, starting
back in the early days of your organization . However, as you know time
3 Consult Charles E
. Merriam, The Making of Citizens (Chicago, 1931), pp . 310-318,
348, 356 .
49720-54^pt, 1-59

1 . Were these clubs an outgrowth of or connected in any way with the Amer
can Association for International Conciliation, the Institute of Internationa
Education, or any other organizations? (And if so, how did this come about?
2. Were they a development from the "international mind" alcoves?
In the back of my mind there is a vague recollection that during a conversa
tion with Dr . Avirett he mentioned that these clubs resulted in organization o
the Foreign Policy Association or the Council on Foreign Relations. If I a
correct, how did this develop and when?
3. How many such clubs were there in 1938 and how many are there today
if they still exist? If they no longer exist, is that due to positive dissolutio
as an activity of the endowment, or due merely to student and faculty disinteres
or to some other factors?
4. I gather that each yearbooks were sent by the endowment to each o
these clubs . Were these volumes sent without charge, at cost, or at a discount
5 . Were all books selected for distribution in any 1 year sent to all th
clubs? If not, what secondary method of selection was employed, such as th
size of the college or university, or the club membership?
6. How did these clubs come into being at the college or university-in othe
words, did the endowment either by suggestion to the faculty or one of it
members, or through other methods foster the formation of such clubs?
7 . Were lists of books available periodically sent to the colleges and universi
ties, from which the club or faculty adviser made a selection? Or were book
automatically distributed at intervals throughout the year to all institutions
I hope this will not place an undue burden on your staff-but since I canno
foresee a time when a visit to your office might be possible I shall appreciat
very much your sending the information as soon as it is convenient .
With kindest regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,
KATHRYN CASEY,

Legal Analyst .

CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE,
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
NEW YORK, N. Y., April 29, 195,J .
Miss KATHRYN CASEY,

131 Indiana Avenue NW, Washington, D . C .

DEAR MISS CASEY : I, too, regret that you, yourself, could not come to see u

again . In any event, here is the information on the International Relations
Clubs which you requested in your letter of April 22 . For your convenience, th
numbers correspond to those of the questions asked in the letter .
1 . The first student groups in colleges and universities for the serious stud
and objective discussion of international affairs-known as international polity clubs-were organized in the autumn of 1914 under the direction of the
American Association for International Conciliation which, in turn derived
financial support from the Carnegie Endowment . In the fall of 1920 when di
rection of the clubs was transferred to the Institute of International Education
(organized largely under the leadership of Dr . Nicholas Murray Butler with
substantial financial support from the endowment), the name of the clubs was
the endowment in 1924, and the clubs were taken over by the endowment which
changed to international relations clubs. The institute became independent of
the endowment in 1924, and the clubs were taken over by the endowment which
continued actively in charge of them until the spring of 1951 . At this time
the Association of International_ Relations Clubs, established in 1948, assumed
supervision of the club program under a grant-in-aid from the endowment
Although no longer actively directing the club work, the endowment maintained
a relationship with it through having a representative on the association's
executive board.
2 . The clubs were in no way a "development" from the international mind
alcoves, which were an entirely separate phase of the endowment's program
At no time in the past have the clubs had any organizational connection with
the Foreign Policy Association, the Council on Foreign Relations, or any other
organization except those indicated under "1 ."

United Kingdom ; 34 in ] 4 Latin American countries ; 22 in China ; 9 in Japan ;
2 in Korea ; and the remaining 51 in foreign countries including Canada, Egypt,
Greece, Iran, Iraq, Siam, New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, Syria, and India .
In January, 1948, the National Education Association in Washington assumed
leadership for the high school clubs . Information regarding them since then
may be obtained from the association.
In 1954 (April 26) there are 476 clubs in colleges and universities in continental United States ; 1 in Hawaii, and 28 in foreign countries including
Canada, the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Egypt,
India, Japan, Pakistan, Philippine Islands, and Thailand, making a total of 505 .
4. The materials sent to the International Relations clubs in high schools, colleges, and universities were a gift from the endowment, with the understanding
that they would be kept together as a-special IRC collection, in the library or
elsewhere, readily accessible to the club members .
5. All clubs-large or small, in universities and junior and 4-year colleges, in
the United States and foreign countries-received the same books in English
with the exception of some of the groups in Latin American countries which
were sent Spanish translations of some of the English publications or original
Spanish publications . Cooperation with the Latin American clubs was discontinued during the academic year 1947-48 . Pamphlets and mimeographed materials, less specialized and better suited to the age level, were sent to the high
school clubs .
6. Although the endowment never had a field worker as such to -stimulate
interest in the club movement, it maintained a competent "secretariat" in its
offices which carried on correspondence with the clubs, offering encouragement
to both club members and faculty advisers in carrying on the work, as well as
advice when sought, and suggestions for vitalizing club programs. It cooperated
closely with the host clubs in the 12-in 1948 increased to 14-regions throughout the country where annual conferences were held, by helping to set up the
programs, furnishing speakers, and arranging for an endowment representative
to be in attendance at each conference . In the early 1930's letters were sent at
the beginning of the academic year to faculty members at a few selected institutions, informing them of the club work and its advantages . The clubs increased to such an extent in number, however, that this procedure soon became
unnecessary. A great deal of the credit for this growth must be given to the
continued interest of students and faculty members alike, who, upon transferring to a campus without a club, proceeded to organize a new one or reactivate
a former one, and also to the establishment of clubs by students and/or faculty
people who were told about the work by enthusiastic members or advisers of
clubs on other campuses . On receiving an inquiry about the work, the endowment furnished materials descriptive of the club program and suggestions for
organizing a club. The principal requirements for affiliation with the endowment were that the group would meet regularly with a faculty adviser for the
study and discussion of world affairs from an unprejudiced and objective point
of view and that the books should be kept together as a permanent collection .
Upon notification that a club had completed its organization, it was placed upon
the mailing list to receive all club materials .
7 . Two installments of books were automatically distributed to the clubs each
academic year. The books were initially selected by a member of the endowment staff and then submitted for approval to a committee of which Dr. Butler
was chairman . In the first semester the books were sent to clubs which 'notified
the endowment that they were functioning and, ready to receive them, and in
the second semester only to the clubs which had formally acknowledged receipt
of the first, or fall, installment . The distribution of books was discontinued
entirely in the spring of 1947 .
In this connection, you will be interested to know that the Association of
International Relations Clubs has just concluded its Seventh Annual Conference. At the final business session on April 23, the association voted to
affiliate with the Foreign Policy Association, which is better equipped than the
endowment to aid them in planning' their programs for objective study of international problems . At the same time the association passed a resolution thanking the endowment for past services . It was with very real regret that the
endowment came to the end of a long chapter, in which we like to think that a

JosEp$ E . JoHasoN.
MEMORANDUM

JUNE 30, 1954.

Subject : Books distributed by Carnegie Endowment for International Peace .
Since it was impossible to check every volume distributed by the endowmen
through the international mind alcoves or through the international relation
clubs and centers, a random sampling by year mentioned in the yearbooks wa
taken. When Dr. Kenneth Colegrove was in Washington, D . C ., to attend th
hearings before the committee, he was asked to look over the books distribute
in the following years : 1918, 1926, 1928 ; 1931, 1932, 1933, 1938, 1939, 1941, 1943
1944, 1947 .
The authors and books for those years are given below . Those on which Dr
Colegrove commented are in italics .

1918 Yearbook, page 86 ("distributed principally to college libraries and Inter
national Polity Clubs")
C. R . Ashbee : American League To Enforce Peace
E . W . Clement : Constitutional Imperialism in Japan
Cosmos : The Basis of Durable Peace
Robert Goldsmith : A League To Enforce Peace
J. A. Hobson : The New Protectionism
Roland Hugins : The Possible Peace

Harold J. Laski : Studies in the Problem of Sovereignty-"Opposed to th
`national interest'; inclines toward extreme left"
Ramsay Muir : Nationalism and Internationalism
Henry F. Munro, Ellery C. Stowell : International Cases
H. H. Powers : The Things Men Fight For
Bertrand Russell : Why Men Fight
Walter E. Weyl : American World Policies

1926 Yearbook, page 56 ("distributed principally to college libraries an
International Polity Clubs")
Carlton J . H . Hayes : A Political and Social History of Modern Europ
(2 vols .)
Prof. Schille Viallate : Economic Imperialism
George Matthew Dutcher : The Political Awakening of the East

Raymond Leslie Buel : International Relations"Globalist"

1931 Yearbook, page 67 :
Butler, Nicholas Murray : The Path to Peace
Eberlein, Marks, and Wallis : Down the Tiber and Up to Rome
Ellis, M . H . : Express to Hindustan
Keenleyside, Hugh L . : Canada and the United States
Larson, Frans August : Larson, Duke of Mongolia
Olden, Rudolf : Stresemann
Patrick, Mary Mills : Under Five Sultans
Phillips, Henry A . : Meet the Germans

Read, Elizabeth F . : International Law and International Relations-"Rathe
leftist"
Redfield, Robert : Tepoztlan (Mexico)
de la Rue, Sidney : Land of the Pepper Bird (Liberia)
Russell, Phillips : Red Tiger (Mexico)
Ryhd, Hanna : Land of the Sun-God (Egypt)
Sassoon, Sir Philip : The Third Route
Sheng-Cheng : A Son of China
Street, C . J . C . : Thomas Masaryk of Czechoslovakia
Waldrom, Webb : Blue Glamor (the Mediterranean)

Chase, Stuart : Mexico-"Mildly left"
Colum, Padraic : Cross Roads in Ireland
Forbes, Rosita : Conflict
Hindus, Maurice : Humanity Uprooted-"Marxiari `slant"
Ilin, M . : New Russia's Primer
McBride, Robert M . : Romantic Czechoslovakia
McMullen, Laura W. Building the Word Society'- "Globalist"
Morton, H . V. : In Search of Scotland
Ross, Sir . E. Denison : The Persians
Strong, Anna Louise : The Road to the Grey Pamir-"Well Known Communist"
Van Dyke, John C. : In Egypt
Wagner, Ellasue : Korea
Wortham, N . E. : Mustapha Kemal of Turkey
Andrews, Fanny Fern : The Holy Land Under Mandate
Arendtz, Herman F. : The Way Out of Depression,,
Bratt, K. A. : That Next War?
de Madariga, Salvadore : Disarmament-"Ultra globalist and aimed at submergence of `national interest' " Harper, Samuel G . : .Making Bolsheviks
Hudson, Manley 0 . : The World Court
Ilin, U. : New Russia's Primer
League of Nations : Ten Years of World Cooperation
Lefebure, Victor : Scientific Disarmament
MacNair, Harley F . : China in Revolution
Mitchell, N . P . : Land Problems and Policies in the African Mandates of the
British Commonwealth
Moulton, H . G. : Japan : An Economic and Financial Appraisal
1933 Yearbook, pages-77, 80 :
Angell, Norman : The Unseen Assassins-"Globalist"
Casey, Robert J . : Baghdad and Points East'
Cohen-Portheim, Paul : England, the Unknown Isle
Desmond, Alice Curtis : Far Horizons
Hedin, Sven : Across the Gobi Desert
Hudson, Manley 0. : Progress in International . Organization
Jones, Amy Heminway : An Amiable Adventure
Mackall, Lawton : Portugal for Two
Monson, Ronald A. : Across Africa on Foot
Morton, H . V. : In Search of Ireland, In Searchh of Wales
Patterson, Ernest Minor : America : World Leader or World Ledf-"Globalist"
Phillips, Henry Albert : Meet the Japanese
Raiguel and Huff : This Is Russia
'Thomas, Valentine : Young Europe
Tsurumi, Yusuke : The Mother
Angell, Sir Norman : The Unseen Assassins
Clark, Grover : Economic Rivalries in China
Cory, Ellen : Compulsory Arbitration
Escher, Franklin : Modern Foreign Exchange
Morley, Felix : The Society of Nations
Morse and MacNair : Far Eastern International Relations
Moulton and Pasvolsky : War Debts and World Prosperity
Salter, Sir Arthur : Recovery, the Second Effort-"Globalist"
Patterson, Ernest Minor : America-World Leader or World Led?
Ware, Edith E . : Business and Politics in the Far East-"Doubtful"
1938 Yearbook, page 55 : "This material is directed in some instances only to the
trustees of the endowment, in other cases to a wider though limited circle of those
directly connected with the endowment and in still other cases to a comprehensive
list of those interested in international questions * * * Among the books so
distributed may be cited : * * *"
James T . Shotwell : On the Abyss-"Globalist"
William T . Stone and Clark M . Eichelberger : Peaceful Change-"Globalist
and leftist. Regarding W. T. Stone, see the report of the McCarran subcomimittee. Stone was closely associated with Edward Carter of I . P. R ."

Florinsky, Michael T . : Fascism and National Socialism
IHorrabin, J . F . : An Atlas of the Empire .
Lichtenberger, Henri : The Third Reich
Miller, Spencer, Jr. : What the I. L . O: Means to America
Peers, E. Allison : The Spanish Tragedy
Staley, Eugene : Raw Miterials in Peace and War

Salter, Sir Arthur : World Trade and Its Future-"Globalist"

Vinacke, Harold M . : A History of the Far East in Modern Times
Willert, Sir Arthur and others : The Empire in the World
1939 Yearbook, page 62
Angell, Norman : The Defense of the Empire

Angell, Norman : Peace with the Dictators?-"Globalist"

Butler, Nicholas Murray : The Family of Nations
Davies, E . C . : A Wayfarer in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania
Fergusson, Erna : Venezuela
Fry, Varian : War in China
Hamilton, Alexander, and others : The Federalist
Jackson, Joseph Henry : Notes on a Drum
Lewis, Elizabeth Foreman : Portraits from a Chinese Scroll
Loewenstein, Prince' Hubertus Zu : Conquest of the Past
Lyons, Eugene : Assignment in Utopia
MacManus, Seumas : The Rocky Road to Dublin
Miller, M . S. and J . L. : Cruising the Mediterranean
Farmer, Charles B . : West Indian Odyssey
Roberts, Stephen H . : The House That Hitler Built
Sterne, Emma Gelders : European S" •mmer

Streit, Clarence K. : Union Now-` Globalist and submersion of national int
est. Fallacious in his analogy of Union of American States in 1781 w
world federation"
Strode, Hudson : South by Thunderbird

1941 Yearbook, page 54
Benes, Eduard : Democracy Today and Tomorrow

Bisson, T . A . . American Policy in the Far East, 1931-19-"Pro-Communist"
Butler, Nicholas Murray : Why War?
Dulles, Allen W ., and Armstrong, Hamilton Fish : Can America Stay Neutra
"Ultraglobalists"
Florinsky, Michael T . : Toward an Understanding of the U . S. S. R.
Ford, Guy Stanton (editor) : Dictatorship in the Modern World
Lippmann, Walter : Some Notes on War and Peace
Marriott, Sir John A . R . : Commonwealth or Anarchy?

Patterson, Ernest Minor : Economic Bases of Peace
Saerchinger, Cesar : The Way Out of War
Shotwell, James T. : What Germany Forgot

Viton, Albert : Great Britain, an Empire in Transition

1939 Yearbook, page 39 : "Among leftist speakers sent to conferences by
Carnegie Endowment were Vera Micheles Dean and Dr. Eugene Staley. M
Dean and Max Lerner also were included in the 1941 list
."
1944 Yearbook, page 103 :

Hunt, Dr. Erling (Teachers College) : Citizens for a New World, yearbook
Commission for Orzanization of Peace-" Ultraglobali8t"
1944 Yearbook, page 48

Clark, Evans (editor) : Wartime Facts and Postwar Problems : A Study
Discussion Manual

Committee on Africa : Africa
Duffett, W . E ., Hicks, A . R. and Parkin, G . R. : India Today
Hambro, C . J . : How to Win the Peace

Maclver, R . M . : Toward an Abiding Peace-"Extremely globalist and careless
of the American `national interest"'

Mowat, R. B . and Slosson, Preston : History of the-English-Speaking Peoples
Pares, Sir Bernard : Russia
Peffer, Nathaniel : A Basis for Peace in the Far East
Reves, Emery : A Democratic Manifesto
Stembridge, Jasper H ., An Atlas of the U . S. S. R.
Thomas, Elbert D . : Thomas Jefferson : World Citizen
Welles, Sumner : The world of the Four Freedoms
1944 Yearbook, page 52
Broderick, Alan H . : North Africa
Chiang Kai-shek, Generalissimo : All We Are and All We Have
Chiang Kai-shek, Madame : We Chinese Women
Follett, Helen : Islands on Guard
Gatti, Allen and Attilio : Here is Africa
Goodell, Jane : They Sent Me to Iceland
Hambro, C. J. : How to Win the Peace
Henley, Constance Jordan : Grandmother Drives South
Hutchison, Bruce : The Unkonwn Country
Lanks, Herbert C . : Pan American Highway through South America

Lattimore, Owen : America and Asia-"Subtle propaganda along Communist
line . Lattimore cited in McCarran subcommittee report as part of Communist cell in the Institute of Pacilic Relations"

Maisel, Albert Q . : Africa : Facts and Forecasts
Massock, Richard G . : Italy from Within
Pares, Sir Bernard : Russia

Peffer, Nathaniel : Basis for Peace in the Par East-"Leftist . See McCarran
subcommittee report"

Representatives of the United Nations : The People's Peace
Welles, Sumner : The World of the Four Freedoms
1947 Yearbook, pages 48, 51 :

The Soviet Union Today, An Outline Study : American Russian Institute"Favorable to U. S. S . R."

The United Nations Economic and Social Council : Herman Finer .
America and the New World : The Merrick lectures, 1945.
Perpetual Peace : Immanuel Kant .
Political Handbook of the World, 1946 : Walter H. Mallory, editor.
Germany Is Our Problem : Henry Morgenthau, Jr .
The Atomic Age Opens : Editors of pocket books .
America's Stake in Britain's Future : George Soule .
Peoples Speaking to Peoples : Llewellyn White and Robert D, Leigh .
The United Nations in the Making : Basic Documents : World Peace Foundation .
The Soviet Union Today : American Russian Institute

The Chrysanthemum and the Sword : Ruth Benedict .
The World Today : Nicholas Murray Butler.
Sun Yat-sen : t3tephen Chen and Robert Payne .
Britain : Partner for Peace : Percy E . Corbett-"Extremely globalist"
The United Nations Economic and Social Council : Mrman Finer.
Brazil : An Interpretation : Gilberto Freyre .
Greece : A. W . Gomme.
Our Son, Pablo : Alvin and barley Gordon .
France, Short History : Albert Guerard .
Iran : William S . Haas.
And the Bravest of These : Katharine Roberts.
New Zealand : Philip L . Soljak .
Peace Atlas of Europe : Samuel Van Valkenburg.
The Story of the Dutch East Indies : Bernard H . M. Vlekke .
The French Canadian Outlook : Mason Wade.
Originally it had been intended to have others in addition to Dr . Colegrove
make notations on these and other books distributed by the Carnegie Endowment,

KATHRYN CASEY,
EXHIBIT-PART II . ROCKEFELLER

Legal Analyst

EXCERPTS FROM ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION . AND MATERI
TAKEN FROM OTHER SOURCES FROM 1929 TO 1952

(Source : The Rockefeller Foundation, 1932 annual report, pp . 274-275 : 1,
ECONOMIC PLANNING AND CONTROL

"Events of the past 3 years have made strikingly evident the tremendo
social losses occasioned by the ups and downs of modern business enterpri
Much physical suffering, illness, mental disorder, family disintegration, crim
and political and social instability trace their origin to economic causes . In
time of depression, when enterprise is halted and millions of the unemployed a
unable to command the necessities of life, the question is insistently heard, W
does this distressing situation arise in a country where raw materials exist
plenty, where technological equipment is of the best, and where workers a
eager to apply their productive capacities? The opportunity and need f
scientific attack on the problem of economic maladjustment are unmistable . T
foundation views this field as highly important and well adapted to researc
"For several years various studies and organizations concerned with econo
stabilization have been supported . It is believed that a more complete kno
edge of the working of our present economic system-e . g ., of conditions
revealed by realistic, statistical studies of unemployment ; the characteristi
methods, and hazards of specified industrial enterprises ; the complex forc
operating in a competitive society in a number of specific situations-must su
ply the necessary basis for planning an effective economic organization ."

(Source : The Rockefeller Foundation, 1.936 annual report, pp. 55-56 :)
"* * * As one reviews the history of the men and women who, over the la
20 years, have received fellowships from the foundation, the record appea
most gratifying . . Today, they are occupying positions of importance and d
tinction in nearly every country of the world . They are on university facultie
they are connected with research laboratories ; they hold strategic governmen
positions ; they are carrying on significant and productive work in wide fie
of knowledge. Some of them, indeed, have gained outstanding recognition, su
as the award of the Nobel prize . It would be idle to assume, of course, th
their leadership and their contribution to scientific thought are the results sole
of their fellowship experience . Doubtless, many of them would have gain
eminence without this experience, or would have obtained the experience
other ways . But it is a, satisfaction to record the subsequent success of high
promising men and women, picked largely from the younger generation, to wh
the foundation is proud to have been of some assistance ."
(Source : The Rockefeller Foundation, 1937 annual report, pp . 57-58 :)
'THE DEBACLE IN CHINA

"Last year, in the Review, the following sentence appeared : `China tod
stands on the threshold of a renaissance . The Chinese National Government, t
gether with many provincial and county authorities and private organization
are attempting to make over a medieval society in terms of modern knowledg
"This proud ambition, in which the foundation was participating, has be
virtually destroyed by the events of the last . 6 months. The program w
primarily a program of rural reconstruction and public health . It was root
in promising Chinese institutions . like Nankai University in Tientsin, and t
National Central University and the National Agricultural Research Bureau, bo
in Nanking. It was promoting studies in subjects like animal husbandry a
agriculture ; it was carrying on broadly based field experimentations ; and it w
training men and women for administrative posts in rural and public heal
work .

as army barracks . The field units in mass education and public health are so
completely scattered that it is practically impossible to locate them . The work,
the devotion, the resources, the strategic plans of Chinese leaders for a better
China, have disappeared in an almost unprecedented cataclysm of violence .
"At the moment there is nothing further to report . The foundation still maintains its office in Shanghai . Whether there will be an opportunity to pick up
the pieces of this ;broken program at some later date, no one can foretell ."
(Source : The Rockefeller Foundation, 1940 annual report, pp . 2 73-277 : )
NATIONAL INSTITUTE of PUBLIC AFFAIRS

"The foundation continued its support of the national institute's experimental
program of recruiting and training personnel for the Federal services by a grant
of $105,000 for the 3-year period from October 1, 1941 . .For the past 5 years,
the program has involved the annual placement of approximately 50 graduate
students preparing for public service careers_, in agencies of, the ; Federal Govern
ment for a year of practical apprenticeship. The institute also-selves as a clearinghouse of information and as a liaison agency in matters relating to this recruitment and training program . Sixty percent of its "internes" are now in the
Federal service ; several are in State and local or other government services, and
a number are continuing graduate study.
"The institute hopes to continue its program 'directed toward developing a
more effective means of recruitment of persons for Government service, especially for its influence in improving the relations between the Federal authorities
and the educational institutions of the country ."
(Source : The Rockefeller Foundation, 1941 annual report .)
Pages 230-231 :
INSTITUTIONAL GRANTS

"Council on Foreign Relations
"Each study group consists of specialists in designated areas in the various
problems to be dealt with . The program permits ,the continuous examination of
events related to problems of special interests of this country,' and' the assembly
and interpretation of research material . Each group works under the leadership
of a rapporteur . A steering committee composed of the rapporteurs and the
leading officers of the council is responsible for the general planning, the coordination of the activities of the groups, and the interchange of material and points of
view .
"More than 250 memoranda on special subjects had been prepared before the
end of 1.941 . These had been furnished to the Government services .charged
with handling the various questions discussed . Many representatives of these
services had also participated in the discussion of the study groups ."
"Foreign Policy Association
"The former project is concerned primarily with the organization of educational
work in relation to world problems, collaboration with colleges, schools, forums,
women's clubs, youth groups, labor programs, agricultural clubs, etc . Its purpose
is the preparation and distribution of educational material in the field of international affairs and the encouragement of discussion of such . material. A special
series of `Headline Books,' published since 1935, is one aspect of the publication
program . At least 15 titles have been added to the list over the past 3 years .
Study materials which supplement these books are used by various groups
throughout the country . Several of the `Headline Books' have been translated
into Spanish and distrbuted in South America .
"It is hoped to establish effective bases of cooperation with leading 'national
organizations serving the cause of public education in the United 'States, and
with Government agencies actively concerned with increasing general knowledge
and understanding of problems of American foreign policy.
"In view of the current world situation, the Foreign Policy Association will
concentrate its research during the coming year in three main fields : (1) Developments in the occupied countries of Europe ; (2) political and economic trends
in Latin America ; and (3) problems of postwar reconstruction .
49720-54-pt . 1---60

conducts a series of broadcasts now distributed through 70 stations. Its Wash
ington bureau collects firsthand information on current issues of American foreig
policy . The association also maintain a Latin American Information Service
which published until the end of 1941 its biweekly Pan American News, furnish
ing background material on political and economic trends in Latin America
countries."
Pages 233-234 :

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES.

"Yale University
"The institute, founded in 1935, had the following objectives : To promote basi
research in international relations with particular attention to studies designe
to clarify American foreign policy ; to develop a broad and well-rounded progra
of education , and trainili'g in international relations on both the undergraduat
and graduate level ; to evolve procedures of coordination and integration amon
the various social sciences in the analysis of international problems ; and to ai
in the postdoctoral training of younger scholars in the general field of inter
national relations .
"The research program of the institute included many projects centering aroun
problems' of American foreign policy, but designed also to interpret the role o
power in international affairs, and the relation of national policies to militar
policies and principles of grand strategy .
"Four major studies have been published and several others are nearing co
pletion . Certain of the projects are being carried on in conjunction with Govern
ment departments . Among the specific subjects proposed for study are : Pro
lems of national defense ; United States and the future order of Europe ; hem
spheric unity ; the geographic basis of foreign policy ; and inter-American trad
relations .
"The program of education has been closely coordinated with the researc
program . The projected program for the next few years will not represent an
substantial change in policy . A combined social science approach will stres
analytical rather than historical methods ."
(Source : The Rockefelle Foundation, annual report for 1942 .)
Pages 179-189 :
THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

"Social Science Research Council
"Washington personnel office . Even before the United States entered the wa
a vital need was felt in Washington for an agency to promote more effecti
utilization of social scientists . In the stress of the prewar emergency the N
tional Government had recruited many thousands of persons trained in the soci
sciences ; later, of course, the demand greatly increased .
"It was foreseen that unless the recruitment policies were integrated and wise
administered severe shortages would result and skilled talent would be squan
dered .
"After a careful study of the problem the Social Science Research Council set
an office in Washington to work in cooperation with Government agencies
three tasks : (1) Consulting with Government agencies on policies and metho
of recruitment ; (2) advising with individuals who wished to contribute the
talents where they could be utilized most effectively ; and (3) consulting wi
university officals regarding the temporary release of members of their facultie
"The Council already had joined with other national scientific councils
promoting the roster of scientific and specialized personnel, but responsible off
cials felt that this was not enough . Now, the office which has been set up
Washington provides a place to which persons may turn for extragovernment
ad\,ice concerning social science problems . Similar services had earlier be
provided for engineers and specialists in the various field of medical and natur
sciences ."

"The agencies through which society will seek to meet its diverse problems are
multiform, and total effort, whether for defense or for the postwar world, will
receive its primary direction through the agency of Government . For the past 7'
years the foundation has supported the activities of the public administration
committee, whose original objectives were to capture and record and lay the basis
for the appraisal of measures initiated in the United States for grappling with the
consequences of the worldwide social and technological changes that were taking
place . The end objective was, if possible, to add to the store of principles of
administration so that administrators who must make decisions might profit by
recent and current experience .
"The committee formulated a series of major studies of two general types :
(1) Administrative problems of new and emerging governmental activities ;
and (2) appraisal and review of significant developments in administration of
the last 3 decades.
"More recently the committee has focused its resources and attention mainly
on planning and stimulating rather than on executing research . A broadening of
the program : to include the field of government, with public administration
as one sector is now contemplated. Such a program would deal less with the
mechanics of administration than with the development of sound bases of policy
determination and more effective relationships in the expanding governmental
structure."
(Source : The Rockefeller Foundation, 1943 annual report, pp . 178-179 :)
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

"Council on Foreign Relations
"The war and peace studies project of the council was organized 'shortly
after the outbreak of hostilities in 1939 for the purpose of furnishing such
scholarly contributions to the work of the Government as an unofficial agency
can make in wartime . Studies have centered around five main fields : strategy
and armaments, economics and finance, political questions, territorial questions, and the peace aims of European nations . Since the inception of the
project 541 memoranda have been sent to Washington dealing with subjects
selected by both the council and the Government . The research is carried
on by the study group method and the membership of these groups includes
persons especially qualified by training and experience, both in Government,
service and out, as well as members of the council's research staff . The foundation has appropriated $60,800 for the continuation of these studies in 1944 . The
interest which has been shown in . these studies has led the council to arrange
during the coming year for a wider distribution of various memoranda based
on ; solve of them, both inside the Government and to selected individuals in
private organizations ."
s
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Pages 186-187 : "The grants in international relations were for the support
of agencies, devoted to studies, to teaching, to service to Government and to public and exprt education . Collectively these grants assume that it is not p ossible .
to guarantee peace but that the way to work toward it is to strengthen `the,
infinity of threads that bind peace together .' To that end the foundation made
grants for the support of studies and related activities of the following institutions : Foreign Policy Association, Royal Institute of International Affairs
(London'), Swedish Institute of International Affairs (Stockholm), and the
economic, financial, and transit department of the League of Nations . The importance to peace of our relations with, and an understanding of, Russia was
reflected in two grants to Columbia University for the Russian institute of its
School of International Affairs . The sum of $60,000 was appropriated to the
Council on Foreign Relations for the continuation of its war and peace studies.
A special grant of $152,000 was made to the Royal Institute of International
Affairs for a history of the war and the peace settlement . The Institute for
Advanced Study at Princeton received $40,000 for a study of the problems of international civil aviation . Fifteen thousand dollars was granted to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to aid in the development of a course in international relations for engineers ."

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

"Columbia University School of International Affairs, Russian institute
"Increased efficiency and rapidity of transportation and communication ha
ended for this country the possibility of isolation, either as a physical fact or as
national policy . Those responsible for the management of the interests of t
United States, whether in governmental of nongovernmental capacities, will o
necessity be increasingly concerned with the institutions, mores and policie
of other nations and peoples . There must therefore be developed with th
United States a body of men and women with a broad understanding of inter
national affairs who have in addition training as functional or regional special
ists. Only a body of men and women so trained will provide a reservoir fro
which experts capable of handling the increasingly complex and intricate prob
lems of international affairs can be drawn .
"For some time Columbia University has been exploring the desirability
establishing at the university a school of international affairs . The . !reco
mendation that such a school he created was made in 1945 and included , t
proposal for establishment of six institutes designed to develop special ,knowl
edge and understanding of certain of the so-called power and problem areas o
the world . It is planned to assemble in these institutes groups of outstandin
scholars who have specialized in specific geographical areas . The universit
suggests that a British Commonwealth institute, a French institute, a Germa
institute, a Russian institute, an East Asian institute, and an institute of Lati
American affairs be created . The Rockefeller Foundation has made a 5-yea
grant of $250,000 to Columbia University toward the development of a Russia
institute."
(Source : The Rockefeller Foundation, 1945 annual report, p . 199 :)
UNITED NATIONS INFORMATION OFFICE, NEW YORK

"One of the elements vital to the future success of world cooperation is t
immediate accessibility of the huge documentation of the United Nations 'G4thfe
enee in San Francisco, which, by an almost unprecedented action or the confe
ence, was made available for prompt public examination and study . With respe
to many crucial issues the really significant material is not the formal langua
of the articles of the Charter, but the Interpretation contained in the repor
and discussions of the various committees . The conference, however, had
means' of publishing this material . The secretariat which staffed the conferenc
ceased to exist at the closing of the conference . The new secretariat is deali
with the future rather than with the past . The United Nations Informatio
Office, therefore, with the consent of the authorities of the conference, is publis
ing the official document of the conference in cooperation with the Library o
Congress ."

(Source : The Rockefeller Foundation, 1946 annual report :)
Pages 8-9 : "The challenge of the future is to make this world one worldworld truly free to engage in common and constructive intellectual efforts tha
will serve the welfare of mankind everywhere ."

Pages 32-33 : "International relations :
"The grants in this field went to agencies which conduct research and educati
designed to strengthen the foundations for a more enlightened public opinion a
more consistent public policies . * * *"
" * * * This parallels the grant of $152,000 made in 1945 to the Royal Institut
to enable Arnold Toynbee to write a history of international relations from 19
to 1949. An appropriation of $300,000 was made to the food research institu
of Stanford University for the preparation, in collaboration with experts fr
many countries, of a history and appraisal of the world's experience in handli
food and agriculture (luring World War II . 'Another grant was for the purpo
of assisting the United Nations information office to reproduce the documentati
of the first General Assembly and Preparatory Commission of the United Nation
The Brookings Institution was given a fund which will enable Dr . Leo Pasvolsk
who was special assistant to the Secretary of State for International Organiz
tion and Security Affairs, to analyze the background of the development of t

machinery . *
Page 40 : "In this connection, mention might be made of the appropriations,
vote'" in 1946, through the foundation's division of the social sciences, of
$2 ;000 to the Institute of Pacific Relations, $60,000 of which went to the
American Council and $173,000 to the Pacific Council . Much of the work of
this organization is related to the training of personnel, the stimulation of language study and the conduct of research on problems of the Far East . It is part
of the pattern by which, from many different directions and points of view,
efforts are being made to bring the West and the East into closer understanding ."
Pages 182-183 :

"The Brookings Institution

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

"The developing foreign policies of the United States as one of the major
powerssharing world leadership are to be appraised under the new internationalrelations program of the Brookings Institution . Each of the studies is an integral
part of a research plan geared to those international-relations problems with
which the United States either is, or will be, concerned. This problem approach is
intended to aid in formulating enlightened public opinion in training specialists
in international affairs, and in aiding governmental agencies dealing with foreign
relations ::. An annual seminar will endeavor to train specialists and aid teachers
of international relations . A 1-year grant of $75,000 was made by the foundation
in support of this program .
"Two annual surveys will be published. One of these will examine American
foreign policies, but with particular attention to the problems directly ahead
and to the factors likely to determine their solution . The second survey will
consider the foreign policies of other nations, especially the major powers, and
how these are being harmonized through the United Nations and its related
agencies.
"Five major studies are in progress : The United Nations Charter and its effect
on'the powers, duties, and functions of the U . N . ; the foreign policy objectives of
the five major powers ; the general effectiveness of international organizations
and conferences as methods of diplomacy ; present-day factors making for economic war or for economic peace in international relations ; and changes in
international security concepts resulting from technological and strategic
developments.
"Dr . Leo Pasvolsky, who has been in Government service since 1934, has now
returned to the Brookings Institution as director of these studies ."
Pages 190-191 :

"Institute of Pacific Relations
' "'The Institute of Pacific Relations, an unofficial international organization
with a number of constituent national bodies or councils, aims"to increase knowl-

edge : of economic, social, cultural, and political problems of the Pacific area .
Training personnel, stimulating language teaching as well as curriculum attention
to the Far' East in general, and publishing research studies, are the institute's
chief means of spreading knowledge . The distribution of educational materials
to secondary schools and to the Armed Forces increased significantly during the
past several years."
Pages 192-193 :
United Nations Information Ofce, New York
" The importance of preventing possible serious misinterpretations of actions
of international bodies due to unavailability of actual documents on transactions
was recognized when the foundation early in 1946 appropriated $16,177 to the
I n,1ted;,Natious Information Office, New York, toward the cost of reproducing
the documentation of the Preparatory Commission in London and of the sessions
of the First General Assembly of the United Nations Organization . Preparatory
Commission documents were . microfilmed in London and the film flown daily from
the Interim Organization to the United Nations office in New York and reproduced here by photo-offset within 24 hours of their arrival . Fifty or sixty copies
were sent to the Department of State and to key libraries throughout the country .

permit the reproduction of these documents and their distribution as promptl
as possible."
(Source : The Rockefeller Foundation, 1947 annual report, pp . 39-41,43-44 : )
APPROACHES TO PEACE

"Work which looks toward more adequate analysis and understanding of th
issues in international relations continued to hold an important place in th
grants made by the Rockefeller Foundation in 1947 in the field of the socia
sciences ."

"Meanwhile we cannot neglect the direct approach to the overwhelming crisi
of our generation, and for its part the foundation has contributed substantia
sums over the last decade to organizations and projects that are concerned wit
the issues of international relations . This policy was, of course, continued i
1947. For example, the sum of $225,000 was given to Brookings Institution i
support of its broad program of research and education in the field of foreig
policy. This program, under the leadership of Dr . Leo Pasvolsky, involves
among other objectives, five basic studies :
"(1) Origin and Interpretation of the United Nations Charter .
"(2) Foreign Policy Objectives of the Major Powers.
"(3) Influences, Making for Economic War or Economic Peace in Internationa
Relations,'
11 (4) New Concepts of International Security.
"(5) International Organizations and Conferences as New Methods o
Diplomacy.
"In addition, Brookings Institution, as part of its program in the training o
specialists, has planned an annual 2-week seminar for about 100 teachers of inter
national relations .

"Still another appropriation-in the amount of $75,000-was given for th
creation of senior fellowships at the Russian institute of the School of Inter
national Affairs at Columbia University . The Russian institute, toward whos
creation in 1945 the foundation contributed $250,000, is without doubt the leading
graduate school in the United States in the field of Russian studies . In additio
to the Russian language, its basic curriculum provides : (1) A broad backgroun
and training in 5 disciplines (history, economy, law and government, internationa
relations, and the social and ideological aspects of literature) as applied t
Russia ; (2) an intensive research training in one of these 5 disciplines electe
by the student ; and (3) fundamental graduate training in the broader aspect
of this elected discipline .
"The-senior fellowships will make it possible to bring to the institute for ad
vanced training some of those persons who are now conducting instruction i
Russian subjects in other universities, thus enabling them to broaden thei
equipment and develop their effectiveness in Russian research .
"Other grants . by the foundation in 1947 in this general field of internationa
relations include the following
"(1) The Royal Institute of International Affairs ($50,625)-a supplemen
to an earlier grant toward Prof . Arnold J. Toynbee's study of the historyof th
war and of the peace settlement .
"(2) Commission of the Churches on International Affairs ($15,000)-fo
preparations for conferences on the role of churches in international relations .
"(3) Johns Hopkins University ($37,400) -for a study of the trends and force
which affect the United States in its international relations .
"(4) Netherlands Institute of International Affairs ($25,000)-for a broadl
based European conference on the economic and cultural aspects of the Germa
problem .
"(5) Council on Foreign Relations ($60,000)-for general support . '

"The range and variety of grants of this type made during 1947 may be
briefly indicated . The American Council of Learned Societies received $12,000
for the work of its committee on Near Eastern studies, $25,000 for the -translation into English of important Russian works, and $100,000 to augment the
supply of materials needed for teaching and research on Slavic studies ; the
University of Pennsylvania, $60,000 for the development of studies of modern
India ; the University of Washington, $150,000 for studies of the Far East ; Yale
University, $25,000 toward the support of a group of advanced students of the
Far East ; the University of California, $30,000 to develop' intensive instruction
in Slavic and Far Eastern languages, and $100,000 for the development of Junior
personnel in Slavic studies ; Columbia University, $25,000, likewise for Slavic
studies ; Indiana University, $27,500 for the development of studies of Eastern
Europe, principally Finland and Hungary ."
Pages 189-190 :
THE FUNCTIONING OF AMERICAN POLITICAL DEMOCRACY

"Pacific Coast Board of Inter-Governmental Relations
"The foundation gave its support in 1947 to a pioneering educational experiment in integrovernmental relationships at the working level . On the Pacific
coast the Governors of Washington, Oregon, and California, the chairman of the
3 State Leagues of Cities and State Associations of County Commissioners, and
the coast regional chiefs of 11 Federal agencies, have created a Board of Intergovernmental Relations . The board aims to improve and coordinate government
through meetings for the discussion of common problems, and acts as -a nonprofit
association solely to inform its individual members, and through them the public,
of general and current problems . It takes no action, directly or indirectly, which
might be construed as carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation .
"Thus far every meeting has had virtually full attendance, from the three
Governors down . Typical subjects discussed to date include Federal-State-local
tax and fiscal relationships ; division of welfare costs ; forest development, conservation, and protection ; educational programs for veterans and nonveterans ;
problems of minorities in metropolitan centers ; employment and unemployment ;
public-works planning and timing ; adequate housing programs ; industrial reconversion ; availability of materials ; and surplus property disposal ."
s

s

•
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Pages 190-191 :
"National Institute of Public Affairs
"The National Institute of Public Affairs recruits from the immediate graduates of the colleges and universities in the country talent for administrative . and
management posts in the Government of the United States and other juridictions. Sponsored by a board of public-minded citizens and acting as a liaison unit
between the colleges and universities and the Federal departments, it has completed the 12th year of its unique public service training program, under which 30
to 50 college graduates each year have been selected . and given rotating assignments on a nonsalarled basis within Federal agencies . The institute provides intensive orientation, supervision, and a carefully planned program of reading,
studies, and conferences with public officials.
"The foundation has supported this program since 1935 . Maintenance for
about half the interns is financed by funds or followships raised by various colleges or their alumni . Encouraging is the competition and career interest which
the program stimulates on college campuses throughout the country ; also the
rapidity with which graduates of the institute have risen to positions of responsibility in public life :
"A natural complementary development, guided by the institute in its first
stages is a parallel Inservice training program, for selected personnel of some
15 Federal departments or agencies, which is now in its seventh 6-month session
under a coordinator furnished by the Civil Service Commission . The departments
of State, War, Navy, Commerce, and Agriculture, are supplementing this with
coordinated programs of their own ."

for basic information on the economic and political structure of the world an
on the trends and forces which prevail and collide in various parts of the worl
and which affect the United States in its international relations . It is no
enough-to point out these trends and forces ; it is essential to measure an
weigh them.
"At Johns Hopkins University, Dr . W. S . Woytinsky has undertaken a piec
of work which should help to answer this demand by giving an inclusive sta
tistical picture of the different patterns of life of all nations of the globe an
of the conditions in which they are facing the future . It will provide at leas
a partial background for discussion of such problems as the future of variou
races and continents ; the fate of colonial empires ; relations between industria
and agricultural nations ; growth or decline of foreign trade ; competition o
raw materials, sources of energy, and means of transportation within the worl
economy ; and conditions of world prosperity and peace. The work goes beyon
the simple source book of statistics of international interest, in that these sta
tistics are selected and organized with reference to specific problems of inter
national importance . The resulting volume, America in the Changing World
should be valuable in promoting a better understanding of statistics, not as
mathematical discipline but as quantitative thinking on human affairs . Th
Rockefeller Foundation is supporting this project with a 3-year 'appropriatio
of . $37 ,400 .11
•

"Council on Foreign Relations
Page 205 : .

"The role Of conflicting ideologies in foreign affairs is under discussion i
a study group which the council has recently initiated on public opinion an
foreign policy. The central problem of the group concerns the proper function of propaganda in the conduct of foreign affairs . Progress has bee
made on another study, the problem of Germany, which is financed by a spe
cial grant from the Rockefeller Foundation . The Netherlands Institute o
International Affairs invited the Council on Foreign Relations to participat
in this study, which is being undertaken on an international basis ."
(Source : The Rockefeller Foundation, 1948 annual report :)
Page s 8-9 :
•

FOUNDATION POLICIES
•

•

•

"In general the policy of the founda tion and, w ith occasional exceptions
its practice have conformed to the following principles : (1) The support o
the foundation should be-directed-to purposes for which it is otherwise diffi
cult to secure funds ;_ (2) the support should be of an initial or catalytic char
acter, with the idea . that what has been demonstrated to be useful should then
be carried on by other means ; (3) current and palliative types of philanthrop
should accordingly be, left to others, not because they are unimportant, but be
cause the needs they encompass are more generally recognized . Furthermore
the resources of this foundation, and indeed of all similar foundations com
bined, are insignificant in relation to such needs ."
Page 243

"Columbia University Far Eastern Studies

"Withoutt question east Asia will remain for a long time to come one of th
great problem areas of the world . The United States has need of specialists
who possess at once high technical competence in the social sciences and
knowledge of the languages and cultures of the area . Looking toward th
establishment of a research institute in the east Asian field, the school o
international affairs at Columbia University has started a program of Far
Eastern studies through the various social-science departments . Owing to
recent expansion in the fields of Chinese and Japanees languages, 'literature, and
history, Columbia has a firm foundation for these studies . The aim at presen

to China and Japan . * * *"
Pages 247-248 :
"Unite*1.J1Tations Economic Commission for Europe-Training Scholarships
"The, United Nations Economic Commission, for Europe has received a grant
of $12,000 from the Rockefeller Foundation to provide social-science scholarships
for selected European students .
*
*
*
*
*
*
"An operational body which deals with virtually all aspects of European
recovery and development, the Commission has attracted to its staff an international group of competent economists . These men can offer promising graduate
students an introduction to the international approach to economic problems
while they are acquiring first-hand knowledge of applied economics . The Research and Planning Division, headed by Mr . Nicholas Kalder, formerly of the
London School of Economics, carries on work which is closely linked with the
technical economic problems encountered in the operational activities of the
Commission. Dr . Gunnar Myrdal, of Sweden, Executive Secretary of the Commission, has established a special committee to administer the program ."
(Source : The Rockefeller Foundation, 1949 annual report :)
PRI SIDnNT'8 REVIEW

Page 5-7 : . "The deeply disturbed political situation now prevailing in a large
part of the world has had the effect of considerably curtailing the worldwide and
international scope of foundation programs . Profound political changes have
prevented the foundation from operating in several countries in which it was
formerly active. These countries include Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and
China . During the past year the far-eastern office of the international health
division of the Rockefeller Foundation was moved from Shanghai to Macao and
then to Bangalore, India . All personnel were withdrawn from China, and a
malaria project under way in the island of Formosa . was transferred to Government auspices .
"Monetarily speaking, this is an age of huge financial operations . In the United
States, large funds, chiefly governmental, are available even in the relatively
restricted field of research and fellowships . This has brought about a sharp
awareness of the discrepancy between the resources of any privately endowed
philanthropic organization, such as the Rockefeller Foundation, and the magnitude of funds needed today for large-scale research or educational enterprises.
"Until recently the Rockefeller Foundation was a principal source of funds for
foreign student fellowships at the advanced level . Today, as shown by the
United Nations educational, scientific, and cultural organization handbook of
availablefellowships, Study Abroad, appointments made annually by the foundation constitute hardly 2 percent of the 15,070 comparable awards now offered,
62.5 percent of them by Government agencies . It has been calculated that in
1913, when there were about 900 institutions of higher education in the United
States, the appropriations of the General Education Board and of the Carnegie
Corp., the •2 principal foundations at that time, represented more than 15 percent
of the current income of all higher educational institutions . In other words,
these philanthropic resources were fairly large in relation to the activities with
which they were concerned, and they were not unsubstantial even with reference
to public primary and secondary education .
"As things stand now, the income of the Rockefeller Foundation, the General
Education Board, and the Carnegie Corp . covers less than 1 percent of the
budgetary needs of the 1,800 institutions now ministering to higher, education.
Indeed, the annual expenditures of all foundations, even though roughly $100
million, are insignificant in relation to public and private funds now needed and
now available for education, scientific research, and scholarly activities .
"In the light of these changed conditions I propose to devote part of this review
to a brief discussion of Rockefeller Foundation techniques in giving and in
cooperating with other 'agencies and other countries . It is hoped that some
light may be shed on the comparatively modest, yet significant, role that can

*
*
Pages 253-254 :

*

*

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

"Council on Foreign Relations :
"The Rockefeller Foundation in 1949 appropriated $50,000 to the Council o
Foreign Relations, New York, for an organized study of problems of aid to Europ
in its broadest aspects . The European recovery program of the United State
has a significance for our future prosperity and security so great as to challeng
the best efforts of private citizens as well as those in public office . The Economi
Cooperation Administration (ECA) believed that it would be of great value to t
Government and to the public at large to have an appraisal of the Europea
situation by a group of competent private persons free from the pressure of day
to-day decisions and unhampered by governmental procedures or the considera
tions of practical politics .
"Upon the invitation of the ECA, the council organized a group of leaders i
the fields of economics, politics, and military strategy under the chairmanship of
Gen. Dwight D . Eisenhower . At its monthly meetings this group has carefull
examined the aims of American foreign policy with respect to Western Europ
and has assessed the means-economic, political, and military-for achievin
those alms . Special attention has been given to the continuing interests of thi
country, as opposed to urgent expediencies of today and tomorrow, and to th
relation between current measures of policy and the attainment of long-ter
goals . Close liaison has been maintained with ECA and with other Federal agen
cies and departments, but the group has functioned independently of the Govern
ment.
"Conclusions will be presented in the form of memoranda to responsible Gov
ernment officials . Nonrestricted information is to be released to the general pub
lic by means of articles or pamphlets in order to help the public understand an
judge the measures which it will be asked to endorse and carry out . In addition
it is hoped to issue a major publication or series of publications on the operations
effects, shortcomings, and interrelations of United States aid to Europe unde
ECA and under the provisions of military lend-lease .
"To assist the group the council has provided a full-time research staff o
experts in the various fields of study, headed by Prof . Howard Ellis of the Uni
versity of California . Under the guidance of the study commission the research
staff gathers facts and data for the discussion meetings and prepares memorand
on assigned topics . The council also furnishes library and clerical assistance
The study group is serving on a voluntary basis . The Rockefeller Foundation'
grant is to cover salaries and expenses of the research staff ."
"Institute of Pacific Relations

Page 256-257 : "The eleventh conference will convene in 1950 in India and will
discuss recent political and economic trends in the Far East and their conse
quences for the Western World . Preparation for the conference is a part of th
research program of the Pacific council, which is responsible for writing up the
data papers which give the members of the conference the background informa'tioa they need for the discussions . Some of these papers, such as those on th
Chinese Communist movement, nationalism and communism in Burma, postwar
development of Indian capitalist enterprise, the development of political parties
in Japan and the international effects of the withdrawal of western power from
the Far East, are of wide interest . In order to enable the institute to strengthe
its conference and educational activities at a critical time in Far Eastern relations, the foundation in 1949 made a supplementary grant of $25,000, available
until the end of March 1950 . Of this, approximately $14,000 is to augment the
research function of the Pacific council and $11,000 toward the expenses of 1950
conference."
(Source : The Rockefeller Foundation, 1950 annual report :)
"Brookings Institution
*
*
*
*
*
*

new program include a series of individual analyses . on long-range problems.
Recent studies in this group have been on the International Trade Organization
asan instrument of American economic foreign policy, the United States and
peace settlements, and a history of the United Nations Charter. In order that
the values of this problem approach may be extended to Government leaders,
-educators, and businessmen, the Brookings Institution now holds an annual
2-week. seminar on Problems of United States Foreign Policy . Seminars have
already been held at Dartmouth College, Stanford University, Lake Forest College, and the University of Denver, with over a hundred persons attending
each one ."
Pages 209-210 :
"Pot"eign'Policy. Association
"The Foreign Policy Association was created in 1918 for the purpose of carrying on 'research and education activities to aid in the understanding and constructive development of American foreign policy .' As the role of the United
States has expanded in the international sphere, the association has undertaken
to explain this role and its implications to an ever-increasing number of Americans. Thirty-two branch organizations have been organized in large cities
throughout the country . Through the activities of these branches there have
been organized local and national conferences, and a widespread educational
program with frequent use made of radio and television . The three publications
of the Foreign Policy Association, available to the general public, schools, organizations, and Government agencies, are a weekly foreign policy bulletin, which
covers current issues, the foreign policy reports, published twice monthly, which
discuss at some length pressing international issues and the popular Headline
Books, with details on problems of importance to Americans and to the world ."
(Source : The Rockefeller Foundation, 1951 annual report :)
Pages 68, 69, 70 :
THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE

"With, the enigma of Russian intentions still the top problem in world politics,
the Russian Institute, of Columbia University's School of International Affairs
continues to be a key center for research and training in this field . Its 2-year
course, requiring familiarity with the Russian language and providing intensive
postgraduate instruction in the history, economics, law, politics, and culture
of Russia, has in 5 years supplied the United States Army, the Department of
State, and other Government services with more than 100 trained men . Staff
members are frequently called on to lecture at the National War College, the
Air War College, and outside universities . Earlier grants for the institute,
which was established in 1946, totaled $362,000 ; and in 1950 the foundation
appropriated an additional $420,000 toward support over a 5-year period.
"A postwar development of the Brookings Institution is its international
studies group, organized in 1946 for research, education, and publication on
questions of American foreign policy . Directed by Dr . Leo Pasvolsky and
using a technique which is calls 'the problem method,' the group has held 10
seminars in various parts of the United States for university teachers, advanced
students;, Government administrators, and journalists . To date some. 800 university professors have shared in foreign policy analysis through participation
in these seminars . Research activities are reflected in a number of books,
notably in the annual Major Problems of United States Foreign Policy, which
has been adopted as a textbook at West Point, Annapolis, and various universities
and colleges. A projected study which is now in the planning stage will analyze
the basic framework of international relations, including the fundamental concepts and objectives of the major nations, patterns of economic behavior, political attitudes in international relations, the channels and instrumentalities of
national action, and in general the whole pattern of internal and external factors
which condition the international scene. Since the international studies group
began 6 years ago, the foundation. has appropriated $480,000 toward its program,
including $180,000 In 1950."
t

M
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Long-run tendencies in the European economy
"In connection with its overall program on postwar recovery, the Unite
Nations Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) in 1949 asked Prof. Ingva
Svennilson, the Swedish economist, to undertake a study of long=runArends In th
European economy. Professor Svennilson and a staff of assistants at Genev
are now nearing the end of this work . It is essentially a survey of trends in th
European economy for the years 1913-50, with emphasis on population, indus
trialization, manpower, and production, the influence of foreign trade on produc
tion and the important factors contributing to economic growth in Europe .
"The Rockefeller Foundation appropriated $50,000 to the Economic Commis
sion for Europe when Professor Svennilson began this work in 1949 ; in 1951 th
foundation made a 1-year grant of $23,725 for expenses in connection with th
completion of the survey . The United Nations intends to publish the findings

Page 359 :
"Public Administration Clearing House
Consultant for Japan.
"Throughout the period of allied occupation of Japan there has been an effor
to shift the emphasis of the Japanese governmental organization from a highl
centralized bureaucratic control system to a more widely diffused pattern, wit
large areas of self-determination in local matters delegated to prefectures, cities
towns, and villages .
"One group in Japan which is sponsoring the` spread of this movement , is th
recently organized Japan Public Administration Clearing House . All three level
of local government are represented in this group, which is made up of delegate
from the Tokyo Bureau of Municipal Research and the national associations o
prefectural governors, prefectural assembly chairmen, municipal mayors, cit
assembly chairmen, town and village mayors, and town and village assembl
chairmen.
"Assistance was offered to the new organization by the Public Administratio
Clearing House of Chicago . With a grant of $10,740 from the Rockefelle
Foundation, the Chicago Public Administration Clearing House arranged to sen
a consultant to Japan and to make its official resources available to the grou
in Japan ."
*
*

(Source : The Story of the Rockefeller Foundation, by Raymond B . Fosdick :
Pages 283-284 :
"As we have already seen in earlier chapters, the example of Rose, and Pearc
in developing their programs on a worldwide basis was eagerly followed by the
other divisions of the foundation as they began their activities after the reorganization of 1928 . The details of many of these activities have already been con
sidered ; in all cases they were motivated by the single phrase in the charter
`the well-being of mankind throughout the world' ; and they were predicated o
the conception that civilization and the intellectual life of men represent a cooperative achievement, and that the experience of the race can be pooled for th
common good. It is an ironic circumstance that this objective should have ha
to run the gauntlet of two world wars with their hideous aftermaths, when behind
closed frontiers, rigidly sealed off from contact with the ideas and opinions o
other nations, vast populations have suffered from mental undernourishment and
starvation . Intellectual malnutrition can be as stunting to human life an
character as the absence of calories and vitamins . The influences that in norma
times flow freely across boundary lines, the uninhibited stream of ideas comin
from all corners of the world, are, in this modern society of ours, a correctiv
and stabilizing factor in the lives of men, bringing strength and fertility to soils
that would otherwise become sterile and dry . `Speech is civilization itself ; say
Thomas Mann . `The word, even the most contradictory word, preserve contact-it is silence that isolates .'"
*

in serving as an unofficial clearinghouse for ideas and plans in many fields .
Certainly this has been true of the Rockefeller Foundation . Its officers are in
continual touch with promising developments and personnel around the world .
The most effective projects it has supported have been developed in the field .
These projects have come from close acquaintance with scientists and laboratories, from days and weeks spent on university campuses, from hard journeys
on horseback and riverboat to discover the breeding places of disease or the
prospects for a new type of corn. The officers thus develop a point of view that
is both cumulative and comparative.
"Consequently, the foundation has become a center to which research students
and universities turn for information ; and much of the time of the officers is
spent, not on questions of financial support, but in discussing with eager inquirers
the developments in their fields in other institutions and in other countries . As
the late President Keppel of the Carnegie Corp . said : `Much of what one university learns about another is learned in foundation offices .' "
X
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TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D . C., June 21,1954.,

Hon. B . CARROLL REECE,
House o f Representatives, Washington, D . C.
DEAR CARROLL : I cannot be at the meeting on foundations tomorrow
and in the meantime want you to know I think there should be an
immediate cancellation of all public hearings.
Sincerely,
ANGIER L. GOODWIN,

Member o f Congress .

STATEMENTS OF THE RECTOR OF THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA,
AND THE HERITAGE FOUNDATION, INC., IN REPLY TO CONGRESSMAN
HAYS' REMARKS CONCERNING THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY AND SISTER
MARY MARGARET PATRICIA MCCARRAN
THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA,
OFFICE OF THE RECTOR,

Washington, D . C., September 2, 1954..

Hon. CARROLL REECE, Member o f Congress,

Chairman, Special Committee To Investigate Tam-Exempt
Foundations, House o f Representatives, Washington, D. C .
DEAR CONGRESSMAN REECE : It has come to my notice that at a hearing of your committee in early June the assertion was made that a,
doctoral degree was granted by the Catholic University of America
as a result of pressure.
On behalf of the university, I wish to deny this allegation as completely false. Throughout the 65 years of our existence, our academic standards have been recognized as high and as honestly enforced. Neither in the instance referred to nor in any other instance
has pressure or influence brought about the conferring of a degree
by the Catholic University of America .
According to our regulations, a student is admitted to graduate
work only after rigid and impartial scrutiny of his prerequisite
undergraduate training . The courses for the major and the minors
in the master of arts and doctor of philosophy programs entail constant checks and examinations and are designed to prepare the student
for independent thinking and research . For the doctor of philosophy, he must also prove his ability to read French and German .
The doctor of philosophy requirements include the publication of a
dissertation based upon the student's independent research . A small
board of the faculty reads and judges the dissertation . While approval would not be given to-views contrary to morals or Catholic,
faith, and while an effort is made on the part of the official reader to
945

sponsibility rests with him . Approval by the faculty of a dissertation
means formal recognition that the student has demonstrated sufficient
competency in research to justify consideration for the doctoral
degree.
These regulations are carefully and honestly followed by our faculty
without exception.
If the unwarranted assertion referred to above is included in the
record of your hearings, may I ask that this letter be given equal
prominence in your record .
With kind regards, I remain,
Sincerely yours,
BRYAN J. MCENTEGART,

Rector o f the University,
Titular Bishop o f Aradi .

~y

THE HERITAGE FOUNDATION, INC .,

Chicago, Ill ., August 4, 1954.
Hon . CARROLL REECE,
Chairman, Special Committee To Investigate Tax-Exempt
Foundations, Washington, D . C .
DEAR CONGRESSMAN REECE : During the course of the public hearings on the investigation into the tax-exempt foundations, generally
referred to as the Reece committee, the insinuation was made that
the graduate school at the Catholic University could be pressured
or influenced into granting a degree when it was not earned or
deserved .
A reference to the transcript of public hearings of your committee
will make the point very clear . The remarks made by Congressman
Hays with reference to Sister Margaret Patricia McCarran's workFabianism in the Political Life of Britain, are so derogatory and so
full of insinuations that this attack upon the integrity of the university and upon the character of a nun should not be allowed to
stand unanswered in a congressional record .
As the publisher of the second edition of Sister Patricia's book, the
first edition having been published by the Catholic University of
America Press, I hereby challenge every statement and every insinuation about this book and about the nun that the Congressman from
Ohio made in this connection .
As a doctor's dissertation Fabianism in the Political Life of Britain
is pretty much a public document and it can and it will withstand
any criticism that might be forthcoming . The Heritage Foundation
as publisher and Catholic University of America, I am sure, would
agree that criticism of a volume or of a study and certainly of a
doctor's dissertation would be in keeping with the true spirit of academic freedom. However, we would not agree with the methods used
by Congressman Hays of Ohio . A person is still free in this country
to agree or disagree with a book, an article or a doctor's dissertation .
However, the obvious smear technique used by the Congressman from
Ohio to discredit the reputable work of a reputable teacher in an outstanding university must not go unchallenged .

Ohio was wrong
First : He insinuated that Sister Margaret Patricia McCarran took
more than the necessary time to obtain her degree from the university .
The most casual amount of inquiry at the university would reveal the
fact that Sister Margaret Patricia completed her work for her doctor
of philosophy in 4 years . This happens to be an unusually short
period of time .
Nuns do their full teaching job during the year in their own communities and their own schools . Sister Margaret Patricia is a fulltime teacher in the College of the Holy Names in Oakland, Calif .
Nuns, therefore, have to complete their work in summer school, night
school, and then by special leave of absence from their communities
in order to fulfill all of the requirements for an advanced degree .
Therefore, some nuns and other religious working for advanced
degrees take 6, 7, or more years before they meet all of the residence
requirements for a doctorate . On this score, then, the Congressman
from Ohio was completely in error.
Second : The insinuation was made that the Catholic University of
America might have been pressured or influenced in some way into
granting the degree to Sister Margaret Patricia . It would be well to
point out to the Congressman from Ohio that the highest academic
standards in the United States of America are maintained at Catholic
University . Besides its recognition as an outstanding American
university it has also been designated a pontifical university .
There has never been a pressured or undeserved degree granted by
the university in the past, and I am sure there will be none granted
in the future. Even a casual reference to the high academic standards
of Catholic University of America would have informed the Congressman from Ohio that his information on this score was also completely
in error.
Third : The remarks in the record of the Congressman from Ohio
constitute a stigma on the integrity of the faculty of Catholic University ; on the honesty and character of its students who, for the most
part, are devoted, self-sacrificing nuns, priests, and brothers of every
religious order in the Catholic Church . The attack upon the character of Sister Margaret Patricia as a nun, devoted to a life of teaching, with a vow of poverty and complete worldly abandonment, is one
of the most irresponsible, thoughtless, and uncharitable acts that has
ever come to my attention .
I do not believe that in the records of the House of Representatives
there could be found a more striking example of an irresponsible statement by a Member of that body .
Sister Margaret Patricia, Catholic University of America and
Fabianism in the Political Life of Britain need no defense from me .
However, as the publisher of the second edition of this volume I
request that this reply to the unfounded and untrue charges and insinuations made by Congressman Hays be recorded and inserted in the
official record immediately following the unjustified attack as it
appears in the printed record .
Sincerely,
THE HERITAGE FOUNDATION, INC .,
ARTHUR L . CONRAD, President.

TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS
TUESDAY, AUGUST 10, 1954

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO
INVESTIGATE TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS,

Washington, D . C.

Pursuant to its resolution of July 2, the committee received the following statements, which were ordered incorporated in the record of
proceedings
STATE OF NEW YORK,

County o f New York, ss

Charles Dollard, being duly sworn, deposes and says as follows
1. I am president of Carnegie Corporation of New York .
2. Attached hereto are two documents marked respectively "Exhibit A" and "Exhibit B," the former entitled "Introductory Statement to Special Committee to Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations
by Charles Dollard, President, Carnegie Corporation of New York,"
and the latter entitled "Answers to Specific Charges, a Memorandum
Submitted for the Record by Charles Dollard, President, Carnegie
Corporation of New York, to Special Committee to Investigate TaxExempt Foundations."
These documents were prepared for submission to the Select Committee to Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations in connection with
the testimony which I intended to give before that committee during
the week of June 21, 1954, at the invitation of counsel for the committee.
3. Having been informed that no representative of Carnegie Corporation of New York will be heard by the committee, I submit these
statements for the record and swear that they are true and correct to
the best of my knowledge, information, and belief.
4. Also attached hereto is a photostatic copy of a letter dated June 9,
1954, addressed to me by Mr. Vannevar Bush, president of Carnegie
Institution of Washington. This is the letter referred to on page 26
of exhibit A .
CHARLES DOLLARD.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of July, 1954 .
GORDON S . WALKER,

Notary Public, State o f New York .

Commission expires March 30, 1956 .
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FOUNDATIONS IN AMERICAN LIFE

Philanthropy is an American habit, and the modern foundation is
an American invention . Other countries have philanthropic foundations of various kinds, but it is in America that they have reached their
most impressive development . Abraham Flexner, one of the most distinguished figures in the history of organized philanthropy, once
wrote
* * * There is not a nation in Europe that does not envy us the public spirit
which our wealthy men have shown in dedicating a large part of their wealth to
public services, in the form of foundations . * * * 1

The emergence of great foundations in America was no accident .
Americans like to make money, and they enjoy spending the money
they have made for the benefit of their fellows . It is quite true that
in recent years the development of foundations has been facilitated by
tax provisions ; but it is a grave injustice to American philanthropists
to say that they are moved chiefly by consideration of tax avoidance .
Both the Rockefeller and Carnegie Foundations were set up at a time
when there were no Federal income or estate taxes . Even today no one
can doubt that the great bulk of American giving is in response to
charitable impulses .
The function of the philanthropic foundations is to improve the
tenor of human life in the area or areas in which they operate . They
seek to make human beings healthier, happier, wiser, more conscious of
the rich possibilities of human existence and more capable of realizing
them . A foundation will, of course, fail of its purpose if it attempts
to do everything at once-to be all things to all men . It must concentrate its grants in a limited number of fields, using its best judgment as to what expenditures will at any given time be of most value
in forwarding its central purpose .
Free and untrammeled inquiry by freemen is of the very essence
of a free society, its growth and development . Government has its
necessary function in support of free schools and colleges and universities ; but the success of government, whether Federal, State, or
municipal, in the field of education, broadly defined, will be in proportion to the degree in which it does not dominate . The privately
endowed institutions of learning-schools, universities, colleges, and
foundations-help to set standards for education as a whole and engage in research, inventions, and discoveries in fields that may not yet
interest government .
Private enterprise in education contributes to the diversity which
is the life of our American system . Many different people and organizations are encouraged to work independently in recognizing and
tackling new problems and in developing new ideas and processes .
Their efforts will not be uniformly successful . But the net effect of
their efforts will be good because of the very freedom that permits
the best to demonstrate its superiority over the second best . Selection
by competition is the cornerstone of American free enterprise .
1 Extract from letter dated December 15, 1952, from Abraham Flexner to Harold M .

Keele, counsel for the Cox committee, reprinted on p . 763 of the hearings before the Cox
committee .

perity of the people . The very essence of the American system is that
government shall do everything possible to encourage private enterprise in all phases of our national life-economic, social, and cultural
Our Nation owes much of its vitality and momentum to the inbred
reluctance of Americans to lean on their Government. Anythin
which might reduce this reluctance is in our opinion to be feared and
avoided . Those who wish to have research, study, inquiry, and teaching put in the hands of government exclusively, or indirectly subject
to government control, should look to Russia where this process has
been perfected .
CARNEGIE CORPORATION OF NEW YORK

Now let me speak briefly about the Carnegie Corporation of New
York, and the other funds established by Andrew Carnegie .
Carnegie Corporation of New York is an educational foundation,
chartered by the State of New York in 1911 .
During his lifetime, Andrew Carnegie made personal gifts for educational and cultural activities totaling approximately $107 million
In addition he provided endowment for six American philanthropic
funds . The first five trusts which he established were chartered for
work in specific fields
Carnegie Institute of Pittsburgh, 1896
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1902
Carnegie Hero Fund Commission, 1904
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1905
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1910
Each of these trusts has its own board, its own staff, and its own capital
funds . The total endowment of these first 5 trusts was $53,100,000
Then in 1911 he established Carnegie Corporation of New York with
the broad purpose of carrying on . philanthropic activities which would
contribute to' the advancement and diffusion of knowledge and understanding ." Carnegie Corporation of New York received from Andrew Carnegie by gift and will an endowment of $135 million . The
assets of the corporation as of September 30, 1953, were $178,861,599,
the difference between the original endowment of $135 million and
the present book value of the corporation's holdings representing primarily gains on the sales and redemption of securities. Securities are
carried at cost ; the present market value is higher .
In his letters of gift to the corporation, Mr . Carnegie stipulated that
only the income from the endowment should be available for expenditure by the trustees ; and that the original trustees should elect their
own successors . A complete list of curgent trustees of the Carnegie
Corporation is appended to this statement .
It has been suggested that foundation trustees are figureheads and
have no real knowledge of what the paid officers of the foundations
are doing. This has no basis in fact with respect to the operations of
Carnegie Corporation . The trustees of the corporation are active and
responsible in both the making of corporation policy and the actual
expenditure of corporation income . There is constant communication between officers and trustees . Attendance at board and committee meetings is uniformly high .

cated complete public reports by all foundations, showing detailed
facts as to, the amount and sources of income and the amounts and
objects of expenditures . Such exposure of foundation activities to
public and governmental scrutiny is in our opinion the most effective
and desirable means of insuring that foundation officers and trustees
live up to their fiduciary obligations .
As soon as practicable after the close of the fiscal year and after
an audit of the accounts by independent auditors, the officers of Carnegie Corporation present to the trustees a report of the year's operations that covers both its financial and its philanthropic acts . This
report is printed and distributed to all those who have any interest in
the corporation's work. In addition, the corporation now issues a
quarterly report describing projects underway and announcing new
grants. The mailing list for both reports is approximately 9,000
institutions and individuals .
It was Mr . Carnegie's wish that the income from the major part of
the corporation's endowment should be used for the advancement and
diffusion of knowledge and understanding among the people of the
United States ; included in the total endowment, however, is a special
fund of $12 million the income from which may be used for similar
purposes in the British dominions and colonies .
In the 42 years of its existence, the board of trustees of the corporation has voted grants totaling approximately $253,220,000, all representing income from the endowment . About 5 percent of the income
has been spent for administration. The remainder has gone entirely
to institutions, agencies, and individuals concerned with the increase
or diffusion of knowledge .
Colleges, universities, and schools in the United States have received
in direct grants about $68,300,000 or 27 percent . Professional and
scholarly agencies have been granted approximately $69,300,000, another 27 percent . A very substantial part of this latter amount found
its way indirectly to colleges and universities . Some $14 million was
expended in the first 6 years of the corporation's life for construction
of free public libraries and purchase of church organs in continuation
of programs begun by Mr . Carnegie before the founding of the
corporation.
The remainder of the total of $253,200,000, or approximately
$100,800,000, has been granted to four of the other trusts previously
mentioned, established by Mr. Carnegie, to help them carry out their
chartered purposes. Here, again, a very substantial part of this money
evenfually found its way to colleges and universities .
More than half of this $109,800,000 has gone to the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (established by Mr . Carnegie
primarily to provide retiring pensions for college teachers), and to the
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (established by the foundation and the corporation in 1918 to expand the pension idea on a
sound actuarial basis) .
From the beginning the Carnegie Corporation has operated as a
grant-making organization rather than as an operating agency . The
entire staff, professional and clerical, now numbers 33 and has never
exceeded this figure. The trustees have always sought to achieve Mr .
Carnegie's purposes through other agencies-especially colleges and

Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. It has also made grants
to many private research and educational agencies . The names of
these colleges, universities, schools and private agencies will be found
in the reports issued each year by the officers .
The trustees and officers of Carnegie Corporation are proud of the
record of accomplishment of the corporation over the years since its
founding . No doubt they have made mistakes and will make others
in the future . No, doubt their predecessors also made mistakes . Only
death frees man from the possibility of error . But the record stands
for all to see and it cannot be altered by those who seek to rewrite
history and distort reality :
The question has been raised in these hearings as to whether foundations have supported pro-American projects and, through a shocking
combination of innuendo and implication, the impression has been left
that perhaps they have failed in this respect .
As far as the Carnegie Corporation is concerned, there can be only
one answer to such a question . The corporation regards its entire
program as pro-American. That is why the corporation is in business
It is the whole purpose of the corporation trustees and officers to work
in behalf of their country, to strengthen it, and to insure its future
America is proud of its educational system . Literally millions of
Americans have profited from this system . To strengthen education in
America, to encourage the healthy growth of colleges and universities,
and to promote that experimentation and innovation which is characteristically American are in the profoundest sense pro-American
objectives . It is to just these objectives that the corporation is dedicated .
J. L . Morrill, president of the University of Minnesota, puts the
matter this way' :

If the best defense against democracy's enemies is to make America a better
place in which to live and to place human welfare first, American foundations
have rendered service far beyond the actual sums they have contributed to
higher educational institutions . Thus, indirectly, the foundations can be credited
with a significant role in the never-ending battle against democracy's enemies
And at this point I should like to add one fact of vital importance : In all our
dealings with foundations and with their representatives, we have never found
evidence of any motivation other than a sincere and patriotic desire to further
scholarship in the best American tradition.

The corporation admits readily that it must choose between applicants for its funds . It also amits that those who do not receive
them must feel that those who do are favorites . The corporation certainly favors those who come to it with the best and most imaginative
ideas. It favors those who have demonstrated a capacity for productive scholarship. It favors those who are recognized by their peers
as being first rate . It favors institutions honestly dedicated to the
best in education and research .
It does not follow that those who do not receive corporation funds do
not meet the tests indicated above . The corporation's funds are limited and it can support only a fraction of the worthy individuals and
institutions who apply. But a foundation which in the first 40 years
of its history has made grants to more than 700 colleges and universities can hardly be accused of "favoritism" in any invidious sense of
that word.

It has been my own observation here of Haverford and at other small colleges
with which I am familiar, that many of the larger foundations have been more
than open to opportunities to support the smaller institutions . Relatively speaking, I think that on the whole the small colleges have received better treatment, taking into account the number of requests made, than have many of the
larger institutions.

Now let me speak in more detail about Carnegie pensions and annuities for teachers . During the last 60 years, Andrew Carnegie and the
Carnegie Corporation and the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching have together given over $80 million for such pensions or annuities for teachers in 375 colleges and universities in 42
States and in Canada .
Andrew Carnegie, speaking of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, said

This fund is very near and dear to me-knowing as I do, many who are soon
to become beneficiaries, and convinced as I am of their worth and the value of
the service already rendered by them . Of all professions, that of teaching
is probably the most unfairly, yes, most meanly paid, though it should rank
with the highest . Educated men, devoting their lives to teaching the young,
receive mere pittances . When I first took my seat as a trustee of Cornell University, I was shocked to find hew small were the salaries of the professors, as a
rule ranking below the salaries of some of our clerks, To save for old age with
these men is impossible. Hence the universities without pension funds are compelled to retain men who are no longer able, should no longer be required, to
perform their duties . Of the usefulness of the fund no doubt can be entertained.

The Carnegie pension program played a very significant role in
developing private pension systems generally, and was the dramatic
first step in the more or less universal establishment of pensions for
teachers . A substantial part of the corporation's current income still
goes and for many years will go to pay those free pensions .
The great increase in the teaching population after the First World
War, combined with a steady increase in professors' salaries, made it
impossible for the foundation, even with the assistance of the corporation, to provide free pensions for all college and university teachers .
Accordingly, the corporation helped to establish the Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association in 1918, through which colleges and
professors might cooperate in building a system of annuities based
upon regular joint payments by the professor and his college .
Through this company 75,000 teachers (men and women) have accumulated assets of $335 million toward their future retirement .
Men who genuinely wish American higher education to retain its
vigor cannot help but applaud the philanthropic impulse which led
Mr. Carnegie to diminish the extreme financial hazards of a teaching
career. To the extent that these hazards drive good men and women
out of the teaching profession, American education suffers . The economic circumstances of our teachers still are not enviable, but the
hazards of the profession have in the past 50 years been notably
diminished by the Carnegie pension program.
Millions of Americans have at one time or another made use of
a Carnegie library . Andrew Carnegie and the Carnegie Corporation
have devoted more than $56 million to establishing free public libraries. More than 2,500 library buildings were built by Carnegie
money .

fully accepted
buildings to improving the service which libraries can offer . More
than $15 million was granted during the next 30 years for improvement of college libraries, for refinement of library techniques and
services, for support and endowment of the American Library Association, and for endowment or support . of library training schools in
universities such as Chicago, Columbia, Denver, Emory, North Carolina, and Western Reserve .
American libraries today are recognized throughout the world as
outstanding . Americans take their free public libraries for granted
and rarely recall today that these institutions stem from one of the .
most imaginative philanthropic conceptions in the history of human
giving.
Other and more recent contributions of Carnegie Corporation to the
field of education cannot yet be seen in full historic perspective but they
merit comment. The corporation has played a significant role in raising the level of higher education in the South . It has done its part to
preserve and reinvigorate the best elements in our tradition of undergraduate liberal arts education . It has had, along with other foundations, a rather marked effect in strengthening certain fields of postgraduate and professional education . It has supported plans designed
to attract better qualified individuals into academic life .
Although chief emphasis is upon higher education, the corporation
has made two substantial grants in the field of precollege educationto the National Citizens' Commission for the Public Schools, and to
Teachers College, Columbia University, for a program in citizenship
education . Prior to the war, the corporation also made substantial
grants in the field of adult education .
But perhaps the most important thing that can be said about Carnegie Corporation in the field of education is that it has served over the
years as a source of encouragement and support to gifted leaders, vigorous pioneers, and promising young people in American higher education. The effects of this cannot be measured, but it is not unreasonable to suggest that it has been a significant ingredient in our national
life . America has grown great through the encouragement of talent
and through the rewarding of creative leadership . In the field of education, Carnegie Corporation has contributed importantly to both
processes since 1911 .
These examples may serve to illustrate some of the activities of the
Carnegie Corporation over the years . One could name many others .
The high standards of our medical schools can be traced in the first
instance to the effects of Abraham Flexner's report on Medical Education in the United States and Canada, financed by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and published by it in 1910 .
Thousands of scholarships and fellowships have been made available
by foundations . Thousands . of smaller but vitally important private
organizations concerned with such diverse matters as the improvement
of the civil service, adult education, music and the fine arts, religion
and philosophy, have received substantial support . This listing could
be enlarged to include all that is best in our society and way of life .
In the course of these hearings, it has been said or implied that the
foundations have departed from the high purposes assigned them by

would be horrified if they knew that their funds were being used for
activities in controversial fields such as the social sciences .
Those who think so will find no comfort or substantiation in the first
letter of gift, dated November 10, 1911, which Mr . Carnegie addressed
to the trustees of his newly founded corporation . The third paragraph of this letter is worth quoting in full

* * * Conditions upon the earth inevitably change ; hence no wise man will
bind trustees forever to certain paths, causes, or institutions . I disclaim any
intention of doing so . On the contrary, I give my trustees full authority to
change policy or causes hitherto aided, from time to time, when this, in their
-opinion, has become necessary or desirable . They shall best conform to my
wishes by using their own judgment . *

Mr. Carnegie's own language makes it crystal clear that he had
no thought of specifying the fields in which increase of knowledge
would most profit his fellow men in years to come . As a student of
history whose life spanned a period of great social, economic, and
technological change, he - knew that even the wisest man could not
predict what knowledge will be most valued, what problems most
important, what fields of research most fruitful, 1, 10, or 50 years
hence .
Educational and philanthropic foundations and comparable organizations have served as a relatively modest (in size) but very important complement to public funds in the financing of education, particularly higher education . The total dollar contribution of educational and philanthropic foundations and comparable organizations
to private higher education in this country is small compared with
the public funds which have been poured into the field . Yet the private contribution is substantial, and without it the pattern of higher
education in this country would have lost an element which has given
richness and diversity to the whole system.
Those who believe that the United States must preserve a healthy
balance between governmental and private control of our national
life will be quick to see the usefulness of this contribution of private
philanthropy. There are more than 1,200 privately supported colleges and universities in this country . These institutions have been
vigorous and effective forces in preserving the highest standards
and best traditions of our educational heritage . They would be very
much less vigorous were it not for the wholehearted support of educational and philanthropic foundations .
FOUNDATION RELATIONS WITH RECIPIENTS OF GRANTS

The freedom of the scholar and teacher differs in no way from
the freedom of every American . Freedom of inquiry is nothing
other than the freedom of thought that every American enjoys as
a birthright. The cabdriver is free to question the wisdom of city
hall, and the farmer is free to reach his own conclusions on the
Indochina war. These are cherished American rights .
The right of the scholar to study any subject that interests him
and to arrive at any conclusions that seem sound to him is inseparable
from those larger rights . In the Soviet Union scholars do not have
these rights . They are told what conclusions they must come to .
By the same token, in the Soviet Union the man in the street does
not have the right to think freely . Freedom of thought is indivisible .

principal y with men who are scholars or teachers or both . It mus
expend its money pursuant to the high purposes of its charter (th
advancement and diffusion of knowledge), but it must do so with
out seeking to control the individual scholar or teacher . It mus
proceed with a scrupulous regard for the American tradition of
free inquiry. The Carnegie Corporation, like other leading foundations, takes great pride in the tradition of restrain and mutual respect
which characterizes its dealings with those who receive its grants
The obligations and limitations of a foundation with respect t
recipients of its grants may be clearly outlined. If a research gran
is involved, the foundation must satisfy itself that the individual
or organization under consideration will conform to the highest
standards of scholarship and objectivity in arriving at conclusions
In making such judgments it is inevitable that any foundation will
occasionally be fooled ; but the record of a properly run foundatio
should show an overwhelming proportion of recipients who do in
fact meet these standards .
If a teaching program is involved, the foundation must satisfy itself
that the objectives of the program are within the scope of its charter
and that the individual or organization involved will conduct the educational program according to the highest traditions of fairness, honesty, and academic excellence . Again, any foundation will inevitably
commit some errors in making such judgments, but a properly run
foundation should be able to point to an overwhelming proportion
of recipients who meet these standards .
Having made the grant, the foundation should in no circumstances
tell the recipient what conclusions to reach in his research, how or
what to teach his students, or what to say in the book that he is writing
Any such practice would be intolerable to scholars and teachers, and
at odds with the American tradition of free inquiry .
If a scholar or author working under a foundation grant has convicted himself of falsification or other forms of grave scholarly mispractice, then of course the foundation should take whatever steps are
possible to prevent further misuse of its funds by that individual
But beyond such instances of clear scholarly delinquency, the foundation should not interfere with the recipients of its grants . It should
not reserve the right to edit the book which is published with foundation support . It should not tell the teacher how to teach . It should
not exercise thought control over the recipients of its grants .
It is extremely important for the American tradition of free inquiry
that this principle of noninterference be maintained . At the same
time it must be recognized that such noninterference involves consequences for the foundation. It means that the foundation cannot
endorse all of the things done and said under its grants . It means
that things occasionally will be done and said under - foundation
grants which are repugnant to the foundation itself . But, always and
everywhere, this is the price one pays for freedom . Freedom is, in
one sense, the right to be wrong . If you leave a scholar (or a cabdriver) free to find the right answer, you have also left him free to find
the wrong answer. The history of our Nation provides abundant evidence that freemen will find right answers more often than wrong

way of insuring the victory of truth over error than free speech .
Just as the foundations must be extremely scrupulous, so also must
be the Government in not telling the scholar what to think . All of our
private colleges and universities, our religious institutions, our teaching hospitals, our private preparatory schools, as well as our private
foundations, enjoy tax exemption . We must be exceedingly careful
not to formulate the doctrine that this tax exemption permits either
the executive or the legislative branch of the Government to control
the thinking of these institutions . Although medical schools and
teaching hospitals are tax exempt, surely no one would think it his
right to tell the cancer specialist how he should go about curing cancer .
Although religious schools are tax exempt, surely no one would consider that he had the right to judge the validity of the religious doctrines taught . Although universities are tax exempt, surely no one
would argue that Federal control of the faculty and student thinking
would be a healthy step forward . In short, the doctrine that tax
exemption justifies a political judgment as to the soundness of ideas
can he a very dangerous two-edged weapon . Indeed it can be the most
devastating weapon ever invented for invading the private life of this
Nation.
Since the first list of subversive organizations was published by the
Attorney General, the Carnegie Corporation has never made any
grants, gifts, loans, contributions, or expenditures either directly or
indirectly to any organization so listed, or to any individual or organization that was known or believed to advocate the overthrow of the
constitutional Government of the United States by force or violence
or other unlawful means .
It has always been the policy of the Carnegie Corporation to
examine carefully the individuals and organizations who apply for
our grants . This examination includes consideration of scholarly
objectivity, public reputation, and standing as well as the loyalty and
honesty of those who will direct the project . In recent years and particularly since the last war the problem of subversive activity has naturally received increased attention .
There are many ways and means by which we examine the individuals and organizations who apply for our funds . In assessing
their reputation in their scholarly and professional fields we seek the
judgment of their peers . We read their books and articles within
the limits of time available . We are familiar with the reputation of
the institutions with which the scholars are associated . Since most
applications come to us from institutions rather than from individuals,
the reputation of the institution is a significant factor in our
judgments.
Before entering a new field of interest we make it our business to
know most of the capable people who are working in the field . We
see personally the applicants for funds and we visit the institutions
with which they are connected .
Such investigation of applicants has been a continuous process since
the founding of the corporation . These efforts are not sporadic but
are a part of established policy .

The committee staff has asserted that the foundations form a tightly
knit group-an "interlock"-and as a group play a key role in a tightly
knit system that also includes operating agencies such as the Social
Science Research Council, schools and colleges, and the executive arm
of the Federal Government . One of the committee staff's own witnesses, Dr. Thomas Briggs, had to admit that he did not know what
the staff was talking about in making this assertion, and we share
that handicap.
The foundations, the educational system, and the governmental
agencies do not form a tightly knit group . Any responsible educational leader will confirm that fact. Just as each foundation pursues
its independent course in traditional American fashion, so the colleges
of the country pursue their independent courses . The public schools
are under State and local control and only individuals abysmally lacking in firsthand experience of these institutions could picture them as
part of a nationally integrated whole. Indeed the suggestion that the
foundations have produced a national system of education is the sort
of fantasy which could only be indulged in by individuals wholly unacquainted with the highroad and byroads of American education .
As for the collaboration between foundations, it is interesting to note
that the staff of the Cox committee considered that the foundations
cooperated all too rarely . The question was even raised at that time as
to whether the foundations should not find some means of more effective collaboration .
Mention has been made of the fact that the foundations give their
money through so-called operating agencies, such as the Social Science
Research Council and the American Council of Learned Societies .
Why shouldn't they? But some have exaggerated the extent of this
practice . The bulk of the money granted by the corporation for education and research has gone directly to the colleges and universities .
Furthermore, almost all the funds granted to operating agencies
eventually find their way back to the colleges and universities .
It is the essence of responsible philanthropy to seek guidance from
those who are in a position to offer wise judgments . For this reason a
foundation operating in the field of scholarship or teaching will habitually consult scholars and teachers. It will do this on a very broad
scale. In addition to the many, many interviews which foundation
officers have with scholars and teachers, the foundations find it profitable to keep in close touch with the organizations which scholars have
formed to advance their common scholarly interests .
The so-called operating agencies are for the most part just such
scholarly and teaching organizations run by scholars and teachers to
serve their own needs and turned to by the foundations as sources of
the best professional guidance. An organization such as the Social
Science Research Council is the crossroads and the forum for some of
the ablest scholars in the country . The council has a great many committees, each of which numbers among its members leading scholars
from universities covering the length and breadth of America . The
Social Science Research Council is one of the many scholarly organizations through which leading American academic figures achieve their
common objectives . No foundation which hoped to maintain contact
with American scholarship would want to ignore these organizations .
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believe a wholly sound one. The disbursement of fellowship funds
should only be made on the judgment of competent scholars in the
field or fields in which the awards are applicable . The scholarly
councils and learned societies represent the simplest and most efficient
means of insuring that fellowship awards will be made only by men
who are most competent to make them .
THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

The corporation has given a good deal of money particularly in
recent years, for research and teaching in the social sciences . An
attempt has been made in the course of these hearings to attach a
sinister significance to the social sciences . This is a grave injustice
to the 40,000 or more Americans who earn their living by teaching or
doing research in these fields .
"Social sciences" is a term which has come into common usage as a
label for a certain sector of the world of knowledge . It is usually
applied to history, political science, economics, sociology, anthropology, social psychology, and geography . It is sometimes taken to
include law .
Much that goes under the label "social science" is not science in the
strictest sense of that word. Indeed, much that goes on in these fields
is a purely humanistic type of scholarship . There is some research
in the social sciences which is more quantitative and precise.
Whether the term "science" is justified for this latter research depends
entirely upon how one wishes to define science .
What are these supposedly dangerous social sciences concerned
with? What kinds of questions do they interest themselves in?
Briefly stated, they are interested in all of the problems that men
have always been interested in with respect to their own lives the
society they live in, their past, their means of livelihood, and the
troubles that afflict them .
It has been said that the social sciences are new fields. This is not
true. History has been the concern of distinguished scholars as far
back as Herodotus, who considerably antedates the modern
foundations .
What do social scientists do? The historian seeks to discover what
the past can tell us about the human enterprise and about our own
American background. The political scientist seeks to examine the
problems involved in the governing of men . The psychologist may
concern himself with why some children find it difficult to read or to
learn. The sociologist may concern himself with why we have
juvenile delinquency . The economist is interested in how our
economy works, and why-on occasion-it doesn't work . The student
of international relations is interested in the causes of war .
Are these silly questions? They are not. They are problems
which concern all Americans, now more than ever before .
There have always been individuals who were opposed to the free
examination of such questions. There always have been individuals
who believed that man and society are much too dangerous as subjects
for study . There always have been those who favor thought control .

about their own lives . Having asked them, they will feel themselve
free to seek answers . They will not allow themselves to be fetter
by fearful and small-minded men.
On this subject Laird Bell, former chairman of the board o
trustees of the University of Chicago, has said

To forbid or hamper foundations studying and reporting matters in the fiel

o f economics, education, international relations, government, and public admi

istration, is to deny or restrict the public access to the facts upon which jud
ment in a democracy should be based . Unless we want public decisions i
these fields made in ignorance, agencies should have the same freedom a
.individuals to ascertain facts and express opinions . The agencies have bett
resources for this purpose than individuals, and the very multiplicity of su
.agencies is a better defense against erroneous opinions than suppression o
intimidation of the agencies .
Take education, for example . No one knows to what conclusions resear
in economics and sociology may lead . Any deviation from accepted orthodo
views is bound to be objectionable to someone, and there is always, but pa
ticularly right now, the probability that someone will consider that a vi
-differing from the conventional is subversive . The same is true in the who
field of international relations, education, and Government administration .
The term "subversive" means different things to different people . I subm
that there is a serious danger that the study of controversial questions, a stud
that in our complex civilization is increasingly important, may be discouraged
fear that some authorized or voluntary agency may choose to apply this drea
word to activities which are entirely legitimate and in the public interest .

There has been an attempt made in the course of these hearings t
attach a sinister significance to the word "empiricism ." The attemp
is wholly unjustified . To approach a problem empirically means t
seek to discover what the facts are . This is a distinctively Americ
tradition.
The city which makes a traffic count at an intersection to determin
whether a stoplight is needed is conducting an empirical investigatio
The soap manufacturer who sends out research teams to discover h
customers react to his product is conducting empirical research . Th
housewife who goes to the basement to discover how many mason ja
she has before preparing a batch of preserves is conducting an empir
cal study. Literally millions and millions of dollars are invested b
industry every year in empirical research . It is simply research whic
seeks to determine the facts objectively.
No foundation that I, know of has ever said that empirical researc
can take the place of religion, morality, or any of the ethical principle
that guide our lives . Research that seeks to get at the facts is a usefu
means of learning something . Americans like to get at the facts . The
like to learn. They believe that knowledge will help them to buil
better lives for themselves, better communities for their children, and
better Nation. They do not have any illusions that facts alone wil
suffice, but they do not have any doubts that facts will help.
Much has been made in these hearings of the allegation that t
social sciences are not "scientific" in the same sense as are the natur
-sciences . The latter have been referred to by the committee staff a
. "exact" sciences. These allegations have been highly misleadi
Since no natural scientists have been called to testify on this point,
:think it relevant to quote part of a letter I received recently from D

I find it very interesting to try to state the essential differences between the
natural sciences and the social sciences, for there seems to be a good deal of confusion on the matter . The real difference lies in the face that the social sciences
bring in the human element, and this renders their problems inherently difficult .
But often the distinction is made on the basis that the social sciences are observational in nature, whereas the natural sciences are experimental . In other
words it is asserted that in the social sciences one cannot exercise control and
hence cannot separate variables, whereas these are essential features of the
natural sciences . This, it seems to me, is entirely an incorrect approach . In
astronomy and also in geology we have observational sciences completely within
the framework of the natural sciences . One does not manipulate the stars, neither
does he separate out one factor in their complex performance ; he merely takes
what he gets, measures it as well as he can, and proceeds to construct his theories .
Exactly the same thing is true if one is observing for example, the impact of
migration upon a primitive people .
It is also sometimes stated that one can measure precisely in the natural
sciences and cannot do so in the social sciences . This is again an incorrect
criterion . Some of the data of the social sciences is precise, for example much
of the material in the census . On the other hand there still remains a vast area
of the natural sciences where measurement is crude and sometimes almost
absent.
It has been said that "social science research in this country is
financed virtually entirely by the foundations and the United States
Government . There is very little privately financed social science research ." This is a misstatement . Many millions of dollars are spent
each year by manufacturers, by merchandising concerns, by banks, by
public utilities, and others in social science research . Market research
is moderately big business . Banks spend many millions yearly in
economic research . Insurance companies spend millions yearly in
actuarial research and other kinds of statistical studies . Many great
industries conduct extensive studies of employee attitudes, of industrial relations, of personnel problems, of customer relations, and so
forth.
In no other country in the world have the social sciences developed
as rapidly as they have in the United States . Americans are curious
about their own society. The typical American reaction to curiosity
is to seek the f acts . These are the ingredients that make social science .
As long as Americans retain their curiosity and their respect for facts,
the social sciences will flourish in this country . Any attempt to stifle
this curiosity or fetter the search for the facts is bound to do great
harm, and, in the end, to be defeated .
Because of the similarity in words, uninformed individuals occasionally confuse the social sciences and socialism . The two are not
related, even distantly . There are social scientists who hold every
variety of political view . They do not differ in this respect from other
groups . Presumably some are Socialists . No doubt there are those
who favor other minofity political and economic beliefs . But the
overwhelming majority of them are middle-of-the-road Americans,
with a middle-of-the-road view of politics and economics .
It is in the field of economics that the question of socialism is most
frequently raised . The activities of the Carnegie Corporation in the
field of economics have been relatively limited . Such grants as it has
made in this field have gone chiefly to the Brookings Institution of
Washington and the National Bureau of Economic Research in New
York City .

visers in the last administration . The Research Director of the National Bureau of Economic Research,. Dr . Arthur F . Burns, is Chair
man of the same group in the present administration .. The public
reports of both Brookings and the national bureau have been gener
ally accepted by economists in universities, in industry, and in the
Government as wholly objective and untainted by any special pleading, socialistic or otherwise .
As a matter of objective fact, socialism has lost ground steadily in
the United States during the first half of this century . Socialists
like all extremists, are essentially doctrinaire . The record might have
been a vastly different one if Carnegie Corporation and other foundations had not helped American economists to make the objective studies
that have exposed all doctrinaire positions in their true light, and thus
reduced their allure for the public generally .
Another field of foundation activity that has been criticized is the
field of international affairs . The implication has been left that it i
somehow reprehensible for a foundation . t o foster an active interes
in international affairs. The position of the Carnegie Corporation
with respect to this matter is easily stated .
Americans have experienced 2 devastating world wars in 40 years
Their sons have been killed in Europe, in Africa, in Asia, and in the
Pacific. They have suffered through the Korean war and face the
threat of war in Indochina. Atomic war, with the total destructio
of civilization, looms as an imminent possibility.
In the circumstances, all sensible Americans are interested in international affairs . All sensible Americans hope that wars can be avoided
All sensible Americans hope that law and order among nations will
someday replace anarchy among nations . All sensible Americans hop
that understanding among nations will someday replace hatred and
bitterness among nations .
Andrew Carnegie believed fervently that the curse of war could be
lifted from mankind . Some will argue that this belief was unrealistic
none can argue that it was un-American . Andrew Carnegie believe
devoutly that all Americans should work for increased understanding
among nations. It was not a dishonorable belief .
The Carnegie Corporation has an unqualified loyalty to the principles that have made our Nation great . The corporation is concerne
that those principles-and the nation which embodies them-shall
survive in a dangerous world . Such a concern leads inevitably to a
interest in international affairs.
Therefore, the Carnegie Corporation has given money to enable
Americans to gain a more adequate knowledge of the world at large
It has given money to enable Americans to study the problems of wa
and peace . It has given money to develop experts on international
affairs.
The corporation does these things because it considers them essential to insure America's future as a nation . '-lie gravest threats t
America's future are on the international scene . One cannot be sin
cerely concerned about America's future and unconcerned about th
international scene .
A question has been raised as to propaganda and the influencing of
public attitudes . The question must be divided . Carnegie Corpora

ects which through the discovery of new facts or through the full presentation of old facts may lead people to better knowledge and understanding. Research, whether in the natural sciences, the social sciences ;
medicine, or public education, may well provide new information or
new insights that will in some measure affect public attitudes .
In this sense of influencing opinion through knowledge and under-standing, the work of an educational foundation unquestionably
affects public attitudes . The effort to learn would be futile, indeed,,
if there were no effort to teach .
The Carnegie Corporation is only one of a great and varied group of :
public and private organizations concerned with teaching and research in this country-a group that includes schools, colleges, universities, scholarly societies, research laboratories, religious training
institutions, foundations, and medical centers .. These organizations,..
individually and collectively, have contributed enormously to the
American tradition of inventiveness, innovation, freedom to learn,,
and freedom to teach . Each of them, from the largest foundation
to the smallest college in the land bears a grave responsibility to keep-this tradition alive . It is that tradition that has been called into
question in the present hearings .
I am a graduate of the University of Wisconsin, and I should like
to close this statement with an extract from the official record of the
board of regents of that university . This extract is taken from thereport of a special committee of the regents called into being by
another and earlier threat to the freedom of inquiry . I quote
We cannot for a moment believe that knowledge has reached its final goal, or that the present condition of society is perfect . We must therefore welcome
from our teachers such discussions as shall suggest the means and prepare the .
way by which knowledge may be extended, present evils * * * removed and
others prevented .
We feel that we would be unworthy of the position we hold if we did not
believe in progress in all departments of knowledge . In all lines of academic
investigation it is of the utmost importance that the investigators should beabsolutely free to follow the indications of truth wherever they may lead .

The concluding sentence of this report is engraved on a bronze
plaque which is set into the portico of Bascom Hall, the main classroom building of the university . Often as I went to and from my
classes 30 years ago, I stopped to read it because it seemed to me to
embody the essence of the spirit of free inquiry . This is the sentence :-

Whatever may be the limitations which trammel inquiry elsewhere we believe
the great State University of Wisconsin should ever encourage that continual
and fearless sifting and winnowing by which alone the truth can be found .

These words were not written by scholars . They were written by
brave and honest citizens-businessmen, lawyers, farmers-drawn
from the length and breadth of Wisconsin . They were written in
September 1894 . Now, 60 years later, I can find no other words which
so well summarize my own convictions and the convictions of my colleagues in the staff and board of Carnegie Corporation of New York .

W. Randolph Burgess, Deputy to the Secretary of the Treasury

Vannevar Bush, president, Carnegie Institution of Washington
Charles Dollard, president, Carnegie Corporation of New York
John W . Gardner, vice president, Carnegie Corporation of New York
Morris Hadley, lawyer, Milbank, Tweed, Hope & Hadley
Devereux C . Josephs, chairman of the board, New York Life Insurance Co.
Nicholas Kelley, lawyer, Kelley, Drye, Newhall & Maginnes
Margaret Carnegie Miller
Frederick Osborn, executive president, the Population Council, Inc.
Arthur W. Page, business consultant
Gwilym A. Price, president, Westinghouse Electric Corp .
Elihu Root, Jr., lawyer, Root, Ballantine, Bushby & Palmer
Charles M . Spofford, lawyer, Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Sunderland & Kiendl
Charles A. Thomas, president, Monsanto Chemical Co.
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DEAR CHUCK : I find it very interesting to try to state the essential
differences between the natural sciences and the social sciences, for
there seems to be a good deal of confusion on the matter . The real
difference lies in the fact that the social sciences bring in the human
element, and this renders their problems inherently difficult .
But often the distinction is made on the basis that the social sciences
are observational in nature, whereas the natural sciences are experimental. In other words it is asserted that in the social sciences one
cannot exercise control and hence cannot separate variables, whereas
these are essential features of the natural sciences . This, it seems tome, is entirely an incorrect approach . In astronomy and also in
geology we have observational sciences completely within the framework of the natural sciences . One does not manipulate the stars,
neither does he separate out one factor in their complex performance,,
he merely takes what he gets, measures it as well as he can, and proceeds to construct his theories . Exactly the same thing is true if one
is observing, for example, the impact of migration upon a primitive
people.
It is also sometimes stated that one can measure precisely in the
natural sciences and cannot do so in the social sciences . This is again
an incorrect criterion. Some of the data of the social sciences is
precise, for example, much of the material in the census . On the
other hand, there still remains a vast area of the natural sciences
where measurement is crude and sometimes almost absent . Take the
field of genetics, for example . When one is attempting to sort out
the order of the genes of the chromosome of the fruitfly he measures
the numbers of progeny and, in fact, assembles the sort of vital statistics for his organism which are quite parallel in nature to the type

care . The present geneticists are much concerned with the biochemistry of their subject and in particular with the influence of the
cytoplasm upon the functioning of genes . There is involved an exceedingly complex chemical interrelationship, which is hardly subject
to chemical analysis in the ordinary terms . One cannot control in
the usual sense by introducing chemicals at will, for he is dealing with
a live organism and the introduction of a single chemical affects the
functioning in diverse and little understood ways . He accumulates
a hint here,' and a suggestion there, and attempts to make a consistent
and useful pattern out of the vast maze of intricate and sometimes
conflicting testimony. The parallelism with what he does with some
of the investigatory work of the social scientist is almost complete .
There is often the assertion that the social sciences would prosper if
they would carry over the methods of the natural sciences. This is
unusually asserted by people who see the extraordinary results being
attained in the natural sciences and who jump to a conclusion . But
there is no such thing as a method of the natural sciences, there is a
maze of methods, and the selection of these involves one of the greatest
skills of genius . Certainly there are tools and instruments which are
applicable in both fields, and which should be made use of wherever
they can prove advantageous . But to try to carry over bodily methods
of approach from any branch of science to any other leads always
into difficulties, as would be expected, for the method must be based
on the problem in hand and not on a priori considerations .
The real difference between the two great branches lies in the fact
that the social sciences deal with the performance of human beings .
It is far more difficult to measure these and to reduce all arguments
to be in terms of numbers than it is to do the same thing for a molecule .
We might note in passing that even the physicists, when dealing with
the interactions inside the nucleus, have proceeded to abandon all of
the usual mathematical formulations and are proceeding in terms of
arguments which at times border on the mystical . But one cannot
specify a human being in the same way that he can specify a chemical
compound. Again be it noted that the chemists, dealing with proteins,
are in much the same situation for they can neither specify the atomic
arrangements involved, nor can they predict what characteristics one
of their chemical modifications may produce .
The difference is hence a matter of degree as far as the use of measurement is concerned. Also one should note that there has been enormous progress in the last decade or two in reducing to measurement
many matters in the field of the social sciences which were formerly
thought to be beyond reach from this standpoint . But one cannot
disregard the fact that there has been great science at times with very
little in the way of measurement' and mathematical formulation involved. The trend in both the natural and social sciences is toward
the use of more measurement and more precision in the handling of
them. This does not mean that a subject in order to be called a science
needs to lean on the deflection of a needle or the dip of a balance .
The natural sciences are far more advanced down the road of use
of measurement and the use of precise analysis . There is one effect
which is important in weighing the validity of efforts . As rapidly
as a science becomes precise and subject to mathematical treatment,

universally accepted. For this reason the career of an individual in the
natural sciences who abandons logic, and who tries to support wild
guesses, is usually brief and conclusive. The social scientists do no
have the same degree of means for insisting upon rigor where it applies, and soundness and logical reasoning in the handling of evidence
They are making great progress along these lines, but there is here still
a real difference in the way in which the scientists proceed as professional groups in the two fields .
I do not know whether there are any thoughts in here that will aid
your own thinking on the matter, but I hope the time is not far off
when we can again explore the subject together .
Cordially yours,
V. BUSH .

ANSWERS TO SPECIFIC CHARGES

A memorandum submitted for the record by Charles Dollard,
president, Carnegie Corporation of New York

I have sought in oral testimony before this committee to make
clear how completely unfounded are the broad charges which have
been leveled against the Carnegie Corporation . It remains to answer
in detail certain specific charges which have been brought against
various projects with which the corporation has been associated .
The evidence which has been placed before the committee to date
on these matters has been characterized by errors of fact and errors
of interpretation . I am genuinely reluctant to engage in public disputation on these matters . But the record must be set straight, and
I am sure that the committee will welcome such corrections as I am in
a position to offer .
I shall discuss five separate matters, in the order in which they
appear in the record
I. An American Dilemma : The Negro Problem and Modern Democracy by
Gunnar Myrdal et al .
II. Education for International Understanding in American Schools . Prepared
and published by the National Education Association .
III. The Proper Study of Mankind by Stuart Chase .
IV . The American Soldier by Samuel Stouffer, et al .
V. Report of the Commission on Social Studies . American Historical Association .
I . AN AMERICAN DILEMMA BY GUNNAR MYRDAL ET AL

An American Dilemma has been referred to in the course of the
hearings by two witnesses, Messrs . Dodd and Colegrove . Originall
published in 2 volumes (1,500 pages) in 1944, it was the end product
of a 6-year study of the Negro problem, which study was financed
by the Carnegie Corporation at a cost of about $300,000 .
In the early days of these hearings, one of the witnesses characterized this 1,500-page work by reading a series of short excerpts taken
from the introductory chapter of the work . Without raising the question as to the appropriateness of characterizing a scholarly work by

record straight.
Here is the first quotation which the witness offered

Indeed, the new Republic began its career with a reaction . Charles Beard,
in An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States, and a
group of modern historians, throwing aside the much cherished national mythology which had blurred the difference in spirit between the Declaration of
Independence and the Constitution, have shown that the latter was conceived
in considerable suspicion against democracy and fear of the people . It was
dominated by property consciousness and designed as a defense against the democratic spirit let loose during the Revolution .

Here are the two sentences which follow immediately on the paragraph quoted above and which the witness did not quote

But, admitting all this, the Constitution which actually emerged out of the
compromises in the drafting convention provided for the most democratic state
structure in existence anywhere in the world at that time . And many of the
safeguards so skillfully thought out by the conservatives to protect "the rich,
the wellborn, and the capable" against majority rule melted when the new
order began to function . (Italics ours)-Chapter I, page, 7 .

Other quotations read into this record earlier all leave the impression that Myrdal was consistently and bitterly critical of everything
American . It is worth noting that the witness who read these quotations into the record overlooked passages which give a much truer
indication of Dr. Myrdal's attitude toward this country . Consider,
for example, the following passage (p . 4, ch. I)

These ideals of the essential dignity of the individual human being, of the
fundamental equality of all men, and of certain inalienable rights to freedom,
justice, and a fair opportunity represent to the American people the essential
meaning of the Nation's early struggle for independence . In the clarity and
intellectual boldness of the enlightenment period these tenets were written into
the Declaration of Independence, the preamble of the Constitution, the Bill of
Rights, and into the constitutions of the several States . The ideals of the Amercan creed have thus become the highest law of the land . The Supreme Court
pays its reverence to these general principles when it declares what is constitutional and what is not . They have been elaborated upon by all national leaders,
thinkers, and statesmen . America has had, throughout its history, a continuous
discussion of the principles and implications of democracy, a discussion which,
in every epoch, measured by any standard, remained high, not only quantitatively
but also qualitatively. The flow of learned treatises and popular tracts on the
subject has not ebbed, nor is it likely to do so . In all wars, including the present
one, the American creed has been the ideological foundation of national morale .

Another quotation which serves to illustrate Myrdal's profound
respect for America and Americans will be found in the author's
preface on page xlii . It reads as follows

At this point it must be observed that America, relative to all the other
branches of western civilization, is moralistic and moral conscious . The ordinary American is the opposite of a cynic . He is on the average more of a believer
and a defender of the faith in humanity than the rest of the occidentals . It is a
relatively important matter to him to be true to his own ideals and to carry them
out in actual life . We recognize the American, wherever we meet him, as a
practical idealist . Compared with members of other nations of western civilization, the ordinary American is a rationalistic being, and there are close relations
between his moralism and his rationalism . * * * This moralism and rationalism
are to many of us-among them the author of this book-the glory of the Nation,
its youthful strength, perhaps the salvation of mankind .

The truth of the matter is that any conscientious person who reads
Myrdal's entire report cannot possibly fail to sense his deep affection

Neither of the two previous witnesses who referred to Myrdal'
work made any attempt to tell the committee what the Myrdal book
was about, or to evaluate it as a scholarly work. Hence, it may b
worth noting in passing that few 'studies of American social problems
in this century have been as widely applauded or warmly reviewed
An American Dilemma stands and will stand as one of the great social
documents of the century, and Dr . Myrdal will continue to be admired
here and abroad as an objective and completely honest scholar.
One of the earlier witnesses dismissed Dr . Myrdal as a "foreigner"
and a "Socialist ." That Dr . Myrdal is a foreigner cannot be denied
since he was born in Sweden and is still a Swedish citizen . It i
worth asking, however, whether the witness would similarly dismiss
Lord Bryce and De Tocqueville, two other foreign-born scholars, who
helped America to see its problems in new perspective and to understand and appreciate its own greatness.
It is less accurate to refer to Dr . Myrdal as a "Socialist," without
defining that opprobrious word . True indeed, he was and is a member of the Social Democratic Labor Party in Sweden which has bee
the dominant party in that country for many years . But it is common knowledge that the program inaugurated in Sweden by the
Social Democrats is vastly different from what we in this country
normally think of as socialism . While Sweden has gone beyond most
states in the provision of social services to its people, facilities for
production and distribution of goods are still almost entirely in private hands . Sweden's economy remains a private-enterprise economy
The question remains : Why did Carnegie Corporation seek a foreign scholar to undertake this particular study and why did it finally
select a Swedish scholar? The answer is contained in the following
extract from the foreword to An American Dilemma which was
written and signed by Frederick P . Keppel, then president of th
corporation

In 1931, the late Newton D . Baker joined the corporation board . He was th
son of a Confederate officer, attended the Episcopal Academy in Virginia an
the Law School of Washington and Lee University, and spent the greater par
of his early years in the border States of West Virginia and Maryland . Hi
services first as city solicitor and later as mayor of Cleveland gave him direct
experience with the growing Negro populations in northern cities, and as Secretary of War he had faced the special problems which the presence of the Negr
element in our population inevitably creates in time of national crisis .
Mr. Baker knew so much more than the rest of us on the board about these
questions, and his mind had been so deeply concerned with them, that we readily
agreed when, he told us that more knowledge and better organized and inter
related knowledge were essential before the corporation could intelligently distribute its own funds. We agreed with him further in believing that the gatherin
and digestion of the, material might well have a usefulness far beyond our own
needs .
The direction of such a comprehensive study of the Negro in America, as th
board thereupon authorized, was a serious question . There was no lack of com
petent scholars in the United States who were deeply interested in the problem
and had already devoted themselves to its study, but the whole question ha
been for nearly a hundred years so charged with emotion that it appeared wise
to seek as the responsible head of the undertaking someone who could approac
his task with a fresh mind, uninfluenced by traditional attitudes or by earlier
conclusions, and it was therefore decided to import a general director-somewhat as the late Charles P . lowland was called across the Atlantic to supervis
the repatriation of the Greeks in Asia Minor after the close of the First World

standards but with no background or traditions of imperialism which might
lessen the confidence of the Negroes in the United Sttes as to the complete impartiality of the study and the validity of its findings . Under these limitations,
the obvious places to look were Switzerland and the Scandinavian countries, .
and the search ended in the selection of Dr . Gunnar Myrdal, a scholar who
despite his youth had already achieved an international reputation as a social
economist, a professor in the University of Stockholm, economic adviser to the
Swedish Government, and a member of the Swedish Senate. Dr . Myrdal had a
decade earlier spent a year in the United States as a fellow of the Spelma;n .
Fund, and when the invitation was extended to him by the corporation in 1937,
was about to make a second visit at the invitation of Harvard University to
deliver the Godkin Lectures * * * (pp . VI, VII) .
II. EDUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING IN AMERICAN
SCHOOLS-A BOOK PREPARED AND ISSUED BY THE NATIONAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION

At an earlier stage in these hearings, one of the witnesses read into
the record a number of quotations from the book Education for International Understanding in American Schools issued by the National
Education Association. Careful scrutiny of the book itself will reveal
that the quotations selected do not provide a fair picture of the views
of the authors . No passages were quoted to illustrate the constructive and realistic attitude of the authors toward nationalism . Forexample :

"International understanding" is a broad term and necessarily encompasses
many things. It does not connote the absence of national loyalty nor an unrealistic approach to the world. Rather, it includes the process of making students
informed and loyal citizens of their own country-aware of the nature of the
world in which they live, the relationship of their nation to the world as a whole,
the forces that motivate national action, the life and institutions of other nations,
and a host of other things in order that they may bring their intelligence and
judgment to bear upon the problems of living in an interdependent world (p . 9) .
Americans generally agree that our country must be prepared for any emergency, but the problem is to determine what is adequate preparedness . The problem is not simple, for our security rests upon the strengthening of the ideals of
the American way of life as well as upon economic and military factors (p . 19) .
The Brookings Institution, in a recent study, has outlined the problem thus
"There are certain elements of national military power, however, that are
required for the security of the United States, whether or not a system of worldwide collective security under the United Nations is effective . The essentially
national elements relate to : the maintenance of an adequate military establishment ; continuous research and development ; the maintenance of a coordinated system of intelligence ; plans for the organization of the Government for
possible war, for the mobilization of industry and manpower, and for civilian
defense, civilian economy, and national discipline. The full effectiveness of all
these elements requires a unity of purpose and a high degree of moral strength
among the American people" (p. 19) .
As one scholar puts it
"Patriotism, loyalty to one's nation, has in some places been criticized as an
`absurd prejudice' or as 'a vulgar vice,' or as 'a virtue-among barbarians .'
Such criticism of patriotism are about as valid as would be the charge that one
is less loyal and effective as a citizen because he is loyal to his family, his community, and the multiplicity of social groups of which one may be a member .
Nevertheless, such criticisms are sound if patriotism means that love of one's
fellow men stops at national frontiers, if it means that it must be based on malice
to all and charity toward none outside one's national group" (I . L . Kandel)
(p . 46) .
"Nationalism has been, and is, one of the most powerful forces in the development of the kind of world in which we must live . The idea of 'one nation
indivisible,' which we repeat in our pledge of allegiance to the flag, is also held,
in one form or another, by most of the people in the world . We look to our

No passages were quoted which revealed the active concern of the
authors for moral and spiritual values . For example
There is another threat that is as great as that to be feared from new engines
,of destruction-the loss of the moral and spiritual values that a resort to force
.seeks to defend (p. 16) .
The peaceful resolution of differences, however, is only possible within the
limits of what nations and individuals consider to be the essential values governing their conduct, values, and principles that are not susceptible to change and
which must be defended in the face of attempts to subvert them (p . 22) .
Education as a force for world peace derives its validity from the fact that
it is the process by which individuals and groups are made aware of the values
and standards that men create to govern their conduct . The process of becoming aware of those standards and values involves the acquisition of knowledge
and the development of a capacity to judge critically the mass of human experi,.ence in terms of these standards . It involves further the process of applying
the standards and values to specific situations (p . 35) .
No passages were quoted which reveal the alertness of the authors
:to the dangers of communism. For example
The Soviet system, which we call "communism" is not the only form in which
.authoritarianism exists today, for there are absolute monarchies and dictatorships throughout the world . It has been entirely possible for democratic states
to exist harmoniously in a world with nondemocratic states . However, if the
ideology of any state requires attack upon the very existence of another state,
:such aggressiveness is a serious menace to the peace . It was this ideological
aggressiveness-embodied in the mazism and fascism-coupled with the unscrup.ulous use of state power, that helped bring on World War II . This same
situation-revolutionary ideology implemented the vast national strength-is
evident in certain aspects of the foreign policy of the Soviet Union today .
The combination of an aggressive ideology with a powerful national state is
made all the more dangerous because it is difficult or impossible to appeal directly
to the people of that state . The denial of the concept of individual liberty, the
strict censorship of access to information not approved by the state, and limitations of freedom of thought and expression make it extremely difficult for the
.people in any authoritarian state to express effectively that desire for peace
which is undoubtedly the common possession of all peoples everywhere (p . 24) .
In some intances, sentences were taken out of context in such a way
.as to affect the meaning of the total passage . For example, on page
-45 there appears the passage quoted below . The two sentences
.italicized (italic not in original) were quoted to the committee. The
.remainder of the passage was not quoted to the committee.
T . V . Smith has said that "nationalism represents perhaps man's most massive
:achievement up to date ." This is true because the evolution of the nation-state
system represents an advance of men in the organization of a political unit larger
than the tribe, the city-state, or the province. It made possible the maintenance
of law and order over a larger area than was formerly possible .

Unfortunately man did not attain peace through the nation-state system on a
:worldwide basis . Militant leaders realizing the unifying spirit that could be

aroused in their followers by an appeal to their new national loyalties utilized
it for purely national ends . A spirit of narrow nationalism was stirred up in
.the people by impressing them with an idea of their own superiority. The
self-interest of the race or nation was magnified .
People were taught to look down upon other nationalities as inferior . War
was regarded as an accepted means of extending the prestige of the nation . This
development was an important factor in bringing about both the First and Second
World Wars. So long as these narrow nationalistic ideas continue to be held by

many people in all nations today, there is a threat to peace (p . 45) .
Note :that the two italicized sentences taken alone give the impres: lion of rather unqualified criticism of nationalism . Placed in context, it, becomes apparent that the authors are critical of only those

III. THE PROPER STUDY OF MANKIND, BY STUART CHASE

A witness has raised some questions about this book and its author .
Stuart Chase is an extremely able writer who had in the past demonstrated a great capacity for translating technical material into terms
which the ordinary layman could understand . The last assignment
which Mr. Chase undertook prior to writing the Proper Study of Mankind was an assessment of the labor policies of the Standard Oil Co . of
New Jersey . This study was commissioned by the Standard Oil Co.
and the results were printed in its monthly magazine (the Lamp) and
offprinted for wide public distribution . A careful study of Mr . Chase's
record would have also disclosed the fact that he has performed similar
assignments for a variety of other well-known industrial concerns .
Mr. Chase was called a "cultural determinist ." The influence of
social factors in determining behavior was observed by the ancient
Greeks, and the modern case for culture as an influence on human
behavior was first made more than 50 years ago by William Graham
Sumner, one of the greatest of American sociologists and economists
in a book entitled "Folkways." Chase's estimate of the importance
of the so-called culture concept would be concurred in by a majority
of the anthropologists in America . This does not deny (nor does
Chase) the importance of biological and other factors in human
behavior.
It was said "that there is not a balanced presentation of ideas" in
Chase's book . The opinion of 10 qualified social scientists who read
the book in manuscript was unanimously to the contrary, as was the
opinion of almost every social scientist who reviewed the book in a
professional journal.
It was stated that Chase's treatment of the field of economics is a
"balanced presentation" because Chase knew this field but that his
treatment of anthropology, sociology, psychology, etc ., is unbalanced
because Dollard and Young did not tell him what to say about these
fields . Of course Dollard and Young did not censor Chase . What
they did do was (a) help give Chase access to the most competent
social scientists in the country, and (b) require him to submit his
completed manuscript for criticism by competent social scientists
representing all of the fields which the book covers .
That Mr. Chase made good use of the very trenchant criticisms
which he thus received, prior to the publication of the book, is evidenced by the fact that competent authorities who reviewed the Proper
Study of Mankind found no lack of balance in Mr . Chase's treatment
of the various social sciences .
IV . THE AMERICAN SOLDIER, BY SAMUEL STOUFFER ET AL .

A witness made a general attack on the 4-volume work entitled
"The American Soldier." His specific criticisms focused on chapter 1,
of volume I, which is an attempt by the authors to explain how the
studies on which the volumes were based came to be made, and chapter
2, volume II . The studies made by the Information and Education

attention .
Since the testimony on this matter is confused almost beyond belief,
the following categorical statements are in order .
The studies which led to the establishment of the point system were
made at the request of a Special Planning Division creatr,d in the War
Department by General Marshall in 1943 or early 1944 . This staff
was assigned the responsibility for making forward plans for all
phases of demobilization and related matters .
The chief contribution of the Information and Education Division
was to define the factors which soldiers thought should be taken into
account in a demobilization plan and to list the order in which the
troops thought these factors should be weighed . The actual weights
were assigned by the Special Planning Division, upon the recommendation of a committee of officers representing Army Service Forces, the
Air Force and Ground Forces!
It was clearly specified in the overalll demobilization plan that military necessity should outweigh other considerations and that theater
commanders were authorized to retain "essential personnel" no matter what their point scores might be. If field commanders did not in
fact take full advantage of this authority, it was not because of pressure from social scientists but rather resulted from congressional pressures and the very vocal outcries of wives and mothers for the release
of their husbands and sons . Clear evidence supporting this will be
found in the January 16, 1946, issue of the New York Times .' It was
on this date that General Eisenhower, then commanding general of
the European theater, and Admiral Nimitz appeared before an extraordinary joint session of the two Houses of Congress to answer demands that soldiers be returned from Europe more rapidly .
It was implied that the activities of the Research Branch of the Information and Education Division were in direct defiance of the Secretary of War and as proof a directive issued by the Army in May
1941 was quoted.
The fact is that this regulation was issued primarily to protect the
Army against the incursions of outside "pollers" who wished to use
soldiers as a captive audience . The Secretary of War quite rightly
outlawed such activities as soon as they were brought to his attention .
A subsequent regulation issued by the Army specifically authorized
the Information and Education Division' to conduct studies of soldiers' opinions and attitudes and certified such studies as useful and
necessary for the proper conduct of certain established Army activities . This regulation reads as follows
d. Sample surveys .-Planning surveys and experimental studies of specific
morale problems provide an accurate method of determining soldiers' mental
attitudes and the extent to which the factors considered in these regulations in-

i At various times during World War II, this Division was officially designated as the
Special Services Division and the Morale Branch . Its mission remained constant despite
these semantic changes.
a All these events antedate the creation of the Department of Defense .
a A single paragraph from the Times, January 9, illustrates the point : "Letters from
G I's bearing 'No boats, no votes' stamps and from organized 'Bring Daddy Home Clubs'
piled up in legislators' letterboxes in what was termed the greatest volume of mail in congressional history . Some Congressmen talked of introducing legislation to force the Army
to release men with 18 months' service, dependents, or a desire to go to school ."
* See footnote p . 12, supra .

tions which protect the anonymity of the individual . This research provides a
necessary scientific check on personal impressions, and aids in the interpretation
of statistical data from official records . The making of such sample surveys and
experimental studies is the responsibility of the Director, Special Services Division,' Services of Supply.

This regulation was published in the War Department, MR 1-10,
March 5, 1943 (~ ar . 43 D, p. 17) .
It was implied that data resulting from opinion surveys or "polls"
is "unscientific ." As a matter of fact, survey techniques are widely
used by many of the leading industrial firms in the country . For the
past 5 years, the economic forecasts of the Federal Reserve Board have
been based to a very large extent on careful estimates of the intentions
of consumers with respect to future purchases and future savings .
These data are supplied by the Survey Research Center of the University of Michigan, one of the leading centers for the scientific study of
attitudes and opinions, under contract with the Federal Reserve
Board.
Social scientists made important contributions in World War I long
before any of the foundations were active in these fields . Much of
our present knowledge in the field of psychometrics is an end product
of the pioneering work done by Guthrie, Miles, Bingham, et al ., who
were called on by the Adjutant General of the Army in 1917 to set
up a system of classification for the Army . Similarly, the statistical
procedures which now enable the General Staff of the Army to keep
track of its day-to-day business were initiated by two economists, the
late Leonard Ayers of Cleveland and W. Randolph Burgess, present
Deputy to the Secretary of the Treasury .'
If the Army has indeed been "invaded" by social scientists, the
record should show that the invasion began when the authors of The
American Soldier were still in knee pants .
V . REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON SOCIAL STUDIES, AMERICAN HISTORICAL
ASSOCIATION

In 1934 the Commission on Social Studies, an ad hoc group set up
by the American Historical Association, published the final volume
in a series of reports on the social studies field . This final volume,
entitled "Conclusions and Recommendations," has been discussed and
quoted at some length in these hearings . It may be useful therefore
to state what the book is about and describe the circumstances surrounding the Carnegie Corporation grant which made the book-and
indeed the whole series of studies-possible .
The book does not advocate socialism . The authors did repeatedly
record the observation that the United States appeared to be moving
from an era of extreme individualism to an era characterized by far
greater emphasis upon economic and social planning . This was an
accurate observation .
The worst that can be said is that the authors not only reported
this trend but appeared to accept it cheerfully . What they were
accepting was sot socialism . It was the New Deal .
The book was written in the depths of the greatest depression this
country has ever known. The mood of the book was the national
mood at that time . Those were the days of breadlines, soup kitchens,

encamped on Anacostia Flats ; of nearly 13 million unemployed .
. Shall we now deny that there was at that time a widespread disillusionment concerning our economic system, or that men were energetically seeking new solutions to a desperate situation? Or if we
admit those facts, shall we seek now at the height of our prosperity
to reproach all those who shared the doubts and hopes of that time?
Since the word "collectivism" is used frequently throughout the
book, it is useful to note that Charles Beard, in a letter to Frederick
Keppel, then president of Carnegie Corporation, said that he had
chosen the word because it "avoids the connotations of socialism and
communism ." Whether his choice was a wise one may be debated,
but his intention is clear .
So much for what the book says . The relationship of Carnegie
Corporation to the project remains to be clarified .
The Carnegie Corporation was first approached by Dana Carleton
Munro, a medieval historian and well-known authority on the Crusades . The approach was made in behalf of the American Historical
Association, one of the older scholarly societies in America, and without question one of the most honorable . The group of historians who
had developed the project within the American Historical Association
numbered among its members some of the most distinguished university professors of the time-Charles Beard, of Columbia ; Isaiah
Bowman, of Johns Hopkins ; Guy Stanton Ford, of Minnesota ;
Charles Merriam, of Chicago ; and Carleton J . H . Hayes, also of
Columbia . All were men of great integrity and of high reputation
as scholars.
` In the early years of the study there appeared no foreshadowing of
the political and economic views which characterize the final volume .
But had the corporation seen the draft of the manuscript, it would
not have sought to alter these views . The corporation made its grant
to the American Historical Association . The association selected the
inembers of the commission . The members of the commission were
responsible for the book . The fact that the corporation has the power
to grant or withhold funds does not give it the power to censor or
rewrite the works produced under its grants . This means, obviously,
that works will be supported by corporation grants containing views
that differ from those held by trustees and officers of the corporation.
This is as it must and should be . The alternative is thought control .
What actually happened was in the healthiest tradition of American
life . Of the 16 members of the commission, 4 declined to sign the
document . This disagreement was not in any way concealed . On the
contrary, it is mentioned in an introductory note at the beginning of
the volume . Furthermore, each of the men who declined to sign was
invited to submit a dissenting opinion to be printed over his signature
along with the report. None took advantage of this opportunity .
One individual who did sign-Isaiah Bowman-prepared a vigorous
statement dissenting from many of the "conclusions ." This, too, was
given full publicity . In fact, it appears as appendix C in the Conclusions and Recommendations .
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authors of the book, Mr. Keppel says :
Frankly, I think that the report in its final form is a fairly vulnerable document, but I am not sure that in the long run that it is not going to be a good
thing. * * * The fact that the report was not signed unanimously does not
trouble me very much, nor the fact that I would have dealt with some of the
material quite differently if I had been writing it myself.

LEAGUE FOR INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY-ANSWER OF DR. HARRY
W. LAIDLER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE LID, TO STATEMENT
OF KEN EARL

Sworn statement by Dr . Harry W. Laidler, executive director, League
for Industrial Democracy, regarding the educational activities of
the LID, submitted in writing to the Special Committee To Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations . The statement is a reply to the
criticisms of the league made by Ken Earl, attorney of the law firm
of Lewis, Strong & Earl, Moses Lake, Wash ., at the hearing of the
special committee in Washington, D . C ., Tuesday and Wednesday,
June 15 and 16. These criticisms were contained in Mr. Earl's
mimeograph report and in his answers to the committee's questions

To Members of the Special Committee To Investigate Tax-Exempt
Foundations of the United States House of Representatives :
My name is Dr . Harry W. Laidler, executive director of the League
for Industrial Democracy . I have served as executive director of the
league since its inception in 1921, and, prior to that, as secretary of
the league's predecessor, from 1910 to 1921 . Outside of my LID
activities, I have been a member of the New York City Council ; a
lecturer in economics at Brooklyn College, the College of the City of
New York, and New York University ; have written a number of books
including college textbooks on economic movements and problems ;
am a member of the New York bar, and have been active in economic
research organizations .
The League for Industrial Democracy is a nonprofit, educational
organization of 49 years' standing, incorporated as a membership
corporation under the laws of New York State. It is not a foundation, as defined by the Webster's New International Dictionary, which
describes a foundation as "a corporation provided with funds for
contributing to the endowment of institutions ; that which is founded
or established by endowment ." The league was not founded by an
endowment . It has at the present time no endowment . It does not
endow other institutions, and it receives but an infinitesimal part of
its moderate income of less than $50,000 a year from foundations .
Its members and board of directors were thus, in the nature of the
case, somewhat surprised to learn that the league, after 49 years of
fruitful educational . activity, had been suddenly made the subject of
a 39-page attack by Mr. Ken Earl, a Moses Lake, Wash ., attorney,
hitherto unknown to them, and had been selected for that unusual
attention from thousands of foundations, as technically and popularly
defined, and from tens of thousands of other tax-exempt associations .
The league, indeed, is one of the few tax-exempt educational societies in America dedicated to a better understanding of the labor

It has sought to stimulate college men and women in the public
generally to understand the social problems of their times and to seek
constructive, democratic remedies to social abuses . It has done valuable educational work through its researches, publications, conferences, lectures, college and city discussion groups, and information
services . And it has sought to honor through its annual awards men
and women who have served the cause of democracy-among them
Mrs . Eleanor Roosevelt ; Dr . Ralph J. Bunche, winner of the Nobel
peace prize ; Oscar L. Chapman, former Secretary of the Interior ;
John Dewey, philosopher and educator ; Paul H . Douglas, Senator
from Illinois ; Thomas C . Douglas, premier of Saskatchewan, Canada ;
David Dubinsky, president of the ILGWU ; the late William Green,
late president of the A . F . of L. ; John Haynes Holmes, pastor emeritus, Community Church ; Sidney Hook, professor of philosophy, NYU;
Hubert H. Humphrey, United States Senator from Minnesota ; the'
late Philip Murray, late president of the CIO ; Herbert H. Lehman.,
United States Senator from New York ; Trygve Lie, former Secretary
General of the United Nations ; George Meany, president of the A . F .
of L. ; Wayne L. Morse, United States Senator from Oregon ; Leland
Olds, former Chairman of the Federal Power Commission ; Walter P.
Reuther, president of the CIO and of the United Auto Workers ; Paul
R. Porter, former United States Deputy for Economic Affairs in Europe ; Clarence Senior, Latin American authority ; and Dr. Selman A .
Waksman, codiscoverer of streptomycin and winner of the Nobel prize
in medicine.
John Dewey, foremost American philosopher and educator, was
the league's honorary president for 11 years until his death in 1952 .
Nathaniel M . Minkoff, secretary of the New York joint board,
Dressmakers' Unions, ILGWU, is its president . Its vice presidents
include Dr . John C . Bennett, professor of theology and ethics, Union
Theological Seminary ; Dr . John Haynes Holmes, of the Community
Church, New York ; President A . J . Hayes, president of the International Association of Machinists ; Dr. Bryn J . Hovde, former president of the New School for Social Research ; Dr . William H . Kilpatrick, professor emeritus of education, Teachers College, Columbia ;
Dr. Alexander Meiklejohn, former president of Amherst College ;
Vida D . Scudder, for years professor of English literature, Wellesley
College ; and M. J. Coldwell, Member of Parliament of Canada . Its
board chairman is Mark Starr, prominent labor educator and author ;
its treasurer, Joseph Schlossberg, member of the Board of Higher
Education, New York, and secretary-treasurer emeritus of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America ; and its secretary and executive director, Dr . Harry W. Laidler .
Its board of directors, consisting of 75 members, include many
educators, businessmen, labor and civic leaders, and members of the
legal and other professions.
All believers in the strengthening of the democratic way of life are
eligible to league membership . Prior to the spring of 1943, the stated
object of the league was "education for a new social order based on
production for use and not for profit." In that year, the membership voted to change the stated object to "education for increasing
democracy in our economic, political, and cultural life ." In making

tion for a strengthened democracy in all phases of our life, rather
than education for a particular type of social order .
Surely the leagues object, educational activities, or officers and
associates in no way, in our opinion, justify the type of attack to
which the league was subjected, without notice, before the special
investigating committee .
THE LID'S TAX-EXEMPT STATUS

Mr. Earl seeks in his report to show that the League for Industrial
Democracy should not continue to be tax-exempt.
The LID received tax exemption in the twenties . In the early
thirties, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue questioned this exemption as the league, a pioneering educational society, was, in the nature
of the case, constantly dealing with social problems of a controversial
nature.
The question of the educational character of the league was then
aroued before the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, in the case
of eyl versus the Commissioner of Internal Revenue . After examining the league's educational activities, the court handed down a
decision on April 13, 1931, in favor of the LID in what has since been
regarded as a decision of historic importance. In this case, the court
declared

(1) The sole question presented is whether the League for Industrial Democracy is an educational corporation within the meaning of the statute . The facts
are not in dispute. The league makes researches, gives lectures, holds debates
and discussions, promotes, by writing pamphlets, books, and helping to distribute
them, giving information concerning economic and social problems . It is well
organized, has substantial sponsors, and claims to have a definite social doctrine
It claims the best education is self-education, and considers that the best work
it can do among the colleges is by voluntary groups which organize themselves
in various colleges and seek the benefit of the publication of its information
The fact that its aim may or may not resemble that of a political party does not
of itself remove it from the category of an association engaged in educational
work.
(2) Congress did not include a definition of the term "education" as used in
the act . In the absence of specific definition, the words are to be given their
usual and accepted meaning . Matter of Will of Fox (52 N. Y. 530, 11 Am. Rept
751) . "Education" has been defined by the encyclopedia and dictionaries as
"imparting or acquisition of knowledge, mental and moral training ; cultivation
of the mind, feelings, and manners ." The definition given by the Funk & Wagnall
New Standard Dictionary, volume 1, may be referred to : "Education, as understood today, connotes all those processes cultivated by a given society as means
for the realization in the individual of the ideals of the community as a whole
It has for its aim the development of the powers of man (1) by exercising each
along its particular line, (2) by properly coordinating and subordinating them,
(3) by taking advantage of the law of habit, and (4) by appealing to human
interest and enthusiasm . It includes not only the narrow conception of instruction, to which it was formerly limited, but embraces all forms of human expBrience, owing to the recognition of the fact that every stimulus with its corresponding reaction has a definite effect on character . It may be either mainly esthetic,
ethical, intellectual, physical, or technical, but to be most satisfactory it must
involve and develop all sides of human capacity."
The literature 'which the league distributes covers different authors and is of
interest and information to students of political subjects and political economy
All is the subject of education .
The organization has no legislative program hovering over its activities . It
is clear that, as Congress did not intend to use the word "education" in the
statute in any exceptional sense, but giving it its plain, ordinary meaning, it is

On the basis of the league's educational activities, the Bureau of
Internal Revenue, following the passage of the Revenue Act of 1938,
also declared that the educational activities of the League-its researches, pamphlets, promotion of debates, and discussions relating
to economic and social problems, etc.-entitled the League "to exemption under the provisions of section 101 (6) of the Revenue Act of
1938 and the corresponding provisions of prior revenue acts ."
ACTIVITIES, 1953-54

During the last year the LID has conducted a number of valuable
educational activities
.-One of these activities was the
Forty-ninth annual conference
holding of its 49th annual conference . At this conference, held on
April 9-10, 1954, at the Hotel Commodore, New York, we sought to
analyze various currents in our economic system, and seek to discover
what had been the restrictions imposed on free enterprise, and how
we would at present best characterize our present economy .
The first round table of the conference was held on Friday evening,
April 9, 1954 . At this session we asked a variety of opinions on the
impact on free enterprise of monopoly, partial monopoly, trade agreements, and Government subsidies and regulations initiated by business
groups . The round table panel represented a variety of interests and
points of view . On the panel were Theodore K . Quinn, former vice
president of the General Electric Co . and author of Giant Business ;
Dr . Solomon Barkin, economist, author, research director, Textile
Workers Union of America ; Lee F . Johnson, executive vice president
of the National Housing Conference ; Aaron Levenstein, author and
member of the staff of the Research Institute of America ; and Mark
Starr, author and labor educator.
Following a number of brilliant and searching papers on the
problem of subsidies, trade agreements and regulation, and their effect
on free competitive practices, there as a vigorous discussion within
the panel and between the panel and the audience .
The second session on Saturday morning, April 10, dealt with the
effect on free enterprise and a laissez faire economy of labor, consumer, and political action, President A . J . Hayes of the International Association of Machinists, gave a paper on what, in his opinion,
had been some of the achievements of the trade union movement, and
its impact on our economic system . Wallace J . Campbell, Washington director, Cooperative League, United States of America,
described the development of the cooperative and other consumer
movements. James Farmer, student field secretary, LID, gave a
factual statement on some phases of social-security legislation, while
George Soule, professor of economics, Bennington College, and former president of the National Bureau of Economic Research, gave
an analysis of the types of industry that were and that were not
subject to public regulation .
The final round table of the conference discussed the important
problem, How To Prevent a Depression .
Here, as elsewhere, the league sought to obtain the benefit of various
viewpoints on whether the present recession was likely to lead to a

ness and governmental groups to avoid mass unemployment . The
panel was opened by Dr . Geoffrey H . Moore, associate director of the
National Bureau of Economic Research, who presented an analysis of
hopeful and less hopeful trends in the present business cycle. Dr
Moore had for many years worked with Dr . Arthur F. Burns, now
Chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisers in the
field of business cycles and is one of the Nation's foremost authorities
on business trends. His address was printed almost verbatim in the
financial section of the New York Times.
He was followed by Wesley F . Rennie, executive director of the
Committee on Economic Development, a committee of prominent
businessmen who had recently formulated an antidepression program
for business and Government. Congressman Jacob K . Javits, Republican Congressman from New York, presented his program for maximum employment. Dr. Boris Shishkin, director of research, AFL,
analyzed the census figures on unemployment, and Dr . Theresa Wolfson, professor of economics, Brooklyn College, dealt with the need of
long-range planning as a means of stabilizing employment at a high
level. Max Delson, New York City attorney, presided . An enlightening interchange among speakers and audience followed .
Between the round-table discussions the league held its annual
luncheon, at which President George Meany, of the AFL, and Senator
Wayne Morse received citations for their contributions to democracy,
and John Dewey awards to former LID student leaders were presented
to Dr. Wolfson and, posthumously, to Dr . Felix S. Cohen, lawyer,
writer, teacher, champion of the rights of the American Indian .
President Meany delivered a valuable address on the Challenge of
International Communism, while Senator Morse urged that the country's legislators be kept better informed on the international situation
The conference throughout was one of a highly educational
character.
Pamphlets.-The LID has long been famous for its popular yet
scholarly pamphlets on social and economic problems which are used
extensively by labor education, labor, and civic groups .
The league has high standards for its educational pamphlets . It
has an excellent pamphlet committee of which Mrs . Katrina McCormick Barnes (daughter of the late Senator Medill McCormick and
the late Ruth Hanna McCormick), is secretary .
The committee carefully considers each manuscript, edits it for
accuracy and language, and plans the pamphlet series . On the other
hand, while endeavoring to choose authorities on particular subjects
to prepare the pamphlets, the opinions expressed by the authors are
their own and do not necessarily reflect the official point of view either
of the pamphlet committee or of the league . In this respect, it is
similar to the average book-publishing house .
During the last 2 years, the league has published a number of informative, educational pamphlets
The Right To Make Mistakes, by George S . Counts, professor of
education, Teachers College, Columbia-an examination of the errors
in judgment of public figures in the last decade or so on domestic and
international policy, and a plea for tolerance toward honest error and
for freedom of inquiry and thought as an essential to the democratic
way of life .

versity, a scholarly analysis of the economic and social problems,
involved in health insurance, national, and voluntary, by an economist
who has given much thought to the problem of social security . The
titles of the chapters indicate the ty es of problems dealt with
Chapter I-The Issues ; Chapter II-The Cost of National Health
Insurance ; Chapter III-Can We Afford National Health Insurance 1 ;
Chapter IV-Insurance and Availability of Medical Resources ; Chapter V-The Supply of Physicians ; Chapter VI-The Problem of
Financing the Medical Schools ; Chapter VII-Voluntary Insurance ;
Chapter VIII-Voluntary Insurance Versus Federal Insurance ;
Chapter IX-Unresolved Issues ; Conclusion ; Postscript ; Report on
President's Commission .
The pamphlet has a foreword by Alfred Baker Lewis, president of
the Union Casualty Co ., and is carefully documented . The pamphlet
has been praised for its scholarship and keen insights .
Taft-Hartley Act in Action by Jack Barbash . In this pamphlet,
Mr. Barbash, formerly research director of the United States Senate
Subcommittee on Labor and Labor Management, and author of Labor
Unions in Action, has described the evolution of collective-bargaining
legislation and the chief provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act, compare
the two acts, presented criticisms of Taft-Hartley and presented a
"design for Taft-Hartley changes ." The pamphlet contains an extensive list of references, and a selected bibliography . It has been
described "as the best short treatise'on Taft-Hartley thus far written ."
Forward March of American Labor, by Theresa Wolfson, professor
of economics, Brooklyn College, and Joseph Glazer, educational director, the United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum, and Plastic Workers of
America. Illustrated. This is an educational pamphlet giving a
brief, concise, accurate history of the American labor movement especially prepared as an educational pamphlet for newcomers in the labor
movement. It is now in its fourth printing, and is being revised and
brought up to date . It has been checked and rechecked for accuracy
and is extensively used by labor and educational groups.
Democratic Socialism-A New Appraisal, by Norman Thomas . A
restatement by the well-known authority on American socialism of
what democratic socialism is, and how its goals have been changed as
a result of the economic, political, and social developments and social
experiences of the past few decades . It was regarded as so valuable
a contribution that, besides the press publicity, it was discussed on
The Author Meets the Critic television show-the first pamphlet to be
so treated.
World Labor Today, by Robert J . Alexander, professor of economics, Rutgers College . This is a careful, factual study by a student
of the world labor movement of the development of the postwar labor
movement throughout the world-in Western and Eastern Europe, the
Middle and Far East and the Americas, with an estimate of tradeunion membership, selected references and bibliographical notes .
Student activities .-The LID has continued during the year its educational activities on college campuses . The league since its foundation has sought to stimulate young men and women in the colleges to
obtain an understanding of the great social issues of their day, and to
do their part, after their college days were over and while in college

urged them to seek their own solutions . As a believer in democracy,
it makes ineligible to membership advocates of dictatorship . Its
SLID constitution reads
. By virtue of the democratic aims of the league, advocates of dictatorship and

totalitarianism, and of any political system that fails to provide for freedom of
speech, of religion, of assembly, and of political, economic, and cultural organization ; or of any system that would deny civil rights to any person because of race,
color, creed, or national origin, are not eligible for membership . Nor are those
eligible whose political policies are wholly or largely determined by the policies
laid down by the leaders of a foreign government .

The league has a proud record of achievement in helping to start
young men and women on careers of public service, as the catalog of
its former student leaders will indicate .
Of the league's educational work in the college field in the past,
Prof . George S . Counts has the following to say

Since its founding in 1905, the League for Industrial Democracy, in my
opinion, has done more than any other organization in arousing the social
conscience and advancing the political understanding of students in our colleges
and universities. From the beginning it has opposed all forms of bigotry,
obscurantism, and totalitarianism and remained true to the inscription on its
masthead, "education for increasing democracy in our economic, political, and
cultural life ." It is dedicated without reservation to that sublime faith in the
human mind which is the foundation of foundations of free society in all ages .

Prof. Sidney Hook, chairman of the department of philosophy,
New York University, has written recently

The SLID has been one of the most fruitful forms of extracurricular educational activity on the campus . It has supplemented, and sometimes supplied
where it was missing, the intellectual stimulus and motivation to explore the
problems of social philosophy and organization in the liberal arts college .

During the past year, James Farmer, the Student League's field
secretary, visited many college campuses, lectured on labor and social
problems before assemblies, college classes, and student groups, and
organized college discussion groups . Mr. Farmer, as is indicated by
the letters which the league receives, is noted for his knowledge of
social and labor problems, his clarity of expression, and his educational approach.
The following was received from a member of the faculty at
Central Michigan College

I should like to express my appreciation and that of my students, for the
excellent talks presented for us by Mr . James Farmer, of your organization.
Mr. Farmer exhibited a degree of command of his subject and of control of
his audience that is rarely combined in one individual . He appeared to be
"up" on the best relevant sociological knowledge, and was able to present it in
a thoroughly stimulating manner .

A professor of sociology of an Indiana college writes

James Farmer has just left for Chicago. He did a superb job on this campus
in the course of 2 days. His chapel address was enthusiastically received by
students and faculty alike and his talks in our classes were equally effective .
Only a talented, dedicated person could speak so many times in so short a
period and scarcely repeat himself .
Please know how grateful I am to you and the LID for making it possible
for Mr . Farmer to visit our campus . His message is urgently needed .

I am glad to supply my reactions to the address by James Farmer to our
students . Mr . Farmer did' an excellent job of summarizing some of our basic
contemporary problems and of stimulating thought aimed at a constructive
conclusion. His ability at analysis and careful clear presentation is marked
I hope that you will continue to use him in situations which utilize his outstanding talents .

A partial list of lectures given by Mr . Farmer this last year appears
on accompanying sheets .
The SLID, in its various college chapters, emphasizes democratic,
undogmatic discussion, and does much to stimulate debates and
symposia where different points of view are represented . Thus the
Yale John Dewey Society, a branch of the SLID, this spring held a
debate on compulsory health insurance . Dr . D . Olan Meeker, chairman of the committee on national legislation of the Connecticut State
Medical Society, opposed a system of national health insurance, while
Dr . Theodore Sanders, of New York a member of the executive board
of the Committee for the Nation's Health, favored it .
The chapter also arranged a debate between Mark Starr, labor
educator, and John Welch, assistant treasure of a local textile company and consultant on labor relations on "Are trade unions too
powerful?"
Its last meeting this spring was a panel discussion on Indochina,
with a number of different points of view represented by Prof . Walter
Sharp, director of graduate studies in international relations, Yale
N . Due Thanh, president of the American Vietnamese Foundation
Jean Levy, a French Fulbright student ; Stephen Reid, director of
southeast Asian studies, and Milton Sacks, assistant in research in
southeast Asian students. Another meeting was addressed by Norman
Thomas .
Following each lecture, debate, and panel discussion, students and
faculty are invited to participate . E . Wright Bakke, professor of
economics ; Brand Blandshard, professor of philosophy, and Prof
Carlton R. Rollins are faculty advisers .
The strictly educational character of the student LID is also indicated in the roundtable discussion in this May 7 and 8 SLID conference on The Patterns of Social Reform in North America, at the
center of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. At
this conference the students selected as topics for discussion, Social
Reform and the Conflict of Rural and Urban Values, The Role of the
Trade Unions in Social Reform, and Social Reform and the Communication of Ideas . Among the participants in these roundtables were
C . Wright Mills, associate professor of sociology, Columbia University ; Daniel Bell, labor editor of Fortune ; Felix Gross, associate
professor of sociology, Brooklyn College, and professor of public
affairs, NYU ; Mark Starr, educational director, ILGWU, and coauthor of Labor in America ; S . Martin Lipsit, associate professor,
Columbia ; Thomas Brooks, assistant trade union editor ; Colin Cameron, Canadian member of Parliament, and several students . The
discussions were informal, and no resolutions were passed .

.democratic developments in specific countries in Europe, Latin America, Africa, . and Asia, addressed by Dr. Robert J .. Alexander 'of
Rutgers ; Joseph Monserrat, director ,~ New York office, Puerto Rico
Department of Labor ; S. Atmono, of the Indonesian consulate ; and
others, including some graduate students.
This summer the student LID is organizing a tour to Saskatchewan,
Canada, to study the farmers' cooperative movement and the activities of the CCF government ; is sending student helpers to the CIO
Institute at Port Huron, Mich ., and scholarship students to the Summer Institute for Social Progress at Bard College, and is organizing
an educational conference near Peekskill, N . Y.
City chapters .-The LIT) also organizes and conducts city branches,
of which the New York chapter is &e largest .
The meetings and affairs of the chapter during the last year were in
brief. as follows
February 8, 1953 : Award to Charles Abrams, housing expert .
Speakers : Supreme Court Justice Bernard Botein ; Helen Hall, director, Henry Street Settlement ; Stanley M . Isaacs, member New
York City Council ; Alvin S. Johnson, president emeritus of the New
School ; Lee Johnson, executive vice president, National Housing
Conference Theodore McGee, chairman of the Columbus, Ga ., Housing
Authority ; William C . Vladeck, president, Citizens Housing and
Planning Council ; Walter White, secretary, National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People ; Benjamin Naumoff and Dr .
Harry W. Laidler, chairmen.
The March 1953 programs dealt with Crime, Health, and Welfare
in New York City. Among participants were Dr . George Baehr,
president of the Health Insurance Plan of Greater New York ; Henry
L. McCarthy, commissioner of welfare, New York ; Helen Harris,
executive director, United Neighborhood Houses ; Dorothy Dunbar
Bromley, radio commenator ; Dr . Ernst Papanek, director of
Wiltwyck School ; and Benjamin Naumoff, president of the chapter .
June 20,1953 : The Crisis in the U . N. Speaker : Clark M . Eichelberger, national director, American Association for the U . N . (at
garden party) .
October 14, 1953 : The Struggle for Democracy versus Totalitarianism in Europe and Latin America . Participants : Amicus Most,
formerly chief of the Industry Department, ECA in Germany ; M. J .
Coldwell, Member of Parliament of Canada ; Jacques de Kadt,
Netherlands, Member of Parliament ; Serafino Romualdi, AFL representative in Latin America ; Norman Thomas, chairman .
November 14, 1953 : Tour of chapter members to U . N .
November 15, 1953 : Recent Developments in Britain . Speaker
Austen Albu, Member of Parliament, president Fabian Society, and
former deputy director, British Institute of Management .
December 11, 1953 : Annual awards of chapter . Presentation of
citations to George S . Counts, professor of education, Teachers
College Columbia ; and Dr . Abraham Lefkowitz, principal, Samuel
Tilden high School "for their outstanding contributions to education
and civic progress ." Drs . Counts and Lefkowitz delivered addresses,
respectively, on The Right To Be In Error and on The Menace to
Freedom. The award to Dr . Lefkowitz was given by Dr . William

ticipants were'Dr. John L . Childs, professor of philosophy of education, Columbia ; Dr. William H. ~ Kilpatrick, foremost Americai}
educator ; Mark Stair, labor educator, and Rebecca C. Simonson,
teacher and vice president, American Federation of Teachers .
January 30, 1954 : Tour to International Center of Carnegie
Foundation and to Gold Coast Exhibition.
February 11, 1954: Cross Currents in Israel, Egypt, and the Far
East . Participants : Prof . George E. Axtelle, recently returned from
Egypt ; and Louis Yagoda, former chief of CARE Mission in Israe].
May 12,1954 : Reception to Margaret Cole, author, member London
County Council, honorary secretary, Fabian Society .
June 5, 1954 : A tour to Miltwyck School and to Hyde Park .
June 19, 1954 : Dictatorship versus Democracy in Latin America.
Participants : His Excellency the Rev . Benjamin Nunez, Ambassador
of Costa Rica to the U . N . ; Dr. Balmore Rodriguez, former . president
of the Zenezuelan Senate ; Frances R . Grant, secretary-general, United
States Committee of the Inter-American Association for Democracy
and Freedom.
The chapter also held monthly radio programs over WEVD on
economic, social, and civic questions.
The league stimulated much research during the year in connection
with its meetings, radio broadcasts, and pamphlets and served as an
informal information center on economic problems .
I have carefully read the report of Mr . Ken Earl on the League for
Industrial Democracy, and the discussion before your committee on
that report.
May I try to appraise both the report and Mr . Earl's observations
before the committee . In the first place, there is an assumption
throughout Mr . Earl's discussion that if an organization deals with
economic, social, or political problems the solution of which necessitates legislative action, such discussion is political rather than
educational.
On page 1748 of the report of the committee's discussion, Mr . Earl,
for instance, mentions the fact that Dr. I. S . Falk, Director of Research and Statistics of the Social Security Board, gave a talk at our
1943 conference on the system' of social insurance in this country and
asked that it be strengthened . The address did not advocate the
passage of any specific piece of legislation .
Mr. Earl remarks that he is not arguing whether the system of
social insurance should, or should not be strengthened, but that social
insurance was a political subject, and thus, by implication, should not
be discussed by an educational body .
The Moses Lake attorney infers the same thing about the items
mentioned in the league's executive director's report in early 1953,
in which, without mentioning any bill before Congress, or without
engaging in any type of lobbying, the executive director enumerated
some things that he believed should be considered in the field of conservation, social security, labor legislation, economic stability, housing,
education, civil liberties, racial relations, corruption, foreign policy,
trade unionism, and cooperation .
If, of course, the discussion of economic and social problems ceases
to be educational because these problems have, in part, to find their

be regarded as political, not educational, for today, with legislative
and governmental bodies passing legislation on all matters that concern the life of the community, there is no question that does not have
a political angle . If a college course or an educational organization
deals with corporations, the professor must discuss antitrust and regulatory legislation . A discussion of trade unions and labor problems
necessarily involves a discussion of collective-bargaining legislation
A course or conference on the problem of economic stability, must,
unless the discussion deals with pure theory, bring in the question of
public works, social-insurance legislation, governmental financial controls, taxation, minimum wages, tariffs, international cooperation,
political alinements, and a host of other problems that have political
overtones and are subjects of legislation . A course on or discussion
of comparative economic systems must, to be complete, involve the
question as to how one economic order, through democratic legislative
process, might evolve to another economic order . The discussion does
not cease to be educational in the sense of the provisions of the internal
revenue law, if it is directed to the enunciation of principles and procedures which may sooner or later be incorporated into the law of the
land . Otherwise all courses in college dealing with the social sciences
would have to be regarded as political, not educational, in their nature,
and tl' college would, by that token, cease to be educational, at least
insofar as the teaching of the social sciences was concerned . The same
thing could be said about very many tax-exempt organizations interested in one or more social abuses which require legislation to correct .
Of course the educational character of the colleges and of the
courses they give in the social sciences has long since been established,
and such discussions cannot be regarded as educational if they are held
in our colleges, and political if they are held at meetings or in publications outside of academic halls . The books and pamphlets published
by the league that are used in college courses cannot be regarded as
educational in the classrooms and political in LID groups .
Mr. Earl's charge against the league that it is primarily political,
not educational in its nature is vitiated not only by his too restricted
definition of education, but by a number of other false assumptions
and techniques, the use of which in a college essay would, I fear, have
been severely criticized in any class .
I. False assumption No . 1 : The first false assumption is that the
activities and point of view of an educational organization in 1954
can be judged by its alleged activities 22 years before . Instead of
analyzing the league's activities during the past season, Mr. Earl, near
the beginning of his 39-page report, devotes 9 pages to expressions of
opinion of a student magazine issued in 1932, the assumption being
that these opinions represent those of the LID in the year 1954 .
The extremely small degree of merit in this assumption is indicated
by the following facts
(1) First, that the publication referred to, Revolt, was not edited
or published by the league proper, but by the Intercollegiate Council
which had its own executive committee, and the league assumed little
or no responsibility for its editorial policy ;
(2) Second, that the Intercollegiate Council, while providing a
free forum for the discussion of social problems by students and

opinions expressed in its magazine ;
(3) Third, that the stated object of the league was a different one
in 1954 than in 1932, the league members having changed that object
in 1943 from "education for a new social order based on production
for use and not for profit" to "education for increasing democracy in
our economic, political, and cultural life" ; and
(4) Finally, that the economic and psychological situation in 1932
di ered widely from the situation today, as was so vividly brought
out by Congressman Hays and others at the hearings of June 15 and
16 . In 1932, the country was in the midst of the greatest depression
in its history ; hundreds of thousands of white-collar workers, including many college graduates, were unemployed ; many banks were
closing up ; the Government seemed to be doing little to grapple effectively with the unemployment problem, and many economists and
others were predicting that the economic order was on the verge of
collapse.
Moreover, the rising tide of fascism and nazism in Germany due,
in part, to the great insecurity of white-collar and industrial workers
after World War I, inclined many young people to think that, unless
something was done in America to give employment to millions of
jobless, fascistic demagogs might arise in this country .
The social reforms of the thirties and the preparations for war and
World War II in the late thirties and early forties eliminated mass
unemployment, and many of the fears of college students and others
entertained in 1932 were found to be groundless . The young writers
revised their economic and social outlook, and several of them became
distinguished and most valuable public servants . It might be inter,
esting in this connection that one of the writers for the September
1932 issue of Revolt, which Mr . Earl failed to mention, was J . B.
Matthews, who soon after took a turn to the left, followed by one to
the right .
II. A second assumption of Mr . Earl which has little or no validity
is that the expressions of opinion on an international problem by 1 of
the 75 members of the board made a decade ago-even an opinion at
wide variance with that which the member holds today-necessarily
reflects the opinion today of the LID . Mr. Earl has devoted 21/2
mimeograph pages (pp . 20-22) to Alfred Baker Lewis' Liberalism
and Sovietism . The pamphlet was not published by the LID, but
by another anti-Communist organization . It gives a graphic account
of the rising imperialism of Russia, as shown in its policy in Iran, the
Balkans, Manchuria, and so forth, declares that "totalitarian dictatorships such as Russia are aggressive, that appeasement will not work,
and that liberals should not form a united front with Communists .
Toward the very end, however, Mr . Lewis expresses the hope that
Russia's imperialism may conceivably be less aggressive in the
future.
Mr. Lewis was too optimistic concerning the possibility in the commensurate future of Russia's dropping an aggressive policy . He was
not so optimistic as General Eisenhower appeared to be on June 1 .5,
1945, when he declared in Paris at a press conference, "There is
nothing in my experience with the Russians that leads me to feel that
we can't cooperate with them perfectly," and when, in November 1945,
he sent a letter of good will to the National Council of American-

it has undertaken," but more optimistic
justified and his position is of course a different one today . However, whatever position he took in 1946 was quite irrelevant to Mr .
Earl's thesis, since the pamphlet was not an LID publication and the
league was not bound by it. No one in his right mind could claim
that an organization in which General Eisenhower functioned in 1945
was today bound by the opinions which he expressed 9 years ago on
our future relations with Soviet Russia, opinions which he now finds
to have been unjustified by recent events .
III . Another assumption of Mr . Earl that has little validity is that
scattered excerpts from pamphlets published by the LID and of
speeches delivered at league conferences necessarily portray the true
character of the entire pamphlet or speech .
Many readers of these excerpts, I fear, would obtain an entirely
false impression of the educational character of much of the league's
literature.
The paragraphs devoted to the pamphlet, Toward a Farmer-Labor
Party, published in 1938, but now practically out of print, gave little
indication of the educational character of this pamphlet-its factual
information on the history of minority parties ; the reasons for their
successes and failures ; the problems confronting them ; the concrete
developments in farmer-labor political action in the late thirties in
numerous States in the Union and the forces for and against their
development, followed by a carefully selected bibliography . Nor do
the excerpts on Russia-Democracy or Dictatorship? give any concept
of the carefully checked facts presented in this pamphlet by Dr . Joel
Seidman, now of the economics department of the University of Chicago, and Norman Thomas, on the Soviet dictatorship, facts gathered
from many sources with infinite patience and industry at a time when
such facts were difficult to gather . The pamphlet presents one of the
most unanswerable indictments of Soviet dictatorship appearing in
pamphlet form up to that time, but the excerpts printed give little
indication of the true character of this pamphlet . The same is true
of the paragraphs presented in the report culled from the pamphlet,
Toward Nationalization in Industry . The reader of the report is
given little idea of the factual material presented from authoritative
sources on the industries discussed, and the arguments that are
marshaled .
It might be added that all of the above pamphlets just referred are
practically out of print. The league would like to revise them thoroughly in the light of recent developments, but unfortunately has not
had the finances to prepare and publish such revisions .
Mr. Earl tries another technique when referring to the league's
most popular pamphlet among trade unionists, The Forward March of
American Labor. He does not criticize any of the facts given in this
brief and popular history of the trade-union movement of the United
States written by Dr . Theresa Wolfson, professor of economics, Brooklyn College, and by Joseph Glazer, educational director of a labor
union-a pamphlet found most educational particularly by newcomers
in the labor movement and by introductory students of labor .
Here Mr . Earl seeks to discredit the pamphlet by declaring that it
possesses a "remarkable series of cartoons which, in the year 1953,

After reading this criticism, I reviewed the cartoons and found that
each one referred to a certain period in the development of labor ; were
true of conditions in that period and made it evident to the ordinary
reader to what decade it referred. Thus the first, cartoon, dealing
with child labor, and portraying a child worker and an employer,
reads, "Two-fifths of all the people employed . in Massachusetts in 1832
were under 16." The second said, "Workers demanding tax-supported
schools were stoned in Boston in 1830 ." The third presented a picture
of Abraham Lincoln, father of the Republican Party, and a quotation
from him, "If any man tells you he loves America, yet hates labor, he
is a liar. If any man tells you he trusts America, yet fears labor, he
is a fool ."
In practically every cartoon,, the dates are given . Only two cartoons referring to conditions in the 20th century present pictures of
employers . One deals with the use of detective agencies, with a caption, "The General Motors Corp . and its divisions spent $994,855 for
detective agency services from January 1934 to July 1936 ." The text
makes it clearly evident that practices of that type have largely disappeared as a result, by the way, of the constant fight against it by
hosts, of Americans, including members of the LID working in trade
unions and through educational and political channels . Another
deals with the rise in corporate profits from 1936 to 1944 . The cartoons, drawn by Bernard Seaman of the Hat Worker, are throughout,
I believe, fair to the spirit and condition of the times.
IV. A fourth assumption of Mr . Earl seems to be that one way of
discrediting a conference of the league is to make a broad generalization as to the alleged political composition of its participants . Thus,
in characterizing the league's conference at the Hotel McAlpin iii 1943,
he declares :

The conference * * * brought together a number of labor leaders, Socialist
professors, and foreign politicians . They met to emphasize the need for postwar
planning if the free world was to be spared mass unemployment and depression
The presence of so many Socialise leaders from abroad emphasized the reality of
the world movement against capitalist society, a movement in which allies join
hands across national frontiers to combat their own countrymen .

After reading these sentences, I glanced again over the participants
of the conference, which was devoted to a discussion of The Third
Freedom : Freedom from Want . I find that the Right Honorabl
Arthur Greenwood, who, when member of the British war cabinet,
had initiated the preparation of the Beveridge report on social insurance, had broadcast from Great Britain a short message, in which
he had declared that-

Freedom of the spirit is mankind's greatest need and dearest hope . We must
preserve that spirit. We must also free mankind from want . Broken, beaten
impoverished, and underfed bodies, wracked by physical suffering and torture
minds, are not worthy temples of the human spirit .

We also had a short address by the Honorable Margaret Bondfield
the first woman Minister of Labor in Britain, on The Beveridge Pla
and International Trade . Miss Bondfield, who happened to be in this
country at the time, was the only foreign Socialist leader present a
and participating in this conference, and was invited because of her

was, it is true, a member of the Canadian Cooperative Commonwealth
Federation, but was hardly one of its political leaders . Of the 27
participants in the conference discussions, not more than 1 chanced
to be a member of the Socialist Party of the United States as far as
I am aware . Practically all were Government experts on social insurance, college professors, labor, social welfare, and church leaders .
All except 1 of the 27 participants dealt with the immediate questions
involved in bringing about greater social security . One of the twentyseven presented the claims of democratic socialism to a round-table
audience . Not one urged the passage of a particular bill before Congress. The discussion was in general of a high order .
It would have been difficult for Mr . Earl to have found the contingent of Socialist leaders from abroad . On the other hand, Mr. Earl
would have found as speakers a number of distinguished students of
the problem of economic security, including, outside of Miss Bondfield,
Dr. Carter Goodrich, professor of economics, Columbia University,
and the chairman of the governing body, International Labor Office ;
Dr . Eveline M. Burns, then Director of Research, Security, Work, and
Relief Policies, National Resources Planning Board, and author of an
authoritative volume, Toward Social Security ; Dr . L. S . Falk, Director, Bureau of Research and Statistics, Social Security Board ;
Henriette C . Epstein, vice president of the American Association of
Social Security ; Dr. Arne Skaug, Director of the Norwegian Government Disability Service, and then teaching at the University of Wisconsin ; Donald H. Davenport, Chief of the Employment and Occupational Outlook Bureau of the United States Department of Labor
Statistics ; Alfred Baker Lewis, now president of the Union Casualty
Co. ; Donald S . Howard, assistant director of the charity organization
department of the Russell Sage Foundation, and author of The
W. P . A . and Federal Relief Policy ; Dr. Herman A . Gray, then chairman of the New York State Unemployment Insurance Advisory Committee ; E . J . Coil, director of the National Planning Association ;
Charles Abrams, housing expert ; Ellis Cowling, educational director
of the Consumers Cooperative Services ; Charles C . Berkley, executive director of the New York Committee on Discrimination in Employment ; F. Ernest Johnson, executive secretary, department of re
search and education, Federal Council of Churches ; Rabbi Ephraim
Frisch, former chairman, commission of justice and peace, Central
Conference of American Rabbis ; Leroy E . Bowman, now professor of
sociology, Brooklyn College ; Robert J . Watt, international representative, AFL ; R. J . Thomas, then president of the UAW-CIO ;
Nathanial M . Minkoff, secretary-treasurer, New York Joint Board
ILGWU ; Prof. John L . Childs, profession of philosophy of education, Teachers College ; Mark Starr, labor educator ; Jack Barbash,
then of the staff of the United States Office of Education, and others .
Mr. Earl, in the final pages of his report seems to object to the LID
because, according to him, it is continuing "to fill the air with propaganda concerning socialism" and "stumping for certain legislative
programs ." Though the LID believes that an educational program
which gives the . truth about socialism is in every sense legitimate, the
picture of conferences of the LID painted by Mr . Earl is, it seems to
me, a far cry from the type of conferences which the LID is holding.

